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Motion made (AIr. Grç) for copies of depositions in, heard at the Wotn Police Gourt, Sydney, 
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Cone, 33; Return to Address, laid on Table, 109........................................................ 
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opv of Circular and List of Fees issued to. laid on Table, 49 ........................................... 

W. S. CASWELL, EIQ., POLICE MAGISTRATE, MOROYA 
Mot'ioii made (Ms. Eek/'ord) ihr copies of all charges against, together with •Tudgc Macfarland's 

report and the decision of the Executive Council therron, 50; Return to Address, laid on 

Table, 167 ................................................................................... 
Return to Order (Session. 1876-7), laid on Table, 278 ....................................................... 

RscoMsrENnarloN OF Mat. J. C. FoSTER, or M.aauyoo, To THE CosnussloN OF THE PEACE 

Motion made (Mr. cameron) for alleorrespondenee respecting, by Mr. P. C. Macgregor, J.P., 142. 
HUTORINSON V. KsiI,L[Eft AND LYNN:— 

Motion made (Mr. Shherd) for copies of Depositions in the libel case, with copy of Attorney 
Genesul's reasons for raf using to file a criminal information against the accused, 174 ; Return 
to Address, laid on Table, 219 ................................................................................ 

APPEALs TO PRIVY C0VNCIE 
Motion made (Mr. Uoonea) for Return showing particulars of, during the last four years, 214. 

DrsrnIcr COCETS Aer or 1858:— 
Order in Council—Alteration in Scale of Fees under, laid on Table, 219................................ 

PATRICK AND MIC3SATIL GRIFFIN:— 
Petitionfrom, tliatin 1566 they were arrested and tried for providing sustenance to Thomas Clarke, 

an outlaw, and acquitted ; tl,at they were afterwards instrumental in the apprehension of the 
said Clarke, and praying justice may be done them for services rendered to the Crown, 
presented, 119; ordered to be printed, 124 .............................................................. 

Motion made (Mr. Ci'rvil'Ir) that Petitioa be referred to Select Committee for eonsidcmtion, &e., 
206; Progress Report brought up, 319..................................................................... 

Motion made (Air. Creville) for all correspondence respecting case of, 236. 
Motion made (Mr. Ore sills) for copy of His Honor Mr. Justice Faucett's notes in case of, 288. 

PRISONER MARSBALL:— 
Correspondence respecting tetnporal7 release of, from Gaol, laid on Table, 253 ....................... 

Ths ATTORNEY GENERAL V. EVADING AN]) OTEFUS 

Motion made (Mi-. .thsrley. Hartley), for Proceedings in the matter of, for intrusion in December, 
1862, 253. 

At PoLICE COrEr, TAMW0RTII 
Return respecting, laid on Table, 262.............................................................................. 

WIELLUr CutswEtL—ARTIIUR ORTON :— 
Motion made fs-.  Echiford) that Arthur Orion, alias WiUiam Creswell, it lunatic in Parmmatta 

Lunatic Asylum, should be released, to be taken to England in connection with the Great 
Tiehborne Trial, and House counted out, 272. 
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AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATiONS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
£LBURY (See "WATER SUPPLY.") 
.LLEN, THE HONORABLE SIR GEORGE WIGRAM, RET. (See also "SPFAKR") 

Election of, as Speaker, 4 ; presented to his Excellency the Governor, 5. 
APPEALS (See "PRiVY COUNCIL.") 
APPLICATIONS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
APPROPRIATION BILL 

Assent reported (Edt of Session 1876-7), 6. 
Ordered (Mr. Cohen), presented and read 1°, 284.; read 20, cosuniitted, rcporto I without Aniend- 

ascot, Report adopted, 301 ; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 304; returned front Council 
without Amendment, 321 assented to in Legislative Council Chamber, 328. 

ARMIDALE (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
LRMSTRONG AND LhREMAN, MESSRS. (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
ARTISANS COLLEGE 

AND Hoyn FOR FxrnERLTss Boys AT BALXAIN 
Correspondence a'elative to Andersen's, laid on Table, 274................................................ 

ASSEMBLY (See also "LAND AGENTS"; also "PARLIAMENTARY POWERS AND PRIVI- 
LEGES BILL"; the "HANSARD") 

Praclan,ation of Governor Opening Ninth Parliament, 1; read by Clerk, 1. 
Clerk an,,nunees receipt of Writs of 'Election, 2. 
Clerk reads Commission to Commissioners to administer Oaths to Members, 3. 
Clerk reads Speaker's Commission to administer the Oath, 5. 
Clerk amends diserepknoies in Writs, 6. 
Writs of Election, 2, 6, 9, In, 31('), 75. 
Usher of Black Rod delivers Message from Commissioners, 3; from Governor, 6, 828. 
Commission for Opening Parliament read in Council Chamber, 3. 
Members sworn, 4(50)5 (4), 6 (3),  10(1), 15(2), 29, SI(7), 76, 86. 
Election of Speaker (Sir George Wigram Allen), 4. 
Speaker reports receipt of Commission to administer Oath, 5. 
Prcsent:ation of Speaker to Governor, 5. 
Speaker lays on Table Warrant appuieting Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 11, 32,35 
Speaker reports maturity of Warrants ai'pnint.ing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23,50 
Clerk'swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23(fl), 50(3), 56, 69. 
Speaker reports resignation of Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 34. 
Speaker reports discrepancies in names endorsed on Writs, 6. 
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('), 15. 
Ministerial Statements, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 32. 
Special Adjournment, 90, 109, 129 (on Division), 253 (on Division), 262 (on Thrsswii), 321. 
Formation of Mr. Farnell's Ministry announced, 29. 
Vacant Seats, 29 (7), 31.3, 
No Tellers for Divisions, 9, 135, 208. 230, 21.0. 
.Profosuna Bill presented and read 10,  6, 
Speaker reports receipt of Proclamation curing delay in return of Writ of Election, (9, 15. 
Sittings after Midnight, 10, 14., 53, 81, 102, 143, 193, 197, 202, 208, 223, 228, 218, 259, 263, 267, 

278. 
Speaker reports certificate of return of Writ Iijr J3alranald, together wit.h Proclamation curing 

delay, &e., 13. 
Speaker reports resignation of Sir John Robertson as a Member for East, Maequarse, lie having 

been elected as Moniber for East Macqnarie and also for Mudgee, 31. 
Speaker takes action on Disorder reported from Committee of the Whole (assault on Mr. Gee,1 hij 

M)'. AIeRifione), 268. 
Resignai ion of Member reported, 29, 31. 
Speaker lays on Tnble Minutes authorizing application of Thilanees, 32(2).  251.. 273 ................. 
Clerk sitinnio,icd to produce Writ during Adjournment. 32. 
Clerk read, Petition at length. 181 (2), 

Clerk has h-w-c to return Plans handed in before Select Committee on Wharf Aecainmodation, 
Sydney Harbour (Session 3.873-4) 328. 

Previous Question passed in the negative, 296, 321. 

	

Do. 	Motion made for, and withdrawn, 34. 
Thomas Garrett, Esquire, elected Chairman of Committees, 35. 

	

Do. 	 resiis Chairmanship of Committees, 160. 
Edward Greville, Esquire, appointed as Deputy Chairman of Committees, 76, SO, 85. 
Richard Driver, Esquire, 	 do. 	 do. 	 115, 125. 139., 143,151. 

352 (2),  153, 163. 
Rebert, Wisdom, Esquire, 	 tb. 	 do. 	 135. 
Richard Oliver, Esquire, elected Chairman of Committees for remainder of Session, 168. 
Order of the Pity restored, 289, 290. 

	

Do. 	dropped, 1.15, 151. 

	

1)o. 	discharged, 36. 65, 167, 193, 208, 297, 2t2. 308, 314 ('). 
Bills withdrawn, 36, 167, 193, 208, 227, 308. 
Speaker reports Pepto y  Speakem's J. Garrett, Esq.) Commission to administer the Oath, 39. 

	

Do. 	 (R. Driver, Esq.) 	 do. 	 169. 
Motion made (Mr. S/mice!) disapproving of the pregranune submitted by the Government (Censurt 

of the Ministry), 10, 41. 
Smispi'misiiin of St amidiiig Orders, 42. 
Sessini,al Orders passed, 53 ( 1 ), 54. (III). 
Speaker gives Casting Vote, 102. 
Points of Order decided by Mr. Speaker, 115, 181, 182, 223. 

	

Do. 	reported from Committee of the Whole, and sustained by Mr. Speaker, 181,223. 
Counsel learned in the law (Mr. IF. 13. Coops,') heard at the Bar of the House in favour of Beer's 

Disabilities Bill, 135. 
No Quorum, 145, 228, 237, 272, 291, 311, 314., 321, 325. 

	

Do. 	reported from Committee of the Whole, 228 ). 
No Report from Committee of the Whole, 208, 268. 
Messages for Members of Legislative Council as Witnesses before Select Committee on Sundai 

Sale of Liquors Prevention Bill, 214, 219, 
Motion made (Mr. Barley, Jlertley), that Questions on Notice Paper may in future be taken to 

read, 230. 
Gontingen? Motions, 251, 275. 
Disorder (Mr. McElhone, M.P. for The Upper Hunter, haviag assailed Mr. Gray, Mi', fo, 

lllnwa.t'en, on the floor of the House) reported front Committee of the Whole, 267, 268. 
Death, of Stephen Seholey, Mi'., announced, 313. 
Speaker preseuts Appropriation Bill to Governor for Assent, in Legislative Council Chamber, 328 
Prorogation of l'arlian,e.nt, 328. 

ASSENT TO BILLS— 
Messages from His Exeehleoey the Governor reported 6(n) (lost Session), 59, 127, 155, 201, 207 

219. 230(2),  252, 253(2), 271, 295, 304, 315(2),  327(3), 328. 
Speaker presents Appropriation Bill to His Excellency the Governor for Assent, in Legislativi 

Council Chamber, 328. 
ASSOCIATtON CRICKET GR.OtJNI) (See "MILITARY AND CIVIL CRICKET GROUND.") 
ASYLUM (See "LUNATIC ASYLUMS.") 
ArIORNEY GENERAL:— 

Motio,i made (Mr. FeeneY) tl,at, with a view to the more effeetivead,ninistration of Government 
the Attorney General may, but shall not necessarily be, a Member of the Executive Council 
201. 

v. RyAnuso AND oTumias 
Motion made (Mr. Murky, liar/ky), for Proceedings in the matter of, for intrusion in December 

1862, 253. 
ATTORNEYS (See "SUPREME COURT.") 
AUCTIONEERS LICENSING ACT 

Petition from Alfred Neav,nan, auctioneer, Hill End, praying for an,endment of, presented, 142 
orderedto be printed, 151 .................................................................................. 

AUCTION SALES OF COUNTRY LANDS (See " CROWN LANDS.") 
AUDIT (See "BOARD OF A.LTDI'L") 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM:— 

Information respecting nni,iber of visitors and persons in daily attendance at, laid on Table, 15f 
Information respecting the ntunbor of Meetings held by the Trostece of, laid on Table, 150........ 
Report from the Trnstees of, for 1877, laid on TnbIe2  81] .................................................. 

111 
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A 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (continued) 

Orszrirra OF Earns PUBLIC LIBRARY AND, ON SuNnkys:— 
Motion made (Mr. Burley, Hartley), affirming propriety of, passed on Division, 192. 
Petition from S. D. Gordon, Chairman of a Public - Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, the 

Resolutions be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 212 ordered to be printed, 219 
Do. 	Clergymen of Church of England, with similar prayer, presented, 219 ordered 

beprinted, 223 ......................................................................................... 
Do. 	G. Fullerton, M.D., and J. Fullerton, bUD., with similar prayer, presented 242 

ordered to be printed, 247 	........................................................................... 
Do, 	Citizens of Sydney and Suburbs, with similar prayer, presented, 246; ordered to h 

printed, 253 	.............................................................................................. 
Do. 	inhabitants, Town of Orange, 	 do. 	do. 	246; 	do. 	25 
Do. 	Do. Parramatta, 	 do. 	do. 246; do. 25 
Do. 	Residents in Hamilton and neighbourhood, do. 	do. 	246; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	Do. 	City of Newcastle, 	do. 	do. 	do. 	246; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	Members and Adherents of St. Andrew's 

Presbyterian Church, Newcastle, 	do, 	do. 	246; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	A. White, Chairman of Public Meeting, Rylstone, and District, 	247; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	Congregational Church, Burwnod, 	do. 	do. 	247; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	R.I. Hills, Chairman of Congregational Union of New South \Vales, 247; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	Residents of Armidale and snrrounding Districts, 	do. 	267; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	Do. 	Goulburn and neighbourhood, do. 	do. 	267; 	do. 	27 
Do. 	3lembers of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of New South IVales, 267 ; 	do. 	27 

Motion made (Mr. ,T. Davies) that hours on week-doys be extended, and Resolution for openin 
on Sundays be rescinded, 248, and Debate adjourned, 249; Order of the Day postponed, 289 
Debate resumed and negatived on Division, 308. 

AUSTRALIAN WINES:— 
BRITISU DUTIES ON:— 

Correspondence and papers respecting, laid on Table, 32 ................................................... 

695 

697 

699 

701 
70.3 
705 
713 
715 

717 
719 
721 
723 
707 
709 
711 

725 

	

BALANCES:— 	
- B 

APPLTCArION OF 

Minute of Governor and Executive Council, authorizing, laid on Table by Mr. Speaker, 32(2),  254, 
273 	................................................................................................................. 

BALDOCK, MRS. ISABELLA. 
Motion made (Mr. Driver) for Letters, Statements, Reports, &e., relating to a claim on behalf of, 

for recognition of the bravery displayed by her when Mr. Keigbtley's residence was attacked 
by bushrangers, in October, 1868, 34; Return to Order laid on Table, 56 ........................ 

BALLOTING:— 
For Select Co,nnsittees—Sessional Order passed, 53. 

BANK (See" GOVERNMENT.") 
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS 

General Abstract of, for Quarter ended 30 September, 1877, laid on Table, 32 ........................ 

	

Do. 	 do. 	31 December, 1877, 	do. 	142 ....................... 

	

Do. 	 do. 	31 March, 1878, 	do. 	318 ........................ 
BAR:— 

Oi' TUE liovaz 
Counsel learned in the law (\V. U. Cooper, Esq.) heard in favour of Beer's Disabilities Bill. 135. 

BARBOUR, ROBERT (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
BARON WILLIAM HENRY (See "CIVIL SERVICE.") 
BARRACKS (See "OFFICERS QUARTERS.") 
BARRISTERS AND ATTORNEYS (See " SUPREME COURT.") 
BARWIN RIVER (See "RESERVES.") 

; 	BATIIURST (See "RAILWAYS.") 
S i 	t' • BEER'S DISABILITIES BILL 

Motion made (Mr. Harley, Hartley) for leave to bring in, 70; presented and read 10,  70; Order of  
the Day postponed, 98; \V. H. Cooper, Esq., Counsel learned in the law, heard at the Bar 
of the House, in favour of, 135 ; Order of the Day postponed, 135, 153, 208 ; read 2°, com-
mitted, reported, and Report adopted, 242; Order of the Day postponed, 290; Motion madeJ 
that Bill be read 3°, and superseded by Previous Question, 296; Motion made that Order of 
the Day for 3°  be fixed for a future day, and negatived on Division, 309. 

Petition from Frederick Beer, M.D., praying to be heard by Counsel at the Bar of the House, in 
reference to, presented, 88; ordered to be printed, 92 Motion made (Mr. Harley, Hart fry),. 
that the prayer of this Petition be granted, 113; Motion made (Mr. Burley, Hartley), that 
W. It. Cooper, Counsel learned in the law, be heard at the Bar of the House, 135. 

BELFIELD, MR. (See "WATER RESERVE.") 
BELL:— 

Sessional Order for ringing of, before meeting of House, passed, 53. 
BERRIMA (See "GAOL"; also "RAILWAYS.") 
BIBLE SOCIETY'S BILL:— 

Petition presented (Mr. Wiadeyer) for leave to bring in, 39 leave given, SI; presented and read' 
1°, 50; referred to Select Committee, CO; Report brought up, 80; read 2', committed, 
reported, and Report adopted, 115 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 119 ; returned by 
Council with Amendments, 158; Council's Amendments agreed to, 227; Assent reported, 252. 

BiLLS (See also "ASSENT TO BILLS") 
Withdrawn, 36, 167, 193, 208, 227, 308. 
Alphabetical Registers of ............................................................................................ 

BINGERA (See "POlICE MAGISTRATE"; also "CROWN LANDS.") 
BLACKER, ROSAYNA (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
BLACK ROD 

Usher of, delivers Message from Colnmiasioners on Opening of Ninth Parliament, 3. 
Do. 	 His Excellency the Governor, 6,328. 

BLACK WATTLE BAY LAND RECLAMATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Motion made (Mr. FernelO for leave to bring in, 207; presented and read 1°. 207 read 2°, 

committed, reported, Report adopted, 254; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 259 ; re. 
turned by Council without Amendment, 305; Assent reported, 318. 

381, 383, 385 
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BLAYNEY (See "RAILWAYS.") 
BLUE BOOK:— 

4 515 For the year 	1877, 	laid 	on Table, 	313................................................................................ 

	

BOARD OF AUDIT:— 	 * 
Report of, on the Public Accounts, laid on Table, 32 	.......................................................... 2 397 

BOMBALA (See "EDUCATION.") 
BOURKE-STREET (See "SEWER ALONG BOURKE-STREET TO SHEA'S CREEK.") 
BOWRAL RAILWAY STATION (See "RAILWAYS.") 
BRAITHWAITE, MR. H. :— 

Motion made (Mr. MeRihone) for all papers, correspondence, &c., in the case of, whose services 
were lately dispensed with by Railway Department, 308; Return to Order laid on Table, 324 4 321 

BRENNAN, M. (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
BRITISH DUTIES :— 

ON AUSTRALIAN WINES 
4 725 Correspondence and papers respecting, laid on Table, 32 	............................................... 

BRIDGES (See also "TOLLS"):— 
Acuocs VALE CREEK, AT KINGS FALlS:— 

Motion made (Mr. Pilcher) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Govern r that 
sum of £800 be placed on Estimates for 1878, 16; Order of the Day postponed, 36, 65, 98; 
Order of the Day dropped, 115. 

WELLINGTON, WAGGA WAGGA, MUSWELLBROOK, AND NISIB0Y 
4 387 Information respecting the construction of, laid on Table, 69.................................................

OVER TEE WOLLONDILLY 
Motion made (Mr. Teece) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor that sum 

of £5,000 be placed on Additional Estimates for 1878, 73 ; Order of the Day postponed, 86, 
115, 135; House in Committee, Resolution reported, read 2°, and agreed to, 152. 

PAREAMATTA RIVER AND IRON COVE :— 
4 383 

Correspondence between Mr. F. A. Franklin and the Government relative to his tendering for, 
Paper containing information respecting the erection and completion of, laid on Table, 230 .......... 

4 371 laidon Table, 	259 	................................................................................................. 
Copy of detailed Tenders of, as furnished by Mr. Franklin, Assistant Engineer for Roads and 

Bridges, 	laid 	on Table, 	278 	..................................................................................... 4 385 
BRIDGE-STREET (See "LAND.") 
BROTJGHAM, MR. P. 

POLICE MAGISTRATE, BINGERA 
Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for all Correspondence, &c., respecting certain charges made 

against, 273. 
BUILDING AND FURNISHING SCHOOLS :— 

Motion made (Mr. MeRlhosie) that all Schools, Provisional as well as Public, be built and furnished 
out of money voted by this House for the purpose of Education, negatived on Division, 101. 

BUILDING BILL (See "CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BILL.") 
BURNS, THE HONORABLE JOHN FITZGERALD, ESQUIRE, M.P. :— 

Acceptance of office as Postmaster General announced, 29 ; 	Seat as Member for The Hunter 
declared vacant, 29; issue and return of Writ reported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 

BUSHRANGING (See "GRIFFIN, PATRICK AND MICHAEL.") 
BUSINESS :— 

Or THE SEssIoN:— 
1 
1 

335 
331 

DAYS :— 
Sessional Order passed, 52. 

PRECEDENCE OF GOVERNMENT :— 
Sessional Order passed, 52. 

PRECEDENCE OF GENERAL :—  
Sessional Order passed, 52. 

FORMAL:—  

Sessional Paper showing 	............................................................................................... 
Do. 	undisposed of, at close of the Session 	.............................................. 

Sessional Order passed, 52. .,. . 
BY-LAWS :— . 	i... 

LAID ON TABLE :— 
4 459 
4 491 

Borough 	of Parramatta, 	27 	........................................................................................... 

4 461 
4 463 
4 465 
4 467 
4 471 
4 479 

Municipal 	District of 	Manly, 37 ....................................................................................... 

4 481 

Boroughof Mudgee, 	37 	............................................................................................... 
Do. 	. 	The 	Glebe, 	37............................................................................................... 

4 503 

Do. 	Waterloo, 	37 	............................................................................................... 
Do. 	West 	Maitland, 	37......................................................................................... 

4 505 

Municipal District of 	Gulgong, 	37 	................................................................................... 

4 491 

Do. 	Richmond, 	313 	............................................................................................ 
Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875, Borough of Parramatta, 27 ............................................... 

4 507-513 

Borough of East St. 	Leonards, 313................................................................................... 

Do. 	 do. 	 Do. 	Leichhardt, 37 	............................................... 
Do. 	 do. 	 Do. 	Manly, 	37 	..................................................... 

2 435 
Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873, 27, 37, 150, 313 	..................................................... 
Amended, of University of Sydney, 	318............................................................................ 

C 
CALLAN PARK (See "INSANE.") 
CAMERON, FRANCIS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
CAMPBELLTOWN (See "POLICE.") 
CANALS (See "WATER SUPPLY.") 
CANDIDATES (See "CIVIL SERVICE.") 
CAPTAIN COOK:— 

STATUE 01' 
Letter from the Agent General relative-to, laid on Table, 27 ................................................. 4 749 
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CAPTAIN OF No. 1 COMPANY, IIIGHLANDERS 

tion of, 50; Return to Order laid on Table, 104; Further Return to Order laid on Table, 196. 3 311,315  
Motion made (ilL-. Mceeintos7s) for copies of all documents, Minutes, &c., respecting the resigna-

CARRIERS (See "COMMON CARRIERS BILL.") 
CASTINGS:— 

FOR HARBOURS AND RIVERS DEPARTMENT :- 
Papers respecting the supply of, laid on Table, 88 	.............................................................. 4 751 

CASTING VOTE :- 
Given by Mr. Speaker, 102. 

CASWELL, W. S., ESQ. 
POLICE MAGISTRATE, MORUYA 

Motion made (Mr. Rckj'orcl) for copies of all charges brought against, together with Report of 
Judge M'Farland, and decision of Executive Council thereon, 50; Return to Address, laid 
Table, 	167 	......................................................................................................... 3 99 

3 131 
CATTLE-DRIVING ACT :- 

PETITIONS RESPECTING :- 
From certain Auctioneers, Butchers, and other Inhabitants of -West Maitland and vicinity, that 

cattle intended for sale, slaughter, or shipment, may be driven through or into the towns of 
West Maitland and East Maitland, between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m., in addition to hours 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 278...................................................... 

2 881 
From certain Auctioneers, Butchers, and other Inhabitants of East Maitland and vicinity, with a 

2 883 

prescribed by the Act, presented, 9; 	ordered to be printed, 13........................................ 

CATTLE SALE YARDS (See "METROPOLITAN CATTLE SALE YARDS.") 
CATTLE-SHOOTING (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 

similar prayer, presented, 9; 	ordered to be printed, 13 	................................................. 

CEMETERY FOR NEWCASTLE :- 
Motion made (Dr. Bowker) for a Committee of the Whole, that £3,000 be placed on the Supple- 

mentary Estimates for 1877, to purchase a site for, 33; Order of the Day postponed, 41; 
House in Committee, Resolution reported, read 2°, and agreed to, 65. 

CENSURE OF THE MINISTRY :— 
Motion made (Mr. Stuart) that the programme of business for the Session, submitted by Ministers, 

is unsatisfactory to this House, and Debate adjourned, 40; Debate resumed, 41; Motion 
negatived on Division, 42. 

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES :- 
Election of Thomas Garrett, Esquire, 35. 
Resignation of Thomas Garrett, Esquire, reported, 160. 

- 	 Election of Richard Driver, Esquire, 168. 
Commission to, as Deputy Spea.ker, to administer the Oath to Members, receipt of, reported, 39,169. 
Leave of absence for three days granted to, 196. 
Appointment of Edward Greville, Esquire, as Deputy, 76, 80, 85. 
Appointment of H. Driver, Esquire, as Deputy, 115, 125, 1.39, 14.3, 151, 152 (3),  153, 163. 

Do. 	H. Wisdom, Esquire, 	do. 	135. 
Reports no Quorum in Committee of Supply, 364. 
Reports no Quorum in Committee of the Whole, 228 (2).  
Reports Point of Order from Committee of the Whole, 181, 223. 
Reports disorder from Committee of the Whole—(assasslt on lIft. Gray by Mr. McElhone), 267. 

CHAMBERLAIN, MR. WILLIAM 
Petition from, Hobart Town, Tasmania, Master Mariner, referring to certain land in Pitt-street, 

Sydney, alleged to have been promised to his grandfather, presented, 247; ordered to be 
4 869 

CHARITIES 
printed, 	253 	....................................................................................................... 

PUBLIC :- 
Annual Report of Inspector of, on Charitable Institutions of the Colony, laid on Table, 196 2 639 

ANDERSON'S ARTISANS COLLEGE AND HOME FOR FATHERLESS Boys AT BALLrAIN 
4 717 Correspondence relative to, laid on Table, 274 	................................................................... 

CHILDREN (See "EDUCATION.") 
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LAND:-- 

OCCUPIED BY MR. NOWLAN 
Motion made (Mr. H. H. Brown) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor, 

that Mr. Nowlan be ej.ected from certain land, and that it be left as a watering place for the 
public, and negatived on Division, 193. 

CIRCULAY QUAY (See also "RAILWAYS"):— 
General Plan, showing the contemplated improvements to, laid on Table (or an ex1i bit only), 308. 

CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BILL:— 

Motion made (Mr. Driver) for Committee of the Whole, 15 ; House in Committee, Resolution 
reported and agreed to, 36; presented and read, 1°, 60; Order of the Day postponed, 98; 
135, 152, 167, 188, 193, 243, 290, 297, 309. 

CIVIL SERVICE (See also "CROWN LANDS ") :-- 
MR. OLIVER, LATE ACTING LAND AGENT AT HAY— 

Motion made (Mr. Mclilhone) for copies of all letters, correspondence, papers, telegrams, and 
evidence taken in the case of, lately dismissed from 51. 

RAILWAY TRAFFIC MANAGER :- 
Papers in connection with the suspension of, and re-construction of the Railway Staff, laid on 

Table, 	69............................................................................................................. 4 209 
SALARIES IN THE COLONIAL SECRETARY'S OFFICE 

2 7 
CLAIM OF WILLIAM HENRY BARON :- 

Motion made (Mr. Baker), that the Report of Select Committee (Session 1876-7) be adopted, 72. 
CLAIMS OF MESSRS. KELLEREE AND FITZGERALD 

Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for all correspondence relating to, for Pensions under the 
Superannuation Act, 80. 

Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for all correspondence relating to, for increase of salary under 

Letter respecting disbursement of Savings on, laid on Table, 128 ........................................... 

2 9 
SALARIES OF THE Civia SERVANTS 

the Gold.Regulations as to increases, 93; Return to Address, laid on Table, 271 ...............

tions made in years 1871 and 1872, and negatived on Division, 101. 
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of refund of deduc-

SUSPRNSION OF MR. PRETIOUS, OCCUPATION OF LANDS DEPARTMENT 
2 17 Return to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 129.......................................................... 

Further Return to Order 	. (do. 	do. 	162.......................................................... 2 53 

or 
A 
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CIVIL SERVICE (continued) 
DEPARTMENTAL CIUNGISS 

Papers connected with certain proposed, laid on 'fable, 142 
Co,stIssroNE1a AND ENGINHEIt FOR ROADS 	' 	 - 

Papers respecting duties performed by, ke. laid on Table, 162 ............................................. 
CANDIDATES POE L3IFWTIStNT rx 

Motion made (Ifs'. Windeqer) for copia'of all correspondence, minutes, ke., relating to proposals 
mode to the Governn,ent., for ascertaining intellectual qualifications of, 206. 

MR. B. BRA1TIIWAITE 
Motion made (Mr. Mr.'Elhoise) for all papers, correspondence, &c., in the. ease of, whose servtees 

were lately dispensed mo-itli by the Officers of the Railway Department, 308; Return to 
Order, laid on Table, 321........................................................................................ 

CLAiM OF WJLLTAM HENRY BARON:— 
Motion mode (Mr. Baker) that Report from Select Committee (Session 1876-7), be adopted, 172. 

CLAIMS (See "CiVIL SERVICE.") 
CLARENCE AND NKW ENGLAND STEAM NAVIGAtION COMPANY'S ACT AMENDMENT 

BILL 
Petition presented (An'. .Drirrn') for leave to bring in, 76 leavegiven, 80; presented and read 10, 

80; referred to Select Committee, 85 ; Report; from Select, Committee brought up, 120; read, 
20  committed, reported, and Report adopted, 15$ ; read, 30, passed, and sent to Council, 
157 ; returned by Council without Amendment, 201 ; Assent reported, 230. 

CLARENCE ELECTORATE (See ' ELECTORAL.") 
CLARK. MR. W. (See "IIYDRAL'LTC ENGINEER"; also "W4TER SUPPLY.") 
CLERK OF A,SSEMBI4Y 

Reads Proclamation stalling together N in! h, P,,rtian,c,,t, 1. 
Announces receipt of •\Srrits  of Election, 2. 
Reads Commissioners Commission to ,,dminist Cr Oat lie to Members, 3. 
Produce, Writs of Election, 4(00),  5(1). 
Reads Speaker's Commission to administer the Oath to Members, 5. 
Amends discrepancy between name endorsed on Writ and signature of Member, 6. 
Reads Address in reply to Governor', Opening Speech, 8. 
Swe,irs Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23 (s),  50  (s),  56, 69. 
Produces Records in a Court of Law, 32. 
Reads Deputy Speaker's Co,,innssion to admi,nd.cr the Oath, 39. 
Reads Report from Committee of Elections and Qiialificat.ions,—Turner a,. )Thn,qeord, 60. 
Lays on 'Table Proceedings and Evidence of Scicet Committee on ease of Mr. i-olin Garsed 

(Session 1876-7), 72 .......................................................................................... 
Rends Petition at length, 1810). 
Obtai,,s leave to return Plans handed in befove Select Committee on Wharf Accommodation 

Sydney Harbeur (Sesskn 1873-4), 328. 
CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS 

Copy of Circular of Instruct ions, and  List of Fees, issued to, laid on Table, 443 ........................ 
('OUEN, THE HONORABLE HENRY EMANUEL, ESQUiRE, M.P. 

Acecptance of office as Colo,,ial Treasurer a,mounced, 29 ; seat, as Member for \Ve,t Maitland, 
declared vacant, 29 ; issue and return of Writ reported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 

COLONIAL PRODUCE DJSTILLATJON BILL: 
Motion made (Mr. Bawden) for Committee of the Whole, 15 ; Order of the Day postponed:  

36; House in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 86 ; presented and rend 10, 

86 ; Motion made that Bill be rend 2°—Ibint of Order—that Message from Governor is 
required to initiate Bill, sustained by Mr. Speaker, 115. 

COLONJAL SECRETARY'S OFFICE (See "C1VTL SERVICE.") 
COLORADO BEETLE:— 

Correspondence relating to, forwarded by the Agent General for New South Wales to the Colonial 
Secretary, laid on Table, 328 	......................................................................... 

COMMISSION 
Foa OPENING PARLIAMENT: - 

Road in Council Chamber, 3. 
To ADMINISTER OATH To Msitflsas 

Read by Clerk, appointing the Honorable, Sir i-olin Robertson, K.C.M.G., William Alexande, 
Long, and John Lackey, Esquires, as Commissioners, 3. 

Si'EAirnst'a, TO ADMINISTER THE OATH 
Eeporte'l by Mr. Speaker (Sir G. TV Allen), and read by the Clerk, 5. 

Oapvry Ss'EAven's, TO ADMINISTER T'JliI OATH 
Receipt of, reported by Mr. Speaker, and read by the Clerk, 39, 169. 

Or THE PEACE,—REcoasa,EN.DATX0N OP Mn. J. C. Fosrna, or MnNGo, TO:— 
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for all correspondence respecting, by Mr. P. C. Macgregor, i- P., 142, 

COMMISSIONERS :— 	 - 
FOR OPENING PARLTAMp,x:,':-. 

Message from, delivered by Usl,rr of Black Rod, 3. 
TO ADMINISTER OATH TO Mrsnsxats 

Commission appointing, read by Clerk, 3. 
OOM?SIITTRES (See also "SELECT COMMIflEES"):— 

Election of Thomas Garrett., Esquire, as Chairman of, 35. 
Resignation of Thomas Garrett. Esquire, as Chairman of, reported, 160. 
Appointment of Edward Graville, Esquire, as Deputy Chairman of, 76, 80, 85. 
Appointment of B. Driver, Esquire, as Deputy Chairman of, 115, 125, 159, 143, 151, 152 ( ), 

153, 163. 
Appointment of R. Wisdom, Esquire, as Deputy Chairman of, 135. 
Election of Richard Driver, Esquire, as Chairman of, 168. 
Comn,ission to Chairman of, its Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath to Members, receipt of:  

reported, 39,169. 
No Report frosts Committee of the 'Whole, 208, 26. 

Or ELEar,oya AND QUALIFIcATIoNS:— 
Speaker's Warmnt appointing, laid on Table, 11, 32, 35 ; maturity of, reported, 23, 50(2) 
Members sworn, 23 (s),  50(), 56,69; resignation of Member reported, 34; first meeting appointed. 

50 ; leave given to adjourn sine die, 60. 
Turner a,. Hun,qerford, Northumberland : - 
Pctitic,n of Wil.lian, Tttrm,cr, Esquiro, against the Election and Returu of Thomas lisuigerford, 

Esquire, laid on Table, and referred, 27 Report brought up declaring Thomas Hsmgerford, 
Esquire, duly elected, and read by the Clerk, 60 ........................................................ 
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COMMON 

TEMPORARY, NEAR SINGLETON 
Motion made (Air. IF, C. Browse) for all correspondence respecting application from Borough 

* 	of Singleton for conversion of, into it permanent one, 151. 
-COMMON CARRIERS BILL:- 

Motion made (Air. IViadeyer) for leave to bring in, 70; 	presented and' read, 10, 80 	read 2°  
and committed, 152 	Order of the Day postpooed, 167, 188, 193; House again in Committee, 
and Bill reported with Amendments, 288 ; Report adopted, 296 ; read 3°, 301 ; passed and 
sent to Council, 302; returned by Council with Amendments, and council's Amendments 
agreed to, 320 ; Assent reported, 327. 

COMMON LODGING-HOUSES BiLL:- 
Motion 	made (Mr. 	Ca,neroa) 	for 	Committee of the Whole, 70 ; 	House in Committee, 

Resolution reported and agreed to, 86 ; presented and read, 1°, 86 ; Order of the Day postS 
' 	poned, 135; read 20  and committed, 151 ; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 

227. 
COMMONS (See " MINING FOR GOLD ON RESERVES AND COMMONS.") 
COMPANIES BILL (See "MTNIN& COMPANIES BILL.") 
COMPLAINT AGAINST THE STA1'ION-MASI'ER. AND PORTIR, BOWRAL RAILWAY 

STATION:-'- 
4 281 

CONDITiONAL DISSOLUTION 
Or PAHLIAISENT 

Motion 	made 	(Air. 	Us'een',vood) 	for 	copies 	of 	Despatelies 	in 	reference 	to, 	or qualified 

Return to Order (Sessioa 1870-7) laid on Table, 32 	.......................................................... 

aeceptonec of Ministeri il advice, in regard to Ministerial crises of lSfl, 101 ; Return to 
Address, 	laid 	on 	Table, 	109 	................................................................................... 

CONDITIONAL PURChASES 	(See 	CROWN LAIfDS.") 
CONE r. CLARKE-CATTI2E-SJ500TING (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL:- 

Message No. 3 (Vote of Credit), recommending, 33; ordered (Mr. Cohen), presented, read 1°, 2 93 
Standing Orders suspended, read 20, committed, reported 	without Amendment, Report 
adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 42, 43 ; returned without Amendment, 57; 
Assent reported, 59. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2) 
Message No. 6 (Vote of Credil.), recommending, 104; ordered (Al','. Cohen), 104; presented and 2 95 

read 10, 105 ; read 2", committed, reported without Amendment, Report adopted, 109 ; read 
30, passed and sent to Council, 115 	returned without Amendment, 124 ;  Assent reported, 127. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3):- 
Messar No. 10 (Vote of Credit), recommending, 191 ; ordered (Air. Cohen), presented and read 2 97 

1 , 194; read 2°, committed, reported without Amendment, Report adopted, 190 ; read 1°, 
passed and sent to Council, 197 ; returned without Amendment, 201 ; Assent reported, 207. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 4):- 
Message No. 22 (Vote of Credit.), recommending. 259; 	ordered (Aft. 	Cohen), presented and 2 99 

read 10, 260 ; read 2°, committed, reported without Amendment, Report adopted, read 30, 
passed and sent to Council, 263 	returned without, Amendment, 263 	Assent reported, 271. 

CONTINGENT MOTIONS 
Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 254. 
Snpply-Introduetion of Parlin,nentnry powers and Privileges Bill, 275. - 

CONTRACTORS DEBTS BILL:- 
Motion made (Air. WI H. Sn/for) for leave to bring in, 9; presented and read 10, 9; Order of 

the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 36. 
COOMA (See "LUNATIC ASYLUMS.") 
CORPORATION DEBENTUFES BILL 

Motion made (Ms. J"ll:pefriek) for leave to bring in, 51; presented nud read 10, 51 ; read 2', 
committed, reported, and Report adopted, 56; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 60; 
returned by Council with A mendmnents, 124.; Council's Amendments agreed to, 139 ; Assent 
reported, 155. 

COUNSEL:- 
Ileard at the Bar of the House in favour of Beer's Disabilities Bill, 135. 

COUNT-OUT (See" NO QUORUM.") 
COUPER, ALEXANDER (See "CROWN LANDS;') 
COURT (See" SUPREME COURT.") 
CCX, ANN JANE (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
COX, THOMAS (See" MINERAL.") 
CRESWELL. WiLLIAM (Sec "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
CRICKET GROUND (See "MILITARY AND CIVIL CRICKET GROUND.") 
CROWN LANDS (See also "LANDS ACTS AMENDMENT BILl]'; also "LAND AGENTS"; 

also "R.F.SERVES") 
Danv BILL:- 

To regulate the alienation, occupation, and adn,inistratiou of, in New South Walec 	laid on 
Table, 	328........................................................................................................... 3 34.3 

SITES FOE CITIEs, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES :- 
Abstract. of, laid o" Table, 32, 	50, 	150, 	246, 319 	............................................................... - 3 395-403 

DEDICATED TO RELI&,ous AND OrwEll Pupuo l'ntposES -.- 
Abstract of, 	laid on Table, 37,181, 	201, 319..................................................................... . 3 405-411 

RE5EaVED FOR NVATrR SUPPLY, &e. 
Abstract of, 	laid on Table, 32, 50, 98, 150, 246, 319 	.......................................................... 3 413-425 

DEDIcATED POD USE AND GREERAT, PuRposEs OF PASrOnAL AND Aonlceart'RAL ASSOcLAvlONs 
3 427 

B EG FLAT! ON 
Amended, for can'ying into effect. the "Lands Acts Amendment Act. of 1875," laid on Table, 196. 3 381 

THE LAND LAw 
Petition from Inhabitants of Denihiquin and surrounding districts, as to necessity for amending 

Abstract of, tinder Act 39 Vict. No. 13, sec. 32, laid on Table, 37 	......................................... 

the present L,,nd LRw, particularly that portion relating to Auction Sales of Country lAinds, 
3 413 

Petition from Inbabiteuts of ,Terilderie and surrounding districts, with similar prayer, presented, 
presented, 15 ; 	ordered to be printed, 54 	................................................................... 

3 445 15; 	ordered 	to be printed, 	54 ................................................................................. 
Petition from Inhabitants of Eugowra, with 	similar prayer, presented, 15 ; ordered to be 

printed, 	54 .......................................................................................................... 3 447 

S 
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C 
CROVN 1.t)J)S (coilth,L'ed) 

'lii E LA Ni) Ii'S W (continued) 
Pet i Lion from In) tabit,, lIt s of Do rh ngt on Point, near flay, wit], si ml Mr p r:'ve r. presen ted, I

- 

i'd it ion from I nba lilt alit of Coo'' iv of Ashburnl ian', lvi t h similar pm vu r, ] ireseil I ed, 13 ; ordered 
lube printed, 35 	................................................................................... ........... 

Pet it ion Iron, Free Select o,'s ]leIi r \Valb ni idrie, Pines- Range, ii id si irroi nI lug di st ri ri. in far on 
of a niendi ng in certain part iciilars, presented 15 ; ordered to be printed, 36 ................... 

l'elition from Free Selectors of the Colony, praying for a niendnient of the 1n'esent L,nnl Law'. 
iii rtieula 'lv 11 at purl ion of it: id at ing to An ci ion Stiles of Con,, try Lands, presented,   23 

ordered to be lii iited 	33 ....................................................................................... 
.t'eti,i on Iron, Free Selectors, Larras Lake, near Moloi ig, wi t.l t si i,,il,,,' p rarer, p rese,il ed, 39 

ordered0 be printed, 51 ...................................................................................... 
.l'i'tit ut, Iron, Jnli,,hit,tnts of l:Fav, with siinihir prayer, presented, sI 1 ordered to be printed, 
Petition iiunt Inliabitinits of 3louliimeiii and snrroitnili ig dist rid. iviti, sin,il,,i' liiwVei', prOS('llted, 

'I-i 	oritered to be printed. 54 ................................................................................ 
Pet it inn fri 4111 Free Select tics of the (Job, v iv it Ii si in il,,r pill ye]', pre,onted, 'ID i ord crc, I to b, 

lul'ilii i'd, 56 ....................................................................................................... 
Do. 	 do 	 96 	 di, 	 15. 

Pcti t itni fron I 1 ivo ni i]e U' reek B ranch of the Writ Cr,, U I sin cia Free Selectors Auoi',at ioii,—ti,a I 
A net io,, Sit] rs bay be a hol is I ied. and that all reserves may be with d it wii l,'on, I cii se, pro- 
~cute,l. 101) 	ordered to be printed, 114.....................................................

. 

I'd it ioi I fron 13 n t 	rrawa a g Bran ci, of the West cnn Iii strict s lice Selee I oN A asocial 
...... 

ion, 
..... 

 

51111] liii' p01 ye I', presented, 109 ; ordered to be priiit ed lit. ... ..........................................  
let (.1011 ho in '.lhrnnas 13 aird, CI ni rnnan of a i'n hI ic Meeting of (: rae iers, Selectors, and others, o fi 

I )ubbo, with similar pniyer, presented 185 ; ordered to be print ml, 192 ......................... 
I 'clii ion front President and Vice-President of the Ijnbbo District, and ,F'reeliolders Asoeiiit,o,i 

tli at. And ion Sales of Country Lnntts be stopped. prrseiit ed, 236 ordered to be pri itied, 2311, 
N I) S_i IRS Al' A ]lit IDALE, BINGER.i, WALe,i A, AND CERTAIN OT.II Eli Lsx ii Orri CR5 
5,], In! ale or Lands selected after A net ion a I , front 1 si 3! arei , 1876, to I at fare]', I 57•7 and 

freni hE Mardi, 1877, to 1st l\larel,. 1878, laid oii Tiii,le, ........................................ 
Rehlin a), owing Cou,d it ionil Pu ,'chitses made at. laid on Table, 213 ................................... 
31 ot iii inn de (31,'. Dillon) for a H at Urn of all 1 nids purchased iii tier the vii ii otta C hut sos of II,,' 

Lucid, Act anrl by Volunteer Land Orders at Arntiditle, Bingi'ra, Glen hues, inverehl, ieii 
terOelil, W'aleha, and \%'arialdn. from 1808 to .1877, 2510. 

I'ATJIICK N CCIENI"s C'oxl,iTIox_iL Pu,uenss,u 
3 lot (ii n, ade (3D. Day) for a ppoinl mont of Select Co,ii nit tee to ill qln i.e in to will reporl. 111)011,: 

17:1 	Re1'ori, brought; np, 219; Report adopted, 248................................................. 
Axs Jssu Cur's C0NDITI0NAL PURCHASE:- 

3hot ion nitide (hi'. Cuonai) for appointment of Scleet Committee to inquire into and reporl 
upon, 173. 

Cu eacu' A Ni) Sen 001 1 ''Xii OcCUP liii) liv Mn. I\OWLAN:- 
31 ot iii, lun tle (31,. IL IL Rio eu) for Committoo of the WI ole, i,o coin dcc Add tess to Ci vornuu'. 

I,:, I itep be 1il< ri I to ci ret Mr. Nowla ii from ccitt in laid, and 1.1111 t the lai ii be left its it 
I' nblie wnt cci,] g place, negnt i red on Dlvi siolt. 193. 

1 a .....iilisl, 1,011 Ely CoNinvuoxA I, l'UliCliAsEiiS 
Hot iol I nit, do (ui'. .1 lu'Ellsoor') for the snsprnsio ii of, tilt the d to ugh t bt'eak s ;it,, and by lea VI, 

witl,dntwn, 33. 

Petit ion froi n Cond ho nal 1' ii ri:hi asers at .Ki,v U gzl , near Alas o'ellbrooh, for a re iii issio ii of the 
hit crest dii e on the bahi nec of the pn rel,ase- moiley, presented, 33 i onlei'od to be pci it ted, 52 

PATRICK H VAN 
'ctiti on from n, Of 3 louse1 ole Creek, Mol ong.—that he e.ond it ional lv pit 'cliii sod and in proveil 

cc rt ai ii port ions of land, of which he was deprived by the Gore,',, unt',it, and puii' lug relief,: 
presented, 150; ordered to be printed, 163 	.............................................................. 

SUau'EysioN or, Alit. PRET1OT'S, Oee,ri'_iviox 05 LANDS DEI'AnTMENI'',— 
Ret,,n, to Order (Sexsio,t 1876-7), laid on Table, 129 ...................................................... 
Further Return to Order (&ssioua 1876-7), laid on Table, 162 ........................................... 

INQUIRY 017cc, DEPARTMENT OP LANDS 
Motion made (31,. IV. C. Ru'o,ene) for copies of all correspondence respecting proposed 

estoblishment of, 129 Return to Order laid on Table. 139 ............................................ 
AUCTION 1'VliClLASES or, SINcE 1861 :— 

Motion made (3/u'. Barboas') for Ret 'ii',, of, upon which Into povnncnt S were received, antltoi'ity 
for such receipt, ,,,icl name of pm'eliaser also of all lands selected alto,' auction, and of lot 
not yet selected 011011 vIncI] deposits were paid; with particulars, St. 

AceTaoN SALES or COu,WTLV LANDS 
Al ut,i on made (31,'; limbo ic) II lilt Sales by And ion of Connl.i'y L1, nd 5 sl,ou il .1 tie it 0) i1,ed for ii 

prriod of six itiont his, and Debate adjourned, 50; Debato yea turned, a ,d Motion negatived, on 
Division, 57. 

At'ri,ie.ITIoNS TO I'euenssa 
Al ollon i nade ( 31.,. Greenwood) for Ret i,,'t,s a! to wiag all pa'tien l,ti's of, lion i lot h August, 1 875, 

to d,ute 34. 
i.hoos F'i•:eT:LN C :— 

Hot ion II ill tIe (ifs'. Coon vs a) for Con,nnttee of tilt, WI ole. 11111 I. £5,000 for usa at ed , be lull cod ou i 
the Esti,nates for 1878, 34 	Order of Day postponed, 41 ; 1 Foi,s,' in Con,niittee and' 
liesoh itt ion i'epou'tcd, 65; Resolution reecired, read 2°, and Ii greed to, 73. 

let it ion fr,,', Reaident s of Po,'k es and B il lubong Gold Fields, for the eq 'i 1)111 ciii of llm'oshieel i ,ig 
parties to test t he we ste latids for anriferons deposits, presented, 37; ordered to be printed, 230, 

STJIA)I PLAINS It.rxs 
31 otion ,,inde (31,'. 3lcJ1U#ouw) for all correspondence, &-e., respecting lurch iases u,ider 211d Clanse' 

,f the "ls,tds Acts Amendment Act" by the lessees of, 73. 
Il ,isEiiVES pIior FREE Snuuc'i'xox ON HENS 

Return be Order (Session 1575), laid on Table, 223............................................................. 
CoNDITIoNAL PrameIr_isEs or H. B,lENny AND Miss 1l.ARI1INOTON, YANKO CREEK',— 

Atotio,, made (.1!,'. Garrett) for all papers and plans relative to ; also, At to conflicting ililprovc' 
nient applieat ions by Robertson Bros., 41, 

CoNDITloN,l, I'URCIiASIIS 0r'IJIO3IAS XF,RIL, ROaEi1T ]3ARBOUR, AND OTIIEIIS, NEAR DENILI' 
QUIN :' - 

Motion I' iade (.11r. (Jrsrrelt) for ell p11 pers eoinieet ed wit Ii. in cliii! in g the cvi deuce token Ut' I'oi',.-
tI,t' Con no issioi 'er's Coo rt, and the Commission er't report in each ease, 41. 
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(JRO\VN LANDS (eon! hwed) 
CoNDItroicAt PcaduAssi OF U. 31. Mourntca, IIAILLEV :— 	 . 	 p 

Motion made (31-. Ocure!!) for all papers respect big Mineral Lease r,iil, and conllictnig purehascF 
by auction selectioo of sallie lands by Withers and Arnist long, 51. 

FREE GRANTS TO VOJXNTEEIIS (Sea VOLLNTEERS GRANTS REPEAL BILL) 
Ap.l'LroaTaoss FOR Lryus an-  M:ssacs. ARMSTRONa AND LAICmIAN AND ALEXANDER Coeriu 

Motion made (fiTs'. Bnrboirs') for till corresponcteiiee respecting, for pure] rsc of land forfeited all 
Wagga Wa.gg:i, ii. 

LANDS ACTS A3nNnneNT ACT or 1875 
Motion made (Mi-. Cane!?) for returir showing number of ap1IlICatioIls to pnreliase, under the 31st. 

Clause, showing Ii ow s nelt npplieat ions Ira s-c been dealt 'v itli, 56. 
Motion made (31)'. 1!'. C. Jlio'rae) for return of applications nuder 31st Clause, which having 

been refi ned I rave been s rrbsequcntly made under 2nd Clause, 60. 
Aniended Regulation for carrying into effect, laid on Table. 196 ......................................... 

ROSANNA BLACKER'S CONDITIONAL PFECIIASIL 
Return to Order (Session 1576-7), laid on Table, 300 ........................................................ 

UNDER PASTOR.IL Lr.asa AND CONDITIONAL Pvaearxsa 
Motion made (Mr Grrcns,:ood) for ti retuni giin" particula I'S as to payments made, ke., 70. 

CONDITIONAL, Piracnssris Oy Comm-ri sinus - 
Motion made (311'. Cope(cesd) for Return showing areas under IC  (Jrawii Lands Alienation Act of 

1861," (1nantl.,  resumed for gold-mining, and number of airt horities given to dig and search 
for gold thereon, 70. 

Motion made (Mr. Co pehosd) for a Return showing number of two-acre blocks applied for under-
Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875, 2 ' quantity of land i'ssu,ned for gold-mining, and on 

what number of such blocks has utthiority to search for gold been granted, 70. 
Tlco3rAs Rosa's CONDITIONAL PeneKASE, DENILIQIIIY 

Motion made (flit. BarSoin-) for all papers referring to, and all attempt to cause his cjcetment 
by the Messrs. Landahe in Supreme Court, 70. 

B. Si A. LANDALE V. Rosa:— 
Cori'espontlenec respecting an alleged claim by 3 Iessrs. R. & A. Laad,de for costs incurred in an 

qicetniel it suit- against Thomas Rose, laid on Table, 324 
l'c,wi,,ssai, AND API'LEEI) FOR TO HE FducnasEl, 

3101-iou made (31,-. MeE!hoae) for Returfi slaon'iiig number of aces, uncle,' 2nd Clause of Lands 
Act since 1st ,Tanuarv. 1872, also nninbei' of acres, nuder 31st Clause of Anre,ided Lands Act 
of 1875, 114. 

Ma. HENRY Rrcsia:rsox2  or kIIlIuAI,Iluac]ly, CcRNALW AND DI:RCLAMAN, ALIATELLA AND 
BAE.&TTA STATIONS 

3[otions made, (Ms' Beertonr) for Return silo snag acreage arru situation of each portion, and pltr•, 
ticulas's of isnprovenaeuts t]aercon, &e. 150 (5),  153.. 

JesUit PITTY'a CONDITIONAL PUHcnASE AT DENILIQUIN 
Motio,, miiado (Th'. Barbon,') for a Select Cosninit.tee to inquire into and report upon, ioil 

motion made (Mi-. IU Varies) that papers be referred, 110 Tellers for Noes. 208 ; motion! 
niadc (Mr. lIlIsLgeIj'oI'd) to a'escnid a ppointmert of Select Cour, ittee, and negatived on 
Division, 213. 

WIJ.arAar RnrAx's CONDITIONAL i?DIOJIASE AT MuRmscmjNDI :-- - 
Motion asiade (31-. Ben i'd!) for eotlies  of applications, letters, &e., and ,tlicr papels, in reference 

to, 307; Return to Order laid on Table, 313 	................................. ............................ 
31 it. J AMES 'I'\VADDELL 

Motion made (Mr. Uooisav) for ('onnaittee of the Whole for Address to Governor, I lmt £4,600 
be placed ula Snpplelncntnl'y Estianates as compensation to, and negatived on Division, 21.3. 

KF:NNETR M'LIAN's CoNDITIoNAL PUaeIeAsE AT CASINO 
Motion anade (3D'. Bennett) for copies of all applicat ions, letters. &e., baring reference to, fl-I 

Return to Oi'der laid on Table, 328 	------- - --------------------------------------------------------------- 
AInNlsTaATroN AND WOEXINO- OP THE i,AND LAW:— 

Motion made (Mr. MiElhone) for Connaittee of the Whole for appointment of a Royal Com-! 
mission to inquire into, and negntivrcl, 231. 

Mn. Geoxoa EvANS ;— 
Petition from, of Kangahoola, Distu'ict of C oulhrnn, I-I rat Ire condition-nUn pua'elutseit a porl-ioii of 

land, of winch he Ims been dispossessed by the 0-oveniineait-, presented, 239. 
CONDITIONAL PUECIEASES 011 LAYIIEJm, GRAY, AND OTIEFES 

Motion made (.3-b-. Bas'boe) ) for copy of report by Messrs. Mol'iaa-ty and Fitzgerald on selections, 
made at Moaina in 1876 by Messrs. LayIield, 0-rev, Nolan, and others, and eonlhieting dam,, 
of Sir J. OS]aa-uassv to the land, in Tirt.uc of improvesnenl s, 2-17. 

Mn. PATRICK GoansAN's PRF.-1,tA5Ii 
Petition from certain Residents at Limekilns for investigation into the cancellation of, pa-esonteil,p 

267; ordered to be printed, 272 --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
SALE OF GoVERNMENT LAND, TUORUVA 

Motion made (Air. Daiqai) for all correspondeaiec relatiTe to sale and 1-ransfer of Gorermianeni-' 
Itnid, Moruya, formerly dedicated to school and police pui'poses, to private individuals, 304. 

FlIaxets CnE.aaoN's CONDTTIONAL l'encaIAsE 1— 
Ret-urn to Order (Session 1876-7), laid oaa Table, 308 ------------------ --------------------------- ------------ F RoacaTsox BacoTaiurus V. 0-roxo-a DAY:— 
Petitioaa from Conditional Purchasers of nnimprcn'ed Crowaa Lands, in referei Lee 10 all appeal case 

from the Supreme Court to the Privy Council, prn.yiaag the House to take steps that the Govern-
mont be represented before tIle Pa-ivy Council, presented, 313 ; ordered to be. painted, 320 .1 

WojisirNo- OE TILE CROWN LANDS ALIscNA'rIoN ACT OP 1561 
Reports all, with a Map to illustrate the same, ]akl on Table, 325......................................... 

CIJBTC SPACE (See "EDUCATION.") 

D 
DAwlS i1ATl' RRV (See "OFFiCERS Q,CAR-TERS.') 
DIV. GECKO-li (itec "CROWN LANDS.") 
DJiA'l:h! - 

01- Srsipssax ScltoLcv, EsqvlrLs:, 31.1'.:— 
Certi lied to by t 'so Elect-or, of the Jilrctora I District of East Ma itla sd, LI 111101111 CCLI, and Seat 

declared vacant, 313. 
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RElF,RF,XC'E'l'O TI! E VOTES , xli PROPINEIIINGS. VOL. (—SESSIOY 1877 -8.  

001,. 	PACE, 

B 

DEBATE (See '•1DJOUItNMJYcT") 
DEBTS DEE TO \VOithSikN (Sc, "CONTRACi'OiiS DEBTS BILL.") 
DEFENCE OF AUSTRALrAN COLONIESi 

SuIDDIRI-I of I i'ii'anaipIHe eotninniiient 101),01! I I.e s1119eet. of an lion-clad between H. F. Sir 
Here iii Cs l oin 0 Stilt, Cl. C. SI. Cl. ti id the I: rI of Ca rnnrvon, laid on Ta Ide, 27 .................... 

DEFENCES OF THE COLONY:— 
SfoI ion being iiioveil (ill'. C'tspelantl) iii favoiii' of 1n'oenr Ig ill Inaiieind lessel  for t he use of t lie 

Colour, and I loupe en on I oil ot it 31 1. 
FoRTiFicATIoNs AT ST. CEoHor.'t hEAd: 

S I ol ion made (J). Riser/er) for tender. I tim s. alil voriditions, with all un prrs relating to, 325, 
11F1TIQTjfl (See flj]tI LT.STH, Dl 'oil IQLI\ ) 
Dt':NOSl.INATIONAL 8011001,8 (See ' EDUCAtiON.") 
DTI1ARTMENTAIJ CHANCELS 

Pu pet's connected n-i th cerla ill propose' I. I iti tI lilt Table. it 2 ................................................ 
DEPOS.FT OF NIt3I1T.8011, 

NEAR TIlE BO'J'ANo' Roll) 
Pet it ion from B esidell ts on the .13o1 our Road, t'ninpinii iii ig of the. nuisance Sri Sill g from, pi'esenl ed. 

1 3 	onlcred to lie printed itt 
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES :— 

A ppoii itiuci t of Mr. Gre ci lie to ,at as, 78, R0),85. 
]to. 	Mr. Driver 	do. 	115. 125, 13f. 143, 151, 152(1),  103, 103. 
Do. 	Mr. Wisdoi ii 	do. 	I Is. 

DEPUTY SPEAKER'S:— 
Co3rnissIox TO AD3ZINISTtII( TiLE Orrii 

llereipl.of, reported by Sir. Speaker, and rout be the Clerk, If, 160. 
DESERTERS (Sue DES PAtCH ES.'') 
DES1'ATCHES: 

lAID ON TulLE:— 
S'duey Branch 	Eo,- d SI mt , 32 ................................................................................... 
A p1n'ehension of d es,'rI.ei's from In fliP I i out sn I is lie tong ii ig t,o the Xi ugrioni of Mad it go seal', 318 

DESTRUCTION OF FLYING FONES 
Petition from Farm ets and Set t 101's in the District of the I lawkesbnrv,—th at, they are Sn ifeters hr 

last liii ii ibers of Is'lv i ug 1"o xes iii rn in g I hi r oi'eli ii rds nini dest ruty ig I tie ri's nit of thei ri 
i ndusti'v, pi'osent rd 39 	oi'd end to be pri i il-ed, 31 ..................................................... 

DEWHUES'I MIt. DISTRiCT' SURVEYOR 
Ret urns sho wing the serrir'es perforliled and progress reported by, bet  aeon 1st: ,Tannai's' and 31st 

December, 1877, laid on 'J'ahie, 259 	....................................................................... 
DiSCHARGED (See.  ORDERS OF THE DAY,') 
DISCREPANCY 

Bh:TWSEN NAIlS ENDOhiSEi) OX Wall' AND SloxATp]:E or 
Repoi'ted by Mr. Spea kit and aItlelIded by the Clerk, 6, 

DISI tSt s 1 SF1111' AU AMI'Xlflhl'\ P Bill - 
Slot ion ni ad e (in', lIe isqas') for Coiii in it tee of the Whole    to consider cx ped i onto' of bringing in, 

and for Art ti ross to Ci ovel'uco' for Susan go recoin 'itt', itt n g, 03 Order of the Day postpo ted, 
98 	.I:lou ac iii COD011iltPe and Besot iii i iii agi'eed to, 115 	present eti and rend 1°, 1.18 
)[essngoNo, 8 from lii,, Governor referred, 1:11 rend 20  and committed, 152 ; Ordem' of (lie Diiv. 
imst poned, 167, 188 ii ouse n1pin ill Coil ni iii cc, reported with A inendments, 277 B eport 
id opteil, 232 road 30 isissel aud set it to Council, 236 ; rot urn ed by Council wit-h Aineiid. 
n ciii a, 2851 Con nez! a A ni end iii 'lit S igi'eed to, disagreed to, anti ii nlentled, 280 Message to 
Council, 290 Council tioes Ii ot ii isisl, on A itiend 'lie! its d isa grid1 t 0, and a gi'ees to Assein hI's 
Aitiendtnent, 305 Assent reported. 318. 

DISSOLUTION (See' CONDITIONAL DISSOLUTION.") 
DISTRICT COD RI I LDG uS SAIA1UFS AND RI' I ERI\G ST IOV ACFS - 

Slot iOli made (Mr. B. fl. SauTh) for Coinnlit tee of the Whole to consider expediency of Govei',t. 
ment bringing in a Bill. 70 ; Order of the Day postponed, 86, 152 ; Motion snnde that 
Speaker leave Chair, pissed oii Division, 207. 208 House in Committee, 110 repol't, 208. 

DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858:— 
Ait:ei'atien in senie of Pies under,—Oi',ter ill Coniu'ii, laid on table, 219 ........... ...................... 

DISORDER:— 
Chairman reported from C'oinnmit.te of the Whole, that. the Hoii. Member for The Upper I:i.iintet 

(31;'. AfrElheme), had crossed the Chamber and, ill a threatening manner and with clenched 
fist assailed the Hon. Sleinbei' for ilhno'tirra (lie. Gray) 267 Mr. McElhone explained to 
house intl withdrew Slot iou made I lint the, lion. Member is guilty of contenipt ; Mr 
MeEilione apologized to the house and withdrew Motion mode that apology having been 
made to the House for I lie emit empt. Mr. Speaker do not issue his warrant, anti the Hon. 
Membei' (31;'. 3/eEl/none) be released from his contempt Resolution having been connini-
nie.ate.d to Mr. MeElhione by Mr. Speaker, the Ron. Member again apologized, 268. 

DISTILLATION BILL [COLOeNISI2 i'lIOt)L'CE DISTILLATION BILL] 
Motion made (31,'. Rea(/eu) for Committee of the Whole, 1.5 Order of the Day postponed, 36 

House ill Cninnuttee, Es'solutiot, reported aDj agreed to, 80; presented and i'ead 10.86;  lot iOIt 
niade that 13111 be read 20,— flsi,u( of Order—I lint Slesss ge 1,0111 Governor is required to 
initiate this Bill, sustained by Mr. Spker, 11.5. 

DIVISIONS:— 
Atteadances of Members ill, and Coun s'out- during the Session .......................................... 
Adjounnncnt of Debate, 10, 14, 160, 207, 218 (a),  219 (2), 

Special Adjournment:, 129, 253, 25.1 (2), 262. 
No Tellers for, 9, 135, 208, 230, 249. 
Adjournment of tIme House, 225, 249, 272. 
Oasting Vote of Mr. Speaker given, 102. 
Resumption of adjourned Debate stand at, Oivlei' of the Day for a future day, 219 (2) 
Restoration of Order of the Day, 231,309. 
Previous Qncstion, 296, 321. 
Order of the Day postponed, 289, 
The Governor's Opening Speech, Atnendinent on Addiyss in Eepiv, 10, 14, 10, 17. 
l'mspeetiitg Crown Lands, 3-I'. 
Chairinan of Colnmittoes, 35 (2), 168. 
Censure of the N ioustrv, '12. 	 . 

At ud s A its A i uctui it, cut 1 silt (Si,' 'Jo/is 7/ol,cs'(sos,), 50, 

29 

67 

70i9 

59 

215 

333 
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PTYrSIONS (continued) 
Auction Sales of CouRl ry Lands, 57. 
Service of Summonses under the .\fat ers and Serranta Act, 71 (3),  72 (2). 

Mr. John (Jarsed, 72. 
Building and furnishing Schools, 101. 
Salaries of the Civil Servants, JIll, 
Railway from Sydnei' to J ervis Bay, 1.02 (2),  267. 
Members of the Legislati"e Assembly as 1mmil Agents, 120 ()' 
Si. Vineents ITospitul. 131. 
Electoral Act, Amendment; Bill, 1130. 
'im,er along )jonrke-st,rrm,t to SIseas Creek, 174. 
Mrs. Maria Charlotte Plnnkett., 174, 227, 290 (2y, 302 (2). 

Opening Free Public Library and Museum on Sundays, 192, 193, 290, 309. 
Chnreli and School La nil occupied by Mr. Nowlan, 193. 
Sirs; me. Mason and Elkington, Railway Contranlors, 206, 242. 
1 raids Aol a Amendment Bill (Mr. Bennett), 207, 231. 
District Court Judges Salaries and Rdiriog Allowances, 297, 208. 
.Tos i;mh Pitty' s Cond i t.ioinm 1 Purch n so at Be ml 'quill, 213. 
Mr. ,Tames Twaddell, 2 t3. 
Appeals to Fri iv Coil noil, 214. 

llansaril''-011icial Report of Pam'liaancnlnrr Debate,, 231. 
'leer's Disabilities Bill, 242, 296. 309 (9. 
Statue of Her Majesty the Queen, 247. 
Veather.slmeds at Public Schools, 247. 

Smmppl-.'- Contingent Aioiion -Par lialncntary Powers and Fri vileges Bill, 275, 
Colnnion Carriers Bill, 301. 
Parliamentary Powers and Privileges Bill, 305. 
Mineral Selection, Milbnrn Creek, 300. 
Railway I'lans-Exi-ensioll (room Tamwortlm to Tellte.a'fiehi, 314.. 
'Jolls on Bridges and Ferries, 321.. 
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Lands, 

Salaries awl Retiring Allowances, 359. 
Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 361, 362(2), 3630), 367, 36S). 369(l), 370. 
Diseases in Sheep Acts Anmcadmcnt Bill. 361(9. 365(3). 
SIms. ilni'i:, Cln,rlotte Plminkett, 365, 366, 379. 
i(ailway from Sydne,- to .icrvis Bar, 375. 
Site Francisco Mail Sen-icr, 377. 
Pa '1 ialmiemmlary Powers and Privileges Bill. 380. 

Sv'PPLV-C4-ENEIIAL ESTIMATES roam 1878. 
(je,mei'al and l'bimtntear .Pem'mnanent Stoffl-Remm/ of .Th'igade Off/ce, 339. 

Do. 	 Alloirance in tin of Quarters/or C'omnnmr, se/on!, 330. 
Artillery .Forea-Allowa,,ee in lien of Quarters to Colo,,el, 4'.',, 357, 
I'oi,,n/eer Force-Rent of £'ei,t,'al Offi ces, W. 
Toipedo and Signalling Camps, 340(2),  341. 
Politic School Cadet Corps, 341(2). 
J'i'isoims- i-sad ivy J,mstice. Berri,,mo Gaol, 342. 
Jm;n yea/iou. 343. 
,llisc,tt.aneo,,s Se,'riees-..-igi'knlimsral Soriet/e-s of /1cc ('ofsnij, 343, 344., 
Drprrm'tenemi/ of justice c,sd Public Jn,v!rart/on, 345(2). 
l 5oi'l,r,,nem,/or'1 ,Draf/xssma;m, 346. 
'(I)i1'CiimC ,',,sd 	(,'ii'cerit 	('oe,,'Is, air. 
rIlise;'ra/orm1, 346. 
j!,,se,,a,. :3.1-7 
('ia,,!.', ID a,,! of Fir 	lie his/it,, teon.s -'- A it.,! ia/iou 	11m,se,r,,,, 317. 
Customs- Of/ian,' of (,'ustonzs. lIon/on,1. :3.1.7. 
Drpam't,msent elf Lands, 3411(2), 
()rcimpa/ion of' Lands. 338. 
Ca;, etdjona/ Land Sales- Comm in/oIlers of ltmquis'g, 350(9 
Imported S/on', 330. 
Reqie/ratioa of Brands, 351.. 	 - 
jta,'bo,,rs and Rites's Niavigalion-l-ao4o C1t;',, 353. 
./'itb/o' 11b,'A's and .13,i1diaqv-Conrt'house and Lock-np. Moss 'Ir,le, 35 I-. 

Do. 	 Jteforlmeatoiwfos 1/op; Soutle Head, 351-. 
Do. 	 Te,npo,'ai'y ls,,i/dj,,gs, Cal/an Park, 354.. 

Roads and Erie/yes- lli't lug and Gutter/ny, sham 	Western Road, 353. 
Do. 	Main St,'eet throng/s i'o,m'n of Duagog, 356. 

l?ailnvn,s-Grnns'al Estebli.sbniemal-Srde,'y of C'oin,,,inio,,e;', 338. 
Si'p,q.E3IENflBY ESI'SSEATF.S roa 1877 AND l'itr.,'iots YEARS:- 

.3 en' St eam ],a,mel,. 37] (2) 
Anst,'atian Jtjf/enmei, at 1'/eilar/elphia-Refa,,d to Air. II. C. Da;mgar, 372i9. 
Society far the J'ee,:e,,tion oj' Cruelty to Animals, 373. 
Go ,'p;m memd Pri,, tn,- Co Ia7IeSISIC ton to Acting Go yen, n,ent P2,1,, ter and Ss.perii tea dent, 371. 
Costs in ease P. 4' A, La,,dale v. 'J'hamas Rose, 374. 

ADDITIoNAL IESTD[A'rgs Foic 1878:- 
/'n,',,,aa,cnt aid lb/tinter,' Military loiter. 374. 375. 
J'oliee h/ày/st rate, Qui,'indi. 378. 
itapense of ope;ming the hlsseum on Sundays, 378(2). 
Eàpease of opening the Fine .P,mblie Librur' on .9,,ndoys, 378. 

DRAFt BILL 
To alneild tIme Law of Iinponnclimmg Rod Trespass, laid on Table, 328 	..................................... 2 	887 
To regwlate t l,e Alienation, Occupation. and Administration of Crown Lands in New Soot I, Wales,: 

laid 0, 	Table, 	328 	............................................................................................... 3 	319 
DREDGE (See also "MANNING ]tfl'ER.") 	- 

FIT?. Roy'' :- - 
Papers m'espoeting removal of, from Maclear to the Manmmiog River, laid on Table, 713 	............... 4 	771 
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DRIVER, RICHARD, ESQUIRE, M.P. :— 
Election of, as Cha i rinan of Committees for remainder of Session. 1.68. 
l)ep ito' Speaker's Coin in issioi I to administer the Oat Ii in fit roll r n I', 109. 

DROPPED (See "O]fl)ERS OF TIlE IM.V.'') 
1IUN000 (See "POSTAL") 
PUTT ON 001,11 .&BOLrJ'lox BILL— 

MIII i 00 1)111(1 e (3m. $h ephs)'(l) liii' leave to bring in,13  ; prosentol and rend U, 13 Order n! t In'1 
- D:iv postponed. 36, 65, 86, OS; Order of the d;ic ilisrliargul, :uil Bill iritlidriwn. 167. 

E 
EAST MACQUARIE (See" ELECTORAL.") 
l:AST 3IATTI',AND (See 	ELECTORAL'') 	 I  
EDUCATION:'— 

Venue Scijoots Am' or 186(1 
A mended Regulations under, laid on Table, 0 	................................................................2 413 

Cxar,rieo Da'xorrsnroxAL Sc,roous 
Ii eport from Council of Ed neal jot'' poil cm di non or. for 1877, laid on Table, 30 ...................I 	2 58 

l'ruLle Seiiooa, Esaluxic 
3totiou made (Mr. Murky, lles'tfry) for letters, papers, and tenders refrrnng 10 erection of, 51; 

Return 	to 	Order 	laid on Table, 253 ............................................................................2 611. 
— RESERVE rOB NATIONAL Scnoo,, 1',tnaocx, B0I1IMa :— 

Motiou made (Mi'. Misrplss,$) for correspondence relating to fencing of, .58 ; Ret ur,1 to Order laid Motion 
onTable, 	162 ....................................................................................................2 033 

]'ttut.cnv JtIIUCATION :-- 
Motion made (A!,'. Gh'ee,nrood), that existing provision for, is ivadeqnal.e 	that a measure be' 

bro'tght in by Government, to provide for eoinpnlsom'y attendance at State Schools, abolition 
of fees, and ii scout in ,,nnce, after due not ice, el aid to ])enom mat jonah Si,t, ools,—Amen diii cot 
moved (Sir .11. Per/rex) 	that Question be relèrred to a Select Conunittee, and Debate 
adjourned, 80 	Order of the Day post poned, 115 	Order read, post.pouenietit moved, A mend' 
me it nn,rlc for diselnirge of Order of the Day, Amendment and Motion for postponement 
withdrawn, Deb:,te on Order of the Day resumed. and A nsendment a id Original Q nest 1001 
negatived, 187. 	 I 

AND ErltNiS]tiNcS SenooLs 
Motion mode (in'. XclCTho,ie) that Provisional as well as P,,bhie Schools sI,nnld be bnilt and 

fnrnished otit of money voted for Education, and negal.ived on Division, 101. 
C aflinAit Seiroor,s 

ItI 01 ion made 	(31'. 	Windesje,') 	for Committee of the W'h,ole to consider 	ml ablishmei,t. of, at 
31 a itIn tid, 0 ot,lbtt rn and Bath in'st, and that an a in] nal Sn' ii be provided on the list in, ates to: 
t',hteate certain selected boys at. such 	Schools and at, the University, free of charge, 1.35 
Order of the 	Day postponed. 152, 1.67, 208 	110,1,0 in Com]ttittee, Resolution reported. 
read 20  and agreed 10, 289. 

Franc SCHOOLS 
Report from Council of Education upon the condition of, for 1.877, laid on Table, 304................2 415 
Motion made (Dr. .Bowker) for'a Ret,im showing pat'tici'hars of accommodation, ventilation, and 

cubic space in each building used for, 135. 
Motion made (Mr. lVa/xoa) that all debt's due on, and for which, Local Boards hod Iieeoluti 

responsible, prior to passing Rt'solut.ion on 20 April, 1875, he 1iaid by the Council of Ednea-I 
Lion, 296. 

bN]vxasirv OF SYDNEY:— 
Amended 	By'laws of, laid 	oim Table, 	318 	.........................................................................2 435 
Report of Scoateof, for year 1877, laid no Table, 219 .......................................................... 	2 417 

Svni imy GR.A)tamAR Scnooi..— FREE Punue LiameAm,v:— 
.Motion made 	(i/''. Eek/'ord) 	for Ret un] eltowing particulars of Meetings of Trostees, 	213 ; 

Rot.ur,, 	to 	0 'dcv 	laid 	on 'Table, 	313 	.........................................................................2 637 
ChILDREN ON Scuoor, 'RoLLS 

Return ]'espeet.iiig number of, laid on Table, 236 	...............................................................2 109 
W]'ATIIEII.S],EDS AT Prune SeltooLs :— 

Itlot ion made (Mr. jl'ThGcl/oeh) thot Council of EcliLeation shoold erect, and t:liat, private cool ii, 
hot ions thereto should not be required, passed on Division, 247. 

ELECTION PETITIONS (See" ELECTIONS AND Q1JALIFJCA'JIONS COMMITTEE.") 
ELECTIONS (See also" WElLS OF ELECTION"; also "SPEAKER"; also "ELECTORAl]'). 
ELECTJOYS AND QUATTFJOATIONS C011MITTEE:— 

S1ieaker's Warrant appoint lag. laid on Table, 11, 32, 35 	maturity of, reported, 23, 50 (2) 
hers sworn, 23 (),50 ( 1),56, 60 	Resignation of Member t'eport ed. 34 ; first meeting appointed, 
50 	leave give]] to adjourn sine dir, W. 

CASE aErr.mtnr.n TO:- 
7'rue,' r. 1/miacjerfoi'd—NorI/suntberlas,d 

.'. Fat it inn from Will is in 'In rile]', of W,il Isend. F sq nil''. aga in t t lie Fleet ion and Return OfThORIIII I  
11 nngerfo?d, Esquire, l,tid on Table and rcfc',','ed, 27 ; Report bronglit up, declaring 31 ,omasl 
Ilnugerford. Esqnire, duly elected, and read by the Clerk, 60 	....................................1. 1 Ii. 

ELECTORAL (See. also "ELECTIOIiS AND QUA LIEICA iONS 002,13IIflEE") 	-- 
ÈAsT ItLACQtARIE 

Acceptance of oflice as Secretary for Mines, by Mr. W. IT. Snttor, ,tnnotmneed, 29 ; Seat, declai'ed 
vacant, 29; issue and retnrn of Writ reported, 31 	sivoi't, 31. 

Speaker reported that Sir Jolui Robertson, elected to servo as a Member for East; Maeqitarie and 
also for Mndgee, had resigned his Seat for East Maequorie, and that lie laid issued a Writ, Ic1 
supply the vacancy, 31., return of 'Writ reported, 75 ; 	Ednu,nd Webb, Esq., sworn, 76. 

EAST MAITLAND 
Death of Stephen Selioley, MV., vertilled to by two electors,, annonuced, 	and Seat declared 

vacant, 313. 
NA]1ELLAN EraoToa,tn 

Met ion made (if's'. Hstrky, No raTio,) for all 	eorrespondence rcspeel.ing Il Ic appointment of I lit' 
:I.'oliee Office, Sydney, as a I'olhing.plaee. 51; 	Return to Order, laid on 'J'ihte, 88 	................2 89 
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I VOL. 	nor.. 

E 
ELECTORAL (eonh,ii.ed) 

i'ADDINGTOY 1— 
Resignation of J olin Sut]ie,iand, Rqnire, as Mciii tier for, reported, and Seat declared vacant., 29 

issue and return of Writ reported. 31 sworn, 31. 
ST. LRoxAnlus 

Acceptance of office as Seer&turv for Linucls by 31i. Farnell nr.noii iced, 20 z Scat dee]a.red vacant, 
29 i issue anti ret tire of Writ reported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 

Tiin lincTan 
Acceptance of oflice as Post master General by Mr. B tires announced, 29; Seat declared vacant 

29 ; issue and return of Writ reported, nl ;sworn, 31. 
Tins Lowr,n HUNTER:-- 

Beri'ipf of Writ issued by the Governor reported by Mr. Speaker, 6; the. llonor:dule Arelnliald. 
11 am lit on .la cob, Esquire. sworn. 6 ; ]'roclanua t ioui curing delay in ret lire of Writ, 9. 

Tiep, MramrMnIi,cr.E 
A eceptanee of otlice as Minister of Just ice anti Public Instruction by Mr. Lea ic annnimeed, 29 

$ent declared vacant, 29 ; issue and return of Writ reported, 31'; sworn, 31. 
Ti is WILLIAMS 

Return respecting Bonds in the Electorate of, laid on Table, ii.? ........................................ 
Return of nniocnit s expendeil on Roads in the Electorate of. in 1877 and 1878, hid on Table, ISO 

'WEST 3IAITLAN)i 
A cceptane.e of office as Colonial Tu'easurer by. Mr. Cohen, announced, 20; Sent declared vacant. 

20 ; issue and ret liriu of Writ u',cportu'd, 81 ; sworn, 31. 
ASS l'inxs 
Acceptance of office as Colonial Secretary liv 31 r. Fitzpatrick ainuonneed, 29; Seat declared vacant..t  

29 	i;suu' and return of Writ. reported, 31. ; sworn. 31. 
ROLLS:— 

Return showing the number of Electors on, of each Electoral District of New South Wales, for, 
the years 18754, 1876-7, and 1877-8, laid on Table, 33 ............................................ 

'VoTnr& Al Etr.cnor.s 
I'et hon fronu Werkitig Men's Defence Association, that hours for voting be extended, presented. 

212 ; ordered to be printed, 219 ............................................................................. 
POTJANG'TLACES IN TilE CLARENCE ET.UcTOaATX 

Motion ainde (ill','. Gray) for all correspondence between Mr. Lardner, the Returning Officer, and 
others, and the Government:, relative to appoint nuent of, 33; Ret urn to Order, laid on Table, 101. 

ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT B]LL:— 
Motion made (Mr. Tii:patriek) for leave to bring in, 52 ; presented and read V. 124; Motion 

made that Bill be read 20,  and Debate adjourned, 159 ; Debate resumed, Bill read 20  and 
committed, 163 ; House ogain in Connnittee,-1°oh,t of Oide,'—reported from Conunittee 
of the Whole that Bill, as involving charge upon t lie Revenue, was iniproperly before 
the Committee, not having been recommended by Message front Cl ovenuom'. and sustained liv 
Mr. Speaker, 181. 

PETITIoNs nrspacTrya 
II. 31. Joseph, on behalf of Electors of the Bombaluu Division of Monaro Electorate, for increased 

represent ation, presented, 162 ; ordered to be. printed, 167 	......................................... 
C. Maim', Chairannu of Public Meeting of Electors of The l\Furrunihidgee, that provision be manh 

for the division of their Electorate, and for an additional Member, 167 ; oi'dered to be 
prioled 	173 	...................................................................................................... 

Electors and Residents of Dist net, of Orange, 1ira3 ing for iierensed ye1n'esentat ion, presented, 181 
orderedto be printed, 185 ..................................................................................... 

Francis B. Tindall, 3favor, and Chininuan of Public Meeting nI Electors of 31 tidgee, for 	re incased 
representation, presented, ] 91 om'deux'rt to be printed, 201 

ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2):— 
Motion made (Mr. .FUz,pafrkk) for Committee of the Whole, 102 ; Message from HE. 

the Governor, recommending, 196 ; House in Committee, Message rehired, Resolution 

M
reorted and agreed to, 190 ; presented and read 1°, 107 read 2' and committed, 220 

use again in Committee—Poi,,t of Order reported—elanse proposed for payment at 
3fen,bers, decided irrelevant, by the Clutiamnan, decision upheld by Mr. Speaker, and Commit tee 
'esmam ed 223 	House agni mu in tioinmnitt co and Bill reported with m A ni end men is, 239 
Motion made, that Report be adopted, C'o,mfingeni Ainendnuent anoved and withdrawn. 
Report adopted, 251'; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 259. 

PETITION R)TSPECTINO 
Inhabitants of Woodbinnu and smnwoundiumg district, Riehmoaid River, praying that the Electou'ate 

of The Clarence may be divided, and Bielmniond and Tweed constituted a separate Electorate, 
presented, 213 ; ordered to be printed, 220 .............................................................. 

E3I1'LOY1S (See "RAILWAYS.") 
ENGINE-DRIVERS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
ESKBANK (See "EDFCATION.") 
ESSAY ON THE COLONY 

Ma. G. If. Raan's :— 
Return to Order (Session 1876-7). laid on Table, 32......................................................... 

ESTATES UNDER SEQUESTRATION— 
Motion niade (fl/)'. 0mev/lie) for a Return showing. with name of Official Aasignee, data of 

s.eqneitrat ion, and date of pile of distribution filed in each Estate, and by leave with-
drawn. 51. 

Mot-iois nmado (Me-. Over/lie) for at Return slm owing the part iesditrs above ennmnerat ed but 
omitting the names of the insolvents, 93. 

ESTIMATES 
Message No. 4, transmitting, for 1878, and SuppIeunentae' for 1877 and previous years (Mr. 

Cohen), laid on Table, 38 ..................................................................................... 
Of Ways and Means (M'. Cohen), laid on Table, 61 ......................................................... 

Do. 	 .ltxp]nnnlory Statement, laid on Table, 61 ........................ 
Message No. 18, trami. nutting Additio,ual, for 1878, and Fuather Sispplomemutarv Estimates for 

1877 and previous years (Air. Cohen), laid oil Table. 2.16 ............................................. 
EVANS, MR. GEORGE:— 

Petit ion froun, of Eoagaloola, dist.i'ict, of Goulburn, that lie eond it ioumallv purchased a port ion of 
iii nd of iv! no], lie hie, berm i dispossessed by the Govennneti t , P'' nted. 239. 

EXECUTiVE COUNCIl, (See "A'i"I'ORNJCY GENERAL.") 

367 
4 i 	360 

2 	63 

2 ' 	77 

70 

65 

2 	C,? 

2 	69 

2 	71 

101-227 
251 
361 

2 37-247 
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E 
EXJI I131110N 

OF 1878 : - 
C'orrespo.i cknee at or.' i to, si" Ce for New' oitt I I Wa lea at Iii it oil 'l',ihlc, 27 ........................... 4 	885 
Motion II ,,,dc (.1/'. i/cL//so ice) for Co 10111111CC of t 116 W Ii ole, (lint, provision be oride fills Cliii hgt  

,all Executive Conlllli ssi oii ci' fF0111 the Cob iv to take olin rgo it, 	lEo se in Comnntt cc. 
Resolution reported and agreed to, 86, 

EXhIBITS ONLY:- 
11811 l' Mr. .1. F. Wa kelv, in re feis' 000 lo Ri ii Why CX tensioll 11110 the Cit v of Svd ny laid on 

'l's I do os 32. 
Plans, wet iois, 111(1 book of reference of survey of projected line of Rail IO:IO' from Orange to 

Welliligton, rid Sloloag, laid on Table as,33. 
(Jeiiei'ol 1111111, silolvIlIg the eihiltelllpl:ited in'pros'ciiiciits to the Ciruid,n' Quay, laid on Table us, 308 
Plans of ext cii sion of Hal ii,ay froll I Jtedf era to (Lire ida' Quay, laid )n Table ns, 318. 
Plan a ofproposed Extens 0i I of the Great Nortl 'era Rail win' iron, Tam ,ort Ii to 'Ic,, torhield, laid! 

on Table as, 300. 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT:- 

Or THE PUBLIC AcCouNTs OF Nrw Soutic WALE.:- 
As embodied in the Ways and Mealls for 1875, laid on Table, 61 ..........................................2 	36t 

EXPORT OF WARLIKE STORES BILL 
5101101! m,lde (.11,. Fi/:pati'ie'Z') for leave to bring in, 274 presCIIt ed (Old i'e;,d 10,  278 read 2°. 

eoiiiii ntted, reported lvi tl out An rid 11511 t;, Reportadopted, 301 rca (1 30, 1mssrd , l il id sent to 
Comleil, 301; returned by Coini el sr it It An elI 11,11 Cl It a, 319 Con iou's Aiuçndrne,it a Igreef I 
to. 321 Assent reported, 327. 

EXTENSION (See "RAILWAYS.") 

F 
FARNELL, I] [II HONORABLE JAMES 3Q11 I RE ESQUIRJr. Ml'. 

Admiaist.rat loll o I', (Onto n need to the 	H ouse, 29 ; Sent. 	as 	Member 	for 	St. 	Leo ,iai'd a 	dcclii red. 
vara of, 29 ; isa i (C 8,111 ret iii, of Writ, reported:  ted. 31. ; 5W or", 31. 

FATHERLESS BOYS (See "CJ[.IRI'J'IES.") 
FEES (See "])ISTEICT COURTS ACT OF 1558"; nlso " CJLI'lI{KS OF rt:nv SESSIONS.") 
FERRIES (See "TOIiLS.") 
FINANCE (See also "CONSOLIJ)ATEI) REVENUE FCNJ) JIlL!,"; at,o "Al'I'ROI'RIATION! 

BILL'' ; also "PUBLIC \VOR]CS LOAN BiLL  
Surra,r :- 

Sessional Order passed, 53. 
Motion alade (Mr. Coleen) for lfoi Ce to go in to Colillili t fee, 37. 
Iloose iii Committee, 42, (iO, 	77, So. 9:t, 96. 101., 105, 109, 121., 125, 139, 113, 177, 191, 197, 201,, 

254, 259, 263, 276, 278. 
Resobntions i'eported,42, 60, lOt, 193., 259, 278. 
Resolutions agreed to. 42. 60.101, lOt, 260, 281. 
Order of the Day poatponcd, 36, 3)1. 
Order of tli o flay disi'liargcd, 314. 
Motion t'oi' gob Ig into Con ,,,,it tee of, by lea ye, ii it i idr:nrit, 1,6 I 
Coa(i,,gea( Aineodiiieiit 	inured 	(Cap(aii Oar/ow) 	atlirnnng di'oiral,ililv of 	U'orc'rn,n,'at, Ili'iIlL'ilIg 

in a 	Bill, dining 	present; 	Session, 	to 	clefinc' poi,'el's 	old privilege's of 	J';n'liiiinent, 	md 	itlix 
pi'nol[ies, &e., 275, 

Slessago from tile Governor, referred to C,.,ihlillittee of, 37, 33, 101, 101, 2 tO, 259. 
W,%rs AND MEANS:- 

Sesciollal Order passed. 53. 	 I  
Motion made (Mr. Co/h!;') for house to go jilt., ('o,iiiiii[tee. 37. 
Ilonso in Colnnlittee, 42, 91, 76, 101, 19 f, 260, 281. 
.Reeolutiolls repOl't4d, 42, 77, 101, 191, 260, 281.. 
Besolutious agreed to, 42, 77, 104, 104, 200, 281. 
:kstiiii:ites 	of, for 	1578 	(Mr. 	Cohen), 	laid 011 	Ta!,!,', 	61 	................................................ 2 	251 
Explanatory Slatenient of dic Public Accounts its embodied in. laid 	on Table, 61 	...................... 2 	301 
Order of the Dav]lostponed, 56, 109, 125, 139, 113, 163,107, 301. 
Order of the Duty discharged, 314.. 

E.srmATr,s 
Message No.1. 	trati 'in liii I ig, 	for 1878. and 	S npplenii'nt an', for 1877 	and 	i  'rev ic us rca ra (ill,'.' 

Co/,ra), 	laid 	on 	Table. 	38 	....................................................................................... 2 	101-227 
Of Ways and TMeans 	(3Ev, 	Co/sea), laid on Table, (iI 	..... 	............. 	... 	..... 	........................... 2 	251 

l)o. 	Exptau,it;on' 	St:it;rjile,,t,,,t 	Public 	Ac,'onnts 	its 	eiiibndied 	in, 	laid 	on. ! 
Table, 	61 	....................................................................................................... 2 	361 

Message No. 15, transnnt t log Addit bIb1 Eat ililuti's for 1.878, and firtlier Supplementary Estililatea! 
for 1.877 amId prenot,s itais 	(31,'. C"hea), laid on Table, 2-16 	........................................... 2 	. 	237-217 

1'OTh OF Cii I;lu'r : - I 
St essago 	No. 	3. 	for 	lIi,iiuiii', 	jail 	Oil 	Table. 	32 ................................................................. 2 	9:1 

J)o, 	0, 	Vehrnar', 	doll) I 	.......................................................................... 2 	135 
Do. 	10. 	March, 	do.. 	191..  .......... ___ ............ 	............. ............... .................. . 2 	07 
J)o, 	22. 	April, 	do., 	259 	........................................................................... 2 	99 

Ai' i'LICAI'I ill OF BAT,.' yea 
S Ii nut e of tIle (4 overnor :n,d Ex ccitt i ye Con 1 oil, ,, ,tt.liori ziii g t vu iisfer from one iliad of Service ti 

another, laid'u Table by Mr. Speaker, 37 	(), 	251 	273 	................................................ 2 	381-355 
BA NE 1AAI1ILITIES AND Assnrs'.- 	

. I 2 	387 
2389 

Genemi Abstract of:  for Qtmrt er enuIrd 30 Septcmbei', 1577, laid on Table, 32 	......................... 
D o. 	 Z. 	31 Deeeiiiber, 1877, 	do. 	142 ......................... ,  

2 	391. Do. 	 'tb, 	31 March, 1875, 	do. 	318......................... 
GovJ:KNxJwiT S.cv,sos BANk'',- I , 

Statement, of Acemuits of, hat. Jan n:n'v to 31st Deeelllber, 1877, laid oil Table, 102 ..................... 2 
i'rarie Aeeoccis 

JtxplaliatoryStateaael.1 of, as embodied ill tIm Ways amid Means for 1875, laid on Table, 61 2 	301 .......... 
2 	397 

Taust lloarss Du'poslT Aeeo,:x'r 
H eport. of the Board of Audit o", In id on Table, 32 ............................................................. 

2 	303 From 1 April, 1877, to 31. SlarcI,, 1878, laid on Table, 315....................................................
Exl'LANA'u'oay Am STIIA('TS 

OfSiiii,a 	estinottrd 	and 	voted 	...................................................................................... 2 	405 
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FITZGERALD, HENRY (See "CIVIL SERViCE.") 	 I 
FITZPATRIUK, TUB HONORABLE Mi:CHAEL, ESQUJ RE, M.P. 

Aceeplanee of Office as Colonial Secretar,'. announced, 29; Seat. its 3leinbei for lass Plains dc 
dared vaeii,it , 29 	issue and ret urn of Writ. niported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 	- 

FLYING FOXES:— 
DEsrncc'rlox OF :— 	 I 

Pet it ion from Far,i 'vs and Settle, s in the it istri ci- of The Ha n'kesbuLrv, thu I tllev are s offerers bs 
1,14 numbers of Flying Foxes, infesting t heir orchards, and destroying the result of tlte,r 
industry, presented, 39 	ordered to be printed, 	51 	...................................................... 4 	760 

FOLEY, TIMOTJIY 
Pet:i t ii in frouu, respecting his Ii sun isa I from the I'ol ice 	Force, a nil praying the ii ppo ut mci it of 

Commit ci: to iliquire into his ease, presented, 325, 
FORBES (See "POSTAL.') 
.l:O:ItMAL BUSiNESS:— 

SC5S jo nal 0 ,th-r passed, 52. 
FORTIFICATIONS 

AT Sr. (hioiuors HE.0 
ilfo(uon iiiade (i),. Bonier), f,,, 	l\ndr, fe,'n,s 	tad Conditions, 	siiIi all 	tiers ri_liod jug 	to, 325. 

FOSTER-, NB. J. C. (See "COMMLSSION.") 
FOSTER. NH-. W, ,J 

tunic, of o lie,' as At I 0mev Ccii t'nil annon iced. 29. 
]"BAXEJiN, MR. F. A. (See "IfRIDGI'S!') 

B F F, CIII, ECU OF I 4ST} Ifl AUSTRALIA (Ste 	T\\ I In  LL FREE 1 UI LBCII 01 L thU Ifl 
AUSTRALIA LANI) SALE BILL.") 

fl EE PASSES (See " RAILWAYS.'') 
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Report fron, the Triiatees of 	lie Sydnov. for 1877, laid oil Table. 311 	................................... 2 	683 
In tot-ni afioii repeeling t Ito nil unbe r of vlsi toys and persons in 	daily at! i'ndILIIee, laid on Ta Isle, 150 2 	- 	603 

Ax o SyDNEY CIRAsi,IAR SenooL 
Motion n,aO.e (it). Ee/Joid) for hot or,, showiig partionlars of 3! cetings of Trn,tees, 213; Re- 

iii i 	to 	0 riley 	laid 	on 	'I'able 	13 .............................................................................. 2 	637 
OpENING 01'. AND Slcsarx ON 

Motion made (dir. i/joIn,, Hartley), ntlinning propu'iety of, lwsed oil Division, 192. 
Pet it ion from 8. 1). Gordon, Cha ii,, Hi ii of a 1' nhlie Meeting of Cit ian s of Svdneu, that Resol ni ion. 

be ye -considered ii iii rc,cinded, presented, 219 	ordered to be printed, 21.9 ...................... 2 	695 
Pet it on front Clergymen of Oh utrel i of England, do.. pre-n led, 219 ; oid ored to be pu u ted, 223 2 	697 

C:. Fullerton, M.D., mid J. Fidlerton, LtD., do. do., 242; 	do. 	217.. 2 	' 	('91.) 
I)0. 	( 'itiy.ens of Sydney and Suburbs, 	 do. do., 2111 ; 	do. 	2i3.. 2 	701. 
J to. 	lnt,ahit,unls of Tow,, of Orange, 	 do. do., 2.1.6 	do. 	233... 2 	703 
Do. 	Piirruimattui, 	 do. do., 216; 	do. 	253.,.. 7 	, 	703 
liii. 	Resident-' in Jiannhlo 	and its neigliborliood, do, do., 246; 	do. 	274... n 	 o 2 	. 	71:1 
i)o. 	Beiitents in City of Newstle and neighbourhood, do. do. 26 ; 	do. 	271.. 2 	71.5 
i)o. 	3 to nib, 'II and 	A dli eren I a of St - Andre 'v's Pi-esbyteria n 	Cli itreli, ?ie 'volts lie, do. 	do.

.
, 

2 	717 216; 	do., 	274..................................................................................... 
J )o. 	A. 'White. (.1 a, i ruin a of Pn bl ic Meeting of 1 nitabita a s of B.ylstone and s utrroinidnig 

districts, do. 	do., 	247; 	do., 274 	.............. 	. 	........ 71 
2 	2

9
1 D. 	Coaregnt ional Clnn'eh, Ihnrw'ood, do. do., 247 ; 	do., 271 	.................... 	. 

. 

TO, 	R. 1. hulls, Chairnmi 	f Congregational Union of Nn South Wales do. d
.
, 217 

 . 

(to,, 	274 	......................................................................................... 2 	I 	723 
W. 	Residents of Armidole and sorronndmg Districts, 	do,, 	do., 267 ; do., 274 ....... 2 	707 
Do. 	 Goolburn and neighbourhood, 	 do., 	do., 267; do., 271- ....... , do. 2 	700 
)''. 	31 embers of Ilia 'Wesloyall Melt ,odist (iii nreh of New Son! li Wales, do., do., 267 ; 

2 	711 

	

do., 	271. 	........................................................................................... 
31o(ioi i made .D 

	

(.1/s. J. 	ruries). that hours on week-days he extended, and Resolntion for opening 
on S,nidoys be rescinded, 245, mid Debate adjonraed, 219 ; Order of the Day post pOlied, 
289 ; Debate resumed, and negatived oil Division, 308. 

Nyw Icj :,,olxOs 1'Oil 
Motion aiade (dir. G'reeille) 	that, in (lie opinion of this llonse, the Government sl,oidd take, 

nnnedial e steps for erection of, 309. 
FREE SELECTiON (See" CR.\\'N LANDS.") 
FURNISHING SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.") 

GAME PROTECTION BILL 
Slot ion made (31i. Deqi) for leave to bring in, 114 1 presented and read 10, 113 ; Order of Thi3 

for 2°  called, and 110 utetion tuiken, droppeit, 151. 
Received from legislative Council, and read 1°, 301; Order of t;t,e Day post poited, 309. 
Petution from R. Sndleo-, RN., respecting, and that. preeinutionoi- v Incasnres be adopted, to prevent 

introduction of destrnetiye birds and animals, presented, 134: ordered to be printed, 139....... 4 	.773 
GAOL (See aho "1'RISONS") 

Bnnan, s 
('orrespoadenee wit Ii reference to alleged tori nrc of prisoners in, laid on 'Table, 191 ................... 3 	280 
Correspondence relating to the temporary release from, of prisoner Marshall, laid on 'table, 253... 3 	293 
Motioii made (dli'. Th'irer) for appointment of Select Comnnttee to inqunre into t.re'.it-liient of, 

prlsoilei-s in, and other Gaol s, and the world ig of thu o 0:i ol or Prison .R eglilatiolls, with leave 
to make visits of inspection, and to sit durilig any recess, antI by leave svit.ladra-wn, 296. 

GARREn, 'THOMAS, ESQUIRE, M.P. 
Elected Ciiairanan of Committees, 35. 
Commission to admlnnister the Oat ii as Deputy Speaker, 39. 
Resignation of, as Chairman of Committees, reported, 160. 

GARSED, MIt. JOHN 
itlotioiu made (3fs'. .Jfaoley, Hart/es1) that Betnrn to Order IcsIleeti,ie land, coiner of Pitt and 

I! ridge Streets, laid on Table last Session, be printed, 60 	(for eppo'ulaeat q/' C'o,,sinittee. 
4 	.777 

N 	made ade (Mr. ./Issrinj, i/au-/m i) that Select Connnitle bc-appointed to inquire into ease of. 
leescads," LAND ") 	..................................................................................... 

and that Proeeednies, i_cc, for it preuous Comaiitts'e, be laid on 'Tuble 72 ; Clerk laid Pro 
i-ecdi ngs sa 	vid d 	Eence of Coinii,it tee (S'ei,io:u 1876.7) on Table, 72; referred to Select Coin- 
wit tee, 85 : 	I' roeri'ss Repori- IF ght up, 319 	.............................................................. - 	1 
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G 
GENERAL BUSINESS:— 

Sessional Order, as to precedence 0f, passed, 52. 
GLADESYJLLE (See" INSANE.") 
GLEBE LEASING BILL (See "NEWCASTLE GLEBE LEASING BILL.") 
GLENDON (See °ROADS.") 
GLEN 1NNES (See "ROADS" ;  also "MUNICIPALIIIES" 1  also "TET1IIGRAI2II" ;  also 

"CROWN LANDS.") 
GLOUCESTER-STREET ALTERATION LEGALIZING BILL:— 

Received from Legislative Council and read 10, 125 ; Order of the Day postponed, 139, 143 
Motion made that Bill be read 20, and Debate adjourned, 163 Bill read 2°, committed, 
reported, and Report adopted, 182 ; read 30, passed, and returner! to Council without 
Amendment., 186 ; Assent reported, 219. 

GOLD (See also "DUTY ON GOL]) ABOLITION BILL" i  also "PROSPECTING CROWi\ 
LAY DS") 

CONDITrONAL PURORASBS ON GOID FIELDS:— 
Motion ,nado (Ma'. cop 	II etoud) for eturn showing part icol,rs of, under Sect jolt 14, CC Crown Lands 

Alienation Act of 1861," 70. 
Motion made (Mr. Uopeland) for Return showing particulars of applications for two-acre blocks 

tinder "Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875," 70. 
Mn, E, W. Runnrn:— 

Petition from, alleging that lie had a part in the discovery of Gold in the Colony, presented, 181 
orderedto be printed, 155 	................................................................................... 

GOODS TRAiNS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
GORMAN, MR. PATRICK (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
GOUL13UB.N (See "WATER SUPPLY" also"'  RAILWAYS.") 
GOVERNMENT 

BUSINESS:— 
Sessional Order as to precedence of, passed, 52. 

])EI'Ani,[ENnfl CHANCES:— 
Papers connected with certain, laid on Tablo, 142 	............................................................ 

SAVINGS BANK:— 
Statement of Accounts of, front 1st January to 31st December, 1877, laid on Table, 162 ............ 

ADMINISTRATION or:- 
3fotio,i made (Mr. Farisefl) that, will, a view to the more effective, t,l,e Attorney General mill', bitt: 

shall not necessarily, he a l ember of the Exeent ire Council, 201. 
LAND, M0IIUYA (See "CROWN LANDS,") 

GOVERNOR (See also "MESSAGES"):— 
P,oelacnation of, Opeiling Ninth Parliament, read by Cle,'k, 1. 
Commission of, to (Jornniissio,iei's to administer Oat!,,, read by Clerk, 3. 

Do. 	to Speaker, 	 do. 	do. 	5. 
Message from, delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 6, 828. 
Opening Speech of, 6. Address in reply, 5, 10(4), 13, 16. Reply to Address is, n:ply, 19. 
l'i'oi'ogation Speech of, rhelivered, 328. 

GRAFTON (See "TELEGRAPH.") 
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.") 
GRANT OF LAND (See "M'DOUGALL MB, ANDREW") 
GRIFFIN, PATRICK AND 3ItCIIAEL 

PETITION FROM:— 
That, in 1866 t icy were arrested and tied for providiog sustenance to Tl,onsas Clorke, an out law, 

and aeit ted ; that titer were nft:erwards imistrnn,ental in the opprclse,ssion of the said Thomas 
Clarke 

gu
, and praying justice ma" be done to them for services rendered to tIme Crown 

llrcsemlt ed, 119 ; ordes'ed to be pm'inted, 124 ............................................................... 1 1 Motio,i Inade (3!,-. Grerilk') that Petition be referred to Select Co,nunt,toe for consideration and:  
rcpom't, &c., 206; Frogi'ess Report brought up, 319 ...................................................... 

Motion made (iL. Greville) for Copies of all correspondence in reference to case of, 236. 
Mot jest made (Ms. Granule) for copy of Ills Honor Mr. Justice Faucett's Notes in Regnma r.. 

lseaivl in 1867, 288. 

S'AI'EIIS. 

VOL. 	PAGE. 

655 

393 

3 	181 

3 	183 

HALL AND FORBES CONTRACT (See "POSTAL.") 
"IIANSARD" 

OFFICIAL R.m'oin' or :PARLInIFNTABY DEIIATES 
Motion made (31,% cameron) for Coinmittea of the Wliol,' tlma t. amount he 1,l,meed On S ''P1'1 cineIl-J 

tory Estimates to establish, ean'ietl on Division, 231. Order of tIme Day postponed, 243;; 
I [o,cse in 	m Coinittre, nod Resolution reported and agreed to, 288. 

ITARBOURS AND RIVERS DEPARTMENT: 
CASTIN0S 1'Ost:— 

Papers respecting the snIsliily of, laid On Ihble, 85 
]IARR:INGTO2c, MISS (See " Cj!OWN LANDS.") 
HER MA.IESTY THE QUEEN (See "STATUE.") 
HOME FOR FATHERLESS BOYS:— 

ANDERSON's ARTISANS COLLEGE AN)), AT BALMAIN 
Correspondence relative to, laid on Table, 274 

]IOSPITAL 
ST. 1nINcENTS :_ 

Motion made (3/',', iJcJ.Cl/sonc) for Connuittee of the Whole to consider expediency of the Govern  
mont subscribing amount equal to thatprivately subscribed towards the funds of, rn,d negatived! on Divisio,m, 151. 

FOR Ts,r INSANE, GLADESYILLE. 
Report for 1877, froi,i the Medical Superintendent of the Hospital for, Gladesville, laid on Table, 

IIIG]1L4.NDERS (See "VOLTJN'flCERS,") 
IIUNGERFOBI), THOMAS, ESQUIRE, MA'. 

Election Petition of William Turner, Esq., against. Election and Return of, laid on Table, and, 
referred to Commit tee of Elections and Qualifications, 27; Report brought up declaring 
dulyelected, &c., 60........................................................................................... 

4:39—C 

751 

717 

2 t 	725 
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HUNTER, THE (See "ELECTORAL,") I 
hUNTER, THE LOWER (See "ELECTORAL.) 
BUTCHINSON V. KELLJ.ICR AND LYNN (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER (See also "WATER SUPPLY") 

I ME. W. Ctnsc 
Report from, respecting Albury Water Supply, laid on Table, 2-7 ..................... ..................... 

I Do. 	Water Supply for Town of Goulburn, laid on labIa, 3.01 ..................... .. 439 

 

IMMIGRATiON 
Return (in past) to Address (Session 1876-7), in reference to Report-s from Agents and btl jots, laid - 

onTable, 	56 	....... ....................... ..................... .................................................. ....ibl 
Further Return to Address (Session 	 'Table, laid o'Table, 101 	........................................... 2 777 
Further Betsini to Address (Session 1876-7) respeetuig ship " i.yburnis, 	and the disposal of the 

hninigmnts by that vessel, laid on Table, 185 	............................................................ - 803 
,................ 

Fniti,er Return to Address (Session 1876-7) respecting ship 	sortlibrook, 	and the disposal of 
the Imniierants be that vessel, laid on Table, 227 	....................................................... - 807 

Report from Ygcnt for, respecting ship " Loehee," and the disposal of the Inintigrants by that - 811 vessel, 	laid 	on 	Table, 	173 	.. ......................................................................... ............. 
Petition from M. Guest, as Cli,ursmin of ,u Public Meeting of the Working3l.en s Defence Associa- 

tioo, objecting to farther expenditure for, 85; ordered to be printed, 89 ............................ 2 819 
Petition front the Otlicers and Council of the New South Wales Political Reform League, with 

similar v".'° 	presented. 92 	ordered to be printed, 96 ............................................... .. 2-  823 
Petition from the Trades and Labour Conneil of New Sonth \Vales, with a similar prayor, 

presented, 92; 	ordered to be 	printed, 96 	................................................................... 2  821 
Petition from 31. Guret., (3liairinan of the Working Men's Defence Association, pniying the louse 

to eliminate from the Appropnution Act the item 975,000 for, presented, 119 ; ordered to be 
2  825 

IE)IIGRANT Snip "STAR OF INDIA":— 
Motion made (Mr. Coona,') for all papers connected with inquire into amiseondoot of 0. C. Brady, 

2 813 
Evidence taken relative to complaints made by inarignantsper "  Stnr of India," laid oil Table, 96, 

AGENTS :— 
2  737 

RJUULATIONS - 
3lotion made (Mr. IV C. Browire) for all correspondence with Mr W . Forster, Agent Gener.il. 

respecting statements made in certain newspapers as to carrying out of, in London, 89 ; -- 
2 id 

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871 
2  839 

IMPOUNDING AND TRESPASS:— 
2  857 

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL:— 
Eon GIRLS AT BILOELA 

2  66.3 
INFIRMARY, SYDNEY 

Draft Bill to regulate the Law of, laid on Table, 328 .......................................................... 

2  653 

printed, 124......................................................................................................... 

Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) respecting efficiency of, and that Go err ninent should ,iuinethatcly 

Snraeon.Suporintende]it of, 60; 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 06 .................................. 

iacrea-se the aeeoimnodat ion and, improve the sanitary condition—ii,k'rrupted by Message 
from Governor (Prorogation of Parliament), 328 - 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7) in reference to, laid on Table, 56........................................ 

INQUiRY OFFICE (See" CROWN LANDS.") 
INSANE (Sec also "LUNATIC ASYLUMS") 

Return to Order laid on Table, 101............................................................................ 

Letter from the Inspector of, recommending the erect-ion of addit io,,al bs,ildings at Glmidesu'ille, 

Regulation under, laid on Table, 328 .............................................................................. 

2 713 
Report for 1877, from the Medical Superintendent of the Hospital for, Gladrsville, laid on Table 

2  723 

Report for 1877 of 	Superintendent of, laid on Table, 131 	.................................................... 

Jnquiry into charges against the Gatekeeper at., laid on Table, 104 	....................................... 

Report of Inspector of, on Temporary Lunatic Asylun, Cooma, laid on Table, 37 	..................... 2 7-1-5 
Lunsvic Asnust, PARBAMMATTA 

2  737 
Correspondence respecting Patients being at large, and use of &vernu,ent property by Dr. Taylor, 

Pai'raniatta, and Callan Park, laid on Table, 	56 	.......................................................... 

2 741 

157 	................................................................................................................... 

INSOLVENCY:— 

Report on, for 	1877, laid on Table, 	96............................................................................... 

ESTATES UNDER SEQUESTRATION 

laidon 	Table, 	206 	................................................................................................. 

Motion made (Mr. Greville) for Return showing partieuhsrs of, and by have withdrawn, 51. 
SEQUEST51ATED Es'rAvEs 

Motion made (31s'. Greville) for Return showing particulars of, with dates of sequestration, and 
dates of plans of distribution filed in cmli Estate, 03. 

LAWS:— 
l'etition f rain nfl ners, labnurers, and others, lately employed in the Mines at Goodrich, prn.yuig for 

an amendment of. presented, 191 ; 	ordered to be printed, 196 ........................................ 4 7e5 
INTEREST DUE BY CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS 

Motion made (3b'. MeElfsosie) for the suspension of, till the (lrougllt breaks up, and by leave 
withdrawn, 33. 

Petition from Conditional Purchasers, at Kayuga, near Musuvellbrook, for a remission of the 
interest; due on balance of their puu'elsase money, presented, 33 ; ordered to be printed, 52 3 561 

LITER]? UPTIO2c 
in proceedings of the House, to enable Members to be sworn, 10 (3),  15. 

Do. 	 by Message from the Goveraor (Prorogation of Parliament), 328. 
INTOXICATING LIQUORS (See "SUNDAY TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS.") 
INTRUSION (See "ATTORNEY GENERAL.") 
INVENTIONS:— 

Letters of Registration of, under 16 Victoria No, 24, for 1875 (Ret tern in part to Address, Session 
1861), 	laid 	on 	Table, 	106 	........................................................................................... 3 713 
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INVERELL FREE CHURCH OF EASTERN AUSTRALIA LAND SALE BILL 
Petition presented (Mr. Mreizrtosle) 	for leave to bring in, 160; leave given to bring in, 157 

]MeSeIiteII and read 10,  173 	referred to Select Committee, 176 	Report brought up, 200 2 901 
Order of the lily pOst 1ioned, 21.3 ; read 2°, eo,nnriti ed, reported, and Report adopted, 289: 
read 30, passed, and sent. to Legislative Council, 295 	returned by Council wit l,out. Amend- 
irreirt, 325. 

IRONCLAD (See also 1'DEFENCES OF THE COLONY") 
S,numan- of telegraphic coinmunicat ions between His Excellency Sir Hercules Robinson, G.C.M'.G., 

3 295 
IRON COVE (See 'BRIDGES.") 
IRRIGATION (See 'WATER SUPPLY.') 

and the Rail of Carnnvon, on the subject of, lair! on Table, 27 	....................................... 

J 
JACOB, THE hONORABLE ARCHIBALD HAMILTON, ESQUIRE, M.P. 

Receipt of Writ for The Lower Hunter issued by the Governor, reported by Mr. Speaker, 6; sworn, 
6 ; l'roelainat ion curing cHav iii return of Writ reported, 9. 

JERVIS BAY (See " RAILWAYS") 
JUDGES (See "DISTRICT COURT JUDGES SALARIES AND RETIRING ALLOWANCES.") 
JUT? LISTS, DENILIQUIN 

Motion made, (Mr. Mcls'tbone) for Return showing particulars of, and names of Justices of Pence 
who revised such Lists, 278. 

K 
ZELLEITER, HENRY (See," CIVIL SERVICE.") 
KELLIER AND LYNN (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,") 
XEMPSEY (See "TELEGRAPH.") 
KERR., THOMAS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
KINGS FALLS (See "BRIDGES.") 

L 
LAND (See also "CROWN LANDS," also "LAND LAW") 

CORNER or Pevr AND Baisiog STREETS:— 
Motion made (Mr. Marie,1, hart/eq) 	that Return to Order, laid on Table last Session, be 

printed, 	60 	........................................................................................................... 
Motion made (Mr. line/nj, Iiertie,j), that. Select Committee be appointed to inquire into, &e,, 

on wInch Commercial Clinlubers rue built, 242 ; Betuni to Order referred, 253 ; Progress 
4 831 Reportbrought 	np 	325......................................................................................... 

TiTLES On'ren (See also "REAL PROPERTY ACT") 
Reports of Examiners of Titles on the case of' ,Tames R. Powell, laid on Table, 150 ................... 4 589 

ORDERS (See "VOLUNTEERS GRANTS Rfl'EAL BILL.") 
DEPARTMENT — 

Motion made (Mr. iI 	C. Ecsene) for copies of r,ll eorrespornlonee respecting proposed establish- 

Papers connected with certain proposed departitiental changes, laid on Table, 147 
'3 
2 

403 

LANDS AOl'S AMENDMENT ACT 01? 1875:— 

ment of Inquiry Ofilee in connection with, 120 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 139 ........... 
................... 

Motion made (Mr. Garrett) mi' Return showing, number of applications to purchase under the 
31st Clause, t lie innnbei'rcjectcd, nuinberof eases where lands refused have been conditionally 
purchased under l3th Clause of ''Land Act of 1861," number of cases rejected in ivl,iel, 
refund of deposit has been accepted, 56. 

Motion made. ('AIr. 777. Q Browns) for Return showing number of eases under 31st Clause, winch 
having been rofnsed have been applied for under 2nd Clause, 60. 

'3 301 
LAND ACTS AMENDMENT BILL 

Amended Regulation for carrying into effect,, laid on Table, 196 	............................................ 

Motion made (Mr. Bennett) for leave to bring in, 9 ; presented and read 10,  9 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 36,4.1; 	Motion made "That, Bill be now read 20," and Debate adjourned, 
65; Order of the Day postponed, 135; Question put—" That Bill be read 20," and negatived 
on Division, 207 ; Motion made to restore Order of the Day for 2°, and negatived, 231. 

Motion made (Sir J0155 Robertson) for Committee of the Whole to consider expediency of bring. 
ing in, negatived on Division, 50. 

LAND AGENTS 
Mn. OLIVER, LATE ACTING, AT HAY'.— 

Motion made (Al's'. MeEL?,oae) for nil eoi'respoiidenee, &e., in the case of, lately dismissed from 
the Civil Service, 51. 

Mnsnsns OF TIlE LROISLATLVE ASSEMBLY AS 

tion, and dangerous alike to the independence of Members of the House and Ministers of the 
Crown, 120. 

LANDALE r. ROSE (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
LAND LAW:— 

PETITIONS IN YAV0ER OF AMENDING, AND OF STOPPING Avcnox SALES or Couwmr LANDS 
Inhabitants of Deniliqnin and surrounding district, presented, 15; ordered to be printed, 54 3 443 

Motion made (Air. ATcEThone) that the employment, of, is contrary to tire spirit of the Constitu- 

3 445 

Do. 	Dariington Point, 	Ilay, 
3 417 

near 	presented, 15. 
3 431 

Do. 	Jerilderie, 	 do. 	do. 	15 ; 	do 	54........ 

3 429 

Do. 	Eugowra, presented, 15; 	ordered to be printed, 54 	........................................ 

3 435 

Do. 	County of Ashbnrnham, 	do. 	15; ordered to be printed, 35 ................... 
Free Selectors of the Colony, 	 do. 	23; 	do 	33 ................... 

3 441 

Do, 	Larrrrs Lake, near M'olong, 	do. 	39 ; 	do 	51 ................... 
1,,liabitants of Iray, 	 do. 	411 	do 	54 ................... 

Do. 	Monlamein and surrounding districts, presented, 41 1  ordered to be printed, 34 3 439 
3 437 

	

Free Selectors of the Colony, presented, 49 ; 	ordered to lie printed, ru 	.................................. 
Do. 	 do, 	96; 	do. 	98 	.................................. 

Two-mile Creek Branch, of rho Western Districts Free Selectors Association, and (lint all Reserves 
3 '149 

n,nv hi' svit.hid,'a lu,, f,'onr hence, present iii, :1 09 ; 	ordered to be print cii, 114 ------------------------- 3 451 
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L 
LAND LAW (continued) 

Burrawang Branch of the Western Districts Free Selectors Association, and that all Reserves may 
be withdrawn frsn lease, presented, 109; ordered to be printed, 114 .. ....... .................... a 

President and Vice-President of Dubbo District, and Freeholders Association, presented, 236 
3 	457 

PETITIONS IN rAYOn or AMENDMENT or 

. 

ordered 	to 	be 	printed, 	239 	...................................................................................... 

From Free Selectors in 	the neighbourhood of Walbuodrie, Piney 	Range, and surrounding 
3 	I 	433 

From Thomas Baird, Chairman of Public Meeting of Graziers, Selectors, and others, of .Oubbo, 
3 	455 

ADMINISTRATION AND WORKING OF 

District, presented, 15 ; 	ordered to be printed, 36 	....................................................... 

presented, 185; 	ordered to be printed, 192 	................................................................ 

mission to inquire into, and negatived, 231. 
Motion made (Afr. MeEThone) for Committee of the Whole for appointment: of a Royal Com-

LAYFIELD, GRAY, AND OTHERS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
LEARY, THEIIONORABLFJ JOSEPIr, ESQUIRE, M.P. 

Acceptance of office as Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, announced 29; Seat as Member 
for The Murrusnbidgee declared vacant, 29; issue and return of Writ reported, 31; Sworn, 31. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:— 
Message for Members of, as Witnesses (Select Committee on Sunday Sale of Liquors Prevention 

Bill), and reply thereto, 214, 219. 
LETTERS OF REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS :— 

'3 	713 
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS (See "ABSTRACTS.") 
LIBEL (See "ADMJNISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 

Under 16 Victoria, No. 24, laid on Table, 196 ....................................................................

LIBRARIES, PUBLIC 
Motio]l made (Mr. Oreritle) for Return showing Establishments receiving aid from public revenue, p 

distinguishing Libraries of Reference from Lending Librories, stating amount received by, 
and fees charged for use of each, 163. 

LIBRARY (See also "FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY") 
COMMInEE 

Sessional Order passed, 53. I 
LICENSING (See "PUBLWANS LICENSING ACT"; also "SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING 

ACT AMENDMENT BILL"; 	also "SUNDAY TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING I 
LIQUORS.") 

LIGHT-HOUSE AT SOUTH HEAD 
Motion made (Aft. St ear!.) for copies of all Reports, &c,, as to condition of, or bearing upon the 

necessity for a new Light-house or improved light thereat, and cost of each, 174; Return to 
Orderlaid 	on 	Table, 	318 	....................................................................................... 4 	1 	845 

LITTIGOW (See "RAILWAYS.") I 
LIVE STOCK (See also "STOCK SALE YARDS BILL") 

Report of the Chief Inspector of Stock on, for the year 1876, laid on Table, 76 	...................... 2 	827 
LOAN BILL (See "PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.") 
LODGING-HOUSES (See "COMMON LODGING-HOUSES BILL.") 
LOVE, THE REV. J. GRAhAM 

Petition from Thomas Johnston, and Residents of Moruya, respecting ease of, now a prisoner in 
Darlingbnrst Gaol, and praying an investigation, presented, 1041 ordered to be printed, 109., 

Pel,itioo from Residents of Braidwood and others, with similar prayer, presented, 114; ordered 
3 	201 

3 	! 	203 tobe 	printed, 	124 	................................................................................................. 
LUNATIC ASYLUMS (See also "INSANE"):— 

Motion made (Mr. Greenn:ood) for a Return showing comparative Statistics of, during the adininis- 
tration of Dr. Campbell and Dr. Manning respectivelr, 192 	Return to Orderlaid onTable 295 2 	7'1-7 

GLADESYILLE, PARRAMATrA, ANDCALLAX Paseg 
- 	Letter from Inspector of Insane, reoommending erection of additional buildings, laid on Table, 56 2 	1 	743 

Report for 1877, from Medical Soperintendent of the Hospital for the Insane, Gladeaville, Iaidr I 
onTable, 	lo ........................................................................................................ 2 	725 

TEMPORARY, CoollA 
2 	715 Report of 	Inspector of 	the Insane, laid on 	Table, 	37 .......................................................... 

PARRAMATTA 
Report o" for 1877, 	laid on 	Table, 	96.... ......................................... ......... ........................- 2 	737 
Correspondence respecting patients being at, large, and use of Government property by Dr. Taylor,] I 

laidon 	Table, 	206 	................................................................................................ 2 	741 
LYNDIIUEST ROMAN CATHOLIC Cl-lURCh LAND SALE BILL [Introduced as "LYND-' 

ITURST SALE BILL"]:— p 
Petition presented (Mr. Fares!?) for leave to bring in, 9; leave given, 16 ; presented and rend 10. p 

30; referred to Select, Committee, 61 ;  Report brought ip, 92; Order of the Par postponed, 2 	923 
115 ; rend 20, eosninitted and reported, 135 ; Report adopted, 153; read 30,  passed, and sent 
to Council, 103 	returned b' Council without Amendment, 201 ; Assent reported, 230. 

M 	 I 

MADAGASCAR (See " MERCHANT SHIPS.") 
MAIL ROUTE (See "POSTAL") 
MAITLAND (See "WATER SUPPLY.") 
MANNTNG, MIt. JANES (See "WATER SUPPLY.") 
MANNING RIVER:— 

Papers respecting removal of Dredge '' Fitzroy," from Machelsy River to, laid on Table, 76 ..........4 	771 
NAVIGATION 011 THE 

Motion anode (Mr. A. B. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, for all Address to Governor that 
sum be placed on Supplementary Estimates for 1878, for eonstrtmetion of Dredge to improve, 
and by leave withdrawn, 290. 

MAR-SHALL, PRISONER JAMFJS (See "GAOL.") 
MASON AND ELKIXGTON, MESSRS. (See "RAILWAYS.") 
MASTERS AND SERVANTS ACT:— 

SERVICE OP SUMMoNSEs UNDEa, BY THE Poraoa 
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) as to desirability of enforeing, Motion amended, and passed oh 

Division, 71, 72. 
Copy of Circular relative to, laid on -Table, 150 .............................................................. ..- 	849 
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M'DOUGALL, MR. ANDREW 
Petition from, aUcging that in 1822 lie was promised a grant of land and only obtained half the 

quantitx, and praying relief, presented, 88 ; ordered to be printed, 92.............................. 
MeELBONE, lOaN, ESQ., M.P. 

Clininnan reported front Committee of the Whole that the Ironorablc Me,nhcr for The Upper 
Ii nnter had crossed the Chamber, and in it threaten ilig nmnner tunt with clenched fist assailed} 
the Honorable Member for lllawnrra, 267; Mr. Meliihone made an explanation and w'it;liilretv 
Motion made that Honorable Member is guilty of contempt; Speaker informs Mr. MeEllione 
of decision of House, whereupon Ito addressed (lie House, apologized, and withdrew Motion 
made that apology Iniving been made, Speaker do not issue ins \Varmnt•, and Honomble Mem-. 
her be released from his contempt. and Mr. MeRihomie having been informed of the Resolution,l 
again npologized, 268. 

M'HALE, POLICE PENSIONER:- 
Motion made (ni. C'ooneen) for all correspondence relative to the claim of, for a gold medal in 

recognition of his services, 88 ; Retnrn to Order, laid on Table, 101 .............................. 
M'LEAN, KENNETH (See "CROWN LANDS") 
MEETING OF THE HOUSE:- 

Ringing of Bell before (Sessional Order), 53. 
MEMBERS 

Of Legislative Council as Witnesses (before Select Committee on Sunday Sale of Liquors 
Prevention Bill), 214, 219. 

Clerk aussosulees receipt of certified List of, 2. 
Sworn, 4 (), S (0,6 (3 ), 10  (1 15 (2),  29,31 (7 ), 76, 80. 
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee sworn by the Clerk, 23 (0 50  C) 56, 69. 

OF THE LEGISLATIVE Assninay AS LAND AGENTS 
Motion made (Mr. .31bEl/soae, that the employmemat of, is contrary to the spirit of the Consti.! 

tut.ion, and dangerous to the independence of Members of the Assembly and Ministers of 
the Crown, carried on Division, 120. 

MERCHANT SHIPS 
Despateb respecting apprehension of Deserters from, belonging to Kingdom of Madagascar, laid 

onTable, 318 ...................................................................................................... 
MESSAGES 

FRoM CosurissloxEns 
Opening Ninth Parliament, 3. 

TRANsMiSSION OF, BETWEEN TUE Two Horsns 
Sessional Order passed, 53. 

PaOM THE GOVERNOR 
Summoning Assembly to Conncil, 0, 328. 
Referred to Committee of Supply, 37, 38, 104, 191, 246, 259. 
Referred to Committee of the Whole, 131, 196, 301, 303. 

1. Assent to Public Works Loan Bill (&sriom 1876.7), 6, 

	

2, 	Do. Appropriation Bill (Session 1870.7,) 6. 
Vote of Credit for January, 1878, 32 .................................................................... 
Transmitting Estimates of Expenditure for 1878, and Supplementary Estimates for 1877 

and previous years, 38 ................................................................................ 
Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 59. 
Vote of Credit for February, 1.04. ............................................................... ......... 
Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 127. 
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 131 ........................................................ 
Assent to Corporation Debentures Bill,.155. 
Vote of Credit for March, 191 	........................................................................... 

ii. Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 9), 190 ........................................................ 
12. Assent to Metropolitan Police Act Extension Bill, 201. 

	

13, 	Do. 	Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 207. 
Do. 	Gloucester.street Alteration Legalizing Bill, 219. 

Stock Sale Yards Bill, 230. 
Assent to Lyndhurst Ro]laan Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 230. 

Do. Clarence and New England Steam Navigation Company's Act Amendmentj 
Bill, 230. 

Transmitting Additional Estimates for 1878, and Further Suppleineut:uv Estimates for 
1877 and previons years, 246 ....................................................................... 

Assent to the Bible Society's Bill, 252. 
Do. 	Volunteer Grants Repeal Bill, 253. 
Do, 	Newcastle Glebe Leasing Bill, 253, 

Vote of Credit for April, 259 ............................................................................. 
22. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 271. 

Do. 	The Partition Bill, 295. 
Parhiamentas-y Powers and Privileges, 300. 
Ruslicutters Bay Land E.oelamstion and Resumption Bill, 300. 
Assent to Real Property Act Further Aniresrlsncnt Bill, 304. 

Do. Blstckwattle Bay Land Reclamation Act, Amendment Bill, 318, 
Do. Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment, Bill, 318. 
Do, 	Common Carriers Bill, 327. 

Assent to Export of Warlike Stores Bill, 327. 
Do. 	ltushcutters Bay Bill, 327. 

Fnoar ASSEMBLY TO COUNCiL 
Transmitting Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 43. 

Corporation Debentures Bill, 60. 
Metropolitan Police Act Extension Bill, 89. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 115. 
Newcastle Glebe Leasing Bill, 119. 
The Bible Society's Bill, 119. 
Real Property Act Further Amendment Bill, 157. 
Clarence and New England Strain Navigation Company's Act Amosidnie,st Bill, 157. 
Lyndhnrst Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 163. 
Volnnleers Grants Repeal Bill, 188. 
The Partition Bill, 192. 

3 1 	507 
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73 
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99 
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MESSAGES (continued) 
Fuom ASSEMBLY TO Couycn (continued) 

Trautni ti ing Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 197. 
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 236. 	- 
Blackwati Ic Bay Land Reclamation Act Amendment Bill. 259. 
Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 259. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 2433. 
lnvereU Free Church of Eastern Australia Land Sale Bill, 295. 
Common Carriers Bill, 302. 
Rusheutters Bay Land Reclamation and Resumption Bill, 301, 
Export of Warlike Stores Bill, 301. 
Appropriation Bill, 304. 
Parliamentary Powers and Privileges Bill, 308. 

Retnraiog Gloucester-greet Alteration Legalizing Bill without Amendment, 180. 
Agreeing to Amendments in Corporation Debentures Bill, 139. 

Metropolitan Police Act Extension Bill, 187. 
The Bible Society's Bill, 227. 
Newcastle Olebe Leasing Bill, 227. 
Real Property Act Further Amendment Bill, 288. 
Common Carriers Bill, 320. 
Ituslicutters Bay (Land Reclamation and Resumption) Bill, 321. 
Export of Warlike Stores Bill, 821. 

Agreeing to, disagreeing to, and amending Legislative Council's Amendments in the Diseases in 
Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 296. 	 - 

Requesting attendance of Members of Legislative Council as \% itnosses before Select Committee 
on Sunday Sale of Liquors Prevent ion Bill, 214. 

FRoM COuNCIL TO Assnrrnx 
Transmitting Gloucester-street Alteration Legalizing Bill, 125. 

Game Protection Bill, 301. 
Returning Consolidated Revenue. Fund Bill, without Amendment, 57. 

Do. 	 do. 	(No. 2) 	do. 	124. 
Corporat.ioaa Debentures Bill, with Amendments, 124. 
Metropolitan Police Act Extension Bill, with Amendments, 158. 
The Bible Society's Bill, with Amendments, 158. 
Newcastle Globe Leasing Bill, with Amendments, 176. 
Clarence and New England Steam Navigation Company's Act Amendment Bill:  

without Amendment, 201. 
Lyndlmrst Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, without Amendment. 201. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), without Amendment., 201 
Volnnteers Grants Repeal Bill, without Amendment, 236. 
The Partition Bill, without Amendment, 262. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4.), without Amendment, 263. 
Real Property Act Further Amendment Bill, with Amendments, 28-I.. 
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, wit,], Amendments, 285. 
Blaekwattle Bay Land Reclamation Act Amendment Bill, without Amendment, 805. 
Rusl,cntters Bay (Land Reclamation and Resumption) Bill, with Amendments, 310. 
Export of Warlike Stores Bill, with Amendments, 3111. 
Common Carriers Bill, with Amendment,, 320. 
Appropriation Bill, without Amendment., 321. 
Inverell Thee Church of Eastern Australia ],and Sale Bill, without, Amendment, 825. 

Does not insist upon its Amendments disagreed to, and agrees to Amendment, macIc upon 
Council's Amendments in Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 305. 

Agreeing to Members of Legislative Council attending as Witnesses before Select Committee on 
Sunday Sale of Liquors Prevention Bill, 219. 

METROPOLITAN CAVILE SALE YARDS 
Motion made (Mr. Lackey) for nppointment of Select. Committee to inquire into desirability 

of establishing, 88; Report brought all, 177; Report adopted, 193 
Motion made for Committee of the Whole, to eonsidgr expediency of bringing in Bill to 

establish, 201; Order of the Day postponed, 208; House in Committee, Resolution reported 
and agreed to, 215 ; presented mid read 10, 215; Message (No.15) from the Governor recoin- 
mending, 230; Order of the Day postponed, 243, 290 ; Order of the Day discharged and 
Bill witl,drawn, 308. 
Petition from Municipal Council and Citizens of Sydney, that tIme Bill be amended to confer 
privileges on them intended to be granted by the Cattle Sale Yards Act of 1870; presented, 
267; ordered to be, printed, 275 ............................................................................. 

METROPOLITAN POLICE AOT EXTENSION BILL;— 
Motion made (Mr. Jaeo) for leave to bring in, 53 presented and read 1°, 54; i-cod 2°, com 

nutted, reported, and Report adopted, 86 ; read 3', passed, and sent to Council, 80 ; returned 
by Conneil with Amendments, 158 ; Council's Amendments agreed to, 187 ; Assent reported, 
201. 

MIDNIG 
Sittings after, 10, 14, 53, 81, 102, 143, 103, 107, 202, 208, 223, 228, 248, 250, 2138, 267, 278. 

MHiBTJRN CREEK (See "MINERAL.") 
MILITARY 

OFFIcERS QUARTERS 
Return showing the distribution of, at Victoria Bar,'acls and Dawes Butt cry, laid on Table, 02 

PAY OF Opr,eEns 
Motion made (Mr. JV. C. Brosene) for a Retnrn showing, also lodging allowance, gmtuities, and 

retiring allowance, to which, they would be entitled to in Imperial Service, 114; Retura to 
Orderlaid on Table, 134 ...................................................................................... 

AND CIVIL CRIcKET GROUND:— 
Motion made (Mr. 0' Coanoi') for copies of all deeds, grants, papers, or otl,er documents relative 

to dedication of, for purposes of public recreation, 52. 
MILLER., MRS. MARY 

Petition from, that she is widow of Albert Jame.s Miller, late Railway Guard, accidentally 
killed while on ditty, and that unaided she is unable to mm,aintaim, her fnnnly of six children, 
presented, 37 	ordered to be printed, 51 .............................................................. 

879 

306 

207 

319 
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MINERAL - 

LEA5IS5, ILIGETAI5SlI Cjtaasc 
Motion made (Mr. Ditto) for a Return of all I lie ii in evil lands 1 ivId by lease, or application for 

niiner,tl lease, in Vegetable Creek Division of the Clarence and New 	England Mining 
Dial net during last six i-ears and money received by Government for these lands, 176. 

SEaFcnoN AT Msaa,uuni CR1;Ek-.— 
Petilion from Sha,'eholders in the Milburn Creek Copper-mining Company (Limited), that theyl 

have been deprived of their leasehold rights to a certain, presented, 65; ordered to be! 
printed, 	70 	.......................................................................................................... 3 	I 	597 

Motion 	 IV. Dat/es) for Select Committee to 	into 	 121 ,nade (3.1,. 	 inquire 	allegations in 	petition, 
papers and petition referred to Select Committee, 162 	Report brought Ui),  223. 	Motion 3 	593 
made (Ms. W. Daties) that Report be adopted, and Debate adjourned, 24$ ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 290 ; Debate resumed, and passed on Division, 308. 

SELECTION AT MITC1IELLS CanisK 
Petition from Thomas Coy, representing the eircniostasaees nuder which lie was deprived of h,is 

lease of certain mineral land, near Mitehiells Creek, and pnlyillg aipointinent of a Select 
Committee, presented, 60 ; 	ordered to be printed, 65 .................................................... 3 	617 

Motion made (Mr. Meei,itos/s) for Select Co,n,nitteo to inauiro into allegationsin petition, 58 
papers refe,'red to Select Committee, 100 ; 	Report brought sip, 302 	................................. 3 	615) 

MINING (See "PROSPECTING CROWN LANDS.") 
MINING ACT, TIlE:— 

Petitio,, from certain nienibeis of a Committee appointed at a public meeting heM at Vegetable 
Creek, Tonterfield, for Amendment of, in the maimer snggested, presented, 33 ; ordered to be 
printed, 	52 	.......................................................................................................... 3 	. 	533 

MiNiNG COMPANIES BILL 
Motion made (Mr. Ten-9) for leave to bring in, 51; presented and read 1°, 55 ; Order of the. 

Day postponed, 115, 152, 167, 189, 193; 	Order of the Day discharged, and Bill witb1 
drown, 208. 

MINING FOR GOLD ON RESERVES AND COMt'iIONS 
Motion made (Mr. licker) for leave to bring in, 119. 

MINING ON PRIVATE LANDS LEGALIZING BILL- 
3Iot ion made (31r. cope/and) for Committee of the Whole, 70 ; House in Committee, Resolutior1  

reported and agreed to, 86; presented and read 10, 86; Order of the Day posi poned, 115 I 

Motion made that Bill be read 20,  and Debate adjourned, 162 ; Order of tIme Day discharged, 
and Bill mvithdnswn, 3.93. 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT 
Made to the House by Sir Join, Robertson, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27 

Do. 	Mr. Farad!, 32. 
MINISTRY (See "ADM12cISTRATION"; also "CENSURE OF THE MiNISTRY.") 
MINOR ROADS (See 'ROADS.) 
MINT, ROYAL:— 

SYDNET BRyeaI 
4 55)1 

MINUTE (See "EALACES.") 
Despatch respeetin, laid on Table, 	32 	............................................................................ 

MITCHELLS CREEK (See " MINERAL") 
MONARO (See "RAILWAYS") 
MORflL, MR 

LATE ASSISTANT ENGINF.EP, ROADS DErAEn,Exr 
Papers respeetiog ease of, laid on Table, 	315 	.................................................................. 4 331 

MORPETII (See "WATER SL'i'PLY.") 
MORTIMRR, B. M. (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
MORUYA (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
MORUYA, POLICE MAGISTRATE (See "CASW]iLL, W. S.,ESQ") 
"MOTHER COLONY OF TilE AUSTRALL&S" (See "ESSAY ON THE COLONY.") 
MRS. ISABELLA BALDOCK 

Motion made (Mr. Driner) for copies of letters, statements, reports, and doenments relating to 
it claim made on behalf of, for recognition of bravery dis1dayed by her when Mr. Keiglmtley's 
residence was attacked by busln'angers in October, 1863, 84 ; Return to Order laid emil 
Table, 	56............................................................................................................. 4 871 

MRS. MARIA CHARLOTTE PLUNKETT :— 
Petitioa from widow of hate Honorable John Hubert Plunkett, stating that $he is in destitute 

condition, presented, 157 ; 	ordered to be printed, 162 	................................................. 4 875 
Motion made (Mr. Charles) for Committee of the Vhole for Address to Governor that, provision 

be made on Snpplemnentary E,timatea for an annuity or pension for the widow of the late1 
Attorney General Plunkett, 174; Order of the Day postponed, 188; Motion made that Mr. 
Speaker leave the Chair, earned on Division, 227; House in Committee, no Quorum reported,j 
and House counted out, 228; Motion made (Mr. U/tar/es) that Order of the Day be restored 
to (lie Paper and Debate adjourned, 249 ; Debate resumed, and Motion carried ems Division, 
289, 290 ; House in Committee and Resolution reported, 296; Resolution received (afteri 
Division) read 1°, 20, and agreed to (efler Dirieioa), 302. 

MRS. MARY MILLER— 
Petition from, that abe is widow of Albert James Miller, late Railway Guard, accidentally killed1 

while on duty, and that unaided she is unable to maintain her family of six children, preP 
4 319 sented, 37; 	ordered to be printed, 	51 	.................................................................... 

MUDGEE (See "RAILWAYS.") 
MUNICiPALITIES— 

Gasx INNE5:— 
Petition from Ratepoivem's of Municipality of Glen Innes, for a curtailment of the bounchnries or. 

the said Municipality, presented, 33 ; 	ordered to be printed, 57 	....................................I 4- 457 
MURRUMBIDGEE, r),u (See "ELECTORAL.") 
MUSEUM (See "AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.") 
3IUSWELLBROOK (See "BRIDGES" ;also "RAILWAYS.") 

N 
NARELLAN ELECTORATE:— 

Motion made (Mr. ,Th,rtesj, iMn'dllan) , for all eorrespondcnee respecting the appointment of the 
Police Oflice, Sydney, as one of the Polling-places for, 51; Return to Order laid on Table, SSt 2 89 
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NARREN RIVER (See "RESERVES.") 
NAV:r.GAJ'ION OF THE MANNING RFfliR. 

Motion made (Mr. R. E. Smith) for Committee of the Whole fur Address to Governor, that sin' 
be plaecd on Supplementary Estinsates for 1.878, for construction of Dredge to improve, am 
Lv leave witlidmwn, 290 

NEW ADMINISTRATION :— 
FoinuTiox OF:— 

Ni'. Terry infornis the House of, at request of Mr. Farnehl, 29; Seats declared vacout, 29 (7) 
- 	issue and return of Writ reported, 31 Q) ; Members sworn, 31 

i\  EWCASTLE 
CEIFETERX- Foil — 

Motion made (Dr. Jlowker) for Committee of the Whole. that, £3,000 be placed on Supplementari 
Est,iiintes for 1877, to purchase a site for, 33; Order of the Day postponed, 41 ; House it 
Committee, Resolution reported, read 20,  and agreed to, 65. 

NEWCASTLE C LEER LEASING BILL:— 
Petition presented (Mr. Stuart) for leave to bring iii, 33 ; leave given to bring in, 41; presentec 

and read 10, 50 ; referred to Select Committee, 56 Report brought up, 80; read 2°, coin 
untied, reported, and Report adopted, 115, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 11.9 
returned by Council with Amendments, 176; Council's Amendments sgreed to, 227 ; Assent 
reported, 253. 

Petition from Hugh Hill, of l'itt-itra,et, Sydney, alleging that lie has acquired, under the Minin8 
Act, an ,utcrest in portion of the land included in this Bill, presented, 212 ; ordered to bi 
printed, 220 ...................................................................................................... 

NIGHT-SOIL:— 
Darosir OF, NEAR BoTANY ROAD 

Petition from .Residenl s of the Botany Road, complaining of the nuisance arising from, presented, 
13 	ordered to be printed, 16................................................................................ 

NIMI3OY (See "BRIDGES.") 
NO Q.UORU3I 

In Rouse before eoissmelieesneut of business, 145. 
In House after eouinseiieenient of business, 228, 237, 272, 291, 311, 314, 321, 325. 
Reported front Committee of the Whole, 228 C). 

NO REPORT:— 
l1ron, Committee of the Whole, 208, 263. 

"NORTIIBROOK," ShiP (See ".tMMIGRATION.") 
NORTIIIJMBJiRLA7cI) (See "ROADS.") 
NO TELLERS 

On Division, 9, 135, 208, 230, 249. 
NOWLAN, MR.. (See "CHURCH AND SCHOOL LAND.") 
NLTGENT, PATRICK (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875 

BVLAWS IJYDEX, LAID ON TABLE:— 
Boroughof Pnrramattn., 27.. ........................................................................................ 
Municipal District of Le!uhhardt:, 37 ............................................................................. 

Do. 	Manly, 37 ................................................................................... 

OAThS (See "COMMISSTON.") 	
0 

OFFICERS (See "MILITARY.") 
OFFICERS QUARTERS:— 

Ar 1ieroBlA  BAanAexs AND DAW']:s BKrTEizv 
Return showing the distribution uI' laid on Table, 92 ........................................................ 

OFFICIAL REPORT (See "HANSA.RD.") 
OLIVER, MR. (See "LAND AGEN'I'S.") 
O'MEARR.A, FRANCIS:— 

Petition from, of Bathurststreet, Sydney, that lie served main-  years ii, Police Force of the 
Colony, and rendered valuable services to the Govennnent, is now old and destitute, and 
praying favourable consideration, presented, 173 ordered to be printed, 176 ................ 

OMNIBUS COMPANY (See "SYDNEY TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY (LIMITED) 
BILL.") 

OPENING FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY AND MUSEUM ON SUNDAYS 
Motion made (Aft. harle 	tl y. JIàrs), affirming the desirability of, and passed on Division, 192. 
Petition from S. B. Gordon, Chairman ofa Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, thatResolntion 

be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 212 ordered to be printed, 219 ........................ 
Petition from Clergrnien of Chmnreli of England, do., presented 219 ; ordered to be printed, 223 

Do. 	G. Fullerton, M.D., and James Fullerton, LL.D., do., presented, 242, ordered to be 
printed, 247 	...................................................................................................... 

Petition from Citizens of Sydney and Subu,bs, do., presented, 246 ; ordered to be printed, 253... 
Do. 	Inlmbitants of Town of Orange, do., 	do., 246 ; 	do., 	253... 
Do. 	do. 	Parra,natta, 	do., do., 240; 	do., 	253,.. 
Do. 	Residents in hlmmn,ilton and neighbourhood, do., 246 ; 	do., 	274... 

	

Petition from Residents of Now-castle and neighbourhood, do., 210 ; 	do., 	274,.. 
Petition frosu Members and Adherents of St. Andrew's Preshyterimum Church, Newcastle, do., 

presented, 246; ordered to be printed, 274 ............................................................... 
Petition from A. White, Chairman of a l'nblie Meeting of the Ld,abitants of Rylstoue and stir- 

rounding district, do., presented, 247; ordered to be printed, 274................................... 
Petition from CongregationnlCl,ureh, Bnrwood, do., presented, 247; ordered to be printed, 274... 

Do, 	R. T. Hills, Chairman of the Congregationol Union of New South Wales, do., 
presented, 247 ; ordered to lie printed, 274 ........................................................... 

Petition from Residents of Arn,idale and surrounding districts, with similar prayer presented, 
267; ordered to be printed, 274 .............................................................................. 

Petition from Residents of C-oniburn and neighbourhood, do., presented, 267 ; ordered to be 
printed, 274 	..................................................................................................... 

Petition from Members of the Wosleyau Methodist Church of New South \Vales, do., presenledi 
267; ordered to be printed, 274 ..............................................................................  

Motion made (Mr. J. Davies) that honrs on week-days be extended, and that Resolution for 
opemmiug Library and Musettin on Snndays be rescinded, 248, and Debate adjourned, 249 
Order of the Day postponed, 289 ; Debate resumed, and negatived on Division, 308. 	I 
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VOL. I 	PAGE. 

0 

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT (See "PARLJAMENT"; also "ASSEMBLY.") 
ORDER (See "POINT OF ORDER.") 
ORDERS OF THE DAY:— 

Restored, 289, 290. 
Discharged, 36, 65, 167, 193, 208, 227, 242, 308, 314 ('). 
Dropped, 175, 151. 

ORDNANCE LAN]) ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Presented and read l°profonnd, 6. 

ORPHAN SCHOOL (See "PROTESTANT ORPJIAN SCHOOL, PARRAMATTA.") 
ORTON ARTHUR, alias WILLL&M CRESWELL (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
O'SHANASSY, SIR JOHN (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
OYSTER BEDS 

Report of Jnspeetor of, laid on Table, 37 ....................................................................... 
OYSTER FISHERIES — 

Petition from Oyster-dredgcrs and Residents of the Clarence River Fishery District, complaining 
of certain evils connected with the culture of the Oyster, presented, 100; ordered to be 
printed, 104 	..................................................................................................... 

Petition from Residents of the Shoalhaven Fishery District, with similar prayer, presented, 150; 
orderedto be printed, 163 	.................................................................................... 

Petition from Residents of Camden Haven, with similar prayer, presented, 173 ; ordered to be 
printed, 176 	......................................................................................................... 

877 

879 

881 

883 

P 
PACIFIC 3IAIL SERVIC1 (See "POSTAL.") 
PADDINGTON (See "ELEUJORkL.") 
PARIS EXHIBITION OF 1878:— 

Correspondence respecting space for New South Wales at., laid on Table, 27 .......................... 
Motion made (Mr. MoE/hone) for Committee of the 'Whole to consider propriety of sendthg from 

the Colony an Executive Co,nmissioner to take charge of the interests of the Colony, 73 
louse in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 86. 

PARLIAMENT (See also "ASSEMBLY"; also " PARLI A MENTARY POWERS AND PRIVI- 
LEGES BILL") 

Proclamation calling together, read by the Clerk, 1. 
Clerk an,,ounees receipt of List of Members returned, on opening Ninth, 2. 
Message delivered by Usher of Black Rod from Commissioners, 	do. 3- 
Co,nnmission authorizing The Ilneorables Sir J. Robertson, X.C.M.G., W. A. Long and Jolni 

Lackey, Esquires, to administer Oaths to Members, 3. 
Election of Sir George Wigram Allen, Knight:, as Speaker, 4'; presentation to His Excellency the 

Governor, 5. 
Messages for Members of Legislative Council as Withesses before Select Committee on Sunday 

Sale of Liquors Prevention Bill, 214., 219. 
Prorogation of, 328. 

CONDITIONAL DIssOLcloN OF:— 
Motion made (31,-. Greenwood) for copies of all Despatches relative to, or qualified acceptance ol 

Ministerial advice in regard to the crises of 1877, 101 Return to Address, laid on Table, lOti 
3fscnzsts OF TEE LEGISEArIVE AssEsran-  AS LAND AGEEm 

Motion made (Air. M'cElhone) that it, is contrary to the spirit of the Constitution and dangerous 
to the independence of Members of the House and Ministers of the Crown that Members d 
the Assembly should practice the profession of Land Agents, Motion amended (Mr. Green-
trood) and carried after Division, 120. 

"IIANOAItD"—OpnelAr, RE1'onr or PARLIAMENrAnY DEnATES 
Motion made (Air. C'a,neron) for Committee of the Whole, that amount be placed on Supplemen. 

tary Estimates necessary to establish, carried on Division, 231 ; Order of the Day postponed 
243 ; I{ouso in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 288. 

PARLIAMENTARY POWERS AND PRIVILEGES BILL:— 
Contingent Motion on Supply (Captain Onsl.o,e) that it is desirable to introduce, during present 

Session, carried on Division 275. 
Motion made (Air. Permit) for Committee of the Whole, 288 ; Rouse in Committee and Resolu-

tion received, 297 ; Message from His Excellency the Governor recommending, 300; Resolu-
tion reported and agreed to, 301 ; presented and read 10, 301; Order of the Day postponed. 
304; read 2°, committed, Message from Governor referred, reported with Amendments, and 
Report adopted, 305 ; road 3°, pnssed, and sent to Legislative Council, 308. 

PARIhAMA.'FJ2A (Seenlso "PROTESTANT OE-PHA.N SCHOOL, PARRAMAflA"; also "INSANE" 
also " BRiDGES" also "POSTAL"):— 

By-laws of the Borough of, laid on Table, 27 ................................................................. 
Do, 	under Nuisance, Prevention Act of 1575, laid on Table, 27 .............. 

PARTITION BILL 
Motion made (Mr. McOnlZoeh) for leave to bring in, 142 presented and read 10, 142 ; read 2°  

167; committed, reported, and Report adopted, 1.87 ; read 30, passed and sent to Council 
192 ;  returned by Council svit,houtAmendment, 262; Assent reported, 295. 

PASTORAL AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS (See " CROWN LANDS.") 
PASTORAL LEASE (Sco "CROWN LANDS,") 
PATERSON (See "POSTAL.") 
PENSIONS (See also "PLUNKEIT, MRS. MARIA CHARLOTTE") 

CLAIMS OF MESSRS. KP.LLF,I5EE AN]) 1?IrZGERALD EOa:— 
Motion made (Air. Stephen Brown) for all correspondence respecting, snider the Snperannuatioo 

Act, 80. 
PETITIONS 

Read at length by Clerk of Assombly, 181(). 
Weekly Abstracts of, Nos. 1-18 ................................................................................. 
GeneralSummary of.................................................................................................. 

PITT.STREET (See "LAND.") 
PIflY .TOSIAR (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
PLANS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
PLATFORMS (Sec "RAILWAYS.") 

459-B 

885 

451 

4-59 
503 

381-417 
419 
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PLUNKEn, MRS. MARIA CHARLOIYI'E 
Petition from, widow of late Honorable John Hubert. Plunkett, stating that, she is in a destitute 

4  875 condition, presented, 157; 	ordered to be printed, 162 	................................................. 
Motion made (Mr. Charles) for Committee of the Whole, for Address to Governor, thatprovision 

be made on Supplementary Estimates for an annuity or pension for the widow of the late 
Attorney General Plunkett, 174; Order of the Day postponed, 188 ; Motion made that Mr. 
Speaker leave the Chair, 	corned on Division, 227 ; 	House in Committee, no 	Quorum 
reported, and House counted out, 228; Motion made (Mr. Charles) that Order of the Day be 
restored to the Paper, and Debate adjourned, 249 	Debate resumed, and Motion carried on 
Division, 289, 290; House in Committee, and Resolution reported, 296; Resolution reeeived 
(after Division) read jO  20, and agreed to (after Division), 302. 

POINTS OF ORDER 
Colonial Produce Distillation Bill, 115. 
Electoral Act Amendment Bill, 181. 

Do. 	 do. 	(No. 2), 223. 
Gloucester-street Alteration Legalizing Bill, 182. 

BILL") POLICE (See also METROPOLITAN POLICE ACT EXTENSION 
3  223 
3  217 
3 237 

SEnneE or SUMMoNSES UNDER TEE MASTERS AND SERVANTS ACT BY:— 
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) in reference to altering the practice respecting, Motion amended and 

passed, on Division, 71, 72. 
4 849 

Rules established under the Police Regulation Act of 1862, laid on Table, 56.............................
Report on the Department for the year 1877, laid on Table, 60............................................... 
Papers respecting the Police Reward and Superannuation Funds, laid on Table, 128.................... 

PENSIONER M'}IALU:— 
Copy of Circular relative to, laid on Table, 150 	................................................................ 

3  269 
BnnAexs At SINGLETON 

of his services, 88 ; 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 104....................................... 

Motion made (Mr. 13'. C. Browns) for all correspondence in reference to purchase of a .site for, 

..

nition 

3 273 
senr Fcje O'MEARRA 

Motion made (Air. coonan) for all correspondence relative to claim of, for at gold modal in reeog- 

Petition from, of Bathurst-street, that lie served many years in the Police Force, rendered valuable 
sorvices to Government, is now old and destitute, cad praying favourable consideration, 

3  285 

119; 	Return to Order, laid 01] Table, 328................................................................... 

DIsssAL OF Wr Snrponn FROM FORCE rn 	u.0 
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for copies of all correspondence, &c., respecting—also all Reports, 

presented, 1.73; 	ordered to be printed, 	176 	.............................................................. 

&e., respecting application made by Constable Harrison of Moruya, to Sub.inspeetor Medley 
for leave to accompany Chinese Informer in Braidwood District during 1877, 193 ; Return 
to Order, laid on Table, 227 	further Return to Order, laid on Table, 242 ; final Return to 3 242,251 

3  265 
DISTRICT OF CAS1PBELLT0WN 

tomi, Liverpool, and Wellongong, respecting alteration of the boundaries of, 271. 
TIM0Tn Fetty:— 

Order, 	laid 	on 	Table 	324...................................................................................... 

Petition from, respecting his dismissal from the Force, and praying the appointment of a Com- 
mittee to inquire into his ease, presented, 	125. 

POLICE MAGISTRATE 
MORUTA (See "CASWELL, W. S., ESQUIRE.") 

Motion made (captain Oeslow) for all correspondence with the Benches of Camden, Campbell- 

BINGERA, Mu. P. BR0D0HAM 
Motion made (Mr. 31cE/hone) for all correspondence respecting certain charges made against, 274. 

POLLHcG-PLACES 
IN THE CLARENCE ELECTORATE :— 	- 

Motion made (Mr. Gray) for all correspondence between Mr. Lardner, the Returning Officer, and 
any other parties, and the Government, relative to the appointanent of, 33 ; Return to Order, 

2 79 
NARELLAN ELECTORATE 

Motion made (Mr. Hnrley, .2Varellan), for all correspondence respecting appointment of Police 
2 89 

laidon 	Table, 	104 	................................................................................................ 

POSTAL:— 
Poet AND TELEGRAPH Orr.rcE, FOnsEs 

Motion made (Mr. Coonan) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governnr that 
5mm of £8,000 be placed on Estimates for 1873, 16; Order of the Day postponed, 39 
Order of the Day discharged, 65. 

MAIL ROUTE BETWEEN WEST MATTLAYD, PATERSON, AND DnnoG 
Motioa made 	(Mr. H. H. Brown) for copies of all letters, petitions, reports, and minutes in 

3 679 

001cc, Sydney, as, 51; 	Return to Order, laid Oct Table, 88. ......... .............. ..................... 

Motion mode (Mr. R. H. Brown) for copies of further petitions, minutes, &c., in reference to, 
3 697 

SAN )i'nANCmsco MAIL SERVICE 
Papers relating to the payment of £10,000 under the Bond in se Hall and Forbes contract for, 

reference to the proposed dhango of, 56; Return to Order laid on Table. 157 ...................... 

3 
3 

657 
667 

176 ; 	Return to 	Order laid on Table, 	206 ................................................................... 

Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole to consider Resolution agreeing to 

laid 	on 	Table, 	92 	................................................................................................. 
Further papers respecting, laid on Table, 96...................................................................... 

modification of the Contract, 259 ; House in Committee, Resolution reported, read 2, and 
agreed to, 275. 

PosT AND TIILEGRAPR Ovrjon, PA'REnSAnA 
Return showing the particulars of work performed and salaries paid to persons employed in, 

3 711 
Post AND TELEGRAPH Oa'rion, SINGLETON:— 

Motion made (Mr. Bowman) for all correspondence, minutes, 8cc., in reference to purchase of 

laidon 	Table, 	150 	................................................................................................ 

3 703 site for, 176; 	Return to Order laid on Table, 242 	....................................................... 
POWELL, JAMES R. (See "REAL PROPERTY ACT.") 
PRECEDENCE:— 

Or GOVERNMENT Busmnss:— 
Sessional Order, passed, 52. 

OF GENERAL BUSINEsS 
Sessional Order, passed, 52. 

PEE-LEASE (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
PRETIOUS, MR. (See "CIVIL SERVICE.") 
PREVIOUS QUESTION 

Passed in the negative, 296, 321. 
Motion made for, and withdrawn, 84. 
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P 
PRIMARY EDUCATION,— 

Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) that the exist'mg provision is inadequate, that a measure be 
introduced by Government providing for compulsory attendance at State Schools, abolition 
of fees, and discontinuance, alter due notice, of aid to Denominational Sehools,—Amendment 
moved (Sir H. Parker) to refer matter to a Select. Committee, and Debate adjourned 89 
Order of the Day postponed, 115 Order of the flay read, postponement moved, Amendment 
for discharge of Order of the Day moved, Motion and Amendment by leave withdrawn, 
Debate resumed on Order of the Day, and Amendment and Original Question negatived, 187. 

PRISONERS (See "GAOL.") 
PRISONS 

Regulation under, Regulation Act, laid on Table, 295 ....................................................... 
DiscirraNE :— 	 I 

Motion made (Mr. fe-her), that Select Committee be appointed to inquiro into treatment of 
Prisoners in Berriam and other Geols, and the working of the Gaol or Prison Regulations,' 
with leave to make visits of inspection and sit during recess, and by leave withdrawn, 296. 

PRIVATE LANDS (See "M[NlNG ON PRIVATE LANDS LEGALIZING BILL") 
PRIVILEGES (See ' PARL1AMNTA.RY POWERS AND PRiViLEGES BILL.") 
PRIVY COUNCIL (See also "CROWN LANDS") 

Arrarns To:— 	 I 
Motion made (Mr. coonen) for a Return showing particulars of all, during last four years, 214.. 

PROCLAMATION:— 
Calling Parliament together, read by Clerk, 1. 
Curing irregularity in roturn of Writ of Election, received by Mr. Speaker, 9, 15. 

PRODUCE:— 
ThF.OEIvEI) AT SYDNEY RAILWAY STATTON 

Return respocl.i 1g. laid on Table, 14.2 
PRODUCTION OF RECORDS 

IN A COURT OF LrW:— 
Mr. Spenkcr reports, during Adjournment., 32. 

PRO-FORMA BILL 
Ordnance Land Act Amendment Bill, presented and read 10,  6. 

PROSPECTING CROWN LANDS 
Motion made (Mr. Goonan) for Committee of the Whole, that £5,000 for assisted, for gold, be; 

placed on the Estimates for 1878, 34 ;  Order of the Day postponed, 41; House in Com- 
mittee and Resolntion reported, 65 ; Resolution received, read 2°, and agreed to, 73. 

Petition from Residents of P,irkes and Bilinbong Gold Fields, that provision be made for pros' 
pccting parties to test the waste lands of the Colony for auriferous deposits, presented, 37;. 
orderedto be printed, 230 	................................................................................... 

PROTESTANT ORPII:AN SCHOOL, PARItAM.ATTA:— 
Motion made (lie-. 31cEthone for Select Committee to inquire into and report IqOn management 

of, and by leave withdrawn, 51. 
Report of Mr. District, Court Judge Dowling on charges preferred against the Matron and Master 

of, laid on Table, 286 	......................................................................................... 
PUBLIC:— 

AnAvrouis, GLEBE ISLAND:— 
Orders and Regulations, laid on Table, 32 ....................................................................... 

Accoimvrs : - 
Repmrl. of Board of Audit on, laid on Table, 32 	............................................................... 
Explanatory Statement of, as embodied in the Ways and Means for 1878, laid on Table, 61 ........ 

CBAfl1TFE5 
Annual Report of the Tnspcetor of, on Charitable Institutions of the Colony, laid 00 Table, 196.,. 

Linarny (See "FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY.") 
LIBmiA sula :- 

Motion made (Mr. Gre-oil/c) for Return showing Establishments receiving aid from Public 
Revenue, distinguishing Libraries of Reference from Lending Libraries, and stating amount 
received, and fees charged for use of, 163. 

SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.") 
WATER SUPPLY :— 

Petition fl-mo Borough Council of Wagga Waggn, that in any new Municipal Bill provision be 
made for a comprehensive system of, for all corporate towns throughout the Colony, pre- 
sented, 37 ;  ordered to be printed, 51 	.................................................................... 

Petition from Borough Council of Armidale, with a similar proves', presented, 98 ; ordered to be 
printed, 101 ...................................................................................................... 

Petition from Municipal District Council of Day, with a similar prayer, presented, 189 ; ordered 
tobe printed, 151 ............................................................................................... 

Motion made (Mr. Barbour) that Government should bring in a measure to provide for, to all 
important tow-os, for erection of Locks, &e., and to provide for means of irrigation, and 
Debate adjourned, 221 ; Order of the Day postponed, 243, 288. 

PUBLICANS LICENSING ACT (See also SATE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.") 

Petition from 'town and District of Wellington, that certain Amendments may be made in, pre-
sented, 267; ordered to be printed, 271 .................................................................... 

Petition from James Adam, MA., Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyter]ao 
Church, praying that certain Amendments may be made in, presented, Sr ;  ordered to be 
1)ri II ted, 89 ........................................................................................................ 

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF iS73— 
By-laws nuder, laid on Table, 27, 37, 150 

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL:— 
Assent reported (Bill of /est Session), 6. 

QUALIFICATIONS (See "ELECTiONS.") 
QUEEN, HER MAJESTY (See "STATUE.") 
QUEENSLA.N1) BORDER (Sec "RAILWAYS.") 
QUESTIOYS: - 

Sessional Order passed, 58. 
Pur TO MTNISTP.Rg :— 	 - 	 - 

Motion made (Mr. Hurley,Iier/l,j), that in future Questions on the Paper may be taken as 
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21 
QUESTIONS - 

AnAnorlS, GLERE IsLAND- 
Drinking Troughs at, and repair of Road near, 97, 245. 
Lambs and Calves slaughtered at; Men in charge, 171. 

ABOLITION OF TOLLS (See "TOLLS," also "FERRIES.") 
Acc'nsacr -Railway, near Peurith, 83, 100. 
AccmtssonAnoN -For the Insane, 155. 
ADDITIONAL MAeT5TRATRS :-For Country Districts, 100. 
ADELONG (See "RESERVES.") 
ADMDnSTRn'IoN OF JUSTICE (See also "Couinn," also 

"GAOLS "):-- 
Instructions to Clerks of Petty Sessions, 48. 
Murder of Mr. M'Askiil and wife, near Strond, 07. 
Regina v. Marshall and others-employment of lion. 

E. Butler, Q.C., M.L.C., 113. 
Recommendation of Mr. J. C. Foster of Marengo to 

the Commission of the Peace, 200, 278. 
Cases of Mathew White and David Mathews-xnitiga-

tion of sentences, 210. 
The Queen v. Daniel Mayne-Libel, 218. 
Temporary release of prisoner Marlhall from Berriina 

Gaol, 252. 
.5.11. Murphy'sApplieationfor Travelling Expenses, 261. 
Tamnworth-Conduct of, 261. 
Attendance of Clerk from Lands Department at Cir. 

enit Court, Tamworth, 294. 
Inquest on body of Sophia Nott, 294. 

ADVERTISING -In Railway Carriages, 84. 
ALBURY 

Gaol, 142. 
Land Office, 142. 

ALLEN, 3IIcnEL Conditional Purchase at Moama, 132. 
ALLEN, PASTOR -Case of Ferguson v., 235. 
ALLOWANCES:- 

To Railway Guards and Telegraph Line Repairers, 191. 
For House Rent to Certified Denominational School 

Teachers, 316. 
Antvw, Rivzn :-Bridge over, near Gresford, 196. 
Axono, S. -Road from Bulga Road to Conditional Pur- 

chase of, 191. 
APPLICATiONS (See "ONDInoicAL Punen*zns," also 

"Cnowx LANDS," also "RoADS.") 
Appom'TM.Nm 

In the Treasury, 64. 
Of Poundkeeper at Cowra, 83. 

APPRAISER -Land, employment of Mr. Asher as, 109. 
ArritoAduss - 

Georges Plains Railway Station, 200. 
Redmire Railway Station, 299. 

ARCHITECT :-To the Council of Education, Mr. Mans 
field, 104. 

ARMIDALE :- 
Post Post Office, 148. 
Conditional Purchases in District of, 169. 
Plan of District, 239. 
Railway Extension, Tamworth to, 266. 
Road between Yarrowiek and, 318. 

ARMSTRONu and LAKasrAN (See "SELECTIONS. ") 
ARTILLERy FoRcE - 

Lodging Allowance to Permanent, 118, 
Volunteer-Field Battery of New Guns, 156. 
Insolvency of Major Spalding, 211. 

Asnan, Mn. -Land Appraiser, 199. 
ASSEMIILY 

Members of Legislative, as Land Agents, 133. 
Visits of Mr. Barhour, Member for The Murray, t 

Land Office, 211. 
ASSOCIATION CnscIcnT GROUND, MooRE PASK -Diargi 

for admission, 87, 113. 
AsyluM 

Lunatic, Parramatta, 156, 203, 226. 
Lunatic,-Payin patients-Private practice of Super 

intendcnt-Buddings for, 170. 
Benevolent, Liverpool, 210. 

Anonxnv GENERAL -Mr. Alexander Greville, .Secretar3 
to, 69. 

Agenos PuncLL'5ES :-Of Crown Lands since 1861, 257, 
AUDITOR GENEIOAI.'s Orrica -Corresponding Clerk, 317 
AUSTRALIAC MUSEUM 

Meetings of Trustees, 138. 
And Free Public Library-Number of Visitors, 138. 

Do. 	Opening of, on Sundays, 222 
AVON GREEK :-Bridge over, on road Stroud to Glouees 

ter, 48. 
BADO icKy, Mit. :-Road through property of, at Suttom 

Forest, 166. 
BAMF0RD, Mn. J. B. -Issue of Volunteer Land Orde 

to, 180. 

QUESTIONS (continued) 
BARADINE 

School Sites, Wa1ett and, 195. 
Reserves for Public Purposes and Recreation, 212. 
Courts of Petty Sessions, 266. 
Cemetery and Common, 288, 315. 	- 

BARBOUI1, Ms. -Member for The Murray-Visits of, to 
Lands Office, 211. 

BARDNEDANC CHEEK -Bridge over, 64. 
BAJOIIABA :-Road from, to C unnedah, 273, 324. 
BARRACKS -Officers residing in Victoria, and Dawes 

Point, 92. 
Ba.nns \% cx 	ALL :-Re.building of, and widening Greens 

Road, 75. 
BAnAnA Rux (See "Cnowx LANDS.") 
BARRINGTON RIVER -Police protection at Back Creek 

Diggings 167. 
BATRL'BST -Transfer of Telegraph site to Council of 

Education, 1.75. 
BAvLv, Mit. N. P. 

Of Havilah, alleged selection by Volunteer Land Order 
on Geld Fields Reserves, 180. 

Applications made in virtue of improvements by, 251. 
BRAGO RESERVE :-Near Upper Adelong, 69. 
Bru's DISABSLFrIES BILL -Statements made by Counsel 

at Ear of House, 316. 
BENEVOLENT ASyLUM :-Livcrpoel, 210. 
Br.p.OAN, JAsmEs, AND SONS :-Tweed Factory, floedimlg 

of, through insufficiency of Railway culverts, Duck 
Creek, 222. 

BnsnmsIA (See "RAIlwAYs.") 
Bini.s :-Introductieu of, by Government, 169. 
BINOERA 

Mr. P. Brougham, P.M., 96, 172, 256. 
Reserve at, 99. 
Post ahd Telegraph Office, 107, 307. 
Common for, 137. 
Police paddock, 147. 
Decisions in regard to Conditional Purchases at, 166. 
Reserves for Public Purposes and Recreation, 190. 
Site for Hospital, 212. 
Police Quarters, 294. 
Court house, Loek.up, &'e., 303. 
Cemetery, 315. 

BLACKER, ]IOSANNA -Case of, 257. 
I3 LAeXWATrLE SwAMP -Reclaimed Land, 205. 
Bs.avNEv (See also "RAILwAyS") 

Court House, 64. 
Post and Telegraph Office, 64. 
Telegraph Line from, to Orange, 184. 

BLOCK Svs:rns -Boxes for instruments for, on Railways, 
317. 

BOGAIO RIvER (See "Biunc.as.") 
BOGAN, THE :-Mr. Mills, Presiding Officer at Election for, 

172. 
B000ADILLA 

Police Station at, 200. 
Or Bugabail Run, 234. 

B000ADRI :-Telegraph from Coolah to Gunnedali or, 261. 
BORDER DUTIES 

Paid by Government of South Australia, 46. 
Between New South \Vales and Queensland, 131. 

BonNy 
Reserve at, 48. 
Road-Deposit of Night-soil near, 49. 

1,urch and School Lands near, 258. 
BOUNDARy LINE -Between New South Wales and 

Queensland, 131. 
BOUBICE:- 

Bridge over the Darling at, 48. 
Dams between Dnbho and, 48. 
Telegraph Line, Warren to, 48. 
Post and Telegraph Office, 92. 
Railway, Dubbo to, 161. 

BouncloNo CnREK -Postal communication with, 205. 
BRRCZA -Petty Sessions at, and Tanibar Springs, 316. 
BBEwAERIXA 

Land Offices at, and Moree, 134, 205. 
Courts of Quarter Sessions for Coonamble, Canonbar, 

Warren, and, 48. 
Separate Police District for, 49, 206. 
Post and Telegraph Offices, 49, 218. 
Public School at, 108. 
Police Magistrate for, 206. 

BnrnoE.s'rnEIrr (See "LAND.") 
Bninons (See also "ToLLS") - 

Over Avon Creek, 48. 
Over the Darling, at Bourke, 48. 

r 	Over the l3ogan, at Willercon. 49. 
Over Lancaster Creek, near Broke, 49. 
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QUESTIONS (continued) 	 c 

Bnrno}s (continued) 
Over the River at Merriwa, 55. 
Site for, over the Williams River, 63, 08. 
In the Hawkesbiiry District, over Bardnerang Creek, 

M'Donald River and Rickabys Creek, and at Rich- 
mood, 64. 

Wellington, Wagga Wagga, Mnswellbrook, and Nun' 
boy, 64. 

Over the River l'eel, Tamworth, 69. 
Across Georges Plains Creek and Vale Creek, 76, 265, 
Over the Vale Creek, 221. 
On which Tolls were charged, 54. 
Over Enllainbyt, Black Camp, and Booral Creeks, near 

Strond, 97. 
Over the lCarnah River, near Wilkinsons Crossing- 

place, 98. 
Over the Myall River, at Bulahdelah, 98. 
Across Campbel!s River, 112, 265. 
Across river in Parramatta Park, 114, 316. 
Railway Foot Passenger, 114, 132, 245. 
Over Wollembi Brook and Lancaster Creek, 118. 
Over Namoi River and Narrabri Creek, 123. 

Do. 	near Narrabri, 287. 
Reserves near Mugundi and Goondawindi, 132. 
Foot Bridge over the Page River, 134. 
flank, over Concrete Walls, Parramatta River, 137. 
Parramatta and Iron Cove, 130, 229, 230 (2),  274, 277. 
Over River Peel, Tamworth, 149. 
Over South Creek, at Windsor, 184, 
Over Allyis River, near Gresford, 196. 
Nowra, 217. 
And Viaduct over the Murrunibidgee River, 220. 
Roads and, Tamworth, 251. 
Over Wollondi!ly, near Goulburn, 256. 
Roads and, in \\Test  Macquarie District, 265. 
Railway, Darling Harbour, 270. 
Muswe!Ibrook, 327. 

Bnosn, Mn. J. F. -Crown Grant to, 236. 
BnooAic, Jsnss -Application of, for a Conditional Pnr. 

chase, Tannvorth, 300. 
EnORE 

Bridge near, over Lancaster Creek, 49, 115. 
And Jerrys Plains, Courts of Petty Sessions at, 118. 

BII0UOIIAM, Mr. P. :-Policc Magistrate, Bingera, 96, 
172, 256. 

Bnovic, Janrs -Conditional Purchase of, Molong, 180. 
BnowN Lows -Road throngh, from Itoekley to Camp- 

bells River, 112, 265. 
BC0M,AGIL RUN -Land taken up on, 234. 
BUNGAREE MOnA]! -Lifeboat at, 45 (2), 

BURIAL GRoUND -Scone, 273. 
BUTLER, lox. EDWARD, Q.C., M.L.C. -Alleged em- 

ployment of, by Government, in ease Regina V. 

Marshall and others, 113. 
CAnnoN, Fnaycis -Case of, 257. 
CAM.PBELLS G,ucrn;N :-Widenlng George.street at, 148. 
CAsn'BELLs RIVER 

Bridge across, 112, 265. 
Road through )3rovn1ows, from Rockley to, 112. 

CANONBAR (See "CounTs.") 
CAFEL, J0EN -Conditional Purchase of, 170. 
CA RLTSLE, Mu. -Acting Traffic Manager, 185. 
CAsINO -Land Agent, 55. 
CASTINGS -For Harbours and Rivers Department, 87. 
CASTI.Easiaos! Rivna :-Dam in, at Colma Station, 293. 
CAVrLE -Carriage of, and Sheep by Railway, 156. 
CAVANAGII, M. -Conditional Purchase of, Dandry Creek, 

Coonabarahran, 170. 
CAWLEY, Mr,ssns. \Viusoy AND -Report from Select 

Committee on Petition of, 47. 
CEMETERIES -Dedication of, in Electorate of The Gwythr, 

315. 
CEMIrrERV 

At Forster, Cape Hawke, 97. 
At Coolongoolook and Wangivauk, 112. 
Or Burial Oronod, Scone, 273. 
And Common, Baradine, 288. 

CijainMas OF CoanhlflEF,s -Legislative Council, 303. 
"CI1ALLENOF." -Collision between steamers " New 

England" and, 184. 
CIIAPsIAN, Mit. -Agent to Curator of Intestate Estates, 

185, 226. 
CEATWOWrII ISlAND -Public School, Clarence River, 

204. 
Gin IDREN 

Not attending School, 84. 
Attending Schools, 84, 87. 
Between bye and thirteen years of age in the Colony 

87.  

UEST1ONS (continued) 
Cnuncsl 

Site for, at Coolongoolook and Wangwauk, 112. 
Land for Church of England purposes, Narrabri, 190. 
And School Lands, near Botany, 258. 

CIRCULAR QUAY -Construction of new Wharf and Jet- 
ties, 199. 

CIvIL SERvICE (See also "LAcD AGENT 
Messrs. K eele and Lord, Inspectors of Conditional 

Purchases, 63, 79. 
Mr. Keele, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 63, 79, 
Mr. Wild, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 64. 
Appointments in the Treasury, 04. 
Record Clerk and Assistant, Pnblic Works Offices, 75,85 
Case of Mr. Pretions, SO. 
Mr. Richardson, Lands Department, 84. 
Salaries in Colonial Secretary's Office, 108, 118, 128 
Clerks in Traffic Manager's Office, 117, 183. 
Clerk s in Auction Branch, Lands Department, 147. 
Colnloi,sioner and Engineer for Roads, 162. 
Prof ossional Staff in Railway Department, 166. 
Mr. Scott, acting for Mr. Fitasisnons, P.M., Coon- 

amble, 191. 
Mr. Aslier, Land Appraiser, 199. 
Mcml,ers of, acting as Directors of Companias, 222. 
Mr. Morell, late Assistant Engineer for Roads, 83. 
Attendance of Clerk in Lands Department at Circuit 

Court, Tarnworth, 294. 
Bill, introdoction of, 316. 
Corresponding Clerk, Auditor General's Office, 317. 

CLARENCE RIvita Haaos -Harbour Works, 166. 
CLARENCE TowN - 

Post and Telegraph Office, 48. 
Postal Irrcgnlarities between Maitland and, Ill. 
l'olice Station at, 112. 
Road from Waahpooi, on Stroud and Gloucester Road 

to, 112. 
Road, Seahain to, 217. 

CLERKS 
In Traffic Manager's Office, 117, 183. 
In Auction Branch, Lands Department, 147. 

CLERKS OF Pxrrv SESSIONS :-Instnietmolls to, 48. 
CoAl. :-Snpply of, for Northern Railway and Dredge, 217. 
COAL MiNERS -Arrivin in immigrant Ships, 156. 
CoaL TRIMMING -At 1ewcastle, 212. 
C0BARK (See "Roans.") 
COBBEDAE (See "MoltEn") 
CoLucv, Wa,. -Conditional Purchase of, Nanioi River, 

Walgett District, 179. 
CeLLrsIoN -Between steasners "Challenge" and "New 

England," 184. 
COLMA STATrON :-Dam in Cnst]ereagh River, at, oh. 

strueting Road, Walgett to Nugil, 293. 
COLONIAL SECRETARy -Salaries in Office of, 108, 118, 128. 
CoalrnssIoNEE -And Engineer for Roads, 162. 
Conitrssroy OF TEE PEACE -Recommendation of Mr. J. 

C. Foster of Marengo to, 200, 278. 
CoreloNs 

Permanent, for Country Towns, 137. 
Baradine Cemetery and, 288. 

CONDITIONAL PUEcISASLS 
Of Denis Leucy, 4. 
Applications for, 47. 
Messrs. Keels and Lord, Inspectors of, 63. 
Mr. Wild, Inspector of, 64. 
Mr. Keele, Inspector of, 70, 100. 
Miss Tickling's, at WariILlda, 108. 
John and W. Kelly's (deceased), 111. 
Michael Allen's, at Moama, 132. 
Gall Bros., Gwydirfield, Morse, 137. 
J. W. Forrester's, at Wnrialda, 148. 

Josph Martin's, Forbes, 161. 
Decisions in regaM to, at Bingera, 166. 
At Armnidale, Waleha, and certain other Land Offices, 

169. 
Of John Capel, Piedmont, 170. 
Decisions in regard to certain, at, Walgett, Narrabri, 

and Bingera, 170. 
Sharp's, at Sweepys Creek, 172. 
William Colley's, Namoi River, Waigett District, 179, 
M. Cavanagli's, on Dandry Creek, Coonabarabran, 179. 
R. Patterson's, Narrabri, 184. 
Josiah Turner's, Diana, 189. 
Messrs. Hastings, Balranald, 189. 
James Brown's, Moleng, 189. 
Roads to, 190. 
B. G. Connelly's, Walgett, 191. 
Road from Bulga Road to S. Anold's, 191. 
By Minors, 203. 
Hugh Williams's, at Forbes, 204. 
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QUESTIONS (continued) 

Cseicazr GRouND (continued) - 
And Recreation Ground, Dungog, 97. 
Raceconrse, Recreation, and Grants, 222. 
Reserve for, and other porposes, Tamworth, 241. 

Csicsx, WILLT.uir -Conditional Purchase of, 262. 
CRooK, STAn0N-alAsma -Removal of, from Mount Vie. 

toria, 147. 
CROORWELL -Telegraphic Communication to, 195. 
Caossrwo -At Tarriaro, Narnoi River, 96. 
CROOBYAR ESTATE -Roads through, 274. 
CnowN GRANT -To Mr. J. F. Broad, Manning River, 236. 
CROWN LANDS (See also "CorLoITIoNAL PuxcirAsEs, 

also "LAND," also "Laicu AGF1NT," also "LANDS 
DEPARTMENT," also "RESERVES") 

Petition of Messrs. Wilson and Cawley, 47. 
Lands Aots Amendment Act of 1875, 55, 219. 
Maurice Lynch's Application for land, 76. 
John McKenzie's Selection at Urana, 79. 
Applications for Selections at Wagga Wagga, Denili 

quisi and Ray, 88. 
Compensation to Mr. James Twaddell, 92. 
Held by Mr. C. Pearson, Laehlan River, 95, 218, 233. 
Mr. Henry Ricketsoa-.Ringbarkii]g Trees as improve. 

ment of, 100. 
Mr. Henry Ricketson-Purchase of improved Lands, 

Barratta Run, 203, 226. 
The case of E. Harrington s'. Angus Robertson, 107, 

113, 128. 
Sale of pre.leases, 108. 
System of Sale and Survey of, in Victoria, 108. 
Sale at Narrabri, 113, 
Reserve Pamphlets, 113. 
Refunds on account of Land Purchases, 134. 
Deeds for Land purchased at Narrabri, 155. 
Conditional Purchases of, at Armidale, Waicha, and 

certain other Land Offices, 169. 
Mr. Asher, Land Appraiser, 109. 
Map of County of Jamieson, 98. 

Do. 	Durham, 132. 
Lithographs of Counties of Cowan, White, and Bara- 

dine, 200. 
Cases of James Newman and James Morrison, refund 

vouchers, 200. 
Deed for Land purchased by Richard H. Hall, 205. 
Application of R. Parsons to lease, between Bumble 

and Morec, 221. 
Alienation of-Forfeited Conditional Purchases, 234. 
Boggabilla or Bugabagil Run, 234. 
Reserves on Baratta Run, 234, 
Land Bill, 235, 270. 
Crown Grant to Mr. 3. F. Broad, Maiming, 236. 
Plan of Armidale District, 239. 
Upset Price of, 246. 
Applications for land by Mr. N. P. Bayly, in virtue of 

improvements, 251. 
The eases of Rosanna Blacker and Francis Cameron, 257. 
Land taken up by Mr. R. C. Dangar, with Volunteer 

Land Order, 257. 
Auction purchases of, sines 1861, 257. 
Church and School Lands 'sear Botany, 258. 
Working of Land Laws, 271. 
Deeds awaiting Governor's signature, 271. 
Alienation of, under different heads, 324. 

CURATOR OF InESTATE ESTATES 
Commission received by, in Estate of the late Robert 

Hancock, 162, 210. 
Sum received by, and Commission paid to Agents, 172, 

226. 
Mr. Chapman, Agent to, 185. 

Cuss-oars 
Murray River Border Duties, 4. 
Queensland Border Dotics, 131, 
Duties of Tide-waiters, 166. 
Steamship "Lnbra" not visited by Tide-waiter, 166. 
Sub.collcctors, at Maryland, 199. 

DAMs 
Between Dubbo and &nrke, 48. 
Bill dealing with construction of, 169. 
lu Castlercagh River, at Cohna Station, 293. 

DAN0AR, Mn. H. C. :-Land taken up by Volunteer Land 
Order, 257. 

DARLING HAunoun - 
Construction of Sewers at head of, 68. 
Flooding of properties at head of, 128. 
Railway Bride, 270. 

DAI&LINQHUP.ST  (noL:-MedicalOifieerfor,75,96, 142,323. 
DARLING RIVER:- 

Bridge over, at Bourke, 48. 
Money voted for clearing, 251 
Navigation of, 271. 

QUESTIONS (confirmed) 

CONI,FrIONAL PUnCIIASES (continue(j) 
In Electorate of Liverpool Plains, 211. 
Made by Layfield and others, Moama, 212, 241. 
W. itead's and W. B. Smith's. 22). 
Mr. C. Roan's, Annidale, 222. 
John loath's, Walgett, 222. 
Forfeited-Alienation of Crown Lands, 234. 
John Taylor's, Tamworth, 234. 
W. G. Reeves's, Tamworth, 234. 
James Pauling's, Mudgee, 235. 
James Harris's, Mores, 235. 
Improvements on, 241. 
Of W. C. Varuey, Tamworth, Road to, 245, 270, 299. 
Peter Nowlan's, Murrurundi, 245, 266. 
John Munroe's, Gunuedah, 257. 
L. H. O'Rourke's, Gunnedali, 261. 
William Crick's, 262. 
Of William Ryman and Kenneth M'Lean, 266, 
Of the Messrs. Grahan,Tamworth, 269, 294. 
Mr. Henry Draper's, Molong, 287. 
Transfer of, 295. 
William Earl's, Walgett, 295. 
Edward Emblem's, iamwortb, 300. 
James Brogan's application for, Tamworth, 300. 
James Kerr's, Walgett. 303, 315. 
Inspection of, C wydir District, 323. 

CONNELLY, 1.1.. G. -ConditionalPurchaseof, Walgett, 191. 
CoNSoLwxrsoN :-Of Public Debt, 223. 
COIrrEACTS 

Messrs. Hudson Bros., for Rolling Stock, 68. 
Coovr, Six JoHN -Visit of, to the Colonies, 87, 166. 
Cooun (See also "RESERVES ") 

Telegraph from, to Cunnedah or Boggabri, 261. 
000nolc000Loon 

Site for Church at, and Wangwauk, 112. 
Cemetery at, and Wangwauk, 112. 

CooNAnAicannAs 
Land Sale at, 123. 
Travelling Stock Routes, Bundella to Coolah and, 142. 
Land Districts of, and Coonamblo, 245. 
Furniture for Court House, 246. 
Roads, Gunncdah to, and Barraba, 273, 324. 

CooNnimjc (See also "Comas," also "PoLicE MACIS 
TRATE ") !- 

Land Districts of Coonabarabran and, 245. 
Coorxa, Sin DANIEL -Right to resume portion of grani 

of land called WAterloo Mills, owned by, 75,108, 211 
ns, Coo, UNDsU -Railway from, to Wagga Wagga, 180. 

CORONERS 
For Mudgee, Mr. Hen, ingham, 84 
Inquests, 241. 

C0T.INTJES (See also "MAP"):- 
Lithographs of, of Cowan, White, and Baradine, 200. 

Conl'EIt, ALEXANDER (See "SELECnoNS. 
COURT Hon.ss 

Blayney, 64. 
Cowra, 87. 
Trunkey, 112. 
Walett, 117, 149, 209, 288, 324. 	- 
Warialda, 128, 257, 313. 
Tamworth, 161. 
fiadooga, 209. 
Coonabarabran, Furniture for, 246. 
Moree, 299. 
Bingera, 303. 
Orange, 307. 

Comiera :- 
District, £'ircuits, redistribution of, 47. 
House, Gaol and Post Office, Tenterfield, 47, 
Of Quarter Sessions for Coonamble, Canonbar, Warren 

and Brewarrina, 48, 91. 
District and Quarter Sessions at Coonabarahran, Coon 

amble, Bingera, Warialda, and Walgett, 91. 
Of Petty Sessions at Broke and Jerrys Plains, 118. 
Of Quarter Sessions, Inverell, 138. 
District Courts and Quarter Sessions, Narrabri, 204. 
Of Petty Sessions and Police, Kunopia, 209. 
Of Petty Sessions, Gongolgan, 218. 
Of Inquiry under Lands Acts Amendment Act, 219. 
Of Petty Sessions, Baradiiie, 266. 

Do. 	Mogil Moril, 95, 270, 
Do. 	Mossvale, 270. 

District, OMce, Sydney, 316. 
Petty Sessions at Breeza and Tainbar Springs, 316. 

Cown.* 
Appointment of Poundkeeper, 83. 
Court house, 87. 

Csuoxzr GRoUND 
Association, Moore Park, Chnrge for Admission, 87, 113 
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QUESTIONS (caminsied) 

	
QUESTIONS (continued) 

DAVIES, Jon, Esc., Mi'. -Telegrams sent by, 59. 
DAWEN Poirr -Officers residing in Barracks, 92. 
DEkrtr -Registration of, 223. 
DEBT -Consolidation of Public, 223. 
DEDIcATION Of Cemeteries, 315. 
DEEDS 

For land purchased at Narrabri, 155. 
For laud purchased by Richard Huntington Hall, 205. 
Awaiting Govenior's sigiature, 271. 

Dr.vENcns OF THE Coi.oxv 
Reorganization of Volunteer Force, 219. 
increase of Defence Forces, 221. 
Export of Warlike Stores Bill, 271. 

DELIVEI1Y (See " PosTAl,," also "RAILWAYS.") 
.DBNOMINATTONAL ScHooL (See "Enuca'rroN.") 
DEWIIUnST, Mn. DIHrRICT SuilvEvox -Special or private 

surveys by, 190, 209, 258. 
DrREcroRs or CoMPANIES -.-Memburs of the Civil Ser- 

vice acting as, 222. 
DISRAsE5 IN Snugs' Acr - Receipts and Disbursements 

under, 103. 
DIrraIe'r COURT (See also "CoURTS") - 

Proposed re-distribution of Circuits, 47. 
Office-Sydney, 316. 

Dis'rnrcrr SURVEYOR -Land Office of, iNarrabri or Wal- 
gdt, 245. 

Doex, Fnssnov Dnv -Men employed on Sunday, 47. 
D0SSAIN :-Pavilion in the Outer, 46. 
DRAPER, Mn. HENRY -Conditional purchase of, Molong, 

287. 
DREDGE 

For the Manning River, 75. 
Supply of Coal for, 217. 
For Hunter River, 303. 

DRINICINO TROUCILS -Cliche island Ahattoirs, 97, 245. 
Buaso :- 

Gaol at, 48. 
Dams between, and Bourkc, 48. 
Railway to Bourke, 161. 

Dus000 
Post and Telegraph Office, 45. 
Cricket and Recreation Ground, 97. 

DURHAM 
Map of County of, 132. 

DUTIES 
Border-Murray River Customs, 46. 

Do. between New South Wales to Queensland, 131. 
DUTY 

On Gold Abolition Bill, 45. 
Dwyms's :-Conditional Purchase, Balranald, 149. 
EARL, WILLIAM -Conditional Pm-chase of,'Walgett, 295. 
EDUeArsox 

Teacher of Denominatioisal Wesleyau School at 
Newtown, 76. 

Children not attending School, 84. 
Children attending Schools, 84, 57. 
Mr. Mansfield, Architect to the Council of, 104. 
Local School Board, Narrabri, 117. 
School sites, Walgett and l3aradiue, 195. 
Site for School, Parish of Wilmot, 217- 
School Buildings, Mount Victoria, 287. 
Site for Public School, Bourko-stroet, Sury Hills, 313. 
Allowance for house-rent to Certified Denominational 

School Teachers, 316. 
Site for Public School, Morce, 324. 
Public School at Grass-tree or Muscle Creek, 95, 108. 

Do. 	Hartley Vale, 96. 
Do. 	Hawkos Nest, 97. 
Do. 	Brewarrina, 109. 
Do. 	Trunkey, 112. 
Do. 	in Electorate of Liverpool Plains, at 

Jacob and Joseph Creek, 'Walla-
badah, Kangaroo Flat, and 
Quirindi Creek, 200. 

Do. 	Chatworth rshnd, Clarence River, 
204. 

Do. 	Manilla1  site for, 233, 266. 
Do. 	Quipolly, 262. 
Do. 	Emu Plains, 270. 
Do. 	Orange, 313. 

ELECTORAL 
Introduction of Bill, 118. 	- 
Roll for Orange, 233. 

EI,r.c-r0RATE I- 
Of The Williams, Roads in, 138, 149. 
Of The Bogan, Mr. Mills, Presiding Officer, 172. 
Of Liverpool Plains-Public Schools in, 200. 

O. 	Conditional Purchases in, 211. 
Of Orange-Electoral Roll for, 233. 

ELeCTRIc Lraxr :-Ailegcd infringement of Patent, 299. 

FJLIZABRTII-STREET - 
A-nd Phillip-strcet, Waterloo, 132. 
Widening of, and Liverpool-streets-Enclosure of Hyde 

Park, 304. 
Easm,sn, EDwAIW _GonditionalPurehaseTamworth,30O. 
Esu'tovss ( Sec "P,.AILWAvS. 
EStU PLANS :-Public School, 270. 
ENOINE-ourvgns -Time Sheets, 204. 
ENGINEErS 

Mr. Franklin, Assistant, for Roads, 64. 
Mr. Moroll, late Assistant, for Roads, 83. 
Commissioner and, for Roads, 162. 

ESirBANK -Platforms at, and Lithgow, 218. 
EKUnUTI0N, PARIS 

Executive Commissioner, 45. 
Mr. Jules Joubert Secretary to, also acting for Queens- 

land, 100. 
Oysters for, 235. 

EXHIDITI0N -Tn New Guinea, 165. 
Expowr -Of Warlike Stores Bill, 271. 
EXTENSION (See "RAILWAYS.") 
FEES -For Examination of alleged Lunatics, 118. 
FEycrico (See also "IMPR0VEMEIn's ") 

Bill dealing with question of, 169. 
Fsaonsox ii, A),Ls,x --Preaching on Hyde Park, 235. 
Fsrmun 

Tolls on G overnuient, 46. 
Abolition of Dues on, 69. 

FINANcE -Consolidation of Public Debt, 223. 
FInRov DRY Docu -Men employed on Sunday, 47. 
FITESIM0NS, Mr. (See "Civn, SERVICE.") 
Fl.00rnNo -Of Properties atheadof Darling llarbonr, 128. 
Fr,00ns -In the Hunter River, 46, 235. 
FOOT EisnER -Over Page River, 134. 
FooT-rAssuNciEn Bnn,ons -Across Railway line at Sta- 

tions, 114, 132, 245. 
FORBES --Pest and Telegraph Office, M. 
FORFEITED (See "CONDITIONAL PtrRclmSEs") 
FORRESTER, J. W. -Conditional Purchase of, at Wan- 

alda, 148. 
FOESTER (See also "Roans. 

Cemetery at, Cape Uawke, 97. 
FOE'rirseAnoxs -At Newcastle, letting of Works, 265. 
FOSTER, Ms. J. C. -Reeommendatiea of, of Marengo, 

to the Commission of the l'esce, 200, 278. 
FrtANnrr, Mn. :-Assistant Engineer for Roads, 64. 
FREE Passm - 

issued on recommendation of Mr. Macintosh, M.l'., 156. 
Sydney and Fan-amatta, to Officers of Railway Depart- 

ment, 323, 325. 
FREE PUBLIC LmRAicy, AND AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Number of Visitors to, 138. 
Opening of, on Sundays, 222, 299. 

FURNI'ruRE 
For Court House, Coonabarabran, 246. 
For Court Rouse, Warialda, 313. 

GAD000A :-Villago Reserve at, 88, 195, 209. 
GAFYNEY AND B EDDON, MESSRS. --Road Contractors, 

Dubbo, 223. 
GALL Baos. :-Conditional Purchase, Gwydir Field, 

Moree, 137. 
GAI,%-IN AND CONSADINE, MESSES. -Application of, for 

a Road, 107. 
Gaors 

Tenterfield, 47. 
Dubho, 48. 
Ta,mworth, 69, 149, 800, 251, 266, 300. 
Darlinghurst, Medical Officer for, 75, 96, 142, 323. 
Albury, 142. 
NarrabTi, 294. 
Orange, .307. 

(lARSEn, MR. JoHN (See "LABm") 
GEORGES PLams Cnneic (See "BRIrEES," also "RAIL- 

WAYS.") 	 - 
GEolsor-STREET :- 	 - 

Widening of, at Ciunpbells Garden, 148. 
Now Street between ritt Street and, 148. 

GILMANDYKE t-Gold Fields Reserve at, 76. 
QuEENS ISLAND 

Abattoirs, Drinking-troughs and Road near, 97, 245 
Do. 171. 

GOLD I- 
Duty on, Abolition Bill, 45. 	- - 
Waste of Leaf at Covcrnment Prmhng Office, 68. 

GOLD FIELDS -Reserves at Gilinandyke, 76. 
GONGOLGAN -Courts of Petty Sessions, 218. 
Goons SHEDS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
Goons TRAiNS (See "RaILwAYS.") 
000NDAWINDI -Reserves near Bridges at Iviugundi and, 

132. 
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GOULBURN 
New Post and Telegraph Offices, 68, 132. 
Additional Letter-carrier, 289. 
Telegraph line, to Taralga, 246. 
Bridge over Wollondilly River, near, 256. 

GOVERNMENT 
Ferries, Tolls On, 46. 
Printing Office-Waste Gold Leaf, 68. 
Introduction of Bills by, 169. 
Letters from Member for Hartley to, 170. 
New Public Offices, 204, 

GovERNOR -Deeds awaiting signature of, 271. 
Gnsrrox 

Telegraph Line, Kempsey to, Mr. T. H. Jones contract, 
278. 	 - 

Lewis's Contract, Telegraph Line, Glen Times to, 311. 
GRAHAM, THE M.nssns. :- Conditional Purchase of, Tam 

worth,260, 204. 
GRANT :- 

Of land called Waterloo Mills-right to resume portions, 
75, 108, 211. 

Crown, to Mr. J. F. Broad, Manning River, 236. 
Promise of, of land to John Leighton, 315. 

GREENS ROAD -Widening of, and taking down Barrack 
Wall, 75. 

GRESFORD -Bridge over Allyn River near, 196, 
GnEvmLr., Mn. ALEXANDER -Secretary to the Attorney 

General, 69. 
GuNNEoXU (See "RAILWAVF," also "TELEGRAPH," also 

"RoADS," also" LAND.") 
UWYOIR Pm-i-icier :-Conditional Purchases in, 323. 
HALL, RicsIaici) HUNTINGTON -Deed for Land purchased 

by, 205. 
Haa'coea, ins LATE R.onEn-.r -Commission received in 

Estate of, by Curator of Intestate Estates, 162, 210, 
226. 

HANRAFIAN, Mn. -Land Agent, Dubbo, III. 
HARBOUR 

Works of the Colony-Visit of Sir J. Coode, to the 
Colonies, 87, 166. 

And Rivers Department, Castings for, 87. 
Works Clarence River Heads, 166. 

HARRIS, JAMES -Conditional Purchase of, Mm-en, 235. 
HAI4RINOTON, E. V. Ronsamox -The ease of,-fencin8 

as an improvement, 107, 113, 128. 
IIASTrNCS, Mnssns. -Conditional Purchase of, Balranald, 

189. 
HAWEESBURY Dms-rnier -Briilges over Bardnerang 

Creek, M'Donal'f River, and Rickahy's Creek and 
Richmond Bridge, 64. 

Jflt -Railway Extension to, 311. 
HEAD Licsrrs -For Locomotive Engines, 134, 294. 
RENxsxonsM, Mn. :-Coroner for Mudgee, 84. 
HEXHAM -Railway, Wallsend to, 239. 
Hrr,n,,ym,gr,s -Captain, No. I Company, 210. 
HeATH, JOHN -Conditional Purchase of, 222. 
HOSPITAL 

Reserve, Parramatta, 138, 195. 
District, Parramatta, 156. 
Site for, fingers, 212. 
Accommodation, Sydney, 255. 

HOUSE-RENT -Allowance for, to Certified Denomina- 
tional School Teachers, 316. 

HUDSON BROS., MESSRS. 
Contract for Rolling Stock, 68. 
Railway Siding near Establishment of, 171, 204, 317. 
Contract, Boxes for Instnnnents for Block System, 317. 

Huouns, Mn. JOHN TEE RY -Land purchased by, corner 
of Pitt and Bridge Streets, 183, 225, 

llurnn Rivaa 
Floods in the, 46, 235. 
Dredge for, 303. 

HenLEY, Mit., M.P. (Ham-dry) -Replies to Letters from, 
to Government, 170. 

limE PARR 
Dwarf Well and Iron Railing, 59, 304. 
Ferguson s. Allen -Preaching on, 235. 

Isi3IIoR.vrrox 
Reports from Public Officers respecting, 59. 
Details of Proposed Expenditure of £75,000, 76. 
Arrival of Coal-miners by Immigrant Ships, 156. 
Case of Charles Sherwin-refusal of his two Sons as 

immigrants, 3.17. 
IMpourcorico Arr :-Bill amending, 169. 
bu'mcovicaucsrs 

Of Crown Lands, by Ring-barking, hy Mr. H. Riekotson, 
100. 

Of Crown Lands, by Fencing, case of Harrington v. 
Robertson, 107, 113, 128. 

On Conditional Purchases, 241.  

QUESTIONS (continued) 

INDEcENT PAMPHLETS -Publication of, 157. 
INramowir, SyDNEY -And Prince Alfred Hospital, 255, 
INQUXSTS 

Coroners, 241. 
On body of Sophia Nott, 294. 

INQUIRY Omen - 
Lands Department, 99. 
General Post Office, 269. 

'INSANE (See also " LUNATI0") I- 
Accommodation for, 155. 

INsoLvENcy 
Of Major Spalding, 211. 
Additions and Improvements to, Court, 317. 

INSPEcTORS OF CONDITIONAL PURCHASES 
Messrs. Keele and Lord, 63, 79, 100. 

Do. 	Mr. Wild, 64. 
JNSTRuC'rIoics :-'i'o Clerks of Petty Sessions, 48. 
INSULATORS -Telegraph Wires and, 92. 
INTESTATE Es'rATF.s 

Curator of, 162, 172, 210, 226. 
Mr. Chapman, Agent to Curator of, 185. 

InERmcLL (See "RArLWAVS," also "Counts.") 
IRON CovE (See "Bxrnora") 
IRREGULARITIES -Post-al, between Maitland and Clarence 

Town, Ill. 
JAMIES0N -Map of, County of, 98. 
JERRy's PLAINS (Sec "Courcn 
JINDEBA -Water.tammk at, 142. 
Joygs, Mn. JR -Contract of, Telegraph Line Kompsey 

to Grafton, 278. 
JOUDERT, ML JULES :-Acting as Secretary for Queens- 

land and New South Wales at Paris Exhibition, 100. 
Juicnn -Railway to, 300. 
KAnuAII RivEn -Bridge over, near Wilkinsons Crossing- 

place, 98. 
KEEIE, ME. :-Jnspector of Conditional Purchases, 63, 

79,100. 
KELLY'S CONDITIONAL l'oEcxAsrs -Deeisions in cases 

of, 111. 
KEMI'SEV :-Telegraph Line to Crafton, Mr. J. It. Jones's 

Contract, 275. 
Kinn, JAnES -Conditional Purchase of, Walgett, 303, 

315. 
KUNOPIA -Courts of Petty Sessions and Police for, 209. 
LAnDIS WAnmNc-RooM:----AtSydiieyRailwayStation, 114. 
LANcASTER CREinc :-Bridge over, near Broke, 49, 118. 
Laso (See also "CROWN LANDS"):- 

Reclamation of, Port ,Tackson, 46. 
Corner of Pitt and Brimige Streets (Mr. John Garsed's 

easo), 46, 1.83, 225. 
Il-ight to resume portion of grant called Waterloo Mills, 

75, 108, 211. 
Maurice Lynch's Application for, 76. 
Sale at Narrabri, 113. 

Do. Coonalmnral,ran, 123. 
Agents-Members of the Legislative Assembly acting 

as, 133. 
Offices, Brewarrina and Moree, 134. 
Purchases, Refunds on account of, 134. - 
Office, Albury, 142. 
Deeds for, purchased at Narrabri, 155, 
Conditional Purchases at Armnidale, Waleha, and oertain 

other Land Offices, 169. 
Sale at Walgett, 180. 
For Church of England purposes, Narrabri, 190. 
Appraiser-Employment of Mr. Asher a, 199. 
Purchased by H. A. Hall-Deed for, 206. 
Reclaimed, Blaekwattlo Swamp, 205. 
Office, for Brewarrina, 205. 
R. Parson's Application to lease land between Bumnblo 

and Morse, 221. 
Bill-Intention of Coveriunent, 235, 270. 
District Surveyor's Office, Narrilmri or Walgett, 245 
Districts of Coonabarabran and Coonamble, 245. 
Laws--Working of, 271. 
Sale, Cunnedah, 277. 
Promise of Grant of, to John Leighton, 315. 

LAND AGENT 
Casino, 55. 
Dnbbo, Mr. Banralman, Ill H. 
Members of the Legislative Assembly acting as, 133. 
Cassius-Mr. W. Leards payment of interest, &e., 

to, 269. 
LANDS Aern ANENDMENT Aar or 1875- 

Applications under 31st Section, 55. 
Courts of Inquiry under, 219. 

LANDS DF:PARTIIENT 
Mr. Richardson, Clerk in Auction Branch, 84 
Transfer of one or more Branches to Mining Depart- 

ment, 99. 
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QUESTJONS (continued) 
LANDS DEPARTMENT (continued) 

Establishment of Inquiry Office, 99. 
Clerks in Auction l3ranch, 147. 
Visits of Mr. Barbour, Member for The Murray, to, 211. 
Attendance of Clerk of, at Circuit Court, Tainworth, 

294. 
LAND OnDruis, VOLIJNTEER 

Issue of, to J. B. Bainford, 180. 
Jssue of, to Officers, 1st Regiment Volunteer Rifles, 205. 
Selections by, on Gold Fields Reserves, by Mr. N. P. 

Bayly, 180. 
Land taken up by 3[r H. C. Daugar with, 257. 

LAVI'!ELD AND OThERS -Conditional Purchases made 
by, Moama, 212, 241, 

LF.ARD, Mn. W. -Payment of interest by, to Land Agent, 
Cassius, 269. 

LEASE:-Of Mr. Sogen or Soden, 76. 
LEGISLATrvE AsszaInLy -Members of, as Land Agents, 

In 
LEGIsLATIvE COUNCII, -Chairman of Committees, 303. 
LEroHTorc, JohN :-Promise of Grant of land to, 315. 
LEnER-cAnnma -Additional, for Goulburn, 239. 
Lrn'rERs (See also "PoSTAL") 

i\l is.sending of, from Newcastle to Muswellbrook, 49. 
Delivery at Parrainatta, 161. 
From Meinbor for Hartley to the Government, 170. 
Registration of, Office, General Post Office, 200. 

Lirucv, DENIS -Conditional Purchase of, Murrunindi, 46. 
LIBEL -Case of The Queen v. Daniel Mayne, 218. 
LIBRARY 

Free Public, and Australian Museum, 138. 
Do. 	do. 	Opening of, on Sundays, 

222, 299. 
LIFR.B0AT -Bungaree Norab, 45 (s). 
LIc]rrm-c', -Railway Carriages with Gas, 203. 
Lirnoow AND RSKEANK -Platforms at, 218. 
LIVERPOOL 

Postmaster at, 127. 
Post Office, 133. 
Benevolent Asylum, 210. 

LivERpooL PlaiNs 
Public Schools in Electorate of, 200. 
Conditional Purchases in Electorate of, 211. 

LIVERP00L-srmnurr -Widening Elizabeth and-Enclosure 
ofHyde Park, 304. 

Locsur's SIDrNG --Western Railway, 79. 
LocK-up I- 

Moree, 103, 
WTarialcla, 257. 
Moss Vale, 270. 

LocoMoTing (See "ItAILvAYs.") 
Lono ixe. ALs.owANeE -To Permanent Artillery Force, 

118. 
Lomso, Mn. -Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 63. 
"Lunn&" S'rrnisnzp :-Not visited by Tidewaiter, 166. 
LUNAno 

Fees for Examination of alleged, 118. 
Aceommodatioff for the insane, 155. 
Asylum, Parramatta, 156, 203, 226. 
Asylums-Paying Patients-Private Practice of Super. 

intendent-Buildings for, 170. 
Lyxce, MAURICE :-Application for land, 76. 
MAOISTRATES -Additional, for Country Districts, 100. 
MAILS (See ''POSTAL.") 
MAIL STATIONS -Between Nanabri and Walgett, 170. 
MAITLAND -Postal irregularities between Clarence Town 

and, Ill. 
MANILI.A -Site for Public School, 233, 266. 
MANNING Riv:n t-Dredge for, 75. 
MANSFIELD, Mn. -Architect to the Council of Education, 

lOt 
MAP 

County of Janneson, 08. 
Count),  of Durham, 132. 
Lithographs of Counties Cowan, White, and Baradine, 

200. 
MARINE lloaso 

Absence of a Member of, from the Colony, 180. 
Collision between steamers " Challenge " and ''New 

England," 164. 
MARSHALL, l'itisoxER -Temporary release of, from 

Berrima Gaol, 252. 
MARTIN, Josv.rir-Conditional purehaseof, Forbes, 161. 
MARTIN, SIR JAMES -Special 'Frau, for, on Sunday, 226. 
MARyLAND ;-Snl,-Collectors of Customs at, 199. 
MASTEBS AND SERVANTS -Ae'r -Summonses under, 80, 

128. 
Ma','njrws, DAVID -Case of-Mitigation of sentence, 210. 
MAVNE, Daxigi. -The Queen verses-Libel, 215. 
MCASKIU, AND WIFE -Murder of, 'sear Stroud, 07. 
Id 'DONALD IUvr,sl -Bridge over, at St. Albans, 64. 

459-E 

UESTIONS (cr.ntinurd) 
MW HINT, THE REVEREND DENIS -Application to be 

placed on State Aid List, 265. 
M'Kxn.IE, JoaN -Selection at Urana, 79. 
M'LEAN, KEYNnU :-Comlitional Purchases of \Villians 

Ryman and, 266. 
MEDICAL OFFICER :-Darliughurst Gaol, 75, 96, 142, 323. 
MEMBERS -Of Legislative Assemblyas Land Agents, 133. 
MERRIWA (See also "Brtnxxs") 

Post and Telegraph Office, 55. 
Road between Scone and, ill. 
Police i3arracks, 25$. 

METROPOLITAN -Police Act Extension Bill, 113. 
MILITARY 

OffieersresidingatVictoriaandflawesPointflarracks, 92. 
Lodging allowance to Permanent Artillery Force, 118. 
Field Battery of new 16-pounder Guns, Volunteer 

Artillery, 156. 
Defensive Forces of the Colony, 219, 221. 
Export of Warlike Stores Bill, 271. 

MILIEuS CREEK --Water Reserve, 68, 85, 265, 
MILLS, Mn. :-Presiding Officer at Election for The Bogan, 

172. 
MINING -Amendment in Laws, 195. 
MINoan -Conditional Purchases by, 203. 
MINT, ROyAL -Sydney Branch, 271. 
Mis.sirNI,ING OVA L,rrrtm -From Newcastle to Muswcll. 

brook, 49. 
MITrOATION OF SENTENCES -Cases of Mathcw White 

and David Mathews, 210. 
MOOR MOGIL - 

Police Quarters, Court of Petty Sessions, and periodical 
visits of P.M. to, 95. 

Courts of Petty Sessions at, 270. 
M0L0NG (See "POSTAL.") 
MONEY ORDER SYSTEM -Establishment of, with United 

States, 103. 
Mooxg PARK -Charge for Admission to Association 

Cricket Ground, 87, 113. 
Monrj': :- 

Lock-up, 103. 
Travelling Stock Reserve, from Cobbcdah to, 118. 
Land Offices, Brewarrina and, 134. 
Reserves for Public Purposes and Recreation, 190. 
Site for Post and Telegraph Office, 246. 
Court-house, 299. 
Dedication of Cemetery, 315. 
Site for Public School, 324. 	- 

MoarLL, Mn. -Late Assistant Engineer for Roads, 83, 
MORRISON, JAMES -Case of, for refund voucher, 200. 
Moss VALE -Court of Petty Sessions, Telegraph Office, 

and Lock-up, 270. 
MOIJI,DER, Lnns, AND Co., MESSES. -Applications by, to 

Railway Department, 307. 
MOUNT VICTORIA -School Buildi,,gs, 287. 
MUD0EE (See also " itoADs," also "RAILWAYS") 

Mr. Henninghnm, Coroner for, 84. 
Muou,NIn -Reserves neal- Bridges at, and Goondawindi, 

132. 
MUNROE, Jon' -Conditional Purchase, Cunnedall, 257. 
MURDER -Of M'Askill and Wife, near Stroud, 97. 
MuRray, J. H. :-ApplicationforTravelliugExpenses, 261. 
MURRUMISIDGEE Rivxn -Bridge and Viaduct over, 229. 
MunnunuNnI ,-Policc Magistrate for, and Quirindi, 92, 
Musgun, AUrRAI,IAN'.- 

Meetings held by Trustees, 138. 
And Free Public Library, numher of Visitors, 138. 

Do. 	 opening of, ou Sundays, 222. 
ML'swEI.u,aoosc 

Bridge, 64, 327. 
Road, to \ ybong creek, 179. 

MYALL RIvER -Bridge over, at Bulahdelah, 98. 
Nanom 

Crossing at Tarriaro on River, 96. 
Bridges over River, and Narrabri Creek, 123, 287. 
Ti,nbcr Forest Reserve, 141. 
Hut Run Reserve, 149. 

NARRAJIRI (See also "RAILWAYS," also "LAND,' also 
"POSTAL") 

Local School Board, 117. 
Creek-Bridges over Na,noi River and, 123. 
Post and Telegraph Office, 123. 
Deeds for Land purchased at, 155. 
Dedication of Cemetery, 315. 
Road, to Walgett, 179. 
Land for Church of England purposes, 190. 
District Courts and Quarter Sessions, 204. 
Survey for Railway, Gunnedah to, and Walgett, 223. 
District Surveyor's Land Office at, or Walgett, 245. 
Bridge over River, near, 287. 
Gaol, 294. 
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Q 
QUESTIONS (continued) 

NARRANDEItA 
Railway Extension, to Bay, 311. 
Railway, Tenders for, 85. 

NAVAL BrnoaDE:- 
Command of, 200. 
Amount paid to Officers of, and Land Orders issued to 

Cosmuissioned Officers, 1st Regiment Volunteer 
Rifles, 203. 

NAVIGATION -Of River Darling, 271. 
NEWCASTLE 

Coal-trimming at, 212. 
Fortifications, 205. 
Wharfage Accommodation, 303. 
rEw ENGLAND" -Collision between steamers 'thai- 

lenge" and, 184. 
New GmNEA:-Expeditionto, 165. 
NEwSIAN, Jnszs -Case of, for refund voucher, 200. 
NIORT-sorL -Deposit of, near Botany Road, 49. 
NIMBOY :-Brilges at Wellington, Wagga Wagga, Mus- 

wellbrook, and, 64. 
N0R'l'si SHORE -Site for Post and Telegraph Office, 67. 
Non, SornaA -Inquest on body of, 294. 
Nowraxn, PZrER -Conditional Purchase of, Mann- 

nrndi, 245, 266. 
NowssA BsnDr.E -Cost and particulars of, 217. 
NUGIL -Road, Walgett to-.Dafn in Castlere.tgh River, 

at Colnia Station, 293. 
OBrEY (5cc "POSTAL.") 
OrneERs :-Rcsiding in \ictona and Dawes Point Bar- 

racks, 92. 
OPENING -Free Public Library and 3lusemn on Sundays, 

222. 
ORANGE:- 

Telegraph Line, Blayney to, 384. 
Electoral Roll, 233. - 
Gaol and Court House, 307. 
Public School, 313. 

O'RourtxE, L. H. -Conditional Purchase, Gunnedah, 261. 
ORPHAN SCHOOL -Investigation into charges at Pro- 

testant, 171. 
OYSTERS -For Paris Exhibition, 235. 
PAcIFIC MAIL CONTRACT (Sec "POSTAL. ") 
PAGE Rivaa:-Foot Bridge over, 134. 
PAMPHLETS (See also "RESEIivES"):- 

Publication of Indecent, 157. 
PAsIS Exuim'suos - 

Executive Counnissioner, 45. 
Mr. Jules Joubert, Secretary for Queensland and New 

South Wales, 100. 
Oysters, to be packed and forwarded to, 235. 

PARLIAMENT:- 
Employment of Hon. E. Butler, Q. C., M. L. C., in case 

Regina v Marshall and others, 1.13. 
Parliamentary Draftsman-Amendmentsprepared by, 

for Metropolitan Police Act Extension Bill, 113. 
Members of Legislative Assembly as Land Agents, 133. 
Chairman of Committees, Legislative Council, 303. 

PARRAMATTA - 
Railway Station, 49(2) 
Post and Telegraph Office, 49, 1.47, 148. 
Bridge across River, in Park, 114, 316. 
Plank Bridge over Concrete Walls in the River, 137. 
Hospital Reserve, 138, 195. 
And Iron Cove Bridges, 1.39, 229, 230(2),  274, 277. 
Lunatic Asylum, 156, 203, 226. 
District Hospital, 156. 
Letter Delivery at, 16). 
Station-master, 210. 
Junction, Weigh-bridge at, 293. 

PARSONS, Roamer -Application to lease portion of 
Travelling Stock Reserve between Bumble and 
Moree, 221. 

PARTRIDGE, MARK -Convicted of Tin-stealing at Armi- 
dale Quartcr Sessions, 55. 

PASSENGER AccoansonAtlox 
Additional, Redfern Reilway Station, 270. 
Railway, Suburban Platforms, 315. 
American Railway Cars, 318. 

PATERSON, Tns -Water Reserve between, and Maitland, 
103. 

PATTERSON, R. :- Conditional Purchase of, Narrabri, 184. 
PAuLING, JAMEs -Conditional Purchase of, Mudgce, 235. 
PAVILION -[n the Outer DoInaiII, 46. 
PRARsoN, Mr. C. :-Crown Lands held by, Lachlan River, 

95, 218, 233. 
PRILLIF-STRRtr -And Elizabcth.street, Waterloo, 132. 
PIEDMONT, JOHN CAnaL -Conditional Purchase of, 170. 
PILOT :-Stealn Launch, 99. 
Psn-srxxrr (5cc "LAND.") 
PrAN :-Of Annidale District, 229. 

PLATFORMs (Sec also "RAILWAYS") 
Lithgow said Eskl,ank, 218. 
Passenger Accommodation at Suburban, 315. 

Separate, District for Brewarriisa, 49, 206. 
Quarters, Mogil Mogil, 95. 
Station, at Clarenee To'ssm, 112. 
Metropolitan, Act Extension Bill, 113. 

- 	Superasmuation Fund, 127. 
Paddock, Bingera, 147. 
Quarters, Tanlbar Sprissgs, 165. 
Protection, at Back Creck Diggings, Barrington River, 

167. 
Station, Boggabilla, 200. 
And Courts of Petty Sessions, Kunopia, 209. 
Barracks, Merriwa, 258. 
Repsisition from Sydney Force, for Quarters, 262. 
Quarters, Bingera, 294. 

Ponrcu MAGJSI'RA'I'B 
For Murrurnndi and Quirindi, 92. 
Bingera, Mr. P. Brougham, 96, 172, 256. 
Mr. Scott. Acting for Mr. Fitzsimons, Coonamble, 191. 
For Brewarrina, 206. 

Pour JACKSON -Reclamation of Land, 46. 

POSTSSA5TER (Sec " PoSTAL.") 
POSTAL 

Mis-scnding of Letter from Newcastle to Muswellbrook, 
49. 

Pacific Mail Contract, 92. 
Delivery of Letters, in Sydney and Suburbs, 95. 
Establishment of Money Order System with United 

States, 103. 
Irregularities between Maitland and Clarence Town, 111. 
Postmaster at TAverpooi, 127. 

Do. 	Camphelltown, 128. 
Mail between Molong and Obley, 149. 
New Street fronting General Post Office, M. 
Letter delivery at i'arramatta, 161. 
Mail Stations between Narrabri and Walgett, 170. 
Communication with Bourolong Creek, 205. 
Additional Letter-carrier, Goullunrn, 239. 
Inquiry, Registration of Letters, and Sale of Stamp 

Offices, 269. 
POST Orricn - 

And Telegraph, Rylstone, 46. 
Tenterfieid, 46. 
And Telegraph, Clarence Town, 48. 

Do. 	Dnngog, 48. 
Do. 	Parramatta, 40, 148. 
Do. 	Breewanina, 49, 218. 
Do. 	Mernwa, 55. 
Do. 	Biayncy, 64. 
Do. 	North Shore, 67. 
Do. 	Goulburn, 68, 132, 
Do. 	Forbes, 85. 
Do. 	Bourke, 92. 
Do. 	flingera and Warialda, 107, 307, 
Do. 	Strcud, 112. 
Do. 	Rockley, 112, 265. 
Do. 	Narrabri, 123. 
Do. 	Quirindi, 236. 
Do. 	?doree, 246. 

Liverpool, 133. 
Quipolly, 139 
Armidaie, 148. 
New Street fronting General, 148. 
Branch, King and Sussex Streets, 236. 
Warren, 257. 

P0UNDK.EEPEn :-Appointllsent of, Cowra, 83. 
PaR-LEASES -Sale of, 108. 
Pnirnous, Mn. -Case of, 80. 
PRrNTING Orinex :-Wastc Gold leaf in Government, 68. 
PRISONER MAILSHAJ.r, -Temporary release of, from 

Berrima Gaol, 252. 
PRODUCE :-Received at Sydney Station, 137. 
PROTESTANT ORPRAN Sonoon :-TIIvest]gation into certain 

charges, 171. 
Pursue 

W'orks Office-Record Clerk and Assistant in, 75, 85. 
Tanks On inland Roads, 147. 
Offices, New, 204 
Debt, Consolidation of, 223. 

PUBLIC SeneoL 
At Grass-tree or Muscle Creek, 95, 108. 
Hartley Vale, 96. 
Eawkcs Nest-, 97. 
Brewarrina, 108. 
'Frunkey, 112. 
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QUESTIONS (continued)- 

PUBLIC SCHOOL (continued) - 
At Jacob and Joseph Creek, WaUahadab, 

Flat, and Q,uirindi Creek, 200. 
Chatworth island, Clarence River, 204, 
Manilla, Site for, 233, 266. 
Quipolly, 202. 
Bran Plains, 270. 
Orange, 313. 
Site for, Bourke.etreet, Snrry Hills, 313. 
Site for, Mores, 324. 

QUARTERS (See 11  MILITARY" also " POLICE.") 
QUARTER SEssioNs (See "Counre. 
QUEENSLAND- 

Boundary Line between Now South \Vales and, 131. 
Border Dnties, 131. 
Border-Telegraph Station near, 222. 

Quir'ou,y 
Post Office, 139. 
Public School, 202. 

Qut.RINDI 
Police Magistrate for, and Murrurundi, 92. 
Main Northern Road near, between Curley's and 

Wolfe's, 142. 
Post and Telegraph Office, 236. 

RAeEcouirsa 
Cricket Ground and Recreation Grants, Moree, 190. 

Do. 	 do. 	Warialda, 190. 
Do. 	 do. 	Bingera, 190. 
Do. 	 do. 	Baradine, 212. 
Do. 	 do. 	Dedication of, 222. 

RAILWAYS - 
Parramatta Station, 49 (9. 

Do. 	Station-master, 210. 
Wallerawang to Mndgee, 63. 
Extension from Tarnworth to inverell, 64. 

Do. 	do. 	Armidalo, 266. 
Do. 	into tire City, 53. 
Do, 	beyond Tainworth, 138, 266, 267. 
9o. 	Guniiedah to Wafgett, 273. 
Do. 	of Creat Northern to Sydney, 274. 
Do. 	to Hay, 311. 

Messrs. Hudson Bros., Contract for Rolling Stock, 68. 
Locker Siding, Western, 79. 
Aeciti ont near Penrith, 83, 100. 
Wages of Eniployds, 67, 141, 252, 256, 277 (9. 
Workmen, 83, 141 (2),  252, 258, 277 (2). 

Coal-trimmers and Engine-cleaners in the .Re,lferu 
Yard, 83. 

Overtime to Workmen, 141. 
Classilication of Workmen, 258. 
Advertising in Carriages, 84. 
Narrandera--Tenders for, 85. 
Guimedah to Narrabri, 88. 
Survey between Great Northern Line and Sydney, 01. 
Reserves-Near Western, 109, 
Foot.passenger ]iridges, 114, 132, 245. 
Ladies Waitin-ronm at Sydney Station, 114. 
Clerks in Traffic Manager's Office, Ii?, 183. 
Guards unifonns, 128. 
Trial Survey Richmond River to Tweed River, 131. 
lnegiilar running of Goods Trains between Bathurzt 

and Blayney, 133. 
Head-lights for Locomotive Engines, 134, 294. 
Produce received at Sydney Station, 137. 
Drivers and Firemen on Suburban, 137. 
Branch Line to 13cn'imn, 139. 
Station.nmaster Crook-Removal of, from Mount Vic- 

toria, 147. 
Carriage of Cattle and Sheep by, 156. 
Free Passes issued on recommendation of Mr. Macin. 

tosh, ME., 156. 
Free Passes, Sydney and Parramatta, to Officers of 

Department, 323, 328. 
Dubbo to Bourke, 161. 
Quirindi to Werris Creek, 165 (2) 

Professional Staff in Department, 166. 
Siding near establishment of Hudson Bros., 171, 204, 

317. 
Signal-men at Parramatta Junction, 172, 
Messrs. Smith and Wells, auctioneers, sale by, of 

nnelaisned goods at Redfern Station, 175. 
Cootamundra to Wagga Wagga, 180. 
Mr. Carlisle, Acting Traffic Manager, 185. 
Allowances to Cnards, and Telegraph Line Repairs, 191. 
Approaches to Georges L'lains Station, 200, 265. 
Engi no-drivers 'lime-sheets, 204. 
Supply of Coal for Northern, and Dredge, 217. 
Platforms, Lithgov and EskI,ank, 281.  

1SI'IONS (continued) 
RAILWAYS (continued) 

Flooding of J. Ber-gan and Sons Tweed Factory, through 
insufficiency of Culverts at Duck Creek, 222. 

Survey for, Gunnedah to Narrabri and Walgett, 223. 
Special Train for Sir James Martin on Sunday, 226. 
Survey, Uralla to Inverell, rid Bnndarra, 229. 
Wailsend to lieximain, 239, 
Sale of Tickets, 252, 
Signal-boxes, 256. 
Wosting-house Break, 257, 266. 
Staff and Ticket System, 257. 
Delivery of goods, Sydney,  Station, 258. 
Station and Goods Sheds, Werris Creek and (J'unrredah, 

262. 
Station-house at Back Creek Station, 265. 
Bridge, Darling Harbour, 270. 
Additional passenger accommodation, Redfcrn Station, 

270. 
Refreshment Rooms, charges, &c., 287. 
Weighrhridge at Parraniatta Junction, 293. 
Lighting Railway Carriages with (las, 293. 
Approach to Redinire Station, 290. 
To Junee, 300. 
Applications by Messrs. Monlder, Leeds, & Co.. and 

Messrs. Wright, ijeaton, & Co., Orange, 307. 
Passenger accommodation at Suburban Platforms, 315. 
Station.masters-starting of trains, 316. 
Boxes for instrumnents for Block system, 317. 
American passenger-ears, 318. 
City and Suburban, 327. 

Rsan, W. -Conditional purchase of, 221. 
RrcLAsiAToN OF LAN!) 

Port Jackson, 46. 
Rushcnttcrs Bay, 47. 
Blaekwattle Swamp, 2015. 

RECORD CLERIC AND AsslSLNT --Public Works Office, 
75, 85. 

BLCRF..&TION GROUND (See also "llEsEnVEs 
Cricket and, Dongog, 97. 	- 
Dedication of ijacecourses, Cricket Grounds, and, 222. 

Rai,vmiitic (See " RAILWAYS. 
REDMJnE --Approach to Railway Station, 299. 

REEvE-i, W. G. :- -Conditional purchase of, 'famnworth, 234. 
RnFssr.5IIMEN-I' RooMs :-On Railway Lines, charges, &c., 

287. 
REFUNDS :-On account of land purchases, 134. 
REGINA V. MAB5UALL AND OTHERS :-Employment of 

lion. B. Bntler, Q.C., M.L.C., 113. 
REGISTRARS -Of Tin-mining Districts, 69. 

REOISI'irAlloN 
Doctor's certificate for, of deaths, 223. 
Of letters Office, General Post 016cc, 269. 

Ezsnavns 
At Botany, 48. 
Water, Millers Creek, 65, 85, 265. 
Bea°o, near Tipper Adclong, 69. 
Gol-fields, at Gihnandyke, 76. 
Village, Gadooga, 88, 195, 209. 
Bingera, 99. 
And Tanks between Bari'on and Narren Rivers, also at 

Bulgan, on Namnoi River, and Bas-adine, 99. 
Water, between The Paterson and Maitland. 103. 
Near Western Railway, 109. 
Pamphlets, 113. 
Travelling Mock, from Cobbedab to Morec, ItS. 

Do. 	 J3nndella to Coolah and Cooua- 
barabran, 142. 	- 

Near Bridges, at Mugimndi and Goondawindm. 132. 
Hospital, Parramatta, 138, 195. 
Nanioi Timber Forest, 141. 
Namoi But Run, 149. 
Rose's or Tarrago Lagoon, 171. 
For pnblie purposes and recreation, Moree, 190. 

Do. 	do. 	do. 	Warialda, 190. 
Do. 	do. 	do. 	Bingcra, 190. 
Do. 	-do. 	do. 	JIaradine, 212. 

In Waterloo Mills Grant, 75, 108, 211. 
Travelling stock, between Bumble and Meree -R Pay-

rolls's application to lease portion of, 221. 
For Racecourse, Cricket Grounds, and Recreation 

Grants, 222. 
On Barratta Run, 234. 
For Cricket Greundand other purposes, Tamworth. 241. 
Revoked, 258. 

QU I 

Kangaroo 
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RIcHARDSON, MR. :-Lands Department, 84. 
RICHMOND -Bridge, 64. 
RICHMoND RIVER -Railway Trial Survey, to Tweed 

River, 131. 
RICKABYS CREEK ;-Bridge over, Cornwallis Road, 64. 
RICKETS0N, Mn. HENRY -Ring-barking timber as hn,  

provement on Crown Lands, 100. 
Purchase of improved lands by, 203. 
Conditional Purchases by, on Barratta Run, 226. 

Riso-BAsscnw :-1mprovemeit of Grown Lands by, by 
Mr. H. Ricketson, 100. 

Eivzx DARLING -Money voted for clearing, 231. 
ROADS 

Wallerawane to Isfudgee, 47. 
Mr. Franklin, Assistant Engineer for, 64. 
Greens-Barrack Wall, 75. 
Mr. Morell, late Assistant Engineer for, 83. 
From Stroud to Cobark, 97. 
Application of Messrs. Galvin and Consadine for, 107. 
Between Scone and Merriwa, 111. 
From Washpool, on Stroud and Gloucester Road, to 

Clarence iowa, 112. 
Through Brownlows, from Rockley to Campbells River, 

112, 265. 
In Electorate of The Williams, 133, 149. 
Forstcr to Bulnhdelah, 138. 
Main Northern, between Curlcy's and Wolfe's, 142. 
Coi,tmissione and Engineer for, 162. 
Near.  Mr. Badgery's property at Sutton Forest, 166. 
Tarnworti to Bowling Alley Point, 172. 
Narrabri to Walgett, on south side of Nasnoi River, 179. 
Muswdllbrook to WTybong Creek, 179. 
To conditional purchases, 190. 
Bulga Road to S. Anold's conditional purchase, 191. 
Bill, proposed provisions of, 199. 
Stockton and Raymond Terrace to Saltash, 217. 
Scahasn to Clarence Town, 217. 
Contractors, Messrs. Gaffney and Reddon, 223. 
To eo,iditional purchase of W. G. Varney, Tamwort]i, 

245, 270, 299. 
And Bridges, Taniwortli, 251. 
Whaling, St. Leonards, 252. 
And Bridges in West Macquarie District, 265. 
Gunnedah to Coonabarabran and Barrabn, 272, 324. 
Thro' Croobyar Estate, 274. 
Walgett to Nugil, Dam in Castlercagh River at Colma 

Station, 293. 
Yarrowick to Armidale, 318. 

ROAN, MR. C. :-Conditional Purchase of, 222. 
R0BTETS0N, ANGUS, ala. E. HARRINOTON -Case of-

fencing as an improvement, 107, 113, 128. 

RocKLEv :- 	 - 
Road through Brow,ilows, from Campbells River to, 

112. 
Post and Telegraph Office, 112, 265. 

ROLLING STOCK -Messrs. Hudson Bros. Contract for, 68. 
ROYAL Mncr -Sydney Branch, 271. 
Rusneunuss BAY -Reclamation of, 47. 
RVLSTONE -Post and Telegraph Office, 46. 
Rvmy, \VaLUAI :-Conditional Purchases of, and Xen• 

neth M'Lean, 266. 
SALARIES I-In Colonial Secretary's Office, 108, 118, 128. 
SALTASH (See "Roans.") 
SCHOOL (See "EDUcA'I- lox," also "Osn'sLAx ScuooL.") 
SCONE - 

Road between Merriwa and, 111. 
Burial Ground, 273. 

SCOTT, Mn. -Acting Police Na,stratc, Coonamnble, 191. 
SEARAM (See "RoADs.") 
SELEcTIoNS (See also "CONs,srroxAi, PCIICIIASLS") - 

John M'Kenzie's, at Urana, 79. 
Applications for-at Wagga,by Alex. Couper; Donili-

quint, by F, H. Stubley ; Hay, by Armstrong anC 
Lakeman, 88. 

SEWERS 
Construction of, at head of Darling Harbour, 68. 
Along Bourkc-strect to Slicas Creek, 124, 

SEART, MR. -Conditional Purchase of, at Sweopys 
Creek, ] 72. 

SHEAS CREEK -Sewer along Bourke-street to, 124. 
SH:EEr:- 

Diseases in Sheep Act, 103, 
Carriage of Cattle and, by Railway, 156.  

TANKS 
And Esen-es, between Barwon and Narren Rivers, 

also at Bulgan, on Nasnoi River, and Baradiue, 99. 
Water, Jindcra, 142. 
Public, between Narrabri and Morcc, at Baa'adine, 

Bulgan, and on roads Yowindah to Narrcn, na 
Grawin, from Walgett Bridge to Gumblcguhbin, and 
on 60-mile track from Werrabilla to Narren, 147. 

TABALGA -Telegraph Line, Goulbuni to, 246. 
TAPJIIARO -Crossing at, Najnoi River, 90. 	- 
TAYLOR, Jomix -Conditional Purchase of, Ta,nworth, 

234. 
TRse]u<,I -Denominational Wosleyan School, Ncwtown, 

QUESTIONS (continued) 
SHERWIN, CHARLES -Application of, under Immigration 

Regulations, 317. 
SIDING (See ' RAilwAys.") 
SIGNAL-B0XRS -For Railways, 256, 317. 
SIGNAlLING -Staff and Ticket System on Railways, 257. 
SIGNAL-MEN -At Parra,natta Railway Junction, 172. 
SINGLETON --Telegraph Station, 147. 
SITE, 

Post and Telegraph Office, North Shore, 67. 
Bridge across the Williams River, OS. 
Church at Coolongoolook and Wangwauk, 112. - 
Schools, Walgett and Baradine, 195. 
Hospital, Bingera, 219. 
School, Parish of \Vihuot, 217. 
Public School, Manilla, 233, 266. 
Post and Telegraph Office, Morce, 246. 
Public School, Bourkc-strect, Surry Hills, 313. 

Do. 	Moree, 324. 
5mm & Wnns, Mjissns. -Sale by auction of unclaimed 

goods at Redf era Railway Station by, 175. 
SRITJS, W. B. -Conditional Purchase of, 221. 
S0DEN or Soop.x, Mn. :-Lease of, 76. 
Sourn CREEK -Bridge over, at Windsor, 184. 
STAnDING, MAJOR -Insolvency of, 211. 
SPJICIAI TRAIN -For Sir James Martin on Sunday, 226. 
STAFF AND 1'IcKrr Svs'ItsI -On Railways, 2.57. 
Smnps (See "POSTAL. ") 
STATION-MASTER (See "RAIL\vAvS.") 
STATIONS (See " B AILWAYS.'') 
STEAM Lauxcs -For Pilot Service, use of, 99. 
Sr. LIIONARDS I- 

Site for Post and Telegraph Office, 67. 
Whaling Road, 252. 

STOCKTON (See "RoADs.") 
STREET I- 

Widening of George-street, at Campbells Cardon, 148. 
New, between George and Pitt Streets, 148. 

STROm'S (See " ROADS," also "POST OFFICE," also 
"BRIDGES.') 

STWILEV, F. If. (See "SmiLEorroics.") 
SumloNsEs --Under Master and Servants Act, 80, 138. 
SUNSn-s :-Opening of Free Public Library and Museum 

on, 222. 
SUPERANNUATION -Police, Fund, 127. 
Suprnv (See "CoAL") 
Sumiui-  finns -Site forPublic School, Bourke-street, 313. 
SURVEY (See also "RAILwAys"):- 

System of Sale and, of Crown Lands in Victoria, 109, 
Mr. District Surveyor Dewhurst, 190, 209, 258. 
District Surveyor's Land 0111cc for Narrabri or 

Walgctt, 245. 
SYDNEY (See also "RAILWAYS") :- 

Remos-al of Toll-bars from vicinity of, 63. 
Water Supply for, and Suburbs, 79, 277. 
Railway Extension into the City, 83. 
Delivery of Letters in, and Suburbs, 95. 
Hospital Accommodation-Sydney Jimfinnary and 

Prince Alfred Hospital, 255. 
Branch Royal Mint, 271. 
Extension of Great Northern Railway to, 274. 
District Court Office, 316. 

Tnusau SPRINGS 
Police Quarters, 165. 
Court of Petty Sessions at, 316. 

TAIW-onTu (See also "RArLwAvs," also "lIaisons" 
also "ROADS"):- 

New Gaol, 69, 10, 200, 251, 266, 300. 
Railway Extension beyond, 64, 138, 266, 267. 
Court-house, 161. 
Reserve for Cricket Ground and other purposes, 241. 
Roads and Bridges, 251. 
Administration of Justice at, 261. 
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QUESTIONS (continued) 

TELEOBAFII 
Line, Blayney to Orange, 184. 
Line, Warren to Bourke, 45. 
Telegrams sent by JohiL Davies, Esq., MY., 59. 
Station, Warkworth, UI. 
Wires and lusnators, 92. 
Station, Singleton, 147. 

Do. l'arrarnatta, 147. 
Line, Bulahdelah to Tea Gardens, Myall River, 167. 
Site, Bathurst-Transfer to Council of Education, 175. 
Allowances to Line Repairers and Railway Guards, 191. 
Extension to Tingha, 195. 
Communication to Crookwoll, 195. 
Station near Queensland Border, 222, 
Line, Goulbnrn to Taralga, 246. 
Line, Coolali to Gunnedali or Boggabri, 261. 
Line, Kempsey to Graf ton, Mr. J. H. Jones's Contract, 

27$. 
Grafton and Glen Jun05 Contract (Lewis's), 311. 

TELEOP.AI'n OyncE 
Post and, Rylstone, 46. 

Do. 	Clarence Town, 48. 
Do. 	Dungog, 48. 
Do. 	Parratnatta, 49, 145. 
Do. 	Breewarrina, 49, 218. 
Do. 	Merriwa, 55. 
Do. 	]3layney, 64. 
Do. 	North Shore, 67. 
Do. 	Goulbnrn, 68, 132. 
Do. 	Forbes, 55. 
Do. 	Bourke, 92. 
Do. 	Bhiigera nu,l Warialda, 107, 307. 
Do. 	Str,,ud, 112. 
Do. 	Rocldey, 112, 265. 
Do. 	Narrabri, 123. 
Do. 	Quirindi, 236. 
Do. 	Moree, 246. 

Moss Vale, 270. 
D -rEiiFIr.io  -Court House, Gaol, and Post Office, 47. 
'I'JCKLlNo, Miss -ConditionalPureliase at Warialda, 105. 
Ti osi.waiTsucs -Duties of, 166. 
1'1NO iSA -Telegraph to, 195. 
I?IN-MIxnco -Registrars of Districts 69. 

'I'IN-srEALsNo -Case of Mark Partridge, convicted of, 
at Arnudale Qnartor Sessions, 55. 

ToLLS 
On Goveruinent Ferries, 46. 
Iteinoval of Toll-bars in vicinity of Metropolis, 63. 
Abolition of, 68. 

Do. 	on Bridges, 69. 
Bridges on which eliarged, 84. 

'[BAFfle NANACER (See "R.&nwAvs.") 
TRAINS (Sue "RAnwAvs.") 
TRANSFER -Of Conditional Purchases, 295. 
TIIAVELIANO Expeysss 

3. H. Murphy's Application for, 261. 
Of Clerk from Lands Department to Circuit Court, 

Ta'nworth, 294. 
TRAVELLINtI STOCK (See also "P]IsERvIcs") 

Routes, Bundella to Coolah, and Coonabarabran, 142. 
TREASURY -Appointments in, 64. 
TRIAL SURvEY (See "RnLwsvs.") 
Tnoutus (See "WAvER.") 
TRL-NKEY :- 

Public School, 112. 
Court-house, 112. 

TUISNJ1R, .Tosian -Conditional Purchase of, ljrana, 159. 
TWADnIILF., ?vl.R. 3A3,r.s -Compensation to, 92. 
Twaxo RIVER -Railway Trial Survey from Richmond 

River to, 131. 
jjyjrop.ars -Jior Railway Guards, 128. 
UYnEo SIATES -Establishment of Money Order System 

with, 103. 
UrSET PRICE -Of Crown Lands, 246. 
URALI.A -Railway Survey to invereil; eM Bondarra, 229. 
VALE CnEEK (See "BionoEs. 
\rtnNry on VERxiIv, W. G. -Road to Conditional 

Purchase of, Tainworth, 2445, 270, 299. 
VIADUcT -Bridge and, over Murrusnbidgec River, 229. 
VicToinA -System of Sale and Survey of Crown Lands 

in, 105. 
VICTORIA BARRACKS :-Oflicers residing in, and at Dawcs 

Point, 92. 
VILLAOR RESERVE -Cadooga, 88, 195, 200. 
VoLuNTEER 

Officers residing at Victoria and Dawes Point Barracks, 
92. 

Force-intended resignations of Officers, 133. 
Artillery-New Field Battery, 156.  

VOLUNTEER (condnued) 
Lund Order to J. B. Baniford, 180, 

Do. 	Selections by, on Gold Fields Rosen-es, by 
Mr. N. P. Bayly, ISO. 

Do. 	Land taken up by Mr. H. C. Dangar with, 
257. 

Laud Orders to Commissioned Officers of 1st Regiment, 
;rolutitecr  Rifles, 295. 

Captain of No. I Highlanders, 210. 
insolvency of Major Spalding, 211, 
Force-Reorganization of, 219, 

\\ T AORS  -Of Railway Einployes, 67, 141, 252, 256, 277(9. 
WAOCA \\TeeA  

Railway from Cootamundra to, 180. 
Bridge, 64. 

Wai'rnic-iioosi -Ladies, at Sydney Railway Station, 
114. 

\VALC rr (See also "POSTAL") 
Court-house, 117, 1411, 209, 285, 324. 
Road Narrab]'i to, 179. 
Land Sale at, 180. 
School sites, Baralinc and, 195. 
Survey for Railway, Cnnnedah to Narrabri and, 223. 
District Surveyor's Land Office at Narrabri or, 245. 
Railway Extension-Gunnedab to, 273. 
Road, to Nugil-Dam in Castlereagh River at Colma 

Station, 293. 
Dedication of Cemetery, 315. 

\ai.Iy1IAwANc (See ''ROADS," also " RAILvAve.") 
WALI,SEND -Railway, to Hexliain, 239. 
WANOWAUR - 

Site for Church at Coolongoolook and, 112. 
Cemetery at Coolongooleok and, 112. 

WARIALDA 
Post and Telegraph Office, 107, 307. 
Ceurt.honse and Lock-up, 128, 257. 
Reserves for Public Purposes and Recreation, 100. 
Furniture for Conrt.housc, 313. 
Dedication of Cemetery, 315. 

\\TARKwOR.rH  -Telegraph Station, 91. 

WTARLIK.:s STORES -Export of, 271. 
WTARR1IN (See "Cocin's," also "TELEORAns," also 

" POST4u. 
WT ATJR  - 

Reserve, Millers Creek, 68, 85, 265. 
Supply for Sydney and Suburbs, 79, 277. 
Reserve, betwe a The Paterson and Maitland, 103. 
Tank, Jindera, 42. 
Conservation of, in interior -Introduction of Bill 

dealing  with, 169. 
Troughs, Glebe Island Ahattoirs, 97, 245. 

WATERLOO -Elizabeth and Phillip Streets, 132. 

WATERLoo MIlLS -Provision for reserving portion of 
grant of land called, 75, lOS, 211. 

WEE WAA -Dedication of Cemetery, 315. 
WELLINGTON -Bridge, 64. 
WEnRiS CREEK (See "RAILw.&vs.") 
WESI'ING.JIOL'SE BREAK -Use of, onRailways, 257, 266. 
WHALING RoAn -St. Loonards, 252. 
W1,AaFAOE AceossaroDAnoN -Newcastle, 303. 
WaITE, M. :-Cnse of-Mitigation of sentence, 210. 
WrLI.D, MR. -Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 64, 
Wnrl.i.Enooy -Bridge over Bogan River, at, 49. 
Wnuins livoir -Conditional Purchase of, Forbes, 204. 
WILLIAMS Bivsn -Bridge over, 63, 08. 
WILLIAMS, TilE -Roads in Electorate of, 138, 149. 
\VIIMON AND CA-wamw, MISSES. :-Eeport from Select 

Committee on Petition of, 47. 
117111ES -Telegraph, and Insulators, 92. 
Wssx Mr. U. F. -Candidate as Director of Public 

Company, 222. 
Wo,.iosini CREEK -Bridge over, 118. 
Wm,Loxnmsv RIVER -Bridge over, near Goulburn, 256. 
WORKMEN 

Hours of Drivers and Firemen on Suburban Railways, 
137. 

Railway-Coal-trimmers and Engine-cleaners, 83 
Railway-Overtime to, 14). 

Do. 	Wages, 141, 252, 256, 277 (2). 

Do. 	Classification of, 258. 
WThion'r, IhAT0N, & Co., Mv.ssiie. -Applications by, 

to Railway Department, 307. 
\Vvisoxo CREEK -Road, Muswellbrook to, 179. 
Yaiuowzcir -1l.oad between Armidale and, 318. 
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QUORUM- 
ABSENCE OF 

In House, before commencement of business, 145. 
In House, after commencement of business, 228, 237, 272, 291, 311, 314, 321, 325. 
Reported from Committee of the Whole, 228(1). 

B 
RAILWAYS— 

MUDGER To GREAT NORThERN RAILWAY 
Petition from Residents of the Hunter River and North-western Districts in favour of, to connect 

4 301 
Petition from Residents of the Hunter River and North-western Districts, in favour of, to connect 

4 303 

with G.N.R. at i\tuswcllbrook, presented, 15; ordered to be printed, 35 ...........................

WOSErNG OF 
with G.N.R. at Mtiswellbrook, presented, 200; ordered to be printed, 206.........................

Instructions issued by the Acting TraflieManager respecting line-clear reports, laid on Table, 818. 4 237 
FREE PAsSES ox:— 

Return to Order (Session 1.876-7), laid on Table, 33. 
CoMPLArrer AGAINST STATION-MASTER AND PORTER, BowBAt STATrON 

4 281 
EXTENSION INTO TEE Crvv OF SYDNEY:— 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7) respecting Mr. J. F. Wakely's scheme for, laid on Table, 32 ; 4 111 
(Plan ky Mr. J. F Wakely, laid on Table as an exlsi bit only), 37. 

Motion made (Mr. J. Davies) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of mn.king 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 32 	.......................................................... 

provision for, during the current Session, and by leave withdrawn, 120. 
REDFERN TO TIES CIRCULAR QUAY — 

Motion made (Mr. 	T. Davies) for copies of all letters and papers snggcsting, as well as plans 
depicting, schemes for the extension of, received at Public Works Office since 1st January, 

4 101 
Supyty OF COAL FOR JiNGISE PURPOSES 

4 249 
ORANGE TO WELLINGTON rid l\IoLoNa 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on 'l'able, 32-, (Plans, Sections, and Book of Reference, 

1870, 163; 	Return to Order, laid on Table (Plans as Exhibits only), 318 ---------------------------- 

4 113 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 32 	........................................................ 

SIDINGS AND PLATFORMS:— - 
laid on 	Table as Exhi bits only), 32- 	............ -........................................ -......... -........ --- 

4 
- 

247 
EXTENSION OF GEXAT I\ONTRF.RN, TO QUERNSLAND Bovenr.w :— - 

Return showing particulars of, on Railway lines, laid on Table, 33 .........................................

Petition from Residents of Manilla, Barraha, Gwydir, a,icl lnverell Districts, in favour of, by way 
of those localities, presented, 33 ; 	ordered to be printed, 52 	.......................................... 4 297 

Petition from W. Swanson, Mayor of Inverell, on behalf of a public meeting of residents of 
Inverell and surrounding districts, hi favour of route vM I,Ianilla, Bundarra, Tnverell, and 
Vegetable Creek, in preference to (-lint rid Armidale, presented, 175 	ordered to be printed, 181 4 299 

Pr.ANS—Rxrmesrox, FROM TAMWORTH To TRNTEEFIELI, 
Plans, Sections, and Book of Reference, together with l'lan of Trial Surveys and Diagnim Sections 

relative to, laid on Table (as Exhibits only), 300 ; Motion made (ifs. Sutherland) that the 
House approves of the Plans, a., laid on Table of the House, carried on Division, 314. 

MRS. MARY l\IILLER: - 
Petition from, widow of (-he late Guard Albert James Miller, accidentally killed on duty, stating 

that she cannot, unaided, maintain her family of six children, presented, 37; ordered to be - 
4 319 printed, 	51 	--- -- -------------------------- -- ---- -- ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUSPENSION OF TRAFFIC M11cAGEn.ND Rsc-00SSTRUGT.I0N OF STAI'P 
Papers in connection with, 	laid on Table. 69 	.................................................................... 4 209 

ACCIDENT AT EMU PLAINS 
Minute of the Seereta,v for Public Works on the causes of, on 30th January, 1878; and system 

4 155 
RNGINE-DCIVERS TIasE-SELEETs 

Motion made (Mr. Gaineron) for copies of all, from June, 1877, to date, showing hours at which 
certain trains arrived at Penrith, 80; Return to Order, laid on Table, 128. 

GOULaURN TO YAm 

of working the trnflie, with Minutes of Evidence, laid on Table, 100 	............................... 

4 121 
SYDNEY TO 3jul75 BAY:— 

Motion made (Mr. Gray) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of constructing, 
Anme.ndmnent moved (Mr. Sutherland) that; Trial Survey only be completed, Amendment 

Return to Order (Session 1876-7) showing cost of, laid on Table, 128 ..................................... 

negatived, mid Motion carried by  casting vote of Speaker, 102; Order of the Day postponed, 
116, 167(2), 208; Motion made that Speaker leave the Chair, and carried on Thvision, 267; 
House in Committee—Di.rorder--rcported to the House that the Honorable Member for the 
Upper Hunter was guil(y of contempt in assailing the ilonorable Member for Jllawarra on 
the floor of the House 267 i Resolutions passer1, and the Jionomble Member for the Upper 
Hunter having apologized to House, Committee resumed, Speaker resumed Chair—no report, 
268. 

ACCIDENTS 
Motion made (Mr. -L Davies) for copies of all papers, a., respecting, at Lit.hgow, Redfern, Live,'- 

4 135 
To MoyAno rid TARACO 

Motion made (fits. Grevilte) that report r- 	Engineer-in-Chief be obtained on advantages of this 
route, 214. - 

PRODUCE RRCEtvED AT SYDNEY STATION 

pool, and Jerramvr,with reports thereon, 134; Return to Order, laid on Table, 324 ............. 

Return respecting, 	laid 	on 	Table, 	142 	............................................................................. 4 295 
GOODS TRAINS EF,TWEI1N BATEGEST AND 13LAYxmiv 

Motion made (lVr. Thompson) for copies of all correspondence on the subject of irregular running 
of, on 24th May, 1877, 151 ; 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 318 .................................... 4 131 

WA.LLERAWANG TO MUDGEE 
- 

Petition from Farmers, Free Selertors, and others engaged in agrieultnral pursuits in district of 
Mudgee, in favour of, presented, 173; 	ordered to be printed, 176 	.................................. 4 305 

Petition from W. B. Sutlor, junr., Chairman of public meeting of inhabitants of Rargravos in 
4 307 favour of, presented, 1.75 ; 	ordered to be printed, 181 .................................................... 

Petition from James Atkinsam,, Chairman of public meeting of inhabitants of Mudgen, in favour 
of, presented, 175 ; 	ordered to be printed, 181 ............................................................. 4 309 
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RAILWAYS (contineed) 

WALLEUAWAZiG TO MuDosa (continued) 
Petition from Chairman of a public meeting of inhabitants of Wiadoyer, in favour of, presented, 

175; ordered to be printed, 181 ............................................................................ 
Petition from R. N. Collins, Chairman of nubile niceting of inhabitants of G-ulgong, in favour of, 

presented, 175 	ordered to be printed 181 ............................................................. 
Petition from inhabitants of B ulgong, in favour of, presented, 175 ordered to be printed, 181... 
Petition from John W. Hardwiek, Chairman of public meeting, Rylstone, in favour of, presented, 

213; ordered to be printed, 220 .............................................................................. 
STATION AND Sintico, Ln'noow 

Papers in ref erenee to, laid 01' 'Table, 259 ...................................................................... 
Motion made (Mr. Hark,3,, I[artl.uj) for appointment of Select Committee to report upon most 

eligible site for, and negutived, 290. 
MESSRS. MASON AND ELKINGTOF, CONTRACTORS:— 

Motion made (Mr. Pitcher) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor, that. 
sum of money be placed on Supplementary Estimates to repay moneys deducted in respect o 
contract. J3atliorst to Orange, 206 ; Motion made that Speaker leave Chair, negatived, and 
Order of Day discharged, 24.2. 

REFRESHMENT ROOM AT Sr,WLETON STATION 
Motion made (Mr. Bowman) for copies or all eorrcspondence,&c., respecting leasing of, and amount 

of tenders, 213 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 318 ................................................. 
EMpzovss :— 	 - 

Motion made (ut. .stieEll,onej for Return showing names, length of servim and rate of pay, 300. 
Ma. H. ]3RA1TIIWAITE 

Motioa made (Mr. .ltfeXthone) for all papers, correspondence, &e., in the CISC of, whose services 
were lately dispensed wilt, by the Officers of the Department, 308; Return to Order laid on 
Table, 324 ....................................................................................................... 

BEAN0II, Moss VALE TO BeanurA 
l'etition from Iahabitants of Moss Vale and district, in favour of, presented. 318. 

Rottr&a STOCK 
Return of, obtained and ordered since 1 January, 1875, to 31 March, 1878, laid on Table, 318 

CONTRACTS:— 
Return to Order (Session 1876-7) laid on Table, 318 ......................................................... 

READING AND OTHERS (See "ATIORNEY GENERAL.') 
REAL PROPERTY ACT 

Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) for a Select Committee to inquire into working of, and general 
conduct of business of the Lands Titles Office, 89 ; Petition referred to Select Committee, 163. 

Petition from Landownort and others, of Sydney and Suburbs, praying for a Select Committee to 
inquire into working of, and for leave to appear by Counsel before such Committee, presented, 
85 	ordeçed to be printed, 89; referred to Select Committee, 163 ................................ 

Reports of the Examiners of Titles on the ease of James R. Powell laid on Table, 1.50 ............... 
REAL PROPERTY ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL:— 

Motion made (Mr. Thnw) for leave to bring in, 9 ; presented and read 10,  13; Order of the Day 
postponed, 36 ; read 20  and committed, 85 ; House again in Committee, and Bill reported 
with, Amoodn,ents, 93 ; Order of the Day postponed, 135 Report adopted, 152; read 30, 
passed, and sent, to Council, 157; returned by Council with Amendments, 284; Council's 
Amenebnents agreed to, 288; Assent reported, 304. 

RECLAMATION (See "BLACKWATTLE BA! LAND RECLAMATION ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL; also "RUSUCUTTERS BAY [LAND RECLAMATION AND RESUMPTION] 
BILL.") 

REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE:'-- 
Sessional Order passed, 53. 

REERXSIIMENT BOOM (See "RAILWAYS.") 
REGULATIONS (See also "IMMIGRATION"):— 

LAID ON TAIILI, 
Orders and, Public Abat.toirs, Globe Island, 32 .................................................................. 
Amended, minder Public Schools Act of 1866, 49 ............................................................... 
Rules established nndcr the Police Regulation Act of 1862, 56 
Amemided, under Land, Acts Amendment Act of 1875, 196 ............................................... 
Under Prisons Regulation Act, 205 	............................................................................. 
Under Imported Stock Act of 1871, 328 	........................................................................I 

REiD, Mt B. II. (See "ESSAY ON THE COLONY.") 
RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PURPOSES (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
REPORI' (See "NO REPORT"; also "IIANSARD.") 
REPORTS:— 

LAID ON TABLE 
Mr. Clark, Hydraulic Engin&r, respecting Albury Water Supply, 27 .................................. 
Board of Audit on Public Accounts, 32 ........................................................................... 
Inspector of the Insane upon 'l'emporary Lunatic Asyloin, Comma, 37 .................................... 
Inspector of Oyster Beds, 37 	...................................................................................... 
Immigration Agent and others—Returns (in part) to Address, 56 ....................................... 
Agent, for Immigration respecting slnp " Lochee," and the disposal of the Immigrants by that 

vessel, 173 ......................................................................................................... 
Elections and Qualifications Committee—Tnrnerv. Heegerford, 60 ...................................... 
Police Department, for the year 1877, 60 ....................................................................... 
Chief Inspector of Stock, on Live Stock, for the year 1876, 76 ............................................ 
Lunatic Asylum, .l.'an'ainatta, for 1877, 96 	.................................................................... 
Supply of Water for Tewn of Goulbnrn, by 'VT. Clark, Hydraulic Engineer, 104 ..................... 
Superintendent of Industrial School for Girls at Biloela, for 1877, 134 ................................. 
Twenty-first Annual, of Municipal Council of Sydney, on Sydney Sowerage and Water Supply, 142. 
ExamIners of Titles, on tho ease of ,1mimoes B. Powell, 150 .................................................. 
Medical .Snpem'intemlent of the hospital for the Insane. Gladesville, for 1877, 157..................... 
Minimal, from Inspector of Public Charities, on Charitable lustitutions of the Colony, 196 ......... 
Senate of Universit,y of Sydney, for the year 1877, 219 ..................................................... 
Mr. I )istriet Cuurt 'lodge Dowliog, on charges preforred against Matron and Master of Protestant 

OrphanSchool, 236 ............................................................................................ 
Vaccination, for 1857, 251 	........................................................................................ 
Council of Education, upon the condition of the Public Schools, for 1877, 304 ........................ 

p0 	 Certified Denominational Schools, for 1877, 304...  
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REPORTS (continued) 

LAID ON TABLE (continued) 
Trustees of the Sydney Free Public Library, for 1877, 311 ................................................... 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, for 1877, 311 ............................................................ 
Working of the Crown Lands Alienation Act- of 1861, with Map to illustrate the same, 378 ..... 
Progress, of Engineer-in-Chief for Ilarbours and Rivers, on Water Supply to Towns of Maitlanri 

andMorpetli, 328 ............................................................................................... 
Do 	 - 	 do 	 Sydney and Suburbs, 328 

Fnor SELECT COMMITTEES-LAID ON TABLE:- 
Eleet-ios,s and Qunlitirations-Turner v. Jfvnge,ford, 60 ...................................................... 
Newcastle Glebe Leasing Bill, 80 	................................................................................. 
The Bible Society's Bill, 80 ......................................................................................... 
Lyndhurst (Roman Catholic Church Land) Sale Bill, 92 .................................................. 
Clarence and New England Steam Navigation Company's Act. Amendment Bill, 129................. 
Si,nons Estate Bill, 151 	............................................................................................ 
Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company (Limited) Bill, 176 ............................................. 
Metropolitan Cattle Sale Yards. 177 ............................................................................ 
lnverell Free Church of Eastern Australia Land Sale Bill, 200 ............................................. 
Patrick Nugent's Conditional Purchase, 219 ..................................................................... 
Mineral Selection at M.ilburn Creek, 223 ....................................................................... 
Mineral Select-ion at Mil-ehells Creek, 302 
Petition of Patrick and Michael Griffin-Progress, 319 ...................................................... 
Isir. John Garsed-Progress, 319 	................................................................................. 
Sunday Sale of Liquors Prevention Bill, 319..................................................................... 
Land, coiner of Pitt and Bridge Streets -Pt-ogress, 325 ...................................................... 

RESERVES (See also "MINING FOR GOLD ON RESERVES AND COMMONS"):- 
Pots NATIONAL SCHOOL PAnnocac, JlonsaA 

Motion made (Aft. Murphy) for correspondeance respecting fencing of, 88 Return to Order, laid 
onTable, 162 ..................................................................................................... 

WATER, At Lixnsxxs POINT, NEW ENGLANI, 
Motio,, made (Mi'. Tars9) for copies of all papers, letters, &c., in connectaon with the cancella- 

tion of, on Mr. Behmneld's run, also respecting the rc.gazetting of said reserve, 173. 
TANKS AND, BETWEEN NAISREN AND I3ARSVIN RsvEns 

1\ldtion made (Mi. Danger) for copies of all spphications, correspondence, &e., on the snlcet of, at 
Baradine and Bulgan, and between Moree and Narrabri, 185. 

TIMBER:- 
Mohion made (.31,'. .Barbo,u) that regulations respecting, be issued, and inspection be made of, 

with a view to enlarging, curtailing, or cancelling, 214. 
FRoM FREE SELECTION ON RUNS:- 

Return to Order (Session 1875), laid on Table, 223 ........................................................... 
RESIGNATION (See also "VOLUNTEERS") 

OF CEA5EMAN OF COMMItTEES 
Letter from Thomas Garrett, Esquire, liP., tendering, read by Speaker, 160. 

RESOLUTIONS 
FaoM COMMITTEE OF TEE Wnotit 

Reported, 36, 65(2),  73,86(), 116, 152, 196, 215, 275 Q), 288, 239, 296, 297. 
Received, 73, 301, 302 (of/c Division). 
Agreed to, 36, 65, 73 ('), 86(4), 116, 1521  196, 215, 275 c'), 288, 289, 301, 302 after Division). 

Exons COMMITTEE OF Surpi,y 
Reported, 47, 60, 104, 194, 259, 278. 
Agreed to, 42, 60, 104, 194, 260, 284. 

FROM COMMITTEE OF \Vtx's AND MEANS 
Reported, 42, 77. 104, 191 260, 284. 
Agreed to, 42, 77, 104, 19.1-, 260, 281. 

RESTORED ORDERS OF TUE DA.Y -289, 290. 
RETIRING ALLOWANCES (See "DiSTRICT COURT JUDGES SALARIES AND RETIRING 

ALLOWANCES.") 
RIC10ETSON, MR. HENRY (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
ROADS:- 

GLEN TEXas to VEOETAULE Cann aid GLEND0N:- 
Motion made (Mr. Dillon) for Committee of the Whole LOT Address to Governor that £3,000 be 

placed on Estimetes for 1878,16 Order of the Day postponed, 36, 73, 86, 95, 135, 152 
167, 188, 227, 243, 290, 309. 

TRUST ACOOUNTh 
For Half-year ended 31 December, 1876, laid on Table, 49.................................................. 

Gary bEES TO Tar Gate:- 
Motion made (Air. Dillon) for Committee of the SVluole for Address to Governor that £1,000 be 

placed on Supplementary Est.i,nates for 1878, 56; Order of the Day postponed, 86, 08, 135 
152, 167, 188, 227, 243, 290, 309. 

Sua,0BDINATE 
Return showing the proposed distribution of Vote on Estimates, tinder Trustees, laid on Table, 12( 

lb. 	 do, 	 do 	 under Officers of Roads Depart 
inent, laid on Table, 12S ...................................................................................... 

Petition from R. Sadleir, RN., that the system of forming and repairing of, is unsatisfactory, ant 
that these Roads may be included in Municipalities, presented, 134 i ordered to be prsnted 
130 	................................................................................................................. 

IN EtEcToslAn or THE \VILunls 
Return showing Erpendilnre, &e., on, laid on Table, 14.2 	................................................. 

Do. 	 do., 	in 1877 and 1878, laid on -Table, 150 ............................. 
ColrmsissroNEn AND ENGINEER FOIL:- 

Papers respecting duties performed by, &c., laid on Table, 162............................................. 
MAIN, COUNTY OR NoaTamnaacntArsa 

Motion made(M)'. lIunyc,ford) for Committee of the Wl,olc for Address to Governor that £3,00( 
be placed on Supplementary Estim,tt.es  for 1878 for iunprovang, and House counted out, 291 - 
Motion again auntie (Mi'. llungerford) and House counted out, 321. 

MB. Moatta 
Papers respecting the case of, laid on Table, 318 .............................................................. 

ROBERTSON BROTHERS r. GEORGE DAY (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
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1tOLLING STOCK (See "RAILWAYS.") 
ROLLS (See 'ELECTORAL'; also "EDUCATION.") 
ROSE, THOMAS (See "CROWN LANDS.') 
ROYAL MINT (See "SYDNEY.") 
RUDDER, MR. B. W. 

Petition from, alleging I lint lie had a part in the discovery of Gold in I lie Colony, presented, 181 

oideredto be printed, 155 	.................................................................................. 
RULES 

Established under the Police Regulation Act of 1862, laid on Table, 56 ................................. 
Of Supreme Court relating to Athuission of l3arristers and Attorneys, laid on Table, 162............ 

RULINGS OF SPEAKER (See also "SPEAKER.") 
In the House, 116, 182. 
On Points of Order reported from Committee of the Whole, 181, 223, 

ItUSHCUTTERS BAY [LAND RECLAMATION AND RESUMPTION] BILL— 
Motion made (Mr. .Frsniell) for Committee of the Whole, 267; House in Committee, audp 

Resolution agreed to, 275 presented and read 10, 275 ; Message from his Excellency thel 
Governor reeoinineadng, 300; read 2°, committed, Message from Governor referred, reportedl 
with Amendments, and Report adopted, 301 ; scud 3', passed, and sent to Council, 304) 
returned by Council with Amendments, 310; Council's Amendments agreed to, 321 ; Arson) 
reported, 327. 

RYAN, PATRICK:— 
l'etitiou from, of Monsebolo Creek, near Molong, that lie conditionally purchased and improved1 

certain portions of land, of which lie was deprived by the Government, and pmying relief) 

presented, 150 ; ordered to be printed, 163 .............................................................. 
RYMAN, WILLIAM (See "CROWN LANDS.") 

655 

223 
207 

565 

S 
SALARIES (See also "DISTRICT COURT JUDGES SALARIES AND RETiRING ALLOWS' 

ANDES"; ilso "CIVIL SERVICE.") 
OF THE Cxvsn SERtA2TS I- 

Motion made (Mr. Tess/for) for Committee of the \\nhole  to consider prepriety  of providing for 
refund of deductions made in years 1871 and 1872, and negatived, on Division, 101. 

SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Motion made (Mr. .7. Drdav) for Committee of the  Whole, 56; House in Committee, Resolution 

reported and agreed to, 73 ; presented and read 10, 134, (continued easier ''SI NDAY 
SALE OF LIQUORS PREVENTION BILL.") 

SALE YARDS (See "MEIROPOLITAN CATTLE SALE YARDS"; also "STOCK SALE YARDS 
BILL.") 

SAN FRANCISCO MAIL SERVICE (See "POSTAL.") 
SAVINGS BANK, GOVERNMENT: 

Statement, of Accounts of, from let January to 31st Deceu her, 1877, laid on Table, 162 ............ 
SCROLEY, STEPHEN, ESQUIRE, M.P. :- 

Death of, certified to by two electors of Electoral District of East Maitlend, announced, and Seat 
declared vacant, 313. 

SCHOOL (See "EDUCATION"; also "PROTESTANT ORPHAN SCHOOL, PARRAMAflk ; 
also "INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.") 

SORATCITLEY, COLONEL (See "VOLUNTEERS.") 
SELECT COMMITTEES (See also "REPORTS"; also "SESSIONAL ORDERS") 

Petitions referred to, 134, 162, 167. 
Pupers referred to, 70, 85, 162, 163, 208, 253. 
Return showing, appointed during the Seseien 

BALLOTING TOE 
Sessional Order, passed, 53. 

Or PEJVATt BILLS 
Sessional Order, in reference to Vote of Chairman, passed, 53. 

SELECTION (See "CROWN LANDS"; also "MINERAL.") 
SEQUESTRATION (See "INSOLVENCY.") 
SERVICE OF SUMMONSES UNDER THE MASTERS AND SERVANTS ACT:— 

Br TICE Poflet 
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) that, in the opinion of this House, this service should be performed by 

the Police, Motion amended and passed on Division, 71, 72. 
Copy of Circular relative to, laid on Table, 150 ............................................................... 

SESSIONAL ORDERS (See also "QUESTIONS") 
Passed, 52(4), SW°). 

SEWERAGE (See "SYDNEY.") 
SEWER ALONG BOURKE-STREET TO SHEAS CREEK:— 

Motion made (Mr. .7. Davies) for Committee of tIm Whole to consider Address to Governor that 
£20,000 be placed on Additional Estimates for, and negatived on Division, 174. 

SHEEP (See also "DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT AMENDMENT BILL") 
Statement showing the number of, in possession of owners, and increase and decrensc for the year 

1877, laid on Table, 236 	....................................................................................... 
SIMONS ESTATE BILL:— 

Petition presented (Mr. CreviUe) for leave to bring in, 100 ; leave given, 110 ; presented and 
read 10,  119; referred to Select Connuittee, 124 ; Report brought up, 151 ........................ 

SINGLETON (See " SITE "; also "COMMON"; also "RAILWAYS"; also "POSTAL.") 
SITE 

FOB POLICE BABIZACKS AT SINGLLvON 
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Broirne) for all correspondence in reference to the purchase of, 119 

Return to Order, laid on Table, 328 	...................................................................... 
SITES (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
SOUTH HEAD (See "LIGHT-HOUSE AT SOUTH READ.") 
SPEAKER:— 

Election of Sir George Wigram 2Ulesi, Knight, 4.; presentation of, tolLs Ereellency the Governor, 5. 
Reports receipt of Commission to administer the Oath, 5; read by Clerk, 5. 
Reports receipt of Writ, issued by the Governor, 6, 15. 
Reports issue and return of Writs, 6, 31, 75. 

459—F 
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SPEARER (continued) 
Reports discrepancy between name endorsed on Writ and signature of Member, 6 ; 	Return amended by Clerk, 6. 
Reports attendance of House in Council Chamber to Lea]' Opening  Spreo]i, G. Reads Governor's Opening Speech, 6. 
Reports receipt of Proclamation curing delay in return of Writ of Election, 9, 15.  
Lays on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 11, 32, .34, 35 

reports maturity of, 23, 50(2) 
Reports having presented Address in reply to His Ex 

his reply thereto, 19. 	 cellency the Governor's Opesnug Speech, and 

Reports resignation of Member, elected for two Constituencies, 31, 
Reports resignation of Member, 29. 
Lays on Table Minntes authorizing application of Balance from one Bead of Service to 

another, 32 (2),  254, 273 
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker's (I. Garrett, Rsq.) OomnnssIoa to administer (lie Oath, 39. 

2 	381-385 

Do. 	 (R. Driver, llsq.), 	 do. 	 169. Gives Casting Vote,  102. 
inform, House of Resignation of Mr. Garrett as Clnnnnan of Couimittees, 160. 
Takes action on disorder reported from Committee of the Whole (case of assault, upon Mr. Gray by Mr. MeEThonc), 268, . 	- 
Presents Appropriation Bill to His Excellency the Governor in Legislative Council Chamber for 

Royal Assent, 328. 
RULINGS OF:— 

That Colonial Produce Distillation Bill was improperly introduced, not having been recommeuded 
by Message from His Excellency the Governor, 115. 

That Electoral Act Amendment Bill is iuipropm'iv before House, not having been recommended 
by Message from His Excellency the Governor 181. 

That Gloueestcr.street Alteration Legalizing Bill 	s properly before the House as a Pubhc Bill i 182, 
That Clause proposed to be inserted in Committee of the Whole in the Electoral Act Amendment 

Bill (No. 2) providing for Payment of Methbers, is not within scope of Bill, s'or covered by Message reconnncnding, 223. 
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT :  

Motiou made for, and passed, 30, 109, 129 (o), Division), 253 (on lhvisioii), 262 (on Dieisioe) 324. 
STAFFORD, WILLIAM (See "POLICE.') 
STANDING ORDERS 

CoinnnEa. 
Sessional Order aipointiug, passed, 53. 

SusnsIoN or — 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill. 42, 

"STAR OF INDIA" (See "IMMIGRATION') 
STATEMENT (See "MINISTERIAL STATEMENT") 
STATISTICS :— a- 

Statement sliowin, (lie number of 
year 1877, laid on Table, 236 Shieeim in possession of owners, and increase and decrease for the 1  ........ 	...... ....................................................................

BIneBook for the year 1877, laid on Table, 313 2 	835 ............................................................... STATUE:— 4 	515 
Or CAPTAIN Cook 

Letter from the Agent. General relative to, laid on Table, 27 
Or HER MAJESTY TilE Qn:sx 4, 	743 

................................................. 
Motion made (Mi'. Gray) for Committee of Whole for Address to Governor tAint £3,200 be placed1  on Supplementary Estimates 

for 1878 for pnrehase of Mr. Marshall Wood's, to be placed nm1  Sydney, passed on Division, 247 ;  Order of the  Day postponed, 289. 
STEAM PLAINS RUNS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
ST. LEONARDS (See"  ELECTORAL.") 
STOCK (Sec also "DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT AM&NDIIENT ]31Ll") :— 

Report of the Chief Inspector 	Live of, on 	Stock for the year 1376, laid on Table, -,6 

	

6 	................ Statement showing the nmnnber of Sheep in 2 	327 possession of owners, and increase anddecrease for the year 1877, laid on Table, 236 ............................................................................ 
Regulation under Imported Stock Act of 1871, laid on Table, 3:8 	........................ ......... ......I STOCK SALE YARDS BiLL (See also "METROPOL(nN 

2 	i 	835 
2 	' 	839 CATTLE SALE YARDS") :— Motion made (Mr. Lackey) for Co,nnnttee of the Whole, 201 ; Order of the Day postponed, Rouse in 	 208;, Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 213 ;  presented and rend 10,  215 Message from 	the Governor recommending, 230; Order of the Day postponed, 213, 200 Om'der of the Day discharged amid Bill witlidmnu-n, 308. 

C Petition from Municipal Council and Citizens of Sydney, that the Bill be amended to confer1 
privileges on them intended to be granted by the Cattle Sale Yards Act of 1870, presented,1 267 ; ordem'ed to be printed, 274 ................................................................................. 

ST. VJNCENTS HOSPITAL 2 	879 
Motion made (Mr. MeJflhom,e) for Committee of time Whole that, stun, equal to that p rivately raised,' be snbseribed by the Government 

annually towards the funds of, and negatived on Division, 151. SUBORDINATE ROADS (See "ROADS,") 
SUNDAYS:— - 

OPENING Fisei Ponrje LineAlly AND MUaEUII ON:— 
Motion made (Mr. honey, Hartley) affirinin 	propm'iety of, and passed after Division, 192. 	I Petition from S. D. Gordon, Chairman 

of a Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, praying that. Resolution of the house be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 	212; ordered to be printed, 219 	................................................................................................ 

Petition from Clergymen of Church of England, pitying that Resolution of tIme House be re-1  considered and rescinded, 	219 
2 - 	693 

pm-esented, 	: 	ordered to be printed, 223 	............................... Petition from G. Fullerton, M.D., and James Fullerton, LtD., 2 	697 
praying that Resolution of the House be re-considered and rescinded, presented, 242; ordered to be printed, 20 	------------- Petition from Citizens of Sydney  2 and Suburbs, pitying that Remolution of the House be re- considered and rescindeh, presented, 246; 	ordered to be printed, 253 	------------------------------- Petition from Inhabitants, Town 

699 

2 of Orange, praying that ilesolist ion of tIme House he re-considered1  and rescinded, presented, 246; ordered to be printed, 253 
701 

------------------------------------------- 
Petition from Inhabitants, Parrainatto, playing that Resolution of the House be reconsidered' 

and rescinded, 240 ; 	oi-derl to be printed 	253 	.......................................................... 
2 	703 

2 	705 
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SUNDAYS (couctinved):- 
OPENING Fuzz PUBLIC LIBRARY AND MUSEd ON (continued) 

Petition from Residents in Hamilton and neighbourhood, praying that Resolution of the House 
be reconsidered aiid rescinded, presented, 2-11; ordered to be printed, 274 ....................... 

I'etit.ioit from Residents in City of Newcastle and neighbourhood,praying that Resolution of 
the House be reconsidered and rescinded, presented 248 ; ordered to be printed, 274 ........ 

Petition from Members and Adherents of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, Newcastle, prayingp 
that, Resolution of the House be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 246; ordered to be 
printed, 274 .............................................................................................. 

Petition from A. White, Chairman, Public Meeting, Evlstone, and surrounding district, praying 
that Resolution of the House be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 247 ordered to be 

printed, 274 	..................................................................................... .. ... 
Petition from Congregational Church, Burwood, pitying that Resolution of the House be re-

considered and rescinded, presented, 2-17 ordered to be printed, 274, ......  
Petition from B. T. Hills, Clmir,nnn, Congregational Union of New South Wales, praying that, 

Resolution of the House be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 247 ; ordered to be 
printed, 274. ................................................................................................... 

Petition from Residents of Ar,uidalo and surrounding districts, praying that Resolution of the 
House be reconsidered and rescinded, presented, 267 ; ordered to be printed, 274 ...............  

Petition from Residents of Gonlbunm and neighibonrhiuod. praying that Resolution of the House be 
reconsidered and m-srinded, presented, 267 ; ordered to be printed, 274 ........................... 

Petition from members of the Wrslevnn Methodist Church of New South Wales, praying that 
Resolution of the lfo,mse he reeom,idered and rescinded, presented, 267 ; ordered to be: 
printed, 274 

Motion made (Mr. J. Davies) that, hours on week-clays be extended and Resolution for opening 
Library and Museum on Sundays, be rescinded, 24S, and Debate adjourned, 249; Order of 
the Day postponed, 289 ; Debate resu,ned, and negatived on Division, 308. 

SUNDAY SALE OF LIQUORS PREVENITOX BILL [Initiated as "SALE OF LIQUORS 
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL"]: - 

Motion made (Mr. 1. Decks) for Committee of the Whole. 56; House in Committee, Resolution 
reported and agreed to, 73 ; presented and read 1°, 134 ; Order of the Day postponed, 152; 
Motion made for 20, Amendment moved to refer Bill to Select; Committee and carried, 187 
Message to Council summoning Members as Witnesses, 214 ; reply thereto, 219 ; Report 
Irons Select; Committee brought up, 319..................................................................... 

PnrITmoxs BESPEOTINO, PRESENTED PROM 
J. B. Olifl'e, jnmm., President of tile Licensed Vietnallers Association of Sydney, against, 173; 

ordered to be printed, 176 	.................................................................................... 
Citizens of Sydney, in favour of, 175 ordered to be printed, 186 .......................................... 
Members of st. Bnrnabns Cli nreh,, Parmamn,,tt a-street, in favour of, 175 ; ordered to be printed, 186 
Residents of Sydney, 	 do. 	175; 	do, 	 186 

Residents of Pyrmont, 	 do. 	175 ; 	do. 	 186 
Mi,iistem's, members, and others, Baptist Cl,in'eli, Bonrke-strect', in favour of, 175 ; ordered to he1  

printed, 186 ............................................................................................. 
Officers and members of i{.M.S. '' Sapphire," lOOt, in favour of, 375; ordered to be 

printed, 186 	......................................................................................... 
Chaplain and Students, C,nnden College, in favour of, 175 ordered to be printed, 181 ........... 
Minister, members, and others of I 'reshvterian Church, Palmer-street, in favour of, 175 ;P 

orderedto be printed, 186 ................................................................................... 
Residents of Parraumatto, in favour of, 180 ordered to be, printed, 185 ................................. 
Residents of Ca.snperdowum, 	do. 	180; 	 do. 	1_85 ................................. 
Band of Courage, Presbyterians, Glebe, and others, in favour of, 180; ordered to be printed, 1851 
Members and os hers of Congregational Chord,, Bourl&streot, Snrrs' lulls, in favour of, 380 

ordered to be printed, 186 	.............................................................................. 
Members of Presbyter ian Church,Cilebe, in f,,vour of, 180; ordered to be prisited, 186 ........... 
Gladstone Lodge, TOOT., .Bota,,y-steot Seh,00hroo,n, Surry Hills, in fuvonr of, 151 ordered 

tobe printed, 186 .......................................................................................... 
Residents of Town of Orange, in favour of, 161 ; ordered to be printed, 186........................... 
Minister and Members, Mission Cbapel, Liverpool and Sussex Streets, in favour of, 181 ; ordered 

tobe printed, 186................................................................................. 
Office-bearers and Members, Yonng Men's Christian Association, in favour of, 181 ; ordered to 

beprinted, 186 ........................................................................................ 
Crystal Spring Lodge of Good 'J.'emnplars, in favour of, 181; ordered to be printqd, 186 ............ 
Dayspring Lodge of Good Templars, 	do. 	181; 	do. 	186 ........... 
Minister and members of Baptist -Church, Bonrke.slreet, Woolloomooloo, in favour of, 181 

orderedto be printed, 186 	.................................................................................... 
.Empioyés of Atlas Ironworks, Pyrn,ont, in favour of, 185 ; ordered to be printed, 192 ........... 
Thom. Gainford, Chairman of Public 'J'emjwranee Meeting at Mariners Church, Sydney, in favour 

of, 185; ordered to be printed, 193 	........................................................................ 
Life-boat Lodge, Good Teinpiars, in favour of, 385. 	• 
Residents of Ashfield, in favour of, 185. 
Ministers and Lay Representatives at the Annual Comiferenee of the Wnsleyan Methodist Church, 

in favour of, 192; ordered to be printed, 396 ........................................................... 
SUNDAY TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS 

PavlrsoNa BESPECTINO, pazsxzvr.D rnos 
George Fullerton, M.D., and J'nmes Fullerton, LL.D., in favour of Closing Publie-honses on 

Sundays, 80; ordered to be printed, 88.................................................................... 
SUPERANNUATION (See "PENSIONS"; also "POLICE.") 
SUPPLEMENTAJY ESTIMATES (See "ESTIMflES.") 
SUPPLY (See also "FINANCE,") 

C0MMIrrEB OF:- 
Sessional Order passed, 53. 
Motion made (Mr. cohen) for House to go into Committee of, 37. 
House in Committee of, 42, 60, 77, 80, 93, 96, 104, 105, 109, 124, 125, 136, 143, 177, 194, 197, 

201, 2", 250, 263, 276, 278. 
Resolutions reported, 42, 60, 104, 191-, 278. 
Resolutions agreed to, 42, 60, 104, 1941  284. 
Order of the Day postponed, 56, 801. 

on 
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SUPPLY (continued) 

COMMInEB or (continued) 
Order of the Day discharged, 314. 
Motion for going into Committee of, by leave withdrawn, 164. 
Messages from His Excellency the Governor referred to, 37, 88, 104, 191, 246, 259. 
C'ontinqent Amendment moved (Gaptaia Onslow), that a 'Bill to define powen and privileges of 

Pmn'hiamenl, and to affix pcmmllies and pmuiishmnents for the breach of such privileges, tx 
brought in this Session, carried on Division, 275. 

SUPREME COURT:— 
Rules of, relating to admission of Barrisf ci's and Attorneys, laid on Table, 162 ........................... 

SUSPENSION (See STANDING ORDERS.") 
SUTHERLAND, THE HONORABLE JOHN, ESQUIRE, M.P. 

Acceptance of Office as Secretary for Public Works announced, 29; Seat as Member icr Padding. 
ton declared vacant, 29 issue and return of Writ reported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 

SUTTOR, THE HONORABLE WILLIAM HENRY, ESQUIRE, M.P.  
Acceptance of 0111cc as Secretary for Mines, announced, 29; Seat nsa Member for East Macquarit 

declared vacant, 29; issue anti return of Writ reported, 31 ; sworn, 31. 
SWORN (See 'MEMBERS.") 
SYDNEY (Sec also "CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BILL"; also "CORPOR.ATIO 

DEBENTURES BILL"; also "RAILWAYS"; also "WATER SUPPLY.") 
EnArcit ROyAL M[NT 

Despateh respecting, laid on Table, 32 	.......................................................................... 
UNIVERSITY 

Report of Senate of, for 1877, laid on Table, 219.............................................................. 
Amended By-laws of, laid on Table, 318 	....................................................................... 

Ixrinuny 
Inquiry into charges against the Gatekeeper at, laid cmi Table, 101 ...................................... 
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) respecting efficiency of, and that Government should immediatcl 

i,mcrease the accommodation and inmprovc the sanitary condition—interrupted by Messag 
from His Excellency the Governor (Prorogation of Parliament), 328. 

HA1tBOrB, WEARY ACCOMMODATION - 
Motion rondo (Mr. Sat hcrtcsmd) That Clerk of Assembly have leave to return to J. Musson, Esq. 

CE., the Plans handed in by him for use of the Select Committee on, in Session 1873-4, 328 
SpinmAQE AND WATER Suppay 

Twenty.f,rst Annual Report from Municipal Council of Sydney on, laid on Table, 142.......,..,.,.. 
GRASIMAX Senoon—flr:x Pusmo LinEAlly:— 

Motion made (Air. EcZford) for Return showing particulars of meetings of Trustees, 213 Re.tsnr 
toOrder, laid on Table, 313 .................................................................................... 

Cracrrsmc Qr*y — 
General Plan showing  the contemplated improvements to, laid on Table (as Exhibit only), 308. 

SYDNEY TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY (LIMITED) BILL:— 
Petition presented (Afr. D,'iver) for leave to bring in, 14; leave given, 16 presented and read 10.  

30; referred In Select Committee, 38; Paper referred, 70; Petition referred to Select, Coin 
maittec, 134.; Report brought up,  176; Order of the Day postponed, 208, 243, 290, 297, 309 

Motion made (Mr. Driver) that. the Report from Select Committee on '' Sydney and Suburban 
Street Tramuvays Bill" (Session 1873-4) be referred to Select Committee, 70. 

Petition from Freeholders and Residents in George-streot, Sydney, ogainst the eonstrsmction of 
Tramway in any part of George-street, presented, 33; ordered to be printed, 52 .............. 

Petition from Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipality of Waverley, in favour of the Bill, pee 
seated, 124; ordered to be printed, 129 .................................................................... 

Petition from Municipal Council of the Borough of Woollaln-a, in favour of the Bill, presented 
128 ; ordered to be printed and referred to Select Committee on, 134 ............... ..,............ . 

Pet.itionfronm Inhabitants at Waverley,in favourof tlteBill, presented, 150; ordered tobe printed, 3 Si 
Do. 	do. Ncwtown 	 do 	 157; do 	ICC 
Do- 	do. 	Borough of the Glebe, do 	 157 ; 	do. 	16,  
Do. 	do. 	Borough ofPaddington, do. 	 1.62; 	do 	aid 
referred to Select Committee, 167 ........................................................................ 
Do. 	do 	Snburban Dislriot, of 1,eiclilmardt,, in favour of the Bill, 167 ; orderei 
tobe printed, 173 ............................................................................................ 
Do. 	do. 	 do. 	Redfera, 	do 	197; do 174 
Do, 	do. 	Borongls of Pacldismgton, 	 do 	173; do 17( 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Baimaim,, 	 do 	375 ; do, 181 
Do. 	Freeholders amid Householders of East Sydney, 	do 	175; do 183 
Do. 	Mayor and Aldermon of Borough of Leielmlsardt, 	do 	175; do 183 
Do. 	1 nlsabita,mts of Suburban District of Woolhslira, 	do 	181; do 18€ 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Darlinglon, 	 do 	191 ; do 18€ 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of The Glebe, 	 , do 	185 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Alexandria, 	 do 	196 ; do 201 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Poterslsamn, 	 do 	212 ; do 211 
Do. 	do. 	City of Sydney, 	 do 	212; do 211 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Waterloo, 	 do 	227 ; do 23€ 
Do. 	do. 	Borough of Campordown, 	 do 	 231 ; do 23€ 

ft 
TAM1VORTU (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE"; also "RAILWAYS.") 
TANKS 

.&ND RESERVES BETWEEN NAREEN AND BARWIN Rmvsas 
Motiomemnade (Mr. Deega,) for copies of all applicafions, correspondence, he., received omm the 

subject of, at Baradimse and Bnlgan, and between Mmcc and Nareebri, 185. 
TARAGO (See "RAILWAYS,") 
TELEGRAPH 

AND Post Orrrea, Fonats 
Motion made (Mr. Uoossais) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor, that 

£8,000 may be placed on Eslisnates for 1878, 16 ; Order of the Day postponed, 36; Order 
of the Ba3' discharged. 65. 
ON AND GLEN licajis, CoNTRAcT:— 

blot ion made (Alt'. Dillon) for copies of all correspondence relative to, known as '' I%Esmrray amid1  
Devli,m's," and pad ieulars of the mson'ftslfllnme,st and sssbsequcnt completion of such eontrael, 52.i 
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P 
TELEGRAPH (can tinned) 

AND POST OFFIcE, VARRAMATTA - 
Return showing the particulars of work performed and saidries paid to persons employed in, laid 

onTable, 	150 	................................................................................... . 3 711 

AND POST OFrICE, SncoItToN 
Motion made (Mr. Eosonmn) for all correspondence, minutes, &e., in reference to the purchase of 

site for the new, 176; 	Return to Order, laid on Table, 242 	........................................... 3 703 

LINE FROM XEM]'SEY TO 6-nAuroN 
Motion made (Mr. cameron) for copies of all specifications, contracts, letters, &c., between Govern- 

ment and Z. R. Jones, respecting, 214. 
MATERIAL FOR LINES 

Motion made (Mr. MoE//tone) that all wire, insulators, pins, and material used in eonitruetdng 
Telegraph Lines, other than posts, should be imported by the Government direct, and by 
leave, withdrawn, 321. 

TELLERS (See "NO TELLERS.") 
TENTERFIELD (See "CROWN LANDS"; also "RAILWAYS.") S  

TILE BIBLE SOCIETY'S BILL— 
Pefilion presented (Mr. Windeyer) for leave to bring in, 39; leave given, 51 ; presented and 

read 1°, 56 ; referred to Select Committee, 60; Report brought up, 80; read 2°, committed, 2 889 

reported, and Report adopted, 115 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 119; returned by 
Council, with Amendments, 158; Council's Amendments agreed to, 227; Assent reported, 252 

TUE PARTITiON BJLL 
Motion made (Mr. .M'ccnlloeh) for leave to bring in, 142; presented and read 1°, 142; read 20, 

167 ; committed, reported without Amendment, and Report adopted, 187; read 
30,  passed, 

and sent to Council, 192; returned by Council, without Amendment, 262; Assent reported, 295. 
TICIIBORNE TRIAL (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
TIMBER RESERVES 

Motion made (Mr. .Barour) that regulationi respecting, be issued, and inspection be made of, 
with a view to enlarging, curtailing, or cancelling, 213. 

TIME.SUEETS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
TITLES (See "REAL PROPERTY ACT.") 
TOLLS 

ON BRIDGES AND FnnrEs 	- 
Motion made (Mr. Windeyer) that Resolutions, passed in Session 18764,abolislnng,beteicinded, 

Previous Question moved (Mr. Terry), and negatived, 321. 
TORTURE OF PRISONERS (See "GAOL.") 
TRAFFIC MANAGER (See," RAILWAYS.") 
T1tAMWA.Y (See "SYDMY TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY (LIMITED) BILL.") 
TRESPASS (See "IMPOUNDING AND TRESPASS.") 
TRUST ACCOUNTS (See "ROADS.") 
TRUST MOnYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT:— 

2 395 
TURNER, WILLiAM, ESQUIRE (See "ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMTh 

TEE.") 
TWADDELL, MR. JAMES 

Motion made (Mi. Coonan) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor, that 
£4,600 be placed 	on 	Supplementary Estimates 	for compensation to, 	and negatived on 
Division, 213. 

"TYBURNIA," SHIP (See "IMMIGRATION.") 

U 	- 

From 1st April, 1877, to 31st March, 1878, laid on Table, 318 	.............................................. 

UNIVERSITY 
Or SYDNEY 

Report of 	Senate of, 	for year 1877, laid on Table, 219 	....................................................... 2 417 
Amended By.laws of, laid or' Table, 318 	......................................................................... 2 435 

USHER OF TUE BLACK ROD 
Delivers Message from Commissioners on opening of Ninth Parliament, 3. 
Delivers Message from His Excellency the Governor to attend in Legislative Council Chamber, 

0, 328. 

V 
VAOflT SEATS :- 

ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF 
St. Leonards. 	R.e.election of Mr. Farnell's Administration, 29. 
Ynes Plains. 	 Do. 	 rIo. 	29. 
West Maitland. 	Do. 	 do, 	29. 
The Murrumbidgee. 	Do. 	 do. 	29. 
East Moequarie 	Do. 	 do. 	29. 
The Hunter. 	 Do. 	 (10. 	29. 
Paddington. 	 Do. 	 do. 	29. 
East Maitlaud (Death of Stephen Scholey, Esq., M.P.), 313. 

VACCINATION— 
Report on, for 1877, laid on Table, 271 ............................................................................ 4 959 

VALE CREEK (See "BRIDGES.") 
VEGETABLE CREICK (See "ROADS"; also "MINERAL.") 
VEHICLES (See " PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.") 
VENTILATION (See," EDUCATION.") 
VICTORIA BARRACKS 

Return showing the distribution of Officers Quarters at, and Dawes Battery, laid on Table, 92 ... 3 305 
VOLUNTEERS 

CAPTAIN OF No. 1 CO3IPANr, HI0U1,ANDEBS 
Motion made (hr. Macintosh) for copies of all doemnents, ,ninutes, &e., respecting the resignation 

of, 50 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 104; Further Return to Order, 1aid on Table 196... 3 311,345 
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VOLUNTEERS (continued) 
OFFICERS QUARTERS:— 

Return showing the distribution of, at the VictoriaBarracks and Dan Batten-, laid on Table, 02.. 8 305 
FORCE:r 

Report from Commandant, with Memorenduni thereon by Colonel Scnteh]ev, respecting re-orgaui 
.. 3 .10, zation of, laid on Table, 	101 .............................................................f .186,. 

.bu
.
d
.. .

'on Statement of Moneys expended in 1877 under Volunteer Force Regulation Act o 	7 
 

Table, 	313 	.......................................................................................................... 3 009 
VOLUNTEERS GRANTS REPEAL BILL:— 

Motion made (Mr. Fi/:patriek) for leave to bring in, 51; presented and read 10,  56 ; Order of,  
the Ba; postponed, 77, 103, 125 ; road 20,  committed, reported, and Report. adopted, 182 
i'ead 3 , passed, and sent to Council, 1,9-S j  returned by Council without Amendment., 236 
Assent. reported, 253. 

VOTE OF CREDIT:— 
Message from Governor, No. 3, reconimendirg, for January, laid on Table, .. 	......... ............ ...' 2 03 

2 05 Do. 	 No. 6, 	do. 	Febnmrv, 	do. 	104 	......................... 
M 2 97 Do. 	 No. 10, 	do. 	arch, 	do. 	101 	......................... 

2 99 Do. 	 No. 22, 	do. 	April, 	(10. 	259 	......................... 
VOTE (See also "CASTING VOTE.") 

OP CHAIRMAN OF SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BJLT.S:— 
Sessional Order passed, 53. 

VOTING (See "ELECTORAL,") 

WAGGA WAGGA (See "BRIDGES." 
WALCEA (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
WAJJLERAWANG (See "RAILWAYS.") 
WARLIKE STORES (See "EXPORT OF WARLIKE STORES BILL.") 
WARTALDA (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
WARRANT (See "ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMInEE.") 
WATER RESERVE 

AT LINDSAYS Poryp, NEW ENGlAND 
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for copies of all papers, &c., in connection with the cancellation of, on' 

Mr. Belfield's Run, also respecting re-gazetting of said Reserve, 173. 
WATER SUPPLY (See also "CROWN LANDS") 

ALRURT 
Report from Mr. Clark, Hydraulic Engineer, respecting, laid on Table, 27 ............................... 4. 437 

France:— 
Petition from Borough Council of Wagga Wngga, that in any new Municipal Bill provision be 

made for a comprehensive system of, for all eorporat.e towns throughout the colony, pro. - 
4 4o1 

Petition from Borongh Council of Armidale, wit], a similar prnycr, presented, 98 ; ordered to be 
sented, 37; 	ordered to be printed, 51 	...................................................................... 

4 43 
Petition from Municipal District Council of Ray, with a similar prayer, presented, 139; ordered 

4 455 
Motion made Mr Barour) that Government should bring in a measure to provide for, to all 

prrntec101 ........................................................................................................ 

important towns, for erection of locks, &c., and to provide means of irrigation by canals, &c,, 

tobe 	printed, 	151 	................................................................................................. 

_and Debate adjourned, 231 ; Order of the Day postponed, 243, 288. 
G0ULBURN :- - 

4 439 Report on, for the Town of, by \V. Clark, Hydmulie Engineer, 104........................................
FOR SYDNEY AND SUBURBS:— 

Motion made (Mr. Ca,nerou) for all papers, animates, and other documents which were prepared, 
for Mr. Clark, Hydmnlic Engineer, on, 114. 

Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) for copies of all correspondence between Mr. James Meaning and 
the Government on, with reports, minutes, Lu,., thereon, 215; Return to Order laid on 
Table, 231. 	Additional paper by Mr. ,Tanaes Manning on, laid on rfth]e  328...................... 4. 303 

Progress Report, of the Engineer.in-Chief for flarbours and Rivers respecting, laid ml Table, 328 4 433 
Syonv SEWERAGE AND:— 

4 389 
FOR TOWNS OF MAITLAND AND MORFETU 

Progress Report of Engineer.in-Chief for Harbonra and Rivers relative to, laid on Table, 328 4' 435 
WAYS AND MEANS (See also "FINANCE."):— 

Twenty-first Annual Report of Municipal Council of Sydney on, laid on Table, 142................... 

Sessional Order passed, 53. 
Motion made (Mr. cohen) for House to go into Committee, 37. 
House in Committee, 42, 61, 76, 104, 194, 260, 284. 
Resolutions reported, 42, 77, 104, 194,260, 284. 
Resolutions agreed to, 42, 77, 104, 194,260, 284. 

2 251 Estimates of, 	for 1878 (Mr. 	cohen) laid on Table, 61 .......................................................... 
2 361 Explanatory Statement of the Public Accounts, as embodied in, laid on Table, 61 ......................

Order of the Day postponed, 56, 100, 125, 139, 143, 163, 197, 301. 
Order of the Day discharged, 314. 

WEATHER-SHEDS 
AT PUBLIC ScEooLs 

Motion made (Mr. .hü.Gulloeh), that Council of Education should erect, and that contributions 
from private sources should not be required, passed on Division, 247. 

WEBB, EDMUND, ESQUIRE, MR 
Return of Writ for East Maeqnarie reported, certifying to return of, 75; sworn, 76. 

WELLINGTON (See BRIDGES.") 
WEST MAITLAND (See "ELECTORAL," also "POSTAL.") 
WHARF ACCOMMODATION (See "SYDNEY.") 
WHITE, CASE OF EDWARD WILLIAM, AND MARY, AGAINST FANNY WHITE (See;  

"ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 



INDEX. 	 xlvii 

REFERENCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. ISESSION 187 8. 	 I 	PAPERS. 

VOL. I 	PAGE. 

WILLIAMS, TILE (See" ROADS.") 
WILSHIRE, MR.. WILLIAM PIn:— 

Petition from, alleging that a conspiracy exists to dispossess him of his property; and praying1 
rebel and to be heard at t;he Bar of the House, presented, 23. 

WiNES, AUSTRALIAN - 
Banrea DuTIEs ON 

Oorrespondenee and Papers respecting, laid on Table, 32...................................................... 
WITNESSES:— 

Message scinimoning Members of Legislative Council as, before Select Committee, on Sunday 
Sale of Liquors Prevention Bill, 214. 

Message granting leave to Members of Legislativo Council as, before Select Committee on Snnd,iy 
Sale 0 Liquors Prevention Bill, 210. 

WOLLONDILLY (See "BRIDGES.") 
WRITS OF ELECTION:— 

Clerk announces receipt of List of, on opening Ninth Parliament, 2. 
Speaker repbrt.s receipt of, issued by the Governor, 6, 15. 

Do. 	discrepancies between endorsement on, and signature of Mcthbcr on Roll, C 
amended by Clerk, 6. 

Speaker reports receipt of Proehunation curing delay in return of, 0, 15. 
ISSUE AND RETURN OF, REPORTED:— 

The Lower Hunter, Election of Archibald Hamilton Jacob, Esquire, 6. 
St.. Leomirds, 	Do. 	'Tames Squire Farnell, Esquire, 31. 
Yass Plains, 	Do. 	Michael Pitapairick, Esquire, 31. 
West Maitla,ul, 	Do. 	Henry Emanuel Cohen, Esquire, 31. 

	

The Murrunibidgee, Do. 	Joseph Leary, Esquire, 31. 
East; Mnequnric, 	Do. 	William Henry Sutter, Esquire, 31., 

Do. 	 Do. 	Ed,iiund Webb, Esquire, 75. 
1'1j0 hunter, 	Do. 	John Fitzgerald Burns, Esquire, 31, 
Paddington, 	Do. 	.John Sutherland, Esquire, 31. 

725 

Y 

YANICO RESERVE (Seo"CItOWN LANDS.") 
YASS (See "RAILWAYS.") 
YASS PLAINS (Sec "ELECTORAL.") 
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1877—S. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Session 1876-7. 

VOTES No. 55. FRIDAY, 4 MAy, 1877. 

12. Mit. JOHN (9-AitsEn —Mr. Hurley (Hartley) moved, pursuant to Notice,— 
(1..) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon a case instituted against one John Garsed, in October, 1859. 
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. F. B. Suttor, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. MeBIhone, Mr. W. C. 
Browne, Mr. Farne]l, Mr. Day, and the Mover. 
Mr. Davies moved, That the Debate on this Question be now adjourned. 
Debate ensued. 
Motion—for the adjournment of the Debate—by leave withdrawn. 
Original Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 00. TUESDAY, 15 MAy, 1877. 

S. Mn. .J0BN GAUSED (Formal .Afotiou) ;—Mr. Hurley (Hartley) moved, pursuant to Notice, That the 
Petition of John Garsed, presented on the 2nd June, 1876. together with the Return to Address 
in reference to the case of John Garsed, laid upon the Table and ordered to be printed on the 
18th January, 1877, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on the case of Mr. John Garsed. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 100. WEDNEsDAY, 11 JULY, 1877. 
S. RESCISSION OF ORDER FOR PRI1TJNG PAnES :—Mr. F. B. Suttor y coizeent) moved, without 

Notice, That the Order made this day for printing papers in the case of Mr. John Garsed be 
rescinded, and that the papers be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on the case. 
Question put and passed. 

Session 1877-8. 

VOTES No. 20. TuEsDAY, 5 Fnnnuanr, 1878. 
18. Mn. JOHN GAB5ED —Mr. Hurley (Hartley) moved, pursuant to amended Notice,— 

That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon a case instituted against one John Garsed, in October, 1859. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Leary, Mr. Day, Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Macintosh, 
Mr. Windcyer, Mr. Greenwood, Mr. W. C. Browne, Mr. Copeland, Mr. Baker, and the Mover. 

That the Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee on this case during 
the Session 1876-7 be laid upon the Table, with a view to being referred to this Committee. 
Question put. 
The house divided. 

Ayes, 29. 	 Noes, 6 
Mr. Farnell, 
Mr. Fitzpatrick, 
Mr. Suther]and, 
Mr. Burns, 
Mr. Cohen, 
Mr. Leary, 
Mr. W. it. Suttor, 
Mr. Simson, 
Mr. T. B. Smith, 
Mr. Greenwood, 
Mr, Pay, 
Mr. Bennett, 
Mr. Lucas, 
Mr. Baker, 
Mr. Bawden, 
Mr. Lynch, 

Mr. Macintosh, 
Sir John Robertson, 
Mr. Lkford, 
Mr. Thompson, 
Mr. Greville, 
Mr. Murphy, 
Mr. W. C. Browne, 
Mr. O'Connor, 
Mr. Shejherd, 
Mr. Barbour, 
Mr. MeElkone, 

Tellers. 
Mr. Cameron, 
Mr. Hurley (ffartley). 

Mr. J. Pavi, 
Mr. Driver, 
Mr. G,.rrett, 
Dr. Bowkcr, 

Teflon. 

Captain Onslow, 
Mr. Roseby. 

And so it was resolved in the affirmative. 
The Clerk thereupon laid the documents upon the Table. 

3 
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VOTES No. 28. PItIDAY, 8 PEnnunw, 1878. 

7. ML JoHN G&nsE.o (Formal Motion) —Mr. Hurley (Hartley) moved, pursuant to Notice, That the 
Proceedings and Evidence laid upon the Table by the Clerk on 5th February. 1878, he rererred t 
the Select Committee appointed 011 the case of Mr. John Gamed. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 74. THURSDAY, 16 MAY;  1878. 

13. Mx. JOHN GARSED :—ifr. Hurley (Hartley), as Chairman, brought 'ip a Progress Report froui, and 
laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Com-
mittee for whose consideration and report the ease of Mr. John Garsed was referred, on 4th May, 
1877, and 5th February, 1878; together with Appendix. 
Ordered to be printed. 

El 



1877—S. 

MR. JOHN GARBED. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

THE SELECT CoirM1TTEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 5th February, 
1878,—" wi/li power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report 

111)011  a case instituted agatinsi one Jo/tn Garseci, in October, 1859," and to 
whom was referred, on 8th February, 1878, "the Proceedings and Evidence laid 

upon the Table by the Clerk, on 5/h February, 1878,"—havc agreed to the 
following Progress Report 

Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List,3  and ;sce List, tW.ge 

received a large amount of documentary evidence, have resolved, owing to the 

advanced period of the Session, to report the evidence to your Honorable House, and 

to recommend that the inquiry he resumed early next Session. 

JOHN ITURLEY, 

No. 3 Committee Room, 
	 Chairman. 

Sydney, 14th May, 1878. 

5 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

Session 1876-7. 

FJ1IDAJ 11 MAY, 1877. 
MEM-BERS Pnismer

. 

 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), I 	Mr. Farnell, 
Mr. Day. 

Mr. Hurley called to the Chair. 
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered—That Mr, John Garsed be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past T&n o'clock.] 

WEDXESDAY 16 MAY, 1877. 
MEMBERS PItEsENT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. Parnell, 	 Mr. Hill. 

Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring Petition of .Tohu Garsed, and Return to Address in 
reference to the case of John Garsed, read by the Clerk. 

Printed copies of the Papers referred, before the Committee. 
Mr. John Gamed called in and examined. 
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended (see Appendices Al to 22), 

and produced .Tournal of Mr. Prichard, and statement made up by Mr. Humphery, from Ledger of Mr. 
Pritchard. 

Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—That Mr. John Garsed be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Friday next, at ha)ttpast 1n o'eloek.] 

FRIDAY, 18 MAJ 1877. 
MEMBERS PJtESENT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. Farnel], 	 Mr. Day, 
Mr. Terry, 	 I 	Mr. W. C. Browne. 

Mr. John Garsed called in and further examined. 
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices A 23 

and 24.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 28 JUNE, 1877. 
MEMBERS PIi-ESEI4T 

Mr. Hurley (Hartiey), in the Chair. 
Mr. Farnell, 	 Mr. Day, 

Mr. Terry. 
The Clerk laid before the Committee the evidence of Mr. Garsed, to which now matter had been 

added during its revision by the witness. 
Committee deliberated, and instructed the Clerk to strike out the new matter which had been 

introduced. 
Mr. Joseph Carroll called in and examined. 
During the examination of this witness Mr. Farnell objected to the evidence, on the grouud that 

the circumstances upon which he was giving evidence took place when the witness was not in the 
employ of Mr. Ashdown, and therefore he could not give the Committee any information from his own 
pemonal knowledge. 

Witness withdrew. 
Committee decided that the evidence was inadmissible. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairmap. 

[Adjourned.] 

MONDAY, 
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MONDAY, 9 JULY, 1877. 

ME1113En5 PRESENT - 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), I 	Mr. Day. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

WEDNESDAY, 11 JULY, 1877. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

TUESDAY, 31 JULY, 1877. 

MEMBER PRESENT:—

Mr. Hurley (Hartley). 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

FRIDAY, 3 AUGUST, 1877. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), I 	Mr. Farnoll. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY, 9 AUGUST, 1877. 

MEMBERS PBEsncT 

	

Mr. Terry, 	I 	Mr. Day. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

Session 1877-8. 

WEDNESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:-- 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), 	 Mr. Macintosh, 
Mr. Greenwood, 	. 	 Mr. Day, 

Mr. Copeland. 

Mr, Hurley called to the Chair. 
Entries from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring Proceedings and 

Evidence of Committee of last Session, read by the Clerk. 
Proceedings and Evidence of last Session before the Committee. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered ,—That Mr. .Tosep}i Carroll be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Friday next, at hall-past Two o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESEN 

Mr. Macintosh, 	I 	Mr. Greenwood. 

In the absence of a qaornm, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

WEDNESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 

Mr. Greenwood, 	I 	Mr. Day. 

Joseph Carroll, Esq. (Accoautant), called in and examined. 
Witness produced Ledger of Messrs. W. Dean & Co., showing account kept in the name of Mr. 

John 0-arsed. 
Wittiess withdrew. 
Ordcrcd,--That Mr. Joseph Carroll be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 26 FEB11 UARY 1878. 
MEMBERS PA1ESExT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. W. C. Browne, 	I 	Mr. Copeland. 

Mr. Joseph Carroll called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—That Mr. John Garsed be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Thursday next, at half-past One o'clock.] 

THU1?SDAY 28 FEBRUARY, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESuNT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. Copeland, 	f 	Mr. Day. 

Committee deliberated. 
Committee adjourned to Three o'clock. 

lapsed. There being no quorum at the time appointed for the re.assembling of the Committee, the meeting 

TUESDAT 5 MA1WH, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair 
Mr. Greenwood, 	I 	Mr. Day, 

Mr. W. C. Browne, 
Certain documents having been referred to the Committee, they proceeded to inspect them, with a 

view to the ordering of those that it was desirable to priut, to be appended to the evidence. 
Documents ordered to be appended, together with Ledger made up by Mr. Humphrey from 

Journal of Mr. Pritchard. (See Appendices B 1 to 10.) 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDYESDAIç 13 MARCH, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENT :- 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. Macintosh, 	I 	Mr. W. C. Browne. 

Committee deliberated. 
Chairman handed in a certified copy of the Report of Mr. Joseph Carroll on accounts of Mr. John, 

Garsed with Messrs. Dean & Co., which was ordered to be appended. (See Appendix C) 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDAY 2 APRIL, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENr

. 

 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. Day, 	 I 	Mr. Copeland. 

Chairman laid before the Committee correspondence in reference to the examination of Messrs. 
Wilson & Constable, which was ordered to be appended. (See Aendix P.) 

Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—T hat Mr. W. L. Wilson and Mr. Marmaduke Constable be summoned to give evidence 

next meeting. 
[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDHESDAY 3 APRIL, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley), in the Chair. 
Mr. W. C. Browne, 	I 	Mr. Copeland 

Chairman laid before the Committee a letter from Mr. John Garsed in reference to his ease. 
Mr. George Lea Wilson called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. John Garsed called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Joseph Carroll called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordercd,—That Mr. Marmaduke Constable be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Friday next, at Eleven o'clock.] 

[.1 
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fRiDAY, 5 APRiL, 1878. 

MEMBEE PnEsrn:— 
Mr. Burley (HarY?ei1). 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

WEJYNESDA Y 10 APRIL, 1 878. 
MEMBERS PBESKNr:— 

	

Mr. liurley (Hartley), I 	 Mr. Day. 
In the absence of a quorma, the meeting called for Lids day lapsed. 

nTURSDAIç 11 APRIL, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT - 

Mr. Macintosh, 	j 	Mr. Burley (Hartley), 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

1?R1DAY, 12 APRIL, 1878 

MEMBERS PitEsn'r — 

	

Mr. Tiurley (Hartley), I 	Mr. Copeland, 
Mr. Day. 

Clerk informed the Committee that a letter written by Mr. James lioskins, MY., to the Chairman, 
in evidence before the Committee, had been published by Mr. Garsed. 

Chairman stated that he had shown Mr. Garsed Mr. Hoslcins's letter, but had no knowledge of its 
publ cation. 

Mr. John Garsed was called in and informed that the publication of any document in evidence 
before, or in the possession of the Committee, was a breach of privilege. 

Mr. Garsed withdrew. 
Marmnaduke Constable, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembliug of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 2 MAY, 1878. 
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

TUESDAr, 7 MAY, 1878. 
In the absence of a quorum, the ineetingial1ed for this day lapsed. 

WEDNESDAY, S MAY, 1878. 
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

TUESDAY, 14 MAY, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Burley (Jhtrtlçy), in the Chair. 

Mr. Day, 	 Mr. Copeland. 

Committee deliberated. 
Motion made (Mr. Day), and Q.ucstion,.—'J'hat the l'roceedings and Evidence of the Committee of 

last Session be adopted as the Proceedings and Evidence of this Committee,—put and passed. 
Chairman submitted Draft Progress Report. 
Same read and agreed to. 
Chairman to report to the House. 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 
riGs, 

Garsed, Mr. Join 	.............................................................................................1, 6, 33 

Carroll, Mr. Jomepli .............................................................................................8, tI, 11 	15 
Wilson, Mr. George Lea ............ ... ......... ............................................................... 	12 

Constable, Mr. Marmadmike .................................................................................13 

I 
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LIST OF APPENDICES. 
[Th the Evidence c/Mr. Jobs, Garsed, 16 May, 1877.] 

A 1 rAGE. 
Declaral ion in the ease of Dean and another r. Garsed .................................................................................... 1 

A 2. 
Notice of 	Motion for 	New 	Trial, 	filed 22 	May, 	1858 ........... ....... ..................................................................... 1 

A 3. 
Affidavit of Archibald 	Ashdown, 	filed 	10 June, 	1858 ....................................................................................... 1. 

A 4. 
Copy of Equitable Plea of John Garsed, and joint Affidavit of A. Ashdown and C. P. Prichard 	.............................. 2 

AS. 
Memomndinu of Agreement between Archibald Ashdown and John Garsed, dated 30 September, 1857 ..................... 4 

AG. 
Account: (in black ink) endorsed "Pritchard's Red Ink Account or Memorandum," and marked "N'' ........................ 5 

 
Correspondence during years 	1860 and 	1862 	................................................................................................. 

 
Affidavit of Hugh 	Dixon, 	filed 	10 June, 	1838 .......... ....................................................... ................. ..... ..... ....6 

 
Letler from Messrs. 	Dixon 	& Sons. dated 	10 April, 1876 ................................................................................. 6 

A JO. 
Affidavit of John Garsed, William Robert. Stuart, and Thomas Saunders lTut.eliinson, filed 14 June, 1858 . ................ .7 

A 11. 
Acknowl,,dn,nent of eertai', docnnients received from the Panthonot rv by Mr. John Carsed 	................................. 8 

 
Suggestion of Mr. Adam Wilson, filed 10 July, 1858 	.................................................................................... 	8 

 
Letter from Mr. Adam Wilson to His Honor 31r. Jusliee Dickinson, dated 10 August, 1858 .................................... 	8 

 
Information for peiizry, filed 1 August, 1839 ................................................................................................ 	9 

 
Pencil memo, from Prit:el,ard's Journal 	..................................................................................................... 	9 

16.  
Memo, of Mr. Joseph Carroll in reference to " Pritchard's Red ink Account'' ...................................................... 	9 

 
Note from Messrs. Beill'y & Co., in reference to hooks of Messrs. Dean & Co....................................................... 	9 

 
Depositions taken in the Criminal Case at the Police Court ............................................................................. 	9 

 
Affidavit of H. J. Want, sworn 21 October, 1862 .......................................................................................... 	15 

 
Agreement between Archibald Ashdown and John Garsod, dated 15 July, 1857 . ..................................... 	15 

 
Petition and Statement of Mrs. Emma Cursed ............................................................................................. 	16 

 
Letters of Mr. B., Sempill, Mr. Sedgwiek Cowper, Mr. S. Raymond, and Sir Alfred Stephen ................................... 	27 

[To the Evide,,ve of Mr. Join, CareS, 18 May, 1877.] 
 

Account of Mr. Jo!1,. Garsed with Mr. Archibald Ashdown .......................................................................... 	29 
A24. 

Letter of Mi'. C. H. Storer, in reference to building at the Glebo ..................................................................... 	30 

[Ordered by the C,nsmiliee to be appended, 5 March, 1878.] 
 

Joint Affidavit of Archibald Aslidown and Charles l'carson Pritchard, filed 2 March, 1853 .................................... 30 
- 	 132. 

Affidavit of W. B. Stuart, filed 4 March, 1858 	............................................................................................. 	31 
 

Affidavit of John Garsed, filed 4 March, 1858 ............................................................................................. 	81 
B 4 

Copy of Chamber Summons, dated 2 March, 1858.......................................................................................... 	35 
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TAKEN DIPORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE CASE OP 

MR. JOIIN GARSED. 
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WEDNESDAY, 16 MAY, 1877. 
rt%tnt 

Mn. DAY, 	 j 	Mn. FAENELL, 
Mn. HURLEY (Hartley). 

JOHN BURLEY, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. John Garsed examined 
Chairman.] You have petitioned the House to inquire into a certain case in which you were interested 9 Mr. J. Garsed. 

Yes. 
What is the nature of the case P It is a charge instituted against me for perjury. 	 to May, 1877. 

S. When was that instituted P On the first occasion, on the 31st March, 1858. 
By whom? By Mr. Archibald Ashdown. 
What was the purport of the charge? On the 9th February, 1858, an action was commenced in the 

Supreme Court to recover payment of an overdue bill of exchange for £680 158. 3d. It was necessary to 
put in a plea to the declaration of the plaintiffs, and the law required that I should verify this plea by 
affidavit. This equitable plea was prepared by my attorney, the late Mr. Piddoek Arthur Tompson, under 
the advice of Mr. Wise, afterwards Mr. Justice Wise. This equitable plea was prepared from tlnsjournal, 
which I now produce, and from a large number of documents in my possession. The plea is strictly true. 
Application was made by the plaintiffs to take my plea off the file, on the grounds disclosed in the joint 
affidavit made by Mr. Archibald Ashdown and Mr. Charles Pearson Pritchard, accountant. This joint 
affidavit was filed in the Supreme Court on the 2nd March, 1858. On the 3rd March, in Chambers, Mr. 
Justice Dickinson refused to take my plea off the file, without calling upon my counsel, Mr. Wise, to file 
a supplementary affidavit in reply to Ashdown and Pritchard's joint affidavit, and the case was set down 
for trial. At the request of the plaintiff's attorney the late Mr. George Want, any attorney, Mr. Piddock 
Arthur Tompson, filed this supplementary affidavit, in reply to Ashdown and Pritchard's joint affidavit, on 
the 4th March, 1858, after the case was set down for trial. On the 31st March, 1858, and before the trial, 
Mr. Archibald Ashdown lodged a charge of perjury against me. In doing so he brought the case to a dead-
lock.* That will be seen on reading the information in connection with Ashdown and Pritchard's joint 
affidavit.t The case came on for trial, Thursday, April 22,1858, and was continued on Friday the 23rd and 
Saturday, 24th, "Uw-am Dickinson, Judge; Jury: Frederick Michael Stokes, George Stabler, William 
Sharpe, and Lindsay Crawford Shepherd. On Saturday, 24th April, 1858, the case was adjourned until 
Tuesday, the 18th May, 1858, at 10 am—RoBERT SEMPILL, CISc at Nisi Print." I produce the declaration 
in the case of Dean and another v. Garsed, which I now hand in. (The witness handed in the same. Pide 
Appendix A 1.) This was given to me from the Protlioniotary's Office. I also beg to hand in the notice 
of motion for new trial, filed 22nd May, 1858. (The witnen handed in the same. Vide Appendix A 2.) I 
have also Isle. Dalley's. Mr. Wise's and Mr. Justice Dickinson's notes of evidence were lent me 
through a letter I took yesterday to the Supreme Court, having been told where they were to be found 
but it will be necessary to give Mr. Slattery (Prothonotary) notice to produce them. On the 10th June, 
1858, an affidavit was filed by Archibald Ashdown, which I hand in. (Tide Appendix A 3.) I also hand 

in 

NOTE (on revision):—The Attoroey General, on behalf of the Queen, states, this bill of exchange for the sum of 
£680 15,. 3d. is the balance of accounts due by inc to the firm of W. Dean & Co., and not a debt due to the Crown witness 
Archibald Ashdown. 14th paragraph of Ashdown and Pritchard's joint affidavit stat:.es, the bill of exchange for the sum of 
£680 iSa, 3d. was the bslanee found to be due on the accounts between Archibald Ashdown and 3ohs Garsed. This in law is 
a dead.lock, and the law provides no remedy. 

t NOTE (on revision) —The said joint affidavit, I can prove, was lost at the date the Attorney General filed an information 
for peijury against 

11 
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Mr. J.Garscd. in a copy in print of my equitable plea, and also of the joint affidavit of Ashdown and Pritchard. (Tide 
c-- 	Appendix A 4.) I also hand in the original memorandum of agreement between Mr. Ashdown and 

16 May, 1.877. myself.* (Tide Appendix A 5.) 
This is the original agreement between yourself and Ashdown? Yes. 
Was this kept out of the evidence in the criminal case F Yes, in the criminal case. 
When did it come into your possession? There is a, receipt in the Prothonotary's Office for all the 

documents I received—about twenty; I cannot tell exactly from memory; I think it was about 16th 
July, 1862. I now produce what is called " Particulars of Settlement of Account with John Gamed, in 
terms of agreement dated 30th September, 1857." It is the black ink account marked "N," and indorsed 
"Pritchard's Red Ink Acct." "Memorandum." "Beg. D. ,Tohn Garsed, 5/10/59.—E.L." P  (Tide Appendix A6.) 

How did you become possessed of these documents you have just handed in? That will appear from 
the correspondence which I now beg to hand in. I received a copy from the Crown Solicitor's Office on 
the 29th July, 1862.t (Tide Appendix A 7,) I have here an affidavit of Hugh Dixson, filed June 10th, 
1858, which I beg to hand in. (Tide Appendix A 8.) 

Mr. Fame7?..] Do I understand you to say that this document said to be "Pritchard's Red Ink Account" 
is a fictitious account? Yes, there was no such document as that in red ink, and therefore it must be a 
fiction. I also beg to hand in a note from Mr. Dixson, dated 10th April, 1876. (Tide —Appendix A 9.) 

This document you now produce is from Mr. Hugh Dixson? Yes; it was in consequence of his 
* 	affidavit I tried to find justice in the Insolvent Court, and he here says that he was so much in Dean & Co.'s 

hands that he was not free to act, This is a joint affidavit made by myself, Mr. Wm. Robert Smart, and 
Mr. Thos. S. Hutchinson, filed 14th June, 1858. (Tide Appendix A 10.) I also put in copy of receipt from 
the Prothonotary's Office. § (Tide App e,isdix A 11.) I sequestrated my estate on Saturday, 3rd July, 1858. 
I then resided at Willow Lodge, Globe. On my return home in the evening of Monday, 5th July, I found 
the messenger of the Court, Mr. James Shea, awaiting my arrival, and a cab was at the door. Mr. .Tames 
Husband, solicitor, informed me that he had received instructions from the Court to search my residence 
for my deeds and private papers. He strictly searched my residence, every room in the house, 
including the servants' rooms, I would not allow him to read the papers—they were deposited in my 
deed-case. I locked the deed-case, secured the key-hole with tape and sealed same, and kept the key; and 
after 10 o'clock at night Mr. James Husband, solicitor, with the messengers of the Court, took away my 
private papers, my deed-case, and deeds. This was at an hour when everything ceased to be legal. He 
received his written instructions from Mr. Hugh Dixson, the person whose affidavit I have handed in. I now 
put in the suggestion filed by Mr. Adam Wilson, my official assignee, to defend this action, filed 10th July, 
1858. (Tide Appendix A 12.) An arrangement was then made that Dean and Ashdown's account books 
and Pritchard's journal, now in my possession, should be examined before Mr. Commissioner Purefoy, in 
connection with that concocted so-called "Red Ink Account," and Mr. Carey, the barrister, was engaged 
to conduct this examination. That examination never took place. 11 

The arrangement was made at whose instigation? Mr. Adam Wilson, my official assignee, my own 
attorney, Mr. P. A. Tompson, and myself; and Messrs. Dean and Ashdown received notice to produce 
their account books before Mr. Commissioner Parefoy; and Mr. Joseph Carroll also received notice to 
examine the same. This Mr. Joseph Carroll was in the employ of Mr. William Dean at the 
time of my trial in the criminal case. This is a letter from Mr. Adam Wilson to Mr. Justice 
Dickinson, requesting him to direct the Prothonotary to produce all my exhibits before Mr. Commissioner 
Purefoy, on Friday, the 0th day of August instant, at 12 o'clock. That is how they got 
possession of my exhibits, ¶ and they had them in their possession at the time of my criminal trial. 
(Tide Appendix A 13.) This—Pritchard's journal (refer4ng to a boolcprodaced before the Oommittee)—was 
in Adam Wilson's possession. It is marked "Dean and another v. Garsed. D's Ext., 22/4/58.—B.S." 

are the initials of Robert Sempill, Mr. Justice Dickinson's Associate, who marked it when it was 
produced in evidence in the civil case. It was produced in the criminal case, and examined by 

IT. Humphery, Clerk of Mr. Morris, Official Assignee—after examination, BOOK TiEFUsyD. 
Chairman.] I should like the Committee to have information as to the arrangement you made as to the 

keeping of your books. You entered into an arrangement with Mr. Ashdown, did you not, for the keeping 
of your books? If you will allow me, I will state the facts :—In March, 1858, there was an arrangement 
made between me and Mr. Ashdown, that his name should not appear as a partner with me until after he 
had left the firm of Dean & Co. Mr. Ashdown engaged Mr. Pritchard at a salary of £500 a year to keep 
a set of account books on the joint account of Mr. Ashdowt and myself. The books were kept b 
Pritchard under Ashdown's inspection, and upon the premises occupied by Messrs. Dean & Co. I receive 
this journal from Mr. Ashdown on the 22nd December, 1857, and not an entry is made in this journal 
after the 31st December, 1857. I have marked out all this, from the beginning of the journal to the end 
of folio 26, as in Pritchard's handwriting. After I received this book from Mr. Ashdown's office, I instructed 
my book.keeper, Mr. George Lea Wilson, now a conveyancer, to write up this book to the end of the year; 
and all the rest of the writing is in Mr. George Lea Wilson's handwriting. In April, 1858, I was tried 
on a charge of fraudulent insolvency, and convicted on the evidence of a cross-entry made in this journal, 
in folio 39. I will read the entry. The witness read as follow's 

"Cash Dr. £300 
To Sniithson £300, on 'Alma Hotel.'" 

"Smithson Dr. £300 
To cash £300—The above repaid." 	 This 

* NOTE (on revision) —Dated 30th September, 1857; a copy of this agreement, signed "John Garscd," is annexed to 
said joint affidavit made by Ashdown and Pritchard. 

t NOTE (on revision) —Stated to be a copy of a red ink account delivered to me from W. Dean & Co.'s office on the 
24th September, 1857. 

t NOTE (on revision) —The Crown Solicitor believes it is theoriginal produced by the Crown on the 5th July, 1859. 
The pencil writing refers to Garsed's Advance Account, and Cursed's Globe Account, kept by Ashdown in the firm's books; 
and are Ashdown's private accounts relating to his partnership transactions with myself. 

§ Norn (on revision) —My attorney offered Bcxlcy and about 36 acres of land, as further security, cost £1,500, but all 
secnrity refused. I was advised to leave the Colony, but would not entertain such an idea, being convinced Dean & Ashdown's 
account books would prove my innocence; and W. Dean & Co.'s monthly and daily ledgers for the year 1857 will be produced. 

liNers (on revision) —Until before His Honor the Chief Justice in October, 1859, when it was examined by 
Mr. Joseph Carroll, in connection with five ledger accounts A. Ashdown kept in my name in W. Dean & Co.'s account books— 
after this, the books were refused. 

¶ Nets (on revision) —My exhibits were kept out of evidence at the time twas tried for peiury. 
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This was a wrong or what is called it cross entry made in my account books, which were kept by double Mr. J. Gamed. 
entry. The present Attorney General, Mr. Windayer, was my counsel, and is well acquainted with the case. 
There is not an entry made in this journal after the 3lst December, 1857, and it came into my possesiou 16 May, 1877. 
on the 8th May, 1875, with a large number of exhibits.* 

Before you go away from that £300, I should like to ask you whether it was at your instigation that 
that £300 was put down-" Cash Dr. £300 

To Smithson £300, on 'Alma Hotel,' 
Did you instruct him to put that down? Yes, I was standing by at the time. I intended to give Mr. 
Hutchinson £300; but that was a wrong entry, and it was taken out again. 

Mr. PenciL] Who made that entry? My own book-keeper, Mr. George Lea Wilson; it is merely a 
cross entry. 

.1 understood you to say that you were convicted of perjury on account of that entry? No, there 
were three charges lodged against me; and I say that that journal was kept out of evidence, after it had 
been examined by Mr Frederick Humphery (see S. X. Herald, Wednesday, October 12, 1859), when it would have proved my innocence. 

Mr. Day.] Will you explain how this entry is wrong? 
This-" Cash Dr. £300 

To Smithson £300, on 'Alma Hotel'"-. 
was wrong ;  and the first entry being wrong, and to prevent any erasure, the second entry was made in 
order to balance the books. 

The entries, then, virtually amounted to nothing? Just so; the second was made to balance the other. 
In my opinion, there should be no erasures made in books kept by double entry.t Mr. Justice Dickinson 
ruled that W. Dean & Co. were bound by this journal in the civil ease,-whieh his notes of evidence will 
prove, as also will Mr. DaIley's. 

Mr. .Farncll.] What page of the journal refers to the agreement made between you and Mr. Ashdown? 
Folios 24 and 25. 

Does that book correspond with the exhibit (Appendix A 6) marked in Court " N," and endorsed 
"Pritchard's Red Ink Account"? No, that is a fiction. 

That was a concocted account? Yes. 
Mr. Day.] This account, in which Dean & Co. show you to be indebted to them £680 its. 3d., is that 

a concocted account? Yes. 
It shows that you gave an acceptance for that amount? Yes. 
That balances the account of £7,830 iSs. 3d.? Yes. 
The transactions between W. Dean & Co. and yourself are fairly set down in that book? Yes, I had 

had business transactions with the firm entered in Pritchard's journal, the book as kept by Mr. Pritchard 
under Mr. Ashdown's inspection and relates to our private transactions-those books of W. Dean & Co. 
speak for themselves. 

All the transactions between you and Ashdown are contained in that journal? Yes. 
Mr. Parnoll.] Are there no entries in that journal corresponding with the document you have put in, said 

to be Pritchard's Red Ink Account? Yes, in different parts of the book there are entries similar to them.t 
Mr. Day.] Did W. Dean & Co. sue you on this acceptance for £680 its. 3d.? Yes. 
And you did not owe that £680 its. 3d. P N o, not to Dean & Co. 

80. And you made affidavit that you did not owe it? Yes; not to Dean & Co. 
On that affidavit you were prosecuted and found guilty? Yes. 
And were imprisoned? Yes, for three years and nearly five months. 
This account shows you to have been indebted, and to have given an acceptance to W. Dean & Co. 

for £680 iSa. 3d. ; that acceptance you never gave? I accepted the bill in favour of W. Dean & Co., 
at Mr. Ashdown's request and for his accommodation. 

Mr. .Farnell.] Although you say that the items contained in the document prepared by Pritchard, called 
the "B-ed Ink Account," which you have said to be fictitious, are to be found in the journal t, do you 
mean to say that the account itself is a cooked account? Yes, the account will not appear in the book 
the account is a fiction. There is a memorandum prepared by Mr. B. J. Want, and signed by Mr. 
Ashdown, at foot of agreement of 30th September, 1857, 
85. There are a number of items which you say,  are in your book? They must be in my book, because 
they are the same as appear in the exhibits. 
36. Does this account, which you say is a fiction, show the true state of affairs between yourself, Mr. 
Ashdown, and Dean & Co.? No, the balance 'as struck between Ashdown and myself, 30 September, 
1857. 

Therefore, it does not agree with the account in your book? Yes. 
Therefore, it is a cooked account P Yes. 

89. It was professedly made out of your books? No, out of W. Dean & Co.'s books. Pritchard swore 
that this was the copy of a Red Ink Account. I produced evory account with the exception of the one in 
red ink, and that could not be found. It was upon the evidence of this concocted account that I lost the 
verdict; afterwards the Red Ink account was found. ¶ 	 40. 

* Non (oc revision) -Copy of George Lea Wilson's evidence at the Police Office -"Garsod told mc to get the books from Dean & Co. and write them up. I had the books seven or eight days, out of which one was Christmas Day and another Sunday. My first entry in the journal is in folio 27, last in folio 63. In folio 39, I find an entry referring to a matter with 
Mr. Smithson-'Cash Dr. to Smithson, on "Alma Inn," £300.' There is no date to the entry. It was made up to close the 
year. Balance in Gamed's favour, £14,423 15s. 3d., in my handwriting." lic had taken out Mrs. Garsed's four houses, 
Dcvonshire-strcct and Port-street. Her houses were taken from her, and she is now in a better world. Mr. Adam Wilson 
my Official Assignee and Mr. P. A. Tonipson my attorney died suddenly, who had signed a memorandum in substance that 
having examined said Black Ink Account, marked "N," in connection with W. Dean & Co's account book, found it correct. t Non (on revision) 	The defendant had been convicted under the Insolvent Act of making false entries in his books; 
at the instance of his counsel, Mr. Windeyer, a number of points were reserved, and upon this reservation the special case was 
based. The objections were of a twofold character: objections to the nature of the proof, and to the rulings of the Chief Justice." 
II was for the C,'owa, it was submitted, to prove a fraudulent intent, and there had been no evidence of any such intent ;  on the contrary, as the false entry cppeared on both sides of the account, the balance of assets shown would ren'ain the same. lYon (on revision) -With the exception of two bills of exchange, £1,300 each. 

§ ADDZD (on revision) :-Bnt the two bills for £1,300 each will  not appear in my books. 
1 Non (on revision) -No, but the sum £93830 iSs. 3d. will appear in my books; this concocted account divides this sum into two parts, viz., £7,830 16,. 3d. and £2,000. 
¶ Non (on revision) -A red ink memorandum in Pritchard's handwriting. 
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Mr. 3. Gamed. 40. Chairman.] It was owing to the so-called Red Ink Account being produced in evidence, and the ledger 
. 	being kept out of the evidence, that you were sent to prison? Yes.* 

16 May, 1877. 41. Mr. ifarucit] At the time of the civil action, this was produced in evidence against you? Not that 
account, or it would have been indorsed. I now put in the information for perjury filed by the Attorney 
General on behalf of the Queen, 1st of Angust,-1859. (Tide Appendix A 14.) 1 found in the journal, 
when it was delivered to me, this memorandum in pencil writing, which I beg to hand in. (Tide Appendix 

A15.) 	 - 
In whose handwriting is that P That I cannot say. Joseph Carroll, the book-keeper to Messrs. W. 

Dean & Co., examined the books before the Chief Justice, in the criminal case. I beg to hand in Mr. 
Joseph Carroll, accountant's, memorandum. (Tide Appendix A. 16.) 1. also hand in a note from Messrs. 
Beilby & Co. (Vide Appendix A 17.) 

Were you imprisoned for fraudulent insolvency? Yes, on the 21st December, 1850, I was committed 
to take my trial for perjury, instituted against me by Archibald Ashdown. After I was in prison, three 
other charges were brought against me for fraudulent insolvency. 	 - 

Mr. Dayj This agreement between you and Mr. .Ashdown is dated 30th September, isS. In it you 
agree to convey certain lands to Archibald Ashdown, and it goes on to specify the different portions of land 
you have agreed to convey to him, and then it says, "and the said John Garsed has agreed to repurchase, 
and the said Archibald Ashdown to resell, the same, for the sum of £9,830 15s. 3d."-what is the meaning 
of that P I agreed to repurchase the properties mentioned in 15 July, 1857, agreement. It is merely a 
repurchase. The affidavit speaks for itself. I sold the properties mentioned in the 15th July, 1857, 
agreement, and Mr. Ashdown agreed to pay the liabilities mentioned in the second schedule due by us to 
W. Dean & Co. 

What I want to know is this: you sold under this agreement certain portions of land to Archibald 
Ashdown-? Not under that agreement, of 30th September, 1857-that is the repurchase. 

"\Vhereas the said John Garsed has lately sold-"? Yes; "lately sold," byl5th July, 1857, agreement. 
The agreement, after describing the land, goes on to say, "and the said John Garsed has agreed to re-

purchase, and the said Archibald Ashdown has agreed to resell, the same, for the sum of £9,880 iSa. 3d.?" 
Yes, I sold on the 15th July, 1857, and repurchased on the 30th September, 1857. 

You sold this land on the 15th July, 1857? Yes, and he undertook to pay these liabilities to W. 
Dean & Co., but he failed to do so. 

You sold him the land named in this agreement, in consideration of his paying off the liabilities you 
owed to somebody else, as mentioned in folio 21? Ycs.t 

In accordance with this agreement, you expected Ashdown to pay these liabilities P Yes. 
Did he do so? No, he was unable to pay them, and I paid them afterwards. 
In order to make up the full amount of these liabilities, you gave him your acceptance for £680 iSv. 3d.? 

Yes. 
And then Mr. Ashdown failed to pay this money P Yes. 
And the creditors to whom you owed this amount came upon you? No, I had creditors; but I was 

not insolvent at any time, as the books will prove. 
\Yhat did you get for the land you sold to Ashdown, if you did not get the payment of your liabilities? 

The agreement I have produced, of the 15th July, gives the answer to that question. 
In this agreement of the 15th July, you agree to sell Archibald Ashdown certain properties mentioned 

therein for a certain amount ; how did he pay you that amount? He never paid the money; he never 
retired the bills mentioned in the second schedule. I conveyed to Mr. Ashdown certain properties men-
tioned in the agreement of the 15th July, 1857, in consideration of his paying the liabilities mentioned in 
the second schedule; and he failing to do this re-transferred the property to me, on September 30th, 1857. 

In reconveying this land to you, did he repay the bill for £080 iSa. 3d. P The bill was not then in 
existence; it was made on the 3rd October, 1857, and became due on the 6th February, 1858. 

58. Mr. Fame1!.] You say the bill is mentioned in the agreement of September 30th, 1857 P The bill is 
the balance of the £9,830 lSs. 3d. 

Still you say the bill was made only in October? On the 3rd October. 
How could a bill be mentioned in September that was not made until the 3rd October? The balance 

was struck, but the interest was not settled between Ashdown and myself until 3rd October, and the bill 
appears in the fictitious black ink account "N." 

Then, although there was an agreement for a bill, the bill itself was not made until the 3rd October? 
Yes. 
02. Mr. Day.] The bill then for £680 15s. 3d. fell into W. Dean & Co.'s hands? Yes; Mr. Ashdown 
discounted it himself in name of the firm at the Bank, and it did not enter into Dean & Co.'s account 
books until the 13th of October. 
63. Who sued you for the amount of the bill P W. Dean & Co., because it was made in favour of 
W. Dean & Co. 
04. I understood you to say it was made in favour of Ashdown? At Mr. Ashdown's request, and for his 
accommodation, I accepted it in favour of W. Dean & Co. 

Then this bill was given to W. Dean & Co., iadorsed by Ashdown for W. Dean & Co. P No. 
And that bill was then made use of by Messrs. Dean & Co.? Yes. 
And when this bill was dishonored you were sued for it? Yes, but it was secured to a greater amount 

than the bill-from Ashdown and Pritchard's joint affidavit,-" I, Archibald Ashdown for myself say, the 
title-deeds of some property of John Garsed were handed to William Dean & Co., as a collateral security 
for the due payment of £080 158. 3d., but W. Dean & Co. never had any power of sale in the said 
property. The title-deeds of ]iosberville Estate have been in my hands since April last, as the joint owner 
of the same with John Garsed, my balf.share valued in Pritchard's journal at £800." 

Mr. Fame!!.] You were sued upon that bill? Yes. 
 

'NOTE (on revision) -No Mr. Ashdown produced a black ink account marked "N," and states it is a copy of and ink 
account delivered to me. Trilchcrd'sjournai, and not the evidence, sent inc to prison; it was called (Parsed's journal. 

t Non (on revision) -I and Ashdown owed folio 21. in Pritchard's journal. Wm. Dean had objected to Ashdown 
making use of the name of the finn, and there was a private arrangement between Ashdown and myself, explained in 11th 
August, 1857, agreement. 

'4 
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69. And a verdict was given against you? Yes. 	 Mr. 3. Grsed. 

10. And it was on account of the affidavit you made, and the evidence you gave in that case, that you  
were prosecuted for perjury? Yes. 	 16 May, 1877. 
71, What was the nature of your affidavit-that you did not owe the money? My equitable plea, verified 
by affidavit, amounts to a plea of want of consideration. 

JIow did you make out that you did not owe the money? I had to verify my plea; if you will allow 
me, I will read the affidavit. 

Cannot you tell its without referring to the plea-did you pay the bill? The bill was not paid. 
And you made an affidavit that it was, did you not? No, the verdict went against me. 
What was the alleged perjury for which you were prosecuted? From what is stated in this information 

itself-it is only three or four lines contained in this equitable plea. 
I understood that you were prosecuted on account of this very bill? So I was; the information for 

perjury will tell you Be. 
Can you tell us briefly what was the nature of your affidavit? It merely venfies the plea. 
For what was the bonus mentioned in the plea given? When A.shdown was unable to retire these 

two bills for £1,900 and £700, due 11th and 14th August, 1857, mentioned in agreement of 15th July, 
when they arrived at maturity. 

Where did these bills come from? I will explain from the books. Mr. Ashdown undertook to pay 
£1,900 on the 11th August, and another £700 on the 14th. lIe was unable to retire those bills, and wanted 
me to let him have two £1,300 bills; this I refused unless lie signed a fresh agreement, and Mr. Want 
drew up an agreement (copy of draft produced), which I signed, leaving in blank the amount of the value 
of theproperty-mentioued in 1st schedule, left out in copy. 'When Ashdown found 1 was in a position 
to discharge the liabilities, he said, "I will not reconvey the property to you, unless you give me £2,000 
in excess of the amount for which it was given as security." 

Then a bonus of £2,000 was given to Ashdown, in consideration of his reconveying your property to 
you? Yes. 
81.' And this £680 iSa. 3d. was part of it? Yes. 

Is there any documentary evidence by which it can be proved that you paid Mr. Ashdown that bonus? 
The evidence given by Mr. .Daintrey at the Police Office in the criminal case will prove that Pritchard 
told him that I had at last agreed to give Ashdown a bonus of £2,000. 

And that included the £680 iSs. 3d.? Yes. I beg to hand in the depositions taken at the Police Court, 
in which this will appear. (FI& Appendix A 18.) 

Were there any written documents between you and Mr. Ashdown with reference to this bonus? No, 
there could not be it will only show itself in the entries in the journal. 

Mr. Day.] how did you pay the balance? It is all included in the £9,830 15s. 3d. I paid him, in 
excess of this liability, mentioned in 15th July agreement, £2,000. I paid Mr. R. J. Want the £1,050 
mentioned in this agreement. 

You gave him security over another property for the due payment of this bill when it should become 
due? Yes. 

And that property was not realized upon when you were ued upon this bill of exchange? No; I 
think Dean & Co. sold the property at Bligh Terrace, Newtown, some time after Ashdown had left the 
firm. Ashdown left the finn directly after the trial. 

Then, the property upon which you gave a lien was not sold when you were sued upon that bill? Not 
the allotments mentioned in the agreement.* This is another exhibit produced in Court and marked "R.S." 
The original ledger was lost, and this was made up by Mr. Ilumphery, the Official Assignee, who was then 
clerk to Mr. Morris, Official Assignee; and it contains a statement signed by him that it was made up from 
Mr. Pritchard's journal. This proves that the bill of £680 15s. 3d. was payable to Mr. Ashdown 
individually.t (The witness produced the same.) 
1 also produce a number of promissory totes (five), in favour of W. Dean & Co. and Archibald Ashdown. 
(The witness produced the same.) 
I beg to hand in Mr. B. J. Want's affidavit, sworn before Mr. Justice Milford4 (Tide Appendix A 19.) 
I now hand in the agreement of 15th July, 1857. (Vide Appendix A 20.) 
I also hand in petition, and statement, and report of the Judge. (Y'de Appendix A 21.) 
I also hand in copies of letters addressed to me by Mr. B. Sempill, Mr. Sedgwick Cowper, Mr. S. 
Raymond the Prothonotary, and Sir Alfred Stephen. § (Tide Appendix A 22.) 

FRIDAY, 

* NOTE (on revision) -I have examined five ledger accounts kept by Aslidowa in my name in the firm's books. "Gamed's 
Advance Account" and "Garsed's Globe Account" arc two of Ashdown's private accounts kept in my name in the firm's books. 

t Nors (on revisn) -This ledger will explain the transactions between Ashdown and. myself. 
NOTE (on reviziom) :-This affidavit proves agreement August 11th signed, also deed of trust dated 18t), March, 1857, 

made between Ashdown and myself, which states, I hold in trust for A. Ashdown and his heirs one mill undivided share in 
seven 1,ouses at Chippendale, and the other half, mentioned in journal, for myself and my heirs, arc in Ashdown's possession-
I have a copy. 

§ A.nDED (on reririos) -I received the following peacil memorandum in person, after the information for perjury had 
been filed on behslf of the Queen, 1st August., 1859:- 

'inc Crown r, John Gamed i Get from Mr. Garsed a copy of the affidavit of A. Ashdown, as the statement of account in 
red ink showing that the bill of £680 15s. 3d. was given to balunee an account due to W. Dean & Co. by Garsod ; get the items 
composing the balance of £650 15s. 3d. as proved by Ashdown and Pritchard on the trial that lasted six days: 

(Copy.) 	 In the Insolvent Estate of John. Garsed, of Sydney, merchant. 
Exchange Corner, Sydney, 14 September, 1859. 

Mr. John Garsed, 
Sir, 

I require that you return to me immediately the following doemnents which were lent you on the 5th February, 1859, 
on you undertaking to return the same, viz. -Two briefs, Desn & Co. a. Garsed. Copy of affidavit, Aslidown & Pritchard, 
same case. A book made up by Mr. liumphery. A book made up by Mr. Lawreneo. Copy of correspondence between 
Mr. Montefiore and yourself, respecting the property at Onion's Point. Copies of notes of evidence taken at trial. 

I have received from the Court-Copy of affidavit, Ashdown & Pritchard ; a book made up by Humphery; and the 
copy of correspondence between Mr. Montefiore and yourself respecting the property at Onion's Point. 

I am, 
ADAM WILSON. 
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6 	 MfliUTES OP EVThENCE TAKEN BEPOItE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

RRIDAY 17 MAY 1877. 

jreftnt 
Mn. DAY, 

	

	 I 	M. FARNELL, 
MR. TERRY. 

JOHN HURLEY, ESQ., IN THE OHAIR. 
Mr. John Gamed further examined:- 

Mr. J,Garoed. 89. Mr. Payne??.] You have stated in evidence before this Committee upon a former occasion that you 
gave a bill to Mr. Ashdown or to Dean & Co., as the case might be P I stated that by an agreement for 

17 May, 1877. the repurchase of certain properties-which Mr. Ashdown held as security for the payment of certain 
joint liabilities-I gave him as balance for that re.purchase a bill for £680 15s. 3d., which, at Mr. Ash- 
down's request, and for his accommodation, I accepted in favour of W. Dean & Co. 

You were sued upon that bill P Yes. 
And you made an affidavit that you did not owe the money P I put in an equitable plea that I did 

not owe the money to Dean & Co. 
And that you paid £2,000 as a bonus to Mr. Ashdown P Yes. 
And that this £680 odd formed a part of that balance? Yes, 
Can you produce any documentary or other evidence to the Committee that you actually paid that 

£2,000? Yes, the agreement and the books will prove that. 
When did you pay this money; how didyou pay it, by cheque, in cash, or how otherwise? In 

terms of this agreement, as attested by Mr. R. J. Want, The agreement contains nothing false. (The 
witness read a portion of the agreement A 5.) 

Without reference to the agreement, cannot you state how you paid it? I was paid in cash or 
by cheque I think for the Joint Stock Bank shares which I received from Mr. Terry. The proceeds of 
these shares was paid to Mr. .Ashdown. I, under this agreement, conveyed to Mr. Ashdown a piede of 
land on the Canterbury Road as a cash payment of £900. 

The paper to whichyou are now referring is an agreement that this money was to be paid in this way,  
Can you give us any evidence that the money was so paid? Yes, I did do so. 

Where is the evidence? Evidence will be produced that the deeds were registered. 
Is there any evidence that this money was paid to Mr. Ashdown? I have it in this account, in Mr. Ashdown's handwriting. (Yule 4pcndix A 23.) That will be proved by Mr. Joseph Carroll, who 

is now preparing the books for the Committee. 
Was Mr. Carroll by when you paid the money? No, but he was book-keeper to Messrs. W. Dean 

& Co. 
Chairman.] According to this account von were to pay Mr. Ashdown £5,650-how was that paid P 

With the proceeds of these shares that I haa from Mr. Terry. 
Did you get a receipt from Mr. Ashdown? Only the agreement which was drawn up by Mr. 'Want. 
On the receipt of this money did he give you any document as having received it? If you refer to 

the promissory notes, you will find that they agree with that suw. I put them in evidence when I was 
here before. 

You said just now that you paid in Joint Stock Bank shares? No, I sold the Joint Stock Bank 
shares, and these promissory notes were handed to me when I paid the cash. 

And these properties to whichyou refer were given as security for a portion of the amount? Yes.* 
Would these deeds bear an endorsement purporting to be a receipt for the money you paid? The 

deeds will speak for themselves. (The witness produced several deeds.) All the deeds are registered. 
Do they bear a receipt for the money you actually paid? Yes, every deed shows the amount; and 

if you will allow me to have the promissory notes I have handed in, you will see that they agree with the 
several amounts. 

You owed certain money? Yes, a bill of exchange for £680 15s. 3d. 
And in order to ensure the payment of that money, you gave Ashdown security over certain 

deeds? Yes. 
And you paid that money? Yes. 
And then the deeds were handed back to you,bearing an endorsement that you had paid the money, 

and that was a receipt to you? tYes. 
Will those deeds show that you have paid this £680 iSs. 3d.? No, 
Will they show that you paid this £2,000 bonus? No, not in one sum. I paid £9,830 158. 3d., 

which includes the bonus of £2,000. 
Have you anything to prove that this £2,000 is connected with the larger sum of £9,830 15s. 3d.? Yes, 

this deed (Appendix A 5), when examined in connection with the "red-ink account," will show that both 
amounts are exactly the same, namely, £9,830 15s. 3d. 

Can you prove how this £2,000 is connected with the larger sum, and that it was paid? I paid 
£5,650 in cash, and all the rest by properties. 

Will you state how it was paid? I paid Mr. Ashdown £5,650 in sterling money; I conveyed to 
him a pieco of land on the Canterbury Road as a cash payment of £900; I transferred Eggleton's 
mortgage as a cash payment for £900; I transferred Layers's mortgage as a cash payment of £600; a 
mortgage upon the "Russell's Arms" for £600, upon the Newtown Foundry for £500, and this bill of 
exchange for £680 lSs. 3d., making a total of £9,830 15s. 3d. 

Mr. Paine??.] How did you pay that £5,650; did you pay it in sovereigns? I paid the proceeds of 
Mr. Terry's cheque. I do not know how I paid it; I should say in notes; it was paid in current money. 

Not by cheque? That I cannot tell you, whether it was by cheque or not. I W. Dean & Co. sold the shares. 
Did you get no acknowledgment for that £5,650 P§ Yes, he acknowledged it in that account which I 

have handed in. (Appendix A 6.) 
 

* NOTE (on revision) -In terms of agreement, 301b September, 1857, carHed out. 
f Revised -No, not the title.dccds of Bligh Tsrraee. 
X Revised :-Mort & Co. sold the shares-not Dean & Co. 
§ Non (on renisicn) -Mr. Ashdown's evidence will prove I paid this £5,650. 



ON TUE CASE OE MR. JOHN GABSED. 

Do you wish to have taken in conjunction with your evidence a document*  which you say is fictitious? Mr. J. Garsed. 
It includes the whole account mentioned in Appendix A 5. 

Is that document incorrect? It is a fiction. 	 17 May, 1877. 
Why, then, do you refer to it to prove your case Pt Because, although inconsistent, it shows the 

same amounts as in Appendix A 5. 
Ohairman.] When a sum of money is paid by any one, it is usual for some document to be given to 

protect the payer against any further demand? My protection is the agreement of 30 September; that 
agreement was handed to inc after the money was paid. 

Have you anything besides the documents already produced to show that you paid the money P 
Pritchard's books will show that. 

That is not a receipt? It is a receipt in his books, and shows that I carried out that agreement. 
Dean & Co.'s books were kept by whom? There were five accounts kept as between Ashdown and 

myself, under the supervision of Mr. Ashdown. 
Mr. Terry.] Did not Ashdown swear that that account (Appendix A 6) was delivered to you? Yes, 

but I never saw it. Mr. Joseph Carroll will show it is not correct. 
Uhairtnan.] You have learned that the person who kept Dean & .Ashdowjfs books has the knowledge 

that this is a fictitious account? His firm's books will not show that account. 
He has a knowledge of that P Yes. 
From those books he can prove, according to his own handwriting, that certain entries were made by 

him from instructions received from his employers that these moneys to which you now refer were actually 
paid? Yes. 

Mr. Farnell.] Who can prove that? Mr. Ioseph Carroll, the accountant. 
Is he the book-keeper who made the entries of these transactions? No, he was not book.keeper at 

that time to W. Dean & Co., in July, 1857, but he was there shortly after Mr. Ashdown left the firm, in 
May, 1858. 

Did Mr. Carroll make these entries in reference to the transactions you are now referring to? No. 
134, Who did? That is impossible for me to say. Mr. Ashdown was the head book.keeper, but there 
were thirteen or fourteen undcr him. Pritchard was the accountant for Ashdown and myself, and he kept 
his journal. 

Mr. Terry.] Were you a partner with Mr. Ashdown? Yes, in all these transactions in Pritchard's 
journal. 

Qlsairman.] Do these books prove the payment of this money? Yes; you have all the items there. 
Do they contain the payment of this £2,000? The £080 lSs. 3d. will, I presume, show an open 

account, but I paid the money two years past. 
Does the £2,000 stand in the book Mr. Carroll is examining now? Mr. Carroll will send in his 

report. 
Have you seen these books in reference to this particular amount? I brought the books from Mr. 

Beilby, who had had possession of them, and delivered them to Mr. Carroll. 
Mr. .FarnelL] Will these accounts that Mr. Carroll is preparing in your behalf show that this bill 

of exchange for £680 odd was paid at the time you were sued upon it? No; because if it had been 
paid I should not have been sued. The equitable plea will show the reason. 

Was not the equitable plea that they had no right to sue you because the bill had been paid? No, 
not so; the plea must speak for itself. 

All these documents go to show that you gave a bonus of £2,000, and this £680 iSs. 3d. forms a 
part of that amount. You have not proved that you paid this money P That will be seen from the plea. 

2I1r. Terry.] The whole of your case turns upon that point; you must prove that you paid this 
money? I paid everything in tents of the agreement. The paper I have handed in (Appendix A 23) is 
my account current with Archibald Ashdown. 

Chairman.] This document was given you by whom? I cannot tell you by whom; to the best of my 
belief by Mr. Ashdown. 
146. This document shows the statement of your account with Ashdown? Yes. 

Are you sure that it is in his handwriting? To the best of my belief it is in his handwriting; I have 
other documents in his handwriting which I can produce. 

Have you not had sufficient acquaintance with Ashdow'n's handwriting to know whether it is his or 
not ? Yes, it is, to the best of my belief. 

Can you produce a witness to prove that this is in the handwriting of Ashdown P Yes; Mr. .Toseph 
Carroll. 

Mr. Day.] Is it true that in 1857 you owed Ashdown, mixed up with Dean & Co., £9,830 158. 3d.? 
Not to Dean & Co., only to Ashdown. 

To Ashdown? To Ashdown I did. 
Did that amount include what you owed to Dean & Co.? It included my share of our joint 

liabilities with Ashdown, together with £2,000 bonus which I was to pay him for the reconveyance of the 

E
roperties which he held. Dean & Co. were the auctioneers, of which firm Mr. Ashdown was a member, 
at our transactions were quite apart from the business of the firm. 

Can you tell me clearly and definitely how you have paid this £9,830 l5s 3d.? I paid £5,650 
in sterling money, and the residue with the properties I have mentioned, and this bill of exchange for 
£680 15s. 3d. 

What was the date of this bill? It was drawn the 3rd October, 1857, and due 6th February, 1858. 
How did you pay this bill P I never paid that bill until two years past. 
Why did you not meet the bill when it became due P Because the bill was secured; he held 

securities, and he was requested to sell them, and to apply the proceeds to meet this bill. 
Ifs-. Yarns/I.] Did you give him security on Rosherville house? Yes, we held Rosherville House 

and ground at Onion's Point on our joint account, and I requested him to sell that property to meet this 
bill. 

Mr. Day.] When did you convey thisproperty to Ashdown-on what date? I could not tell exactly; 
I presume it was on 30th September, or perhaps the 1st or 2nd October. 	

158. 
* NOTE (on revkios) -I was tried and convicted of perjury on the evidence of this black ink account N. 
t Norz (on revision) -I find, on referring to the depositions taken at the Police Office, that Mr. Ashdown in his cvi-

dance states "I saw an account similar in sub,tancc to the account produced, marked N, handed to defendant; it was in red ink." 
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Mr.J. Garsed. 158. About the 30th September? Yes. 
r-'--'-- 159. You conveyed the whole of this property to Mr. Ashdown about this date? Yes. 

17 May, 1871, 160. Did you convey any other property to Mr. Ashdown to cover this bill? Yes, I gave an equitable 
mortgage on the property at Bligh Terrace-I. deposited the deeds in his hands. 
161. An equitable mortgage or deposit of deeds would not enable him to sell the property? But they 
have Bold it. I cou]d not help myself, as I was in prison at the time. 
167. Where was this land situate? At Bligh Terrace, Newtown, opposite the University Paddock. 
163. Then we understand you to say that you gave Mr. Ashdown these deeds as security for the payment 
of that bill of £680 iSs. 3d. P Yes. 
lOt. And you considered that when the bill arrived at maturity that property would be sufficient to enable 
him to pay? Yes, he promised to sell my interest in the Rosherville Estate at Onion's Point, and I wished 
him, if that were not sufficient, to sell some of the land at Newtown and pay the balance. 

What was the value of the land over which you gave him a lien? There were eight lots at Bligh 
Terrace of 20 feet each, and some was sold at £3 a foot. 

That would be about £480 in all. Had he any other security? Yes, the deeds of the Rosherville 
property,  in which we were partners; he admitted that in his affidavit. 

Did you see Mr. Ashdown after this bill fell due? I saw him several times before. 
Had you any understanding before? Yes, in Mr. Daintrey's office, I asked him if he had sold 

Rosherville. 
Did you have any conversation with regard to this bill? Yes. 
Did he mention this bill or as], the reason it was not paid? He said he would sell Rosherville; and 

I told him, if that were not sufficient, to sell some land in Bligh Terrace. 
When was that? In 1857; be was to sell the property to take up the bill. 
He never sold that property? He never sold that property; but after the information was laid, 

on 31 March, 1858, several actions were brought, and Dean & Co. got a judgment against me, and the 
Rosherville property was sold. 

This bill remained unretired then? Yes. 
Did he hold the whole of these properties that you say you gave him as security for the payment of 

this bill? I cannot say whether he held the Rosherville deeds at the exact time of the bill becoming due, 
but he held the securities mentioned in the agreement. 

But those securities have no reference to this sum of £680 15s. 3d. How do you reconcile these 
two points: you say clearly to us that you gave Ashdown a lien upon certain properties to secure the 
payment of this bill, and Ashdown in his affidavit says you gave these properties to VT. Dean & Co. as 
collateral security? Every transaction between us appeared in the name of W. Dean & Co.-.-Ashdown's 
name was not to appear. All his private cheques and promissory notes were signed W. Dean & Co. His 
name was not to appear until he had left the firm in September. 

How do you then account for the fact that, in the account current you have handed in, the name of 
A. Ashdown alone appears? That is after the 30th September. 

I want to know definitely from you if after or before the mathrity of this bill you gave to Mr. 
Ashdown any property Be security for the payment of this bill besides the land at Bligh Terrace? Yes, 
he held, as he has stated in his affidavit, our joint property at Rosherville, which had cost us £1,600, 
as will be shown in our journal. 

At the time the bill became due Ashdown had also this Bligh Terrace property in his possessiou? 
Yes, be had the deeds which I had given him. 

After this did he call, upon you to pay the bill? Yes. 
But be still held these securities? Yes. 
When he sued you upon this bill, you made an affidavit that you did not owe it? No. 
You made affidavit that he held security for it? Yes; the equitable plea will speak for itself. 
Mr. Fame11.] You say you gave security of certain lands in Bligh Terrace for this £680 odd? 

Yes. 
How came you to give this bonus of £2,000, of which this £680 15s. 3d., according to your state-

ment, forms part? The journal will explain that. 
After having given security for the payment of your liabilities, why did you do that? In the 15th 

Jul y agreement it states that I conveyed properties to the amount of £14,800 to Archibald Ashdown, 
and he agrees to pay our joint liabilities, my liabilities to the amount of £7,830 15s. 3d., and also Mr. B. J. 
Want's, £1,052. lie was unable to pay the liabilities, and when I was able to do this and wished to have 
the property reeonveyed to me, Ashdown said-" I will not reconvey unless you give me, in excess of the 
sum of £7,830 15s. 3d., £22000, making a total of £9,830 lSs. 3d." 

THURSDAY, 28 JUNE, 1877. 

Mu. DAY, 	 I 	 Mu. FARNELL, 
Mu, TERRY. 

IOHN HUJILLEY, ESQ., IN TEE ORAIR. 

Mr. Joseph Carroll examined 
Mr.J. Carroll. ISC. C9zairrnaa.] You are it professional accountant? Yes. 
r-' 187. At one time von were engaged in Messrs. Dean & Ashdown's employment? I was. 

e 0 1 283o 	o7 	 . ' 188. Was it at the time that a set of books was kept in connection with that firm and a person of the 
mmmc of Garsed? There were two accounts, if I recollect, in my time kept in the name of John Garsed. 
$ubsequently to that I was away from the firm about eighteen months, and during that time I found upon 
re-examination of the books in the Supreme Court that five accounts had been kept with John Garsed, 
189. Mr. Jiamneil.] Were you in Dean's employ at the time these eutries were made in reference to this 
particular case of Garsed? No. 

190. 



ON TIJ CASE OF MR. JOhN GARSED. 

Therefore you do not know anything of your own knowledge of the facts P Nothing whatever about Mr. J. Carroll. 
these entries. 

A&. Day.] Which entries do you refer to? The ease being so familiar to me, 1 would say those 28 June, 1877. 

which related to the subject of the two trials ;  the bill for £680 15s. 3d. 
You know nothing about those entries? Nothing whatever about the merits of them, beyond what 

I have derived from the examination of the books. 
Chairman.] You were sufficiently acquainted with the handwriting in the ledgers and books to know 

by whom the entries were made? No, I am nottherc was it change of clerks after I left. 
But you have sufficient knowledge of the books and of the way in which they were kept to say that 

the bonils or what is called the bonus- 
Mr. Farnell objected to the form of the question. 

You have some knowledge of a sum of £2,000 being paid to the firm? None whatever. 
190. Aft. Day.] Do you know anything of it,  sum of £7,830 15s. 3d. due to W. Dean & Co. P Nothing 
whatever, of my own knowledge. 

Do you know of it like sum being due to Mr. Ashdown by Garsed P No, I know of no dealings 
between Mr. Garsed and Mr. Ashdown at ahl-l:here were none in my time distinct from the firm. 

Aft. Earns/i.] You do not know anything 	se of this ca except from an examination of the books as a 
professional accountant P ? othiiig whatever. 

Chairman.] You have it knowledge of the existence of an amount of £650 15s.3d.? Sucli an amount, 
if my memory is correct, was put into my hands when 1 was under exan1ination in the Supreme Court in 
_thie case of John Garsed who was tried for perjury. That is the only recollection of it L have. 1 may 
have seen copies of the account since. 

Have you ,in),  knowledge of the handwriting of Ashdown? Yes. 1 think I could recognize Ash-
down's handwriting very well. (Appendix A. 6, marked /ied ink account'' Was handed to witness,) I have 
no hesitation in saying that is not Ashdown's handwriting-not a figure or letter of it. None of that is 
in the handwriting of Ashdown. 

You have been engaged by Mr. Garsed to go through certain hooks that were at one time time 
property of Dean and Ashdown? I have. 

Have you been able, in examining those books- 
Mr. Farnell objected to Mr. Carroll giving evidence, because he was not in ?l:essrs. Dean & Cu's 

employ at the time, and knew nothing  of the facts of the case. 
The Committee room was cleared. 
The Committee deliberated, and resolved that Mr. Joseph Carroll's evidence was inadmissible. 

Session 1877-8. 

WEDHESDAY, 20 flilJ3JflTA1Y 1878. 

1tr%tnt 
Mr •\%J C. BROWNE, 	 3-in. GREENWOOD, 
Mm, DAY, 	 I 	Mn. IIURLEY (Hartley). 

,JOIIN HTJRLEY, ESQ. (Hartley), IN THE CHAIR. 
Mr. Joseph Carroll examined 

G/zairman.] You know that this'Committee ],as met for the purpose of inquiring into the circumstances Mr.J. Carroll. 
of what is known as Garsed's ease? :Ifroin the summons I received I do. 

You were examined by this Committee some time ago? Yes, in this room. 	 20 Feb., 1878. 
You are a professional accountant? I am. 
And you have examined several accounts kept in the name of John Garsed, in the books of Messrs. 

W. Dean & Co.? 1. have, and have reported upon them. 
Do you produce the books? This is the ledger (producinq the same). 
Willthese books show the transactions as detailed in the account examined by you P To what account 

do you allude? 
It is principally with reference to certain accounts in which there is an amount of £680 15s. 3d.? 

That was a bill. 
S. There are five ledger accounts P There are five ledger accounts upon which I reported. That bill was 
the subject matter of a- prosecution against John 0-a1-8ed. upon which lie was convicted. 

These books will show the detailed account, as shown by you, on Garsed's trial for perjury, in October, 
1859 P These books show certain things, but these books, l ;;i the five several accounts, manipulate them 
howsoever you may, will not substantiate the charge against John Garsed. For, seeing that the 
£680 lSs. 3d. was not a direct transaction as between him and William Dean & Co., the books and 
accounts will not show anything of the kind. 

They will show the account called by \l.r. Garsed the fictitious account? No, they will not; as, if 1 
had a copy of what is called the fictitious account before me, I would point out. 

Will any of the accounts in Dean & Co.'s books show a balance of £680 iSs. 3d., due by Garsed? 
No, it is manipulated in a certain way, as 1 will presently tell you. (The witiiess s'eJerred to the /edqer.) 
The account I open here, page 342, is the account of .lohn Garsed.meaning his general account. That 
would relate to transactions of it business nature, as between John Garsed and the finn of AVilliam Dean 
& Co. That account, if properly kept, should have nothing in it which did not relate to business as 
between Dean & Co. and Garsed. 

.21/i. Day.] Will Vol, 
confine yourself to this particular matter of £680 ISa. 3d-the whole question 

hangs upon this bill for £680 iSs. 3d. If he did give this bill lie had a right to be imprisoned; if he did 
not, he ought not to have been imprisoned? I think you misapprehend the matter. What you are 
referring to is a statement by Garsed-a menmoraudumn imiade by him. 

A/i'. Greenwood.] How,  far can this be made to appear by the ledger? If you will understand Garsed 
was convicted not upon the books, but upon an account furnished. 	 14. 

211-13 
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Mr. J. C2trrolI, 34 Jf,• JJq] We do not want to go through the accounts P ']'here is among the tapers, 1. believe, a 
copy of the account upon which Garsed was convicted, \v]iat is termed "the fictitious account." 

20 Feb., 1878. 15. U/,airnian,] Can you find a copy of that fictitious account in the books kept by Pritchard as between 
Ashdown and Garsed? No I will shortly tell von the history of the bill to which reference has been 
made. in Dean & Co.'s books (the wi/hess nfcrs to the ledger) I find, on the lath October—there is no 
date here (eltozeing the gear), but I know it was in the year 1857, John Garsed.'s advance account—lie 
had five accounts—credited with it bill, due on the Gtb7 February, 1858, for £680 159. 3d—Now if that 
entry were correct, when that bill became due and was dishonored, the same account should have been 
debited with that bill, if the entry were a genuine one, but instead of that I find that the bill is debited to 
the general account, which, as I explained it little bit ago, would be John Garsed's real account with 
William Beau & Co., on the 20th February, 1851i. it says, " I3ill due 8th February" now' that is a mis-
take, it should have been the 6th, " dishonored, £680 15s. 3d." Now I observe that there is a pencil 
mark drawn right l:ln'ough the entry, which to my rind showed that the accountant had discovered who-
ever had made the entry that it should not have been made there. Because if there were no cause for 
the line being passed through that entry, why should not it line have been passed through the whole of 
the entries in the same account P 

In adding np the total is that amount deducted from the whole sum P No, the additions would be 
right. From a long experience of fifty years as all accountant, I would undertake to say that when it trans-
action first occurs the entry then made is the true and natural one, unless there were from the first an.  
intention to defraud. I therefore believe this first entry to the advance account to be the correct one, 
and if the advance account deserved credit for that particular bill when it became due and was dishonored, 
there appears no reason wily it shoald be, debited to that aecoiiiit of transactions with William Dean & 
Co., which would show a personal indebtedness on the part of Garsed to that firm. Looking upon the 
nialler as an accountant, 1 assumo it to be the fact that the in 	entry to credit of advance account 
was the natural and correct one, and that it there had been no interruption in the relations between 
Ashdown and Garsed the bill would have been debited to that account when due and dishonored. 
Anothor suspicious circumstance connected with the matter is the obliteration in part of the entry by this 
pencil mark, showing that the bookkeeper's attention was attracted to it. He would ilaturally say, ":1: do 
not see that lie has been credited with this billwhy should he be debited F' 

Was this book used in evidence againsed Garsed P It was in evidence, but not against him. 
Mv. Day.] lPo you believe the bill to have been a genuine bill signed by Garsed audgiven by Garsed? 

Decidedly, that is not denied by him but ill turning to this, which is called Pritchard's Journal, kept as 
between Garsed and Ashdown, without, as I ama informed and believe, any privity or knowledge of Willialu 
Dean at all, a' conviction as well as my belief is that it was plainly a transaction privately as between 
Ashdown and Garsed. If all examination into all these transactions is made it will, I think, be fbund 
that where money was paid or bills were given, they passed through Dean & Company's books. 1 was 
in Dean & Co.'s finn for about ten years, and 1. know that A shdown's account never showed that he had any 
money himself; and where he used the name of Dean & Co. it was good for a very considerable amount 
at the time. 

chairillon.1 Can you find in these accounts entries to the debit of Garsed for bills due in 1857 P 
Yes. 

For £1,300 each P No, I ca.n find no entry either in Deans books or in Pritchard's books for 
these two £1,300 bills they are in what Garsed calls the fictitious account. 
21.Mr, Day.] You believe the bill to have been given by Garsed for a valuable consideration P It was a 
consideration as between Garsed and Ashdown—as shown in Pritchard's journal—it was for the re-sale of 
property by Ashdown to Garsed. 

Ashdown puts a different eonstructioa upon it P Ashdown says it was for a balance due to Dean & 
Co., and that it balances this account, but how can that be a gelmuilme account when the two £1,300 bills 
do not appear here P 

lie makes out that there was a sum of £2,000 to be given as a bonus? £2,000 added to £7,830 158. 
3d. was settled by the agreement entered into between Ashdown and Ua.rsed. dated 30th September, 1857. 
(Mr. Day read the agreement.) No doubt the copy of the account upon which Garsed was convicted was 
not a genuine account from William Dean £ Co.'s books, neither was it from Pritchard's Journal, for the 
two sums of £1,300 do not appear ia the books. 

Did Pritchard produce this account as a settlement; of the account, in accordance with the agreement 
of the 30th September? I have been so informed, and that both ha and Ashdown swore that it was in 
settlement of transactions as between Ashdown and Garsed. 

Do you know that there was a copy of that agreement made between Garsed and Ashdown? \Ths, I 
had it. or the original agreement, placed in my hands on my examinatio]1 at the trial of John Garsed for 
perjury. 
26; It was filed at the trial P I presume so I had it, or the original, in my own hands at the trial, 
2-7. We find here among the- papers one which purports to be all agreement, dated 30th Septenmber, 
1857, between Archibald Ashdown and John Cursed, as to the sale of certain lands, the amount of money 
to be paid, and how it is to be paid P If von look at the first paragraph of that agreement it will explain 
itself. 

What did lie sell this land for? He had previously sold it to Ashdown. 
What did he sell it to Ashdown for P in order that he might raise money to pay off the liabilities iii 

terms of the agreement of 15th July, 1857, and the entries appearing in Pritchard's Journal. Failing in 
this object, the propertiee were re-purchased by (larsed. 

What purpose P In euler to settle up their joint transactions. 
81. At this time Garsed owed Ashdown it large amount of money P No; Ashdown would have owed 
Garsed money if lie realised the properties. 

Why did he sell them to Ashdown P To enable him to pay off the liabilities in terms of agreement, 
15th July, 1857. 

Is not that a strange way of raising money, to convey property to it mall who has no money P There 
was no regular conveyance—there was simply  an agreement to sell and purchase. if you will look 
through the agreement for the i'e-purchase, you will sec how the money was to be paid ; and I will show 
by Pritchard's books that it was settled in the manner agreed upon. Garsed first sold these properties to 
Ashdown, as already described. 

24-. 
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81. This is an agreement to mortgage? Not to mortgage; it is simply an agreement that Garsed was to Mr.Ji CarrolL 
take over certais properties from Ashdown ; Ashdowii not appearing to be able to pay the liabilities set 
out in the agreement, 15th July, 1537. Garsed. in taking them hack, says i will pay in this manner- 20 Feb., 1878. 
33. First, Garsed conveys these properties to Ashdown, and in the same agreement it is stated that lie is 
to re-purchase them? This is not so Garsed, as I have already stated, agreed to sell to Aslldo\vn (see 
15th July, 1857, agreement) and subsequently, on 30th September, 1857 (see agreement of that date), 
agrees to re-purchase from Ashdown the properties described in both agreements. 

(All'. Garsed, having been called in, e.rplawed the transaction as stated in his previous evidence.) 

30. Mr. Greenwood.] I tare von qllV knowledge as to when, or by whom, the pencil mark was made across 
the debit entry of dishonored bill of. £050 13s. 3d. in general account of Garsed, originally credited in 
Dean and A slmdovn's account ) 	I. have not but wish to state that this bill was originnlly credited to 
John Garsed's advanci' account, and not to Dc-na & Ashdow'n's account, of the existence of which I have 
no knowledge. 
:37. Have you any idea by whom that account was examined P I could not possibly say. 
38. Anybody could have clone it, therefore there can be no importance attached to that? It. is a 
remarkable thing that it shonld have been roa'le across this particular bill that was shifted from one 
account to another. 
30. Uhairman.] The account, i,, being totted up, would notbe correct if that item were crossed out? That 
account is not balanced at all by the bill Luso 15.9. 3d 	This account lma evidently been gone over very 
carefully, no doubt by the book-keeper 'vito succeeded me. This is the only entry that there his been 
turf tampering with, and I draw,  your attention to it for the purpose of letting you see that this bill is first 
credited to the advance account, and is then carricd ever to the general account, on the 20th February-, 
1858, which was, I find, after the act ion commenced. 

Mr. Day.] Do you, from an examination of these books, feel justified in coming to the conclusion that 
these accounts were ',-ooked '? 	1 have nodoubt that every figure in these books represented a real 
transaction, but 1. believe that some amounts were placed to improper account,. 

Any accountant who knew,  anything about accounts would not take that £680 lSs. 3d. from the 
account to which it was credited, and debit it to another account -? There might be a reason but it looks 
remarkably sLLspicialls, especial lv as I. am cognizant; of the fact, from the records, that it was made after 
the action was commenced and I have no doubt that it was so made with reference to the transactions 
which funned time subject matter of the trial. 	 - 

TUESDAY 20 PEBBUARY, 1878, 

Ørcøcnt 

MR. W. C. 131tOWNE, 	 Mu. COPELAND. 

JOHN IIURLEY, FSQ. (R(trtley), IN THE CHAIR. 
[The Shorthand Writer, at the request of the Committee, read over the notes of evidence taken by him 

at the last sitting.] 

1 Fr. .Ioseplt Carroll further examined 

Chairman.] We have gone through the whole of tile evidence given by you on it former oceasiolm, and Mr. J. Carroll. 
have come to the conclusion that we require nothing further from you, unless you desire to add anything 
to what you have already stated P I am not aware that there is any supplemental evidence 1 could givc 26 Feb., 1578. 
that would elucidate or strengthen the case. What I was anxious to do was this Looking upon this as a 
serious matter in case you decided that John Garsed was wrongfully convicted and snftcred an imprison- 
macnt that lie did not deserve, and that it would be a very serious matter to upset the verdicts of two 
Juries, on cases tried before two Supreme Court .Fudges,nainely, one a civil case in which hewas cast upon 
a bill for £080 15s. 3d,,and secondly in it much more important case to him—a criminal ease—tried before 
another l ury, by which lie was convicted and lost his liberty for three years that in such a case you 
would like for your own satisfaction, before reversing this judgment or conviction, to have Iny evidence, 
which you have already before you, fortified by the production and explanation of these books, namely, 
these books of William Dean & Co., of which firm Archibald Ashdown was a partner, and also of a book 
kept by Charles Pearson Pritchard, called by J ohn Garsed '' Pritchard's Journal,'' said to have been kept in 
the joint interest of John Garsed and Archibald Ashdown. That was what I. was anxious to do when I 
was last before you—to compare item by item, that the Committee might be able to sn);, "Not only did Mr. 
Carroll give evidence, and it is so and so. but ])a has produced the books and shown the several items men- 
tioned in the agreement of :30th September, 1857, as they appear in the book called ' Pritchard's 
Journal.' " I was for ten years principal accountant to William Dean & Co., and I recognize that book 
as theirs (2'eferrinq to the ledqer), and I also recognize it as the book upon which I. was examined in the 
criminal trial of Garsed at the Supreme Court:. (The witness then went throuqh the several items contained 
in the agreement of the 30th September, 1877, and traced them in Pritchard's Journal, and also pointed 
out the bill £080 15s. 3d. and other items in the ledqer of W. Dean cS,  Co.) I wish to add this If you 
will see that this is a. genuine book, kept for John Garsed and Archibald Ashdown of their joint and several 
transaetmons and negotiations with regard to property to and fro—and this I think has been proved—you 
must believe these entries to be correct and then again, when you compare these entries, which are iio 
doubt genuine, with the agreement of.  30th September, 1857, which I understand is in evidence before this 
Committee, you will see that they accord with each other; consequently John Garsed must have been 
indebted to Archibald Ashdown alone for the bill £080 15s. 3d.,- these books of Pritchard's have no 
reference at all to W. Dean & Co. as being creditors for this bill, which I find there passed to credit of, 

Bills Payable Account." If then Garsed had to give, and did aethally give, this bill of £080 lSs. 3d. in 
settlement of his private affairs with Archibald Ashdown, it cannot by any force of reasoning or logical 
conjecture be assmned to have been an obligation to W. Dean & Co. otherwise than indirectly as the holders 
of the bill which was made in their favour (as I have been informed and believe) at the direct instance of 

Archibald 
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Mr. J. Carroll. Archibald Ashdown, who appears to have had all his bills in his private affairs with Garsed draw-n in 
favour of. William Dean £ Co., because Archibald Ashdown per cc could not, I believe, have availed 

26 Feb., 1.578. himself of bills to ally amount except as a member of the firm of William Dean & Co. The bills of 
William Dean & Co. were negotiable in any Bank in Sydney during the greater portion of the ten 
years when I was there and 1 believe they would pass current at the Oriental and the English and 
Scottish Chartered Banks for a quarter of a million. Looking at this agreement of 30th September, 1857, 
recognized by Archibald Ashdown and sworn to by him in connection with these entries., I think any 
intelligent person must come to the conclusion that the transactions of which thebill £680 15s.3d. formed 
part were solely between Garsed and Ashdown, and that no manipulation of W. Dean & Co.'s books 
would show that there was any connection with these transactions and the business of that firm. 

TUESAY 8 APRIL, 1878. 

$tcøtut 

Mn. W. C. 13ROWNE. 	 Mn. COPELAND. 

JOBS HIJELEY, ESQ. (Hartley), IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. George Lea Wilson examined 
Mv. 0. L. 13. Ohairsnan.] You are a conveyances? I am. 
Wilson. 41. You know this is a Committee appointed by the Legislative Assembly to inquire into a case known 

as the inquiry case of John Garsed? Yes. 
S April, 1878. 45. You have notified verbally and by letter to this Committee that you are anxious to give evidence in 

this case? I have. 
Do you know anything in reference to the charge of perjury? Yes. 
Is it pertinent to a bill of £680 15s. 3d.? Yes, 
Can you prove that this bill did not form part of a bonus of £2,000 to be given to Ashdown 9 

Probably not. 
Have you examined the ledger and books? Not for nearly twenty years. 
Were these books correctly kept? No. 
Can you point out any irregularity in these books P Yes. 
In reference to this amount? In the books before you- 
In reference to this £680 15s, 3d. promissory note? I am not prepared to say that, but I am in 

reference to another entry. 
has the other entry any bearing on this particular item? No, but I win coining to that presently. 

53. The books were kept by you? The latter part of this (the wit itces refeircd to the Journal) is in my own 
handwriting. 

Was it previous to this transaction, this £680 158. 3d.? It would be an entry subsequently to that. 
Do you know the handwriting of the person who kept the books previously? Yes. 
AIr. ape/and.] Has your evidence any bearing upon the question of this £680 154. 3d.? I throw doubt 

upon the integrity of these transactions, because the books are false to a certainty. 
0/tainnan.] Were the books kept fairly by Dean and Ashdown when you were in their employ? I 

was never in the employ of Dean or Ashdown. I was Mr. Gareed's bookkeeper, and the false entry was 
made in my handwriting at Mr. Garsed's dictation. 

You were in the employ of Garsed and Ashdown? No, of Mr. Garsed, 
Who paid you P Mr. Garsed. 
WTas  it by Mr. Gamed's cheques or in cash you were paid? In cash. 

Q. You were paid at the rate of £500 a year? Certainly not, I received but 25s.a week. 
01. .7th. (Jopela;uL] Were von paid by cheque? 1 do lint suppose I ever received a cheque. 
6.5. Were yon paid weekly? I was paid weckly. I was doing nothing at that time, and I thought it 
better to be doing that, than nothing. 
60. Ohairinan.] The entry you refer to is one of £300? I do not remember the amount-I have not 
seen the books for so many years. 

There was a certain sum entered and immediately after being so entered, when Mr. Cvarsed's atten-
tioa was drawn to it, was it not rectified by similar figures being placed under to balance them P I am 
sure it was not so, but I would ask to be allowed to refresh my memory by the sight of my own hand-
writing. 

You understand the question,-that a certain sum was put down in figures
'
and that Mr. Garsed stood 

over you and told you to rectify the entry by putting down a sm that would balance the account-
that is £300 ? It is Smithson's entry, that is the one I identify. 

Do you say that Mr. Garsed did not dictate to you the rectification of that account? If there is a 
subsequent entry, it was to make a second false entry to account for getting rid of a sum of money. 

If in amount were entered on one side wrongly, you afterwards entered a like amount on the other? 
To make another false entry. 
71.. What has that to do with the question of whether the bill foe £680 15s. 3d, formed part of the bonus 
of, £2,000 or not? To show that the books being false in one particnlar, the other entries made by Mr. 
Garsed himself, or by those employed by him, cannot be brought forward as evidence in Garsed's favour. 

That: is, you imply if there is a false entry in one case t:here may be in many others ? It may be in 
another. 

That is a conjecture ? It is an axiom in law. 
Will you refer to the books and point out the false entry? (The witness referred to the Journal.) 
Is it in folio 37? Yes. 

70. In reference to Smithson? Yes. 
An amount of £300? Yes. 
That is the amount you referred to? Yes. 	 79. 
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79. You wore examined at the Police Court in reference to this very identical amount? I think not-I Mr.Gf. L. 
have no recollection of it. 	 . 	 Wilson. 
SO. If your memory of these circumstances is so good as to enable you to protect the character of the 
dead and the interests of others who are out of the Colony, surely it will some you sufficiently to say 3 April, 1878. 
whether you were examined at the Police Office? I think I was not-to the best of my belief I was not. 

Supposing l could produce a document signed by you proving that you were examined as to this 
particular account, would you say that it was not so? Certainly not. 

H aving given evidence at the Central Police Court so many years ago, of which evidence the Corn. 
inittee are in possession, can you supplement anything to that which will enable this Committee to 
arrive at any more just decision in reference to this ease? I think not. I have no recollection of being 
examined at the Police Office; of course if 1 was, I was. 
3. If these documents I refer to have special reference to these entries, I. suppose that evidence would 

he correct? No shadow of a doubt it was correct, as the circumstances were then fresh in my memory. 
It is very stale now, so many years having elapsed since. 
H4. JIai'ing made such a statement at the Central Police Court, although you are not aware that you ever 
did make a statement there, do you think it is judicious of you now to come fbrward and make a fresh 
statement of what took place so many years ago? Yes, i: think it is. lEave no recollection of having 
made such a statement. 

5. J&. Uapeland.] You think you can trust your memory in the one ease, though you cannot in the 
other Pt cannot rernembor being examined at the Police Office. 
86. You cannot trust your memory as to the fact of your having been examined at the Police Court, but 
you can trust your memory as to an item in the books? I thought I could trust to my memory in this 
matter of the entry in the books, because there was something else hanging to it. This entry of £300 
was los- the purpose of getting rid of something -, but I have forgotten the lustory of the case. 
87. Chairman.] This is simply a cross entry? it is a cross entry, but there is something more about it 
than that -- 
88. This is a cross entry, entered at the dictation of Mr. Garsed? Yes. 
89. Is this the particular item you have alluded to? Yes; but there is something else about that which 
I cannot remember. 
00. Mr. apeland.'j Your present impression is that £300 was entered on that side (refen-ing to the Journal), 
to get rid of the advance of £300 entered on this side, as for "Alma ilotel"? My impression is that the 
second entry was made to cover a false entry-the first entry-and to make another - 

0/tairman.] You were about to make s remark as to another false entry. The books are accessible to 
you. Will you refer to that false entry (a boo/c was handed to the wit fleer) F This is not the ledger. 1 
\vant the ledger corresponding with this (rctèn'ing  to the Journal). 

That is the ledger corresponding with that? It is not. 
93. Is not that the ledger you kept? It is not. rjl1is  journal refers to another ledger, and the ledger 
refers to another journal. 
.94. Do you know that ledger? No, J. never, saw it. 
05. is your memory sufficiently retentive to enable you to say whether that is a copy from the original 
ledger? I. have no doubt it is. 
90. Would that be sufficient to give you the infbrnmation 9 I dare say it would. (The witness refatred to 
the copy of the ledqer handed in by Mr. Garsed.) I cannot fit it at all. 
97. That is it certified copy of the ledger? It may be perfectly correct up to page 20 of the journal 
but 1. see at the bottom of that page a pencil entry in my handwriting to refresh my memory it follows 
the end of Mr. Pritchard's entries. " The books brought from Mr. Ashdown's office. 22nd December, 
1857, by Mr. Pritebard." 
98. Where was your first entry made in this book P At the top of page 27. 
99. Did you obtain these books from instructions received from Mr. Garsed? They were sent to Mr. 
Garsed. not to me. 
1.00. Did Mr. Garsed tell you to get these books from Messrs. Dean & Company? I (to not know. 

To write them up P lIe gave them me to write up. 
You are not sure about that? I know that Mr. Pritchard sent them to Mr. Garsed. 
You had the books seven or eight days? I never had the books out of Mr. Garsed's house. I. used 

to go either to his office or to his private house to work at them. 	 - 
1 will remind you. If you stated at the Ceuf:ral Police Court that you had been instructed by Mr. 

Garsed to go to Messrs. Dean & Co. to get these books and to write them imp, and that you had them 
seven or eight days, including Christmas Day and Sundays, would that beright? No doubt. 

You had them then seven or eight days? I never had them out of Mr. Garsed's house or office-never. 
100. You were told to get the books P Very likely I was told to get the books. To the best of my 
recollection, we wrote several times to Mr. Pritchard, " When are you going to send the books ?" beg-
ging him to send them and I think at last lie sent them to Mr. Garsed's house. 

Is that the time when this £300 was entered? I could not tell you the day. It must have been 
more than seven days; it must have been months, rjihese  entries commence in October and close at the 
end of December. 

This entry iii the journal-cash Dr. to Smithson £300-is in your handwriting? Yes. 
Refer to page 37-you entered that too? Yes. 
At whose instance did you enter that P Mr. Garsed's. 

ill. That rectification underneath, at whose instance is that? I say it is not a rectification. 
112. At whose instance was that? At Mr. Garsed's instance a subsequent entry,  was made-I say it was 
not a rectification, but I. am not able to show where the third error stands. I am sure we shall find 
by the ledger that an outstanding amount does exist of £300. There are three £300 entered. 
11.3. Do you think these books have been tampered with since you last saw them? No, 1 never thought 
that. 
114. Do you remember my asking the question if a certain entry of £300 was the entry you referred to, 
and you said you were not sure of the figures? Yes. 
1.15. And I then asked you with reference to a certain entry called a cross-entry, where a certain amount 
was put down, and beneath were certain figures to balance the amount, and you answered "decidedly not." 
Were you wrong in that answer? I was wrong. 

116. 
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Mr. 1 G. L, 116. Mr, Capeland.] You say you believe this entry at page  37 was a false entry? I believe there will 
be an existing false entry, but without the ledger, at page 63. I cannot correct it. 

sAlirs 117. 1 understood you this false entry of £300 was to get rid of this entry of "cash £300 "? Yes. 
118. 1 would like to know from you whether there was any real transaction in connection with this entry 
of "Alma Hotel and Orose Farm," as represented here? I believe that is a false entry, but I cannot 
give the particulars without reference to page 03 of the ledger, which is not here. 
119, O/iairman.] Here is an exact duplicate of the ledger, certified by yourself, with your own signature 
attached to it, and also the signature of Mr. Ilurnphery, the Official Assignee. Surely that ought to be 
sucient to citable you to find out anything you require ?.Decidedly not. This book is right enough as 
a copy of the ledger up to the time of Mr. Pritchard's ceasing to keep the journal—that is up to page 
20 ; but you will not find any entry here relating to this matter, because the entry in the journal was 
made by myself, subsequently to the books being taken out of Mr. Pritchard's hands. I could find out 
this item only by examining the other ledger. 
120. What is the last date of making an entry by yourself? The closing entries for the balance have no 
(late. The balance closed the year 1857. 
1.21. Mr. Cope/and.] On the 20th April, 1858, you certify to this copy being correct? To its being 
correct up to the time of Mr. Pritchard's ceasing to keep the books. 

chairman.] Your evidence was that there was a. balance of £14,000 odd to the credit of Mr. Garsed, 
in your own handwriting—is that so P It appears to be so. I thought Mr. Garsed was it very wealthy 
man at that time, and I have no doubt lie was so. 

You have of course a lively recollection of the proceedings in the Court at the time of Mr. Garsed's 
trial for perjury? I recollect the fact, but not the details of the evidence. 

Do you remember that these books were kept out of evidence? No, I do not, one way or other. 
Do you remember the circumstance of an attempt being made to destroy these books, by blowing up

the place where they were kept with gun cotton? No but :r heard that Dean & Ashdown's was. 
3.26. Was not your attention drawn to a reward being offered for any information that would lead to the 

nv coiction of the offenders? That was with reference to Dean & Co.'s books—not those of Mr. Garsed. 
These books were always in the possession of Mr. Garsed, and would not have been affected. The book 
on my left was in Messrs. Dean & Ashdowa's ; that on my right, in Mr. Garsed's possession. 
1.27. Were you in Mr. Garsed's employ at that time? Yes.* 
1.28. Can you show any wrong entry in these books other than this of £300 at page 37? No, I cannot. 
1.29. You had the privilege or opportunity when you were examined at the Police Office of giving all the 
information possible with regard to these hooks? I have no recollection, as I have already said, of having 
been examined at the Police Office but if so, 1. should not then have had an opportunity, because you 
are placed in the witness box and are bound to answer the questions put to you, yes or no. 
130. Courts of Law  do not suppress evidence pertinent to the questions before them: had you not every 
opportunity to make any statement you deemed fit? Certainly not, no witness is allowed to make a 
statement; if be did so lie would be told—" Answer the question, yes or no, and do not go beyond the 
question asked you." 
1.31. Anything you had to say in reference to the ease was undoubtedly in reference to the books P I 
have no recoUection of the matter, but any examination of me, I. should say, must undoubtedly have had 
reference to the books. 

It merely had reference to yourself as it bookkeeper? Certainly I should think to nothing else—i 
could be examined in no other capacity. 

Can you supplement that evidence? That evidence was given when matters wore fresh in my memory. 
Was that journal closed on the 31st December, 1.857? Yes. 
Was not that owing to your calling Mx. Garsed's attention to the erasures made by Mr. Pritchard, 

that is the journal kept and. er  the direction of Mr. Ashdown ? Erasures made by Mr. Pritchard I I (10 
not know—there is an erasure, i: think. if I am to give all answer to the question, I should say certainly 
not; it was closed because the and of the year had come, and not because of an erasure. 

A&. .Thowne.] Do you adhere specifically to that statement in reference to £300 being entered at 
the dictation of Mr. Garsed? Yes. 

And also that the second entry was made to corer the falsity of the first? Yes. 
%Vas that your iftipression or w'as it the fact—you said at: first it was your impression, and after-

wards that it was the fact, which is correct? The fact, although 1 cannot prove it, because I cannot refer 
to the ledger. 
1.39. Ohs frman.] Are there any erasures in the journal which were made while it was kept under Mr. 
Ashdown's instructions? I think so, but that could be ascertained by an examination. 
1.40. Do you know anything with reference to this particular bill of £680 15s. 3d. upon which Mr. 
Garsed was convicted? I think I had better say I do not, that I do not know whether it was given to 
Dean & Co. or to Ashdown. 

Do you know' anything with reference to the bonus of' £2,000? These entries were made from Mr; 
Garsed's dictation, and are in my handwriting. 

Do you know anything with reference to time ease of perjury? Yes, I know that a plea was filed 
alleging that the promissory note was given to Ashdotvn as balance of an aconnt. That was not, how- 
ever, the first bill that was given, but the second; the first was for £ 	. I was in Piddoek Tornpson's 
office at the time, and Garsed told me, indeed lie told its all, that all lie wanted was to gain time. 

Mv. Oope/and.] Do you know whether any consideration was given for this bill, or whether it was 
merely an accommodation bill P I could not say of my own knowledge. 

You cannot say whether that bill formed part of the original bonus? No, I cannot say one w'ay em 
other. 

Aft. Browsmc.] Do you wish to make any other statement to the Comnnttee? No, I think not.t 

Mr. 

* NOTE (on revision) —I WAS not in Gamed's employ at time time of the fire ; I niust have muisumlerstoorl the 
question as to time. 

t ?con: (o)?.rcvi,cioa) —i do not ,iot.ieo any reference to may protest that; Garsed's journal cannot explain Deami's ledger, 
but Ilint Penn's journal be inicen will, Penn's ledger, and Gartcd's lodger with his journal. 
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Mr. John Ga.vscd further examined 

11:6. ilL. Gipe1mu7.] What explanation have you to give with reference to these two entries of £3o0, 	Mr. ,J. 
which you have heard stated by Mr. Wilson were one a false entry and the other to cover the falsity 	&srsed. 

of the first—Did you instruct Mr. Wilson to make this entry? Yes. 	 . 	 3Allfl 
Was this a false entry P It was a wrong entry, but that which follows corrects it uninediately 	

pri 

they were made at the same time. 
The two entries were made at the same time? Yes; the whole of the entries* were made in seven 

days.t 
I ant speaking with reference to the entries in the name of Smithsoa and the "Alma Hotel"? Xcs. A 

inortgage—Hutchinson to Garsed, afterwards cancelled, was made. Mr. Hutchinson is Mrs. G-a.rsed's brother, 
who had jnst arrived from England. A mortgage was given to Mr. Terry, dated 25th September, 1857, which 
it was found included this "Alma Hotel." Regina v. Garsed.—Septeniber 5th, 1859. Copy from Sir 
John N. Dickinson's note book, left in charge of the Prothonotary, S. H. Terry. I produce mortgage 
£l,500.-25th September, 1857. I destroyed the memorandum for ground rents. Mr. Hutchinson and 
family arrived from England, 27 December, 1857; and having mortgaged Berley to Mr. S. H. Terry, in 
September, 1857, to secure payment of £2,000, I therefore was unable to convey to Mr. Hutehinson 50 
acres of iamd at Bexley (See Miseries of Ez'idence leEk ilThy, 1877), and this money was intended tobe given 
in compensation to ilutchinson, but entered to the name of Smithson. 

You heard what Mr. 'Wilson stated, that this particular £300 w'asa false entry, and that there was 
110 value given? I beard him state so, but it is not a false entry ; but. that is not a matter before the 
Committee. The matter before the Committee is a bill of £680 iSa. 3d. ']'his will be before another 
Committee when these other charges are investigated. This is merely a cross entry, it amounts to 
nothing ; it is a wrong entry, and another entry is made to take it out. 

Do these books carry out the statement you have made in reference to giving this £300 to Mr. 
Hutchinson ? These books 5110w only as they read now. I can bring you the mortgage deed that was 
cancelled. I can bring the different deeds to show the transaction between myself and Hutchinson. 

Mr. Joseph Carroll further examined:- 

O/,au'nzan.l Will you rcfiir to folio 37 of the journal, and stnte whether the entry of £300 there in 	Mr. J. 
connection with the Alma hotel " is false P if the item of £300 in connection with the " Alma Hotel" 	Carroll. 

is false, then the total of £3,588 as. Gd. must necessarily be fiile also, and that amount his never been f__:A__\ 

challenged ; with respect; to the other two entries, the one neutralizes the other. 	 3 April, 1578. 

There is no fraud in it: 	Certainly not—it is merely .in improper entry. 

.F'121DA Y 12 AFIIIL, 1878. 

MR, CO]?ELAND, 	I 	Mx. DAY. 

J'OIIN IIHRLEY, ESQ. (Hartley), IN TIlE Onut. 

Mr. Marmaduke Constable examined 

151. chaiaman.] You have expressed a desire through another person to be examined with reference to 	Mr. M. 
this inquiry? It his been thought by some advisable that .1 should be; Mr. Garsed told me that I would Constable. 
be, and of course I looked forward to the receipt of a summons for that purpose. 

You are aware that this is a Committee appointed by the Legislative Assembly to inquire into a case 12A.pril,1878. 
that was instituted against John Garsed fbr perjury? I am. 

On the 10th September, 1858, at the office of Dean & Co., and in the presence of Mr. Garsed, did 
you or Mr. Adam Wilson examine five ledger accounts kept in Garsed's name? I believe I examined 
every book. Perhaps I may be permitted to explain bow it was- 

Were you not examined on behalf of Mr. Ashdowa at the Police Court in December, 1858? No. 
Or on behalf of the Crown, in October, 1859 P No. 
I have asked you, did you or Mr. Adam Wilson, Garseds Official Assignee, examine the books—the 

five ledger accounts? We examined every book that was asked for, and we gave a certificate to that 
elThct, and upon that certificate the claim was allowed. That certificate is now registered in time Insolvent 
Court. 
100. Did you, after I\Ir. Garseds estate was released from sequestration, examine Mr. G-arscd's papers at 
his residence, and state to Mr. Garsed at the time of this examination that you had never examined 
said five ledgers in connection with the black ink fictitious account marked NP 'What is called the 
black ink fictitious account 1 had never seen or heard cf at the time of the first examination of the 
accounts. The statement of soy connection with the second examination of the accounts is simply this 
J. had been away from the Colony for fifteen or sixteen years, and the whole of these things—although 
1 had taken a deep interest in the case at the time as ahnmost the chief creditor of and at first friendly to, 
Mr. Garsed—had passed out of uiy mind. I met Mr. Garsed, who told me he was anxious to get a reversal 
of the sentence of pei1ury, and asked inc to go through his books with him, when he said lie could show 
by their evidence that he was tvronglully convicted.], did so, and the statement he macic to me with 
reference to the entries seemed to mime clear and distinct. As I. understood be had fresh evidence to bring 
forward, I suggested to him that the first step he should take was to see Sir Alfred Stephen, and 
induce him to re.consider the thing, in order, if possible, to get the sentence reversed. Mr. Garsed 
then asked me if 1 would see Sir Alfred Stephen, and 1. said I would. Mr. Garsed then laid great 

stress 

* NOTE (0" revision) :—Froin folio 27 to folio 63 is in the handwril'ing of Mr. Gee ..L. Wilson. 
t NOTE (on levis/on) : —rrozii folio 1 to 27 is in the handwriting of Mr. Charles Pearson Pritchircl. 
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Mr. M. stress upon five ledger accounts, and the way in which lie explained the whole thing to me seemed certainly 
Constable. new to me, and I admitted it to be so, looking at it in the light in which he viewed it. I did not remember 

to have seen these particular five ledger accounts, but I could not pretend to say, after so many years had 
12Api'il,1878. assed, that I had never seen these five ledger accounts. But I can say that at the examination of the 

tbooks Mr. Garsed was present that every question asked by Mr. Garsed was satisfactorily answered 
by Mr. Ashdown ; that we were three hours engaged in the examination, and that it was not inhl Mr. 
Garsed had no more questions to ask that the meeting terminated, and the certificate to which 1 have 
already referred was given. As to what books 'cc saw .1 could not say, but I know that the examination 
was, to my mind most straightforw-ard and searching. 
161. Did Mr. Adam Wilson, in your presence a]id in the presence of Mr. Garsed, examine five ledger 
accounts F Understand me, I cannot from memory tell you everything we saw, but I can say that every 
question Mr. Garsed asked was satisfactorily and honestly explained by Mr. Ashdown, and we gave a 
certificate to that efihet. 
162. Do you understand the system of book-keeping by double entry? I do. 
103. Will you look at these ledgers F To look at ledgers, and know anything about them, I must see the 
books from which the entries are made. 
164. They are Dean & Co.'s ledger,,? As a merchant and book-keeper of many years experieticc, 1 fell 
you that books may be made to show almost anything. 
3.65. A/s. Day.] What we want to find out from disinterested evidence is whether the bill for 
£680 15s. 3d. was given to Ashdow-n as part of it bonus of £2,000 in considei'atioii of the said Ashdown 
transferring to Garsed certain properties F I can give von a very decided opinion upon that, for what it 
is worth, and I can also give you my reasons for that opinion. 

Do you know anything about this £680 15s. 3d. P I do, because I have heard both sides of the 
question. There is not a point connected with the whole transaction I am not cognizant of. I was coil-
suited by both sides. I was it very strong friend of Mr. Caused at one time. I. know Garsed's statement, 
and I know the other parties' statement. 

Were you in the habit of looking into the coinmercia.l affairs of Dean & Co. F No. 
163. Were ye' in the habit of looking into the affairs of Mr. Ashdown at that time? Only at the time 
when I was called forward as the friend of Mr. Garsed. 
109. Have you any know-ledge from what you learnt at that time-any know-ledge of your own-of this 
£680 bill? Twill answer the question with perfect fairness. If I were in a Court of justice, upon my 
oath, such evidence as I can give would not he admissible, because .1 never saw the bill; but 1 have heard 
both statements; my pecuniary interests were decidedly in Garsed's favour-I was backing up Garsed 
against Aslidown ; but after thoroughly examining Ashdown's books in the presence of Mr. Garsed with 
Mr. Adam Wilson, when every question Garsed asked was satisfactorily answered by Mr. Ashdown, I 
changed my opinion, and it is changed still. 

CVuthmanj What was wrong in the books F Nothing was wrong in the books ; every question asked 
was met in a straightforward way, and although I was not in favour of Dean & Company when I com-
menced the exanirnation, but prepared to back Mr. Garsed in a motion for a new trial which was then 
made in the Supreme Court, I was compelled to alter my opinion. I am now speaking in behalf of Adam 
Wilson and Arthur Piddoek Toinpson, both of whom are dead, as well as of myself, and of the statement 
we made to which our names are appended. 

You were Chairman of a meeting at which a number of Mr. Garsed's creditors framed twenty-two 
resolutions in order to take action against Garsed? I believe so. I have not seen those resolutions for 
many years; there were twenty-two I believe. I was Chairman at nearly all the meetings, for I was the 
principal creditor. 

You were the principal creditor; are you still a loser by Mr. Garsed? Not now. 
Did he pay you? I was paid at the time as I considered satisfactorily, but I do not now consider 

that I was paid. I made a bargain, and there was an end of it. 
He paid all demands-be released his estate? i-Ic released his estate principally through my instru-

mentality, and he gave its all shares which we took at 20s. they were considered to be worth 208., but we 
found them to be worth 3s. Gil. At that time I considered myself well paid. 

Mr. lMy.1 Can you give us any history of the £5,180? It was composed entirely of dealings with 
Dean & Company. 

Are you aware whether Mr. Garsed owed Dean & Company any more money than that? Yes, 
I know this by the doeuments-Garsed admitted that he owed it. 

Chairman..] What do you know about this bonus of £2,000? I. know that at the trial the Judge 
ruled that the question of this bonus really and truly had nothing whatever to do with the matter, but 
whether the bill of £680 15s. 3d. formed part of the bonus. I. can show how this £2,000 arose. 

What do you know about this £2,000? Mr. Gafsed was intending in the month of March to go 
home to England, and lie proposed to Mr. Ashdown that Ashdown should take his place, manage his 
properties in his absence, and meet all his liabilities and that he should receive one-third of the supposed 
balance that would be left from the sale of time properties. It was expected that these properties would 
yield £18,000, and that Ashdown would therefore receive £6,000 ; Ashdown at the same time agreed to 
buy the lipper Garden at time Glebe for £2.800, although the property at that time was not worth more 
than £1,000, so that Ashdown was to give £1.,800 more than its real value- 

There was an agreement to buy that all back P Yes; j\  slidowmi said-" Take back this land for which 
I gave you £2,800. and I will give you a cheque for £500"; instead of this, it was arranged by Garsei 
that he should repurchase the whole of the properties lie bad transferred to .Ashdown, and shoulà pay hint 
£2,000. That is the real English of this so-calied bonus of £2,000. 

The amount of £2,000 is not made without this slim of £680 15s. 3d.? I beg pardon, the evidence 
of Mr. Daintrey is very distinct and clear that there was never a broken amount mentioned to him, lie 
says-" I have had transactions with Pritchard which ,Ashdown afterwards acknow'ledged; I remember on 
one occasion Pritchard came to me and spoke to me about sonic transactions between Garsed and A elm-
down, and offered to sell me some property, either as agent for Ashdown or Garsed ; Pritchard told me of,  
a long negotiation which had been going on between Ashdown and Garsed, and of several arrangements 
between them, and said something to the effect that Garsed had at last given, or was to give, Ashdown it 
bonus of £2,000. Pritchard afterwards caine to me and instructed inc to prepare a conveyance of one 
property, and transfers of mortgages of two others (to the best of niy recollection), and told me that the 

- 	 conveyance 
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conveyance and transfers wore to represent value to the extent of £2,000, I believe, passing from Garsed 	Mr. M. 

to Ashdown." That is the very case. You may call it a bonus or what you like, but the three proper- Constable. 
ties represent the £2,000 ; and that is the statement of Mr. Ashdown. 

Will you go on with the extract? " I prepared the deeds, and they were executed by Garsed on his 12Apnl,1818. 

own behalf, contracting between himself and Ashdown ; 1 only think I saw Garsed on the occasion of the 
execution of the deeds; I should say this was some time in August or September, 1857; it might lie a 
trifle later; Ashdown and Garsed afterwards came to my office and had a dispute as to who was to pay for 
the deeds, and at Ashdown's own request I afterwards sent the deeds to Ashdown, and I believe lie partly 
paid for them ; that both Ashdown and Garsed acknowledged in effect that Pritchard was their agent I 
have not the slightest doubt; in that transaction Pritchard said something about a bonus with reference 
to this transaction—a bonus of £2,000; be spoke of the bonus as a matter under negotiation between 
Ashdown and Garsed; I understood when I prepared the deeds that they represented value to the extent 
of £2,000 passing from Garsed to Ashdown, but I did not understand that they represented the talked-of 
bonus; I think that the first statement Pritchard made to me was that there had been some arrangement 
between Ashdown and Garsed which Garsed was not able to carry out, and Pritchard gave me to under-
stand, and from what be said I did understand, that the deeds were to represent £2,000 as passing from 
Garsed to Ashdown to carry out substituted arrangements ; my recollection is quite distinct as to what 
was said. I think the deeds were dated between July and December, 1857; I think that while I was 
preparing the deeds I saw a piece of paper on which was some calculations showing how the £2,000 was 
made up I do not recollect any particular sum mentioned on that memorandum; I do not know what 
became of the memorandum ; my recollection is very obscure indeed; I am not even positive as to the 
year in which it occurred, whether it was in 1856 or 1857, but I believe it was in 1857; I remember no 
promissory note or bill of exchange passing between the parties, but I do not know of any reason why I 
should have known it had any passed-" So that no broken amount was mentioned. Mr. Daintrey has told 
the transactions between Ashdown and Garsed—the substitntionary arrangement of £2,000 topass from 
one to the other, and the instruction to draw up three deeds to represent this £2,000—exactly as Mr. 
Ashdown has done. 

Do you know anything about this bill for £680 15s. 3d.? I certainly did hear something respecting 
it, but it was from a man who is dead, and was not made in Mr. Gamed's presence. It is evidence that 
would not be admitted in a Court of law, and therefore I had perhaps better not state it. 

Could you adduce from the books any information that would be of service to the persons you are 
interested in, or that would assist the Committee in their inquiry? I do not think so. I can only 
reiterate the statement I have made—that every book of Bean & Company was examined in the presence 
of Mr. Garsed, and that every question asked by him was satisfactorily answered by Mr. Ashdown. That 
Mr. Adam Wilson, who examined them with me, was a thorough accountant; that after a three hours' 
examination, and that though we wont into it as Mr. Garsed's friends, we gave the certificate we did. 

Do you not know that these books were kept out of evidence? I believe they were not. 
They were not put in evidence at the Police Court? I do not know. Mr. Garsed, when I returned 

from New Zealand, made several statements to me; and as I had been some years away from the Colony, 
and the facts of the case had passed away from my memory, although I had known them at the time, I 
was led to believe from his representations that justice had not been done. I was not in the criminal 
prosecution, indeed I do not think I was in Sydney when he was tried, I was therefore prepared to believe 
anything, and it was not until I had re.examiaed the matter and read up these things that I got my old 
opinion back. 

Have you had the opportunity of reading up the particulars of the case from any original documents? 
I have been to the Insolvency Court and read up everything. 

This has not reference to the Insolvency proceedings? It was in the Insolvency Court. I saw the 
certificate to which I have referred. I have also read .Tudge Dickinson's notes of the civil trial, and also 
the proceedings in the Police Court, as well as the documents printed by Mr. Garsed—and you may say 
they are original documents. I have also read other papers knocking about. 

Have you founded your opinion upon these documents that were "knocking about" as you say? 
No. In vanous ways my memory has been refreshed as to the circumstances of the case, and I have now 
made no statement that I should not be willing to make upon oath before any Court of Justice. I am 
wiUing to admit that I may have stated to Mr. Garsed that I entertained a more favourable view of his 
case than I do at present; in fact I must have done so, as I offered to go to the Chief Justice upon the 
matter. 

211-0 
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APPENDIX. 

[To the Evidence of.211t'. Thhm Garsed, 16 May, 1877.] 

AL 
(A.) 
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 	Dean and another v. Garsed.—Deolantion. 	No. 317. A.D. 1856. 

Filed 18 February, A.D. 1858.—AR.. 	 A—Produced Police Court, Sydney, 16 Dec., 1858. 
The defendant is to plead hereto in eight days, otherwise judgment, 

WAiP, Plaintiffs' Attorney, 139, Pitt-street. 
The eighteenth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 

Sydney, to wit. 

WILUAM Dean and Archibald Ashdown, by George Want, their attorney, sue John Garsed, for that the plaintiffs, oil the 
third day of October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, by their bill of exchange, now overdue, directed to the 
defendant, required the defendant to pay to the plaintiffs six hundred and, eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, four 
months after date ; and the defendant accepted the said bill, but did not pay the atine. And the plaintiffs claim one 
thousand pounds. 	 GEoRGE WANT, 
flog. T. John Garsed, 5/10/59. E.L. 	 Plaintiffs' Attorney. 

Thursday, April 22, 1858, Friday, April 23, 1858, Saturday, April 24, 1858. 
C'oraaa Dickinson, J. 	Frederick Michael Stokes, George Stabler, William Sliarpe, Lindsay Crawfnrd Sheppard. 
Saturday, 21. April, 1858. The ease was adjourned to.day until Tuesday, the 18th May, 1858, at 10 a.m 

Bonaxr Sairrian, Clerk at lVi:i Price. 
Trial continued. Tuesday, 18 May, 1858, Wednesday, 19 May, Thursday, 20 May. Cot-am Dickinson, J. 
Verdict for plaintiffs—damages, £695 2s. Gd. 

ROBERT SEZPILL, Clerk at Esi Pri,is, 20 May, 1858. 

A2. 
Garsed ate. Dean and another. Notice of Motion, Filed 22 May, A.D. 1855.—AR. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 

Si 	
William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

r, 
In this cause, which was tried at the Supreme Court House, King-street, Sydney, before His Honor Mi-. Justice 

Dickinson and it .Fury of four persons, on the twenty-second, twenty-third, and twenty-fourlli days of April last, and the 
eighteenth, ,uneteenth, and twentieth days of May inst,mt., on which last-mentioned day a verdict was returned for the 
plaintiffs, with six hundred and ninety-six pounds two shillings and sixpenee damages Take notice that this Eonorable Court 
will, on the first day of next Term, or so soon thereafter as counsel can be heard on behalf of the said defendant, be moved 

said that the 	verdict may be set aside, and a now trial granted between the parties, on the following grounds, namely:— 
I.  That notwithstanding the written agreement of the thirtieth September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-

seven being in evidence, the learned Judge improperly admitted evidence of the armngements or alleged arrange' 
nients between the parties, which in point of time preceded and were preliminary to that agreement. Such 
alleged arrangements being inconsistent with or repugnant to the aforesaid agreement of the thirtieth September. 

That the said, verdict was against evidence. 
That the said verdict was against the weight of evidence. 

Dated this twenty-second day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 

- 	 'Yours, &c., 
PmDooxE ARTHUR TOMPSON, 

Defendant's attorney, 1, Commercial Chambers, New Pitt-street, Sydney. 
To plaintiffs' Attorney—I certify that in my opinio,i sufficient grounds exist for the above motion. 

- 	 WTLLXA3I B. DALLBY. 

A3. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. No, 317. A.D. 1555, 
Affidavit of A. Ashdown. Filed, 10 June, 1858.—kR. 

Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

Ox the twenty-ninth day of May, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, Archibald Asbdown, of the city of 
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, gentleman, one of the above-named plaintiffs, being duly sworn, maketh oath and 
saith as follows 

On the twentieth day of May imistant, I and the said William Dean recovered it verdict against the above-named 
defendant in this action, for tIme sum of six hundred and ninety-six pounds two shillings and sixpenee. 

I have seen a notice of motion for a new trial, a true copy whereof is hereunto annexed and marked with the letter 
A, which was served on lily attorney herein on the twenty-second day of May instant. The said notice of motion was 
merely served, I verily believe, for the purpose of delaying its in obtinning the fruits of our verdict; and I verily believe that, 
In the event of speedy execution not being ordered l,e,-cin, tIme, said John Garsed will make away with his property, and thus 
deprive us of the means of our recovering time amount of our said verdict. 

I an' IVL'II acquainted with the whole of the property of the said John Garsed. I have caused searelles to be made 
in the Registry Oilier of Sydney for registering deeds affecting l,imld, and find that two days before the bill sued upon herein 
became dire, the said .1011,1 (i'arsed huts, by an i,mdenture dated the fourth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-eight, conveyed to Thomnas Sanders Hatehinson, the brother-in-Jaw of the said ,Tohmi Garsed, for an alleged consideration 
of four thousand seven hundred pen ads, the whole, or almost the whole of his property. 

4. 1 have been informed by the said John Garsed, and believe Clint the said John Gsrsed reanhted home the necessary 
funds for the pnynient of the ni passage money to this Colony of the said Thons Sanders Ifutehinson and his family; and I am 
inforomed and to 	believe that the said Thomas Senders Hutehi,,son came out to this Colony without any means of his own1  
and could not have purchased the said property, nod that such consideration was not paid. 

255—A 	
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5. I verily believe that this conveyance was made by the said John Garsed for the purpose of delaying and defeating 
the above-named plaiattfi's in the recovery of the amount of the bill sued upon herein. I have been advised and verily believe 
that the grounds mentioned in such notice of motion for a new trial are frivolous, and that the motion is merely made for the 
purpose of delay. 	 A. ASRDOW2'. 

Sworn by the deponent, on the day first above 
mentioned, at 8ydney, before me, 

Aransvrs C/sISTER, A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

A4. 

0c the 30th September, A.D. 1857, I, John (larsed. by an agreement dated 30th September, 1857, and registered the 13th 
Februan, A.D. 1863, No. 814, Book 81, re-purchased from one Archibald Ashdown (at that time a partner of William Dean, 
and trading in Sydney under the style of W. Dean & Co., auctioneers), certain properties for the slim of £9,830 los. 3d. This 
sum includes a bonus of £2,0, and I he balance a bill of exchange for the anna of £680 los. 3d., which said bill of exchange 
I, at .Aahdou-n's request and for his accommodation, accepted in favour of W. Dean & Co. 

On the 9th day of February, A.D. 1858, an action was commenced in the Supreme Court of Now South Wales on the 
said bill of exchange, in which said action William Dean and another were the plaintiffs and I was the defendant; and in the 
course of the proceedings in the said action, and in order to defend the same, it was necessary that any attorney should file a 
plea to the declaration of the said plaintiffs, and that my plea should be accompanied by my affidavit of the truth of such 
plea, as reqinred by a certain Act of the Legisliaturo, intituled, "Am Act to facilitate flee remedies on Bells of .Lxchairge and 
J's'onsissorq JV&es." Mv equitable iCC, prepared by my attorney, and verified by my affidavit, was filed on the 26th lebruary, 
in the year aforesaid, and is strictly true. The alleged perjury, for which I suffered illegally in a prison three years and nearly 
live months, is assigned on this affidavit. The Honorable Attorney General only copied from my affidavit the following few 
worth and figures 

"I pvc Ashdown a bonus of £2,000, or thereabouts, of which the £680 15s. 3d., the amount of the bill of exchange 
now sued upon, forms part-" My affidavit was sworn before Edwin Daintrey, Esq., a commissioner of the Supreme Court for 
takine Affidavits. 	 . 	 - 

L,aw.—" When 	 on an is assigned o an affidavit., that part on whichthe perjury is assigned may be cxplaaned by 
another part." 

lit the Supreme Court, in its criminal jurisdiction, I was not allowed to travel out of the record, or demur to the 
information, and my questions relating to partnership transactions, mentioned in my affidavit, were not allowed to be 
answered. 

Appliretion was made to take my equitable plea off the file, cmi t:lw grounds disclosed in the Wait affidavit of Archibald 
.Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, filed in the Supreme Court, on the 2nd March, in the year aforesaid ; and on the 
3rd of the same muont]i the Judge, sitting in Chambers, refused the said application. On the 4th my attorney, the late Piddocke 
Arthur Tonipson, filed 	

i 
may reply tuthc said joint affidavit. 	

i LAW.—' Upon an in,l,ctu,ent for perjury there must be tu'o witnesses; one alone is not sufficient, because there is n 
that ease only one oath against another." 

Endorsed on the information for perjury, filed in the Supreme Court-, Sydney, 1st August, A.D. 1859. 

Witnesses AUCHIBAID Aswnoww. 

LAW, -"Affidavits being admissions upon oath,, are evidence as such against the parties )%-ho niadethemn. 	- 
After I had sequestnited any valuable estate to protect sHy properties and to seek justice, the said joint affidavit was 

taken from its proper place of deposit appointed by law. 
LAW.—STEAIIEG, O1ILITERA'rISG, on REMOVING Rsrcoui,s Statute enacts,—" That if any person shall steal, or shall 

for any f,audulent purpose take from its lslaee  of deposit for the time, being, or fronm any person having lawful custody thereof, 
or obliterate, injure, or destroy, any record, depnsition, affidavit., or any original document whatsoever of or belcngnmg to any 
Court of Record, or relating to any matter, civil or criminal, begun, depending, or terminated in any such Court, every such 
offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Copied from evidence received by me from the Crown Law,  Office 
The deponent, Andrew Jlaelreehaie, on his oath, states —I am one of the Clerks OF the Supreme Court; I produce 

the proceedings in the said Court, in a ease of William Doita and Archibald Ashdowia against ,Tolnm Garsed I produce a sum-
amns, dated 2nd ?elnrelm, 1858, issued by the Pm'othomsotary, calling upon defendant to show cause why the plea should not be 
struck out ;  I have notgot an affidavit sworn before Mr. l'ownall, 2nd March, 1858, by Ashdown and Pritchard; I ala not 
aware that any such affidavit was ever filed; if it had bee,i filed and in its proper fdacO it would have been in the hands of the 
Prothonotary, and then in my custody among the papers I produced; if it habeen sworn and filed in the case of Dean and 
Ashdown against Garsed, and was in its proper place, it would be with the papers produced; there would be no record kept of 
any such affidavit having been filed; I know nothing about the affidavit; I said yesterday that there was an affidavit missing, 
and I say so again; I don't know of my own knowledge that such an affidavit wee at or filed or in time Court; I won't swear I 
never saw the affidavit, I don't remember having seen it. 

.INDBEW 3IeKECHNIE." 
"Sworn at Sydney, this 17th day of December. Signed before 

D. FoRBEs, J.E." 

IN THE SurnaME Cotncp OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

The twenty-sixth day of February, in the year of our Lord 1858. 

GAmiSED, Defeadant, DEAN & Asrnsowy.—The defendant, by  Piddoeko Arthur Toinpson, his attorney for defence on 
equitable grounds, says, that before the commencement of this suit defendant and plaintiff Ashdown were in partnership 
together in various transactions, and that in settlement of those transactions (except certain lands, buildings, nnd premises at. 
Onions Poiat, on the yorth Shore of the Harbour of Port, .lneksoms, in tIm Colony of New South Wales, nod known as the 
Rosherville House and grounds, in u'lsicit they were also jointly interest;ed), the defendant gave to the said Ashdown a bosses 
of £ 	 of 2,000, or thereabonta. 	ic/sic/s the £680 hE-v. 3d. the osnount of the bill of exehar 	si qe 	ow i-ned upon, for ms part 	And 
the defendant further says that the said bill of exehsnge for £680 15s, 3d was drawn by the plaintiff, Dean & Co.. of which 
firm the said Ashdown was and still is a partner, upon defendant, and was, at the request of the plaintiff Ashdown, accepted 
by defendant; and that to secure the paqiaent ef the said se,a of £680 15s. 3d., defv-tsdaist them hesided to the plaintiffs the 
title-deeds of certain other tend belonging to defendant. .and defendant also requested the said ptainlfl's to sell his (the defend-
ant's) i,iterest in the Rosherville House and grounds, and to apply the proceeds in or towards liquidation of tue said sum of 
£680 15s. 3d., and the plaintiff Ashdown has repeitedly promised to do so, but has broken his promise: And the defendant 
livers t bat it was the duty of the said plaintiffs to sell the said Rosherville House and grounds, and the other lands, which, on 
the said 3rd day of October, in the year 1857, were and still are of greater value than the amount of the Paid bill of exchange, 
and that until they have exhausted the aforesaid securities they are not entitled to proceed against defendant upon the paid 
bill of exchange. 

Pinnoeuu ARTHUR Tosersow, 
1, Commercial Chambers, New Pitt-street, Sydney. 	 Defendant's Attorney. 
The above equitable plea is verified by affidavit sworn before Edwin Dai is? seq, Eq., solicitor. 

IN THE SUI'sSEMB COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALEs. 

Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdoaci,, plaisstj(s, and Joists Garsed, defendant. 

Let the defendant, his attorney, or agent, attend before the Judge sitting in Chambers, at the Supreme Court House, 
ICing-street, Sydney, on Weduesday next., the 3rd day of March imastr,nt. at the mising of the Court, to show cause why the 

plea 
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plea filed herein, should not be struck out, with leave to the plaintiffs to sign judgment, as for the want of a plea, on the 
grounds that the said plea is so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, and delay the fair trial of the action 	And that the said 
plea is wholly fake, and on the further grounds stated and disclosed in the joint affidavit of Archibald Ashdown and Charles 
Pearson Pritchard, sworn and filed in support of this application, and a tine copy whereof is served herewith. 

For the ]!rothonotary, 
Dated this second day of March, A.D. 188. 	 A. P. MA0KECILNIE, 

3rd Clerk, Supreme Court. 
To the above defendant, and to Piddocko Arthur Tompson, Esq., his Attorney. 

IN TUE Surmiara COURT OF Nuw Sourit WALES. 

Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 
On the 2nd day of March, in the year 1858, Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney, one of the above-named plaintiffs, and 

Charles Pearson Pritchard, of O'Connell-street, in the Colony of Now South Wales, gentleman, being severally sworn, make 
oath and say as follows 

1, Archibald Ashdown, for myself, say I never was in any partnership transaction with the above-named defendant. 
The only joint transaction in which I was eoncerued with him being the purchase of a place called .Ro:hes-vifle, and the erectiom 
of certain buildings thereon. 

The said John Garsed never gave me a bonus of two thousand pounds. 
The settlement of the transactions mentioned in the affidavit of John Garsed, sworn herein on the 26th day of 

February, 1858, was made by an agreement, of which a copy is hereunto annexed and marked with the letter A, and which 
agreement was in fact a more re-purchase by the said John Garsed of certain properties previously purchased by Inc from him, and 
the said bill of £650 lSs, 3d., the subject matter of this action, does notform part of any beans, stone having ever been given 
by the said John Garsed to inc. 

Shortly before the said agreement, I offered to the said John Garsed, if he would place me in the same position I was 
in before I had any transactions with him, to give liiui 4200, and give luni back all the property I had so purchased from him, 
which terms the said John Garsed refused to necede to. 

5 	title-deeds of some property of the said John Garsed were handed to the said William Dean & Company as a 
collateral security for the duo payment of the said sum of £680 His. 3d., but the said W. Dean & Co. never had any power 
of sale in the said property. 

C. The title-deeds of the said Ros],erville Estate have been in my hands since the month of April last, or thereabouts, as 
thejoint owner of the same with the said John Garsed, but I never promised the said John Garsed to sell the same and apply 
the proceeds in and towards the payment of the sum of £680 15s. 3d. 

I am advised that the plea filed by the defendant herein contained no defence to this action, and I verily believe 
that such plea has been filed merely for the pnrpose of delaying the above-named plaintiffs in obtaining judgment for the 
amount due upon the bill of exchange upon which this action is bronght. 

I have been infonned, and verily believe, that the said defendant is making away with his property for the purpose 
of avaidinq the payment of this bill of exchange, and that the said defendant has stated his intention to place his property in 
such a position as tho above-named plaintiffs shall not be able to touch it under any execution obtained herein. 

I, Charles Pearson Pritchard, for myself, say, I have been fully acquainted with the whole of the transactions between 
the said John Garsed and the said Archibald Ashdown, and have been employed by the said John Garsed and the said Archibald 
Ashdown to snake up the account: hereof (meaning to keep a set of account books). 

The said Archibald Ashdown never was in partnership with the said John Gamed, and never had any joint transac-
tion with him, oxeept the purchase and building of Roslierville. 

The settlement of the transaction between the said John Gamed and the said Archibald Ashdown, mentioned in the 
affidavit of John Garsed, sworn herein on the 26th day of February, 1555, was carried into effect by an agreement, a copy of 
which is annexed to this affidavit. 

The said John Garsed never gave the paid Archibald Ashdown a bonus of £2,000, 
The said Archibald Ashdown having previously to the entering into such agreement, ofFered to the said John Garsed 

to re-convey all the property which he hadpurchased from 	 um him, and to give him a cheque for the s 	of £200 if he would 
place him in the same position as he was before purchasing any  property from him. 

The bill of exchange for the sum of £680 15s. 3d. did not form part of a hbnus of £2,000, but was the balance 
found to be due on the accounts between the said Archibald Ashdown and the said John Gamed, but was in no way a part of 
any bonus. 

16. We, the said Archibald Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, sin' that we have read the affidavit of the above' 
named defendant, sworn herein on the 26th day of February, 1858, and that the several allegations therein that "before the 
commencement of this suit he and the plaintiff Ashdown, were in partnership transaction," and that in settlement of these 
transactions "except certain lands, and buildings, and premises, at Onions Point, on the North Shore of the Harbour of Port 
Jaekeon, in the Colony of New South Wales, itnil known as the Hosherville House and grounds, in which I and Ashdown were 
also jointly interested, I gave Ashdown n bonus of £2,000, or thereabouts, of which the £680 iSa. 3d., the amount of the 
bill of exchange now sued upon, forms part," are altogether untrue. 	 - 

16. And J, the said Archibald Ashdown, for myself, further say that the allegation in the above-mentioned affidavit, 
that he, the said John Garsed, requested the plaintiff to sell his interest in Rosherville House and grounds, and to apply the 

proceeds in or towards payment of the said £680 iSa. 3d., and the plaintiff Ashdown has repeatedly promised to do so, bot 
has broken his promise, ' is also totally untrue. 

A. ASHDOWN. 
C. F. PRITCHARD. 

Sworn by the two dopoucnts, on the day first above mentioned, 
at Sydney, before me,— 

GEouGa i'owlcAu, a Commissioner for Affidavits. 

Archibald Ashdown, on his oath, states as  follows —I was at one time it partner in the firm of Dean & Co. ; I engaged 
Pritchard to look after the accounts between Garsed and self. The books kept by Mr. Pritchard were kept by him in an office 
he had in the building occupied by W. Dean & Co.; Mr. Charles Pearson Pritchard has left the Colony; about 23rd or 24th 
September, 1857, I say,  an account produced, marked N, handed to defendant; it was in red ink (meaning the fictitious 
account for which I suffered) Mr. Daintrey prepared the whole of the deeds. The bills £1,900 and £700 (meaning two bills 
due 11th and 14th Augost, 1857) were renewed by Garsed as I have stated, were given to Dean & Co., as between Garsed and 
self; I only was liable, and not Dean & Co- ; there was not a fresh agreement botweon Garsed and self 11th August, 1857, but 
a letter passed; Mr. Randolph Want prepared and attested the agreement 30th September, 1857; I understood it; I do not 
come here to impeach that agreement; the bills making up the £7,830 15s. ad. are all paid; if, under all my agreements 
with Garsed I had been a loser, Dean & Co. would not have participated in the loss; I never took from Garsed yet any bills in 
my own name, except two for £50 each, on account of Pritchard's salary, and these I sold at twenty per cent. discount 
endorsed without recourse; these bills were given long after the agreement of 30th September, 1857. 

A. ASHDOWN. 
Sworn at. Sydney, this 20th December, 1858,— 

I). Foaum, J.P. 
Copy from receipts for documents deposited in the Prothsonotary's Office, niarked exhibit-s in Dean and another v. 

Garsed, bill of exchange, £680 15g. 3d. 
Deed of trust, Gersed to Ashdown. dated 18th March, 1857. 

PHILLIP DIVE, 
for B. J. WANT. 
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On reading this deed, the Judge ruled partnership transactions proved. 
Agreement 11th August, 1857, Ashdown to Garse&—E. A. SBAWL'LL 
The above two documents arc published in the 8gd,,' ZVmes, dated 4th and 11th June, 1861. 

[Copied from affidavit filed in the Protbonotary's Office.] 
Xii TEE SUPREME COURT OP NEW Souni WALES. 

In the matter of Randolph John Want., experts John Gamed, on the 21st of October, 1862, Randolph Joint Wart, of 
number 142, Pitt-street, gentleman, being duly sworn, umkoth oath and saith as follows 

I am not aware, and cannot eomprehe]id from the very general description given in the summons, what exhibits the 
said John Garsed requires, except the two documents of which the dates are given (mbaning the two documents published). 

The said two documents are, I believe, in the possession of Mr. Archibald Ashdown, one of the plaintiffs in the 
action mentioned in the first paragraph of the affidnvit sworn and filed herein by the said John Cursed in support of his 
application herein. 
Sworn by the deponent, on the day first above mentioned, I 	 B. WANT. 

at Sydney, before me,— 	 5 
Rrciunn MILFORD. 

- A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

I believe I have now proved that the information for perjury was filed contrary to common law. 
In this my appeal to the public for justice, I beg most respectfully to state that all I require is to establish my 

innocence before the highest legal tribunal in this Colony, from plaintiffs' own evidence and their own account books, without 
calling further evidence. In my next will be published a copy of agreement annexed to Ashdown and Pritchard's joint 
affIdavit, the said fictitious red ink account, also any examination of W. Dean & Co.'s ecooun books in connection with the 
same. 

AG. 

Mmscnmwrr& of an Agreement made and entered into this thirtieth day of September, in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-seven, between Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, merchant, of 
the one part, and John Cursed, of the same place, Esquire, of the other part. 

lVnnnsas the said John Garsed has lately sold to the said Archibald Ashdown, intrr alia, certain pieces or parcels of land and 
hereditasnoats, in the parish of Saint George, in the county of Cumberland, in the Colony aforesaid, called Bexlcy ; and 
also certain pieces or parcels of land and messuages known as Oak Lodge and Willow Lodge, and other hereditament.s 
situate at the Glebe, in the parish of Petersham, in the county of Cumberland, in the Colony aforesaid ; and also a parcel 
of land with four messnages or tenements thereon, in Cooper-street, at the Glebe aforesaid ; and the said John Garsed 
has agreed to repurchase, and the said Archibald Ashdown to resell the same for the sum of nine thousand eight hundred 
and thirty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence: Now these presents witness that it is kereby agreed by and between 
the said parties hereto that the said purchase money or sum of isine thousand eight hundred and thirty pounds fifteen 
shillings and three-pence shall be paid and secured by the said John Garsed to the said Archibald Ashdown in manner 
following, that is to may :— 

First—That the said John Cursed shall pay to the said Archibald Ashdown the sum of five thousand six hundred 
and fifty pounds of sterling money. 

Second—That the said John Garsed. shall absolutely convey and assure to the said Archibald Ashdown a piece or 
parcel of land situate at Canterbury Road, in the said parish of Petersham, which the said Archibald Ashdown shall take 
at the value and shall consider as a cash payment of nine hundred pounds. 

Third—That the said John Gamed shall absolutely transfer and assure to the said Archibald Ashdown all his right 
title and interest in and to a certain indenture of mortgage, bearing data the thirty-first day of May one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-six, andmade between William Eggletoss of the one part and the said John Garsed of the other part, 
which the said Archibald Ashdown shall take at the value, and shall consider as a cash payment of nine hundredpounds. 

Fourth—That the said John Garsed shall absolutely transfer and assure to the said Archibald Ashdown all his right, - 
title, and interest in and to a certabi indentureof mortgaue, bearing date 	 and made between 

payment of six hundred pounds. 
which the said Archibald Ashdown shall take at the value, and shall consider a cash 

Fifth—That the sum of one thousand seven hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, residue of 
the said purchase money or sum of nine thousand eight hundred and thirtypounds fifteen shillings and three-pence shall be 
secured in manner following (that is to as),)—the sum of six hundred pounds part thereof shall be secured by a mortgage 
for the sum of one thousand one hundred pounds upon a ecs-tain inessuage or tenement and land situate at J'arramatta, in 
the said Colony, known as the "Russell Arms" ; the said Archibald Ashdowa covonantijig With the said John Garsed to 
pay off a certain sum of five hundred pounds now charged thereon, with all interest to accrue due thereon from the day of 
the date of the said mortgage to the said Archibald Ashdown. The sum of five hundred pounds, further part of the said 
sum of one thousand seven hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, shall be secured by a mortgage 
upon certain messuages, buildines, and land situate at Newtown near Sydney aforesaid, and called or known as the hew-
town Foundry; and the sum oF six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, residue of the said sum 
of one thousand seven hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, shall be secured by the promissory note 
of, the said John Garsed, and a memorandum and deposit by way of equitable mortgage of deeds and documents relating to 
certain land and hereditaments of the said John Gamed, situate at Bligh Terrace, in the parish of 

Sixth—That all the above-mentioned same (except the said sum of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings 
and three-pence secured by equitable deposit, which shall be payable when the said promissory note shall become due) to 
be secured by mortgage as aforesaid, shall bear interest from the day of the date of such mortgages respectively, after the 
rate of eight pounds per centum per annum, and shall, together with the interest due thereon respectively, be pai'l off 
within three years from the day of the date of these presents ; and that such mortgages shall respectively contain pos'm 
of sale, and other usual powers and provisions. Provided novertholess, that the said John Garsed :shall be at liberty to 
pay off all or any of the said mortgages at any time, 'upon giving three calendar months notice to that effect to the said 
Archibald Ashdown. As witness the hands of the parties, the day and year first before written, 
Witness—it J. WAa,"r. 	 A. ASIrDOWN. 

The above agreement is in full satisfaction and discharge of all previous agreements or understandings relative to the 
sale or purchase of the above properties between the above parties. Sept. 30, 1867.—A. Aznnowx, 

Received into the Registrar General's Office, at Sydney, the thirteenth day of February, in the year of our Lord 
1863, at five minutes to three o'clock in the afternoon, from William Conway Edwards of Sydney, a true copy of the. 
within agreement, verified by the said William Conway Edwards, and No. 814, Book (81) eighty-one. 

THEO, JA. JAQUES, 
Deputy Registrar GeneraL 

A 6, 
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Account (in black ink) endorsed "Pritchard's Red Ink Account or Memorandum," and marked N. Reg. r. John 

Garsed, 5/10J59.—E. L. 
PARTICCLARS of settlement of account with John Gamed, in terms of agreement, dated 30 September, 1857. 
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£ s. d. 
To J. Carted's liabilities to W. Dean & Co., 

consisting of- 
1857—July 14— 

To balance of account rendered .................. 
To acceptance due this date ............... 
July 16)24— 

To cash per cheques these dates .......... 
Following acceptances due- 

14 August ............................ 
14 September .............. ...........  
15 October ............................ 
2 November ......................... 

11 November ......................... 

7,830 15 3 
To J. Gamed's liabilities to A. Aebdown 	.. 2,000 0 0 

£ s. d. 	£ s. d. 
Settled and paid by J. Gamed, in following 

sums— 
Cash ...... ............ ......5,650 	0 	0 
Eggleton's mortgage 	900 0 0 *Glebe  acent. 
Layer's 	do. ... 	600 0 0 Advance do. 
J. Gamed's acceptance, 

due 6 Feb., 1858 	680 15 3 	Do. 
7,820 15 3 

Settled and paid in sums fol- 
lowing— 

Conveyance land at 
Petersham ............900 0 0 

Mortgage " Russell's 
Arms ............... ...... 	600 	0 0 

Newtown Foundry 	800 0 0 
-2,00Q 0 U 

754 18 0 
329 3 6 

400 0 0 

50000 
14013 9 

1,300 0 0 
2,500 0 0 

600 0 0 
1,300 0 0 

£9,830 15 3 

* These words are in pencil. 

A?. 

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. John Garsed. 
Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 8 August, 1862. 

With reference to your further letter, dated 15th October, 1862, but received on the 15th ultimo, 1 am directed 
by the Colonial Secretary to inform you, that it is not considered expedient that the investigation of certain circumstances 
connected with your case, which appears to he the object of your counnunicatien, should be instituted by the Government. 

I have, &e., 
lv, ELYARD. 

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 14 August, 1862. 

In reply to your letter of the 8th inst., you say " that 'it is not considered expedient that the investigation of 
certain circumstances connected with your case should be instituted by the Government." After attentive consideration of 
the above words, I feel more than ever convinced the Colonial Secretary ought to advise the expediency of strict investiga-
tion of all circumstances connected with my ease, in which opinipn, after reading this letter, you will doubtless concur. 

Extract from Government Gazette. 
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 12 March, 1860. 

£100 Reward and a free Pardon. 
"Whereas, on the evening of Friday, the 2nd inst., an attempt was made to set fire to the premises of Messrs. IV. Dean & 
Co., auctioneers, Pitt and O'Connell Streets, by some explosive compound, by some person or persons mikuown: Notice is 
hereby given that a reward of one hundred pounds will be paid by the Government to any petson who may, within six 
months from the present date, give such information as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of the guilty parties. 

"CHARLES COWPEJt." 

I was advised not to write to the Chief Justice until about his departure from the Colony. On the 6th February, 
1860, I addressed a letter to the Chief Justice, to know, in the event of my petitioning for a remission of sentence, whether 
his notes at my trial, October, 1859, would be admissible to the Government. I reeived a reply. Extract from- 

4 'Hyde Park, 7th February, 1860. 
It is never too late to inquire into facts wbile the means of inruiry exist. That inquiry, however, must be institu. 

ted by the Government, as in England is invariably done. 	 ALFRED STEPHEN." 

The Government is in possession of the above letter. 
On receipt of Sir Alfred Stephen's letter I prepared a petition and statement, and addressed the same to His late 

Excellency. My statement discloses a copy of the above letter, also various accounts kept in my name by A. Ashdown, in 
the account books belonging to the firm of W. Dean & Co. 

On the 24th of the same month Mrs. Garsed left my statement for examination at the office of IV. Dean & Cu, 
(Ashdewa at that time was not a partner). 

Copy in the handwriting of Mrs. Garsed. 
"William Dean, Esq. 

"Sit; 
"The petition you were so kind as to sign this meriting is merely a statement of Taets. As Mr. Stokes was a 

witness at the police court on Mr. Ashdewn's behalf, I 1mg of you that he shall not be made acquainted with this matter, 
as he is our greatest enemy, and will do all in his power to keep my unfortunate husband when he is. 

"I remain, &c., 
"EMMA GARSED." 

On the 25th of the same month Mrs. Garsed received from Mr. Dean my statement, together with her said letter, 
endorsed (I believe in the handwriting of Mr. Stokes)—" The memorial is to ask to have the whole of his affairs inves-
tigated, and not for any remission." 

I certify that I have this day erased the namo of IV. Dean & Co. on the statemetmt of Mr. Gamed, dated this 
25th February, 1860. 	 MS. B. GUAZZJAROME. 

On or about the 1st of March, 1860, Mrs. Ganed left my said statement at Government House on the 2nd of the 
same month my five distinct accounts, kept by Archibald Ashdown in Messrs. W. Dean & Co.'s account books, were 
nearly destroyed by an explosion ofgun-cotton. On the 10th of the same ,nenth I addressed a long letter in words and. 
figures toWm. Dean, Glenmore Rend. Some menths subsequent to the said explosion I forwarded you, ina regietered 
letter, a true copy of my said letter, addressed Win. Dean, Qlenmore Road, dated 10th March, 1860. 

The following are the names of A. Ashdown's private accounts "kept by him" in Messrs. Dean & Co.'s account books, 
on the 2nd of March, 1860 —Gamed's Advance Account—Garsed's Glebe Aeceunt—Garsed's Open Advance Account. 

Copy 
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Copy received from the Cron Solicitor's Office, 29th July, 1862. 
Endorsed "Pritchard's Red Ink Account or Memorandum." Beg. v. John Garsed, 5/10/59.—EL 

PARTJcITIARS of settlement of account with John Garsed, in terms of agreement, dated 30th September, 1857. 
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To J. Garsed's liabilities to W. Dean & Co., 
consisting of- 

1857—July 14— 
To balance of account rendered .................. 754 18 0 
To acceptance due this date .... ........ ........... .329 	3 6 
July 16/24— 

To cash per cheques these dates .................. 400 	0 0 
Following acceptances due- 

14Augnst 	.................................... 500 	0 0 
14 September................................. 146 13 9 
15 October .................................... 1,300 	0 0 
2 November ................................. 2500 0 0 

11 	November ............................. .... 600 	0 0 
15 November................................. 1,300 	0 0 

7,830 15 3 
To J. Garsed's liabilities to A. Ashdown ...... 2,000 	0 0 

9,830 15 3 

Lad. 
Settled and paid by J. Garsed in following 

sums— 
Cash 	........................5,650 0 0 
Egglint on's mortgage 	900 0 	0 *llebe scent. 
Layers' 	do. 	... 	600 0 0 Advance do. 
J. Gnrsed's acceptance, 

due 6th Feb., 1558 	680 15 	3 Do. 
7,830 15 	3 

Settled in sums following— 
Coaveyancelandaeter- tP 

sham 	.....................90000 
Mortgage, "Russell'sArms" 600 0 0 

Do., NewtownFoundry 500 0 	0 
2,000 	0 	0 

* These words are Us pencil on MS. handed In. 

Will the Government inform me the date the above memorandum of accounts was examined in connection with those 
account books, nearly destroyed by an explosion of gun-cotton? Also, the name of the person in whose handivriting Glebo 
account and advance account is written with pencil, on the said memo, called Pritchard's Red Ink Account. 

The genuine Red Ink Memorandum, in Pritchard's handwriting, is deposited in the Crown Solicitor's Office; 
it refers to bills of exchange or promissory notes not included in .Ashdown's list of liabilities mentioned in agreement 
dated 15th July, 1857. This memo, was submitted in evidence by the late Adam Wilson at my trial—Mutilation of a 
deed—August, 1859. I have in my possession the agreement, dated 30th September, 1857, signed A. Ashdown, and 
attested by R. J. \\Tant,  solicitor. 

Extract from—in B. J. Wants handwriting. 
' 	abov€agreement is in full satisfaction and discharge of all previous agreements and understandings relative to 

the sale or purchase of the above pi-operties, between the above parties. 
"Sept. 30th, 1857. 	 A. ASHDOWN." 
I have received from the Prothonotary's Office twenty exhibits marked B. S., not one in evidence at Darlinghurst.; 

there are still missing all the accounts submitted by me in evidence, civil action, besides other documents. 
Address— 	 I am, &c., 

Can of Henry Milford, Feg., solicitor, Pitt-street 	 . 	 TORN GARSED. 

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. John Garsed 
Si; 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 Auguat, 1862. 

In reply to your further letter of the 14th instant, respecting all investigation into your ease, I am directed by 
the Colonial Secretary to inform you that he can only refer you to the decision in the matter, which has already been 
communicated to you. 	 I have, &c., 

W. ELYAIt]). 

- 	AS, 
Affidavit of Hugh Dixsou, filed 10 June, 1858.—LB. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales- No. 317, A.D. 1856. 
En'wsr.N William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

ON the twentyninth day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, Hugh Dixson, of 
George-street, in the city of Sydney and Colony of New South Woles, tobacconist, being duly swprn, maketh oath and 
smith as follows :— 	- 

Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, the brother-in-law of the above-named defendant, about three weeks ago called upon me, 
and told me that he bad entered into several transactions, which he believed to be fraudulent, with Garsed, and that he was 
afraid of the consequences which might arise from such transactions, and informed me, which information I believe to be tree, 
that a certain deed of conveyance, dated the fourth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fiftyeight, and made by 
the said defendant in his favour, was not made bond jide by the said defendant, but was made for the purpose of defrauding 
his creditors. 

That he, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, never purchased the said property, and never paid any consideration 
for the same; that at the same time the said deed was so executed by the said defendant, he, the said Thomas Sanders Ilutehinson, 
executed a deed, stating that he was to hold the property upon trust for the said John Garsed, altbough he had conveyed the 
same to him, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, absolutely. 

That no title-deeds were ever given to him, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, and that the said deed of the fourth 
day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, was never given to him, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, but 
the same was retained by the said John Garsed. 

That on the execution of the said declaration of trust it was stated by the said John Garsed that the same should not 
be registered, but that the conveyance should be. 
Sworn by the deponent, on the day first beferc.mentioned,l 	 HUGH DIXSON. 

at Sydney, before me,— 	 5 
Atotavus CAaTme, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

AD. 
Memorandum from Messrs. Dixsoa & Sons to Mr. John Garsed. 

Dear Sir, 	 - 	 10 April, 1876. 
In reply to yours of thi, date, I shall be willing to assist. you in any way I honorably and truthfully can. The 

eircumstanccs, if freer did rightly ,snderstand them, have passed from my memory, but I unfortunately was at the time s 
mitch in Dean & Co.'s hands that! was not free to act. 

I shall be n-illing to meet you at time and place we may appciot, and advise with you to the best of my ability. 
Yours truly, 

flail DIXEON. 

A 10. 
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AlO. 
Affidavit of John Garsed, William Robert Smart, and Thomas Sanders Rutehinsou. Filed, June 14, 1856.—its. Not paid 

In the Supremo Court of New South Wales. In Chambers. 

WILLIAM Dw4 and ABoninan AsnDowN, Plaintiffs: and JOHN Gansim, Defendant. 

ON this twelfth day of June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, John Garsed, of the Commercial Chambers, 
New Pitt-street, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of Now South \Vales, the above-named defendant, William Robert 
Smart, certificated conveyancer, of the same place, and Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, of Bexlcy, in the county of Cumberlssnd, 
in the Colony aforesaid, manufacturer, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :— 

By deed dated the thirteenth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, and made between Richard 
Walton of the first part, John Bede Polding, of the second part, the said John Garsed of the third part, and Emma Garsed, 
wife of the said John Garsed, of the fourth part, such deed being prepared by Messieurs Want, R.oxburgh and Want, certain 
property situated in Devonshire-street;, in the city of Sydney, was conveyed to such uses, upon such trusts and for such ends, 
intents, and purposes, and charged and chargeable in such manner and form as the said Emma Gamed should at any time, 
or from tiino to time, by any deed or deeds, or by her last will and testament, or any codicil or codicil, thereto, notwith-
standing her present or any future coverture, direct or appoint, and in default of and until and subject to any such 
direction or appointment, and so far as any such if made, should be incomplete or should not extend to the sole and separate 
use of the said Emma Gamed, her heirs and assigns, for ever. 

By deed dated sixteenth November, 0110 thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, and made between Randolph John 
Want of the first part, and the said John Garsed of the second part, and the said Emma Garsed of the third part, such said (Iced 
being prepared by Messieurs Want, Roxbargh and Want, certain property at the Glehe was conveyed to such uses, upon such 
trusts, and for such ends, intents, and purpuses, and charged and chargeable in such ma 	 sa nner and form as the id Emma 
Gamed should at apy time, or from time to time, by any deed or deeds, or by her last wilkand  testament, or any codicil or 
codicils thereto, notwithstanding her present or any future eovert.ure direct or appoint, and in default of and until, and subject to, 
any such direction or appointment

'
and so fur as any such, if made, should be incomplete or should not extend to time sole and 

separate time of the said Emma Gamed, her heirs and assigns, for ever. 
S. By deed dated twenty-fifth August, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six, and made between John Garsed, of 

the first part, time said Emma Garsed of time second pnrt, and Edward Roper and John Davis of the third port, the first-named 
property was conveyed by way of mortgage to the said Edward Raper and John Davis to secure payment of the sum of one 
thousand two hundred pounds then paid to the said John Garsed, with interest thereon. 

4. By deed dated the third day of October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, and made between the said 
Fauna Gisrsed of the first part, the said John Gar,od of the second pu:-t, and Samuel Henry Terry of the third part, the 
second mentioned property we., conveyed by i'ny of mortgage to the said Samuel Henry Terry to secure payment of the sum 
of three thousand five hundred pounds paid to the said John Garsed, and interest, considering the said one thousand two 
hundred pounds, and three thousand five hundred pounds to be the separate moneys of the said Emma Garsed ; and to secure 
the same an indenture, dated time foiu-th day of Febrnary one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and made between the 
said John Garsed of the one psrt, and the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, of the other part, was nn,de, by which certain 
of the equities of redemption in certain properties at New-town, Bexhev, Chippendale, Blllckwaltie Swam]), and New Pitt-street, 
and certain frcel,oid lands situate at Blight Terrace and Camperdowim, which were umiincumbered, were conveyed to the said 
Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, subject to the said mortgage debts, and by time same indenture lie eovena,mted to pay the 
mortgage debts of two thousand five hundred pounds and one thousand five hundred pounds due upon the Blackwattte Bay 
property and the Commercial Chambers. 

6- By a separate deed of covenant bearing even date with the last-mentioned indenture, and made between the said 
Thomas Sanders llutqhinson of the one part, and the said John Garsed of the other part, after reciting the said mortgages of 
one thousand two hundred pounds and tin-ce thousand five hundred pounds and the last-snentioned indenture, and that the 
consideration for the last-mentioned conveyance was the amount of mortgage moneys borrowed by the said Emma Garsed, and 
received by the said John Gam-sed ; as also the agreement by the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson; as also on the part of the 
said Emma Garsed, for indemnifying the said John Garsed from payment of the said mortgage moneys and interest, it is 
witnoised that, in consideration of the thereinbefore in part recited conveyance to him expressed to be made, in consideration 
of four thousand seven hundred pounds—lie, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, did coveannt and agree with and to the 
said John Garsed, that ise, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, his heirs or assigns, or the said Emma Garsed, her heirs or 
assigns, or some or one of them, should and w-ould in due course pay off and discharge the said mortgage moneys of one 
thousand two hundred pounds and three thousand five hundred pounds, and interest when due, and indomnify time said John 
Garsed, his heirs and assigns, therefrom. 

7. By a separate deed or article, of agreement bearing same date as the last; indenture, after reciting to the dfl'ect before 
mentioned and that notwithstanding the execution of the last-me:mtionerl indenture, it was agreed and declared by and between 
the said parties thereto respectively, that the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson was in fact a trustee of the premises 
comprised in the imereinbefore in part recited indenture of conveyance, bearing even date therewith, and that the said Thomas 
Sanders llutehim,eon declared that to the extent of the sum of four thousand seven hundred pounds and interest, lie stood 
possessed of the said premises for time separate time and benefit, of the said Emma Garsed, in order to protect her and the 
premises comprised in the two hereinbeforc in part recited indentures of mortgage from all liability in respect thereof, and that 
subject to such mortgage moneys and interest, he, the said Thomas Sanders liutchinson, held the said premises comprised in 
the said indenture of conveyance of even date tiserewith, and stood possessed thereof to and for the time and benefit of the said 
John Garsed, his heirs and assigns; and it was agreed between the said parties thereto, that until default should be made by 
the said John Garsed in payment of the said principal sum of one thousand two hundred pounds and three thousand five 
hundred pounds, and interest thereof, secured by thie.said two several hereiobefore in part recited indentures of mortgage, the 
said Thomas Sanders flutehinson, or any person claiming through him, should not soil, convey, mortgage, or in anywise charge 
or iacumber the premises comprised in the said indentures of conveyance bearing even date therewith, or contract,so to do witbout 
the express consent, direction, and concurrence of the said John Gareed, his heirs or assigns; and it was thereby provided, 
that if default should be made in payment of time said mortgage momey or interest, and time said two several mortgagees or t,heir 
representatives should require payment, time said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, or any person claiming through him, or 
substituted in his place, might at his and their own sole discretion and authority, sell the said premises, or any of them, or 
any part thereof, and apply the proceeds in or towards satisfaction of the said mortgage nsoney and interest, and after payment 
thereof and a11 costs incidental thereto, the said Thomas Sanders Hutchinson, his heirs or assigns, should stand possessed of the 
residue of all moneys and unsold premises for the said John Garsed, his heirs and assigns. 

S. On or about the fifth day of May last, the equity of redemption in Oak Lodge and Willow Ledge was conveyed to 
the mortgages for fifteen hundred pounds, and the same ;out was applied in part liquidatioa of the other mortgages to Mr. Terry. 

9. Shortly afterwards, it appearing doubtful whether in point of law the said Emma Gnrsed was emmtiticd to be 
preferentially protected to a greater extent than the twelve hundred pounds, instructions were given to the said William 
Robert Stuart to make the said deed represent that amount only, and the same has been in part done, amid the deeds to complete 
the object are in course of preparation - 

19. 1, John Gisrsed, say that, to the best of lily belief, the said Archibald Ashdow-n, and also hugh Dixsomm, were folly 
eogaisant of all the above facts long before thmc present apphicatiomm. 

U. I, Tlmomas Sanders Hutchinson, say that I stated to time said Hugh Di son in substance or to the efi'ect before set 
forth. The circumstances under which 1. eommssslted Mr. Dixson at all were as follow-s —On the elctenth of last month I 
passed the night at the house of Mr. George Lea Wilson, formerly Mr. Garsed's clerk, when a conversation ensued between us 
in which he induced lime to believe that I had placed sni-self in a critical position by my transactions with Mr. Gsrscd, and ho 
said that if I wished to save nmvself fronm punishment, I should immediately go to some solicitor, and make him acquainted 
with the substance of the deeds that had been executed between its. I said that I would go to Mr. Dixson and take his advice as 
to my position. On the following day, having returned home. I received a lettor from Mr. Wilson, statilig that if I would 
call upon him time following morning he would give me the heads of the conversation that had taken place between us. I went 
to his house aeeordiogiy, and thence eroceeded with him to Mr. ])ixson's, when I found that Me- Wilson had seen Mr. Dixson 
the day previous, and had reported to Mi-. Dixson tIn: substance of the above conversation. I repeated the substance of the 
conversation to Mr. Dixson in Mr. Wilson's pm-eseimee, n-lien Mr. Dixson said i l:..was well for ma I bad called upon him, as he 

was 
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wus about to taire judgment against Mr. Garsed, and ]ie should certainly have preferred a criminal indictment against Mr 
Garsed and myself, and would have come down upon us like a thunderclap. He then said lie had been to Mr. Thurlow, who 
he thought would take more cognisance of the ease than his own solicitor. I, Mr. Diason, and Mr. Wilson then went to Mr. 
Thurlow, and Mr. Dixsoie made a statement to Mr Thurlow, which I believe Mr. Thurlow reduced to writing, and he, Mr. 
Thurlow, then asked me if that was about the substance of my statement. and I replied that substantially it was. I I teen 
stated to Mr. Thurlow the whole of the substance of the deeds I had executed, which was also reduced to writing. Mr. 
Thurlow then asked me which had been registered, and I informed him according to the fact. The threats held out by Mr. 
Dirson and others had a deep impression on my mind, and it was perfectly understood between Mr. Dixson and myself that, 
the communication I had made should not be used to the prejudice of Mr. Gursed or myself, but only to set me right ill had 
(lone wrong. Mr. Dixson said to Mr. Wilson, Pont you think that I could use Hutehinson's statement to frighten Garsed 
into paying me my claim F' and he asked Mr. Wilson if he would call upon Mr. Garsed, and state that Mr. Dixson was 
acquainted with the nature of the transactions between him (Mr. Garsed) and myself, and by holding out the fear of tnanspor-
tation, induce Mr. Garsed to raise-money to pay him. Mr. Wilson at first consented, but afterwards refused to do so. Mr. 
Wilson, in Mr. Dixson's presence, said that an indictment was ready cat and dried at Messrs. Want's office, and that Mr. 
Ashdown and Mr. George Wat were only waiting the opportunity to use it. He (Mr. Wilson) also said that he had seea at 
Want's office a writ, I think he called it a Ca Re, by which Mr. Garsed's body would be taken and be thrown into gaol, and he 
told me that then he (Garsed) would be forced to sequestrate his estate. 

And I, William Robert Smart, further say that all the before-mentioned deeds of the fourth February, one thousand eight 
hundred and flft.y-eight wore prepared by me, boast fsde to earn out the objects respectively set fort.h in the contents thereof, 
and not to defeat or defraud any creditors, and I never bad any instructions otherwise ;  but in order not to incumber the title 
with the covenants and trusts of the two last-mentioned deeds, in case of any sale being made by Mr. Hutchinson, it was 
considered advisable to make separate deeds, and especially that Mr. Hutebinson, for the general benefit of all parties, might 
sell or mortgage the properties without unnecessarily enenmboring the properties with the details of the arrangements 
between the parties. 	 JOHN GARSED. 
Sworn by the three several deponent, on the day first above- 	 WM. ROET. SMART. 

mentioned, at Sydney, aforesaid, before me,— 	,) 	 THOS. S. IIUTCHINSON. 
T. H. Bzvnnn, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

AlL 
Dean & an?. a. Garsed.—Reeeipt for defendant's exhibits. 

EEOEIflD from the Prothonotary the undermentioned exhibits in the ease of Dean and another a. Garsed, No. 317,A.1). 1838—
Draft notice to produce, 15 April, isos, Rosherville. 
Note from Garsed to Ashdown, 11 Jany., 1858. 
Memo of ae., in Pritchard's handwriting, from 2 May, 1857, to Septr., 1857. 	- 
Statement of sssets, in Gamed's hand, May, 1857, and liabilities. 	 - 
Receipt of Dean & Co., for conveyance, 31 Jany., /57, as collateral seeurit, Eliath. Bhgh v. J. Gamed, 1854. 
Copy letter from Gamed to Dean, in Eutehinson's writing, A, 3 Feby., 1858. 
Notice to produce from P. A. Tompson, dcf d's, attorney, to plaintiffs and their attorney, 17 May, 1858. 
Letter from Garsed to Ashdown, in J{ntchinson's writing, 14 Dec, 1857. 
A list of properties, in Ashdown's handwriting, at his house, and a list of bills. 
Private contract—conditions and terms, W. Dean & Co.—of sale of four cottages, 18 Febv,, 1857. 
Receipt of Charles Child for £175, annexed to above. 
Promissory note for £2,500, 30 April, 1857. 

11 	2 mos. bill, £1,300, 12 Augt., 1857. 
11 	3 	,, 	£1,300, 12 Angt., 1857. 

on demand, £3;829, 3 Octr., 1857. 
on demand, £1,189, 13 Octr,, 1857. 

Agreement, March, 1857, marked April 3/57, by Garsed, with memo, annexed in Ashdown's handwriting. 
Memo, and receipt for £2 3s. 2d., Oetr. 3, 1857. 
Memo, of agreement for sale of properties, dated 15 July, 1857, between Mr. Garsed and Ashdown, and statement 

attached. 
A deed—memo, of agreement between A. Ashdown and J. Garsed, dated 80 Septr., 1857, 

16 June, 1862. 	 JOHN GARSED. 

A 12. 
Suggestion. Filed, 10 July, 1858—AR. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. No. 317. 

Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant, on the tenth day of July, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and flfty'eight. 

Sydney, to wit. 
AND now on this day comes hero the said defendant, by the said riddoeko Arthui- Tompson, his attorney, and Adam Wilson, 
Esquire, now the Official Assignee, duly appointed seconding to the form of the several Acts of the Govemor and Legislative 
Council of New South Wales, in such case made and provided, in the insolvent estate of the said John Gamed, by Gilbert 
'Wright, his attorney, 'and the plaintiffs, by their attorney, George Want, also comes, and the said John Garsed and Adam 
Wilson suggest and give the Court here to understand and be infonned that after the notice of motion for new trial in this 
action, and before this day—to wit, on the third day of July, in' the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
eight, the said John Garsed became and was an insolvent person under and by virtue of the several Acts of the Governor and 
Legislative Council of New South Wales in that bebalf made and provided, and the said Adam Wilson was thereupon only 
appointed Official Assignee of the insolvent estate of the said John Gersed, and the said Adam Wilson continues to defend 
this action as such Official Assignee, all which matters the said plaintiffs do not deny, but admit the same to be true. 

P. A. TOMPSON, 
Attontey for the defendant. 

GILBERT WRIGHT, 
Attorney for the said Adam Wilson, Official Assignee, 

and the Official Assignee in the said Estate. 

Ala 
In the Supreme Court, In the Insolvent Estate of John Garsed. 

to His Eonor Mr. Jnstioo Dickinson. 	 ICing.strcet, Sydney, 19 August, 1858. 
Dean and another v. Gamed. 

I respectfully request that your Honor will direct that the Prothonotary of this Honorable Court my produce at the 
adjonraed second meeting before William Alexander Pnrefoy, Esquire, Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, 
at the Supreme Court House, King-street, Sydney, on Friday, the twentieth day of August instant, at twelve o'clock at 
noon, all the books and papers which have been filed as exhibits in the above action. 

I have, &c., 
ADAM WIlSON, 

Official Assignee. 

A14. 
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A 11. 
In the Supreme Court, Sydney. The Queen ojai,,st .lolui Uamed. information foa'Perjury. 

lii that twenty-third year of the reign of our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by the Omen of Gpd, of the United Kingdoni of 

New South Wales, to wit. 
Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith. 

BE it renienibererl, that Lyttelton Holyoako Bayley, Esquire, Her Majesty's Attorney General for the Colony of New South 
Wales, who prosecutes for Her Majesty in this behalf, being present in the Supreme Court at Sydney 110w here, on the 
first day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight Imudred and lilly-nine, at Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid, 
informs the said Court, that heretofore, to wit, on the ninth day of Februar) in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-eight, at Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid, a certain action was commenced in the Supreme Court of New 
South Wales on it certain bill of exchange, in which said action one William. Dean and one Archibald Ashdown were the 
plauitiflh, and one John Garsed was the defendant, and in the course of the proceedings in the said action and in order to 
Jofçnd the sailie it hecaine and was necessary that the said -John Garsed should tile a plea to the declaration of the said 
William Dean and the said Archibald Ashdown, and that the said plea of the said John Garsed should be accompanied by 
an affidavit of the truth of such plea And the said Attorney General further informs the said Court here that afterwards, 
to wit, on the twersty-sixth day of February in the year aforesaid, at Sydney aforesaid, in the Colony aforesaid, the said 
John Garsed caine, in his own proper person, before Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, then being a Conirnissioner of the Supreme 
Court of the said Colony, for taking affidavits in Sydney aforesaid, and then produced a certain affidavit of the truth of the 
said plea, in the writing of him the said John Garsed, and then before the said Edwin Daintrev, Esquire, in due form of 
law-, was sworn and took his corporal oath upon the Holy Gospel of God, concerning the truth of the matters contained in 
the said affidavit, and that the said John Garsed being so sworn as aforesaid then and thereupon his oath aforesaid, falsely, 
corruptly, knowingly, wilfully, and maliciously, in and by his said affidavit in writing, diii depose and swear amongst 
other things, in suhstance and to the effect following, that is to Ray—I(meaning the said John Garsed) gave Ashdown 
(nicainug the said Archibald Ashdown) a bonus of £2,000 or thereabouts, of which the £680 15s. 3d., the amount of the bill 
ofexchange now sued upon, forms part, as in and by the said affidavit of the said John Garsed, tiled in the. Supreme Court 
of th s e aid Colony, more fully and at large appears whereas in truth and in fact, the maid. John Caned did not give the 
said Archibald Ashdown a bomsus of £2,000 or thereabouts, of which the said smn of £680 15s. 3d., the amount of the said 
bill of exchange then sued upon formed part, and whereas in truth and in fact the said sum of £680 15s. 3d., the amount of 
said bill of exchange, was the balance of an account duo from Ui e said John Garsed to the firnm of Penis and Company, of 
which timm the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdown were the partners, and was not a debt due to the said Archibald 
Ashdown alone- And so the said Attorney General enith that the said John Garsed did thereby then and there commit 
wilful and corrupt hcrjm-y 

A 15. 

Pago 22, Ashdown takes over Dean 	------------- ------ 1154 18 0 
Bills to Dean 	-  - ---- 	--- 	,. 	 , 	 6,675 17 3 

and Want's £1,050. 	
7,830 15 

Page 24, Ashdown claims to 	---... 	... 	,,, 	---... 	... 	9,830 15 
Pages 25 and 20 show the manner in winch Garsed pays or seems to A- ... 30,330 15 

[Which is £500 more than the above £9,830 15s. 3d, as agreed] 
and shows that the £680 15s. 3d., the bill sued on, is the balance of the account due to A. 

AlO 
I examined the five ledger accounts kept by Archibald Ashdown,.n partner in the firm of W. Dean & Co., in the 

books of the said firm, on the 15th July, 1857, in the name of JoIn. Garsed, in connection with the memorandum of accounts, 
u,lled ''Pritchard's Bed lak Account," or methorandum, in evidence 5th Oetobc,-, 1859, and I find it untrue, at which latter 
slate I was the priucipal book-keeper of William Dean. 	 JOSEPH CARROLL, 

Aceountaut. 

- 	 A.1. 
Messrs. Beilby & Co. to Mr. John Garsed. 

Dear Sir, 	 Sydney, N. S. Wales, 4 May, 1877. 
The books 'in the estate of the late firm of wrm. Dean & Co. inn be inspected at our stores, and anything out of 

them required for the Parliamentary Cosnuuttce will of course be at their disposal. 	We are, &-c., 
BEILBY & CO., 

Will, Dawn. 

Als. 
New South Wales, City of Sydney, 

to wit. 
BE it remembered that on the ninth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, in 
the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney aforesaid, appears personally before 
me the uudersigued, one of Her Majesty's Justices duly assigned to keep the Time; of our Lady the Queen, in and for the 
city of Sydney, and for the tei'ritory of New South Wales, and on his onth informs nmo that heretofore, to wit on the ninth 
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and flft.y'eight, a certain action was commenced in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales on a certain bill of exchange, in which said action one William Dean and the said Archibald 
Aslidown were the plaintiffs, and one ,Tohn Garsed was the defendant: And in the course of the proceedsngs in the said 
i,etioa, and in order to defend the same, it became and was necessary that the said John Garsed should file a plea to the 
declaration of the said William Dean nnd Archibald Ashdown, and that the said plea of the said John Garsed should be 
accompanied by an affidavit of the truth of such plea, as required by it certain Act of the Legislature of the said Colony, 
passed in the twentieth year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered thurti-, and inlituled ''A,i Act to 
facilitate the n-ni Sirs on Bills of Errl,nnqe and i'ro,nThson, Notes" : And the said Archibald Ashdown further informs n.e 
that afterwards, to wit, on the twenty-sixth day of February in the year aforesaid, in the city of Sydney aforesaid, tim said 
John Gm-red wickedly and maliciously contriving and intending unjustly to aggrieve the said William Dean and Archibald 
Ashdown, and to put then) the said William Dean and Archibald Ashidowis to great expense, inconvenience, and delay, came 
in his awn proper person before Edwin Daiiitrev, Esquire, then being a Comniissianer of the Supreme Court- of this Colony 
for taking Aflklavits in Sydney aforesaid, and there produced a certain affidavit of the truth of t.besaid plea in tliewritingof him 
the said delis. Gar,S, and thiru, before the said Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, in clue form of law was sworn and took his rorponul 
oath upon the Itchy Gospel of God eoneri-ning the truth ofI lie matters contained in the said affidavit, and thiet the snid John, 
Garsed bi'iog so cavern as nfurcsnid, .tl,en and I here upon his raft as aforesaid. Lefore the said Edwin Dnintrey, Esquire, so 
being such Connuissiuner for C eking Aflidavits as aforesaid, f,itselv. corruptly. knoisiugy, wilfully, and maliciously, in and by 
his said affidavit in writing, did ilepose mind swear iunongst other tlnugs in substance and to the eflet following, that is to ray, 

1, meaning this said John Garsed, gave Ashidow-mi (nienning the said Archibald Ashdown) it bonus of -£2,000 or I hereabout s. of 
whorls the £680 15s. 3d., tIm a aniousit of the bill of exchange now sin-rh upon forms part, as in and by the said affidavit of C lie 
said John (I-acrid filed in I lie Supreme Court of the said Colony more fully and at large appears wherea, in truth and in fart 
the said John thrirsed did not give the said Archibald Ashdown a bonus of £2,000 or thereabouts, of which the raid sum of 

355—is 	 £680 
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£680 15s. 3d., the amount of the said bill of exchange sued upon, forms part; and whereas in truth and in fact the said 
sum of £680 15,. 3d., the amount, of the said bill of exchange, was the balance due by the said John Garsed to the firm of 
William Beam, & Company, of which firm the said Willis,,, Dean and Archibald Ashdown were the partners, and was not 
a debt due to the said Archibald Ashdown alone And the said Archibald Ashdown further informs me that the said John 
Garsed, on the said 26th day of February, in the year aforesaid, and before the said Edwin Daintrcy, Esquire, so being such 
Coumsissioner for the taking of .amdavits as aforesaid, by his own act and cos,senl and of his own most wicked and corrupt 
mind in manner and form aforesaid, falsely, wickedly, wilfully, and corruptly did commit wilful and corrupt perjury, contrary 
to the Act of the Governorinid Legislative Council of the said Colony in suds ease made and provided. 

2nd Goe,,t.,—And the said Archibald Ashdown further informs me that after the said action on the said bill of exchange 
in the Supreme Court of Now South \Vales by the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdown against the said John Garsed, 
and in the course of the proceedings of the said action, the said John Garsed filed a plea to the declaration of the said William 
Dean and Archibald Ashdown, and that afterwards, to wit, on the 2nd day of 3lareh in the year aforesaid, the said 
William Dean and Archibald Ashdown took out, of the said Supreme Court a summons, calling upon the said John Garsed to 
show cause, on the third day of the said month of March, why the said plea filed therein should not be struck out, with leave 
to the plaintiffs to sign judgment as for want of a plea, on the grounds that the said plea was so framed as to prejudice, 
embarrass, and delay the fair trial of the said action, and that the said plea was wholly false and on the further grounds 
stated and disclosed in thejoint affidavit of the said Archibald Ashdown and one Charles Pearson Pritchard sworn in support of 
the said application and that for the purpose of showing cause against the said application, the said John (3 ,srsed wickedly and 
maliciously contriving and intending unjustly to aggrieve the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdowii, and to put thesn, 
the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, to great expense, inconvemence, and delay, on the 3rd day of March, in the 
rear aforesaid, came in his own proper person before Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, then being a Oonnnissioner of the Supreme 
Court of New South Wales for taking Affidavits, and then produced a certain other affidavit, in writing of Isbn, the said JoIn, 
Garsed, and then before the said Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, in due form of law, was sworn, and look his corporal oath upon I-lie 
Holy Gospel of God concerning the truth of the matters contained in the said affidavit; and that the said John Garsed being 
so sworn, then and there upon his oath aforesaid before the said Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, so being such Commissioner for 
takingAflidavits as aforesaid, falsely, corruptly, knowingly, wilfully, and maliciously, in and by his said affidavit in writing, did 
depose and swear amongst other things in substance and to the effect following, that is to say :-" I" (meaning the said John 
Garsed) paid all the moneys and gave all the securities and bills mentioned in the agreement of the thirtieth, day of 
September, meaning a certain agreement, bearing date the 30th September, 1857, and made between the said Archibald 
Ashdown of the one part and John Garsed of the other part, and did the other things required of me (meaning the said John 
Garsed), as is truly shown in the following account current 

"To W. Dean & Co. (meaning the said W. Dean and the said Archibald Ashdown), September :3011,, 1857, utsl', £5,650. 

. 	s.d. 	 £ s.d. 
730 	0 0 	September 30th, 1857, cash .................. . ..... 	5,650 0 0 

To proceeds due 14th July .... ................... 	329 3 6 1 Want's mortgage paid by me in cash .........1,030 0 0 
ihills, 11th August 	.............................. 1,000 	0 	0 

14th 	,, 	.............................. 700 	0 	0 

41!, September ........................... 
500 	0 	0 
143 13 	9 

11th October 	.............................. 600 	0 	0 
2nd November ........................... 2,500 	0 	0 

To cash paid Mr. Ashdown (meaning tlae said, 
A. Ashdown) 	.................................... 400 0 0 

Balance of mortgage due to B. J. Want 	....... 1,050 	0 	0 

Liabilities to 30th September 	..................... £8,855 17 	3 
onus................................................... 2,000 	0 	0 

Balance 	................................................ 24 18 	0 

£10,880 15 3 

Asssigned in full the following mortgages An 
cash lent by sac 

Walton's 	nyrtga.ge, Petersl,am ............ 900 0 	0 
Eggletosi's do., 10 houses 	.................. 900 0 0 
Layers' (10., now paid off. .................... 600 0 0 
Mortgage 	on 	Ncwtown 	Foundry to 

Ashdown 	(meaning 	the 	said A. 
Ashdown) 	................................. 500 0 	0 

Ditlo on "Russell's Arms" to A. Ashdown 
(meaning the said Archibald Ash' 
down) ....................................... 600 0 0 

Bill due 7th February, 1858 	..................... 680 15 	3 

£10,880 15 3 

Cash paid by Ashdown (meaning the said A. 
Ashdown) .......................................24 18 0 1 	By balance due to me ..............................24 18 	0 

As.in and by the said last-mentioned affidavit of the end John Garsed, filed in the said Supreme Court, more fully and 
at large appears ; whereas, in truth and in fact, at the time the said John Garsed took his said oath, nmd made his s,nd ]ast• 
snentioned affidavit, the said account current was not a true account ; and whereas, in truth and in fact, a munch larger sin's 
was due to the said William Dean & Co., on the 30th day of September, 1857, than the said sum of £730, to wit., the sun' 
of £754 iSs. ; and whereas, in truth and in fast, t:hc said Sm, of William Bean & Co. never clai,ned or received from the 
said John Garsed it bonus of £2,000; and whereas, in truth and in fact, the said Archibald Ashdown never paid to.the said 
Jol,,, Garsed the suns of £24 lBs. And the said Archibald Ashdown further informs ale that the said John Garsed, o' the said 
3rd day of March, in the ycaraforesaid, before the said Edwin Daintroy, Esquire, so being such, Coninmissioner for taking Affidavits, 
of his own act and consent and of l,is own wicked and eornapt mind, in manner and form aforesaid, falsely, wickedly, wilfully. 
and corruptly did commit wilful and corrupt perjury, coistn'arv to the Act of the Goveraor and Legislative Council of the said 
Colony, in such case made and provided And the said Archibald Ashdowz,, upon his oat), aforesaid, further informs me that 
afterwards, to wit, on the 22nd April, in the year aforesaid, the said action on the said bill of exchange nune na to be tried in 
due form of law in the said Supreme Court of Now South \Vales, at Sydney aforesaid, before His Honor John, Node, Dickinson, 
Esquire, one of the Judgos of the said Supreme Court, and was the,,, on the 23rd and 24th days of the said month of April, 
and by ndjournmnent, on the 18th, 19th, and 20th days of the following month of May, tried by it jury of the country in that 
behalf, duly sworn and taken between the parties aforesaid, upon which said trial the said Jol,,, Garsed appeared as a witness 
for and on hich,elf of himself, and was then duly sworn and took his corporal oath upon the holy Gospel of God, before 
His Honor the said John Nodes Dickinson, Esquire, so being such Judge as aforesaid, that the evidence which he, tlsc said 
John Garsed, should give before the Court there and to the said Ju,w so sworn as aforesaid, touching the matter then in 
question between the said parties, should be the truth, the whole truth And the said Archibald Ashdown, upon his oath as 
aforesaid, further informs me, that at and upon the trial of the issues joined between the said parties as aforesaid, it became 
and was material to the issues ivhetber the said John Garsed had made certain payments to the said William Dean and 
Archibald Ashdown, and the said Archibald Ashdown, impo,i his oath,, informs me further, that tIme said John Garsed, being 
so sworn as aforesaid, and eontinning and intending to preve]t the due course of law and justice, and unjustly to aggrieve 
the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdowo, plaintiffs in the said issues, and to deprive him of the benehits of their suit in 
question, and to subject him to payment of sundry heavy costs, charges, and expenses, thou, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid, 
on the trial of the said issues, upon his oath aforesaid, falsely, corruptly, knowingly, wilfully, and maliciously, before the said 
jurors so sworn as aforesaid, and before His Honorjohin Nodes Dielcinso,,, so being such Jn'lgc as aforesaid, did depose and swear, 
amongstotherthings, in substance and toth,c efl'eetfollowing. that ist.osay, I (useauingthme said John Garsed) thus paid the £2,000 
bonus (meaning that the said ,Tohn Garsed paid it bonus of £2,000 to the said Archibald Ashdown, one of the plaintiffs), namely, 
I (meaning the said John Garsed) paid Ashdown (meaning the said Ashdown, one of the plaintiffs), on the agreement, (meaning 
an agrecament entered into on or about the 301h day of September. in tIm,, year or usa Lord one thousand eight hundred and fift)-
seven, between the said Archibald Ashdown and the said ,Tohn Gmirsed) £7,830 hSs. 3d., £219 4s. 9d. cash (the said 'John Garsed 
meaning thereby that be had paid to the said Archibald A.shdown the stun of £219 4. 9d. in cash) mortgage on ''Russell's 
Anus" £600, mortgage on Newtown £500, promissory note due 7th February, £650 lSs. 3d., that is the note now sued on (meaning 
the said bill of exchange for £650 lSs. 3d.) for the itcovery of the pnymnemit of which the said action was brought by the said 
William Dean and the said Arelubald Ashdown against the said John Garsed). I (meaning the said John Gursed) paid 
£219 4s. 9d. ; that left due to Mr. Ashdown (soea.ning the said Archibald Ashdown, one of the plaintiffs) £1,780 lOs. 3d., 
that balance with £210 4a. Od. nurkes up the £2,000 bonus. I (mneam,ing the said ,Tol,n (hassed) t,wnsferrcd "l(nsscll's 
Arms" and Newton-n Foundry for £1,100 (the said John Garsed lneani]ig thereby that lie had transferred the ''Russell's .&rms" 
and Newtown Foundry for £1,100 to the said Arelsibald Ashdown, one of the said plaintiffs) ; and I (meaning the said 
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John Garsed) gave the promissory note on which this action (meaning the said action which was being tried by the aid 
William Dean and Archibald Ashdown against the said John Garsed on the bill of exchange for L6SO 15s. 3d.) is brought.. I 
(meaning the said John Garsed) thus paid the £210 4s. 04. (the said John Garsed meaning thereby that lie had paid the 
sum of £219 4s. 94. in cash to thesaid Archibald Ashdown, not as a single specific sum, but as comprehended in the said sum 
of £7,000) the said John Garsed meaning thereby the bonus of £2,000 which he alleged lie had given to the said Archibald 
Asladown, one of the plaintiffs, whereas in truth and in fact, the said John Gamed never paid to the said Archibald Ashdown 
a bonus of £2,000 ; and whereas in truth amid it? fact, the said John 6-arsod never paid to the said Archibald Ashdown the sum 
of £210 4s. 94. in cash 	 an or in any other minner ; and whereas in truth and in fact,, the bill of exchange due as alleged by the 
saint 3 olin Garsed on the 7th February (but, which was in truth and in fact due on the 6th February) was not part of the 
said mini of £2,000 alleged to have been paid to the said Archibald Ashdown, but was given to the Built William Dean and 
Archibald Ashdown by the said John Cursed as the balance due by the said John 0-arseil to the said firm of Dean & Co.; and 
whereas in truth and in fact the said John G,srsed lamer paid to the said Archibald Ashdown, or to the said firm of Dean & 
Co., the s0jd sum of £210 4E. 9d. and whereas in truth and in fact., the sum or £219 4s. Od. did not make it]). the £2,000 
alleged by the said John Garsed to be a bonus paid to the said Archibald Ashdown or any other sum of £2,000; and whereas 
iii truth and in fact, the said John Garsed did not. give the said bill of exchange, the subject of the said action, as eQmprchended 
In the sins' of £2,000; and so the said Archibald Asladown, upon his oath aforesaid, guys that the saidJohn Garsed, on the said 
22nd April, in the yen,' aforesaid, and at, other limes (hring the said trial before His honor John Nodes Dickinson, Esquire, 
by his own act and consent, and of isis own most wicked and corrupt mind, in manner and form aforesaid, falsely, wickedly, 
wilfully, and corruptly, did commit, wilful and corrupt perjury, contrary to the Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of the 
said Colony in such case macto and provided; said the said Archibald Ashdown hereupon elsarges the said John Garsed with having 
in nianner aforesaid been guilty of the crime of wilful and corrupt perjury, and prays that I, the said Justice, will proceed in 
the ssusae premises according to law. 	 A. ASIIDOWN. 
Sworn and exhibited at Sydney aforesaid, the day 

and year first above writtest, before me, 
1). Eonnrs, P.M. 

This deponent, Archibald Aebdown, on his oath, states as follows a—The person now before the Court is the John 
Garsed I refer to in my information now read. 	 A. ASI-IDOWY. 

Sworn at Sydney, this 1611 December, 1858, before, 
P. FORBES, J.P. 

This deponent, Andrew .Me Keelnsie, cia his oath, states: I am one of the Clerks of the Supreme Court; I produce the 
proceedings in the said Court in a cisc of William Deass and Archibald Ashdown aoainst John Garsed ; I produce the declar. 
astion marked A, which was filed on the 18t-h February, 1859; 1 produce a plea fileAo that declaration by Piddoeke Arthur 
Tompson, attorney, marked B; there is affidavit annexed to it ; I produce a summons marked C, dated 2nd March, 1858, 
issued by the Prothonotary, calling upon the defendant to show causa why the plea should not be struck out; I produce an 
affidavit of the 4th March, 1858, sworn before Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, on the 3rd March, 1858, marked)) I produce the 
replication and demurrer filed on the 19th MarcIa. 1858, marked E ; the endorsement on the back of the declaration A is the 
record of the verdict in the case of Dean and Ashdown v. John Garsed ; that is the only record of the verdict I have signed 
by Robdrt Sempihl, who was the cloak to Mr. Justieo Dickinson I have no other action in the said Court of Dean and Ash-
down v. John Cursed tried on that day ; and all t lie papers I have pat in refer to the case between these parties that was tried 
on that day—(thc 20th May, 1858) ; the action was pending at the time the two affidavits put in were sworn. 

By defendasat: I produce the affidavits sworn respectively by Archibald Ashdown oil the 28th May, 1858, marked F, 
and by Hugh Dixion, on the 23rd iThay, 1858, marked G. 

ANDREW McKChINIE. 
Sworn at Sydney, this lOUt December, 1858, before— 

D. Fosmns,J.P. 

Postponed till to-morrow, at ten o'clock, am. Bail, £100; and two in £50 each, to appear—D. Ponnas, J.P. 

This deponent, Andrew iufeKechnie, re-called and re-sworn on oath, states as follows —I have not got an eflidavitsworn 
before Mr. l'ownahl, on or about the 2nd March, 1868, by Pritchard and Ashdown ; I am not aware that any such affidavit was 
over filed ; if it had been filed and in its proper place, it would have been in the hiamads of the Prothsonotary, and then in any 
custody a]noisg the papers I prodoecd if it laud been sworn and filed in the case of Dean and Ashdown against Cursed, and 
was in its proper p1 ' it would he with the papers produced ; there would be no record kept of any such such affidavit having 
been filed; I knownotuaing about thealltdavit; Ihuave an aflidavitdated 12th Time, 3858, niadehy John Garsed, WillianaRobert, 
Smnart:, and 'l'haomnas Sasnderson llutchinson ; I said yesterday that there was an affidavit aaissing, and I say so again; I don't 
know, of any own knowledge tiust such an affidavit was ever filed, or in time Court ; I am under the impression that I said it 
was not; among my papers; I may have used the word "missing"; I won't swear I never saw the affidavit, but I don't 
rosneniber having seen it. 

ANDREW McKECHNIR 
Swons at; Sydney, this 17th Deeoniher, 1858,- 

1). Founna, J.P. 

This deponent, Edwin DemIse,1, on his oath, saitha as follows —1 am a Coniosissiomser of the Supreme Court of New 
Sommtlt Wales for the taking of Affidavits ; was so in the months of February and March last; I know the defendant; the 
affidavit exhibit B was sworn by defendant, John Cursed, before me, on the 26t1 t February, 1858, in a cause in which William 
Dean and Archibald Ashdown were the plaintiffs, and John Garsed, the present defendant, the defendant, ; defendant swore 
to the truth of that affidavit before me; he either signed it or acknowledged his signature in my presence ; I was then a Coin-
missioner of the Supreme Court of New Soul-la Wastes for taking Affidavits ; B was sworn on the day it hears data ; the official 
affidavit D was sworn before Inc by John Cursed, in the usual manner, on the third MarcIa, 1858 I think defendant signed 
it in my presence—if lie did not, he acknowledged his signature to it; he was sworn upon the four Gospels of God to both 
affidavits. 

By defendant: There was sonic conversation as to the length of the affidavit D, and there might have been about the 
purpose for which it was filed; it was some time in the mentha of December, 1857, I think, that Garsed, the defendant, and 
Ashdown, caine at any office together; some conversation was commenced between thom in reference to Resherville or Onion's 
Point, which I believe to be the same place; I think G-nrsed asked Ashdown if lie had sold Roshervihle, or Onion's Point; 
something more was said between them there—either Gamed or Ashdown I believe it was Ashdown said it uns a bad time to 
sell, because of the eleetiomis or sonacthing of that kind ; I have had transactions with Pritchard, which Ashdown afterwards 
acknowledged; I remnenaber on one occasion Fritehard came to me, and spoke to me about; some t;ransaetions between Garsed 
and Asisdowo, and offered to sell me semIte property either as aigent for Ashdown or Garsed ; Pritchard told me of a Ion 
negotiation which had been goimaag on between Ashdown and Cursed, and of several arrangements between them; and said  
something to the effect that ti-arsed had at, lust given, or was to give, Ashdown a bonus of £2,000; Pritchard afterwards 
etimlac to iaae and instructed Inc to prepare as Conveylanee of one property and transfers of mortgages of two others (to the best 
of 15W receihection), and told me that the conveyance and transfers were to represent value to the extent of £2,000 I believe 
passing froraa Clarscd to Ashdown ; I propasrsct flue deeds toad they wereexeeutcd byGsrsed on his own behalf, contracting between 
haimaa,lf and Ashdown ; I only think I snw Cursed on the occasion of the execution of the deeds; I should say this was some time 
in August or $eptcmbcr, 1857, it might be a trifle hater; Ashdown and Garsed afterwards eama to my office, and had a dispute 
as to who was to pay for the deed,, mmd sstA,hidowms's own request I nfterwards sent (lie deeds to Ashdown,and Ibeheve lie partially 
paid for thaesn ; that, both A,hdown and Gamed acknowledged in effect that Pritchard was their agent I have not the slightest 
dossht;. lit that transaction Pritchard said something about; a bonus with reference to this transaction—a bonus of £2,000; he 
spoke of the bonus as matter under negotiation bet*een Ash&down and Cursed; I understood when I prepared the deeds that th 

represented 
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represented value to the extent, of £2000 passing from Cursed to Ashdown, but. I did not understand that they represented 
tile talked-of horn,e. I Iduk that the first statement Pritchard niado 0) inc was that. there had been some arrangement between 
Aslidown and Cursed which Cursed was not able to carry ott!.; and Pritchard gave me to understand, and from what lie said I did 
understand that the deeds were to represent £2,000, is passing from Garsed to Ashdown, to carry out substituted arrange-
nierits ; my recollection is quite indistinct as to what; was said I think the deeds were dated between Tidy and November, 
1857 I think that while I was preparing the deeds I saw a piece of paper on which were seine smicolations, showing how the 
£2000 was made np I do not recollect any particular sun' mentioned on that memorandum I don't know what became of 
the memorandum ; my recollection of it is very obscure indeed I am not even positive as to the Year in which this occurred, 
whether it was in 1856 or 1857, buti believe it. was in 1857 I remember no promissory note or bill of oxehangepassing between 

nown the parties, but I don't know of any reasoa why I should have k 	it had any passed; I do not knowwhether Garsed had 
transactions with Dean and Ashdown or with Ashdown only, but, inystrong impression is that lie had dealings with Dean & Go-
I believe the transfers were to Apl,down and not to Dean & Co. ; 1 recollect at some stages of the proceedings Mrs. Garsed was 
called on to bar her dower; I distinctly recollect Pritchard saying to me that Ashdown bad agreed to take over the suriHes for 
which I prepared the said deeds respecting rash for £2,000 ; one of the securities I 'think was a conveyance from Garsed 
to Ashdown of certain property mortgaged to Garsed, and which lie transferred under the power of snle mentioned 
in the mortgage; I think the property in that mortgage was some Constable had mortgaged to Garsed ; I tlisnk that 
security represented £900; it was sonic Property that Constable, or Constable & Wulton, had mortgaged to Cursed—
I mean Walton's mortgage for £900; that was a solo out and out ; there was a mortgage of Litters' for £600, and 
is mortgage on the Newtown Foundry for £500 I believe the two last securities were transfers of mortgages ; I 
know nothing about a bill for £680 15,. 3d., althongii 1 have some impression of Garsed having mentioned something 
about it; I have a misty recollection that something said—said either by Pritchard or Garsed to me, or between 
Garscd and Ashdown, about a bill for that amount—that is my impression; I understood. that Ashdown took all 
the securities in the deeds as cash—I am sure Pritchard told inc be did; I have no recollection of the bill for 
£680 lSs. 3d. having been alluded to as having been paid or not being due, but I cannot, in any way, from what I recollect, 
or any record I have, connect time bill with the transaction in which I prepared said deeds; the securities in the deeds were 
transferred from Cursed to Ashdown as cash, as Pritchard said so. The arrangement I have referred to in reference to which 
I prepared the said deeds was one substituted from a previons arrangement between the same parties, which Pritchard, on 
behalf of the parties Ashdown and Cursed, had directed me to initiate. I think all these arrangements must have come under 
my notice between June and December, 1857. I certainly remember Pritchard's making use of the word 'bonus" in reference 
to those transactions, but Whether with reference to the first or second of these arrangements I cannot say. The deeds I refer 
to must have been completed between July and December. I haven very strong impression that 1 u'as told that Omirsod had 
transactions with Dean and Company, but I have not any moans now at hand of ascertaining whether that fact was brought within 
my knowledge at the time or not. I understood that the bonus talked of was part of an arrangement for which the 0110 in 
which I prepared the deeds was substituted; about September, 1857, I transferred value from Cursed to Ashdown of £2,000. 

By Mr. Holroyd I will not swear as to any particular then, but, I will swear that any strong impression is that the 
£900 referred, to Petershamn or Camperdown ; I bolievo that the conveyance of the Pctershnm property, and the transfers of 
Layers' mortgage and the mortgage on the Newtown property was to Ashdown alone, and not to Dean and Ashdown; I might 
have transferred La-vera' mortgage on the Newtown property to Dean and Company, but I think not in the transaction in which 
I prepared the deeds I have referred to ; I think I recollect transferring the " Russell's Antis" more than once to different 
parties. 
Sworn at Sydney, this 17th December, 1858, before,— 	 EDWIN D2UNTREY. 

D. PonnEs, J.P. 

This deponent, Archibald Ashdown, re-called and re-sworn, on his oath states —I was at one time a partner in the firm 
of Dean & Co., from April, 1854, to May, 1858; the firen consisted of Wrn. Dean and myself, and traded under the name of 
Dean & Company ; I know the defendant ; we at the time brought an action against hini upon a bill of exchange ; that was 
at the beginning of the present year; R. J. and G. 'Want were our attorneys, and Piddoeko Arthur Tomnpson was the defen-
dant's attorney; I produce the bill which was the subject of time action for the amount of £680 15s. 3d., marked C'; Dean & 
Company an the drawers of the bill ; it was given in settlement of an amount due by defendant, arising out of an agreement 
between Garsed and self, dated 30th September, 1857, marked H; the agreement refers to a transaction between Garsed 
and Dean & Co., to the amount of £7,830 15t. 3d., and a transaction between G'arscd and myself to the amount of 
about £2,000; in about March, 1857, I catered into all agreement with Cursed, the effect of which A embodied in a 
letter dated 26th Maveh, 1857, addressed by me to Garsed, marked I ; the transaction of the purchase by 
Cursed and self of leasehold property at Lane Cove is quite a distinct transaction from any mentioned in the letter J. ' After 
the receipt of the letter J, I made the purchase for £2,800, for land at the Glebe, consisting of about an acre or so; I was to 
have one-third of the value of time properties after the encumbrances were paid off and in the terms of the letter; I began to 
build in April, and built a house there which was quite distinct as regards cost from the £2,800 ; in consideration of the smnn 
of £2,900 Cursed undertook to build me a house at the Globe; I produce an eqnitable mortgage (K) from Jobh Cursed to self, 
given to me to secure paynment, of a bill of £680 16s. Sd. ; the equitable mortgage was made at the time the bill was given ; I 
produo'e a memorandum in time writimmg of Pritchard, signed by Cursed himself, dated Glebe, 15th ,Tuly, 1857, marked L; a few 
days before that agreement Cursed pmparçrl a list of all of his properties; the value that lie placed against them sunount to 
£2,000 or thereabouts; lie also made out a list of Ins liabilities, winch amounted to about; £10,000, showing a balance surplus 
in his favour of £18,000; lie then proposed that, I'should undertake the paymeient of a large portion of those liabilities, being 
those due to W. Dean & Co., and that lie would convey to me properties that would be sufficient to pa; those liabilities, and 
also the one-third which 1 had purchased under the letter of this 26th March, 1857, which third then appeared to be £6,000 
Pritchard, at the time of the drawing up of the agreement. L, in -huh', was in the employment of Cursed himself; a few days after 
the agreement in July, Garsed wished me to take over a further liability or his to the amount of a cash credit bond of £1,500, 
wishing to convey to me more property to represent it; that r deelinod to do, and as ito appeared dissatisfied, I, in company 
with Pritchard, called at his house about a week or ten days after the agreement in July, and stated that I was quite wilting to 
cancel the last agreement in July, and that if lie would place inc in the sanme position as I was before the letter of 26th March. 
1857, I would convey the himimd back to him, and give him in addition a cheque for £200; I alluded to time land mentioned ii, 
the letter of 26th March, but, as that might be considered ifnpraeticablc, I offered.to  retain time land timid eouiplete time building 
of the house upnn Ins conveying to me properties, and giving me a mortgage upon properties to the amount of12,000, so that 
the house and grounds should he i-educed to its fair value, which would be upwards of £4,500; lie declined to do that, and tIme 
agreement of 15th July was being carried out; I often repeated time offer to him ; Mi'. Chns. P,'arson Pritchard was with 
ate at the interviews; ]me has left the Colony, in ill health ; the itgrecnieut of July was never completed before the properties 
were conveyed ; Garsed entered into an agreement with S. H. Teri-y (that was before the :30th September) to horron' moneys 
from him on security of lauded properties; on the 18th September, Garsed, in company with Stuart, the conveya,mi-cr, ca,ae into 
Want's office (Mr. 'Want was my solicitor at the time—Mr. Pritchard and I were engaged with Mr. Want at the time), and in 

somewhat excited state be said, "I found the money to pay everybody," and produced and luinded to Mr. 'Want a-
memorandum signed by Mr. Ter,-y, agreeimmg to advance nioimcys on the security of lnimdcd properties; I again repeated 
my willingness to cancel all the agreements, and inquired from Cursed how-  be intended doing it. It was then 
agreed that W. Dean & Co. should have all the cash to receive from Terry, which was between £5,000 and £60510; that 
they should take Eggleton's mortgage for £900, Levers' mortgage for £600, and that tbebahamlce which would the,, be due to W. 
Dean & Co., then estimated at between £500 and £600, should be settled by Cursed's bill ut is short date, to be collaterally 
seenred by the depositing of title-deeds; I then asked how lie proposed to pay me the £2,000; and, after somecousideration, 
it was agreed that I should take the Canterbury land which had been already conveyed to inc for £900 ; Garsedrcmarking that 
I must keep that, as it had already conveyed to me under his power of sale or mortgage ; there then remained £1,100. for 
which he ofered me properties ; 1 stated that instead of taking conveyances of properties I would prefer niortgawes, and 
requested time to consider the properties bma offered me; after this taking place, Pritchard, Cursed and I proccodeä to W. 
Dean & Co's oflice, and the accounts were then gone into; Pritchard undertaking to prepare and leave with Cursed at his 
house that evening the particnhnrs of W. Dean & Co.'s claim against him, which I understand he did—that was oil Friday ; on 
the Monday or Tuesday following, I mmext saw Cursed, and it was then agreed between usa, lion' I was to accept the £2,000 
balance to me ; Cursed first proposed to give me a cheque for £100 and hmk bill at twelve months for £1,000, which I refused 
to accept, but agreed to take a mortgage near the Pnvraumat- ta. Failwav St :itioim for £000, and it mortgage on land known is the 

- 	 2Cc i,'to mm it 
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Xewtown Foundry, for £500 ; I thus accepted the £2,000 payable to me by Cursed; I had intended Want to preparo an 
agreement, to carry the last arrangement into effect, and desired him to put the consideration money in that agreement at 
£10,000 the amount of Cursed's debts to lv. Dean & Co. then being £7,930 15s 3d., to svlsiels adding £2,000, p:syahle to Inc, 
would make £9,930 iSa. 3d., the difference between that amount and the £10,000 I intended to pay Cursed in cash I produce 
in agreement marked M, which was never executed ; on the 23rd or 24th September, the paper M "-as brought by Garsed 
from Want's to the office of NV. Dean & Co. there were no red ink marks on that paper then—those marks were made at 
Dean & Co.'s office by,  Pritchard, at Garsed's request and in his presence; I was present when they were made ; the reason die 
wished the amount of the figures altered, he stated to be his Niw 	that this agreement should correspond with that made on 
the 1.501 'July, and in order to effect this, it was necessary that the sum of £100 which had been advanced to Cursed by Dean 
& Co. between the 15th July and that date in September should be repaid, so that Cursed's liabilities to Dean & Co. would 
tiiemi be the same as they were on the 15th July, 1857, nearly £8,855 us. 3d., less £1050 due to Want, leaviug £71803 178. 3d., 
and adding to that sum £24 iSs. to correct the first item mentioned in the account of July, viz., £730 to £754 18s., the amount 
would be £7,830 15,. 3d. Garsed at this time paid us (Dean & Co.) a cheque for Li®; about the 23rd or 24th September, 
I saw an account similar in substance and effect to the account produced, nitirked N, handed to defendant ; it was in red ink 
that was before the 30th September, and before time agreement of that date was signed ; after the alterations were made in the 
agreement marked AT, Garsed took it himself to Want's office to' have it engrossed; when Garsed received time account like 
that marked N from Pritchard, he agreed to it ; Mr. Daintrey prepared the whole of the deeds of the conveyance of Peter-
sham property, £900 the £500 upon time Newton-n property, and £600 ozm the " Russell Anus" ; Layers' mortgage was trans-
ferred either to lilt' or to tile purchaser direct; if it was transferred to me I transferred it direct; Levers' mortgage did not 
furnish any porl.ion of (lie £2,000 paid to me that formed part of the propert.y conveyed to Dean & Company ; so did 
Eggletomi's ; the document marked N refers to the agreement of 30th September; the first part of it is a statement of Cursed's 
liabilities to Dean & Company on the 30th 	be Scptanir ; when I signed the agreement of the 30th September I was acting for 
myself to the extent of £2,000 and jointly with my partner to the extent of the balance ; I never told Mr. Daintrey or told 
Pritchard to tell him that Cursed had given me a bonus of £2,000. 	 A. ASHDOWX. 
Sworn at Sydney, this 17th December, 1853, before,— 

D. Foanna, J.P. 
Remanded until Monday next, at 10 am.,— 

D. Fonnr.a, J.P. 

This deponent, Archibald Aslsdown, recalled and re-sworn, on his oath states as follows —At the time time red ink 
alterations were made on t.hP draft marked M, defendant was well aware that there were two accounts, one due to me and ono 
(Inc to Dean & Company I produce a letter from defendant to Dean & Company, addressed to Messrs. Dean & Ashdown, 
dated 3rd February, 1858, marked with time letter 0, respecting the amount of the bill of exchiange-9650 159. 3d. ; the 
machinery referred to in that letter was the machinery at Roshorvjllo ; the note was due on the 6th February, 1858 ; the note 
produced, which is the only bill of exehnnge we hold at that time ; I produce a copy of our answer to the letter 0, in 
print produced marked P ; that reply was handed to defendant's messenger on the 3rd October, 1857, was the first day oms 
which we received any payment under the agreement of 30th September; and Garsed then paid to Dean & Company, on 
account of the first paragraphs of the agreement of 30th September, 1857, marked with the letter H; S. Terry's cheque for 
£619 5s., cash £1 15s., and J. Cursed's promissory note, payable on demand, for £3,829, aeconipanied by a letter dated 3rd 
October, 3557, addressed to myself which I now produce, marked with time letter Q ; on the 13th October it settlement of the 
£5,650 mentioned in the first paragraph of the agreement was completed by Cursed giving W. Dean & Company his cheque 
on the Oriental Bank for £11 ; I produce that cheque marked B, aecomnpanied by a, letter marked. 8, and a promissory note 
drawn by lna,self in my favour for £1,189, payable on demand; in that mnannrr was the first paragraph of the agreement, 
£5,650, as shown in the paper I produce, marked with the letter I', paid 1 would also state that the sln,res referred 
to were, at Garsed's request, sold by Messrs. Mort & Company, and the proceeds at Garsed's request, and with lily 
permission, deposited in the English Scottish Batik and Oriental Bank, specially to retire the bills mentioned in those 
letters ; the funds did not pass either through my hands or through the hands of Dean & Couipnuy ; I know that the 
proceeds of that sale were deposited at the Banks specially to retire the bills mentioned in the letters ; the money was paid 
into the tanks by Mort, not when I n-as present ; 1 went to the Bank with Mort's clerk, and instructed the person at 
thmo Bank, Mr. Young, time Manager of the Scottish Bank, and, I think, Mr. Stewart, the Accountant of the Oriental 
Bank, to receive those moneys, and to apply them in favour of the retirement of Cursed's acceptances in favour of Dean 
and Comnpeny; the moneys were not paid in then, but were paid in by,  Mort & Company afterwards ; about that time \V. 
Dean & Company had an account at both the Banks; then ] myself had not an account at either Bank; the money was not 
entered in tlso namne of Dean & Company at the said Banks ; time money was not carried to my credit or to the credit of Dean 
& Company in any of the Banks ; the conveyances and the mortgages mentioned in the agreement were completed within it 
few days after that I refer to the snortgages of the " Russell's Arms" and Newton-n Foundry, which were conveyed to me in 
reference to the £2,000 ; Levers' mortgage was transferred to it purchaser—I am not sure whether to thepurchaser direct or 
tlmrommglm me, somewhere between the 30th September and the beginning of the followingyenr—sonmetime in December, 1 think 
in the third paragnaph of the affidntit of verification, attached to the plea marked B, is a statement; I gave Ashdown a. bonus 
of £2,000 or thereabouts, of which the £680 15s. 3d., the canonist of the bill of exchange now' sued upon, fnnns part ; defendant 
did not at any time give nrc a bonus of £2,000 ; the amount of the bill of exchange (L680 150. 3d.) sued upon ditlsiot form part 
of any debt due to me individually—it was not a debt due to inc—it was due to W. Dean & Co., who were the drawers of the 
bill ; it was given to Dean & Co. as the balance of a debt due to them, and was agreed upon by Garsed; in time affidavit marked I), 
in paragraph 16, is a statement; in the words following:—' Ipeidall themnoneys, and gave the securities and bills mentioned ism 
the agreement; of the 3rd September, and did theother things required of toe,as is truly shown in the following account esurremst 
the account current in that statement referred to is set out in page 14 of the concluding partof panmgm'apli 16, and marked Li in 
in the said last-n,eationecl atfldmmvit snamkc-d D; that account current is not true; time first itein to W. Dean & (Jo., £730, 

Iould be £754. ].Ss. ; this £24 lSs. was never paid by Inc to Garsed, as is alleged in time account current produced ; the finn 
Dean & Co. did nob mit any time claim or receive from Cursed a bonus of £2,000, as stated in the account I claimed and 

received £2,000 from Caned, not as It bonus as I understand it, as a gift, but I can't understand it to have been received by 
Inc as a bonus in tile sense in which I mniderstand 1-lie word as it gift ; 1 recollect time trial against the defendant on the said 
hill of exelmuinge, and recollect defendant being in tile 	it e wness-box ; I was in Court when defendant Cursed was sworn ; J 
sine Ihse defen,hir,t hold the Bible in his hand, and heard the onfli administered to him by the Clerk or the Crier in (lie presence 
of Judge Diekimison ; after that I heard the defendant swear, ''I paid Ashdown£219 4s. 9d. cash I gave a inert-gage on tho 

Russell's Arms" for £600, mortgage on New-town Foundry £500, and the bill now sued em' for £680 i5s. 3d.; 1 timus pius] the 
£2,000" ; defendant on eross-oximnminntion also stated "I paid time £5,650 as in that paper (and defendant then had in his hand 
and referred to the paper produced snitched 1) partly by Terry's cheque and partly in shares, except that I (10 not recollect as 
to time £11 ; I paid time items on tile day niemmtiomied in that paper''; time defendant Garsed then refcrrimsg to the'paper lie 
then held in his )land, and thai; piper being the paper produced marked I; defendant then stated, "I paid £219 4s. 3d. cash,," 
and then hold i mg time agreement of the 30th Scptemmiber produced in his hand (which defendant "ow admits was and which, was it  
counter-part of time agreement produced marked .11) the defcndamst stated, "I conveyed t.lielammd at Canterbury Road for £000; 
l transferred Eggheton'ssnortgageforL000;  It'rsmnsfcrrerhLavei's'amortgage for LGOO; thimtleft due to Ashdown £1,718 15s. 3d.''; 
(thmeilefs'ndantthcn readimmgfrons thmcpaper lie lmeld iii his hamid) 

 
"which wit It tlmeL'2194s, 9d.lueferemuentionedmnakes  impthmcL2,000 

I gave the snom-tgages on "Russell's Arms" and Wewtown Foundry for £1,100. and the bill miow sued upon for £630 159. 3d. ; I 
thus paid time £2,000; Garsed did not at any time pay me the £219 4s. 9d,, as lie swore at time trial ; that sum of £219 4s. 9d. 
never formed any part of the sum 	00 of £2,0 between Gmsrsed and self; time bill of exehamige for £680 lOs, 3d. given by Garsed 
mmd on which he was sued did not form any of the £2,000, but was given by Caned to Dean & Company ;  that suns of 
£219 4s. Sd. was never paid to me nor to Dean & Co., in ammy  way whimitever, but if time sum of £219 4s. Ad. had been paid to 
Dean & Co. iii tile way stated by Caned it must have appeared so in our books—it does not appear in the books; i never 
received the sum of £219 4s. Ad. considered to be cash, thmough nm,tincash from,O'arsed the sum of £2194s.fld. mentioned, never 
fonned any part of th £2,000 in the settleasent: i,m,-tivei'mi Garsed and self the summs of £680 15s. 3d. was never comprehended 
in the setthemsient of £2,000; the first time I over heard ofthe payniemit of £219 4s. 9d. by Garsed was when (1-arsed swore it at 
time trial ; that sum with the bill of £680 lSs. 3d.., snakes up £900; the. £219 4. 9d. did not form ally portion of the settle-
mmueat of the £2000; the eommveyance of the Petershiam mmmd for £900 did j O-ara-d did not at time trW say that (hue £219 4-5. 9d. 

was 
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was paid to Dean & Co. in excess of his account,; that sum was never paid in excess, if it had been paid it would have been in 
excess, but it was not paid either in cash or in any other way; the Joint: Stock Bank shares mentioned in the letters of the 3rd 

me 13th October were transferred to e in th fi e rst instance and then by inc to purchasers found by Mort & Co., and the 
proceeds I received were paid into the English, Scottish, and Oriental Banks to take up Garsed's acceptances as I have stated 
if under all my said agreements with Garsed 1 had been a loser!  Dean & Co. would not have participated in tIre loss ; the 
money owing to Dean & Co. by Garsed was for cash advance and for goods supplied. 

By deftadant: The books kept by Mr. Pritchard were kept by him in all office lie had in the building occupied by 
Dean & Co.; I engaged Pritchard at Garscd's request to look after the accounts between Garsed and self; Pi'itehard's books 
are not in my possession; the first, paragraph in the report of the ease against Garsed on the bill of exchange referred to I 
now look on is true; the alteration from £780 to £754 iSs. was made in the agreement of the 30th September in the 
correction of the accounts of 15th July ; whether the correction was more by Pritchard or not I know nothing about; the 
i,ltenttioii was made in the itecotn,ts as soon as the error was discovered; according to the agreement of the 15th July I was 
to pay a certain iiun,ber of notes; 1 paid all the notes at maturity etweem, that and 30th September ; the bills for £1,900 
and £700 were retired by fresh bills given by Garsed ; those bills under that agreement of 15th July became a liability of my 
own; two of the notes renewed by Garsed, as 1 have ,tated, were giveil to Dean & Co., as between Gursed and self; I only 
was liable, and not, Dean & Co. under the agreement of the IMh July; there was not it fresh agreement- between Gamed and 
self on 11th August, but a letter passed ; all the amounts mentioned in the agreement of the :30th September make up 
£9,830 159. 3d.; Walton's mortgage for £900 I took as part of the £2,000; I got all the items mentioned in that; agreement 
of BOth September; those amounts operated as a complete disehorge of the £9,830 15s. 3d., included in which is the £2,000 
these amounts consist of £754 lBs. and £400 cmli due to Dean & Co., and all the rest in promissory notes in'Dean's hands, 
namely —due 14th July, £329 3s. 6d. ; 14th August, £500; 14th September, £146 139. 9d. ; 15th October, £1,300; 21ud 
November,22,500; llthNoveinber, £600; 15th November, £1,300; to those was in be added the £2,000, whidh would be exactly 
equivalent to what I.took under the agreement of 30th September; Mr. Randolph Want prepared and attested that agree- 
meat; I read it over, that is, compared a copy with one Mr. Want was reading I understood it; I do not come hero to 
impeach that agreement; all the deeds, with tIre exception of the equitable mortgage isifavour of Dean& Co., made in pursuance 
of the agreement were made to me, and not to the firm of Dean & Co. ; the whole of the shares in the Joint Stock Bank were 
transferred to me first, and they were standing in my name, and sold by Gamed's orders with my consent; the proceeds 
were paid into Banks to retire Garsed's bills mentioned in letters of 3rd and 13th October, for the payment of which I was 
liable; I will swear that no part of the proceeds of the sale of the shares was paid into the Bank to my name; it was not paid 
in to my name to meet the bills—not by my instructions; the bills making up the £7,830 1.5s. 3d. are all paid time two bills 
for the renewal of which Garsed gave fresh bills in his name are now in my possession; I swear that the bill for £680 iSs. 3d. 
is stilt due and has not been cancelled; I never took from Garsed yet any bills in my own name except two for £50 each on 
account of Pritchard's salary; and those I act([at 20 per cent, discount endorsed without recourse ; those bills were given 
long after the agreement of 30th September, 

A. ASTIDOWN. 
Swora at Sydney, this 20th December, 1858, before,— 

D. FoRBES, J.P.  

Remanded till to-morrow. 
This deponent, Randolph .i°/n, Want, on ]ns oath states as follows:—! am a solicitor of the Supreme Court; I recollect 

some time in September, 1857, Mr. Pritchard and Mr. Ashdown were at my office engaged about Garsed's matters, when 
Garsed, the defendant, came in ; I believe it was in the month of September, 1857; I think Mr. Smart, the comrveyancer, came 
in with Garsed, but am not. sure he did; I had distinctly infenned Mr. Garscit that I would not act for him, and at the 
time I speak of I was acting for Ashdow'n alone; I never acted for Garsed in the settlement of the agreement of the 30th 
September; I had previously acted for Garsed in reference to the properties; I told Garsed 1 would not act for two parties; 
when the substituted agreement tookplace by which £2,000 was fixed as coming to A shdown, I believe the deeds were the], 
charged to Garsed; when Mr. Cursed came in when Pritchard and Ashdown were there, lie produced a paper signed by 
S. II. Terry, and said "I have now got the money to pay Ashdown," or words to that effect; I understood the purport of his 
words to be that lie could get the money to pay Aslidown ; a mortgage of £1,050 or thereabouts was owing to me on one of the 
properties at the Glcbe ; that was to be paid off first out of the moneys received from -Terry I received that money; the 
amounts of Ashdown's claims against Garsed were put down; after I had been paid my £1050, there was a certain amndunt of 
money and a certain number of shares left, and the money was to be upplied to pay off certain claims there mentioned 
Ashidown then said to Garsed, "Now, how are you goilig to settle my claim as to the land at the Glcbe and the house ?'' 
The conversation then referred to previous agreements between them, that is, that Cursed was to go home, and by which 
Ashdown had purchased from Cursed some land at the Clebe for £2,800, and Garsed had agreed to build lain a house on that 
land. It being Garsed's imitontion to go lionre, Ashdown was to manage his affairs, and after payment of Garsed's liabilities, 
lie was to have one'third of the rt'ii]ai]]i]]g pi'operty ; and it was in reference to this agreement that the conversation about the 
£2,000 first took place, stud it was then named as to be payable from Garsed to Ashdown, being for excessive value of the land 
and house at the Glebe, and in substitution of Ashmdown's e]aina on the one-third of the siurpins of Garsed's assets, after 
payment of Cursed's liabilities. Ashdown said, "Now how nmust I have the £2,000 paid," or "settled for," or "orranged for"? 
Garsed said there were plenty of properties for him to choose from my impression was then that they were to convey certain 
properties in settlement of that £2,000, Eggleston's property, I think, was na,ned as one of the properties to be given; land 
at Canterbury was part of the properties; I now recollect that the £2,000, was to be paid by certain mortgages and lands, 
and they were picked out to make up that sum. Nothing was said as to a bill for £680 15s. 3d. as fonning part of the £2,000 ; 
it bill was to he given by Garsed to Ashdown irrespective of the £2,000, but in settlement of the balance due between the 
parties; on amount due to Ashdown or Dan, and Ashdown remained unsecured, and it wns agreed that a bill was to he 
given for it I think I have seem, the letters of the 3rd and 13th October produced before; the £2,000 was to be given in 
substitution of the terms of the agreement of the 15th July ; I recollect Ashdown saying, in reference to the security lie was to 

m receive for the £7,000, " I'd much rather you'd give me ortgages, as that would fix the value at once" ; it bill was to be givi 
for the balance by Garsed to Ashdown, at it short date, payment of which was to be secured by the depositing of the deeds. 

I can't tell whether I prepared the agreement marked hi ; I think it came out of my ofthce ; it bears my name ; I 
am the attesting witness to the agreement; it; was reed ov,'r, no doubts  hsefure it was signed ; I should think the parties knew 
what they were signing; I think (lie agreement, as far us it goes, contains time understanding betweom, the parties on the 30th 
September; it contains notlaing false that 1 know of I do not know whether all the terms of that agreement were fulfllled on 
hot-I, sides ; I think the parties met several ti,nes about the matter I will not undertake to speak to expressions used in - 
September, 1857, by the parties; of all that I have stated 1 have a clear reeo]lection ; at the time of that conversation, the 
actual balance had not been esccrtained ; as far as the agreement produced goes, it is the result of all those conversations. 
Sworn at ydney, this 21st December, 1858, before,— 	 R. C. WLNT. 

B. Foxans, J.P. 

- 	This deponent, Frederick Michael Blokes, on his oath states as follows :---1 reside in Sydney; I recollect a ease being 
tried about the months of Aprih and May last, between Dean and Ashdown against defendant Garsed; I was one of the jury-
men; the action was brought on it bill of exchange—I believe on the one I now look on marked C; I was not it juvyman on 
more than one occasion; when Garsed was stied at suit of Dean and Ashdown on a bill; I recollect John Cursed, the present 
defendant in that ease, being examined as a witness in his own behalf ; I am satisfied ho was sworn I recollect something 
was said about a bonus of £2,000 ; 1 counot say how Gamed said lie had paid that £2,000; at one time during the trial 
of the said ease, Garsed said the bill of exchange for £680 15w. 3d. did feint part of the bonus to Mr. Ashdown of £2,000; 
at one time during the trial Cursed mentioned a sum of £219 4s. 9d. as fonuing part of the £2,000 bonus; he said lie had 
paid that sum of £219 4s. 9d. to Ashdown in cash ; he said two or three times that he had paid the said sum of £219 4s. 9d. as 
part of the £2,000 to Ashdown in cash; those two some of £680 iSa. 8th. and £219 4s. 9d. make up £900; I know the New-
town propert-y and "Russell's Arms" were mentioned in the course of the trial by Cursed, but I do not recollect that they were 
mentioned as i-epresentiisg part of the £2,000; the balance of the £2,000 (i,l00) was made up in properties; I do not 
m-eeohteet seeing the aeeou,it marked I at the time of the trial, but saw a paper put into Cursed's hands which resembled this 
paper I very much ; I recollect his speaking of the paper he held in his )land when the counsel questioned him as to " that 
paper," referring to the paper Cursed was holding in his hunds, Garsed, in reply, said ° this paper"; I heard Garsed asked 

what 
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what moneys he had paid, and heard him reply that ho had paid the money as in that paper, referring to the one be then held 
in his hand a great number of papers were put before the Jury ;  the one marked I was not pitt before the Jury; Garsed 
said that the bill of exchange for £680 15s. 3d. and the sum of £219 4s. M. winch he paid to Ashdown is cash formed the 
£900, being part of the 92,000. 

By Mr. Michael: I ant at present in Mr. Dean's employment ;  I have known Mr. Dean for a vel long time—many 
years ;  have had transactions with him amounting to a considerable amount; I knew nothing of these matters at the time 
was sitting as a juryinan. 

By Mr. Holroyd: I was not iii the employ of Mr. Dean in April or May last; I went into his employ about six 
months after the trial, when Mr. Ashdown left the firm, and at the time of the trial I had not any notion of enteriog into 
Mr. Dean's employ. 
Sworn at Sydney, this 21st December, 1858, before— 	 P. M. STOXS. 

D. FOnBES, J.P. 

Committed for trial at next Criminal Court; bail £200 and two sureties in £100 each—fl. FOEBEB, J.P. 

AlO. 
In the Supreme Court of Now South Wales. Affidavit. 

In the matter of Bandolph John Want., ex parts John Garsed. 
Ox the twenty-first day of October, in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, Randolph John Want., of No. 142, 
Pitt-st., in the ei' of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, goittlenian, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith ao 
follows 

I un not aware, and cannot comprehend from the very general description gives' in the suinmoils or affidavit., what 
exhibits the said John Garsed requires, except the two documents of wh4eh the tiates are given. 

The said two documents are, I believe, in the possession of Mr. Archibald Ashdown, one of the plaintiffsin tile ,ietion 
mentioned in the first panigi-apli of the affidavit sworn and filed herein by the said John Garsed in support of his application 
herein, but they were both handed in on the trial, as I an' informed, by the plaiatiffs in the said action, and marked as plaintiff's' 
exhibits hy Mr. Sesnpill, the Associate to Mr. Justice Dickinson, the Judge before vl,oni the cause was tried, and belong to 
and lire (lie property of the plaintiffs' in the said action, as I. niB informed oar1 believe. 

I was absent from the Colony when the cause was tried. 
I have ordered a seas-eli to be made among the ni papers in y offb-e, and I have not, been able to find any exhibits in 

the said action belonging either to the plaintifi' or time defendant in the, said action. 
I have been informed and believe t hot I have no exhibits belonging to the said John Garsed, nor were any taken out 

of the Court not belonging to the plaintiffs in the said action. 
C. lam informed and believe that Mr. MeKechinie, the Second Clerk of the Supreme Court, exercised great precaution 

at the time the exhibit, were tiikei, out of the Court in not allowing either the phuntiff or defendant in the said action to take 
out any exhibits which did not belong to them respee.t ivelv. 

7. The said John Garstd's estate was seqnestrated, and the verdict was obtained by,  the plaintiffs in the said action, and 
any exhibits would accordingly be the property of John Piper Mackenzie, Esq., Official Assignee. 

s. If 1 had any exhibits, I shonld have a lien on them for costs due by the said John Owsed to my Into firm of 
B. J. & G. Want. 
Sworn by the deponent, on the day,  first above. i 	 B. WART. 

mentioned, at Sydney, before me,— 	5 
Rrciann MkLrorsn, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

A 20. 
Third agreement between Messrs. Ashdown and Garsed. 

A. Ashdown and J. Garsed, defendant. Agreement, engross, &e., B. 3. and G. Want. 
MIISIORANDUM of an agreement, made and entered into this 	 day of 	 in the yeiir 1867, between 

Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney, in the Colony of N  ew South Wales, auctioneer, of the one part, and John Garsed, 
of the same Islnce, builder, of the other Isart. 

Whereas I he said A. Ashdown has lately purchased from the said John Gaited the several parcels of land and properties 
for the several son,, mentioned in the first sehied,do herei,iunder written, and at; the time of such purchase it was also agreed 
that the said A. A_shdown should, in eonside,'ation of such sale, take up and pay the several promissory notes mentioned an the 
second sehedide lscreinunder written ; and that all deeds and writings relating to the title to  the said properties shmoi,ld remain 
in the liasnds of B. J. Want, of Sydney, aforesaid, upon the terms and conditions, and in manner hereinuisder mentioned: I%ow 
these presents wit ness, i,isd it is hereby declared by and between tim and parties to these present a, that all deeds and writings 
relati ig to t.l re title to the said l:s nds and properties Cs respectively, shah rem,!,' ill a lii e hands of the said R. I Want suit al the 
several sums of money and pl'o:nissorv notes specified in (lie second schedule hereinunder writi en shall lsnvt' been respectively 
paid and retnrned by the said A. A.Xdowa,  his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns mid upon Intl psyinent and ret ire-
nient thiereot' respectively, the said B. J.  Want shall deliver the said deeds and writings to the said A. Ashdown, his him, 
executors, ssd,ninistrai era, or assigns, respectively, or as lie or they shall direct; and also, t.lnLt tha said A. Ashdown, his heirs, 
executors, ndiuiniss,sntors, or assigns, ahnU he at liberty to sell the said lands and properties, or any of them, upon paying the 
proceeds of such sates respect is-ol', ui handing orer the said promissory notes, or so ninny thereof as shall be equivalent invalue to the proceeds of snehm sales, inato the said John Gnrsed,his executors, ad,ni,mistrntors, or assigns, and that thereupon the 
said it. I. Want shall deliver to the said A. Ashdown,  his lied's, executor,, uduministrators, or assigns, or is lie or they may 
direct, the deeds and doeonuents relating respectively to the properties so sold: 	Provided, nevertheless, that the baits and properties so sold shall he sold for their respectite ralue, or tlre,'ea bouts. 

In witness, &e. 
TIme first schedule above referred to £ s. 	d. 

Land and hsereditaments at Bexley 	...................................................... ..................... 3,200 0 0 
11 	 at Canterbury 	..................................................................... 900 0 	0 

Land and houses, Cooper-street, Glebe 	..................................................................... 1,200 0 	0 
Mortgage from Eggleton to Garsed .......................................................................... 900 0 0 

Layers to 	Garsed ............................................................................. 600 0 0 

£8,800 0 	0 
'the second seiteduile above referred to. 

Balance of account due to Dean & Co. by Garsed ....................................................... 730 0 0 
PrOnnsserv note made by J. Giiraed in favour of Dean & Co.. due 14th July last, f or ............ 329 3 	6 
Thelike, due 140h August. 	........................................... ........................................... aGO 0 	0 
The like, due 14th September next ................................................ ............ ............... 146 13 	4 
The like, title, 11(1, 	Oetobrr 	.................................................................................... 600 0 	0 
The like, 	due 2ad November. ................................................................................... 2,500 0 0 

Fourth agreement, dated 30th Septeunb,'r, 1857. 
Amoont due ltleasrs. ikan & Co. on promissory notes and cash, coiled the advanced account, 

Os per agreement of 1.6th July, 1857, signed by Mr. Garsed and Mr. Ashdown 	........... 7,830 153 
Mr. 
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Mr. Aalidown fails to curry nit his agreement, by paying this amount, and tlies-rfore Irr. Gerseil 
takes the matters into his own hands, and gives mm a bonus of £2000, explained in the 	- 
following manner,— 	 t 

Mr. Garsod pays in cash account bonus .....................................................................219 	4 	9 
Mortgage on "Russell's Arms ................................................................................... 
Dittoon Foundry ................................................................................................ oOO 	0 	0 
Promissory note, due 7th February, for balance accepted in favour of Dean & Co., at Ash- 

	

down's reques................................................................................................680 15 	3 

£2,000 0 0 

This bonus of £2,000, added to the £7,880 13s. Uct, paid in cash to Beau it Co., will constitute the amount snail. 
tioneci in the agrecinesit between Garsed and Ashdown dated 30th September, 1857. viz., £9,830 15s. 3d. eterling. 

Tue abovo sneiso. does not amount to the £8,830 iSs. 3d. mentioned in folio 21, as Mr. Garsed pays the £1,050 due to 
B. J. Want himself to that gentleman 	 £ 	s. it. 

Amount to Want................................................................................................. 	1,050 	0 	0 
Dean & Co., amount .............................................................................................7,630 15 	3 

£8,880 fl 3 

The difference between this ainount-9,8880 15s. 3d. and, the £8,855 17s. 3d., mentioned in the agreement of 15th July, 
is Ilnat .iu that agreement the open account to Dean & Co. is taken of £730, and after that date is corrected by Mr. Pritchard, 
and a menioranduin mnude by Mr. Pritchard in red ink in the journal shows this:— 

The following is published in consequence of a charge of wilful and corrupt perjury brought against me by Mr. A. 
Ashdown. Mr. George Want was his attorney. Case was dismissed. And, as a warning to others, when connected in 
busmess transactions, to let their partners' nanses be known. 

Messrs. Want had been my solicitor for years, and Mr. It. J. Want any partner in large transactions.....as always 
considered a good client. 

Vanxhalt is built, on land which I gave Want £400 for, and I furnished the hotel with my own money. By his si:ter 
fereisce with Bridges, the architect, I lost £2,000, or thereabout; and Bridges afterwards brought a separate action against 
both of us for commission. 

J. Want's interest in 21 five-room brick laonses, slated, when wages were over £1 a day only cost him £370 each ; mad 
the threo.roonied houses, built of same matenals, I guarantecd at £150 each, in consequence of a wholesale system of robbery 
going on ; so he did not bear any of this loss. 

In Mr. Ashdown's case I was to have built a large factory and store in Bridge-street, whore is now a large portion of 
the stone. The estimated cost was £4,000 the money to be found from sale of portions of my property in the ineantone 
upon bills of W. Dean & Co., under the name "advance account." I was to return to England to send out the machinery 
and merchandise, and the gentleman written for to conduct the niannfaetnring department has arrived and as now an Sydney. 

Memorandum. 	
Globe Poiat, Sydney, 15 July, 1857. 

John Garsed agrees to sell, and A. Ashdown agrees to purchase, the foUowing properties, upon the terms herein. 
after mentioned, viz. 

Oak Lodge, Willow Lodge, Globe ............ ........................ ......................... . ............. 	6,000 	0 	0 
Layers mortgage ................................................................................................600 0 0 
Cooper-street, Globe, four houses .............................. . ............................................ 	1,200 	0 	0 
Eggleton's mortgage .............................................................................................000 	0 	0 
Ganterbury Road ................................................................................................900 	0 	0 
]3exley, 1,040 acres, more or lesa, e. 5 acres ...............................................................5,200 	00 

£14,800 0 0 

The following "liabilities" to be taken by Mr. Ashdown, and paid by him:— 
W. Dean & Co. 	......... 	....................................................... . .................... . ............ 730 0 0 
Promissory note, due 14th 	July .............................................................................. 329 3 	6 

11thAugust .................................... ...................................... 1,900 0 	0 
14th............................................................................. 700 0 0 
14th............................................................................. 500 0 0 

4thSeptember 	........................... . ......................................... 146 13 	9 
11thOctober 	......... ............................................................... 600 0 	0 

2nd November 	..................................................................... 2,500 0 	0 
It. 3. Want, balance of mortgage, Globe 	.................................................................. 1,050 0 0 
Cash to be paid by Mr. Ashdown 	........................................................................... 400 0 0 

£8,855 17 3 

This settlement to be in full of all previous arrangements between these parties heretofore made, except Rosherville, 
which alone remains as a joint ndventure. Possession of Oak Lodge, Glebe, to be given on the 1st December, 1857, and no 
rent to be charged to that date. 

3011 N GARSED. 
A. ASHOOWN. 

A21 
Received from Mrs. Sutherland this statement., on Friday afternoon, November 24th, 1865, stating that Mr. S. found it the 

day previous, it having been lent lnm in the year 1862. 

PETITION AED STATEMmcT OP EMMA GARBED. 

to His Honor John Nodes Dickinson, Esquire, Acting Clnef Justice of New South Wales. 
The bumble Petition of Emma Garsed, on behalf of her husband, John Garsed, now confined in Her 'Majesty's Gaol, 

Darlin ghurst,— 
Respectfully showetha 

In March last your petitioner's husband nddressed a petition to His Excellency the Governor Gcncmul, praying 
that an investigation might be made in his case. Your petitioner left that petition at Messrs. Dean &, Co.'s office, in Pitt. 
street, for exansivation. Mr. Moffat, solicitor, who was acquainted with the ease of conspiracy after the voluntary sequestration, 
as also Mr. Hinnphirevs, clark to Mr. Morris, official assignee, who was engaged by your petitioner's husband to prepare a 
ledger from the journal and ledger kept by Mr. Pritchard at Dens. & Co.'s office, on the joint account of Mr. Ashduwn and 
your petitioner's husband. Sir. Aslidown individually had to pay Mr. Pritchard for keeping the books for nine snontlis, at 
the rate of £500 per annum. 

Your petitioner's husband received a reply, dated 13th April 1860, from the Colonial Secretary, as follows —"Petition 
for inquiry into the use of John Garsed will not be entertained. 

Your 
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Your petitioner also addressed this petition to His Excellency, and left it with Messrs. Dean & Co. for examination. 
Mr. Stokes, iii their employ, examined it, but was advised to address it short petition on the grounds of her husband's 
innocence. This your petitioner did, and was signed by Win. Dean& Co., F. 31.. Stokes, Esq., Chairman of the Jury in the 
civil action, J. Carroll, Esq., principal bookkeeper of W. Dean & Co., Edwin Daintrey, Esq., solicitor. Your petitioner's 
husband's bankers, George K. Ingelow-, Esq., Manager of the Oresstid Bank, John Young, Esq., Manager of the E.S.A.C. 
Bank. 

The bills mentioned in the agreements of the 15th July and 30th September, 1857, were discounted at the Banks 
nauied. 

Your petitioner's petition was also signed by eighty-eight gentlemen, as sipprara at the foot hereof. 
James Peinell, Esq. M.P., introduced your pe titioner to the Colonial Secretary, with whom she left the petition, but 

lies not yet received any official reply. Your 	

by 

ays your Honor to examine the evidence set forth in that petition, 
with your Honor's notes taken in the civil action Dean & Co. v. Garsed,tried before your Honor, in April and May, 1858 
also the depiit,ions of the witnesses taken at the Police Office; His Honor Sir Alfred Stephen's notes, aad the pleadings 
in the ease inure particularly the joint affidavit of Arcl,ibtdd Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, sworn and Cod on 
2nd M,irehi, 1858- -subsequently lost, but by the exertions of your petitioner in making the necessary inquiries, it was found, 
in October, 1839, too late to save your petitioner's husband. 

Your petitioner, therefore, prays that you,' Honor will read the report oh' the evidence published in the Sydney Morning 
Herald, the lost of her husband's trial, on Wednesday, 12th October, 1859, and begs your Honor to return to her this petition, 
in order she may have it recommended by the principal traders of Sydney. 

And your petitioner, as in duly bound, will ever pnty, &c. 

[Copy of names to petition presented 7th June, 1860.] 

We recommend the prayer of the petition. 

Vim. Dean & Co. Henry Milford L. Iredale John Church 
P. At. Stokes Frederick Croft L. and S. Spyer J. K. Treere 
Joseph Carrel! Will. P. Moffat L. Samuel Denis M'Eneroe 
Saml. D. Gordon, M.L.A. Jno. P. R-oxburgh A. Boeson iIuyers & Learmoathi 
Henry Parke,, M.L.A. A. H. MeCitlloeti P. T. Bowden Edwd. Knox - 
Jno. Dunmore Lang, M.L.A.. Wm. Uellyer J. B. Graham Hall & Alderson 
A. Mekrthur, M.L.A. Richard Johnson Purkis & Lambert Bscseo Ray 
Said Samuel, M.L.A. Edwin Daintrey Christopher Newton & Co. Thios. C. Breillat 
James Pemell, M.L.A. John K. Jones Robert Muriel - Scott & Henderson 
John Lucos, M.L.A. T. W. Bowden R. Al. Sayers Thomas Dawson 
SamI. fly. Terry, M.L.A. Thomas Harris J. K. Young Griffiths, Fanning & Co. 
John Campbell, M.L.A. James Husband John 0. Cohen C. Furlong 
Jacob Mentefiore Gee. Rattray S. D. Merrill Alexander Moore & Co. 
Alex. Campbell C. Broadbent Fits. Mitchell C. W. Keelo 
Daniel Egan W. Lord Robert Johnson 	. B. Buchanan 
John fleshing P. Wilson Geo. Stabler Peek & Fotheringham 
Geo. Wigrâm Allen -. Thomson, Esq. 1-eviek & Piper Ti. B. Threlkeld & Co. 
Clark Irving John Prazer Henry Beit Rev. Edwd. Rogers 
Henry Prince William Manson A. Feez Mansfield 
4). Ii. Ingelow Walter Friend Chas. B. P. M'Donald Wm. Robert Smart 
John Young William Brown J. B. Holdsworth B. Salamnon 
A. H. Richardson W. Kirchner J. N. Fairhurst Henderson 

To His Excellency Sm WILLIAM Tirosuz Dnnsoir, Knight, C.B., Governor General in and over all Her Majesty's Australian 
Colonies, and Captain General and Governor.in-Chief of the Territory of New South Wales, &c., &c., &c. 

The humblo Petition of Emma Garsed,— - 
Most respectfully shou'eth 	 - 

That your petitioner is in distress, and suffer'mg both in body and mind, and humbly prays that your Excellency 
will release her unfortunato husband, John Gassed, from confinement. He has now been in prison nearly seventeen months, 
and feels confident in her own mind that ho is innocent of the charge brought against him ; and as it appeared upon his trial, 
his documents, records of the Supreme Court, in the cause out of which the charge arose, were not produced, and His Honor 
Mr. Justice Dickinson's notes in that cause were inadmissible, your humble petitioner, for the sake of mercy, justice, and 
truth, will briefly state what her unfortunate husband could have proved had they been in evidence. He defended himself 
without having one original document in his possession (copies were not admissible) ; three documents not in evidence in the 
civil action, namely, draft agreement, prepared 11th August; agreement signed, and memorandum in Mr. Pritchard's 
handwriting; notes of evidence copied from the briefs of his counsel, Messrs. Wise and Dailey. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that the upper garden and improvements was a portion of your petitioner', 
private estate, and had nothing whatever to do with the partnership arrangewents between my husband and Mr. Ashdown. 
Your petitioner agreed to sell, and Mr. Ashdoum agreed to purchase, Upper Garden and improvements, for the sum of £2,800. 
Conveyaneo is dated May 19th, 1857. Mr: Ashdown borrowed on the Upper Garden £9,000 mortgage; deed is dated May 
26th, 1857. It was at your petitioner's house the partnership arrangements were entered into, Mr. Ashdown's name was not 
to appear, and in eonsequonee of that arrangement your petitioner addressed a letter to her brother, Mr. T. S. ilutchinson, 
urging him to leave his situation in Bristol, in which lie had been nine years with Messrs. Purnell & Co., tobacco manufae. 
Eurers and Vinegar Works, and come to this Colony to take the mauugement of a factory here; and before he left England to 
make inquiries as to the latest improvements in mnaclunem'y. Your petitioner, at the same time informed her brother that 
petitioner's husband had made arrangements with Mr. Ashdown, and that Mr. Pritchard was to be paid £500 a year to attend to 
the books. Your petitioner's brother arrived in Sydney about December, 1857. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that., until the arrival of her brother, it was arranged between her husband 
and Mr. Ashdowii that Mr. Prihelnrd should keep time books at Mr. Ashidown's office, and to effect sales of property. Your 
petitioner's husband was to build and snake improvements on some of his properties ; Mr. Ashdown was to manage the finance 
depertmcnt. Bills were accepted by her husband in favour of W. Dean & Co., for discount, and by that means Mr. Ashdown - 
was placed in funds. The bills were drawn against properties. Each week Mr. Ashdown signed a cheque Win, Dean & Co., 
to pay wages aid for materials (called ndrmmee account). 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that, between the 1st day of April and the 15th July, her husband, with, 
Mr. Ashdown's knowledge and consent, and with the assistance of moneys procured by means of bills drawn by Dean and 
Ashdown, and accepted by,  her husband, and carried the proceeds to her husband's credit, and placed him in funds thercoutas 
her husband required it. Your petitioner's husband partly erected and finished time Commercial Chambers, l'itt-street, the 
Ahna Inn, buildings in Bay.street, Globe, and improved cottages at Chippendale. in the early part of July, 1857, Mr. Ashdown 
iitfonned her husband that a Bank Managerhiad refused to renew the bills discounted in that Bank, but that at Ins (Ashdowa's) 
instance lie had afterwards agreed to renew for one month. Mr. Pritchard proposed that your petitioner's husband should 
instruct Messrs. is! ert & Co. to sell some of his properties to meet the bills. Her husband refused, as lie weuld not sacrifice 
his properties. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that, on the evening of the 15th July, 1857, Messrs. Aslidown and Pritchard 
ealledat her husband's residence. Your petitioner u-as present part of the time. The following agreement was drawn up in 
t:hie handwriting of Mr. Pritchard :—First item, open advance- account, £730, ought to have been £754 189. Both Messrs. 
Ashdown and Pritchard forgot the exact amount in their books. 

Giebe 355—c 
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Globe Point, Sydney, 15 July, 1857. 
Maaxozaiorat. —John Gamed agrees to sell and A. Ashdown agrees to purchase the following properties, upon the terms 
hereinafter mentioned, namely 

Oak Lodge, Willow Lodge, Glebe...... 	 ... £6,000 0 0 
Layers's mortgage ... 	 ... 	600 0 0 

	

Cooper-street, Glebe, four houses ............... 	1,200 0 0 
- 	Eggleton's mortgage 	......... 	... 	900 0 0 

Canterbury Roqil ...... 	 ... 	900 0 0 
Bexley, 1,040 acres, more or less ... 	... 	... 	... 	5,200 0 0 

£14,800 0 0 

The following liabilities to be taken by Mr. Ashdown and paid by him:-- 
Wm. Dean & Co........., 	 .... £730 0 0 
Pritchard's 	journal 	page 	21, 	W. 	Dean 	& 	Co. 	advance 

account 	--- 	... 	... 	... 	... 	--- £754 18 	0 
Promissory note, due 14th July 	... 	... 	... 	... 	--- 329 3 	6 

do. 	llth August 1,900 0 	0 
do. 	14th 	 ... 700 0 	0 
do. 	14th 	,, 	... 500 0 0 
do. 	4th September 	... 148 13 	9 
do. 	11th October 600 0 	0 
do. 	2nd November 	......... 2,500 0 	0 

H. J. Want—balance of mortgage, Glebe 	 ... 1,050 0 	0 
Cash paid by Mr. Ashdown 	 ......... 400 0 	0 

£5,855 Ii 3 

This settlement to be in full of all previous engagements between the parties heretofore made except Hosherville which 
alone remains as a joint adventure; possession of Oak Lodge, Glebe, to be given on the 1st December, 1857, and no rent to be 
charged to that date. 

JOHN GARSED. 
A. ASHDOWN. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that the above agreement was considered by her husband, who believed 
that Mr. Ashdown also understood it as an arrangement for the purpose of raising money in consequence of the refusal of the 
Bank to renew. Mr. Ashdown then instructed Messrs. Mort & Co. to sell Oak and Willow Lodges. The deeds were to be 
pttpared but not executed. If sold, your petitioner was to convey the property direct to the purchasers. Mr. Smart, 
conveyaneer, received instructions to borrow money upon the property. 

On the evening of the 10th August, the day before the date of the renewed bill mentioned as aforesaid, Mr. Ashdown 
called upon her husband, and said that°he was unable to retire the said renewed bill for £1,900 in consequence of not having 
citeeted any sales of the property nor borrowed any money, but that lie had seen Mr. 1ngtlow, Manager of the Oriental Bank, 
who had agreed to renew the same, and also the bill for £700 would also be renewed. Your petitioner's husband 	re expssed 
his surprise at what had passed, and there appeared to be a great deal of feeling exhibited between them before Mr. A.shdown 
left. Your petitioner's husband promised to call upon Mr. Ashdown the following morning, and after lie had seen his solicitor, 
would accept two bills for £1,300 each at two and three months. Your petitioner was present part of the time. 

In consequence thereof your petitioner's husband gave his solicitor, Mr. Want, instructions on the 11th August to 
prepare, and lie did accordingly prepare a draft agreement, of which the following in substance is a copy. 

Agreement between Archibald Ashdown and John Garsed. 

WuEREAS Archibald Ashdown purchased from John Garsed certain land and properties for the several slams hereunder 
written; at the time of the purchase it was agreed that Ashdown should pay the several promissory notes in the 
second schedule hereunder written; all the deeds and writings to remain in the hands of Mr. Want. 

It was also agreed that the said A. Ashdown should be at liberty to sell the same, upon paying the proceeds respectively, 
on handing over the several promissory notes or an equivalent in value for such sale to your petitioner's husband, and upon 
payment the said H. 3. Want should deliver to A. Ashdown the deeds of the land so sold. 

And it was also agreed that the said lands should be sold for t.heir respective value or thereabouts. 
The first schedule above referred to. 

Land and hereditameats at Bexley... 	 ...... £5,200 0 0 

	

at Canterbury 	 900 0 0 
Land and houses, Cuoper'street, Glebe 	 1,200 0 0 
Mortgage from Eggheton to Garsed... 	 900 0 

11 	 Lovers to Garard ... 	 600 0 

The second schedule above referred to 

Balance of account due to Dean & Co. by Gamed ............ 	 £730 0 0 
Promissory note made by J. Garsed in favour of Dean & Co., due 14th July last, for 	829 3 6 
The like, due 14th August 	 500 0 0 
The like, due 14th September next 	 148 13 4 
The like, due 11th October 	... 	... 	... 	,i 	 600 0 0 
The like, due 2nd November 	 ......... 	2,500 0 0 

That youv petitioner's husband, after the agreement was drawn up, took it to Mr. Ashdown's offIce, who approved of 
the same, with the exception of the following words—" Provided nevertheless that the lands and properties so sold, sliaU be sold 
for their respective value, or thereabouts," which was thereupon struck out by Mr. Ashdown with the consent of your 
petitioner's husband, who thereupon took it to his solicitor, Mr. Want, to have it engrossed. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith, on the morning of the ].lth August, 1857, Mr. Pritchard drew up the 
following memorandum for her husband to take to his -solicitor with the aforesaid agreement, dated July 15th, 1857, as the 
basis of the above draft agreement. 

Copy in the handwriting of Mr. Pritchard. Mr. Holroyd, who was engaged to prosecute your petitioner's husband, 
admitted it to be a true copy of the original. 

"A document should be prepared and signed by Mr. Ashdown, to the effect that J. Gamed shall not be called upon to 
pay any of the promissory notes now proposed to be given against the properties to be conveyed by him. 

"2nd. A declaration of trust from Archibald Ashdown that, directly the properties are realized, the funds are to be 
applied to withdraw any such promissory notes not paid by Mr. Ashdown, but drawn ssgainst the properties proposed to be 
conveyed." 

That your petitioner's husband left instructions with Mr. Pritchard to see that Mr. Ashdown signed the above agree- 
ment, accepted the two £1,300 bills in favour of Dean & Co. on the 11th August the bills bear date the 12th. The only 
difference between the aforesaid agreements signed by Mr. .A.shdown is in the first schedule of the draft agreement. 
Oak and Willow Lodge is loft out in the sceoiad schedule ; the two bills your petitioner's husband renewed for Mr. Ashdown, 
£1,000 and £700, due August 11th and 14th, nrc left out, also the £100 Mr. Ashdown paid on or about the 181h and 25th July 
to pay wages. The properties were valued at cost price three of the properties were mortgages; for Bexhey Ltato, 
your petitioner's husband paid £5 an acre; lie had sold several small farms at £15 per ee.ra—oae farm, consisting of 30 acres, 
he sold at £12 per acre cask to Mr. Sixmith—that was the lowest price be had sold any of the land for. 

That 
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That your petitioner most respectfully snith, that Mr. Tompson, solicitor, first informed her husband of the value of 
properties having been left out in figures ii, the above agreement signed by Mr. Ashdown, and finding on comparison the 
agreement hiatt bees, altered from the draft mentioned aforesaid as to place your petitioner's husband in a worse position than 
whmt he and Mr. .A.shidown Jutti previously agreed upon, and your petitioner's prperi was in danger of being sacrificed, 
your petitioner's husband then applied to Mr. Want, soljeitor, to file a bill against Mr. Ashdown to restrain the sale of Oak 
and Willow Lodges, and to a,i:ead the contract, but Mr. Want refused to act, stating ho was acting for Mr. Ashdown, and that 
lie mache it a rule not to net for two clients in the same ease. Yourpotitjtiouer's husband the,, called upon Mr. Ashdown to 
resell, and otlerel to plaee him in funds to pay all his liabilities in the terms of the aforesaid agreement dated July 15th, 
namely, corrected account., the sum of £8880 15s. 3d., provided lie took a tronslhr of the mortgages as cash. At first Mr. 
Ashdown agreed to the ternis of your petitioner's husband, but when lie found your petitioner's husband was prepared to pay 
him, Mr. AAsdown refused to resell, except he  hada profit. of £2,000. Your petitioner, as likewise his solicitor, advised him 
not to pay it,, but against this advite, your petitioner's husband paid that sum, which your petitioner's husband has called and 
still calls a bonus of £2,000, hence resullel the following agreeine,it of the 30th September, 1857. 

(Copy in substance.) 
MEM0flAnr3r of agreement made and entered into  this 30th day of September, 1857, between Archibald .&sl,down and John 

Garsed. 
Whereas the said John Garsed has lately sold Archibald Ashdown, infer elks, certain pieces of land and heredita-

meats, and the said John Garsed has agreed to repurchase, and the said Archibald Ashdown to resell the same for the sum of 
£9,830 15s. 3d., and that the said sum of £9,830 15s. 3d. shall be paid and secured by John Garsed to Archibald Ashdown in 
the manner following ;- ullowing 

2 s. 

	

£s. d. 	Ltd. 

	

First parogniph—John Garsed shall pay Archibald Ashdown sterling money 	5,650 0 0 
Second paragraph—i olin Garsed shall convey to Archibald Ashdown a piece 

of land, situate at Canterbury Road—Archibald Ashdown shall consider 
a cash, payment of... 	... 	 ... 	 ... 	900 0 0 

Third paragraph—John Gamed shall transfer to Archibald Ashdown 

	

Eggleton's mortgage, Archibald Ashidow,, shall take as a cash, payment of 	900 0 0 
Fourth paragraph—John Garsed shall transfer to Archibald Ashdown, 

	

Layers' mortgage, Archibald Ashdown shall take as a cash pnyn,ent of 	600 0 0 

	

Fifth paragraph—The sum of £1,780 iSs. 3d., rosiduc of the said purchase, 	
8,050 0 0 

or sum of £9,830 15s. 3d., shall be secured in manner following, that is 
to say —the sum of... 	... 	............... 	600 0 0 
part thereof secured by a mortgage for £1,100 upon the Russell's 
Arnie," Archibald Ashdown covenanting with John Garsed to pay off 
£500 now charged thereon, with all interest to accrue from date of the 
said mortgage to Archibald Ashdown, tile suth of 	......... 	600 0 0 
further part of £1,780 15s. 3d. shall be secured by a mortgage upeathic 
Newtown Foundry; and the sum of 	............... 	680 15 3 

-- 1,780 15 3 

£9,83015 3 

£680 15s. 3d,, residue of the said sum of £1,780 15,. 3d., shall be 
secured by the promissory note of John Garsed and deposit by way of 
equitable mortgage of deeds relating to land. 

Witness—P.. J. WANT. 	 A. ASJIDOWN. 
The above agreement is in full satisfaction and discharge of all previous agreements, or 'understandings relative to the 

sale or purchase of the above properties between the above parties. 
September 80th, 1837. 	 £ ASIIDOWN. 

By adding the £500 to be paid by Ashdown, it will make the sum of £10,330 15s. 3d. 
The following is a verbatim copy of the settlement of the 30th September as entered in 'P ritchard's journal, kept at 

Aslidowa's office. 

Sydney, Septerner, 1857 

Ashdown to sundries, £10,330 15s. 3d., for the purchase money of the properties 
£ 	s. 	d. 

as enumerated en page 23 of this book, agreed to be paid in the manner 
following, as provided for and detailed in the nie,uontndum of agreement 
betwee,, J. Garsed and A. Ashdown, dated 30th September, 1857. 	To cash 5,650 	0 	0 

Amount paid in cash by J. Garsed to A. Ashdown— 
To Canterbury Road land account 	............... 900 0 0 

An absolute sale of this property to A. Ashdown, to be conveyed to him and be 
taken as cash, for £000— 

To Pggleton's mortgage 	... 	............... 900 	0 0 
Absolute assignment of this mortgage to A. Ashdown, and taken by him as cash 

for £900— 
To Layers' mortgage 	........................ 600 	0 0 

Absolute nssignnsent of this mortgage to A..Ashdown, and taken by him as cash 
for £600— 

"Russell's Arms" 	............... 1,100 	0 	0 
for a mortgago on this property, dated 3011 September, 1857, bearing interest 
at tha rate of 8 per cent, per annum for three years from this date; the said 
A. Ashdown to pay off a certain sum of £500 now charged thereon, in favour 
of P. Salamon, and due on 22nd January, 1858. 

To Newtoivn Foundry 	........................ 600 	0 0 
for a mortgage on this property to A. Ashdown, bearing interest at S per cent. 
per annum, us before mentioned, for the sun, of £500. 

To bills payable 	......... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	...... 680 15 	3 

£10,330 15 3 

for amount uf J. Garsed's promissory note due 6 February, 1858, and secured - 
by an equitable mortgage and deposit of daeds of certain land situated at 
Bligha Terrace, Newtown, 'sear Sydney. 

Pritchard exa,nincd on the journal and ledger kept by him at Dean & Co.'s office refers to entries at page 20; this is 
the £6,000 that Asl,do'wn purchased. All entries subsequent to £6,000 on or after October, 1857,1 entered it after everything 
was closed: I ceased acting for Garsed : I l,eld Ashdown to his agreement of ,,is,e months at £500 per au,,u,ii ; bill for 
£680 15s. 3d. from Garsed to Dean & Co., entered in October, 1857, after the agreement and writing were given I entered it 
to Ashdown ; hooks at page 34, ledger; bills payable; it is an aceosmt showing what bills were payable; bill for £680 15s. 3d., 
Garsed in favour of Wm. Dea,, & Co., entered payable to Ashdown; there are entries of bills to Dean & Co. in same page; 
interest at Bank to Ashdown personally (meaning the discomit of bill for £(380 15s. 3d.) 

Mr. Ashidown produced at your petitioner's husband's trial an account current, and said it was a copy of an account 
delivered to her husband in red ink by Mr. Pritchard, on the 24th September, 1857. 

The 
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ad properties 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

Paid by Mr. Garsed in manner fol- 
lowing 	 i830 15 3 

1st paragraph, sterling money... 5,650 0 0 
3rd 	do. 	gglcton's mort- 

gage, cash payment... ....... 900 0 0 
4th paragraph, Layers' mort- 

gage, cash payment .........600 0 0 
Out of 5th paragraph, bill in 

dispute ........................680 15 	3 
-- 700 15 3 

Ashdown's statement, liabilities to 
W. Dean & Co................ 

Ashdown's2,000,1)oidhyfr.Garsed 
in manner following 

2nd paragraph, land at Peter- 
sham as cash .................. 

Out of 5th paragraph, mortgage 
on 11  Russell's Arms'' ...... 

Out of 5th paragraph, mortgage 
on Newtown Foundry ...... 

7,830 15 3 

000 0 0 

tieD 0 0 

500 0 0 
-- 2,000 0 0 

- 	£9,330 15 3 

20 
	

A1'P}2fDLC 

The following account current is correct copy in figures 

Dr. 	Liabilities to t,Vm, Dean & Co. 
1557. 	 £ s. d. £ s. d. 
Balance of account rendered .........754 18 0 
Aeenntnnee due. 14th July. 1557 ... 329 3 6 
July '16th and 24t1, cash for cheques, 

(see receipts) ........................ 400 	0 
Acceptance due 14th August ......... 500 	0 

4.th September ...... 146 13 
15th October......... 1,300 	0 

2nd November 	... 2,500 	0 
11th Octuber ...... 600 	0 

-- 	15th November ... 1,300 	0 
7,83015 3 

Liability to A. Ashdown ..............................2,000 0 0 

£9,530 15 

Your petitioner's husband never heard of the account until his trial before his flonor Mr. Justice Dickinson. 
Mr. William Dean never heard of the above account until he was examined upon it. (Criminal Jurisdiction.) 
Pritchard's evidence in the civil action :—The list of liabilities on the 24th September, 1857, was gone through byrne and 

Gamed; it differed from this in one particular (meaning the aforesaid agreement, dated 15th July, 1857), the £1,900 and £700 
by two £1,300 bills, and there was a sum of £24 iSs. to 	for interest (meaniog ,ntcrest on the renewals) ; I was not asked 

to copy this in red ink. 
Mr. Asbdown'a evidence in the civil action —There was all arrangement that my name should not have appeared; 

dishonored bill due 11th August, 1857; my cheque was drawn for £1,900 not until the 12th; might have been the 13th; it 
was dated the 11th August, 1857;. copy of the depositions from Attorney General's Office. 

Mr. Ashdown's evidence at Police Office —1 paid all tIme notes at maturity, between the 15th July and 30th September; 
the bills for £1,900 and £700 were retired by fresh ones given by Garsed; those bills, according to the agreement of the 15th 
July, 1857, became a liability of my own; two notes, renewed by Garsed, were given to Dean & Co. as between Garsed and 
self; I only was liable and not Dean & Co.; you must add £24' lSs, to correct the first item mentioned in the account of 
15th July, 1857, viz., £730 to £754 lBs. ; the bills making up the £7,830 lbs. 3are all paid. 

That your petitioner most respectfully and humbly saitli that her huslataw made out all account eurrgnt in answer.  to Mr. 
Pritchard's statement, showing the sum of £210 4s. lid.; the sum of £680 lSs. 3d., represented by bill of exchange, drawn on 
3rd October, at four months date, due 6th February, 1858; that bill formed part of a sum of £9,830 iSa. 3d. of agreement 
entered into between her husband and Mr. Ashdown, dated 30th September, 1857. 

Mr. Ashdown's evidence :—I engaged Pritchard to look after the hceounts between Garsed and self; the books were 
kept in an office at Dean & Co. s. ; the firm did not pay Pritchard's salary; all cheques paid Garsed on my private account., 
excepting one for a small amount; I signed W. Dean & Co.; I never took from Garsed any bills in my own name except two 
for £50 each on account of Pritchard's salary; that was long after the 30th September, 1857. 

By agreement, dated 15th July, 1857, corrected 'account in Pritchard's journal, deducting the liabilities in second 
sehedulefrom the value of the properties sold in thclirst scheduleleaves abalanee of5,919 4s. lid.; inMr. Pritchard's journal, 
in settlement of September agreement, to balance his books, he has to carry to capital stock £3,019 4s. lid; the difference 
between the two amounts, leaving the £2,000 which your petitioner's husband calls a bonus, as it represented nothing. 

Copy of Garsed's Aecbunt. 
Fourth agreement, 30th September, 1857. 

£ s.d. 
Amount of Ashdewn's liabilities by agreement., July 15th, 1857, after deducting 

	

the sum of £1,050, Garsed paid Want. ................... ..................... ... ...... 	7,830 15 3 
Ashdown fails to carry out this agreement; Garsed takes the matter into his own 

hands, and gave him a surplus of .........................................................2,000 00 

£9,830 15 3 

This sum will constitute the amount mentioned in the agreement between Garsed and 
Ashdown, dated 30th September, 1857, viz 

lot paragraph, sterling money ..........................................£5,650 0 0 
2nd 	do. 	as cash payment of. ...................................... 	900 0 0 
3rddo. 	do 	.......................................900 0 0 
4thdo. 	do. 	.......................................600 0 0 

8,050 0 0 

	

Deduct Ashdown's liabilities .... . ................................................................ 	7,830 15 	3 

	

Leaves balance of. ................. ........................................................... .. ..... 	219 	4 	9 
5th paragraph paid by two mortgages, and bill secured ....................................1,780 15 3 

£2,000 0 0 

-The difference between this amount, £8,880 15s. ad., and the £3,855 17,. 3d. mentioned in the agreement of 15th July, 
1857, is that in that agreement the open account to Dean & Co. is taken at £730, and after that date is corrected by Pritchard 
in journal, page 21. 

Before the trial in the civil action your petitioner's l,usbmd engaged competent accountants to examine the correctness 
of the accounts in Pritchard's books, and pronounced that the bill was payable to Aslidown only. Their evidence was not 
admissible in the action. 

Ashdown at the Police Court states —Dean & Co. was to have the cash, Eggleton's mortgage £000, Lovers' mortgage 
£600, balance due by Garsed's bill. 

£2,000; I was to have the Canterbury land for £900, mortgage on "Russell's Arms" £600, mortgage on Newtown 
Foundry £500; I thus accepted the £2,000. 

Your petitioner's husband had several accounts kept in Wm. Dean & Co.'s books. It appeared at the examination (criminal 
jurisdiction) of tho books of Wm. Bean & Co., advance was advance against securities; one was balanced hy £12 odd, written 
off, 0110 was called "open advance account," the other" Glebe building account," between Ashdown and Gorsed; two other 
accounts called by your petitioner's husband "general and special account." Bank 
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APl?rNDIX. 	 21 

Bank clerk produced W. Dean & Co.'s cheque in retirement of the bill for £630 15s. 3d; The bill bears date 3rd 
October, 1857, disenunted at London Australian Chartered Bank 6th November, due 6th February, 1855, and retired 8th 
February, 1858. 

Bank clerk of the English, Scottish, Australian Chartered Bank produced cheque drawn by John Garsed for £2,500 
in retirement of a bill in favour of Wet Dean & Co., and aeceptel by your petitioners, due 2nd November, 1857. (See 
agreements.) 

There are five properties mentioned in the agreement before referred to. 
Joseph Carroll, bookkeeper to W. Dean & Co., being sworn, in answer toquestions in the examination of W. Dean & Co.'s 

books —The bill £680 15s. 3d. first appears in their books to the credit of advance account on 136h October, 1857, again 
charged to general account, 20th February, 1858 ; balance of £12 odd was written off to balance the advance account after the 
credit of the bill; neither does this bill balance general account; in a book called the waste book advance account 
£2,653 iSa, lad, for sundries; that appeared the only entry in that book ; another entry in one of the books debit John Garsed, 
Globe account (meaning A. Ashdown's building account), transfer May 27th, 1857:— 

£ s. d. 
Amount paid Want ........................................................................200 	0 	0 
Tnmsfer entry, 29th ........................................................................181 13 	4 
July 18th, acceptance retired ............................................................202 	5 	6 
September 	do 	..................... ...................................... 

	
700 	0 	0 

It is not usual in Dean & Co.'s books to credit a bill when received to one account, and, when due and dishonored and 
paid by them to dobit another account I have known it done when there has been all understanding between the parties ; it 
is not the usual practice of Dean & Co. to hold over 'a bill of such an amount as this for so long a time beforo discouuting it, 
when they discounted it at all. 

The bills are generally sent to the Bank for discount shortly after receiving them. 
Your petitioner's husband asked flue witness whether Mr. Ashdown had any account in Dean &Co.'s books in connection 

with him. If not, did he in any way or at any time charge himself, or was lie in any way or at any time charged in his private 
accounts with his partner Dean. Witness stated the open advance account bill due 2nd November, 1857, for £2,500, paid by 
Garsed's cheque, is settled in the followingnianner —Eggleton's mortgage, £900; Newtown Foundry, £500; "Russell's Arms," 
£1,100 ; Layers' mortgage, £600, passes to Glebe building account ; also Petersham land to Aslidown. The last-mentioned 
land his a front9e of 950 feet or thereabouts to the Canterbury Road, near Petersham Station, then about building. 

The fohiownig are the affidavits in substance in the case 
Your petitioner's husband's solicitor, Mr. Thompson, took the opinion of Mr. Wise for defence on equitable grounds. 

Affidavit dated 26 Februan', 1858, sworn by John Garsed. 
Before the commencement of this suit Garsed and Ashdown were in part.nerslup together in various transactions. In 

settlement of these tntn,actioni (except Boshcrvilhe) Garsed gave Ashdown a bonus of £2,000, of ivlueh £680 iSa. 3d., the 
amount of bill of exchange, fonns part. 

The said bill of exchange was drawn by Dean & Co., and was at the request of Ashdown accepted by Garsed. 
Garsed gave security opon land belonging to him, and requested Dean & Co. to sell his interest in Rosherville House 

and grounds, and to apply the proceeds towards payment, and Asbdown has promised repeatedly so to do, but never did. 
Rosherville House and grounds and the other land on the 3rd October last were of greater veltue than the amount of 

said bill of exchange. 
An application was made by Dean & Co. to take the above plea oil' the file, on the grounds disclosed in the joint affidavit 

of Ashdown and Pritchard. 
Affidavit dated 2nd Maveh, 1858, sworn by Asl,dovn and Pritchard in substance. 
Archibald Ashdowa, for himself, says'—'' J. never was in any partnership transactions with Garsed. The only joint 

transaction in wInch I was concerned w'ith him being the purchase of a place called Roshervihlc and the erection of buildings 
thereon," 

Garsed never gave me a bonus of £2,000. The settlement of the transactions mentioned in Garscd's affidavit was made 
by an agreement, of which tlae above is a eop, dated 30th September, 1857, and which agreement was, in fact, a mere repur-
chase by Garsed of properties previously purchased by inc from him. 

The title-deeds of sonic property of the said John Garsed were handed to Dean & Co. as a collateral security for the 
doe payment of the said sum of £680 15s. 3d. 

The title-deeds of the said Roshervillc estate have been in my hands siaco the month of April last, as the joint owner of 
the same with Garsed, but I never promised Garsed to sell the same and apply the proceeds towards the payment of the sum 
of680 159. 3d. 

I believe 0-am-sod is inching away with his property for the purpose of evading payment of this bill of exchange. 
Clues. P. Pritchard saith —"I have been fully acquainted with tile whole of the transactions between Garsed and 

Ashdown, and have been employed by them to make up the accounts." 
The said A. Ashdown never was in partnership with Garsed, and never bad any joint transactions with him, except 

Rosherville. 
The bill of exchange for the sum of £680 15s. M. did not form part of a bonus of £2,000, but was the balance found to 

be due on the accounts between the said Ashdown and 0-sawed. 
Your petitioner's husband replied by affidavit to the above joint affidavit of Ashdown and Pritchard, setting out an 

account current and the eorresponden,ce. 
That your petitioner most humbly and respectfully saith, on the third day of March His Honor Mr. Justice Dickinson 

held that her husband's plea amounted to a plea of want of consideration, and refused the application. After the plaintiffs 
had joined issue Archibald Ashdown, on the 31st day of March, preferred aa information of peajury against your petitioner's 
husband. 

Your petitioner's husband appeared on wednesday, April 7th, 1858. Mr. Ashdown was represented by Mr. Hoiroyd, 
with Messrs. Roberts & Want ; your pet iuioner's husband by Mr. Wise and Mr. Tompsou. 

Beach declined to enter iato the ease. 
Ashdown and Pritchard's affidavit was lost after it was filed, and not found until-October, 1859. 
From that time your petitioner's mind his never been at rest he risked the whole of his large aspital in defending the 

truth, besides the greater portion of your petitioner's. 
The cause was tried by His Honor Judge Dickinson, on the 22nd, 23rd, 2401 April, and the 18th, 19th, and 20th May. 

Evidence and summing up in favour of your petitioner's husband. His Honor, during the trial, ruled Dean & Co. were bound 
by the journal and ledger kept by Pritchard, at Dean & Co.'s office. 

Messrs. Daintrey & Williams (solicitors) ; evidence not admissible. Jnrvmen retired about three hours, and returned 
verdict for the plaintiffs. 

(Cot.t:ages at Chippnndule) 
Deed of trust from J. 0-sawed to A. Asl,don'n, dated 18th March, 1857. (Extract from.) 

"Upon trust as to one equal undivided moiety or half part thereof for the said Archibald Ashdown, his heirs or assigns, 
or as lie or they shall direct ; and as to the other equal undivided moiety or half part thereof, for him the said John Garsed, his 
appointees, heirs, and assigns." 

On orabont the 1st day of Tanuary, 1857, Mr. Ashdown induced your petitioner's husband to enter into a joint speculation 
with him at Orion's Point., afteru'ards called Roslierville. The cost your potitiozier'p husband had been put to npon las share 
up to the date of the bill of exchange for £650 15. 3d. was £650, or thereabouts; and lie requested Mr. Ashdown to sell his 
interest towards retiring the said bill. 

Your petitioner sailhs wl,at:ever arrangement Mr. Ashdown had made personally with Mr. Dean, respecting Chippendale 
cottages, your petitioner is positive her husband had nothing whatever to dn with Deal) and Ashdourn in any of his pnrtnerslup 
arrangements. Your petitioner's husband purchased at auction, February 18t1, 1857, Cluppendale cottages, on the joint account 
between Mr. Ashsdou'n and your petitioner's husband. About June, 1837, your petitioner's husband, to assist Mr. Ashdown, 
agreed to purchase Mr. Ashdown's interest in Cluppesudale Cottages for £700, and that Mr. Ashdown was to retire at maturity 
an accommodation bill her l,sssbammd accepted for inns for that amount on 3rd March,, 1857, at six months, due 6th September; 
and that your petitioner further saith, Mr. Ashdont was a coastaat xisitor at her husband's residencGlebe. That about 
June your petitioner's husband was au'n-y with Mr. Aebdown for having prevented him carrying out a written contract in 
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Mr. Penis's handwriting, wherein Mr. Dean and her husband had agreed to build some small stores in Sussex.streot. Your 
petitioner's husband called upon Mr. Ashdown to stnte his objection. (Mr. Dean at this time had instructed Mr. Storey to 
prepare plans, &e.) Mr. Ashdown stated Mr. Dean had no money except in the business, and lie would not allow 1dm to draw 
any out for speculation, and mentioned other objections. Your petitioner's husband declined to earn' out his arrangement 
with Mr. Dean without any explanation as to the true cause. Your petitioners husband then learned for the first time Mr-
Ashdown had not explained to _\ .... Dean the true nature of his joint partnership arrangements with your petitioner's husband. 
Mr. Storey elnimed from Mr. Dean £lOci for drawing plans ; Mr. Dean paid him £50 in full satisfaction. (Contract in 
evidence--Criminal Jurisdiction.) Mr. Dean in his evidence states he paid Mr. Storey £50. 'l'his was the cause why your 
petitioner's husband i'equrred. Mr. AsI,down to sign a third agreement in August when your petitioner's husband found Mr. 
Ashdown was not able to retire a bill for £1,900 until he had either sold or borrowed upon your petitioner's or her husband's 
properties for security it tvas necessary for the title-deeds to remain in his solicitor's hands. 

Your petitioner further states, after repeated applications to Mr. Ashdown and Mr. Pritchard, subsequent to 30th 
September, 1857, the books were not returned until on or about the 22nd December, 1857. Your petitioner's husband's clerIc, 
in making up those books to close the year, called his attention to several false entries and ensures. Your petitioner's husband 
had the books closed immediately, and instructed two competent accountants to examine thorn; they were each engaged about 
a week. For example —Messrs. W. Dean & Co.'s account current delivered—one entry. 

April 28th, 1857—To auction purchase, timber ................ .................£56 7 0 
Do, 	do 	................................90 6 9 

-- 146 13 9 
Cr. June ist—By bill due 4th September ............ .......................................... 	146 13 	9 

In Mr. Pritchard's journal is the following entry :—Psm.ge 15, on erasure, April written— 
Bills payable—No. 11, at 11 months, due 4th September, 1857 ...........................146 13 9 

Subsequent to the above cuts3' erasure April written— 
Page 16—Capital stock ..............................................................................700 	0 	0 

To William Dean & Co. 
For the purchase money, balance of Chippendale cottages repaid on 1st April, 1857, when the valuation of the 

property was made. 
In journal (page 5) is the following entry 

Chippendale cottages—au undivided half-share .... .............. ............................. 	£700 0 0 
At the trial of your petitioner's husband in the civil notion, the above deeds and documents her husband put in evidence 

in the handwriting of Mr. Asl,down, and Mr. Pritehard preyed her husband's partnership with Mr. Ashdown and not Dean 
and Ashdown. 

Mr. Ashdewn's evidence (civil action), in March, 1857—'Garscd said he would erect me a house in Upper Garden land, 
Glebe, at cost price, and that he would purchase the remaining half of W. Dean & Co.'s interest in the Chippendale properties 
for £700, which amount was agreed to be taken as part payment of the building to be erected. This was the inducement of 
my going into the arrangement of 26th March, 1857. 

Cross.erarnined by Mr. 7Vise c—I had something to do with Chippendale properties, so had Garsad ; I was at one time 
entitled to half interest Dean & Co. had a second mortgage over the cottages Mr. Williams was solicitor in that business 
for the firm ; I saw Garsed before sale; Sir. Roxburgh, of the firm of Waist & Co., prepared a menioraudum saying I did 
purchase; Dean & Co.'s books will not show Garsed's debt to that firm in September, 1857; our books at that time show a 
balance of £754 18s,, and overdue bill for £329 3s. Gd. and £150 and £250, payment provided in 15th July, 1857 agreement; 
the deed dated 30th September, 1557, meant myself I had no account opened in Dean & Co.'s books when the property was 
conveyed; there is no entry of £2,000 in Dean & Co.'s books; my private accounts I keep in Dean & Co.'s books; 1 have no 
account slowiug the whole of the transactions between me and Garsed; there was no account kept showing how the balance 
was to be struck between us. 

(Copy in Mr. Ashdown's handwriting.) 
Mr. John Garsed, Willow Lodge, Globe. 

Dear Sir, 	 Maequarie-street, Sydney, 4 April, 1857. 
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday's date with reference to the erection by you for me of 

a dwelling-house and out-offices, in accordance with the plans and specifications of the architect, C. S. Storey, Esq., upon the 
land I have recently purchased from you, situate at the Glebe, and in reply hereby agree to the terms therein stated. 

Iam,&e., 
A. ASHDOWN. 

The above is in reply to the following letter
. 

 
Mr. Archibald Ashdown, Maequarie-street, 

Dear Sir, 	 . 	 Sydney, 3 April, 1557. 
In consideration of the ium of £2,900 (two thousand nine hundred pounds) sterling to be paid to me in the manner 

hereinafter stated, I hereby eugago and agree to erect, build, and complete, in a proper workmanlike manner, and of the best 
materials, a dwelling-house and out-offices for you, upon the land sitautte at the Glebe, and recently purchased by you from me. 
Such buildings to be erected with all reasonable despatch, and to be in aceordaaee with the plan and specifications and under 
the direction and supervision of the architect, C. S. Storey, Esq., and to be fully completed to his satisfaction within six 
months from this date, unless unusual inclemency of the weather prevents. 

Payment of the above sum to be mode in sixteen weekly payments of £100 (one hundred pounds) each, and the residue 
during the progress and upon the completion of the works. 

I remain, &e., 
JOHN GARSED. 

April, 1857. 	
Opening of Mr. Pritchard's journal. 

Sundries to capital stock, corrected, account (page 14) in journal. 
Freehold and leasehold properties, and anortgages to the value of £3,700 

(one property not 	alied) ......................................................... 
The above amount does not include bills receivable, cash stock, book 

carriage, horses, and furniture, to the value of about £4,000 ............ 
Capital stock to sundries secured— 	 - 

Mortgage debts—Mr. Croft 	.................................2,166 
Emma Gassed, mortgage debts—Mr. R. J. Want 	4,250 
Mortgage debts—Mr. C. Irving .. ........................... 	4,000 
Emma Garsed, mortgage debts—Mr. Lales ............... 	1,200 
Cash credit, Oriental Bajik .................................... 	1,500 
Bills in favour of W. Dean and Co ......................... 	3,200 

 

16,316 1 0 
£700 due 14th August, 1857; £2,500 due 8th July, 1857. 
Capital stock to sundries not secured includes bills payable and open 

accounts ..............................................................................1,600 0 0 
17,916 1 0 

£24,454 0 0 

Surplus of capital—April 1st, 1857. 
In Mr. Pritchard's journal, page 2, upper Garden valued at ..................2,800 0 0 

Having a frontage of 230 feet to the Hereford Road, stables for three 
'horses, coach-house, men's roo,ns over, conssrueted of brick and stone, 
fowl house, built incircular form of brick, coal shed, piggery, suminor' 
house, plate-glass green-house, gardener's house, stone boundary-wall 
and capital garden—the best portion of the property. 	 Pago 

£38,370 0 0 
debts, 

4,000 0 0 
42,370 0 0 

10 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
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Page 13 in journal— 	 £ s.d. 
A. Aslidou-n 	 2,800 0 0 

2,800 0 0 
.to upper garden, for the purchase money of this property— 

it. J. Want to A. Ashdosvn ......................................................3200 0 0 

	

For amount of original mortgage, transferred to latter (as agreed) ............3,200 0 0 	
3,200 0 0 

To cash paid former, this date .........................................................200 	0 	0 
Your Petitioner's husband gave Mr. Ashdown credit for £400 off his house account as cash paid, being the differenca 

between £2800 and £3,200. 	 - 
Copy in Mr. Ashdown's handwriting in evidence at the civil action (not, in criminal jurisdiction). 
Mortgage to Want on the entire Glebe property for £4,250 at 5 per cent, for two years. 
A.A. purchased a portion of the above property for £2,800, which was duly conveyed and released to Want. 
A.A. then borrowed and secured by mortgage on his purchase £3,000, which ±3,000 with acheque for±200, in all £3,200, 

cr55 paid to Want in part liquidation of the mortgage for £,250, leaving the sum of £1,050 with accrued interest romsiaing 
due upon the balance of the property. 

Cr. 
By interest on purchase at Globe, from 2nd April to 1st June (say two mouths) on £2,800 

at5percent. 	............ .................... ............................................................. £23 	6 	8 
October 3rd, 1857. 

Accommodation bill for £700, drawn against. Chippendale cottages, March 3rd, due OtIs September, 1837, and the £200, 
amount paid Mr. Want, 27th May, 1867, the difFerence between £2,800, atnocuit of purchaseof upper garden, and the £3,000, Mr. 
Ashdosvn's mortgage to Mr. Want, are the two items boforeinentioned in Mr. Carroll's evidence, transferred to the (ilebo 
building account. 

Shortly after Mr. Ashdown's purchase of the above property, having a frontage of 230 feet to the Hereford Road, by a 
depth of about 200 feet, the :l'yiwiont Bridge Company required a depth of 7 feet to widen the road. Mr. Ashdown eugaged 
two surveyors to value the property, and the lowest eanpenthtioa Mr. Ashdown agreed to take was £1,000. 

Mr. Ashdown, in his evidence at criminal jurisdiction —He paid Mr. Want, the ntortgagee of the above property, 
£2,800 ; Garsed built him a house on that property. The upper garden was only worth £800 or £1,000; he claimed 
from Garsed £2,000 out of the £2,800 he had paid Mr. Want. 

Messrs. M'lCer'hnie, Daintrcy, and R. J. Want's evidence at the Police 001cc were not in evidence in the civil action 
and joint transactions not admissible at your petitioner's husband's late trial. 

Andrew .3E'.Kechais, on his oath, snith —I am one of the clerks of the Supreme Court ; I produce the proceedings in 
the said Court in a case of \Vil]iana Dean and Archibald Ashdown, against. John Garsed. 

By defendant: I have not got an affidavit sworn before Mr. l'ownall on the 231d March, 1858, by Mr. Pritchard and 
Mr. Ashdown; if it had boea sworn and filed in the case of Dean and Ashdown against Gained and was in its proper place, it 
would be with the papers produced; there would be no record kept of any such affidavit having been filed I said yesterday that 
there was an affidavit missing, and I tay so again I won't swear I never saw the affidavit; but I don't remember having seen it. 

Edwin Daiatrs, on his oath, saith The affidavits, exhibits B and 1), were sworn by defendant, John Garsed, before me 
on the 26th February and the 3rd March, 1858, in a case in which William Dean and Archibald Ashdown were the plaintiffs, 
and John Gnrsed the defendant. 

Bsj dsfes,dant : in December, 1857, 1 think that Garsed and Aahdown caine to my office together; some conversation 
was commenced between the,n ; I think Garsed asked Ashdown if he had sold Roslscrvilc I believe Ashdown said it was a 
bad time to sell, bemuse of the elections ; en one occasion Pritchard came to lila, and offered to soil mc some property either 
as agent for A.slldown or G-nrsed; Pritchard said something to the elThct that Garsed had at last given, or was to give, Ashidown 
a bonus of £2,000; that both Ashdown and Cursed acknowledged in effect that Pritchard was their agent; Pritchard spoka of 
the bonus as a matter under negotlntloll between Aslidowa and Garsed ; I am sure Mr. Pritchard told ma Ashdown took 
all the securities in the deeds as cash ; Mrs. Cursed was called on to bar her dower ;  Constable had mortgaged to Garsed— I 
think that security represented £000; that was a sale out and out; there was a mortgage of Layers's for £600; mortgage on 
the Newtown Foundry, £500. 

By Mr. Rolroyd: I believe that the conveyance of the Pctcrsham property, layers' mortgage, and the mortgage an 
the Newlown property, was to Ashdown alenc, and not Dean and Ashdown; I think I recollect transferring the Russell's 
Anus more than once. 

Randolph John Want, on his oath, saith: In September, 1857, Mr. Pritchard and Mr. Ashdown wave it my office about 
Cursed's matters, when Cursed came in ; I never acted for Carted in the settlement of the agreement of the 30th September, 
1857 I had previously acted for Cursed in reference to the properties I told Garsed I would not act for two parties; when 
the substituted agreement took place by which £2,000 was fixed as coming to Ashdown, I believe the deeds were then charged 
to Garsed; a mortgage of £1,030 was owing to me; I received that money; Ashdown said to Garsed, "How must 1 have the 
£9,000 paid F" Garsed said there were plenty of properties for him to choose from ; Eggleton's property, I think, was named 
as one of the properties to be givefi ; a bill was to he given by Cursed to Ashdown in settlement of the balance due between 
the parties; an amount due to Ashdown or Dean and Ashdown remained unsecured, and it was agreed that a bill was to be 
given for it. 

Mr. H. J. Want having loft the Colony about December, 1857, and did not return until the following November; his 
recollection ws confused respecting matters at issue between your petitioner's husband and Mr. Ashdown ; but when the 
agreement dated September 30th, 1857, was placed in Mr. Want's Isands—the last qnestiOn 1\fr. Hulroyd asked Mr. Want—
his answer was as follows:- -A bill was to be given for the balance by Garscd to Aslsdown at a short date, payment of which 
was to be secured by depositing the deeds. 

By dej'endasst: I am the attesting witness to the agreement dated September 30th, 1837; I think the agreement as far 
as it goes contains the understanding between the parties en the 30th September; it contains nothing false that I knew of; 
I rio not know whether all the terms of that agreement were fulfilled on both sides; I think the parties met sc-vel'al times 
about the matter; I will not undertake to speak to expressions used in September, 1857, by the parties; of all that I have 
stated I have a clear recollection ; at the time of that conversation the actual balance had not been ascertained ; as far as the 
agreement goes it contains the result of all those conversations. 

Frederick Aflcheet Stokes, on his oath, saith : I recollect a case being tried about April and May last, between Dean 
and Ashdou-n against Gamed ; 1. was one of the jurpnen; the action was brought on a bill of exchange; I cannot say hew 
Garsed said he had paid that £2,000; G,u'sed said the bill of exchange for £680 15s. 3d. did form part of the bonus to Mr. 
Ashdown of £2,000; I kauw the Non-town property and Russell's Arms were mentioned by Garsed, but I do not recollect that 
they were mentioned as representing part of the £2,000; a greet number of papers were put in before the Jnry; the one 
marked "I" was not pnt before the Jufl-. 

By defendant:  I am in Williens Dena's employment; I have known Mr. Dean for many years; have hnd transactions 
with him amounting to a considerable amount. 

Your petitioller most humbly and respect-fully saith not one of the great number of papers of her husband's etilibits, 
records of the Court in the civil action, were in evidence at his trial in the criminal jurisdiction. Your petitioner's husband 
struggled for seven days endeavenring to have them in evidence. Mr. Stokes was personally served with a subpmna to produce 
Will. Dean & Co.'s books and exhibit the enti'ies made in connection with those books, kept by Mr. Pritchard at- Messrs. Dean 
& Co.'s oflice. Mr. Stokes did not attend with 'Mr. Carroll. Mr. Dean sent the firm's books with Mr. Carroll. After being 
examined, Mr. Dean & Co.'s books corroherated her husband's stntqnient. Mr. Holroyd objected to the books being in evidence, 
on the grounds that Mr. Carroll was not in the employ of Dean & Co. at the time the entries n-ore made—objection sus-
tained. Your petitioner called on Mr. Dean, that gentleman personally attended, and statod that Mr. Carroll was well 
aaquaintol with tlleir system of book-keeping. 

Mr. Ashdewn's evidence 
In the Supreme Court —The actual amount of Garsed's debt to Dean & Co., £9,930 15s. 3d., the difl'ore,see beta-eels 

that and £10,000 I agreed to make up in money ; the advance account means advance against securities; I was 
to get the benefit pf 15 July, 1857, transaction on psyiag bills endorsed by the firm; my services were those 

rendered 
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rendered to Garsod by Pritchard's frequent consultations to can'y out the arrangements ; Pritchard, Garsed, 
and I had constant communications; the Pyrmont Bridge Company proposed to make a road ; I got surveyors 
to value the Upper Garden. 

At the Police Office —Mr. Daintrey prepared the deeds—Petcrsliani property £900, Foundry £500, "Russell's 
Arms' £600, Layers' mortgage £300; the machinery referred to in letter dated 3rd February, 1858, was the 
machinery at Rosherville ; Garsed did not say the £210 4s. Oil. was in excess of Dean & Co.'s account—that 
sum was never paid in excess—it was not paid either in cash or any other way ; there was not a fresh agreement 
between Garscd and self on 11th August, but a letter passed I got all the items in ngrecment of 30th Septem-
her, 1857; those amounts operated as a complete discharge of the £9,830 15s. 3d. I do not come here to iaiprneli 
the agreement. 

The following is a copy of a letter from Garsed to Ashdown :— 
A. Ashdown, )isq., 	 "Glebc, 14 December, 187. 

"My dear Sir, 
"With regard to Rosherville property, if you think well that the property should be sold by auction I am willing, 

and that the account he thus closed I am prepared to submit to a loss, and indeed should prefer it to having the adventure 
kept upon much longer. I am now much inconvenienced by waut of nW  account books in Mr. Pritchard's possession ; will 
you direct him to had them over to Mr. Wilson, that the accounts may be posted up and balanced? I have before asked for 
them through Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Pritchard promised to send them over, which he has not done. I have no secrets in my 
books, and it is necessary, now especially as I have closed the joint accounts with Mr. Want and others, to balance them up 
correctly

'
which I cannot do whilst you retain them. 

"As there will be a considerable balance in my favour I want to ascertain our position that I may settle with you the 
amount I promised you towards your expenses for Mr. Pritchard's services, and what may be due to Mr. Storcy, who claims 
commission on the Itoshcrville, £25. 	 I remain, &e., 

"3011K GARSED." 

That your petitioner's unfortunate husband was found guilty and sentenced to be imprisoned for twelve months for a 
cross entry made by Mr. Wilson in Mr. Pritchard's journal, in December, 1857. 

Mr. G. L. Wilson's examination at the Police Office —Garscd told inc to got the books from Dean & Co., and write 
them up; I had the books seven or eight days; I find all entry cash dr. to Smithson, £300 ; Smitlisoss dr. to cash ; the above 
repaid books were made up to close the year 1857 ; balance in Garsed's favoar, £14,423 iSa. 3d. 

The following is copy letter 
A. Asbdown, Esq., 	 "Glche, 11 January, 1858. 

"Dear Sir, 
"liars you done anything with Roshèrville? I am very anxious to have this account closed, and that the proceeds 

should go towards the pro. note now running. 	 .1011K GARSED." 
That your petitioner's husband received no reply to his last letter he addressed to Dean & Ashdown on the 3rd 

February, 1858, to kaow if they had sold any land or machinery towards retiring the said bill of exchange. This letter was 
the only letter produced against her husband. Mr. Ashdown was called to produce all correspondence ; lie did not produce 
her husband's copies not admissible. Mr. Pritchard left the Colony on the 9th of Decembot, 1858 ; at the time he was 
insolvent; his Official Assignee, Mr. Adam Wilson. The red ink account, in Mr. Pritchard's handwriting, before referred, 
was in possession of Mr. Adam Wilson at the time Mr. Pritchard left the Colony; refers to bills payable not included in 
Mr. Ashdown's liabilities. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith, that after the trial in the civil action her husband's counsel certified for a 
new trial; but in consequence of affidavits sworn by Messrs. Ashdown and Dixsoo, her husband had to find further security to 
the satisfaction of Mr. Ashdown and his attorney. Besley, land, house, and orchard, unincumbcred, were offered, and also 
refused, and all other securities refused. Her husband had at this time sacrificed half his capital in defending the truth, and 
to protect the remaiader and to avoid actions for fictitious debts lie voluntarily seqnestrated his estate, first paying what he 
conscientiously believed his just debts, with the exception of it small amount not ascertained, by the advice of his solicitor, Mr. 
Tompsoa, who prepared her husband's schedule at your petitioner's residence, stated to meet the regulations of the Insolvent 
Court. Her husband must show a deficiency; in order to do so he undervalued his remaining properties about £10,000. Whatever 
mental sufferings lie might have cadnrcd anterior to his sequestration, it was trifling in comparison to what her husband had 
to suffer afterwards for disputing unjust claims. Money was subscribed to defray expenses to charge her husband with 
crimes punishable by law, which your petitioner can prove through Mr. Moffata  solicitor, who attended the meeting, and other 
persons also. 

Your petitioner was served with a Judge's order to attend at her husband's examinations, in consequence of his having 
disputed the correctness of a document addressed to His Honor the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, dated the 15th 
September, 1858, signed A. Wilson, P. A. Tosapson, and M. Constable. This document referred to W. Dean & Co.'s books. 
A man was scat to Bexley House and remained for months, for the purpose of annoying your petitioner and her hdsband. 
Subsequent to her husband's imprisonment a suit in equity was commenced against your petitioner, her husband, and 
Mr. Hutehinson, to set aside fraudulent deeds. In her husband's schedule all the properties your petitioner and her 
husband possessed in the world an mentioned, with the exception of a few trifling articles of yasir petitioner's, received in payment 
of rent. lIs'. Tompson was aware Mr. Hntchinson did not possess an acre of land when her husband sequestrated; also, that 
at the time her husband would not allow Mr. Ifutchinson to prove as a creditor for broach of contract until he received his 
contract from England, he having left it behind him. The deeds her husband were examined upon by Mr. Toinpson were in 
possession of his assignee. Her husband holds Mr. Tompson's handwriting, giving instructions to Mr. Smart, eonveyaneer, 
not to register. Mr. Smart's affidavit, sworn and dated 12th June, 1858, proves lie never received instriectiuns to prepare 
fraudulent deeds. 

(Copy, Mr. Toinpson's handwriting.) 
Fort-street (subject to mortgage of 	... 	......... 	... £1,200 
IVillow Lodge and Oak Lodge (subject to mortgage) 	... 	... 	... 3,500 

£4,700 
In sale of land conveyed to Mr. Uutehinsoa—Mrs. Garscd's trustee: 

Bcxley, subject to Terry's mortgage) ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	...2,000 
Bla-ckwattle (subject to C. Irving's mortgage) 	 ............ 4,000 
Chippepdalc Cottages—interest and mortgage to Provident Society 	... 	... 	700 
Land at Eligh Terrace, free from iacnmbrances; conveyance showing no trust. 

Not to befTI'ust deed to realize and apply the proceeds in discharging the £4,000. 
rcgistered. Agrecsncnt from Hutehinson to Garsod—Eutehinson to account for one-half the profits. 
In May, 1858, it was the opinion of Mr. Tnmpson, Oak and Willow Lodges did not belong to your petitioner. Mr. 

Terry, through her husband, offered her all annuity for life of £90 a year, or the siam of £1,500 for the equity of redemption. 
Your petitioner's husband refused, on the ground that if your petitioner was entitled to the annuity your petitiuncr was 
legally entitled to the property. The £1,500 was paid Mr. Terry in reduction of other mortgages, debts, and her husband's 
estate was benefited by it. Her brother, Mr. Eutchinson, wns released from his trust oj £3,500 borrowed to place Mr. 
Ashdown in funds, 30th September, 1557, and Mr. Hutchinson was only trustee for -£1,200, which your petitioner lent 
her husband, and mentioned in his schedule. Your petitioner's furniture and her brother's were sold to place the Official 
Assignoe in funds to bring charges against her husband. Your petitioner's husband wished to put in a plea of demurrer 
against the information—objected to by Mr. Ifolroyd. He t:hen challenged two out of the first four jnryanen—objeeted to. 
He then proposed to have Messrs. Dean & Co.'s books apd Mr. PritcMrd's books examined by Messrs. Dean & Co.'s clerk, 
Mr. Carroll—objected to by Mr. Holroyd. Mr. liols-oyd was personally served with a subpna to produce, but Ito positively 
refused to go into the witness box. 

(Extract from Hereld, dated 12th October, 1859.) 
"Mr. Clark, of the English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank, produced a cheque at the request of the prisoner, 

but it had nothing to do with the ease." (That cheque "-as her husband's cheque to retire bill for £2,500, due 2nd Yovember, 
1857, before mentioned; in the agreements, Dean & Co.'s books had to show how Mr. Ashdown settled with the firm of 
Dean & Co. in payment of the aforesaid bill. Settlement as fellows —Mortgage on "Rusell's Arms," £1,100; Eggleton's 
mortgage, £900; Newtovm Foundry, £500. Mr. .&shdown's evideaee; Russell's Arms, £600;  Newtown Foundry, £500— 
forms part of his £2,000,) 	 "Mr. 
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Mr. Joseph Carroll, erossexamined by Mr. Ho] rovd, showed that the accounts of 15th July and 30th September cores-
sponried, and it was impossible that the bill for £680 159. 3d. could be a part of the £2,000, but that it was part of the large 
amount, £7,831) 15s. 3d., due Wm. Dean & Co., as shown by Garsed's books (moaning Pritchard's books)." In those books the 
hill is payable to Mr. Aslidown and not Dean & Co. The accounts of 15th of July and 30th September, 1857, are strictly 
correct in Mr. Pritchard's books, 

Mr. Justice Dickinson was called to read his notes—the evidence of Pritchard in the civil ease Dean & Co. and Cursed. 
His Honor ruled that even on the assumption that the evidence was material, he could not permit the evidence taken in a civil 
case to be heard during a criminal procoeding. Mr. Justice Dickinson then withdrew. 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith that the above report in the Sydney Morning Herald, which was the reverse 
of facts proved, might have prrjudiced the nuads of the Jury, your petitioner having noticed that not any of the Jury took 
notes from the accounts produced. 

That your petitioner most humbly and respectfully saith that, at your petitioner's request, her husband addressed a letter 
to His Honor Sir Alfred Stephen, dated 6th February, 1860, to inquire whether His Honor's notes, taken at his trial, would 
be admissible to the Government, and mentioned a fow facts. Your petitioner's husband received a reply dated 7th 
Fcbrnary, 1860 

(Extract.) 
It is never too late to inquire into facts while the means of inquiry exist. Note book, ineloding the notes of the trial, 

will be left in charge of Mr. Justice Dickinson." 	 ALFRED STErHEN." 
Your petitioner likewise addressed a letter dated 10th March, 1860, to Mr. Wm. Dean, Gleamore Road:— 

(Extract.) 
"I am anxious to know if those were the books, nearly destroyed by fire, in evidence at my late trial for perjury ; if so, 

my various accounts in those books during the years 1857 and 1858 are records of the Supreme Court, and I beg you will have 
them locked up in your iron safe." 

That your petitioner most respectfully saith her husband's conduct has been consistent with the strictest rules of honesty, 
as is testified by her husband's private documents; possessioa was taken of the whole of them, as likewise those belonging to 
your petitioner, and it is a fact that not one document is produced in evidence against your petitioner's husband. His docu-
ments explain the nature of many 'private transactions "jointly" in the handwriting of the parties. Some of her husband's 
creditors hostile to him are debtors to a large amount, and your petitioner's husband protested against their false entries. To 
prevent a third meeting in his insolvent estate being held, they combined against him. It was morally impossible that her 
husband could be a fraudulent insolvent, as all he possessed in the wor]d was mentioned in his schedule—he could do no more. 
The Insolvent Law states—' that where there has been mutual credit between her husband and his joint speculators or 
mutual debts between her husband and any other person upon which a set.off can by law be pleaded on either side, the 
Chief Commissiouer, taking the proof of debts, shall thereupon state the account between them, and shall set one debt or 
demand against the other, and what shall appear due on either side on the balance of such account, and no more, shall be 
allowed to be proved on either side respectively." 

That your petitioner's husband believed that all his disputed debts would have been examined in his presence in the 
open Court, and that after all his just debts and necessary expenses were paid, his estate would have reverted back to him. 

The following is a copy of a letter from Mr. Adam Wilson, Official Assignee in the estate 
"Mr. John Cursed. 

"Sir, 	 Sydney, 5 November, 1858. 
"In reply to your letter of 4th inst., No. 9, if you will reduce the information therein contained into affidavit, 

and give me sufficient security to pay all costs (on both sides) of such proceedings as may be taken, I will appeal against the 
Chief Commissioner's decision in admitting Mr. Constable's proof against your estates. 

"I am, &e., 
"ADAM WILSON." 

Messrs. Constable, Walton & Co., made an assignment of their estates on the 14th June, 1855; your petitioner's husband 
was a creditor for £670 2s. Sd. on dishonored cheque, and £800 lent on mortgage. 

Mr. ]Iellyer, solicitor, purchased the remaining assets of the estate from the trnstees, and he justly observed Mr. 
Constablo could not be a debtor and eredisor at the same time. Mr. Constab)e signed the document addressed to the Chief 
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates before referred to, and was elected president at private meetings held at the office of Mr. 
Adam Wilson, having been styled your petitioner's husband's principal creditor. 

That your petitioner's husband, in his defence, has acted in accordance with the dictates of his own conscience, 
having had the moral courage to risk the whole of his valuable properties in defending the truth. Your petitioner's 
husband's health has suffered from his long confinement; that at present your petitioner is in great distress ; after having to 
pay interest on £1,200 lent her husband, and paying taxes, your petitioner has a mere trifle to support herself and her 
unfortunate husband. In the year 1857 your petitioner and her husband had a rental exceeding £2,000 a year, clear of all 
charges, independent of her husband's profits in business, and your petitioner's husband was worth, in properties and other 
assets, upwards of £20,000, after payment of all liabilities secured and unsecured; and for the sake of his properties sent to 
prison lie had to defend himself without one single exhibit in evidence in the civil action, and found guilty upon Mr. 
Ashdown's statement of account delivered, which statement is proved false by Messrs. Dean & Co.'s books, Mr. Pritchard's 
books, and the agreement of 15th July and 30th September, 1857. 

Your petitioner, therefore, most earnestly prays that your Excellency, for the sake of ustiee, truth, and mercy, would 
cause this humble memorial, with its statement, to be inquired into, so that your petitioners unfortunate husband may be 
released from his long confinement. 

And your petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
EMMA GARSED. 

Mrs. Emma Cursed, 	 Supreme Court, Sydney, 7 July, 1860. 
I am desired by the Acting Chief Justice to state to you that, having cursorily looked through your petition (which 

I return herewith), it does not appear to His Honor that there are any matters in it or the accompanying documents which 
have not been before reported on, and therefore, as His Honor has already more on his hands than he can well manage to 
attend to, he is sorry he must decline the labour of studying again the ease of John Caned. 

GRO. H. ROWLEY, 
Clerk Associate to the Acting Chief Justice. 

No mention is made of the above report in letter received by your petitioner from the Colonial Secretary's Office, about 
three weeks after date 20th June, 1860, date of letter. 

On the 10th Marc],, 1860, your petitioner's husband wrote to Wm. Dean in words following:— 
"Wm. Dean, Esq., Glenmore Road, 

"Sir, 
"The statement you signed on the 24th ultimo, relative to my joint transactions with your late partner, Mr. A shdown, 

1 only mentioned your uame to show cause why it was absolutely necessary for him to sign a third ugveemneat, prepared August 
11th, 1857. 

"At the request of Mr. St:okes, in your presence, my wife left the statement of facts with Isbn until the following day, 
and sent a private note requesting that Ashdown should not be made acquainted with its contents through Mr. Stokes." 

Extmct from statement addressed to His Excellency 
"If an accountant examines and compares Dean & Ashdown's accounts delivered by Pritchard to Cursed, marked by 

Mr. Senspill, Clerk to Jude Dickinson, with Dean & Ashrlown's three accounts, marked by Mr. Lea, Clerk to the Chief 
Justice, and accounts furm,hod Mr. Wilson, he will find they will not agree with the origiaal entries in Dean & Ashdown's 
books. 

In 
211-D 	 [355-3 
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"In my examination of Dean & Co's. books the bill £680 iSa. 3d., dated 3rd October, 1857, first appears in the books to 
credit of Garsod?s advance account, 13th October, discounted at the L. C. Bank, 6th November, due 6th February, 
1858, retired on the 8th by cheque No. 131. Again entered in the books (subsequent to the commencement of the suit) on 
the 20th of February, is charged to Gas-sod's general aceount—fl2 odd is written off to balance the advance account neither 
does the bill balance general account. 

"With respect to the properties mentioned in agreement dated 30th September, 1657, bill for £2,500 due 2nd November, 
1857, and paid by Ga.rsed's cheques,—that bill is settled by Ashdown paying the firm Eggleston's mortgage, £900, Russell's 
Arms, £1,100, Foundry, £500. 

"Ashdown keeps Layers' mortgage, £600; Petersham land, £900; cash, £500. 
"Ashdown's evidence: Dean and Ashdown receive Eggleston's mortgage £900, Layers's mortgage £600, bill £680 15. 3d., 

and £5,650; Ashdown receives land at Petersham £900, mortgage "Russell's Arms" £600, Foundry £500; I ts liable on 
dishonored bill, August 11th, 1957; my cheque was drawn for £1,900 not until 12th, might have been 13th, it was dated 11th 
August; there was an arrangement that my name should not appear at all; I had someth±ng to do with Chippendale, so had 
Garsed ; I was at one time entitled to half share; I have no account showing the whole of the transactions between me and 
Garsed; there was no account kept in Dean and Ashdown's books showing how the balance was to be struck between us. (Above 
from Mr. Wise's and Mr. Dalley's notes), Police Court. The bills making up the £7,830 15s. 3d. are all paid; the two bills, 
for the renewals of which Garsed gave fresh bills in his own name were given to Dean & Co. as between Garsed and self; I only 
was liable, and not Dean and Ashdown; if under all my said agreements with Garsed I had been a loser, Dean & Co. would 
not have participated in the loss; all cheques for my private account paid Garsed, with the exception of one I signed Dean & 
Co.; I engaged Pritchard to look after the accounts between Garsed and self; there was not a fresh agreement between Garsed 
and self on 11th August 1657, but a letter passed. 

Mr. Stokes, witness for Mr. Ashdown 
"I am anxious to know if those were the books, nearly destroyed by fire, in evidence at my late trial for perjury; if so, my 

various accounts in these books during the years 1857 and 1858 are records of the Supreme Court, and I beg you to have them 
locked up in your iron safe. 

"I sent you three written protests against the sale of Bexley, and advertised to caution persons purchasing. Neither Mr. 
Tompson or your Mr. Stokes cangive a title, on the following grounds 

"Messrs. Stokes, Ashdown, Dixson, Storey, Constable, Adam Wilson, and others, were in Mr. Baker's sale room 10th 
Non., 1856, at the time Mr. Tompson, solicitor, on behalf of my Official Assignee, by written statement protested against the 
sale. I also protested. Geld, the proceeds of Tompson and Smart's cheques, were tendered in the room for one quarter's 
interest due on Bexley Estate; also for expenses, November 7th, 1858. The Judge stated if the Assignee had made his election 
under the circumstances stated (see Adam Wilson's affidavit, sworn 3rd November, 1858), any purchaser at auction having notice 
of this would get no title. lcote.—Resolutiens I to 14 confirmed on the 10th November; after fictitious sale by—P. A. 
Tompson, C. U. Storey, Wm. Dean &Co. (by their agent., C. U. Storey), J. B. Roberts (by his agent, (1.11. Storey), H. Dixson, 
Wm. Bradridge, M. Constable. 

1111th Resolution.—The correspondence between Mr. Terry and the Official Assignee having been read,—that the Official 
Assignee be directed to intimate to Mr. Terry, in writing, as he has over and over again done verbally, that in pursuance of the 
39th section of' the 5th Victoria No. 1, he has exercised the option to take an assignment of the securities held by Mr. Terry 
for the benefit of the creditors, on payment of the value estimated by Mr. Terry, proof out of the first assets of the insolvent 
estate. 

"My wife's trustee paid Adam Wilson £60 in respect of the trust mentioned in my schedule. 
"On behalf of my just creditors, my wife's trustee, and myself, I cautioned you against paying to any person or persons 

any sum or sums of money received by you from any person or persons purchasing any portion of the Bexley Estate, called 
Chandler's grant, advertised by Dean & Co. for sele by public auction. 

11 I do hope and trust you will be able to find out the guilty parties who attempted to destroy your premises. It was a 
malicious act; for if the stearine candle had not guttered, the probability was the gnn-eottoa would not have exploded until 
12 or 1 o'clock. At that hour your premises most likely would have been burnt to the ground. I always thought your people 
locked the counting-house doors at night. You should send s party to purchase some gun.eotton from each establishment and 
have it analyzed, and inquire from each party that sells the article if they had sold any about that time. Are any of your 
clerks in the habit of reading the "Christian Advocate" P The one found is evidently of late date. Inquire of the publisher 
if any persons in your establishment are subscribers. I believe the reward offered will lead to the detection of the guilty 
party. 

I remain, &c., 
"10th March, 1860. 	 JOHN GARSED. 

"P.8.—It is singular that after my statement was presented to you for signature, and afterwards you run your pen 
through your name, the explosion should have taken place. If you can mahe it convenient to see me, I might offer some 
suggestions that might lead to the discovery of the guilty parties.—I.G." 

(Copy in Mr. Beverley'a handwriting.) 
"I certify that I signed the letter addnssed to Wm. Dean, Esq., Glenmere Road, on the 10th March last, and that it was 

delivered by the gaol messenger. 
H. C. BEVERLEY." 

Several weeks subsequent to delivery of the above letter, Mr. Wm. Dean, Mr. F. M. Stokes, and Mr. Joseph Carroll 
signed my petition on the grounds of my husband's innocence. 

On the 31st July, 1660, your petitioner's husband advertised in the Government GazsUe against the wiading up or 
declaring any dividend in his estate, upon the grounds disclosed in his protests Nos. I to 10, addressed to Mr. Mackenzie, 
Official Assignee, signed "JoIm Garsed." 

On the 4th September, 1860, your petitioner wrote to the Colonial Secretary in words following:— 

"To the Honorable Charles Cowper,— 
"Sir, 

"I take the liberty of addressing you, to know upon what grounds the following advertisement is objected to being 
inserted in the GeseUe. I shall feel greatly obliged if you will allow it to be published, as it is of importance in this case. 

I am defendant in a suit in Equity, which suit relates to certain properties, explained in my husband's schedule, and 
am informed the Insolvent Act requires me to insert the undermentioned in the Gazette, which I trust you will allow me to do. 

"In the Insolvent Estate of John Garsed 
"Nntiee.—.IIy husband, John Garsed, will pay twenty shillings in the pound upon all equitable debts unsecured, and 

legal expenses to the date his late Official Assignee, Adam Wilson's, proceedings ceased to be legal, and to commence legal pro-
ceedings from that date. My husband was not allowed to examine one disputed account mentioned in his schedule, filed July 
3rd, 1858 ; criminal charges were preferred against him, to prevent his third meeting, and the above honorable proposal. 

Endorsed -' Not to be inserted. Special application must be made by the advertiser to this Office, if she desires the 
publication of this notice in the Ga:ette.' Which application I have made, and am referred to you, which I hope you will grant. 

I presented my petition to you, signed by eightycight gentlemen, the greater part members of the Chamber of Com-
merce, not one of whom would have signed it believing my husband guilty, nor could I have presented it was I not sure of his 
innocence of the charge for which he is suffering. First signatures were Mr. Dean, Iii'. Carroll, and Mr. Stokes. Mr. Carroll 
is Mr. Dean's principal accountant, and proved by the books at my husband's trial his equitable plea strictly true. In conse-
quence, I addressed a statement of facts to the Acting Chief Justice, who tried the case in the civil jurisdiction, and received 
a reply. It doss not appear to His Honor that there are any matters in it which have not been reported on. 

"My 
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"My husband is suffering from general debility, brought on by long confinement, now upwards of twenty months, and 
longer confinement will be dangerous perhaps. Under the peculiar circumstances of my husband's case, His Honor might 
have advised my husband's dismissal on the grounds of his health failing. 

"I remain, tee., 
"EMMA GARSED." 

"P.5.—Please to address a reply, Sec., tic." 

Your petitioner has not yet received any offleisl reply to the above letter. 
Your petitioner addressed letters, dated 1st and 10th December, 1860, to the Hon. Colonial Secretary. On the 

grounds the following few words set fort), in the inforipation, October 5th, 1859, are illegal " I gave Ashdown a bonus of 
£2,000 or thereabouts, of which the £650 153. 3d., the amount of the bill of exchange now sued upon, forms part." 

The above words are but a small portion of the 3rd paragraph in my husband's aflidavit, sworn and, filed February 26th, 
1859, and entirely destroys the meaning of his equitable plea. My husband defended himself for seven days without a docu-
mont—his copies not admissible. Originals, records of the Supreme Court. 

Your petitioner's husband addressed a letter to Sir John Nodes Dickinson, dated 29th December, 1860, requesting to be 
informed the number And purport of each of his documents in evidence, Dean and Ashdown v. Garsed, tried April and May, 
1858, also other documents, deeds, and records of the Court. 

Your petitioner's husband received a reply dated 3rd January, 1861, signed Sedgwick S. Cowper.—Extract from;—
"His Honor directs me to state he has made all due inquiries regarding the docnmonts to which you allude, but has 
not been able to learn their whereabouts," 

Your petitioner's husband addressed a letter, dated 10th January, 1861, to Mr. Robert Seinpill, respecting his lost 
documents. He received a reply dated 25th January, signed Robert Sempill. —Extract from :-" The documents relating 
to the civil action—Dean and Ashdown ii. Garsed. I must inform you I took particular care of the documents put in 
evidence in that case. I believe that I have vouchers to show that I disposed of all those documents that came to my 
hands in that action to the places appointed for them by law, with the exception of one book produced from the office of 
Dean & Co., to whom I returned it. I must inform you that during eight years I was Clerk to the present Chief Justice, 
many thousands of documents have passed through my hands, and I never lost one." 

Your petitioner's husband replied to the above by letter dated 29th January, requesting ltIr. Robert Seinpill to 
answer twelve questions ; but has not received a reply. 

In January your petitioner addressed a second short petition to his Excellency, on the grounds your petitioner's 
husband is innocent. It was highly recommended by eighty-nine gentlemen—first name, John Campbell, Esq., last name, 
Henry Parkes, Esq. Your petitioner left it at the Colonial Secretary's Office, and received the usual reply, dated 22nd 
January, 1861. 

Although your petitioner's husband's trial—Dean and Ashdown v. Garsed—oocnpied the three Courts no less than 
eghteen days, the only matter at issue is, which affidavits are true —her husband's, sworn and filed February 26th and 
March 4th, 1855, or Ashdown and Pritchard's, sworn isiareli 2nd, 1858, and filed the same do),  by Mr. M 'Kechme and 
did Mr. Pritchard deliver to her husband on the 24th September an account in red ink, showing the settlement of the 
BOth September, 1857, sworn to be correct by Mr. Ashdown in all three Courts; and is Mr. Ashdown's statement true 
or false? 

Yourpetitioner's husband is prepared to prove his affidavits true and Mr. Ashdown's account false, before any 
legal tribunal (an accountant present), in a few hours—from the evidence of Messrs. Ashdown and Pritchard, the true 

of their joint affidavit filed 2nd March, 1858, Dean and Ashdown's hooks (original entries), her husband's books kept by 
Ir. Pritchard, under the inspection of Mr. Ashdown, at Dean and Ashdown's office, and not returned to her husband until 

22nd December, 1857, and her husband's many documents in the handwriting of Ashdown, Pritchard, and others, sub. 
mitted in evidence by his counsel, Messrs. Wise and Dailey, Esqs., April and May, 1858 (the original documents are lost, 
but her husband is in possession of printed and written copies of the greater part). 

Your petitioner begs your Honor to return to her this petition. It is her husband's intention to have her petition 
printed, and to forward a copy to each gentleman that signed her petition, on the grounds of her husband's nmneence. 

To Mr. John Garsed, 
Sir, 	 Supreme Court, 4 April, 1861. 

I am directed by the Chief Justice to inform you that a very voluminous statement, embracing apparently a 
vast number of particulars respecting accounts and transactions betwoen you and Mr. Ashdown, and extending over about 
forty closely-written pages, has been left at his house by (as he understands) a member of your family. 

The Chief Justice perceives that a portion of the paper is apetition to the late Governor General, for inquiry 
into your case, mid for a remission of the sentence passed on you for perjury. His Honor presumes, therefore, that 
the particulars reforred to were meant by you to be used in some manner in connection with that petition. But, whether 
so or not, the Chief Justice instructs me to say that, unless expressly desired by the Governor so to do, he declines to 
enter again into this matter. 

Your manuscript is now in my charge at the Chief Justice's Chambers; and it will be sent or delivered as you may 
desire me. 	 I am, tee., 

CECIL B. STEPHEN. 

A22. 
To Mr. John Garsed. 

Sir, 

	

	 Sydney, 25 January, 1861. 
The documents you write to me about appear to me divided into two different lots — 

1st. Those relating to the civil action Dean and another a'. Garsed. 
2nd. Those submitted in evidence upon your trials in August and September, 1559. 

You write to me for information about all these documents, and you seem to impute to me the loss of some of them, 
which you say "cannot be found." Now as to the first set, viz., those produced in the civil action, you say, "I was 
particularly cautioned to be careful of them, and from that day you have not seen them." 

Now I must inform you that I took particular care of the documents put in evidence in that case—as I did inevery 
other case that was tried before the Chief Justice during the time that I was his Clerk; and I believe that I have vouchers 
to show that I disrsed  of all those documents that caine to my hands in that action to the places appointed for their 
custody by law, with the exception of one book produced from the office of Dean & Company, to whom I returned it 
because their daily business could not have gone on without it. 

As to the second set of documents, viz., those produced at your trial, I have already told you that I had delivered 
to Mr. Wilsen all those documents produced by him; and that I have returned to yourself by Mrs. Garsed all those 
documents which were submitted by yourself in your defence, and which I conceive you had a right to receive hack again. 

I must inform you that during eight years that 1 was Clerk to the present Chief Justice many thousand of documents 
have passed through my hands, and that by using proper method and, care I never lost one document ; and you need not 
therefore impute any such negligence to me, for any purpose whatever. You have written me several lone letters; 1 have 
sent answers to you, and I now write to you at your request. When I inform you that I work at my tusmess from an 
early hour in time morning often to a very late time at night, I do hope that you will not expect me to answer any more 
long letters upon this subject. 	 I am, tee., 

ROBERT SEMPILL. 

John Garsed, 	 Supreme Court, Sydhey, 3 January, 1861. 
I am dirccted by the Acting Chief Justice to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 29th December, 1860. 

His Honor further directs me to state that he has made all due inquiries regarding the documents to which you allude, but 
has not been able to learn their whereabouts. 	 SEDOWICK S. COWPER. 

[Extract.] 
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[Extract] 
Dsrlinghnrst Gaol, 20 December, 1860. 

To Rip ifonor Sir John Nodes Dickinson, Acting Chief Justice. 
Honored Sir, 

I was tried before your Honor at the Criminal Court, Sydney, in August and September, 1859, and submitted in 
evidence the following documents 

Copy of affidavit—Ashdown and l'ritchard—signed "Want." 
A book made up by Mr. Humphrey, accountant, from the journal kept by Pritchard at Dean & Co.'s office. 
Copy of correspondence between the Her. J. Montefiore and myself, respecting machinery at Rosherville. 

fly nusthke Mr. Sempill gave the above to the late Mr. Adam Wilson but feeling the greatest anxiety about my 
exhibits, I hope your Honor will be pleased to send me word if the above documents are returned to their proper place of 
deposit also, if my exhibits in evidence before your Honor in April and May, 1858—"Dean and Ashdown v. (Iaraed"—arc 
still records of the Supreme Court, and will your Honor please to inform me the number and purport of each. 

Your Honor will understand why I am so anxious about their safety, from the following evidence of Mr. Andrew 
MeKeehnie before Mr. Forbes, J.P., on the 16th and 17th December, 1835:—" I have not got an affidavit sworn before Mr. 
Pownall, 2nd March, 1858, by Pritchard and Ashdown; I am not aware that any such affidavit was ever filed; if it had been 
filed, and in its proper place, it would have been in the hands of the Prothonotary, and then in my custody. There would be 
no record kept of any such affidavit having been filed." 

The above is the false affidavit. Mr. Daintrey, solicitor, evidence Police Court (not admissible civil action) 
"Pritchard informed him I had given Ashdown a bonus of £2,000. Transfer of mortgages, Garscd to Ashdown, were taken 
as cash ; also conversation between self and Ashdown about the sale of Roshervi.11e. 

In the event of your Honor leaving the Colony before I am released from confinement, will your notes in the civil action 
be admissible to the Government P 1 have Mr. Justice Wise and Mr. Dalley's notes, also Messrs. P. A. Tompson, Robertson, 
and Wilson's—civil action. 	 I am, &e., 

JOHN GARSED. 

Darlinghurst Gaol, 4 January, 1861, 
To His Honor Sir John Nodes Dickinson, Acting Chief Justice. 

Honored Sir, 
I received your letter, dated the 3rd instant, but I cannot express to your Honor my painful feelings on finding 

that, notwithstanding the statute and punishment, all my exhibits—records of the Supreme Court in its criminal and civil 
jurisdiction—are lost, and that your Honor has not been able to trace their whereabouts. 

In defending the truth I have sacrificed at least £20,000—my wife's property gone, and her happiness destroyed in this 
world. Eight criminal charges were preferred against me, and I have suffered upwards of two years solitary confinement, for 
I live and sleep alone—I might say I am sleepless. At my last trial r struggled for seven days without a document, my copies 
ruled not admissible; and before my trial was over, the Sydney Herald found me guilty by publishing and stating my hooks 
showed the 15th July and 30th September, 1857, agreements, signed A. Ashdown, corresponded, and it was impossible the bill 
of exchange for £680 15s. 3d. could be part of the £2,000 due to Ashdown, but that it was part of the Jorge amount of 
£7,830 159. 3d. due to W. Dean & Co., and that the rest of the evidence, with the exception of your Honor's, proved nothing. 
I wish to call your Honor's serious attention to this fact —The above books were kept by Pritchard at Dean & Co.'s office the 
said books prova my equitable plea strictly true, and that Archibald Ashdowu's affidavit and his copy of red ink account false. 
(I copy from my counsel's notes.) After lone and frequent arguments between eminent couasel on both sides—civil net ion, 
your Honor ruled Dean & Co. are bound by irscd's books, they are admissible, meaning the books kept by Pritchard. 

I am able to give your Honor the particulars of twenty.tlsree of the lost documents, each proving my innocence. If I 
am a guilty man, why should any persecutors risk transportation, fine, and imprisonment, in destroying or concealing records of 
the Court 

I wish to call your Honor's attention to the eighty-eight signatures recommending my wife's petition. Our friends 
advised my wifo to petition for my discharge before His Excellency left the Colony. The first signature this time is not 
W. Dean & Co., but John Campbell, Eeq.; that gentleman's name was to my wife's first petition. 

Your Honor will understand my meaning when I say, for the sake of society it is absolutely necessary to have all exhibits 
marked by the Court for and against returned to the Supreme Court of New South Wales. I have advertised in the Goversa-
mcsst Gazette against the winding-up or declaring any dividend in my estate, on the pounds disclosed in my protests 1 to 11, 
addressed to Mr. Mackenzie, Official Assignee. 

If your Honor will permit me, I sins prepared to prove my ianoeence before any legal tribunal—only let ins have my 
exhibits and books. 

If your Honor, for the sake of justice, will forward me on Monday next a writ &eea-s corpus to be removed from day to 
day within the city of Sydney, in custody of one of the turnkeys, I will either Jind any exhibits or disclose to your Honor the 
names of tke persons concealing thorn for the purpose of perverting the ends of justice. 	 I am, ste., 

JOHN GASSED. 

John Gamed, 	 Supreme Court, Sydney, 23 January, 1861. 

In consequence of my being absent from town I did not receive your communication of the 14th instant until 
yesterdays date, and I reply to it as to your former communication, with all possible expedition. 

Your statement that "not hearing from me has made you very uneasy" rather surprised me, for the letter from you 
addressed to His Honor the Acting Chief Justice, and dated 29th December, 1863, being received on the 3rd January inst., 
was answered on the same date, and was, I Sad per copy, in the following words 

John Gamed, 	 Supreme Court, 3 January, 1861. 

I am directed by the Acting Chief Justice to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 29th December, 1860. 
His Honor further directs me to state that he has made all due inquiries regarding the documents to which you allude, but 
has not been able to learn their whereabouts. 	 SEDG WICK S. COWPER. 

Since that date, however, Mr. Sempill having searched has found a receipt in the name of H  Emma Gassed," 
acknowledging the delivery to herself of all the documents named by you, besides others which you have not mentioned. 

He holds likewise a letter to him signed by yourself authorizing such delivery. 
I am therefore unable to give you further information. 	 SEDGWICK S. COWPER. 

John Garsed, 	 Supreme Court, Sydney, 24 January, 1861. 
Since replying toyour communication of 14th instant, Sir John Dickinson, Kt., has directed me to answer 

another letter received, dated 23rd January, 1861. 
He desires me to state that the fullest possible information regarding your papers has been afforded you. 
He has likewise further directed me to mention that, as it is no part of his duty to transmit letters to the Colonial 

Secretary, your communication is returned, in order that you may yourself have the opportunity of forwarding it to that 
Minister. 	 SE15GW1Ci{ S. COWPE1t 

Mrs. Emma Gamed, 	 Supreme Court, Sydney, 7 July, 1860. 

I am desired by the Acting Chief Justice to state to you that, having cursorily looked through your petition 
(which I reIn -n herewith), it does not appear to His Honor that there are any matters in it or the accompanying documents 
which have not been before reported on; and therefore, as His Honor has already more on his hands than he call well 
manage to attend to, he is sorry he must decline the labour of studying again the ease of John Garsed. 

CEO. lilY. ROWLEY, 
Clerk Associate to the Acting Chief Justice. 

Sir 
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Sir .&ltred Stephen to Mr. John Garsed. 
Sir, 	 Batliuret, 9 March, 1861. 

I duly received your letter, dated the 19th utimo and you will not be surprised that it was not for some days in 
my power to devote any attention to it. My Associate yesterday received your letter addressed to him ; and I shall this day 
forward it to Sir John Dickinson, begging him to furnish me with all the information which may be in his posvr. 

So far as I am ahle to collect,, amid the confusing mass of irrelevant matter which you haTo introduced, you wish in the 
rst place to cause inquiry to be made after sundry papers, which you say that you produced at a trial in 1858 before Sir 

John (then Mr. Justice) Dickinson, and which you suppose have been lost or improperly taken away. In reply, I can only my 
that I will direct the Prothonotary to make due inquiry into the matter, and that you shall know the result. 

I infer that, in the second place, you want to be assured of the safety of certain other papers, produced on behalf of 
the Crown at the trial befnre me in 1859, when you were convicted of perjury. In reply to this partion of your letter, I have 
to inform you that all evidence whatever so adduced, in any criminal me, remains in the custody of the Crown; unless 
restored by the Law Officers to the owners, under an Order of the Court or otherwise. Your proper course will be, therefore, 
to apply to the Crown Solicitor—or direct to the Attorney Geaeral, as to these last-mentioned document!. 

1 can discover no other point in your letter on which you desire my interference. 
I 

ALFRED STEPHEN. 

The Prothonotary to Mr. John Garsed. 
Sir, 	 Supreme Court Office, Sydney, 14 March, 1861. 

His Honor the Chief Justice has forwarded your letter of the 19th of February last to me; and in reference to the 
questions therein, so far as they appear to apply to this department, I beg to state that in the cause "Dean and Ashdown 
v. Garsed," the plaintiffs' exhibits were delivered to them upon their receipt, according to the usual practice. The defendant's 
exhibits are still in the custody of the Court, and will be given up to any party properly authorised to receive them; the joint 
affidavit of Ashdown and Pritchard filed on the second day of March, 1858, was produced at the Court House, Darlinghurst, 
on your trial, and remains a record of this Court, in the custody of the proper officer. 

I have, &c., 
S. RAYMOND, 

Prothonotary. 

[lb the Evidence of Mr. ,Tokn Qarsed, 17 May, 1877.] 
A23. 

Dr. 	 Mr. John Gamed in account with A. Ashdown & Co., 6 November, 1867. 	 or, 

To amount to be paid in cash as per agree- 
ment............................................. 

£ s.d. 

5,650 0 0 

£ e. d. 
Cash ...................... 	632 0 0 an... 	. 
	 11  

Cash when 80 shares were sold ................1,300 0 0 

	

76 	 2500 	1,08818 4 

	

156 	 5 ' t 1,411 1 8 
and 	 323 1 5 

4867 9  

	

846 	 6,741 9 2 
Amount overpaid ..........................91 9 2 

£6,650 0 0 

Balance—Cr. ..................................................................... £91 9 2 
Shares deposited—October 3rd ...........................264 

13 ...........................82 
- 3480shares. 

said as above .........................................................346 

B. & OR. 5th November, 1857. 
Received from Mr. J. P. Mackenzie, Official Assignee Office, 8th May, 1875,- 

3. GARBED. 

Mr. A. Ashdown in account with Mr. John Gamed. 
Dr. 	 Rouse Building Account. 	 Cr. 

£ 	s.d. a. 	it. 
To house as per agreement ........................ By 16 payments, each £100, as per agreement 1,600 	0 	0 

Extras, per certificate ........................... ,, 	27 Aug., cash 	................. ................... 100 	0 	0 
Paid expenses at County Court, re Jones' ,, The £700 bill for our mutual accommo 

8 	8 	0 dation 	against 	Chippendale 	houses, 
18 dozen squares plate glass for 	green- which on your undertaking to retire it, 

3 	0 I consented to allow as a credit on this 
Your half-share of the expenses of repairs 700 	0 	0 

houses, not in contract ....................... 

of cottages, Chippendale, being one-hal:  Allowed you off this account the amount of 

house 	...........................................3 

the amount passed as such by Mr. 

..2,900 0 	0 

bill for oldmatcrials,Ba;vack'sstore,&-c., 
Pritchard in my journal—in journal is 

..161 5 4 

bought from your firm—Dean & Co., 
charged afterwards as value of the pro- and agreed by you and me that such 
perty, £1,400—Mr. Ashdown takes as were suitable should be worked up 

.. 

16 .2 10 0 

account 	......................................... 

in your house, &e., so as to keep down 
,, Bill for our mutual accommodation credited expenses; 	but 	this 	bill 	has 	been 

against the building in error, you having included in agreement of 30th Sept., 
also included it in the agreement, 30 500 	0 	0 

one-third 	...................................... 

September, 1857 	............................ 500 0 0 
1857 	............................................ 

Balance due by you to me on this account ... 835 	6 	4 3,735 	6 	4 

To balance due to J.G. on this account ......£ £ 3,1,95 	6 	4 835 	6 	4 

Received from Mr. J. P. Mackenzie, Official Assignee Office, 8 May, 1875,— 
L Gassrs. 

A24c 
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A 24 
Dear Sn 	 55 Glehe Bond, 1 May, 1858. 

In compliance with your request., I beg to state that the sum payable by you to Mr. Garsed for extras over and 
above the amountof centract (t2,900) for the building of your house at the Glebe, amounts, as per certified accounts furnished 
to Mr. Garsed, as under— 	 9 8. d. 

No. 1, dated August, 1857 . .............................................................. 	143 	8 	7 
No. 2, 	,, 	November, 1857 ............................................... ..... . ...... 	9 15 	5 

Making a total of ..............................£ 153 14 0 
Copies of which accounts an handed to you. 	 I remain, £0., 
£ Ashdown, Big. 	 C. H. STOREY. 

Received from Mr. I P. Mackenzie, Official Assignee Office, S May, 1875,—J. GAngED. 

Session 1877-8. 
[Ordered by the Committee to be appended, 5 March, 1878.] 

B 1- 
Supreme Court. No. 817, A.D. 1558. Chambers. Dean and another v. Garsed. 

Affidavit of Archibald Ashdown and C. P. Pritchard. Filed 2 March, 1558.—A,P.M. 
In the Supreme Conrt of New South Wales. 

Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 
Oy the second day of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney, one of 
the above-named plaintiffs, and Charles Pearson Pritchard, of O'Conneul-streot, in the Colony of New South Wales, gentleman, 
being severally duly sworn, make oath and say as follows 

I, Archibald Ashdown, for myself say, I never was in any partnership transaction with the above-named defendant, 
the only joint transaction in which I was concerned with him being the purchase of a place called Rosherville and the erection 
of certain buildings thereon. 

The said John Garsed never gave me a bonus of two thousand pounds. 
The settlement of the transactions mentioned in the affidavit of John Garsed, sworn herein on the twenty-sixth day 

of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, was made by an agreement of which a copy is hereunto annexed and 
marked with the letter "A," and which agreement was in fact a mere re-purchase by the said John Garsed of certain pro-
perties previously purchased by me from him and the said bill of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-
pence, the subject matter of this action, does not form part of any bonus, none having ever been given by the said John Garsed 
to me. 

Shortly before the said agreement I offered to the said John Garsed, if lie would place me in the same position I was 
in before I had any transactions with him, to give hi,n two hundred pounds and give him back all the properties I had so pur-
chased from him, which terms the said John Garsed refused to accede to. 

The title-deeds of some property of the said John Garsed were handed to the said William Dean and Company as a 
collateral security for the due payment of the said sum of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, but 
the said William Dean and Company never had any power of sale on the said property. 

The title-deeds of the said Bosherville Estate have been in my hands since the month of April last or thereabouts, as 
the joint owner of the same with the said John Garsed, but I never promised the said John Garsed to sell the same and to 
appiy the proceeds in and towards the payment of the sum of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence. 

I am advised that the plea filed by the defendant herein contains no defence to this action, and I verily believe that 
such pleas have been filed meroly for the purpose of delaying the above-named plaintiffs in obtaining judgment for the 
amount due upon the bill of exchange upon which this action is brought. 

I have been informed and verily believe that the said defendant is making away with his property for the purpose of 
avoiding the payment of this bill of exchange, and that the said defendant has stated his intention to place his property in 
such a position as the above-named plaintiffs shall not be able to touch it under any execution obtained herein. 

1, Charles Pearson Pritchard, for myself, say I have been fully acquainted with the whole of the transactions 
between the said John Garsed and the said Archibald Ashdown, and have been employed by the said John Garsed and the said 
Archibald Ashdown to make up the accounts thereof. 

The said Archibald Ashdown never was in partnership with the said John Garsed in any transaction, and never bad 
any joint transaction with him except in the purchase and building of Boshorville. 

The settlement of the transaction between the said John Garsed and the said Archibald Ashdown mentioned in the 
affidavit of John Garsed, sworn herein on the twenty-sixth day of February one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, was 
carried into effect by an agreement, a copy of which is annexed to this affidavit. 

The said John Garsed never gave the said Archibald Ashdown a bonus of two thousand pounds. 
The said Archibald Ashdown having previously to the entering into such agreement offered to the said John Garsed 

to reconvey all the property which he had purchased from him, and to give him a cheque for the suns of two hundred pounds 
if he would place him (the said Archibald Ashdown) in the same position as he was before purchasing any property from him. 

The bill of exchange for the sum of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence did not form 
part of a bonus of two thousand pounds, but was the balance found to be due on the accounts between the said Archibald 
Ashdown and the said John Garsed, but was in no way a port of any bonus. 

We, the said Archibald Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, say that we have read the affidavit of the above-
named defendant, sworn herein on the twenty-sixth day of February last, and that the several allegations therein, that "befpre 
the commencement of this suit lie and the plaintiff (Ashdown) were in partnership together in various transactions"; and 
"that in settlement of these transactions (except certain lands, and buildings, and premises at Onion's Point;, on the North 
Shore of the harbour of Port Jackson, in the Colony of New South Willes, and known as the Bosherville house and grounds, in 
which land Ashdown were also jointly interested) I gave Ashdown a bonus of two thousand pounds or thereabouts, of which 
the six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three pence, the amount of the bill of exchange now sued upon, forms 
part," an altogether untrue. 

IS. And I, the said Archibald Ashdown for myself, further say that the allegation in the ahore-mentioned affidavit,,—"that 
he (the said John Garsed) requested the plaintiffs to sell his inte,'est in Resherville house and grounds and to apply the pro-
ceeds in or towards payment of the said six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, and the plaintiff 
(Ashdown) has repeatedly promised to do so but has broken his promise,"—is also totally untrue. 
Sworn by the two deponents, oil the day first nbove) 	 A. ASHDOWN. 

mentioned, at Sydney, before me,— 	f 	 C. P. PItITCEARD. 
Groar P0WxALL, a Commissioner for Affidavits. 

"A." 
MEMORANnUM of an agreement made and entered into, this thirtieth day of September, in the year one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-seven, between Archibald Ashdown, of Sydaey, in the Colony of New South Wales, nsereh,ant, of the one part, 
and John Gar,ed, of the same place, Esquirc,et the otherpart: Whereas the said John Garsei has lately sold to the said Archi-
bald Ashdown, inter die, certain pieces or parcels of lassds and hereditaments in the parish of Saint George, in the couaty of 
Cumberhand, in the Colony aforesaid, coIled Bexley; and also certain pieces or parcels of lands and sncssuagcs known as Oak 
Lodge and Willow Lodge, and other hereditasnents situate at the Globe, in the parish of Potersham, in the county of Comber-
land, in the Colony aforesaid; and also a parcel of land with foor messuages or tenements thareon, in Cooper-street, at the 
Globe aforesaid And the said John Garsed has agreed to repurchase, and the said Archibald Ashdown to re-sell the same, 
for the sum of nine thousand eight hundred nod thirty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence: Now these presents witness 
that it is hereby agreed by and between the said parties hereto, that the said purchase money or sum of nine thousand eight 
hundred and thirty pounds fifteen shillings and thrce-pcaee shall be paid and secured by the said John Garsed to the said 
Archibald Ashdown, in manaer following, that is to say:— 	 First. 
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First. That the said John Garsed shall pay to the said Archibald Ashdown the sum of five thousand six hundred and 
fifty pounds of sterling money.  

Second. That the said John Garsed shall absolutely convey and assure to the said Archibald Ashdown a piece or parcel 
of land situate at Canterbury Road, in the said parish of Petersbnm, which the said Archibald Ashdown shall take at the value 
and consider as a cash payment of nine hundred pounds. 

Third. That the said John Garsed shall absolutely transfer and assure to the said Archibald Ashdown all his right, title, 
and interest in and to a certain indenture of mortgage, bearing date the thirty-first day of May, one thousand eight hundred 
and LI t.y-six, and made between William Eggleton, of the 0110 part and, the said John Cursed of the other part which the 
said Archibald Ashdown shall take at the value, and shall consider as a cash payment of nine hundredpounds. 

Fourth. That the said John Garsed shall absolutely transfer and issue to the said Archibald Ashdown all his right, title, 
and interest in and to a certain indenture of mortgage, bearing date 	 , and made between 	 , which 
the said Archibald Ashdown shall take at the value and shall consider as a cash payment of six hundred pounds. 

Fifth. That the sum of one thousand seven hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, residue of the 
said purchase money or sum of nine thousand eight hundred and thirty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, shall be 
secured in manner following (that is to say) The sHin of six hundred pounds, part thereof shall be secured by a mortgage 
for the sum of one thousand one hundred pounds upon a certain messuage or tenement and land situate at Pnrramntta, in 
the said Colony, known as the Russell Arms," the said Archibald Ashdown coveasanting with the said John Garsed to pay off 
a certain sum of Lye hundred pounds, now charged thereon, with all interest to accrue due thereon from the day of the date of 
the said mortgage to the said Archibald Ashdown; the sum of five hundred pounds, further part of the said sum of one 
thousand seven hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, shall be secured by a mortgage upon certain 
messuagos, buildings, and land, situate at Newtown, near Sydney aforesaid, and called or known as the Nowtown Foundry. 
And the sum of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, residue of the said sum of one thousand ,sevcn 
hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, shall be secured by the promissory note of the said John Cursed, 
and a memorandum and deposit by way of equitable mortgage of deeds and documents relating to certain land and here-
ditaments of the said John Garsed, situate at Bligh Terrace, in the parish of 

Sixth. That all the above-mentioned snms (except the said sum of six hundred and eightypounds fifteen shillings and 
three-pence, secured by equitable deposit, which shall be payable when the said promissory note shall become due) to be secured 
by mortgage as aforesaid, shall bear interest from the day of the date of such mortgages respectively, after the rate of eight 

unds per ccatusn per annum, and shall, together with the interest due thereon respectively, be paid off within three years 
rem the day of the date of these presents and that such mortgages shall respectively eontaia powers of sale and other usual 

powers and provisions: Provided, nevertheless, that the said John Garsed shall be at liberty to pay off all or any of the said 
mortgages at any time, upon giving three calendar months' notice to that effect to the said Archibald Ashdown. As witness 
the hands of the parties, the day and year first before written. 
Witness:— 	 JOEN GA1tSED. 

R. J. Wnvr. 
The above agreement is in full satisfaction and discharge of all previous agreements or understaudings relative to the 

sale or purchase of the above properties between the above pasties. 
September 30, 1857, 	 JOHN GARSEI1 

This is the copy agreement mentioned in the accompanying affidavits of Archibald Ashdown and Charles Pearsoa 
Pritchard, sworn before me, this 2ad day of March, AD., 1858. 

Gnonan Powyu,n, 
A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

B 2. 
Cursed ate. Dean and another. Affidavit of-W. R. Smart. Filed 4 March, A.D. 1858.—A.P.M. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 
Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

ON the third day of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, William Robert Stuart, of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, conveyancer, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows 

In the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven I entered into a verbal agreement with John Gamed, 
respecting the erection of buildings at or near the corner of Bridge-street and Pitt-street, upon terms of receiving half the net 
profits, Mr. Garsed making the necessary expenditure for the buildings. 

In the course of the eeetion of the buildings Mr. Garsed informed me that he was unable to carry out the trans-
action himself without assistance, and had consequently made arrangements by which Mr. Ashdown was to receive one-half of 
the profits to be derived from them, and that I should take only one-fourth interest, to which I assonted. 

Mr. Pritchard, representing himself on behalf of Mr. Cursed and Mr. Ashdown, called upon me respecting the lease 
of the premises, and to know what interest I was to have. I stated I was agreeable to any fair arrangement. Mr. Pritchard 
acted in every manner as if he was the general aggat of both Mr. Garsed and Mr. Ashdown, and from his manner and commu-
nications with him I was led to believe, and did believe, that a joint arrangement of some sort had been made between the said 
John Garsed and Archibald Ashdown respecting the said buildings. 

Some time afterwards, when the lease was completed, Mr. Garsed informed me that Mr. Ashdown had repudiated 
his joint transaction in the lease and building speculation wherefore another agreement was made between 31r. Garsed and 
myself, whereby I was to receive one-third net profit of the said buildings, which has since been carried into effect. 
Sworn by the deponent, the day first 	 WM. ROB. SMART. 

above mentioned, at Sydney,— 5 
JoHN 0-mayan, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

Ba. 
Gamed ate. Dean and another. Affidavit of John Garsed. Filed 4 March, A.D. 1858.—A.P.M. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 
Between William Dean and Arebibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

ON the third day of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, John Garsed, of the Commercial Olsam- 
bers, Now Pitt-street, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, builder, the above-named defendant being 
duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows 

On or about the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, I was induced by plaintiff Ashdown 
to enter into a joint speculation with him at Onion's Point. The cost that we have each been pnt to upon that account up to 
the date of the bill of exchange in the pleadings mentioned is I believe £650 or thereabouts. 

This was, I believe, the first joint transaction that plaintiff Ashdown and I had together. 
8. About the end of February or beginning of March, I, at plaintiff .&shdown's instance, bought certain property at 

Chippendale on the joint uceeunt of plaintiff Ashdown and myself, and upon that transaction plaintiff Ashdown made a profit 
of £700 pounds. This, I believe, was the second joint transaction. 

4. Pending these transactions, which occupied several months, I had various conversations with plaintiff Ashdown about 
my wish to return to England, and be agreed to act for me during my absence, under power of attorney, and previous to any 
departure, upon receiving by n-ny of recompense one-third of my property after all the liabilities were paid, provided it gentle-
man, wlsose name lie did not then mention, n-mild undertake the mamiagement of the sales of the property. Plaintiff Ashdown 
subscrsscntly told me that Mr. Pritchard, the geatleman referred to, had consented to act, and it was then arranged that 
plaintiff Ashdowu should manage the finance department, Mr. Pritchard the sales of property, and lattend to the improvement 
of the properties; and at the same time I agreed to sell to him certain property at the Glebe, with the buildings thereon, for 
a surn of two thousand eight hundred pounds; and I also agreed for the further sum of two thousand nine hundred pounds, 
to erect thereon a house for his intended residence, and on the seine day I wrote to him a letter stating mere fully the terms. 
A copy of this letter is appended to the acceptance mentioned in the sixth paragraph 
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Plaintiff Ashdown thereupon drew up for my signature a document in the words and figures following, which I copied 
and signed, but whether I did so in the exact form submitted to me or in the form of a letter I enm,ot say. The document I 
believed to be fairly drawn up to carry out our agreement, except as to building the house 

"Referring to the various conversations we have had, and to the proposals I have made to you, regarding the 
arrangement of my affairs, by the realization of a portion of my properties, with the view of paying off the 
encumbrances upon them, and of placing the remainder upon a productive footing, at your request and for our 
mutual satisfaction I beg to submit in writing what I have endeavourcd to convey is, the conversations referred to. 
My object is, as you have submitted in the statemant furnished to me, to dispose of a portion of my property, 
the proceeds of which will pay off the ineumbrances, and not only leave the remainder of the property free, but 
enable me to snake such improvements on portions of it as will render it highly productive. I ala also particularly 
desirous of returning to England about the end of the year, to accomplish wInch it will be necessary to carry into 
effect the above objects. 

"Now my proposal is that, in consideration of your rendering me your assistance, and of consenting to act for me 
under power of attorney during my absence from the Colony, I will sell to you that portion of the property now 
in mypossession at the Glebe, known as the Upper Garden, with the improvements thereon, and also one-third 
part of the remainder of my property after the payment of the ineumbrances, for the sum of £2,800. 

"April 3rd, 1857." 
The letter from plaintiff Ashdown agreeing to the erection of the house was in the words and figures following, that 

is to my:— 
* Mr. John Garsod, Willow Lodge, Glebe,— 

"Dear Sir, 	 Macquark-street, Sydney, 4 April, 1857. 
"I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday's date with reference to the erection by you for me of 

a dwelliag-house and out-offices, in accordance with the plans and specifications of the architect, C. S. Storey, Esq., upon the 
land I have recently pin-chased from you, situate at the Glebe, and in reply hereby agree to the terms therein stated. 

"A. ABEDOWN." 

"Mr. Archibald Ashdown, Macspiarie-street, Sydney,— 
"Dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 3 April, 1857. 

" In consideration of the sum of (e2,900) two thousand nine hundred pounds sterling, to be paid to me in the manner 
hereinafter stated, I hereby engage and agree to erect, build, and complete in a proper workmanlike manner and of the best 
materials, a dwelling-house and out-offices for you, upon the land situate at the Glebe, and recently purchased by you from 
me. 	 - 

"Such buildings to be erected with all reasonable despatch, and to be in accordance with the plans and specifications 
and under the direction and supervision of the architect, C. S. Storey, Esq., and to be fully completed to his satisfaction within 
six months from this date, unless unusual inclemency of the weather prevent. 

"Payment of the above sum to be made in sixteen weekly payments of (100) one hundred pounds each, and the residue 
during the progress and upon the completion of the works. 	 "I remain, 8w., 

"JOHN GAItSED." 

Between the the third day of April and the fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, I, with 
plaintiff Ashdown's knowledge and consent, and with moneys procured by means of bills drawn by the plaintiffs Dean and 
Company upon and accepted by me and discounted by Dean and Company, who carried the proceeds to my credit and placed 
me in funds thereout, as I required it, partly erected and pnrtly finished, at a cost of four thousand pounds or thereabouts, 
Willow Lodge at the Glebe, the Commercial Chambers, Pitt-street, the Alma Inn, Camperdown, and certain buildings in Bay-
street, Globe, and improved Oak Lodge, Glebe, and also the property at Chippendale. 

Some time in the early part of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, plaintiff Ashdown told me that Mr. 
Ingelow, the Manager of the Oriental Banking Company, had refused to renew the bills discounted in that Bank, but that at 
plaintiff Ashdown's instance he had afterwards agreed to renen for one month, and plaintiff Ashdow,i stated that the proper-
ties would have to he realized to meet the obligation, or the amount of the bills would have to be raised by mortgage upon the 
property. 

To carry out plaintiff Ashdown's views, Pritchard drew up and plaintiff Ashdowp and I signed a paper writing in 
the words and figures following 
"Memorandum 	 Glebe Point, Sydney, 15 July, 1857. 

"John Garsed agrees to sell, and A. Ashdown agrees to purchase the following properties, upon the terms hereinafter 
meationed, viz. 

Properties. 
"Oak Lodge, Willow Lodge, Glebe ............................................... 

Layers's mortgage .................................................................... 
Cooper.street, Glebe, four houses.................................................. 
Eggleton's mortgage ................................................................. 
Canterbury Road .................................................................... 
Berley, 1040 acres more or less, at £5 per acre ................................ 

"Tn following liabilities to be taken by Mr. Ashdown and paid by him 

"W. Dean & Co............................................ 
Pro..note due 14 July ................................. 

11 August ............... ............... 
14 
14 
4 September ........................ 

11 October ............................ 
2 November ........................ 

R. J. Want's balance mortgage, Globe ............. 
Cash to be paid by Mr. Ashdown ................... 

£8,856 17 
'This settlement to be in full of all previous arrangements between these parties heretofore made, except Bosherville, 

which alone remains a joint adventure. 
"Possession of Oak Lodge, Glebc, to be given up on the 1st December, 1857, and no rent to be charged to that date. 

"JOB:N GARSED. 
"A. ASUDOWN." 

This paper was considered by me, and I believe by plaintiff Ashdown also, as an arrangement for the purpose of 
raising money, and that our relative positions were in no way altered by it. 

In the evening of the 10th of August, the day before the due date of the renewed bill mentioned in the 9th 
paragraph, plaintiff Ashdown and Mr. Pritchard called upon me, and plaintiff Ashdown said that lie was unable to retire the 
said renewed bill for one thousand nine hundred pounds, not having effected any saks of the property or borrowed any snouey 
upon it, and that he had seen Mr. Ingelow, who had agreed to renew the same, and he said that the bill for seven hundred 
pounds would also be renewed, and at his request I accepted two bills for one thousand threo hundred .  pounds each, at two 
and three months. 

 

£ 
- 6,00O1 

600 
11200 o f 

900 
900 

5,200 

£14,800 

£ s. 
780 0 
N90 2 

1,900 0 
700 0 
500 0 
14913 
600 0 

2,500 0 
1,050 0 

400 0 
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13, In consequence of what is stated in the last paragraph, I gave my solicitor, Mr. Want, instructions to prepare, and 
lie did accordingly prepare, a dntft deed, of which the following is a copy 
"Mx;roaANDu3r of an agreement made and entered into this 	day of 	in the year 1857, between Arelubeld 
Ashdown, auctioneer, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South \Vales, of the one part, and Jo1,,, Garsed, of the Santo place, 
builder, of the other part Whereas the said A. Ashdown has lately purchased from the said J. Garsed the several parcels of 
land and properties for the several sums mentioned in the first schedule hereunder on (ten, and at the tittie of such purchase 
it was also agreed that the said A. Ashdown should, in consideintion of such sale, take lip  and pay the several promissory notes 
mentioned in the second schedule hereunder writtesa, and thnt all deeds and writings relating to the title to the said properties 
should remain in the hands of it. J. Want, of Sydney  aforesaid, upon the tenns and conditions and in manlier hereunder 
mentioned Now these presents witness, and it is hereby declared by a,ad between the said parties to these presents, that all 
deeds and writings relating to the title to the said lands and properties respectively shall remain in the hands of the said 
R. J. Want until the several sums of money and promissory notes specified in the second schedule hereunder written shall 
have been respeet:ivcly paid and retired by the said A. Ashdown, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns ; and upon full 
payment and retirement thereof respectively, the said R. J. Want shall deliver the said deeds and writings to the said A. 
Ashdown, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, respectively, or as lie or they shall direct, and also that the said A. 
Ashdown, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, shell be at liberty to sell the said lands and properties or any of 
them, upon paying the proceeds of such sales respectively, or handing over the said promissory notes or so ninny thereof as 
shall be equivalent in value to the proceeds of such sales, unto the said John Garsed, his heirs, executors, administrators, or 
assigns, and that thereupon the said R. J. Want shall deliver to the said A. Ashdown, his heirs, executors, administrators, or 
assigns, or as lie or the),  may direct, the deeds and documents relating respectively to the properties so sold. 

In witness, ,kc. 
"The first schedule above referred to 

Land and hereditaments at Bexley 	.......................................... ......... 
£ 

5,200 
s. 	d. 
0 0 

Canterbury 	............................................. 
Land and houses, Cooper-street, Glebe ................................................ 

900 
1,200 

0 	0 
0 0 

Mort.gage—Eggleton 	to Garsed ......................................................... 000 0 0 
livers 	........................................................................ 60000 

11  The second schedule above referred to 
£ s. d. 

"Balance of account due to Dean & Co. by 0-arsed .................................730 0 0 
Pro, note made by J. Garsed in favour of Dean & Co., due 11 July.  ............329 3 6 
The like, due 14 Augnst ....................................................... ........... 	500 	0 0 
The like, due 14 September ..................................................... .. .... . ... 	146 13 4 
The like, due 11 October ........... .. ........ . .......................... . .............. 	600 0 	0 
The like, due 2 November 	............ ................................................  ...  2,500 0 0" 

In consequence of plaisstift' Ashdown refusing to advance any more moneys, and tlareateningto!ll the property which 
had been conveyed to mm in pursuance of the aforesaid agreements, and in consequence also of findiag upon comparison that 
the contract of sale, wl,iela II signed without reading it, taking it for granted that Mr. Want had drawn it correctly, had been 
altered from the draft mentioned in paragraph thirteen, and was different to our original arrangement—I applied to Mr. 
Want to file a bill against plaintif Ashdown to restrain the sale and to amend the contract; but Mr. Want re-fused to act, 
stating that lie was the plaintiff Ashdown's attorney; and finding also that it was probable that without sacrifice of the 
property plaintiff Ashdown would not be able to carry out the arrangement and pay the bills, I called upon him to reconvey, 
in order to enable me to carry out the arrangement and pay the bills myself, but, this lie refused to do, except upon having a 
profit (which I have coiled and still call a bonus) of two thousand pounds, and laeneo resulted the agreement of the thirtieth 
day of September aforesaid a,mcxed to the joint affidavit of the plaintif Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard. 

The consideration moneys expressed upon the deeds of conveyance by inc to plaintiff Ashdown, referred to in the 
agreement of the thirtieth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, were as follows :—'Bexloy, five 
thousand two hundred pounds; Oak Lodge and Willow Lodge, six thousand pounds; Cooper-street, one thousand two 
hundred pounds. 

I paid all the moneys, and gave the securities and bills mentioned in the agreement of the thirtieth of September, 
and did the other thungs required of me, as is truly shown in the following account current. 

(K.) 
£ 	s. d. 

To 	W. Dean &Co. 	.................................... 730 	0 0 
pro. notes, due 14 July........................... 329 	3 6 
on bills due 11 August ........................... . 1,900 	0 0 

14 	............................. 700 	0 0 
600 	0 0 

.......... 4 September 	.......... .........  146 13 9 
, 	,, 	11 October ........................... 600 0 0 

2 Novesnber 	..................... 2,500 	0 0 
cash paid by Mr. Ashdown 400 	0 0 

balance of mortgage due to R. J. Want 11050 	0 0 

Liabilities to the 30th September 	.................. 8,855 17 3 
Bonus 	....................................... 2,000 	0 0 
Balance 	.................................... 24 18 0 

£10,880 15 3 

To cash paid me by Mr. Ashdown ..................24 18 0 

September 30 /57. 	Cash 	............. . .......... 
£ 

5,650 
s. 	d. 
0 	0 

Want's mortgage, paid by me in cash ......,.. 1,050 0 0 
Assigned in full the following mortgages for 

cash lestt by me- 
3. Walton's mortgage, Petersham 900 0 0 
liggleton's mortgage on tea houses 900 0 0 
Laers's mortgage, now paid off ......... 600 0 	0 
Mortgage on Newtown Foundry to A. 

Ashdown 	.................................... 500 0 	0 
Mortgage on "Russell Arms" to A. Ash' 

down.......................................... 600 0 0 
Bill due 7 February, /58 	,.,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,, 680 15 	3 

£101880 15 3 

By balance due to me .........................24 18 0 

The four hundred pounds paid in cash by plaintiff Ashdown was paid to me for the purpose of paying wages due to 
workmen, and for materials, and also to pay for works then in progress, and I applied the sas,se for that purpose. 

1 repeat, that I did nake several npplicutions to 1mhainliflAshdown as to Reshmerville, as with other matters aforesaid, 
is evidenced by,  part of the eorrospondcnee after recited, and that he did promise to sell my interest in Roshierville, 

19. Ott the foort:eenth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, I wrote and sent to plaintiff Ashdown
a letter in the words and figures following, to the best of my belief, that is to say:— 

A. Ashdown, Esquire, 	 "Glebc, 14 December, 1857. 
"My dear Sir, 

With regnrd to Rosherville property, if you think well flint the property should be sold by auction, I am willing, 
and that the account be thus closed, I am prepared to submit to a loss, and indeed should be prepared to submit to a loss, 
and indeed should prefer it to havimg the adventure kept open snisels Ioner. 

11  I sin now mnohi inconvenienced by wasit of my account hooks it Mr. P,-is.ehard's possession ; will you direct Isina to 
laaaad them to Mr. Wilson, that the accounts may be posted ,mp and bala,mccd. I have before naked for them through Mr. 

jrj5055 and Mr. Pritchard promised to send them over, which lie has not done. 
LI  I have no secrets in my books, and it is necessary now, especially as I have closed the joint accounts with Mr. 

Want and ethers, to balance them sip correctly, which I cannot do whilst you retain thse,n. 
"As there must be a considerable balance in any favour, 1 want; to ascertain out- position, that I may selt.le with you the 

amount I proisaiscd you towards your expesases for Mr. Pritchard's service,, nod what may,  be due to Mr. Store)-, who claims 
oesnmission on RosherviUe-25. 	 "I remain, &c., 

JOUN GABSED." 

211—B 
20. 

[35—] 
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On the 16th day of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, I received from plaintiff Ashdown a 
paper writing in the words and figures following, to the best of my belief, that is to say:— 

"Sydney, 16 December, 1857. 
"RECEIVED from Mr. John Garsed his pro. note at four months, dated this day, for the sum of £50, on account of the sum 
of £100 agreed to be paid for Mr. Pritchard's services. 	 "A. ASUDOWN." 

On the eleveat.h of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I wrote and sent to plaintiff Ashdown a 
letter in the words and figures following, to the best of any belief, that is to say— 

"A. Ashdown, Esquire, 	 "Glebe, 11 January, 1858. 
"Dear Sir, 

Have you done anything with Rosherville? I san very anxious to have this account closed, and that the proceeds 
should go towards the pro. note now running. 	 " Yours faithfully, 

"JOni GARSED," 

On the third day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I wrote and sent to plaintiffs Dean and 
Ashdown a letter in the words and figures following, to the best of my belief, that is to say 

"Messrs. Dean and Ashdown, 	 "3 February, 1858. 
"Gentlemen, 

"I wish to know whether you have, as arranged between us, sold any and what portion of the land placed in your 
hands for the purpose of retiring the note due on Saturday next; and also whether you have received my slave of the 
proceeds of the machinery re-transferred by Mr. Montefiore to me, but held by me on joint account of Mr. Ashdown and 
myself. 

"If you have not received to an amount suffIcient to meet the note, I shall be obliged by your renewing the note for 
the balance, and I will as an additional security deposit with you some long-dated notes in my favour, see'ured upon property. 

"Your early ansner will oblige. 	 "I remain, Sic., 
"JOhN GASSED." 

On the same day or the next day I received from plaintils Dean and Ashdown a letter in the handwriting of 
plaintiff Ashdown, signed by him, "W. Dean & Co.," in the words and figures following, to the best of my belief, that is 
to say 
"Mr. John Garsed, 	 Pitt and O'connell Streets, Sydney, 3 February, 1858. 

"In reply to your letter of this date, we beg to state that we have not sold any land on your behalf, nor do we 
understand what land you refer to unless it be the leasehold at Lane Cove. 

"We have not received any proceeds of machinery transferred by Mr. Montefiore to you, nor are we aware that any was 
so transferred. 

"We have no funds in our hands applicable towards the payment of your acceptance to us due Saturday next. 
Wo an, Sic., 

"W. DEAN & CO." 
On the fourth day of February I wrote and sent to plaintis Dean and Ashdown a letter in the words and figures 

following, to the best of my belief,—that is to any 
"Coimnercial Chambers, Pitt-street, Sydney, Feb. 4, 1858. 

"Gentlemen, 
I am muds surprised at a demand for £110 15s., as due by me to you. 

am not aware that I owe you anything at all on open amount--I thought it was quite the reverse. I shall be much 
obliged if you will furnish me with particulars of all the transactions between Messrs. W. Dean & Co. and Mr. Ashdown and 
myself, and I have no doubt you will find in one or the other the amount has been paid. Ihavo often asked for my dcleiled 
account, and shall be glad to have it forthwith for the last two years 

- 	"Iam,&c., 
"JOHN GARSED." 

And I also, on or about the same day, wrote and sent to plaintiff Ashdown a letter in words and figures following, 
to the best of my belief, that is to say - 
"Mr. A. Ashdown, 	 "Commercial Chambers, Pitt-st., Sydney, Feb. 4 1858. 

"Sir, 
"I have received your note of 3rd instant, and beg to state, in rely, that when you induced me to enter into part-

nership with you at Onion's Eoint, now called Bosherville, you spoke positively as to the success of the speculation, but added 
that it would be necessary to purchase Mr. Montefiore's mortgage, lae having a claim for £1,050, as you stated, and that through 
your house be might be induced to tako any promissory note for £300 at six months for his claim. I know nothing at this time 
that the place was leased to your brother-in-law (Mr. Wiscman), and that you were answerable for the rent. This may have 
been a reason why you desired that your name should be concealed as bavinga joint interest with me in the purchase, &c,, and 
also a reason why you denied to Mr. \Visemnn that you had any interest. 

"Relying upon your representations, I nssented. You drew the form of a letter to be sent to Mr. Montefiore, which I 
copied. The offer was accepted, and the property was conveyed to me by Mr. Montefiore, Mr. Roxburgh holding the deeds on 
the joint account of both of us. The machinery was on the ground when we took possession and passed by the deed ; at lcast 
I thought I took everything that Mr. Montefiore then had. It became necessary to remove it, as we required the ground for 
building urposes, and you had it removed to Sydney. 

"'ihe tithe stands thus 
1853. Aunst 4th—Abbott leased to Colquhoun. 
1855. May 7.—The Sheriff sold his interest to Richards. 

July 2,—Montefiore took a mortgage over the land, the stcam.engine, boilers, and saw-mills, plant, gear, saws, firtures, 
fittings, and all things on the premises. 

Nov. 5.—Richards leased to Thomas Wiseman, your brother.in.law, for the residue of the term—first year £350, and 
each succeeding year £400. 

1857.Jany. 3lst.—Montefiore absolutely assigned to me. 
more I reflect, the more dissatisfied I become with all transactions between us for the last twelve months. By our first 

agreement you had to manage all affairs, and I to carry out certain speculations. At your request I attended a sale of twelve 
cottages at Chippendale, and if they realized above £900 to let them go; they were knocked down to myself, and we became 
joint partners. I immediately sold five of them for £950 cash, which you received. The remaining seven I put in repair. You 
drew upon inc for £700, and left me to pay the expenses of all repairs. The property was valued at under £1,400 by Mr. 
Blackett. Why should I have to pay for repairs? Did you not also, when the., property would not realize, repudiate your 
having been concerned in the Commercial Chambers and Bay-street P Do you forget that I have three witnesses who know 
it P Although your name was not to be used, did you not get the bill for £2,500, which represented two of our joint trans-
actions, namely Clsippendale and Bosherville, discounted P Afterwards, when you stated that Mr. Ingelow would not renew, 
did you not have property to the value of £14,000 conveyed to you to pay of all our joint liabilities F And, according to our 
original agreement., after they were paid, was I not to have back two-thirds and you one-third of the properties that remained? 

"The night before the bills became due, and after the property had been conveyed, did you not call at my house and 
tell me that you were not in a position to take them up, but that the Bank would renew if I would accept them P And although 
I was greatly surprised, after what bad occurred, did I not immediately agree to do so? 

"I then found it necessary to call on Messrs. Want, to have an agreement made out between us, and as the basis of the 
agreement left the contract drawn up by you and signed by both of us. Messrs. Want stated the contract correctly in the 
original draft but, at your instance, so altered the draft as to place me in a worse position than what you and Iliad previously 
agreed upon. And had I taken the precaution of reading the agreement before signing, I should certainly never have exec,sted 
j i,a that form. From infnrmation I received soon after, I called on Messrs. Want to see the agreement I had signed, and the 
draft was given to me by one of the clerks. This draft supports my position. 

"I instantly instructed Mr. Want to restrain a sale which you threatened, and to procure an alteration of the agreement; 
but he refused, stating that he was acting for you. Whereupon I had to employ another solicitor, and, against the advice of 

that 
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that gentleman, I agreed, for peace sake, to pay all sums you were liable for, and also a bonus to yourself of £2,000. All 
former I paid, and £1,300 of the bornis, and the pro, note, now about falling due, you drew on me for the balance, and I gave 
you collateraL security, consisting of eight allotments of land. 

"1 was also obliged by Mr. Want to pay all moneys due to him and his firm on my own account, and also to pay off a 
cash credit bond for £1,500; and I believe I have now paid all my just debts, with the exception of Eroomfield & Co., and a 
few other small accounts ; but I am now called on to pay your law bill, due to Messrs. Want, for the property you instructed 
thorn to convey, which I afterwards had to have reeonveyed. This bill is payable by you and not by me, and I dispute it. 

In consequence of the payments I have had to make, I have been obliged to raise money on all my properties and my 
wife's also, and to sell off the greater part of my furniture. The worst part of all is to know how I am abused by those who 
have received from me nothing but kindness, and annoyed by actions for fictitious debts, 

"Although certain of verdicts in my favonr, I shall be left as I was in Chambers' rose to pay any own costs, not one 
person having sufficient confidence in the justice of his own cause to refer his claim to arbitration. informing you that in one 
rose you are my principal witness,— 	 "I am, 

- 	 "JOHN GARSED." 
On the fifth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, being the following day, I received a 

letter, written and signed by plaintiff Ashdown, in words and figures following, to the best of my belief, that is to say 
Mr. John Garsed, Commercial Chambers,— 
"Sir, 	 Sydney, February 5, 1858. 

"I have received a long lester from you, dated 4th instant, purporting to be a reply to a note from me, dated 3rd 
instant, which I am not aware of having sent you. 

"is many of the statements in your letter are unfounded and untrue, and its general tone most impertinent., I decline 
to hold any further eonimunimtion with you. 	 '' Tam, &e., 

"A. ASEDOWN" 
On the same day I wrote and sent to plaintiff Ashdown a letter in the words and figures following, to the best of 

my belief, that is to so), :— 
Mr. 

ay
Mr. Ashdown, 

Sir, 	 Commercial Chamber, Pitt-street, 5 February, 1858. 
"I have received yours of to-day (the note you are not anare of having sent is one written by you and signed 

'W. Dean & Co.') Will you point out what part of mine of 4th is unfounded or untrue? Impertinence is better exemplified 
in your own of this date. 

"I again demand a statement of my account with Dean & Co., and the joint accounts between you and myself, as the 
accounts in the books while kept at your office some naonths do not show the true nature of the transactions between us. 

"If this is unanswered, shall consider it a refusal on your part. 	 "1 am, 
joim GARSED." 

With respect to the machinery at Rosherville, sold by the plaintiffs, and which I believe to be the property of 
plaintiff Ashdown and myself, I have since received the assurance of the Honorable Mr. Montefiore that, the machinery was 
not intended to pass by the sale; and therefore I admit that I have no claim on it, but in all other respects I believe the 
statements in my nforesaid letter to be strictly true. 

The offer that plaintiff Ashdown made to me, mentioned in the fourth paragraph of his affidavit, applied to his house 
and grounds, and the matters connected with my contract, commencing from paragraph 4 downwards. His house and 
grounds, with which I had no interest, must have cost six thousand pounds or thereabouts, and lie may have regretted the 
expenditure of that suns ; but I deny that I bad actually sold l,im the other property, except to the extent and for the pur-
poses lsereinbcfore mentioned; but I say that lie was quite safe in making the offer, as I was not in a position to accept it. 

My plea. is, I believe, founded in true equity and natural justice, and I believe that the plaintiff Ashdown and the 
plaintiffs, who are auctioneers, have in their hands property of mine more than sufficient to pay the six hundred and eighty 
pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence ; and I submit that, as auctioneers, it was their duty upon having the deeds lodged 
with them to have sold, or at all events to have attempted to sell, or have told me that they would not sell. 

I deny that I am making away with my property for the purpose of avoiding the payment of the bill of exchange 
now sued for, or that I have any intention to place my property in such a position as that the plaintiff shall not be able to 
touch it under any execution; and I say that if the plaintiffs will, through a public sale, realise upon the property in their 
hands, I will at once pay the balance if any. 

Plaintiff Ashdown and I originally agreed to go into the building speculation at the Commercial Chambers, New 
Pitl.street, on joint account, and in the same way as with Rosherville, except that Mr. Smart was to have an interest ; but 
after I had commenced, plaintiff Ashdown declined to do so, and the building was proceeded with under the arrangements before 
detailed, and paid for up to the fifteenth of July or thereabouts, out of the moneys mentioned in paragraph 8. 
Sworn by the deponent, on the day first above-mentioned, 	 JOHN GARSED. 

at Sydney, aforesaid, before me— 
EDWIr DAINtiEr, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 

 
No. 317, A.D. 1858. Supreme Court (Chambers). Dean and another v. Gassed. Summons. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 
Between William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

LET the defendant, his attorney or agent, attend before the Judge sitting in Chambers, at the Supreme Court House, King-
street, Sydney, on Wednesday next, the third day of March instant, at the rising of the Court, to show cause why the plea 
filed herein should not be struck out, with leave to the plaintiffs to sign judgment as for want of a plea, on the grounds that 
the said plea is so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, and delay the fair trial of the action, and that the said plea is u-holly false 
and on the further grounds stated and disclosed in the joint aflidavit of Archibald Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, 
sworn and flied in support of this application, and a true copy whereof is served herewith. 

Dated this second day of March, A.D. 1858. 	 For the Prothonotary, 
A. P. MACICECHNIE, 

3rd Clerk, Supreme Court. 

 
Gnrsed at,. Dean and another. Order. Filed 4 March, A.D. 1858.—A.P.M. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 
William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, plaintiffs, and John Garsed, defendant. 

WEDNEsDAY, the third day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. Upon reading the 
Judge's summons to take defendant's plea off the file herein, and upon hearing counsel for the plaintifle and for the 
defendant, I order that the said Judge's summons be dismissed, 	 I. N. DICKINSON. 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales (Chambers). 
In the matter of Randolph John Want—em parts John Garsed. Summons. 

LET Randolph John Want, his attorney or agent, attend before the Judge sitting in Chambers, at the Supreme Court House 
of New South Wales, in King-street, Sydney, on Friday next, the 24th day of Cetober instant, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, 
to show cause why he should not deliver up certain accounts, papers, documents, and vouchers submitted in evidence before 
His Honor Sir John Nodes Dickinson, in a certain eaose wherein W. Dean and A. Ashdown wereplaiatifth, and John Gersed 
was defendant, and which said papers, writings, vouchers, and accounts were submitted to the Court by the counsel of the 
defendant in the said rouse, also a certain agreement dated August 11th, 1857, also a certain deed dated March iStis, 1857, and 
made between the plaintiff A. Ashdown and the defendant John Garsed, and why the said Judge should not mnke sssch 

further 
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further or other order as he may think fit on the grounds appearing in the affidavit of John Garsed sworn and filed this 
day in support of this motion. 

Dated this 21st day of October, A.D. 1862. 	 For the Prothonol:ary, 
A. P. MACKECHNIE, 

2nd Clerk of the Supreme Court. 

Take notice that the affidavit of John Garsed sworn and filed herein, and all other papers, writings, accounts, and 
vouchers, and the affidavit of Ashdown and Pritchard, and all otheratildavits, will be read and used in support of this application. 

Filed 21st Oct., 1862.-0.J.C. 

Oct. 28th, 1862. ('or. Milford, J. Stand over till next Priday. Copy of affidavit to be served—Ri!. 	Garsed in person 

B?. 
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. In Chambers. 

In the matter of Randolph John Want, cx par/c John Garsed. Affidavit of John Garsed. Filed 21st Oct., 1862.—O.J.C. 
Ox this twenty-first day of Octo ber, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, John Garsed, of Edgecliff Road, near Sydney, 
in the Colony of New South Wales, gentleman, being duly sworn, maketli oath and saith as follows 

On the ninth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, a certain action was commenced in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales on a bill of exchange for six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and tlaiee.penee, 
in which said action one William Dean and one Archibald Aslidown were the plaintiffs, and I, John Gnrsed was the defendant. 

I took the opinion of counsel and defended the action on equitable grounds, that is to say, the plea filed to the deelara. 
tion of the said plaintiffs amounted to a plea of want of consideration on the part of William Dean and Company. 

.3. An application was mode to take the said plea off the tile, on the grounds disclosed in the joint affidavit of Archibald 
Ashdown and one Charles Pearson Pritchard, clerk and bookkeeper in the employ of Ashdown and Gamed, sworn and filed 
in the Supreme Court, on the second day of March, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 

The above application came on to be heard before Mr. Justice Dickinson, the Judge sitting in Chambers, on the third 
day of March, one thousand eight hundred and filly-eight, when the said application was djmissed and before the said cause 
came on to be heard, the said Archibald Ashdown lodged-an information against me on n charge of perjury, when the Bench 
declined to recognize the case at that time, and the same was dismissed. 

Afterwards, on the twenty-second day of April, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, the said action on the 
said bill of exchange came on to be tried in due fonn of law in the Supreme Court aforesaid, before His Honor Mr. Justice 
Dickinson and a Jury of four, and was continued to the twenty-third and twenty-fourth days of the rind month, of April, and 
was adjourned to the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth days of the following month of May, on which last-mentioned 
day the Jury retired for about three hours to consider their verdict, and on their return in open Court, the foreman, Mr. T. M. 
stokes, returned a verdict for plaintiffs, damages six hundred and ninety-six pounds two shillings and sixpenee they also 
added a rider to their verdict expressing their opinion that this bihi had been given in settlement of the aceonnt,s with the firm. 
This finding amounted to a declaration of their belief of the said Archibald Ashdown's version that is to sin', that the said 
Charles Pearson Pritchard did deliver to me, on tho twenty-fourth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
seven, in the presence of Archibald Ashdown, a red ink memorandum in his (l-'ritehard's) handwriting, show-iug the settlement 
between myself and Ashdown on the thirtieth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. 

At an early stage in the said action His Honor Mr. Justice Dickinson endeavoured to bring about a reference to 
arbitration. These efforts were, however, unsuccessful—the plaintiff's counsel would not consent to a reference, and it was 
found that His Honor had unfortunately no power to compel a reference in a case of this description; but in summing up, His 
Honor expressed his opinion that a case of this nature was one which did not come legitimately within the province of a 
Judge and Jury to decide, and that in England a reference to arbitration would, nader similar circumstances, have been at 
once assented to when recommended by the Judge. 

My counsel certified for anew trial. 
I received from Charles Pearson Pritchard a red ink memorandum in his  (Pritchard's) handwriting, relating to certain 

bills of exchange payable to W. Dean & Co., E. J. Want, and others, which said bill of exchange was not included in 
Ashdown's list of liabilities mentioned with agreements signed "A. Ashdown." The said red ink memorandum was fuuad 
subsequent to the said action, and now, I believe, deposited in the Crown Solicitor's office, and I verily believe if that memo-
randum had been produoed at the trial the verdict would have been in my favour. 

0. I never received from Pritchard, as stated at the trial, in the presence of Ashdown, in his office, a red ink memo-
randum in the handwriting of the said Pritchard, showing the settlement of transactions between myself and Asl,down. 

The settlement was made by an agreement., dated thirtieth September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, 
signed A. Ashdown, witness, B. J. Want, solicitor. At the end of the said agreement are the following words, in the hand-
writing of B. J. Want —"The above agreement is in full satisfaction anddisehargo of all previous agreements or undertakings 
relative to the sale or purchase of the above properties between the above parties. September 30111, 1857.—A. Aanuows." 

On the seventeenth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, Randolph John Want, on his oath, 
states —"A bill was given for the balance by Garsed to Ashdown at a short date, payment of which was to be secured by the 
depositing of the deeds. I can't tell whether I prepared the agreement dated thirtieth September, one thousand eight hun-
drod and fifty-seven. I am the attesting witness to the agreement ; it contains nothing false that I know of. Sworn before 
D. Forbes J.P." 

Andrew Maokeehaie, on his oath, states —I am one of the clerks of the Supreme Court:. I have not got an affidavit 
sworn before Mr. l'ewnall on or about the second March, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, by Pritchard and 
Ashdown ; I am not aware that any such affidavit was ever filed ; if it had been filed, it would have been in the hands of the 
I'rothonotnry, and then in my custody. There would be no record kept of any such affidavit having been filed; I kaow 
nothing about the affidavit." 

Pritchard stated at the trial, he entered the bill of exchange, £680 15s. 3d., mentioned in the said joint affidavit of 
Ashdown and Pritchard, in his account books, payable to Ashdown—Ashdown individually. After the tlurt ielli September, 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, be  had ceased to be acting for Garsed ; lao was thea in the employ of Archibald 
Ashdown, and received his salary from Archibald Ashidown, at the rate of £500 a year, for nine months, from the first of April, 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. Pritchard's account books in evidence, dead dated eighteenth March, one thou-
sand eight hundred and fifty-seven, in evidence ; on reading, H is Honor Mr. Justice Dickinson ruled partnership transactions 
between Asladown and myself proved; and that W. Dean & Co. are bound by the account books kept by Pritchard at W. 
Dean & Co.'s office. 

14, The account books kept by Pritchard are, I believe, in the possesaion of Mr. J. P. Mackenzie, Official Assignee. 
Archibald Ashdown stated at the trial,—'' There was an arrangement that his 'lame should not have appeared at 

all.'' TIme agreement dated thirtieth September, one thousand eight lnindred and fifty-seven, meant him. lIe kept his private 
accounts in firm books (meaning W. Dean & Co.'s account books). Tlsere is no entry of £2,000 in firm books. Them-c u-as no 
account kept showing hon the balance was to be struck between us (lneaaing Ashdown and myself). Our books (luemuilmg W 
Dean & Co.'s books) will not show Garsed's dabt to W. Dean & Co. in September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. 
Our books at that time showed a balosmee of £754 iSs,, and overdue bill for £329 3s. 6d., and £150 and £250, making £400, the 
payment provided for in the fifteenth July, one Ilmousand eight hundred and fifty-seven agreement; £9,830 15g. 3d. includes 
the £2,000. Garsed's bill of exchange for £1,900, due eleventh August. one t:lmousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, was 
dishonored. My cheque for £1,900 was not drawn until twelfth, might have been thirteentla. I dated it eleventh August, 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. I did not get the two hills, £1,300 each, discounted laimtil the twelfth. I received 

ach, to retire. £1,900 and £700 (due eleventh and fourteenth August, one thousand eightfrom Garsed two notes £1,300 e 

hundred and fifty-seven). I had something to do with Chippendale (meaning seven cottages) ; so had Garsed. I was at. one 
time entitled to half-share," The above form my counsel's notes of evidence, and my attorney's notes of evidence, in their 
handwriting. delivered to me in February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine, and v-ill berend in support of this  mmaotiomm. 

I have read the two infermations "on charges of perjury," lodged against me by the said Archibald Ashduwn, at 
the Central Police Office, Sydney, and more particularly the one lodged on the ninth December, one thousand eight hundred 

and 
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and fifty-eight. Ashdown says—" On the second day of March, in the year aforesaid, the said William Dean and Arelsibald 
Ashdown took out of the said Supreme Court a summons calling upon the said John Garsed to show cause, on the third day of 
the said snonth of March, why the said pica filed therein should not be struck out, with leave to the plaintiffs to sign judgment 
as for want of plea, on the grounds that the said plea was so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, and delay the fair trial of the 
said action, and that. the said plea was wholly false, and on the further grounds stated and disclosed in the joint afhidavit of 
the said Archibald Ashdown and one Charles Pearson Pritchard, sworn in support of the said application." 

I have read the joint affidavit of Pritchard and Ashdown, filed in the said eanse, ond particularly parts of the 
paragraphs numbered three, eleven, and fourteen. The two first said paragraphs say 	The settlement of the transacti5n 
between Archibald Ashdown and John Gorsed was carried into effect by all agreement, a copy of wInch is annexed to this 
affidavit, marked A, meaning the said agreement dated thirtieth September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. The 
said last paragraph says —"The bill of exchange for the sum of six hundred and eighty pousads fiftcen slntlisigs and three-
pence was the balance found to be due on the accounts between Archibald Ashdown and John Garsed," and I say so much of 
the said paragraphs are true. 

1 have read the paragraphs numbered one and tea of the said joint affidavit, and I say the same as totally untrue. 
Parts of five and six paragraphs of the said joint affidavit say —" The title-deeds of some property of the said John 

Garsed were handed as a collateral security for due payment of the said sum of £680 Its, 3d., but the said Dean & Co. never had 
any power of sale on the said property. The title-deeds of the said Rosherville estate have been in my hands since the month 
of April but or thereabouts as the joint owner of the slime with John Garsed." I say so much of the said paragraphs are true. 

My counsel exhibited to the Court and Jury in the said action a number of documents, accounts, also Pritchard's 
journal and ledger. I believe not one of my said documents and accounts was in evidence at my trial before His Honor the 
Chief Justice, in October, one thousand eight hundred and fiftynine. 

I will produce, in the handwriting of Mr. Robert Hamilton Sempill, his letter dated ' Sydney, January 25th, 1861." 
Mr. Sempill says the documents relating to the civil action—Dean and another v. Garsed. I must imiformn you that I took 
particular care of the documents put in evidence. I believe that I have vouchers to show that I disposed of all those docu-
ments that cnuno to my hands in that action to the places nppoinkd for their custody by law, with the exception of one book 
produced from the office of Dean & Company, to whom I returned it because their daily business could not have gone on 
without it. 

"Supreme Court, Sydney, January 3rd, 1861. 
John Garsed. 

"I am directed by the Acting Chief Justice to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 29111 December, 1860. 
his Honor fua'tlaer directs me to state that he has made all due inquiries regarding the documents to which you allude, but 
has not been able to lens-n their whereabouts. 	 SEDOWICK S. COWPER." 

In my letter addressed to the Acting Chief Justice, dated 29th December, 1862, I say —" Feeling the grentest 
anxiety about my exhibits, 1 hope your Honor u-ill be pleased to send me word if the above documents are returned to their 
proper places of deposit (aneaning the following documents in evidence, August, 1859, viz. —Casacdiled conveyance, Garsed to 
.Lfutchinsoma; Newtown allotments; copy of affidavit, Ashdown and Pritchard, signed Want; a book made U]) by Mr. 
Humphery, accountant, from jounaal kept by Mr. Pritchard at Dean & Co.'s office; copy of correspondence between the 
hfossorable J. Montefiorc and myself respecting machinery at Rosherville) ; also if my exhibits in evidence at my trial before 
your Honor in April and May, 1853—Dean used Ashdown ii. Garsed—are still records of the Supreme Court; and will your 
Honor be pleased to inform me the ausnber and purport of each." 

I will produce a letter, dated from Supreme Court Office, Sydney, 14th March, 1861, signed S. Raymond, 
Protltonotary. 

I wilt produce a letter dated from Lyons Terrace, 5th April, 1861, signed Cecil B. Stephen, and the statement 
referred to in the said letter. 

J will produce certain papers published in Sydney, more particularly the Empire, dated 12th October, 1859, and 
Sydney Morning ITerald, dated 12th October, 1859. 

27, I will produce all my exhibits I received from Mr. Andrew Mackechnie, Clerk of the Supreme Court, since my 
release from confinement. 

On or about the tenth Juno, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, I had entered into a joint building speeu-
lation, in writing, with the said William Dean, but the said Ashdown prevented the said building speculation being carried out, 
by stating to me that his partner William Dean had no money except is, the business, and he (Ashdown) would not allow his 

Vtsacr to draw money out of the business for speculation, and that the property about to be built upon belonged to the said 
lliasn Dean's wife. The said writing drawn up by the said William Dean is I believe deposited in the Crown Solicator'soffiec. 

Ashdown not being able to retire at maturity n certain bill of exchange for nineteen hundred pounds, due eleventh 
of August, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, the said Ashdown asked me to give luau two fresh bills of exchange or 
promissory notes for thirteen hundred pounds each, for discount, to place laim in funds to enable him to retire the said bill of 
exchange, a promissory note, and also one due for seven hundred pounds on the fourteenth of the said month; but in conse-
quence of the private conversation I had with him respeetissg his partner William Dean, I refused to give the said Ashdown 
the said fresh bills or notes unless lae signed a fresh agreement in substance "that all my deeds and writings relating to the 
lands and properties respectively," whiela said lands and properties are mentioned in a. certain agreement dated fifteentla of 
July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, signed A. Ashdown and John Garsed, shall remain in the hands of any 
solicitor, H. 3. Want, Ashdown being at liberty to sell the said lands and properties, or any of them, upon paying the proceeds 
of such sale respectively, or handisag over the bills of exchange or notes mentioned in the said July agreement, or so many 
thereof as shall be equivalent in value to the proceeds of such sales, unto myself, the real vnlue or cost of the said lands and 
properties to be mentioned in the agreement, the total amount., eight thousand eight hundred pounds, also the balance 
of Asladown's liabilities to the firm of W. Dean & Co., "after payanent of the said two bills of exchange or notes for saineteen 
hundred and seven lsnsidrod pounds" to be mentioned in the agreement, the total amount four thousand eight hundred and 
five pounds sixteen shillissgs and ten-pence or thereabouts. 

80. Ashdown agreed to sign a fresh agreement in terms before mentioned. On the eleventh of August, in the year afore-
said, I called on my solicitor, Mr. B. J. Want, to have an agreement made out between Asbdown and sell as the basis of the 
said agreement; left the said agreement, dated fifteenth of July, in the year aforesoid (signed A. Ashdown and John Garsed), 
and a memorandum is, the handwriting of the said C. P. Pritchard, with my said solicitor, B. J. Want; my solicitor stated the 
contract between Ashdown and self correctly, in the original draft agreement drawn up on the eleventh of August in the year 
aforesaid. Ashdown approved of the original draft.; no alteration was to be made in figures, but with my consent the following 
words to be left that, " Provided sseverthelcss that the lands and properties so sold shall be sold for their respective value or 
thereabouts." I then accepted two fresh bills or notes for thirteen hundred pounds each in favour of W. Dean & Co., and 
requested Pritchard to see that Ashdown signed the agreement. 

21. The sums mentioned in the said draft agreemcnt—Bexley, 1,040 acres, more or less, at £5 per acre, £5,200—I had 
previously sold several small farms, a part of the said Bexley estate, at fifteen pounds per ncre; and to the best of my belief 
not 1 acre had been sold by me for less than fifteen pounds per acre. lAnd, Canterbury Road, near Peterslrnm Station, £ttOO—
I had previously lent upon this property eight hundred pounds, and a large sum was due for interest. Four Isonses, Cooper-
street, Globe, X1,200-1 believe I purchased this property for twelve hundred pounds. Layers's mortgage, £600—Ilent upon 
this property six hundred pounds. Eggleton's snortgage, £900—I lent upon this property nine hundred pounds. 

Some time about the begimaaussg of Septesasbur, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, P. A. Thompson, 
solicitor, informed me that Mr. Want, my attorney, had left out the value of my properties in figures in the said agreement 
signed Ashdown. 

I called on Mr. R. J. Want to see the agreement I had signed, and the draft was given to me by one of Mr. Want's 
clerks. I believe the draft or copy of the draft is deposited in the Crown Solicitor's Office; the original was among my 
private papers, July the 3rd, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, or in possession of my attorney. On seeing the 
agreement signed 1 instantly instnaeted Mr. Want to restrain Ashdown from selling any of my said properties, and to procure 
an alteration of the said agreement, but Mr. Want refused, stating he was then acting for Mr. Ashdown, and told me to 
employ some other solicitor. 

1 called upon Ashdown to raconvey my properties; this ise refused to do, ssniess I gave him the two thousand pounds 
in excess of his liabilities mentioned in the said July agreement. At first I refused to give Ashdown two thousand pounds, 
and consulted P. A. Thompson, solicitor ; after several meetissgs, and against the advioe of my solicitor, P. A. Thompson, I 
agreed to give Aslsduwn a bonus of two thousand pounds, 	 34. 
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I paid B. J. Want balance of mortgage, Globe, mentioned in said July agreement, and by correcting the first 
item of Asl,down's liabilities, £730—correct amount, £754 lBs., it left it balance of £7,830 1.5s. 3d., and, by adding to that 
amount a bonus of two thousand pounds will give the exact amount mentioned in the said agreement, dated thirtieth of 
September in the year aforesaid, signed A. Ashdown, witness—B. J. Want, viz., the sum of £9,830 155. 3d. 

I paid the said sum of nine thousand eight hundred and thirty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence, in terms 
of the said agreement, that is to say: first paragraph—sterling money, £5,650; second paragraph—land as a cash payment 
of £900 ; third paragraph—transfer to Eggletan, mortgage as a cash payment of £900; fourth paragraph—transfer 
of Letters's mortgage as a cash payment of £600; the sum of £1780 15s. 3d., residue of the said purchase money 
or sum of £9,830 iSs. 3d., in the .following manner, namely —Sir hundred pounds part thereef shall be secured by a 
mortgage for the sum of one thousand one hundred pounds upon 'Russell's Arms," Ashdown eovenanting with me to 
pay off five hundred pounds charged thereon, with all interest to aee,-ue due thereon from the date of the said mortgage; 
the sum of five hundred pounds secured by a mortgage upon the Neu-tuwn Foundry-, and the sum of six hundred and eighty 
pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence shall be secured by a promissory nute and a memorandum and deposit by way of 
equitable mortgage of deeds and documents relating to land of mine, 

J have been informed and verily believe that the agreement of the eleveuth of Aurust, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-seven, made between Archibald Ashdown of the one part, and John Gnrsed 	the other part, is not a 
legal document, and that the said Archibald Ashdown can give no title to any of the properties mentioned in the said agree-
ments dated the eleventh of August and thirtieth of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. 

Mr. Want in his evidence says—" He believed the properties mentioned in the said July agreement., signed A. 
Ashdown and John Garsed, did cost me the sum mentioned in the said agreement, that is to say, fourteen thousand eight 
hundred pounds, and that he first acted for Ashdown on the fourteenth of August., one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
seven." (The above copied from my notes of evidence.) 

I have read the evidence of Ashdown, sworn at the Police Office, Sydney, on the seventeenth and twentieth of 
December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, before D. Forbes, Esq., Jr., more particularly that part of Ashdown's 
-evidence in which be says—" I engaged Pritchard to look after the accounts between Garsed and self. The books kept by 
Pritchard were kept by him in the building occupied by W. Dean & Co. The alteration from £730 to £754 18s. Od. was 
made in the agreement of the thirtieth of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven in the correction of the 
tecounts of the 15th July, 1857; the alteration was made in the accounts as soon as the error was discovered. The bills for 
nineteen hundred pounds and seven hundred pounds were retired by fresh bills given by Garsed. Those bills under that 
.agreementof the 15th July, 1857, becamealmbilit.y of my own. Two of the notes renewed by Garsedweregiven to Dean &Co., 
Si between Garsed and self; I only was liable, not Dean & Co. The bills making up the seven thousand eight hundred and 
thirty pounds fifteen shillings and three-pence are all paid. If under all my said agrecmenls with Garsed I had been a loser, 
Dean & Co. would not have participated in the loss. I never took from Garsed yet; any bills in my own name except two for 
fifty pounds each on account of Pritchard's sale,y?' And I say so much of the said evidence is true. 

Ashdown in his evidence says in substence,—" He purchased the Upper Garden, Glebe, with the improvements 
4hcreon, and also one-third part of my properties after the payment of the ineumbrances, for the sum of two thousand eight 
hundred pounds." And says,—" I paid all notes at maturity between the fifteenth of July and thirtieth September, one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven. There was not a fresh agreement between Garsed and self on the eleventh August 
(meaning eleventh August one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven), but a letter passed. About the tw-enty-third or 
twenty-fourth September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, Garsed received the account like that marked 'N.' It 
was in red ink." I say the said evidence is not true. 

Copy in the handwriting of Archibald Ashdown, marked Dean & another v. Gnrsed.—D's., Ex., 22/4/58, R.S. (Read.) 
"Mortgage to Want on the entire Glebe property for four thousand two hundred and fifty pounds at five per cent, for 

two years. 
"A.A. (meaning Archibald Ashdown) purchased a portion of the above property for two thousand eight hundred 

,pounds, -a-bids was duly conveyed and released by Want. 
"A.A. (meaning Archibald Ashdown) then borrowed and secured by mortgage on his portion three thousand pounds, 

which three thousand pounds with a cheque for two hundred pounds, in all three thousand two hundred pounds, was paid to 
Mr. Want in part liquidation of the mortgage for four thousand two hundred and fifty pounds, leaving the sum of one thou' - 
sand and fifty pounds with accrued interest remaining due upon the balance of the property, viz., "Oak and Willow Lodge." 

'Copy in the handwriting of Archibald Ashdown, dated October 3rd, 1857 (both received same date), marked Dean & another 
r. Garsed.—fl's., Rx, 22/4/58, R.S. 

"Interest on purchase at Glebo from second April to first June, say on two thousand eight hundred pounds at five 

	

pounds per cent., twenty.three pounds, sir shillings, and eight-pence. 	 A. ASJIDOWN." 

Copy received from Crown Solicitor's Office. 

keg. v. John Garsed, 5/10/59, E.L. 

Endorsed "Pritchard's red ink account or memorandum." 
Particulars of settlement of account with John Garsed, in terms of agreement dated 30th September, 1857 

To John Garsed, liabilities to W. Dean & Co., consisting of- 

1857 £ s.d £ 	S.d. 
July 14. 	To balance of account rendered 754 18 0 cash 	................................................... 5,650 	0 	0 

11 	To acceptance due this date 329 3 6 Glebe acet. 
10/24 	To cash per el'eques these dates 400 0 0 Egglinton's mortgage 	.............................. 900 	0 	0 

Following acceptanoes— Advance nect. 
Due 14 August 	.. ..................................... 500 0 0 Lovers's 	do. 	........ 	..................... 600 0 0 

15 September .................................... 146 13 0 Do. 
15 	October 	....................................... 1,300 0 0 J. Garsed's acceptance due, 6th February, 1853 680 15 	$ 

2 November 	.................................... 2,500 0 0 - 
11 	November 	.................................... 600 0 0 £7,830 15 	3 
15 November 	.................................... 1,300 0 0 Settled and paid in sums following:— 

Conveyance, landatPet.ersham 	900 	0 	0 
£7,830 15 3 Morlgage, "Russell's Arias" 	600 	0 	0 

To J. Garsed liabilities to A. Ashdown ......... 2,000 0 0 Newtowa Foundry ..................500 	0 	0 
£2,000 0 0 

£9,830 15 3 
Marks, Glebe account, advance aeeount,do, are written with a pencil on the original "N." deposited in the Crown 

Solicitors ofilce. Archibald Ashdown kept five distinct accounts in my name in W. Dean & Co.'s account books, viz., 
Garsed's advance account, Garsed's Glebe account, Garsed's open advance account. The above three accounts are Ashdown's 
pritate accounts. The bill of exchange for £2,500, due November second, one thousand eight hundred and uifty-sovcn, anna-
tioned in N, is in my possession. 1 retired the said bill by my own cheque, now in possession of the English, Scottish, and 
Australian Chartered Bank. Ashdown paid the firm of W. Dean S Co. the said two thousand five  hundred pounds in manner 
following —Mortgage "Russell's Arms," £1,100; lEgglinton's mortgage, £900; mortgage Newtown Foundry, £500. Copied 
from my notes, afterwards examined at W. Dean S Co.'s office, balance of accounts kept by Ashdown in my name in W. 
Dean & Co.'s account books, 15th July, 187. 

- £ 	s.d. 
Advsnee amount ............................................................... 1,323 12 4 
Open advance account 	...................................................... 2,500 	0 0 
Glebe account .................................................................. 1,600 	0 0 
Special account 	............................................................... 500 	0 0 
General account ............................................................... 40 	6 8 	Ashdown's 
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Ashdown's evidence all cheques he paid me on his private account, with the exception of one for a small amount he 
signed W. Dean & Co. 

Mr. Daintrey, solicitor, evidence. H.esay,—"Tn the month of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, 
Garsed and Ashdown caine to my oflice together I think Garsed asked Ashdown if he had sold Itosherville or Onion's Point; 
I believe it was Ashdown said it was a bad time to sell, because of the etcet.ions. I havehad transactions withPritchard, which 
Ashdown afterwards acknowledged. Pritchard told me of it long negotiation which had been guing on between Ashdown and 
Garsed, and said that Garsed hadgiven, or had at last given or was to give Ashdown a- bonus of £2,000. I prepared the 
deeds, and they acre executed by Garsed on his own behalf contracting between himself and Ashdown. I afterwards sent 
the deeds to Ashdown. That both Ashdown and Garsed acknowledged in effect that Pritchard was their agent. I understood 
that Ashdown took all the securities in deeds or cash—I am sure Pritchard toftl me he did." 

Mr. F. M. Stokes' evidence. Be says—" I was one of the jurymen ; lam at present in Mr. Dean's employment. I 
have knont Mr. Dean for many years; I went into Mr. Dean's employ when Mr. Ashdown left the finn." 

Mr. Joseph Carroll, Dean & Co.'s principal bookkeeper, published a letter in the Empire before my trial at Darling-
hurst was terminated, in -which said letter Mr. Carroll says W. Dean & Co.'s account books will not show the said red ink 
account marked N. 

The ninth paragraph of the said joint affidavit says—" I, Charles Pearsoa Pritchard, for myself, say, I have been 
fully acquainted with the whole of the transactions between the said Jelin Garped and the said Archibald A,hdown, and have 
been employed by the said John Garsed and the said Arelubald Asl,down," and I my the said statement is true. 

The eighth paragraph of the said joint affidavit the said Ashdown says—" I believe that the said defendant is making 
away with his property, for the purpose of avoiding the payment of this bill of exchange (meaning the said bill £650 15s. 3d.) 

I my any interest in Bosliervillo Rouse andgrounds, and my other lands mentioned in the said joint affidavit were, 
on the thirtieth of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, of greater value than the amount of the said bill 
of exchange for £680 us. 3d. 

Copy in the handwriting of Piddock Arthur Thompson, my solicitor—

Marked Beg. is. Garsed, examined 6th Septembe; 1859. ItS. 

Fort-street, subject to mortgage of £1,200 ..... .................. -.. ......... 
Willow Lodge) 

and 	subject to mortgage of £3,500 .................................... 4,700 0 0 

fSo,newrdY 
To be conveyed to Mrs. Garsed's truatoe. 
Eq. of redn. of Bexley, subject to mortgage of Terry of .................... .... 2,000 0 0 
Thackwattle and Chambers3  subject to mortgage to Clark Irving...............4,000 0 0 
Chippendale Cottages, subject to mortgage to Provident Trust Company 	700 0 0 
Canoperdowu Bligli Terrace properties free from ineumbraaces. 
Conveyance showmg no trust. 
Not to be registered. 
Trust deed to realize and apply. 

Proceeds in discharging the £4,700 and after payment of the same to account to Mr. Garsed for one-half of the profit. 
In May, 1858, it was the opinion of P. A. Thompson, my solicitor, Willow Lodge and Oak Lodge did not belong to 

Mrs. Gamed; the equity of this property was sold to Mr. Terry; lie offered Mrs. Cursed an annuity fo r life of ninety pounds a 
year, or the sum of fifteen hundred pounds. ll he annuity was refused, on the ground if Mrs. Garsed was entitled to the 
annuity she was legally entitled to the property; and the fifteen hundred pounds was paid to Mr. Terii  in reduction of other 
mortgage debts, viz., Bexley Estate and one hundred and flfty-seyen allotments of land situate at Camperdosvn ; on this 
property is built the "Alma Ian." 

I positively deny the charge of making away with any portion of my property; and it was my wish to have the said 
trust deed registered. I am prepared to produce other memorandums in the handwritiag of P. A. Thompson, my solicitor, to 
the same effect as before. 

My said equitable plea says that, before the commencement of this suit, I and Ashdown were in partnership 
together in various transactions (proved by Ashdown's evidence and deed of trust) in settlement of thoss transactions, except 
Rosherville ; 1 gave Ashdown a bonus of two thousand pounds (bonus proved by agreements and Mr. Daintrey's evidence) the 
bill of six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and three.pence was, at the request of Ashdown, drawn in favour of 
W. Dean & Co. (Ashdown's evidence proves the said two thirteen hundred pound bills was, at Ashdown's request, drawn in 
favonr of W. Dean & Co., and that he signed his private cheques, paid me, W. Dean & Co.) To secure the payment of the 
said bill, I handed certain title-deeds of lands belonging to me (Ashdown and Pritchard's joint affidavit says W. Dean & Co. 
never had any power of sale in the said property). The bill of exchange six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and 
three-pence was the balance due on the accounts between Ashdown and myself. I requested Ashdown to sell my iaterest in 
Resherville and apply the proceeds in or towards liquidation of the said six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings and 
three-pence (Mr. Daintrey's evidence proves conversation between Ashdown and myself about sale of Rosherville, in the month 
of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven). I aver it was the duty of plaintiffs to sell Rosherville and the 
other lands which on the third of October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven were, and still are of greater value than 
the amount of the said bill; and that until having exhausted the securities, they were not entitled to proceed against me for 
the said amount. 

The three said agreements signed Ashdown, dated in July, August, and September, one thousand eight hundred 
and fiftyseven, confirm the truth of my equitable plea; also the said joint affidavit; Pritchard's account books, and W. 
Dean & Co.'s account books; also Ashdown and Pritchard's evidence; also memorandum in my possession in the handwriting 
of Ashdown and Pritchard, but which last was not in evidence atmy trial at Darlinghurst. 

The information sworn by Ashdown, at the Police Office, in December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, 
contains some hundreds of words and figures in the said information. The perjury is "signed on my equitable plea, my 
affidavit in reply to the said joint affidavit., and my evidence in the civil action. 

The information filed 1st August, one thousand eight hundred and fifty.nine, only discloses the following words:— 
"I gave Ashdown a bonus of two thousand pounds or thereabouts, of which the six hundred and eighty pounds fifteen shillings 
and three-pence, the amount of the bill of exchange now sued upon, forms part." 	 - 

58. 1 have frequently naIled at Mr. Want's office about the said records, printings, accounts, writings, bills, deeds, and 
agreements, and other papers relating to the several matters referred to in my affidavit. Mr. Want informed me he could not 
find them, and that he had not seen them since his return from England. 

Affidavits sworn respectively by hugh Dixson, on the twenty-third of May, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
eight, and Archibald Ashdown, on the twenteighth of the same month, were filed in the said cause, and in consequence- - 
thereof I was called upon to find further security to meet the necessary expenses of a new trial, such said security to be given 
to the satisfaction of plaintiff Ashdown's solicitor, the late Mr. George Want. 

I offered the deeds of Bexley Rouse and grounds to meet the necessary expenses of a new trial, which offer was 
refused, and all other securities offered were also ref used. 

To protect my properties—to stay actions for what I believed and still believe to be fraudulent claims, and to 
have Ashdown's private accounts kept by him in my name in W. Dean & Co's, books examined in the Insolvent Court—I 
gave instructions to my attorney, P. A. Thompson, to prepare my schedule. 

My attorney, P. A. Thompson, informed me it was necessary to meet the regulations of the Iaaolveat Court that I 
should show a deficiency. 

68. I paid all bills of exchange or notes, with the exception of the said £690 15s. 3d., a-ad I believe two small bills I 
To my attorney; my attorney promisiug to deliver in detail his account for law charges I had previously paid my barrister's 

fees, with the exception of one which by forgetfulness was left unpaid. 
59. I borrowed from Mr. Clark Irving the sum of one hundred and sirly pounds upon my Commercial Chambers, Pitt- 

street, opposite the Exchange. 	
60. 
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I paid with the money I had borrowed from Mr. Clark Irving, the sum of eighty pounds due to that gentleman for 
interest, I paid the balance of one hundred pounds 1 promised Ashdown towards Pritchard's salary, and all other sums due for 
interest.. 

P. A. Thompson, my attorney, to meet the regulations of the Insolvent. Court, valued all my properties mortgaged, 
at the mortgage debts and interest only, but added a rider to my schedule—all claims I disputed the sums of each claim 'non-
tioned—all sums owisig to me but disputed—sums not to be mentioned in my schedule—and by undervaluing other assets I by 
this means showed a deficiency, All I possessed is mentioned in my schedule, my assignee received in writing the value of each 
of my properties and the true nature of each claim disputed. My schedule was filed on the 3rd July, 1858. 

02. Before filing my schedule, my attorney P. A. Thompson was fully aware that a certain mortgage deed purporting to 
be a mortgage over the "Alma Jnn" was cancelled, and that my assignee received the rent of the "Alma Inn" from the third 
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 

My attorney P. A. Thompson did in writing instruct W. B. Smart, convevaneer, not to register a certain trust deed 
and articles of agreement dated I believe fourth February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 

On the third day of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, W. B. Smart, eonveyancer, was in possession 
of three deeds belonging to my wife's trustee, dated I believe fourth February, one thousand eight hundred andfsfty.eight, lent 
in consequence of two of the said deeds not being registered. I received the said deeds from W B. Smart, and lent the said 
deeds to my assignee for his examination; the said deeds have not been returned, and. I believe the said deeds are now in the 
possession of my late attorney P. A. Thompson. 

Mr. Husband, solicitor, informed me he received written instructions to go with Mr. Shea and take possession of all 
my papers and documents, private as well as those referring to my estate, which they did on the evening of the 5th July, one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, searching every room. I followed my private papers Into the same night to Mr. Shea's 
residence. 

06. Copy of one of my private papers taken away from my private residence on the fifth July, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-eight. 
"Mr. John Gamed,-- 

"My dear sir, 	 Wynyard Square, 23 May, 1855. 
With reference to Mr. Waltoa's book-keeper's remarks touching you account with my late firm of Constable, 

Bushel & Co., I have no hesitation in assuring you that all transactions between us of payment of cash were always settled to a 
point at the time, and in no way can you be in debt to the firm for any amount or charges as alluded to, but this question now 
arisiag must be caused by some irregularity in the entries in our books. 

"Yours faithfully, 
"M. CONSTABLE." 

In consequence of my private papers being out of my possession, Mr. Constable proved in my estate a false debt of 
seven hundred pounds or thereabouts. 

At my first meeting in July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight., I disputed the following persons' claims, 
viz., W. Dean & Co., H. Dixson, C. H. Storey, W. Bradridge, and one Thos. Pellow. 

After my first meeting and before my second meeting, Thomas Pellow instructed Mr. W. P. Moffat, solicitor, to 
lodge an iaformation against me for disputing his account, Ashdown, C. H. Storey, W. J3radridge, and H. Dixson guaranteed 
Mr. Moffat his expenses, and the said Ashdown, C. H. Storey, W. Brudridge, and H. Dixson were Fellow's witnesses. 

1 appeared at the Police Court., Sydney, at the suit of the said Thomas Fellow; the said Thomas Pellow, after 
being in the witness-box about three hours,the case was dismissed without calling a single witness or my attorney P. A. 
Thompson to reply. 

Two days were set apart by His Honor the Chief Commissiosser to have W. Dean & Co.'s account books examined 
in the open Court (Judge's order, served for that purpose), but that examination never took place. 

On the twenty-third September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, my attorney, P. A. Thompson, M. 
Constable, and my assignee, filed a memorandum addressed to His Honor the Chief Commissioner, in substance that the said 
P. A. Thompson, M. Constable, and my assignee had examined the accounts kept by Ashdown in my name and found them 
correct. My attorney P. A. Thompson says " I am perfectly satisfied that Messrs. Dean & Co.'s books are correct.. I 
attended as a creditor upon the estate. (Signed) P. A. Tnoxrsoy." 

I am prepared to produce my attorney's, P. A. Thompson's, notes of Ashdown and Pritchard's evidence in his (P. 
A. Thompson's) handwriting. My attorssay, P. A. Thompson, informed me he never could understand book-keeping kept by 
double entry. 

74, After the said memorandum was filed, on the 23rd of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, 
certain accounts disputed by me and mentioned in my said schedule, filed July 3rd, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, 
was against my consent allowed to be proved. 

On the twenty-third of September, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, my first examination commenced, 
and was adjourned from time to time until the third day of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight; my 
attorney, P. A. Thompson, examined me about certain deeds dated on or about fourth February, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-eight; two of the said deeds not registered are the same deeds before mentioned. 

On the third of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and at the request of my official assignee, 
I filed an amended schedule. I say in my amended schedule the bill of exchange is not disputed as payable to Ashdown, but 
not payable to the firm of W. Dean & Co. 

A certain meeting took place at the office of my assignee on the eighteenth October, one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-eight, at which said meeting Marmaduke Constable was called upon by those present at the said meeting to preside. 
The other persons present were P. A. Thompson, H. Dixson, C-il. Storey, W. Bradridge, W. Dean & Co., by their agent, C. H. 
Storey. 

I have read twenty-two resolutions passed at the said meeting, eighteenth October, one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty-eight, and adjourned from time to time, which said resolutions were filed in my insolvency some time after the third 
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and more particularly the 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11 and 17. 

The second and third resolutions says that the creditors authorized the Official Assignee to file the bill in equity now 
handed over to the meeting, such bill being against Mrs. Garsed and Mr. Hutchinson, to set aside fraudulent deeds (meaning 
the before-mentioned deeds, dated on or about 4th February, 1858), and to institute such other proceedings as shall appear to 
be proper. That the furniture and effects which belong to the insolvent, except the bed, bedding and wearing apparel, be 
forthwith taken possession of by the Official Assignee and sold, in os-der to put the Official Assignee in funds to early on the 
suit in equity and other proceedings which the nets of the insolvent have rendered necessary. 

The fifth, sixth, and sevessth said resolutions say, " That the Official Assignee be authorized to seW Berley House and 
the town of Coventry privately, as he and any three of the creditors of the estate shall agree upon. That all the available 
property be forthwith put up for sale at public auction. That the oiler of Hugh Dixson of seven hundred and fifty pounds 
for the property at Cnmperdown (including the 'Alma Inn') be accepted, and that the sum of seven hundred and fifty 
pounds be applied in discharging seven hundred and fifty pounds of Mr. Terry's mortgage debt of two thousand pounds." 

The eleven and seventeen said resolutions say, "The eorrespossdessce between Mr. Terry, the Official Assignee, and 
their solicitors having been read, that the Assignee be directed to intimate to Mr. Terry in writing (as he has over and over 
again (lone verbally), that in pursuance of the 39th section of the 5th Victoria, No. 17, he has exercised the optiou to take an 
ssssignnseot of the securities held by Mr. Terry for the benefit of the creditors, on payment of the valoe estimated by Mr. 
Terry's proof out of the first assets of the insolvent's estate. That Mr. Samuel Henry Terry, a creditor in this estate, having 
denied on oath the exercise of right of olcetiou in necordauce with the 39th section of the losolvent Act, as sworn by Mr. 
Adam Wilson, Mr. P. A. Thompson, and M. Constable, and corroborated by tise affidavit of Mr. G. L. Wilson, it be 
suggested to the Official Assignee to hold no communication with Mr. Terry except in writing. 

After I was sent to prison, my forniture and other persons' property was taken possession of and sold, as I am 
informed, by public auction, in some hack street on the Riley Estate, 

I borrowed from Mr. Samuel Henry Terry upon the Camperdown estate, the "Alma Inn," as built upon the said 
property, £1,500, and in May, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I reduced the original mortgage on the said 
property by payment of seven hundred and fifty pounds. 

June the fourteenth, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, Richard Walton & Co. made an assignment. I 
was a creditor for six hundred and seventy pounds two shillings and eight-pence, and eight hundred pounds, lent on mortgage. 
Same date Marmaduke Constable made an assignment of his private estate; I was a creditor for eight hundred pounds, but on 
mortgage registered 465, book 64. 1 never received one shilling out of either estate. 	 85. 
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85. I believe William Ilollver, Esquire, is in possession of the said assignment deeds, and that the account books 
belonging to Ih e lid o tim, of Bicluird Wall on & Co. are tInt pro pci-i y  of thom id W 11am 11 eiiyer. 

80. I aul t-orl.;iiii if my late attorney PA. Thompson's in a-  charges had been delivered in detail, and taxed, his account 
dcliv end I 0ity To S gi i ci, wo, Id I, ste been fo itiid was for Inoi'i' I In ii tIe bal nice which woi i itt have been fo ti nd doe and if on 
the assumption tilt) di'oils inoniioiii-tl in the setoiid resol nt-ion before mentioned are fraudulent deeds, my attorney P. A. 
'I 'hoi 11150 n J be Ii t,ve inn 1 I in vu been it party to I lie Ira nd. on I I 'e gre mid that niv at! or, icy P.A. Thompson gave \Y_ R. Stuart,  
cnnvevmnt'cr, instructions in lvri I ing, and I have forwarded it copy of the said instructions to His Honor the Cinef Commissioner 
of 1 nsoIvont- .Estnt cx 

'l'hieri' are nuit nal debts between II. Di xson and ii uvseif, and I believe the bale nec is in my favour. 
Among nfl' pri vmtt 0 pn pent in possession of niv iai (' assignee are let! Cr5 in the 1 i andwriti ng of C. IL Storey. More-

over his account ii t'l ive -i'd I o iii.' liii e assignee is not it j tist ni-rot i it, and I am informed and believe that C. H. Storey is not tie 
agent of W. Dean S. Co., and I am also informed anti verily believe C. If. $toi-ev stated to a solicitor of this tin' it was lie.ees-
Far) to convict me. 

1 pind Witlitun Brndm'islgo the sum of eight; pounds weekly. Abotit eighteen months it his discharge Bmdridgo 
sent in an account for :0111 ni ission. I disputed the account it Cliii a on for trial, and It verdict was given against me for abe tit 
one thirdof his claim. On the third of July, one ti i onsand eight littlidred and fifty-eight, 1 believe Bradridge i.. Carted was 
do on for a ne a- trial to set aside the said one-third of liii claim. 

1 am not indebted to the firm of W. Dean & Co., and the said joint affidavit of Asliclown and Pritchard states that 
the bill is payable to A sltdown individually. 

My third examiumation was fixed for thirteenth December. one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. 
On the niorning of the ninth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I received three sum-

monses, each containing one or more counts, to appear at the Police Court to answer charges of fraudulent insolveney. 
On the eveinng of the ninth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I received a summons to 

appear at the Police Court, at; the suit of Ashdown, to answer charges of pci-jury the pel;jury is assigned on tu'o aflidavits in 
the said eause, and my evidence given at the said trial April and May, one thousand eight 	litindred and fifty-eight 

0-1'. 1 aminformed and believe C. P. Pritchard did, on this ninth December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, 
leave the Colony ;at the t hue he left he was insolvent. C. P. Pritchard's assignee was Mr. Adam Wilson. 

05. On it I W thnu-t cent It of December one thousand eight It undred and fifty-eight, I appeared at the Insolvent Court, to 
make all suffer of twenty shillings in the pound on all :1 tat; anti eq tntablo debts, and releaso my estate from sequestration. My 
assignec infornied Inc in iii e open Court it was an adjourned second meeting, and not; my tIn rd meeting-inothing done. The 
Cluef Commissioner informed me ha had iiotlnng to do u'it-li the criminal charges preferred agaiast me by Adam Wilson. 

On the sixt:eenth of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, I appeared at the Police Office to 
iii suer the said elatrge of perj 0 r. 

I believe it was the intention of the Police Magistrate to dismiss the ease, but at the close of the examination of 
wititesses I requested the Magistrate to have tIme books kept by Pritchard pu-oduced in Court, and the Magistrate for that pur-
pose adjottrned the Court for one hour, The Magistrate, out looking at the book and not finding an account entered showing 
two separate aeeottnts, viz,, the sun, of seven thousand eight hundred and tlnrty potuids fifteen slnllings and three-pence, and 
two thousand potmnd s, eonnnitted me to take my trial. 

38. 1 was eomnmnitted on every olierge bu-oitglit against sue for fraudulent insolvency. 
99.One of the said charges for delivering some bonm-ds after the third of July, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-

eight, my iissigni'e having previonsly received the money for tie same. 
One of the saitt ohm-get, a cross entry niatle by my clerk, iti December, 0110 thousand eight hundred and lifly! -seven, 

in Pritci nsrtt's books, with a hidanee in n-iy fusvo nr of fourteen thousand fottr hundred mind twenty-three pounds, fifteen shillings 
and three-pence. I received Pritchard's books from Ashdowm, Oil (lie tu-ent-y-seeond Deeemnber, and closed them on the thirty-
first Deeeinbei-, one t lionsand rig1 it hundred and fifty-seven. 

One of the said elnirges for mutilating I-lie before-mentioned deed pnrporlang to be o mortgage deed over the n  Alma 
Inn." 

One of the said charges for writing u-itli a pencil in a certain book to explain a certain entry to my assignee after 
the third  of 1 nlv, one thousand eight hundred and ii f(y-eigli t. 

One of the said i'huargrs for conveying, on the third of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, to 
Mr. Terry or his solicitor, wi tIm the knott-ledge of toy assignee, seven (lays trust I held in ninety-nine years leases, my assignee 
having prci iously conveyed t lie said seven days to the same parties. 

In April, one I hot,sand eight; hundred  and fifty-nine, I was am-minged before the Chief Justice on three charges,-
one for filing the before-inent ioned anion dod ached n Ic on the t luii-,t of Beeenmber, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, 
and fon n ci guilty oil the said croma - on try made in Prit-, -lmrd 's books, and not; guilty on the oIlier two charges. 

August;, one thousand eight hundred unti Aft y-niue, I was tried for mutilat iuig the saiti deed, and a verdict of not 
guilty was returned, and at that trial proved H1) innocence of the said ei'oss-ent ry. 
Su-orn by the deponent, on the day and year flu-st. above' 	 JOHN GARSED. 

mentioned, at Sydne. before time,- 	5 
FRANCIS C. AusTsiy, 

A Commissioner for Affidavits. 	 - 

B 8. 
Si i pie nsa Court- -Bn, ii a] cl mtnot.h-r v. Ci, rsed. 	Plaintiffs', H xlii bits (24). 

REoEn'ED from Court Lite ituderineatiouted oxhnbit of pin mt ills 
Equitable mtge. 	Garseil to Dean and Aslidown. 	Bitted 3rd Ott., '57. B. J. WANT, 

p. H. A. SCAEVELL. 
Received undermontioned exhibits, Atignst 2tid, 1858:- July it'll, '58. 

II August, '57, A shdow-u to Carsed-Agreenment. 
Septr., '57, Ashdowum to 	do. 	Fair Mt. agreement. 

F. A. SCARVELL. 
Received from the Protbonotory the following exlnbits in Dean r. Carted, viz. 

Bill at foil]' months, of W. Beltmm ,& Co., accepted by ,Tohn Garsed --------------- £700 
Bill ut, one anontli, 	 do, 	 do. 	-- ........ - ....... 1,900 
Choqtuo on 	Oriental 	Bank 	for--- ............................................................ 11 
I 'itrl i cmi In m's of plate- glttss in stock, at Globe. 
Letter fu-oin B. ,T. Want, to Mr. J'iigelon', 12/8/57, 
Receipt; of ,lohiui Gaited's for £250. 
Menio. of uigreement betiveen As)mdo aim and Carted. 	15 July, 1857. 
Five memoranda. 
Copy of acootmat. 	May, 30/57. 

Do. 	 Trial balance. 	'J'hiree memnos. 
S,n'nc-; or's description of hand at 0-lobe. 	 Two advertisements. 
Defendant's let er to plaintiffs. 	3 Feb., '58. 
lie,', I of t rust - Garsed to Ashrl oun - 	18 N ar. '57. 
Letter, Carted to Ashdou'n. 	26 Mar. 157. 

Do. 	do. 	3 Oct., '57. 
Do. 	do. 	13 Oct., '57. 

Affidavit of John G,ai-sed, 	Sworn 3 Mar., 1858. 
Alhidavit of H{ugli Dixson. 	So-mn 29 Ma', 1858. 	Filed 10 Jtme. 
l'lea and olhidnvit. 	26 February. 	Deelr., Replr. & Demr 
Summons in the. 	2 Mar., 1858. 	a 

All the above papers are attached to the deposit-ions in the hands of the Crown Solicitor. 
PHILIP LITE, 

For B. J. WANT. 

211-y 	 [355-] B 9. 
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B 0. 
Infunnation for Perjury. 

In the twenty-third year of the reign of our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by the Grace of God, of (he United Kingdom of 
Great. Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith. 

New South Wales, 
to wit. 

BE it remembered, that Lyttelton ITolyonke Bayley, Esquire, Her Majesty's Attorney General for the Colony of New South 
Wales, who prosecutes for Her M:sjesty in this behalf, being prosent in the Supreme Court at Sydney, now here, on the first 
day of August, in the year of our lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine, at Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid, informs 
the said Court that heretofore, to wit, on the ninth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight luindred and 
fifty-eight, at Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid, a certain action was commenced in the Supreme Court of New South Wides, on 
a certain bill of exchange, in which said action one William Dean and one Archibald Ashdown were the plaintiffs, md one,
John Garsed was the defendant; and in the course of the proceedings in the said action, and in order to defend the same, it 
became and was necessary that the said John Caned should file a, plea to the deelaratio,i of the said William Dean and the 
the said Archibald £shadown and that the said plea of the said John Cursed should be accompanied by on otlidavit of the 
truth of such plea 

And the said Attorney General fiirth,er informs the said Court here, that aft erward,, 'to wil.," on the twenty-sixth day 
of February, in the. year aforesaid, at Sydney aforesaid, in the Colony aforesaid, (lie said 3 olin Garsed en tie in Ins own pi-oper 
person before Edwin Daint rey, ]Csquria-e, then being a Con,niissionor of the Supreme Court of the said Colony for taking 
Affidavits in Sydney, aforesaid, and then produced it certnir, a flidavit of the truth of the said plea, in (lie writing of hint the 
said John Garsed, and then before the said Edwin Daintrey, Esquire, in duo form of law, was sworn and took his corpoinl oath 
upon the holy gospel of God, concerning tIre truth of the matter-s co,,tained iii tire said affidavit and that the said JoIn, 
Gm-ted, king Sn sworn as aforesaid, then and there, upon Ins oath aforesaid, falsely, eorrupth', knowingly, wilfully, and 
maliciously, in and by his said affidavit in writing, did depose and swea]-, Smnnngst other things, in substance and to the ehleet 
following, that is to shy, I, meaning t lie said Johr,, Cursed ,qarie Ashetowsz (meaning the said Are!, bald .Ashdown) a bonus of (sea 
thor,sarrd pounds or thereabouts, of which (be six lrwrrdred ,rnd ehyh? pounds fifteen shillings arid thr-ec-pesree, the arnonni of the 
bill of exelsanpe ,rore sued upon fo,'rns past, as in and b3' the said athidav it of tIre said John Cam-sad, tiled in the Supreme Ce,,,'!; 
of the said Colony, snore fully and at large appears Whereas in truth and in fact the said Jol,n Cursed did not give the said 
Archibald Aslrdewn a bonus of two thousand pounds or th,ereaboa,t s, of wh ietr the said sum of six Inn,dred and eighty pnnnds 
fifteen shillings and three-pence, the amount of the said hilt of exchange then sued upon, forms part And whereas in trut Ii 
and in fact, the said sum of six hundred and eighty pounids fifteen shillings and three-pence, the amount of the said bill of 
exchange sees the balance of an aerossnt dim rent the said Jo/re Gassed to thefis'm of Dccc end Company, of which fins the said 
William Dean and Archibald Ashdoeu'n were the partaers, and ices not a debt due to the said Archibald Ashdowa alone. And 
so the said Attorney C eoeral salt Ii that the said John Garsed did thereby then and tlre,'e commit wilfud and corrupt perjury. 

L1'TTELTON H. BAYLFY, 
Attorney General. 

Wednesday, 5th October, 1559. 	Cot-am Stephen, C-f. 

	

Beg. v. John Caned. 	Plea—Not guilty. 

William Port-er. 	 John Ried. Powell. 	 William Parsons, 
Christopher Parrot t. 	 John Peit. 	 Wm. Nottghiam Palmer. 
Robert Phenna. 	 WilIm. Beading. 	 Thomas Palmer. 
Peler Procter. 	 Godfrey Parsons. 	 Henry Perdrrnu. 

Sentence—S years imprisonment, in Derlinghurst Gaol. 	 EDWD. LEE, C. of A. 

tit 
THIS Ledger has been made all by Inc from the ,Jounial of Mr. Pritchard's keeping. and I certify that the whole of the 
aeeonntr contained Iaerein are com-i-eetly and accurately posted from such journal. 
201th April, 1558. 	 . 	 F. P. IIUMPIIEBY. 

I have exnnsined the whole with Mr. Bumphery, and u-oueh for the eon-er-tress. 
20th April, 1858. 	 CEO. A. WILSON. 

I NDEX. 	 - 

A 	I'(l. 	 3) 	to!. 	 Ij 	fol. 	 S 	In1. 
Abrahranas ---------------------23 	Dean K-. Co. (advance) 	31 	Lave,'s ------------------------24 	Six cottages ...............9 
Asirdown, on a/c ------------39 	Dean & Co. (goods) ......33 , 	 Salnmnn ---------------------34 

Do. 	mt ---------------13 	Dixson H- 	.................. 36 
Advertisements 	-------------- 11 Downslnre-st,'eet 	--------- 1.0 M 

Mantel-pieo------------------ 
13 T 

Thigh-terrace----- .... ------... 	20 B Trade 	e.xprns-- ............ 12 
Bexley 	------------------------ 22 Eggletou 	--------------------- 25 0 
Bills payable .................. 34 Bales 	............ 	............ 30 Oak Lodge 	...... 	........... 3 
Bills reeeis-abl- ------ ---------- --a Orienh'at Bank ... -........... 28 
BloomIreld & Vt'- ............ 6 Old materials .... ---........ 82 U It V 
Bassett 	V. 1"- 	............... 9 Onions Point --------------- 11 Upper Gordon 	............ 4 

a Vanxhalt 	------------------ 5 
C Glebe property r 

Capit:al 	------------------------ 1 Grose Fnr,n ------------------ 21 Plate-gl:uss 	.................. 35 
Croft F------------------------- 6 Goods 	nc 	.................. 4. Pritchard 	.................. 10 
cash a/c ------------------------ 40 Porramatta (6 cottages) 9 
Commission 	------------------ 2 
Curtis ........................... 5 Willow Lodge 	............ 2 
Canterbury Road ........ ----15 I it Want It. 3. on a/c 27 
Cooper-street 	------ 13, 14. 15 Irving 	C- ..................... 29 

1 
Railway cottages 	--------- 0 Do, 	pta 30 

Chippendale C ............... 12 Interest 	........... -......... 3 Russell's Anus 	............ S Were & Co. 	----- .......... 5 

1 	Dr. Capital. Cr,1 

1857. 1 fol, £ s. d. 1357. fol. £ 	s. 	d. 
April 	1... To snudries 	--------------------- 11 36,316 1 0 April 	1... By sundries ..................... 1 45,170 	0 	0 

1,., Ifugh Dixco,, .............. 13 303 6 10 ,, 	1... pl:ite-glaes ------------------ 13 222 11 	3 
.',arndr-ies 	.................... 14 6,800 0 0 ,, 	1... Cbnppeuadale cottages ... 14 325 	0 	0 
Wan. Dean & Co. ......... Irs 700 0 0 Sept.30... sundries ..................... 21 3,919 	4 	9 

,Tirhy 	1... A. Ashidown 	............... 20 6,000 0 0 
Sept. 	30 ... 1 	Canterbury Read ........ 26 200 0 0 

bahaaaee 	........................... 19,315 8 2 

t £ 49636 

.. 

36 0 49,636 10 	0 

Sept. 30.... By balance 	............. .............. .19,315 	8 	2 



5 

£ a. it. 
100 0 0 

6 
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2 Dr. 	 W117ozo Lodge. 	 Cr. 2 

1857 
April 	1,.. 

fol. 
To capil '1 	.....................1 

£ 	s. 	d. 
3,500 	0 	0 

1857 fol 
By A. Ashdown ...............22 

£ 	s. 	d. 
3,000 	0 	0 

AsI,down 	..................23 3,000 	0 	0 balance 	........... 	............... 8,500 	0 	0 Sept. 	30...... 

£ 

Jnly 	....... 
Sept.. 30...... 

£ 6,500 	0 	0 0,500 	0 	0 

.. 

.3,500 	0 	0 Sept. 33 	...... balance 	........... 	............... 

Commission Account. 

April 	To Wni. Dean & Co. ......... 15 	25 0 0 

3 	 OaL Loa'qe. 	 3 

fol.' 	£ s.d. 
By A. Aslidowii ............... 22 	3,000 0 0 

balance 	...... ...................... 3,00000 

L 	6,000 0 0 

£ P. 	it. 
By 	balance 	............................ 200 6 3 

1857 	 1o1. 	£ s, ci. 1857. 
April 	1 ....To capital ........................1 	3,000 	0 	0 	July 
Sept. 	Ashitown ..................23 	3,000 0 • 0 	Sept. 3' 

Sept.. 	30..,, balance 	............................ 3,000 	0 	0 I 

.Th!erest Account. 
1857 tel. £ 	s. 	cI. 

April To Win. Dean & Co. ......... 15 118 	5 11 1857. 
11 	29 ,, 16 13 	3 	6 Sept. 30. 

Juno ,, 
Pritchard 

10 
10 1 

28 19 	0 
1 11 	2 

Set. 	30... 
.................. 

, 	sundrics 	..................... 24 1 38 	6 	8 

£ 20063 

Sept. 30 	...... balance 	............................ 200 	63 £ 	200 6 3 

4 Upper Garden. 4 

1837 fo!. £ 	a. 	it. 	1857 
1 

Lu!. £ a. it. 
April 	1,.., To capital ........................ 2 2,800 	0 	0 	April 1'J... 	By A. Ashtlowa 	............... 14 2,800 0 0 

Goods Account. 
1837. , U. £ 	5, 	it. 1857. £ P. d. 

April 	...... To W,n. Dean & Co . 	......... 15 708 14 	5 Sept. 30... By 	balance 	........................... . 	l,18t 7 5 
aui,dries 	.................... 18 351 18 	0 I .1 true 	......... 

Co.......... 18 120 15 	0 

£ 1,181. 	75  

Sept. 	30,..  balance 	.......................... .. 1,181 	7 	5 

5 Vauxl,ali. 

1837. to!. £ 	S. 	it. 
April 	1...- '1' 	capita! ........................ 2 I 2,300 	0 	0 

James (Yuj/js. 
1857. ' to!. ' £ 	S. 	il. 1857. fol, 

June 	1..., To bills p:uvablo 	............... 13 100 	0 	0 .Jnuio 	1...! By goods ........................ 18 

C l?ailiea'p Got/a qes. 

1857 fuij £ 	S. 	d. 
April 	1.... To capital........................ 2 500 	0 	0 

Bloomfield 4 IVhitlakev. 
1857. a. 	it. 1837. Lu!.] 

June 	I... To bills paab!e ............... 18 231 13 	o June 	1...! 	Br goods 	........................ 18 

Baq.s/ reel, C/tire. 

'l-,OOO 0 0 

.2l.fw'ble .211'antc7.jn aces. 
£ a. ci. 	1857. 	 fo!. 	e s, ci. 
11'!' 6 8 	Sept. 30... By cash ........................ 26 	IS 	0 	0 

balance ............... .......... ...- 	66 6 8 

114 6 8 	 £' 	114 6 8 

66 6 8 

I 

	

1837. 	 to!. 

	

pril 	1... 	To c''.pita! ........................ 	4- 

	

1.837. 	1 	 Lu1. 

	

done 	... To Ceo, 'Were 1t Co. ......... 1.8 

	

Sept. 30... 	,, bal,,neo ........................... 
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S 	Dr. 	 Ru..ccll's Arms. 	 Cr. 	S 

1857 
April 	1... 
Sept. 	30..., 

fol. 
To capital ........................4 

dx cottages 	...............24 

£ 	p. 	ii. 

	

1,000 	0 	0 

	

600 	00 

1837 	 Lut 	£ 	S. 	d. 

	

Sept. 30,., 	By Ashdows, 	..................25 	1,1. 	0 	0 	•0 

	

3O ... 	.,}ealauce 	............................50000 

£ 1,600 	0 	0 £ 	LOGO 	0 0 

30 ... ...balance 	......... . ............. .... r,00 	0 	o 

Were 4.  COflIf) (clay 
1857. 

June 	... To bills Irnyable 	............... 
fol. 
19 

	

£ 	s. 

	

1,.t4 	6 
il. 
8 

1857. 
June 	... 

1 	
By inarblcniaiitet.piecos ...... 

Id.' 
18 

zC 
11.4 

s. 	LI. 
6 	8 

I) Parra.matla (six cottaqes.) 9 

1857. 	J 

April 1 	... To capital ........................ 
fol. 

4 
. 	£ 	p. 

CO) 	0 
ci. 
0 

157. 
Sept. 30... By "Busrell's Arms 	......... 

fol. 
24 

£ 
600 

p. 	1. 
0 	0 

W F Bassett. 
1857. 	I fol, £ 	p. LI. 1.857. U. £ p. 	il. 

July To Abraham & Ellis ......... 20 1,400 	0 0 June 	... By Dean & Co. 	............... 18 1,389 15 	6 
July 17...  trade expenses 	............ 20 - 1046 

t 1,400 	0 0 £ 1,400 0 0 

10 	 Houses, Downshire.streel. 	. 	 10 

	

1857. 	 fol. 	£ p. ci. 
April 	1... To capital .......................5 	2,800 0 	0 

Charles P. Fri/c/card.. 

	

1857. 	 fol. 	£ s. LI. 	1857. 	 fol, 	£ 	F. if 

	

June 21,,. To bills payable................18 	197 0 0 	June 27... By snndi'ics .....................20 	197 	0 0 

11 Onions Point. ] I 

1857 fol. £ 	p. 	LI. 1857 fol £ 5. 	LI. April 	1... To 	capital ........................ 5 800 	0 	0 Apil 	... By capital 	..................... 14 200 0 	0 
Sept. 30... balance 	........................... 600 0 	0 

£ 800 	0 	0 800 0 	0 

cpl. 	30.... 	., 	balance 	............................ 600 	0 	0 

Advert 18Cm en (8. 

June 	
27.1 To Prilcha,'d 

12 Chippendale cot urges. 1.2 

1857 I 	 fol. 	£ p. LI. 	 I 
April 	L. 	To capital ........................5 	700 0 0 

I ................................14 	323 	0 	0 

£ 1,025 0 0 

Trade .E.'rpen see. 
1857. 	 fol. 	£ p. LI. 

July 	17... To Bassett .....................20 	10 4 6 

13 	 Coopee'.street (four louses.) 	 i a 

1857 
April 	1.,, 

fol. 
To capital ............ ............ 	6 

Asbdown 	..................23 

£ 	p. 	LI. 

	

1,200 	0 	0 

	

1,200 	0 	0 

1857. 
July 	... 
Sept.30., 

fol 
By A. Ashtlown 	...............22 

baluico 	................. .... ...... 

£ 	p. 	(I.  
1200 	0 	0 
1,200 	00 Sept. 	80..... 

£ 2,40000 £ 2,400 	0 	0 

.. 

Sept 	80...,, balance 	............................ 1,200 	0 	0 

Archibald Ailsdown ('new account 
1857. fol £ 	p. ci. 1857. I'd. £ 	a. 	LI. July 	... To sundries 	..................... 22 ' 14,800 	0 0 July 	...' By capital 	..................... 20 6,000 	0 	0 

Sept..,.,, 
B.. 	J. Waiit 	............... 
sundries 	..................... 

23 
25 

1,050 	0 
10,330 15 

0 
3 Sept 

.,.,,sundrjcp ..................... 22 
24 

8,880 15 	3 
cash ........................... 26 3868 

............................. 
24 

1050 	0 	0 
0,83015 	3 balanc 	............................ 80 15 3 ,. ,, 	30..... ............................ , 	bills 	p:.yable 	............... 25 538 	6 	8 

	

26,299 17 2 	' 	 £ 26,299 17 2 

	

- 	
,, 	30 ... 	.,, balance ............................80 15a 
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14 	Dr. boper'sfreet (twenty allolnienia.) 

1857. 

 Cr. 	14 

fol. £ 	s. 	d. 
April 	1... To capital . 	6 800 	0 	0 

Edward SaIa2non. 
1857. I fol. , 	£ 	5. 	(1. 1857. 	r fol. t 	£ 	S. 	it- 

Sept. 	30.. . To biil 	payabl.... ............ 24 	638 	68 
1 

Sept. 30... 	Bc sunclres ..................... 24 538 	6 	8 

13 Uooper-stre t (four allotments). 15 

1857. fol. 	£ 	a. 	it. 
April 	1... To capital 	..................... 6 	600 	0 	0 

16 

1.857. 	 fol. 
April 	1.1 To capital ........................6 

Sept. 30 . . .1 	,, balance 	........................... 

17 

.Newtown Jioun dr,1.  

£ a. d. 1857. 	 fri. 
600 	0 0 	Sep'. 30... By Aahdow,i .................. 25 

balance ......................... 

100 0 0 

Jiounthy land. 

16 

£ sri. 
500 0 0 
100 0 0 

600 0 0 

17 

1857. 1 tot. £ 	a. 
April 	1.1  To 	capital........................ 7 100 	0 	0 

is Uantt'hwry land. 1.8 

i857. 	I fol. £ 	S. 1 1857 fol. £ S. 	d. 
April 	1... 	To eaptal ................ ........7 	1 1,100 	0 	0 .Iuly 	... By A. Aslalosni 	............... 22 000 0 0 
Sept. 30 	.,.,,Asl.down 	.................. 23 900 	0 	0 Sept...... . 	., 	,, 	.............. 25 . 900 () 	0 

11 	30.....cilhiatul ........................ 26 200 0 0 

£F2,00000 I £ 2,000 0 0 

19 	 IVewlown Road. 	 19 

	

1857. 	 Lot. £ s. 
April 	1... To capital ........................7 	100 	0 	0 

20 	 JJliqb-Ierrace. 	 20 

1857  
April 1 	....To capital ........................ 	1 	400 	0 	0 

21 	 arose .i'iirm. 	 21 

	

1857, 
	

fol. 	£ 	a, d. 	1857 	 fol. 	£ 	a. ci. 
April 	1... To capital .......................7 	8,550 0 	0 	April 	... By capital 	.....................14 	6,600 0 	0 

Sept.. 30... 	balance 	..................... ...... ..1,950 0 0 

	

I Li 8,550 0 0 	 £] 8,650 0 0 

Sept. 30 ...1 	,, balance ............... ............ .1,950 	0 	0 

22 

1857. 
April, 1... 
Sept. 30... 

Sept. 30... 

	

Bexley Estate. 	 22 

	

fol. 	£ a. Ii. 	1857. 	 fol. 	£ 	a. ii. 
To capital ............ ............ 	8 	6,820 0 0 	April 1... By bills receivable ............13 	216 8 10 

	

A.slidowii ..................23 	5,200 0 0 	July 	...... A. Ashdown ...............22 	5,200 0 0 
Sept. 30......balance ...........................6,603 11 	2 

	

£' 12,020 0 0 	 9 12020 0 0 

balance ............. ............. .6,603 11.2 

23 	 Ab,'a)thnis ck .El.iis. 	 23 

	

1851. 	 fol.£ 	a. ci. 	1857. 	 fol. 	£ a. ci. 

	

April 1 	capital ........................10 	1,4J0 0 0 	July 	
... 

By VT. F. Bassett ............20 	1,4 	0 0 

73 
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24 Dr. 	 Frederick La.ves-.'. 	 Cr. 24 

1857. 	 fol. 	£ 	a, d. 	1857. 	 to!. 	£ s. d. 
Api-il I... To capital 	 11 	600 0 0 July 	... By A. Asltdosvn 	. 22 	600 0 0 
Sept. 30.. 	,, Ashdowii .....................23 	600 0 0 	Sept. 30... 	...............25 	600 0 0 

	

ZI 1,200 0 0 	 £ 	1,200 0 0 

25 	 William Egqlcton. 	 25 

1857 	 iv!. • 	£ 	S. 	ci. 1857 fol. 	£ 	a. 	ci. 
April 	1 	To capital ........................11 	900 	0 	0 July 	... By A. Aslidown ...............22 	900 	0 	0 

Sept. 30 do. 	............ ... 	25 	000 	0 	0 Sept. 	30......Asl,down 	..................23 	900 	0 	0 

£. 	1,800 	0 	0 . 	 Li 	1800 	0 	0 

20 	 Ernest Ucoft. 	 26 

187, 	 fyI. 	£ 

 

	

S. ii. 	1.857 	 fol. 	£ 	s. ci. 
May 	26... To Win. Dean & Co..........17 	2,166 1 0 	April 1 ... By capital .....................11 	2,166 1 0 

27 R. .1. Want (ATh;-lqaqc Account). 27 

1857 11,1. £ 	a. 	ci. 1857 fol. 	£ s, ci. 
April19 	... 	To A. Asliclowu 	............... 14 3,200 	0 	0 April.i.... By capital 	..................... 11 4,250 0 0 
July 	fl.,, 	 --------------- 23 1,05000 July 	....... 	,,A,Ashdo,vn 	--------------- 23 105000 
Sept. 30 	. - -, 	balance 	..................... 10Q 	0 

LI 	5,300 	0 	0 £ 	5,300 0 0 

- Sept. 30... 	balauce 	........................... 1,030 0 0 

28 	 Oriental Bank. 	 23 

	

1857. fol. 	£ 	S. ci. 
April 1... By capital 	---------------------11 	1,500 	0 	0 

29 	 Clark hying. 	 29 

	

1857. 	 to!, I 	£ 	F. ci. 

	

April 1... I By capital .....................12 	4,000 0 0 

30 
	

TVt1I,an Eules. 	 30 

	

1857. 	 fol. 	t 	S. ci. 
April 1 -. - By capital 	.....................12 	1,200 	0 	0 

3L TVilliant .Dean 4 Co. (Adcanee 

1857 

Account). 

fol. £ 	S. 

31 

ci. 1837. 	 fol. 	£ 	S. 	51 
April 	29... To bills payable 	--------------- 16 6,020 	3 6 April 	1... By capital 	....... 	............ 12 3,200 	0 0 
Juue 	... W. F. Bassett 	............ 17 1,889 15 6 ,, 	suiidrirs 	..................... 15 733 	5 11 

bills parable 	............... 19 2,500 	0 0 ,, 	29....,ioterest --------------------- 16 13 	3 6 
July 	... A. Asliclown 	.............. 22 i,134 18 0 May 	.1  cash ........................... 17 1,0(;0 	2 1 

-H" F. 	Croft --------------------- 17 2,166 	1 0 
June 	.., ., 	cash 	....................... 17 672 	5 6 

I 

.......... 

,. 	-H, sundries --------------------- 19 	I 2,528 19 0 
July 	.... ,, 	cash 	........................ 20 	. 700 	0 0 

I £1 11,073 17 0 £ 11,073 17 0 

32 01St malcrcals. 32 

1837 to1. £ 	a. d. 
April 	1... ToW]Jcaa,&Co ............12J 500 	0 0 

aa Wilma, Dean 4 Co. (Goods Account). 33 

1837. fol. £ 	a. ci. 1857. fol. £ 	S. ci. 
April 	1 ... To bills pa)ablo ................17 157 	9 8 April 	1.., By old rnaterialc ............... 12 500 	0 0 

---------------15 1,051 	4 goods 	........................ 15 70814 5 
(Chi1ipe21dalc C) 15 700 	0 0 ,, capital ------------------------ 16 700 	0 0 

.iunc 	12..,  ...............19 120 15 0 lime 12.  .... goods 	....................... 18 120 15 0 

2,020 	9 5 - £ 2,029 	9 5 
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1857. foL 
June 	... To Dean & Co 19 
July 	...  A. Aslidown . 	23 
Sent.. 30 	.., 

u 	30 	... ...balance 	........................... 
25 

3.5 

44) 

1857. I fol, 
April ..., To Win. Dean & Co . ......... 15 
May ... ., 17 
June,, 17 

11 27,..,, C. P. 	Pritebarrl ............ 19 
July 27... \sr,n 	Dean & Co . ......... 20 
Sepi.. B. Sal,unon 	............... 24 30....... 

marble ivaiite1picees 	... 20 30....... 
30,.. balance 	.......................... 

Fri 

Al.'l'.ENDlX. 	 47 

hills payable. Cr. 31 

s. 	d. 1857 f,]. £ s. 	d. 
2,500 0 	0 April 	1... By Want ........................ 12 590 0 	0 
6,075 17 	3  ...  Dixson 	..................... 12 305 6 10 

538 6 	8  ...,, Wm.Deau&Co. ......... 12 157 9 	8 
3,532 2 	5 J  15 1,751 4 9 

29...,, ,, 16 6,029 3 	1; 
JUno 29...  suud,-ies ..................... 19 783 19 8 

11 	29.1.1  1Mm & Co ............. ..... 	19 2,500 0 0 
Sept. 	30...: Edwd. S,lamon ............ 24 538 6 8 

30 .... ,, 	Aslidown 	.................. 26 680 15 	3 

£ 13,246 6 	4 
13,246 6 	4 

Sept.. 30... 	,, 	balance 	

............... .... ........ 

..3,532 2 	5 

35 P.T. TVint. 

1.857. 	 fed I 
I 	£ 	s. d. 

April 	1... ,  To bills payable ...............12 	500 0 0 

30 	 .Rsçq/t Dixson, 	 36 

1857 	 fal. 	£ 	, ci. 	1857 	 fol. ' 	£ 	a. d. 
April 	1... To bills payable ...............12 	305 6 10 	April 1... By capital stock ...............13 	305 6 10 

37 	 13111s receivable. 	 37 

1837.' 	 101.1 	£ a, d. 
April 	1.1  To Bexiey Estate ............13 	216 8 10 - 

3S 	 Flute Glasg. 	 . 	 38 

3857 	 Id. 1 	£ c d. 
April 	i... To capital stock ...............13 	22211 3 

39 	 Arcia bald Adidown (Old Account). 

1857. 	 fol. 
April 19.., To Lppei' Garden ...........14 
Sept. 30...,, balance .......................... 

£ a. 	ci. 1 	1857 lot. £ a. d. 
2,800 0 0 April 19... liv R.J. Want................... 14 8,200 0 0 

400 0 0 
LI 

3,200 0 	0 

Sept. 30...,, 

Cash Account. 

balance 	............................ 

8,200 

400 

_____ 
0 

0 

0 

0 

40 

£ s. 	d. 1857. 	j to]. £ a. d. 
590 0 	0 Sept. 30 By A. Aslidowii 	............... 25 5,650 0 () 

1,000 2 	1  30 ., 	............... 213. 38 6 8 
672 5 	6 
177 10 10 
700 0 	0 
500 0 0 

48 0 	0 
1,910 8 	3 

$ 

Sept. 30 ... ... balance 	............................ 

£5i88 

' 	1,910 

6 

8 

8 

3 

5,088 08 

Balance Sheet, 30 September, 1857. 
Pot. . 	Paine. Pr& era. la'. 	Panic, nrc Cra. 

£ s.d.J £ 	s. 	a £ 	s.d  1 Capital ........................I 19,315 	8 	2 16 	Newtown Foumiry .......... 100 	0 0 2 Willow Lodge ...... ......... 3,500 0 0 100 	0 0 3 Comnussion Account 25 

.......... 

0 0 
17 . Neivtowu Land 	............. 
19 	Newton-i, Road 	............. 100 	0 0 3 Oak Lodge 	................... 3,000 0 0 400 	0 0 3 interest Account ............... 200 6 3 
20 	Bligli.terraee 	.................. 
21 	Grosa Farm.. 	................. 1,950 	0 0 

4 Goods Account 	............ I 1,151 1 5 6,603 11 2 5 Vauxliall 	..................... 2,300 0 0 
22 	Bexloy Estate .......... . ... .. 
27 	R. J. 	Want .................. ............. 

. 

1,050 0 0 6 Railway Collages 500 0 0 28 	Orieiital Bank ......................... 1,500 0 0 7 Bav.strcet 	.................. 4,000 0 0 4,000 0 0 
7 Marble mantel-pieces 66 6 8 1,200 0 0 8 Russell's Arms 	............... 500 0 0 32 	Old ,uatpria]a 	................ 500 	0 0 10 Dowuslure-street............. 2,800 0 0 34 	. 	Bins payable 	............... 3,537 2 5 

11 600 0 0 

29 	Irving 	.................................... 

35 	11, 	J. 	Want 	................... 500 	0 

... 

0 

.. 

' 11 17 18 0 

30 	Enles....................................... 

37 	Bills receivable 	............. 216 	8 10 12 

Onion's Point ..................

Cliippenduile Cottagec ...... 1,025 0 0 38 	$ Plate.gla.................... 

............. 

222 11 3 
12 

Advertisement.s 	............... 
. 

10 4 6 400 0 0 13 
Trade expenses 	............... 
Cooper.street(fourliouses) 1,200 0 0 1,940 8 3 

13 80 15 	a 

39 Ashdown (old acconni) ....... 
40 	Cash account ................... 

14- £38,018 
- 

1 
________-
33,018 14 1 

Asladown A............................. 
14 	Cooperstrect (land) 	800 	0 	0 
15 11 600 0 01 I 
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[Handed in by the Chairman, 18 March, 1878.1 

C. 
In re Parliamentary inquiry into the case of John G-arsed. 

ITAS'INO been employed in my capacity of public accountant by Mr. John Garsed, the subject of this inquirY, who was I vied 
on a charge of perjury at tire Ceritn,l Criirrinal Court, before the l,d e Chief 3 ristice, Sir Alfred SI eplicu, in Oct ober, 1859, 
I have eamfully examined the five several accounts rlenomnivatc:l as below, kept in the books of the late firm of Win. Dean & Co. 
auctiOneers, kg. (or which firm one Archibald Ashdown hereafter mentioned was a partner), in the alamo of the said John 
Cursed, from the ledgers of that, finn brought to my resirlenee for the purpose by Mr. Ga.rscd with a view to ascertain and 
report upon the balances (if any) appea ri u to be due fro:n U-., rard to Win. l)e.sir & Co. on I he 15 Or .1 ely, 1857, and find  tI e 

	

following result, viz. :— 	 Dr. Balance. 
£ E. ci. 

	

Account in nama of John Garsed, which menus his general account 	... ... 	40 6 8 

	

special account 	 ... 	500 0 0 

	

adi'a,we account 	,., 	.. 1.323 19 4 

	

Glebe account 	 ... 1,300 0 0 

	

loam account 	 ... 	Nil. 

Total of balances appearing to be due from John Garsed to Will. Dean & Co., at lSUi July, 1857. £3,163 19 0 

The ledger from which 1 ascertained the foregoing balances I recognize as being tIre book exaunned by me at he trial 
shove referred to, iii October, 1859, when 3 was examined as a witness, I being at the time tIre principal book-keeper a, ri 
rainilne-ting clerk of Will. Dean A. Co., alt hotigli not, in their service during any portion of the time covered by the tronsr,ctions 
in review at the trial. 

I have been further instructed by Mr. Garsed to examine the said books, and nseer(ain if a bill or note made by Inns 
in favour of Win. Dean & Co. for £650 1.5s. 3d., and which was in evidence in the said trial, appeared in any of the accounts in 
his name in I lie books of Win. Dean & Co., as being a balance due by bins to that dma o'i the eforemid 15iii €Tuiv, 1857 
upon this matter I have merely to refer to the balances of the several accounts of the said John Garsed liereinbefore 
exhibited, which clearly demonstrate that neither any individual account no'- any anasupulation of such accounts will show 
any such balance, neither does the said bill of £680 15s. 3d. appear in any of G:rrsed's accounts in the ledger previous to or 
on the said 1.5th July, 1857, bill I find a bill of similar amount- entered at credit of John Garsed's advance account on 13th 

October, 1857, Urns, by bill dated 6th Febrrranj, £680 15s. 3d., and a bill of like amount is debited to account of John Garsed 
(meaning ,Tolin Gorsed's general account) on the 20th February, 1858, as follows: "bill dated 8th Jiebrrrary, dishonored, 

£680 158. 3d." 
recollect that when tinder exaiuivation for nbont eighteen hours as a witness on the trial, in October, 1859, hefoi-e 

,-d'en'ed to, that 1 exonnned the books of Win. Dean A Co. in ref emenco to tire is o-ou,,t.s of John Garsed, and also other books 
said by Mr. Garsed to have been kept by one Charles 1',nrso,s Pritchard, as between hinself (Garsed) and the herernbefore 
named Archibald Aslrdoivrr in their joint interest, and that I compared them each with the other, mid also with some 
documents produced at, tire trial, mid (as well as I call remember) I found Limb the bill £689 15s, 3d. did not appear from tire 
books of \'ins. Dean & Co. to be due to that firm by Garsed on the 15th July, 1857. 

My memory fm-flier tells sue, that in the so called Pritchard's books I found flint the said bill £680 15s. 3d. was 
debited to A rclukrrld A shdown, as the balance in settlement between mat and Gmrrsed of an rrimroumst exceeding (as I best 
recollect) £9,000. 

Mr. Garsed has lately shown me a inemomanduna or statement of account made out by lnmn against the before-named 
Archibald Ashdown for the erection of a dwclling-irouse at tim G-lebc, in which account lie gives Mr. Ashdown credit for 
£1,700 cash received from lum on account of same; and Jam asked by Mr. Gorsed to search in Win. Dean & Co.'s ledger, now 
in my custody, for any entries comprising this amount and I have in compliance to report that I find debited at different 
periods, to time account ofJolur Garsed, Gte/ne ue.coa-,l, seventeen items of one hundred poisnds such, in all £1,700, the elmcpmcs 
from 18th April, 1857, to 14th August, 1857, hot-h dates inclusive. 

Mr. Garsed has also requested that I would endeavoor to ascertain from Win. Dean A Co.'s ledger if any eonstrnehon 
of a partnership or urutuality between Mr. Ashdown and Inusseif could be traced. Time result of my investigation anent this 
matter is, that 1 find an account opened in tire name of C. Pritchard, special aceonnt, where are debited sundry some (Lw-el ye 
in all) for cash and cheques from 8th May, 1857, to 17th April, 1858, aggregating £550, arid that said account appoars credited 
15th May, 1858, "by sundries transfer £550,'' thus closing the account; I then find thata sum of £250 is debited todre account 

John Garsed, Ole/ne oecorrat, on the nferesaid 15th May, 1858, as follow-s : " C. 1'. Pritchard, transfer paid Air,, £250." 
From these entries I am led to infer that, as only a moiety or something less of tire amount paid Pritchard has been 

charged to Garsed, it is not unreasonable to conceive the existence of a joint interest between Ashdown and Garsed in those 
transactions disclosed in tire books kept by Pritchard, whilst it satisfies sue (amongst other things) that the bill £680 15s, 3d. 
so  frequently umeutiorsed was an obligation from Mr. Garsed to Mr. Ashdown e.rclusiveh,, and in nowise connected with any 

dealings as between Garsed and SVm. Dean A. Co. 
JOSEPH CARROLL, 

	

Sydney, 26 May, 1877. 	 Aecounrtasit. 

fri s-n l'ariianrentary inquiry into the ease of John Garsed. 

MR. GAimSED, the subject of the inquiry above indicated, has employed me to peruse a portion of a printed Rctnr,r to an 
Order of the 1:egislatire Assembly of New South Wale,, dated 20th February, 1877, to be found at page 10 of same, of which 
the following is a copy, and to make a comm,risou of same with a bill book kept (as Ire informs me) by one Charles Pearson 
Pritchard, in the service of Archibald Ashdown, and himself (John Garsed). 

Copy in Mr. Pritchard's handwriting written with red ink i original in possession of Adam Wilsou, official assignee. 
Bills due at the date (see journal.) 

£ s. d. 
"September 14, 1857. J. Curtis 	 .., 	 ... 	100 0 0 

15 	Win. Dean & Co. . 	60 7 6 

11 	 21 0 	C.&W.Paui 	 ..- 	 ... 	25 2 0 

11 	 27 	,, 	G. Were, Healer, & Co 	 ... 	 ... 	114 6 0. 

	

October 	4 	,, 	flloouifield & Co 	 ... 	its is 0 
11 ,, R.3.Want 	 ... 43713 2 
15 	u 	Wnm. Deank Co. 	 , 	 ... 	60 7 6 
21 	,, 	W. S. Friend 	.. - 	 , 	.., 	... 	40 1 11 

	

Noven,bor 11 	,, 	R. J. Want 	 , 	, 	 ... 	100 0 0 
21 	,, 	F. Wilson 	.., 	 .. 	148 8 0 
30 	,, 	Bloomrsfleld A Co 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	206 15 0 

Note—The above bills, not included iii the 'list of liabilities to be paid by Mr. Ashdown, 15th July, 1857.'" 
I certify that I have carefully eoniparcd the foregoing with the bill book referred to and put into any hands by Mr. 

Caned, and found the bills appearing in the said bill book to correspond with the said printed return, in respect to dates, 
nainues, and amounts, save as following, that the bill book does not record any year, and that tire bill £114 Os. Od., U. Were, 
Herder, & Co., in the fourth line of the printed retarn, is entered in the bill book as £114 Os. Sd., and the bill £148 Sm. Od. 
F. Wilson, cmi the tenth line of the printed return, is entered in the bill book as £143 Ss. 9d. 

JOSEPH CARROLL, 
Accountant. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing writing, contained in four pages, at foot of each of which I have placed my iaitisls, 
is a true copy of my written report upon eertaia accounts and matters connected with tine case of John Garsed now before a 
Select Committee of tire Legislative Assembly of New Sonutim Wales, and which said report bears my signature, and was 
delivered by me to tire said John Garsed, by whom I was employed to irrvcstigate the accounts. 

Dated at Sydney, this 11th March, 1878. 	 JOSEPH CARROLL. 

1.1Ta,,, 'il 
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.aPPEN:olx. 	 49 

[Handed in by  the Chairman, 2 April, 1878.] 

B. 
Dear Sir, 	 179, Pitt-street, 14 March, 1878. 

'J'hcre are two geiitlemcn, Messrs. Constable and Wilson, who I have been informed could give very important 
evidence to the Garsed Committee; indeed, I "ave been given to understand that Mr. Constable told you he was quite willing 
to be examined. 

I hope you will excuse my remarking that if you wish to have a full and searching inquiry into the truthfulness of 
certain allegations which relate to transactions u'hieli took place at such a remote period, every witness who could give 
information pertinent; to the inquiry ought to be examined. 

The addresses of these gentlemen are—Mr. Constable, care of Mr. Saywell, 4, Park-street; Mr. G. L. Wilson, Princes 
Buildings, 179, Pitt-street. 	 Yours truly, 
J. Jlurley, Esq., Mr., 	 JAMES HOSKIIIS. 

Chairman, Garsed Committee, Legislative Assembly. 

Queen r. John Gamed. Clinrge—peijury. Before Select Committee. 	- 
Sir, 	 Parliament House, 18 March, 1878. 

Mr. Garsed's petition confines the investigation to the above charge, and Mr. Garsed is endeavouring to prove from 
proceedings and evidence taken before Mr. Justice Dickinson, in April and May, 1858, that his equitable plea, flied 213th 
February, 1858, is true. Tlio said proceedings, W. Dean & Co. and Pritchard's books, and ledger made up from Pritchard's  
journal, and certified by you to be true, are now in evidence before Committee. lam informed you are anxious to give evidence in 
this ease; if so, write by return of post, and state nature of your evidence, and confine yourself to the civil proceedings. 

I am, .5w., 
Quo. L. Wilson, eonveyaneer, 	 J. HIJRLEY, 

179, Pitt-street. 	 Chairman of Committee. 

Queen r. John Garsed. Charge-.-.perjury. Before Select Committee. 
Sir, 	 Parliament House, 18 March, 1878. 

Mr. Garsed's petition confines itself to the above charge, and he is endeavouring to prove that his equitable pies, 
filed 26th Feb., 1868, in the ease Dean and Ashdown v. Garsed, is true, from proceedings and evidence taken before Mr. 
Justice Dickinson, in April and May, 1858. Those proceedings, also W. Dean & Co. and Pritchard's account books, are before 
the Committee, also a ledger made up from Pritchard's journal, and certified by Mr. Geo. L. Wilson to be true. I am informed 
that you wish to give evidence in this nmtter before the Committee; if so, write by return of post, stating the nature of your 
evidence, and confine yourself to the civil ease. I have had under my notice a certified copy of twenty-two resohthons signed 
by you, but owing to matters set forth in those resolutions you will have to submit your evidence in the form of an affidavit 
before it can be received. 	 I fl3fl, &C., 
Mr. M. Constable, 	 T. HURLEY, 

e/o. T. Saywell, Park-street. 	 Chairman. 

Queen v. John Garsed. Charge of perjury. Before Select Committee of Legislative Assembly. 
Sir, 	 179, Pitt-street, Sydney, 19 March, 1878. 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 18th instant. 
I am prepared to give evidence before the Select Committee, in the inquiry touching this matter, of winch the 

Committee are se,sed. 
My evidence will nit being investigated, I am sure, prove pertinent. lam anxious to give evidence when called on, and 

am clearly of opinion that unless the evidence of Mr. Constable and myself is taken, justice will not be done to the memory 
of those deceased or to the character of those now absent from the Colony. 

I have, &e., 
John Honey, Esq., M.L.A., &ic., &c. 	 0EO. LEA WILSON. 

As Chairman of the above Committee, 
Parliament House. 	 - 

Queen a. John Garsed. Charge—perjury. Before Select Committee. 
To the Hon. the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly. 

Gentlemen, 	 4, Park-street, 19 March, 1878. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from Mr. John Hurley, your Chairman, under date 18th 

March. 
With reference to the evidence I am prepared to give, r consider that when tendered it is quite time to state its purport. 

I assure the Committee that it is strictly pertinent, and as to its value I respectfully submit it is for you to decide. 
r am assured from inquiries 1 have made from several Members of Parliament that the usual style of official communi-

cation in such eases has been departed from. 
Nearly twenty years have elapsed since the mattor arose, and there are but few in the Colony who have any knowledge 

of the circumstances, and therefore it is the more advisable that I should be examined. 
I have, to., 

MARMADUKE CONSTABLE. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1878. 

211—o 	 [355—] 
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LEGISLAtIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 
(CASE OF EDWARD WILLIAM AND MARY Wli]TE, AGAINST FANNY W11ITE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative A.ssesnbiy to be printed, 8 ,Pbbntary, 1878. 

RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 

New South Wales, on the 22nd January, 1878, praying that His Excellency 

will, be pleased to cause to be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

Copies of the Depositions in the ease of Edward William White and 

Mary White, charged with assaulting Fanny White, heard at the Water 

Police Court, Sydney, on Friday, 16 November, 1877, before Messrs. 

"Manning and Goodridge." 

(Mr. Gray.) 

SCHEDULE. 
NO PAGE. 

1. A. W. Manning, Esq., J.P., to Principal Under Secretary, recommending Fanny White's admission to Benevolent 
Asylum (with Minutes thereon). 	19 November, 	1877 ............ ............................................................... 1 

2. Memorandum of Minister of Justice, &e., thereon. 	22 November, 1877 ................... ................................... 1 
3. Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Messrs. Goodridge and Maiming, J.P.'5, enclosing copy of No. 2, for report, &e 3 
4. inspector of Public Charities to Principal Under Secretary, reporting on ease of Fanny White (Minute thereon). 

24 November, 	1877., ...................................................................................................................... 3 
5. Reminder to Messrs. Manning and Goodridge requesting early reply to No. 3. 	26 November, 1877 	.................. 3 
8. Messrs. Manning and Goodridge to Under Secretary of Justice, &c., in reply to No. 3. 	26 November, 1877 ......... 3 
7. Minute of Minister of Justice, &o., thereon. 	6 December, 1877 .................................................................. 4 
8. Under Secretary of Justice, a., to Messrs. Manning and Goodridge, conveying copy of No. 7. 	7 December, 1877 4 
0. Under Secretary of Justice, &e., to Water Police Magistrate, for copies of Depositions in Assault ease against 

Edward William and Mary White. 	10 December, 1877 ........................................................................ 4 
10. Water Police Magistrate to Under Secretary of Justice, a., fonvarding Depositions, a., as requested. 	12 

December, 	1877 	........................................................................................................................... 5 
11. Copies of 	Depositions in above case 	...................................................................................................... 5 
12. Messrs. Manning and Goodridge to Under Secretary of Justice, ko.in  acknowledginentof No. 8 (Minutes thereon). , 

13 December, 	1877 	........................................................................................................................ 6 
13. Water Police Magistrate to Under Secretary of Justice, &e., respecting inquiry in White's ease. 	18 December, 1877 7 
14. Under Secretary of Justice, 8cc., to Messrs. A. W. Manning and Goodridge, J.P.'s, in reply to No. 12. 	8 January, 

1878 	........ .................................................................................................................................. 7 
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

No.L 
A. W. Manning, Esq., J.P., to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Water Police Office, Sydney, 19 November, 1877. 
The person named in the margin was this day brought before the Court for protection. The 

agod 4 years. 	parents were this day brought before the Court, charged with assaulting the said child, and not being 
sufficient evidence to convict the said parents they were discharged; and the Bench are of opinion that 
the parents are not fit to take care of the said child. 

Under the above circumstances the Bench have recommended her admission to the Benevolent 
Asylum. 	 I have, &c., 

A. W. MANNING, J.P. 

The parents are both the legal and natural guardians of their children, and are punishable for 
cruelty or neglect. The Inspector of Pubhc Charities is requested to inquire further into this case. 
B.C., 19/11f77.—ll.H. 

Obtained back, the Inspector of Public Charities being unwell. Will the Inspector General of Police 
be so good as to inquire further into the matter and see to the safety and protection of the child. From the 
report in the Herald of yesterday the parents appear utterly unfit to have charge of the child, which will 
be temporarily admitted into the Benevolent Asylum, ilso recommended. B.C., 21/l1/77.—H.H. Urgent. 

The child has been temporarily admitted into the Benevolent Asylum. rillie  Attorney General has 
called upon inc for a report on the case, also for a copy of the depositions, and may probably direct some 
further action, when I will report again. The man White has already, 1 understand, two children in the 
Asylum, to whose support he contributes.—EDMCND FOSUERY, .[.G.P. 	B.C., 22/11/77. 	The 
Principal Under Secretary. &c., &c. 

May be seen by the Attorney Generai.-22/I1/77. 	Yes.—Joinc Th, 23/11/77. 	The Under 
Secretary of Justice, &c., B.C., 24111/77.—HR. 

No. 2. 

Memorandum of Minister of Justice, &e. 
l\Ir attention has been drawn to a report of a case of assault heard at the Water Police Office on the 16th 
and 19th instant, before Messrs, A. WT. Manning and J, Camden Goodridge, .Justices of the Peace, in 
which Edward William White and Mary White were charged with assaniting and beating one Fanny 
White, a child aged about 4 years. The circumstances described in the report would appear to have 
established a stroncr case of cruel ill-treatment of the child against both the accused, who were notwith-
standing discharges by the Justices. I have caused the depositions to be forwarded here, for the purpose 
of ascertaining whether the report of the case was an accurate one and having carefully perused them, I 
have ascertained that the report in the Herald fairly states the case as it appears upon the depositions. 

The medical examination of the child, which took place on Wednesday the 14th, revealed these 
facts--" that one series of bruises" was, in the language of the medical man who made the examination, 

sprinkled over the whole back and parts of body, it nasty bruise as of it kick on the private parts, oi the 
shoulder, on the lip and chin cut and bruises, one mass of bruises all over." The doctor was of opinion 
that the injury to the privale parts must have been caused by a kick. 

According to the deposition of Martha Esther Farmer, the daughter of the female, and the step-
daughter of the male defendant, the latter had, on the Friday week before, that is to say on the 9th 
November, between midnight and 2 o'clock of the next morning, beaten the child Fanny White wjth the 
buckle end of a strap, which came round her body and hurt her in the front. By the deposition of Constable 
Joseph Corrigan it appears that the female defendant admitted that she had herself beaten the child. 
The child fled from the house apparently in terror on Tuesday night the 13th instant, at 10 o'clock, and 
sought shelter at the house of Mrs. Greenwood, who found marks on the child's face and body, and who 
refused to give up the child to the female defendant that night and took it to the police the next day. 
By the deposition of Eliza Barton it was shown that on the same night she heard a sound of blows being 
inflicted " as if a carpet were being beaten," to borrow her Own words, that the blows were loud and 
constant, quick without stopping for some minutes. This witness is corroborated by Mrs. Mary Lane, 
who heard on the same night the screams of the child and the sound of the blows for five or ten minutes. 

Having carefully considered this case (which appears to me to have been a clearly established case 
of excessive eruel and brutality), I have arrived at the con clusion that there has been in the discharge of 
these defendants a grave miscarriage of justice, and I deem it my duty to call upon the Justices for an 
explanation of the circumstances under which they conceived themselves justified in ordering the disch arge 
of these defendants. I have requested the Inspector General to forward with the least delay a 
police report of this case; and on receiving the reply of the Justices and the report, I shall bring the 
whole subject under the notice of my colleagues, with a view of taking such steps as may be deemed 
advisable. 

The Under Secretary for Justice will forthwith write to Messrs. Manning and Goodridge, and 
forward to those gentlemen a copy of this minute, and request an explanation at their earliest convenience. 

.TOHN LACKEY, 
22 November, 1877. 	 Minister of Justice. 

No. 3. 
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The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to J. C. Goodridge, Esq., J.P. 
Sir. 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, 22 November, 1877. 

I have the honor, by direction of the i.fonorable the Minister of ,lustice and Public Instruction, Police v.Edwanl 
to enclose you a copy of a memorandum made in this case, and to invite you to furnish at your earliest lVillina, and 

convenience such explanation as you may deem it expedient to mae concerning suchcase, with e view k 	th th 	Assaultoilianny 
aged 4 

of the whole matter being submitted for the consideration of the Government. 	 yen' 
I have, &e., 

W. B. PLUNKEI'T, 
- 	 Under Secretary. 

[Similar letter to A. W. Manning, Esq., J.J., 21/1/78.] 

 

The Inspector of Public Charities to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Office of Inspector of Public Charities, 

Sir, 	 Hyde Park, Sydney, 24 November, 1877. 
For the information of the Colonial Secretary, I have the honor to report that I have visited 

the Benevolent Asylum and examined the child Fanny White, who has been admitted temporarily pending 
the action of the Government. She appears to be rapidly recovering from the effects of the ill-treatment 
she received. I was surprised however to find that two sisters of Fanny White's were already in the 
Asylum previous to her own admission, a circumstance of which information should I think be conveyed 
to the Attorney General, so as to include their maintenance in any charge made against the parents. 

I. have, &e., 
HUG-Il 1IOBISON, 

Inspector of Public Charities. 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &e., RU., 26/11/77.—RH. 

 

The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to A. W. Manning, Esq., J.P. 
Sir, 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, 6 November. 1877. 

Not having received it reply to my letter of the 21st instant respecting case of Police v. 
Edward 'William and Mary White, assault on Fanny White, aged 4 years, and iiwiting you to submit such 
explanation as you may deem expedient concerning the above case,—I am directed by the Minister of 
Justice and Public Instruction to draw your attention thereto, and request the favour of your early 
ansWer. 	 I have, &c., 

W. E. PLUNKETT, 
Under Secretary. 

[Similar letter to J. C. Goodridge, Esq., JtP., 26/1/78.] 

No. 6. 
Messrs. Manning & Goodridge to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

- 	Sir, 	 Water Police Office, Sydney, 26 November, 1877. 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters ofyesterday's date, requesting 

our explanation upon the case of Edward William 'White and Mary 'White, charged by the police with 
assault, on the 13th instant, upon Fanny White, a child aged 4 years. In compliance we beg to make 
the following remarks 

The charge was for assaulting the child Fanny White on the 13111 instant, and was brought before 
us in our summary jurisdiction on Friday the 16th instant, and finally adjudicated upon ott Monday the 
10th instant, when we considered ourselves bound to discharge the defendants (who were undefended, and 
had been four days in custody), by reMou of the absence of proof that they had been guilty of the offence 
laid against them. 

The fl'craW report, as far as it goes, is in accordance with the evidence adduced, but it fails to 
show that the parties charged were the real offenders, or that the child (Fanny White) was the real 
sufferer. Moreover the reporter was not present on the second dy of hearing, and makes no mention of 
certain statements made by Martha Ellen Fanner, which appear to its very materially to affect the case. 
Nor are these statements taken clown in the depositions but we may at once state that this witness, who 
was only about eight years old, was very difficult to follow in what she said, and that this may account for 
the omission in the depositions. 

Unquestionably the child had many bruises upon her body, including the one specially referred to 
in the memorandum of the Minister of j:usticc, that might justify the impression that she had been sub-
jected to gross ill ilsage. 

Neither Mrs. Lane nor Mary Barton was able to say what screams she heard, nor upon whose body 
the blows were descending "as if a carpet was being beaten." All they could any was that the screams 
and the sounds of blows came from it, room which they believed to be in the occupation of the two defend-
ants. They knew nothing of the parents, and did not see the child then or at any time subsequently until 
the bearing in Court. 

Mrs. 
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Mi's. Greenwood knew nothing but that the child came to her house late in the evening—that she 
was not crying—that, as on previous occasions, she kept the child, fed her, and put her to bed with her 
own children—and that, having noticed the injuries upon her person in the morning, she gave information 
to the police. 

Martha Ellen Farmer, daughter of the female defendant, only eight years of age, did not see the 
younger child beaten by the male defendant on the day named in the information—she only heard cries 
up-stairs. She also said (though it is not made to appear in the depositions) that the cuts on the lip and 
cilia were occasioned by the child's falling on the edqe of her tub while being washed in the morning; and 
also that her little sister had tumbled down-stairs and hurt herself She certainly stated that her mother 
told her that she had remonstrated with her stepfather for beating the child so severely with a strap, the 
buckle end of which had come round the body and hurt her in front; but this beating took place on the 
9th instant, not on the 13th, and down.stairs, not up.stairs, when she heard the cries. The father, however, 
distinctly denied having used the buckle end of the strap. 

We need hardly say that we could neither import into the charge of ill-usaqe on the 13th any 
evidence c/violence on the 9th, nor could we act upon the female defendant's statement concerning her 
husband. The female defendant admitted having corrected the child, but with no severity, and certainly 
there was no evidence brought forward or sought to show that the defendants separately or jointly 
were in the habit of ill-using the child. 

Upon the whole, the Bench did not see their way to a conviction, though entertaining grave 
suspicions of the parents' guilt, they did not consider the evidence, and though prepared to inflict the 
severest punishment prescribed by the Act 18 Vie. No. 9, they had no alternative under that Act but to 
dismiss the ease. This they accordingly did, at the same time conveying a severe censure to the parents 
for the neglect of their children, and for such instances of severity as were admit/cd—for, as we have before 
said, there was no proof, however great the presumption of their guilt might be. 

We have, &e., 
A. W. MANIcI:No-, J.P. 
J. OAMDEN GOOD1tIDGE, J.P. 

No. 7. 
Minute of Minister of Justice, &c., on No. 6. 

I HIVE read the explanation forwarded by the Justices, in answer to the communication sent from this 
Department, and I regret to be obliged to say that I do not regard it as satisfactory. I am quite unable 
to understand the difficulty of the Just;ices as to the clearness of the evidence against the persons charged, 
and the fact of a savage and brutal assault having been made upon the child; but 1. am not prepared, 
under all the circumstances, to recommend that so extreme a course should be adopted as the removal of 
these Justices from the Commission of the Peace for what I cannot help regarding as a grave mistake.—
Joirx LAcKEY, 5/12/77. 

Messrs. Mahning and Goodridge, J.P.'s may be informed in terms of nminute.—J. LA.cnn, 5 Dec. 
1877. 

 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to A. W. Manning, Esq., J.P. 

Department of Justice and Public Instruction, 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 7 December, 1877. 

With reference to report of yourself and Mr. Goodridge, J.P., of 29th ultimno, upon case 
E. w. anti ata,y noted in the margin, I am directed to inform you that the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction lana, 

hehi!dFann' written a minute thereon, of which the following is a copy:— 
vhute. 

	

	 I have read the explanation forwarded by the Justices in answer to the communication sent from 
this Department, and I regret to be obliged to say that 1(10 not regard it as satisfactory. I am quite 
unable to understand the difficulty of the Justices as to the clearness of the evidence against the persons 
charged, and the fact of a savage and brutal assault having been made upon the child; but I am not 
prepared, under all the circumstances, to rec,ommend that so extreme a course should be adopted as the 
removal of these Justices from the Commission of the Peace for what I cannot help regarding as a grave 
mistake." 	 I have, &e., 

W. E. PLUNKETT, 
Under Secretary. 

[Similar letter to J. C. Goodridge, Esq., J.P., 7th December, 1877.] 

 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Water Police Magistrate, Sydney. 

Department of Justice and Public Instruction, 
Sir, - 	 Sydneyrl0 December, 1877, 

In transmitting the accompanying copy of a motion to be made in the Legislative Council, by 
VlSi Notice of Sir Alfred Stephen, on Wednesday next, the 12th instant, I am directed by the Minister of Justice and 
Motio 

edn
n, 

 &cd.,v, 
No. Public Instruction to request that ),on will have the goodness to furnish to this Department with the least 

5, Y, 
12th Dece,i,Eer, possible delay, copies of the depositions and other proceedings therein referred to. 
iSli. 	 I have, &c., 

W. F. PLUNJCBTT, 
Under Secretary. 

No. 10. 
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No. 10. 

The Water Police Magistrate to The Tinder Secretary of Justice, &c. 
Sir, 	 Water Police 0111cc., Sydney, 12 December, 1877. 

In compliance with the request contained in your letter, 77/8,916, I have the honor to forward 
herewith copies of the depositions in the ease of assault preferred against Edward William and Mary 
White. 	 I have, &c., 

J. MILBOURNE MARSI{, 
W.P.M. 

No. 11. 

Depositions in the above case. 
New South Wales, 	 Infonna(ion—(Gencrq.l Purposes.) 

Sydney, to wit. 3 
Rn it remembered, that on this 14th day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-seven, at Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Joseph Carrigan, a constable of 
the Police Force in the Colony of New South Wales, appears before me, the undersigned, one of Per 
Majesty's Justices duly assigned to keep the Peace of our Lady the Queen in and for the Colony of New . 	

i 
W 	

:. South Wales, from information he bath received and verily believes to be true, and on 	 .: oath informs me, 	:: 	2 
that on the 13th day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy. 
seven, at the city of Sydney, in the said Colony, Edward William White and Mary White did jointly and 	

110 
. io 

unlawfully assault and beat one Fanny White, a child aged about 4 years, contrary to the Act in such ease 
made and provided; whereupon the said Joseph Carrigan prays that I, the said Justice, will proceed in 
the premises according to law. 

Sworn at Sydney, on the day first 	 J. CAR.RIGAN. 
above written, before me,— 

J. Maornx MARSh, W.P.M. 

Edward William White and Mary White. 

Joseph C'an-.qan, on oath, states: Parties before the Court are the parties I refor to in my infor-
mation now read; I received the child at the station, took it to the police surgeon, who in my presence 
examined it; the child is one mass of bruises—hack, belly, shoulders, head, eye I took the child to the 
Benevolent Asylum, find :t. summoned the defendants; the male defendant is thefather; the female defen-
dant is the step-mother lie is a bricklayer ; the black mark on the child's private parts must have been 
produced by a kick—Dr. Egan said it could not be caused in any other way; there was fresh blood on 
the dress, cut on the lip, blood on the nose. 

Sworn at Sydney, 10 November, 1877,—. 	 J. CARRIGAN. 
A. W. MAIcnNG, J.P. 
J. CAMDEN Goonitruox, J.P. 

Bridget Greenwood, on oath states I have known this child about six months ; on Tuesday night 
last, about 10 p.m., it caine to my p]ace of residence; I found marks on her face and body, and I put the 
child to bed and kept it, and sent it to the police next day. 

To defendant: Your wife camç at half-past 10, and I refused to give it up. 

Sworn at Sydney, 16 November, 1877,— 	 BRIDGET GREENWOOD. 
A. W, MANNJNG, J.P., 
J. CAMDEN 000niuDon, J.P. 

Eliza Barton, on oath states: I know female defendant by eye-sight—their house adjoins mine; 
I recollect on Tuesday, about 11 or half-past 11, 1. heard sounds of smacks in a room in their house, a 
child crying, and a woman's voice ; the only thing like it is when macn are beating a carpet; it etinucd 
for more than a minute; the blows were hard and constant, quick, without stopping for some minutes; I 
cannot say how many. 
Sworn, at Sydney, 10th November, 1877,— 	 ELTZA BARTON. 

A. W. MANNIIIO•, J.P. 
J. Cmni G00DRIDGE, J.P. 

Mary lame, on oath, states: I know defendants—I live next door to them; I heard a child crying 
and being smacked in their house last Tuesday; I spoke to Mrs. Barton about it: the child was screaming 
for some time, and the noise of beating for live or ten minutes I believe it was this child iii Court, but 
I have not seen it since until to-day; we live in ICippax-street, Surry Hills, in the city of Sydney. 

Sworn, at Sydney, 16th November, 1877,— 	 MARY JANE LANE. 
A. W. MANNING, J.P. 
J. Coinnx Goonninon, J.P. 

llifies Eqan, on oath, states: I am a legally qualified medical practitioner of this ôolony; I 
examined the child in Court on Weduesday, 14th November, 1877; 1. found one series of bruises pretty well 
sprinkled over the whole back and front of body ; a nasty bruise, as of a kick, on the private parts—on 

shoulder, 
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shoulder, on the lip and chin cut and bruises, one mass of bruises all over; a good deal of. blood on her 
clothing, which .1. believe came from her nose ; no blow from the hand could have caused the braise on 
the private parts—I think it must have been a kick. 	 M. EGAN. 
Sworn at Sydney, 16th November, 1877,— 

A. W. MAicNncG, J.P. 
J. CAMDEN 000DRi.DGE, J.P. 

- 	Remanded till Monday. 
A. W. l\Lumrcn, J.P. 
J. CAMDEiI 000mlIDGE, J.P. 

Martha Ellen Farmer, on oath, states Defendant White before the Court is my step-father, and 
the woman before the Court is my mother; Fanny White, the little girl before the Court, is my step-
sister; I was in my step-father's house last Friday week ; I saw Mr. White take the child Fanny White 
up-stairs—I then heard her scream—I heard blows—Mr. White was beating her; one night he wanted 
her to go for a pint of beer; she was coining  down-stairs between 12 pin, and 2 am. ; she couldn't wash 
the bottle, and father said he'd break her bloodyjaw; I saw my father beat Fanny White with the back 
end of a strap; whilst he was beating Fanny my mother told him he shouldn't do that to the child; that 
was when the buckle of the strap came round her (Fanny's) body, and hurt her in the front. 

By male defendatvt: I saw you beat the child with the buckle end of the strap down-stairs. 
Sworn, at Sydney, 19th November, 1877, before,— 	 MARTHA. ELLEN FARMER. 

A. W. MAnm'G, J.P. 
J. CAMDEN GooDn[Dox, J.P. 

Constable Joseph Carriqan re-sworn, states Last 'Wednesday morning I went to defendant's house 
I asked the female prisoner how the assault occurred on the child; she said the father beat her with his 
belt (I told her I was a constable), and that the buckle-end came round to the front of the child's body 
on the privates; she afterwards said that she had beat the child herself for stopping away when on a 
message; I asked what the message was; she said she had given her a jug and some money to go to the 
public-house ; she beat her when she came home, because she had stopped away so long ; I saw the male 
defendant later on that day; he said he couldn't be accountable for the bruises upon the child, in reply 
to my question, as he had to be at work all day, and the wife had full control of the child when he was 
away. 	 J. CA11R1G'AY. 
Sworn at Sydney, 19 November. 1877, before,— 

A. W. MANNING, J.P. 
J. CAMDEN GooniuDex, J.P. 

Case dismissed, both prisoners to be discharged. 
A. W. MANNING, J.P. 
3'. CAMDEN GoomirDon, J.P. 

No. 12. 
Messrs. Manning and Goodridge to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Water Police Office, Sydney, 13 December, 1877. 
We have the honor to aeknowlede the receipt, on the 10th instant, of your letter of the 7th 

instant, No. 77-8,916, forwarding the copy of the minute of the Minister of Justice in further reference 
E. W and iiarv to our action in the case noted in the margin. 

We cannot refrain from expressing our regret that the Minister of Justice should have deemed 
White. 	the circumstances of that case such as to warrant the writing of a minute upon our former letter of 

explanation, which, by implication, conveys an extreme censure upon two gentlemen who, the one for 
more than thirty years, and the second for more than twenty-five years, have conscientiously discharged 
their duty as Justices of the Peace; a minute of such unmerited severity that no course would be open 
to us but at once to resign our offices, did we not entertain the hope that the Minister may yet  be led to 
the conclusion that in the absence of proof of any "cruel and brutal assault," our action was not such 
as to occasion any grave miscarriage of justice. 

In the matter tinder consideration, there are some points to which we would once more direct the 
attention of the Minister of Justice. 

The information charged the defendants with having committed on offence on the thirteenth 
November. The evidence adduced fails entirely to substantiate that charge, but certainly goes far to prove 
an assault on the ninth—four days previously. 

None of the wihesses saw the offence committed—they only heard sounds of blows and of crpng 
in a room believed to be in the occupation of the defendants. 

The witness Eliza Barton, when she said the blows she heard sounded "as if a carpet were being 
beaten," illustrated her meaning by clapping her hands together quickly several times, thereby conveying 
to the Bench the impression that the beating was id/h the open hand, and could not have occasioned any 
of the bruises stated by the doctors to be so "thickly sprinkled" on the child's body; a statement we 
regarded, after examination of the child, as somewhat too highly coloured. 

The witness Martha Ellen Farmer clearly established the fact that the cuts on her sister's lip and 
chin were occasioned by a fall over her tub while being washed, and, as she stated that her sister had on 
a recent date fallen down-stairs, the presumption was natural that some of the bruises visible on her 
body on the 14th was occasioned by that fall. 

There was no attempt to fix upon the defendants a charge of habitual cruelty to their children; 
but as facts were ehcited which served to show that they were most unfit guardians of so young a child, 
we, upon subsequent application, directed the removal of that child to the Benevolent Asylum. 

We are aware that nuder the Act 9 Geo, IV, 31, by which cases of ordinary assaults are judged, we 
had it in our power to commit for trial, provided we were satisfied of the sufficiency of the evidence, We 
were, however, of opinion that the evidence was too defective to warrant such a course. Another Act 

(18 



(18 Vie. 0), specially designed for the protection of women and children, places any agqravated assault 
upon such under summary jurisdiction alone; and under it, had it been possible, we would have severely 
punishedthe parents of Fanny White. As we before stated, however great the presumption of guilt 
might be, there was no clear and direct evidence to justify such punishment. 

The case received every attention at our hands. We repeatedly conferred on the matter, and it 
was during one such conference we failed to notice the omission from the depositions (when read by the 
cleric to the witness before signature) of the most material portion of the evidence given by Martha Ellen 
Farmer—that portion which in our opinion reasonably accounted for some of the bruises, and proved that 
neither defendant had inflicted the wound upon the child's lip or chin. 

Under all the circumstances of the case, we, as the adjudicating Magistrates, fail to see the impro-
priety of our decision,—we alone were seised of the case,—by the evidence we were bound to punish or 
acquit the persons charged,—and conscientiously executing our discretion we acquitted them. 

We trust this further explanation will induce the Minister of Justice to withdraw his minute, and 
relieve us from the imputation of incompetency, if nothing more, under which it has placed us. 

We have, &c., 
A. W. MANNING, J.P. 
J. CAMDEN GOODRIDGE, J.P. 

For my successor.—J. Licxn, 15 Dec., 1877. 	This matter having been determined upon by 
my predecessor, I see no reason to re-open it.—J. LEar, 7/1/78. 	Inform Messrs. Manning and 
Goodridge, J.P.'s.—S. 

No. 13. 
The Water Police Magistrate to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

My dear sir, 	 Water Police Court 18 December, 1877. 
The circumstancc of an inquiry having been made by the Honorable the Minister of Justice and 

Public Instruction, touching the decision in a recent case (to White) heard at the Water Police Court, 
before Messrs. Arthur Manning and Camden Goodridge, Justices of the Peace, and the adverse opinion 
passed thereon, induces me, as Chairman of the Bench, to express the deep regret I feel at the possibility 
of being deprived (by their perhaps being unwilling to sit again whilst under a stigma) of the assistance 
of two most thoi:ommghly reliable Magistrates, in whom the utmost confidence has hitherto been reposed—
men of education, experience, and high character, and who I can conscientiously affirm (from my own 
personal observation) have always endeavoured to administer justice without fear, favour, or affection. 

I therefore feel it only due to them (without presuming to offer any opinion upon their late 
decision, and without in any way identifying myself therewith) to ask to be permitted to state, for the 
information of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, the high esteem Messrs. 
Manning and Goodridge have been held in, and the diligent services they have always shown themselves 
willing to render in their magisterial capacity. 	 I am, &c., 

J. MILBOURNE MARSH. 

No. 14, 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Messrs. A. W. Manning and J. C. 

Goodridge, J.P.'s. 
Gentlemen, 	 Deparhnent of Justice and Public Instruction. Sydney, S January, 1878. 

lii reply to your letter of 18th ultimo, further with referenco to the decision given by you 
in the case noted in the margin,—], am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to 
state that this matter having been determined upon by his predecessor, he sees no reason to re-open it. 

I have, &c., 
W. E. PLUNKETT, 

Under Secretary. 

- 
[Gd.] 	

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government Printer—iSiS. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Police Magistrate, Tamworth. 

	

Sir, 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, 30 January, 1878. 

I am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to transmit herewith a copy 
of an Address of the Legislative Assembly for certain information respecting the case of Cone v. Clark, 
cattle-shooting, and to request thatyou will have the goodness to cause the information asked for to be 
furnished to this Department as early as convenient. 	 I have, &c., 

W. B. PLUNKflT, 
Under Secretary. 

Telegram from Police Magistrate, Tamworth, to Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 
4 February, 1878. 

Re Cone and Clark, cattle-shooting, I have written to Nundle for the depositions; the boy Clark 
was discharged and afterwards called as a witness against Hungcrford for same offence. Shall I send the 
proceedings in this case also, though not mentioned in the motion P—It throws light on the whole 
prosecution. 

Telegram from Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Police Magistrate, Tamworth. 
5 February, 1878. 

Re Cone v. Clark, cattle.stealing, for the reasons stated in your telegram 4th instant it wonld be 
desirable to forward each of the cases referred to by you. 

The Police Magistrate, Tamworth, to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

	

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 13 February, 1878. 

I have the honor to enclose nnder separate cover: 1. A copy of the depositions in the case 
against a boy named John Clark, junior, for shooting cattle, the property of Samuel Cone, heard before 
myself and Mr. T. B. Kermode, J.P., at Nundle on the 24th August, 1877, and dismissed. 2. The copy 
depositions in a case against Robert Hungerford for shooting the same cattle, initiated by summons and 
heard before the same Bench and dismissed, in which the previously discharged prisoner, John Clark, 
junior, was examined as a witness for the prosecution. 3. I also thiolc it proper to enclose a copy of the 
depositions taken on the 11th August, 1877, in the same case against John Clark, junior. Mr. Kermode, 
J.P., heard the case on that day and remanded the prisoner until the 24th August, 1877. Sending me a 
requisition to attend on that day. On the remand day, as the prisoner was then provided with a solicitor, 
it was deemed expedient to commence the case do rove, which was done. 

I have, &c., 
P. WILLIAMSON IRVING, P.M. 

[Encloeuree] 

	

Noodle,} De
to wit. 	

positiom of Thin en. 

THE examination of Willizin Couch, of Nundle, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on Saturday, 
this eleventh day of August in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventyseven, at 
Nundle, in the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for 
the said Colony, in the presence and hearing of John Clark, junior, who is charged this day before me, 
for that he the said John Clark, junior, on or about the 15th day of July, 1877, at Barnard River, in the 
said Colony, did unlawfully and maliciously kill two head of cattle, the property of Samuel Cone, of 
the Barnard River, in the Colony aforesaid. 

This deponent, Wiflisrn arch, on oath saith as follows :—I am a constable in the New South Wales 
Police Force, statioiaed at Nundle ; on the night of the 19th July, ultimo, Joseph Cone, of Back River, 
reported that a bay horse was stolen, for which he suspected John Clark, the prisoner now before the 
Court, as John Clark was seen about the house about the time the horse was missed; on making diligent 
search for this horse, which was supposed to be stolen, I went to Mr. Ilungerford's station in company 
with Mr. Joseph Cone, junior; I saw the prisoner bringing in a mob of horses ; I rode up and examined 
them; I made inquiries of the prisoner respecting the horse stolen from Mr. Cone ; he replied, " I do not 
know what horse you mean ;" he said, "Who owns him 9" I replied, "Mr. Cone owns the horse;"  the 
prisoner said, "Did you think I stole his old horse F" I said, "I thought perhaps you might have seen him 
someplace ;" lie said in reply, "I don't want his old horse, for I can get a horse worth ten pounds (10) 
to shake a few old bullocks;" I said to him "What, have you been shaking bullocks F" he said, "No, 
I did not say I did;"  I then said, "You might as well tell me the truth of anything you know about 
the bullocks ;" he said, "No, I won't ; you will tell Rungerford ;" I said, "No, don't be frightened about 
that ; I won't tell ilungerford anything you tell me;" Joseph Cone, junior, and another man were present 
during the time this conversation passed ; the prisoner then considered and said, " I will tell you if you don't 
tell llungcrford " I said, "Don't be frightened; I won't tell Hnngerford anything you tell me about the 
bullocks ;" he said, "They are over there ;" "Where," said I, "in a paddock?" he said, No, they are shot 
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"WI10 shot them 9" I asked; he the prisoner said, "I only shot two, but Hungerford shot a lot of cattle;"  Iwas 
to get tell bob for shooting a cow and say nothing about Hungerford branding the calf, but she charged us and 
broke away and I did not shoot her;" 1 said to him, "Will you show me some of those bullocks and cattle 9" 
he said, "I will if you get me a horse, but I'm darned if I am going to walk over that hill ;" I then asked 
Joseph Cone to tell Mr. Robert Hungerford that I wanted to see him; the prisoner said," I will tell you no 
more ;  you are going to tell Mr. Robert Hungerford ;" I said "lam only going to getyou a horse to ride 
the prisoner appeared to be frightened; I then arrested him on suspicion of having killed two bullocks, the 
property of Samuel Cone, of Back River; prisoner said, "If you are going to do that I deny knowing 
anything about them, or having anything to do with them ;" the prisoner afterwards showed me where the 
cattle were lying which were shot; the first beast we came to 1 asked prisoner if he shot that one; he 
said, "No, Robert Hungerford shot that one ;" prisoner poiuted towards two head of cattle lying dead 
about 20 yards distant; prisoner said. "Them are the only two I shot; I was going to have another shot 
but i: ran out of powder ;" I said, " Did you leave anything where you ran out of powder, meaning where 
the cattle were shot?" prisoner said, " I don't remember now, but I think I flung a little flask behind that 
log,".pointing to a log; I then showed the prisoner a powder-flask which I picked up two dayspreviously 
in exactly the same place where the prisoner pointed out, and then I showed him the flask now produced, 
marked A; the flask is marked with the letters RH over t C; I asked prisoner if that was the flask; the 
prisoner said, "He was not sure but lie thought it was "; I asked him if he remembered scratching or writing 
anything on it; lie said, "I don't remember now, I might have done so ;" I then showed him the flask 
with the letters on; the prisoner said, "I don't remember doing that, I might have done so ;" the flask 
was picked up about 7 or 8 yards from where the cattle were lying, which the prisoner acknowledged 
as having shot; there were three others in my company when I picked up the flask; I then asked 
the prisoner what gun or firearms he had at the time he shot the bullocks ; he replied, "That's put 
where you won't get it;" I said "You might as well tell me where it is;"  he replied "That's put where 
you won't get it; if I tell you you will get it and Hungerford will know that I told you;"  I then escorted the prisoner to the Nundle lock-up. 

Taken and sworn before us, this 11th August, 1877,— 	 WILLIAM COUCH. 
P. B. KERMODE. 

Prisoner applies for a postponement until the 24th instant. Case postponed until 24th instant; 
bail allowed—himself in £40, and two sureties in £20 each. 

T. B. KERMODE. 
This case was began do nova before B. W. Irving, P.M., and Mr. P. B. Kermode, J.P., and 

ultimately dismissed. 

24 August, 1877. 	

- 

B. WILLIAM IRVING, P.M. 

Now South Wales, 	
Deposition of Wi?nees. 

to wit. 

Tnn examination of William Conch, of Nundle, in the Colony of New South Wales, constable in the 
Police Force of New South Wales, taken on oath this twenty.fourth day of August, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, at Nundle, in the Colony aforesaid, before the 
undersigned, two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, in the presence and hearing 
of John Clark, who is charged this day before us, for that he, the said John Clark, junior, on or about the 
fifteenth day of July, 1877, at Barnard River, in the said Colony, did unlawfully and maliciously kill two 
head of cattle, the property of Samuel Cone, of the Barnard River, in the Colony aforesaid. 

This deponent, ftTillia,n C'ouch, on his oath, saifli—I am a constable in the Police Force stationed 
in Nundle ; on the 20th July last I was on Mr. Hungerfor d's station between 11 and 12 o'clock in the forenoon ;  I saw the prisoner running in a mob of horses; I rode up and examined the horses and asked 
the prisoner " 1-lave you seen a bay horse 9" ; J described the horse and his brands ; the prisoner replied 
"I do not know what horse you mean ;  who owns him 2" ; I  said "Mr. Cone owns the horse"; prisoner 
said" What, did he think I stole his old horse I don't want his horse ; I can get a horse worth £10 
to shake a few old bullocks" ;  I-said "Have you becn shaking bullocks?" he said "No, I did not say I did"; 
I said" You might as well tell me the truth of everything you know about bullocks;"  he said "  No, I won't; you will tell Hungerford. 	I said "Don't be frightened about that, I won't tell Hungerford anything you 
tell me." (The confession is objected to at this stage by prisoner's solicitor.) 

By the Bench: I was in full nuiform as it constable, and had arms (Objection sustained.) After 
talking with the prisoner I accompanied him to a spot where two bullocks were lying dead; I had seen 
these bullocks two days before this, and had examined them and had observed holes as if from bullets 
through their bodies ; 1 had arrested the prisoner before we went to the bullocks; I afterwards took the 
prisoner to the lock-np ; I have no further evidence to give except the statement the prisoner made to me; 
there were two other persons with me at the time I had the conversation with the boy; they can only give the 
same evidence as I have given. 	 WILLIAM COUCH. 
Taken and sworn before us, this 24th August, 1877,— 

B. WILLIAM IRVING, P.M. 
Recalled :.-1 found a powder-flask beside the bullocks, the letters RH over 	which I now produce. 	 WIL r  M COUCH. 

Taken and sworn before us, this 24th August, 1877,— 
B. WILLIAM Invuc&, P.M. 

The Senior-constable here states there is no further evidence against the boy John Clark, junior. 
The prisoner is discharged. 

D. WILLIA.M IRVING, P.M. 
T. B. KERMODE, J.P. 

Deposition 



Depositio'z of Witness. 

New South Wales, Nundle, 
to wit. 

TUE examination of John Clark, junior, of Barnard River, in the Colony of New South Wales, taken on 
oath this 24th day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, at 
Nundle, in the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned, two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for 
the said Colony, in the presence and hearing of Robert Hungerford, who is charged this day before us, 
for that he, the said Robert Hungerford, on or about the 14th day of July, 1877, at Barnard Thver, in the 
said Colony, did unlawfully and maliciously kill two head of cattle, the property of Samuel Cone, of 
Barnard River. 

[The summons was not forwarded.] 
Nundle, 24 August, 1877. 

Before D. W. Irving, Esq., P.M. ; T. B. Kermode, Esq., J.P. 
Police against Robert Hungerford, unlawfully and maliciously killing two head of cattle, the property of 

Samuel Cone, of Barnett River, on or about 14th July, 1877. 
Jbhn Clark, on his oath, saith —I am in Mr. Robert Hungerford' s service as a stock boy; I never saw 

Mr. Hungerford shoot any cattle during the time I have been with him; I never saw any bullocks of Mr. 
Samuel Cones lying dead on Mr. Hungerford's run until the Police showed them to me; I never saw the 
flask produced until the Police showed it to me ; the policeman showed it to me when he was bringing me 
into Nuudle; the policeman showed me two head of cattle, they were all rotted away, there was nothing 
but bones left; I cannot tell whether they were cows or bullocks, or whose brand was on them; I never 
saw the two head of cattle before lying in that place ; I never, on the day the policeman showed me the two 
bullocks or two head of cattle, said to the policeman (Couch) that Mr. Hungerford shot those two beasts 
and I did not tell Couch that Mr. Hungerford shot cattle or cows; young Cone and another person, I do 
not know by name, were with Constable Couch when we were at the two dead beasts; I did not say 
anything about Mr. Hungerford having shot cattle of any description to Constable Couch on that day; I 
did not know the bullocks or beasts showed to me to be Mr. Samuel Cone's until the Police said they were. 

his 

Witness,—WM. R0ES0N. 	 JOHN + CLARK. 
Taken and sworn before us, this 24th August, 1877,— 	 mark 

D. WILLIAM IBYXNO, P.M. 

The Senior-constable here states he is not prepared to offer any further evidence in the case. 
Case dismissed. B. WILLIAM IRVING, P.M. 

T. B. KERMODE, J.P. 

Sydney Thomas Riebards, Government Printer.-1878. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

New South Wales, Sydney, 
to wit. 

BE it remembered that on this 20th day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-eight, at Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Francis Hutchinson, of King-
street, Sydney, licensed victualler, appeared before me, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices 
duly assigned to keep the peace of our Lady the Queen in and for the Colony of New South Wales, and 
informs me from information he has received, and which he believes to be true, that Harry Kellier and 
Philip Lynn, both of Sydney aforesaid, contriving and unlawfully and maliciously intending to injure, 
vilify, and prejudice one Francis Hutchinson in his business of a licensed victualler, and to deprive him 
of his good name, credit, and reputation, and to bring him into great contempt, scandal, infamy, and 
disgrace, on or about the 15th day of February instant, at Sydney aforesaid, unlawfully, wilfully, and 
maliciously did write and publish, and cause and procure to be written and published, a false, scandalous, 
malicious and defamatory libel, in the form of a "pamphlet," called the Pilgrim containing divers false 
scandalous, malicious, and defamatory matters and things of and concerning the said Francis Hutchinson, 
that is to say 

"NELLY's BowER—continued." 

" IT appears that thepeople in charge of 'Nelly's Bower' don't appreciate my attempt of last week to 
describe their house; but although I have no wish to offend them, yet, as I promised my readers a con-
tinuation of this subject, I must at all hazards keep that promise. A young man in our employment, 
out of I suppose curiosity, went into the front bar of this place the other evening for 'a liquor,' and 
sncceeded in getting into conversation with the girl with the hair she, after speaking to him for a little, 
expressed herself in these terms 'What do you think, the Pilgrim says I'm painted; now you look: am 
I F' Our young man of course replied that it was her own colour, and that it made her look charmingly fresh, 
as so it should when it is put on newly two or three times a day. We hear that these people have a gang 
of their hangm-on looking for us to try Mr. Roberts' plan of revenge; but we also have thought it 
necessary to engage a body-guard so as to protect our lives from men whose services can be bought by 
publlcans for a nobbler or two. 

"This place has, as I think I mentioned last week, two bars, in one of which is charged 3d. for a 
drink, and in the other Gd.; there is really no difference whatever in the drink, the only difference being 
in the fact that one of these places has 'Café' written on green blinds on the windows, and the other 
has not. In the one the ordinary Café flirtation takes place—in the other it don't; Be the extra 3d. 
is paid for the squeeze of Nelly's hand and a spoouy glance from her wandering eyes. The people who 
stay here are for the most part respectable, but they find the 'Exchange' or 'Phalert's' Hotels too quiet, 
for here, at 'Nelly's Bower,' you may see married men and single standing outside watching the girls of 
the demi-monde, and choosing from them as they pass by, those whom their fancy dictates them to make 
assignations with. 

"I have heard of a circumstance which occurred here about a fortnight ago on a Sunday night, or 
rather on Monday morning. A gentleman knocked quietly with the usual after-midnight three taps for 
admission to the Café; the door opened, and it was so dark that he, the visitor, could not distinguish 
whether the door was opened by the nearly black landlord or the quite black servant. (We are satisfied, 
after looking at these two, of the correctness of Darwin's theory.) On entering the Café he saw the 
landlady officiating, and getting into conversation with her at once found out that she was intoxicated. 
Bather rudely, I must confess, he, when she made some insulting remark, replied that he thought that she 
had been imbibing too freely. At this she turned round to the men in the place and exclaimed, 'If there 
is a gentleman in the place he will turn this man out,' thus implying that it is seldom that a gentleman is 
to be found there." 
meaning thereby that the said Francis Hutchinson kept an improper hotel, and that two of the female 
servants of the said Francis Hutchinson were of loose and immoral character, and that the wife of the 
said Francis Hutchinson was a person of drunken and dissolute habits; they, the said Harry Kellier and 
Philip Lynn, then and there well knowing the said defamatory libel to be false, to the great damage, 
scandal, and disgrace of the said Francis Hutchinson, to the evil example of all others in the like case 
off ending, and contrary to the statute in such case made and provided; whereupon the said Francis 
Hutchinson prays that I, the said Justice, will proceed in the premises according to law. 
Exhibited before me, at the Central Police Office, 	 FRANK HUTCIIINSON. 

Sydney, this 20th day of February, A.D. 1878,— 3 
WM. CRANE, P.M. 

DEPosITIoNs or WrTNEssEs. 
New South Wales, city of Sydney, 	 No. 59, 5/3/78. 

to wit. 	 3 
TuE examination of Francis Hutchinson, ofSydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, licensed victualler, 
Henry Bethel, of Sydney, printer, Michael Albert Gorman, of Sydney, printer, Mary Louisa Hutchinson, 
of Sydney, married woman, Robert William Itobberds, of Sydney, attorney, Bridget ilayes, of Sydney, 
barmaid, and Edward McDonnell, of Sydney, in the said Colony, taken on oath the 22nd and 27th days of 
February instant, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, at Sydney, in 
the Colony aforesaid, before the undersigned three of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said 
Colony, in the presence and hearing of Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn, who are charged this day before 
us for that they, the said Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn, on or about the fifteenth day of February 
instant, at Sydney, in the said Colony, unlawfully, wilfully, and maliciously did write and publish, and 
cause and procure to be written and published a false, scandalous, malicious, and defamatory libel of and 
concerning the said Francis Hutchinson, in the form of a pamphlet called the Pilgrim, in an article in the 
said pamphlet, headed "Nelly's Bower," they then well knowing the said libel to be false. 

Harry 
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Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn—Libel. 
Mr. Gannon appears for the prosecution, and Mr. Carroll for the defence. 
Information read. 

1'ancis Hutchinsott, on oath, states —My information now read refers to the two defendants before 
the Court; I am a licensed victualler, keeping the "Metropolitan Hotel," King and Castlereagh Streete, 
in this city I have seen a pamphlet called the Pilqriin; I look at the article in that pamphlet, now 
show-n to me, headed "Nelly's Bower" ; that is the libel I complain of in my information. (Article 
marked "A' for identification.) 
Sworn at Sydney, 22 February, 18Th,— 	 FRANK HUTCHINSON. 

Enw. Rinci, .1.1?. 
ALFRED G. NRALE, J.P. 
G. B. M.&CL-na, J.P. 	- 

Case postponed till Wednesday next, at 11 o'clock, am. 
Each defendant is allowed bail—self in £40 each. 

Sydney, 22 February, 1878. 
ALFRED G. NEALE, JP. 
Enw. Riner, J.P. 
G. H. MACLEAN, J.P. 

Henry Beth-el, on oath, states :—I am a printer, carrying on business at 10, King-street, Sydney; I 
look at the article marked "A"; 1 printed that article; I produce the manuscript of that article. (Mann. 
script put in, marked "B.") I received that manuscript from Mr. Kellier, defendant; defendant Lynn was 
with him—they were both together; I am not quite certain which handed it to me I entered into an 
agreement with them; I produce the agreement (agreement put in and marked "C") ; it was signed by 
both defendants in my presence in pursuance of that agreement, I printed pamphlet marked " A" ; I 
have not printed any more than that week's issue; I printed the article A from the manuscript produced, B. 

By defendant Lynn: I can't swear who wrote that article A; the proof of the article A. passed 
through a solicitor's hands before issue; the solicitor was Mr. Thomas Read. 
Sworn at Sydney, 27th February, 1878,— 	 HENRY BETHEL. 

ALFRED G. Nni, J.P. 
EDW. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. H. MAcLEAN, J.P. 	- 

.211ichaci Albert Gorman, on b5th, states :—I am a printer, carrying on business at 125, York-street, 
under the style and firm of " Gorman and Reardon" I know the defendants—I have seen them in my 
office; we printed a pamphlet call Another Pilgrim; the pamphlet now shown to me was printed on 
behalf of defendants (pamphlet put in andmarked '0"); that is the last we printed for defendants; we 
were not requested to print any more after that; we got a lawyer's letter about the article marked C. 

By defendant 4nn :-1 got a letter from Mr. llutclunson; I did not tell you anything about that 
letter ;  no one else Bigned the agreement with us ; generally four or five persons came into my office with 
you; I don't know who signed the agreement. 

Bij defendant EeRier :—I believe Mr. Richardson went security for you—I believe be paid money 
on your behalf. 

By Mr. Gammon :—The letter 1 got was a lawyer's letter written on behalf of Mr. Hutchinson the 
complaninant; I was always very careful not to print scurrilous matter, for my own sake, or libellons 
matter ; I printed the article "Nellie's Bower," marked C; that article was marked "to be continued." 
Sworn at Sydney, 27th February, 1878,— 	 Al. A. GORMAN. 

ALFRED U. NJiALE, J.P. 
Enw. RIDGE, J.P. 
U. H. MAcLW, J.P. 

.211arq Louisa Hutchinson, on oath, states —I am the wife of complainant in this case; we have a 
servant girl called "Nelly," who attends to the " Café" of our hotel; she has been in our service some 
time, and is so still ; we had also in our employ a black servant named "Charles Williams"; be has since 
left our service; I have read the article marked A; about half.past 10 o'clock on Sunday night referred to 
in that article the house was shut, and our lodgers have to ring for admission at that hour; there was a 
disturbance in the house that night; I asked one of the gentlemen present to put the gentleman out 
who had come in; 1 was not intoxicated that night; a Mr. Levy was there; it was a falsehood that I 
was intoxicated thaf night ;  I am certain I am the landlady referred to in that article—I have no doubt 
of it; defendant Kellier was in the bar drinking with the man that was turned out, and remained after that. 

By .Keilier :—I won't swear to you—I believe that you are the man that was in the bar; no one 
could mistake the article; I believe you mean me in the article referred to; there are four public.houses 
at the corners of King and Castlereagh Streets; I don't know anything about the other houses I don't 
know if there is a "Nelly" at cit-her of the other three houses ;  there may be Nellies" there; I have 
never seen any black servants at either of the other three houses—I can't swear that there is not; opposite 
to my house is an hotel called "Sharpe's" ; I don't believe they charge Gd. for drink in any part of 
that house; I don't know anything about it; 1 look at exhibit A; I have the word "Café" written 
on blinds—not on green blinds; ours is the only house at the corner of King and Castlereagh Streets-
that has " Café" written on it; Sharpe's has not the word " Café " on blinds upstairs ; the hotel at the 
other corner—" Neilly's"—has not the word " Café" written on the blinds; the black servant Williams 
left about a fortnight n-go ; I have nover seen him at "Neilly's Hotel " ; one portion of my house is 
known as "Nelly's Bower," by gentlemen. 

Sworn at Sydney, 27 February, 1878,— 
MARY LOUISA HUTCHINSON. 

ALFRED G. NF.AJJE, J.P. 
Enw. B-mat, J.P. 
U. B. MAcinN, J.P. 
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Robert William Robberds, on oath, states —I am an attorney of the Supreme Court of this Colony; 
I wrote a letter to Messrs. Gorman and Reardon; after writing that letter I saw the article marked A 
I have read that article; I had no difficulty in recognizing the house referred to; 1 understood it referred 
to the " Metropolitan Hotel," kept by complainant ; several portions of that article cause me to identity 
the house; it refers to the two girls in the bars; I look at exhibit C; one of the girls has frizzed 
hair; I recognize her also in the expression "Look at me, am I painted?" I have not the slightest doubt 
that the expression in exhibit A about the "nearly black landlord" and the "wholly black servant" 
refers to complainant and one of his servants; I have known Mrs. Hutchinson for years—I never saw 
her under the influence of liquor. 

By defendant Kellier :—I don't know anything of the other houses at the corner of King-street 
and Castlereagh-street ;  for all I know there may be girls with matted hair, and also black servants, at the 
other houses; I never heard any portion of the house called "Kelly's Bower" till the first Pilgrim 
called it so; I can't say what he meant by "Kelly's Bower"—I only drew the inference. 

Sworn at Sydney, 27 February, 1878,— 
B. W. ROBBERDS. 

ALFRED G. NEAL; J.P. 
Bow. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. R. MACLE&N, J.P. 

Bridget Hayes, or oath, states —I am in the employ of complainanLs at the "Metropolitan 
Hotel"; I have charge of the hotel bar; I don't recollect any one Baying to me they were the pilgrims; 
one Sunday night a few weeks back, about between 10 and 11 o'clock, there was a disturbance in the 
house; Mrs. Hutchinson called on some one to put the person creating the disturbance out; she was per-
fectly sober at the time; I have read the article A; I believe that article refers to the "Metropolitan 
Hotel," and to Mrs. Hutchinson ; I did not recognize either of the defendants in the house that night. 

By defendant Kellier :—There are four hotels at the corners of King and Cast.lereagh Streets; I 
don't know that Gd. is charged at any other house than the " Metropolitan Hotel"—I won't swear that it 
is not done; I don't know if there is or is not a girl called "Kelly" at either of the other houses; the 
word "Café" is written on green blinds at the " Metropolitan Hotel"; if Mrs. Hutchinson says the blinds 
are brown it is false; I did not recognize any of the persons in the house on the night of the disturbance; 
there were not more than eightpersons there; I believe the words, "the girl with the matted hair" refers 
to me, because my hair is frizzed. 

By Mr. Gannon :—The blinds are venetian; the gauze blinds with the word "Café" on are brown; 
I referred to the venetian blinds as being green. 
Sworn at Sydney, 27th February, 1878,— 	 BRIDGET HAYES. 

ALFRED G. Nxitr, J.P. 
Bow. RThGE, J.P. 
U. R. MAcLEa, J.P. 

£dward McDonnell, on oath, states —I know Mr. Harold Grey; he was the writer of the first 
Pilyrirn; I wrote the articles at his dictation; I look at an article in the original Pilgrim, written by 
"Harold Grey"; it refers to the "Metropolitan Hotel." (Article put in and marked "D.") I look at 
exhibit A; I have no doubt it refers to the "Metropolitan Hotel" and to Mrs. Hutchinson; the name 

Kelly's Bower" was first given by Mr. Grey. 
By defendant bluer :—I have been in all the other three public-houses; I have never paid sirpence 

for a drink in either of them; I have never been upstairs at "Sharpe's"; I don't know if there is or is 
not a "Kelly" employed at either of the other houses; Grey had another clerk than myself; I remember 
the words "a poverty-stricken clerk of the ex-Pilgrim," in one of your pamphlets—I think you alluded to 
me. 

By Mr. Gannon :—I will swear that neither of the other houses has a black servant; at the time 
article A appeared there was a black servant at the " Metropolitan Hotel"; neither of the landlords is 
black or nearly black; Mr. Hutchinson is not" nearly black." 
Sworn at Sydney, 27th February, 1878,— 	 EDWARD McDONNELL. 

ALFRED G. NEAL; J.P. 
Bmw. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. R. MACLEa, J.P. 

New South Wales, 	 STATEMENT OF THE Accustn. 
towit. 	5 

Hinur Kellier and Philip Lynn stand charged before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's 
-Justices of the Peace in and for the Colony aforesaid, this twenty-seventh day of February, in 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, for that they, the said 
Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn, on or about the fifteenth day of February instant, at Sydney, in 
the said Colony, unlawfully, wilfully, and maliciously, did write and publish, and cause and procure to be 
written and published, a false, scandalous, Inaliciolls, and defamatory libel of and concerning one Francis 
Hutchinson, in the form of a pamphlet called the Pilgrim, in an article in the said pamphlet headed 
"Kelly's Bower," they then well knowing the said libel to be false ; and the examinations of all the 
witnesses on the part of the prosecution having been completed, and the depositions taken against the 
accused having been caused to be read to them by me, the said Justice, before whom such exami-
nation has been so completed; and I, the said Justice, having also stated to the accused, and given them 
clearly to understand that they have nothing to hope from any promise of favour, and nothing to fear 
from any threat which may have been holden out to them to induce them to make any admission or 
confession of their guilt, but that whatever they shall say may be given in evidence against them upon their 
trial, notwithstanding such promise or threat ;  and the said charge being read to the said Harry Kellier 
and Philip Lynn; and the witnesses for the prosecution being severally examined in their presence, the 
said Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn are each now addressed by inc as follows: "Having heard the 

evidence, 



evidence, do you wish to say anything in answer to the charge? You are not obliged to say anything 
unless you desire to do so; but whatever you say will be taken down in writing, and may be given in 
evidence against you upon your trial" ; whereupon the said Harry TCelhicr and Philip Lynn saith as 
follows "1 have witnesses to call." 
Taken before me, at Sydney, in the said Colony, the 

day and year first above mentioned,— 
ALFRED G. NEAL; J.P. 

Postponed till to-morrow, at 11 am. 
Bail allowed—self in £40, and two sureties in £20 each, or one in £40. 

Sydney, 27 February, 1878. ALFRED G. NEALE, J.P. 
Euw. BaDGE, J.P. 
G. R. MACLEAN, J.P. 

DEFENCE. 
.iIfav .P'ricdentl,al, on oath, states By dVendant Xe/i/cr —I am a proprietor of a billiard-room in 

King-street, in this city, at the ' Oaf 6 Wein" ;  I have been there about twelve months; I have read the 
article now shown me, marked A; after reading it I had no idea it referred to complainant's house, the 
"Metropolitan hotel" ;  I thought it referred to Mrs. Neilly's Hotel, opposite the "Metropolitan" ; she 
has been keeping that house for some years; I have no doubt that she has been there over two years; 
there is a black boy' employed there; there has been it black servant employed at the " Café Wein" until 
the last couple of weeks; there was a barmaid named Nelly at Mrs. Neilly's a couple of weeks ago, till 
about ten days ago; I have paid Gd. for a drink at Sharpe's upstairs; Sharpe's is at the corner of King 
and Castlereagh Streets ; there was a girl named Nelly at Sharpe's till within this two or three weeks 
a Café kept by a man named Maas is under the same license as ic Neilly's Hotel" ; it is part of Neilly's 
house ; there are blinds—green blinds—on the windows of the Café attached to Neilly's, kept by Maas; 
the word " Café" is written on the blinds of this Café; I have been in the " Café Maas"; 1. have paid 
Gd. for all kinds of drinks there. 

By Mr. Gannon :—I never for one moment believed the article A referred to the "Metropolitan 
Hotel"; "Neilly" and "Nelly" are not spelled alike; I have not read exhibit C it would take me two or 
three hours to study exhibit A thoroughly, so as to find any passage referring to Mrs. Neilly's; I 
thought on reading it first that it referred to Mrs. Neilly's house; I don't know of any "nearly black 
landlord" about the neighbourhood; Mrs. Neilly would not answer the description; Mr. Meas is as nearly 
black as Mr. Hutchinson; there was a black boy at Hutehinson's; there has been it black servant at 
Neilly's; I can't say if one has been there within six days ; I gave evidence aainst Grey, for robbery; 
defendants are almost daily visitors at the "Café Wein"; they have been praising the ' Café Wein"; 
I think I had no conversation with the defendants this morning about this case; I can't swear the article 
A refers to the "Tietropolitan Hotel" or "Neilly's," or any place; I have seen a black servant at 
Neilly's cleaning windows—I don't know if he was engaged or not. 

By Xeilier:—I have seen this black boy doing servant's work at Neilly's; the house I speak of as 
Neilly's is not now,  kept by Mrs. Neilly, but the namo is on the front; the Mr. Maas I speak of is not a 
fair man—he is very dark ;  my impression was that article A did not refer to Mr. Hutchinson's house, 
because I never saw it open after 12 o'clock at night. 
Sworn at Sydney, 28th February, 1878,— 	 MAX. FRIEDENTHAL. 

ALFRED G. NFULE, J.P. 
EDw. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. R. MACLEAN, J.P. 

Helen Dqf on oath, states :—My name is "Nelly" ; I am employed at the corner of King and. 
Castlereagh Streets ;  I have read exhibit A; the hotel I am employed at is the hotel kept by Mr. 
Kirsehbaum, called the " Continental Hotel" after reading the article A, I had no idea to what house it 
referred I have been at the "Continental Hotel" over two months; there is a black servant employed 
at the ' Continental Hotel"; I am generally called Nelly in the house; we generally charge Gd. in the 
parlours and 3d. in the bar; the parlours are attached to the bar; there is a Café attached to the " Conti-
nental Hotel," attended to by Mr. Mans; I don't know if the word "Café" is written on the blinds of 
that Café; it has an entirely separate bar to the one I serve in. 

By 2fr. Gannon :—I have only been in the Colony a little over two months; since I have been at 
the " Continental Hotel" it has been kept by Mr. Kirschbaum ; he is living with his wife I don't know 
how long the black servant has been there; be has been there over a week; I read exhibit A before 
to-day; I don't remember when I first read it; I have nothing to do with the CafG; I did not know if the 
article A referred to me, nor do I care; I know nothing of the other houses. 

By defendant lie/liar :—I don't know what girls are employed at the Café. 
Sworn at Sydney, 28 February, 1878,— 	 HELEN DUFF. 

ALFBED G. NEALE, J.P. 
Enw. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. B. MAcLEAS J.P. 

John tT08ep1 iToran, on oath, states —I am a• tailor, carrying on business in York-street, in this 
city; I look at exhibit A; the pamphlet is headed. "Another Pilgrim" ;  I have read the pamphlets, from 
the first to the last of them; I have read exhibit A; I know Mr. hlutchinson who keeps the "Metro. 
politan Hotel" ; in my opinion that article could not refer to lum I have paid Gd. for drinks at two 
houses round about the corner ;  the blinds at the Metropolitan" are drab ; the curtains spoken of in 
exhibit A are green ;  from the well-known respectability of the complainant's house it could not be 
spoken of as in the exhibit A. 

By Mr. Gannon :— I can't say if there are not green blinds at the "Metropolitan"; there are 
venetian blinds there—they are green; until these proceedings were initiated I did not for one moment 
imagine that article A referred to Hutchinson I have seen a black servantat the "Metropolitan 'Hotel"; 
it might refer to Maas' Café; there is a black servant at the corner of King and Castlereagh Streets; 

Maas' 
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Maas' Café is not at the corner of King-street; I have not spoken to defendants to-day; I spoko to them 
the last day the case was on; I have not contributed directly or indIrectly to the funds for the defence 
I was subpwnaed this morning; I attended yesterday from curiosity; Maas' Café is under the same roof 
as the hotel at the corner of King-street; Mr. lCirschbaurn is the landlord of the Café kept by Maas' ; I 
heard it from Maas' I know that Maas' Café is referred to in one of the pamphlets ; I have been in 
Maas' Caté; I don't know of any girl called Nellie in Mans' Café; I think the part "the girl with the 
matted hair" refers to a girl in the "Metropolitan Hotel." 

By Mr. Carroll :—I have seen other girls round that corner with matted hair; I don't believe it (the 
article A) refers to the " Metropolitan Hotel"; I have paid 3d. for a bottle of ginger-beer in the Café 
there; I said, by the allusion to the girl with the matted hair, it was the only part that might refer to the 

Metropolitan Hotel." 
Sworn at Sydney, 28 February, 1878,— 	 JOHN I IIORAN. 

ALFRED G. NEALE, J.P. 
EDw. Rrnor, J.P. 
G. it MAcLEAN, J.P. 

Wi?frd Bullaley, on oath,states —I am an advertising agent; I know both the defendants; 1 have 
read exhibit A before now; I know the corners of King and Castlereagh Streets ; I don't know Mr. 
Hutehinson; I know his house; I believe it to be one of the best conducted houses in town; my impres-
sion is that exhibit A refers to another house—certainly not to Mr. Hutchiuson's ; he has green 
venetian blinds on his windows; the word "Café" is written On brown wire gauze blinds 1. have not 
seen the word " Café" written on green blinds in the "Metropolitan Hotel" ; I have paid 3d. and Gd. 
at the bar for drinks; I have paid Gd. at the "Commercial Hotel," at Sharpe's, upstairs, and at Neilly's 
and the Café adjoining Neilly's; these, with the "Metropolitan" form the four corners of King and 
Castlereagh Streets; my impression is that the article A is meant for another house than complainant's, 
from the way the house is conducted, and from the article A itself. 

By Mr. Ganaon :—I have read two or three of the Filqrim pamphlets; I have never read exhibit 
B; I now read that article marked B; I know of a house at the corner of King-street that article 
A would refer to; I look at exhibit C; one part of article C could not refer to the "Metro-
politan," because any person could not get in there after 12 o'clock midnight; I don't know that there 
is a black servant at the "Metropolitan Hotel"; Mr. Hutchinson is not "nearly black"; Maas' Café 
has green blinds with the word " Café" written; the word is written on the window itself; Maas' Café 
is in Castlereagh-street; the pamphlet does not contain any advertisement of mine; I have no connection 
with the .Pilqrirn pamphlet whatever: I. have been into two " Nellie's Bowers" ; the Nelly I refer to is 
not Miss Butt; I read the first issue of the Fi?qrint and the last two or three issues; I have noticed that 
Maas' Café is written of in the pamphlet; I believe Maas' Café and "Nellie's Bower" are the same; I 
have read the article now shown me referring to " Maas' Café" I don't see any distinction between 
"Maas' Qtfd" and "Nellie's Bower" in that paragraph; I have heard Maas' Café called "Nellie's 
Bower"; I decline to say where the second one I spoke of is; 1 have heard that place called "Nellie's 
Bower" forty times ; it is not the " IV[etrepelitan Hotel." 

By Mr. Uarroll :—The pamphlet containing exhibit A. is called "Another Pilgrim" ; it is headed 
so; it is not called "The Pilgrim'; I look at exhibit B; it is marked "The Pilgrim"; it is printed 
for the proprietor, at the Carton Office, 156, Pitt-street; the pamphlet containing exhibit A is headed 
"Another Pilgrim"; it purports to be printed by U. Bethel & Co., 10 King-street. 
Sworn at Sydney, 28th February, 1878,— 	 WILFORD BULKLEY. 

ALFRED G. NEALE, J.P. 
EDwD. RIDGE, J.P. 
G. it MACLEAN, J.P. 

Committed for trial at the next Court of Gaol Delivery, at the request of defendants' attorney. 
Bail allowed to each defendant, self in £40, with two sureties for each defendant in £20 each, or 

one in £40. 	 - 
Sydney, 28th February, 1878,— 

ALFRED G. Nxnz, J.P. 
EDWD. RIDGE, J.P. 

From the majority I dissent,— 
G. H. MAcLEAN, J.P. 

New South Wales, 	 Recognizance of Bail. 
towit. 	5 

BE it remembered, that on the twenty-eighth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-eight, Harry Kellier, of "Schroder's Hotel," King-street, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, John Joseph [loran, of York-street, Sydney, in the said Colony, personally came before me, the 
undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, and severally acknowledged 
themselves to owe to eurSovereignLady the Queen the several sums following (that is to say): the said Harry 
Kellier the sum of forty pounds, and the said John Joseph loran the sum of forty pounds each, of good and 
lawful money of Great Britain, to be made and levied of their several goods and chattels, lands and tene-
ments respectively, to the use of our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors, if be the said Harry 
Kellier shall fail in the condition indorsed. 
Taken and acknowledged, the day and year first) 	 HARRY KELLIER. 

above mentioned, at the Police Office, in the - 	 JOHN J. HORAN. 
said Colony, before me,— 	 ) 

WM. CRANE, J.P. 

Condition in ordinary caeee 
The condition of the within-written recognizance is such, that whereas the said Harry Kellier was, on 

the twenty-eighth day of February instant, charged before Alfred lYeale and Edward Ridge, Esquires, two 
of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, with "libel"; if therefore the said Harry 

Kellier 



Kellier will appear at the next Court of Gaol Delivery, to be holden at Darlinghurst in and for the Colony 
of New South Wales, on Monday, the thirtieth day of May next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon, and 
then and there surrender himself into the custody of the Keeper of the 0-aol there, and plead to such 
information as may be filed against him for or in respect of the charge aforesaid, and take his trial upon 
the same, and not depart the said Court without leave,—then the said recognizance to be void, or else to 
stand in full force and virtue. 	 WM. CRANE, J.P. 

New South Wales, Recognizance of Bail. I 
to wit.  

BE it remembered, that on the twenty-eighth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-eight, Philip Lynn, of King-street, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New 
South Wales, writer, and John Joseph Horan, of No. 82, York-street, in the said city and Colony, tailor, 
personally came before me, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said 
Colony, and severally acknowledged themselves to owe to our Sovereign Lady the Queen the several sums 
following (that is to say) the said Philip Lynn, the sum of £40; and the said John Joseph loran the 
sum of £40 each, of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be made and levied of thcir several goods 
and chattels, land and tenements respectively, to the use of our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and 
Successors, if the said Philip Lynn shall fail in the condition indorsed. 
Taken and acknowledged, the day and year first) 	 PHILIP LYNN. 

above mentined, at the Police Office, in the 	 JOHN J. lORAN. 
said Colony, before me,— 	 3 

Writ. CRANE, J.P. 

Condition in ordinary cases. 

The condition of the within-written recognizance is such, that whereas the said Philip Lynn was, 
the 28th day of February instant, charged before Alfred G. Neale and Edward Ridge, Esquires, two of 
Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, with "libel"; if therefore the said Philip Lynn 
will appear at the next Court of Gaol Delivery, to be holden at Darhinghurst, in and for the Colony of 
New South Wales, on Monday, the 13th day of May next, at 9 of the clock in the forenoon, and then and 
there surrender himself into the custody of the Keeper of the Gaol there, and plead to such information 
as may be filed against him for or in respect of the charge aforesaid, and take his trial upon the same, 
and not depart the said Court without leave,—then the said recognizance to be voici, or else to stand in full 
force and virtue. 	 WM. CRANE, J.P. 

New South Wales, 	 Recognizance to give evidence. 
to wit. 	5 

BE it remembered, that on the second day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and seveuty-eight, Francis ilutchinson, of King-street, Sydney, publican, Mary Louisa Hutchinson, of 
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, wife of Francis Hutehinson, Robert William Robberds, of 
Sydney, in the said Colony, attorney, and Bridget Hayes, of Sydney, in the said Colony, barmaid, per-
sonally came before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the Colony of New 
South Wales, and acknowledged themselves to owe our Sovereign Lady the Queen the sum of £40 each, of 
good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be made and levied on their goods and chattels, lands and 
tenements, to the use of our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors, if they the said before-
mentioned persons shall fail in the condition indorsed. 
Taken and acknowledged, the day and year first) 	 FRANK HUTCHINSON. 

above mentioned, at Sydney, in the said Colony, 	 MARY LOUISA HUTCIIINSON. 
before me,— 	 3 	H. W. ROBBERDS. 

Wit. GEniE, T.P. 	B1tIDGFLP HAYES. 

The condition of the within-written recognizance is such, that whereas Harry Kellier and Philip 
Lynn were this day charged before Alfred G. Neale, Edward Ridge, and G. B. Maclean, Esquires, three of 
Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the said Colony, with "libel"; if, therefore, they the before-
mentioned persons shall appear at the next Court of Gaol Delivery, to be holdcn at Darlinghurst, in and 
for the Colony of New South Wales, on the 13th day of May next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon, and 
then and there give such evidence as they know, upon an information to be then and there preferred 
against the said Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn for the offence aforesaid, to the jurors who shall pass 
upon the trial of the said Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn,—then the said recognizance to be void, or else 
to stand in full force and virtue. 

Writ. CRANE, J.P. 

New South Wales, 	 Recognizance to give evidence. 
towit. 	5 

BE it remembered, that on the second day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy-eight, Edward McDonnell, of Castlereagh-street, in the Colony of New South Wales, 
personally came before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the Colony of 
New South Wales, and acknowledged himself to owe our Sovereign Lady the Queen the sum of £40 
of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be made and levied on his goods and chattels, lands and 
tenements, to the use of our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs and Successors, if lie, the said before-
mentioned person, shall fail in the condition indorsed. 
Taken and acknowledged, the day and year first) 	 EDWARD McDONNELL. 

above mentioned, at Sydney, in the said 	 - 
Colony, before me,— 

ALFRED G. I'EKLE, J.P_  
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The condition of the within-written recognizance is such, that whereas Harry Kellier and Philip 
Lynn were this day charged before Alfred G. Neale, Edward Ridge, and G. B. Maclean, Esquires, three 
of Her Majesty's .Tustices of.the Peace for the said Colony, with libel'; if therefore he, the before-
meutioned person shaH appear at the noxt Court of Gaol Delivery to be holden at Darlinghurst, in and 
for the Colony of New South Wales, on the 13th day of May next, at 9 of the clock in the forenoon, and 
then and there give such evidence as lie knows upon an information to be then and there preferredagainst the 
said Harry Kellier and Philip Lynn for the offence aforesaid, to the Jurors who shall pass upon the trial 
of the said Harry Kellier and Phillip Lynn,—then the said recognizance to be void, or elso to stand in 
full force and virtue. 

ALFRED G. NEALE, J.P. 

I decline to prosecute in this case,—W J. FOSTER, Attorney General, 12th March, 1878. 

The Secretary to the Attorney General to The Police Magistrate, Central Police Court. 
Sir, 	 Attorney General's Office, Sydney, 13 March, 1878. 

Deposit.iun, 	 Referring to the proceedings against the individuals named in the margin,—I am directed to 
Rina v. Henry inform you that the Attorney General has declined to prosecute in this ease; and I am therefore to 

,lip 
request that you will have the goodness to cause the attendance of the witnesses, and of the accused, if 

(on Inii) L?hei. on bail, to be countermanded. 	 I have, &c,, 
- 	 ALEXE. GREVILLE, 

Secretary to the Attorney General. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer-187t 
[ed.] 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH 'WALES. 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, MORTJYA. 
(COMPLAINTS AGAINST POLICE MAGISTRATE, W. S. CASWELL, ESQ.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Asecmbly to bepri'atcd, 15 March, 1878. 

RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales, on 29th January, 1878, praying that His Excellency will be 
pleased to cause to be laid upon the Table of this House,- 

"Copies of all charges made by the Inhabitants of the Police District of 
"Moruya (Broulee) against William Stewart Caswell, Esq., Police 

"Magistrate, about the year 1870, together with a copy of the Report 
"of Mr. District Court Judge MacFarland, lie having been appointed by 
"the then Government to investigate the then charges, together with the 
"decision arrived at by the Executive Council thereon." 
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(Aft. Belèford.) 

NO. 	 SCHEDULE. 	 PLOt. 
 The Rev. J. J. Garvey to the Colonial Secretary, complaining of the conduct of the Police Magistrate, Moruya; 

Minutesthereon. 	ii 	May, 	1870 	............ .... .......... ..... ..................... ..... ............... .... ........... . .............. 2  Police Magistrate, Moruva, to Colonial Secretary, acknowledging No. 1 Minute thereon. 	27 May, 1870............... 2  Same to same, in reply to No. 1, with 	enclosures; Minute thereon. 	20 May, 1870 	............ .......... .. .................. 2  Principal Under Secretary to Rev. J. I. Gnrvey, in reply to No, 1. 	14 June, 1870............................ ............... 4  Messrs. Kelly, Butler, and Leary, M,Fe., forwarding mornortals, &c., from residents of Marilyn, praying removal of 
Mr. 	Caswell. 	30 	Tune, 	1870............................................................................................................ 4  0. Reverend J. I. Garvey to Colonial Secretary, in reply to No. 4, with 	enclosures. 	4 July, 1870... ........................ 10 7. II. Clarke, Ml'., forwarding memorials protesting against Mr. Caswell's removal, 	12 July, 1870 14 S. ........................ 

B. Bnr,,s, complaining of tlieeonduct of Police Magistrate, Moruya, with enclosure; Minute thereon. 	25 July, 1870 15 0. Principal Under Secretary to Police Magistrate, Moruyn, in reply to No. 3. 	2 August, 1870 	........................... 15 10. Same to the  Rev.  J.  3. Garvey, in reply to No.5. 	15 August., 1870 	............................................................ 16 11. Same to 'I'. Gannon, Esq., J.P. 	15 August, 	1870 	.................................................................................... 16 12, Further niemorials from residents of Police Dithict, Broulee, praying for Mr. Caswell's removal to another district; 
Minute 	thereon. 	14 September, 	1870 ........................................ ........................................................ 10 13. Menso. of 	Judge MFarinnd. 	14. September, 1870 	... . ............ . ...... . .... ...................................... . .............. 17 14. Memo, of 	Mr. Attorney-General Manning. 	15 September, 1870 	............ ...... .... ......................................... 17 15. Principal Under Secretary to Rev. J. Dowson and others with reference to No. 12. 	19 September, 1870 	............ 17 1.6. Rev. 3. ])owson to Colonial Secretary, in reply to No. 16, 	27 September, 1870; Minute thereon ........................ 17 17. Principal Under Secretary to Rev. 3. Dowson, in reply to No. 16. 	27 September, 1870 .................................... 18 1.8. Mr. J. JIulme to Colonial Secretary in reference to No. 17, and forwarding list of charges to be brought against 
Mr. 	Caswell. 	6 	October, 	1810 	... ...... ....................... .... ................................. . ................................... 18 19. Principal Under Secretary to Police Magistrate, Moruva, forwarding No. 18. 	12 October, 1870 ................... . .... 19 20. Same to Judge M'Fa,rland,forwarthng No, 18, and instructing him to hold inqtury. 	12 October, 1870.................. 20  Same to Mr. .1. hlishme, in reply to No. 18. 	12 October, 1870 ..................................................................... 20  Judge M'Farlond to Colonial Secretary, forwarding report of inquiry, with eridenec takesi. 	1 November, 1870 ...... 20  l'et;ition from residents of Moniva in favour of Mr. Caswell being retained there. 	14 November, 1870 .... .... ....... 29  Same in favour of 	Mr. Caswell'sremoval. 	15 November, 1870 .................................... .............................. 29  Minute of 	the Executive Council. 	23 	November, 1870 ........ . ......... . .......................................................... . 29  

 
Principal Under Secretary to Police Maistrate, Moruva, eonveyieg decision of Executive Council. 	8 December, 1870 
Same to Mr. lluhmc-samne. 	S Deeesnter, 1870 

30 

23. 
....................................................................................... 

Mr. J. Coinan to Colonial Secretary, further respecting removal of Mr. Caswell; Minute thereon. 	14 August, 1871 
31  
31 
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, MORUYA. 

 

The Rev. J. J. Garvey to The Colonial Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Mornyn., 11 May, 1870. 

I have the honor to inform you that at a public meeting held last week in the Moruya Court 
1-louse, for the purpose of devising means to assist the distressed by the floods, I was grievously offended 
or rather insulted by Mr. Oaswell, P.M., who presided. He attacked in a most unwarranted manner, 
not only me, who am an utter stranger to him, but the class to which I belong, and especially my predecessor, 
and also my co-religionists. I reduce the offence to the following heads 

1st. His charge was unfounded and unprovoked by anything I said. 
2nd. He was called to preside because he was Police Magistrate, and in the capacity of chairman 

he was not supposed to have, as it were, any opinion of his own; his duty was to reflect the views and 
opinions of, the meeting. But the chairman before he put to the meeting the resolution which I had the 
honor of proposing, thought well to take exception to my remarks. Nor did he end here: he entered into 
a tirade of abuse against the body, of which I am a member, and especially against my predecessor; he 
impugned also the conduct of my co.religionits, which he characterized as persecuting, and publicly and 
deliberately avowed "that he was persecuted by them for the past seventeen years." 

3rd. I have made inquiries into the truth of this bold statement, and the result of all I have heard 
is, that it cannot be substantiated by facts. 

4th. The presiding Police Magistrate after having brought the meeting into disorder and confusion 
refused to apologize at the kind mediation of the Revd. Mr. Fitzgerald, who gave it as his opinion "that Mr. 
Oaswell, whom he had known so long, so intimately, and so well, would not have made use of such offensive 
language, if lie had properly reflected before he spoke, and urged upon the chairman the necessity and 
propriety of making an apology." This the Police Magistrate declined to do, and repeated his first rennrks 
in still more offensive terms. 

5. Such an unprovoked attack upon a clergyman, and a large section of the coinmnuity (the Roman 
Catholics forming nearly half the entire population of the district of )3roulee) is calculated to bring the 
administration of justice into contempt, inasmuch as the Roman Catholics, after these expressions of 
religious bigotry, have lost all faith in Mr. Caswell's impartiality. I felt much aggrieved and indeed 
surprised that a Police Magistrate, who at a public meeting should set an example of courtesy, propriety, 
and order, would be the first to sow discord, and belch forth the sulphuric flames of religious rancour and 
animosity; and I can safely say that, after the wicked passions he has stirred up, so long as he remains in 
the district lie will be powerless to establish that peace and order of which by law he is the recognized 
guardian. With the utmost confidence I leave the matter in your hands, fully assured that you Nvilt deal 
with the matter in a proper manner. 	 I have, &e., 

J. J. GARVEY, C.C. 

Refer to Mr. Caswell for his observations—CC., 21 May. 	Referred for observations of Mr. 
Caswell.-1I.11., 21 May, 1870 B.C., Immediate. 

 

The Police Magistrate, Mornya, to The Colonial Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Court House, Moruya, 27 May, 1870. 

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of an enclosure, the complaint of the Revd. 
T. J. Garvey, to which I will give a reply as soon as possible. The nature of the charges and coming from 

clergyman require that I should give them the fullest refutation, which 1. am happy to say I can do. 
Since my return from Sydney I have been engaged disposing of an aecumnulation of arrears of business, 
and the whole of next week I shall probably be engaged in visiting Nerrigundah and Nelligen, including a 
ride of 120 miles. 	 I have, &c., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 
Seen. Await report. 1 June. 

No. 3. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Court louse, Moruya, 29 May, 1S70. 
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt from your office of a letter written by the 

Rev. J. J. Garvey, complaining of my conduct as chairman of a public meeting on the 4th May, in which 
he states :-1. That I was called to the chair because I was Police Magistrate. 2. That I insulted him 
without provocation. 3. That I entered into a tirade of abuse against the body to which he belonged, and 
his co.religionists in general. 

In reply, I beg to state that the whole of these statements are utterly untrue, proof of which I 
submit by the enclosures herewith, one from the clergyman quoted against me by Mr. Garvey, another 
from the editor and reporter of the Aforuva Tcleqraph newspaper; and a third from a few respectable 
persons who were also at the meeting. Although I drew up the programme I did not convene the meeting, 
and my presence was accidental. and uncxpeçited. I was called to the chair as a private individual, vet I 
do not wish to screen myself in the least under such a plea. I never mentioned the Roman Catholics 
either individually or collectively; neither did I refer to the body to which Mr. Garvey belonged, nor to his 
eo.religionists, in any way whatever. After tolerating for some time the supercilious and overbearing 

conduct 
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conduct of Mr. Garvey, who sneered at the proceedings—said the meeting was informal—proposed a resolt-
tion, yet spoke against it—pooh-pooLed the alteration I made to meet his own suggestion, and started the 
most trivial objcctions,—I expressed my surprise at the course he was pursuing, and charged him, with 
sneering at 115, and being intentionally offensive, lie then retorted in what I may truly term abusive 
language, to which did not reply. The unp]easaati ess appeared to have ended, but the Rev. Patrick 
Fitzgerald made some remarks for the purpose of mediating. Expecting Mr. Garvie would respond and 
disclaim any intentional offence 1 remained silent with the intention of apologizing for any bitterness in 
my own remarks, but irritated that he did not do so I repeated that I must be right in my conjectures. 
He repented his tirade of abuse, and I then (and only then) uttered the words "the persons who have filled 
your office—your predecessors —have persecuted me for the lasCseventeen years." After this he became so 
insulting that 1 vacated the chair, but by unanimous request returned and concluded the business. Mr. 
Garvey was a stranger, and as I treated him in the first instance with marked courtesy his conduct is 
therefore inexplicable. I suggested to the promoters of the meeting to ask him to move the resolution. I 
could have no motive for offering him any insult and lam at a loss to conceive what motive can be assigned 
that I should insult the Roman Catholics of the district amongst whom are many of my best friends. 
The bigotry,  I am accused of has not prevented my sending one of my children to their school for the last 
two years. I do not understand what is meant by belch forth sulphuric flames of rancour and animosi, 
as no reference was made by any one to religious matters, and 1 defy the reverend gentleman to set forth 
any insulting expression of mine. The language he used could only have been prompted by a frantic 
imagination, and shows how little he remembered of the affair. As I feel I have sufficiently disproved 
the unwarranted complaint, I may, in conclusion, state that I so fr possess the confidence of the public, 
that for the last fourteen years there have been very few meetings indeed at which I have not been 
chairman, none of which have been atts11ded with unpleasantness, and not at these alone, but at all 
gatherings and amusements I have been equally honored. 

1 have, &c., 
W. STEWART OASWELL, 

Police Magistrate. 

{Enclosures.j 
WE, the undersigned, who were preseat on 1.1w 4th May last at the Floods Relief Meeting, held in the Court House, Moruya 
beg to state that Mr. W. S. (Jan-ed, theel,ainnau, did not make use of such words as "body class nor party" in his altercation 
with the Rev. J. J.  Garvey, and we finther state that Mr. Can—oil did not in any wily make use of any offensive c1,ithcts 
1:owarrls the Roman Catholic lnit.y. 

We also certify that Mr. Caswell has always shown the Roman Oat-belies equal courtesy with any other de,ieminations, 
and we consider that he did so on this occasion, and that the altercation lyfti purely it personal one with the Rev. J. S. Garvey. 

Patrick Fitzgerald, Minister. 	Chas. Croyy. 
Gustaf Neilson. 	 James Stephens. 
Henry Coston. 	 William Taylor. 
Josep]x Hibel. 	 H. W. Barton. 

Statement on behalf of Mr. Caswell denying such words as "party class or body." 

The Rev. F. Fitzgerald to W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M. 
My dear Sir, 	 The Manse, Moruya, 3 June, 1870. 

In reply to your not.e of the 1st instont, I beg to state,—lst. That it is not a fact I called upon you to apologize for 
any expressions made use of by you at the public meeting held at the Court House, Moruya, on a late occasion. my object  it, 
interfering was simply to express my regret that the unanimity of the meeting had been disturbed, and further that both 
gent lenion should give the meeting an assurance that now, and in future, they would work harmoniously together for the good 
of I lie ,Iist.i'irl;, 

2nd. You did not charge the co-religio,usts of the Rev. J. S. Garvey wiLl, penisknt persecution of yourself. 
ard. It was not. until after seine provocation from the rev. gentleman, just referred to, that you stated your conriction 

that his y'rcdcecssoss laid persecuted yeLL for a long series of years. 
Behc,'e, &e., 

PATRICK FITZGIIE-ALD. 

Mr. T. C. Lodge to W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M. 
Sir, 	 , 	 Telegraph Office, Moruya, 2 June, 1870. 

Your letter eontainieg questions relative to the unpleasantness which arose between you and the Rev. Mr. Garvey 
at the public meeting on the 4-tb May is now before me. Upon reference to my notes I am enabled withthc greatest confidence 
to reply to your queries as follows:-- 

The language you used to Mr Garvey was not insulting, merely sarcastic replies to remarks made by him. 
TIme reference by you to the rev, gentleman's predecessors w,ss made after some angry observations of his, and after lie 

snpercihiansly, or rather contemptuously, rejected a rSolut.ion you had draw-n up for him, and which appeared to Inc to contain 
exactly time sentiments he had expressed in his previous speech. 

The Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald did not suggest an apology he suggested the desirability of a mutual explanation. 
You did not refer to the Roman Catholics as a body, nor to the priesthood generally. Nothing in your thanner led 'ale 

to believe you had any,  other intention than to net coortcosasly lowirds Mr. Garvey. You explained the object of certain 
resolutiosms which lie said were inforina.l and ''wholly irregular," a proceediiig of yours which I thought not eosnpati hle with 
the position you were then occupying. You did it however as if to satisfy that gentleman and make him conversant with 
the senti nets of the committee who had prepared the resolutions I may observe also, that it was at your request Mr. Garvey 
was provided with a scat on the Bench. 

%\Tlmen  Mr. Garvey entered the room it struck me something had annoyed him. His snanner afterwards confinned me 
in my belief. Your annoyance at his conduct was shared in by,  even members of his own denomination one having told me 
yesterday evcaing that he felt " excessively annoyed" at the remarks of Mr. Garvey, to which you had replied in the language 
conipl aismed of. 

in conclusion I would remark that I have overheard other members of his denomination deny, in my office, that they 
were alluded to as a body. 

Yours, &e., 
T. CAMPION LODGE, 

Editor, Proprietor, and Reporter of the " Moruya 'i'elegraphs." 

Moruya, 2 June, 1870. 
Wn, the undersigned residents of Marilyn, hereby certify, that we vere present at the public meeting on the 401 ultimo, and 
that, Mr. Caswell, the chairman of that meeting, did not make any reference whatever to the Reman Catholics as a body, or 
their priesthood in general. 

Robert Anderson. 	 John Ross. 
Joseph lithe], 	 H. \V. Barton. 
Gusto! Nelson. 

Minute 
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Minute of The Colonial Secretary. 
IT appears that Mr. Caswell herein sufficiently explains or disproves the statements of the Rev. Mr. Garvey, 
and that gentic]nai1 may be inlbrmed that, whi]e the Colonial Secretary regrets the unpleasantness which 
arose on the occasion referred to, lie does, after inquiry, find that the conduct of the Police Magistrate, 
in any way, calls for reprobation at his hands.-10 June, /70. 

Rev. Mr. Garvey, 14 June, 1870. 

 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 

Reverend Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, 14 June, 1870. 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of I... th 

ultimo, and to forward to you a copy of the report of the Police Magistrate of Moruya on the complaint 
which you made of the conduct of that gentleman, accompanied by the documents in support of such 
report. 

2. Under this report Mr. Cowper does not consider the further intervention of the Government 
called for. 	 I have, &e., 

HENRY IIALLORAN. 

 
The Rev. J. J. Garvey to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Moruya, 4 Jti]y, 1870. 
I have the honor to inform you that I am in receipt of a letter from the Principal Under 

Secretary, dated the 14th instant (No. 70/4,628), forwarding me a copy of the report of the Police 
Magistrate of Moruya on the complaint which 1 preferred against that gentleman, together with a copy 
of a letter from Mr. J. C. lodge (editor, proprietor, and reporter of the Jioruga Tdegrap/i)—copy of a 
letter from the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald—and a document signed by five other persons, all addressed to the 
Police Magistrate, purporting to be in support of his assertion "that the whole of my statements are 
utterly untrue," and informing me that you do not consider the further intervention of the Government 
called for. 

As Mr. Caswell has thought fit, not only to designate my statements as utterly untrue, but to add 
"I defy the reverend gentleman to set forth any insulting expression of mine", 1. am compelled in 
vindication of my character as a clergyman and a gentleman to substantiate my charge against Turn. 

I shall pass over the question whether lie presided at the meeting in his character of Police 
Magistrate or as a private individual, that being entirely a matter of opinion. I thought, and still think, 
that it was because he was Police Magistrate he was called to the chair to preside over the meeting 
referred to in my letter, but whether it was so or not, I assert that, being Police Magistrate, and as such 
bound to exhibit an example of propriety and good conduct, his insulting behaviour towards me was the 
more indecorous and inexcusable. 

In order to make the matter clear to you, I must briefly recapitulate the whole proceedings: I 
attended a public meeting held in the Court i-louse, Moruya, on 4th May last, having for its object the 
devising means to assist our unfortunate fellow colonists who suffered so deplonbly by the recent 
disastrous floods; I was called upon to move a resolution; before doing so I pointed out what I considered 
to be an error in the wording of it my suggested amendment was, as it appeared to me and others, 
reluctantly assented to by the chairman. in moving my resolution I advocated the propriety of procuring 
local subscriptions, and said that, believing such a course would be followed, I had comae prepared to 
give my contribution. 

Mr. Caswell, instead of simply putting the resolution, addressed the meeting, and, referring to inc 
personally and in an offensive manner, asserted that I had come to sneer at the whole proceedings, 
objected to my suggestion abont a local subscription—said that few in the district could afford to subscribe— 
that lie could not—that the Protestant ministers were half starved—that the minister of the Church of 
England could ill afford to contribute, but would do so, but would not let his left hand know what his riqlit 

)!,and did, and that it appeared to hint that I wanted to make a parade of my charity. I indignantly repudiated 
his offensive remarks, and told Inn that his language was intentionally insulting. The Rev. Mr. 
Fitzgerald interposed, deprecated the proceedings, and intimated, in language which conveyed to my mind 
and that of other gentlemen present, the propriety of Mr. Caswell apologizing for his conduct towards 
me. 	That Mr. Caswell understood it in this sense is clear, inasmuch as he replied that he had nothing 	to 

apoloqize for; and lest it may be thought that I am merely giving my own view of the matter I beg to 
refer you especially to the accompanying letter (marked A.) to me from the Rev. I. W. Dowsoa, 
Wesleyan clergyman, in proof of my statement. But what does Mr. Caswell himself say as to this—i 
quote from his letter to you. "The Rev. Patrick Fitzgerald made some remarks for the purpose of 
mediating. Expecting Mr. Garvey would respond and disclaim any intentional offence, I remained silent:, 
with the intention of apoioqizinq jbr any bitterness in say own remarks, and irritated that lie did not do so I 

repeated that I must be right in my conjectures, i.e., that I had sneered at the whole proceedings, and 
wanted to make a parade of my charity before other reverend gentlemen who could not afford to contribute. 
I then uttered the words 'the persons who have filled your office, your predecessors, have perseented me 
for the last seventeen years.' " And here I desire to express my regret that the Rev. Patrick Fitzgerald, 
when writing his letter to Mr. Caswell, did not sec the necessity for stating all that took place, instead of 
leaving it to be inferred that I was the aggressor, and that Mr. Caswell's remarks in reference to his 
being persecuted were drawn from him by reason of my provocative language. The quotation, however, 
given above from Mr. Caswell's letter, relieves inc from the necessity of proving thathis conduct was such 
as I have described. I leave it to Mr. Caswell to reconcile his statements "that my statement is utterly 
untrue, and that he defies me to set forth any insulting expression of his " with his admission "that he 

was 
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was prepared to apologize for any bitterness in his remarks t;wards me," and here again 1 must respect-
fully invite your attention particularly to the letter of the Rev. Mr. Dowson, who distinctly states that 
after the attempt at mediation by the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald that Mr. Caswell said he had no apology to 
offer" Mr. Caswell says that after he had used the expression about being persecuted my language 
became so insulting that he vacated the chair, but by unanimous request returned and concluded the business. 

.A!though this circumstance has no bearing  in point of fact upon the charge I have made against 
Mr. Caswell, yet as lie thought proper to give his version of the transaction I feel called upon to meet it, 
but in doing so I shall not adopt the language used by Mr. Caswell towards myself, and say it is ' utterly 
untrue." But I refer you to the written accounts of the transaction in the letters sent herewith, which 
show what really was the fact: That Mr. Caswell, in it rude manner, hastily vacated the chair, and had 
about reached the door when it gentleman present proposed another person to fill the vacant seat. (Tins 
gentleman, Mr. Wm. Burns, is a respectable storekeeper ; lie has been on friendly terms with Mr. Cas-
well. His statement will be found in the letter marked B;) Whereupon Mr. Caswell returned and 
wit/rout being inrited took the chair. 

To come now to the most serious charge against Mr. Caswell, one which if established must, I 
respectfully submit., stamp him as a man utterly unfit for the exercise of the high and important duties 
devolving on a Police Magistrate in an out of-the-way locality. I assert broadly and distinctly, that Mr. 
Caswell said to me at a public meeting, in the presence of between one hundred and one hundred and 
fifty persons, "That he had been persecuted by any predecessors and their party for the last seventeen 
yearr." In confirmation of this, I refer you to the Rerd. Mr. Dowson's letter, wherein he states, " Mr. 
Caswell stated that lie had been subjected to persecution by Mr. Garvey's predecessors and their party, 
or, as some say, class, for the last seventeen years." And as evidence that 1 am not alone in my opinion 
that the language was a direct insult to myself and my co-religionists, I quoteS gain from Mr. Dowson's 
letter as follows :—" Certainly the impression conveyed to my mind, and which is fixed there now is, that - 
lie therein made a sweeping charge against the whole Roman Cat:holic body in this district." 

Mr. Robert Burns, it Protestant gentleman, in his letter to me (which I forward, marked C), states 
Mr. Caswell said, "that he had been persecuted by my predecessors and their party for the last seventeen 
years." Mr. Win. Burns, a brother of the above gentleman, confirms my statement. Mr. '1'. Gannon, J.P., 
cimfirins, as also do the other persons, whose letters to me arc herewith sent (Messrs. Andrew Carden and 
Michael Morris). I also enclose a document signed by eleven persons, who were present at the meeting, 
in continuation of my statement. With respect to the negative testimony of the five persons who signed 
the document sent to you by Mr. Caswell, I enclose two documents, one signed by two persons who certify 
to having heard Gustaff Nilson, one of the five before mentioned say, that lie was not present at the 
meeting after Mr. Fitzgerald mediated ; the other document, signed by one person, who said he was 
speaking to Nilson in the street whilst the meeting which lie had just left was in progress; Nilson, there.. 
fore, did not hear all that took place. 

As regards the letter of Mr. Lodge, forwarded to you by Mr. Caswell, I do not consider him an 
impartial witness. i-Ic does not give the language used, but says that Mr. Caswell did not say things 
which I 	 him not accuse In of saying. For instance, I do not say that he referred to the .lio,uam Catholics 
as a body, not,  do I say that lie referred to the priest-hood generally. With what Mr. Lodge heard people 
say 1 have no more to do than with his admitted weakness for listening to the conversation of others ; but 
as an evidence that lie is biased in his views, I enclose a copy of his newspaper, where, in reporting his 
own speech and referring to interruptions, as he asserts, from it Mr. Burns, be says " That gentleman (i')." 
This certainly is not the act of it man who desires to give an impartial report of public proceedings. 

i now leave the matter in your hands. It is for you to say whether you do or do not believe the 
testimony I have brought forw'ard in support of my charge against Mr. Caswell. it is also for you to say 
whether the language imputed to Mr. Caswell is or is not insulting to the Catholics of the district; but 
whatever your decision may be ]. have no hesitation in repeating, as my decided conviction, that so far as 
the Roiimaim Catholics as a body arc concerned they have lost confidence in Mr. Caswehi's character for 
mipartiality. Whatever the result of your decision may be it cannot affect me personally. I have no 
feeling of resentment to gratify, but I have a character to maintain and solely with the view of main-
taining my character I have been prompted to take the present coarse. 

I have, &e., 
J. J. GAItYEY. 

[Enclosures to .Yo. 5.] 

The Rev. J. W. Dowson to The Rev, J. J. Garvey. 

itec. and dear Sir, 	 We'lrvan Parsonage, Moruya, 30 June, 1870. 
In coiispinimce ivit.lt your request I have read copy of Mr. Caswell's letter, in roplv to your,, to the colonial 

&crelarg, and ,,mnst, say that. I mini surprised that any gentleman could have so far forgotten lii,,iself as to make such gross 
nimsrcpresrntations as that document coiitsnhis. 

The leading ove,its of the public meeting referred to, l,etd on 4th, Max', and the impressions I than received, will not 
soon be erased from my memory. 

I cannot state positively whether or not Mr. Caswell was called to the chair because he was Police 3fagistrate, nor do 
I ceo how that question en,, amateriahly afFect, his case; lie was Police Magistrate while nceupyiimg the chair, and as such he 
onglit to have ,iusintai med the bcaring and language of a gentleman. 

\Vitl, regard to your coadnct, of which lie ooamplai,ms, I must, say flint tImuigh the verbal ,iltcrat.ion in the resolution as 
suggested by you was undoubtedly an imnprovenment, yet know-ing ,onuel.lm iiug of time ,na,i you had to desl with I thought at 
the time it would have been quite as well to let it alone; I did not however t lank for a moment that you intended to ss,eer at 
the whole proceedings, or that there was anything in your conduct which ought, to have given ofFence to anyone; the meeting 
was a public meeting and surely you were right in expressing your opinion. 

it seems to Inc passing strange that Mr. Caswell is so lacking in snseeptibihity, so defective in mnelllory, or so regardless 
of truth as to write '1 defy this revd. gentleman to set fertli any insulting expression of mimic." Now I distinctly remember 
that when referring to your suggestion to open a subscriptiom hist forthwith, lie stated that no one, or very few iii the district 
excepting youiclf, would be able to subscribe to any coasiderable aino,i,mt, and that it appeared to bin, you were a,,xioits to 
inn-he it parade of your generosity; amid if that was rut a,, insulting expression I do not, umdersta,,d the viduc and force of 
werihs. You wilt renicnmbcr that of: this stage of the maceking von got very warm, and charged Mr. Casw'dll with intemmtinnnily 
insult i g  you ; but I i uticed 310 'in 'varraim tably sl.rong language en, sloyeit by you, nor do i 1.1, ink there was more us armth either 
in ye our ama,, her or language, tli an any gentleman we uld have ma a i est.md under similar provocation. 

Then followed I-lie att eunpt at mediation ; after which Mr. Coswell stated that he had no apology to offer, and made sonic 
ether observations which drew more expressions of NVftTii,. resentment from you when Mr. Caswell stated that he had been 

o miubjected 
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subjected to persecution by Mr. Garvey's predecessors and their partx or, as some say, class, for the last 17 years." My own 
opinion is that he used the word parly, and certainly the impression conveyed to my mind, and which is fixed there now, is, 
that lie therein made a sweeping charge against the whole Roman Catholic body in this district. With regard to his (Mr. C's.) 
unanimous recall to the chair that seems to me altogether untrue ; however this much I know, that when in a most unseemly 
manner lie left the chair and rushed to the door, a gentleman immediately proposed another chairman, on hearing which Mr. 
Caswell, without any formal invitation at nfl, returned to the chair and proceeded with the business of tim meeting. The 
foregoing is to the best of my belief a correct summary of the whole atibir. Hoping that in this also truth and righteousness 
will triumph,— 	 I remain, &c., 

JAMES W. DOWSON. 

Mr. W. Burns to The Rev. T. J. Garvey. 
Rev. Si; 	 . 	 Queen's-street, Moruyn, 4 July, 1870. 

I was present at the relief meeting held in the Court House on the 4th of May I have a distinct recollection of 
that day's proceedings 3  I was made aware of the fact that you complained to the Colonial Secretary of Mr. Caswcll's conduct 
towards you on that occasion, as lie had informed me, and asked me to contradict your statements in writing. I replied 
"that if your account of the meeting was true 1 must endorse it, hut that on the other hand if you hod misrepresented him, 
I would certify to that effect." He never caNed upon me again. 

I have carefully rd Mr. Caswell's reply to the Colonial Secretary in answer to your complaint. I have no hesitation 
in saying that that document not only contains many direct mis-statements but gives a false colouring to the whole proceedings 
but it also contains sufficient truth to make the mis.statcmnents the more dangerous. It is true that Mr. Caswell never used 
the words "eo-religionists," "Roman Catholics," or ''Roman Catholics as a class," but it is equally true that be used iaeguage 
that could not rater to any oilier body of people; as, for instance, when lie stated that he had been persecuted by your 
predecessors and their people for seventeen years. Now in the name of common sense, who an the party, class, or people of a 
Roman Catholic Priest, if it be not the Roman CathohiesP 

I cannot conceive how Mr. Caswell could arrive at the eonehusioa that you mine to the meeting to sneer at the pro-
ceedings. I remember that he adopted the slight verbal correction suggested by you, cheerfully remarking that he had been 
assisted in dmwing time programme by two Irishmen, and that amongst them they had made a " bull." The proceedings want 
on smoothly amtil the chairman before ratting your resolution anode a speech in which he criticised your suggcstion to 
establish a local subscription list in a most insulting manlier, charging you with makiuc an ostentatious display of your charity. 
The impression left upon my mind was, that the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald in his speech of mediation expected that Mr. Casu-elt 
would apologize to you. 1 was very much surprised indeed when he (Mr. Caswell) said "No, Ihave no apolog to offer ;" I 
then thought and still think that lie insulted you without provocation. Mr. Caswcll's stateamcnt that after vacating the chair he 
was unaaiaaously recalled by the meeting, is not true, after he had declined to apologize, and Mr. Gannon had stated. that he 
was in a position to contradict Mr. Caswell's statements regarding your predecessors, adding, that after what had transpired 
he could not act in coacert with Mr. Caswell on time proposed committee. The chairman then got up in a state of intense 
excitement, took up his hat and frantically bouaded out of the house. 1 then rose and pi-oposed that the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald 
should take the chair; you will remember that in doing so I was loudly applauded. While I was speaking, Mr. Caswell came 
back, and not wishing to offer him any indignity in his ou'mm office I said that if he would proceed with the business I would 
not press my motion ; lie was then permitted to tic so but certainly not requested by a single person present. 

I am of opinion that the distnrbance of the meeting was altogether owing to the unaccountable conduct of the chair- 
man, Mr. Caswell. 	 , 	 I have, be., 

WILLIAM BURNS. 

Mr. B. Burns to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 
Rev, Sir, 	 Ninderra, 80 June, 1870. 

In reply to yosu's, I beg to say that I was present at the public meeting held in the Moreya Court House on the 
4th May last, I recollect calling on you a short time before the meeting commenced, requesting your attendance, and asking 
you to move a resolution at that meeting. I am aware that: W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., occupied the chair on that occasion, 
as I had asked him to do so on the previous afternoon, when he replied that he would if he were not obliged to leave for Sydney 
before the time of meeting ; at the same time he suggested the name of another gentleman to take the chair in the event of his 
absence. I remember that on speaking to the resolution with which you were entrusted you remarked that it was informal 
and irregular to appoint a sub-eomsnittec before a general committee was named, and the chairman admitted that you were 
right; and suggested that the word sub, should be struck out; at the annie time saying that lie was not ashamed 
to admit that lie had helped to prepare the resolution, jocularly remarking that, as there were two Irishmen (which 
by-the-by, was not correct) and one Englislsmnan they had made a bull. I also remember that in t:lie course of your 
speech you stated that the resolution was a good one, only that in your opinion it did not go far esiougii, and suggested that a 
local subscription list should then be opened, remarking so sure were you that the meeting would take a practical turn that you 
caine prepared to contribute. You will perhaps renirusber that before putting that resolution to the meeting the chairman 
made a speech, in which he ridiculed the idea of a subscription list as proposed by you, saying that there were very few in time 
meeting, or in the district., who could contribute anything ; lie could not, as lie had a family of twelve or tlurtcen to support. 
The Protestant ministers were half-starved; lie could speak confidently of the miruster of his own church—the Rev. Mr. 
Puddicombe—he knew that lie did not get half of what was pronused to him, but notwithstanding that he was sure that 
gentleman would contribute, but in doing so he would not Ict his right hand know what his left hand did. He (the Chair-
man) went on to say, that lie knew of no one able to give except yourself, and that in his opinion your object was to make a 
parade of your charity. To this you replied that you did not, come to the meeting to be insulted by the Police Magmtrate, 
and that voustrongly deprecated suds conduct, at the same time remarking that it was unfair to Mr. Puddieomnbe to drag his 
name before the meeting in his absence, and still inom'e seas he was quite unknowsm to you. Two or three gentlemnemi then spoke by 
way of mediation, one of them being the Rev. P. Fitzgerald, who said that he had been long and intimately acquainted with 
Mr. Caswell, and that lie was quite sure that: if he (Mr. C'nswehh) had sufhieiestly reflected lie would not have spoken as he did, 
and urged that, there should be a pledge givemm that the matter would be no more thought of. 1 then fully expected that the 
chairman would have apologized, but to my surprise and regret lie got up and said ha had no apology to make, but that lie 
would repuut what he had said before—that you came to the meeting to sneer at as, and that you did want to niche a parade of 
your charity; and further, that hmc would now say what lie had never said in public before, that lie had boon persecuted by 
your predecessors and their parts for the past sevemmtcen years. T. Gammnon, Esq., di'., then said that Mr. Caswell bind 
stated what was not true, and tImat lie was in a positiomm to prove to time contrary. Thereupon Mr. Caswell beeanie very much 
excited, rose from the chair, and ran out of the Court House. Immediately amiother chairman was proposed. Mr. Caiwell, 
however, came back, saying that he would conduct time busimmess of the meeting if lie was upheld in his authority. To timis 
remark no reply whatever was given by any one in the nmecting. Your susgestion  regarding a subscription list was afterwards 
embodied in a resolution cud carried unanimously; a small susin being eo,mt,ributed then and there, one gentleman remarking 
that as he was only going to give lOs. he hoped no one would charge flint with making a display of his charity. I have no 
doubt on my mind that had the opinion of time meeting been taken the conduct of the chairman would have been condemned 
by every one present. It has been known to me for some time past that you complained to the Colonial Secretary of Mr. 
Caswell's conduct at that meeting. Your letter was sent to me by Mr. Cosivell, with a smuunber of questions regarding it, which 
lie requested me to answer in wm'it.ing but I declined to do so, as such ammswers as would have suited him tenet have been 
untnme. I simuply wm'ote to say that in may opinion your account of what; took place at time meetimmg was correct. A few days 
after, being iii Mom'maya, I got a mnessago iromn Mr. Caswell that lie wa,mtca to see me. 	I met him in Queen-street. His con- 
duct omm that occasion was such that I sunmmoned him to time Felice Court for using insulting hangmmage and gestures likely to 
have caused a breach of the peace. in conclusion, I may infonu you that Mr. Caswell and I have ever been on friendly terms, 
and that the only thing that induced me to take any part in this affair is my eaniest desire that truth may always be upheld 
for its own sake. 	 I am, be.. 

ROBERT BURNS. 

Mr. 
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Mr T. Gannon to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 
Reverend dear Sir, 	 Moruya, 4 July, 1870. 

1 have now before me your note of Saturday last, enclosing copies from the Colonial Secretary's Office of Mr. 
Caswell's report in reference to your complaint, and sonic other documents in support of that report ; and having carefully 
perused these documents I beg to state to you as follows 

let. I am pained to think that any gentleman could in the calm moments of a lett.r to his superior conmit to writing 
such an utterly unreliable statement of facts as that contained in Mr. Caswells report. 

2nd. I sin finnly impressed with the belief that Mr. Caswell's attack upon you was unprovoked. I do not remember 
that you made use of any remarks calculated to offend Mr. Caswell, or any other gentleman present at the meeting, whilst 
advocating the establishment of a local subscription and hence his attack upon you was, to say  the least of it:, unaccountable. 
Nor do I think that in protesting against the insult offered you employed any stTonger language than would have been 
employed by any gentleman under similar provocation. 

3rd. My impression was then, and is still that Ir. Fitzgerald desired Mr. Caswell to apologize, and I regret that he 
did not do so, instead of repeating his insults, and attacking your prodecssors and the people of your class. 

4th. I out positively certain that Mr. Caswell (lid use words highly offensive and insulting in their character towards the 
Roman Catholic community, and hence it was that I declined to act on tl.ie relief committcealong )rill, hun. 

6th. I distinctly remember Mr. Caswelt having by his infirmity of temper disturbed the unanimity of public 
meetings over which he had beau called to preside prior to the meeting of the 411 of May last. 

6th. Mr. Caswell's retura to the chair was by perniission of the meeting, certainly not byunanisnous request. 
7th. Mr. Lodge's letter is simply unreliable, and the fact of its being so does not surprise me. 
8th. No gentlemnu who was present at that meeting, and who being unwilling to lend himself to falsehood, could have 

signed the certificate purporting to have been signed by Robert Anderson, Joseph Ryble, and others. 
lani, &e., 

TIMOTHY caNNON. 

Mr. A. Oarden to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 
Reverend Sir, 	 Morcy Yareagee, 30 June, 1870. 

In answer to your note of the 29th instant, respecting public meeting held in the Mornya Court House on the 4th 
of May last, I an' one that was present on that occasion, and can certify you gave no insult to Mr. Caswell. Secondly, he, 
Mr. Caswell, did say ho was persecuted by you, Father Garvey, your predecessors, and that class of people for the last seven-
teen years. Thirdly. It was not until Mr. Gannon oontradietod Mr. Caswell's statement that ho left the chair. 

1 am, &c., 
ANDREW GARDEN. 

Mr. M. Morris to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 
Reverend dear Sir, 	 Moruya, 2 July, 1870. 

I received your note of the 1st instant. I beg to state in answer:- 
1st. 1 .as present at the meeting held in the Court House on the 4th of May last. 
2nd. It is my opinion that you gave Mr. Caswell no provocation to insult you. 
3rd. By your manner you did not appear to me to have s,,eered at the prcceedulgs of the meeting. 
4th. I heard Mr. Caswell say that you came to the meeting to Parade your charity, and sneer at the proceedings and 

after those reniarks I also heard hun say that he was persecuted for the last seventeen years by your predecessors and that 
class or party. 

5th. My opinion is that Mr. Caswell was the causo of throwing the meeting in confusion. 
I remain. 

MICHAEL MORRIS. 

Messrs. E. & M. Vaughan to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 
Moruya, 1 July, 1870. 

WE, tIle undersigned, deeloro and arc prepared to swear that we heard 0-ustall Nilsou say he was not present at the meeting 
held in the Court House 0]) the 4th May, after Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald's mediation, and that he knew nothing of Mr. Caswell's 
subsequent praceodings ; and also that he denied in our presence having any knowledge of his name being attached to any 
paper in favour of Mr. Caswell. 

EDWARD VAUGHAN. 
MICHAEL VAUGHAN. 

We, the undersigned residents of the Moruya District do hereby certify 
That we were present at the meeting held in the Court.honse on the 4th of May. 
That the llev. Mr. Garvey gave Mr. Caswell no provocation for the insult lie received. 
That the Rev. Mr. Garvey did not appear to its to sneer at the proceedings of the lncetnlg. 
That we heard Mr. Caswell say tllat Mr. G-nrvev wanted to make a parade of Isis charity''; and afterwards, that lie was 

persecuted by his predecessors and their class or party for the Inst seventeen years. 
That Mr. Caswell threw the meeting into confusion, and was not recalled by unanimous consent. 

John Murphey. 	 Patrick Hayes. 
Patrick Hogasa. 	 John Corbitt. 
James Kelly. 	 John Green. 
John Coman. 	 Joseph Bishop. 
John Coughilin. 	 George ICing. 
DanI. Gannon. 

Mr. J. Green to The Rev. J. J. Garvey 
Mornyn, 4 July, 1870. 

I, .TOiTN Green, of Moruva, tie hereby certify that when I left the meeting winch was held in the Court House, Marilyn, on 
the dth day of May last, I met Mr. Guslaff Nilson outside the Court, and he asked me how the meeting was going on, and I 
told Will that there had been it quarrel. 

I believe Mr. Nilson was not at the meeting at the time of the altercation between Mr. Caswell and the Rev. Mr. 
Garvey. 	 JOHN GREEN. 

Extract from the "3foruya Telcqrep/i," Tuesday. ,Tune 14, 1870. 
Tisoroar the decisions of yesterday's meeting were unfavonrablo to Mr. Caswell, the incidents, the evideaees, and the results 
will be causes of congratulation to hnnsclf and his friends. 

The meeting was invited and organized by a section of the Catholic body, and was managed by a Catholic chairman. 
There were shout two hundred and fifty persons present—the district numbers about one thousand adult males. The 
majorities obtained in the two divisions were fifteen and eighteen respectively, but in these majorities were included three who 
live out of the district, and several nnnors. In an open.air assemblage, and with no prearrangements for taking votes, the 
numbers were calculated with difficulty and uncertainty. We believe fire Protestants voted with the majority ; of these five, 
one was Mr. H. Bums, Nindern, formerly of the Commercial Stores; and one was Mr. William Ilunis, now of the Commercial 
Stores; the latter is, so his brother said, an Oaungcman, and the Catholics ore keenly conscious of an Orangeman's oath. 
Several influential Catholics voted against the resolutions, amongst whona were Messrs. W. Flansgan, J.P,, Brown, and Lynch,. 

As we remarked in our last number, we believe that this meeting will cause needless irritation, and that it will ultimate 
in the defeat of the promoter's purpose, and in injury to trade5  to individuals, and to the neighbourhood. 	 A 
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A strong g:Lthereng of some of Mr. Casivell's friends was held last evening, when an adve etisement was prepared, calling 
a meeting on Saturday next to express confidence in the administration of his official duties. We would draw our readers 
attention to the advertisement. 

In advocating Mr. Casivell's claims to the gratitude of the district, over which lie has presided for fourteen years, we 
are actuated by no other motive than the good of the neighbourhood. Many were the instances mentioned list night in which 
Mr. Oaswcll's energy and influence had been the means of seenring benefits from Sydney winch would not have been obtained 
but for his interference. More than one speaker alluded to the recant additions to our road grants, and to the mntnnficeiit 
do,mt ion of the Flood Relief Committee. In reference to Lite latter it ma\' be stated that the grants were forwarded to Mr. 
Caswell himself, which was no shght coniptiment to his lidelitv, since during his late visit to the i netropohi to. exerted I nnisclf 
On oui behalf. We inc always anxious to ask his aid when aisytlsi ig is to be done are all Ins services to be forgotten ? It 
would be a serious loss to the whole district if Mr. Caswell were to be removed to another sphere, and the knowledge lie 
possesses of our welfare and of all that concerns us could not be expected in any successor. 

No one believes the present malcontents care a tittle about the difference between the 119v. Mr. Garvey and Mr. Caswell. 
This event has been made the exense, and the centre around which disappointed suitors—men who have been defeated in their 
ends, or those who have undesirable ends to gain—have east in their accumulated venom to ferment and infect. 'S erily this is 
a Cave of Adullam, with never it David in it! 

There can be no lngher testiniony to the inipartiol administration of justice on the part of our Police Magistrate than 
the opposition of some of the dissatisfied, and on such it pretext. Ten years have elapsed since a eoniplaint has been made of 
Mr. Caswell. 	Would any other magistrate, whatever might have been his religion, have deserved or enjoyed such on 
inimuinty P Any gentlenian ecenpying the invidious position of a inagist mate is heart fly  to he eongriitaehiited that so small an 
oceurrenec as that in question is the greatest that can be i'aked up for a vote of no confidence. It s/totes what a very particular 

people he has had to deal with, and hose welt he has pleased titan. 
The polk11  of the Catholics is to suffer tlnngs to rest as they are. A large majorit.y  of our J.P.'s are Catholics, and thee 

people have not lntherto eared to disturb the arrangement. If an alteration were to take place it would in all probability end 
in the remodelling of the entire Bench—in removing Catholics and replacing these by Protestants. Wise Catholics hold aloof 
from the agitation, for they feel they have 311UCII to lose and nothing to gain. 

As a district we have troubles enough to bear and to anticipate without creating more Already trade has been 
deranged by this reckless disturbance, and it will suffer yet further. Two hundred and fifty ImIf days were wasted at the 
meeting on Monday and no doubt many of the two hundred and fifty people were so disordered that we have under estimated 
the time lost. Every class, whether traders, farmers, landowners, or labourers, will be sometlung out of pocket by the week's 
proceedings. The sooner we are qniet again the better for all. 

A heavy responsibility rests on those who prolong or stimulate this bootless contest. The three Protestant clergymen 
have supported Mr. Caswell, and have declared against the agitation. If, as we believe he will, the Rev. Mr. Garvey now conies 
forward, peace would be proniptly restored even the opponents of Mr. Caswell would be relieved, and every right.snindcd 
nime would be gratified. 

LOCAL IIcTELLIGEXCE—PUBLIC MEETING. 

"Aforuga Tele,rrap1s," 14 June, 1870. 
IN compliance with an advertisement a public meeting was held at the Court House yesterday for the purpose of expressing 
public disapproval at the extraordinary conduct of time Police Magistrate, \V. S. Caswell, Esq., its chairman of the recent flood 
relief meeting on the 40 May. 

Mr. Jolni !sieReon, Li'., was voted to the chair, and cnlled upon the niover of the first resolution. 
Mr. Gnnnon, ,l'. P., said lie gladly undertook tIme duty allotted to hn,n—nioving the first resolution. While doing so lie 

would state as trut Idol lv as possible the eireennstas,ees out of which, the nieet.ing originated. On the 4th May it public meeting 
was held for the pui'pose of expressing sympathy to the sufferers by the late floods. Mr. Caswell was called upon to take the 
chair. The Ronman Catholic elei'gy,nnn was invited to be present at this meeting, when a resolution was placed at his ham,ds. 
The rev, gentleman in speaking took exception to the wording are, resolution proposing a si,b.coinnietwe, and an amendment 
was made—she sub'eon,nnttee was struck out, In the course oflmis reniarks Mr. Garvey advocated the opening of a subscrip-
tion list in the neighboui'hiood. After a few remarks Mr. Casuvell proceeded to put the resolution. He said that most of the 
Protestant clergymen lived on a sn,sll iaeoi,,e, and were not in a position to afford material assistance. 	(Cheers.) 	lie then 
went oil to refer to the losses of the storekeepers and their consequent inability to be liberal in their contributions, lie referred 
to himself and his large family and his incapseity to mender much help. He next alluded to the clergyman of his own donoini' 
nation whose right hand never knew what his left hand did. (Cheers and noise.) Mr. Garvey rose then and said he looked 
upon theel,airm,ian's remarks as insulting, lie was followed by the Rev. Mr. Dowson, who strongly recommended peace, and 
favoured Mr. Qarvey's suggestion with regard to the local subscription list. Mr. Fitzgerald also rose and endeavoured to niako 
peace. He said lie had numubered Mr. Casivell as one of his wannest friends for mnaimy years, and exceedingly regretted the 
occurrence wlneh'l,nd taken place. He was sorry, as Mr. 0-arrey was a stronger, that n,ore deference had not been pasd limm, 
and trusted simicereby that both gentleaicms would give theni in asslimuco that what had passed would be forgotten. The 
ebmairman tlme,m said that he believed Mr. Garvey Caine to criticise the proceedings and he would not apologize. 	He had been, 

he said, perseea/ed for the last sares,teen years by life. Garvey, his predeeessos's, and the Catholic body. 	(Cries of " False," 
lie never said it,''" Untrue," "Not correct:," and " lie did.'') 	Wlsems the uproar which this remark drew forth, had 

partially subsided, the speaker referred to all obserration lie said Mr. Caswell made with reference to opposition lie had nict 
with from the Rev. Mr. Ifirch while thiatgentteman was in Moruya. lie (Mr. &.) was in a position to say that Mr. Caswell had 
never been persecuted by the Rev. Mr. Birch, He knew that upon one occasion, when a memorial against Mr. Caswell was ni 
preparation, Father Birch, put a stop to it. (A voice " lie knew it was useless." Uproar.) This, the speaker said, was not 
it question between Protestant and Catholic. If they believed in religion they had a right to respect those who preached the 
doctrines of religion. lIe nioved,—" That this mneet.ing, liaring under consideration certain proceedings which oeeuvred at a 
public meeting held in the Moruya Court House on thee 4th of May last, desires to express its disipproval of the offenssvo 
lnngeinge eised by W. S. Cns,vehl, Esq., P.M., in his capacity of chairman at that meeting, towards the Rev. J. J. Garvey and 
Ins predecessors, the Roinnn Catholic clergymen of Moreiya, as well as towards the Roman Catholic community as a body." 

Mr. J'auies Mooney seconded tIme mnot.ien. 
Rev. A. P. l'uddieoinbe rosa to niove an amendment, He did not conic forward to oppose the resolution, because lie 

believed tI,ere sm-etc an gronuds of fault with, Mr. Caswell, nmuclm less because lie supposed that Mr. Gmenon laid not rehieteel 
what tramms1iii'ed at the public meeting in question, according to the best of his recollection. He einne forward to try to pacify 
matters before they proceeded any furthmer. Whiat were the circumstances which had brought thmesn together? Our Police 
Magistrate had bee,, guilty, if lie might use thee word, of uttering language at a public meeting wlsiele was supposed by some 
to convey an m,tb'roi,t to the Roman Catholics as a body, and to the Rev. J. J. Garvey is, particular. Now, eith regr.vd to this 
he would notice first, that Mr. Caswell did not take the chair at the meeting referred to in his eapaeity of Police Magistrate. 
This is an iniportaiut point, for anything Mr. Caswell said lie said as a private individual. (Cheers.) Again, Mr. Caswell had 
instructed hiui (Mr. 1'.) to convey to this meeting his direct denial that he made any sliosion whatever to the Roman Catholics 
as it body, niuchi less insulted them. Whet he (Mr. C.) did soy was that he had been ptvseessted by the Rev. 	Gars'ey's pre- 
th'eessors for sci'esi(een years—no reference was made or intended to the Ronian Catholic body. (Interruptions and cheers.) 
In this statement Mr. Caswell was borne out: by a very large number of gentlemen, baths Rornams Catholics and Protestants, 
who were present at the meeting, and in the face of this denial, so backed up, lie (Mr. P.) eouisidcred that no one had a right 
any longer to iiiaiiitain that Mr. Caswell did inseelt the Roman Catholic mnemnbero of the community. He knew perfectly well 
that notwithstanding Mr. Cnswcll's denial there were many who would still believe that their vem'sion was correct, and that Mr. 
Caswell did use the words attributed to lum. Supposiug then, for the sake of argument, that the Police Magistrate (lid, in the 
heat of the moment, use an expression wInch, might be construed as insedting to the Roman Catholics generally, was not the 
fact that lie demmied all knowicdge of having done so and all intention of doing aimything of the kind a suftieicnt evidence that 
lie was not octuated iii reality by any unfriendly feelings towards t:hemn. 	(Chicers.) 	Surely no one would press a charge no 
distinctly demaied and repudiated. He considered that the whole matter resolved itself into a private difference, to be settled 
in a pnvate manner. There was no occasion for a public demnonstration of this kind, lie was indeed glad to see that the 
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Roman Catholics sympathised with their clergymen if they thought he had been insulted or rudely dealt with. (Cheers and 
w noise.) lie as a minister Itiniseif, and ho liked to see the Pulse of his people beat with him but. still there was no reason 

why they should awaken public feeling and, create public division upon such a matter, lie would l)ropow an amendment to 
the resolution of Mr. Gannon, and lie believed it would fully siteet the wishes of the ineotait g,  and put it stop to public excite-
nieiit; before it proceeded further. (Cheers and commotion.) ' l'lunl, this meeting desires to express its regret at the difference 
which exists between the Rev. J. J. Gnrvey and Mr. Caswell, P.M., and in t lie hope that a reconeihiation may be effected, 
requests the chairman, I. M'Xeon, Ifsq., ,J.P., and tIme Rev. P. Fitzgerald to mediate between the two geatlemen, with a view 
to attain a peaceful settlement of the ,nismmdersteimdin g-" 

The Roy. J. W. Dowson seconded time amendment. .7Th believed )htr. Gannon lied staled flee cirams'lasmmes which transpired 
at the public meeting on the 4/k JEep very occtereiely. All who were present on that occasion mush. have felt deeply pained at 
the occurrences and they must also have felt sorry that the umediation of the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald did not prove effectual. 
The Police Magistrate was excited and lie ned expression with s-eqasd to the clergy and their party (C)'iem of 'No, No," and 

Yes'), chick he no'" no doubt had thought helter of. lie (Mr. Dowson) crpeipa?hiscd will, the feelings of the Roman Calholics 
present. He thought this meeting should have been held. When mon had feelings ranlelin g  in their breast it were far visor 
to give vent to t,lmenm openly. 'lIme speaker referred to the allusion niede to the i'rotestant clergy and the miserable pitt mice it 
was said they were living on. lie was happy to say they—at any rate lie—was not starving. Not withstanding the floods his 
eongregat ion did their best and he was satishiod, and nuoded his eon business. (Cheers and uproar.) lie was not aware the 
clergy wished to be show-n up to the world as in a state of poverty. After confirming some, statemortts of Mr. Gannon lie went 
out to any that lie hod had no conversation with Mr. Caswell upon this subject, since the meeting. and Ito could not;, therefore, be 
accused of siding with him. I-fe entirely concurred with the remarks of the Rev. Mr. Pnddieoni be. it were hotter—far 
better—that the matter should be settled privately between Mr. Garsey and Mr. Caswell and rest, then t-lnit it should be the 
means of.creat-ing dissensioits in the iteighbourhood. (Cheers and commotion.) 

Mr. B. B urns in rising to oppose the amendment was greeted with a tremendous upremir—shiouts commuag from the 
nssenmbled crowd such as " Lie clown,'' Conic out here,'' Go and ptty your debts,' intenningled with cheers from the sup-
porters of time motion. When lie could ultimately be Iteard lie was understood to say that 'witen he came to time district tea 
years ago a memorial was being signed for the removal of Mr. Caswell. This doemnent was brought to him for his stgnatatre, 
but lie declined to attach it.. He made inquiries about the reasons of the metnoriahists for taking such a step, and the coil-
sequence was that on his return to Sydney he waited on the lion. James ]lyrnes, and interceded on behalf of All. Caswell. 
lie (Mr. B.) itiforuted that 'gantlemamt that lie had Iteard that Mr. Caswell was persecuted by the Roman Catholics. Thus 
at would he sceta lie entertained 110 ill will towards that gentleman. He was not at that mneetimtg as a Catholic but a Pro-
testant. lie believed Mr. Caswell did not possess the confidence of the people—lie did not possess tIme confidence of himself—
and ho urged the desirability of his removal. The speaker then rend a letter from Mr. Caswell asking aitswers to certain 
questions relative to Mr. Gorvey'smanner at time meeting on the 4th Moy. From this letter they would perceive Mr. Caswell
wished him(Mr. B,) to reply to Ins quem'ies as be wished. (Howling.) But lie (Mr. B.) would not oppose conscience be 
furnished what he believed to be straightforward answers and since then he had been a nmarked nmau. ('Uproar.) Mr. Caswell 
at the meeting on the 4th referred to series of persecutions extending over seventeen years. (Cheers and uproar.) Now Mr. 
Caswell has publicly ttated that the Rev. Father Johnson and Ito were on aniieuble or rather friendly terms. What about 
seventeen years then F 

Mr. T. C. Lodge wished to make one remark, but before doing so 1mc nuglit state tltat; as reporter at the meeting on the 
4th May lie could postivelv assert that. Mr. Caswell did not refer to the Catholics mis it body. (Cheers, and eoufusimimm,) His 
(Mr. L's.) object in interposing at all was merely to give expression to his hcliaf that before time letter Mr. Bursts referred to 
was written, that gentlentnn ltad a eonvei'sation upon the subject to which it alluded with tIme Police Magistnute. (Mr. Burns 

Fnlse.'') Thtis qentfe,,maa (1) with one or two of his friends, here kept up such an unearthly howl at; the speaker that lie was 
unable to proceed for sonic t into.) He then said that it would he mm:utttsnl to suppose that, lie (Mr. B.) had giveit the l'olmee 
Magistrate reason to presnme he could answer his qtmeries satisfactorily. Hence the letter. (Great confusion and cheers.) 

Mr. Gannon having replied, the amemtdmnent was put and the meeting divided. The motion was carried by a majoi'ity 
of fifteen. Majority pnrtially eonsitting of Chinasnen, and strangers in the district. 

Mr. R. Burns rose to move the second resolution, and in doing would take occasion to refer to the extmordinam'y remarks 
of a gentlensams who Itad dish isiethy given him the lie. (Voice, Untrue,'' " Name," " Nanm c.') ite alluded to All. Lodge 
(Mr. Lodge : Such is not case, J had no desire to accuse you of falsehood." (Cheers mud uproar.) He (Mr. B.) accepted 
Mr. Lodge'sapology. (A voice: "What apology?'') Ho had a eonversatioim wilb Mr. Caswell tipomi the subject before the letter 
was addressed to him but there were no grounds for the infere,mee t.lmnt had been drawn from it. lie begged to move, " 'l'hal; 
after such an unprovoked attack upon a nummmber of clerga'mncss and it. large sectiomi of the community, this meeting fools we can 
no longer have confidence in Mr. Caswell's impartiality in the adnminist;i'ation of jtmstiee." 

Seeonded by Mr. John Tier. 
Rev. A. T. Puridicombe could not allow such a resolution to be put to the meeting without appealing to the t;ruth and 

ustieo of those around him. it was one thing to vote for time resolution just carried, another to vote for this. It was one timing 
to express dispproval of Mr. Caswell's language at, a public meeting, it u-ill he another t;hming entirely to express wnmmt of cuss-
fidemsee in his impartiality in time adaiimmistration of justice. They well kmmew what had occurred at the relief meeting pro-
ceeded from Mr. Caswell's qtmiekncss of temper, a qimiekimess from which Protestants as well as lionian Catholics, his friends 
its well as his foes, those with whom he is best acquainted as well as those to whonm lie is a- stranger had equally suffered in 
their timrmm, and were likely to suffer again, 

w 	

no doubt. But this they well kmiew was pem'fectly conipatible with t;he most-  strict 
impartiality in the aciministratioma of justtce. lIe could appeal to tIme Roman Catholics of Moruymi. He would ask whether 
then as an homiest mama amongst thiemsm who would really be afraid ifa ease caine before Mr. Casw'ehi, between him and rrotes. 
hint, that Mr. Casw'ell would favour the Protestant at his expense P He was sure there could not be a man who could say this 
'hat reason had they to suspect the impartialityof the Police Magisti'ate P. Had he ever givemm them any reason whntever 
for it? Had he notalways waranhy interested himself in anylinmig that was for the public welfare? Had he ever shown any 
bigotry towards them P lie (Mr. P.) trusted that a large mmnmnher, nay the largest; number, of those who had voted for the 
former resolution would vote nguinst this one, with all their hearts. 

Mr. Costimm rose, as the Rev. Mr. Puddicomnbe did not do so, to move on amendment to the rcsolnt.io,i. He hind lived 
many years itmong the Catholics, anmongst; whosu were his best neighbours. He regretted exceedingly that aimyt-hming had 
occurred to nnmioy them. (Cheers.) ]:Ee thought there was eommsidemwble mnisapprehemmsioma its to the real words used by Mr. 
Caswell. He (Mr. Costin) could positively assert with other gemitlemnemu that no allosion whatever was made to the Catholics 
as a body. Mr. Caswell imad always been most impartial in the discharge of his official duties, The speaker chsamweterszed the 
resolution as a monstrous injustice, and called upon all true Catholics to vote against it, so that the peace and lmappmness of 
the district would not be destroyed. (Cheers and uproar,) 

Mr. 'Waddehh, in it similar muaumlv speechl  secommded the amendment. The amendment was lost by eighteen votes, a 
nunuber having heft the meeting owing to its disorderly character. 

Mr. W. Coman in a brief speech moved the third resolution, ' That the following memorial to the Honorable Colonial 
Secretary, praying for Mr. Caswell's removal twin this district, be ndopted." 

Secommded by Mr. Mylot-t and carried, no opposition being showmm. 
Mr. Small then rose to address the meeting, Mr. Caswell had the confidence, lie said, of every right thinking person 

in the district. (Cheers and noises.) He had been always inupartial as a Police Magistrate. There were two magistrates 
present advocating his renmova,l. If Mr. Caswell desired to practise immjustice and these gemutlemema could not alter his opinion, 
they were smmmwort-hmy of the positiou they occupied. (Chmeers, shouts, and uproar.) He said again they wemt not qualified to be 
magistrates if they could not express their sentisnents. If they contimmued die mnovcmnemmt for Mr. Caswell's removal the portion 
of the eonummmmsity with which lie was voting could truly move a motion of wammt of confidence in those magistrates who took an 
active lmm't  in thus meeting. (Cheers, and it voice "Do so," with great uproar.) 

Mr. ,Tohmm (Illation moved, '' That the folhowimmg genthetncmm be appoimiteth a eommnnittee to take charge of, and obtain 
sigmiatures to the memorial just adopted, and forward it to its destima,mtiosm :—James Comamm, Jfsq., Messrs. Roger Heffernau, 
John Gannon, Tiniotlmy Egan, John Gannon, Edward Cotuan, James Mooney, John Flood, Robert Burnt, Edward Brown." 

Seconded by Mr. Flood, and carried as before. 	 Mr. 
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Mr. Burns rose to move a vote of thanks to the chairman. (Voices "Who pays his debts,"" Got your certificate," 
Three groans for Burns," "Shut up,'' and sundry other ejaculations.) He spoke of the sincerity of Ins own motives in the 

matter before the meeting. He wn a Protesta,it of the truest stamp, and he voted for the Police Magistrate's removal because 
lie believed it was for the interests of the district. (Treitiendous uproar and shouts of disapproval, amongst which we hoard 

Throw him out,' " Three groans for Bobby Burns" and cheers.) lie then vent on to refer to his brother and the past lie 
hnd taken in it. As a proof, Ito said, that ho was not voting as he did for appearance, lie remarked that chat gentleman was a 
staunch Orangeman (Cheers), and never denied his colours. 

Atign' and excited words then ensasfi, during which three cheers were given for Mr. Caswell, three for the Editor of 
the Telegraph, and three hearty cheers for Mr. Flanagan, of Shannon View. A similar compliment having been paid to the 
chairman the meeting slowly dispersed. 

No.6. 
Moruya, 30 June, 1870. 

To M. W. Kelly, Esq., M.P., Edward Butler, Esq., M.P., Joseph Leary, Esq., M.P. 
Gentlemen, 

In the matter of the memorial of the inhabitants of the District of Broulee, praying for the 
removal of W. S. Caswell, Esquire, P.M., of Mornya,— 

We the undersigned having been appointed a committee to obtain signatures to the memorial of 
ihe inhabitants, which was adopted at a public meeting, hold at the Court House, Moruya, on Monday, the 
13th day of June instant, do hereby most respectfully beg to solicit your kind co-operation on behalf of 
the petitioners. 

We are fully convinced our own representative, Henry Clarke, Esq., would not support the prayer 
of our memorial on account of his well known friendship for Mr. Caswell, and we are therefore compelled 
as it were to seek the co-operation of the Hon. Momberu for Braidwood. Goulburn, and Narollan, whom 
we ask as just and honorable representatives of the people to present the accompanying to the lion, the 
Colonial Secretary, and to support its prayer. 

Gentlemen, Nye are aware that our necessity is the only claim we have upon your friendship and 
co-operation in this matter, but your character for integrity and indepcndenee assures us that you will 
not suffer insult and injury to be cast upon the people of this district without using your influence to 
redress the wrong. 

We forward under separate cover to the Member for Braidwood, by this day's mail 
The memorial of the inhabitants,—signed by 407 inhabitants of the district of Broulee. 
The resolutions adopted at a duly convened public meeting. 
The certificate of eighteen gentlemen who were present when Mr. Caswell insulted the 

Roman Catholic inhabitants. 
Mr. Caswelt's published letter, written after the meeting of the 13th June. 
A copy of the Braidwood Liberal newspaper, containing an accurate report of the public 

meeting. 	 We have, Le., 
JAMES COMAN. 
ROBEItT BURNS. 
ROGER HEFFERNAN. 
TIMOTHY EGAN. 
JOHN FLOOD. 
JOHN GANNON. 

[Enclosures to .ZVb. 6.] 
Q'he "Braidwood Liberal," Saturday, June, 18, 1576. 

MOKUYA.. 
[From our Correspondent.] 

A Punare Meeting was held, in the Court House on Monday, the 13th instant, to consider what steps ought to be adopted in 
refcrsnco to the insult offered to the Catholic community by W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., during the progress of a public 
meeting held in the Court House on the 4th of May last, of which meeting Mr. Caswell was chairman. At an early hour of 
the day the crowds of well-dressed pedestrians walking through the streets—the numerous groups of people iii apparently 
carnest conversation in every available spot of waste ground —the number of customers at the bars of the inns—and the work-
mea coining in from their eusployment on the roads, warned its that soinething unusual was about to take place. 

SPreeisely at 1 o'clock the crowds of people, as if. by mutual consent tlocked to the Court House, and on Mr. Jobs5 
M']toon, iI'., presenting liimsdf on the magisterial dais, he was, on The motion of J. Coman, Esq., voted to the chair. Seeing 
that the Court House would not contain one half of the people present, the chairman ordered the meeting to adjourn to the 
sir. The Clerk's table was thereupon removed to the veran,lah of the Court house, together with chairs for the chairman and 
reporters, Messrs. P. C. Lodgb and Pcntland Caswell, myself occupying a position in the background. 

The ehainnan having read the advertisement convening the meeting, and having requested a fair and impartial hearing 
for each and all who might feel disposed to address the meeting—called upon Timothy Cannon, i-P., to move the first 
resolution. 

Mr. Cannon said be had been requested to introduce the first resolution by the gentleman at whose instance the 
meeting had been convened, for the reason that as he had been present; at the meeting on the 4th of May and had takes, part 
in that demonstration of sympathy for the sufferers by the recent floods, it was felt that he was in n position to give this 
meeting a full and true account of what had occurred. He said he had no hesitation in coming forward to give a fair and 
impartial account of what had occurred. Most of you, lie said, remember the meeting on the 4th of May last. The Police 
Magistrate was on that occasion called to the chair, and the Rev. W. Carvcy was called upon to move the 3rd resolution at 
that meeting. In looking over it he observed some slight error in the words of the resolution, He pointed out the error and 
it was amended, though somewhat reluctantly, by the chairman, and the rev, gentleman proceeded to more its adoption. In 
the course of his speech lie advocated a local subscription, so as to give a stamp and character to the meeting. lIe said so 
fully convinced was he that the meeting would resolve itself into this, that when he left his honsc lie came prepared to give his 
contribution. The chairman, on putting this resolution, made a speech in opposition to the idea suggested by Father Uan'ey, 
and made use of words highly offensive to that, rev. gentleninn. Thsther 0-arvey protested against the conduct and language 
of the chairman, and said he had expected very different treatment from him, the Police Magistrate of the town—wise ought 
to be an examplo of courtesy and propriety to the entire district. The Rev. Mr. Dowson then rose to make peace, and in a 
most conciliatory speech cndeavoisr&h to indoec both gentlemen to be friends. He said Mr. Ganaon followed Mr. Dowse,,, 
and like him, expressed his regret for the untoward occurrence, which threatened to prevent the meeting attaining its bene' 
volent purpose. The Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald then rose to mediate and make peace. He said ho ,snismbp,rcd Mr. Caswell among 
his most, attached friends ever since he came to the district, but he mmist say he thought if Mr. Caswell had properly reflected 
lie would not have used the words he had done towards the Rev. Mr. Garvey, who, being a gentleman—the spiritual ndviser 
of a large seetiop of the community, and a stranger in the district—was entitled to all consideration, lIe begged of both gels-
tiemen before the business of the meeting progressed a step further, to give the meeting an assurance that what had passed 

would 
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would be forgotten, and Mn Fitzgerald reitnrated these words he begged both gentleman, now, before we go a step further, 
to give tho meeting an assunanco that what had passed would be forgotten, lie (Mr. Gannon) thought Mt Caswell had here a 

olden opportunity of willidrawing his  offensive words, but he refused to embrace it; he said iso would not apologize to the 
tar. M 	ar r. hvey ; that Mr. Garvey seemed to him to ham conic to the meeting to sneer at; the whole proceediogs to piLrado 

his charity, and praise himself; and lie would not apologize, for lie had been persecuted ever since lie Caine to the district 
by Mr. Garvey's predecessor, and by the people of his  clues for the last seventeen years, (Mr. Costin—" That's fa)se?') Mr. 
Gannon—It is not false lie did not come there to state falsehoods, lie came to state truly and fairly what had occurred, and if 
any genthenuna who was present at the meeting on the 4th of May thought lie had not given a fair and ienpartinl account of 
what had taken pkiee, his friend (tire chairman) would afford him an opportunity of addressing the meeting, or stating loft 
views, He Mr. Gannon) thought that lie had stated the matter fairly and to the best of his recollection, and having done so, 
he would leave the matter in the hands of the meeting. He would however take this opportunity to say that lie was not 
actuated by any vindictive feeling towards Mr. Caswell. That gentleman had offended him iii his place oil the Bench ; he had 
referred the matter to the Attorney General, and that honorablo and learned gentleman having advised him to let the matter 
rest, he was content to do so ; and he would assure Mr. Caswell's friends that while that gentleman treated him with the 
courtesy due to a man holding the Commission of the Peace, he should never have reason to complain of his (Mr. Gannon's) 
conduct towards him. Neither did lie come here to-day because this was a Catholic v. Protestant cause if it were he would 
not take part in it;—but he came here to-day to move the first resolution—because he would not allow any man in the Colony 
to insult undeservedly a clergyman of that Church to which he had the honor to bolong. Were his friend, the chairman, 
whose friendship and confidence he had enjoyed for the Inst twenty-five years, to take advantage of his position as chairman of 
this meeting to-day to insult the Protestant Clergymen here present, or nay other Christian or Hebrew Minister, he (Mr. 
Gannon) would be prepared to adopt the very same course he u-as pursuing to-day. (Cheers.) This was a question whether 
the Catholic body would allow any man in the community to attack their clergy unprovoked—it was a question whether the 
Protestant inhabitants would suffer any one of their number to snub and insult their Catholic fellow citizens, and their clergy 
—and this too, at a public meeting, and without any sufficient cause. H those who were present at that meeting on the 4th 
of May, thought he had given a fair account of the transact-ion; and if those who had listened to him so patiently, thought the 
had a real grievance, they would vote for the resolution lie had the honor to propose. But if they thought otherwise it would 
be their duty to vote against the resolution, which was as follows —" That this meeting, having under consideration oci'tnin 
proceedings which occurred at a public meeting, hold in the Moruya C ourt House on the 4th of May last, desires to express its 
disapproval of the offensive language used by W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., in his capacity of chairman at that meeting,towards 
the Rev. J. J. Garvey and his predecessors the Catholic clergymnon of Moruya, as well as the Roman Catholic community as a. 
body." 

Mr. James Mooney seconded the resolution, and said Mr. Gannon had given a fair and impartial account of the 
grievance, and he defied any honest man to contradict what lie had said. 

The Rev. N. S. Puddicomb rose to propose an amendment, lie said he did srot come forward because ha thought there 
mere no groasds tofissd fault suit/s Mr. Caswell, much less because lie thought for a moment that Mr. Gannon had not given a 
fair account of the meeting in question, according to the best of his recollection, iie came forward as a peacemaker, to try 
and pacify matters before they go any further. He thought it was a pity to distnrb the peace of the neighbourhood by calling 
such a number of people together. He thought there was not sufficient cause for calling this meeting to-day. 	( Oh!) The 
matter seemed to him to be nothing more than a quarrel between Mr. Caswell and Mr. Gerrey, and ought to be left between 
them, it had not been shown that Mr. Caswell was chairman on the occasion in question because lie was Police Magistrate, 
and this was an important point, for nuythiug ho did was done as a private individual, and it had no right to be bronght for-
ward at a public meeting like this. (Oh I) Mr. Caswell had instructed him to deny that he had ever made any allusion to 
the Catholics as a body. (A voice 	Than you are his tool,") In this staten,cnt be would be borne out by many Catholics 
(cries of name them) as well as Protestants who were present at the meeting, and in the face of this denial no one had a right 
to press the charge against Mr. Caswell, He knew there were many who thought and believed that Mr. Caswell had insulted 
tlacam and had used the words attributed to him, but the fact of Mr. Caswell having denied the words, and protesting his 
unwihlimgness to do anything of the kind, ought to be taken as a proof of Ins innocence of the charge. He must say be was 
glad to see the Roman Catholics sympathize with their clergy. He was a clem-gynian lnmselh; and lie woold like the pulse of 
his people to beat with lum, but stilt ho thought there was no occasion for a public denionsb'ation of this kiod, which would, 
he feared, create angry feeling and dislu,'b the peace of tIme neighbourhood, lie therefore moved,— That tins meeting desires 
to express its regret at the difference which exists between the Rev. S ..T. Garvey and Mr. Caswell, i'M., and in the hope that 
a reconciliation may be elected, requests the clsairman and the Roy. P. Fitzgerald to mediate between the two gentlemen with 
the view to a peaceful settlemnesst of the misunderstanding." 

The Rev. I. W. flowson seconded the amendment. He said he was not the tool of any man, lie never had been, and 
he Loped lie never would fall to such a depth. He came forward as a thoroughly independent man, and lie must say he 
thought this ineetiug was the best thing that ever occurred in ,i Moruya for the last twelve months. It was always better  to m complain anfully than allow any bad feeling to smoulder witln one's bosom—the best way was to out with it and hnvo done. 
Whenever lie felt so hurt that he could not get over it by sleeping on it, lie went at once and had it out and done with ; and 
whereas the Catholic people felt hurt ntwhat had occurred at the meeting, ho thought they were right in pretesting against 
the insult, but; having douo so he hoped we should hear no more about it in the time to coino. He was present at the snceting on the 4th Meg, and was deeply pained at sehat had occurred; he thought he had a tolerable recolleetio,s of what hart occurred 
is, his hearinq, and be felt hound to soy that oil thatMr. Gannon lied slated sees sabstantielty the truth. (Cheers.) Jf he could s-ely upon his sense of hearing, his eas's tol<l horn Mr. Caswell did Ray words to the efflet that he had bee,, a butt of per-
secution by Mr. Germ-ye ;sredecessors and the people of his deno,eismation for siren/ecu years. Mr. lJo'vson, referring to 
the allusions made to the Protestant clergy by Mr. Caswell, said lie wasnot so bad as i%is'. Caswell had represented hi,o, lie 
was happy to say his people kept him in a tolerably good supply, his congregation did their duty to him fairly, and he was 
content, and attended his own business. Nor did lie tlnuk the other clergymen had nny wish to be held up to the world as in 
a state of poverty. Although he agreed with. Aft. Gannosm that Mr. aesce11 had girers great cause for offence, yet he thought 
the meeting nught well accept Mr. Pisddieomb's assurance that Mr. Caswell intended no insult to the Catholic body, and as 
the matter might well be amicably arranged by the chairman and Mr. Fitzgerald, lie had great pleasure in seconding the 
amendment. 

Mr. Robert Burns rose to oppose tIme amendment. He said if we were to have peace lot it be an honorable peace, and 
he did not think the amendment would lead to an honorable peace. Mr. Caswell had ample opportunities of withdmwing the 
offensive words, and whereas lie lied not done so, but sent Mr. Puddicomb to deft the purpose of the meeting any way ho 
could, lie (Mr. B.) thought the amendment ought to be rejected. Be said, when he came to tIre district ten years ago he 
was induced to believe that Mr. Caswell was persecuted by the Catholics bcennso lie was a Protestant, and he signed a docu-
ment expressing eosifldeneo in his inspartiahity, and took occasion to represent the matter to Mr. ,Tames Bvrnes, late Minister 
for 'SVorks. Si,mcc than he had reaso,s to believe .1W,'. Ca-swell had persecuted the Catholics, and not the Catholics alone but 
set'e,-ol others, He was there not as a Catholic to resent the insult offered to the priest, but he seas there as a staunch P,'o-tee/ant, whose Bible tells him "Thou shall not hear false witness agaiost thy neighbour." Mr. Caswellhad insulted the 
Catholics, hot/s priest and people. He believed he did not possess their confidence, lie (Mr. B.) lied no confidence an him, 
and would vote against the amendment. [Mr. B. here read a letter from Mr. Caswell asking certain questions respecting the 
priest's complaint, the replies to which he said were so displeasing to Mr. Caswclh that that gentleman had insulted him on the 
tory first; opportunity afterwards.] 

Mr. J. C. Lodge said be was present as repoi'tem' at tho meeting on the 4th May, and he could positively state Mr. Cas-
well did not refer to the CaI.hselics as a body. (False, false, and much confusion.) His (Mr. Lodge's) object in coming for- 
ward was simply to express his belief that the letter read by Mr. Burns was written after a conversation with All. Caswell, and 
aftor Mr. Burns had induced him to believe lie could answer Mr. Caswcll's queries satisfactorily. (Mr. Burns " It is 
false, sir; 1 did nothming of she kind.'') [Great oonfnsion. Mr. Lodge's voice was drowned in a storm of disapprobation, 
and lie withsdrew amidst yells, groans, and hisses. Mr. Gannon begged the meeting to hear Mr. Lodge, but he declnmed to 
face the meeting sgain.] 

The Chairman having ask-ed if any other gentleman wished to speak to the amendment, and no one coming forward he 
put the motion—for the amendment, 111 ; against it, 127. The resolution was thereupon declared carried by 16. 

Mr. 
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Mr. R. Burns rose to move the second resolution, and in doing so ho would take occasion to refer to the extraordinary 
remarks of a gentleman who had distinetlygivoit bins the ]ie—he alluded to Mr. Thomas Lodge—(Mr. Lodge: 

j  had noiriten-
tion of accusing Mr. Burns of falsehood.") (Uproar.) He (Mr. Burns) accepted the apology, and would think no more of 
the offence. Be lied had a conversation with Mr. Caswell before he received the letter lie had rend to the meeting, but. lie 
never gave him (Mi'. Caswell) any intimation that lie would contradict the priest's letter ho could not do so for the priest's 
letter was substantially correct. lie would not delay tIme nmeeting further, hot would move the resolution placed in his hands 

That., alter such an unprovoked attack upon a meumber of clergymen, and a large section of the community, this meeting feels 
we can no longer have confidence in Mr. Cas wcll's administration of justice." 

Mr. John Simir seconded the resolution. 
The Rev. S. T. Puddieomhe eoultl not allow the resolution to be put to the meeting without appealing to the justice of 

those around hint lie said it was one thing to vote for the previous resolution, but quite another to rote for the pvcsmt., 
which went to say that we had no confidence in Mr. Caswell's administration of justice. They knew what had oeeurm'ed at 
the relief meeting proceeded from Mr. Caswell's quickness of temper, a quickness from which Protestants as well as Catholics, 
friends as well as foes, strangers as well as those who enjoyed his hiendship, suffered equally in their turn, and were no doubt 
likely to suffer again. But this they all knew was perfectly compatible with a strict impartiality in the administration of 
justice. He would appeal to the Catholics of Moruya not to hurl such in, accusation against a man on account of his hasty 
temper. Had lie ever shown any bigotry towards them. ("Yes, hundreds of times.") He hoped many of those who voted for 
the first resolution svoidd vote against this. 

Mr. Waddell seconded the amendment., and said he had confidence in Mr. Caswell, and lie would, not like to see luma 
kicked out for his hasty temper. 

Mr. Costin said lie also had confidence in Mr. Caswell. (A. voice: "Tie employs you and your servant on the head road.") 
He had lived many years among the Catholics, who were his best neighbours. (A voice "And still you'd keep Caswell here to 
trample on them.") He would assert that no oUusion was made to the Catholics as a body. He was sure Mr. Caswell had no 
dislike to Catholics. (Several voices : " Why not employ them on time roads ; why not give them the sam) wages he gives to 
Protestants ?") He brought all his men from the road to vote here to-day. Mr. Cestin retired amidst a host of similar 
questions. 

The amendment was put, and the tellers declared 113 for, and 132 against it; the resolution was therefore carried by a 
majority of 19. Youths were not permitted to vote. 

Mr. Edward Coiaan moved the t;hird resolution. He said, after all that had been said on both sides it was not neces-
sary for Inns to delay them longer tha.n by reading the third resolution,—"That the following memorial to thelion. the Colonial 
Seoretary, praying for Mr. Caswell's removal from the district, be adopted 
"To the lion. Charles Cowper, C.O-.M., Colonial Secretary of New South Wales. 

"The memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of the district of Broulee, 
"Humbly showeth 

"1. That a public meeting was held in the Court House at Marilyn on the 4th day of May last, for the purpose of 
expressing synipetlmy with the sufferers by the recent floods, on which occasion William Stewart Caswell, Esq., Police Magistrate 
of Moruya, was called to the chair. 

"2. That, wlule acting in that enjneity, he (Mr. Caswell) made use of language luglmly offensive and insulting in its 
ehnract.rr towards the Rev. I J. Garvev, Roman Catholic clergyman, and also asserted that he had been persecuted by Mr. 

of Carvey's predecessors and the people 	his class for the last seventeen years. 
That at a. public incetingof thmeinlmabitsmmmts, convened by advertisemen1 held in the Court House. 3formmya, on Monday, 

the 130h of Tune instant—I-he resolutions pissed at which m eeting are hei-eunto appouded—it was resolved to appeal to the 
Iron. Colonial Secretary by memorial for Mr. Caswell's removal from this district. 

That your memorialists have not confidence in Mr. Caswell's fair and impartial adinimsistrol,ion of justice. 
"5. An:] your 	Petitioners hnsnblc pray you will take the prennses into your favomabla cousi erntion, and order Mr. 

Caswell's removal to another sphere of uction. 
Amid your mnemoriahists. as in dat.)' bound, will evr prey." 

Seconded by Mr. P. Mytott, and carried without opposition. 
Mr. Peter Smunle complained of the treatment Mr. Caswell had received here to-day, and was understood to say the 

Catholic nma.gistratcs who took pert in this affair were no good. 
Mr. Jolmu Cannon moved the fourth resolution, "That the following gentlemen be appointed a committee to take charge 

of, and obtain sigisatimres just adopted, and forward it to its destination." 
Seconded by Mr. -John Flood, and carried. 
Mr. B. Burns moved,—' That the thanks of this meeting be given by acclamation to the Cimairmaim," which was cheer- 

fimlly accorded. 	- 
Mr. Burns called for tIn-ce cheers for the Queen, in which all joined threo for the Earl of Belmore and three moro 

because lie was an upright Orangeman who would be just to all alike. Cheers for the Chmnirmnan, for Mr. Dowsomi, Mr. Ciaminom,, 
and Mr. Pimddieosnbe, and groans for Mr. Lodge and the Telegraph newspaper brought the proeeedisigs to a close. 

In separating n good deal of angry feeling was manifested on both sides—each party eheerismg their own adherents—or 
groaning the leader of the opposite side. 

[Our correspondent's letter coming to hand late, we have been obliged to omit a portion of it through want of space.] 

To the Honorable Charles Coivper, Colonial Secretary for New South Wales. 
The memorial of the undersigned inhabitamits of the District of Breulee,— 

lirMnTX Snosystir 
1st. That a public meeting was held in the Cou.rt, House, Mero, em' the 4th day of May last, for the purpose of 

expressing svmiapathy with the sufferers by the recent floods, on which occasion William Stewart Caswell, Jfsq ,P.M., of Moruya, 
was called to the chair. 	 - 

2nd. That, wlmile acting in that eapneity, lie (TMr. Caswell) made use of language highly offensive and insulting in its 
character towards the Rev. J. J. Carvey, Roman Catholic clergyman, mmd also asserted that lie had been persecuted by Mr. 
Garvey's premleecssors and  tIme people of his class for the last seventeen years. 

3rd. That, at a public meeting of the imilmabitamits, convened by advertisement, held in the Court House, Moruya, 0mm 
Monday, the 13th day of Time imistammt, tIme resolutions passed at which are hereunder appended, it was resolved to appeal by a 
memorial to the Ho,mosnble the Colonial Secretary for Mr. Caswell's removal from this district. 

4th. That your s,meuioriahsts have not confidence in Mr. Caswell's fair and impartial administration of justice. And 
your petitioners humbly pray that you will take the promises into your favourable eonsideratioa, and order Mr. Caswell's 
removal to another sphere of action. 

And your memaorielists, as in duty bound,will eyer pray. 
[Ease follow 152 signatures.] 

I hereby certify that the signatures written within are the names of male adults, and have been obtaimmed without fraud 
or misrepresemitation. 	 JOJII'S asixox. 
Moruya, June 21st, 1870. 

To the honorable Charles Cowper, C.M.G-., Colonial Secretary for New South Wales. 

The memorial of the mmadersigmaed inhabitants of the District of Brosmlee,— 
HuMan' Suowerm, 

1st:. That a public meeting was held in the Court House at Moruya, on the 4th day of sM'ay last, for tIme purpose of 
expremsing sympathy with time sufferers by the recent floods, on which occasion William Stewart Caswell, Esq., Police Magis-
trate of Morimya, was called to time chair. 

2nd. That, wlmile aetimig in that rapacity, he (Mr. Caswell) made use of Iangmmage highly oflh'nsive and insulting in its 
oharseter towards the Rev. J. J. Gervey, Romnaa Catholic clergyman, amid also asserted that he had been persecuted by Mr. 
0-arvey's predecessors and the people of his class for the last seventeen years. 

3rd. 
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3rd. That, at a public meeting of the inhabitants, convened by advertisement, held in the Court House, Moruya, on 
Monday, the 13th dny of June instant, the resolutions passed at which are hereunto appended, it was resolved to appeal by a 
ae'uinorntl to the Hononeble the Colonial Secretary for Mr. Caswell's removal from this district. 

4th. That your snemorialists have not confidence in Mr. Caswell's fair and impartial administration of justice. And 
your petitioners humbly pray that ),on will take the premises into your favourable consideration, and order Mr. Caswell's 
removal to another sphere of action. 

And your memoriahists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[lThre follow 93 signatures.] 

I hereby certify that the names within written are those of male adults, and have been obtained by me without fraud 
or misrcpresositation. 
Moruya, 22 June, 1870. 	 JeRK FLOOD. 

Marilyn, 28 Time, 1870. 
Was, the undersigned inhabitants of Moruya and the survnnnding neighbourhood, do hereby certify that we were present at a 
public meeting held in the Court House at Moruya, on Wednesday, the 411 day of May last, and we are, of opinion that the 
elmirinan's attack upon the Reverend J. J. Garvey was ungentlemanly and unprovoked and we are further of opinion that 
the chairman's remarks reflecting upon the character of Mr. Garvey's predecessor and the people of his class, were untruo 
and uncalled for, and highly insulting towards the Roman Catholics of this district 

James W. Dowson, Wesleyau Minister. 	Miehaol Morris 
Timothy Gannon, J.P. James Boulton. 
Robert Burns. John Storinan. 
George Xury. John Murphy. 
Edward Vaughan. Andrew Cordon. 
James Mooney. James Kelly. 
William Burns. Patrick Hogan, 
DanI. G. Lismore. Joseph Bishop. 
John Cought. John Corbctt. 

To the lion. Charles Cowper, C.M.G., Colonial Secretary for New South Wales. 

The memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of the district of Broulee,-

1k1nay Sirowsrir 

1st. That o public meeting was held in the Court House at Marilyn, on the 401 day of May last, for the purpose 
of expressing sympathy with the sufferers by (lie recent floods, on which occasion William Stewart Caswell, Esq., l'ollee Magis-
trnte of Mornya, was called to the chair. 

2nd. That while acting in that capacity lie (Mr. Caswell) made use of language highly offensive and insulting iii its 
character towards the Rev, J. J. Garvey, Romnn Catholic clergyman, and also asserted that he had been perseeuted by Mr. 
Garvey's predecessors nod the people of his class for the last seventeen years. 

3rd. That, at a public meeting of the inhabitants, convened by advertisement, held in the Court hlouso, Moruyn, on 
Monday, the 13th day of June inst ant, the resolutions passed at ,'li kit are hereunto nppcnded, it was resolved to appeal 
by a ,nesnorial to the lIon. (he Colonial Secretary for Mr. Caswell's removal from this district. 

4111. 'that your snemorialists have not confidence iii Al i. Caswell's fair and impartial adininistmtioa of justice. 
And your petitioners humbly pray that you will take the premises into your favourable consideration, and order Mr. 

Caswell's rnsuovts.l to another sphere of action. 
And your, &c. 

[Here follow 43.siqnaturs,e.] 
I hereby certify that the signatures within written are the names of male adults, and have been obtained without fraud 

or nnsreprosontation. 
June 20th, 1870. 	 JAMES COMAN. 

Similar Petition from residents of Broulee, signed by 62 persons, attested by Patrick Mooney.] 

To the Honorable C]ierles Cowper, Colonial Secretary of New South Wales. 

The memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of the District of B rouleo,— 
HuMni,y Sssowxva 

1st. That a public meeting was held in the Court House at Moruya, on the 4th clay of May last, for the pnrpose of 
expressing syisspat.hiy with the sufferers by the recent floods, on which occasion William Stewart Caswell, Esq., Police Magistrate 
of Moruya, was called to the chair. 

2nd. That, while acting in that capacity, he (Mr. Caswell) made use of language highly offensive and insulting in its 
character towards the Rev. IT. Garvey, Roman Catholic clergyman, and also asserted that lie had been persecuted by Mr. 
Garvey's predecessors and the people of his class for the last seventeen years. 

3rd. That at a public meeting of the inhabitants, convened by advertisemont, held in the Court House, Mornya, on 
Monday, the lath day of June instant, the resolutions passed at which ave hereunto appended, it was resolved to appeal by a 
snoinoniul to the Honorable Colonial Secretary for Mr. (Jaswcll's removal from the district. 

4th. That your mesnorialists have not confidence in Mr. Caswell's fair and impartial administration of justice. And your 
petitioners humbly pray that ),on will take the premises into your favourable consideration, and order Mr. Caswell's removal 
to another sphere of action. 

And your meinoriatists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 63 signatures.] 

This is to certify the names written within are the signatures of male adults, and have been obtained without fraud or 
misrepresesitation. 
June 28th, 1870. 	 . 	 EDWARD J. Coauir. 

To the Editor of the Telegraph. 
Sir, 

It has been falsely and insiduously circulated that I, at the late flood relief meeting at Mornya, had insulted the 
whole Reman Catholic body, by saying that their co'religiouists had persecuted Inc for the previous seventeen years, and by 
otl,cr remarks, which, or they have not been placed in any shape, I eanuot at presesit set forth. Mr. Cannon has in the third 
panipraph of his letter to the Braidicood Dispatch put the acens:stio,i in form, and I gladly seize the opportunity thus afforded 
of giving it my emphatic denial .1 nevcr said one word at Iso nseeting referred to again ist arty Ro,nau Catholic in the district, 
other than Mr. Garvey, whom I charged with sneering at the proceadings and being intentionally offensive. Had the rev. 
gentleman denied this at the time it would have prevented all that followed. The exact words used by me were "the persons 
who have filled your office, your predecessors, have perseented me for the last seventeen years" Nothing more in fact than 
the expression of it grievanre. I. acknowledge that I spoke tastily and too unreservedly, but it is almost seventeen years to 
the day since the Rev. Mr. Garnet pulled a chair from under me when I was taking the deposition of a sick woman at Mullen' 
derree, and he continued his hostility to the last da lie was in the district, Father Johnson and I were the best of friends 

Father 
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Father Birch never entered my house but once, and although there was a tolerably good understanding at first, be made 
complaints against me and followed them up as far as he could. I do not wish to speak disrespectfully of a man who in his 
position was worthy of all respect, but nevertheless lie did not treat Inc well; and when I saw the bearing of Father Garvey 
at the late meeting I felt that old times had returned. I have twenty or more witnesses, Catholics and Protestants, who can 
swear I never used any isisulting expressions against the Roman Catholics. Mr. Gannon has managed to bringhis co-rebgionists 
forward to fight his own battle, he has roused their feelings upon a false issne, and given the friends of the Tnrhuton family 
hopes of punishing Inc for doing my duty in the matter of the Jlredbatonra inquest on the alleged ease of infanticide. We will 
see whether the Government will uphold Mr. Gannon, a magistrate, who, after being hail for his marriage conneetioais in a case 
of murder, sat on the trial of the same iersons, or whether I shall be punished for mcrely stating a grievance at a public 
meeting. I abide the result with a feeling of perfect security. 

In conclusion I ask the members of the Catholic community to disabuse their minds of the impression that I intended 
them any insult, and I hope theyuitl not give effect to the schemes of a designing manor the longings for revcngoof those who 
have stood their trial in the Courts of their country. 

Yours, &e., 
W. STEWART CASWELL. 

Proposed by Timothy P. Gannon; seconded by James Mooney,- 

1st. That this meeting having under consideration certain proceedings which occurred at a public meeting held in the 
Moruya Court-house, on the 4th of May last, desires to express its disapproval of the offensive language used by W. S. 
Caswell, Esq., P.M., in his capacity of chairman at that meeting towards the Rev. J. J. Garvey and his predecessors, the 
Roman Catholic lcrgymcu of Moruya, as well as towards the Roman Catholic community as a body. 

Carried. 
Proposed by Robert Burns; seconded by John Tier,- 

2nd. That after such an unprovoked attack upon a number of clergymen, and is, large section of the community, this 
meeting feels we can no longer have confidence in Mr. Caswell's impartiality in the administration of justice. 

Carried. 
Proposed by Mr. F. Comnn; seconded by Mr. P. Mylott- 

3rd. That the following memorial to the Honorable Colonial Seceotary, praying for Mr. Caswell's removal from this 
district, be adopted. 

Carried without division. 
Proposed by John G-anuon; seconded by John Flood,- 

4th. That the following gentlemen be appointed a committee to take charge of and obtain signatures to the memorial 
just adopted, and forward it to its destination, viz. —James Coman, Esq., Mr. Roger lfefl'crnan, Mr. John Gannon, Mr. 
Timothy Egan, Mr. Edward Coman, Mr. James Mooney, Mr. John Flood, Mr. Robert Bums, Mr. Edward Brown. 

Carried without division. 
JOhN M'K.EON, J.P., 

Chairman. 

Moniya, 28 June, 1.870. 
WE, the undersigned inhabitants of Moruya and the surrounding neighbourhood, do hereby certify that we were present ata 
public meeting held in the Court-house at Mornya, on Wednesday, the 4th day of May last, and we are of opinion that the 
chairman's attack upon the Reverend J. T. Garvey was ungentlemanly and unprovoked ; and we are farther of opinion that 
the chlainnan's remarks reflecting upon the character of Mr. Garvcys ps'edecossors and the people of his olass were untrue and 
uncalled for, and highly insulting towards the Roman Catholics of this district:— 

James W. Dowson, Weslcyan Minister. 	Michael Morris, storekeeper, 
Timothy T. Gannon, J.P. 	 James Boulton, Moru, teacher of music. 
Robert Burns Niudina, farmer. 	 John Stormon, Misllenderree Farm. 
George Xnrz, Moruya, saddler. 	 ,Tolsn Mnrpby, Myaora, former. 
Edward Vaughan, bootmaker, 	 Andrew Corden, Yarragee, farmer. 
,Tames Mooney, tobacconist. 	 James Kelly, Bingee Bingce, farmer. 
William Bums, storekeeper. 	 Patrick Hogan, farmer, Muhlcodcrroe. 
Daniel Gannon. 	 Joseph Bishop, farmer, Mullendcrrco. 
John Cougblin, Kiora, farmer, 	 John Corbitt, farmer, Mulleaderree. 

No.7. 
Messrs. Collett, Flanagan,. and Anderson, to H. Clarke, Esq., M.P. 

Dear Sir, 	 Moruya, 1.2 July. 1870. 
We forward, per favour of Mr. WiThin, tEe memorial expressing confidence in Mr. Unawell. 

We would be obliged if you will kindly atMch your signature, accompany Mr. Wilkin to Mr. 
Mort, and, in conjunction with those gentlemen. wait upon the Honorable the Colonial Secretary and 
present the document, making any remarks you may deem desirable. 

We remain, &c., 
W. P. COLLETI?. 
W. P. FLANAGAN. 
ROBERT ANDERSON. 

Presented personally by Mr. Clarke, M.P.—Register, 15 July. 

Jf-neksures to Rb. 7 
The memorial of the undersigned residents in the Police District of Broulee,— 

Unrary Ssiowrsn 
1. That at a public meeting held at the Court House, Mornya, on 4-th May lost, an altercation occurred between 

the Police Magistrate (who occupied the chair in a private capacity) and the Rev. J. J. Garvey, Roman Catholic clergyman, 
which altercation has been mnde an occasion by a section of the community to excite dissatisfaction against our Police 
Magistrate. 

That at a meeting called for the adrertised purpose of "expressing public disapproval of the conduct of the Police 
Magistrate—at the meeting referred to, the abovenamcd section obtained the idoption of resolutions implying want of confi-
dence in the impartial administration of justice by our Police Magistrate, and asking his removal. 

That your mesnorinlists believe the circumstance primarily alluded to was simply used as a handle by a few dis-
satisfied individuals to stir up a spirit of opposition against the Police Magistrate, who it was well kaown had, in the per-
fonnance of his duties, in several recent eases necessarily occasioned pain to several parties. 

That your memorialists protest against the abovenemed resolution, as no expression whatever of the general opinion 
of the district, and desire hereby to eonrey their appreciations of the valuable scrvices of W. S. Ca,well, Esq., P.M., of the 
great benefit his administration is to the district, and of his strict impartiality in the fulfilment of his ofilee. 

[Here follow 367 siysmatures.] 

The 
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The honorable The Colonial Secretary. 
Tnss undersigned inhabitants of Nerrigundah having learned that there is a movement in the town of Moruya to procure the 
removal of W. Stewart Caswell from the offico of Police Magistrate, which he now holds, upon the allegation of want of 
confidence, beg most respectfully to state,- 

1st. That Mr. Caswell for the past fonr years has discharged the duties of Police Magistrate in this place, and that 
from their knowledge and observation of Mr. Caswell, in the discharge of his judicial and magisterial duties, the under-
signed Intro full confidence in him as a Magistrate. 

2nd. The undersigned most respectfully request that Mr. Caswell be retained in the ofilee of Police Magistrate, or at 
least that an investigation be held to ascertain the truth of said allegation, and whether or not there is any foundation for it 
before his removal shall be determined. 

And, the undersigned, your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e. 
llorrigundab, 14 June, 1870. 

[Mere folloso 01 signatures.] 

No. S. 
Mr. R. Burns to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Ninderra, 25 July, 1870. 
I do myself the honor to inform you that I this day went to the Court House, Moruya, to 

make an affidavit, a copy of which I bog to enclose. I was prevented from doing so, as the Commissioner 
for Adnxits, W. S. Caswell, Esq., refused to administer the oath, and in a most insulting nlannerardered 
me out of the Court House, adding that if I did not go he would put me out, and actually came down 
from the Bench, and stood over me while I took up my but, meanwhile continuing his threats, that if I 
was not out quickly lie would put me out, and following close behind, hursied me to the door and locked 
it after me. The Rev, A. J. Puddicombo, Church of England Minister, was present in the Court House 
while the above proceedings took place. 	 I am, &c., 

ROBERT BURNS. 
NB—I beg to state that Mr. Caswell is the only Commissioner of Affidavits in or near Moruya 

or I would not have gone to him on this matter—RB. 

The Police Magistrate at Moraya may afford his explanation. 

Copy of Affidavit 
R0I3EUT Burns, of Ninderra, maketh oath, and saith —"I am summoned by one Richard Mepstead to 
appear at the Court House, Moruya, on Tuesday, the 20th day of July instant. I object to having the 
ease tried by W. S. Caswell, Esquire, P.M., as I do not expect that he would give me/air impartial justice." 

I am more inclined to take no notice of this letter, but I begin to fear that unless Mr. Caswell is 
exceedingly prudent and more cautious than he has been recently, he will make Moruya too hot for him.—
O.C., 0 August. 

No. 9. 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's OThce, Sydney, 2 August, 1870. 
The Colonial Secretary having had nuder consideration the explanations rendered in your 

letter of the 29th May last of your conduct as complained of by the Reverend Mr. Garvey on the 
occasion of your presiding at a public meeting in the Moruya Court House, together with other printed 
and written representations of what actually occurred on the occasion, has desired me to say that 
although lie much regrets what then took place he has not considered it necessary to place on record any 
expression of censure of your conduct as represented. 

2. Ho has, howevcr, directed inc to express to you his opinion that while a public officer filling an 
important position in a country district should preserve his own self-respect by a conscientious adherence 
to what he believes to be right in the performance of his duties, he should ever remesnber that both 
discretion and good feeling indicate that such can be preserved when associated with amenity and forbear-
ance in dealing with the opposite views of others, and that he hopes it may even yet be in your power by 
seine graceful expression of regret for what has occurred to remove from the minds of all persons in your 
district any belief, should such exist, of intentional discourtesy on your part;, or awant of due consideration 
for the views and predilections of others. 	 I have, Le., 

HENRY RALLORAN. 

No. 10. 
- 	The Principal Under Secretary to The Rev. J. J. Garvey. 

Reverend Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15 August, 1870. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your further letter of 4th ultimo, relative to the conduct of 

the Police Magistrate at Moruya, on the occasion of a public meeting at the Court House at that place, I 
am now directed to acquaint you that; Mr. Caswell has been informed that the Colonial Secretary, while 
much regretting what took place, has not considered it necessary to place on record any expression of 
censure of his conduct as represented. 

2. Mr. Caswell has, however, been reminded of the necessity of forbearance in dealing with the 
opposite views of others, and it has been suggested that it may even yet be in his power, by some graceful 
expression of regret for what has occurred, to remove from the minds of all persons in the district any 
belief, should such exist, of intentional discourtesy on his part, or a want of due consideration for the 
views and predilections of others. 	 I have, &,c,, 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 11. 
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No. 11. 

The Principal Under Secretary to T. Gannon, Esq., J.P., and others. 

Gentlemen, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15 August, 1870. 
With reference to your memorial, comp]aining of the conduct of the Police Magistrate of 

Moruya., on the occasion of a public meeting at the Court House at that place, and. praying for his removal 
from your district, 1. am directed to acquaint you that Mr. Casswell has been informed that the Colonial 
Secretary, while much regretting what took place on the occasion in question, has not considered it 
necessary to place on record any expression of censure of his conduct. 

2. Mr. Caswell has, however, been reminded of the necessity of forbearance in dealing with the 
opposite views of others, and it has been suggested that it may even yet be in his power, by some graceful 
expression of regret for what has occurred, to remove from the minds of all persons in the district any 
belief, should such exist, of intentional discourtesy on his part, or a want of due consideration for the views 
and predilections of others. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 12. 

Petitions from Inhiabitailts of Broulce to The Colonial Secretary. 

To the Honorable Charles Cowper, C.M.G-., Colonial Secretary of New South Wales. 
The memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of the Police District of Bronlee,—

Respectfully Showet.h 
1, That in the month of June last, at a public meeting of the inhabitants, held at the Court 

House, Moruya, a memorial was adopted, praying for the removal of W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., from this 
district, which memorial was signed by 407 duly qualified electors of the district, and forwarded to your 
office. 

That your Memorialists are deeply pained and greatly disappointed to learn that you have not 
been pleased to accede to the prayer of that memorial, 

That your Memorialists would respectfully invite your attention to the disturbed state of society 
in this district—one section, embracing people of various creeds and nationalities, praying for Mr. 
Cas'vell's removal, and another, equally respectable, but lest munerous body, protesting against such an
eventuality. This agitation, we sincerely believe, is likely to produce serious disturbances, and may ulti- 
inately lead to scenes of violence and disorder. 

That your Petitioners do not, in fact, pray for any official censure on Mr. Caswell, but not having 
confidence in his impartiality on the Bench, and not entertaining that respect for the rectitude of his 
principles which his position as Chief Magistrate of the district seems to demand, we earnestly pray you 
will be graciously pleased to reconsider our former memorial, and order his removal to some other sphere 
of action. 

And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Hero follows 290 signatures.] 

To the Hon. charles Cowper, C.M.G., Colonial Secretary of New South Wales. 
The memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of the Police District of Broulee,—

Respectfully Showeth 
That in the month of June last, at it public meeting of the inhabitants held at the Court House, 

Moruya, a memorial was adopted, praying for the removal of W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., from this district, 
which memorial was signed by 407 duty qualified electors of the district, and forwarded to your office. 
That your Memorialists are deeply pained and greatly disappointed to learn that you have not been pleased 
to accede to the prayer of that memorial. Your Memorialists wâuld respectfully invite your attention 
to the disturbed state of society in this district. One section, embracing people of various creeds and 
nationalities, praying for Mr. Caswehi's removal, and another equally respectable, but less numerous body, 
protesting against such an eventuality. This agitation, we sincerely believe, is likely to produce serious 
disturbances, and may ultimately lead to scenes of violence and disorder. Your Petitioners do not, in 
fact, pray for any official censure on Mr. Caswell, but not having confidence in his impartiality on the 
Bench, and not entertaining that respect for the rectitude of. his principles which his position as chief 
Magistrate of the district seems to demand, we earnestly pray you will be graciously pleased to reconsider 
our former memorial and order his removal to some other sphere of action. And your Memorialists, as 
in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Hero follows 155 siqnat ares.] 

Inform that I have requested Mr. District Court Judge McFarland to proceed to Moruya to hold an 
investigation into all matters of complaint against Mr. Caswell, and that be will attend there for the pur-
pose on the 24th October. I should be glad to be informed as early as poss1ble of the distinct charges 
which will be brought forward against Mr. Caswell.—C.C., 15 Sept. 

No. 13 
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No. 13. 
Memo. of Judge M'IFa.rland. 

Union Club, Sydney, 14 September, 1870. 
I CAN be at Moruya, and hold inquiry there upon Friday, 23rd instant (September), in case a Deputy 
Judge and Chairman be appointed to sit for me at Campbelltown District Court and Quarter Sessions on 
that day and oil the 24th September, or 1 can hold the inquiry at Moruya upon Monday, the 24th Oct., 
or upon Wednesday, the 0th November next, without any deputy being appointed for me as Judge or 
Chairman of sessions, 	 A. MTA.JILAND. 

No. 14. 

Memorandum of The Attorney General. 
September, 15/70. 

Drsrnrcv Judge Dowling will be prepared to take District Judge MFarland'e duty at Campbelitown on 
the 23rd and 20th instant, whilst the latter goes to Moruya as proposed. But will this give sufficient time 
for the belligerents to prepare for attack and defence? Has Mr. Oaswefl yet returned to Moruya? 
Perhaps a telegram of inquiry should be sent to the respective leaders to know whether the proposed 
time tor Mr. M'Farland's attendance will answer. 	 W.M.M., 

No. 15. 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Rev. J. Dowson and others. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 September, 1870. 
Reverend Sir and Gentlemen, 

In acknowledging the receipt of your Petition praying for the removal, on certain grounds, of Mr. W. S. Casvcll, Police Magistrate of Moruya, to another district, I am directed to inform you that 
the Colonial Secretary has requested Mr. District Court Judge M'Farland to proceed to Moruya to hold 
an investigation into all matters of complaint against Mr. Casweli, and that Mr. M'Fnrland will attend 
at that place for the purpose indicated on the 24th October proximo. 

2. 1. am to add that Mr. Cowper would be glad to be informed as early as possible of the distinct 
charges which will be brought against Mr. Casivell. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLO14AN. 

No. 16. 

The Rev. J. Dowson to The Colonial Secretary. 
Sir, 	

Moruya, 27 September, 1870. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 10th Sept. inst, . 

which I have passed on to the committee of your Memorialists. In reference to the said communication 
permit inc to state,— 

I felt some surprise on receiving it addressed to me, inasmuch as I am not leaAing the movement 
for Mr. Caswell's removal. I am not on the committee of your Memorialists, nor have I been in communi-
cation with the said committee. 

On reflection, however, I remember that when the memorial was presented to me for signature, 
I placed my name first on the llst, and presume that for this reason you have honored me with your com-
munication in reply. 

The appearance of my name as heading the list of signatures is not the result of any special 
design on my part. 

As a private individual I have received no wrong from Mr. Casweli; but from personal obser-
vation of the state of public feeling, Mr. Caswell's strong feeling against a large portion of the community 
and a corresponding feeling against him, I have been led to the conclusion that Mr. Caswell does not enj

eoy that degree of public confidence which is necessary for securing continued peace and goodwill in 
th district. 

5. Believing therefore that it would tend to advance the general welfare, and at the same time 
promote Mr. Caswell's personal comfort, could he be moved to another district, I signed the memorial 
requesting his removal. 	 I have, &c., 
- 	 JAMES W. DOWSON. 

Perhaps Mr. Dowson will place himself in communication with his co-petitioners, who may be 
disposed to proceed on the matter—CC., 29 Sept., 1870. 

158—C 
No. 17. 
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No. 17. 

The Principal ruder Secretary to The Rev. J. Dowson. 

Reverend Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29 September, 1870. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of 27th, relative to my communication of 19th 

inst., acquainting yourself and other petitioners for the removal of Mr. Caswe]l, Police Magistrate of 
Moruya, to another district, with the steps taken for investigating the charges prefbrred against that 
officer, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to suggest that you should place yourself in communica-
tion with your co-petitioners who may be disposed to proceed in the matter. 

I have, Se., 
HENRY HALLOR.AN. 

am to request that I may be favoured with a reply as early as possible to my letter of 19th 
inst., above referred to. 

No. 18. 

Mr. J. ilulme to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Morn, 8 October, 1870. 
In reference to your letter of the 19th day of September last, addressed to the Rev. Mr. 

Dowson, I herewith send you (on behalf of the Committee appointed to conduct the case against Mr. 
Caswell, Police Magistrate of Moruya) a list of the charges to be made against Mr. Caswell, and which 
the committee feel assured that they are fully pi'epared to substantiate. 

1. have also to apply to you to ask you to authorize some Magistrate at Moruya, say Mr. M'Keon, 
as an independent person not connected with either party to issue supnas for witnesses to attend the 
inquiry to be held at Moruya on the 24th instant. 

The committee also request to be informed if they will be allowed legal assistance to conduct the 
case. 	 I have, Le., 

JOSEPH 11U131E, 
Secretary. 

A usr of the charges to be brought against Mr. Caswell, P olice Magistrate of Moruya, as requested by 
his Honor the Colonial Secretary in his letter to the Rev. Mr. Dowson, dated the 9th day of September 
last. 

No. 1. That at a public meeting held at Moruya, on the 4th day of May last, of which meeting 
W. S. Caswell, Isq., Police Magistrate of Moruya, was in virtue of his position as Police Magistrate, 
voted to the chair, he used language highly offensive to the Rev. J. J Garvey, a Joman Catholic 
clergyman, and stated that he had been persecuted by the ve Rev. J. J. Gary, his predecessors, and the 

people of his class for the last seventeen years. 
o. 2. That instead of apologizing for the remarks made at the meeting of the 4th of May last, he 

(Mr. Caswell) took refuge in a most ungracious denial of the charge, the truth of which charge the com-
mittee are prepared to prove. 
Charges to be made against Mr. Caswell for his conduct as Coroner and Magistrate on the infanticide 

case, the Queen v. Margaret Gilbert and Elizabeth Tarlinton— 
Charge No. 1. For having stated that he Mr. Caswell considered it his duty to act as a detective 

in this case. 
No. 2. For having not only boasted that it was his duty but also having acted as Crown Prose-

cutor in this case. 
No. 3. For having said to Mr. Tarlinton on Monday, the 24th day of •Taiivary last, "I think there 

is nothing very serious in this case, and the best way would be to plead guilty to the charge of concealing 
the birth.' 

No. 4. For having ordered Mrs. Thomas Tarlinton into 1:he Magistrate's private room after giving 
her evidence, closing the door, keeping her there till the jury were discharged that evening. Mr. Caswell 
also told her that he would prove that she did write to her mother, and state what she denied to have 
stated, a most unjust case of bounee'which lie never proved. 

No 5. That Mr. Caswell allowed Mrs. 'Wintle and her husband to net as prosecutor, to ask wit-
nesses questions—that he even allowed Mrs. Wintle to dictate to him what he was to put down on the 
depositions. 

No. 6. For having made a statement in Court that he had some witnesses summoned, and that he 
would not let any persou know who they were—not even the police. Be said he could not iTust them. 
Tilbese  witnesses were not called. 

No. 7. That Mr. Caswell never produced for the jury the midwife who attended Mrs. Gilbert at 
Kiandra ; which evidence was taken before a Magistrate there (on behalf of the Crown), and which went 
to prove that Mrs. Gilbert had not been delivered of a child before the one at Kiandra, though he most 
distinctly asked Mrs. Somsett, the midwife, who attended Mrs. Wintle in her confinement, whether her 
child was the first or not. 

No. S. That Mr. Caswell showed in a most determined manner his intention to snub the jury; 
that when one of the most respectable of the jury made a remark that he thought some evidence of 
importance,1.r. Caswell replied in a most offensive manner, Sit down, sir." 

No. 9. That throughout the case Mr. Caswell shosved, in a most determined manner, his intention 
to treat Mrs. Wintle as the witness of truth, whereas her evidence was disbelieved by a jury in Moruya, 

and 
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and a jury in Sydney, and that any impartial Magistrate or Coroner, instead of treating her as the witness 
of truth, would (seeing th at her evidence was contradicted by several witnesses) have received her 
evidence with caution. 

No. 10. That Mr. Caswell did not call Elizabeth Gillespie in the case of concealing the birth, 
though Mrs. Wiutle stated that B. Gillespie was present when they dug up the body of the child ; this 
showed most strongly Mr. Caswell's intention to press the charge right or wrong, as he was perfectly 
aware that Elizabeth Gillespie would contradict her sister, Isirs. Wintle. 

INo. 11. That Mr. Caswell showed throughout the whole of this case his strong pre1udiee On behalf 
of the prosecution ; that lie did not act as an impartial Magistrate, but rather as a detective policeman 
that in so doing he forget his dnty not only as a Magistrate but also as a Coroner ; and that he most 
distinctly failed to remember the old saying of the English law, "That every man is innocent till he is 
found guilty by a jury of his own countrymen." 
Charge of Mr. Robert: Burns— 

That Robert Burns applied to Mr. Caswell on the 25th day of July, 1870, as the only Commissioner 
of AfEclayits in Moruya., to swear him, Robert Burns, to an affidavit:; Mr. Caswellrofasd, and ordered him 
out of Court in a manner calculated to provoke a breach of the peace. 
Charge of Mr. M. Ryan— 

For having made a false statement to the Colonial Secretary in the case of Curran v. Ryan, when 
asked to account ror a certain lettei produced in Court. Mr. Caswell replied that the letter was 
impounded whereas the letter was handed to M's. Curran, and not impounded. If the letter was 
impounded, Mr. Caswell is requested to produce it. 
Charge of Mr. Mylott— 

Mr. Mylott states, that about twelve months ago he was summoned to Nerrigund.ah on a case 
under the Small Debts Act. On the road he met Mr. Caswell, who asked Inai if he was going to defend 
the case ; Mylott answered, "yes," Mr. Caswell replied, "You have not a leg to stand upon. This proves 
that Mr. Caswell had been inquiring into the case beforehand. 
Charge of Mr. T. Egan— 

T. Egan states, that on or about the 15th day of March, 1861, he gave information to Mr. Caswell 
that a beast of his had been killed, and applied for a search warrant. Mr. Caswell refused to grant the 
warrant that evening. In consequence the hide was not to be found, although the parties charged were 
afterwards committed for trial. Egan believes that the accused had notice ; consequently the case for the 
Crown miscarried; at all events, Mr. Caswell's refusal to grant the warrant afforded time for such informa. 
tion to be given. 
The charge of Mr. Edward Coonan— 

Edward Coomman and William Coonan, senior, were charged at the Police Court, Moruya, on or about 
time 1st day of September, 1865, with an assault upon one James Miller. At the conclusion of the evidence 
Mr. Gannon and Mr. Flannagan, Magistrates, sitting with Mr. Caswell 011 the Bench, refused to commit 
Edward Coonan for trial. Mr. Caswell insisted, and remarked, " .11.c is sure to go to Braidwood with his 
father, so we may as well commit him." This was evidently done to prevent Edward Comaaa from giving 
evidence on behalf of his father, W. Coonan. 
The charge of J. W. Cooke, of Nerrigundah-- 

J. W. Cooke states that he has frequently been treated with injustice by Mr. Caswell ; that it 
Petition of his, complaining of Mr. Caswell, was ordered to be printed by the Legislative Assembly, on 
the 24th day of February, 1870; that since that time he has been most unjustly treated by Mr. Caswell, 
more particularly in a case wherein he was convicted of furious riding. 
The charge of J. Flood— 

Jolni Flood states that lie was severely assaulted about eleven years ago ; that Dr. Boot stated lie 
was in a dangerous state, and advised his brother (Thomas Flood) to apply for a warrant. Mr. Caswell 
refused three times—on three different days—and said he would see John Flood himself, which be 
never did. 
General charges made by Mr. Clemnents— 

That Mr. Caswell has always prostituted his position to serve his partisans in religious matters, so 
much so, that lie has been publicly charged with being a member of a Protestant Political Association, 
which charge he has not refuted, and that, in order to serve his party, he travelled to ICiora in order to 
interfere with the election of Trustees for the Public School there, with which lie could justly have nothing 
to do. Mr. Caswell's conduct and language on that occasion were most offensive to the members of the 
Wesleyan Church. 

That the number of eomnmnittals of prisoners to take their trial made by Mr. Caswell are 
numerous; that the Attorney General has in many eases refused to put the accused on their trial that 
when he has done so an acquittal has generally been the result, frequently accompanied by seine remarks 
from the Judge on the absurdity of the committal. 

That instead of showing that forbearance he (Mr. Caswell) was recommended to show by the 
Colonial Secretary, he has since exhibited a most vindictive feeling towards his opponents. This is proved 
by his threatening Mr. James Hanton's children that he would cut their boat adrift if they persisted in 
landing at a place where they had been accustomed to land for some years for the purpose of proceeding 
to school. 

That Mr. Caswoll's language towards Mr. Gannon, a Magistrate of the Colony, has been most 
unceurteous, and has been such as to prevent Mr. Gannon from sitting on the Bench along with him. 

No. 19. 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 12 October, 1870. 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to forward to you the enclosed copy of charges, and 

covering letter from Mr. ilulme on behalf of the Committee appointed 10 conduct the case against you, 
6th Olt,1870 together with a copy of time reply which I have been desired to address to Mr. Unline. 
1215 Oct., 3870. 2. I arn to inform you that the letter of Mr. Hnime and the enclosed statement of charges, with 

the previous correspondence to which he may possibly require to refer., have been forwarded to Mr. 
District 
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District Court Judge M'Farland, whose intention it is to attend at the Court House, Moruya, on Monday, 
the 24th instant, at 10 am., to hear and receive all evidence in support or contradiction of the charges 
enumerated, and to furnish inc with a report thereupon; and that it is desirable therefore, at the time and 
place named, you be prepared with the requisitc means of meeting and replying to the charges which the 
parties moving in the matter may adduce evidence to support. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY HA1LORAN. 

No. 20. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Judge M'Farland. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 12 October, 1870. 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to forward to you the enclosed letter, containing 

charges against Mr. W. S. Caswell, Police Magistrate at Moruya, into which it is the wish of Mr. Cowper 
that you should make a full inquiry on your approaching visit to Moruya, and furnish a report for his 
information. 

To be retumeth 

	

	 2. A copy of the enclosed letter will be forwarded per post to Mr. Caswell, in order that he may 
be enabled, should it be in his power to do so, fairly to meet and rebut or explain the representations 
made; and it is Mr. Cowper's wish—as the interval allowed Mr. Caswell for this purpose is, owing to the 
delay until now in furnishing specific charges, a brief one --- that be shall receive, ou.this account, every 
consideration consistent with justice. 

I am desired likewise to forward to you copies of letters addressed to Mr. Caswell and to Mr. 
Hulme, together with all previous papers; for although it will not be desirable that you should extend 
your inquiry beyond the charges now specifically made, it may be requisite, in &ucidation, possibly, of 
some of those charges, that you should have the ready means of access to the papers in question. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 21. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. Huhne. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 12 October, 1870. 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the Gilt 

instant, in which you forward, on behalf of the committee appointed to conduct the case against Mi'. 
Caswell, Police Magistrate at Moruya, a list of the charges to be made, and which the committee are pre. 
pared to substantiate. 

In reply, I am to state, for the information of the committee, that Mr. District Court Judge 
M'Farland will be prepared, under instructions addressed to him, to hear and receive all evidence which 
the interested parties on both sides may be prepared to present to him, on Monday, the 24th instant, at 
10 o'clock am., at the Court Honse, Moruya, and that it is desirable that you and your witnesses should 
be in attendance at the time and place named. 

The Colonial Secretary considers that the attendance of parties on both sides should be voluntary, 
and that the authorizing any Magistrate to subpna witnesses, or to assign legal assistance to conduct or 
defend the case, would be equally irregular. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 22. 
Judge M'Farland to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 G-oulburn, 1 November, 1870. 
I have the honor to state that, pursuant to the request contained in your letter of the 12th 

ultimo, I held an inquiry at Moruya on the 24th and 25th into the numerous charges preferred against 
Mr. Caswell, Police Magistrate and Coroner there, by the committee conducting the general case, and by 
the individual complainants. 

A large amount of evidence was taken upon the inquiry, many witnesses having been examined 
and cross-examined, some in support of, and others in answer to, such of those charges as were proceeded 
with; written statements on either side were also received, by consent, as to one question, and all 
parties were fully heard. 

But several of the charges assigned were, when called upon to be proceeded with, abandoned and 
withdrawn by the committee, or by the parties who had made them, others were untenable on the face of 
them, and the evidence had upon most of the rest satisfied me that they were unfounded. 

The three charges next mentioned were, however, in my opinion sustained by the evidence 
That at a public meeting, convened by advertisement, held at Moruya on the 4th of May 

last, for the relief of the sufferers by floods, Mr. Caswell, Police Magistrate of the district, 
being in the chair (whether or not as Police Magistrate expressly is not very clear, nor is it 
I think of much moment), and without any just ground or reasonable provocation accused 
the Rev. J. J. Garvey, Roman Catholic clergyman of Moruya, then present by invitation, 
with having attended the meeting "to make a parade of his charity," and also charged the 
predecessors of that gentleman with having persecuted him," Mr. Caswell, "for the last 
seventeen years."  

That duringan inqnest held in February last before Mr. Caswell, as Coroner for the district 
of Moruya, respecting an alleged inthnticide some years previously by the danghters of 
Mr. William Tarlinton, Mr. Caswell, after the examination of a witness called by himself, 
namely, Mrs.Thos.Tarlinton, daughter-in-law of Mr. WilliamTarlinton, butwho had only been 
a member of the family for a fev months, and against whom there was no ground of charge, 
ordered that lady from the Court-room into the Magistrate's room, directed a constable to 
close the door upon her, and without any rational cause kept her there dnriug the cxa]nina-
tion of two other witnesses, and until the close of the day's proceedings. 

3, 
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3. That during the same inquest Mr. Caswell having in an overbearing way ordered Abraham 
Emmett, one of the jurors then einpannelled, and serving before him as Coroner, " to sit 
down" (when that gentleman suggested that a proper question should be asked of tb witness 
then under examination), proceeded to threaten to commit him for contempt of Court," 
because lie complained to his fellow jurors of such treatment. 

it is unnecessary that I should make any observations upon the second or third of these, 
in my opinion, reprehensible acts of Mr. Caswell, except this, that the entire evidence convinced me that 
he occasionally permits his zeal as a Magistrate and Coroner to get the better of his judgment, and that 
he does not at times exercise that command over his temper which is desirable in an officer discharging 
)Udicial duties, and that he is toq apt to construe slight and, if I be allowed the expression, innocents 
circumstances into personal affronts. 

With respect to his charge of seventeen years persecution "by the predecessors " of the Rev. 
J. T. Garvey, I should state that there is a conflict of testimony as to whether Mr. Caswell extended 
that charge to the religious " party" or class to which Mr. Garvey belongs. That clergyman himself, and 
the Rev. A. W. Dowson, Wesleyan Minister, with various other persons attending the meeting, assert that 
Mr. Caswell did, while the Rev. A. T. Puddicombe and the Rev. Patrick Fitzgerald, Ministers of the 
English and Presbyterian Churches, with a number of other persons also present, assert that lie did not. 
it will tl'erefore be better to deal with this portion of the case as confined to a charge of lengthened 
"persecution" made by Mr. Caswell against various Roman Catholic clergymen, formerly resident in his 
district. 

And in connection with this charge I subjoin for your consideration, without comment of any 
kind, the following extract from my notes of the evidence and the proceedings had at the inquiry (p.p. 44 
and 45). Mr. Caswell spoke briefly as to each of the specific "matters" to which I had directed his 
attention. " He then expressed a desire and was permitted to make it statement in the nature of 
evidence in support of his charge at the public meeting of 4th May, that lie had been persecuted by the pre-
decessors of time Rev. Mr. Garvey, for the last seventeen years. Mr. Uasevei•1: I thought 1 had grounds 
for making the charge, but I now find it was unwise in me to have made such a charge, and it would be 
still more unwise in me to go into evidence in support of it. Mr. Caswell here withdrew into the Mag-
istrate's room accompanied by some friends, and upon his return to the Court, read the following memo. 
'I very much regret that I allowed myself to be so irritated upon the 4th May last, as to give expression 
upon such an occasion to my belief that I had been persecuted.' At a still later stage of the proceedings, 
Mr. Caswell requested to be allowed to add: 'I admit that the word persecuted, as used by me at the 
meeting of the 4th May, and applied to the predecessors of Mr. Garvey, was too strong an expression. I 
say no more." 

The concluding sentence in my notes is this—" I here repeated a suggestion which I had pre-
viously made to Mr. Caswell, that lie should, both for his own and peace-sake, withdraw the charge of per-
secution altogether, and apologize for it as openly and publicly as it had been made—but lie would not do 
this."  

S. I must add that the evidence and course of proceedings before me, with the memorial, counter- 
memorial, further memorial, and certificates, forwarded to me along with your letter 	the 12th ultimo, 
plainly show that there exists a wide diversity of opinion among the people of the district of Moruya—
Roman Catholics and Wesleyans, or many of them, on the one side, and Episcopalians and Presbyterians, 
or many of them, on the other—as to the confidence, or want of confidence, in which Mr. Caswell is held, 
and should be held, as the local Magistrate and Coroner, and that those opposite opinions are expressed 
with considerable warmth and frequency. 

Under all circumstances of the case I ant of opinion, and I accordingly submit for your con-
sideration, that no sufficient ground has been made out by the committee, or individual complainants, for 
the removal of Mr. Caswell, by the Government—contrary to his own desire—from Moruya to any other 
district (time utmost the Meniorialists desired), but that he ought to be severely censured for the nnpro-
prieties of conduct enumerated in paragraph 4 of this Report; and that his serious attention should he 
called lo the failings referred to in the 5th paragraph, with a view to their correction in future ; and that 
if at any time hereafter Mr. Caswell can effect a voluntary exchange with any other Police Magistrate, 
or other oflicial of corresponding rank, his doing so should be facilitated by the Government, both for the 
sake of public peace and his own comfort. 

I send herewith my notes of the evidence and proceedings and the written statements. 
I have, &e., 

ALFRED M'FARLAND. 

Emzcksuree to No. 22.] 
Mornys, 20 October, 1870. 

As it has been made to appear from the speech of the Colonial Secretary that the Wesloyans as a body are in favour of Mr. 
Caswell's removal, we, the usmilersigned, desire to state that such inference is not correct, and that Nye are in favour of Mr. 
Caswell's totem, lion. 

John Steed. John Luck. 
R. J. Jeffrey. William Bishop. 
T. C. Haudeochc. Joseph Nickson. 
Peter Williams. Bdmund Nickson. 
Charles Crupp. John Shott.i,m, 
John Crnpp. B. II. T. L. Wystl. 
John Pegus. 

1st Clwrge.—.Evidence in support of. 
Robert .Eurns, examined by Mr. Gannon —On the afternoon of 3rd May last, time day prior to the Flood Relief public 

mreting at bforuya, Mr. Caswell, Mr. Burns, and I spent some time preparing resolutions for meeting to be held next day; on 
tint oeesio,m I asked Mr. Caswell would ho take the chair attire public meeting; imesnid iso would unless lie had to go to Sydney, 
and lie assisted to prepare the resolutions; the meeting was held next day, and Mr. Caswell took the chair the Rev. J. J. Garvey 
wm presesmt it meeting, pursuant to invitation, and in snoring a resohmtion at the meeting, (the third 1 think, which rccommemided 
s,m s1,1iltiutio,m to the Gorernmnent for relief), he took exception to the wording of it, remarking that it was irregular to appoint a 
sub-committee before a general committee had been named; tIme resolution which he was moving sought the appointment of a 

sub-committee, 
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snb-eommittee, though up to thai time a general committee had not been named Mr. Caswell said there was an error—that a bull 
I ad been made ; Mr. Garvey also reminded them that we should rely upon ourselves by opening a subscription in the district for 
the relief of those distressed by the flood, rather than apply to the Government for assistance, and that lie had come prepared to 
contribute his mite towards such an object before the resolution was put—it was a resolution for the appointment of a sub-coin-
inittee to obtain hel1, from the Government—Mr. Caswell said there was no one to give in this district except it were Mr. 
Garrev. that the Protestant clergymen were half starved, that lie (Mi'. Caswell) had a large family to support, and that Mr. 
Gan-ey had come to make a parade of his charity ; Mr. Garvey was offended at this, and complained of it; after that I lie 
Rev. .Jnmes Don-son and the Rev. Patrick Fitzgerald, the Wesleyan and Presbyterian ministers, spoke a few words 
in thin n-sw of mediation ; Mr. Caswell then said lie had no apology to make but would repeat what be had 
said before, that Father Garvey brad conic to sneer at us, mid to snake a parade of his charity, and that be (Mr. 
Ciswell) would say now what Ihe  had never said in public before—that lie had been persecuted by Father 
Garvey's predecessors and his party for the last seventecuu years ; I am perfectly sure that Mr. Caswell used 
the words " party " or " his class " I have no doubt on the subject the chairman, Mr. Caswell, theb becanie very 
excited, and loft the chair hastily ; another chairman (the Rev. )Ir. Fitzgerald), was being appointed, moved into the chair, 
when Mr. Caswell retiuned and took the chair, and a resolution was come to adopting Me. &nrvey's suggestion, that a sub-
scription be opened in the district ; previously, the resolution that Mr. Giarvey had first named, with its amendment as 
proposed by him, that a committee (not a subcomsnittee) be appointed to obtain assistance from the Government, was carried. 
The meeting closed ; again 1 repeat that Mr. Caswell at this meeting not only stated that be had been persecuted for 17 ycars 
by the predecessors of Mr. Grvey, but added that and by his party or class I am positive Ito did when lie spoke the word 
I shuddered lest lie should be tern in pieces by the Roman Catholics present—a good many persons of that church were 
present ; I am not a Roman Catholic I am a Wesloyan, and a fainter; at this Main the Rev. Mr. Garvey had only been a 
few weeks in the district ; lie is the parish priest the Rev. Patrick Birch was his immediate predecessor lie had been in the 
district for about 10 rests ; the Rev. W. Johnson preceded him ; lie remained about 4 years, and the Rev. Henry Garrett 
preceded him, and was here for about 5 years, during S of which Mr. Caswell was here as clerk of time Bench &C the time 
Mr. Caswell made use of the offensive expressioss I heard a disturbance among the audience; and the Rev. W. B. Poivson, 
Woslevun Minister, who was also present, openly said lie was sorry to hear the motives of any gentleman questioned ; that in isis 
opinion Mr. G-ervey had not said anything to call down such an attack from the chair, but that lie thought we ought, out of our 
povert:y, to help them who were in still deeper poverty, referring to Mr. G-ars'ey's suggestion that a local subscription should be 
raised ; such a subscription* was; raised ; only a vary sniali suns was obtained hiving to some difference amongst the niemnbers of 
the committee as to the application of the money when raised ; at the meeting you and Mr. Ga,inon refused to act upon the 
committee along with Mr. Caswell, stating openly in Mr. Caswell's presence that you so refused in consequence of ThIr. 
Caswell's attack upon the Rev. Mr. Garvey and the body to whom he belonged Mr. Castor also openly objected at the meeting 
to sit; upon the committee after what had taken place ; lie is not a Roman Catholic you and Mr. thanon are Roman 
Catholics ; the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald also publicly stated at the meeting that lie had knoivn Mr. Caswell long and well, and that 
if lie (Mr. Caswell) had reflected lie never would have used the language lie had used. 

By .35-. Gasieelt £ perceived not.hnng supercilious or offensive in the maimer of the Rev. Mr. Garvey towards you at the 
meeting; after the nieet.iug closed I said to you, in answer to a question, that I did think Father Garvey's speeds a happy one 
upon the occasion, but that I did not consider lie was smsecring at us ; you asked me if I thought lie had been I said I thought 
not; I do not recollect saying anything else I did not say to you ' You 	 him, not notice la, that lie was ten tin 	 am mes worse to 
oa the previous evening, and that I had to shove the resolution which lie framed into his band ;" I did not see Mr. Garvey the 
evening before; I did see him on the evening of the meeting, and gave him the resolution into his Isand in the ordinary way, 
in the presence of Mr. Brown; Mr. Garvey, so far from being offensive on that occasion was extremely courteous; I saw you 
from the chair lean over towards Mr. Garvey, and I heard you say something about committee or sub-committee; itwas after 
that you spoke about the bull having been made ; you took the chair pursuant to your pronuse of the previous evening, and 
according to my judgment you were there as Police Magistrate; this letter Which you show to we is in my handwriting; it 
is dated 27th May, 1870. 

[Read annexed.) 

 
Mr. R. Burns to W. S. Caswell, Esq. 

Sir, 	 Ninderra, 27 May, 1870. 
I-  have eerefn.11y perused the Rev. I. J. Garvey's letter, and am of opinion that the account lie gives of what took 

place it the meeting referred to is correct, only 1 cannot agree with him that you occupied the chair because you are Pollee 
Magistrate. 

No doubt your position as such pointed to you as the most likely person to preside on that occasion. 
I have, &e., 

B. BURNS. 

 
W. S. Caswell, Esq., to Mr. R. Burns. 

Dear Sir, 	 Moruya-, 26 May, 1870. 
I will thank you after perusing the enclosed to state in writing, whether I was placed in the chair because I was 

Police Magistrate it—whether you considered the Priest's manner and conduct irritating P—and whether I made any referenee 
to Roman Catholics as a body or individually, oilier than Mr. Giurvey's and his predecessors ?—whether you noticed that after 
Mr. Fitzgerald mediated I sat silent for about two minutes? 	 I have, &e., 

W. STEWART GAS WELL. 

That letter was written in reply to one which you wrote to me on 26th May; it is here. 
Read ansmexed B. 

AT the public meeting of 18th June, at ivluels the resolutions were come to, I read that letter of yours of the 26th, and 
my reply, and stated that I thought you had written to me as you did to get me to state an untruth. 

I do not recollect hearing you make use of the word ''body " (as applied to the Roman Catholics) at the meeting of 
the 4th of May, nor do I recollect you saying the particular word ''co.rehigionists ''; what you did say was this ''Witness 
repasts the evidence already given by him as to Mr. Caswell's charge of persecution by the Rev. J. Garvey and his pre-
decessors, and his class or party";  before :r came to the district to live, I once spoke in your favour to Mr. ,Tamcs Byrncs, of 
Puirramatta, saying that I hind heard the Roman Cathn]ies were persecuting you, and that I wished him to speak favourably 
of you to Mr. Cowper, before whom, as I understood, some chsarges affecting you were then pending; but Iliad no knowledge 
of my own of any such persecution ; at the meeting of the 4111 of May last you first used the words parade of charity." 
Father Garvey did not use them in the first instance ; you proposed the idea of Mr. Garvoy's, that a local subscription should 
be raised ; h\Ir. Garvey said that it was irregular to move the'rcsolutioa thin:. had been committed to him in the use of the 
word ''sub-committee," but lie did not state that a public meeting must be held ; lie proposed that the word ''committee" 
should be substituted for that of " sub-eouunittee," and he moved the resoiution as thus amended you did not., that I 
recollect., express surprise that Father Garvey should more a resolution and yet object to the language of it; I do not know 
whether or not you i-cad the resolution, nor did I hear or see Father Garvey raise up his hands, and say " OL, it is nothing 
like it" ; I did not hear You upon that day use the word "religion"; the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald did not use the word "apology," 
though lie did apologize, for you used the word "apology" when you said that you had no apology to make; I assert that 
most positively ; 1 did not hear Mr. Cannon use the word a  apology" ; after you had charged the predecessors of Mr. 
Garvey with having persecuted you, Mi'. Cannon said out, "That is not true. Father Birds saved you from being disC 
missed ' ; when you returned to the chair, after hovi]sg vacated it, no one objected to you doing so, except that I heard one 
inn is say, '1) rag  this b—r out'' ; I have already spoken of the distm'bance amongst the audience when you attacked the 
Roman Catholic Clergy ; I have been insatvcnt about four veers ago, and I have never as yet applied for my certificate ; I 
gave notice of application, but from waut of funds I did not press the application; I am on employer of labour, and cWtivato 
an extensive orchard. 

Be-examinea 
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.Ee-excceci by .M-. Gannom :—Up to the 4th of May, I was upon friendly terms with Mr. Caswell. 
Rev. lames Joseph Garrey, Roman Catholic Clergyman of this district —I came to it in the month of February I 

succeeded Father Birch, who resided in the district for ten or eleven years, as the Roman Catholic Clergyman of it I 
remember the meeting of the 4.th of May last,, I do not recollect anything taking place between Mr. Burns and me on the 
evening previous to the meeting; I did not see him on the evening previous; the first time I saw him to my knowledge was 
upon the eve—very shortly before—on the morning of the day of the meeting, when Mr. Burns introduced himself to me, and 
asked me to move a resolution ; it is not time fact that at. any Mine prior to his introducing  himself to me upon that occasion i 
had any difference with him, or ever used discourteous language to him ; the resolution was handed to me in the ordinary 
way —not thrust upon inc by Mr. Burns. 

At the meeting I attended Mr. Fitzgerald was moving the 1st resolution when I entered my object in attending the 
meeting Ivas the very best and earnest desire to co-operate with the other clergymen of the district in relieving the general 
digress ; the resolution handed to me was the 3rd, vague and indefinite I pointed out to Mr. Caswell privately what I 
deemed to he an error in that resolution ; he did not adopt my suggestion for its correction, which was that the word 
eom,mttce should be substituted for sub-committee; I then stated to the meeting that we ought to appoint a committee before 
we appointed a sub-committee; Mr. Caswell then said to the meeting that my suggestion had better be adopted, that a bull 
had been coutmitted ; the 2ed resolution was then put and carried, and after that I moved the 3rd resolution, Mr. Caswell 
having In the meantime substituted the word committee for sub-committee ; I did not pools pooh that resolution ; I said it was 
a good one so far as it went, but that it was deficient in so far that it made no provision for assistance in the district itself; 
I gave say reasons for local assistance, and suggested that before theresohitien was put an nmnendn,ent to the effect that a local 
effort be made; before any one could move that amendment, lUr. Caswell rose and spoke about the impoverished state of the 
people caused by the floods and of the improbability of getting any money, that neither storekeepers, nor landlords, nor publieaus 
could give, that the clergymen were half-starved, or nothialf paid, 1 forget the exact expression, and t.hathe could not give, on 
aecountof his large family; and that the only one who could give was Mr. Garvey himself; that if Mr. Puddicombe (the English 
Minister) was here he would, thongh ill able, but that "Ins one hand should not knew what the other did," and that it appeared to 
him that I came to the meeting preparedto make a parade of my charity I believe this had reference to astatemeat made by me 
ivlsen speaking to the 3rd resolution, that I myself would give in aid of the appeal ; I disclaimed, on heanug Mr. Caswell, the 
unworthy motives attributed to inc by him, and I expressed regret that he should have arrayed on one side all the Protestant 
clergymen with a view of soliciting their sympathy with Ins; when lie was insulting mo as]. thought, and at a time when I was 
only known to one of those clergymen ; Mr. Fitzgerald and I also regretted that Mr. Caswell had introduced the name of Mr. 
l'nddicombe, who was absent.; I. also said that I felt that the courtesy which was due to me as a stranger had not been 
extended to me that I thought the presence in the chair of the Police Magistrate would have been a guarantee against any 
insult being offered ; Mr. Fitzgerald t:lseu mediated, and I remained at the meeting, which I had previowsly intended to leave 
I waited in the hope that Mr. Caswell tvould retract the language which I considered offensive ; lie did not do so, but he rose 
up and said lie had no apolegy to offer, and that lie repeated that Mr. Garvey did seem to him to have conic to time meeting to 
make a parade of his chant1-, nnd lie stated further, in so near as I can recall the words, that lie had been perseented by my 
predecessors and their party for the last seventeen years; my firm unalterable conviction is that Mr. Caswell used the words, 
''and their party," as well as spoke of my "predecessors" ; I should have mentioned before this that after Mr. Fitzgerald 
mediated between Mr. Caswcll and myself. I stated that, gross as Mr. Caswell's language had been, I was willing to throw is 
cloak over it if he even then would withdraw it, or apologize for it, and I said too that it was to be regretted that the Police 
Magmstrute should be the first to throw the apple of discord amongst us ; after Mr. Caswell had spoken of the persecu-
tion of which eomplaiaed, he rushed from the chair very hastily os I thought, and Mr. Fitzgerald was moved into the chair, 
but before he took it Mr. Caswell returned and resumed his seat in the chair; about this time, or rather before it, Mr. Burns 
had asked me to remain at the meeting, and I agreed to do upon his request, suiting private consideration for the proper 
purpose of the meeting; the meeting was soon after adjoin-ned; to me ; iinnaediately after Mr. Caswell spoke of his having been 
persecuted, I did not time any expression of dissatisfaction or auger from the persons present, but the people seemed to show 
by their manner and bearing that they were very much excited; 'Mr. Caswell was not re-called to time chair (as he has stated 
an his letter to the Col. Seey.) by " unauimoims consent"; he was merely permitted to take the chair. 

By Mr. Uaszpelj: I do not remember you charging me during the meeting with having sneered at the promoters 
i of t, nor do I remember my havieg denied any such charge I believe 1 first used the words parade of charity 

I used them after Mr. Ceswell had contrasted what Mr. Puddicembc would have (as he said) (lone in secret wit.],. 
what I said 1 intended to do, namely, "give," and I used the words "parade of charity" when objectiog to any such contrast 
being drawn by Mr. Caswell ; I have a moral certainty that you used the offensive words relating to my predecessor and 
myself of which I complain; I am as certain of it as 1 am of my existence ; there can be no absolute or mrtaphysieal certainty 
of nnythnug ; you only used the words ''parade of charity" 011cc; the words " their party" wore the words you used, to the 
best of my knowledge, when speaking of my co-religionists I do not think I used the words " their party" in my first letter 
to the Colonial Seeret:arv ; I wrote generally in that letter; in that letter I wrote about you when if fly " co-rehigioinsts," 
referring to your charge against the Catholic party ; when I ,iote in that letter that you repeated your remarks in still more 
offensive tom-ins I alluded to your invidious contrast between Mr. Puddieombe and myself ; I wrote that letter deliberately 
and calsniy, and I made use of the terms suiphiurous flames, because I believed that you had endeavoored to 
stir up bad feeling between religions parties ; when I objected to the terms of the 3rd resolution I do not remember your 

7ang to mao tho.t I did not understand it ; I cannot assign any motive for your attacking me us you did, for I am m,ot conscious 
having ever given you any offence; I do not think you asked me to alter the resolution, but you wrote out an alteration, 

which I said would not suit ; Mr. Gannen refused, openly refused, in the meeting to not upon the committee along with 
Mr. Caswell, giving as his reason the offensive expressions which Mr. Caswell had made use of. 

William Barns: I was present at the meeting of 41.1, May; I am a storekeeper, resident at Moruya, and a mnesnber of 
the Church of England ; after time elms irni,in was appointed at the meeting, and some misunderstanding had nrisen between 
Mr. Caswell and- Mr. Giarvey as to time werdnig of a resolution, and that had been umede up, Mr. Garvey suggested that 
an effort should be undo in the district to collect funds; and Mr. Caswell did not put this suggestion 10 the umeeting. but 
made a speech opposing it, and lie proceeded to refer to the cases of the Protestaut clergyman and himself as loosens wimy a 
local subscription should not or need not be attempted, but that Mr. Puddicombe would give something, and that in giving Ito 
would not let his righmt hand knotv what Ins left hand did, thatit seemed that the Rev. Mr. Garvey wast.he only rich mnamm in the 
district ; Mr. Garvey rose true,, Mr. Caswell hod snt down, and said that he did not come to the meeting to be insulted by 
time Police 3Iagite site—thmat he was sony Mr. Caswell should have contrasted his conduct with that of Mr. Pnddieomnbe, a 
genthonman with whom lie Mr. Garvey was not acquainted ; after this, Mr. Fitzgerald mediated, and said he thought that the 
Police Magistrate we-mild not u-ihhingly give oWonee ; there was a considerable pamms.e in the meeting after All. Fitz"crahd sat 
down ; Mr. Caswell was, I believe, time first to speak; he said, " No, I will not apologize—I have nothing to apoogize fom-, 
other than it slight explanation" ; I do not remember what his explanatiomi exactly was, but I was struck with, this, that in what 
lie purpoted to be an explanation he should repent or state u-hint seemed to me an insult, namely, that during time last seventeen 
years lie had been persecuted by time Revd. Mr. Garvoy's predecessors and their party; I am confident he used those words, 
and "their party "—words connecting the priests Avith their people ; the words used made tin impressiomi cml the smieetmmig [it 
the time ; a person then present amid new pm-esent, cried out,—" That loan's name is Kelly " ; and Mr. Gannon said that 
ho was in a position to contradict wlm,mt lsfr. Caswell hind said about Mr. Garvey's predecessors, and that had it not been for Mr. 
Birch that lie (Mr. Caswell) would have been removed at this Mr, Casu'ell mmmade use of an expression of surprise, and rushed 
towards the doer; I then proposed to the meeting that the Revd. Mr. Fitzgerald should take the chair; the meetingapplauded, 
but while I was speaking, Mr. Caswell returned to time chair, and Mr. Garvey remained, at the request of my brothem ; the 
meeting proceeded, and Mr. Gammnomm declined to act upon time committee along with Mr. Caswell. 

By Ms. casmeefi: You spoke to Mr, Garvey after you wrote out, as 1 believe, sense alteration to the 3rd resolution; I 
do not recollect you asking hint to put time resolution in 1mb own words. You spoke of Mr. Garvey as being time only rielanman 
present ; I do net recollect Mr. Crupp nsimmg those words ; you said that your own clergymen was not sufficiently s'emu-
ner,mted, but, that noto-ithmstammdiog lie would give, and so give that his right hand should not know what his left had done; .1 
do not recollect you using time words "parade of ehority"; you spokel think of starvation; 1 now remnesnber that you did use 
the words ''parade of charity"; I think you said that Mr. Garvey had come or seemed to have come to the meeting to sneer 
at time meeting ; the fact is you were both bugimly excited ; time pause after Mr. Fitzgerald eat down was considerable ; during 
it you were topping upon the desk, and seemed mentally busy ; you were the first to speak, and said you would nmake no 

apology 
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aiology; I am sure that Kelly spoke of you as a bigot, when you bail charged All,. Garvey's predecessors with persecution; no one 
objected or assented to you taking the chair a second time I positively assert there was no expression of missent it was after 
you had spoken about persecution that Kelly called out—bigot ; the word Roman Catholic, or coreligionist, or body, or elmiss, 
'sas not used during the whole meeting, that I recollect ; the word party was used I and all my cliildre], are members of 
the Church of England I am brother to Robert Burns, the first witness in this case I have conversed with him as to the 
occurrences at the meeting at 4th of May ; it has been the talk of the neighbourhood it was arranged by consent of both 
parties as I had paid three witnesses on behalf of the committee of management upon the first charge'; hear time evidence of 
three witnesses on behalf of Mr. Caswell, and that such other persons as either party might desire to make further statements 
on the subject of that charge should do so in writing on either side, and that I would receive such two statements as evidence 
ism lieu of 	testimony tius arrangement was come to upon the suggestion of Mr. Caswell, nail in order to confine the inquiry 
within reasonable bounds. 

Evidence in answer to 1st charge, Reporter to and Editor of the .Aforaya Telegraple. 

Thomas Campioa Lodge: I was present at the Floods Relief Meeting of 4th May, andsaconded the 2nd resolution ; the 
Rev. Mr. Garvey entered the room whilst them over of that 2nd resolution was speaking ; Mr. Caswell, the chairman, directed a 
chair on the Bench to be given to him ; when Mr. Garvey rose to move his the 3rd resolution he, after a few preliminary 
remarks, ehameterised the proceedings as irregular and informal, inasmuch as his resolution sought the apposntenent of a sub-
committee, when a committee had not been provided for; Mr. Caswell, the chairman, proposed to amend the resolution so its 
to meet Mr. Garvey's views; Mr. Garvey was then speaking Mr. Caswell prepared an amended resolution aceortling to his. 
own prior suggestion and handed it to Mr. Garvey, who read or looked at it (whilst he was speaking to the meeting), and then 
handed it back to Mr. Caswell, saying nothing of the kind ; a long altercation then took place between the two gentlemen, 
during which a hemI subscription list was proposed ; Mr. Caswell expressed his dissent to this proposal alluding to the dis-
tressed condition of the district, and in particular to that of various clergymen ; he said that of his own minister who never 
allowed one hand to know what the other did he did speak of the Rev. Mr. Garvey having paraded his charity, though that 
gentleman rose and accused Mr. Caswell of having done so; an excited altercation took place between the two, and some time 
afterwards Mr. Caswell referred to isis having been persecuted by Mr. Garvey and his predecessors; I positively assert that 
neither the word "class,"" body,'' nor "party" was ever used ultimately Mr. Caswell left the chair and went to the door 
he did not leave the room ; another gentleman was moving the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald into the chair, when Mr. Caswell having 
come a slight way from the door, was immediately asked, by whom I cannot say, to take the chair I believe however that the 
audience expressed their assent that Mr. Caswell had returned to the chair; Mr. Fitzgerald in trying to mediate, expressed his 
regret at what ocenrred, and hoped that a reconciliation would take place before the two gentlemen left the room ; Mr. 
Caswellsaid lie would not apologize; Mr. Garvey said lie intended toexprcss his mndignationat Mr. Caswcll's remarks with refer-
ence to his clergy; that he knew for a fact that Mr. Caswellwould have been removed long ago,exeeptfor the Rev. Mr.Bireh ; when 
Mr. Caswell spoke of the Catholic clergyman there was no eommnetion that I remember, except that one person made a 
noise, said something, the exact purport of which I did not hear, but it was expressions of anger ; there were very few 
members of the Catholic body present; Mr. Flanagan, a Magistrate, as well as Mr. Gannon, was present; most of the persons 
present were Protestants I noticed Mr. Garvey's demeanour as being peculiar wisest he entered the room ; he appeared to be 
annoyed ; Mr. Garvey exhibited a demeanoar of haughty contempt towards Mr. Caswell during the meeting, aid saying, 
"nothing of the kind," as lie handed back to Mr. Caswell the proposed alteration of the resolution ; with a wave of his hand, 
and in stating, in the eamlier part of his observations, that the proceedings were irregular and informal ; after this eharac-
tensing of the proceedings as irregular and informal, and before Mr. Caswell wrote out the alteration as proposed in the 
resolution, Mr. Caswell spoke to Mr. Garvey privately; I did not hear what you said when Mr. Grirvey spoke of the 
proceedings as being irregular and informal lie only pointed out the expression sub-conimittce was erroneous ; your demean-
our to Mr. Garvey up to this time was as courteous as to any other person, and you left your seat as if to explain something 
to him in an undertone ; I positively assert that the Roman Catholics as a body, were not referred to by Mr. Caswell during 
(die meeting of the 4th of May; during the pause, after Mr. Fitzgerald maedieted, during which you seemed to be menially 
occupied, I did not notice any; I cannot say that there was any iesulting conduct towards you before you left the cli,ur ; Mr. 
Gan,mon spoke before you left the chair about your having been saved by Father Birch from disosissal ; I believe lie spoke 
immediately after iou spoke; it' was the Rev. Mr. Garvey who first used the expression " parade of charity" ; Mr. Caswell 
repeated it afterwards, when ho said, what else was it but parading his charity ; before Mr. Caswell referred to the Catholic 
clergymen, I heard him charging Mr. Garvey with sneeriag at the proceedings of the meeting, and I did not hear Mr. Garvey 
deny the charge; but Mr. Garvey did not, that I observed, sneer at the proceedings, except by saying that the proceedings were 
irregular and informal in the matter of sub-committee, and by putting aside your proposed alteration to the committee, but I 
felt at the meeting that you must have believed that you had been sneered at or insulted by Mr. Garvey. 

By He. Gaeao,e: I rendered to Mr. Caswell no assistance in drawing up his reply to Mr. Garvey's first letter; at the 
meeting of time 4th May Mr. Dowson regretted the snisunderstandiag that had arisen ; Father Garvey returned to Mr. Caswell 
the proposed amended resolution; I am of opinion that Mr. Caswell left go of the resolution ; Mr. Garvey merely put his 
hand upon it as lie read it; it was I, when seconding the second resolution, who first suggested time idea of there being a local 
subscription ; I remember Mr. Fitzgerald saying that he thought Mr. Caswell would not have spoken as he did if lie had 
reflected upon the subject; when Mr. Caswell spoke after the reply lie said lie had miotlung to apologize for, but that if Mr. 
Garvey made any advance to him in the way of apology for what he had said and done, he (Mr. Caswell), would be happy to 
meet hum, but that he thought it was due to him (Mr. Caswell), that Mr. Garvey should niake the first advance; there was no 
commotion in the Court wl,emm Mr. Caswell spoke ubout the predecessors of Mr. Garvey; but one man made a noise at time door; I 
cannot say whmethmer any person left the Court or not; the attendance at the meeting wns not large; only a few Roman Catholics 
were there ; not one quarter of the persons present were Itosnau Catholics; I do not believe that eighteen Romau Catholics 
were present. 

Re-ea-amismed by Mr. C'asmcell: Between £3 and £4 only has been collected from lomi sources ; you did quarrel with me 
for suggesting a subscription list. 

Mr. Andersess, exansi,,ed by Air. Caswell: I was manager atBagahia, and am now the tenant of it ; I was present at time 
meetmng of 4th July; time first resolution was proposed aod seconded, and Mr. Garvey came into the Court; I noticed as soon lie 
came ma that Mr. Caswell had a seat provided for him upon the Bceseh ; so 500mm as the first resolution was eanied, the Rev. Mr. 
Garvey stepped forward and said this was not tIme sort of meeting lie expected; first resolution spoke of the devastation occasioned 
by the recent flood, amid the distress it would occasion to numerous families ; he added that the whole proceedings were 
irregular and imifonnal; Mr. Caswell said, "Perhaps Mr. Garvey you have not seen the programsoc of the meeting," and rising 
from his seat, lie handed it (the programme) to Mr. Garvey ; Mr. Garvey looked at it, and took exccptiomi to the word "sub-
committee" ; Mr. Caswell remarked, it was easy to rectify that by drawing his pen through the word, and lie did so, amid 
Mr. Casivell got up and spoke of the bull that had been made; this was spoken of as a joke; when Mr. Garvey got isp to 
propose his resolution he spoke against it; that resolution was in favor of obtaining relief from Sydmmcy, and lie thought that a 
load subscription should be taken up, and lie said that he had come prepared to give sometiummg; uhmesi lie ceased speaking he 
folded lip the resolution and laid it down in float of Insu on time table ; Mr. Caswell rose and took it up, saying, "Perimaps the 
rev, gejitleman will pat the resolution in his own form to the maccling"; Mr. Onney said, "No, I caminot both move a resolution 
and all amendment to it"; Mr. Caswell then wrote out an amended resolution in accordance, I believe, with what Mr. Garvey 
had pevsoosly suggested, and showed it to Mr. Garvey, and asked him if that would meet his views; Mr. Garvey said " Oh 
mio—msothmmng of the kind,'' waving his hand at the ranme time ; a gentleman in the body of the Court, Charles Crapp (not Mr. 
Casweil), said he did not know who was able to give, except it was Mr. Garvey, as Till the people in the neighbonnlmood were all 
poor; Mn. Caswell then said that he quste agreed with that gentleman, that ho did net know anyone who was able to give 
unless it was the Rev. Mr. Garvey, and lie could speak of the Protestant clergymen, espeeisilhy Mr. Puddiconibe, though when 
lie gave, his rmght hand did not know what the other did; Mr. Garvey took offence at these renmarks, and complained to the 
meeting of being insulted by Mr. Caswell ; Mr. Dowsomm and Mr. Fitzgerald both tried to mediate; when the latter sat 
down there was a pause for anunute or so, after which Mr. Caswell got np and said be thanked Mr. Fitzgerald for his kind 
desire to reconcile the parties, but that he could not apologize that lie was now confirmed in the belief that time Rev. Mr. 
Garvey had sneered at the proceedings, and that he (Mr. Caswell) was picked out by Mr. Garvey's predecessors as an object of 
persecution for time last 17 years; Mr. Garvey said he had felt insulted before, but he felt st-ill more so now, and Mr. Gannon 
then said that lie could speak from his own knowledge that the Rev. Mr. Birch had saved Mr. Caswell from dismissal; on this 

Mr. 
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Mr. Caswell left the chair and went to tjie door ; iinuiediatelv or' this Mr. W. Burns proposed, and Mr. Garvey seconded, the 
proposal that Mr. Fitzgerald should take the chair; juit oii this Mr. Bunis observed that Mr. Caswell had not gone, and said 
lint lie beggeil to ill 	that Mt. Caswell do resume his seat, and in the event of his not doing so that Mr. Fitzgerald should 

I tike the cliii ir ; T,fr. Caswell 's reply was, ''1 will resume my seat if you assist mc to keep order" ; and lie did take the chair and 
conduct cr1 the iiiecting till its close ; it was after Mr. Caswell thus returned to the eliait' that the resolution in favor of a local 
subscription was carried; before Mr, Caswell tried to amend the resolution for Mr. Garvey yo u asked was there any gentleman 
present who would nose mu auiendineut to the effect proposed by Father Gars-ey ; I. thought Mr. Cannon spoke angrily, rather 
hittci-Is-, when lie referred to Mr. Birch liaviilg been the means of preserving Mr. Caswell in his office at first you charged 
Mr. (harvey with having insulted you, and afterwards you said von were confirmed in the belief ; I observed his conduct, lie 
cv, iced it peenlisir denieniiour ; you did not liiiig to arouse that demeanour until you got some provocation, as I considered; I 
observed that you seemed to get more put out as the altercation 1 ocoeded ; I ans intimately acquainted with your character 
and ten, per; 1 have known you frequently and st.roiiglv, On private occasions, bet Ii before and after the meeting of the tlt 
May, encteavouring to allay bad feeling betwpon Protestants and Catholics, 

Es1 Mr. Cannon: I do not remember you stating that you would propose a resolution to meet Mr. Garvoy's views, if 
no one else did ; I lie peculiarity which I. noticed in Mr. Garvey's manner as lie came into the room was that lie criticised the 
wording of one of the proposeil resolutions (tIns was before ho moved it), and lie folded up the resolution and put it on 
time Bench before him after moving  it, instead of handing it to the chairman. 

To Mr. Uanoell: I noticed Father Garvey tapping the floor with his walking-stick during the proceedings, whilst lie
himself was speaking to the imLeeting, replying to Mr. Caswell's observntions affecting him and his predecessors, and he (Mr. 
Garvey) said lie was sine the meeting did not sympatlnse with your views and expressions, otherwise lie would leave the 
meeting. [Mr. .Loelqe re-called by Al,-. Gamr.ell saidj I have both before and sinco heard Mr. Caswell endeavour to promote 
kindly feeling between Catholics and Protestants I have heard him reprimand ageutleman, in private, and when no Catholic 
was present, for the use of the word l'apist. 

i 

 
Captain Jo/in Rots : Was present at meeting of 4th May I heard the e,itim'e of M 	 i r. Anderson's evidence ; I concur n 

it ; t is precisely the i videuce which I niyself would intro given up to a certain point, as to which I desire to make this state-
ment ; when the altercation took place between Mr. Caswell and Mr. Garvey, Mr. Gannon was standing behind Mr. Garvey, and 
n-lion Mr. Caswell said lie Inid been Persecuted for seventeen years by Mr. Garvey's predecessors; Mr. Gannet, immediately 
repented it, and added the words " and Catholic party," or Catholic eonnnunity ;" I am not certain which, but that was the 
first time the words were used ; Mr. Caswell had not used them previously; when Mr. Cannon used that expression them was 
n little feeling manifested by sonic persons present; that was tIme only time I noticed any feeling amongst the audmonee ; I very 
soon afterwards left the Court; I have often heard you regret the difference that prevailed bet;ween Roman Cathiohes and Pro. 
testant s, and speak highly of the I5rotestant clergymen who inculcated the amine ; it did appear to 'no that the manner of Mr. 
Garvey was soismewhat overbeam-ing, lie seemed so from his criticisms, and his questions, and his opposing the resolution, and 
lie seemed as if lie laid come to the meeting to oppose sometlung. 

By Mr. Qannom : It seemed to me that it was very strange that you should have added to Mr. Caswelt's charge the 
words "and Catholic party" or community," and that was why I noticed the fact; lam very sure I did not misapprehend 
you, Mr. Cannon; you used the expression first and it was inmmediately afterwards repeated by many personsin the Court room. 

To sac: Mr. Cannon did not i-epeat an expression "and party" used by Mr. Cassvell; Mr. Caswell did not use any such 
expression. 

Mr. Flanagan called by Inc I am a snngistrimte of this Colony ; I was present during the entire of the meeting of 4th 
May; the charge made by Mr. Casts-cIt was confined to the predecessors of Mr. Garvey ; it was not extended to time 'party," 
tIme " Catholic party" as well ; I on,  it member of the Catholic Clmnmeli ; I do not remember hearing Mr. Gauno,i make use of 
any such expression its Captain floss has stated ; lie did make use of, namely, " Catholic par"' or ' community"; I was 
sitting very close to Mr. Cannon at the time—alongside of him, and I think I would have heard any such expression if it had 
been used. 

lb Air. C'aswel/: After you received thin Colonial Secretary's letter you asked me if I thought a reconciliation between 
you and the Catholics of the day, and I told you I thought it was too loto, 

Mr. Lodge recalled by Mr. Cmiswell: I believe Mr. Glinnon did use the words attributed to him by Captain Ross, and it 
was then that t lie prnmeipmmi part of the feeling u-as manifested by the audience, 

- 	Mr. Fil:qerald examined by me at the request of lIfe. Caswell I did not hear Mr. Cannon make use of the expression 
att rmbutecl to mm by Captain Ross Mr. Caswell did not use any such expression as " pai'ty " or " class," or arty general 
terms a1m1il md to ltoniai, Cat hmolies lie nicrely spoke of Mr. Garvc)-'s "predecessors."  

Air. Cannon called by inc Captain Ross is mistaken in saying I 	used the words "Catholic party" or '' community" ; I 
did not do so I have a distinct impression that Mr. Caswell used the words "and part)','' and it was then that I rose from 
my scat, rind refused 10 eo-opem-ate with, Mr. Caswell on nen:ount of the langiuige  lie had used. 

Air. co-s/ia called by Mr. Cain-eli: I left time meeting of 4th Mn.y, and declined to act on the committee, not on account 
of anytlung said by Mr.Caswelt, but. for a different reason altogether. 

2nd Charge involved in first, and same evidence applies to hot/s 

3,'d and 5/7, Charges, Kos. 1 and 3 in page 2 of s-pecfle charges—Evidence in smsppori. 
Mr. Gami,moa exanuned During a conversation which I had with Mr. Caswell at the Doneaster hotel," Braidwood, 

ilnringtlme Fobrnary Quarter Sessions of 1870,respect.ing the then allegedease of infanticide, Mr. Cnswellstatedto methiatheeon. 
sidered it his duty to net as a detective in that case or in such cases ; I will not be sure which lie said ; and lie also stated that 
lie had advised Mr. 'l.'arlington to plead guilty to time charge of concealing the birth Mr. Tarlington conducted the defence of 
ins daugliler ; Mr. Camwelt said—i tlnnk Mr. CassveU stated to me—as the reason of his lmving given Mr. i'nrlington that 
advice was,  that  lie believed the charge of murder myotdd b,'eak down, but that the other, the less offence, could be substantiated, 

&oss'exasniaed by Ab-. Cat-mi-en: Neither I nor may wife am'e connected with Mr. Tarli,iton beyond this, that two or 
I lmrco of his sons are married to cousins of my wife ; I thnnk I huts-c stated all that occurred during the conversation between 
us, except that you expressed your regret at the position in which Mr. Torlington's family were placed ; Will. Coinaa and 
one M'Carty were in the ,'oom nt the I imno but not within hearing ; I was not present at any inquest held in this matter; you 
complained of the remissness of the matter of Mr. Tarlington's daughters, and said that the police had placed you in the 
imosition of it detective; that was all you said. 

.11fotires''—Air, Gas,eeIl says —I am a Mnistrate of the Colony I became bail for one of the girls when she came up 
from Kiaimdra, bail 1.lnmt she would aplsear at tIme aäjourncd inquest;, and I afterwards sat upon the Beach for about an hour, 
when the  Cnnm't was Inking evidenee'igainst that girl, on the charge of the concealment of the birth, but I left the Bench 
before t lie close of the exii.mnination of the first; witness for the Crown ; Mr. Caswell and I hind some dispute abont the pro-
priety of my sitting upon I lie Bench ; rather than that there should be any donbt or question as to the propriety of my 
sitting as a mnagisl-rato in the misc, I did not retire from the Bench n-lieu the question was first raised ; 1 did so (after 
lmmneheomm) whmemm a question arose hetw'ecmm Mr. Caswell and mj-self, amid Mr. Fell, the prisoner's advocate, and Mr. Caswell 
refi-rm-ed tIm matter for may deeisiomi ; I then retired from the Bench. 

During the conversationbetween 'is at the hotel in Braidu'ood, whiemm yon said to mime that you had advised Mr. Tar-
hmmgton to plead guilty to the less offence you stated that you considered that would be a wise course for him to adopt, and 
I gnvoyou cm-edit then for being inthuemseed by a friendly feeling towards the 'l'arlington family, but afterwards I thought the 
recomnnmendat.ion was it scheme on your part; I am one of the eomnmnittee emmgaged in the prosecution of the pending charges 
against you, and I am one of time treasurers, and us such, have collected funds for the pumrpose ; I may also have questioned 
iseopho as to which her thin could bm'immg ammy charges against you, stating to them, that if the)- had any such, that was the time 
to smmbstant isle them ; I -am an-are that Mr. Clemnents has hiroughit a charge agaimmst you for discourtesy to myself I left that 
oham-ge i n the hiemmids of time committee ; I had preferred the charge of discourtesy ngainst you to the Attorney General, and had 
received his final derision upon it before the co,nnnttoc took it UI) ; that decision was that the Attorney General did not eon-
simller it, necessary to make any immquiry into the matter, as it did not seem to him to affect substantially the odnumustration of 
just 	I did mmot ask Mr. Clemneats to make the charge now in  his  name ; I will not be certain, but I believe that to 
charges have been preferred aganist Von for immqniry on the present. occasion, without Isrevioums reference to I-lie persomss who
were to suupport them. 	 311. 
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Mr. Tarlinglon: I am a magistrate of the Colony, and father to the young ladies spoken of by last witness; on the 
22nd January, on a Saturdny, Mr. Caswell commenced an inquiry with a jury at my place I knew nothing of a jury comb 
until the members of it arrived, though I had hmrd that he, himself, was coming ; the ease was opened for a short while, an 
then adjourned to next Monday, at Moruya, at 10 o'clock I almost begged of Mr. Caswell, on my wife's account, her nge, 
and the state of the roads, and my desire to have legal assistance, to postpone the inquiry until the next day (Tuesday), but he 
said he could not do so; with difficulty I got Mrs. Tarlington to Moruya, by a late hour on the Sunday night; on the next 
morning I went to the Telegraph ofliee, and while I was there Mr. Caswell came up, and had a conversation with me, during 
which I told him I had sent a message to Braidwood for legal assistance, and that I was awaiting a reply; Mr. Caswell then 
said, ' I think there is nothing very serious in this case, and the better way would be for you to plead guilty "; I told him I 
would do nothing of the kind. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Cas,oell: Prior to the inquest you and I were on friendly terms when you were leaving my 
house on the first day of the inquiry, I asked you to telegraph to Braidwood for assistance and you requested inc to speak to 
Mr. Flanaghan on the subject, so as to save yen froth getting into difficulty; the conversation between us, when you advised 
me to plead guilty, took place at the telegraph office, not in the Court house ; I am quite sure I have stated to you the con-
versation which took place on that occasion I think that afterwards, but not then, or

, 
 upon that day, you said to me somo-

thing about girls "getting into difficulties," and it being unwise to do anything by going into evidence and obliging Use 
Crown to do so, that might induce the paver charge ; my opinion is that advising me to plead guilty, you wished to procure 
a conviction; after what you said about the neglect of the Eega magistrates, and of the police, you permitted a lawyer to 
appear before you at the inquest. 

Evidence in reply. 

Mr. Gaswell: I deny that I advised Mr. Tarlington to plead guilty, but I recollect cautioning him that if he could 
discover that either of the gir]s had a child, and the prosecutor could prove it, would be wise to plead guilty to the charge of 
concealing the birth—that by denying it to endanger the more serious charge. 

Charge No. 4.—Evidence in support of. 
Mr. Tarlinglom In this Court-house—not upon the Coroner's inquest, nor upon the Magisterial Inquiry, but upon 

another occasion—I brought to Mr. Caswell a certain receipt spoken of in the commencement of the present; proceedings; I 
handed it to him ; lie looked at it ; the person who had given me the receipt had, in the first instance, written my name 
Darlington, but afterwards altered it into my proper name of Tarlington ; and Mr. Caswell, upon looking at the receipt, said 
it would not be of much value before the Court; I also asked him for a subpna to enable me to bring up the person who 
wrote out the receipt ; he said lie would grunt it, but that I must pay the expense of bringing up the witness, that it was Ins 
duty to act as Crown Prosecutor, and not to do anything for the defence. 

Cross-examined by Mr. C'aswell: I am sure you did not say that you were acting on behalf of the Crown ; you said that 
you were acting as Crown Prosecutor; you also said the Attorney General had instructed you in the matter of the expense of 
witness; the receipt was submitted to you by the jury. 

Mr. Gennoa examined: I was present when Mr. Tarlington applied for a summons for the person who gave the receipt, 
and during the conversation that ensued Mr. Caswell said he ought to act on behalf of the Crown—that he was the Crown 
Prosecutor on the case I believe those were the words Mr. Caswell used. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Uaescell: You refused to bear the necessary expense of bringing the witness from Sydney, and 
spoke of having been warned by the Attorney General against the incurring of any avoidable expenses. 

Evidence in reply. 
Mr. Caswell: What I said was that I was acting on behalf of the Crown; I never used words imputed by the charge 

that I stated I was acting as Crown Prosecutor. 
Mr. Flanagan : You showed me (I was foreman of the Coroner's jury) a statement in a legal work to the effect that 

you ought to act on behalf of the Crown. 
The charge—Evidence in support of. 

Mr. Tarlington: I was present when my daughter-in-law, Mrs. Thomas Tarlington, was examined before the Coroner's 
jury; she had only been married very shortly to my son Thomas ; after she had given her evidence Mr. Caswell ordered her 
into the Magistrates room, and told one of the police then in attendance—I think Sergeant Hovel, though he was ,sot certain 
he was the mon—to close the doer upon her ; she was kept there until the examination of two witnesses (called after she had 
given her evidence) had closed, and the jury were dispersing on this occasion ; but whilst: my daughter-in-law was being 
examined Mr. Caswell said to me that he would confront her with her mother, to whom she had written; her mother then 
was in attendance; she was called in, and examined after her daughter had been sent into the room. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Ca.s-soelt: There were three witnesses examined that day—my daughter-in-law, my mother, and 
Elizabeth Gillespie. 

Evidence in reply. 

Mr. Cassoell : I did order Mrs. Thomas Tarlington into the Magistrates' room after she had given her evidence I did 
so to prevent her communicating with the two other witnesses whom I had intended to examine and did examine on that 
evening, and with the intention of re:examining her; there was no unnecessary restraint. 

Cross-examined: I do not remember whether I did not detain her until the jury dispersed; one of those other witnesses 
of whom I speak was in the verandah of the lock-up; I had told the police to prevent her from communicating with other 
persons; the other witness was before the Court; there was no occasion for shutting up Mrs. Thomas Tarlington to prevent 
her from communicating with that witness, and the other was tinder the inspection of the police while Mrs. Tarlington was 
kept in the rooni. 

Seeeath charge—Evidence in support of. 
Mr. Tarlington : Mr. Caswell permitted not only Mrs. Wintle but also her husband to put questions to the witnesses 

examined before him as Coroner ; I do not recollect the names of such witnesses, but I know- that Wintle asked more than 
one question, whether of one or more witnesses I conisot now remember; and Mrs. Wintle requested Mr. Caswell to take down 
answers that some of the witnesses had given, when he did not appear to have done so of his own account. 

Cross-examined by Mr. casicell : The depositions were all read over to the witnesses, and signed by them without 
objection, that I heard Mrs. Wintle asked questions of, examined most of the witnesses ; she went out of Court several ti,nes, 
and you sent for her. 

Evidence is; reply. 

Mr. Anderson, cross-examined by Mr. Casvieil: I was a juror during the Coroner's inquiry ; Mrs. Wintle was permitted 
to ask questions of witnesses in those cases in particular in which they gave evidence contradictory to hers ; she frequently 
asked you to put certain questions, and you told her to put the,u herself; and Wintle, her husband, was allowed to put, some 
questions respecting communications between him and witnesses when his wife was not present; the investigation u-as very 
laborious and you showed symptoms of fatigue occasionally; you appeared to my mind to be anxious to do justice, and act 
fairly towards both parties to the inquiry. 

Cross-examined: Nothing material elicited. 
Mr. Flanagan: I was foreman of the Coroner's jury; you satisfied me that you were acting fairly and with all con-

sideration towards the Tarlingtons, w-hile at the same time you were sifting the matter thoroughly. 
Cross-examined by Mr. Gannon: Nothing materiaL 

Charge No. S withdrawn. 
Charge No. 9 untenable, because the evidence given at Kiandrn, before a Magistrate, by4he midwife, would not have 

been admissible before the Coroner's Jury at Moruya. 

Charge .iVo. 10.—Ecidenee in support of. 
Pairicic Mooney, examined by Mr. Ganaca: I was one of the jury at the Coroner's inquiry ;'one of the jurors, Abraham 

Emmett, made some remark, suggesting that some evidence should be taken down; Mr. Caswell said to him, Sit down sir"; 
I took it that Mr. Caswell was a little excited at the time, and said it hastily; Mr. Emmett is a very respectable man. 

Cross. 
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Cross-examined by Mr. Caswell: Mr. Emmett said nothing offensive to you that I heard of; I took round a petition to 
the Government asking for your removal, in consequence of the proceedings at the 4th of July; this was after the proceedings 
before the Coroner's jury f signed the petition against you, but I never said you would get a pill for this busthess; all that I 
had against you at any time was that you once ref used me work on the roads ;  I have now no ill feeling towards you. 

Jiernard, examined by Mr. Oannon: I was one of the jury I remember Mr. Caswell telling one of us to sit down; 
I took him to do so insolently from the loud tone in which lie spoke. 

Evidence in reply. 

Mr. Anderson: You gave the jury full opportunity to ask questions at the close of the examination of each witness 
you invited them to ask questions then ; there was some disagreement amongst the jurors as to whether Mr. Emmett's question 
should be put or not.; you were busy writing when Mr. Emmett desired that some piece of evidence should be taken down, 
and you said "Sit down, sir' then Mr. Emmett made some remarks to other jurors about his being directed to sit, and Mr. 
Caswell told Juan that he would commit him for contemptof Court if lie did not be quiet; afterwards the piece of evidence in 
question was, I believe, token down by Mr. Caswell. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Gasinon: I do not think that Mr. Emmett asked the question rudely, so much as that lie asked 
it at an ifliproper time. 

Mr. flanagan, examined by  ft&. Caswefl: I have heard Mr. Anderson's evidence; it is substantially correct; I do not 
think that Mr. Emmett spoke rather insolently; 1 think what lie said was, that the jury caine there to oieit the whole truth; 
you put down whatever you were asked to take down by either side; I think you said that you as well wished to get at the 
truth. 

Cross-examined Notlnng material. 
Mr. C'asmrell: I construed Mr. Jiinmett's remark to be somewhat a reflection upon me, and I spoke whilst I was 

writing; lie sat down then, turned towards some of his fellow jurors, rising something in doing so, and Mid something in 
somewhat a loud tone of voice, though I did not hear what it was, and then I told him that if he did not sit down I would commit 
him for contempt of Court; I considered also that one or two of the other jurors had been somewhat pert with me, said I 
took the opportunity of checking it with Mr. Emmett, who was an intimate friend. 

Charge No. 11. 

Not entertained by me, because it amounts to this only That Mr. Caswell, whether mistakenly or not, attached belief 
to the testimony of a witness examined before him as Coroner and as Magistrate. 

Charge No. 12. 

It being admitted that the prisoner was represented on the inquiry before Mr. Caswell as a Magistrate by a pro-
fessional gentleman, who also acted for them on the investigation before Mr. Caswell, as Coroner, I am of opinion it. was no 
part of Mr. Caswell's duty to call Elizabeth Gillespie as a witness upon that inquiry; it was rather for the professional 
adviser of the prisoner to call her, if he desired her evidence to appear on the depositions. I therefore consider this charge 
to be untenable, 

Charge No. 13 stands until to-morrow,  (Tuesday morning) at 8 o'clock. 
Charge No. 14 amounts to this: That Mr. Caswell, as a Commissioner of Affidavits, refused to sweat Mr. Robert Bums 

to a paper, or written statement, alleging that he (Mr. Burns) had no confidence in Mr. Caswell as a Magistrate, and would 
not therefore have a ease, then pending, tried by Mr. Caswell, and that Mr. Caswell ordered Mr. Burns to be off. Mr. Caswell's 
conduct, under such circumstances, appears to me to have been only natural, and, not to form any proper ground for an inquiry 
as against Mr. Caswell. 

Charge No. 16 withdrawn upon the production by Mr. Caswell of the document in question, as having been impounded 
by him, and as being still impounded. 

Charge No. 16—Evidence in support of charge. 

Patrick Mylott: I had a Small Debts Court ease pending at Nerrigimndah; when going them to have it disposed of I 
snot 'Mr. Caswell, who asked me if I had not a ease at the Gulf, I said, 'yes," and he then inquired whether I intended to 
defend it; I aisswered, "yes"; and lie replied, "You have not a leg to stand upon"; I believed from his inquiries and 
ol,sorvnt.ions that lie had been asking previously about the ease, and that he was so prejudiced against me and lied so made up 
his mind respecting the ease, that I would not receive justice at his hands when it came on to be heard. 

Cross-examined by  Air. Cos,veli : I was sun,nsoned to appear at Yerrigundah ; this is the sussurnons ; it as signed by you 
as Registrar of the Petty Debts Court, and is filled up in your handwriting ; I have been fined twice by you for two assaults 
upon an orphan child; after the Ncrrigundah ease I got up a petition to the Governnient against you, but Father Birch would 
not aUow me to proceed with the matter; when I said to you that I meant to defend the Nerrigundals ease you added to me, 

Then I will say no more about it." 

Evidence in reply. 

.211r. Caswell: I was l'ohiee Magistrate and also ReØstrar of the Small Debts Court at Nerrigundah when the ease occurred; 
I issued a summons and prepared the plaint for the phssntiff in the action upon the written a.greomesmt which is now annexed to 
the sut,'snosss and plasnt ; I met Mylott on the way to the Gulf on the Court-day I said to him, "I thought you would settle 
that ease, as them is a written agreement" ; lie replied, ''I lmavo got docuimmentary evidence to disprove it"; I said, "Oh, that 
alters the me"; and I interfered no more in the matter; when the ease came on to be heard the plaintiff got a verdict, 

Charge No. 17 withdrawn. 

Charge No, 18—Erideuee in support of. 
.Edseard Couan: In Septcmnboi', 1865, I and my father were charged with an assault upon one James Miller; the cose 

was heard before Mr. Caswell and three other Magistrates ; two of these three were of opinion that the ease should be 
dismissed, and so stated in Court, but time other and Mr. Caswell were of It differcist opinion, and they committed me as well 
as my father to stand my trial ; Mr. Caswell in trying to persuade the two Magistrates to join hum in committing, who had 
declined to do so, said, " We may as well comissit the son, because lie will go with his father to Braidwood whether we 
eon,mit him or not" ; I believe that Mr. Caswell's motive in having me committed idong with my father was to prevent me being 
examined as a witness en his (my- father's) behalf; the Attorney General did not file a bill against me; he did against my father; 
I then gave evidence on his behalf. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Caswell: You said what I had stated from the Bench in this Court liouse; lam not aware you 
had any reasons for disliking me; the occurrence took place five years ago ; we have been on pretfy good terms since then, 
though I did not forget the injustice you did me. 

James Comaa: I am uncle to the last witness; I was present at the investigation in the Court, and I heard Mr. Caswell 
say to the other Magistrates that they might as well oemmit Edward Cowan, for he was sure to go with his father to Braid- 
wood whether or not. 	 - 

Examined by Mr. Caswell. I am one of those who desired your removal from the district, and I have subscribed money 
for the purpose, because I believe it would be good for the neighbourhood if you were removed ; I am one of the committee 
engaged in getting up the charges against you. 

Evidence in reply. 

Mr. Caswell.: I have no recollection of having used such language as that attributed to me, and it would be very 
strange if I were to commit un-self in any such way. 

Mr. Flanagan: I have no such recollection of any such words being used, though they may have been used ; during all 
the time I have acted as it Magistrate along with you I have siever knon-n a single instance in which you swerved from strict 
justice; you have frequently gone out of your way in order to assist them who could not help themsel+es in the matter 
of justice. 

- 	 Tuesday, 25th October. 

Charge No. lfl allowed to stand over for it short white that each party may have their witnesses (now absent) in 
attendance-  

Charge 
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Charge No. 20 not entertained. The circumstances referred to took place eleven years ago, and the complaint substantially 
is that Mr. Caswelt did not issue a warnnt against four or five persons for having as iullegs'd seriously assaulted one lulls 
Flood, while the fact is, as appears on the face of the deposit:ions taken on the matter, and prod steed before me, t limit slnnim,OliscS 
were is'ucd against those persons, and most of t firm fined by Mr. Caswell and two other Mnistaates ; and I oh ii Flood and 
lumnself was also summoned and fined by the same Magistrates on a counter charge arising out of his charge against the snmne 
parties. 

Charge No. 19—Evidence in saspport of. 
J. Cooke On the 27th November, 1568, treated me with injustice; lie dismissed a case brought against a man ; the 

witness made other statements, referring to other eases decided by Mr. Oasivchl long since, of an equally inconclusive 
character. 

Charge No. 2•1—Eridenee in support of. 
Edward Harper, examined by Mr. Cle,aents: I was present at a meeting held in July or A ngust., 1860, at ICiora, for 

the election of a Board of lfanageenent of the Public School at Kiora; Mr. Caswell was present; lie does not reside there 
he resides 3 or 4 miles distant from Lore., and there is a river between his place and ICiora ; the ltenhities are distinct, thuommgh 
situated in the same district ; Mr. Caswell took part in the proceedings of that ineeling—a most energetic part; lie 
opposed the election of myself and of Mr. Charles Crnpp, and of John Shollin, and of William Maciuutosli ; we had been 
previously proposed as trustees or members of the local Board by persons resident in time locality, and we ourselves, with 
one exception positively, resided within the locality ; I myself had previously for a year or so, and was up to the time of the 
meeting one of the existing trustees of the school ;Mr. Caswell charged the school with being slated (qy.) ; that, it was 
a Wesleyan school, and that the teacher (Air. Richard Todd) was a Wesicyan i Mr. Caswell also said he would have him 
removed, that it was a good Public School that he wanted, and that he would have it as a matter of fact; Mr. Todd has been 
since removed ; I am a member of the Church of England ; at the time of time meeting the school was a Public School in all 
rospects under the Parkes Act. 

t'ross-enmined by Mr. Caswell: I am a member of the English Clnireim, and I opposed your re.eleetion ; the school was 
in existeaee for twelve months as a Public School ; a re-election of trustees was ordered by the Board; it was not intended to 
elect more than five trustees you may have nominated, and I believe you did nounnate, the proprietor of the ICiom 
estate, Mr. ilawdon, a Wesleyan, and Mr. James Flanagan, it Ecanan Catholic, to he trustees, but the complaint 1.liat 
they had been omitted in the first instance did not come from you, it Caine from another person ; they were elected ; Mr. 
Bates, a Wesleyan, who lives witlnaL a mile of Mornyn, attended the meeting; so did Mr. Anderson, of Bcrgnlia, and Mr. 
Flanagan, the Magistrate; you said you thought there may be infidels there, and that they might wish to have a member fur 
themselves; I an' sure you said that; there were Primitive Methodists present and Presbyterians; it was rnmourcd at the time 
of the meeting that Mr. Todd was to be removed. 

Mr. Oannon I was present at this meeting ; at the time of the meeting I resided with in a mile of the school-house, 
and I attended the meeting at the request of the Rev. Mr. Puddieonsbe ; Mr. Caswell attended the meeting and took an active 
part in the proceedings; I believe lie opposed the election of time persons named by the last witness he voted against thens 
and spoke against their election to the best of my recollection, and lie opposed Air. Cmpp's election, and I believe any other 
Wesleyan names, on the ground that he was a Wesleyan, and that there was a member of that persuasion elected upon the 
Board, and that the majority of children attending the school were members of the English Church ; I do not remaunber any-
thing else that Mr. Caswell said on the subject of religion, except that I have an impression that he said time school was to all 
intents a Wesleyan one, because the teacher was a Wesleyan, and the building usedna a Wesleyan Church on Sundays, and the 
members of the old Board mostly Wesleyans; I think you mentioned that Mr. Hayden and Mr. Flanagan should be put on the 
Board. 

Evidence in reply. 

Mr. Anderson I was present at meeting, and am a Presbyterian I attended the meeting as such, and as an offleer, aim 
elder of it, to see that a proper person was put on the Board to represent that body ; Mr. Caswell did or said nothing more 
than any one else did or said; he did not object to any one because lie was a Wesleyan, further than to prevent the Weslcyans 
offering any undue preponderance on the Board you endeavoured to give a fair representation to all, asid there were elected 
2 Wesleyans, 2 Church of England, 2 Roman Catholics, and 1 Presbyterian. 

Cross-examined by Air. Ca.s,vell: I aeror heard Mr. Caswell say lie would have the teacher removed, but there was n 
great hubbub, and it was almost impossible to hear distinctly mmii that individual said. 

stir. Ceewell I did not hear the word " infidel" used by you at the meeting ; I was present at the meeting; it was 
called for the purpose of amalgamating into one Public School the Church of England and the then Public School, and to 
elect the members of the Board, they to represent the religious bodies fairly ; Air. Caswell took an active part in obtmuniug a 
fair representation of all parties but nothing more, and you charged upon the meeting the propriety of electing Mr. ilaydon, 
who is a Wesleyan ; you used the word infidel ironically pleasantly, such as Free Church of England people were spoken of; 
I believe Mr. Caswell was of opinion that Mr. Todd should be removed, but not upon the ground of his being a Wesleyan, 
but upon other grounds. 

Mr. Casseell My son had been in attendance at the Church of England school of Thorn about twelve months before 
the holding of the meeting—and one object of the meeting was to amalgamate that school with the Public School I attended 
the meeting on that account, and not in my official capacity. 

Charge No. 22 wit lsdrame,,. 

Charge No. 23 withdraws,. 

Charge No. 24seithdrauen-111r. Gannon not desiring logo into evidence on the subject. 

Charge No, 13 withdrawn----Mr. Tarliagton being unwilling to press it. 

Evidence on both sides closed. 
I drew the attention of Mr. Caswell to certain specific matters disclosed or spoken of in the course of the examinations 

as to which I wishod to hear any observations he might think proper to snake. 
Mr. Caswell spoke briefly as to each of those specific matters, 11e their experienced it desire and be was permitled to 

make a statement in the nature of evidence in support of his charge at; the public meeting of the 4th of May, that lie i-ad 
been "persecuted by the predecessors of the Rev. Mr. Garvey for the lost seventeen years." 

.sifr. t'asmcefl lthiouglit that I hind grounds for making the charge, but I now feel it was unwise in me to have made 
such a charge, and that it would be still more imnwi,e in me now to go into any evidence in smipgurt of it;. Mr. Caswell hero 
wit.bidrew into the Magistrate's room accompanied by sonic friends ; upon his returning to Court read time follouing menlo. 
''I very much regret that I allowed myself to he so irritated upon the 4th of May last as to give expression upon such nil occa-
sion to my belief that I had been persecuted." 

Mr. Cannon now addresses Inc briefly as to some of the same matters. 	- 
The inqaury hero closed. I will consider the entire evidence and report upon it to time Government, 

ALFRED M'FARLAND, 
25 Oct., 1870. 

But after I lund said that the inquiry was closed, Mr. Caswell desired to add this to his last statement —"I admit that 
the word 'persecutor' as used by inc at the meeting of 4th May, and applied to predecessors of Mr. Gamvey, was too strong an 
expression. I my no more." 

I here repeated a suggestion which I had previously made to Mr. Caswell, that hsc should both for his own sake and for 
peace sake withdraw the charge of persecution altogether, and having preferred it, and apologize for it is on openly and as 
publicly as it had been made, but lie would not do this.—A.MP. 

Mr. J. W. Dnwsou to Judge MEarland. 
Sir, 	 Aforuya, 25 October, 1870. 

I hereby certify that J was present at a public meeting held in Court House, Mornya, on the 4th May last, and 
heard Mr. Caswell in spesking to Rev. Mr. Elarvey, 'mae the words •I  have been persecuted by your predecessors and their 
class or party for the last seventeen years." 

JAMES W. DOWSOri. 
I 
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I do hereby certify that 1 was present at a public meeting held in the Court Rouse on the 4th May last, for a charitable 
purpose. I distinctly recollect Mr. Caswell saying he waspersecuted by Father Garvey's predecessors and his party for the 
last seventeen years. I may also state I am a member of the Church of England. 
24 Oct., 1870. 	 A. HOLROYD. 

Moruya, 25 October, 1870. 
WE the undersigned do hereby certify that we were present in the Court house on the 4th day of May last—that Mr. Ca,wsl I 
first insulted the Rev. Mr. Garvey without provoeation and that Mr. Caswell did use the words, "I have been persecuted by 
your predecessors and the people of your class (or party) for the last seventeen years." 

Timothy Gannon. 	Edward Vaughan, Thomas Dougherty. 
(leo. Jturz. 	 ,Tames Boulton. Andrew Cardew. 
Edward Harper. 	Daniel Gairnon. John Murphy. 
Patrick Hayes. 	James Mooney. John Green. 

Michael Morris. 

Mornys, 25 October, 1870. 
WE, the undersigned do hereby certify that we were present at a public meeting held in the Court House at Moruya on the 
4th day of May lost—that W. S. Caswell, Esq., Police Magistrate, was chairman of that meeting—that he did insult the Rev. 
Mr. Garvey unprovokedly, and did use the words "I have been persecuted by your predecessors and the people of your class 
(or party) for the last seventeen years." 

Joseph Bishop, farmer. 	John Stonnon,farmer. 
Patrick Hogan, ,, 	John Corbitt 	11 

No. 23. 

Petition to The Colonial Secretary. 
The Uonorttble the Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 

The memorial of the undersigned members of the Wesleyan eommunit', Moruya,— 
HuMor4! SItOWETI! 

That it having come to our knowledge that a memorial has been prepared to the effect that 
the Wesloyans as a body are opposed to Mr. Caswell's removal,— 

\t e, members of that denomination, beg to state that such memorial has not emanated from our 
body, neither has any member of the Wesleyan community been concerned in the preparation. 

William Hawdon, Circuit Steward. 	 John Emmett, Chapel Steward. 
John Crapp, Chapel Steward, 	 henry Bate, Local Preacher. 
Robert Bmrns, Circuit Steward. 	 George Veitch, 	do. 
Jacob Luck. 	 John Negus. 
Robert P. Feokes. 

Moruya, Nov. 14, 1870. 	 - 

No. 24. 

Petition to The Colonial Secretary. 
Moruya, Nov. 1, 1870. 

WE the undersigned, beg to state that a memorial was presented to us for signature by T. C. Lodge, a 
member of the Church of England, on the dates hereunder specified. The memorial was dated26th 
October, and purported that the Wesloyan body was in favour of Mr. Caswell's retention. We signed 
that memorial through false representations. 

John Negus, signed on 12 November, 
John Crapp, 	do. 

In accordance with the wishes of the two abovementiened gentlemen I have the honor to transmit 
the same to you. The paper ought to have been forwarded in the same packet as conveyed a memorial 
yesterday, but was left behind. 	 I have, &o., 

W. J. CLEMENTS. 

No. 25. 
Minute Paper for the Executive Council 

Colonial Secretary's 0111cc, Sydney, 23 November, 1870. 
Fiton the accompanying report of an investigation recently held by Mr. District Court Judge M'}'arla.nd, 
eonoersiing certain complaints against 'William Stewart Caswell, Esquire, Police Magistrate, Coroner, &e., 
Moruya, the three following charges made against Mr. Caswell appear to have been sustained by the 
evidence adduced on the inquiry, viz. :— 

That at apublic meeting convened by advertisement, and held at Moruya on the 401 of 
May last, for the relief of the sufferers by hoods, Mr. Caswell being Police Magistrate of 
the district and in the chair, without any just ground or reasonable provocation accused the 
Reverend J. J. Garvey, Roman Catholic Clergyman of Moruya, then present by invitation, 
of having attended the meeting to make a parade "of his charity," and also charged "the 
predecessors" of that gontloman with having "persecuted him" Mr. Caswell for the last 
seventeen years. 
That during an inquest held in February last, before Mr. Caswell as Corone? for the district 
of Morisya, respecting an alleged infanticide some years previously, by tne daughters of 
William Tnrlington, Mr. Caswell after the examination of a witness called by himself 
(namely Mrs. Thomas Tarlingtou, daughter-in4aw of Mr. William Tarhiugton, who had only 
been a member of his family for a few months, and against whom there was no ground of 
charge, ordered that lady-from  the Conrt.rooin into the Magistrates' room, directed a con. 
stable to close the door upon her, and without any rational cause kept her there during the 
examination of two other witnesses, and until the close of the day's proceedings. 
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(3.) That during the same inquest, Mr. Caswell having in an overbearing way ordered Abraham 
Emmett, one of.the jurors there empannelled and serving before him as a Coroner "to sit 
down" (when that gentleman suggested that it proper question should be asked of a witness 
then under examination) proceeded to threaten to "commit him for contempt of Court," 
because be complained to his fellow jurors of such treatment. 

- 	Of the numerous other charges (in all twenty-four), so many either were abandoned or were left 
unsupported by sufficient evidence as, i: regret to say, to evince the existence of a desire to prejudice Mr. 
Caswell in his capacity of an officer of the Government, as well as a strong animus and feeling of hostility 
towards him. 

Having regard, however, to the whole circumstances of the ease, I recommend that Mr. Caswell be 
censured for the improprieties of conduct sufficiently,  proved and above enumerated, and that his serious 
attention be called to the failings to which he appears to be subject (namely, those of occasioually per-
mitting his zeal as a Magistrate to get the better of his judgment of failing at limes to exercise that com-
mand over his temper which is desirable in an officer discharging judicial duties, and of too great readiness 
to construe slight and innocent circumstances into personal affronts), with a view to their correction for 
the future. 

I further advise that Mr. Caswell be apprised that when a suitable opportunity occurs for trans-
ferring him to another Police Magistracy of corresponding emolument, his availing himself of such 
an exchange will be facilitated by the Government, both for the sake of the Public Service and his own 
comfort. 	 CHARLES COWPE1t. 

Put Executive Council having carefully considered the whole subject, as set forth in the report of Mr. 
District Court .Judge M'Farland, and the correspondence herewith submitted, are of opinion that the 
course proposed by the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, as fully detailed in the accompanying Minute-
paper, be approved and adopted, and accordingly advise that the necessary steps be at once taken to give 
effect to the same.—ALmc. C, Bunas, Clerk of the Council, 

Mm. 70-46, 23/11/70; confirmed, 1/12/70. 	Approved—B., 2, 12/70. 
This seems to inc to be a paper that ought to be seen by the Honorable the Attorney General.—

Jonx II., 28 April, /71. 
The Uiider Secretary to the Department of the Attorney General, B.C., 28 April,  

No. 26. 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 8 December, 1870. 
With reference to the investiaation recently held by Mr. District Court Judge M'Farlaud 

at Mornya., concerning the complaints pre!erred against you as Police Magistrate, Coroner, &e., at that 
place, I am now directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that from the report of that investiga-
tiou which has been furnished by Mr. M'Farland, the three following charges appcar to have been sus-
tained by the evidence adduced on the inquiry, viz. 

That at a public meeting convened by advertisement, and held at Moruya on the 4th May 
last, for the relief of the sufferers by floods, you being Police Magistrate of the district, 
and in the chair, without any just ground or reasonable provocation accnsed the Rev. J. J. 
Garvey, Roman Catholic clergyman of Moruya, then present by invitation, of having 
attended the meeting to "make aparade of his charity," and also charged "the predecessors" 
of that gentleman with having persecuted you for the last seventeen yeMs. 
That during an inquest held in February last before you, as Coroner for the District of 
Moruya., respecting an alleged "infanticide " some years previously by the daughters of 
Mr. William Tarlington, you, aftcr the examination of a witness called by yourself, namely, 
Mrs. Thomas Tarlington, daughter-in-law of Mr. William Tarlington, who had only been a 
member of his family for a few months, and against whom there there was no ground of 
charge, ordered that lady from the Court-room into the Magistrates' room, directed a 
constable to close the door upon her, and without any rational cause kept her there during 
the examination of two other witnesses, and until the close of the day's proceedings. 
That during the same inquest you, having in an overbearing way ordered Abraham Emmett, 
one of the jurors there empannelled and serving before you as Coroner "to sit down" 
(when that gentleman suggested that a proper question should be asked of a witness then 
under examination), proceeded to threaten to "commit him" for "contempt of Court" 
because he complained to his fellow jurors of such treatment. 

As regards the numerous other charges—in all twenty-one—I am to observe that so many either 
were abandoned or were left unsupported by sufficient evidence as (it is perceived with regret) to evince 
the existence of a desire to prejudice you in your capacity as an officer of the Government, as well as a 
strong animus and feeling of hostility towards you. Having regard however to the whole circumstances 
of the case, I am desired by the Colonial Secretary, under instructions from His Excellency the Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, to censure you for the improprieties of conduct sufficiently 
proved and above enumerated, and further to call your serious attention, with a view to their correction 
for the future, to the failings to which you appear to be subject, namely, those of occasionally per-
mitting your zeal as a Magistrate and Coroner to get the better of your judgment—of failing at times 
to exercise that command over your temper which is desirable in an officer discharging judicial duties—and 
too great readiness to construe slight and innocent circumstances into personal affronts. 

I have it in command at the same time to apprise you that when a suitable opportunity occurs for 
transferring you to another Police Magistracy of corresponding emolumemit your availing yourself of 
such exchange will be facilitated by the Government, both for the sake of the Public Service and for that 
of your own comfort. 	 I have, &e., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 27. 
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No. 27. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. ilulme, 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 8 December, 1870. 
Referring to my letter of the 12th October last, announcing the arrangement which had been 

made for an investigation to be held by Mr. District Court Judge M'Farla.nd at Moruya, concerning the 
complaints preferred against Mr. Caswell, Police Magistrate, Coroner, &c., at that p]ace, by the committee 

yponited to conduct the case against him, am now directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you 
that from the report of that investigation, which has been furnished by Mr. M'Farland, the three following 
charges appear to have been sustained by the evidence adduced on the inquiry, viz, 

(I.) That at a public meeting convened by advertisement, and held at Moruya on the 4th of 
May last, for the relief of the sufferers by floods, Mr. Caswell, beitig Police Magistrate of 
the district, and in the chair, without any just grouud or reasonable provocation, accused 
the Rev. J. J. Garvey, Roman Catholic Clergyman of Moruya, then present by invitation, of 
having attended the meeting "to make a parade of his charity," and also charged "the 
predecessors " of that gentleman with having "persecuted him (Mr. Caswell) for the last 
17 years." 
That during an inquest held in February last, before Mr. Caswell, as Coroner for the 
district of Moruya, respecting an alleged infanticide some years previonsly, by the daughters 
of Mr. William Tarlington, Mr. Caswell, after the examination of it witness called by him-
self, namely, Mrs. Thomas Tarlington, daughter-in-law of Mr. William Tarlington, who had 
only been a member of his family for a few months, and against whom there was no ground 
of charge, ordered that lady from the Court-room into the Magistrates' room, directed a 
constable to close the door upon her, and, without any rational cause, kept her there during 
the examination of two other witnesses, and until the close of the day's proceedings. 
That during the same inquest, Mr. Caswell, having in an overbearing way ordered Abraham 
Etnmott, one of the jurors there emnpa.nnelled, and serving before him as Coroner, "to sit 
down " (when that gentleman suggested that a proper question should be asked of a wit-
ness then under examination), proceeded to threaten to "commit him for contempt of 
Court," because be complained to his fellow jurors of such treatment. 

As regards the numerous other charges—in all twenty-one—I am to observe that so many either 
were abandoned or were left unsupported by suflicieut evidence as (it is perceived with regret) to evince 
the existence of it desire to prejudice Mr. Caswell, in his capacity as an officer of the Government, as well 
as a strong animus and feeling of hostility towards him. 

Having regard, however, to the whole circumstances of the case, His Excellency the Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to direct that Mr. Caswell be censured for 
the improprieties of his conduct, sufficiently proved and above enumerated and that his serious attention 
be called to the failings to which he appears to be subject, namely, those of occasionally permitting his 
zeal as a i\Lgistrate and Coroner to get the better of his judgment, of failing, at times, to exercise that 
command over his temper which is desirable in an officer discharging judicial duties, and of too great 
readiness to construe slight and innocent circumstances into personal affronts—with a view to their 
correction for the future. 

The above decision has been communicated to Mr. Caswell, who has at the same time been 
apprised by the authority of the Governor and Executive Council, that when a suitable opportunity occurs 
for transferring him to another Police 1\iagistraey of corresponding emolutnent, his availing himself of such 
exchange will be facilitated by the Government, both for the sake of the Public Service and for that of 
his own comfort. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 28. 
Mr. J. Conian to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Mullenderree, 14 August, 1871. 
I do myself the honor of inviting your attention to a communication from the Hon. the 

Colonial Secretary's Office, enclosed and dated the Stli December, 1870, announcing the decision of the 
late Government respecting an investigation held by Mr. District Court .1 udge M'l?arland, at Moraya, on 
the 24th October last, concerning certain complaints preferred against W. S. Caswell, Esq., Police Magis-
trate, Coroner, &c., at Moruya. 

By the fourth paragraph of that communication it appears that Mr. Caswell has been apprised, 
on the authority of the Governor and Executive Council, that when a suitable opportunity occurs for 
transferring him to another Police Magistracy of corresponding emoluinent his availing lumself of such 
exchange will be facilitated by the Government, both for the sake of the Public Service as well as for his 
own eomforL" 

I have been requested by the committee, who managed the preliminaries preceding the investiga-
tion held before .Tudge M']farland, and who acted on beha]f of the signers of a memorial against Isl:r. 
Caswell, to respect-fully be,  to be informed whether Mr. Caswell has made any effort to comply with the 
evident wish of the Government, that is, to effect an exchange with any Police Magistrate of corresponding 
emolument, and if not, I am desired to appeal to the present Government to require him to do so. 

Mr. Josh. Holme, the late secretary to the committee, having removed hence, I have been 
appointed in his stead. 	 1 have, &c., 

JAMES COMAN. 

The Under Secretary, Department of Attorney General, B.C., 19 August, 1871.—H.H. 

Sydney: Th.mas Richards, Government Printer.-1878. 
[is. 3d.] 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 
(W. S. CASWELL, Esq., POLICE MAGISTRATE, M0RUYA—COItEESPONDENCE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 May, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
\\Tales, dated 27 3uly, 1877, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

Copies of all Papers, Documents, Reports, and Minutes having 

"reference to the recent proceedings before the Supreme Court in the case 

of Caswell against the Rev. J. Graham Love, now a confinee in H. M 

Gaol, Darlinghurst, in consequence of such proceedings. 

Copies of all Correspondence, Minutes, &c,, between the late Inspector 

"General of Police, and W. S. Caswell, P.M., having ref ereilde to certain 

"charges made by the latter against Sergeant Hitch." 

(31r. Davies) 

113—A 
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August, 1569 	............ ............................................................ ................................ .......... 

Inspector General of Police to Bench of Magistrates, Moruya, further respecting No. 6, with enclosure. 	30 
6  

10. 
August. 	1869 	. ........ 	........... ......................................... ....... ......................................................... 

Bench of Magistrates, Mor,iya, to Inspector General of Police, in reply to No. 9. 	Minutes 
. 
thereon. 	13 September, 

8 

11. 
1869 	......................... ... ............... ................. . ......... ............................................... 

Inspector General of Police to Bench of Magistrates, Moruyn, in reply to No. 10. 	17 September, 1869 ............... 
8  
8 

12. Depositions in case Barlow v. Cornett, Moruya Police Court. 	23 May, 1876 ............ .................. .... ................. 9 
13. Rev. J. G. Love to Superintendent Zouch, respecting case Barlow v. Cornett. 	25 May, 1.876 	........................... 10 
14.. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary of Justice, Ste., forwarding papers for report of Police Magistrate, 

Moruya. 	Minutes t;hercon. 	19 July, 1876 	............ ........................................................................... 11 
15. Police Masistrate, Moruya, to Under Secretary of Justice, Stc., reference to No. 14. 	2 August, 1876 .................. 12 

 Telegram ?rom Under Secretary of Justice to Police Magistrate, Moruya, asking for return of papers. 	S August, 

 
1876 	............ 	...... ....... .... ...................................................... ............ 	................... y to No. 16. 	Minutes thereon. Telegram from Police 'Magistrate, Moruya to Under Secretary of Justice, in reply . 

13  

18. 
5 September, 1876 	....................................................................................................... 

Telegram from 	Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Police Magistrate, Moruya, in reply to No. 17. 	6 September, 
13 

19. 
1876 	.............. ..................... ... ......... ..................................................... 

Police Magistrate, Moruya, to Under Secretary of Justice, reporting further in case Barlow ,'. Cornett. 	7 
15  

September, 1876 ....................................... ....................................... ........
n
.......... 15  

20. Same to same, further in reference to No. 19, and charging Sergeant Cornett with drunkeness-with enclosures. 

21. 
19 September, 1876 ...... ............................................. .......... .................................. 

Inspector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, respecting No. 20-with enclosures. 	Minute thereon. 
14  

28 September, 1876 ........................................................................................... 15  
22. Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch respecting No. 20. 	Minutes thereon. 	13 November, 1876 16 
23. Memo, from Superintendent Zouch to Sub.Inspcetor Medley. 	Minute thereon. 	17 November, 1876.................. 16 
24. Police Magistrate, Moroya, to Under Secretary of Justice, further respecting No. 20,-with enclosures. 	3 January, 

25. 
1877 	.......................................................................................................... 

Sergeant Cornett to Sub.Inspector Medley in reference to No. 23-with enclosures. 	3 January, 1877 .................. 
16 
17 

 
 

Inspector General of Police to Snperint6ndent Zouch, further respecting No. 20. 	10 January, 1877 .................. 
Superintendent Zonch to Inspector General of Police, in reply to No. 26. 	11 January, 1877 	........................... 

21 
21 

 Inspector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, furtber in reference to charge against Sergeant Cornett- 

 
with enclosures. 	Minutes thereon. 	13 January, 1877........................................................................... 

Police Magistrate, Moruya, to 'Under Secretary of Justice, preferring further charges of drunkenness against Sergeant 
21  

. Cornett-witb enclosure. 	U March, 	1877 ................... 	............. 	........................................................ 
Telegram from Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch-Menutc thereon. 	31 March, 1877... ......... 

23 
24 

31. 
32. 

Same to same. 	3 April, 1877............................................................................... ......... 
Sergeant Cornett to Sub.Inspector Mealcy, reporting on No. 29-Minutes thereon. 	5 April, 1877 ..................... 

24 
24 

33. Memo, from inspec or General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, suggesting that Police Magistrate, Goulburn, 
be instructed to investigate charges against Sergeant Corne.tt, 	12 April, 1877 ............................................ 25 

34. Telegram from Superintendent Zouch to Inspector General of Police, respecting Members of Police being subpnaed 
to attend. Court in ease Caswdll v. Love. 	25 April, 1877. ....................... .................................... 	........... 25 

35. Inspector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, further respecting No. 33-Minute thereon. 	29 May, 

36. 
1877 	.................... .......... .... ... ................ ................ .............  ........... ................. 

Police Magistrate, Moruya, to Under Secretary of Justice-with enclosure, further respecting case of Caswell v. 
25  

Love, 	that Sergeant Cornett may be removed from Moruya-with enclosure. 	12 Juno, 1877 25 
37. 

and asking 
Rev. J. G. Love to Attorney General, further respecting ease Barlow v. Cornett-with . enclosure. 	12 December, 

38. 
1877 	............ 	........ .............................. ................ .......................................... 

Memo, of Attorney General (lion. W. B. Dailey) on No. 37. 	Minute thereon. 	13 December, 1877 .................. 
26  
26 

39. Secretary, Attorney General, to Rev. J. G. Love. 	13 December, 1877 ............................................................ 27 
40. Memo, of Attorney General (Hon. W. J. Foster) on same. 	16 January, 1875 	............................................. 27 

27 41. Rev. J. G. Love to Minister of Justice, further respecting ease. 	21 January, 1878 .......................................... 
42. Minister of Justice to Police Magistrate, Goulburn, instructing him to holdEnquiry. 	18 February, 1878 ............ 28 
43. Police Magistrate, Goulburn, to Under Secretary of Justice, asking that II. H. Voss, ]Lsq., Jr., be associated with 

Ian, 	in holding inquire. 	22 	February, 1878 	.................... .. ............................... . ............. . ................... 28 
28   

 
Telegram, same to same, respecting No. 	43. 	27 February, 1878 .................................................................. 
Under Secretary 	Justice to Police Magistrate, Goulburn, in reply to No. 43. 	27 February, 1878 .... ................. of 28 

48. Same to  Police Magistrate, Morons, instructing him that inquiry is to be held. 	4 March, 1875 ............... ... ...... 28 
47. Same to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, respecting same. 	4 March, 1878 ........................... 29 

29   
 
Same to Rev. J. 	G. 	Love, same. 	5 	March, 187$ 	.................................................................................... 
Police Magistrate, Goulburn, to Under Secretary of Justice, respecting No. 42. 	7 March, 1878 ..................... ... 29 

 Police Magistrate, Moruya, to same, respecting No. 48. 	9 March, 1878 ............................................... ......... 20 
 Under Secretary of Justice to Police Magistrate, Moruya, in reply to No. 49. 	12 Makh, 1878 ........................... 29 

62. Report of 	Evidence taken at Enquiry 	................................................................................................. 
Goulburn, to Under Secretary of Justice, in reference to No. 52, 	27 March, 1878 ........ .......... 

29  
45 53. Police Magistrate, 
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ADMINISTRATION OF flJSTICE. 

No.1. 
Sergeant Hitch to The Superintendent of Police, Braidwood. 

Moruya Police, 28 May, 1509. 
SEBOSA]r Hitch, No. 548, reports, for the information of the Superintendent, that on Tuesday the 25th 
instant Sergeant Hitch was requested by the Police Magistrate to attend (together with Constables Olver 
and Williams) the Court, on Wednesday, the 20th instant, after the business of the same had been 
transacted, in order that the Police Magistrate might make comments upon the general bearing of 
Sergeant Hitch in particular, and that he, the Police Magistrate, was determined to alter the bearing of 
the Moruya police towards himself and other Magistrates, and that if he could not effect his purpose he 
would get all the Moruya police removed from Moruya. 

Accordingly, Sergeant Hitch instructed Constables Olver and Williams to be present at the 
appointed time, After the business of the Court had been partly disposed of' (a prisoner having to be 
dealt with), the Police Magistrate asked Sergeant Hitch if he had his constables in attendance, and on 
being answered in the affirmative, the Police Magistrate, aftcr having obtained from Sergeant Hitch the 
Police General Order Book, also a copy of Police Regulations, referred to in particular to circular No. 
262, 1st March, 1807. 

The Police Magistrate then in open Court remarked that he did not intend to report the matter he 
was about to comment upon, but merely brought Sergeant Hitch and his constables there to comment on 
their past conduct. The Police Magistrate remarked that Sergeant Hitch had been guilty of disrespect 
towards him personally, and even insolence, and that he, the Police Magistrate, having been to Sydney, 
and on his returning to Moruya, Sergeant Hitch did not so much as welcome him back, nor sympathise 
with him in having been absent so long; that he met a welcome from all sides excepting from Sergeant 
Hitch, who never came near him, and that he treated that alone as a personal insult. 

The Police Magistrate then continued that Sergeant Hitch did purposely show more disrespeaton 
Monday, the 24th instant, by his being in the Court-house with his uniform cap on, and Addressing him, 
the Police Magistrate, in the following terms—" Good morning," and whilst saluting him, did not so much 
as say, "sir." The Police Magistrate then said he had noticed for months past, that whenever he had 
suggested to Sergeant Hitch anything relative to police eases, or otherwise, that Sergeant Hitch purposely 
evaded. For instance, he, the Police Magistrate, quoted the matter of "l\fuinbla Jack," supposed 
murder at Bodalla, and he, the Police Magistrate, had takenniore interest in that matter than in any other 
case, and that he had not met with sufficient support from Sergeant Hitch in the matter, and that he, the 
Police Magistrate, had received an intimation from the police that no further steps were going to be tahen. 
He then said that Sergeant Hitch had been guilty of neglect of duty. The Police Magistrate then 
referred to and read a correspondence between himself and the Honorable the Attorney General in 
"Mumbla Jack's" case, relative to the latter gentleman doubting whether the Bench of Magistrates at 
Moruya should grant a renewal of publican's license to Mr. .Iames M'C4regor, at " Bodalla Inn," on 
account of the death of "Mumbla Jack." That Sergeant Hitch had been guilty of gross disrespect 
towards himself and the honorable the Attorney General in not opposing Mr. M'Gregor's license when 
suggested by the Police Magistrate. 

The Police Magistrate then referred to and read all correspondence between himself and the 
Superintendent of Police at Braidwood, relative to the Police Magistrate suggesting to Sergeant Hitch 
the propriety of prosecuting a man named Nicholas George, at Mogo, mining without a miner's right, and 
read all the correspondence upon the affair in open Court, and ended by charging Sergeant Hitch with 
direct neglect of duty, at the same time reading out section 3.Police Regulations. The Police Magistrate 
then stated that he did not consider the police paid sufficient respect to the Clerk of Petty Sessions, and 
also quoted section 3 Police Regulations, that the Clerk represented the Bench during their absence, and 
that the police should obey any order he, the Clerk, might give. For the last six weeks, the Police 
Magistrate stated, no policeman had been on duty at the Court-house, and insisted upon having one stationed 
there all and every day, to go on messages, and to receive Magistrates' horses and other gentlemen's that 
attended the Court; and that if these comments or criticisms upon the police did not have the desired 
effect, he, the Police Magistrate, would cause all the police to be removed from Moruya; and further 
added that he did not intend to any more report these matters to the authorities, but deal with them 
himself from the Bench, and that he merely brought the police there for the purpose of exposing them. 

Sergeant Bitch would respectfully submit to the Superintendent that the attached proceedings 
took place in the open Court, and before the public. Sergeant Hitch would add, that should the 
Superintendent deem it necessary, that he, Sergeant Hitch, will give a full explanation of the matter. 

NELSON B. HITCH, 
Sergeant. 

Submitted.—J. W. OrnuneE, Superintendent, 6th June, 1869. The Inspr. 0-eu, of Police, Sydney. 

No. 2. 

Sergeant Hitch to The Superintendent of Police, Braidwood. 
- 	 Moruya Police, 31 May, 1809. 

SEROTANT Hitch, No. 548, reports, for the information of the Superintendent of Police, that Mr. Byrne, 
the Clerk of Petty sessions, has of late been in the habit of giving most peremptory ordcrs.to  the Moruya 
police in the presence of Sergeant Hitch and otherwise. On the 21st instant Constable Olver was 
addressed by Mr. Byrne in the following way :-" You go and fetch Mr. 0-annon in (meaning the Justice 

of 
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of the Peace), I want him." As Constable Olver considered the above order an infringement of his 
authority as a Clerk of Petty Sessions, respectfully remarked that he (Mr. Byrne) had better see (if 
convenient) the Sergeant in the matter, as he (the Sergeant) might not be able to spare him. 

On Tuesday, the 25th instant, the Clerk of Petty Sessions called out in a most arbitrary manner to 
Constable Olver, who was then in company with Sergeant Hitch, on town duty "Hi! Olver, 1. want you"; 
and upon seeing Constable Williams, said, "Oh! you maygo on, 1. don't want you now; you may go on." 

On the same day the Clerk of Petty Sessions ordered Constable Williams in a most unbecoming 
way to go to work at once and open a bale of aborigines' blankets, and brand them, expressing himself 
in these terms, "Here, go to work and brand these blankets." Sergeant Hitch being then present. 

On the following day, and during the proceedings of the Police Court, already reported, and when 
Sergeant Hitch was charged by the Police Magistrate with disrespect to the Clerk of Petty Sessions, he 
(the Clerk of Petty Sessions) remarked to the Police Magistrate that "he never met with any more 
respect than any common man."* 

The Clerk of Petty Sessions, on this occasion, behaved in a manner which did not escape the atten-
tion of those present towards Sergeant Hitch. Being so unnecessarily attacked, Sergeant Hitch respect-
fully placed himself under the protection of the Bench, but was quite ignored by being told to report the 
conduct of the Clerk, if he felt inclined. Mr. Byrne remarked that he would make the police obey him, 
and what were they here for but to do so. 

Sergeant Hitch would most respectfully remark that the Police Magistrate and Clerk of Petty 
Sessions have taken all control out of his hands in interfering with the interior management of the Force. 

Sergeant Hitch respectfully seeks protection from his Superintendent. 
NELSON B. KETCH, 

Sergeant. 
Submitted.—J. W. OI1RIDGE, Superintendent. 0 June, 1869. The Inspector General of Police, 

Sydney. 

* On being asked by me on my visit to Moruya, the C.P.S. informed me that lie had no complaint to make against the 
poliee.—J. W. OnaroGs, Superintendent., 27/8/69. 

No.3. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, 
Sir, 	 Sydney 5 June, 1809. 

Annexed I have the honor to transmit a paragraph taken from the Herald newspaper of this 
date, and in reference thereto, beg leave to request that you will inform me if your remarks have been 
correctly reported therein, and that you will favour me by stating the instances and circumstances in 
which you and the other Magistrates acting on the Bench have experienced disrespect from members of the 
Police Force stationed at Moruya; and also to particularize any cases in which the police have, in your 
opinion, neglected their duties. 

I adopt this course, as it is obvious that such grave charges, affecting so seriously the efficiency of 
the Police Force in that district, cannot be allowed to rest without such a close investigation as will, admit 
of the proper remedy being applied. 

Requesting the favour of an early reply,— 	I have, &c., 
JNO. McLE1UE, 

Inspector General of Police. 

[Enclosure to No. 3.] 
Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 5 June, 1869. 

(Extract frees Sydney Morning Herald, 5 June, 1869.) 
Country Magistrates and the Police. 

It appears, from the subjoined extract taken from the .3fo,,,a Telegraph, that the police and the Bench in that 
locality do not work together hannoniously, as the Police Magistrate, on the 26th ultimo, felt called upon to offer the following 
remarks on the matter:— 

lie had consulted with his brother Magistrates (Messrs. Coilett and Flanagan) on what he conceived to be a systematised 
spirit of discourtesy which the police of that town had lately adopted towards himself and brother Magistrates. After 
referring to two or three circumstances in which they had manifested this spirit, he read the contents of a general order, 
signed by the Inspector General of Police, bearing upon the subject, and in which it was stated that the police would incur a 
penalt' by not adhering to the custom of showing proper respect to the Magistraey. He had noticed for some considerable 
time that he was not only treated in a disrespectful manner, but that very often any suggestion he might think it necessary to 
make was set aside and treated with contempt;. In particular, a ease with reference to a dispute arising on the Mogo Gold-
field was mentioned. He read a letter from the Attorney General relating to the murder of the aboriginal, ' Mumbla Jack," 
at Bodalia, and informed the police that the Honorable Attorney General was under the impression the inquiries 
respecting the circumstances which caused the death of the blaekfe]low were not as eeai-einng as they should have been; and 
although the Attorney General had on several occasions written pointing out the necessity of instituting proceedings 
against certain persons who, although they may not have been criminally concerned, it was necessary to bring to trial, 110 

steps whatever had been taken to carry out the Attorney General's suggestion, although read to the Sergeant. 
In conclusion, he expressed his astonishment at the disrespect he was treated with, especially since his return from 

Sydney; and amongst other practices adopted by the police in pursiung this conduct, lie mentioned that the Magistrates when 
entering the Court were not unfrequently greeted with salutes by policemen in sitting postures at the door, and also that 
Sergeant Hitch, on the previous day had, with his lint on, and sitting on one of the stools in the Court-house, bade him cod 
morning. But it was not these special acts he particularly wished to refer to, but to the general tone of discourtesy an the 
frequency with which his suggestions, which might have been orders, had been disregarded. If these remarks had not the 
desired effect, the Bench would have to make such a representation to headquartcrs as would lead to the removal of the 
off ending members of the police from this district. 

This paragraph is forwarded to Sergeant Hitch for report, which will be forwarded to the Inspector 
General of Police before other steps are taken. Such an expression of opinion by the Bench is calculated 
to damage the Force in the estimation of the public, and there must have been strong grounds to call it 
forth. 

J. W. ORRIDGE, 
Sergeant Hitch, Moruya. 	 Superintendent, Southern District. 

No.4. 
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No.4. 
Sergeant Hitch to The Inspector General of Police. 

Moruya Police, 8 Jane, 1809. 
SERGEflr HITCH, No. 548, respectfully reports, for the information of the Inspector General of Police, 
that he is not aware of a single or wilful net or 1instance on the part of the police at Moruya, of die-
courtesy, neglect of duty, or of want of proper respect due to the Magistracy, as alluded to generally by 
the Police Magistrate. 

With regard to the two or three circumstances alluded to in which the police were charged with 
manifesting this spirit of discourtesy, Sergeant Hitch would add that Constable Olver brought nnder his 
notice the peremptory order he had received from the Clerk of Petty Sessions on the 21st of May last; the 
latter exclaimed " ii Olver, you go out for Mr. Gannon, tell him to come in, I want him," meaning 
the J.P. The constable asked what he wanted him (Mr. Gannon) for, was it for a police case; the 
Clerk answered it was for Mr. M'Mahon's case, meaning a transfer of a publican's license. The con-
stable answered, "You had better see the Sergeant." About ,in hour afterwards in the Court.bouse, the 
C.P.S. informed Sergeant Hitch that a Magistrate was required for Court duty, that ho had requested 
Constable Olver to go for Mr. Gannon, but it did not seem that lie had gone. Sergeant Hitch replied, "If 
you write a note 1 will send it," which was despatched immediately by Sergeant Hitch, who would further 
state, that on the morning of the 24th May, passillg in company with Constable Olver by the Court-house 
the C.P.S. called out, "Hi! Olver, go and take this piece of tin to the blacksmith." On Constable 
Williams appearing at the Court, the C.P.S. said to Constable Olver, "You can go on, I don't want you." 
These orders were given at the top of his voice and in in authoritative manner. 

Exclusive of the two cited acts, the Sergeant is not aware of any act relating to discourtesy on the 
part of the police, and respectfully maintains they are unjustly charged with the same, and Sergeant Hitch, 
subject to correction by the Inspector Qeneral, would question the undisciplined manner of the C.P.S. 
giving orders to the constables peremptorily when the senior officer in charge of police was present 
the constables themselves deeming that orders from the C.P.S. should be given through their immediate 
officer. 

Relative to papers in connection with the Mogo mining case, and those of "Mumbla Jack," Ser-
geant Hitch would respectfully refer the Inspector General to the reports from Sergeant Hitch to his 
Superintendent, with the latter's minutes thereon, as satisfactorily explained by the police. 

Relative to the individual pointed out by the P.M. as necessary to institute proceedings against in 
connection with "Mumbla Jack," lames M'Gregor, who keeps the "Bodalla Inn," as being censurable 
for supplying liquor to the aborigines; after repeated inquiries by the Moruya and Nerrigundah Police, 
they failed in obtaining any evidence or slightest clue to connect him in so doing,—this fact having been 
hitherto represented to and explained to the Superintendent when on his last tour of inspection at Moruya 
and Nerrigundah. 

Relative to the concluding sentence of the Police Magistrate's, expressing his astonishment at dis-
respect towards him on his return from Sydney, Sergeant Hitch on his part denies the assertion made, 
and that he has not to his knowledge in one single instance been guilty of saluting Magistrates in a 
sitting posture. Sergeant Hitch begs to explain the instance quoted in connection with his name. On 
the 24th May last, Sergeant Hitch was inside the front door of the Court-house in conversation with the 
C.P.S., and were both sitting down on a form, Sergeant Hitch had his uniform cap on inadvertently 
while thus talking, the P.M. entered quickly by it side door, noticing which Sergeant Hitch immediately 
arose, and hurriedly took off his cap, adding "Good morning, sir," no disrespect whatever being either 
expressed or implied. Since the arrival of Sergeant Hitch at Moruya Station, neither himself nor the 
constables have been charged by the Magistracy with any acts of disrespect or breaches of discipline 
whatsoever, and the present instance is more the result of private existing animosities on thepart of the 
P.M. against Sergeant Hitch than that of censurable matter as stated in newspaper paragraph attached. 

These latter remarks Sergeant Hitch makes on existing good grounds, and sincerely hopes the 
Inspector General will grant him a fair hearing. 

With reference to the newspaper report of the matter, it is not a faithful account of what did 
actually take place, and Sergeant Hitch would wish to refer to his report of the case to his Superin-
tendent, dated 28th May ultimo. 

NELSON B. HITCH, 
Sergeant. 

No. 5. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya. 

Gentlemen, 
I have the honor to request that you will be 

letter of the 5th nitimo, No. 69-30, having reference 
newspaper, reflecting on the police in your district. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, 
Sydney, 20 July, 1809. 

good enough to favour me with a reply to my 
to a paragraph which appeared in the Herald 

I have, &.e., 
JNO. McLERIE, 

— - 	Inspector General of Police. 

No. 6. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Court House, Moruya, 27 July, 1809. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 20th instant, referring to a former com-

munication of the 5th ultinio, I do myself the honor to state that I replied to that through the Honorable 
the Attorney General, on the 0th instant, a copy of which is herewith enclosed. 

I have, &c., 
W. STEWART CASWELL, 

P.M. 
[Enclosure 
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[Enciostire to No. 6.] 

The Police Magistrate, Moruya-, to The Attorney General. 
Sir, 	 Court Eousc, Moruya, 6 July, 1869. 

Vide NO. S. 

	

	 I do myself the honor to transmit herewith a communication from the Inspector General of Police, on the 
subject of certain remarks made by me from the Bench, reported in the Moruya Telegraph newspaper, and reeopied into the 
Sydney Herald., and requiring detailed information for the purpose of instituting an investigation into the conduct of the 
police. The newspaper repopt is perfectly correct, but so far as the article in question has reference to the demeanour of the 
constablea towards the Magistrates, and myself in particular, they are unanimously of opinion that the censure administered 
was suflleient punishment, and therefore decline proceeding with the matter. 

With regard to the ease of "Mumbla Jack," the whole of the proceedings nrc in your office, and my allusion to it was 
caused more by the way in which Sergeant Hitch received the suggestion I made (prompted by your expressions of dissatisfec 
tion) than by my own opinion of his neglect of duty, as that consideration was the province of the Police Department, 
through which I was aware lie had receired special instructions. Under those circnmstsnces it appears to me advisable to 
solicit you to forward the decision of the Magistrates to the Inspector General of Police, accompanied by any observations you 
may think necessary. 

In the Mogo Gold Field dispute, Sergeant Hitch declined acting on my suggestion, but; subsequently, under instruction 
from his officers, he carried the law into effect. 	 I have, La, 

W. S. GAS WJLL, 
P.M. 

No.7. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Orridge. 

28 July, 1809. 
Papers relating to Mr. Ca-sweil's complaints against the Moruya Police, now transmitted to Supt-. Orridge 

with the Attorney General's observations. 
SEnelilcu incus reports are too lengthy to submit for the Attorney General's information, and a brief 
report detailing what was done by the police in "Mumbla Jack's" ease should be given. I am not now 
prepared to admit that the matter should be allowed to drop. If Sergeant Hitch and the other police 
have been guilty of the neglect and misconduct imputed to them, they should be replaced by other and 
more efficient men. If, on the other hand, they have been publicly held up as objects of censure which 
they consider undeserved, then I think they should be allowed an investigation. i: think it therefore 
desirable that Superintendent Orridge should visit the sub-district, and see for himself how the police are 
performing their duties, and if the public have any complaints to make, to investigate the same; also to 
see each of the Magistrates resident in the district personally, and consult with them as to the misconduct 
attributed to the police, reporting the result for further consideration. 

JNO. McLE1tIE, 
I.G.P. 

[Enclosure to Rb. 7.1 

The Attorney General to The Inspector General of Police. 
The Attorney General's observations. 

Poan. to the I.G.P. I have no remarks to make, except that I thought, and still think, it matter for regret that some 
snore searching inquiry was not made into the ca-sc of " Mumblu Jack- a" death than has come to my knowledge. 

W.M.M., A.G., 26/6/69. 

No. 8. 
Superintendent Orridge to The Inspector General of Police. 

Police Department, Superintendent's Office, 
Sir, 	 Southern District, Braidwood, 27 August, 1869, 

I have the honor to report that, as directed by your minute of the 28th ultimo, number 69/130, 
I proceeded to Mornya, and reached there on the evening of the 11th instant. On the following morning 
I inspected the police and station, and found everything in very satisfactory order. 

On the 14th I met, by arrangement, all the Magistrates of the Moruya Bench (Mr. Caswefl, P.M., 
and Messrs. Collett, Gannon, M'Koen, and Flanagan, J.P.'s), and informed them of the object of my 
seeing them. 

Mr. Caswell stated that his strictures had reference solely to personal disrespect, and that he did 
not charge the police with neglect of duty in the cases cited in the newspaper paragraph. 

Messrs. Collett and Gannon said that they had not been treated personally with disrespect, though 
Mr. Collett believed he had been saluted by police sitting in the Court-house when coming in, but did not 
remember by whom, or when; and Mr. Gannon had an impression that before the reprimand the police 
were net so courteous on they might be. 

- 	At the same time, Mr. Gannon desired to bring under my notice that he had been struck by the 
extremely efficient way in which Sergeant Hitch and the police (Constables Olver and Williams) had 
performed their duty at the Moruya Races in April last. 

Mr. M'Koen was absent in Sydney, and knew nothing about the matter. 
Mr. Flanagan considered that the conduct of the police had been wanting in respect. 
All the Magistrates were of opinion that no further-steps should be taken in the matter, declined 

themselves to take any, and wished it to be allowed to drop. 
They were also unanimously of opinion that the police were then doing their duty efficiently and 

well, that they were perfectly satisfied, and desired that there should be no change in the members of the 
Force stationed at Moruya. 

Constable Williams was transferred to Moruya from Braidwood on the 26th April last, and 
informed me that, owing to the Police Magistrate's absence in Sydney, he had never seems Mr. Caswell till 
the day before the reprimand was given. All the police, on being asked by me, denied that they were 
deserving of the censure. 

I forward a special report from Sergeant Hitch as to the steps taken in' Mumbla- Jack's" case. 
I remained in the Moruya Sub-district (visiting Nerrigundah and attending an inquest, at Bodalla, 

on a fire), till the morning of the 219t instant, and have every reason to believe that the police are per-
forming their duties eufioiently, and are reapeoted by the public. 
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ii 

I attach a letter from a Clergyman respecting them received previous to my visit. 
No complaints were made to me whilst at MoFuya. 
I do not think any further investigation necessary, but beg to suggest that the Police Magistrate 

might perhaps be requested, in the event of his having reason to complain of the police in future, to fol-
low the usual official course, so that charges may,  be inquired into and dealt with by the Superintendent 
in charge of the district, or by the Bench, as directed by the Act. A severe censure in open Court and in 
presence of reporters is a humitiatiosi that, whether deserved or not, is calculated to damage those mem-
bers receiving it in the estimation of the public, and to bring discredit on the whole department. 

- 	 I have, &e., 
J. W. ORRIDGE, 

Superintendent, Southern District. 

[Enclosures to Ho. S.] 

Sergeant Hitch to The Superintendent of Police, Braidwood. 

3loruya Police, 16 August., 1869. 
Saaoxaur Hitch, No. 548, reports, for the information of the Superintendent of Police, Braidivood, that on returning from 
Sydney on the 91 Is of January last., where he had been on ditty since the 2nd, Constable Cardcn informed him that a black-
fellow, ,isrned ' Mu,nbla Jack," had died on or about the 30t1 of December last, hear a place called Tilba Tilba, and that 
before dying he said he had been beaten at Bodalla by one Co,ioth' and mob on Boxing Day (26th). Sergeant Hitch pro-
ceeded to Bodalla to snake inquiries, and there saw a Mr. Clarke, storekeeper, also a Mrs. Smart, who was housekeeper for 
Mr. James MOregor, the landlord of the "Bodaila inn," who was from home. The storekeeper, Mr. Clarke, informed Ser- 
cant Hitch that lie saw "Mumbla Jack" on the 27th (Sunday), who asked Inn for a basket containing croekerywa.re, for 
r. Forstor, at Wugoisga, which " Mumbla Jack" had been expected to fetch from Bodalla. Mr. Clarke gave the basket to 
Munibla Jack" on the day following, who did not complain of anything being the matter with him, Mrs. Stuart saw him 

also at that time, and infurmnod Sergeant; Hitch that she noticed nothing the matter with him, nor did lie complain. 
The matter had been reported to the Co,'ener. 
Sergeant Hitch saw sonic of the aborigines who were with ' Mumbla Jack" at Bodalla, but could obtain no informa-

tion from them one said they had a row at their camp at " Wittakc,'s Creek," over a ganic of cards and their gins, and that 
Miunbla Jack'' was concerned in it. 

Sergeant. Hitch despatohed Constable Circe to Wagonga to Mr. Forster's to snake inquiries about the case, forwarding 
a letter to him asking him to give any information he might be possessed of, and to render every assistance in his power. 
At the same time Constable Olver brought a man irons Tilba Tilba, distant 60 miles from Mornya, who, when examined, 
knew nothing concerning the matter. 

Sergeant Hitch went in search of more aborigines, and found Dickey Bolloway, Mickey Connors, and a gin named 
Sally, and on questioning them could elicit nothing. Sergeant Hitch proceeded to Bodalla and saw Mr. James M'Gregor, the 
landlorclof the "Bodalla Inn," and tried to glean information from him, but lie could give none—lie knew nothing of any 
fight taking place. The Nerrigundah police were assisting in instituting inquiries, but learned nothing 10 lead to any steps 
being taken. Sergeant ffitehheard that shortly before "Mumbla Jack" left Bodalla lie was jumping over sosnestringy-bark held 
by some persons, who in fun tripped him, causing him to fall upon his hands and knees j he also performed gymnastics at the 
'an. No one could give any information relative to what "Mumbla Jack" is said to have expressed to his gin about Conolly and 
his mob. 

Sergeant BUds saw Mr. Champneys, overseer to T. S. Mort, Esq., of Bodalla, who gave him every assistance, but knew 
nothing of "Mwnbla Jack's" death. Also Thomas M'Manns and Mortimer Hayes were seen andqncstioued bySergeantiitohs, 
who were at Bodalla at the time in question. 

Conoily and James M'Gregor were summoned to give evidence in the snatter of the supposed death by violence of 
deceased, but, the Police Magistrate could find out nothing to connect atsy one. The body had been interred before the police 
heard anything of the matter and Sergeant Hitch would most respectfully remark that no post mostesmi examination was made, 
nor any medical testirnossy given to assist, the police in arriving at any conelnsioms as to heir deceased caine by his death. 

Senior-constable irwin, of the Nerrigundah police, acting in conjunction with Sergeant Hitch, attended the inquiry, and 
furnished a. report of the same. 

After the deceased taking the basket of crockery from Bodalla to Wagonga, a distance of 15 or 20 miles, he did not 
complain to Mr. Porster of anything being the mutter with him, but rode in some l,orses from the busls, and afterwards swam 
in the river. 

The police endeavoured to obtain information to prosecute James M'Gregor for giving spirits to the. aborigines, but as 
them are no police nearer to Bodalla, than 15 miles, were unable to procure evidence of his having doue so. It was stated by 
Conolly that persons were under the influence of drink at Bodalla on the Sunday in question, which was contradicted on oath. 

Nothing whatever has transpired since to lead the police to believe that deceased died from foul play. They did not 
hear of nny disorderly eoamduet at " Bodalla Inn" until it was too late to file an information against the pnbliean, as such, for 
any breach of the Sale of Liquors Licensing Act, should be laid within a month. 	 - 

NELSON B. HITCH, 
Sergeant. 

The Ber. A. T. Puddico,nbe to Superintendent Orridge. 
Sir, Mornya, 30 July, 1560. 

Having heard that it is contemplated, in consequence of intended retrenchments in the Police  Department and 
certain questions relatimsg to barrack accommodation, to remove Constable P. Olver or Sergeant N. B. Hitch, if not both of 
them, from Moruya, I am induced, as the minister of the church to which they belong, and therefore intimately acquainted 
with them, to hscg that, if not absolutely necessary, this stop may not be taken, and to bear the highest testimony to the good 
character and thorough respectability of both these officers. 

The moral influence which the police exert by their social example is to my mind of the greatest importance to a district. 
A low moral tone on their part robs a district of much of the real benefit resulting from the performance of their oflleial 
duties, while a high moral tone greatly increases it. 

On this account, I, in conjuaction with many others, should very much regret the removal of men who have conducted 
themselves with such marked respectability as Hitch and Olver. 

Roping that this note may have some effect in preventing a change in our police, should such change be contemplated,— 
I remain, &c., 

ALFRED T. PUDDICOMBE, 
Minister, Clsurclm of England. 

Mr. Orridge will see by the tenor of my reply to the Bench (copy annexed) that I do not consider 
anything further need be done. I have submitted a copy of Sergeant Ritchie report on "Mumnbla Jack" to 
the Honorable the Attorney General.—J. MeLEBIE, I.G-.P., 80 Aug., 1869. Sup. Orridge, Braid-
wood. 

Notcd and returned.—J. W. Onrno, Superintendent. 	The inspector General of Police, 
Sydney, 2/9/69. 

No.9. 
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No. P. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya. 

Gentlemen, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 30 August1  1809. 
Referring to the recent correspondence respecting a paragraph which appeared in the Sydney 

.Morning Herald rellecting upon the police in your district, I have now the honor to state that Superin-
tendent Orridge having visited the district, and conferred with you on the subject of the complaints made 
against the police, does not find you question the efficiency of the mcii in any way, and that you neither 
desire any change by way of transfer of any of the men, nor do you consider there is any charge of mis- 
conduct against them calling for inquiry or punishment. 

I have also received letters from influential residents in the district beanng the highest testimony 
to the efficiency and respectability of the sergeant and constables at Moruya. 

Under these circumstances I have no grounds for directing any further investigation into the con- 
duct of the police, so severely commented upon by the Police Magistrate; and in transmitting for your 
information an extract from Superintendent Orridge's report upon this matter, in which I entirely concur, 
I can only regret that, if any ground for complaint existed, the course which has been courteously adopted 
in all other instances within my knowledge was not followed in this. However, as I am held responsible 
for the discipline and good behaviour of all the members of the Police Force, I should deem it my duty 
under a recurrence of similar circumstances to submit a report of the case to the Government, in order 
that full inquiry might be instituted. 	 I have, &c.. 

TNO. 3IcLERIE, 
Inspector General of Police. 

[Encloeure to No. 9.] 
Extract from Superintendent Orridge's report, dated 27 August, 1869. 

No complaints wore made to me wlulst nt Moruya. I do not think any further investigation necessary; but bog to suggest 
that the Police Magistrate might perhaps be requested, in the event of his having reason to ceimipisin of the police in future, 
to fellow the usual official course, so that charges may be inqturcd into and dealt with by the Superintendent in charge of the 
district, or by the Bench, as directed by the Act;. 

A severe censure in open Court, and in presence of reporters, is a humiliation that, whether deserved or not, is 
calculated to damage those members receiving it in the estinistio,i of the public, and to bring discredit on the whole 
department." 

No. 10. 
The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya, to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Court House, Moruya, 13 September, 1869. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, referring to the recent corre-

spondence as to the conduct of the police stationed at M.oruya, we do ourselves the honor to express 
regret that you should attribnte discourtesy to us, and we assure you we had not the slightest intention 
of offering any. As there is no necessity now for further investigation, we are pleased to hear you do not 
think it is required. 

In adopting the course you appear to consider so objectionable, the Magistrates thought that 
circumstances required thom to act as they did, in order to secure the due subjection of the police to the 
authority of the Bench ; and should anything of the kind recur, we must still uphold our right to exercise 
our judgment as to the best mode of procedure. We are quite satisfied with the results in the present 
case. 

We have to take exception to the manner in which you try to impeach the value of our opinion by 
alluding to the testimony of "influential residents," persons who could know nothing of the misconduct 
which was so properly censured; and we also question the propriety of your enclosing an extract from 
the correspondence of any police officer for the purpose of dictating to the Magistracy. it is the mis-
conduct of members of the Police Force which brings discredit on the department, and not their punish-
ment, as Superintendent Orridge would assert. 

In conclusion, we assure you that it is our desire, as it always has been, to work in unison with 
your department so bug as nothing may be required from us derogatory to the Bench. 

We have, &c., 
W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 
W. T. COLLETT, J.P. 
W. T. FLANAGAN, J.P. 
TIMOTHY GANNON, J.P. 

1roardea for Superintendent Orridge's perusal. 	I was under the impression this subject 
would have been allowed to drop; as it has not, I have felt compeUed to write a reply, of which the 
annexed is a copy.—Jiio. McLERIE, Inspector General of Police, 17/9/69. Supt. Orridge, Braidwood. 
Read and returned.—J. W. ORBmOE, Superintendent, 18/9/69. The Inspector General of Police, 
Sydney. 

No. 11. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya. 
Police Department, Inspector General's Office, 

Gentlemen, 	 Sydney, 17 September, 1869. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, having reference to the 

recent correspondence respecting a paragraph which appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald, reflecting 
on the police in your district, 1 have the honor to state that I have no desire to prolong the corre- 

7ondence, the subject having, in my opinion, already occupied more attention than the circumstances 
manded. 



I beg leave, however, to observe that whenever the conduct of any member of the Police Force, which 
I have the honor to command, is brought under review, I shall adopt such a course as may to me seem 
fit, without varying from the regular practice to meet the view's of a Bench pursu g an exceptional 
course, such as that adopted in this instance. The Jhct that I am responsible for the good behaviour and 
discipline of the Force has apparently been altogether overlooked. 

Further, I regret I cannot concur with you in feeling satisfied with the results in the present 
case, though I. abstained previously from expressing the opinion which I now do, that the police were 
unnecessarily and undeservedly held up to public reprehension, and it appears to inc conclusive that, under 
such circumstances, the),  can hardly be expected to perform their duties so as to ensure the consideration 
and respect from the public which is not accorded to them by the Magistracy. 

I have, &c., 
JNO. McLE1tIE, 

Inspector General of Police. 

No. 12. 
Information and Depositions. 

Information— (General Puspascs.) 
New South Wales,) 
Moruya (Broulee), Barlow r. Cornett —Vagrancy, using abusive language in a public place, 15 Vie., 

to wit. 	J 	No. 4, sec. 6. 

BE it remembered, that on this 20th day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-six, at Moruya (Broulee), in the Colony of New South Wales, Reginald Heber Barlow, of Coda 
(Broulee), in aforesaid Colony, appears before me, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices duly 
assigned to keep the peace of our Lady the Queen, in and for the Colony of New South Wales, and 
complains to me, that on the 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-six, James Cornett, aforesaid, sergeant of pelice, did in a certain public place, namely, Vulean-
street, in the town of Moruya aforesaid, use towards this complainant abusive language, to wit, "You 
are a dirty gentleman, a common informer, and a nuisance in the place by your scribbling," whereby a 
breach of the peace might have been occasioned, contrary to the Act in such case made and provided (15 
Vie. No. 4, sec. 6); whereupon the said Reginald Heber Barlow prays that I, the said Justice, will proceed 
in the premises according to law. 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW. 
Sworn at Moruya (Broulee), in the said Colony, 

on the day first above written, before me,— 
TmroTnr T. GANN0N, 

Justice of the Peace. 

Police Court, Mornya (Broulee), Tuesday, 23 May, 1876. 
New S

to wit. 
outh Wales 	

Police 

Before Wm. Caswell, P.M, W. J. Collett, J.P., and Win. Hy. Simpson, JP., Esqs. 

Barlow v. Cornett :—Usiug abusive lauguage in a public place, Vulcau-street Moruya (15 Vie. No. 4, 
sec. 6). 

Plea—Not guilty. 
Reginald Heber Barlow, on oath states:—I am a privatesurveyor residing atTuross; I was articled to 

an architect in London; on the 16th instant I was in Vulean-street, in this town (Moruya), when and where 
I met Sergeant Cornctt (the defentant) I saw him passing the Court-house, he had a chain in his -hand 
I was standing at the time in Mr. Emmett's verandah (store) ; he (the defendant) held the chain up in his 
hand, and ict a portion of it fall down ;  I passed over to him, and lie said, "That's what I am going to 
chain the boat up with "; he then went across to Jeffery's, the blacksmith, and the two came down 
together to the boat, which was moored on the approach to the ferry on the Moruya side of the river; I 
warned .Tcffery not to touch the boat, and I also warned the defendant not to do so, stating that the said 
boat had been purchased by me; the defendant told inc not to make a fool of myself; I told him this was 
the second time that he had caused me inconvenience through the neglect of his duty, that once before I 
asked him to attend to some duty at Turess, and that instead of being there I found him land-jobbing 
at Mr. Barton's with Mr. Nelens; the defendant upon this went into a violent passion, and said this was no 
business of mine, and that I should attend to my own business i said I would inform against him; he said, 

You think you are a great writer; you have been scribbling for Carew, and making a nuisance of yourself 
about the place ; you are only a common informer "; I felt very indignant at those expressions of the 
defendant, and said to him, "How dare you use such expressions to a gentleman "; he replied, repeating 
it, "A gentleman, a gentleman! you a gentleman !" and he threw tip his hands and gave a hoarse derisive 
laugh at me, saying at the same time, " You are the dirty gentleman;"  after this I stayed speaking to 
him for a few moments ; he then called inc a scrubber, and kept repeating the expressions, derisively, of 
my being a gentleman; I then caine up the town and wrote a notice which 1 intended to put on the 
boat 1. had purchased; 1 took the notice down for the purpose stated, and was proceeding to tack it (the 
notice) on to one of the thwarts, when the defendant pushed me violently on one side and snatched the 
paper out of my hand; I then caine up to the Police Office and spoke to Constable M'Carthy, the lock-up 
keeper ; the defendant their caine UI)  the street with the notice Iliad intended to have tacked on to the boat 
in his hand; he pushed this notice before my face, asking me to put it in my pocket, remarking in a sneering 
manner that surely a gentleman would never be an informer; this remark he repeated, I dare say, a dozen 
times, and kept thrusting the paper in my face ; I then left ; the language complained of was used at the 
bridge in Vulcan-street ; that is where the defendant called me a common informer. 

cr088-examined &v defendant: When I first saw you on the 16th instant, with the chain in your 
hand, I was, as I have already stated, nuder Mr. Emmett's verandah, or just outside it; I believe 1 did ask 
you where you were going; I believe you said that you were going down to the boat, or words to that 
effect; you said you were going down to chain up the boat; 1 don't remember saying anything particular 
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on the occasion as we were going down to the boat; I did dare you to touch the boat; you did tell me that 
if you were doing wrong I could have redress, but not to interfere with you in the discharge of your duly; 
I was excited; I went to the lock-up keeper to ask him to arrest you for stealing the paper referred to; 
I think it is very probable that I did call youa common policeman after you used the expressions you did 
to me; I did say to you that. I would have you dismissed; I swear that I did not say to you that 1 would 
have you shifted for trucking in land; I was never told by a Magistrate in this Court that he would not 
believe my evidence I gave on my oath, and I will swear that I have no vindictive feeling against you; 
the notice you handed to me is the one I intended to put on the boat (exhibit A) ; you drew my attention 
to a police notice on the boat; I read said notice, and that too before attaching my own notice to said 
boat. 
Taken and sworn at place and date) 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW. 

first before written, before us,— 
W. STEWART OA5wELL, P.M. 
W. P. Contxn, J.P. 
W. H. Smtrsoc, J.P. 

For the defence:— 

James 31'Cartkq on oath states I am a constable and the lock-up keeper at Moruya; Mr. Barlow 
the complainant came to the lock-up on I believe the 16th instant; he asked me if I was on duty, I said, 
'Yes, if there is anything particular"; he said, "I want to give Cornett in charge"; I said, "What for?" 
he said, cc  For robbery" I said, "In what way did he rob you P"lie said, " By stealing my paper that I 
was putting on my boat; I consider it as bad as highway robbery, a highwayman could not have done 
worse"; I said, "I cannot understand this"; but he said, "I want you to take Cornett in charge—I give 
him in charge for robbery" ; I said, " What has Mr. Cornett got to do with the boat?" he afterwards said, 
he meant Cornett (the defendant). 

To the defendant: When you handed the paper to complainant, you did not do so in a sneering 
way. 
Taken and sworn at place and date first? 	 JAMES M'CARTHY. 

written, before us,— 	 5 
W. Snwr CA5WELL, P.M. 
W. P. C0LLnT, J.P. 
W. H. Snirsori, J.P. 

Robert James Jej/'ery on oath states —I am a blacksmith, residing at Moruya. 
lb the defendant. I remember going with you on the 16th instant to do a job to a boat at the 

ferry; Mr. Barlow, the complainant, warned me not to touch the boat; I told him as a business man I 
had to do it; he said the boat was his property. 

lb the Bench: I did not hear the defendant call the complainant a common informer, I did not 
hear him say to complainant, you are a dirty gentleman; I was away for five minutes during the alter- 
cation between complainant and the defendant at the boat. 
Taken and sworn at place and date first 	 B. J. JEFFERY. 

before mentioned, before us,— 	5 
W. Srnwnr CASwELL, P.M. 
W. P. CoItEn, I.P. 
W. H. SIMPSoN, J.P. 

The defendant, James Cornett, is hereby fined the sum of £2 sterling, inclusive of cost (fees) of 
Court 5s. Bid.; in default of immediate payment, one week's imprisonment in the lock-up at Moruya. 
By us, at place and date first before written,— 

W. 	CA5wEDL, P.M. 
W. T. COLLEr'r, J.P. 
W. H. Smwso, J.P. 

[Exhibit A.] 
NoncE. 

This boat is my property, having been purchased by me at public auction. To remove the same without 
my permission is breaking the law. 
16th May, 1876. 	 , REGINALD H. BARLOW. 

No. 13. 
The Rev. J. U. Love to Captain Zouch. 

My dear Sir, 	 The Parsonage, Moruya, 25 May, 1876. 
I beg leave to draw your attention to certain proceedings which took place in this Police 

Court on Tuesday last, in which a very popular officer of yours, Sergeant Cornett, was, in the opinion of 
most peopie here, very unjustly sentenced by the Police Magistrate, W. S. Cazwell, to pay a fine of £2 
and costs of Court. Barlow, the plaintiff, bears a very indifferent character, and was told some linac ago 
in this Police Court by the P.M. himse)f that he would not believe him on his oath. With your per-
mission, I will mention two matters respecting him which came under my own notice. 

About eighteen months ago, the Rev. S. Percival, late of Bombala, wrote to me complaining that 
Barlow, to whom he had lent a horse which he valued very highly, had never returned him, though Mr. 
Percival had repeatedly written to Barlow demanding the horse. When Mr. Percival wrote asking me to 
assist him in tho matter, Barlow bad the horse in his possession and had been using him for about ten 
months previously: My opinion is that Mr. Percival never recovered his horse. 

The 
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The second case which I will mention concerned me more nearly. About five months ago Mrs. 
Love had occasion to send our servant with a cheque to get cashed. Returning he dropped the purse 
containing the change in the street. Barlow, who at the time was in the company of our schoolmaster and 
several others, picked up the purse and its contents, and although he went into onrgrocer's and stated that 
he Imd found the purse, lie clever returned it, although the servant who lost it applied to him personally 
about a dozen times, and notwithstanding he had, been repeatedly written to by Mrs. Love demanding its 
restoration, but all in vain, he clever returned it. So inuch for the character of the plaintiff. 

With the sergeant's knowledge of the man, I think that it is not to be wondered at, nor do I con-
sider it very criminal on his part that he should repudiate Barlow's claim to the title of" gentleman." 

But the plaintiff is not very scrupulous in the use of his pen, and the Police 'Magistrate comes in 
for a goodly share of his attention, so that Mr. Caswell was " nothing loth" to serve him, on the prmccple 
of "giving a sop to Oerbenis," and all the more readily because he could do so at the expense of the police. 
For it is notorious that Mr. Caswell allows no opportunity to pass of insulting the police, and seizes with 
avidity every pretext to lower them in public esteem. 

Any right-thinking man would suppose it to be the bounden duty of a paid Police Magistrate to 
protect the police, but I can assure you sir that no such protection is afforded them. 

Then the term 0 
Bench" is so freely used as to be simply amusing when we all know that the 

Bench is only a synonym for W. S. Caswell. 
But of the Bench as constituted on Tuesday last, Mr. Collett is too timid to have an opinion of his 

own, or if he has it to put it forth and maintain it. And Mr. Simpson, one of the new batch of J.P's., is 
too ignorant to form an intelligent opinion; and yet they compose "the Bench," and so enable the Police 
Magistrate in some measure to screen himself from the consequences of the violations of justice with 
which the Police Court of Moruya is familiar. 

I have to apologise for trespassing upon your time to such an extent, but I think that I should 
nave failed in my duty to my fellow men if I had neglected to lay this state of tluogs before you. 

Hoping that you will take steps to have your officers both respected and protected in the discharge 
of their duty,— 	 I am., Sic,, 

J. GRAHAM LOVE, 
Church of England Minister. 

No. 14. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 19 July, 1876. 
I DRINK it right to submit these reports and copies of proceedings for the perusal of the Honorable the 
Minister of Justice, who may think it desirable to call upon Mr. Caswell for a report on the subject. 

EDMUND POSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

B.C. The Under Secretary, Department of Justice. 	W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., for report.— 
ID., 22nd July, 1876. 	The Police Magistrate, Moruya, B.C., 25th July, 1870.—'W.E.P. 

[E'nclosurcs to No. 14.] 

Sergeant Cornett to Superintendent Zouch 
Police Station, Moruya, 25 May, 1876. 

SsnesANr Cornett, No. 10, begs most respectfully to forward the enclosed copy of depositions in two esses heard at the 
Moruya Police Office, on the 23rd instant, for the information of Captain Zouch, and in so doing Sergeant Cornett begs to 
make a few remarks in his own defence. The sergeant was on duty at the District Court when the police boat referred to had 
been sold by auction without his knowledge. The sergeant considers that a great injnstiee has been done to him in the 
second case, where the Superintendent will see by the depositions that a fine of £2 has been inflicted in this case on Sergeant 
Cornett. 

It is a well known fsct that the complainant Barlow bears a very bad charneter in this district for a number of years, 
and would swear anything apinst the police to gain his point. Captain Zouch will see the position that Sergeant Cornett was 
placed in in the Court, bemng unable to go into the witness.box to eont,adict Barlow's statement on oath. Sergeant Cornett 
has given notice of appeal in the case, and has forwarded a copy of the depositions to a solicitor to lake such proceedings as 
seem to him advisable in the matter. 	 ,JAS. CORNETT, 

Sergeant. 

Information—General Purposes. 
Barlow a. Cornett—Detention of property, 19 Vie. No. 24, sec. 10 

New South Wales, Moruya (Broulee), ' 
to wit. 	 5 

BE it remembered, that on this twentietl, day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, 
at Moruya (Broolee), in the Colony of New South Wales, Reginald liebcr Barlow, of Corla, in aforesaid Colony, appears 
before me, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's J'us.ices duly aesigand to keep the pence of our Lady the Queen in and for 
the Colony of New South Wales, and complains to me, that on the sixteenth day of May, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and seventy.six, James Cornett, of Moroys, aforesaid, sergeant of police, did, at Moruya aforesaid, 
unlawfully detain certain property, to wit one boat, belonging to this complainant, the value of the said boat being the sum 
of two rounds  sterling, and (10th still so detsia the said boat without just cause, and after due notice of claim made by  the 
complainant, eontra, to the Act in such case made and provided (19 Vie. No. 24, sec. 10) whereupon the said Reginald 
ileber Barlow prays that 1, the said Justice, will prbeeed in the premises according to law. 
Sworn at Moruya (Broulee), in the said Colony, on the day 	 .. 	REGINALD U. BARLOW. 

first above written, before me,— 	 5 	 - 
'J'iuoi'iit J. Girrox, 

Justice of the Peace. 

Police Court, Moruya, Bronlee, Tuesday, 23 May, 1876. 
?ew tt5 k5  t. 	} 	

Before W. S. Caswell, P.M., W. J. Collett, J.P., and W. H. Simpson, LI?., Bsqs. 
Barlow a. Cornett—Detention of property; a boat, value £2 sterling. (19 Vie. No, 24, sec. 10). 

Plea—Not guilty. 
Reginald Hebes' Barlow, on oath, states —'I am a surveyor, residina at Toross; on last Saturday week I purchased the 

boat referred to in my information, at an suction sale held that day at Moruya by Mr. Barton; there was no actual delivery of 
the 
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the boat made to me by Barton after the sale, but said boat was shown to me at the auction; I paid £1 sterling deposit, which 
was all that was demanded the boat is now detained by the defendant,, and I demand its restitution I have demanded the 
the said boat front the defendant, but ho refuses to give it up; the value of the boat is £2 sterinig. 
Taken and sworn at place and date firstl 	 REGINALD II. BARLOW. 

above written, before us,— 	5 
W. STats-ART CA5WELL, P.M. 
W. T. OoLLErr, J.P. 
W. IT. Smarsoy, J.P. 

ltenrsj lViliiam Barton, on oath, states —I em an auctioneer, residing at Mornya by the authority of Mr. \Vhiteside, 
Superintendent of Roads, I sold by auction at Moruya., on the 13th instant, the Mornya ferryboat I believe there were two 
ferry-boats; the defendant was not at the sale ; when I found there was a dispute about the boat, I refused to deliver it to the 
complainant. 	 . 	 11. W. BARTON. 

Examined by defendant.. 
Taken and sworn at place and date first 

before written by us,— 
W. STEWART CASWELL, F.M. 
W. T. COUETT, J.P. 
W. H. SIMpSON, J.P. 

Case dismissed. 

Superintendent Zoueh to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Police Department, Gonlbura Station, 27 May, 187G. 

FoawAnnr.D for Mr. Medleys perusal. I have had no report from Sub-inspector Cornett in this ease. I shoutd like Mr. 
Medley's opinion as to the statements made in Mr. Love's letter. 	 11. ZOUCIl, 

Superintendent. 

Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 
Police Office, Braidwood. 27 May, 1876. 

THESE papers are fonvartled for the information of Superintendent Zouela. 
The boat referred, to within is the one that was ha,aded over by the Roads Department to the police at Moruya. When 

taken over it was found to be much out of repair, and a report was made by me to Superintendent Znuclm on the subject. 
It seems strange that after the boat was handed over by the Roads Department to the police, that the Superintendent of 

Roads should step in someti,ne after and order the sale of the boat by public auction. 
J. R. MEDLEY, 

Sub-inspector. 

Vide No. 12. 	 Forwarded with depositions (copies) taken in a case brought against Sergeant Cornett under the Yegrant Act. It appears 
to me under the circumstances, and Cornett's position, the Moruya Bench has eviaced but small consideration in dealing with 
the offence, if really an offence within the meaning of the Act—H. Zoucu, Supt., 30/5/76. 

The Inspector General of Police. 

Memorandum from Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zoneh. 
Police Office, Braidwood, 29 May, 1876. 

IT is a notorious fact; that the Rev. Mr. Love and Mr. Caswell are at open ennaity one with the oher, in which case it would be 
hard to form a just opinion on the various statement, contained in the reverend gentleman's letter. At the same time I might 
state that, when visiting the Mornya District, I have heard remarks made on two or three occasions by several people which in 
substance agree with some of the statements made by Mr. Love in reference to Mr. Caswell, 

I do not know Mr. Love, and have very little knowledge of Mr. Caswell. 
I have already forwarded to Cuptuiu Zouch the depositions in the ease Barlow v. Cornett, which is the ease referred to 

by Mr. Love. 	 J. R. MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector. 

Forwarded for the perusal of the I.G.P., in connection with the case. The Moruya Bench fined Supt. Cornett £2; 
depositions, &e., ]serewith.—li.Z., 30/5/76. 

Telegram from Sub-inspector Medley, Braidwood, to Sergeant Cornett, Moruya. 
14 July, 1876. 

WHAT is the result of your appeal against the decision of the Moruya Bench re abusve language? 

Memorandum from Sergeant Cornett to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Police Station, Mornys, 14 July, 1876. 

SEROBANT Coarn 	 m T begs to forward, for the information of Mr. Sub-inspector Medley, the enclosed telegra received from 
Searvell & Gordon, solicitors, of Young. 	 JAMES CORNETT, 

Sergeant. 
Forwarded for the information of Captain Zoueh.—J. H. MEDLEY, Sub-insp., Braidwood, 16th July, 1876. 	For 

the Inspector General's inforn,ation.—iI. Zoueu, Supt., 18/7/76. 

Telegram from Scarvell & Gordon, Young, to Sergeant James Cornett, Moruya. 
29 May, 1876. 

MOST silly end trumpery complaints, but appeal useless. We advise you to take no steps—proceedings eiuuiot injure you. 

No. 15. 

The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary of Justice, &e. 
Sir, 	 Court-house, Moruya, 2 August, 1876. 

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the correspondence and proceedings in 
the case of Barlow V. Sergeant Cornett, it' which the latter was fined. £2 by the Moruya Bench, a]ld 
upon which you invite my report. 

So far as the sergeant of police is concerned, a vei'y few words would satisfy the lion. the 
Minister for Justice as to the propriety of the sentence, but the afair has now taken such a wide rn.iigo 
that I shall not be satisfied, myself without maidng such a comprehensive report as will clear my 
character from the false and calumnious charges made by the ]fevd. J. G. Love. 

The 
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The mattcr placed before the Hon. the Minister for Justice is 
1st. That Sergeant Cornett has been excessively if not unjustly punished. 
2nd. That I. allow no opportunity to pass of insulting the police, and that I seize with avidity 

every pretext to lower them in public esteem. 
3rd. That I, through my brother Magistrates, am enabled to "screen myself from the conse-

quences of the violation of justice with which the Moruya Police Court is familiar," 
As Sub-inspector Medley appears to eiidorse, and the Police Department adopt, this calumnious 

attack, it is rather singular they have not sought direct evidence, and I therefore respectfully submit 
that the Inspector General of Police may be requested to call upon Sergeant Cornett, of Moruya, and 
Constables M'Lennand and Smith (the other two officers in charge of stations), to report whether the 
language used by Mr. 'Love, as embodied in what I have above termed the 21ld charge, is that of truth 
and if any of these men consider they have grounds of complaint, that they may be required to state time, 
place, and circumstances under which I offered these insults or attempted to lower them in public esteem. 
I wish that Sub-inspector Medley may be asked the preOise words of the hearsay statements made to him, 
and where made, and whether he took any and what steps to ascertain their accuracy, and whether he has 
ever spoken one word to any one of the seven Moruya Magistrates as to the state of the police in this 
portion of his district. 

I am unconscious of having said one harsh word to any police officer in the district for the last 
seven years. 

Apart from the case under consideration, I only remember having once called Sergeant Cornett to 
order in Court, though I have heard other Magistrates do so, and in very strong language too. 

In conclusion, I trust the Hon. Minister will invite Mr. Posbery to supply any item of informa-
tion affecting my attitude to the police, and after receiving this I have no doubt 1. can place beyond 
question the justice of the penalty imposed on Sergeant Cornett, and that so fax from doing anything to 
the prejudice of the Police Force, I have assisted them to the utmost limit of iu' duty. Mr. Love's 
slanderous attack on the administration of justice at Marilyn will receive such attention at our hands that 
the integrity of the Bench will be placed beyond suspicion. 

I have, &e., 
W. STEWART CAS WELL, P.M. 

No. 16. 

Telegram from Under Secretary of Justice &c., to Police Magistrate, Moruya. 
8 August, 1876. 

Re case of Barlow v. Sergeant Cornett. 
Bx:rrnnrro to your letter of 2nd instant, reporting on above case, papers forwarded under blank cover of 
26th .July last not returned. Please forward same by return of post. 

No. 17. 
Telegram from Police Magistrate, Mornya, to Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Re case Barlow v. Cornett, my letter of 2nd instant was certa.iuly not intended as a report in this case, 
but only as a request to the Minister to obtain from Cornett and others what complaints they may have 
against me as regards my treatment. My character has been impugned in this correspondence by Mr. 
Love, apparently on behalf of the police; I therefore trust the Minister will permit my report to be of 
comprehensive nature, and allow inc the information sought for before I am asked to return documents 
which I presume have been called for with a misunderstanding. 

Mr. Caswell, P.M., might be requested to return the correspondence and proceedings in this case, 
with such further observations as he may desire to offer upon the subject. 	J.D, 5 Sept., 1876. 
Telegraph, 6/9/76. 	Telegram, P.M., 6/9/76. 

No. 18. 
Telegram from Under Secretary of Justice &c., to Police, Magistrate, 3ioraya. 

0 September, 1870. 

Case of Barlow v. Cornett. 
PErEnixa to your telegram of 9th ultimo respecting above case,—please return correspondence and 
proceedings as soon as possible, with such further remarks as you may desire to offer upon the subject. 

No. 19. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary of Justice, &e. 

Sir, 	 Court-house, Moruya, 7 September, 1876. 
In compliance with the request contained in your minute of the 25th of Juiy last, referred to 

in the telegram received this (lay from the Acting Under Secretary, I. now, for the ,ntorination of the 
Honorable the Minister of Justice, do myself the honor to report on the case of Barlow v. Sergeant Cor-
nott, in which the latter was flued by the Moruya Bench in the sum of £2 and costs, for having used 
abusive language in a public place towards one Reginald lieber Barlow, thereby committing a breach of 
the statute 15 Vie. No. 4. 

The 
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The affair occurred t]irouglr an auctioneer having, by mistake, sold to Mr. Barlow a boat which had 
been given for the use of the police, instead of another boat ordered for sale by the Road Superintendent. 

Mr. Barlow complained that Sergeant Cornett had in a public place called him a " dirty gentle-
man" and a "common informer," and having substantiated that complaint on oath, and there being no 
contradictory evidence, the Bench, consisting of three Magistrates (two of whom had adjudicated in the 
Court for twenty years), considered the sergeant of police amenable to the Act, and thereupon imposed 
the penalty complained of. They saw no reason to donbt Barlow's testimony, and I do not believe there 
are any grounds for the statement that 1 ever said I would not " believe him on oath," and he has sworn 
I never said aing of the kind. 

Although 
nyth

it  is quite foreign to the merits of the case to mnejition Barlow's antecedents, I must do so 
in fairness in this matter, as a counterpoise to the disparaging remarks by which both Mr. Love and Cornett 
have sought to gaul their ends. Mr. Barlow is in very reduced circumstances certainly, but is a gentle-
man of birth and education, and brother to the late highly esteemed engineer of the Sydney Gas Works; 
and whatever Mr. Love may choose to write now, it is only very recently he recommended him for a 
Government appoitincnt. 

It is to be regretted that the offender was a sergeant of police, and it is urged that he received 
great provocation, but the evidence discloses that his own language and conduct;, highly indiscreet for a 
police officer, really led on to its culminating in a breach of the law, which constables are especially bound 
to observe. And if his conduct in Court, violent and insulting to Barlow and disrespectful to the Magis-
trates, was any indication of that which occurred previously, it deserved severe punishment. 

Superintendent Zouch writes, that " under the circumstances and Cornett's position, the Mornya 
Bench has evinced but small consideration in dealing with the offence." The Inspector General follows 
lila similar strain,—" My opinion is that he has not met with the support from the Magistrates thepolice 
have a right to expect." 

I respectfully submit that Sergeant Cornett's conduct is indefensible; and that for any ruan to 
refer to the fallen position of another in term of insult, such as are implied in the words dirty gentle-
man," was cruel, heartless, and unmanly, and that for any police officer to call any one a ' common infor-
mer" was the grossest inisoonduct of which he could be guilty; and—apart from the legal view—miscon-
duct which deserves serious condemnation it the hands of the police authorities, as itis highly calculated 
to put obstacles in the way of the efficient working of the Force, and if tolerated must lead to excesses. 

I therefore submit I have simply justified the proceeding of the Moruya Bench, and in doing so 
have sufficiently demonstrated that Mr. Love's malicious references to the relations between myself and 
Mr. Barlow are of too absurd and contemptible a nature to deserve further notice. 

On the 2nd of August I write asking you to obtain from the police statements regarding Mr. 
Love's allegations that "I allow no opportunity to pass of insulting the police, and seize with avidity 
every pretext for lowering them in public esteem"; and believing I was entitled to what I expected, and 
I am sure would have been a contradiction, I held back for the last month the proceedings and correspon-
dence, but owing to the telegram this day I herewith return all the papers, and will reserve my remarks 
on this head for another communication. 

I can produce irrefragable evidence of my freedom from such conduct beyond the testimony of 
the men, yet it will be more in consonance with my own feelings, and the consideration I have always 
shown the constable, to allow them in the first instance an opportunity of contradicting this gross calumny, 
rather than I should expose its falsehood in a harsher manner. I therefore trust the Minister will for-
ward my views, and I ask it as an officer of thirty years standing still desirous to maintain a character for 
veal and discretion in the discharge of his duty. 	I have, &c., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, 
Police Magistrate. 

No. 20. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Court-house, Moruya, 19 September, 1876. 
Referring to my letter of the 7th instant, wherein I stated I should reserve for another com-

munication my remarks 1;ouching the accusation of the lloyd. J. G. Love that I "allowed no opportunity 
to pass of insulting the police, and seized with avidity every pretext for lowering them in public 
esteem,"—I do myself the honor again to solicit the Minister's attention to the matter. 

It was easy for me to have shown that Mr. Love's statement was utterly unfounded, but in doing 
so, I should have impeached Sergeant Cornett's character very seriously, and, that however decisive, would 
have been very harsh, while I as uncertain that he was privy to the attack. 

As my wish expressed to you in my letter of the 3rd August was unheeded, I laid the matter 
before a meeting of the Magistrates, in the Court-house, on the 8th of this month, and they unanimously 
advised me to offer Cornett an opportunity of disassociating himself from Mr. Love. I therefore 
called him into the room, and read a portion of the letter, He said he would rather not say anytlnng. 
I said, "I required no further reply." One of the Magistrates tried to reason with him, and he added, 
"My inspecting officer instructed me not to answer any questions"; he then became most insolent, and, 
amongst other remarks, said, " You are not my mast;er; my officers will protect me." Some of the 
Magistrates theu suggested (although I asked to end the interview) the folly of the course he was 
pursuing, as they told him he had been called in with the most friendly intentions. He said, "1 don't 
care whether I am dismissed or not." After this he calmed down a little, and asked for an explanation, 
which, when he had received from me, be said, "Were you ever drunk or gambling?" 

This conduct relieves inc from all necessity for hesitating to let the Minister know, what must 
carry conviction to his mind, that as far from degrading the police (and Sergeant Cornett in particular), 
I have shunned the opportunities they have offered, and have screened Cornett and others too. 

I have on several occasions seen Cornett in public under the influence of liquor, and once so 
drunk that I asked a person to get him away to his barracks. .1 have more than once turned into another 
street to avoid him when I had reason to suppose he had taken more than he ought; and to protect 
myself, and to show the notoriety of his conduct, I have challenged five Magistrates to deny having seen 
him at various times, more or less, under the influence of liquor, and they could not. So much for the 
truthfulness of Mr. Love's letter in its application to Sergeant Cornett. 
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I enclose three letters from the Magistrates of the district, testifying to this opinion of my 
bearing towards the police. I have under all circumstances assisted them with advice, and during my 
long career as a Magistrate have had to protect them from the public, and even from each other. 1 have 
never said a harsh word to Cornett, except it may have been a reproof in Court for disrespectful conduct, 
and even this has been, with great need, more frequently administered by my brother Magistrate, Mr. 
Collett. 

Cornett is a collector of the Stipend Fund in Mr. Love's church, and evidently believes Mr. Love 
can carry him through any amount of misconduct, at all events his demeanour is defiant and impertinent, 
and seems to be the flrst.fruits of the toleration his conduct to Barlow has received from his officers. 
I feel degraded in having to deny his infamously false insinuations, but can declare, on my honor, that I 
have never been drunk or gambling in my life, and I cannot but suspect his conduct, considered with his 
officer's order and Mr. Love's letter, points to some unity of purposeantagonistic to me. 

The person who gave Sergeant Cornett the order quoted, should have remembered that there may 
be generous intentions if there are evil ones, and 1 would respectfully ask the lion. Minister to 
consider how far such an order was justifiable from it police officer under the circumstances. It certainly 
denotes want of cordiality to the Magistrates. 

I have sought to the utmost to avoid making use of Cornett's indiscretion for my own exculpation, 
as, knowing his long service, and believing him to be the possessor of many good qualities, I did not like 
to injure him; and although my forbearance has been greatly abused, it has only proved the subject 
unworthy of it. 	 - 

Mr. Love's sneer at the Magistrates only serves to show the unanimity of their proceedings; and 
tfter presiding at the Bench for nearly twenty years, their cordiality is a subject for congratulation to 
me, as it must be satisfactory to the public. 

In conclusion, I respectfully snbrnit that I have amply demonstrated that I have not sought for 
opportunities to insult Sergeant Cornett, and that the testimony of the Magistrates is conclusive of my 
being clear of any feeling inimical to the faithful discharge of my duty ; and if the Honorable the 
Minister for Justice admits this, I hope he will insist, for my protection, that the sergeaat's conduct shall 
receive the consideration it deserves. 	 I have, &e., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, 
P.M. 

[Enclosstrce to No. 20.] 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to H. 0. S. Cowdroy, Esq.,J.P. 

Dear Si; 	 Court House, Moruya, 14 September, 1876. 
The Roverend J. G. Love having accused me to the police authorities of "allowing no opportunity to pass of 

insulting the police, and of seizing with avidity every pretext for lowering them in public esteem,' I will feel thankful if you 
will furnish your testimony as to the manner in which I treat the constable at Nerrigundah. 

You are such an old resident, and have had so many opportunities of observing, I think you will bear me out in the 
assertion that my conduct has been invariably characterized by kindness, consideration, and the utmost courtesy, and that the 
officers in charge of the station have always had and availed themselves of my advice and assistance. 

I hare, &c., 
W. STEWART GAS WELL. 

H. 0. S. Cowdroy, Esq., J.P., to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 
My dear Sir, 	 Nerrigundali, 18 September, 1876. 

I hire much pleasure in saying that, as far as this place (being within my knowledgc, Mr. Love's accusation is 
entirely without foundation. Your bearing towards the police has always been kind and vcry considerate, especially whete 
the constables have been placed in position such as C.P.S., where their knowledge of their duty has been very deficient. 

I have, 8cc., 
If. 0. S. COWDROY, 

J.P. 

The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya, to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 
Sir, 	 Court-house, Moruya, 23 September, 1876. 

We do osn'selves the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, in reference to the case 
Barlow v. Cornett, and requesting no to state in writing our opinion of a letter written by the Reverend Mr. Love, 
charging you with insulting the police, 8cc. 

We do ourselves the honor to state that, as Mr. Love's letter is now under consideration by the Honorable the Minister 
of Zsistiee, we decline any opinion on it at present; with regard to Sergeant Cornett and the police under his charge, we 
have no hesitation in saying that we have never observed anything harsh or offensive in your manner towards him or them,. 

We, have, 8cc., 
W. P. COLLETT, S.F. 
TflIOT-HY GANNON, S.F. 
JOHN MoKEON. 
ROBERT ANDERSON. 
W. H. SIMPSON. 
W. F. FLANAGAN.. 

No. 21. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 28 September, 1876. 
I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Hon. the Colonial Seretary, the enclosed 

reports from Superintendent Zouch and Sergeant Cornett, of the Moruya Station, relating to certain 
charges made by the Police Magistrate at that place against the sergeant. 

The reports should, I suggest, be referred for the information of the lIon, the Minister of Justice 
and Public Instruction, in order that Mr. Caswell may be called upon for an explanation. 

I have, &c., 
EDMUND FOSBERY, 

Inspector General of Police, 

The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &e, B.C., 29/9/76..—H.11. 

[Enclosure 
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[Enclosure to .2V. 21.] 
Police Station, Moruya, 12 September, 1876. 

SERGEAcT Cornett, No. 10, begs to report, for the information of his Superintendent, flint the Bench of Magistrates were 
summoned per circular, by the Police Magistrate, W. S. Caswell, Esq., for the despatch of public business in the Magistrates 
Room, on Saturday, the 9th instant. 

Sergeant Cornett was then called into the Magistrates' Room by the Police Magistrate, who read to the sergeant a 
portion of u letter written by the Rev. S. G. Love, the said portion having reference to the Police Magistrate insulting the 
police. Alter reading this said part, the Police Magistrate asked the sergeant if it was true that lie had ever insulted him (the 
sergeant) or any of the police. 

The sergeant respectfully declined to answer any question on the matter, at the same time stating that the minter was 
now in the hands of his superior officers. 

Notwithstanding being insisted upon to make a statement by the Police Magistrate, the sergeant again respectfu1ly 
refused. 

When the Police Magistrate found that the sergeant would not answer his questions, he got into a passion, and then 
charged the sergeant before the other Magistrates in the room with drunkenness, and being incapable of doing his duty at a 
race nesting held at Moruya in the year 1874, and on other occasions. These charges being without foundation, the sergeant 
feels much hurt for such accusations brought forward by the Police Magistrate before other Magistrates in the room. 

Previous to these proceedings the Police Magistrate made it his business to see a Mr, Carew, butcher, of Mornys, 
and asked him if lie could prove that the sergeant was drunk. Mr. Carew answered him (the Police Magistrate) in the 
negative. 

Sergeant Cornett is of opinion that the Police Magistrate did this with a view to iutimidate him. 
This being the state of matters here with the Police Magistrate, Sergeant Cornett deems it his duty to bring the matter 

under the notice of his superior officer,. 	 TAS. CORNETT, 
Sergeant. 

Forwarded for the information of Captain Zouch, who, I have no doubt, will take such stops as will put a stop to the 
persecution of Sergeant Cornett by this Police Magistrate—S. B. MEDLEY, Sub-inspector, Brsidwood, 25 September, 
1876. 

For the information of the Inspector General of Police—According to this statement, it appears to me that Sergeant 
Cornett has not been fairly treated by the Police Magistrate, even admitting that there were grounds for complaint, by arraign-
ing and taunting him before the Bench in the manlier described—R. Zoucu, Superintendent Southern District, 27/9/76. 
The Inspector General of Police. 

No. 22. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, 
Sydney, 13 November, 1878, 

TRE charge of drunkenness now preferred against Sergeant Cornett by Mr. Caswell must not be passed 
over without investigation. 

If not convenient for Captain Zouch to visit M.oruya, Sub-inspector Medley should be instructed 
to make further inquiry. 

Who directed Cornett not to answer any questions put to him by the Police Mtgistrate? 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
I.G.P. 

Forwarded to Mr. Medley, who will carry out the Inspector General's instructions—TI.. Zoren, 
14/11/76. 	I return herewith the papers having reference to tim charge of drunkenness preferred against 
Sergeant Cornett by Mr. Caswell. Will Captain Zouch be good enough to instruct me as to what line I 
am to pursue in making this inquiry. Will it be advisable for me to see Mr. Caswell ?—J. 1-1. MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector, Braidwood, 15 November, 1876. 

No. 23. 
Memorandum from Superintendent Zouch to Sub-inspector Medley. 

Police Department, Goulburn Station, 17 November, 1876. 
I ThiCK it would be advisable to call upon Mr. Caswell before holding the inquiry, and obtain from him 
in writing the dates or about the times of Coruett'a alleged drunkenness, so as to place the latter in a 
position, if he can, of defending himself. As Mr. Caswell challenges five Magistrates to deny having seen 
him 

 
(Cornett) at various times more or less under the influence of liquor "and they could not," a note, I 

think, should be written to each Magistrate of the Moruya Bench, asking them to oblige you by stating 
whether they have ever seen Cornett in the state described by Mr. Caswell. 

I would write for this information before reaching Moruya, and request the answer to be directed 
there. 

H. ZOUCH. 

Police Office, Moruya, 9 December, 1876. 

Vide No. o. 	THEsI papers are handed to Sergeant Cornett for report. 
Amongst the papers there is a letter addressed by Mr. Caswell, the Police Magistrate, to the 

Under Secretary, Department of Justice, dated 19th September, 1876, in which that gentleman has made 
charges of drunkenness against the sergeant, who is now called upon to state what he has to say in 
defence. 

S. R. MEDLEY, 
Sub-Inspector. 

No. 24. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Court House, Moruya, 3 January, 1877. 
With reference to my letter of the 19th of September last, I do myself the honor to express 

regret that I am constrained to address you again on the same subject. 	 in 
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In my communication of the above date I complained that Sergeant Cornett had, in presence of 
the Magistrates, grossly insulted me, and, among other remarks, had said his inspecting officer had 
instructed him not to answer any questions. 

It is now nearly four months since this happened, and there is no sign of redress. If Sergeant 
Cornett had used the language he used to me or his own officers, it is not too much to assert the Inspector 
General of Police would have ordered him to be suspended at once. Such a mark of respect ought to 
have bden, but was not, accorded to my office. 

I learn from a circular to the honorary Magistrates, a copy of which I obtained and now enclose, Tilde 2nd tenet. 
that Mr. Sub-inspector Medley had been instructed by Captain Zouch to make inquiry as to charges use to No. 28. 

of drunkenness preferred against Sergeant Cornett by Mr. Onswell ; but although the Magistrate heard 
the sergeant insult me, there is not one word of question in the circular on this point; although Mr. 
Medley denies that he told Cornett "not to answer any questions," there is not one word on this head 
either. 

As the remarks I made impeaching sobriety were purely vindicatory, and set forth asiutrinsic evidence 
of my forbearance towards the police, which has been so gravely questioned by Mr. Love, I think it requires 
explanation why the real charge has been ignored, and the so called inquiry restricted to questions of 
irregularity which seem to be used in a vil1o'.thc.vIsp fashion. 

Viewing the manlier and direction of the inquiry as set forth in Mr. Medley's circular, and limit. 
ing it to irregularities concurring when there can be no tangible results, and considering now my witnesses 
have been examined, 1 am entitled to look upon the investigation by the police as a veritable sham, and 
the retention of Sergeant Cornett on duty as standing insult to myself. 

Sergeant Cornett has attempted to take advantage of his opportunity, and since he was fined has, 
in complicity with another constable, prosecuted Barlow for painting and publishing an indecent picture. 
The case was dismissed, as the picture was not indecent and had not been published. It had been obtained 
by Cornett by a discreditable artifice, and is another illustration of his unfitness for his office here. 

1 beg to enclose a letter from Mr. Barlow relating how Cornett has apologised to him for his 
conduct, and this placed in contrast with the Inspector General's deprecatory remarks on the punishment 
we inilieted on Sergeant Cornett, almost makes a burlesque of the whole affair, Cornctt's reflections on 
the Bench being considered also. 

I respectfully submit that I am entitled to demand that Sergeant Cornett should be removed from 
the district, as his retention violates a main principle on which the present Police Force was established, 
and is calculated to bring the Bench into contempt. 	 I have, &c., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 

[Enclosure to No. 24.] 
li. If. Barlow, Esq., to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

My dear Sir, 	 Turcss Lake, near 3foruye 7 December, 1870. 
I am surprised to hear that it is proposed to hold an inquiry respecting Mr. Love's malicious slanders concerning 

your behaviour to the police, contained in the letter he wrote to Oaptain Zoueh. 
Since the police brought me before the Bench on the ridiculously absurd charge of exhibiting an indecent picture, and 

which was so justly dismissed by the Bench, Sergeant Cornett has spoken to me respecting his conduct towards me in the 
matter of the boat and the picture also. I should not have thought it worth mentioning again liar! not I heard of this pro. 
posed inquiry, but now I think it only right that you shonld be put in possession of any little matter likely to be useful. 

On Saturday, 25th ultimo, I was passing up Vuloan.street when I met Sergeant Oornott and another person the former 
spoke to me and drew me aside and began by saying that the whole of the oyster-beds in the district had been placed under 
his charge, and as there had been a good deal of something wrong going on, would I assist him in finding how matters stood 
he said I had been of grent service to the police, and he was very sorry that there had been any unpleasantness between us res 
pcctiog the boat, and l,c hoped I would not think anything more about it lie denied harm had anything to do with the 
picture business. I told him I blamed him greatly for belag made the tool of such a man as 	ye, whose only object in life 
seemed to be to set people at variance. 

Whatever inquiry takesplace, I feel certain a deal of good will result to yourself, and the insolent domineering spirit 
of some members of the police Force will receive a very severe cheek. 

I may mention that the inquiry had been commonly talked about some days before Cornett spoke to me. 
Believe me, &c., 

EaIND H. BARLOW. 

No. 25. 
Sergeant Cornett to Sub-inspector Medley. 

Police Station, Moruya, 3 January, 1877. 
Ix reply to the charges preferred against Sergeant Cornett, by W. S. Caswell, Esq., Police Magistrate of 
Moruya, Sergeant Cornett begs to state, for the information of his superior officers 

That I give my isnqua4/led daiial to the said charges. 
That I have never, while in Moruya or during my twenty.one years' service (sixteen of which 

have been passed in the New South Wales Police Force, and the remaining five in the Constabulary 
Force in Ireland), so far forgot my position as to Tender myself incapable of performing my duties through 
drink, and that nearly all the time of my service I have held the rank of sergeant, and Mr. Caswcll is 
the first man who has ever put forth the charge of drunkenness against me. 

That 1 do not assume to be a teetotaller, and acknowledge that I have occasionally indulged 
myself with a glass of spirits, but never to such an extent as to unfit me for the proper discharge of my 
duties. 

In reference to Mr. Caswell's letter to the Department of Justice, dated 19th September, 1876, 
or rather to one particular paragraph contained in that letter, in which Mr. Caswell states, "that he saw 
me on one occasion so drunk that he asked a person to get me away to the barracks,"—I bog to state that 
this charge is totally untrue and without the slightest foundation; the Police Magistrate further states 
"that to protect himself and show the notoriety of my conduct, &e." 

I beg to state that 1. am not aware that my conduct is so notorious as he alleges or in fact any 
way notorious. 	 - 

It is very strange that only a few of those forming the Bench of Magistrates, and those few 
residing at distances varying from 3 to 5 miles outside the township, should have noticed my alleged 

113—C 	 indiecretions, 
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indiecret ions, while two of the oldest resident Magistrates, Messrs. M'Keon and Gannon, who reside in 
the township, and are actively engaged in public business, and who have opportunities of seeing me daily, 
nay, almost hourly, in the discharge of my duties, should have failed to have noticed my inebriety or 
notonous misconduct as set forth by l'vlr. Caswell. 

Mr. Caswell draws the attention of the Minister of Justice to my conduct and bearing towards 
him at the time he called me into the Magistrates' Room for the purpose of examining me respecting the 
letter of the Reverend J. G. Love. 

He omits to state anything of his own conduct towards me, which was insulting, overbearing, and 
ungentlemanly in the extreme, so much so that two of the Magistrates then present, Messrs. Gaunon and 
Andersou, repeatedly requested him to desist; and anything I did say or any want of respect shown upon 
that occasion, was owing to the Police Magistrate falsely charging me with repeated acts of drunkenness 
before all the other Magistrates in the room. 

I humbly submit that the Police Magistrate took an undue advantage of his position when he 
called me into the room at all, seeking to gain admissions from me to suit his own ends when I was 
unprepared. 

I also wish to call your attention to the 3rd and 4th paragraphs in Mr. Oollett's letter attached, 
viz. 

"3rd. Up to the time of receiving Rev. Mr. Love's letter there was no ill-feeling towards 
Sergeant Cornett, but the contrary, from all the members of Bench, nor have I the slightest 
ill-feeling towards him at the present time. 

4th. But for his (Cornett's) refusing to disavow any connection with Mr. Love's letter after being 
repeatedly invited to do so by the Bench, the sergeant's name would never have been 
brought in question." 

The above calls for little or any comment from me; it speaks for itself; and I think shows very 
clearly that the Police Magistrate's charges of drunkenness, false and unfounded as they are, would never 
have been preferred against me or even heard of if I had only done his bidding, and said what he wanted 
me to say, viz., that he had never insulted the police ; but this I could not say consistently with truth. 
Mr. Caswell has since declared to constable Williams of this stat-ion that all he wanted was tor Cornett to 
prove the Rev. Mr. Love to be a liar. 

If my misconduct has been so notorious, and the occasions of inebriety so frequent as he alleges, 
why did he not report me to my inspecting officer at the time, or why should he immediately after I had 
refused to serve his purpose, travel back to a period of three years to trump up these unfounded and 
vindictive charges P 

Mr. Caswell states that "he feels degraded in having to deny his infamously false insinuations." 
In reply to this portion of his letter, 1 beg to state that he has acted towards me in a manner 

infinitely more likely to degrade himself. 
He has called upon persons living in Moruya, and questioned them as to whether they had ever seen 

me drunk, but he has failed to obtain any witnesses to these alleged indiscretions. 
This appears to have been done with a view to degrade me, but it signally failed, and I think 

nothing further is wanting to show you how he protects (as he says he does) the police. 
He admitted having done this in the Magistrates' room before all the other Magistrates then pre- 

sent during my interview with him. 
Referring to the occasion of the opening of the Moruya Bridge, I do not think that Mr. Caswell 

was quite in a proper state to judge of any man's sobriety or drunkenness, as during the dinner he had 
to be called to order himself by the Chairman, Mr. John Hawdon, of Kyla Park, and commanded to 

sit down, sir." 
To sum up the whole, it is quite clear Mr. Caswell did not care how he vilified my character in his 

explanation to The Honorable the Minister of Justice, &e., in his own defence. 
I therefore humbly trust that the Inspector General of Police will be good enough to allow me the 

opportunity of taking such steps against the Police Magistrate in a Civil Conrt of Justice as will place 
my character beyond suspicion. 

In conclusion, I beg to attach the testimony of his Honor Judge M'Parland, two Magistrates, and 
some of the most intelligent and respectable gentlemen in the Police District, to refute the ihlse charges 
brought against me by Mr. Caswell. 	 JAS. CORNEIT, 

Sergeant. 
[Eiciosurcs to iVo. 25.] 

Mr. J. Conraud to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Glcnduart, 22 December, 1.876. 

I received your letter this morning, stating you have been charged by W. D. Caswell, P.M., for being in an 
inebriated state at the Yarragee Races, hold on 22nd and 23rd of April, 1874. You being judge of the races, I request of you to 
state in writing what state you considered me in on that occasion, having several conversations with you during the meeting. 

Reply. 
Hsvixo acted as judge at the above races, I consider W. S. Caswell's charge against you for being inebriated incorrect. 
Yourself, sergeant Cornett, and the police under your charge were highly spoken of by the judge, stewards, committee, and 
others. When leaving the course the last evening, one and all of them heartily returned you thanks for the orderly manner 
you conducted your business during the race meeting. 	 . 	 I remain, &C., 

JAMES CONR&UD. 

Mr. P. Jeffrey to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Summer Hill, 22 December, 1876. 

With reference to your letter of the 21st December (yesterday), informing me that you had been charged by W. S. 
Caswell, Esq., P.M., with being in a vely inebriated state at Yarragee Racecourse, I beg to certify that you were in my com-
pany several times during the two days' racing and that I never saw you in any way intoxicated. Furthermore, I wish to 
state that. during those races an accident occurred, viz., the rider of one of the hurdle horses was thrown, and I remember, seeing 
you doing your utmost to clear away the crowd to allow the man to have as much fresh air as possible for him to recover. 
II beheve you were first to call for water to bathe his head on the occasion. 

I have been upwards of twenty-eight years in this district, and have known (personally) all the officers and members of 
the Police Force stationed in this district during that period, and I verily believe that you are second to none of them in being 

ithful to your trust as an oflicer of the Crown. 
Trusting that you will not fail in informing your superior officers that I for one can certify as to your line of conduct 

being good during the time you have been stationed at Moroyac— 	 I remain, &c., 
PhILIP TEFFREY. 

Sergeant 
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Sergeant Cornett to T. P. G-annon, Esq., T.P. 
Sir, 	 Police Station, Marilyn, 21 December, 1876. 

MaTing been charged by W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M, with being in a very inebriut:ed state at the Yarragee Race-
course in the year 1874,—I beg to request that you will kindly call to your recollection having on that occasion seen mc on 
duty at the raceineeting. Please to state in writing to me as to what, state I was in on that occasion, and any other remarks 
you may think proper to make. By so doing you ivill greatly oblige, 	 Yours, &e., 

[Reply.] 	
MS. CORNETT. 

ON the occasion referred to within I consider Sergeant Cornett discharged his duty in a most efficient and satisfactory manner. 
At the close of the second day, from my place on the stewards' stand, I publicly thanked Mr. Cornett and the other members of 
the police for the valuable assistance they had given the stewards during the meeting. 

TIMOTHY T. GANNON, 3-P., 22/12/76. 

J. Staunton, Esq., to Sergeant Cornett, 
Dear Sir, 	 Marilyn, 20 December, 1.876. 

In reply to your letter of 1801 instant, Mating that you wc,'e charged by W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., Moruya, with 
being "unmistukeably drunk" on the 20th November, 1875, I beg to state that I saw you on that day in Court and out of 
Court, and could not upon any of those occasions say that you had the slightest appearance of drunkenness. 

Yours, &c., 
JAMES STAUNTON. 

W. R. Jeffrey, Esq., to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Moruya, 22 December, 1876. 

In answer to your letter of yesterday, I wish to state that I recollect talking to you on the evening of November 
20th, 1875 (the day of the District Court, Moruya), between the hours of S and 9 p.m. You were not at that time in a state 
of intoxication, or incapable of performing your duty. I believe you were then on duty taking your usual patrol when I met 
you on the river's bank. 	 I remain, &e., 

W. H. JEFFREY. 

Constable M'Oarthy to Sergeant Cornett. 

Police Station, Beteman's Bay, 20 December, 1876. 
IN reply to yours of the 18th instant, respecting charges of drunkenness brought against you by W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., 
Moruya, I can state that I perfectly remember the 20th November, 1875, a District Court being held at Moruya on that 
date, and can positively state that I remember seeing you several times on that day, and the night of that day, and was a great 
part of that time doing duty by your orders. I certainty did not notice the least sign of drink on you. Had you been in 
the state represented by Mr. Caswell I could not help noticing it. 

I also remember the 26th of January, 1876, on the day the bridge was opened at Mornya. I was that day on duty 
from 10a.m. to 11 p.m., except when relieved at short intervals, during which time I was in your company at least three-
fourths of the time, and I can positively state that during the time mentioned above you were perfectly sober. These state- 
ments I am willing to prove at any time. 	 JAMES M'CARTIIY, 

Constable (1st Class), 537. 

Constable Harrison to Sub-Inspector Medley. 

Police Station, Moruya, 28 December, 1876. 
CoNcrAnta R. H. Harrison (No. 2,202), at the request of Sergeant Cornett, respectfully begs to state, for the information 
of Mr. Sub-inspector Medley, that he (the constable) remembers being on duty at the District Court, held at Moruva on the 
20th November, 1875, by order of Sergeant Cornett (who was also on duty at the same place), from 10a.m. to 3 or 4p.m.; 
Remembers Sergeant Coruett waiting on His Honor Judge M'Farland after the rising of the Court; remembers being on patrol 
duty in company of Sergeant Cornett during the evening of same day up to 10p.m., and assisted Sergeant Cornett on that 
occasion in dispersing aboriginal blacks, who were causing a disturbance in town, and on the above occasions Sergeant Cornett 
was perfectly sober. Constable Harrison also remembers the 26th January, 1876, the day of the bridge opening at Moruya; 
was on duty under Sergeant Cornett from 10 n.m. till 12 p.m. (except occasionally), and can positively state that Sergeant 
Cornett was on that occasion also perfectly sober. 

R. H. HARRISON, 
- 	 Constable (2,202). 

Senior-constable M'CIelland to Sergeant Cornett. 
Si; 	 Police Station, Nerrigandah, 28 December, 1876. 

In reply to your letter of 23rd instant, and relative to certain charges of drunkenness brought against you by 
the Police Magistrate at Marilyn, I have to state that on the 26th January, 1376, on which date the Morayn Bridge was 
opened, I was on duty at Moruya, from 10a.m. until past midnight; and leaving occasion to see you almost every hour during 
that time, I can positively state that you were perfectly sober, and can testify the same on oath if necessary. 

TUOS. M'CLELLAND, 
Senior- constable. 

Constable Williams to Sub-inspector Medley 

Police Station, Moruya, 23 December, 1876. 
AT the request of Sergeant Cornett, Constable Williams (1,619) bogs to state, for the information of Mr. Sub-inspector Medicy, 
with reference to a conversation that he had with Mr. Caswell, Police Mngist;rate, on the 10th of the present month, respecting a 
letter writteu by the Rev. Mr. Love, respecting the police, Mr. Caswell stated that all ho wanted of Sergeant Cornett was to 
make a liar of Mr. Love. When he called him (the sergeant) into the Magistrates' room, he declined to disavow the truth-
fulness of Mr. Love's letter, and he had to bring the charge of drunkenness against Cornett in his own vindication. Mr. 
Caswell also stated that he.had asked for Coruett's removal from Moruya, and if he was not removed he would bring the 
matter before the House. 

A. L. WILLIAMS, 
Constable. 

Mr. P. O'Hehir to Sergeant Cornett. 
Dear Sir, 	 Bateman's Bay, 28 December, 1876. 

In reply to your letter of the 23rd instant, respecting some charges of drunkenness reported sainstyost in June, 
1874, when accompanied by Constable Williams at Bateinsa's Bay,.—I was speaking to you on your arrivmfi and departure on 

that 
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that date; you had no sign of drink whatsoever when you left the Bay. I further state that I knew Sergeant Cornett four-
teen years ago when in charge of the gold on board the steamer received from Nerrigundah Escort; I often remarked to my 
family what n steady young man; he was a stranger to me, but I believe him to be of a determined spirit in the execution of 
his duty when required, and not a toper. I sent for Mr. Cornett once in behalf of the I.S.N. Co., and lie Caine at once 
to Bateman's Bay, and though we could not make a ease of it, he acted plucky on it. 

I remain, &e., 
PATIC. O'UEBIB, 

Port Master and Agent, I.S.N. Co. 
Batenian's Bay. 

Mr. F. Ladmore to Sergeant Cornett. 
Mogo, 27 December, 1876. 

Or the 19th and 20th June, 1874, I had business with Sergeant Cornett respecting cattle brnnds, and I beg most dis-
tinctly to assert that he (the sergeant) was not on either of the above dates under the influence of liquor. 

P. LADMOBE, 
Postmaster, Mogo. 

P.5.—Constable Williams was in company with Sergeant Cornett at the above time and place. 

Mr. J. Handon to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Ryla Park, 19 December, 1876. 

In answer to your letterof to-day, I beg to state that on the evening of the opening of the Mornya Bridge, and after 
the public dinner (on the 26th January), 1 saw and conversed with you, and can safelysay you were not under the influence 
of liquor, nor have I ever seen you so, 	 I am, ke., 

P.S--I was Chairman at that dinner.—J.H. 	 JOIIN JIANDON. 

Mr. E. Handon to Sergeant Cornett 
Sir, 

I can add my testimony to that of my fut,her's with regard to your conduct on the 26th January last. I now you 
during that day and after the public dinner, and feel confident that you were perfectly sober. 

ERNEST RAND ON. 

The Rev. J. G. Love to Sergeant Cornett. 
My dear Sir, 	 Moruya, 1 Jnnuary, 1877. 

In reference to your desire that I would state what I saw of you on the day of the opening of the Moruya Bridge, 
January P9th, 1876, I can only say that I l,ave a very distinct recollection of seeing and speaking with you on four separate 
occasions during that day; and I hereby testify, and am willing to depose if necessary upon oaths, that you were upon each seporatc 
occasion, so far as I could see and judge, perfectly sober, and not in any way,  excited or seemingly under the infinenee of drink. 
I ought to state that at the close of t,l,e dinner given on that occasion one of the company became very disorderly, and you 
were requested to remove him, when you very respectfully declined, saying, 111 cannot (to so unless he is given in charge. I 
could not go inside and take him." This was about, 10 o'clock p.m. You were then perfectly capable of recognizing your 
duty, and also of perfonning it—of this I am most positive. I may also say,  that I was about the first person to whom you 
spoke on landing from the steemer. At the time of your arrival, now nearly three years ago, and from that day to this hour, 
though I have seen you early and late in the discharge of your duty, I have never once seen you under the influence of drink, 
or in any way incapacitated for the perfect performance of your duty. I am quite certain that had you been addicted to drink 
during the period above stated that I would have noticed it less or more, which I positively declare I never did. 

J. GRAHAM LOVE, 
Clergyman of Church of England in charge of Parochial District of Moruya, 

Diocese of Goulburn. 

Mr. J. W. Voller to Sergeant Cornett. 
Dear Sir, 	 Bank of New South Wales, Araluen, 28 December, 1876. 

In reply to your favour 27th instant, I beg to state that while I was in Moruya on 26th January last, during the 
festivities attendant upois opening the bridge there, I saw you twice, and on both occasions I could not discover the slightest 
indication of your being in any way the worse for liquor, 11cr dial see anytlung in your manner or appearance to lead me to 
imagine you at all unfit to perform your duty. 	 Yours, &e., 

S. W. VOLLER. 

F. Gray, Esq., J.P., to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Bateman's Bay Saw Mills, Clyde River, 27 December, 1876. 

In reply to your inquiry if I had seen you drunk on the 26th of January last, at Moruya, I have to state that sue1, 
could not have happened between the hours of 10 a-m. and 10p.m. Being one of the committee of the bridge opening on that 
day, I had occasion to see you very frequently during the day and evening, and feel sure had you have been so 1 must have 
seen it. I may also my I have never seen you so. 	 Yours, &e., 

FRANCIS GRAY, J.P. 

to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Bmidwood, 23 December, 1.876. 

I received your communication on my return home. I am rather surprised that a charge of drunkenness should 
be made against you at the time the Moruya Bridge was ope,sed. I saw you the night before ; you were then sober. On the 
following day, January 26th, I met you in company of Constable MClelland on the sports ground. You had then been quelling 
a distnrbance caused by Mr. R.ieards throwing a boy into the river. In the evening 1 went to the banquet. Not being much 
interested, I left before the speeches were started. I met you time the bridge, over which we walked backwards and forwerds 
for over an hour, when you left inc. You make a remark to the effect that you must go away to see that everything wiss quiet.. 
I again saw you about 1130 p.m. ; you were then, as on previous occasion, thoroughly sober. 

I 

The Rev. J. P. Garvy to Sergeant Cornett. 
B. C. Presbytery, Mornya, 1 January, 1877. 

I HAvE known Sergeant Cornett for a period of nearly three years. I am happy to be in a pesitioss to bear testienony to his 
efficiency, sobriety, and general good conduct. 

J. T. CARRY, B.C.C. 

Mr. E. Boot to Sergeant Cornett 
Moruya, 22 December, 1876. 

I CERTIFY that I have known Sergeant Cornett since his appointment to Moruya, now about three years ; my professional 
duties frequently bring me into contact with the police, and 1 do not recollect ever seeing the sergeant in a state epproaeliing 
insobriety. 

I consider Sergeant Cornett a sober, active, and effloient officer. 	 E. BOOT, 
Surgeon. 

Mr. 
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Mr. A. Lumedaine to Sergeant Cornett 
Sir, 	 Police Office, Newcastle, 21 December, 1876. 

In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, I beg to say that I was Clerk of Petty Sessions at Moruya vlieii you 
relieved Sergeant Hitch at that place in April, 1874, and knew you officially there from then till I left in September last. 

I never saw you "drunk" nor incapable of fulfilling your ordinary duties as a police officer. 
Iam, &te., 

ALEX. LUMSDAINE, 
C.P.S. 

Sergeant Cornett to His Honor Judge M'Farland, 
Your Honor, 	 Police Station, Moruya, 27 December, 1876. 

I am compelled most reluctantly to trouble you in a matter affecting my character and position hero. The Policu 
Magistrate, Mr. Caswell, has charged me with being repeatedly drunk in the discharge of my duty, and one of the instances which 
be alleges against Die was on the oeeasio,, of the sitting of the District Court at which your Honor presided, November 20th. 
1875. Your Honor may possibly recollect that on that day, before the opening of the Court, I called at your rooms to 
receive your commands that during the sitting of the Court I was on duty all the time, and that again I called at your 
rooms rather later in the eveniug to know if your Honor required anything, and your reply was "No, thank you, sergeant." 
I again regret I son sorry to trouble your Honor, but I am sure you will forgive me for doing so when you know that both 
my character and position are at stake I am also sure that you will, from your known character for generosity and justice, 
say in what state your Honor found me, both on that and all other occasions of your visits to Moruya. 

I remain, be., 
JAMES CORN.ETT, 

Sergeant of Police, Moruya. 

His Honor Judge McFarland to Sergeant Cornett 
Sydney, 30 December, 1876. 

It is almost impossible that I can have a recohloetton of occurrences such as those referred to in the within letter as having 
taken place or alleged to have occurred in November, 1875, and in fact I have no recollection of them but I am quito certain 
that neither Sergeant Cornett nor any other meniber of the Police Force of this Colony have ever been drunk in my presence 
to my knowledge had anything of this kind occurred, I should at once have reported it to his superior officer, and I have 
never had occasion to make such report. 	 A. M'FARLAND. 

No. 26. 
The Inspector Geneitl of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 10 January, 1877. 
ArAUT from any question as to Mr. Casweli's motive in preforring the charges he has against Sergeant 
Cornett, or the doubt which would naturally attach to such charges when brought after a lapse of time 
and under peculiar circumstances, and whilst giving due weight to the evidence adduced by Sergeant 
Cornett, and which certainly tends to exculpate him on the specific charges brought by Mr. Caswel], the 
fact remains that four Magistrates (besides Mr. Caswehl) testify that they have seen Sergeant Cornett 
under the influonce of liquor. 

This testimony cannot be disregarded. 
I should therefore be glad of Captain Zoueh's further views respecting the case, and the action he 

considers it would be fitting to take. 
The Publ:ie Service would not, I imagine, be benefited by allowing Cornett to remain at a station 

where such opinions have been expressed by the Magistracy, nor would it conduce to the efficiency of 
the Force. 

Of course if any specific charge of intoxication could be proved against Cornett, some other action 
would be necessary besides removal. 

As I have not yet reported to the Government, I should be glad to receive a reply as early as 
possible. 	 EDMUND FOSBERY, 

I.G.P. 

No. 27. 
Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 

Police Department, Superintendent's Office, Goulburn, 11 January, 1877. 
MEMo—In recommending Sergeant Cornett's removal, I do so more out of consideration for than as 
a mark of censure upon him, for most assuredly the recent exposition of what has been going on at Moruya 
affords but little hope that his retention there could lead to anything but a continuance of the same con-
tentious unhappy state of things. The testimony of the four Magistrates as corroborative of Mr. Caswell's 
charges, are at the most but qualified evidence, showing that Cornett had been seen by them under the 
influence of liquor, but quite capable of and fit for duty, and it will be observed that this testimony is 
contradicted by others. 

I place but little value upon such statements, knowing from experience how often, after erroneously 
and quickly conclusions are jumped at, especially when the suggestive element is on the alert and at hand, 
and how unwarranted and upon what slight evidence these conclusions are drawn and aflirmed. 

H. ZOUCFI, 
Superintendent. 

No. 28. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 13 January, 1877. 
SuvnxnEimlncr Zouch has caused an investigation to be held into the charges preferred by Mr. Caswefl, 
P.M., Moruya, against Sergeant Cornett, in charge of the police at that place—reports and statements in 
the case herewith submitted, 

I concur with Superintendent Zouch in thinking that Mr. Caswell has failed to make good the 
specific charges he has preferred against Sergeant Cornett, the first of which relates to an offence said to 
have been committed some three years since, and the last a year ago. 

The 
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The circumstances under which Mr. Caew'ell has preferred these charges would not favour the 
belief that they were brought forward in the interests of the Public Service. 

Sergeant Cornett has uniformly been spoken of in high terms as an efficient and well-conducted 
member of the Force, and the letters he produces conlirm that opinion. 

However, as it appears evident to inc that the duties of the PubJic Service could not be expected to 
be properly carried on were Sergeant Cornett to remain at Moruya, I propose to transfer him to another 
station. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 

	

The Under Secretary of Justice B.C. 16/1/77.—U.n. 	 I.G.P. 

[Enclosures to No. 28.] 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zoueh. 

Police Office, Brsidwood, 5 January, 1877. 
Mraro—In accordance with Captain Zouch's memo. dated 17th November, I addressed a letter to each member of the Moruya 
Bench of Magistrates, copy of which and, their replies will be found attached. I also visited Moruya and had a personal 
interview with Mr. Caswell, which resulted, in that gentleman writing me a letter, also attached. I also append a report from 
Sergeant Cornett also statements from various gentlemen and others in the district, all bearing on the charges that have been 
brought against the sergeant. 

It is not for me to decide whether the charges preferred against Sergeant Cornett in Mr. Caswell's letter of 19th Sep-
tember, 1876, to the Minister for Justice, and the one addressed to me, dated 9th December, 1816, giving the dates of the 
alleged drunkenness, have been proved or othervis& At the same time, I think it my duty to call Captsia Zoucli's attention 
to Mr. Collott's letter and constable Williams's report, portions of which confirm each other; and the inference to bedrawn is 
that if Sergeant Cornett had answered inn suitable manner questions put to him in the Mngistrates' room, the charges would 
never have been preferred against him. 	 J. R. MEDLEY, 

Sub-inspector. 
The accompanying papers I consider refute the statemgat.s if not charges of Mr. Caswell, who must most certainly have 

been mistaken in his conclusions as to the state in which be describes Sergeant Cornett to have been in on the three occasions 
named—the first said to be some three years ago, and the last nearly a year—H. Zorcn, Superintendent. The Inspector 
Oeneral of Police, Sydney. 

Sub-inspector Medley to The Bench of Magistrates, Moruya. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Sub-inspector's Office, Braidwood, 25 November, 1876- 

In a letter addressed by Mr. Caswell, the Police Magistrate, Moruya, to the Under Secretary for the Department of 
Justice, dated 19th September, 1876, there are charges of drunkenness preferred against Sergeant Cornett of the Moray-a 
police. The words used in Mr. Caswell's letter are those:—" I have challenged five Magistrates to deny having seen him 
(Cornett) at various times under the influence of liquor, and they could not." Having been instructed by Captain Zoueh, 
Superintendent of Police, Goulburn, to make inquiry into the matter, I have therefore the honor to request that you will be good 
enough to favour me with any remarks you may think fit to make in writing with regard to the charges preferred against 
Sergeant Cornett by Mr. Caswell. 

I shall also feel obliged if you will kindly direct your reply addressed to me to the Police Station, Moruya. 
I have, Lie., 

+ 	 J. H. MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector of Police, 

Mr. W. T. Collett to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Mungerarie, Moruya, 30 November, 1876. 

With reference to your letter of the 25th instant, requesting me to make any remarks in writing relative to the 
charges of drunkenness against Sergeant Cornett, preferred in Mr. Caswell's letter of the 19th September last, to the Depart-
ment of Justice, in the words quoted—" I challenged five Magistrates to deny having seen him at various times under the 
influence of liquor, and they could not"; I do myself the honor to reply,- 

1st. I cannot deny that on two occasions I saw him (Cornett) under the influence of liquor, but not incapable of per-
forming his duties. 

2nd. I was not aware that Sergeant Cornett was charged with drunkenness. 
3rd. Up to the time of receiving Rev. Mr. Love's letter there was no ill-feeling towards Sergeant Cornett, but the eon-

bury, from all the members of the Bench, nor have I the slightest ill-feeling towards him at the present time. 
4th. But for his (Oornett's) refusing to disown any connection with Mr. Love's letter, after being repeatedly invited to 

do so by the Bench, the sergeant's name would never have been brought into question. 
- 	 I have, Lie., 

W. P. COLLEPI. 

J. M'Keon, Esq., Jr., to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Moruya, 30 November, 1876. 

I do myself the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 25th instant, informing mo of charges of drunken-
ness made by Mr. Caswell, Police Msgistrate, against Sergeant Cornett, of the Moruya police, and requesting me to favour 
you with any remarks I may think fit to make in reference. 

In reply, I beg to say that I have never seen Sergeant Cornett under the influence of drink, and I always looked upon 
Sergeant Cornett as an efficient police officer and respectable citizen. 	- 

I have, Lie., 
JOHN M'KEON, J.P. 

T. Gannon, Esq., J.R, to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Moruya, 1 December, 1876. 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 25th ultimo, informing me that Mr. Cnswell, Police Magistrate 
of Moruya, had preferred charges of drunkenness against Sergeant Cornett, of the Moruya police, and requesting me to favour 
you with any remarks I may think fit to make in reference to these charges. 

Assuming that my remarks are requested for the purpose of sustaining or disproving these charges, I have delayed my 
reply until business engagements permit me to give this matter a few moments consideration. 

I cannot recollect ever having seen Sergeant Cornett so far under the influence of liquor as to be incapable of disehorgin 
his duty. I have seen him drink spirits in some of the hotels in Moruya, and have myself taken spirits in his company, but 
cannot say I ever saw him take a second glass of spirits at one time. 

I regard Sergeant Cornett as a good officer and highly respectable citizen, and I very much regret the mthappy difference 
between himself and Mr. Caswell. 	 I have, Lie., 

TiMOTHY GANNON, J.P. 

Mr. 
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Mr. R. Anderson to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Bergalia, 1 December, isle. 

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 25th ultimo. 
I remember the circumstance referred to in your letter, viz., Mr. Caswell challenging five Magistrates to deny having 

seen Sergeant Cornett under the influence of liquor. 
I mu sorry to say I have seen Sergeant Cornett under the influence of liquor, but never unfit for duty. 

I have, &-e., 
ROBERT ANDERSON. 

Mr. Ti. H. Simpson to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Icindarra, 2 December, 1876. 

I received yours of the 25th November, referring to the remarks made by Mr. Caswell in Sergeant Cornett's case, 
and deeply regret that the only course open to Inc in consistence with truth is to state that I have seen Sergeant Cornett 

under the influence of liquor," though only on two occasions. 	 I have, &e., 
B. H. SIMPSON. 

Mr. W. T. Flanagan' to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Shannon View, 5 December, 1876. 

In reply to your letter dated Broidwood, 25th November, 1876 (referring to a letter forwarded by Mr. Caswell, 
Police Magistrate, Moruya, to the Under Secretary for the Department of Justice, dated 19th Se tember, 1876), preferring 
charges of drunkenness against Sergeant Cornett, and requesting me to forward to you any remarks may think fit to make on 
the matter,—I beg to state that I have seen Sergeant Cornett under the influence of liquor, but have 'lever seen him drunk. 

I have, &c.. 
W. T. FLANAGAN. 

The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Sir, 	 Court-house, Mornye., 9 December, 1576. 

With reference to our conversation this morning on the subject of Sergeant Cornett's indiscretion, and in com-
pliance with your request, I now do myself the honor to furnish you with as much information as I can recall to memory, 
regarding the statement made by Inc to the Under Secretary for Justice, in my letter of the 19th of September last. 

The first time I ever saw Sergeant Cornett was at the Yaragee Racecourse, and be was then as I believed in a very 
inebriated state; but as I cannot recollect having had any conversatien with any one on the subject, and it is so long ago, £ 
my not be able to produce other testimony. 

On the 20th Nove,ubcr, 1875, on the occasion of the District Court, as I believe, I met Mr. Cornett in Vulcan-strect, 
Moruya, usirnistakeably drunk. 

I met him once on the Bateman Bay Road under the influence of liquor, Messrs. Andersen and Flanagan, Justices, 
were with me, and I tl,ink Constable Williams, accompanied Cornett. 

On the 24th of January last, at "Moruya Bridge opening," Sergeant Cornett was again under the influence of liquor—
sufficiently so in my opinion to render his ability to act as a constable questionable. 

In forwarding this information, I cannot but express the surprise I feel that you, in your circular of the 25th ultimo to 
the honorary Magistrate, eharacterised the statement 1 made in my letter as "charges preferred against Sergeant Cornett by 
Mr. Caswell." The statements were palpably in my own vindication, and not set forth as charges; and if police discipline 
calls for an inquiry, the charges should not be imputed to me. 

Whenever officers of the Force see fit to seek information from me regarding the constables, what they are required to 
do by the 48th section of the Regulations, I shall consider it my duty to supply it to the  fullest extcut but otherwise it is 
not within my province. 	 I have, &c., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 

No. 29. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Court-house, Moruya, 15 March, 1877. 
I do myself the honor to request you wiil be pleased to bring under the notice of the Inspector 

General of Police the conduct of Sergeant Cornett, the officer in cliargo of the Police Station at Moruya. 
On Tuesday last, the 13th instant, at 4 p.m., he was so intedcated as to be unfit for duty, and 

appeared in that state before Mr. Simpson, J.P., and myself; and subsequently the same afternoon became 
so much worse as to excite the remarks of the townspeople. He behaved in an oppressive and insulting 
manner to Mr. James Rutherford, a person travelling with a mob of horses, by threatening to arrest him, 
ordering him to remain in town, and afterwards prosecuting him before the-Police Courtwithout sufficient 
reason, as is shown in the proceedings, copies of which I ehelose. 

I am prepared to prove this charge of drunkenness, and submit that it is manifest Sergeant Cornett 
is unfit for his position. 	 I have, &c., 

W. STEWAItT CASWELL, P.M. 

[Enclosures to No. 29.] 
James Cornett V. James Rutherford, charged with driving horses through this town and being unable to produce the required 

statement when asked for it (30 Vie. No. 12, see. 17). Plea—not guilty. 
James Cornett being duly sworn, saith as follows 	ama sergeant of police stationed at Moruya; I charge the defendant 

with being it drover and found driving horses from one place to another, and failing to produce the statement required by the 
17th section of the Act; I saw the defendant yesterday in the street, and asked him if he had a travelling pass for his horses 
he said "he had," and he showed it to me; I now produce the pass, shown and uumbered A, B, and C. 

By Bench: The documents numbered B and C purport to make him the owner of the horses; I have no reason to 
believe he is not the owner of the horses. 

I produce a telegram received from the sergeant of police at cooma, but I do not know why I have no evidence that the 
man is not the owner of the horses I did not take the horses from the ma,,, as he was a respectable person I told the 
defendant lie would be liable to be apprehended; I did not see defendant point out his brand in the Directory; the brand of 
Charles Hayes ,nentioned in exhibit B corresponds with the brand in the Directory; I have seen the defendant's brand in the 
Directory; it corresponds with some of the brands on the horses. 
Sworn at Moruya, this 14th day of l 	 3.48. CORNETT, 

March, 1877, before us,— 	5 	 Sergeant of Police. 
W. STEWAuT CASWELL, P.M. 
TIMOTUT T. GANNON, J.P. 

lames 

* Eahibit marked Is. 
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James Rutherford niaketh the following statement —I am a squatter, residing at Nimitybelle; I started from home 
about the 20th ulbimo with a mob of horses for either Sydney, Braidwood, or Goulburn ; I sent a telegram to Craig, the 
auctioneer, at Braidwood, about the 20th of the same month, to advertise them for sale on the first of this month I took them 
to Braidwood, and they were put up for sale, and about ten sold; I then started for Chilton, and put the remainder in D.  
M'G-ee's hand, for sale by auction, and two were sold; I then sent a telegram to Mr. Barton, of Moruya, informing him that 
I would be here on Tuesday last; they were put up by suetiou, and one was sold. 

By Bench: I purchased twenty-three or twenty-four of them from Mr. Hayes, of Nimitybelle—one from Patrick 
Thornton, three or four from -Mr. Rankin's family, of the Native Dog Flat; the rest were my property—some bearing my 
registered brand, some without it—being horses which I bought years ago; the document signed by the Magistrate was drawn 
out by a constable atNimitybelle; the sergeant told mel would have to come to the Police Office I did come to the Police Office 
and saw the Police Magistrate and another Magistrate; I showed the sergeant my brand in the Directory; the Police 
Magistrate told the sergeant of police the Act only applied to a drover, and not to an owner, 
Stated at Moruya, this 14th day of 	 JAMES RUTHERFORD. 

March, 1877, before us,— 5 
W. STEWABT CASWELL, P.M. 
Tnrorinr P. Gsncor, J.P. 

Case dismissed. 
By us, at Moruya, this 14th day of 

March, 1877,— 
W. STEWART CAawEr,i,, P.M. 
ineorny T. &NFox, J.P. 

I hereby certify that this is a correct copy of the depositions taken in the case. 
WILLIAM CLA BEE, 

Police Office, Moruya, 1th March, 1877. 	 Clerk of Petty Sessions. 

[Exhibits.] 
 

I nanuar certify that Mr. Jas. Rutherford, of "Thoke," Manero, is now travelling with a mob of horses for sale, bearing 
different brands, in all about fifty-five head. 

Dated this 22nd February, 1877. 	 S. M'DONALD, 3_P. 
 

Nimitybel]e, 21 February, 1877. 
TErS is to certify I have sold to James Rutherford and delivered twenty-five head of horses branded YV.R YV.I., one black 
mare branded P. one piebald colt unbranded. 	 CHAELES HAYES. 

 
Nimitybelle, 7 February, 1877. 

I nAVE this day sold to James Rutherford all my horses not running on the Dog Kennel or Sheridan's Hill, four head only to 
be reserved, viz. —Piebald mare, a filly, chestnut mare broke to harness; bay filly, white forefoot. The most of the horses 
are branded; one black mare branded DE; everything over six months old to be paid for at the rate of £2 per head. 

CHARLES HAYES. 
 

Telegram from Henry Staplyson, Sergeant Police, Cooma, to Officer-in-charge of Police, Moruya. 
14 March, 1877. 

RUTHERTORD is bound over to appear at Quarter Sessions on 20th, Cooma. 

No. 30. 

Telegram from Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 
Goulburn, 31 March, 1877. 

CLLL for Cornett's explanation first, and forward it; he may admit the charge. 
Forwarded with attached papers to Mr. Medley, who will call upon Sergeant Cornett for, any 

explanation he may wish to offer. 
This telegram was in answer to one from me suggesting that this inquiry should be held by the 

Bench of Magistrates. 	 H. ZOUCH, Supt., 
3113177. 

Police Office, Braidwood, 1 April, 1877. 
Mxaro.—These papers are forwarded to Sergeant Cornett, in order that he may make any reply that he 
may think fit to the charges preferred against him by Mr. Caswdll. 
Sergt. Cornett, Moruya. 	 J. B. MED LET. 

No. 31. 

The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 
Police Department, Inspector General'sOffice, Sydney, 3 April, 1877. 

SUEERncTENDEicT Zouch ought to see the attached papers relating to the charge made against Sergeant 
Cornett by Mr. Caawell, P.M., Moruya. 	 EDMUND FOSBERY, 

I.G.P. 

No. 32. 

Sergeant Cornett to Sub-inspector Mediley. 
Police Station, Moruya, 5 April, 1877. 

Snwzncr Cornett, No. 10, begs most respectfully to deny the charges preferred agaiost him (in the 
attached report) by W. S. Caswell, P.M. 

Sergeant Cornett begs to state that from this report and others sent prior to this one, it is quite 
evident the Police Magistrate is doing all in his power to ruin Sergeant (Jornett's character and position. 

MS. CORNETI, 
Sergt., 10. 

For the infàrmation of Captain Zouch.'—J. B. MEDLEY, Braidwood. 	For the Inspector 
General's information. I will retain the papers till informed whether or not the inquiry should be before 
the Bench of Magistrates—H. Zoucu, Sup., Sub..div. 

No. 33. 
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No. 33. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 12 April, 1877. 
As Sergeant Cornett denici the charge preferred against him, I submit that it would be advisable to have 
the matter investigated by an officer unconnected with the Police Department and the Bench at Moruya. 

Perhaps .1. may be permitted to suggest that Mr. A.l!man, the Police Magistrate at Goulburn, 
should be authorized by the Colonial Secretary to proceed to Moruya for the purpose. 

ED3IUND FOSBERY, 
13.0., The Principal Under Secretary. 	 I.G.P. 

No. 34. 
Telegram from Superintendent Zouch to Inspector General of Police. 

25 April, 1.877. 
CASWIML v. Love. Am subpcanaed to appear on Monday next, also following members of police;—
Senior-sergeant Brennan, Sergeant Cornett, Senior-constables Irw'n and M'Lelland. Constables 
M'Cartliy and Smith have to produce Mr. Loves Letter re Barlow v. Cornett; will you be good enough 
to see that it is ready for me. 

No. 35. 
The Inspector General of. Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 29 May, 1377. 
I. have the honor to draw your attention to the papers respecting a charge preferred by the 

Police Magistrate at Moruya against Sergeant Cornett, transmitted to you under B.C., 12th ultuno, and 
to request that you will be good enough to inform me what has been done in the matter, as Cornett is 
under orders for transfer. 	 I have, &.c., 

EDMUND POSBE1tY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

It is suggested that in inquiry should be held into the matter by at least two public officers , the 
Inspector General of Police suggests that Mr. Ailman, P.M., Goulburn, should inquire and report. 
5/6/77.  

No. 36. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Court House, Moran, 12 •June, 1877. 
With reference to the concluding paragraph of my letter of the 2nd August last, on the 

subject of the case Barlow v. Cornett, I do myself the honor In enclose herewith, a report extracted from 
the Sydney Morning Retold of the trial of the action brought by me against the Rev. .iames Graham 
Love, for the libel contained in a letter written by him in defence of Sergeant. Cornett. 

1 beg you will draw the Minister's attention to this report, as the result oI'the action must entirely 
relieve me from the imputations contained in the letter and subsequent correspondence. 

1 have to apologise for the delay in making this communication, but since my return from Sydney 
I have been constantly engaged in more pressing business. 

Although extremely desii'ous that this correspondence should terminate, I cannot conclude without 
submitting for the consideration of the Minister for Justice, whether these constables, Sergeant Cornett 
and Constable M'Carthy, who have evinced decided hostility by appearing at the Supreme Court to give 
evidence against me, should be allowed to remain in this district, where my duty brings inc into 
intimate relationship with every police officer. 	 I have, &c., 

W. STEWART CASWELL, 
Police Magistrate. 

The Colonial Secretary, ivitli reference to previous papers, and more immediately as regards this 
paragraph.—]?.13.S., 26 3une, /77. 	The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 27 3une, 1877.—W.E.P, 

[Enclosure to P. 35.] 
Supreme Court—N enday, April SO—Sittings for Causes. 

Jianco Court. 
Before his Honor the Chief Justice and a Tory of four. 

Caswell v. Love. 
Jury Messrs. W. U. Aldorson, B. Byrne, J. Maloney, and S. Zoliner. 

Mr. Darley and Mr. Filcher, instructed by Mr. Robberds, appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. Butler, Q.C., and Mr. Simnp-
son, instructed by Messrs. itohin and Salter, for the defendant.. 

William Stewart Caswell, Police Magistrate of Moruva, sued James Gruh,sni Love, for wviting a lihcllous letter about 
the plaintiff' to Captain Zoucli, Goulbi,rn. 'his letter eo,mneneed as follows --'' My dear Sir,—I beg leave to draw your 
n.t tent.ion to certain proceedings wInch took place in the Police Court on Tuesday last, in which a Tpry popular police officer of 
yours, Sergeant Cornett, was, in the opinion of most people here, very unjustly sentenced by the Police Magistrate, W. S. Cas-
well, to pas' a fine of 2 and costs of Court." The letter then proceeded to aaimadvert upon the character of the plaint;iff in 
the ease heard at the Police Court, and concluded as follows -" But the plaintif is not very scrupulous in I lie use of his pen, 
and this Police Magistrate comes in for a goodly share of his attention ; so that Mr. Caswell was nothing loth to servo him, on 
the principle of giving a sop to Cerberus,' and all the more readily because lie could do so at the expense of the police ; for 
it is notorious that Mr. Caswell allows no opportunity to pass of insulting the police, and seizes with avidity every pretext to 
leaver them in public esteem. Any right'thinking man would suppose it to be the bounden duty of a paid Police Magistrate 
to protect, the police, but I can assure you, sir, that no such protection is afforded them. Then, the term c Bench' is so freely 
used as to be simply amusing when we all know that the Bench is only a synunym for W. S. Caswell. But of the Bench as 
constituted on Tuesday last, Mr, Collett is too timid to have an opinion of his own, or, if he has it, to put it forth and main-
tain it ; and Mr. Simpson, one of the new batch of J'.P.'s, is too igaorant to form an intelligent opinion; and yet they com- 

118 	
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re the Bench,' and so enable the Police Magistrate in sonic measure to screen himself from the consequences of the violation 
justice with which the Police Court of Moruya is familiar. I have to apologise for trespassing upon your time to such an 

extent, hut I think that I should have failed in my duty to my fellow-men if I had neglected to lay this state of tlsings before 
you. Roping you will take steps to have your officers both respected and protected in the discharge of their duty,—I am, my 
dear sir, very obediently yours, J. GEAnAM Lon, Church of lingland Minister." £3,000 was claimed. 

The defendant pleaded not guilty. 
Before tfie Jury were empannelled, the counsel for the defendant stated that the parties bad come to a settlement, the 

defendant, by his counsel, having written a paper retracting and regretting the libel, and also agreeing to a verdict for the 
plaintiff, with damages 40s. and costs, as between attorney and client. 

The retract.ation was at follows:—" The defendant retracts the statements in the letter complained of, and regrets having 
written then,, He. wishes at the same time to say that l,e acted upon information which he believed, and was not actuated by 
personal ill-feeling towards the plaintiff. lie finds, on consideration, that the statements which he was then induced to make 
are unjustifiable." 

In accordance with the agreement, a verdict for 40s, was returned. 

No. 37. 

The Rev. J. G. Love to The Attorney General. 
Sir, 	 H.M. 0-aol. Darlinghurst, Debtor's Ward, 12 December, 1877. 

I. rejoiced here in my prison when the enclosed paragraph from The Sydney Mail was handed 

to me. I rejoiced in the thought that you were abut to apply a remedy to what has long been a" crying 
evil," viz., the overbearing and unjust conduct of Benches of Magistrates to the members of the Police 
Force. in the midst of my gladness I formed the resolution of addressing you upon the euljeet—pray 
pardon the liberty—and directing your attention to what Tin common with many others conaider a case 
of gross injustice. I refer to the case of Barlow v. Cornett, decided by the Moruya Bench, presided over 

by W. S. Caswell, Police Magistrate, the particulars of which you can easily ascertain from in),  father-in-

law, the Honorable Jno. Lackey, Minister for 3'ustice and your colleague, as all the papers referring to 
the case must be I think in his office. 

I interfered in the above case at the time and wrote a letter on Sergeant Cornett's behalf to his 
aupenor officer Captain Zouch, and for my interference I soon found myself in gaol, where I have been 
for the past six months and where I most remain for six mouths longer ere I can obtain relief by means 
of the Insolvency Act. Separated from my wife and family—separated from my congregation, to which I 
had ministered during the past six years—separated also from my sacred calling, because once I become 
Insolvent I am no longer eligible to hold an appointment in the Church of England here. 

This is my case, this is the result of my interference. I do not ask you to interfere on my behalf 
for I know you cannot aid me, but I do most earnestly request you to look into this case closely for the 
sake of Sergeant Cornett, his wife, and little children, and for the sake of justice and right. I am quite 
certain that if you are good enough to do so you will have the benefit of their earnest prayers, and I can 
assure you also of the heartfelt gratitude of one who has long admired you for your conspicuous abilities 
and your high sense of honor, and who now feels that he is honored in subscribing himself, 

Yours, &e., 
J. GRAHAM LOVE, elk. 

P.8.—There are two Petitions signed by about 700 of the inhabitants of Moruya and Braidwood 
praying that a Select Committee of Inquiry may be appointed by Parliament to investigate the case of 
Caswell v. Love, but the House has been so very unsettled of late that my friends have advised me to 
withold them for the present.—Z.G-.L. 

[Enclosure.] 

"Mnemon" in the Sydeey Mail, Saturday, December lst 1577 

I ZEAS that the Attorney General is directing his attention to certain decisions lately given in our Police Courts, and that it is 
prubable the magistrates concerned will have an opportunity of following in the wake of their flonors the Judges, and giving 
reasons for their law. The "lawlessness" of the unpaid magistraey is being manifested with such persistent frequency that 
them is a danger of their claiming a prescriptive right to give mitre decisions, unless the poa1n above them interfere. Within 
the past few days a decision has been given which is enough to demoralize a whole Police Force. It appears from the evidence 
that a respectable woman, when returning home unprotected at a late hour at night, was accosted by a less respectable being 
of the opposite sex. She was a woman of mind, however, as well as of physical power, and succeeded in not only keeping her 
antagoaist at bay by thrusts and counter-thrusts of her umbrella, but in inflicting personal injury upon him. At this can. 
juncture a junior Robert caine up, and the woman was given into his custody. Prosecutor accompanied the policeman and his 
captive to the watchhouse, but the officers them refused to take the charge, and the prosecutor was evidently in no way 
inclined to press it. The tables were then completely turned on the constable, and ho was charged with assault and illegal 
apprehension. The prosecutrix talked somewhat loudly about her iutention to speak to a J.P. whom she knew. Whether she 
did so or not I cannot say, but by a strange coincidence that worthy was on the Bench when the case came on, and Robert was 
fined £2, with the alteniative of - a month at her Majesty's gaol. One of the two magistrates, however, neglected to sign the 
depositions—an oversight that renders the penalty nugatory. If this is the kind of treatment the custodian, of the peace are 
to expect from the Beach, there will be no wonder at their being floss eat when most needed. 

No. 38. 

Memo. of The Attorney General. 
Mnuwn FOR .ry Succisson. 

I HAVE just had time to glance rapidly through the papers published as a Return to the Order of the 
Legislative Assembly, concerning the Adminiatrrttion of Justice at Moruya; and I cannot help expressing 
my sense of indignation at the treatment to which Sergeant .Iames Cornett has been subjected by the 
Police Magistrate of Moruya—Mr. W. S. Caswell. I am strongly inclined to hold the opinion that the 
great preponderance of tcstimony adduced is in favour of the sobriety, the forbearance, and the general 
good character of the Sergeant and I think the whole matter is one which eminently deserves the 
serious attention of the Government. 

I very much regret that my attention has only just been called to the matter by it letter from the 
Rev. J. G. Love, at present confined in the 0-aol at Darlinghurst. If I had posecssed an earlier 

knowledge 
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knowledge of the circumstances of the case, I should have felt it to be my duty to bring the whole matter 
under the notice of my honorable Coileague, the Colonial Secretary, as the head of the Department of 
Police. 

I can now only commend the case to the careful consideration of my successor. The first revise 
of the printed papers has only just been placed in my hands. 
Attorney General's Office, 	 WILLM. B. DALLEY, 

Sydney, 13 December, 1877. 	 Attorney General. 

I think my honbie. Colleague the Attorney General should see these papers in case be would deem 
it to be necessary to write any remarks thereon.—J.Lniirv, ,Tnnv., 78. 

No. 39. 
The Secretary, Attorney General, to The Rev. J. G. Love. 

Reverend Sir, 	 Attorney General's Office, 13 December, 1877. 

I have the honor, by direction of the Honorable the Attorney General, to acknowledge the 
receipt of your letter of this day's da.te, and to inform you that the Attorney General regrets that his 
attention had not been sooner invited to the circumstances of the case upon7 which you have addressed 
him. As it is unlikely that an opportunity will be afforded to him—owing to the fact that he now holds 
office only till the appointment of his successor—of dealing as be would desire to do with the subject. 

I am instructed to apprise you that the Attorney General has requested that all papers in the 
Department of Justice in connection with this case should be forwarded to him without delay, and if suffi-
cient time elapses to enable him to investigate the circumstances, he will place his views on record for the 
consideration of his successor. 

I have, &e., 
ALEX. GREVILLE, 

Secretary to the Attorney General. 

No. 40. 

Memo. of The Attorney General. 
I invr read the Minute of the late Attorney General, bearing date 13/1.2/77, and also perused the papers 
attached. I do not like giving opinions upon incomplete facts, but I think sufficient appears upon these 
papers to show that each of parties mentioned—the Police Magistrate, the Sergeant of Police, and the Rev. 
Mr. Love—have been in their turns decidedly culpable. The Police Magistrate appears to have attempted 
to assume a position toward the police which he is certainly not entitled to, and failing to assert this 
position successfully his conduct towards the Sergeant does certainly wear the aspect of unjushil-
able persecuhon. The Sergeant seems to have retaliated by refusing to the P.M. that respect and 
deference which the officer, irrespective of the man, is entitled to. Moreover, the charges of being under 
the influence of drink on several occasions have not been disposed of in a way calculated to clear his 
character, and one direct charge made against him by the P.M., dated Mar. 15/1877, does not appear to 
have been in"cstigated at all, although iuvolving very grave derelictions of duty. Having regard to the 
interests of the Administration of Justice it would seem to me that neither of these persons is the right 
man in the right place, and that certainly they ought to be separated. I think further that the suggestion 
of the Inspector General of Police that there should be a full inquiry is well worthy of consideration, not 
omitting the last specific charge by the P.M., Mr. Caswell. 	 W.J.P., 

A.G. 16/1/78. 

No. 41. 

The Rev. J. G. Love to The Minister of Justice, &c. 
Sir, 	 H.M. Gaol, Darlinghurst, 21 January, 187.8. 

I beg to draw attention to the case of" Caswell versus Love," which I feel is one of very,  great: 
hardship, and of which the following is a brief outline :—Mr. Caswell, the Police Magistrate of Moruya, 
fined Sergeant Cornctt in the sum of. £3 for having used some words to a Mr. Barlow during a dispute 
respecting a boat, the property of the Inspector General of Police, which Barlow attempted to take 
possession of owing to this decision I addressed a letter to Captain Zouch, of Goulburn, Superintendent 
of Police for the Southern District, in favour of. the Sergeant as against Barlow and Caswell's decision. 
This letter was sent by Captain Zouch to the Inspector General of Police, who forwarded it, together with 
copy of depositions, minutes by Mr. Superintendent Medley, Captain Zoucli, and himself to the Hon. 
ioseph Docker, the then Minister for Justice, who at once sent them on to Mr. Caswell for immediate 
explanation. When Mr. Caswell received my letter lie iiistituted an action against me for libel, claiming 
£3,000 damages ;  this action I defended, employing Rolin and Salter as my solicitors, and Messrs. Butler 
and Simpson as counsel. The case was grossly mismanaged, and only about fire or ten iniiiutes before it 
caine on for hearing Mr. Butler urged its settlement; I was utterly helpless though I protested against 
such a course. But I unfortunately did not know at the time that I was at liberty to open my mouth in 
Court, except through my counsel. A verdict was entered against me for 40s. and costs, which I believe 
amounts to about £340. I neither would nor could meet this demand, and was in consequence arrested 
and thrust in here, where I have been for about seven months, separated from my wife and tamily, 
s.eparated from my congregation to which I had ministered for above six years, separated also from my 
sacred calling, for once I become insolvent I am ineligible for employment in the Church of England in 
these Colonies, and I can see no means of relief but by the Insolvency Act. 

Incredible 
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Incredible as it may seem. Mr. Caswell has been guilty of the unspeakable cowardice and meanness 
of sending into my prison the following message, viz,:—" Tell bun that if he dares to file his Schedule I 
will give him three years longer in gaol for fraudulent msolveucy.' The papers in this ease have been 
asked for in the House, and 1 have reason to bolieve that they are already in your office. The Iloiiornble 
W. B. Dailey, late Attorney General, having at my instance perused them on behalf of Sergeant Cornett. 
If you will have the goodness to look into this on my behalf, I need not say how deep and heartfelt will 
be my gratitude; meanwhile 	 I have, &c., 

J.  WRAHAM LOVE, CIk. 

No. 42. 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Police Magistrate, Goulburn. 

Sir, 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, sydney, 18 February, 1878. 
In transmitting the accompanying printed and original papers having reference to charges 

preferred by the Police Magistrate, Moruya, against Sergeant Cornett, I am directed by the -Minister of 
Justice and Public Instruction to request that you will have the goodness to proceed to Moruya and hold 
an inquiry into the charges in question, and also to the alleged want of respect exhibited by the police at 
Moruya to the Magistraey of that place, and on the other hand the want of consideration, or rather 
ill-treatment, said to have been sufered by Sergeant Cornett at the hands of the Police Magistrate. 

I am also to request thatyou will give all parties concerned due notice of your intention to hold 
the inquiry, and apprise me of the date when it will be most convenient for you to proceed to Moruya. 

You will be allowed the usual travelling expenses of 35s. per diem while engaged upon this duty, 
the voucher for which to be forwarded to this office for payment. 

I have, &e., 
W. E. PLCXKETT. 

No. 43. 
The Police Magistrate, Goulburn, to The Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Goulburn, 9-2 February, 1878. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of 18th instant (77/9,57 1), conveying the instruc-

tions of the Honorable the Minister of Justice that I should proceed to Moruya for the purpose set forth 
in your letter, I beg to request that you will be good enough to acquaint me— 

Firstly, am I correct in supposing that the Minister desires the inquiry to be confined to the 
charges and counter-charges between the Police Magistrate and Sergeant Cornett, as well as the general 
charge of systematic disrespect on the part of the police towards the Magistrates of Moruya. 

Fully admitting that my time and services are on all occasions at the disposal of the Government. 
I would yet respectfully be-, to submit for the approval of the Minister that another Magistrate should 
be associated with inc in the inquiry. My position as one paid Magistrate judging between another paid 
Magistrate and the Police is, I would urge, an invidious one. Mr. Houlton if. Voss, formerly acting Water 
Police Magistrate at Sydney, is at present temporarily living in Goulburn he is a Magistrate of great 
experience, and ba-s sat on several Government inquiries. 	If authorized by telegram 1 would consult 
Mr. Voss, who I believe would not object to bejoined with nie in the inquiry, receiving the same travelling 
allowance as myself. If, however, Mr. Leary is still of opinion that 1 should act by myself, I shall 
be prepared to proceed to Moruya at the beginning of the ensuing month, immediately after the Courts 
at Gunning and Collector have been held. 	 I have, Lw., 

J. ALLMAN, 
Police Magistrate. 

No. 44. 
Telegram from Police Magistrate, Goulburn, to Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Sydney, 27 February, 1878. 

MAY I request Minister's decision in re my letter and suggestion. 

No. 45. 
Telegram from Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Police Magistrate, Goulburn. 

27 February, 1878. 
THE Minister of Justice approves of H. H. Voss, J.P., being associated with you, and that he be paid 
usual travelling expenses, 25s. per day. Your investigation will embrace what is mentioned in your letter 
of 22nd instant, including matters referred to in the late Attorney General's memo. (Mr. Dailey), and 
the present Attorney General's (Mr. Poster), with papers lately forwarded. The Minister of Justice 
desires the fullest inquiry and report. 

No. 46. 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

Sir, 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, I. March, 1878. 
Referring to your letter of 12th June last to the Principal Under Secretary, and previous cor-

respondence having reference to charges preferred by you against Sergeant Cornctt,— 
I am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you, that the Attorney 

General is of opinion that a full inquiry should be held into the matter. I am accordingly to add, that 
the Police Magistrate, Goulburn, and H. H. Voss, Esq., J.P., have been instructed to proceed to Moruya 
for that purpose, and to give notice to all parties concerned, and I am to request that you will hold your- 
self in readiness for the inquiry. 	 I have, &c., 

W• F. PLUNJCTT, 
Under Secretary. 

No. 47. 
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No. 47. 
The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 

Department. 	 - 
Sir, 	 Department; of ,Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, i March, 1.878. 

Referring to your letter of the 28th July last, forwarding a copy of an order of the Legislative 
Assembly for copies of papers &o., in reference to the recent proceedings before the Supreme Court in 
the ease of Caswell against the Rev. J. Graham i:ove also for copies of eorrespuiidonee between the late 
Inspector General of Police and W. S. Caswell, Police Magistrate, Mornya, having reference to certain 
charges made by the latter against Sergeant Cornett, of that place 1 am directed by the Minister of 
Justice and Public instruction to state, for the information of the Colonial Secretary, that the whole of 
the papers in this matter, having been submitted for the consideration of the Attorney General, lie con-
curs in the suggestion of the Inspector General of Police, that a full inquiry should be held into the 
various statements disclosed in the papers, including those matters referred to in the Into Attorney 
General's memo. 13 December last, and not omitting last specific charge of drunkenness preferred by Mr. 
Caswell against Sergeant Cornett, 

I am also to acquaint you that Mr. A]]man, Police Magistrate, Gonlhurn, and Mr. II. Ii. Voss, 
J•P., have been instructed, to proceed to Moruya, for the purpose or investigaliog this matter, which it is 
their intention to do in the early part of the present week, and that due notice will be given to all parties 
concerned of time and place of holding the proposed inquiry. 

I am to request that the Inspector General of Police may be instructed to cause Sergeant Cornett 
to be informed accordingly. 	 I have, &c., 

W. B. PLUNKE'PT, 
Under Secretary. 

No. 48. 
The Minister of Justice, &c., to The Rev. J. G. Love. 

Reverend Sir, 	 Department of Justice and Public Instruction, Sydney, 5 March, 1878. 
Referring to your letter of 21st January last, and previous correspondence, having reference 

to charges preferred against Sergeant Cornett by Police Magistrate, Moruyn, I am directed by the Minister 
of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you that the Attorney General is of opinion that a full 
inquiry should be held into the above matter. 

The Police Magistrate, Goniburn, and H. H. Voss, Esq., .I.P., have accordingly been instructed to 
proceed to Moruya for that purpose during the early part of the present week, and to give due notice to 
all parties concerned of the day upon which the inquiry is to be held. 

I have, &e., 
W. B. PLUNKBTT, 

Under Secretary. 

No. 49. 
The Police Magistrate, Goulburn, to The Under Secretary ofJustice, &c. 

Sir, 	 Goulburn, 7 March, 1878. 
I do myself the honor to acquaint you, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for 

Justice, that I purpose, in company with Mr. H.. II. Voss, proceeding to Moruya early on Monday next. 
1 have arranged for my duty during my absence, and all parties connected with the inquiry have received 
due notice. 	 1 have, &e., 

J. ALLMAN, 
Police Magistrate. 

No. 50. 
Telegram from Police Magistrate, Moruya, to Under Secretary of Justice, &c. 

Sydney, 9 March, 1878. 
Be C0ENETr, may I request detailed particulars of my alleged illtreatment of Cornett to be investigated 
here on 14th instant. 

No. 51 
Telegram from Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Police Magistrate, Moruya. 

12 March, 1878, 
lx reply to your telegram of the 0th instant Mr. AlIman, Police Magistrate, Goulburn, has the whole of 
the papers in the matter relating to inquiry, to whom you had better apply for particulars. 

No. 52. 
Report of Evidence taken at Inquiry 

Sir, 	 . 	 Goulbuim, 30 March, 187$. 
In accordance with instructions received in your letter of 18th February last, we beg to 

report, for the information of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, that we have 
carefully, and great length, gone into the various charges arising betw'een the Police Magistrate at 
Moruya and Sergeant Cornett. 

We 
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We have divided these charges into the following heads, viz. 
1st. The several charges of drunkenness against Sergeant Cornett. 
2nd. The direct charge of drunkenness and oppressive conduct made against Sergeant Cornett by 

Mr. Caswell in his letter, dated March 15th, 1877. 
3rd. The alleged want of respect exhibited by the Police at 1\foroya to the Magistraey of that 

place. 
4th. "The want of consideration, or rather illtreatment, said to have been suffered by Sergeant 

Cornett at the hands of the Police Magistrate." 
After due investigation we would submit, that as regards "the several charges of drunkenness 

gainst Sergeant Coraatt," that ithtiou 4a thor3 is some prJ3C tint on on or two exra2riiaary oantions 
he may have, under excitement, indulged in an extra glass of spirits, the whole tenor of the evidence has 
shown that he has in no single instance been found wanting in the efficient performance of his duty. 

The statement of the witness Barlow in the evidence taken before us, as to the one alleged very 
apparent case of drunkenness on Sergeant Cornett's part, is flatly contradicted by District Court Judge 
M'Farland. (See Schedule X, Letter A, and other evidence.) 

With reference to the "direct charge of drunkeness and of oppressive and insulting manner 
against Sergeant Cornett 'in the Rutherford case (see Schedule Y), after the most minute inquiry we 
cannot find that the sergeant can be held to have been in a state of drunkenness, or that he has in any 
way behaved in an " oppressive and insulting manner." 

Mr. Caswell may have been actuated by a desire to assist the sergeant, but we think that his going 
to the Court-house, taking a magistrate with him, and discussing the "powers of the sergeant," was 
uncalled for, and tended to produce the somewhat unseemly scene that occurred there. 

Then, as to the third charge of "alleged want of respect exhibited by the police at Moruya-," &c., 
we found no evidence to support the charge of disrespect on the part of the Police towards the Magistrates 
at Moruya ; and to Sergeant Coroett's personal disrespect to the Police Magistrate, the sergeant admits 
having, when greatly irritated, used unbecoming words to Mr. Caswell ; but we think the nnpaid Magis-
trates greatly mistook their functions when they persuaded the Police Magistrate to call Sergeant Cornett 
into their room, and that the Police Magistrate greatly,  erred in judgment, not only in acceding to their 
request that Cornett should come in, but also in indulging in personal charges and accusations against 
Sergeant Cornett. 

Any breach of the sergeant's duty should have been more properly brought under the notice of his 
snperior officer when it occurred, and not after a period of some four or five years being discussed by the 
Police Magistrate with Sergeant Cornett himself. 

As regards the ill-treatment at the hands of the Police Magistrate towards Sergeant Cornett, it 
is perhaps no part of our duty to remark upon the fine inflicted upon the sergeant by the Moruyn l3eneh 
in re Barlow versus Cornett (see Schedule Z), .yet we feel the fine inflicted may have been excessive, and 
it may be that some Magistrates would have refused a suminmis at all in the case. We cannot help, 
however, noticing the hostile feeling evinced by,  \h-. Barlow in his evidence before us on the first charge 
(" several charges of drunkenness," &c.), and the unmistahceable refutation of his (Barlow's) statement as 
to the condition of the sergeant on the District Court day, 20th November, 187.5, not only in Judge 
M'Parland's letter (Schedule X, letter A), but by other witnesses. 

The Inspector General of Police has already removed Sergeant Cornett from Moruya, thereby 
anticipating what we should have felt called on respectfully to suggest. 

While assured that Mr. Caswell has in every instance been actuated by an honest desire to do his 
duty faithfully, we regret that lie should have felt called on to prefer such grave charges against Sergeant 
Cornett after a length of time had elapsed, and which he evidently never would have done had it not been 
for the letter of the Reverend Mr. Love to Captain Zouch. 

The Police Magistrate seems to have erred in judgment in maintaining the relative positions of 
himself and Sergeant Cornett, and tItus to have caused the latter, whom we cannot for a moment regard 
otherwise than an efficient and good officer, somewhat to forget himself in addressing Mr. Caswell. 

A very good feeling seems to exist between the unpaid Magistrates and the Police at Moruya; and 
if the Police Magistrate had not felt called upon, as he says, "in selI1efence," to bring these grave charges 
against Sergeant Cornett, this inquiry never would have become necessary. 

VTe'eannot say, after careful examination, that any of these charges have been sustained. We 
think it was a mistake on the part of Mr. Caswell to make his so-called "self defence" the ground of 
bringing such serious charges against Sergeant Cornett, and that it is very much to be regretted that lie 
did so only after the writing of the letter by the Rev. Mr. Love to Captain Zouch, dated 25th May, 187G. 

We have, Le., 
The Under Secretary, Dept. of Justice, &e. 	 I. ALLMAN, M.P. 

HOULTON H. VOSS, J.P. 

[E'acksure.] 

Pitocininixos of Inquiry touching "the Administration of Justice at Moruya." Held on 1441 March. 
1878, and subsequently. 

1. General charges of drunkenness against Sergeant Cornett. 

iF. S. Casice?Z, Police Magistmte at Mornye, stat-cs—I have been Police Magistrate for twenty-one years at Moruya 
as nearly as I can recollect it is about five years since I first observed Sergeant Cornett under the influence of drink at the 
racecourse of Morn; he was riding about in a violent and extravagant manner; I did not judge that lie was drunk from 
his speech I saw Sergeant Cornett going to the bars frequently ; I was not brought into personal contact with Sergeant 
Cornett; on the second occasion, about the 20th of November, 1875, when the District Court was being held at Moriya, 
Sergeant Cornett followed sue with n telegram, and esime tome three times subsequently on the same day; he was then su 
intoxicated that he could not walk straight; Sergeant Cornett brought mc a telegram which it was no part of his duly to do, 
and also persisted in showing it to mc, and said "I know you have something to do with this"; a man named .Jetfrrs was 
staesdisig by at the time I asked a person to take him to his barracks; on the third occasion I met Sergeant Cornett on the 
Batensan's Bay Road; Mr. Andersois, J'.P., was with me ; he appeared to have had it good deal of drink, and did not stand 
iteady ; he was very talkative; his state was the subject of coarersatiosa between Mr. Anderson and myself; on the 26th 
January, 1876, at the opening of the Moruys. Bridge, lam certain from Cornett's manner that lie had taken more drink thais 
he ought to have done this was about 10 o'clock at night, during the dinner; he was fussy, and acted in quit-c a different 
manner to what he generally does; I did not speak to Sergeant Cornett during the diusier ; within the last two years t have 
seen Sergeant Coraett under the intls,eneo of drink in the Court-house during business, and while he was examining a witness 
it was h-ne subject of conversation between myself and Mr. Collctt, J.P. I have seen Sergeant Cornett in the streets on two 
or three occasions, and have tried to avoid him in order that I might not appear to see him. 	 Eram,ned 
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Examined by Mr. Roberts/or Sergeant Cornett : Sergeant Cornett is a mounted officer when on duty on the occasion 
of the races lie was a mounted officer he would have to into about more quickly than tic would when on duty in the streets 
1 judged of his state from t]ae statements of other people there was no disturbance in any of the booths which called for 
Sergeant Cornett's attendance ;  on the second oac sion, that is, on the ZOtl Noveitibcr, 187.5, lie staggered as lie walked; he 
was not correct in his speech ;  on each occasion lie was only a few minutes with inc I believe that lie wenit into Coxon's 
public-house during the sitting of the Court, but I am not certain as to the day ; Sergeant Cornett was going to the Bay on 
the third occasion, and it was 15 miles froni l\loruya ; lie was not at all ott ensive, only talkative ; Sergeant Cornett dismounted 
and mounted in niy presence; I. (lid not think his horse was a restive one on the fifth occasion 1 did not coasider myself 
called upon to say anything officially about Sergeant; Corneth's state I cannot at, present fax any date as to the last two yearn 
I wish to correct one part of the eross-exonlinatuon; I judged of Cornett's inebriety by lily own judgment, and what some 
others told me on the racecourse. 
Taken before me, at Moruya, ou this 14th day of March, 1878,-- 	 W. STEWART CASWELL. 

'I. Amcth, P.M. 
IIOVLTON H. Voss. 

Patrick Brown, butcher, at Moruya, states I remember the Yarnigee races ; I saw Sergeant Cornett on that day; I 
saw lain on the racecourse between 12 and 1 o'clock ; he borrowed a whip from me; I cannot say that I had anything to 
drink with man on that day; I saw him frequent;lv during the day ; I cannot say what state he was in, as he was a stranger to 
me ; I saw Inns about 4 o'clock in the evening, and told him that three or four parties asked me to fight, and I wanted him to 
protect me I drank nothing myself; when 1 asked Sergeant Cornett to protect me I understood him to say lie would see to 
me directly ; lie did not come, although the parties 1 complained about continued to aggravate me, and challenge me to fight 
I did not notice the state Sergeant; Coraett was in when 1 went the second time for the wlnp ; he was still at a both, at wInch 
I had left him ; about half an hour must have elapsed; on the 20th November, 1875, betweeu 3 and 5 o'clock, I was at 
Coxoa's Hotel ; Sergeant Cornett was there in the bar parlor ; Henry Boot was present also ; we had some drink ; as far as I 
can remember, Sergeant Cornett shouted two or three times ; I drank lemonade I don't know what Sergeant Cornett drank 
I considered him the worse of liquor, but I would not swear any mali was drnssk i I would not do any business with him ; he 
wanted to shout again, hut, I told him he had land enough, end to go lionme I don't remember seeing him at any time under 
the influence of drink in the Court-house ; I cannot say that. I have seen Sergeant Cornett under the influence of drink at; any 
other tissie ; 1 have often seen Sergeant Cornett what; I considered fresh, though I cannot say that lie lied any drink ; there is a 
great, difference in him when lie is fresh and when lie is not; I mean in his niode of speaking. 

Gress-e,ramintd by Air. Roberts: I do not remember hearing any complaint from the people on the course about 
Sergeant Cornett ; he appeased to manage his horse properly ; when I saw' him at the Yarragee races lIre  was only walking 
his horse ;  I never noticed Inns ; I did hot nolice him drink anything at, the booth ; I. cannot remneniber that it was the 20th 
Noveinbes', but it was during a fist net Court while I was at Cexon's ; Sergeant Cornet,t was fresh on the District Court day 
before I Caine to him; I don't consider Sergeant. Cornett an excitable man ; when he is fresh he is very jolly, and wants you 
to drink as often as you will I have never known him when fresh to be offensive ; on the occasions that. 1 saw Sergeant 
Cornett at the booth he was on his horse. 
Taken before us, on 14 March, 1875,— 	 PATRICK BROWN 

J. Autirae, P.M. 
HOULTOX H. Voss, J.P. 

N4lliaps Thomas .Flonaqan, a Magistrate residing at Mornye, states : I have known Sergeant Cornett about three or 
four years; during that time I have seen him mider tkc influence of liquor I have seen him about half a dozen times under 
the influence of drink ; I did not notice Sergeant Cornett at the Bridge dinner ; I remember seeing him under the influence 
of drink at the Batenian's Bay races ; any man that knew him could tell that it was so ; I have never seen lnsn that lie wasmiot 
able to take care of himself; I remember Inn one day at the other side of the river, at Itlullcnderree, being under the influence 
of drink 1 cannot say that I have ever noticed Sergeant Cornett under the influence of drink in Court ; when I noticed him 
on the other side of the river lie was in uniform. 

Cross.cxeamined by Mr. Roberts: A. man that, did not know him would have thought hun, a strange sort of man ; it 
was doubtful at Bnteman's Bay whether he was capable of doing his duty properly ; on the occasions when I have seen him 
under the influence of drink I doubt if he was capable of doing his duty correctly it has never come to my knowledge that 
lie did not do his duty correctly on the times I have mentioned; I have not thought it necessary to report him; I have 
never noticed him in any way offensive, but the contrary Sergeant Cornett has nlu'nys been a very quiet officer—I mean 
that lie has let; tlnngs pass over that it was just as well lie did ; I believe there are things that lie nuglit have taken notice of 
when lie did not. 

Re-examined by Mr. Ca.swefl: I have a friendly feeling towards Sergeant Cornett, wInch was shared by the whole 
Bench ; on the occasions when I have seen him under the influence of drink I would not have sent liEu on a message to his 
superior officer. 

By Mr. Roberts: I do not remember outside the Court-house, since Mr. Love's letter, saying to Sergeant Cornett 
Beware of Caswell, he has a down on you, and will injure you if he can; you had better go nway from here; you will have 

no peace," or words to that, effect I don't think it at, all likely that I said any such flung ; I could not have said so with 
truth ; 1 may have told Sergeant Cornett that he had better get away from the district, althongh I never made the remarks 
about Mr. Caswell; I advised Sergeant Cornett to leave the district, because the place was in a ferment about M1. Love's 
affair and other tlnngs and the big letter. 
Taken before us, on March 15th,, 1878,— 	 W. T. FLANAGAN. 

I. Atnwi, P.M. 
Horaroy U. Voss, J.P. 

Reginald ll'eber Barlow states I am an arohituct ; I live about 10 miles from Marilyn, ; I know Sergeant Cornett; I 
particularly remember a District Court being held at Mcruya; a ease, "Collier versus Sly," being heard; I saw Sergeant 
Cornett after the Court rose, under time verandah at Staunton's publichouse ; 1 certainly considered him very drunk ; he was 
talking to me, and Judge Maefartand passed down the street, and Cornell; said lie would go amid have a yarn with his old 
friend ; I tried to persuade bin1 1101; to go, but lie persisted in it ; there were a number of people in the street at the time, and 
I was afraid lie would expose hn,usehf before the Judge if lie did go; I took hold of him by the arm; he staggered down the 
street, and went np to Judge M'Farland at Mrs. Coxon's verandalt'door; I followed down the street; I observed Sergeant 
Cornett talking to the Judge, and the Judge was movissg from side to side to avoid it collision ; I have seen hunt under the 
influence of drink several times, but I cannot specify dates; I don't think I have seen Sergeant Cornett but once in a 
pubhe-hmousc ; he was then under the influence of drink, and in ussifor,n. 

Cross-examined by Aft. Roberts: The District Court closed between 4 and 5 o'clock in the aftermaoon ; I had not seen 
Sergeant Cornett that day snitil under Staunton's verandabi ; this was just after the closing of the Court; it was only a few 
minutes after I saw-  him at Staunton's that he followed the Judge down the street—perhaps 4 or 5 minutes ; he staggered 
down (he street, I mean lie walked ummsteadihy ; when the Judge was abnfting from side to side to avoid Cornett, Cornett was 
staggering ; what I could see, the Judge could see ; I can remember the time when I saw him in the public-house, it was at 
Harkus's ; it was in the afternoon, about two years ago ; Hnrkus was there ; there has been some unpleasantness betweea 
Sergeant Cornett and myself, nh, ieh resulted in it  susnsnons. 
Taken before its, on March 1.5th, 1878,— 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW. 

3. Awrxx, P.M. 
HouLToN H. Voss, J.P. 

Willienm Hensp Simyso,,, a Magistrate, Iivisig near Mnr,mymi, states I h,uve been a regular attendant at the Moruya 
Police Court for the last; three years ; I kmiow Sergeant. Cornett ; I have seen Sergeant Coraett under the influence of liquor 
three times that I could be sure of; I remaemher a District Court, day snoro than two pars ago ; lie spoke to me, and I could 
see from his n,nnnor that he was under the influence of drink ; tIns was in the st;reet during the after000n ; on the second 
occasion I saw him under the i,sflueneo of drink at time bridge opening before the dinner eonminemneed ; hmo was not very bad and 
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I did not observe it. till I spoke to him i t.licn observed it from his spoech and his mode of speaking; he mentioned things 
that had occurred in the district which he would toot have clone had lie been sober on the first occasion I don't think if a ny-
thing had occurred he could have done his dat'-  properly ; I make rem-v little delay in the town except on Court days. 

Cs'oss.esvess,ined by Mr. Roberts: Sergeant Ccrtiett was walking in the direction of the bridge at tlio time this was 
between 3 and 6 o'clock ; no one remarked to inc as to Cornett being in liquor on the occasion of the bridge diiiiier Mr. 
Caswell did not; 1 have known Sergeant C irisett about CoLic years with the exception of what I have macia I ioned I have no 

reason to doubt- his efficiency as a police officer. 
Re-erasni,ted by Mr.(7:,ssre/t : 'There has always been it ki ndhv feeling  on time part of the Bench towards Sergeant Cor-

nett 1  ha ve Ih ougl it. at a i ines that lie 'vs s a Ii t.tlo iuitteni ive Is at nothing to corn plain of. 
By lie. Roberts: I cannot remetn'ocr at any time any pirtieuhms r tlung that Sergeant Cornett has been inattentive to its 

his ditty as o. police officer 1 renienibar there h-ave been tintes when the Bench might have complained, bat I cannot renieniber 

the circumstances. 
Taken before ns on Marcia isilt, 1878,-- 	 II. H. SIMPSON. 

3. ALLIAN, P.M. 
Hocurox II. VOSs, J.P. 

James L-yssc'h, farmer, Mulienderroc. states : I know Sergeant Cornett since lie came to 3toruya ; I have seen Sergeant 
Cornett under the influence of drink only once that was remarkable ; this was on the Mullenderree roaa few months alter he 
came to Moruya lie vas riding we tried to take In an back and not to go into town ; his horse turned into my pal dock and 

out ago in be  wets t a little wit v n p the road and then I iii's, ed back into the town j lie was incapable of guiding I 'is Is orse 
after lie turned back 1w got off tIme horse and stood tigainst the horse teasing his mane ; lie mounted again with some dilliestlty 
I have noticed grog on him since, but, nothi mg to do car barns ; I u-tinted to take lntu to the house, but he could not under-
stand Inc ; I never spoke to N r. Ctisweli about- it, but I have to ot lmer people. 

Cress.exastthseet /st/ ifs', Roberts : I have ttientioncd it to oilier people I know all about horses myself. 

Taken before us on March 15th, 1878.— 	 ,TAMES LYNCH. 

J. AltmaN, P.M. 
IIOELTON 11. \'oss. J.P. 

Wit/lets, Tsustsa;s Cot/ott states I out  a Magistrate, and live about 31 miles from Moruya I have known Sergeant 
Cornett. since he first nr,'ived in the di i net ; I retnetnbes' two oeca.siotts on winch 1 have seen tuna smatTer the influence of 
driok ; on the first occasion on at private Ian I sale before this bridge openissg, I sw sa a n at, Coxon's in thoverautiali about noon 
lie was leasing Mr. Clark. N.]?., who made a remark which drew mass' attention to Cornett he was the worse for liquor, bitt, 
capable of doitog his ditty; Ito was speaking loudly, and hsmu'rying backwards and forwards ; on the second occasion, in the 
afternoon of the day of the bridge opening, Sergeant Cornett was excited ; he was dritikitsg, and was asking people to drink 
with bum ; lie s skid Inc to drink wit hi him ; from these circumstances I judged him to be under the influence of drink, but 
not incapable ; I did not mention it to the Police Magistrate ; on one occasion, after the sitting of tIme Court, a rensar k was 
snide that there was sotnetinug wrong with tile sergeant ; generally, during the lace-ring of Police cases he was excited ; 1 have 
seen him dmsring the hearing at the Court in such a state as to snake inc re nark that ho was either in a very bad slate of mind, 
or that lie had been dritskitm g Stm'geattt Cormse.i i's statue wool I soot have been brought into question but for his (Gornett's) 
refusing to disown a 'y  cos005eetion u'itlt Mr. Love's letter after being repeatedly invited, to do so by the Bench; I don't inca-ti 
the Police Magistrate. 

Mr. Roberts: I have never seen the sargeant incapable of acting as a police officer I have attended the Court regst' 
lady every Tuesday for twenty-two yeas-s. 
Taken before us on March 13th, 1.878,— 	

W. T. COLLETI. 

J. Aruatax, P.M. 
110ULT0N H. Toss, .11. 

Robert Andersoti, Jr., states I reside about Ci umiles from Moruya ; I have known Sergeant Cornett ever since lie 
came to Moruya ; I have seen him under the influence of liquor two or three t.itoses the that time I have observed him in this 
state was in this state was on the Bateinass's Bay pitblie road ; this was about two years ago, in the afternoon 1 thought, 
from his appearance oat horseback as lie rode up and taut us, that ise wom under time influence of drink; he got off his horse and 
was speaking to Mr. Caisivehi ; lie swttyed tap against Ins horse unsteadily I moved off a little, and afterwards told the Police 
Magistrate that cc I thought: Cornett was It  little fresh I wanted smot. to be smear himn ; Sergeant Cornettasad ConstableWilhnins did 
not pass together, ahhough I helieve.Cornett s-nd they mid started together ; it was only after the Love affair that I ressnnded thte 
Police Magistrate of this incident on the second oeeasiost, wltieh I have never messtioned to any one, was about last November 
twejve snomtths, abunt the time of Clark's land sale this situ in time afterssoomo, on Coxon's verandah ; Mr. Clark, M.P., drew 
iaay attention to it ; lie was making several offers for laud to Mr. Clark, sometimes one oIler sometimes amootloer ; he was going 
backwards und forwards, ond was uossteady in his inasitmer of oval king ; I have often seems him when I could, know he htad been 
drinking, but- not particularly noticeable, except oit time occasions I have metotioned ; referring to amy letter to Sub-loispeetor 
Medley, I certainly on some occasions should not have considered Sergeant Cornett, fit to do certain duties connected with his 
office whesm he lies been in the state I have described. 

Cro,ts.exonsined by Mr. Roberts: On the occasion at Batemati's Bay Road I tisitok Mr. W. P. Flanagato, 3.?., "as with 
us ; I did not, speak to Cornett,; the only words I heard him say were, 	We left the bay together" ; Mr. Ca-swell said to mime, 

is the matter with \Vihhiamiss—lte seems to have dust on his coat P' ; boo did smot refer to him as being under the influence 
of drink ; it is most likely t lie Mr. Peter Flanagmt was there. 

Re'erasssisseet by Mr. ('as-scsi? : I am sitre it "as not ott tIme short cut on the Bay road when this occurred, and I ala 
also sure Cornett was retnnmitsg from the hay towards Murnya. 
Taken brh'urc its on March, hStlt 1878,— 	 ROBERT ANDERSON, J.P. 

J. Aawsa, P.M. 
II0L'LToN it. V0°S j.P, 

Robert Jeffrs, seleulor, residing at Watodoilo, 52 sanhes from Morova, states I formerly resided in Morttya I have 
been frequently to and fro, and slaved at Moruya for two or three weeks at a time; I resnomber the Yarragee races ; I saw 
Sergeant Cornett there', I Itave seen him frequently since I have seen him thsree or four times under the influence of liquor 
the first t imtte I saw louts I tmnnk w:as at Coxon's hotel ; I was sitt hog in one of the rooms when Cornett came in I thotsglst 
lie was pretty fresh ; we had a eotmple of ghLsses of spirits each; on time second occasion I saw him in the streets, twice after' 
scards I believe Ito was in utaiforn on each occasion ; I fancied on each of tltese occasions lie was under the influence of drink 
from his appearance ; there u-as a sort of shine ott Ins oo,ottth ; I ren,esnber on one occasion his going up to Mr. Cesweht some-
n-hero opposite Stauttatomo's ; I reutarkcd Li the Police Magistrate that the sergeant was pretty well on, or words to that effect 

I hardly I hsink Ito was capable of duty at that time. 
Cross'e,rccseined by  Lift. Roberts : I did not expect Sergeant Cornett at Coxon's ; I slipped away from him, and left him 

in tim room. 
Taken before u 	M s oto arch, ldibs, 1878,— 	 ROBERT ,IEFfERS. 

3. Ar.nousx, P.M. 
llorLvoce II. 'Toss, J.P. 

Peter Stetseatoa, labotirer, states I know Sergeant Cornett ; I have never seen him under time ismhltsenee of drink ; 
have never seen 1dm iatanhle to get on his hone; I never assisted Inma to got on  his horse I have known Sergeant Cornett 

since lie came to Morttya, 	 PETER STAUNTON. 

Taken before its, on March 15t.lo, 1.878— 
J. A LLMAIS,1°  U. 
HOVLT0N H. VosTP 

William 
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Wiltia,n George Tent/and Cameo?!, states I reside with my lather in Moll I know Sergeant Cornett I have seen 
Sergeant Cornett once slightly under the influence of liqoor, when Mr. Medley was down hero ; this was late at night., in the 
street., Opposite Staunton's ; I rCiilñrke(l to Mr. Clark that the sergeant was full, or words to that effect.;  I judged of his 
slate from the way he talked to me. 

Cross-era,nissed by Mr. Roberts I have Been and spoken to Sergeant Cornett three or four times before I was the 
first to speak to Sergeant Cornett, and said good night; he and Constable Williams stopped we were speaking about 5 
minutes ; I cannot say lie was unfit for duty. 
Taken before me, on March 15th, 1878— 	 P. CASWELL. 

J. ALL3IAN, P.M. 
IIOIJLTON H. Voss, J.P. 

Mr. Casu'ell, P.M., desires to supplement his evidence, and states I was present at Clark's sale, referred to in the 
evidence I saw Cornet.t acting in a very excited mn aner, being evidently under the influence of drink; lie was running to and 
lro to Mr. Clark; I am certain from his general appearance he was under the influence of drink, so much so that I remarked 
it to persosis present I think he was quite incapable of doing his duty. 

Cro.ss-ezusniaed by Mr. Roberts: I did not recollect this till I heard Mr. Cellett's evidence this morning I heard Mr. 
ColletI say, before the Connnissioner, that ho did not consider Cornett incapable of doing his duty on that occasion ; he was 
not staggering, but appeared stupid. 
Taken before 'is, on March 15th, 1878— 	 M. STEWART CAS WELL. 

J. Aruiiari, P.M. 
lTourrer IT. Voss, J.P. 

FOR THE DRPSNCS. 	- 
Sergeant Cornell calls Peter Ft'snagasr who states: I am a road contractor and live at Moruya ; a little over two years 

ago I remember going with Messrs. Anderson and Caswell on the Bat.eman's Bay Road ; we met Constable Williams first and 
then Sergeant! Cornett ; they were going towards Moruya ; I heard Mr. Cnsivell say that Williams was groggy, and also 
remarked about the state of his coat; Sergeant Cornett; came forward ; he dismounted from his horse and called Mr. Caswell 
on one side; he remainedspeaking to him a few minutes, then mounted and rode on; I remarked nothing the matter with 
him, he seemed as usual ?did not remark that lie had any difficulty in getting on his horse I have known Sergeant Cornett 
since he came to the district I have never heard any complaints against him as a police officer I have never seen him drunk 
or incapable at any time ; I haver never seen him under the influence of drink. 

Taken before us 15th March, 1878,— 
	 PETER FLANAGAN. 

J. Ail P.M., 
HouLvoy H. Voss, Jr. 

16 MAnOR, 1578. 
Serqeent Cornett states as follows; I. am now stationed at Young; I caine to Moruya on the 6th April, 1874, and I 

left on the 11th July, 1877; 1 remember the Yarsugee aloes ; I was on duty on the course; Constable Williams was also on 
duty ; 1 was not intoxicated on that day ; I was on duty till 12 o'clock midnight on that day; up to the time of my leaving 
at midnight I was in no way intoxicated ; Williams and the other constables were with me, and I did not leave till everything 
was quiet in the town; I did go to the booths twice on the course; Constable Williams was with, me; Mr. Gaunon, J.P., who 
was Judge of the course, invited the Police in to have a drink; wn had also something to eat; during the afternoon also I had 
aglass of porter I had had nothing previously in the forcneon ; after the conclusion of the second day's flees, Mr. Gannon, 
.l.P., and Mr. Cowan called us (the Police) over, and complimented its on the way we had done our duty on the course; I 
remember the District Court day of November 20th,, 1875; I was on duty on that day in the District Court till hall-past 3 or 
4 ; Judge lfaefarland presided ; I was not" undeniably drank" on the afternoon of that day, and did not "stagger" in my 
ivalbe ;. I sau' Mr. Caswell in Vidcan-street ; I may,  have shown hilu a telegram ; I remember it was from Simb.Inspector 
Sanderson I don't recollect; speaking to Mr. Caswell more than once ; when tIme Court closed, I followed the 
Judge to Coxon's I did not macct Barlow under Stannton's verandah ; I am prepared to swear this; I did not 
overtake the Judge, but saw- him enter his roosn from the side door of the verandah ; I followed him and knocked at his 
door ; the constable who was told off to attend the Judge having sickness in his fannly I volunteered to do Ins duty as 
constable in attendance to the Judge ; Mr. Caswell when he was standing near me never asked any one that I heard to take 
me to my barracks ; with reference to my being intoxicated I wrote a letter to Judge Macfarinmmd and received on answer from 
the Judge, a copy of which is contained on page 21 of the printed Parliamentary papers now put in and marked A in schedule; 
I did go to Batemnan's Bay in codipany with Constable Williams ; it is over three years ago; on returning front  the Bay I 
saw Mr. Caswell, Mr. Anderson, and Mr. Peter Flanagan standing on the road on tins side of the Polwanibm Mountain ; I 
was by myself, and Williams was on before me; when I first saw them I was centering along; I saw Mr. Casw'elI amongst 
the men, and from somnetlung I had hoard I wanted to speak to Mr. Caswell on police matters I called the Police Magistrate 
on one side and dismounted; after our conversation I bid Mr. Caswell "good evening", mounted, and rode ems towards 
Mornya; I was perfectly sober; when I got to Moruya I saw Williams; when I loft Mr. Caswell it was about 3 or 4 o'clock; 
the reason I let Williams comae on was that I had slaughter-house inspection duty to perform nsa the road, and his wife was ems 
the conch, whom lie wished to meet; i saw Williams in Moruya about 5 o'clock; 1 was quite sober ; I had to swim my horse 
across the river after a boat, and did Be; I remember the opening of the Morisya Bridge; there was great. excitement in 
Mornya ; there were a great ausnber of people; I was in charge of the police on that day; I brought the men down to the 
bridge about 10 o'clock to do duty; I resnained on duty till past 11 o'clock at night on that day; I remember the dinner; 
during the whole evening I was as sober as I am now ; I was not intoxicated at any part of the day ; there was a large crowd 
against Coxon's verandah door; I was there with the other men, and had to use considerable exertion to keep the people quiet, 
as they wished to got in to look at the dinner which was being got ready in the verandah ; if I was "fussy," it was only 
because I had to use great exertion to keep the people quiet; there was some disturbance inside inconsequence of a digger, a 
powerful man, bocoming excited; some one called for the police; I "-as going in, but some one said that it was all right; I 
did not go in ; this was about 9 o'clock, after the dinner was over; I remember cveryt.lnng I had to drink on that day; after 
12 (noon) I had a- glass of ale at Barkus's ; this wos after the procession was over under the arch over the bridge; about 3 
in the afternoon I tlnnk I had a glass of gin at Staunton's; it was very hot weather, and I ices rely exhausted 
from the duty of the day ; afterwards, when the excitement was over for a time, I asked Scnior-coustab]e Smith, from 
Nehligesm, to come to the birracks for some refreshment; we had some dinner and a glass of portei'; about 6 or 7 o'clock 
I went on duty again, and met Dr. Llcwellyn in the street opposite Coxon's I walked with the doctor across the bridge and 
back ; I had nothing more till late at night, about 11 or half-past ;  I met Mr. Hawden and his son going to Harkus's Hotel 
Mr. Hewden, senr., was elmairniams at the dinner ;  I was then asked by Mr. Ha-n-dna to have a drink at Jiarkus's; I did go to 
l:[nskus's and had bramidy  and lemnossade ; I had nothing snore that day ; I saw Mr. Collett in the afternoon ; I did not ask 
him to drink but I tlnnk he asked we to drink Mr. Collett was not present on any of the occasions that I had any drink that 
day; I did not drink with, Mr. Collett as I had duty to attend to ; I saw 'Mr. Simpson, 1.1'., ou that; day; I do not remember 
having any conversation with Inca. (Mr. Roberts here pnt in Mr. J. Hawden's letter, page 20 of the prismted proceedings—
snarLed B on Schedule); also a letter Iron, Mr. Guy, ii'., who is unable to attend at the inquiry (snarLed C on Scl,edule) ; and a letter froill Dr. flees Llew'rlly,m, of Braidwood (marked D on Schedule) ; also a letter from J. W. Yeller (snarLed B on Schedule.) On the day of the District Court I was not in the bar parlor of Coxo,m's with Patrick Brown and Boot, but I have 
been there with both of them at Coxon's 021 another occasion; on that occasion it was to transact business with Brown ; I 
deny,  lsaring been in any way intoxicated the last two years, and have always been able to perfnrni my duty when called npoa 
I have never been intoxicated in the streets or on the road; I have never on any occasion been intoxicated in the Court; I have 
served in the police force for twenty-three years as sergeant and corporalighI:ecn years in this colony and Inc in the Irish 
mounted constabulary, and can produce testimony to that effect ; during the whole of this time I have never been fined or 
reprimanded by my superior officer ; referring to Lynch's evidence, I totally deny that. I was under the influence of drink on 

the 
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the Mullenderee road; I remember dismounting when the horse wanted to stale; after I mounted I rode straight to Moruya 
I remember November, 1876. and the land sale at Coxon's; I was present; the sale took place on the verandah ; I was there 
on duty and on private business also; I remained there about half-an-hour; I was not intoxicated; I saw Peter Flanagan 
there, also Mr. Collett. J.P. ; I had business with Mr. Collett ; I saw Mr. Edward Harpur there, and Mr. Charles Crapp; I 
heard the evidence given by Mr. William.George Pentlanci Caswell when he staled that I was intoxicated during Mr. Sub-
inspector Medley's visit; it was not true; at that time I was not stationed here; I was stationed at Braidwood ; Mr. Clark, 
C.P.S., and Constable Williams were present when I spoke to Mr. Pentland Caswell I have never been charged 
with drunkenness by any of the magistrates, and never been reprimanded for drunkenness during business at 
the Police Court; I have been called to order by the Bench, in conducting eases before the Court; 1 may 
have become excited with the witnesses; I deny being intoxicated at ilarkus' public-house about two years ago, as 
stated by Mr. Barlow ; my interview with Doctor Lewollyn, now, r recollect, was between 8 and 9 o'clock ; it was not sickness 
in Maearlhy's family that induced me tn take his place as attendant on the Judge, but; to allow him to consider a telegram I had 
received, offering him the place of acting-gaoler at Young; Sub-Inspector Medley and myself arrived at Mornya on 20th of 
August, 1877 I remember Bateman's Bay races ; I was on duty ; I was sober all day; I had two or three glasses; I went 
there with Mr. Lackey; Mr. Guy, J.P., was at the races, and after the races I and Constable Maearthy went down to his 
house; I received papers from the heed of my Department relative to the "Love case; " I wished to consult him about the 
charges of drunkenness contained in those papers. (Letter from Postmaster at[Bateman's Bay hero put in, also that from 
Postmaster at Mago, and marked F. and G. in Schedule.) 

Cross-examined by Mi-. Caswell, PAL: I only drunk twice, except at dinner at the Yarragee races, with Gannon 
and Coman; I don't recollect. Inking Mr. Caswell's son in andiving him a glass of porter; I may have, and I may have not; 
I remember something that occurred in Queen-street after the arragee races; 1 don't recollect whether I stopped the crowd 
or not; I don't recollect going to the Police Magistrate about it ; on the District Court day, or on any other day, I never 
showed Messrs. Collett and Bell a wound on my leg, saying it was received in the Crimea; I don't remember showing the 
Police 3lagistrate a telegram four times; I only showed it once near the stump which I pointed out; I don't recollect any 
one being present when I slsowed the telegram; when I met them on the Bateman's Bay Road I believe Messrs. Anderson 
and Caswell were on foot I think it was police duty I spoke to the P.M. about on the Bay Road; lam sure no one wore my 
uniform cap that night at the Bridge dinner; I did not see Mr. Stewart Caswell at the Bridge dinner, or about; 1 did not 
offer my ticket to Stewart Caswell to go into the dinner; I did not catch him by the shoulders and maul him about; I could 
swear J got no ticket at all for the dinner; none of the police chuffed me about anything that occurred at the Bridge 
gathenng; I had nothing to drink with Dr. Lewellyn—he asked me, but I thanked him and said I would have nothing; I 
have been perfectly sober on every occasion that I have been charged with I received the papers in Love's ense two or thrco 
times from Captain Zouch I don't know whether it was the first, second, or third time I had t,hcse papers; the Bateman's 
Bay races were entise 27th December, 1876; I think at the Bateman's races it was the last time I had these papers; it is not 
true that I 

Be 

was sick over the floor of Mr. Lackey's room at the Bateman's Bay races; notwithstanding anything I have 
taken, my memory generally serves me well; up to the 15th March, '77, when there is a specific charge made against me, I have 
never been reprimanded in any Court for drunkenness in my letter, page 18 of the Parliamentary papers, dated January 3rd, 
1877, to Sub-Inspector Medley, I do not mean to impute for a moment that the Police Magistrate was under the influence of 
drink; I have never seen him so. 

Mr. Roberts put in a letter from W. R. Jeffrey, of Bega, who is unable to attend from distance, and marked II on 
Schedule. 

MS. CORNETT, 
Taken before it, on March 1611, 1878,— 	 Sergeant of Police. 

J. Antirsac, P.M. 	- 
HonnoN H. Yoss, J.P. 

,Jarnes Staentoss, Shannon Arbor, near Moruya, farmer, states: I have known Sergeant Cornctt since he came to Moruya; 
I remember a District Court day, 20th November, 1875; I was in Court; Judge Macfarland presided; I saw Sergeant 
Cornett on duty in the Court that day; I noticed him in the forenoon; I loft the Court before 1 o'clock ; during the time I 
caine to the Court and the time I left 1 continually saw Sergeant Cornett in the Court; I saw him again about 3 o'clock in 
Vulcan-strcet; I saw him on several occasions that day; he was not "unmistakably drunk" when I saw him; he was not 
drunk up till 4 or 5 o'clock, wInch was the last tune i saw him ; he was certainly sober, as far as I could see; I have never 
seen him anything else but sober; I have seen him sometimes three or four times in a week, at others once in a fortnight; I 
know it was the 20th November, because there was a case of Colliers. Sly. 
Taken before us on March 16th, 1878,— 	 JAMES STAUNTON. 

J. AaLMAN, P.M 
IlounToY If. Voss, J.P. 

Thomas William Lackey, assistant engineer, Moroya Heads Breakwater, states I have known Cornett nearly three 
years; I attended the races at Batema,i's Bay, December, /76; I went with Cornett; I spent that day and night at Bateman's 
Bay; I saw Sergeant Cornett up till half-past 10 that night; I saw him throughout the day on several occasions; I saw him 
at half-past 7; 1 have no doubt he was sober then; he was sober up till the last time I saw him at half-past 10; 1am quite 
sure that the sergeant was not sick over my hod-room floor, and I never heard of such a t:hing instil now. 

Cross-examined by Mn t'asseell: I have been more than once to races at Bateman's Bay with Sergeant Cornett; at both 
races Sergeant Cornett was sober; lie has never been sick at Bateman's Bay in my room ; I was with him nearly every hour; 
he bad no grog with 'no ; I But the brother-in-law of the Rev. J. G. Love. 
Taken before us on March 16th, 1878— 	 T. W. LACKEY, 

J. Anaia, P.M. 
Hounvox H. Yoss, J.P. 

James M'Carthy, a first-class constable, stationed at Bateman's Bay, and acting CP.S. at Bateman's Bay, states: I have 
known Sergeant Cornett for upwards of two years; I cause to Moruya when he was stationed here; he was in charge ; I 
remember a District Court day, about 20th November, 1875; I was on duty in the Court-house together with other constables; 
I believe the Court closed in the afternoon; I saw Sergeant Cornett four or five time during the sitting of the Court; I saw 
him after the Court was over, and also till 10 or 11 o'clock at night; isp till the last time I saw him he was not drunk at 
all, although we had a nobbler together; in the afternoon Sergeant Cornett was sober ; he was on duty—so was I ; I saw him 
frequently on the racecourse during the afternoon; I went with him to Mr. Guy's, S.?., between 6 and 7 o'clock in the 
evening; from the time I first san- him on the course till 10 o'clock he was sober; I saw Mr. Lackey with Cornett several 
times ; during the two years I have been nnder his orders I have never seen him drunk. 

Cross-erae,ined by Mr. Caswell, P.31.: The sergeant and I might have had two nobblers oil the District Court day; 
we bad not three; at the Bridge gathering we had two nobblers, if not more; we had not hall-a-dozen; at the Bay races we 
had two—not more; it is almost impossible that he could have been drunk on that day without my noticing it; I was perfectly 
sober myself; I remember the Bridge opening; I was on duty under Sergeant Cornett from 10a.m. until about midnight at 
intervals; I spent about two-thirds of that time with Sergeant Cornett; it, was about midnight when I saw him last ; be was 
pefectly sober thea, and rober throughout the day ; it was a day of great excitement; I have been a teetotaller the last four 
years, and am now; I remember the Bay races in December, 1876; 1 saw Sergeant Cornett there, and Mr. Flanagan, J.P. 
Mr. Flanagan was with Sergeant Cornett about 3 or 4 o'clock; I do not know who was with us when we had the nobblers on 
the District Court day; I don't remember Brawn being with us; I can't tell who was with us when we had the nobblers at the 
Bridge gathering; I think Mr. Lackey was with us when we went to the booth at the Bay; I have never known Cornett 
drunk at any time. 
Taken before me on March 16th, 1878,— 	 JAMBS M'CARTHY, 

S. ALL3Wi, J.P. 	 Const., 1st Class, 557. 

Senior 
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Seneor.coastaWe Smith states : lam in e]iarge of the police at Moruya; at the time of the Bridge opening I was in charge 
At Nelligen ; I came over to be on duty at the bridge ;  I commenced duty about 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and left oil about 
10.30 at night ; I went up to dinner with the Sergeant, at the Burt-colts, between 1 and 2; 1 was constantly with him from 10 
till i, when I was put on ot.her duty ; the sergeant was quite sober during that time; I had a glass of beer with him at dinner. 
time; the lest time I saw him was about 10.30 pin. I considered hint competent to (to his duty at that time; he was what I 
call jolly in style and manner, but certainly not drunk; I was sober myself ; I had had about three glasses of beer during the 
day with Cornett, including the one at the baeraoks; I had tea with Sergeant Cornett. 

Uross-cxasained ¼ Mr. casseell: During the time we drank those glasses ; MacClelland, Weber, and Ilyland were with 
us at different times. 
Taken before us on March 16th, 1878,— 	 T. W. SMITH, 

J A.LLMAN, P.M. 	 Senior Constable. 
HouxtoN H. Voss, J.P. 

Philp Jefferg, farmer, Moruya, states I remember the Yarragee races in 1874-24th May; I saw Sergeant Cornett on 
the racecourse keeping order; lie was mounted; I was often in his company during the day; I saw him for the last time when 
the races were over, between 5 and3 o'clock ; he had it drink but was in no way iatoxieoted ;  I could see no sign of liquor on 
him; I noticed him in the afternoon as being particularly active on the occasion of an aceident; Mr. Gannon J.P., and Mr. 
Cornett commended him in my presence for his activity on duty that day; I have always considered him as an active officer, 
jolly and good-tempered. 

&ors-exa mined 4y121fr. Caswell: Sergeant Cornett, had one drink with me ;  I believe he tonk brandy he was remarkably 
active that day; I took more notice of Isin] because he was a new man; I saw him drink with two of the stewards after the 
races were over; I signed a letter giving him a character written by my son at my request, referred to on page 18 of the 
Parliameatary paper. 

Taken before us, on March 16th, 1578,.— 	 filLip JEFFERY. 
3, AIrMAN, P.M. 
RouL'roN H. Von, J.P. 

.Roert Heniw Harvisan, newspaper pops-met-or at Moruya, states: In November, 1875, I was in the Police Puree at 
Moruya, under Sergeant Cornett ;  I was on duty in tho District Court from 10 am, till 3 or 4p.m.; I had oppertunities of 
seeing the Sergeant about the Court during that time; I think the Court closed about 3 or 4; I remember Judge 31acfarland 
leaving the Court; I saw him go to Cexon's verandah.door; I saw Sergeant Cornett follow after the Judge, and saw him 
speaking to the Judge; I was speaking to Cornett before he went to the Judge; I an not now connected with the Poboe 
Force ; when the sergeant left me to follow the Judge he was sober; I was on patrol duty that same night with Cornett; he 
was sober; if he had not been so I shoidd have noticed it; tIns was between 8 and 9 o'clock, p.m.; I was on duty at the 
Bridge opening under Sergeant Cornett; I went on duty about 1030 an]., and left 

to 

at about midnight; I saw the sergeant 
shortly before I went home; he was sober as far as I could see all day. 

Cross'ca'amined ¼ Mr. Casioeli, P.M : I don't recollect seeing him drink at all that day.-, I saw him take no drink on the 
District Court day. 

Taken before us, on March 16th, 1878,- 
3. Anusarr, P.M., 
HOULTON U. Von, J.P. 

R. H. ITARVISON, 

John 32 leon, a Magistrate, residing in Moruya, states: I have known Sergeant Cornett since lie first came to Moruya; 
I live opposite the Court-house, and have hadoften occasion to see Sergeant Cornett, and I have never in my life seen him 
under the influence of drink ; and have always considered him an efficient officer and a respectable citizen. 
Taken before us on March 16th, 1878,— 	 JOHY M'KEON. 

J. Arr.awr, 2.31. 
IloutroN H. Yeas, J.P. 

William Clarke, C1.S., at, Moruya, states : I have known Sergeant Cornett about nine months of his stay here; I 
remember isis coming here with Sub-Inspector Medley as orderly; at that time, one evening about 11 o'clock, I was walking 
with Mr. Pentland Cas,s'cll when Sergeant Cornett came up; I shook hands with him, and the sergeant called Mr. Caswell on 
one side ; on this occasion Sergeant Cornett was certainly not intoxicated-1 have never seen him intoxicated the whole 
time 1 have been here as C.P.S. ; at the time Cornett met Mr. Pentland Caswell and myself 1 do not recollect Mr. Pentland 
Caswell saying to me that Cornett looked full ; one of us, I think myself, made the remnrk the Sergeant Cornett was in good 
spirits, but I certainly did not mean by that he was intoxicated. 

Air. Caswell I will not assert that Mr. P. Caswell did not say that the sergeant was full. 
Taken before us on March 16th, .1578,— 	 WILLIAM CLARKE. 

J. Anrawc, P.M. 
Uoojror U. Von, J.P. 

Oshore lVriqldso,i, schoolmaster, Moruya, states I have known Sergeant Cornett from May, 1575, up till the time of 
his removal from Moruya; 1 remember the Bridge dinner; I was at the dinner; at hall-past 7 I went down with Cornett 
to Coxon's ; he was then quite sober and throughout the previous part of tlto day; I was well acquainted with him, as lie 
was my next door neighbour; during the whole time I have been here I have never seen him unfit for duty; I saw almost 
everi day. 

Orosr-eran,ined by lIfe. Caswell, PAL : I have seen Cornett when drink was perceptible on him on one occasion only, 
when we were at the Mutual Improvement Society's meeting; I think I had no drink with him at the Bridge gathering; I 
have heard that he has been drunk. 
Taken before us on March 16th, 1878,— 	 OSBORN WRIGUTSON. 

J. Anami, P.M. 
HOULTOY Ii. Von, 31?. 

Henry Louis Williams, constable, stationed at Moruya, states : I ca-me to Moruya in 1869, and remained there till July, 
1874; I returned ngasnin October, 1876, and have been here since; I was on duty at the Yarragee s-aces, under Sergeant Cornett, 
in May, 1574; I had opportunities of seeing lnsn throughout the day; I left the racecourse about 7 in the evening and 
came into town; I remained oa duty in the town until nearly 1 the next morning; r saw Cornett last about midnight; he 
was in my company all the evening; he was perfectly sober all the day up to midnight, when we parted ; we went to a booth 
at the races to get some lunch, and there had a bottle of porter between tIssue of us; the second time we went about 4 o'clock 
we had porter ogain ; Mr: Cosnan, I think, naked us in; Mr. Gunnon, 3.P., also one of the stewards, asked us in; I saw Cornett 
go in and have a glass of porter after the close of the races; I remember going, in June, 1574, to the Bateman's Bay road; 
this was the only time I was at Baleman's Bay with Sergeant Cornett; on returning, I saw Messrs. Caswell, Anderson, 
Flanagan, and party; I left Sergeant Cornett at Mogo ; I had left him about three quarters of an hour when I met Mr. 
Caswell and party ; Sergeant Cornett was then perfectly sober; before we left Mogo we had a glass of Colonial wine at the 
store; I left Cornett at the store with Mr. Podmore; the reason why Sergeant Cornett stayed behind at Mogo was that he 
had some inspecting duty there to perform ; lie allowed me to push on ahead as my wife and family were 	in the coach, 
returniug from Sydney; I got my uniform coat soiled on time back by slipping from the stirrup, in the act of mounting my 
horse on a bridge this side of Mogo I was quite sober; Sergeant Cornett and myself had nothing at the Bay to drink and 
that day besides the Colonial wine at Mogo ; I saw the sergeant again at Moruya about 6 o'clock; he was then perfectly sober; 

he 
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he was at my place at 10 o'clock that night ; lie was then perfectly sober; that was the last time I saw him that day ; I 

remember Sergeant Cornett accompanying Mr. Medley down from Braidwooil, and remaining about three days ; I remember 

our meeting Messrs. Pentland, Caswell, and Mr. Clarke, UPS., one evening, the sergeant being with me the Sergeant was 
perfectly sober on that occasion, and during the whole of the three days; I never saw Sergeant Cornett intoxicated at tim 
Police Quart on any occasior. 

Cross.ezanrined by Mr. Caswell, P.M. During the three (lays the ergeant was here with Mr. Medley I don't think 
we had more than four glasses of grog altogether I think it was about 10 o'clock when we met Mr. P. Caswell and Mr. 
Clark ; Nye did go over the bridge, and had been over previously,  about hiilf past S ; I can't remember whether Nye went. into 
Harkus's that evening; we did have a glass of grog at Ilarkus's during one of the three nights; I will not be positive that we 
had not two glasses at Harkus's on one of those three nights ; I am nearly certain we had not, neither the sergeant nor myself, 
ever ate oysters or drank with the larrikins" at Harkus's ; it is about three hours journey from the flay to Moruya ; 1 was 

a footman at the Yarragee races.; Cornett, being mounted, was all about the course that day. 

	

Taken before us, on March 18th, 1878,— 	
IL L. W1LLTAMS. 

J. AILIIAN, P.M. 
HOULTON II. Yoss, J.P. 

Mr. Roberts her.,  put in letter of Alex. Lmnsdaine, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Newcastle, marked IC on schedule. 

Mich eel Va,çqhan, boot and shoe maker, of Moruya, states: I knew Sergeant Cornett during all his stay here till he was 
removed; I remember the Yorrogee races; I saw Sergeant Cornett there ; I saw Sergeant Cornett once about 2 o'clock ; lie was 

on horseback 1 did not notice him drtnmk ; I saw him at the Bridge dinner during the day, and up to 10 o'clock at night.; ho 
was sober ; I have never seen him what I call intoxicated I frequently saw him I spoke to him at 10 p.iii. on the day of 
the Bridge dinner ; he was then sober. 

Cross.e.rarnh,ed by .11!,-. C'a.cwe?l, P.M. : I call a man intoxicated when he has sufficient drink in him to produce a 
mdieal change in his manner; I have seen Cornett when there was a change in his manlier which I don't consider a radical 
change; I have seen a change in him indicating drink I have never known him incapable of doing his duty. 

	

Taken before us, on March 16th, 1878,— 	 MiCHAEL VAUGHAN, 

1. ArursN, P.M. 
IIOULTON H. Voss, J.P. 

Michael Hard-as Noruya, states : I am a publieau ; it is not tine, as stated by the witness Barlow, that Sergeant 
Cornett was under the influence of drink in my house when I was present; I remember the sergeant returning to Moruya 
with Mr. Sub-Juspertor Nedley ; he (the Sergeant remained a few days ; during that time he never was intoxicated at my 
house; I can't say lie was in my house I have known him about three years ; during that time I have never seen him intoxicated 
I here never seen him unfit to do his duty, in the most minute particulars. 

By Casieelt : I don't remember Cornett having oysters with the "larrikisis"; they might have been there without my 
reerng them. 

	

Taken before us on March 18th, 1878,— 	 'NM. HARKINS. 
J. Atursrs, P.M. 
lIon.roy H. \r055,  Jr. 

Patrick JIqloli, grezier, of Tuross Heads, states —Knew,  Sergeant Cornett when he came to Moruya, and have known 
him some time before he came; I was at the Yarragee races in May, /74 ; I saw Sergeant Cornett there on duty ; I saw him 

all through the day up till half-past 7 ; he was quite sober; Iremembor the District Court here in the sumnier time, while the 
bridge was being erected; I was with Sergeant Cornett on that day up till 6 o'clock ; he was twice speaking to time Judge 
about his horse, and was quite sober; I remember the bridge opening; I saw Sergeant Cornett all through the aftcrnooa up 
to 5 o'clock; lie was quite sober; I paid him a subscription for sports in the afternoon ; during the time he has been here I 
never saw him drauk or incapable of doing his duty; I have not seen him very frequently in Noruya, perhaps not more than 
twenty times. 

Cross.exainined by .,lrr. Oasmveil, P.M.: I knew Mr. John Hawden, of Kyla; he is between 70 and 80 years old. 
Taken before us on March 18th, 1878,— 

J. ALLMAN, P.M. 	 PATRICK MYLOT1'. 

EouLreic H. Voss, J.P. 

C/series Cs-app, farmer, of Kiare, states : I remember Clark's laud sale; I saw Sergeant Cornett off and on during the 
day ; I saw nothing wrong with him; after the sale we went into the dining'room at Ooxon's; I parted with him about 4 or 
5 o'clock ; I could not see that lie was in any way affected by drink; I did not drink with him ; I did not see him take any drink. 

	

Taken before us, on March 18th, 1878— 	 CHARLES ORAPP. 
J. Atnarn, P.M. 
liouLroN II. Voss, J.P. 

Here Mr. Roberts puts in letter of 'P. Gaunon, J.P., who is unable to attend marked M. on schedule, 

Edward fleet, of Yarragee, surgeon, states: I have known Sergeant Cornett ever since lie came to Moruya ; I have 

frequently been brought into contact with him both by night and day; I have never known him affected by drink, and con-
sider him a sober and efficient. officer. 

	

Taken before us on March 18th, 1878,— 	 E. BOOT. 

.1. ALtMAN, P.M. 
bUtTon H. Voss, J.P. 

Michael Caremc, butcher, Moruyrm, states : I know Sergeant Cornett ; lie has often inspected my premises ; I was at 
Yarragee races and saw him there; I neither saw nor heard of his being affected by drink at the races, and after I came back 
into town I saw him suppressing a quarrel ; I never saw him unable to perfonu his duty. 

Cress'examismcd by 31r. Cesieell: I did not ask Mr. Caswell to report Sergeant Cornett in connection with driak; I 
have complained to the Bench of him as Crown lands bailift'; I did not tell the Police Magistrate that Sergeant Cornett was 
drunk in a paddock. 

	

Taken before its on March 18th, 1878,— 	 M. CAREW. 
J. Aannan, P.M. 
Ilonrox H. Voss, J.P. 

Peter Flanagan, contractor, re-called by Mr. Roberts : I remember Clark's land sale at Coxon's; I was there during 
the sale and after it was over; I saw Cornett while he was at the sale and after it was over; he.spoke to me, and I considered 
him perfectly sober. 

	

Taken before its on March 19th, 1878,— 	 PETER FLANAGAN. 
J. ALtMAN, P.M. 
bounvox H. Voss, J.P. 

Ernest Hawdea, of Kyle. Park, grazier, states: I was at the Bridge dinner; I saw Sergeant Cornett, several times during 
the day, the last time between 10 and 11 at night; I ha-I eonversatioa with him during the night; he was perfectly sober as 
far as I could judge; I have seen him frequently, had business sometimes with lnmlate in the evening, and I have never known 
him the worse for liquor. 

	

Taken before us on March 10th, 1878,— 	 EARNEST HAWDEN, 
J. ALtMAN, F.M. 
HonTex 11. Voss, J.P. 

Jasph 
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Josepit Tames Garcey, a Roman Catholic Priest, states I have lived eight years at Mouya I have known the 
scraeant since lie caine to 3loruya I remember the Bridge dinner1 I saw Cornett isp till 5 or 6 o'clock I thought him 
perleetly sober I have seen him constantly for the last four years, and have been brought in constant contact with inns ; I 
have never seen the slightest indication of drink on him, not even on one occasion ; 11 have never even heard that he was 
given to intemperance. 
Taken before us on March 191h, 1678,— 	 J. T. GAItVEY. 

J. Ainra, P.M. 
JiouLvoic H. Voss, J.P. 

Daniel Paul Cleary, Roman Catholic Schoolmaster, states I have been at Moruya about three years and a half; I 
know Sergeant Cornett two years and a half in Moruya ; part of this time I lived at Hurkis' in]' I have seen Cornett, OiL 

sevensl ooeasions there ; ho W85 never intoxicated there that I could see ; I saw him almost daily while here I cannot say that 
I have always seen him absolutely sober, but I have never seen him incapable of doing his duty. 
Taken before us on March 19th, 1878,— 	 D. P. CLLARX. 

J. An.ac.s,a', P.M. 
JIOULTON H. Voss, J.P. 

Mr. C'aswel/, P.M., recalled, states —With reference to that part of my letter dated 19th September, 1876, to the 
Under Secretary, Department of Justice, wherein I say, "I have on several occasions seen Cornett in public under the influence 
of liquor, and on" so drunk that I asked a person to get him away to his basmeks," I have now to say that I considered it 
then no part of my duty to report him before that date to his superior officer or to the Government ; bnt this charge appeared 
only in iisy letter of 19th for reasons stated in my letter of 7th September, 1876, which showed I had always treated him with 
consideration, and these instances of intemperance did not come before me magisterially. 
Taken before us on Mareh 19th, 1878,— 	 . 	 W. STEWART CASWELL. 

J. Ansa, P.M. 
liouLvoN H. Yeas, J.P. 

This closes the charges of drunkenness.—J. A., P.M. 

SCHEDULE (X.) 

 
His Rosier Judgo M'Farinnd to Sergeant Cornett. 

Sydney, 30 December, 1876. 
IT is almost impassible that I can have a recollection of occurrences such as those referred to in the within letter as having 
taken place or alleged to have occurred in November, 1875, and in fact I Imve no recollection of them but I am quite certain 
that neither Sergeant Cornett nor any other member of the Police Force of this Colony have ever been drunk in my presence 
to say knowledge; had anything of this kind occurred, I should at once have reported it to his superior officer, and I have 
never had occasion to make such report. 	 A. M'FAItLAND. 

 
Mr. J. Ilawdon to Sergeant Cornett. 

Sir, 	 Xyla Park, 19 December, 1876. 
In answer to your letter of to-day, I beg to state that on the evening of the opening of the Moruya Bridge, and 

after the public dinner (on the 26th January), 1 saw and conversed with you, and can safely say you were not under the 
influence of liquor, nor have I ever seen you so. 	 I am, &o., 

P.5.—I was chainaan at that dinner—SB. 	 JOHN HSWDON. 

 
P. Guy, Esq., J.P., to Sergeant Corhctt. 

Sir, 	 Batcman's Bay Saw Mills, Clyde River, 27 December, 1876. 
In reply to your inquiry if I had seen you drunk on the 26th January last, at Moruya, I have to state that such 

could not have happened between the hours of 10 am, and 10 p.m. Being one of the committee of the bridge openiug on 
that day, I had occasion to see you very frequent]y during the day and evening, and I feel sure had you have been so I must 
have seen it. I may also say I have never seen you so. 	 Yours, &o., 

FRANCIS GUY, J.P. 

 
Roes Liewellyn to Sergeant Cornett. 

Sir, 	 Braidwood, 23 December, 1876. 
I received your communication on my return home. I am rather surprised that a charge of drunkenness should 

be made against you at the time the Moruya Bridge was opened. I saw you the night before ; you were then sober. On tbe-
following day, January 26th, I met you in company of Constable M'Clelland on the sports ground. You bad then been 
quelling a disturbance caused by Mr. Rioards throwing a boy into the river. In the evening I went. to the banquet. Not; 
being much isterested, I left before the speeches were started. I met you near the bridge, over which we walked backward, 
and forwards for over an hour, when you left sue. You made a remark to the efcct that you must go away to see that every 
thing was quiet. I again saw you about 1130 p.m.;you were then, as on previous occasion, thoroughly sober. 

- 	I am, Lie., 
BEES LLEWELLYN, Surgeon. 

B. 
Mr. J. W. Yeller to Sergeant Cornett. 

Dear Sir, 	 Bank of New South Wales, Araluen, 28 December, 1876. 
.In reply to your favour 27tll instant, I beg to state that while I was in Moruya on 261-li January last, during the 

festivities attendant uvon  opening the bridge there, I saw you twice, and on both occasions I could not discover the slightest 
indication of your being in any may the worse for liquor, nor did I see anything in your manner or appearance to lead mc to 
imagine you at all unfit to perform your duty. 	 Yours, Lie., 

J. W. VOLLER. 

P. 
Mr. P. O'Eehir to Sergeant Cornett. 

Dear Sir, 	 Bateman's Bay, 28 December, 1876. 
In reply to your letter of the 23rd instant,, respecting some charges of drunkenness reported against you in June 

1874, when accompanied by Constable Williams at Batomaa's Bay,—I was speaking to you on your arrival and departure on 
that date; you had no siga of drink whatsoever when you left the Bay. I further state that knew Sergeant Cornett four-
teen years ago when in charge of the gold on board the steamer received from Nerrigundah Escort; I often remarked to my 

family 
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fanlily what a steady young man; he was a stranger to me, but I believe him to be of a determined spirit in the execution of 
his duty when required, and not a toper. I seat for Mr. Cornett once in behalf of the I.S.N. Co., and he came at once to 
Bateman's Bay, and though we could not make a ease of it he acted plucky on it. 

I remain, fib., 
PAfl. O'RERIR, 

Port-master and Agent, I.S.N. Co., 
Bateman's Bay. 

 
Mr. F. Ladmore to Sergeant Cornett. 

Mogo, 27 December, 1876. 
ON (he 19th and 20th June, 1874, I had business with Sergeant Cornett respecting cattle brands, and I beg most distinctly to 
assert that he (the sergeant) was not on either of the above dates under the influence of liquor. 

F. LADMOREJ  
Postmaster, Mogo. 

P.S—Constable Williams was in company with Sergeant Cornett at, the above time and place. 

 
Sir, 	 Moruya, 22 December, 1876. 

In answer to your letter of yesterday, I wish to state that I recollect, talking to you on the evening of November 
20th, 1875 (the day of the District Court, Moruya), between the hours of 8 and 9 p.m. You were not at that time in a state 
of intoxication, or incapable of performing your duty. I believe you were then on duty t.aking your usual patrol when I met 
you on the river's bank. 	 J sin, fib., 

W. H. JEFFREY. 
K. 

Mr. A. Lusasdaine to Sergeant Cornett. 
Sir, 	 Police Office, Newcastle, 21 December, 1876. 

In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, I beg to say that I was Clerk of Petty Sessions at Moruya when you 
reheved Sergeant Hitch at that place in April, 1878, and knew you officially there from then till I left in September last, 

I never saw you "drunk" nor incapable of fulfilling your ordinary duties as a police officer. 
- 	Iam,&e., 

ALEX. LUMSDAINE, 
C.P.S. 

M. 
Timothy P. Gaunon, J.P., to Sergeant Coraett. 

AT the Yarragee Racecourse I consider Sergeant Cornett discharged his dnty in a most efficient and satisfactory manner. At 
the close of the second day, from my place on the Stewards' Stand, I publicly thanked Mr. Cornett and the other members of 
the police for the valuable assistance they had given the Stewards during the meeting. 

TIMOTHY T. OAINON, J.P., 
22/12/76. 

Proceedings of 10th March, 1878—Enuiry at Moruya; in s-c direct charge made agathst Cornett, 
No. ion Schedule. 

IV. S. Caewell, P.M., Moruya, states: On Tuesday, 18th March, 1877, he (Sergeant Cornett) at 4 in the afternoon 
was so intoxicated as to be unfit for duty, and appeared in that state before Mr. Simpson, J.P., and myself, both in the street 
and in the Court-house; he behaved in an off casive and insulting manner to Mr. James Rutherford, by threatening to arrest 
him, ordering him to remain in town and afterwards prosecuting him before the Police Court without sufficient reason; I was 
leaving town, on the day in question, accompanied by Mr. Simpson, J.P., and had reached about 50 yards from the Post 
Office when I heard some one calling, which 1 found to be Sergeant Cornett; he came up in a hurry to me and said, "Here's a 
man driving stock without a proper certificate ;" Mr. Simpson, Jr., was present; he wanted to leave, but I asked him to 
remain; a stranger came up (Mr. Rutherford); Cornett was showing me some document at the time, I think the certificate; 
Rutherford asked to have it examined, and said it was signed by a Magistrate and written by Constable Bryan, who was, I 
believe, acting C.P.S.; Cornett was very much excited; I was convinced the more he spoke that he was strongly under 
the influence of drink; lie asked my advice, and objected to everything I said; Rutherford was annoyed; I told Cornett that 
both he and Rutherford could telegraph, if necessary, one to the police, the other to the Magistrate signing the document, but 
Cornett still objected and put difficulties in the way, and at his request we all went to the Court-house; I opened the Brands 
Act, and was loaning over the desk reading it, when Rutherford went into the body of the Court and asked for the Brands 
DirectDry, and while I was atifi reading, Rutherford handed the Diroetory to Cornett, saying, "There's the brand ;" Cornett 
flourished his hand, saying, "It's nothing to do with it," and would not look at it; I read part of the Act aloud, and told 
Cornett that it did not appear to inc that he (Cornett) had anything to do with Rutherford; I was repeatedly interrupted by 
Cornett (whilst reading) in a drunken manner; I don't believe he knew what he was doing; I had no doubt whatever as to 
his being intoxicated; Rutherford came up to me on the Magistrate's Be,ieh, asking me to look at the brand in the Directory, 
handing the book to me; Sergeant Cornett snatched at the book with both hands, saying, "That's nothing to do with it;"  I 
had got hold of the book, and hold it firmly, saying, "Yes, it has a great deal to do with it; Cornett muttered something to 
the effect that "You an allowing a great privilege ;" he then moved quickly into the centre of the room; lie put his head 
down and swung himself round, saying something about the word "irregular'; I am confident what he did was to resent 
my holding the book from him I have no doubt whatever that his excitement was caused by drink; I asked him if the man was 
in custody, or if he brought me to the Court-house as a Magistrate or to explain; he said "I brought you here to explain; 
I can take him if I like"; I said "You can if you like, but it is a risky thing"; lie came back to the desk; Rutherford was 
then standing at the door at the foot of the hiench, where he went after Cornett had used the word freedom ; Cornett and he 
were standing within arms length of each other; Cornett caught hold of Rutherford by the shoulder, and called out 
"Williams, I -------," looking at Williams; Cornett stopped short; I walked out of the Court, followed by Mr. Simpson; 
during the conversation in the body of the Court between Cornett and Rutherford ; Cornett said "Although you may not be 
a rogue or a thief, I must look after you"; his manner ivas not fit for any one, and was highly disrespectful to me as Police 
Magistrate; he acted in a drunken, maudlin way throughout; he did not take Rutherford into custody that night, but 
prosecuted him in the morning, and the ease was dismissed; the depositions appeared in the printed Parliamentary papers, 
marked Mo. 1 on Schedule; I withdraw that part of the charge with regard to the remarks of the townspeople contained in my 
letter of 15th March, /77. 

Oross-exami,,ed by Mr. Roberts: The certificate in the Parlinnientary papers shown by Rutherford was signed by only 
'one Magistrate ; a drover should have a certificate signed by two Magistrates; Rutherford, for all I know, was the drover of 
the horses (his own) ; when he and Cornett came up Rutherford appeared annoyed I noticed that he (Cornett) walked 
straight enough when he came up ; when I suggested the telegraph, Cornett at first seemed to accede to the suggestion, and 
then did not seem to adopt it; 1 remember no disrespectful words fill he came to the Court-house with me; I believe he did 
aubsequently telegraph to Cooma; there was no one present that I noticed in the Court-house during the transaction, except 
myself, Mr. Simpson, J.P., Cornett, Rutherford, and Constable Williams; Cornett may have said Rutherford was a stranger 
to him; I believe Cornett said that no one in the town knew Rutherford I don't remember Cornett saying anything about 
horses being stolen from a man named Wilson at Arulucn; I first became angry when Cornett snatched at the book; Cornett 
put his hands on the book, but did not drag at it but gave n firm pull; lie only hold it while you could speak; he only pulled 
once, which was over immediately; ]. did not notice him stagger at all in the Court-house ; his speech was changed ; I don't 
any it was thick I did not hear Mr. Simpson speak to Sergeant Cornett; I did not hear Rutherford say, "I hope you are 
not going to lock me up, sergeant?"  I did not hear the sergeant say, "No, although I have the power to do so"; I did not say 
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to Cornett, "Why don't you do so?" I don't remember Rutherford saying again, "I hope you are not going to do so, 
sergeant" ; I remember him saying to Rutherford that as he (Rutherford) was a stranger ho must take every precaution ; I 
had spoken to Sergeant Cornett on the subject of Love's letter before the 13th March, 1877 I do not think I could not have 
passed over such conduct in the Court-room, although I might have passed over that. outside ; I was not so much convinced 
of his state outside as I was subsequently inside the Court-house I consider he was worse inside the Court-room than he was 
outside. 
Taken before us on March 10th, 1878,— 	 IV STEWART CAS WELL. 

J. Airarnc, P.M. 
R0ULT0N H. Vose, J.P. 

William Jienry Simpson, TP., states I remember Rutherford's case ; on that day I was with the Police Msgistmte 
leaving town; when below the post-office Sergeant Cornett caine hastily after us, calling Mr. Caswell, and said, " Here's a man 
travelling with horses without a prop3l- permit" ; immediately afterwards Rutherford came running down, and said, " The 
permit I have was written by a constable at Yimitabel, and signed by a J.P" ; Mr. Caswell then advised both parties to tele-
graph; the sergeant asked the P.M. to come back to the Court-house to explain snatsers; Mr. Caswell asked me to come back 
with him to the Court-house ;  lie all came back --, Mr. Caswell got the Act., and was leaning on the Bench reading it; at the 
same time Rutherford asked Cornett for the Brand Directory, both being on the floor of the Court-room ; Mr. Caswell read 
that part which bears on owners of stock, and explained to the sergeant as to owners of stock; in the meantime Rutherford 
found the brand in the Directory, and was handing it to the P.M., when Cornett went forward and tried to take it., saying 
that has got nothing to do with it, ; Mr. Caswell asked Cornett if he brought bin, there to explain, or as a Magistrate, 
and Cornett replied "To explain"; Mr. Caswell asked if the man was in custody, but Cornett said, "No, but lean take him"; 
the sergeant put his hand on Rul.herfor's shoulder, and called, "Williams, 1—" and stopped; after that the P.M. and 
I left; ho appeared under the influence of drink in the Court room very perceptibly, and very excited indeed; the reason 
why I came to the conclusion that be was under the influence of drink was he brought the P.M. back, and would not pay any 
attei,tioa to his advice, and his behaviour is, the room generally; I have no doubt but that lie was under the 
influence of drink; I cannot deseribe his conduct; from his conduct and action in the Court-room I should judge 
he was not uble to undertake uny police duty properly ; there was a great deal of argument between Mr. Caswell 
and Cornett ; I saw Rutherford go on to the Bench, and heard Cornett say it was yes7 irregulor ;" I saw him swing 
himself round once; Rutherford was showing Cornett the Brands Directory, when Cornett said, " That's got nothing to do 
with it" ; the Police Magistrate's advice on the whole to both was to telegraph ; the sergeant interrupted Mr. Caswell in 
reading the Act; I remember when Rutherford went up on the bench Cornett said excitedly, " That's a great freedom," 
or words to that effect; 1 believe lie said to Rutherford, "You may not be a rogue or a thief, but I must look after yell 
I don't think Cornett's manner was proper as a sergeant of police in addressing the P.M. I don't know whether I would 
report bun had I been P.M. ; I did not say it is a " damned shame, yea ought to interfere," but I did say come back and 
let us rca "hat we can do for the man, (meaning Rutherford) ; the P.M. refused to have anything snore to do with Sergeant 
Cornett; I believe he added the word "I" when he enlled out Williams and then stopped; from the sergeant so suddenly 
stopping it was my impression that Williams hinted to Cornett. to step; when I read the Act I told Cornett it appeared to 
apply to drovers only apart from owners; about a quarter of an hour before Cornett came up to Mr. Caswell and myself I 
sa\v Cornett in the town and spoke to him; he was then under the influence of drink, and 1 could see be had been drinking, 
and had taken more than he ought; but I could not say he was unfit for doing his duty; and the Board of Inquiry have heard 
how Cornett eendueted his duty afterwards in the Court-room. 
Taken before me on March 19th 1878,— 	 W. H. SIMPSON, J.P. S. Anaax, P.M. 

Hounoar H. Yeas, J.P. 

II'. if. Simpson, 3.?., continued—By P.M. I saw Mr. Anderson, J.P., going away on the coach that day; Rutherford 
did try to point out ins brand to Cornett; he (Cornett) could not help seeing Rutherford handing time Brand Directory to Mr. 
Caswell, and if Cornett over said otherwise lie must, have forgotten ; Rutherford was sober as far as I could see; I saw no sign 
of liquor on him at all. 

Put in by Mr. Roberts, and handed to him by Mr. Caswell in cross-examination of Mr. Simpson, 5.?., in special case 15th 
March, 1877.-11.II,V. 

Moruya, 15th March, 1877. STATEMEXT of Messrs. Caswoll aad Simpson, J.P., Justices of the Peace at Mornys, regarding the conduct of Sergeant 
Cornett: On Tuesday, the 13th instant, Mr. Caswell, the Police Magistrate, and Mr. Simpson, 3.P., were in the act of loavin 
the town together, when Mr. Caswell was called back by the Sergeant of Police, James Cornett, who came to Mr. Caswell an 
said, "Here's a man who is driving sleek who has not got a proper certificate or statement..'' Mr. Caswell was looking at the paper 
handed to him by Cornett, and was interrupted by a stranger (Rutherford) approaching, who amongst other remarks said the 
certificate signed by a Magistrate, land been written by Coastable Bryan, of Iimitybelle. Mr. Caswell then said, "Well, it will 
be easy for both of you to telegraph and set the matter straight." The sergeant talked a good deal, and Mr. Caswell offered 
if it was decided to return to the Court-house and look if time statute would permit of anything being done to prevent incon-
venience. All than proceeded to the Court-house, into which Constable Williams, lock-up-keeper, also followed Mr. Caswell 
stood at. the Magistrates' table reading the Brands Act, the 16th and 17th sections, and interpretation clause, of which he read 
aloud, but was frequently interrupted by the sergeant. During tlais time Rutherford had been searching time Brands Directory, 
to which he attempted to draw the sergeant's attention, but unsuccessfully. Mr. Caswell tried to explain to the sergeant by 
repeating passages of the Act that it did not appear to apply to the "owner" of stock; and while there was conversation on 
this head Rutherford, who had been frequently interrupted by Cornett, and told that though he mightnot be arogueora thief 
he must look after him, walked round to Mr. Caswell, who 'was still standing behind the Magistrates' table, and pointed to a 
brand in the Directory. Sergeant Cornett snatched at the book as Mr. Caswell took it, saying, "That's nothing." Mr. 
Caswell retained the book saying "Yes, it is." Cornett then said something about Mr. Caswell allowing great freedom, and 
twisted himself round in a stooping disrespectful posture, mursnnred seinctiung about irregular. Mr. Caswell then said, "Is 
the man in custody P' Cornett an! wered "No, but I can take him if I like." Mr. Caswell asked, "Have you brought me 
here as u Magistrate, or to explain the law ?" Cornett said, " I wanted you to explain." Mr. Caswell was reading for a short 
time, during which Cornett made some rambling remarks, and appeared to become stupid, and seemed hesitating what he 
should do. He suddenly laid his hand on Rutherford, and said, looking at 'Williams, "Williams, I -," and immediately 
stopped. Mr. Caswell and Mr. Simpson then left. Sergeant Cornett was too intoxicated to befit for duty. Re was confused 
in his conversation, and spoke and acted in a disrespectful and maudlin manner. 

Cross-excise med by Mr. Roberts: it was  not more tlsana minute or two when Rutherford also came up; Cornett came 
up in such, a hurry that I could not notice any difference in his walk; I first observed him under the influence of drink when 
lie spoke to me; he seemed out of breath and w-ishing to say everything very quickly ; I cannot say that lie objected to the 
certificate not being signed by two Magistrates ; ho may have said so; I refer to the Brand Act and notice the (16th see.); I 
see that it is required of a drover of horses or cattle that he should have a statomentsigned by the ow-ncr, setting forth the 
date and place of delivery, the number and description, &-c., of the horses and cattle; also in the 17th section it is provided. 
that any constable may ask for that statesnent, and if not in his possession lie may be apprehended by the said constable; I 
also see that any drover shall have a certificate signed by two Magistrates ; the certificate in the printed papers marked A, and 
shown in annexed Schedule, is the same as was exhibited to the Justices by Rutherford ; by another Act that part of the 1701 
section relating to a certificate signed by two Justices is repealed; I see on referring to the printed paper, the certificate therein 
annexed to the proceedings in 'a Rutherford is not the one reqnired by law ; having now read the Act and certificate exhi-
bited, I do not consider that he (Sergeant Cornett) oppressed Rutherford by summoning him to the Police Court ;  subse. 
qsientIy I heard that Cornett did telegraph to Cooma ; either time sergeant or 'Williams fousmd the Brand Directory; I think it 
was 'Williams; as I read the Act I thought the directory had something to do with the ease mentioned; I still think so; I 
don't think I said a word in the Court-room to Cornett or any one else; I am sure I took part in nothing that went on; when 
1 say "argument" I mean there was a great deal of snterforenee on the part of Cornett with the P.M., and that Cornett 
did not listen to the P.M's. explanation; the whole matter took up about ± of an hour in the Court-room; the P.M. 
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appeared annoyed in the Court-room; about a week or more after the occurrence in the Court-room, Mr. Oaswell's son brought 
me a document from his father, now produced, in reference to Rutherford's case, with a request for me to sign it I did not 
sign it; it may have been the day following the occurrence at the Court-room I do remember the sergeant speaking to me 
about Rutherford's case a few days afterwards Mr. Caswell asked me if 1 could conic in to sit in Rutherford's ease I said 
I would if I could; Mr. Caswell did not say to me, "If you come in and sit on the Bench, I think we will be able to fix 
Sergeant Cornett, or anything of the kind." 

2W)'. Caswell P.M,re'exaoiined: On referring to the Brands Act I see that a "drover" is any person other than the owner; 
there is no alteration of that inany other Act; after reading the 16th clause of the Brands Act I don't think that the "owner" 
need carry any certificate; if I were satisfied that the person travelling was really the owner, I would accept the certificate 
signed by one Magistrate; I don't consider it necessary at all; I don't remember Mr. Caswell giving any opinion in the Court-
room; he simply explained as he is doing now; Rutherford told Cornett he had passed through Braidwood and other stations; 
Rutherford wanted to show Cornett his own registered brand in the Directory; I am aware that such a registry is proof of 
ownership ; the paper given by Mr. Caswell to Mr. Roberts, and put in by hun to the Bonrd, contains an accurate account of 
what occurred in the Court-room and outside, although I declined to sign it, and told the P.M. I thought lie ought to 
sign it himself; the day the ease was heard was not a Court-day; Mr. Caswell has often asked me to attend at the Court' 
house on odd days as he did not like ssking the business Magistrates; the P.M. has several times expressed regret to me to 
bring anything against Cornett, and the P.M. made no special application to me to come in next day; I did not know there 

was to be a Court next day; when I left town I understood both parties were going to telegraph to Nimitabell. 

	

Sworn before us, on March 2001, 1878,— 	 W. H. SIMPSON, J.P. 
S. Anrn, P.M. 
Hounoy H. Toss, J.P. 

Michael Rell states I am a nurseryman, living in Moruya; I remember Rutherford's sale of horses which were sold 
by auction; I saw Mr. Anderson near the Post when the coach left; I saw Cornett several times thaiday; lie was near Mr. 
Anderson; Cornett and I bad had some conversation about my,  boy's work; about 2 o'clock Cornett came up to where I was 
and put his hand under his jaw; he said, "I am suffering from toothache " I said, "You had better go in and take a couple 
of good brandies; it will either cure you or put you to sleep ;" this was at the "Royal Hotel"; I did not notice that he was 
under the influence of drink, but that he appeared to be suffering from toothache very much; at about 4 o'clock lie appeared 
to be different, either through drink or from the after effects of the pain. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Roberts: At about 4 o'clock, when lie was speaking to Rutherford about his certificate, I then 
considered him fit to perform his duty. 

.Re.exansiaed by Mr. Cancel?, Pit: I might have remarked afterwards to some one that he was tight or sprung. 

	

Taken before us on March 20th, 1875,— 	 MICHAEL BELL. 
S. SaLMAN, P.M. 
BovLToN H. Voss, S.F. 

Robert Anderson, Jr., states —I remember the day of the sale of Rutherford's horses ; I saw Sergeant Cornett near 
the post office; I noticed him coming towards me ; he was the worse of liquor, and under the influence of drink ; he made 
some remarks to me; Ifelt sorry; he came up tome, and turned away; Cornett commenced to talk to Michael Bell about some 
work done by his (Bell's) boys; he went away in another direction, and shortly after I saw,  him accost Mr. Simpson; I said to 
Cardw, "I hope he will not meet Mr. Simpson" I did not see him afterwards; I can't say lie was not fit for duty I don't 
know whether I would have employed him on police duty or not; I would not lmvc entrusted him with any particular police 
duty ; he was not 5 minutes in my sight nitogether ; I never spoke to any one about this matter. 

c'ross-exarsined by Mr.Rober?s: The sergeant only spoke to mcfor aminiite or less; the first tlung that I noticed was his 
walk; what I mean by his unsteadywnlk is this: he first made a long step and then a short one; he was not walking steadily, 
and unequal in his steps altogether ; he did not sway much from side to side ; he was walking at his usual pace, but not 
unsteadily. 

	

Taken before us on March 20th, 1878,— 	 ROBERT ANDERSON, S.F. 

S. Aarjraw, P.M. 
UouLroN H. Toss, S.F. 

Reginald .Heber .Earlow, states I remember Rutherfoid being in Moruya with horses; I new Sergeant Cornett on the 
day when he met the two Magistrates; I stood near the post office; it was aout 3 o'clock; I saw the sergeant come UI) 
and begiu to speak to Messrs. Caswell and Simpson; he was talking loudly, and he appeared to be under the influence of 
liquor; when they parted, Mr. Caswell and Simpson came over to me and asked me if I had noticed the sergeant; I said, in 
reply, I had noticed him; I took him to be under the influence of liquor from the way he rolled about, and the way lie was 
talking; he was quite different from his usual manner. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Roberts: I did not speak to him myself; I don't recollect Rutherford speaking to the Magis- 
trates the same time as I saw Cornett; the sergeant was evidently excited about something ; when the Magistrates came over 
to inc I said nothing mare to them than I have stated; I believe Cornett was able to arrest a prisoner but I don't think he 
was able to conduct a ease; I was not intoxicated myself; previous to this therc'has been unpleasantness between myself 
and Sergeant Cornett, 

Mr. Caswell: I think Rutherford was sober. 

	

Taken before us, on March 20th, 1878,— 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW. 
S. Atrntr, P.M. 
Hovsiror H. Toss, J.P. 

DEFENCE 

Peter Flanagan, contractor, states I saw Sergeant Cornett at Rutherford's sale, and after it was over, about dusk; 
after the sale and near dusk Sergeant Cornett caine up and complained of a fearful "toothache"; I asked Cornett to come 
into the " Royal" and have some brandy to put in his tooth; lie did so, and held the brandy down on his tooth, holding 
his head down on his hand ; we might have been twenty minutes there ; during the afternoon I did not notice lie was the 
worse for drink; and at dusk at the "Royal" I only noticed that he was suffering from toothache; just after the sale I 
heard a man make some remark to Cornett about the horses; Cornett replied, "I'll see to it " I didn't notice anything else 
particularly. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Caswell, Pit: I believe the sale commenced in the afternoon; I saw Cornett off and on from 
that time until about dusk; I have been a witness in another ease testifying to Cornett's sobriety. 

	

Taken before as, on 20th March, 1878,— 	 PETER FLANAGAN. 
J. Aaira, P.M. 
Houxjror II. Toss, J.P. 

Charles Craw, of Kiora, farmer, states : I recollect Rutherford's horse sale; I saw Sergeant Cornett that day with 
Rutherford walk into the Court-house; this was about 2 or 3 o'clock ; I considered that lie was sober; I next saw him after 
the sale was over, near Emmett's store; I asked Cornett why he stepped the sale; be gave me a reason which satisfied me 
lie was as sober then as he is now, as far as I could see. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Caswell, P.M.: I have given evidence in another case as to Cor,sett's sobriety. 

	

Taken before us on March 20th, 1878,— 	 - 	 CHARLES CRAFF. 
S. ALLAN, P.M. 
HounTox H. Toss, J.P. 

James 
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,Tafl,es Stephens, fonner, living near Moruya, states; I remember Rutherford's horse sale; I was present ; I saw 

Sergeant Cornel.t lucre ; I cannot say he had no drink, but 1to was as capable of doing business as I am now. 

	

Taken before us on March 20th, 1878,— 	 JAMES STEPHENS. 
J. ALtMAN, P.M. 
IJOULTON B. %055 J.P. 

Phi/lip ,kfcry, fanner, states I was at Rutherford's sale; I saw him (Cornett)at intervals; he complained of tooth-
aeh c, and I saw him pul.ting liii hand to his jaw during the afternoon, and afterwards at the " Royal" I can't say that lie was 
intoxicated ; I (liii not see luin staggering ; his face was usiusunllv red at sundown I could see that he had drink on him ; lie 
was not at all unfit for duty ; I was titled at Cornett about the horses; he was quite lit for duty in every part of it; Cornett 
told me then that Bell han recommended him to take brandy for the toothache. 

	

Taken before us on 20th March, 1878,— 	 PHILIP JEFFERY. 
J. ALLMAN, P.M. 
IIOVLTON H. Voss, J.P. 

WiT/ian, Clarke, Clerk of PettvSessions, Moruya, states: I remember the 13th March, 1877 ; Rutherford's sale was on 
that (lay; I was at the Court-house tilt 1 o'clock ; I last saw him (Cornett) between 12 and 1 about the Court; he was then 
sober. 

Cross-examined kY Air.  Caswell, P.M. : The information against Rutherford was laid on 14th March—on the same day that the ease was entered into ;  I gave the Police Magistrate a certified copy of the proceedings in this ease, wlueh are in the 
printed papers, and shown in schedule annexed. 

	

Taken before its on 20th March, 1878,— 	 WILLIAM.CLARKE. 
I Axasn', P.M. 
HouxiroN H. Voss, J.P. 

Peter Williams, blacksmith, )toruya, states: I remember Rutherford's sale of horses ; my shop is on the road to the 
sale-yard; I saw Cornett pass my shop during the sale with Rutherford and Williams I did not particularly notice him, and 
saw nothing wrong with him. 

	

Taken before or, on March 20th, 1878,— 	 PETER WILLIAMS. 
J. ALtMAN, P.M. 
HOVLTON H. Yes; J.P.  

Cons/sd/c Williams, stationed at Mornya, states : I remember Rutherford's sale, and also Mr. Rutherford, Cornett, 
Mr. Simpson, and Mr. Caswell coming into the Court.lsouse ; I was subsequently called in ; Mr. Caswell was then on the 
Bench standing with Mr. Simpson sergeant Cornett was standing at the table on the floor of the Court Rutherford asked 
for the Brand Directory ;  I think I gave it to Mr. Caswell ; I tlunk the sergea.ntund Rutherford were looking atit at the table 
I did not see Sergeant Cornett attenspt to snatch it out of the P. M's hand, or snatch it with both lssnsds I did not hear 
Sergeant Cornett say That's got notiusig to do with it," but I did hear him say to Rutherford, "Don't be leading the 
Magistrate astray" ; I heard the Police Magistrate read the Brands Act aloud ; while so doing, Cornett did net "repeatedly 
interrupt Isim in a drunken manner "; Mr. Cuswell, Rutherford, and Cornett were all much excited and there was high talk 
between them ; during die whole of the proceedings Sergeant Cornett was perfectly sober; his conduct towards Rutherford 
was not "oppressive" in the Ceurt.roosn ; while there, Sergeant Cornett was talking to the Police Magistrate; he (Cornett.) 
said to Mr. Caswell, "I can either deal with him by summons or lock him up'' ; Rut:h,erford said, "I hope you won't leek me 
IsIs, sergeant'' ; Cornett said, "I have the pow-er'' ; the P.M. t;hsen said, " Why do you not do so P' or words to that effect; I 
hseisrd Cornett tell Rutherford if he did not leave town, and take his horse, lie ivould not; leek him up, but deal with him by 
sinninens in the morning ; I saw Cornett afterwards, and we walked to tIre sate-yards ;  I saw him all till 8 o'clock at night 
asp till that time lie was quite sober; I know he was suffering from t;eotlsnche all the morning; lie complained all day. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Caswell, P.M,. I don't recollect his saying anything about it being a "great fi'oedo,n," nor 
about an "irregularity''; I heard the P.M. ask Cornett if he had brought him there as a Magistrate, or to explain matters 
I heard Mr. Caswell explain to Cornett that there was a distinction between owner and drover ; I have already given evidence 
of Cornett's sobriety in another ease; I never saw Sergeant Cornett drunk ; I saw' no difference in this instance as to his state 
of sobriety to that of othei-s in which I have given evidence; he seemed suffering violently from toothache; I dare say I 
have seen Cornettis-hen the drink could be noticed on him ; when I say lngh talk I mean that the Police Magistrate was 
telling Cornett that the papers Rutherford had were sufficient-, and that Cornett was arguing that Rutherford reqnirod 
statements of brands, &e. ; I have never seen Cornett unfit to do his dirty. 

	

Taken before its, on 20th March, 1878,-- 	 H. L. WILLIAMS. J. Arnsstp,, P.M. 
IJOULTON H. Yeas, J.P. 

Sergeant Cornet t states: I remember the 13th March, 1877 ; it was a licensing day; I was on duty at the Police Court 
till nearly I pin. ; after that I went down the street, and from something I heard I accosted Rutherford; he said he owned 
the horses to be sold ; :t. required the production of his certificate ; he produced the certificate annexed to the printed paper 
after further conversation with him I did not think lie had fulfilled the requirements of the Act; I told him he had better get a 
Magistrate, arid seeing the P.M. just then with Mr. Simpson, J.P., I wentafter them ; I showed Mr. Cnswell the pernsit ; I told 
Mr. Caswell Rutherford was a strasiger ; we went into tIre Coui'tliouse ; Mr. Caswell went up to the Bench and got the statute 
I and Constable Williams got the Brands Registry from the shelf; it was put cit the table but Rutherford took it up and came 
up on to the Bench with it to Mr. Caswell ; Isawhim showing the Brands  Begist totlsaPjtf., and I came round and said, "What is that P' Mr. Caswell said, "Have you found it?" I said I would hiketo look at it; I put my handonthe book and said, "Let me 
have a look at it.?"; the Police Magistrate said, "Wait amisiute—don't be in such amightyhurry ;" Isaid, "I begyonrpardon ;" 
the Police Magistrate said to me, "Sergeant, I don't think this affoet.s this man, as it only applies to drovers not owners, and 
this man is the owner ;" I differed with the P.M., giving him my reasons; Use Police Magistrate got annoyed, and there was 
some high talk over the matter; the ,Police Magistrate said, "Did you bring me here as n Police Magistrate, or what ?" I 
never attempted to snatch the statute Iron, the P.M. ; I said to Williams, " you can look after Rutherford, I don't think he'll 
go away ;" I can bring him up by summons in the morning; I remember everything distinctly ;  during the whole of this time 
I was not under the influence of drink ; during the whole day I had two glasses of brandy for the toothache ; 1 wns nearly 
mad with it; I summoned the man heenuse I was not satisfied that the document he had was a legal one; I telegraphed to 
Cooma to.Captain Baltye, and did not receive an answer till the ease was being heard. 

Mr. Caswell: I did not telegraph to Nienitybehie; don't know whether I saw schedules B and C on the l3th of March 
or the 14th; 1 saw a good man)- on the 13th; I was annoyed at Rutherford running off with the Brands Registry. 
Taken before us on March 20th, 1878,— 	 345. CORNETT, 

J. ALLMAL P.M. 	 Sergeant of Police. HotmLxcN H. Voss, J.P. 

SCHEDULE Y. 

The Police Magistrate, Marilyn, to The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &e. 
Sir, 	

Court-house, ?storuya, 15 March, 1877. 
I do myself the honor to request you will be pleased to bring under the notice of the Inspector General of Police 

the conduct of Sergeant Cornett, the ethicer in charge of the Police Station at Moruya. 
On Tuesday last, the 13th instaert, at 4p.m., lie was so intoxicated as to be unfit for duty, and appeared in that state 

before Mr. Simpson, J.P., and myself, and subsequeatly the same afternoon became so smith worse as In excite the remarks of 
the townspeople. lie behaved in an oppressive and insulting asassner to Mr. James Rutherford, a nerson travelling with 

a 113—F 
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a mob of horses, by threatening to arrest him, ordering him to remain in town, and afterwards prosecuting him before the 
Police Court without sufficient reason, as is shown in the proceedings, copies of which I enclose. 

I am prepared to prove this charge of drunkenness, and submit that it is manifest Sergeant Cornett is unfit for his 
position. 	 1 have, &c., 

IV. STEWART cASWELL, P.M. 

[E,icloseres] 

Issues Cornett a,. lames Rutherford, charged with driving horses through this town, and being unable to produce the requirod 
statement when asked for it (30 Vie. No. 12. sec. 17). Plea—not guilty. 

,To,nes Cornett being duly sworn, saith as follows —I am a sergeant of police stationed at Moruya. I charge the defendant 
with being a drover and found driving horses from one place to another, and failing to produce the statement required by the 
17th section of the Act; I saw the defendant yesterday in the street, and asked him if he had a travelling pass for his horses 
he said "he had," and he showed it to me ; I now produce the pass shown, and numbered A, B, and C. 

By Bench: The documents numbered B and C purport to make him the owner of the horses; I have no reason to 
believe he is not the owner of the horses. 

I produce it telegram received from the sergeant of police atCooma, but I do not know why I have no evidence that the 
man is not the owner of the horses I did not take the horses from the man, as he was a respectable person j I told the 
defendant he would be liable to he apprehended I did not see defendant point out his brand in the Directory; the brand of 
Charles Hayes, mentioned in exhubit B, corresponds with the brand in the Directory I have seen the defendant's brand in the 
Directory; it corresponds with some of the brands on the horses. 

	

Sworn at Moruya, this 14th day of1 	 lAS. CORNEIT, 
March, 1877, before as,— 	5 	 Sergeant of Police. 

W. STEWART CASWELT, P.M. 
TIMOTnY T. GaN0N, J.P. 

No.1. 

James Rutherford anaketh the following statement —I am a squatter, residing at Nimitybelle; I started home about 
the 20th nitimo with a mob of horses for either Sydney, Braidwood, or G-oulbnrn; I sent a telegram to Craig, the auctioneer, 
at Brnidwood, about the 20th of the same moath, to advertise them for sale on the let of this month I took them to Braid-
wood, and they were put up for sale, and about ten sold I then started for Clulton, and put the remainder in D. M'Gee'a 
hands for sale by auction and two were sold I then sent a telegram to Mr. Barton, of Moruya, informing him that I would 
be here on Tuesday last; they were put up by auction, and one was sold. 

By Bench I purchased twenty-three or twenty-four of them from Mr. Thsycs, of Nimibello—one from Patrick 
Thornton, three or four from Mr. Raiakin's family, of the Native Dog Flat the rest were my property—some bearing my 
registered brand, some without it—being horses which I bought years ago; the document signed by the Magistrate was drawn 
out by a constable at Nimitybelle; the sergeant told me I would have to come to the police office I did come to the police 
office, and saw the Police Magistrate and another Magistrate; I showed the sergeant my brand in the Directory ; the Police 
Magistrate told the sergeant of police the Act only applied to a drover, and not to all owner. 
Stated at Moruya, this 14th day of 	 TAMES RUTHERFORD. 

March, 1877, before us,— 	5 
W. STEWART CASWSLL, P.M. 
Tniornr T. GAXE0N, J.P. 

Case dismissed. 

	

By us, at Moruya, this 14th day of 	- 
March, 1877,— 

W. Smws.n Caswunn, P.M. 
TaMomy P. Gnexox, J.P. 

I hereby certify that this is a correct copy of the depositions taken in the me. 
WILLIAM CLARKE, 

Police Office, Moruya, 17th March, 1877, 	 Clerk of Petty Sessions. 

(Exhibits.) 

A. 

I asznsssr certify that Mr. las. Rutherford, of "Thoke," Manero, is now travelling with a mob of horses for sale, bearing 
different brands, in all about fifty.five head. 

Dated this 22nd February, 1877. 	
B. 	

S. M'DONALD, J.P. 

Nimitvbelle, 21 February, 1877. 
Tins is to certify I have sold to James Rutherford and delivered twenty-five head of homes branded YVU YVI., one black 
mare branded P, one piebald colt unbranded. 	

C. 	
CHARLES HAYES. 

Nimitybelle, 7 February, 1877. 

I HATE this day sold to ,Temes Rutherford all my horses not running on the Dog Kennel or Sheridan's Bill, four head only to 
be reserved, viz. —Piebald more, a filly, ehesnut mare, broken to harness; bay filly, wlnte fore foot. The most of the horses 
are branded; one black mare, branded .DB ; cverythieig over six months old to be paid for at the rate of £2 per head, 

CHARLES BAYES. 
D. 

Telegram from Henry Stapylton, Sergeant Police, Cooma, to Ofilcer.in-eharge of Police, Moruys,. 
14 March, 1877. 

Rt-rnEnPoRD is bound over to appear at Quarter Sessions on 2001, Cooma- 

No. 52. 
No. 3 and 4 charges 

Jr is arranged between Mr. W. S. Caswell and Sergeant Cornett that the investigation into these charges 

before the Board of Inquiry shall be limited to the occurrences of the Magistrates meeting on the 9th 

September, 1876, and the ease of Barlow v. Cornett, and that each side shall call two witnessos in 

support of their respective statements, and this without cross-examination. 

W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 
ALFRED ROBERTS, 

Attorney for Scrgt. Cornett. 

The witnesses to be called:— 
For Mr. Caswell :—Robert Anderson, J.P., W. H.. Simpson, J.P. 
flit Sergeant Cornett :—Robert Anderson, J.P., W. T. Collett, J.P. 

PROCEEDINO S 
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PROCEEDINGS of inquiry at Moruya, in re 3rd and 4th charges, ViZ:— 
3rd. ' The alleged want of respect exhibited by police at Moruya to the Magistracy, Le." 
4th. The want of consideration, or rather ill-treatment, said to have been suffered by Sergeant 

Cornett &c." 
21 March, 1878. 

Mn. Roberts, for Sergeant Cornett, hands in the information and depositions in the case Barlow v. Cornett as exhibited in schedule annexed, and calls 
W1ZUa,n 2'. ColIc/f, .T.1'., who states: .1 remember the meeting in the Megistrates' room, referred to in the printed papers; 

Sergeant Cornett was called into the room by Mr. Oaswell at tim request. of some of the Mugistrates ; when Cornett cam,, in 
there was nellie conversation about Mr. Love'; letter I believe it was read;  but flat not sure. (The let/cr is ore page 10 of the printed papers—Love to Zone/i.) The sergeant was called in with reference to this letter, and also to afford him an opportunity 
to disclaim the letter if he chose ; he was asked to disclaim (by the Magistrates) having any hand in it ; he refused to do so, 
and said he was forbidden to say anything; he was repeatedly asked but stilt declined I explained to Cornett that if he 
denied having anything to do iviih the letter his name would be left out-altogether ;  Cornett- still declining to answer, the 
Police Magistrate remarked to him, ''There is a charge against you for being drunk ;" Cornett had previously asked, " What 
charge is to be made againm,t Inc F" the sergeant then said to Mr. Caswell, 'Were you over drunk or gambling P' his (Cornett's) 
mariner was excited when saying this ; Mr. Caswell then asked the Magistrates, C; I-fare any of you ever seen are drunk or 
gambling F" we all were a little excited ;  Cornett as well ; 1 heard Mr. Anderson more than tn-ice ask the Police Magistrate to 
be quiet, and not address Cornett; Cornett had no previous netiee of his being wanted in the Magistrates' room I don't 
remember Carew's name being mentioned ; the sergeant may have been in the room half an hour altogel her; it was through 
me that lie was kept so long ; there was other language of a pe]'sonal character passed between the Police Magistrate and 
Sergeant Cornett, the ilutture of which I cannot- recollect I heard time sergeant say to the Police Magistrate that lie had done 
something tantanionnt to being "ungentlemanly ;" he (Cornett) was speaking u-it;h reference to being charged wit-I, drunkenness. Taken before us OIl March 21st, 1878,— 	 W. T. COLLETT, Jr. 

J. Arnw, P.M. 
IIOULTON H. Yoss, J.P. 

Robert Andersen, LB., states : I remember the meeting in the Magistrates' room; I remember Sergeant Cornett u-as 
called in, but by whom I do not know; we had been talking together in the room some time before Cornett, was called in, 
which was in consequence of what we had been talking about I think we lund been called together by Mr. Caswell ; before 
Sergeant Cornett was called in the Magistrates were dimcossi ng a letter Mr. Caswell "-as writing to the Under Secretary, 
Department of Justice, in reply to one he had received, containing the charges made against- the Police Magistrate, in the 
letterfimn Mr. Love to Superintendent Zoueh ; we then suggested Cornett's being called in, but the Police Magistrate did not 
assent, to this ; we represesited to Mr. Caswell that we thought it but right; that Cornett should have an opportunity afforded 
him of diselaiming having had anything to do with the writing of that letter ; on coming in Cornett persisted in declining 
to disclaim having any knowlt-dge of the letter; I then wished Cornett to retire, as I thonght his nnswer was inffleient 
Mr. Collet,t, however, still detained him, and further wished him to give some explanation ; after this the Police Magistrate 
said, 'Pliat: is sufficient ; you had better let the sergeant go, and I will take my own course" I remember at one time the 
sergeant saying, "1 had rather be dismissed than say anything" ; Mr. Caswell thea said, "I am going to report you" 
Corsiett, asked, ''For what F" the Police Magistrate replied, " For drrmkenness" ; Cornett rejoined, " Eave you never been drunk or gambling yourmelf P " we saw both parties were getting a little worm, and the sooner the meeting was ended the 
better ; the sergeant then withdrew ; . believe Cornett asked the Police Magistrate if lie (Mr. Caswell) had ever been to 
Carew. the botcher, nuid asked him if he (the sergeant) had been drunk I believe the Police Magistrate's answer was "never," 
bul, 1 emit be sure ; it we.s iolcly the suggestion of the Magistrates that Cornett was called in at all ; 1 dare say I said 
to the Police Magistrate, "Keep your temper" ; this was immediately after Sergeant Cornett asked the Police Magistrate 
was he (the Police Magistrate) never drunk or gambling himself ; there was something said by Cornett about being 
11 

ungentlemanly" ; this was, I think, in reference to ins (the Police Magistrate) gothg to Carew's I don't think the 
sergeant was in the room more than 10 minutes. 
Taken before its, on March 21st,, 1878,— 	 ]tOEflT ANDERSON, J.P. 

J. AILMAN, P.M. 
IIO11LT0N II. Yeas, J.P. 

Sergeant J. Come/I, states: I remember being called into time Magistrates' room by Mr. Caswell; when I had entered 
the P.M. said, "I want to ask you a few words ; I suppose you know all about this letter F" lie said it is the letter written by 
the Rev. Mr. Love, of which he read over a portion to ale (page 10, printed pnper 13); this part had reference to the Police 
Mugistrate insulting the police, &e.; I paused for some time and, said I would rather not answer any questions ; Mr. Caswell 
said ''Very well," or words to that effect; Mr. Cohlett, S.]?., then interfered and said, (' -We don't want to bring you into this 
mess at all, and want to keep you clear of it, and if you disavow all knowledge of Mr. Love's letter, we, as Magistrates, will 
guarantee that your name will never be mentioned ; '' 1 said I would rather not answer only questions ; there was a good 
of talking amongst the Magistrates ; Mr. Cm-well said, "Cornet.t, I could have injured you on many occasions if! liked; " I think I said, " On what occasion P " then 1r. Caswell said, " You remember being drunk at the Yarragee raees,'and neglecting 
your duty P " I felt excited and annoyed at; this at once ; Mr. Cohlett again interibred ; Mr. Caswell got excited, and so did I 
altogether there was great commnetion nmongst tire Magistrates in the room; I felt degraded by being accused before the 
Magistrates with such, a charge ; I said, in the meat- of passion, to Mr. Caswell, '' Were you never drunk or gambling 
yonrsu-lf P " I am sorry I said it, and did riot mean it as it was understood ; I did ask Mr. Caswell if he ever went to Carew's, 
the butcher, to prove that I hind been drunk ; Mr. Caswell replied that lie did, to which I said, ''I must say you did a very 
ungentlemanly thing ; " when Mr. Caswell replied " never''; it was in reference to what I said about being drunk and 
gambling, and not about Carew at all ; I gave a reason for declining to reply when asked in reference to Love's letter. 

Taken before us on March 21st, 1878,— 	
JAB. OOItNETT, 

- 	 Sergt. of Police. S. ALLMAN, P.M. 	- 
llenrox II. Voss, S.F. 

3rd C'harge. 
Wy. Anderson, iF., states: In consequence of receiving a letter from the Police Magistrate, stating the object of the 

meeting, i.e., in reference to a letter he was about to write, I attenried the meeting ; I believe there were five Magistrates 
prent, exclusive of the Police Magistrate ; after the sc-rgeant declined to say anything in the room Mr. Caswell said "I 
require no further reply" ; I remember Cornett saying "I am instructed not to reply," but: I cannot say that lie lllentiened it 
was by Isis superior officer; the Police Magistrate was not angry before Sergeant Cornettsaid to lum" Were you ever drunk, 
or gambling'' P 1 do not believe the Police Magistrate had the smallest intention of intimidating Cornett in any way; I would 
not say there was anything insulting or overbearing on the part of the Police Magistrate during the whole time, but they were 
both excited ; the Police Magistrate from the flrst objected to Cornett being brought into the room I have freqnently seen 
and heard Cornett up to this time consulting the Police Magistrate on police duties ; when t:he Magistrates were pressing Mr. 
Caswell to have the sergeant called in the Police Magistrate objected, lest, his (Police Magistrate's) conduct should be 
misconstrued ; when Mr. Caswell hesituuted about bringing Sergeant Cornett into the room ho explained that making the 
complaints against Cornett was the only wiry of exculpating himself; I heard Mr. Caswell say tn-ice ''to end the interview" 
after the 111mph, asantness began; Messsw. Colhctt and Flanagan prolonged the sergeant's stay in the room by further talking to 
him; during Comets's short stay in the room this talk was more between him and Mr. Collett, than anyone else ; we all believed 
that Mr. Love had taken adsnntage of Cornett 's hastiness gelmerally I have always known time Police Magistrate to oxpress himself in x cry friendly terms about Cornett; after Mr. Love apologixed to Mr. Caswell in the Supreme Court 1 heard Mr. 

Caswell 
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aswelI say that lie would go to the Inspector General of 
3iagistsutes in Sydney advised the Police Magistrate to wait.. 
Taken before us on March 21st, 1378,- 

3. Aiasre, P.M. 
HOULTOX IT. Voss, J.P. 

Police, and establish a better understanding about Cornett the 

ROBERT ANDERSON. 

William Jfenrg Simpson, J.P., states: I attended the meeting of Magistrates by Mr. Caswcll's request the Magistrates 
wished to have Cornett called into the room; Mr. Caswell objected to that course; it was again urged by some of the Magis-
trates that Cornett should be brought in and Mr. Caswell finally acceded to (heir request, and Cornett caine in ; Mr. Caswell 
asked Cornett if he would diselaini any connection with Love's lettef, and if lie did so, lie (the Police Magistrate) would 
forward no complaint against him; the sergeant said he had received instructions (I think lie said from his superior officer) 
not to answer any questions; Mr. Caswell said " Very well, that will do" ; two or three of us further urged the sergeant "To 
try and settle it all hero and have nothing more to do with it"; Cornett said he would sooner be dismissed; I believe the 
sergeant said to the Police Magistrate "What are you charging me with" P the Police Magistrate said "Drunkenness" ; Cornett 
said to the Police Magistrate "have you ever been drunk, or gambling yourself"? in an excited manner Mr. Caswell said 
"Never" ; Cornett said to the Police Magistrate " You have been asking Carew things about me" ; Mr. Caswell did not deny 
that lie had ; Cornett made some remark about being U  ungentlemanly" ; the sergeant was not in the roona more than 10 or 
12 minutes ; the Police Magistrate drew out a copy of the letter which he was sending to the Under Secretary, and put it 
on the table; I don't know whether it was discussed or read ; it was solely for Cornett's benefit that we wished him to be in 
the Magistrates all had a very friendly feeling towards Cornett,, and it was a general remark that he was about to be victimized. 
Taken before us on 21st March, 1878,— 	 W. IT. SIMPSON, J.P. 

J. Awny, P.M. 
Jiorarox If. Voss, T.P. 

ill,'. Caswell, 2.211., of Moruya, states : I have held my appointment for 21 years I admit that the exhibit in the 
printed paper is a correct copy of the depositions in me Barlow versus Cornett,; I presided in the ease ; after it was concluded 
I told Sergeant Cornett I thought it was a serious matter, and if he had to make a report I would assist Inin in any way 
after being required to report on Mr. Love's letter I asked the authorities that the police should he questioned as to my 
treatment; I am not aware that they were ever so questioned r drafted a letter to the Under Secretary of Justice, in which I 
questioned the conduct of Sergeant Cornett; I did so exculpatory of the conduct imputed to me by the Rev. Mr. Love; I 
judged it necessary to consult the Magistrates ; they met in the room at my wish, and r showed them the letter I purposed 
sending; they all wished me to let Cornett know what I was about to do T told them I doubted the prudence of such a 
measure, but would like to do so, I went to the door and opened it, and while so doing said to all the Magistrates in the room 

Gentlemen, remember it is your doing" ; I then called in Cornett, who had had no previous notice I referred to the 
Love'' letter, and told the sergeant that I was goisig to write a letter in reference to it, but the Magistrates wanted him to be 

called in first; I read out to Inni that part of Mr. Love's letter aeensiog inc of insulting the police, &e. I said to Cornett 
"You know that is untrue, and I shall have to defend nmyself " ; I said " I have had many opportunities of injuring you if I 
chose, and I have written a letter, I" I have shown the Magistrates" ; I had asked bin, if lie had connected himself with 
this letter; ho said ''I had rather 	aver any question" ; I said "That is sufficient" ; Ifr. Collett isnsde some remark to him, 
and Cornett asked "What am I hi 	'P I then said "We have given you an opportuni4- of separating yourself frona Mr. 
Love's letter" ; he said '' My officer told me not to answer any questions" ; I remarked to the Magistrates "There was 
no use saying any more ;" one or two persisted in reasoning with him ; about this time Cornett remarked lie would like 
an explanation of it; I said, "You know, Cornett, I have frequently seen you nnder the influence of liquor—i believe 
you were so the first day I ever saw you ; " I also told him that all the Magistrates present had seen lum under the infl tienee 
of drink ; Cornett became excited, and said, " Were you ever drunk or gambling P " something was said about Carew ; Cornett 
charged me with collecting evidence against him; I said, "I did speak to Carew, because he has always hseen inching complaints 
about you ;" Cornett said during the interview, "You are not my master; " I did not get angry till Cornett, made use of the 
words "drunkenness" and ''gambling " I believe Cornett was over suspicious, and thought there was a eoi,,bivation against 
him; I am sure I never told Cornett that I was nmakiog a charge against him I never looked upon it as a charge; I did not 
ask Cornett to " disavow " anything ; I believe if Cornett were back here ngain at Moruya, after all this is over, hi would have 
the greatest confidence in him. 

W. STEWART CAS WELL, P.M. 
Taken before us this 21st day of March, 1878,- 

3. Ananiv, P.M. 
Hour,voN U. Voss, J.P. 

SCHEDULE Z. 
Information and Depositions. 

New South W 	
Inforatioa—( General Purposes.) 

ales ,) 
m 

Moruya (Broulee), - Barlow t'. Coraot,t :—Vagranoy, using abusive laasguage in a public place, 15 Vie., No. 4, see. 6. 
to wit. 	) 

En it remembered, that on this 20th day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hum,dred and seventy-six, at 
Moruya (Broulee, in the Colony of Now South Wales, Reginald Heber Barlow, of Corla (Broulee), in the aforesaid Colony, 
appears before me, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices duly assigned to keep the peace of our Imdy the Queen, 
in and for the Colony of New South Wales, and complains to me that on the 16th day of May, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sevesity-six, James Cornett, aforesaid, sergeant of police, did in a certain 
public place, namely, Vulean.street, in the town of Moruya aforesaid, use towards this complainant, abusive language, to wit, 

You are a dirty gentleman, a common informer, and a nuisance in the place by )-our scribbling," whereby a breach of the 
peace might have been occasioned, contrary to the jet in such ease made and provided (15 Vie., No. 4, see. 6) ; 'mvheronpon 
the said Reginald Heber Barlow prays that I, the said Justice, will proceed in the premises according to law. 

REGINALD IT. BARLOW. 
Sworn at Moruya (Broulee), in the said Colony, 

on the day first above written, before me,— 
TriloTmar T. Gayyoy, 

Justice of the Peace. 

Police Court, Moruya (Broidee), Tuesday, 23rd May, 1876. 
New South Wales ) Before Wan. Caswell, P.M., W. X. Collett, J.P., and Win. iJ.y. Simpson, 3.1'., Esqs. to wit. 

Barlow a. Cornett —Using abusive language in a public place, Vulean-street, Monmya (1.5 'Vie. No, 4, see. 6.) 

Plea—Not guilty. 
Reginald Heber Barlow, on oath, states: I am a privnte surveyor, residing at Tuross I was articled to an arebnteet in 

I,ondon ; on the 16th instant r was in Vuleaa.st.reet, in this town (Moruya), when and where I met Sergeant Cornett (the 
defe,mdasst) I saw him passing the Court-house ; he had a chain in his hand ; I was standing at; the time in Mr. Emmett's 
verandah (store) ; lie (the defendant) held the chain up in his hnad, and let a portion of it fall down I passed ove. to lsisn, 
and lie said, ''That's what I am going to chain the boat up with ''; he then went across to .Tefl'rey's, the blacksmith, and the 
two earae down togetlaer to the boat, which was moored on the approach to the ferry on the Mnrnya side of the liver I 

war,uod 
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warned Jeffery not to touch the boat and I also warned the defendant not to do so, stating that the said boat had been 
purchased by 'no the defendant told me notto make a fool of myself I told him this was the second time that ho had caused inc 
inconvenience through the neglect of his duty, that once before I asked him to attend to some duty at Tnross, and that instead 
of being there I found him land-jobbing at Mr. Barton's with At Nelens tIre defendant, upon tIns went into a violent 
passion, and said this was no business of mine, and that I should attend to my own business I said I. would inform against 
him ; he said, " You thank you are it great writer; you have been scribbling for Carew-, and making a nuisance of yourself 
i,bont the place ; you are only a common informer''; 1 felt i-cry indignant at t hose expressions of the defendant:, and said to 
him, n 

 How dare you use such expressions to a gentleman " P he replied, repeating it, ''A gentleman, a gentleman—yo u a 
gi-ntleiann '' and lie I brew 01)  his hands and ga-cc a honrse derisive laugh at inc saving it the 	s nore t hue, '' You are the dirty 
gentleman'' ; after this I stayed speaking to him for a few niomeni s lie then coIled nicn scrubber, and kept repeating the 
expressions, densely, of my being a gentleman ; I then came up the town anti n-rotc a notice n-li iL-h I intended to pnt on 
the boat I had purchased I t:ook the notice down for the purpose stated, :nid was loecdiag to tank it (the notice) on to one of 
the (lan-art,, when the defendant pnshed inc violently on one side, and snatched the paper out of my hand; 1 then came np to 
lit- police office and spoke to Constable M'Carthiy, the lock- rip keeper; the defendant: t 'cii antic up tIre street with the 

notice I bad intended to have tacked on to the boat in his hand ; lie pnshie:l this notice helm-c an- face, asking inc to pnt it in 
my pocket, remarking in a sneering manner that surely it gentleman would never be:in iifnrnier ; this remark he repeated, I 
dare say, a do-zen times, and kept thrusting the paper in my face ; 1 then left ; the language complained of was used at (lie 
bridge in Vulean-street ; that is where the defendant called inc a common informer. 

C,-oss-e,ran,ined by defendant : When I first saw you on the 16th instant, wit ii the chain in your hand, I was, as I have 
already stated, under Mr. Eminot t's verandah, or just outside it -, - I believe I did nsk you n litre volt were going ; I believe 
:ou said that you were going dowa to the boat, or words to that. effect-; you said you v-el-c going down to chain up the boat: 
I don't remcinber saying anything particular on the occasion as we were going down to (lie boat I did dai'e you to touch i-lie 
boat ; you did tell me that if you were doing wrong I could have redress, but not to interfere with you in the discharge of 
your duty ; I was excited ; I went to the lock-np keeper to ask him to ni-rest you for stealing the paper referred to; 1 think it 
is very probable that I did call you a commonpoliceman after oa used the expressions you did to nie I did say to you that 
1 would have you dismissed ; I swear that I did not say to you that I would have you shifted for tracking in land; I was 
never told by a Magistrate in this Court that lie would not believe my evidence I gave on my oath, and I will swear that I 
loire 'to vindictive feeling against you ; the notice you handed to inc is the one I intended to put on the boat (exhibit A) 
von drew my attention to a police nctice on the boat-; I read said notice, and thai-, too, before at-t:acliing my or" notice to said 
hioat. 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW. 
Taken and sworn at place and date . 

first before written, before us,— 
W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 
W. T. COLLIiTT, J.P. 
W. II, Smrrso J.P. 

FOR THE DETENCE:— 
James M'C'orthy, on oath, states I am a constable and the lock-up keeper at Moruya ; Mr. Barlow, the complainant 

came to the lock-up on J believe the 16th instant ;  lie asked sue if 1 was on duty I said, "Yes, if thcro is anything 
particular;" he said, "I want to give Coraett in charge;" I said, "What for? " he said, For robbery ;  " I said, "In what 
way did he rob you? " be said, "By stealing my paper that I was putting on my boat ; I consider it as bad as highway 
robbery—a highwayman could not have done worse " I said, "I cannot understand this;" hut he said, "I want you to take 
Cornett in elinrge—I gii-o him in charge for robbery ; " 1 said, " What has Mr. Cornett got to do with the boat P " he after-
wards said lie meant Coractt (the defendant), 

To the defendant: When you handed the paper to complainant you did not do so in a sneering way. 
'lhken and sworn at place and date first'i 	 JAMES M'CARTRY. 

written, before us,— 	5 
W. STEWART CASWELL, P.M. 
W. T. Conan, J.P. 
W. H. Suarsoy, J.P. 

Robert James Jeflrg, on oath, states: I am a blacksmith, residing a Moruva. 
To the tie/cadent: I remember going with you on the 16th instant to do a job to a boat at the ferry; Mr.  

Barlow, the complainant, warned me not touch the boat ; I told him as a business man I bad to do it ; he said the boat 
was his property. 

To i/se Beach: I did not hear the defendant call the complainant a common informer; I did not hear him say to com-
plainant, you are a dirty gentleman; I was away for five minutes during the altercation between complainant and the 
defendant at the boat. 
Taken and sworn at place and date first ' 	 R. S. JEFFERY. 

	

before-mentioned, before us,— 	5 
W. STEWART CA5WI1LX,, P.M. 
W. T. COLLETT, S.F. 	- 
W. H, Snu'sozc, J.P. 

The defendant, James Cornett, is hereby fined the sum of £2 sterling, inclusive of coat (fees) of Court, fis. lOd. in 
default of immediate payment, one week's imprisonment in the lock-up at, Moruyn. 
By us, at place and date first before written,— 

W. STEWART CAaWELL, P.M. 
W. T. Conasn, J.P. 
W. Ii. SIMPSoN, J.P. 

[Exhibit A.] 
Notion. 

THIS boat is my property, having been purchased by me at public auction. To remove the same without my permission is 
breaking the law. 	 REGINALD H. BARLOW, 
16th May, 1876, 

No. 53. 
The Police Magistrate, Moruya, to The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &c. 

Sir, 	 - 	 Court-house, Moruya, 27 March, 1878. 
With reference to your loiter of the 44,11 "instant, intimating the proposed inquiry 

regarding the conduct of Police Sergeant Cornet-t, and my alleged ill-treatment of that officer, I do 
myself the honor to state, for the information of the lion, the Minister for Justice, that I duly attended 
and placed before the Board all the evidence it was possible to procure, where the attendance was 
voluntary, and the lapse of time had effaced many of the circumstances from the memory of everyone. 

Although the testimony of some of say witnesses was refused, and the inquiry was admittedly not 
conducted according to the accepted rttle and law of evidence in all English Courts, I feel satisfied that I 

have 
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have completely exonerated myself, and fullyjustified all the reflections I made against Sergeant Cornett. 
There is not one line of evidence in the least degree supporting Mr. Love's complaint. 

During the investigation I was permitted by Messrs. Allman and Voss to peruse the printed report 
of the correspondence in the case of Barlow v. Oornett, and I was astonished to find attached the corrcs-
pondence in Hitch's case, which occurred nine years ago. This appears to have been imported into the 
matter to prejudice public feeling against me, should Mr. Love's case be also considered. 

It is almost incredible, but I never before saw much of the correspondence in Cornett's case, 
though that is now immaterial, as the evidence before the Board will cure all wrong impressions in that 
matter; but I trust the Minister will pay close attention to this fact, that, until favoured with the printed 
correspondence, I never either saw or heard of that part in Hitch's ease marked as follows, viz. 

Nos. 1 and 2, Sergeant Hitch to Superintendent of Police, Braidwood, at page 3. 
No. 4, Sergeant Hitch to Inspector General of Police, at page 5. 
Enclosure No. 8, Sergeant Hitch to Superintendent of Police, at page 1. 
In support of this assertion I be.,  to refer to Inspector General's letter of 28th July, admitting 

that papers were too voluminous to send to the Attorney General. 
If the Minister of Justice will omit from his reading the above-mentioned documents, and consider 

those I was allowed to read, commencing at No. 3, Inspector General's letter of 5th June, 1809, with 
Herald's report, he most acquit me of the blame so severely attributed to inc by the late Attorney 
General's minute of 13/12/77, No. 38, written upon conclusions drawn uuwittmgly from what were, in 
point of fact, ear parte statements. 

The opinions of my brother Magistrates, given jointly with mine, do not seem to have received any 
consideration whatever. Our. action (in total ignorance of Sergeant Hitch's complaints) was intended to 
resist the apparent encroachment of the Police authorities, and to uphold the independence of the Bench; 
and would have been very different had we been favored with the information improperly or negligently 
withheld. 

After 9 years have elapsed since the events recited in Hitch's case it would be impossible to prove 
or disprove much, but I. well remember circumstances justifying all I said to that officer, and with regard 
to the death of Ifusnbla Jack, I am sure evidence might have been procured showing that,that unfortu-
nate blackfellow had been deprived of his life by means little short of murder. 

had I known of Hitch's complaints nothing would then have prevented me from demandmg the 
most thorough investigation. 

I feel most deeply the strictures made (in ignorance of the true facts) by the late Attorney 
General. After faithfully and zealously end.oavouring to discharge my duty for half it lifetime, no words 
can express my sense of shame on reading the minute, and I therefore respectfully submit that the 
present lion. Attorney General may take this explanation into consideration, and cause it to be printed 
with the other papers in order that I may receive some measure of redress. 

In conclusion, I beg to remind the Minister for Justice that last April 1 submitted Mr. Love's 
letter to the test of the Supreme Court, that Mr. Love thei'e apologized, and declined the fairest investi-
gation he could desire; and, after subjecting Inc to an expense of some £400, which he solemnly prommsed 
to pay, still continues ,in mmparalleleJ system of persecution under the pretence that he cannot relieve 
lumself from Gaol, an assertion completely refuted in the printed paper herewith. 

I have, &e., 
— 	 W. STEWA1tT CA.SW'ELL, 

Police Magistrate. 

[Enclosure.] 
TO THE EDITOR OF TIES MORUTA znwryan, 

Sir, 
As I have strong evidence, in represent ation of friends, and more recently in the action of one or two Members of 

Psrliamen1 that there are nmany in this district under mIsc impressions regarding the nature of the imprisonment of the Rev. J. 
G. Love, I beg to assure the public that his incarceration is purcly self-imposrd, as I have it on the best authority that his 
friends have repeatedly offered him the mooney necessary to effect his release. Moreover, I did not seek a writ of Ca, sa. until 
I had received a letter from my solicitor containing the following passages, viz. —"I have made searches to ascertain the 
position of Love as far as possible. 1 find the free selection was re-trn,msferred to George Boot on the 14th April last. His 
stock and furniture were mortgaged on the BOth April last (the day of trial) to Bolin &. Salter for £300. His wife's interest 
under her grandfather's will and under her father's will, in additièn to former mortgages for £1,800, was, on the 80th April, 
nertgaged for a further sum of £800, and on the sa,ne day to Rolin & Salter as collateral security for the £300. It would 

seem to be of little we sending down a ft. fa., and as to mm eomcmptslsory sequestration it would cost. £23 or £30, and take a 
month or two to complete. My own opinion is that you had better issue a cc. Ia., and lodge him in gaol at once, or he may slip 
through your fingers.'' Thtts clearly proving that on the day he agreed to the verdict and tendered his apology, on the 30th 
April last, he had the means of fnlfllling the promise selemnsmly made before the Clnef Justice. 

Had he tendered this apology before we left Moruya lie would have saved us both much expense, trouble, and anxiety. 
I attach a copy of the S. .2W. Herald'* report of the proceedings, a perusal of which must satisfy anyone that the 

verdict was entirely of Mr. Love's choosing. 
Having thus shown that Mr. Love proposed the verdict, had at his disposal the means of paying my costs, and has since 

been offered assista,mce by his friends, but stilt remains in Darlinghurst, 1. must be acquitted of all harshness. 
And in view that I have lost some £400 by the affair, I trust 1 shall receive credit for having no other object to serve than 

the maintenance of my own honetsr and reputation. 	 I am, &e., 
Moruya, 7th March, 1878. 	 W. S. OASWELL. 

LAW. 
SurnEna Cousmr.—Monday, April 8th. 

SrrTrres FOR Osvsss. 
BAxco COURT. 	- 

Before His Honor the Chief Justice and a jury of four. 
Gaswelt a,. tome. 

Jury W. H. Aldersen, B. Byrne, ,T. Maloney, and S. Zolh,mer. 
Mr. Dnrlcy and Mr. Filcher, i,mstrnetod by Mr. Itobberds, appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. Butler, Q.C., and Mr. 

Simpson, instructed by Messrs. Rolin & Salter, for the defendant. 
Wa, Stewart Caswclj, Police Magistrate of Mornya, smsed James Graham Love for writing a libellous letter about the 

plaiatiit to Captain Zouch, Genlhurs,. The letter cem,nes,erd as follows:—" My drar Sir,—I beg leave to draw your attc,mtiOn 
to certain proceedings which took place in the Police Court on Tuerday last, in which a popular police officer of veitre, 
Sergeant Cornett was, in tIme opinion of most people here, very unjustly sentenced by the Police Magistrate, W. S. Ca,well, to 
pay n fine of £2 and costs of Court." The letter then proceeded to animadvert upon the character of the plaintiff is, the 
case Iseard at the Police Court, and concluded as follows :—" But the plaintiff is not very scrupulous in the use of his pems, 
and the Police Magistrate comes in for a goodly share of his attention; so that Mr. Caswell was nothing loth to serve him, on 
the principle of 'giving a sop to Cerberus,' and all the more readily, because he could, do so at the expense of the police for 

it 
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it is notorious that Mr. Caswell allows no opportunity to pass of insulting the police, and sel2es with avidity every pretext to 
lower them in public esteem. Any right-thinking mall would suppose it to be the bounden [lilly of a paid Police Magistrate 
to protect the police, but I can assure you, sir, that no such protection is afforded them. Then the term 'Bench is so freely 
used as to be simply amusing when we all know that the Bench is only synonym for W. S. Caswell. But of the Beach as 
constituted on Tuesday lait Mr. Collelt is too timid to have all opinion of his own, orif lie has it, to put it forth and maintain 
it; and fr. Simpson,one of the new batch of 3.P.'s, is too ignorant to forni all intelligent opiaion and yet they compose the 
Bench' and so enable the Police Magistnttc in some lnensurc to screen hiniself from the consequences of the violation of 

justice with which the Police Court of Moruya is familiar. I have to apologize for trespassing upon your time to such an extent, 
but I think I should have failed in my duty to my fellow-men if I had neglected to lay this state of things before you. 
Hoping you will take steps to have your officers bath rcspected and protected in the discharge of their duty, I am, my dear sir, 
very obediently yours, J. GRAlusi Lov, CIlurcll of England minister." £3J000 "as claimed. 

The defendant pleaded not guilty. 
Before the jury were empanneled, the counsel for the defendant stated that the parties had come to a settlement, the 

defendant, by his counsel, having writ(eo a paper retracting and regretting the libel, and also agreeing to a verdict for the 
plaintiff, with damages 405. and costs, as between attorney and client. 

The retractation was as follows —''The defendant retracts the statements in the lettir complained of, and regrets 
having written them. He wishes at the some time to say that lie acted upon information which be believed, and was not 
actuated by personal ill-feeling towards the plaintiff. lie finds Oil con,iLtcl-at.ion, ttmmit the statements which lie was than 
induced to mako are unjustifiable" 

In neccrdauee with the agreement a verdict for 40s, was rettrned. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Govermimacat L'.m'lnter—lStS. 

11. 9d.] 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TAMWORTII. 
(PARTICULARS RESPECTINa ]3USINESS AT POLICE COURT.) 

Qidered by the Leqislative As.wrnbly to be printed, 2.3 April, 1578. 

[Laid ispon Table in accordance with promise made in answer to Question 3, Votes 70 62, 25 April, 1878.] 

Summons cases are made returnable chiefly on Tuesdays, but are made returnable on any other 
day if Tuesday will not suit. Tuesday being licensing days, and the unpaid Magistrates usually attending  
on Tucsdays,—Tuesdays are at Tamworth (in common with most Benches in the Colony) made the chief 
days for summons cases. 

The Small Debts Court at Tamworth is held on the first Tuesday in every month, for the same 
reason as Tuesdays being made chief days for summons cases. No eomp]aiiits or suggestion of any 
alteration have ever been made. 

insolvent meetings before the District Commissioner have been held hitherto on Tuesdays, as 
the Police Magistrate used to be absent frequently all the latter part of the week. Lately a suggestion 
has been made to change the day, and steps have been taken to fix Wednesdays as the day for such 
meetings. 

Replied to under question No. 1. 
No, the Police Magistrate denies that he ever said so, and the practice is the reverse the Police 

Magistrate frequently sitting in Petty Sessions alone, exercising the double powers on any day in the 
week. 

C. The Clerk of Petty Sessions, as is usual in the country districts, is also Agent for the Sale of 
Crown Lands. On Laud Office days, and lately when the Land Agent was overwhelmed with work in 
attending to the interest payers who, wider a belief that the interest would be remitted by the Govern- 
ment in consequence of the drought, I believe put off coming to pay interest until all March, the Police 
Magistrate has taken the depositions cheerfully, and no inconvenience has resulted to the public. 

The Police Magistrate, as is usual in country districts, is District Commissioner of Insolvent 
Estates. The meetings of creditors are very few. 

The Police Magistrate and Clerk of' Petty Sessions are not sole trustees of the estate of the late 
Robert Pringle, of Bective, near Tamworth. They are co-trustees in the estate with Mr. W. F. MCarthy, 
solicitor, Sydney. The Police Magistrate and Clerk of Petty Sessions have not been constantly consulted 
and occupied privately during public business hours by persons connected with the estate. These persons
have frequent public business to transact, and may have occasionally conversations with the said officials as 
trustees, but generally to make appointments for private time and place On no occasion have the Police 
Magistrate or Clerk of Petty,  Sessions delayed any person engaged on public business. The Police 
i\Iagistrate and Clerk of Petty Sessions have no personal interest in the estate. The persons interested in 
the estate happen to be both Magistrates, and have a right to be in the Magistrates' room. The estate is 
situated fifteen miles from Tanivorth. 

The Police Magistrate states that be is not aware of any unsatisfactory state of affairs, or that 
the people of the district complain of any w-ant of due attention in the discharge of justice. No one is 
delayed or hindered in having justice business transacted, and there are no cases allowed to stand over, 
however late the hour, unless to suit the convenience of the parties interested. 

[8cFl 	 :356— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATWE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PATRICK AND MIC1TAFL GRIFFIN. 
(PETITION OP.) 

C 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to bepri7rted, 27 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned, Patrick Griffin and Michael Griffin,— 
RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH 

That Patrick and Michael Griffin, of Oranmeir, near liraidwood, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, were, about the month of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
sixty-six, forcibly arrested and confined in Braidwood Gaol upon a charge of providing one Thomas Clarke, 
an outlaw, with sustenance, and, after having been remanded several times at the Braidwood Police Court, 
they were eventually committed to take their trial at Braidwood Court of Quarter Sessions ,-and on 
appearing to take their trial at the said Court of Quarter Sessions they were further remanded, and then 
directed to be tried at the Central Criminal Court, Darlinghurst, Sydney, in the Colony aforesaid. 

That after arrival in Sydney, on the day appointed for trial your Petitioners were further remanded 
until the next sitting of the Central Criminal Court, whereby they were subjected to grievous hardship 
and inconvenience. 

That on appearing at the Central Criminal Court according to appointment, your Petitioners were 
put upon their trial under indictment on the charge aforesaid, and were by the jury enpanuelled to try 
the case honorably acquitted. 

That the presiding Judge, his Honor Mr. Justice Faucett, commended the verdict of the jury, and 
observed that, in justice to your Petitioners, the Government of the Colony ought to make some considera-
tion and amends for the seventies imposed on the said Patrick and Michael Griffin, and for services 
rendered by them to the peace and honour of the Crown,— 

Fir.tly.—Iu supplying information to the Police, which led to the arrest of Clarke, the outlaw 
Secondly—For affording opportune notice to Sergeant Stafford that Thomas Clarke, the outlaw 

aforesaid, had then recently been at the residence of your Petitioners, thus giving a clue to 
the Police of his being in the vicinity of that place, which fact was substantiated by Sergeant 
Stafford at the committal and on the trial of your Petitioners. 

Thirdly.—That the said Michael Griffin had been employed by the Government, and was supplied 
with firearms and ammunition to aid in the cause of justice, and that he worked zealously in 
the intercsts of the Crown until be was in possession of information which led to the 
apprehension of the aforesaid Clarke, the outlaw, as substantiated by Mr. Sub-Inspector 
Wright at the trial at the Central Criminal Court, Sydney. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House will take the premises into your 
generous consideration, and be pleased to order justice to be done to your Petitioners for the unmerited 
sufferings they have undergone, and the services they have rendered to the Crown, despite of threats and 
at risk of life from the outlaw, Clarke. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

PATRICK GRIFFIN. 
MICUAEL GRIFFIN. 

[ad.] 	 195— 
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1877—S. 

LEGJSLAI,IVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROGRESS REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMIE 

ON T1[} 

PETITION OF PATRICK AN MICHAEL GRIFFIN; 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, 

AND 

APPENDIX. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

16 May, 1878. 

SYDNEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTRU. 

[is.] 	 381—A 
	 1878. 
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1877-8. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES No. 50. Fnnn, 29 Mincu, 1878. 

7. PEUTION or PATRICK AND MICHAEL Gnirrrr (Formal Afotion) —Mr. Greville moved, pursuant to 

Notice,— 
That the Petition presented by him on the 20th February, 1878, from Patrick and Michael 

Griffin, be referred to a Select Committee for consideration and report, with power to send for 
persons and pajers. 

That such Committee consist of Sir Henry Parkes, Mr. Fitzpabiek, Mr. Baker, Mr. Barbour, 
Mr. Coonan, Mr. Copeland, Mr. Dillon, Mr. Driver, Mr. O'Connor, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

Vorns No. 74. TnunsDn, 10 MAY, 1878. 

5. PETITION OF PATRICK AND MICIIAEL GRIFFIN —Mr. Greville, as Chairman, brought up a Progress 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, 
the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this sub j't was referred on 29th March, 
1878; together with Appendix. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS 
PAGE. 

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings 	.................................................................. 2  

..................... 
Proceedings of the Committee 	............................................................................... 4  

Listof 	Witoesses ..................... .......... ............. ..... ....  ......... 	.................................. 
Minutes of Evidence 	......................................................................................... 
Appendix............................................................................................. 17 
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1877-8. 

PETITION OF PATRICK AND MICHAEL GRIFFIN. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

TilE SELECT COU311r-rEr, of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 29th March, 

1878, with power to scud/or persons and papers,—to whom was referred, on the 
same date, for consideration and report, the Petition of Patrick and Michael 

Griffin, presented on the 26th February, 1878,—have agreed to the following 
Report 

Your Committee having examined the Witnesses named in the List*  have See List, page 5. 

resolved, owing to the advanced period of the Session, to report the Evidence to 

your Honorable House, and to recommend that the inquiry be resumed early next 
Session. 

EDW. GR.EVILLE, 
No. 2 Committee Room, 	 Chairman. 

Sydney, 16th May, 1878. 
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE. 

WEDNESDAY, 3 APRIL, 1878. 
- MEMBERS PRESEn 

	

Mr. Greville, 	I 	Mr. Dillon. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

TRURSDAY, 4 APRIL, 1878, 
MEMBERS PRESErcr

. 

 

	

Mr. Baker, 	I 	Mr. Coonan, 
Mr. O'Connor. 

Mr. Baker called to the Chair, pro tern. 
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointhig Committee and referring Petition thereto, read by 

the Clerk. 
Printed copies of the Petition before the Committee. 
Motion made (Mr. thonam) , and Question,—That Mr. Greville be Chairman of this Committee,— 

put and passed. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re.assembling of the Committee to be.arranged by the Chairman 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDAY, 9 APRIL, 1878. 

MEMBEg PRESENT 

Mr. Greville. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

WEDNESDAY, 10 APRIL, 187$. 

ME31BEIt Pp}:sEn 

- 	 Mr. Greville. 

In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed 

THURSDAY, 11 APRIL, 1878. 

MErBEne PRESExT 

Mr. Greville., 	I 	Mr. Barbour. 

In the absence of a quorum, thi meeting called for this day lapsed. 

FRIDAY, 12 APRIL, 1878. 

MEMBER PRESENT:- 

- 	 Mr. Greville. 

In the absence ofa quorum, the, meeting called for thisday lapsed. 

TUESDAY, 10 APRIL, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 
Mr. Greville in the Chair 

Mr. Baker, 	 j 	Mr. O'Connor. 

Mr. Patrick Griffin called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Michael Griffin called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew.  
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered—That Mr. Michael Griffin 2nd Mr. William Stafford be summoned to give evidence 

next meeting. 
[Adjourned to To:rnorrow, at Two o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 
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WEDNESDAY, 17 APRIL, 1878. 

Mc[BEns PREsENT 

Mr. Greville, 	I 	Mr. O'Connor. 
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY, 25 APRIL, 1878, 

MnufEEs PRESENT 

Mr. Greville in the Chair. 
Mr. Dillon, 	I 	Mr. Baker. 

Mr. Michael Griffin called in and further examined, 
Witness handed in certificates of character from Magistrates and residents of Braidwood, which 

were ordered to be appended. (See Appendix A 1.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. William Staflbrd called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 

[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Two o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 2 MAY, 1878. 
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY, 16 MAY, 1878. 
IIZ3I]3EBS PEESEn 

Mr. Greville in the Chair. 
Mr. Dillon, 	 I 	Mr. Baker. 

Mr. 1\iichaeh Griffin called in and flirther examined, 
Witness handed in a letter to Senior.conetable Walsh, with reply thereto, whicli were ordered to be 

appended. (Sec Appendix A 2.) 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 
PAUL 

Griffin, Mr. Michael 	.................................................................................... 10, 12, 16 

Griffin, Mr. Eati*k .......................................................................................7 
Stafford, Mr. William 	................................................................................. 	14 
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1877-S 

LEOISLA'nvE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

TilE SEIJECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

PETITION OF PATRICK AND MICHAEL GRIFFIN. 

TUESDAY, 16 APRIL. 1878. 

Mn. BAKER, 	I 	Mn. GREVILLE, 

Mn. O'CONNOR. 

EDWARD GRE1TILLE, Esq., IN TUE CHAnt. 

Mr. Patrick Griffin examined 

Ohairrnan.] Are you one of the petitioners whose petition has been referred to this Committee by the Mr.P. Griffin. 
Assembly for consideration and report? Yes. 

Where were you residing in the year 1860? At Oranmeir, on the banks of the Shoalhaven River, near 16April,1878. 
Ballallaba, in the Braidwood district. 

In what business were you engaged at that time? Farming. 
In conjunction with any one? With my brothers. 
I-low many acres did the farm consist of? 200 acres, 
How many of these wore under cultivation? About 70 acres. 
Did you possess all the horses, cattle, and farm implements necessary for carrying on it farm? Yes. 

S. At the time i. speak of were there crops growing? Yes. 
At that time, I believe, Braidwood was infested by bushrangers P Yes. 
Who were the leaders of these ? Tom and John Clarke, and Porn Connell. 
I believe that your farm was situated in the midst of the haunts of these bushrangers? Yes, their 

friends were living all around us. 
Do you recollect any particular circumstance occurring in the month of August, 1806, in connection 

with these bushrangers, and a visit to your place? About that time Tom Clarke, John Clarke, and Tom 
Connell rode up to the house, in August or about August—I am not certain as to the date, a Mrs. 
Bradley came to the place about half-an-hour before sundown, and said that the three bushrangers were 
over the river and that they had my horse, and that Porn Connell meant to bring him back that evening, 
and she said she would.wait till he came her brother was with her, and she sat outside against the fence 
under a willow-tree. At dusk or about dusk the three bushrangers rode up, and Tom Connell said—" I 
have had your horse but I have done him no harm, I only rode him one day," and he let him go. Tom 
Clarke then said—" Bring us something to eat " I said—" You know Tom you have no business to come 
here"; " I would not trouble you," says lie, "but we have had nothing to eat to-day, so now bring us some-
thing to eat, and say no more about it." I then called to my brother Michael to bring them something to 
eat. They got off their horses then and had something to eat, and then Mrs. Bradley and her brother, 
Tom Kelly, rode away in the direction of the Ballallaba Police Station, with the three bushrangers. 

You say you gave them food P Yes. 
Did you do so under compulsion and the fear of consequences if you denied them P I did; I thought 

I might as well do it as be forced to do it, and he told me they had had nothing to eat that day. 
15, Had you ever given them food upon any other occasion? No. 
16. How long had the bushrangers been outlawed at that time? About twelve months. Tom Clarke was 
the outlaw. 

17. 
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Mr. P. Criflin. 17. Had they ever called at your residence before? No. 
18. Had you ever given them any encouragement? No. 

16ApriI,1878. 19. You or your brother to your knowledge? Not to my knowledge. 
I suppose you were aware of their movements it good deal from living in the midst of them? Yes, 

we heard from time to time. 
Had you ever given information of them up to that time P Yes, when I heard anything about them 

I gave information to Sergeant Stafford, at Araluen. 
ITow far is that away? About 12 or 14 miles by the way I went, the bush road, but by the public 

road about 10 miles. 
J&. OConnor.] Did you ever give them anything to eat after that day? No. 

21. Chairman.] How long did the bushrangers remain at your house on that occasion? About a quarter 
of in hour I think, while they were eating their snpper, that did not take long, and they then pushed away 
as quick as they could. The reason that I thought Mrs. Bradley came there before the bushrangers was, 
that th police often called in the day and stopped at our place at night, and that she came there to see 
that all was clear. 
25. You say that Mrs. Bradley and Thomas Kelly rode off in the direction of the Ballallaba Police Station 
on leaving your house? Yes. 
20. 'What distance is that station from your place? 4 miles. 

Were you aware that at that time the Government had issued a proclamation against harbouring 
these men? Yes. 

Were you aware also that it was your duty immediately after giving them sustenance to give mforina-
tion to the police? Yes. 

Did you go to the Ballallaba Police Station to give notice after they left you? No ; it was a dark 
night, I could not get a horse and I did not care about walking, indeed if I had had a horse I would 
have been afraid to go, for they might have been camped over the river to watch me. 

Do you think it is probable they did keep it watch after leaving your place to see whether any 
intimation was given to the police at Ballallaba ? I think it probable. 

Was it fear of consequences to yourself that prevented you going to Ballallaba? It was fear of 
consequences that prevented my going to Ballollaba the next morning-froin walking. 

I macan the same night P Yes. 
Why did you not give notice at the Ballallaba Station the next day, Saturday P Me and my brother 

were busily engaged on the farm, and we sent a boy down the paddock for a horse; he came back and 
said the horses were out; 1 said-" Confound you, what have you come back to me for P Go after them 
again" ; he did so, and caine back without them ; I went myself then between 3 and 4 o'clock on 
Saturday afternoon, 
31. It was between 3 and 4 o'clock on Saturday afternoon before you gob the horse? Yes, my brother 
told me then-You had better go to the Ballabala Police Station." I said-" What would be the good of 
my going now, as we do not know where they have gone, and the police would say the same P I am going 
to Araluen to.morrow, and I will then tell Sergeant Stafford, and that will do." So I kept the horse in 
the yard that night and went early next morning and gave information to Sergeant Stafford, who told me 
that lie communicated with Superintendent Orridge. 
35. Did you tell Sergeant Stafford all that had passed between you and the bushrangers P Yes, as nearly 
as I could remember. 
313. Sergeant Stafford was then in charge of the Araluen Police Station? Yes. 

Was the police camp at Ballallaba close to the residence of Clarke P it was about 2 miles from 
Clarke's. 

Did Clarke's relatives live near the police camp P No, but they had a number of acquaintances at 
Ballallaba. 
30. Was it a notorious fact that the Ballallaba police was watched by them, and that information of every. 
thing done by them was given to the Clarkes? Yes, I have heard that everything that happened with 
regard to the movements of the Ballallaba police, the bushrangers heard of it. 

And that rendered the Ballallaba police almost powerless? Yes. 
Mr. O'Oonnor.] There was a general impression abroad that everything the police did the bushrangers 

knew P Yes, the workmen about Mr. 'Wallis' farm partly knew the movements of the police, I have 
reason to believe, and informed Clarke or the biwhrangers' relatives. 

Chain an.] Had you auy idea that the horses were let out of the paddock by the Clarkes? Not at 
first, but when I could not find them I thought the bushrangers had let them out and driven them away. 

How long after giving Sergeant Stafford information was it before you heard anything more of the 
matter? I do not remember. 
41l. From whom did you next hear about it? Four special constables came up to the place on Thursday, 
the 20th of November. Mr. Carroll was the leader of the party, and lie told me he would have to arrest 
me for being the associate of the outlaw Clarke. 

Did he arrest you? Yes. I told him I was going to Araluen that day to give information to Sergeant 
Stafford concerning an accomplice of theirs-a man named Dernan-who stack up a Chinaman's store on 
Major's Creek, and Carroll says to me-" I may be of more use to you than Stafford at your trial-tell 
me." I said I would not, as i had promised Sergeant Stafford 1. would not give information to any one else. 
He tried all he could, and at Ballallaba Gap he went with me ahead of the rest and tried to get me to tell 
him where Dernan was, and I would not. He said I was agreatfool, for Sergeant Stafford would be of no 
use to inc. Then I laughed at him. He said-" Tell Mr. 'Willis that you want to see me to-morrow"-
Mr. Wallis was the Gaoler at Braidwood; I said-" All right"; go I did tell Mr. Wallis. Mr. Wallis sent 
for him, and called me into the patlour, and he tried all he could to get me to give him any information to 
help him to find out where Dernan was. 1 told him I would write to Sergeant Stafford, and tell him; I did 
write to Stafford, but I was told by one of the prisoners that that letter was burnt; I then wrote another 
letter, and I was told that that also was burned. Mr. Wallis afterwards told me that it was of no use 
deceiving me, and that he could not send these letters. 

Mr. O'Uonnor.] Is Wallis still in the Service? He is at Bathiurst now. 
And he told you the letters you wrote to Sergeant Stafford could not go? Yes, he told me it was no 

use deceiving me-that he could not scud them, That was after I told him I had heard they had been 
burned. Mr. Carroll came to me two or three times afterwards. 
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What gaol were you locked up in? In Braidwood Gaol. When Sergeant Stafford did not come I Mr. P. Griu. 
did tell Mr. Carroll where Dernan was, and he sent two of his men there, but either Dernan got word of 	•, 
it that they were coming, or when they did go the people where he was stopping kept the men in a string lOApriI,1878. 
till Demon got away ; but they did not get him any he))-. So the day I was committed when I called 
Sergeant Stafford, and Mr. Carroll heard the evidence Stafford gave-1 should say that Mr. Carroll gave 
his evidence, and said what he had to say against me, and when he heard Sergeant Stafford's evidence he 
said—" I will reaflirni my evidence";  and he went into the box and positive]y swore that I told him if he 
would let inc out of this affair I would have the bus]irangers by 9 o'clock any night if he wished to venture 
his life in the attempt. I am willing to take my oath that that is raise, as Cod is just, and I am positive 
that Mr. Wallis never left the room on that day when I spoke to him. I also asked Mr. Scarvell, my 
solicitor, to ask Mr. Wallis whether it was true, and he said he would call him next time—that was, if I 
was committed. We were committed to take our trial at Braidwood, appeared on the day appointed, and 
were remanded to take our trial at the Central Criminal Court, Darlinghurst. 

Do you know when that took place P That was in May, I think. 
You were apprehended in November P Yes ; and I think it was at the May Sittings we had to appear 

at the Central Criminal Court, Darlinghurst. We were then remanded till the next Session, in August, 
when we were put upon our trial and honorably acquitted. The Judge said at the time that he fully 
agreed with the Jury in their verdict, and that the Government ought to have given ns some consideration 
for the services rendered to the police in aiding in the capture of the Clarkes, or something to that effect. 

Chairman.] Do you think your capture by the police was brought about in any way by Mrs. Bradley 
and her brother Thomas P After I was committed I passed her a few times and did not speak to her. 
After that, when I saw her, I did speak, and asked her why in the name of Fortnue she did not speak the 
truth—what had I done to make her speak against me. She began to laugh, and said she intended to 
get the reward, and to get Aliek out—Aliek was her husband, who was serving a sentence of five or six 
years for highway robbery with hushrangers. So 1 asked her then why she did not tell the truth; I said 
if she did I would get out of it; she said— "You will not if I can." 

Had you to come backward and forward to Sydney on the two occasions you have referred to at your 
own expense P Yes, and 1 had to pay counsel twice. 

When you were remanded in May front the May to tho August Sittings, were you remanded on bail? 
Yes; and being strangers in Sydney iwe could get no bail. We had to write up to Braidwood, and were 
kept a fortnight in confinement in Darlinghurse waiting for bail. While there we were kept each in a 
cell in solitary confinement, with the exception of an hour each day, when we were allowed to walk up and 
down a passage. All the other twenty.three hours we were kept in solitary cells. 

Were your meals brought to you in the cell? Yes. 
At the7 end of the fortnight did you procure bail? Yes, 

50. From whence? From Braidwood. 
57. What was the result of your absence from your farm all this time and the expenses to which you were 
subjected P Our crops were destroyed by cattle, and not being at home we could not plough andprepare 
our ground for the next season's crops, and also we had to sacrifice our proporty to pay for our defence. 
We had to sell two teams of bullocks and drays; our cattle too was stolen while we were away. We had 
to sell our cattle, cows, heifers, and steers—some of them as low as 30s. each. I think it was only £100 
we got for our two teams of bullocks with drays and tackling; which was not much more than half their 
value. We were two years that we did not do anything  through it. After I got out of trouble, when I 
landed at the Clyde going home, all the money I had was 2s. We owed then about £100, and all the 
property we had then was fourteen cows, a calf, three heifers, four bullocks, and a dray. We had not a 
plough nor a harrow, nor had we seed wheat—which we had to buy; and all the place was gone to wreck. 
We were completely ruined by it, and have never got over it. 
58. have you ever calculated the loss you sustaiued P You may think it unreasonable, but I put it down 
at £5,000. We were before this trouble well off; we had as good a farm as there was in the whole 
district; had all the farming implements, cattle, horses, bullocks, plough, harrow, everything, and were very 
comfortable. We have never been comfortable since ; but we managed to live there somehow, and to pay 
off most of what we owed, but we got tired at last and sold out. I thought I would go to some other part 
of the country. 
59. Aft. O'G'onnor.] Did those persons who came down to bail you do so at your expense? They did not 
come—they had to send down their recognizances by let.thr or telegram, but we had to pay,  our own and 
our witnesses' expenses.* The Crown payed the witnesses the second time. 
(30. How,  long were you living theme? About five years from the time we went there until we were arrested. 

You had repeatedly given information to the police? Yes, whenever 1 or my brother heard anything 
of the bush ralagers. 

When you were on your trial, was not the evidence of Sergeant Stafford part of your defence P Yes, 
Did he testify that you had aided him by your advice and information? Yes. 
Mr. Baker.] What period elapsed from the time of your arrest to your acquittal? On the 29th 

November 1 was arrested, and on or about time 15th August next year we were acquitted. 
From November to August—about ten months P Yes. 

60. During that period how long were you actually confined in gaol? A month in Braidwood Gaol, and 
a fortnight in Darlinghurst. When I was arrested I was plotmghing for potatoes, and we intended to put 
about 8 ames inpotatoes, but when I got out it was too late in the season, and we were able to put in 
about 2 or 3 acres instead of S or 9 as we had intended. 

Did this confinement of six weeks in gaol arise in consequence of your being unable to obtain bail? 
I would not be allowed bail whent  I was committed to Braidwood Gaol4 

After your committal you were in Braidwood Gaol it month? No, I was remanded from week to 
week for jour weeks, till 1 was committed, and I was waiting in Darlinghurst it fortnight until bail was 
obtained from Braidwood. 

The period during which you were retained in Darlinghurst—did it arise from your inability to obtain 
bail, or from the distance between Sydney and Braidwood P The distance from Sydney was the cause of it. 

70. 

ADDXD (on revision) —Stafford wn the on], wil.ne., the first Inc. 	f J?eriwd :—tiII 	t. ADDED (on ,em'isio,i) 
I Was then I(A out on bail. 

.qsl—B 
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Mr. P. Griffin. 70. I do not thnilc you told the Committee what was the actual pecuniary loss sustained by you—what 
was your actual loss in money F The loss in money, as nearly as I could estimate it, that is the cost of 

16ApriI,1878. defence, including our own and one witness's travelling expenses, the fees to counsel, and lawyer's costs, 
would be abouc £200 without counting loss of time. 

What was the loss caused by the prevention of putting in your crops P About £400, from not being 
able to carry on our business. 

What was the loss caused by the forced sale of your cattle, drays, &c.? About £1,200.* 
That makes about £1,800 altogether? Yes, but that does not include all our loss. 
have your prospects in life suffered in consequence of this? They were ruined through it—it blighted 

our prospects in life; we lived there ten or eleven years afterwards, but we never recovered ourselves. 
You have never been able to recover your  position in consequence? No. 
Can you give any particulars as to how you suffered as men of business, in your vocation or in any 

other way whether people fought shy of you in consequence of your connection with this affair? io, 
I was as well respected afterwards as before—I had as good a character when I left the place, or was 
coining away, as at any time. 
77 1 lave you ever applied to the Government for compensation? Yes, we tried all we could—we were 
in communication with the Government for two years or better before we got it decided. 
78. Which Government? Mr. (now Sir Henry) Parlces'. 
70. What rcplies had you to your applications for compensation P I did not read any of the letters—my 
brother wrote and read all the letterr. 
SO. Government have given you no compensation? No compensation whatever; we tried all we could 
by writing, but could not succeed. 
Si. Did you shortly after you were acquitted apply to Government? Yes, we applied to the Attorney 
General, Sir James Martin. 

In effect the Government refused to give you any compensation or consideration for the loss you 
had sustained? Yes. 

Did you take any legal proceedings against any one for this (as it turned out to beiliegal arrest? No. 
St. Mr. O'annor.] It was Mr. Carroll who arrested you? Yes. 
85. He was uubsequeutly shot? Yes. 
SO. Mr. Bslcer.] Why did you not take any legal proceedings in the matter? We did not think there 
was any ground for them. 
SI. At your trial or at any time did any persons testify as to your character—any person who lived in 
your neighbourhood or who knew you? Yes, but I do not think they were represented I had it 
character from Captain Zouch. 

Did he give evidence in your favour at the trial, or was it a written character? It was a written 
character. 

Were there any other persons in the ilraidwood district who testified as to your generally good 
character? 1 do not tlnnk I. asked any one in the Braidvood district then—I was told it would be of 
no use unless I was convicted. 

Mr. Michael Griffin examined— 

Mr.M. Griffin. 90. Chairman.] Are you one of the petitioners? Yes. 
91. Where were you residing in the year 1860? At Oranineir, in the Bra.idwood district. 

16Apr11, 1878. 92. What business were you carrying on? We were carrying on the business of liit'tnnig, carrying, and 
grazing. 

Was any one in conjunction with you? My two brothers were in conjunction. 
Were you in possession of all the necessary property for carrying on the farming? Yes, we possessed 

all the necessary requirements. 
At that time was the Braidwood district overrun with bushrangers P Yes, it was overrun with bush-

rangers—the two Clarkes and Connell. 
How was your farm situated as regards the haunts of these bushrangers? It was situated in the 

midst of the haunts of these bushrangers—their relatives lived in that district. 
State to the Committee the circumstances that led to the criminal charge being made ngainst you 

which lcd to your subsequent arrest? On or about the month of August, 1860, one Friday afternoon, 
Mrs. Bradley and her brother Thomas Kelly came to my house; Mrs. Bradley stated she met Clarke on 
that day, and that he told her to meet him at my house that same night, and they remained there till 
about dusk, when the three bushraners rode up to my house. They met my brother first; 1 did not go 
up to them, They demanded something to eat, and he made some objection. They stated they had had 
nothing to eat that day, and that they should have something. I was not so close to them as my brother, 
and did not hear all the facts of the conversation; and he told me then to bring them out something to 
eat. I had no meat cooked, and I brought them some bread and butter and tea. They remained only a 
short time—about twenly minutes or half-an-hour I suppose—and then left the place in the direction of 
the Ballallaba Police Station across the river. Mrs. Bradley and Kelly went with them I believe they 
were associates of these bushrangers. It was then quite dark, and I had no horse nor way of getting a 
horse. 

Was it under compulsion that you gave this food to them? Yes, it was under compulsion. 
99, Were you aware that there had been a proclamation against harbonring or giving any sustenance to 
bushrangers? Yes. 

And that it was your duty to give immediate information to time police? Yes, I did ; but I believed 
I would risk my life if I attempted to give information immediately afterwards. The Ballallaba Police 
Station was situated about 4 miles from my house, and Clarke's sisters and mother lived about a mile 
and a-half or two miles from it. On that occasion 1 was afraid to go to Ballallaba Police Station to give 
information. I could have walked on foot that night to Ballallaba, but the bushrangers went in that 
direction, and I considered it would be dangerous to venture it, as, if they caught me going in that direc-
tion, they would guess that I was going to give information, and very likely I would be shot. 

Mr. O'connor.] There was great terror in the district at that time? Yes. 
 

* Anmin (on reriüoa) :—The ineresse of the cattle would be worth about £1,000 if I had them since that time lift now. 
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1.02. No man considered his life safe? No man considered his life safe that would be known actualty to Mr. M.Griffin. 
be aiding the police. I was very busy on the farm working at the time, and I found my horses were out 
of the paddock next morning ; they were either let out or had broken out—I. could not say which, as it isApril, 1878. 
was not it very good fence. I sent a boy I had after the horses, and he did not find them till late the 
next, or Saturday, evening. 
103. Chairman.] If he had found them should you have gone and given notice? Either I or my brother. 
101. Where would you have gone? I advised my brother as soon as he had found his horse to go to 
Ballallaba, and he said it would be useless to go to Ballallaba then, and that he would go to Araluen the 
next morning and give information to Sergeant Stafford. He started on the Sunday morning. 
105. Who P My brother and gave information to Sergeant Stafford, 
100. Were you subsequently arrested on a charge of having harboured these bushrangers? Yes, some 
time after I was arrested, and I was much surprised to think I was arrested. 

Where were you arrest-ed? On the Clyde Road. 
What were you doing? Driving a team of bullocks—carrying on the road. 

10.9. That was part of your business P Yes, I was generally carrying on the road. 
And your brother looked to the farm P My brother used sometimes to carry on the road too, but he 

was not carrying at that time—he was looking after the farm. 
Were you then taken to the Braidwood Police Court P Yes, I was brought UI)  at the Braidwood 

Police Court. 
And remanded how many times? I was remanded 1 cannot exactly Hay how many times, but I believe 

about three or four times. 
How long were you in Braidwood Gaol under remand P About a fortnight or three weeks; I do not 

exactly remember I believe I was about a fortnight in Braidwood Gaol. 
You were ultimately committed to take your trial at the Braidwood Sessions P Yes. 
After you were committed you were allowed out on bail? Yes, I was let out on bail afterwards. 

110. After being admitted to bail were you taken into the employ of the police to assist them in the 
capture of bushraiigers P Some time after I was employed by Superintendent Orridge to assist the police. 
He gave me 5s. a day and told me to go on. 
117. Air. Raker.] After your acquittal P No; some time after I was committed. 
1.18. Chairman.] Did they give you Governmentflre.arms? Superintendent Orridgetold Sergeant Smith to 
give me a revolver, and I got one from bun and the other from Sub-inspector Wright, who was then 
senior- con stable. 

Did you accompany the police on several occasions in search of the Clarkes F Yes, I was with 
Wright's party at certain times. 

In fact you did just as you were told by the police authorities? I was my own mastcr, but I was 
in conununicat.ion with Sub-inspector Wright, and he was generally lcd byrne. 

In other words, you were acting in a confidential manner with the police P Yes. 
1,22. How long did that last? Somewhere about two months—till the Clarkes were arrested. 

During that time you were engaged in obtaining information as to the whereabouts of the hush. 
rangers, which you conveyed to the police P Yes ; 1. was in communication with certain parties who 
were assisting its. 

Did you give any information to the police which ultimately led to the capture of the Clarkes P I 
received information from a person who knew I was in the Government Service, that the Clarkes were in 
a place called .Terabat Gully, and that they were goingfremn there to Tom Berry's place, and that they would 
very likely remain in Berry's hut, when they got there, all night. 'J1he person who gave inc the informa-
tion told me it would be dangerous to me to try,  to arrest them at the head of the gully. I was not 
afraid to go with the police to attack the Clarkes at any time, but I was afraid that if we went to attack 
the Clarkes at the head of the gully they would escape. 

You say you gave information to Mr. Wright as to the time when the Clarkes would be at Berry's 
house? Yes; I told him they would be at Berry's house the night that he surrounded them in the house. 
128. Is it the fact that the men were there at the time you stated, and that they were subsequently 
captured F Yes. 

On that night? Yes, and they were taken in the evening. 
And you gave information two days prior? I cannot state exactly, but about two days before-

hand. I khow I gave information to Mr. Wright a short time previous. I said it would be safer 
to wait till they got to Berry's hut. 

On your trial did Wright state that you had directed them to the place where the men were cap. 
tured? Yes, lie swore it on oath—bc swore that I gave valuable information. 

Did he say you gave him the information on the 25th, and that lie captured them on the 27th? I 
believe he did. 
1.31. Were you with Wright when he captured the bushrangers? I was not at the time the house was 
surrounded. 
1.32. Narrate to the Committee what you know of the capture, and the assistance you rendered P I was 
ii' Braiclwood, and when 1 was going home 1 stayed at Ballahlaba at night, because the Shioalhaven itiver 
there was high and dangerous to cross. I believe I was the first to cross it next morning. 	On a pre- 
vious occasion 	Wright, when 	wanted to go to Ballallaba Police Station, I told time police that that was the 
only safe place to cross. After I hod crossed the river I met Mr. Walsh, now senior-constable—one 
of Wright's party; there was no other constable with him then—and he told inc that they had the 
Clarkes surrounded in Berry's hut, and that he was going for the Ballallaba police. lIe asked inc was 
the river erossa.ble, and I told him 1 had crossed it that morning, He also asked me if time Ballallaba 
police were at home. iwas going on to assist Wright to surround the Clarkes at Berry's hut. He told 
inc that he was afraid his horse would knock up, and asked me to go with him to Ballallaba. I did Be, 
and I asked Walsh if I could get a rifle and I would start on at once to Berry's. 

THUESDAI, 
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Mn. BAJCEIt, 	I 	Mn. DILLON. 

EDWARD GREVILLE, ESQ., IN THE Cusin. 
Mr. Michael Griffin further examined 

Mr.M.O-riffln. 133. chairman.] Will you resume your narrative from the point at which you left off when you were last 
,-_-'.---- before the Committee? Mr. Walsh insisted for me to go back to Ballallaba with him. I believe lie tried 

25April, 1878. to obtain a fresh horse at Ballallaba and could not get one. I returned with Walsh, and when we got to 
my place I lent him a fresh horse—the best horse I had then—and he started on at once, and then ho got 
another horse from my sister. I told her on a previous occasion to aid Wright's party in every WilY she 
could, and I think it must be on my account she lent the fresh horse. I had not a very strong horse 
at that time, and i: was unable to push on very quickly, but when I got on the road to where Walsh left 
my horse I started on as quickly as possible, riding  the horse I had lent Walsh. I pulled up 
Black Peter, one of the Ballallaba police, on the road, and 1 pulled up Armstrong, one of the 
Ballallaba police, and I rode on to the ground with Armstrong. The Clarkes were captured a 
short time before I got up. I might mention that I took Government revolvers with me, and took 
them from my place. I heard that all the Ballallaba police were rewarded, but 1 get nothing 
from the Government. When I got to Berry's hut the police were going to rem 	th ove 	e C'Iarkes. 
Sergeant Burns then pressed my horse against my will, although there were several police horses there 
which he could easily have obtained. I consider the treatment I received was very harsh after all the 
services I rendered to the Crown, for the police officers to go and treat me in this manner—to leave me in 
that manner on foot. When one of the police saw the way I was treated, he told inc to jump behiud him 
on his horse, and I aid so. I might mention that some time before the two Clarkes were captured, I 
was after horses, and I met them in the bush; the two of them had revolving rifles, and they accused its 
of giving information to Sergeant Stafford. I thought my life was in danger, and that the best way I could 
get out of the difficulty was to throw the blamo on my brother. They rode with inc for about 4 miles, 
and I had not left them long before I saw Wright's party at it distance from me; I then rode up to 
Wright's party. The two Clarkes were then about half.a-mile away on the top of a high range. I was 
almost afraid then to give information, for I considered it very dangerous,—that if Wright's pa'y pushed 
on at once, and the two Clarkes escaped, I uvell knew what must be my doom, if ever they caine across inc 
again ; but, however, if I am not very much mistaken, I told Sub-inspector Wright if he would give inc one 
of his fire-arms that I would goback to where the two Clarkes were, wd thatl would try and entice them to 
come it little bit further with inc towards his party. I also told him that as soon as they would see 
him and his men that they would very likely push off as quickly as tile)' could, and that 1. would then call 
upon them to surrender and fire at them. However, when I got to the top of the range the two Clarkes 
were not there. I think they had a strong suspicion that I was aiding the police, and that they pushed 
off. I then immediately brought "p  Wright's party with the black tracker. We got out the tracks of the 
Clarkes, and followed them for about 4 miles until it was quite dark. 1 then took Wright to where there 
was an old hut, where I thought the Clarkes would camp that night, and we surrounded it, but they were 
not in it, I then told Sub-inspector Wright that 1 knew they were not far away. We were among thick 
oaks poking about in the dark itight, and I told him we might be fired on, as they were bound to have heard 
its. The Shoall,aven River was very high at the time, and Sub-inspector Wright told me he would like 
to make for the Ballallaba Police Station that night if I could manage to take him to a good crossing. I 
brought him to the Shoalhaven River, and I conld tell him by a mark I had at the crossing-place—a bunch 
of grass—that the river was erossahlc. Sub-inspector Wright and his men, with the exception of one 
who was afraid to cross, crossed to Ballallaba. One of Wright's men remained with me that night. I met 
Sub-inspector Wright, who was then only senior-constable, the next day, and we then went after the bush- 
rangers. 1 then thought my life would be in danger if ever I would come across the bushrangers again. 1 
told Superintendent Orridge so, but lie would give me no protection whatever. I told him 1. was deter- 
mined to protect inyself and that 1 would keep my  place well supplied with firearms, and that I would 
resist any attack of the bnshrangers if they caine there. lie cautioned inc not to lire on the police; and 
i: told him that my life, :L considered, was then in danger, and not to let the police come about my place 
at Ilight without my knowing it. I was very cai-efnl to avoid firing on the police, but Iwas in great terror, 
thinking the bushraugers might come to my place to take my life. 
134. Do you think it would have been dangerous for Wright and his men to have endeavoured to cross the 
river to roach the Ballallaba Police Station, unless you had shown them where to cross P lie could not 
have crossed it that night unless I had gone with them—he would have been afraid to cross. 
13-5. Did you precede them? No, 1 told him I had crossed it when it was a little higher; and he sent 
over the black tracker first. I might mention that Clarke, the outlaw, told me that if he met my brother 
again, he would put him on his knees for the information lie had given Sergeant Staflbrd. 

Supposing, as you had told him, that it was he who had given information to the police? Yes, I told 
the outlaw. 

With reference to the supplying of the Clarkes with food by yonrself and your brother, was it done 
under compulsion P Of course it was done under compulsion. 

What do you think would have been the consequence if you had refused P My life and property 
were in danger, when.three armed bushrangers came up to a place to men who had no fireartns to protect 
them, stating that they had had nothing to ea.t that day, and that they should get it.*  My brother made 
some objection to giving it them, but of course we could not have made any further resistance—it would 
have been dangerous. 

Willyon explain to the Committee why it would have been dangerous for you to have gone to the 
Ballallaba Police Station to have given information? Clarke's relatives and their friends lived not far 
from the Police Station, and supposing I had been seen going to the Ballallaba Station on the Saturday, 
Clarke's spies might have told them, and if I had come across them I should have paid for it, 

Could you not reach the Ballallaba Police Station without being seen? No, 1 could not, because it 
was in the clear on a plain. I could not have gone within a quarter of a mile on one side, and a mile ou 
the other, without being seen. 	 141. 

ADDED (on revision) —Consider tlirce arned bushrangers coming up to a man's house at dusk, demandiag something 
to cal, and one of them an outlaw. 
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1 ti it 1$ ,in open plain F it is, where a great munber of people generally call. 	 Mr. k.Griffln. 
112. How soon after the Clarkes were captured were you paid off,  1  or did you cease to be employed by the 
police P After all the services I rendered to the Crown, .1 received nothing beyond two days' pay after 25April,1878. 
the capture of the Clarkes. I was in Braidwood when Superintendent Orridge said-" I will pay you for 
two days after the Clarkes were captured," and that was all I received. 

Subsequently you surrendered to your bail at Darlinghurst Court-house? Yes, I surrendered in 
Sydney. 

Explain to the Committee anything you wish with reference to We loss you sustained by your arrest 
and trial, and whether you experienced any hardship in gaol P At the very lowest it cost me in ready 
cash £200 for counsel and legal expenses. 

Mr. Dillon.] All your legal expenses, solicitor, retaining counsel, witnesses' expenses, &e. P I paid 
Sergeant Stafford's expenses on the first occasion, the Crown paid three witnesses the next time. The 
cost in money was about £200. 

0/zairnurn.] Will you state the circumstances of surrender to your bail P I might state that I was 
first committed to take my trial at Braidwood, and when I surrendered I was told 1 would be tried at 
Darlinghurst. I then started to Sydney some time before the trial would come on, to engage counsel and 
prepare a proper defence. During the sittings I called at Darlinghurst from day to dity. Then I was 
remanded till the following sittings, andl received no notice in Sydney that my trial would be postponed, till 
I surrendered to my bail, and I had no one to bail me, being a strangerin Sydney, and was locked up in a 
cc11 at Darlinghurst for about a fortnight, being allowed out to walk up and down  passage only one hour 
in the twenty-four. I never could make out what was the reason of this harsh treatment. 1 then got 
some parties at Braidwood to bail me out. They had not to come to Sydney, it was managed up there, 
and I went back to Braidwood again. Going home on horseback I was riding a valuable horse I had 
borrowed; when crossing a creek that was very high, both the horse and myself were swept away by the 
force of the current. I managed to swim out, but the horse was drowned, and I had to give another 
horse worth £30 instead of him. 1 then had to appear at Sydney again to be tried, when I was honorably 
acquitted of the charge laid against me. The Judge made some remarks after I was acquitted, but I did 
not stay in Court to hear all he said. I believe lie stated be thought the Crown ought to have shown 
inc conmderatin. 

.Afr. Dillon.] You do not know that yourself? I saw it stated in the papers next morning. 
118. You were arrested on a certain day? Yes. 

You were then brought up at the Police Court? Yes. 
You were put to your first expense when you were brought up at the Police Court? Yes. 
I suppose you employed a lawyer? Yes. 
What did that cost you P I suppose it cost the two of us, my brother apd myself; about £20 at the 

Braidwood Police. 
TIow many days were you before the Court? My brother was remanded several times; I think I 

was remanded three times. 
151. You estimate the cost on those occasions at £20? Somewhere about that. 

Then you were committed for trial P Yes. 
You were first committed for trial at the Quarter Sessions, Braidwood? Yes, I was committed for 

trial, to take place at the Quarter Sessions, Braidwood. 
Then you received notice that the venue had been changed? Yes, and that I was to be tried at 

Darlinghurst. 
Did you not receive notice before the commencement of the sittings? No, I received no notice till 

I surrendered to my bail at Braidwood I then got a verbal and written notice. 
Had you employed legal assistance at Braidwood? Yes, Mr. Searvelt was to appear for me there P 

100. Did you bring your witnesses there? I think Sergeant Stafford was stationed at Braidwood or 
A.raluen. 
161.. Did Mr. Scarvell appear for you there? Yes. 

Did you pay anything fresh to Mr. Scarvell? No, not at that time. 
Then you received notice that the venue was changed to Sydney? Yes. 

161. And your trial came on there? I was remanded then to the next sittings, and had to go back to 
Braidwood-sojnewhere about 200 miles. 
16.5. Had you prepared for your defence the first time you came to Sydney P Yes. 
106. Your attorney and counsel had been retained? Yes. 
1.07. 'What did it cost you on that occasion? I do not know exactly. As nearly as I can guess, zome- 
where about £90. 

That was the first time you appeared at Darlinghurst, when your trial was further postponed P Yes. 
That included everything? No, I think that was the cost for legal defence alone. 
You have not included your personal expenses P Not in this. 
In anythiug I have asked you, do you include your personal expenses? No, I do not include our 

personal expenses. 
Then the case was postponed until the following gaol delivery P Yes. 
Then the trial came? Then the trial came on. 
'What did the legal expenses cost you on that occasion? I had to pay some money that time to the 

lawyers, but I cannot say what it was. 
You were defended by counsel? Yes, 
Who defended you? Mr. Dailey. 
At what do you estimate your personal expenses all through, from the time you left your farm to go 

to Braidwood, until you were finally acquitted at Sydney P I suppose altogether our own and our wit-
nesses' travelling expenses, and remaining in Sydney, about £80. 

Wore you a farmer at that time P Yes. 
Were you and your brother only working on the farm? There were three brothers of us. 
So that one remained behind to do the work? He did scarcely any work; it was our businoss to 

mind the farm. 
So that your farm was neglected? Yes; I bought it lot of seed oats that year, and had about 60 

acres under oats, but, on account of our arrest, most of the crop was destroyed by cattle getting on the 
land. 	 182, 
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Mr. M.Griffin. 182. At what do you estimate your loss in consequence of your absence from the farm while you were 
1_A 	under arrest P I was two years, in consequence of that, doing nothing. 

2tApnl,1878. 183. What do you estimate you lost through being dragged from your farming pursnits from the time 
you were arrested until you were acquitted P I suppose i: might put it down at £200 at the lowest 
calculation. I was so crippled by the losses I sustained, that I was unable to cultivate the farm for 
three or four years, and I may put down that loss at £400, because my teams, cattle, and farming 
implements were stolen; and afterwards when I began to raise something, farm produce was so chcap 
that it was hardly worth while to cultivate. I had one of the best farms in the district, and 1 can 
safely say that the losses I then sustained i never recovered. 1 would be in a very different position now 
but for my losses at that tine. 

Mr. Baker.] 1 do not think the statement of your losses is quite clear. Will you say the actual 
money loss you sustained from the time of your arrest at Braidwood to the time of your acquittal at 
Sydney? About £200. 

Besides the money loss of £200 during that period, what loss did you sustain in your business from 
not being able to carry on your occupation asa farmer P I may reckon the losses to the farm on that 
account, as I was two years without doing anything, at £200. 
180. Thirdly, at what do you estimate your loss by the forced sale of your cattle, implements, and other 
property? The loss upon our bulloeks and drays would be about £100, and by the forced sale of cattle, 
£40 or £50. 

Was there any other property P I do not think I sold any other property. 
That would be about £500 or £550? Yes. 
Did you ever apply to the Government for compensation? Yes, to the Attorney General, 
What answer did you receive? He never replied to my letters I wrote him several. 
Did you ever apply personally to any Minister? To Mr. John Williams, the Crown Solicitor. The 

Attorney General told me to write to the Crown Solicitor, and I had a private interview with him about 
getting compensation from the Government, and lie told me he would look after it for Inc. I wrote 
several letters for it portion of the reward for assisting to capture the Clarkes, and stating in some letters 
how I was treated with plenty of law. 

Have you obtained a portion of that reward P No, I never obtained it shilling from Government. 
Upon your acquittal did the Judge express any opinion in your favour? Yes I read it in the paper 

next morning. 
Did you hear him 9 I heard him make some remarks, but it is so long ago I do not know what they 

were i: did not stay in Court. 
How long were you confined in prisonfrom the time of your arrest at Braidwood and at: Darling-

hurst P About a fortnight in Braidwood and about a fortnight in Sydney. in consequence of the losses 
I sustained, I had to go to bodily wGrk to endeavour to recover my position ;and in this way I injured 
my health. i have had medical advice, but no doctor has been able to do me any good. I have never 
recovered my health since, and I do not suppose I ever shall. 

Mr. Dillon.] What is your age now? About thirty-one or thirty-two. 
Are you living in the Braidwood District now P No, I am staying at Park I-louse Hotel, Sydney. 
How long is it since you 1eft? About twelve months. I had been living there about fonrteen or 

fifteen years. 
1.99. On the same farm? Not on the same farm, but not far from it. 1. be.,  to hand in a number of 
letters as to my character. (The wilnees handed in the same. 7ide Appendix A 1 to A 7.) 

Mr. William Stafford examined 

Mr. w. 200. Uhainnan.] In the year 1800 were you a sergeant in the Police Force? Yes, 
StaiTord, 201. Where were you then stationed? A.t Aralnen. 

202. Do you know the petitioners in this ease-namely, Patrick and Michael Griffin? 1 do. 
25 April, 1878. 203. In the year I have mentioned-1866-were you in the habit of seeing them? Yes, I was in the 

hab it of seeing Patrick Griffin frequently, not Michael. 
Did Patrick Griffin ever give you information in reference to the movements of the bushra.ngers 

who were infesting the district? Yes. 
Do you remember particularly one Sunday his eomiug to you to give information of having supplied 

them with food? I do. 
200. Did lie tell you that it was on the Friday night preceding the Sunday on which be gave you the 
information? He did. 

Did lie tell you that lie gave time bushrangers this food upon compulsion? Yes, I believe lie did-i 
am not exactly sure upon that. i might explain the matter a little better if I were to tell the Committee 
that I had advised him to try and get into the biishrangers' confidence with a view to giving me or some 
others of the police necessary information, as without some one did so, it would be impossible for the 
police to know their movements, as they were here, there, and in every 1)111cc all over the country. 

When Patrick Griffin gave you this information on the Sunday morning, did lie make the impressioa 
that be was acting with sincerity towards you P Yes, certainly. 

And you believe that to this day? I do, most decidedly, and I conveyed the intelligence to Super-
intendent Orridgo for his information. I wrote to him about it, and also conveyed it; to him verbally when 
1 had the opportunity. 
M. He was your superior officer? Yes, lie was the Superintendent of our district, 

Were there other occasions on which the 0-riffins gave you information as to the movements of the 
bushrangers? Yes. I am speaking only of one Griffin now, that is Patrick Griffin. 1 gave evidence at 
the trial only in favour of i'at-rick Griffin; I got no information of any consequence from Michael. 

As sergeant, had you charge of the Araluen Police Station? I had charge of two stalions, the foot 
umud mounted. 
21.3. Was Patrick Griffin in your confidence-was lie euployed by the police P I am not aware of his 
being employed by the police ; so far as :i know lie was not. 
214. Mr. Dillon.] He voiuntai'ilygave you information? Yes I sought his information. I was stationed 
at Jingcra in 1862, and was thoroughly acquainted with the Griflins this Patrick Griffin gave me infor-
mation in 1802 that led to the arrest of a party of cattle-stealers and their subsequent conviction. 

215. 
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215. .lingera is the wildest part of the country in that district P Yes, and it was at that time infested Mr. W. 
with cattle-stealers, horse.stealors, and highway robbers. Ian the man that broke UJ the notorious gang Stafford. 
headed by Tommy Clarke. I arrested lain in 1865, and lodged him in Braidwood Gaol, committed on four 
charges of highway robbery under arms, after being twelve months in pursuit of them, lie had defied all 25ApnI,1878. 

the efforts of the police to capture him for twelve months, and unti I I captured him in 1.805, on I lie very 
(lay 1 went to take charge of Jingera Station. 
210. They gave information in another case? Yes, they gave information in the case of J)oraii, that led 
to the capture of a gang of three cattle-stealers. That was Patrick Griffin. 

What were the G-riffins at that time? Farmers, in good circumstances. 
They were very young people then were they not? They were grown up young men. 

21.9. I-Tow old P I should ray they might average from 17 to 20. 
Were they carrying on the farm on their own account, or living with their father P Living with 

their father; their father was a. feeble man, and thek had the sole management of it themselves. 
You knew that they were acquainted with these Clarkes, and therefore you svcnt to them for informa. 

lion about the Clarkes' movements P Certainly. 
it was not that they were regularly paid servants of the Crown, it paid police. but that they were 

acquainted with the Clarkes, and you asked them what they knew P Yes;i was perfectly cognizant that 
they were acquainted with the Clarkes, with their haunts, and the whole locality. 

Not that they were paid servants of the police at all P Certainly, not at all, so for as I knew. 
224, So far as you are aware, any information they gave was voluntarily given w'ithout being paid for P 
Without being paid for. 
225. You knew that the Clarkes used to go to their house, did you? I knew that prior to the Clarkes going 
to the bush they used to visit at each other's houses ; thev lived only  about five miles from each other. 
220. The Clarkes were farmers, too, about the same place? Yes, 

Did you know that the Clarkes, after they had takefi to the bush, used to go to Griffin's P No, I did 
not. 

how do you imagine they would have any information as to the Clarkes' whereabout if they did not P 
They might meet them, or hear of them from their friends. The Clarkes might visit their house the same 
as any other person, but I was not cogn izant of it. 
229, 'You never saw the Clarkes go to the Griffins' house? No. 

it was not likely you would? No, I thinknot., 
If you had seen theta you would have been after them P I think so. 
You say you received very lil.tle information from Michael Griffin P Nothing of any consequence. 
What you learned was principally communicated by Patrick F Yes, 
Did you kuowthat Patrick Griffin used to communicate with the Clarkes iii anyway? No, 1 did not. 
Did lie ever give you any information that liemust have derived directly from the Clarkes P Never. 
Did lie inforimi you at any time of conversations he had had with the Clarkes P Yes, he spoke to me of 

one conversation lie had with them at a little distance from his own house, but the purport of it I cannot state. 
Did lie not lead you to believe that lie was it) the habit of having constant verbal eomrrnmnicatiou with 

them? Not constant;. 
Occasionally? Occasionally be led me to believe that lie met them on a few occasions in the bush. 

239, That lie not them, and used to talk to them P Yes, all talked to them as ne;glibours. I do not 
think there was anything in that. lie told me that. 

Did lie lead you to believe that he had not fallen out with thom in any way-that there was no 
enmity between them? I do not think there was any enmity. 

Do you know whether lie at any time suffered any injury at their banns? I believe lie did, but I 
cannot say positively; I have it faint recollection of something. 

Do you know whether any damage was done to his house or property by them? I do not. 
243, You do not know that they ever stuck up their premises? They may have done so, 

You never heard that they did? I believe Griffin told inc on one occasion that they had demanded 
food from him-that they came to his house and demanded food from him. 

Did you ever hear of their being at his place more than once P No, I never heard except what 
Griffin himself told me about their coming to his place; I did not hear it from any other person. 

You did not see him there? I did not, nor did I hear it from any other person. 
Ohairvtan.] At the period referred to great terror esisted throughout the district with regard to these 

bushrangers? Yes, in that year. 
Respectable people even were afraid to give information to the police, or to assist them-was not that 

the ease? It was ; the most respectable people in the neighbourhood of Braidwood dreaded to give infor-
mation to the police; of course they did whenever they had opportunity, but they were very careful in 
doing it. 
240. 1 believe no ]nan'fr life was considered safe who gave information to the police ? No, not if the 
bushrangers knew it. That was the impression of the whole community in the district at that time. 

One of time Griffmns has stated in evidence that lie was afraid to go to the Ballallaba Pollee Station on 
the Friday night when the Clarkes demanded food, lest lie should be watched and perhaps injured by them 
should you think such a fear well-founded 2.1 should think it well-founded. lie was not the only one 
who was frightened to go there-many others were dubious about it. 

Is Baliallaba Police Station so situated that any one going to it can easily be watched ? Yes, it 
is in in open plain, and no person could go to the station without being seen, 

'While you were stationed in the district you had no doubt of the truthfulness of time Griffins towards 
the police P I had no doubt myself about their truthfulness. There is one point 1. would wish to mention. 
I was on duty at Major's Creek, and as I was going into the township about 12 or 1 o'clock at night, in 
company with Constable'Riley and Constable Smith, a man called me and asked me if we were police; I 
said, "Yes," and lie said the bushrangers had stuck-up the Chinese store in the eveiung, and that Senior-
constable Stapylton and the other police had gone down to the scene of the robbery. 1 turned rouiid with 
my men, and went to the store, not ant;icipating meeting the buslmrangers at the store, but the police if any 
one. On comninF  in front of the store we were Bred at by Tommy Clarke, John Clarke, and it man named 
James Doran. They were on hom'seback, and we came down in front; as soon as we came in front they fired 
right into our faces.;ve returned the fire, and gave them chase for about three )mles. They ultimately 

succeeded 
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Mr. W. succeeded in getting away, but they would not have got away,  if my men had been able to come up to me. 
Stafford. i was obliged to give up the chase, but it was supposed that Doran was wounded in the encounter. It 

5A ru 1878 
turned out that it was not so; however, lie fell from his horse, and hurt his thigh very severely, and the Clarkes 
took him away to Cawaira Mountain, kept luin there, and took food to him. I had some communication from 
Patrick Griffin respecting this; he told me Doran was in the mountain, and would find out where he was 
hid, and put me on to him. At all events, on the day lie (Patrick Griffin) was arrested by the special 
constable, it was arranged that I was to mcet him and that i.e was to take me to where Doran was lying 
up. 	Of course his arrest prevented his fulfilling his engagement. Doran, after he got well, cleared out 
towards Gippsland, and crossing at Buckley's Crossing, Jell oft' his horse, and broke his neck. 

ALl'. Dillon.] You were called as a witness when the trial took place at DarlioghurstP 1 was sub-
pnaed for the defence when Griffin was before the Braidwood Bench, Mr. Scarvcll came to the Braid-
wood Station, and served inc with the subpmna in the presence of Superint:endent Orridge himself, and 
Mr. Orridge had a private conversation with me about the matter, and i.e told inc not to reserve anything 
in my evidence. I gave evidence before the Police Court, in Braidwood, as to Griffin supplying me with 
information. A. Commission of Inquiry was afterwards held in Braidwood, and I was summoned to that 
Commission to give evidence before it, and it was reported to them that I was it friend of the Griffins, in 
consequence of coming from the same place at Home, or that I was related in some way, and that that was 
the reason I gave evidence in their defence. 

What was that Commission appointed for P To inquire into the state of crime in the district, and 
how it should be suppressed. Subsequently I came to Sydney and gave evidence, the same evidence I had 
given at the Police Court at Braidwood for the defence, and the man was acquitted. 
265. Do you know anything about the remarks of the Judge when the case was over? Yes. 

Do you recollect what he said P As nearly as I can rccollect, lie put the case to the Jury for the men 
to be acquitted. 

What did he say after they were acquitted? That they left the Court without a stain upon their 
characters, The Judge made some observations, but of course I cannot my the exact words. Mr. Sub-
inspector Wright also gave evidence in favour of Michael Griffin. I was called first, and he came into 
the witness-box after Inc. 

Aft. Baker.] Can you say how it was the Griffins came to be arrested—was there any suspicion 
existing in the neighbourhood about them P None whatever among the local police. The facts speak for 
themselves —Superintendent Orridge was aware that they were giving information to the police, because 
I so stated in my written reports to him, consequently the police could not have any such doubt at the 
time. I did not know the Griffins at Home—I believe they are natives of Bungcndore. 

You cannot account for the arrest of the Griffins 9 1 have often suspected. I give the inference I 
have drawn myself: that the special constables who came up to the Braidwood District suspected that the 
Griffins were giving information to the local police, and that it was more to obstruct the local police that) 
for any other purpose that the Griffins were arrested. 

THU1?SDAY 10 AfAr, 1878. 

rcent 

Mx, BAKER, 	j 	Mr.. DILLON. 

EDWARD GREVILLE, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. Michael Griffin called in and further examined 

Mr.M.Griffin. 200. Chairman.] Was the occasion in August, 1866, the only one on which the bushrangcrs caine to your 
residence? Yes, that was the only time. 

16 May, 1878. 261. Did you, or did your brother, to your knowledge, at any time give the bushrangers shelter? No, we 
never gave them shelter. 
202. Had you any knowledge, except what you have told the Committee you got from Mrs. Bradley and 
her brother, that the bushrangers would call at your residence? No, notlung but what Mrs. Bradley 
told me. 

Was the Ballallaba Police camp upon Mr. Wallace's estate P Yes; there were several huts for the 
men employed on the farm withiu 200 yards of it. 

had you any conversation with Superintendent Orridge about the police station at which you were 
to give information P Yes he told me on one occasion to give information if I could at any time to 
Sergeant Byrues, at the Ballallaba Police Station; and I pointed out to him the danger of being seen going 
to the Ballallaba Police Station. He then gave me permission to give information to whoever 1 liked. 

Was it understood between you that you would give information to Sergeant Stafford? Not at that 
time. 'We gave the information to Sergeant Stafford because lie was a very efficient Government officer. 
I was well aware that he would risk his life at any time to take these bushrangers. I believe Sergeant 
Stafford did more in the Braidwood district than any other police officer, with the exception of taking the 
outlaw Clarke. 

Have you any document you wish to hand in? Yes, I have a letter from Senior-constable Walsh. 
I wrote to him telling him I would very likely want to bring him to Sydney to substantiate my evidence 
and he returned my letter again to me, with a note in reply. (Letters banded Or and read. See Appendix A 2.) 
I wish also to state that after Stafford's evidence was known in Braidwood publicly my brother was afraid 
to stay on the farm, and lie left for fear the bushrangers should come across him afterwards. 
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APPENDIX. 

[To the Ruidc.'we of Michael Griffin, 25 April, 1878.] 

A. 

Araluen, 8 February, 1877. 
Tan bee rer, Mr. Michael Griffin, farmer, of Oranmeir, has been personally known to inc for about ten years; within that period 
he has had large busins transactions with me. It is with very great pleasure I certify thathe is scrupulously honest, faithful, 
and truthful ; he is a thorough temperance-man, intelligent, and has a character unimpeached. I feel satisfied that he will 
prove lihnself a most trustworthy, desirable, and excellent man in any office he will be found qualified to fill. 

THOS. fl'. FAULKNER. 

Araiuen, 10 February, 1877. 
I FEEL great pleasure in being able to testify to the high character the bessrer, Mr. Michael Griffin, has borne, while I have 
known him during the past ten years, to he of strict sober habits; also Ins integrity and ability of intellectual knowledge will 
no doubt qualify him for the principles of any business, as I deem him well worthy of any trust, that might be reposed in him. 
I will be happy to hear of his good success, 	 H. O'REILLY, 

- 	Storekeeper, A.ral,,eu. 
To Mr. M. Griffin. 

Braidwood, New South Wales, 19 February, 1877. 
I ILAVU much pleasure in giving a certificate of clmrnetei, to Mr. Al. Griffin, of Oranmeir, near Ballallaba. I have known him 
for the last eight years, during which time lie has conducted himself as a good colonist. Hois intelligent., industrious, and 
sober. I can confidently reoommend himto the favourable consideration of any one wl,o s'eqsiirc's the services of an honest 
and trustworthy man. 	 EXES LLEWELLYN, J.P., 

-- 	 M.RaS.E., &. 

J3errima Preshyten-, 19 February, 1878. 
I ur.e to certify that I have known Mr. M. Griffin for twelve years. He bears a most excellent character. I believe him to 
be well conds,cted, very industrious, and very trustworthy. 	 fl'. T. R1ORDON, R.C.C. 

Mr. M. Griffin, 	 Major's Creek, 13 February, 1877. 
Dear Sir, 

it is with much pleasure that I answer your request for a testimoay to character. r have known you for the past ten years, and have no hesitation to testify to your character for uprightness, integrity, and honorable condnct, and I shall be 
most happy to hear that you an in a position worthy of yourself and the character you bear. Wishing you overy prosperity,— 

I remain, be., 
HENRY A. COJ3EL. 

Nithsdale, 12 February, 1877. 
Tar, bearer, itt. ariffin, has been known to me for the last fifteen years, and I have great pleasure now in being able to testify 
to his good character. I have every confidence in him:; he is honest, straightforward, and sober, and Iwouhh have no hesitation 
in giving him a responsible situation if required. 	 JOHN WALLACE, J.P. 

C. B. PAYNE. 

i3raidwood, 13 February, 1877. 
Tare is to certify that I have known Mr. Michael Griffin for a number of years in this district, and that 1 have a very great 
respect for him, and have always found him an honest, upright young man. 

JOHN MUSGRAVE, 
Editor, B. Dispatch. 

[To the Evideuce qf Michael Grffln, 10 May, 1878. 

A 2. 

Buckley's Crossing, Police Station, 7 May, 1878. 
IN reference to the attached letter of the 3rd instant, Senior-constable Walsh states for your information, that what you have 
stated in the said letter is quite correct as far as I can remember in reference to the bushrangers Clarke. 

WILLIAM WALSH, Mr. M. Griffin. 	
Senior.constable. 

Dear Sir, 	 Park House Hotel, 27, Park-street, Sydney, 3 May, 1.878. 
I have to infonn you that the Committee are now sitting in the Assembly, investigating my claims on the Govern-

ment for losses sustained by law. 
I want you to send me a written statement concerning the services I rendered you on the day the Clarkes were captured, 

you to Balhallaba, and taking Wright's party to this crossing on a former about my crossing the river and going back with  
occasion and lending you a fresh horse on the day the Chirkes were captured. 

r rode on to the ground with Armstrong, and I passed Black Peter on the road. The Charkes were captured when 1 
got up, but I believe all the Ballallaba police were rewarded. You must also recollect that Sergeant Byrne took my horse 
away from inc on the day the Clarkes were taken, that lie pressed ln,n against my will—he told sac that I would be paid for 
him. I an, bringing all this harsh treatment out now. 

I was examined at considerable length before the Select Committee respecting the losses I sustained by law and the 
services I rendered to thin Crown. 

I believe I shall have to bring you to Sydney to substantiate my evidence; on that account write to me  without delay 
and send me the facts of the services I rendered you on the day the Clnrkes were captured, and about my going back to 
Ballahlaba with you. My prospects is, life ]rnvc sull'ered by a wrongful mmd malicious psoseoist ion. 

J 
Mr. W. Walsh, Ses,ior.constnble 	

am.
31. GRIFFIN. 

Sydssay Tho,s,as Richards, Oovornr,sc,si Printer. 478 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATWE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALU. 

THE REVEREND J. GRAHAM LOVE. 
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OP MORUYA.) 

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 21 February, 1578. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled, 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR iloiconmia HousE,— 

The humble Petition of the undersigned respectfully showeth 

That the Itevd. J. Graham Love, :Minister of the Church of England at Moruya, Diocese of 
Gouthurn, in this Colony, and now a prisoner in H. M. Gaol, Darlinghurst, did make certain representation 
in writing, to Captain Zouch, Inspector of Police, Goulburn, respecting the conduct of W. S. Caswell, 
Police Magistrate, Moruya, towards certain mcmbers of the Police Force stationed there. 

That the said VT. S. Caswell, PM, did sue the Revd. J. G. Love in the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales, on Monday, the 30th day of April, 1877, for libel contained in the said letter to Captain Zouch. 

That the Bcvd. J. G. Love pleaded not guilty" to the charge, being persuaded that he was fully 
prepared to substantiate every statement which he has made respecting the aforesaid W. S. Caswell, P.M. 
That at the last moment, and immediately before the jury was einpannelled, the Bevd. 1. G. Love's counsel 
suddenly advised the settlement of the case by agreeing to a verdict for the plaintiff of forty shillings 
damages and coNts, and also to retract the allegation complained of. That having no time for considera-
tion, and dreading lest he should be left to conduct his own case and forced to aefend lnmself against the 
practised keenness of very able lawyers, he did accept such verdict, and by his counsel wrote a paper 
retracting the language complained of, and expressing regret for the representation made. 

That upon more mature deliberation, and still knowing that the statements contained in the letter 
were true, though perhaps legally unjustifiable, the said J. G. Love felt that he had done wrong in subuut-
ting, without a trial, to such verdict, and with the firmness and courageimparted by the consciousness of 
truth, he has resolved to accept the weariness and discomfort of imprisonment rather than fulfil the conditions 
of a verdict in which he never really concurred. This being the view of the matter taken by your Petitioners, 
they therefore pray that your Honorable House will take the case into your favourable consideration, 
and bestow upon it the benefit of aa complete and thorough an investigation as your Honorable House in 
its collective wisdom may deem necessary. 

And your I'etitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 260 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 185— 
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1877-8. 

Lic ISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE REVEREND J. GRAHAM LOVE. 
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF BR&IDWOOD.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aseembly to be printed, 27 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR HONORABLE HOUSE 

The humble Petition of the undersigned, respectfully showeth 
That the Reverend James Graham Love, Minister of the Church of England at Moruya, in the 

Diocese of G-oulburn, in this Colony, and now a prisoner in Darlinghurst Gaol, did make certam repre-
sentations, in writing, to Captain Zouch, of 0-oulburn, Superintendent of Police, respecting the conduct of 
W. S. Caswell, Police Magistrate at Moruya, towards certain members of the Police Force stationed 
there. 

That the said W. S. Caswell, P.M., did sue the said Reverend James Graham Love in the Supreme 
Court of New South Wales, on Monday, the 30th day of April, 1877, for libel said to be contained in the 
said letter to Captain Zouch. That the said James Graham Love pleaded "not guilty" to the charge, 
being persuaded that he was fully prepared to substantiate every statement which he had made respccting 
the conduct of the said W. S. Caswell, P.M. 

That at the very last moment, and immediately before thejury was empannelled, the counsel for the 
Reverend James Graham Love suddenly advised the settlement of the case by agreeing to a verdict for 
the plaintiff of forty shillings, damages and costs, and also to retract the allegations complained of. 

That having no time for consideration, and dreading lest he should be left to conduct his own case 
and be forced to defend himself against the practised keenness of very able lawyers, he did accept such 
verdict, and by his couusel wrote a paper retracting the language complained of, and expressing regret for 

"the representations made. 

That upon more mature deliberation, and still well knowing that the statements contained in the 
letter were true, though perhaps legally unjustifiable, the said Reverend James Graham Love felt that he 
had done wrong in submitting, without a trial, to such a verdict, and with the firmness and courage ?mparted 
by the consciousness of truth, he has resolved to accept the discomforts and weariness of imprisonment 
rather than further fulfil the conditions of a verdict in which he really never concurred. 

This being the view of matter taken by your Petitioners, they therefore pray that your Honorable 
House will extend to the prisoner such relief as it, in its wisdom and clemency, may judge to be necessary, 
and afford the case the benefit of as complete and thorough an investigation as your Honorable House may 
deem expedient. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 849 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 193— 
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1S77-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS 
(COPY OF CIRCULAR AND LIST OF FEES.) 

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 29 January, 1878. 

[Circular.] 
Sir, 	 The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 5th .Tuly, 1875. 

The Inspectors of Public Revenue Collectors' Accounts having on several occasions reported 
that there is great diversity in the charges for Fees in the different Courts of Petty Sessions throughout 
the Colony for cases of a similar nature, which is attended with much inconvenience, and over which they 
have no satisfactory check, it has been deemed advisable, under their recommendation, to prepare books 
of Forms for such Courts, uniform with those now in use by the Clerks of Petty Sessions in Syduey. 

As the charges noted in the forms and butts of these books, for the various cases therein referred 
to, are those now payable at the Central and Water Police Offices here, it is desirable that similar charges 
should be made by Clerks of Petty Sessions in the interior. 

The Government Printer has been instructed to forward to your address one copy of each of 
these books, which embrace the following forms, viz. 	- 

1.—Information—General Purposes. 
Ditto 	- 	Ditto 	Indictable Offences. 
Ditto 	—Tenants Act, 17 Vie. No. 10. 

4.--r Ditto 	—Surety of the Peace. 
5.— .Ditto 	—Wages-20 Vie. No. 28, 
6.—Summons of a Witness. 
7._1\Tarrant where the snininons is disobeyed. 

By direction of the Honorable the Treasurer 1. (10 myself the honor to request that you will, from 
and after their receipt, abandon the use of the loose forms now in use, and substitute therefor the forms 
contained in these books, which it is considered will meet all the requirements of your office. I am further 
directed to request that the butts may be filled up in the manner indicated by the inatterprintecl thereon. 

As every Clerk of Petty Sessions to whom these books will be issued will be held responsible by 
the Inspectors for the full number of forms contained in each, viz., 200, it will of course be requisite that 
all spoiled forms be attached to the butts to which they belong. 

A further supply of these books can be obtained by requisition on the Government Printer. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

The Clerk of Petty Sessions, 	 Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

LIST of Fees to be taken by the Clerks at Police Offices and Petty Sessions, and by the Clerks of Magis- 
trates acting singly in New South Wales. 	 s. d. 

Summons, copy and serving 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	2 0 
Subpffina, not including more than four names 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	1 0 
Copies to serve, each 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	. - 	... 	... 	.. 	.. 	0 	4 
Drawing Affidavit and Information in cases within the jurisdiction of the Magistrates 

	

not exceeding one folio of 72 words 	... 	•.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	1 0 
For every additional folio 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	0 	8 
Swearing the same 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	... 	1 	0 
Swearing any other Affidavit (Affidavits for Military and Naval Pensions excepted) 	1 0 
Warrant to apprehend in cases not felonious 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	2 0 
Recognizance and notices of the nature thereof 	... 	.. 	.. 	... 	... 	5 0 
Warrant to distrain under Penal Acts 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	2 0 
Order of a- Justice or Justices ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	1 	0 
Drawing any other document required in the discharge of the Police duties not 

enumerated above, per folio of 72 words 	.. 	... 	... - 	... ... 	0 S 
Copy of Proceedings, per folio of 72 words ... 	..: 	... 	... 	... 	... 	0 4 

[3d] 	 82— 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

RULES OF SUPREME COURT. 
(ADMISSION OF BARRISTERS AND ATTORNEYS) 

Ordered by the Legislative Ass embly to be printed, 14 March, 1878. 

RULES OF TEE SUPREME COURT RELATING. TO THE ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS. 

REGULZ GENERAtES, 
Tuesday, the eighteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 

seventy-seven. 
So soon as these Rules shall come into operation all former Rules relating to the admission of 

persons to appear and act as Attorneys, Solicitors, and Proctors of the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales shall be repealed. 

The designation "Solicitor" shall, in these Rules, and in all future proceedings and notices or 
otherwise, be deemed to comprise Attorneys and Proctors as well as Solicitors. 

Admission of Solicitors. 
S. The following persons only shall be eligible to be admitted as Solicitors of the Court 

1st. Persons actually admitted as Attorneys or Solicitors of the Courts of England or Ireland, 
and Writers to the Signet of Scotland, and having actually resided in this Colony for the 
preceding three months. 

2nd. The Attorneys, Solicitors, and Proctors (having actually resided in this Colony for the 
preceding three months) of any of the other Australasian Colonies of Great Britain wherein a 
standard of qualification substantially equal to that of this Colony shall, in the opinion of 
the Judges of this Court, have been adopted and acted upon, and wherein corresponding 
eligibility for the admission of the practitioners of this Court to the Courts of such 
Colonies shall have been estab!ished. 

3rd. Persons having been articled to some practising Solicitor in New South Wales, and having 
served the term of five years clerLsbip, or if a Bachelor of Arts or 11aster of Arts, as here- 
inafter mentioned, previous to entering into articles, the term of three years clerkship, and 
having passed the examinations required by these Rules Provided that such persons 
may serve for any part of such term not exceeding one year with the Sydney agent of 
such Solicitor without assignment, and such service with such Sydney agent shall be 
eqmvalent to service for the same time with such Solicitor under the original articles: 
Provided also that such Sydney agent shall be required to answer such questions and give 
such certificates as he would have been required to answer and give if such person bad actually 
served him under articles of assignment. 

4th. Persons who having been articled to an Attorney or Solicitor of one of the Queen's 
Superior Courts of Great Britain or Ireland, or to a Writer to the Signet in Scotland, shall 
have served the full term of years required under such articles, and shall have passed the 
intermediate examinations in England, Ireland, or Scotland, as the case may be; or who, 
havingbeen so articled, and having served for any period of time shall complete the residue of 
the full term ofyears as clerk to a Solicitor of this Court; or who, having been duly articled 
and served as aforesaid in New South Wales, shall complete the residue of such term with 
any Solicitor of the Superior Courts in England or Ireland, or with a Writer to the Signet 
in Scotland; and who in the two last-mentioned cases shall have passed the requisite 
intermediate examinations either in this Colony or in England, Ireland, or Scotland: Provided 
that in all cases within this clause the final examinations required by these Rules shall be 
Rassed before the Board of Examiners to be appointed hereunder. 

5th. Persons who at the time of the passing of these Rules have completed, or who have com- 
menced and shall complete the term of five years of clerkship in the office of the Supreme 
Court or the office of the Crown Solicitor, and shall pass the final examination required 
by these Rules, for the purposes of which examinations such persons shall be deemed to be 
articled clerks within the Rules licreinafter contained relating thereto. 

Articled 
244— 
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Articled Clarke. 
4. No Solicitor of the Court shall be allowed to have more than three articled clerks at one time; 

and before any person shall be articled with a view to his admission as a Solicitor of this Court, he shall 
be introduced to the Judges by his intended inastei', who shall produce snf.isftictory certificates of the 
character and fitness of such person to be admitted to articles with such view -and such person shall not 
be less than seventeen years of age, and shall be approved of by the Judges before entering into articles. 

& Every person desirous of ente'ring into articles of clerkship who shall not have taken the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts or Master of Arts in the University of Sydney, or other University, as provided by the 
Act of the Legislature passed in the 22nd year of Her ffalesty, number 23, shall, before approval of such 
articles, produce to the Prothonotary a certificate of his having passed a Matriculation Examination in 
the said University, or in some other University recognized by it ; or a certificate from the Registrar of 
the University of Sydney, of his having passed some equivalent examination before Professors or 
Examiners appointed by the Senate thereof; or a certificate of his having passed, in England, Scotland, 
or Ireland, the preliminary examination which articled clerks may be ttere required to pass, and shall 
lodge with the said Prothonotary a copy of such certificate. 

0. Every future articled clerk shall, after he shall have entered into articles, and during his term 
of clerkship, pass two intermediate examinations, with an interval of at least one year between each, in 
the subjects of History and Law respectively—such examination in History to be by such Professor or 
Examiner as the Senate of the University of Sydney or this Court may appoint in that behalf; and such 
examination in Law to be by the Board of Examiners appointed under these Rules, and to have relation 
to the laws of Real and Personal Property as set forth in the following works, that is to say, " Williams 
on Real :Property"' and "Williams on Personal Property" Provided that in the case of Masters of Arts 
or Bachelors of Arts, as hereinbefore incntioned, no intermediafe examination otherwise than in law 
shall be required. 

7. No person who was articled previous to the passing of these Rules, nor any person who at the 
time of the passing thereof -shall have completed, or shall have commenced and shall hereafter complete, 
the term of five years of clerkship in the Office of the Supreme Court or of the Crown Solicitor, shall be 
rcquired to pass any other but the final examination required by these Rules. But any such person may, 
if he shall think fit, submit to either or both of the intermediate examinations mentioned in the last 
preceding rule- 

s. No person, during the time he shall be articled to a Solicitor with a view to his admission, shall 
pursue any profession, trade, or business, other than the proper business of a Solicitor. 

Examiners and Examinations. 
All examinations in Law, both intermediate and final, shall be by a Board consisting of two 

Barristers and four Solicitors to be annually appointed by the Court, of which Board any three shall be a 
quorum ; and all members of such Board shall continue in office until their successors shall have been 
appointed. 

No future articled clerk shall be admitted to the final examinations until an interval of not 
less than twelve months shall have elapsed after he shall have passed the second intermediate examination 
required by these Rules. 	 - 

If any articled clerk shall fail to pass at any examination required of him, whether inter-
mediate or final, he may from time to time apply for and shall be allowed a re-examination after three 
calendar months from any such failure. 

No articled clerk shall be admitted to practice unless he shall produce certificates of his having 
passed to the satisfaction of the Examiners in all the examinations required of him by these Rules. 

The Board shall appoint one day at least in every Term for holding an intermediate examination 
in Law. 

Final examinatiomn shall be held at the Supreme Court House, on such days, being within the 
last ten days of every Term, as the Board of Examiners shall appoint. 

Every person applying for examination shall attend the said Board of Examiners at the Supreme 
Court House at such time or times as shall be appointed for that purpose by the said Board. 

10. Persons applying for final examination in law shall submit to be examined by the said Board, 
and mustpass in four at least of the following branches of the Law 

T. Real Property and Conveyancing. 
2. Common Law. 	 - 
3. Bquity, Divorce and Matrimonial, and Ecclesiastical Law. 
4. Criminal Law. 
5. Practice of the Supreme Court and Insolvency. 
6. Jurisdiction and practice of the Inferior Courts. 

The Board of Examiners shall from time to time, with the approval of the Judges, notify the 
books and portions of books in which they intend, after not less than six months thereafter, to conduct 
the final examinations in Law. 

If the Examiner conducting the examination of an articled clerk in History under these 
Rules shall be satisfied with the answers given by him, he shall certify the same under his hand in the 
following terms, viz. 
To the Prothonotary of the Supreme Court 

I being the Examiner appointed to conduct the examination in History of A.B. as a Solicitor's 
articled clerk, do hereby certify that I have examined the said A.B. in History, and that he has passed a 
satisfactory examination therein. 

If the Examiners, or the major part of the Examiners, conducting an intermediate examination 
in law, shall be satisfied with the answers given by the candidate at such examination, the said Examiners, 
or the major part of them, shall certify the same under their hands in the following form, viz. 
In the Supreme Court of 

New South Wales. 
IN pursuance of the Rules of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, we, being the major part of the 
Examiners conducting the intermediate examination in Law of A.B., as an articled clerk, do hereby 
certify that we have examined the said A.B. in the Laws of Real and Personal Property, at an intermediate 
examination held on the 	day of 	, as required by the said Rules, and that the said A.B. 
has passed the said examination to our satisfaction. 	 . 	 20. 
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If the Examiners or major part of the Examiners, conducting a final examination, shall be 
satisfied as to the fitness and capacity of the candidate, and that lie has complied in all respects with these 
Rules, the said Examiners, or the major part of them, shall certify the same under their hands, in the 
following fonn, viz.. 
In the Supreme Court of 

New South Waler. 
IN pursuance of the Rules of the Supreme Couif. of New South Wales, we, being the Examiners (or 
major part of the Examiners) conducting the final examination of A. 13. as an articled clerk do hereby 
certify that we have examined the said A.B. as required by the said Rules, and we find that the said Al). 
has complied with all the conditions prescribed, and has passed all the examinations required by the Rules 
of this ilonorable Court. And we do testify that the said Al), is fit and capable to act as a Solicitor of 
the said Court—Dated this 	day of 

The Chief Clerk of the Supreme Court, or such other person as the .Iudges may from time to 
time appoint, shall be and act as Secretary to the Board of Examiners, and shall attend all meetings of 
the Board and keep mirnites of all its proceedings and conduct its correspondence, and perfonu such other 
duties as the Board may require. 

Every articled clerk shall, before being admitted to either of the intermediate examinations 
hereby required, pay into the haods of the Prothonotary an examination fee of £5, and shall also, before 
admission to his final examination in law, pay a fee of £10. And such respective fees shall be by such 
Prothonotary paid ratably to the Examiners by whom the respective examinations shall be conducted. 

Yb/ices, 4'c. 

Every articled clerk desirous of being examined at an intermediate examination shall give 
notice in writing of such his desire to the Prothonotary, before the commencement of the Term during 
which be desires to be examined. 

Every person not previously admitted as a Solicitor, and desirous of being admitted under any 
of the last three clauses of rule 3, shall, in addition to the notices hereafter required, give at the least 
one month's notice to the Board of Examiners of his intention to apply for final examination, by leaving 
notice with the Prothonotary, which notice shall also state his place or places of residence and service for 
the last two years and before any such person shall be admitted., lie shall procure the certificate of the 
Examiners of his having passed the final examination required by these Rules. 

Any person previously admitted as aforesaid, and desirous of being admitted under either of 
the first two clauses of rule 3, shall at the time of giving the notice hereafter required, file with the 
Prothonotary the affidavit on which he seeks for admission, together with the certificate of his previous 
admission, which affidavit shall contain the following allegations, via. —Deponent's admission in one of 
the aforesaid Courts that lie has not done or committed any act or thing which would cause his name to 
be struck off the Roll of the said Court; and that to the best of his knowledge and belief his name still 
remains on the said Roll ; that the copy of the certificate annoxed to his said affidavit is a true copy of his 
admission, and that lie is the person named therein ; the time when lie ceased to practice, the time of his 
arrival in the Colony ; that lie has actually resided in this Colony for the preceding three months, the 
mode of his employment from the time be ceased to practice, and a reference to one or more respectable 
householder or honscholders resident within the Colony, to whoul. lie is koown ; and the rule for the 
admission of such last-mentioned person shall be drawn np on reading such affidavit, which rule shall be 
conditional for twelve months, unless the Judges shall sec cause to the contrary. 

Every person who shall intend to apply for admission as a Solicitor of this Court (whether 
previously admitted elsewhere or not) shall, before the commencement of the Term in which be shall so 
apply, cause his nmune and place of abode, written in legible character, to be affixed in time office of the 
Supreme Court, and also in the vestibule of the Court-house; and shall also cause notice of his intended 
application to be three several tunes published in two public newspapers of Sydney, during such Term, 
and no admission shall take place except only on the last day of such Term. 

Every person applying at the expiration of his articles to be admitted a Solicitor of the Court 
shall, before the commnencememit of the Term in which be is desirous of being admitted, leave or cause to 
be left with the Prothonotary his articles of clerkship, and also any assignment which may have been made 
thereof, and the certificates of his having passed the required examinations, together with answers to the 
several questions in the appendix hereunto annexed, signed by the applicant, and also by the splicitor or 
solicitors with whom lie shall have served his clerkship, abd by two respectable householders to whom be 
is personally known. 

In case the applicant shall show sufficient cause to the satisfaction of the Board of Examiners 
why the preceding regulation carniot be fully complied with, it shall be in time power of the said Board, 
upon sufficient proof being given of the same, to dispense with any part of the said regulation that they 
may think fit or reasonable. 

Every person applying for admission shall also, if required, sign and leave, or cause to be left, 
with time Prothonotary, answers in writing to such other written or primited quostions as shall be proposed 
by the Board of Examiners touching his service and conduct; and shall also, if required, attend the said 
Board personally for the purpose of giving further, explanations touching the same and shall also, if 
required, procure the attendance of the Solicitor or Solicitors with whom he shall have served his clerkship 
as aforesaid; and also, if required, procure the attendanceof such other person or persons as the Board 
may direct, to auswer either personally or in writing [uly questions touching such service or conduct, or 
shall make proof to the satisfaction of the said Board of his inability to procure the same. 

Aliscellaji cc us 

80. Every solicitor having been admitted on the Roll of this Court and ceasing to practice for 
twelve months continuously may be struck off the Roll, and shall not be re-admitted without a Term's 
notice of his intention to 'apply for such readmission ; and at the time of giving such notice shall cause to 
be filed the affidavit on which lie seeks to be renclmittcd, with the Prothonotary, which affidavit shall 
contain, in addition to the particulars now required, a statement of his place or places of abode during the 
last preceding year, and how lie has employed his time since ho ceased to practice; and the rule for 
readmission of such person shall be drawn up on reading such affidavit.

' 
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No Solicitor of the Court shall employ as a clerk, assistant, or writer, in or about his business 
as a Solicitor, any person who hath been or who shall be convicted of any felony or of wilful and corrupt 
perjur, or subornation of perjury, or common barratry. 

Nothing in these Rules contained shall in any way interfere with, after, or prejudice the 
authoritj of the Court to suspend or remove from the Rolls of Solicitors any person who shall, in the 
opinion of the Court, have been guilty of misconduct or of malpractice justitying such suspension or 
removal. 

C'ommenccmcnt of Rules. 

These Rules shall come into force on the first day oflanuary, A.D. 1878, save only so far as 
they relate to the Matriculation Examinations or their equivalent as required by these Rules the 

cCrov
iions in respect of which shall not come into operation until after the next M atriculation and Public 

inations of the University of Sydney. 

APPENDIX. 
Questions to be answered by the Clerk. 

Where did you board and lodge during the continuance of your articles? 
During what hours were you required to attend to the business of your master's office? 
What was your use on the day of the date of your articles? 
Have you served the whole term of your articles at the office where the Solicitor to whom you were articled or 

assigned carried on his business F If not, state the reason? 
5 Have you at any time, during the term of your articles, been absent without the permission of such Solicitor or 

Solicitors? If so, state the length and occasions of such absence? 
Have you, during the period of your articles, been engaged or concerned in any profession, trade, or business, other 

than your professional employment as clerk to the Solicitor or Solicitors to whom you were articled or assigned? 
Have von,  since the expiration of your articles, been engaged or concerned, and for how long a time, in any, and 

what profession, trade or business, other than the profession of a Solicitor? 

Questions to be answered by the Master Solicitor. 
Has A.D. served the whole term of his articles at the office where you carry on your business? And if not, state 

the reason? 	 . 
Has the said A.B. at any time, during the term of his articles, been absent without your permission? And if so, 

state time length and occasions of such absence? 
Has the said LB. during the period of his articles been engaged in or concerned in any profession, trade, or 

business, other than his professional employment as your articled clerk 
has the said A.B. during the whole tern; of his clerkship, with the exception above.mcntioncd, been faithfully and 

diligently employed in your professional business of a Solicitor? 
What has been the moral conduct., character, and habits of the said A.B. during the time lie his served under his 

articles? 
Do you consider the said A.B. a fit and proper person to be a Solicitor of the Supreme Court? 
Has the said A.B. since the expiration of his articles been engaged and concerned, and for how long a time, in any, 

and what profession, trade, or business, other than the profession of a Solicitor 

Certificate to be signed by the Master Solicitor. 
I, CD., do hereby certify that A.B. lath duly and faithfully served his articles of clerkihip (or assignment, as the 

case may be) bearing date the 	 day of 	 for the term therein expressed, and that lie 
is a fit and proper person to be admitted a Solicitor. 

Questions to be ens-wered by two respectable householders to whom the articled clerk is personally known. 

How long have you known A.B.? 
What, as far as came under your observation, have been his character and conduct. 
With reference to these questions do you consider him to be a fit and proper person to be a Solicitor of the 

Supreme Court? 
JAMES MARTJN, C.J. 
PETER FAD CETT, J. 
W. M. MANNING, J. 

RULES FOR THE ADMISSION OF BASRISTERS. 

(Under 11 Victoria No. 57 and 39 Victoria No. 32.) 

New South Wales, to wit. 

Friday, the 14th day of December, 1877. 

WHEREAS by an Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales, passed in the 11th 
year of the reign of our lady the Queen, intituled "An Act to reqidate the admission in certain Cases 
of Barns/eec of the Supreme Court, of Hew South Wales," after reciting that it was expedient to make 
provision in certain cases for the admission of properly qualified persons to practice as .Barristers of the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales, it is enacted that the Judges of the Supreme Court at Sydney, 
the Attorney General for the time being, and two Barristors of the Supreme Court, to be annually elected 
in the month of December for the year then ensuing, by the prantising Bnrristersof the said Court, should 
form a Board for the approval of properly qualified persons to be Harristers of the Sipreine Court of 
New South Wales 

And that the said Board should from time to time, as' might appear to them to be expedient, make 
and promulgate Rules  for the examination of candidates in the Ancient Classics, both Greek and Latin, 
in Mathematics, in Law, and in such other branohes of knowledge as they should deem meet and that 
the said Board might from time to time depute the examination of such candidates to such persons as 
they should consider competent to e.x:unine such candidates, subject to the payment of such reasonable 
fees to the Examiners respectively as the said Board should order to be paid by such candidates Provided 
that no candidate, however qualified in other respects, should be admitted to be a Barrister of the said 
Supreme Court unless the said Board shall be satisfied that he is a person of good fame and character 

And whereas by an Act, passed in the thirty.ninth year of the reign of our said lady the Queen, 
to amend the said recited Act, it is enacted that after the passing of the said Act no candidate for 
admission to practice as a Barrister of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, who shall have passcil 
two annual examinations in the University of Sydney, shall be required to piss an examination in the 

Greek 
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Greek and Latin Classics, or in Mathematics, and that it shall not be obligatory on any candidate what-
soever for such admission who shall pass an examination in the Latin Classics and in Logic, or in the 
Latin Classics and the French Language and Literature, to be examined in the Greek Classics, anything 
in the said recited Act to the contrary notwithstanding. And that the Board constituted by the said 
recited Act shall, as soon as conveniently may be after the passing of the said Act, and from time to time 
as may appear to them expedient, make and promulgate rules for the examination of candidates for 
admission to the bar, in Logic and the French Language and Literature: 

And whereas it is considered expedient to repeal all Rules heretofore made for the purposes afore-
said, or any of them, and to make and promulgate the Rules hereinafter contained for giving effect to the 
said recited Acts: 

Now, therefore, we, the Honorable Sir James Martin, Chief Justice, and John Fletcher .Hargrave, 
Esquire, Peter Faucett, Esquire, and Sir William Montagu Manning, being the present Judges of the said 
Supreme Court, with the Honorable William Bede Dailey, Esquire, Attorney General, and the Honorable 
Frederick Matthew Darley, Esquire, and William John Foster, Esquire, the Barristers elected according 
to the first abovementioned Act in the month of December last, do hereby repeal all Rules now subsisting 
under the said Acts or either of them, excepting in respect of acts and matters done or commenced to be 
done thereunder, and we do, in pursuance of the said Acts, make and promnlgato the following Rules for 
the examination and admission of candidates hereafter (see rule 28) applying to be admitted Barristers 
of time Supreme Court, under the said Acts. 

Every candidate hereafter applying shall give.writteu notice to the Board, through the Attorney,  
General, ten clear days at the least before the first day of some Term, of his intention to apply to be 
admitted a Barrister ; and shall at the same time transmit to him, to be submitted to the Board written 
testimonials from two or more persons resident in Sydney (of whom one shall be a Barrister, or a 
Graduate of some University within the meaning of time Acts hereinafter mentioned), to the effect that they 
have been well acquainted with the candidate for twelve months and upwards, and that he is a person of 
good fame and character. 

The Board shall meet at the Chief Justice's Chambers at 4 o'clock in the afternoon of the 
first Wednesday in that Term, or on some other day and hour named for that purpose by the Chief 
Justice, to consider the application of any such candidate: Provided that such meeting may be adjourned 
from time to time, as shall be found necessary. 

No such candidate shall be admitted to any examination under the said Acts and these Rules 
until the Board shall first have been satisfied by,  time written testimonials submitted to it, or by such 
further proofs as it may deem necessary, that he is a person of good fame and character; nor shall any 
such candidate after the required examinations be admitted to practice as a Barrister unless the Board 
shall then continue to be so satisfied. 

In any case in which it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the Board that any such candidate 
is a Graduate of an University within the meaning of the Acts 20 Victoria No. 14 and 22 Victoria No 
23, or either of them, lie shall be at once entitled to be admitted as it Student at Law under these Rules; 
and if it he shown that he has passed two aimual examinations in the University of Sydney he shall, prior 
to being so admitted as a Student at Law, be examined in such branches of knowledge other than the 
Greek and Latin Classics, and Mathematics, French, or Logic, as the Board shall have required by any 
rule under the authority of the first above recited Act. 

Every other such candidate shall, before being admitted as a Student at Law, be examined in 
the following matters, that is to say, in the Greek and Latin Classics, and in Mathematics and. History, 
or in the Latin Classics, Mathematics, and History, and either in Logic or in the French Language and 
Literature ; and any candidate applying to be examined accordingly,  shall be admitted to examination in 
the subjects selected by him within the terms of this rule; for which purpose direction shall be given 
by the Board at any meeting hold under the second above rule, or at some adjournment of the same. 

The Board shall annually, on the first Wednesday in the Third Term of the Conrt, or on some 
other day to be named as aforesaid, appoint such Examiners for the several branches of examination as 
they may deem necessary: Provided that in default of such appointment at any time the Examiners pre-
vionsly appointed shall continue in office unless and until others shall have been dnly appointed in their 
place; and provided also that in any case of vacancy, or upon any special occasion, the Board may at any 
time appoint another Examiner either generally orpro lzdc Dice as the ease may require. 

The said Examiners shall respectively attend in Sydney for the examination of the candidate 
on such day (after signification to them, by the Prothonotary, that the candidate is to be admitted to such 
examination), and at such place and hour as they shall appoint; of which appointment they shall give 
not less than two clear days' notice to the candidate and to the Prothonotary Provided that the said 
meeting shall be within fourteen days after such signification, and that the Examiners respectively shall 
have power to adjourn from time to time, as may be thought necessary. 

S. The subjects for examination, under rule 5, shall be those specified in the Appendix hereto, 
marked A; and so soon as conveniently may be after the examination has been concluded, the Examiners 
shall respectively transmit to the Prothonotary a certificate, to be laid before the Board, that they have 
duly examined the candidate on those subjects, in the manner prescribed by these rules; and they shall, 
report, as to each of the said subjects, whether his examination has or has not been satisfactory. 

The standard of proficiency to be required at such examinations as last aforesaid shall be equal 
to that of the two annual examinations in the University of Sydney, mentioned in the second above 
recited Act,—so far as such standard is capable of being applied to the subjects of examination under the 
said Appendix A. 

If it be certified that the candidate's examination has on any snbjeet not been satisfactory, 
or if, for any reason to be allowed by the Board, he shall not have prosecuted his examination, the candi-
date may, upon application to the Board for that purpose, be admitted to a second examination: Pro-
vided that the fces hereinafter mentioned shall be payable in respect of each examination. 

On time first or third Wednesday in the Term next after the receipt of any such application as last 
mentioned, or.of any certificate from the Examiners, or on some other day named by the Chief Justice for 
that purpose, the Board shall meet at the Chief Justice's Chambers at four o'clock in the afternoon, or at 
such other hour as may be named by the Chief Justice for the purpose, to consider the same; and shall then, 

or 
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or on some day and hour of adjournment therefrom, determine on the admission or rejection of the can-
didate as a. Studeit at Law, or to a second examination as aforesaid, as the ease may require. 

Every such candidate as last mentioned shall be admitted as a Student at Law when lie shall 
(subject to the next succeeding Rule) have passed satisfactorily in all the subjects in Appendix A, in 
which ho shall have elected or shall he required under the provisions of the second above recited Act to 
be examined. 

Provided that where one paper only has been answered unsatisfactorily, the Board may in its 
discretion approve of the candidate, if the Examiners certify, as to any three of the other papers, that his 
examinations therein have been very" satisfactory. 

Provided also that nothing in these Rules shall prevent any person, who shall have failed in 
passing, notwithstanding two examinations, from applying do novo at any time after twelve months from 
the date of such failure. 

The several examinations in law of any such candidate may be at any times within three 
years after he shall have been admitted as a Stndentat Law, upon signification by him to the Prothonotary 
of the Court that lie is prepared for any such examination, and that he desires to proceed to the same: 
Provided that the Board may, if it so think fit, allow any such examination at a time later than the 
expiration of the said period of three years. 

The final examination in law of any candidate shall not be permitted until he shall have been it 
student at law within the meaning of the preceding rules for at least one year; and during the period 
between the admission of a candidate as a student at law and his admission to the Bar, such candidate 
shall pursue no business or occupation otherwise than in the way of study and preparation for the Bar or 
in the nature of a literary pursuit. 

Such examinations in law shall he by twotr more practising Barristers, to be annually appointed 
for that purpose by the Board, as provided by rule 6: Provided that the Board may in respect of any 
branch of such examinations appoint also as Examiner any Professor or Lecturer of the University of 
Sydney who may be conversant with the subjects thereoK 

The Examiners in law shall attend in Sydney, for the examination of any student at law, on 
such day after signification to them by the Prothonotary that such student desires to proceed to any 
such examination, and at such place and hour as they shall appoint; of which appointment two clear days 
notice shall be given to the student by the Examiners. Such attendance to be as soon after such significa-
tion as conveniently may be; but the Examiners shall have power to adjourn from time to time, as may 
be by them thought necessary. 

The subjects for examination in law shall be those specified in the Appendix hereto, marked B; 
and so soon as any examination has been concluded in either of the branches therein prescribed, the 
Examiners shall transmit to the Prothonotary a certificate and report as to those subjects, to the effects 
mentioned in the 8th of these rules Provided that the students shall be first examined in the subjects 
of the first branch, and shall not proceed to examination in the second branch until they shall be adjudged 
to have passed satisfactorily in the said first branch. 

On the first or third Wednesday in the Term next after the receipt of any certificate from the 
Examiners in law, or on some other day to be named by the Chief Justice for that purpose, the Board 
shall macct and consider the same ; and shall then

'
or o some day of adjournment, determine as to the

sutliciency or otherwise of the student's proficiency in the subjects of the examination to which the said 
certificate shall relate, or on admitting the candidate to a second examination, as provided in rule 10 as 
to examinations under Appendix A. 

No candidate shall be admitted to the Bar until he shall have passed in all the subjects of 
examination in law; provided that any candidate who shall have failed to pass, may apply do novo at any 
time after twelve months thereafter, as in eases within rule 14. 

The examinations under either Appendix A or B shall be by printed or written questions, 
given to the candidate at the time of examination, and answered by him in writing, in the presence of the 
Examiners, or one of them ; and there shall be separate examination papers on the several subjects, 
containing each not less than 12 nor more than 18 questions, or in respect of the classical papers, and the 
French language, three passages for lransltion, of not leia than 15 nor more than 25 lines each, from the 
books specified, with at least 10 questions in addition, having reference to the said books, or to the 
construction and grammar of the passages given for translation. 

ot more than two hours shall, iirgeneral, he allowed for answering one examination paper: 
Provided that the Examiners may, at their discretion, allow an additional hour. 

The answers to each paper shall be signed by time candidate, and be forwarded by the Examiners 
to the Prothonotary as soon as conveniently may be, under seal, with the questions, and their certificate 
and report on such asswcrs. 

Whenever the report of the Examiners under either Appendix shall not be that the examination 
has been " satisfactory" as to at least four, or "cry satisfactory" to at least three of the subjects lbr 
examination, the second examination, if allowed, shall extend to all the.subjects of the examination ; but 
whenever the report is "satisfactory" as to four, or "very satisfactory" as to three subjects, the second 
examination may be ordered to extend to the remaining subject or subjects only. 

So soon as any candidate for the Bar shall have passed all the examinations required by these 
rules, the Board shall, subject to the provisions in rule I, give directions for his admission at the Bar; 
and he shall be admitted and sworn in open Court:, on any day following, in or out of term, by any two 
Judges sitting together. 

Each Examiner shall bepaid by each candidate a fee of ten guineas for his examinations 
respectively, mncluing the report thereon; such fees to be paid to the Prothonotary, and certified as so 
paid, before the candidate shall be admitted by the Board to such examination. 

These rules shall come into operation on and from the thirty.first day of March now next. 

APPENDIX 
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APPENDJX A. 

Classics, Afathe,natics, .Th'ench Ian qnac and Literalure, loqic, and his tory. 
1. Oreelc.—Translations from The Iliad, First 4 Books The Antigone of Sophocles; Herodotus, 2nd Book or 

French Language and Lilerature.—Any two of the following books to be selectedby the candidate, viz, --Moliere's (Plays) 
Bacine's (Tragedies) Guizot's Bistoire do In Civilization d'Europe''; Pascal's " Leaves Provincia]es''; Montesqnieu's 

Esprit des Lois"; and ifenelon's "Telemaque"; or 
Logie.—Whateloy's Logic, and Locke on the Human Understanding. 

2-. Latin—Translations from Cicero do Officiis, and 1st and 2nd Orations against Cataline; The Germanis. of Tzseitus; Odes 
of Horace. 

4 Books of Euclid. 
A1qebra.—To Quadratic Equations inclusive. 
History.—Eallaan's Constitntion,d History, and Middle Ages, 5th, 6th, and 8th Chapters; Crensy on the Constitution; 

Stephen's Commentaries, Introduction and Concluding Chapter. 
(NB—As to questions in addition to traoslat.ions, see Rule 21.) 

APPENDIX B. 	, 

Examinations in Law, 
FIRST Bseajwn. 

Roman Law— 
The Institutes of Justinian. 
Maine's Ancient Law. 
Constitutional Law— 
foam's Government of England. 
The Acts in force in New South Wales relating to the follon'ing subjects i Constitution, Electoral mutters, Governor, 

Parliament;, Crown Remedies and Liabilities, Mnnicipal Corporations. 
International Law- 

The Laws of Allegiance, of Aliens, of Naturalization, of Extradition. 
The Rights and Duties of Nations in times of Peace. 
In times of War. 
The Principles of Private International and Interoolonial Law. 

Books— 
Grotius: Do Jnre BolE ct Pacis, Books 1, 2, and 3. 
Manning's Commentaries, by Sheldon Amos. 
Westlako on Private International Law. 

SEcOND BRAxog. 

Real Property—Williams on Real Property; Sngden's Real Property Statutes; Stephen's Commentaries, Book 2, Part I. 
Peasonet Property.—Williams on Personal Property; Sn,it;Ia on Contracts. 
Common Law, Pleading and Evidence—Broom's Commentaries; Stephen on Pleading; Starkie on Evidence, Part I; and 

Taylor on Evidence, Part I, Part II, caps. 1 to 7, and Part III, cap. 3. 
Equity—Story's :liquity Jurisprudenee Speoee's Equity, 2nd Volume, chapters 1, 6, 8, and 11. 
Geerat Paper.—Stephen's Commentaries, Book 5; Broom's Maxims. 

(JAMES MflTJN, O.J. 
I P. FAUCETT. 

M. MANNING. 
Signed1 WILLIAM B. DALLEY. 

I FREDK. M. DA.TRLEY. 
J. FOSTER. 

Sydney: ThomM Richards, Government Prlater.-1578. 

[Gd.] 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOTYP11 WALES. 

DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858. 
(ORDER IN COUNCIL—ALTERATION IN SCALE OF FEES.) 

ktøeitfcb to j)arIiatttcitt, purønant to Act 22 Thet Do. 18, ace. 42. 

ORDER IN COUNCIL. 
At Government House, Sydney, 18th March, 1878. 

PRESENT 

his Excellency the Governor, 
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary, 
The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, 
The Honorable the Secretary for Lands, 
The Honorable the Secretary for Works, 
The Honorable the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, and 
The Honorable the Postmaster General. 

Wirruns by an Act passed by the Parliament of New South Wales in the 22nd year of the reign of Her 
present Majesty, and ijitituled "An Act for establishing District Uoufls and Jbr enablznq the Judges 
thereof to act as Chairmen of Quarter Sessions," it was enacted by the 42nd clause thereof, that it should 
be lawful for This Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, from time to time 
to alter the scale of Fees mentioned in the Schedule to the said Act in any particular: Provided that no 
such alteration "shall come into operation until the expiration of one mouth after the same shall have 
been notified to both houses of the Parliament of the Colony, and that no such alteration shall take effect 
if within such period either House of Parliament shall by an address to the Governor signify its dissent 
therefrom": And whereas it appears to the Governor and Executive Council to be expedient and necessary 
to alter the said scale of Fees, and more particularly to alter and amend in certain parthculars the scale of 
Fees laid before Parliament on or about the 14th aud 15th of February, 1871: Now therefore His Excellency 
the Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, doth by this present order authorize and 
direct the following altered scale of Fees, that is to say 

SChEDULE—BAILIFF'S FEES. 

£ B. d. 

	

Forattaching any land ................................................................................................................... 0 	8 	0 

For making levy upon goods where the sum levied for shall not exceed £20 ..................... ......... ................... 0 0 0 

For making levy upon goods where the sum levied for shall exceed £20; the like sum for the first £20, and for 

	

every £1 over that sum ............................................................................................................. 0 	0 	6 

For keeping possession under an execution against lands or goods, each day .................................................0 8 0 

For executing every writ against the person 	........................................................................................ 0 	8 	0 

For executing every warrant to deliver, or writ to have possession ............................................................ 0  8 0 

For mileage in the execution of any writ or warrant, where the same shall be executed not more than 2 miles 

	

from the Court House (both going and coming) ............................................................................... 0 	1 	0 

For such mileage where the writ or warrant shall be executed beyond such distance of 2 miles, for everysuch 

	

mile beyond (both going and coming) ............................................................................  ............... 0 	1 	0 

ALEX. C. BUDGE, 
Clerk of the Council. 

[ØEL] 	 32O— 
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1877—S. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE DEPARTMENT. 
(REPORTJ FOR 1877.) 

tezcntzb La Varliaincut bD Qioinntnub, 

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 29 January, 1878. 

In accordance with the Police Regulations (clause 43), and in compliance with the Colonial 
Secretary's instructions convoyed in your circular letter of the 9th July, 1873, No. 71, I have the honor 
to submit this my Annual Report of the working of this Department during the past year (1877). 

The strength and distribution of the Police Force will be found in the tabulated statement A hereto 
annexed, in the form usually laid before Parliament. 

The number of vacancies which have occurred in the Force daring the year has been larger than 
any prcvions year, attribntahle probably to the greater attractions of other employment; ninny of the 
men who resigned having alleged as a reason for their doing so that they could procure better paid employ-
ment, and that the wages in the Police Service were inadequate for their support. This I trust will be 
remedied to some extent by granting a small lodging allowance to men nnprovided with quarters (as 
recommended in my letter of the 21st August last, No. 77,807), and also by increasing the rate of travelling 
allowance from 3s. to 4s. per diem, as already approved, subject to the necessary vote being passed by 
Parliament. 

The detail of vacancies is as follows 
Resignations 	.........................................................90 
Discharges............................................................24 
Dismissals............................................................43 
Deaths.................................................................. 
Superannuations ......................................................6 

Total ....................................172 

Three Police Pensioners have also died during the year. 

The following new Police Stations have been formed 
Disimcp. 	 - 	 SmrroN, 

Metropolitan ..................................Stanmore, 
Southern .......................................Pudman's Creek. 

Candclo. 
Easte rn 	.......................................Moss Vale. 

Gerringong. 
Western ........ ............................... 	Louth. 
North-eastern .................................Howe's Valley. 

Gladstone. 
Camden Haven. 

North-western .................................Quirindi. 
Warrah. 

Several other new Stations have also been approved and are in progress of establishment, but 
retarded by the difficulty in hating the necessary buildings erected, and in providing other requisites, owing 
to the adverse season. 

A new Police District, which has been designated the Namoi District, comprising the nndermentioned 
Police Stations, has been formed for Departmental purposes, and placed in charge of Inspector Charles 
Sanderson, with head quarters at Narrabri :— 

Narrabri. 	 Goodooga. 	 Bingera. 
Boggabri. 	 Yetinan. 	 Baradine. 
Wee Waa. 	 Meroe. 	 Mogil Mogil. 
Pilliga. 	 Moree. 	 Tambar Springs, and 
Walgott. 	 Warialda. 	 Coonabarabran. 

Numerous applications for Police protection in the interior have been received, the consideration 
of which stand over until the Estimates for the cnrrent year have been passed. 

105—A 	 During 
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During the year I have been able to revise the book of Police Regulatiuns, framed in accordance 
with the Police Act, appended to wbich are legal instructions to Constables to assist them in acquiring a 
knowledge of their powers and duties, such instructions having been carefully compiled by Mr. District 
Court Judge Wilkinson. The Regulations having now been approved, by His Excellency the Governor in 
Council, will be distributed, and should prove of great service to the members of the Force generally. 

The very serious and protracted drought in several districts of the Colony has not only seriously 
hindered the Police in the performance of their duties, but has made it a matter of extreme difficulty 
to maintain them in a state of efficiency, or to provide horse-flesh and forage, even at a large increase 
in the ordinary expenditure for the latter. 

Serious crime has, however, not been prevalent. The records show but a trifling increase in the 
number of cases, chiefly under the head of Incendiarism, to which also I specially referred in my Report 
for the year 1876. 

It may not be out of place here to refer to the pressing necessity which exists for the amendment 
of the Licensed Publicans Act. It is notorious that licenses have been granted far in excess of the 
legitimate requirements of the public, in some instances to persons whose characters were such as to 
render it undesirable that they should hold publicans' licenses, which were granted in the face of objections 
lodged by the Police. 

The substitution of a Licensing Board would in my opinion be productive of great improvement. 
I think also that extended powers should be given to members of the Police Force (holding certain ranks) 
empowering them to enter licensed houses, and that any amendment of the law should provide for the 
cancellation of licenses, upon complaint to the Board that the holders had been convicted a certain 
number of times of offences under the Act. 

As regards Sunday trading, though I cannot say that I am in favour of the entire closing of 
licensed houses on Sundays, I should be glad to see the offence of trading during prohibited hon dealt 
with more severely. 

In 394 prosecutions in Sydney, for breaches of the Act in that respect during the past year, there 
were 360 convictions, in 260 of which the fines inflicted were lOs, or under, It will be readily understood 
that the profits by the sale of liquors throughout the Sunday would be sufficient to render the payment of 
so small a fine a matter of little moment. 

Upon referring to the Police reports of Inquests for the past year, I find that in 119 cases of 
sudden or violent deaths, in which luquests or Magisterial Inquiries have been held, the deaths were 
immediately referable to the effects of intoxicating drink. 

The conduct of the members of the Police Force generally has been good and making allowances 
for the number of inexperienced men newly appointed to fill vacancies, there is I think no reason for 
complaint of a want of zeal and efficiency in the Service. 

I have, &e., 
EDMUND FOSBERY, 

Inspector General of Police. 

A. 
RETURN showing the Strength and Distribution of the Police Force on the 31st December, 1877. 

STATION. 

Mouxrr.o,  

rper 
r z s::  : Con 
e: . E :a 

Metropolitan..) No. 1 Head Station 1 1 .. . - .. .. 2 7 5 49 
.. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. 2 
.. .. .. .. -. .. .. -. 1 

General Post Office .. .. .. .. -. .. -. .. S 
Mint...... ........ ., ., .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 2 

Pyrmont 	................ 
Olebe Island 	............ 

No. 2Jlead Station 1 .. .. .. .. 6 1 4 40 
Newtown .......... 

..... 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 1 -. 4 

.. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 1 

.. .. .. . 	.. -. .. .. ,. 1 
Redfern ................. 

.. .. .. -. .. .. .. -. 1 

Waterloo 	................ 

.. 

Cook's River 	..........  
Concord 	..............  

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Peter,ham 	............ 
Camperdown 	.......... 

- - .. .. .. .. .. .. -. .. 1 
.. .. .. . - .. .. .. . - 

Aslifield 	.............. 
Bark Huts 	............ 

. - . - .. .. .. .. ., .. 1 4 Glebe .................. 
.. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. 1 Canterbu7 	............ 
.. -. .. . - .. ., .. .. I Marrickville 	......... 

Burwood 	.............. .. .. .. .. . - .. .. .. 1 
Macdonald Town .. .. .. .. .. .. -. . - 1 

.. .. .. -. .. .. .. .. I 

.. .. -. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

.. . - .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
No. 3lleadStation I .. .. .. .. 1 3 6 82 

.. -. .. -. .. .. .. .. 1 

.. .. . - - - .. .. .. .. 1 

K.ogarah 	................. 

-. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 

FiveDoek 	............... 
Stanmore 	................ 

.. .. .. .. .. .. . - .. I 

Watson's Bay ............... 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Waverley ................ 
Paddington 	.............. 

.. -. .. ,. .. .. .. .. 1 

. - .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 8 

Botany Bay .............. 
Coog&e .................. 

No.4 Head Station 1 .. . - .. ,. .. 8 5 23 

Double Bay  .............. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 4 

Woollabra 	........... 

North Shore ........ .. .. .. .. .. ., 1 2 
Balmain 	.............. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . - 1 Lane Cove 	............ 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 Manly Beach 	.......... 
WaterPo)iee 	.......... - 1 .. .. .. .. ,. .' 11 
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D,s,nrc,. 

MomrrAn.  

STATIOX. 	

j 

I 	sehlol 
te '!'°: E 	setr 

k• 	

geazits. 	stables. 

Northern 	. Ani'iidalo 	. 

tables. 

 ..I 	a 
Bendesneer . 	. 	. . , . . . - 2 . 	. . 

.. .. .. 	.. .. 2 IJra]la 	................ 
\V alch 	....... .......... .. .. .. 	.. 2 
Tenterfield 	........... .. .. .. 	1 .. 1 .. ., .. 	2 
Wilson's  

2 .. .. ., 	.. .. 2 
Asliford ............ I .. .. .. 	.. .. 1 

.. 

. 	. 	. . . .. . . 	. . 1 1 . . Bundarra 	.......... 
.. .. 1 	.. .. 2 .. 

. 

.. ., 	2 .. .. .. 	.. 1 1 
G

0 
.. 1 .. 	.. 0 .. 1 
. .. .. .. 	.. .. .. .. .. .. 	1 ., ., .. 	.. .. 1 
.. .. .. 	.. .. 1 
. . .. . 	. 	. 	. 1 . 	. . . Casino 	............. .. .. .. .. 	.. 1 1 
.. .. ., 	.. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. .. 	.. 1 1 .. 

Lawrence .............. 

Tweed 	............. .. .. .. .. 	.. .. 1 

Dairnorto]] 	............ 

.. .. .. 	.. .. 1 

Tingha ................. 

.. .. .. 	.. .. 1 

.. .. .. 	.. .. 1 

Gleninnes 	............ 
\rcwetable Creek ........ 

.. .. .. ,. .. I ,. 

raftnn ................
South Grafton .......... 

. 
Southern 

Madean 	.............. 
Solferino 	.............. 

1 .. ., 	1 1 a 2 
. 

Ballina 	................ 

.. 1 .. 

Lismoro 	.............. 

..  

Drake 	............... 
Ulinarra 	.............. 

.. 1 1 

Wardell 	............. 
Ohatsworth ............ 

.. 1 1 

Woodhurn 	........... 
Goulburn ............ 
Mamma 	.............. 

Bind
Taralga .. 1 1 

Bungonia ..............
Tarao ................ 

s ............ .. 1 .. 

Co]1tor 	.............. 

..  

Crookwe]I 	............. 
.............. 

.. 1 .. 2 

Tuena 	................ 
..... 

.. 1 1 
Yass 	.................. 
Gunning 	.............. 

.. 	.. 1 .. .. .. 1 .. 

.. 	.. 1 .. 

.. 	.. .. 2 

Binalong 	.............. 

.. 	.. 1 .. 

Burrows 	..............  

1 .. 	.. 1 i .. .. 4 .. 

Dryburgh 	............ 

.. 	.. 1 .. .. .. I 

Pudmnan Creek 	........ 
Gundaroo 	............ 

'Womb at 	. 
 

.. .. 

Young 	................ 

mundrv Coota

.. 

.. 	.. 1 1 .. ., 1 Murrumburrah ., 

.. 	.. I .. 

Marengo............ 
............. 

1 .. 	1 2 

.......... 

.. 	.. 1 .. 

Morangareil 	.......... 

Campbell's Springs  

Braidwood 	............. 
Mongarlowe 	.......... 

.. 	.. .. 1 Mijor's Creek ............ 

.. 	.. .. 1 
Jiateinan's Bay .. 	.. .. .. .. .. I .. 	.. i .. .. .. 

.. 

.. 

Nefligen 	............... 

1 	.. .. 1 .. .. 2 .. 

.. 	.. i i .. .. 1 .. 	.. .. 1 
.. 

Araluest 	............... 
Quenabeyan .............. 

I .. 	1 .. 2 .. .. 2 

Momnyn ................. 
Bungendore .............  

.. 	.. 1 .. 
.. 

Nerrigundah 	.......... 

Buckley's Crossing  Bombaja 1 	.. .. 1 .. .. 1 
. 

.. 

Cooina 	................. 
Nimitybelle ............ 

.. .. .. 	.. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 	.. .. I 
.. 

.. .. .. 	.. 1 1 .. .. .. 	.. .. 1 .. ., 1 .. .. .. 

.. .. 
.. 	.. 
.. 	.. 

.. 

1 

.. 

1 

.. .. 
.. 	1 

. 

. 	. .. ., 1 
1 .. 

.. 
.. 	.. .. 

.. 
1 

.. .. .. 	.. 1 
.. 
1 1 .. & 

Eastern ........ 

.. .. .. 	. .. ] 
.. 

.. .. .. 	.. 1 .. 

Delegate 	............... 
Begs ................... 

Hunter's Hill .. .. 

Candelo 	................ 
Michelogo 	............. 

.. .. 
.. 	.. 
1 	. 

.. 

1 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.., 

.. 
.. 
1 	2 

Eden 	................... 
Merimbula 	............. 

Parrarnath 	............. 
Smithfield 	............ 

.. . . . . 	. 	. .. 
.. 

Panhula 	............... 
Seymour 	............... 

Ryde .................. 

Windsor 	.............. 

.. .. .. 	.. 
. . . . 

Kiandma 	............... 
DepOt 	................. 

.......... 

.. .. .. 	.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 

i 

.. .. 
.. 	1 

.. .. .. 	.. .. .. .. .. 	.. ] 1 

Riehinosid .............. 

Bmw Pla's 
.. .. ,. 	.. .. .. .. .. 

Rouse lull 	............ 
Wilberforce ............ 

.. . .. 

St. Albans 	............ 
Penrith ................ 

.. .. 
.. 	.. 
.. 

.. 

1 

.. .. .. 
.. 	1 

St. Mary 	............ 

.. .. .. .. .. 

ins ............
Liverpool .............. 

.. .. .. 	.. 
1 

Appin ................
Camden ................ .. .. 
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4 

Diarajes 

.Mousno. 

srArlos. ~Jms 	
per

}Z1 geVts 

Foor. 

v:;. :rL. 

Eastern— Picton .. .. .. .. 1 1 
continued. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. .. .. 2 

.. .. .. I 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I 

Berrima 	............... 
Sutton Forest 	........... 

..  

Mittagong 	............. 
Moss Vale 	............. 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 
Woflongong ............ 

Woonona .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. 1 .. .. 1 

Dapto ............... 

,. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Gerringong 	. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. .. 1 .. .. 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 
Broughton  

tn
..... 

Nnwra 	................ 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
Western 

Kiaa 	................ 
Shellharhour 	.......... 

1 .. .. 1 1 1 4 1 .. .. 7 

.Jamberoo ............... 

., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Terrara ................ 

.. .. .. .. 1 1 

Ulladulla 	.............. 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 

Bathurat 	............ 
Kelso................. 

.. .. .. .. 1 1 

Obernn 	................ 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 

Hartley.  ................ 

O'Conne]l Plains .. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. .. .. 1 1 
.. .. .. .. .. 1 

Rockley ................ 

. . .. . . . . 1 . . . . .. 

Wyagdon .............. 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 

Trunkey Creek 	......... 

.. 1 .. . 1 2 .. .. .. B 

Rydol .................. 
Lithgow 	............. 

.. .. .. .. 1 1 

Wallerawang 	.......... 

Orange 	................ 

.. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. .. .. 1 

.. .. .. .. 1 1 

.. .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. .. I 
,. 

 

..  

.. 1 aotg 

.. 
2 

.. . . . 1 1 . .. 

.. 1 1 

.. 1 1 2 

.. 1 1 1 .. 2 

.. 1 .. 1 

.. 1 1 

.. 1 1 

.. 1 1 

..  

.. 2 

..  

Stoney Creek 	........... 

.. ., 1 2 .. .. 1 

Molong ................. 

Toogong 	............. 

.. .. .. 1 

Down 	................. 

.. 1 1 

.. .. .. 1 

.. 1 1 

.. 1 1 2 1 .. 3 

Gulgong 	............... 
Hoineliuic ............. 

.. 1 1 

Carcoar ................. 

Loiitli 	................. 
Mudgee .................. 

Talbragar ............... 
Coo!ah 	................. 

.. 1 

Blynoy 	............... 

Bourke ................. 

., 1 1 .. .. 2 

Gongo]gon 	............. 
Broewarrina ............. 

.. .. .. I 

..  

.. . . . 2 . . 

.. 1 1 4 .. .. 3 

Mundooran 	............. 
ltylstone 	............... 

..  

Ilfnrd 	................. 

Sofala 	................. 

.. 1 1 

HillEnd 	............... 
Tambaroora ............. 

, 2 

Hargraves 	............. 
Windeyer ............... 

. 

Wollar 	................. 
Forbes 	................. 

Grenfell 	............... 

Marsden 	............... 

..  

Condobolin 	............. 

Dubbo 	................. 
Wellington 	............. 

.. 2 

l'arkos 	................. 

Tichborno 	............. 

Obley 	................. 
Dandaloo ............... 

1 1 .. .. 1 
.. .. 

North-eastern West Maitland 1 .. 1 2 .. 3 8 
.. .. .. 1 

Eugowra 	............... 

..  

.. .. 1 

Quambona 	............ 

. 

Branxton .............. 

Lochinvar .............. 

.. 1 1 .. .. 3 

Warren ................. 

Greta .................. 

.. 1 

Canonhar ............... 

Terribile 	................ 

.. 1 

Coonainble 	................. 

... .. .. 1 

Cessnoek 	.............. 

.. 
1 .. 1 

East 3laitland .......... 
Monnt Vincent 	........ 

.. .. 
.. 1 

..  

Cooranbong ............ 

Hinton 	................ 

.. 1 

La.rgs 	................. 

Morpeth 	.............. 

Raymond T errace  
Clarence Town .. .. 

Dungog...... ...... ..  

.. 1 .. 

Paterson 	.............. 

Gresford 	.............. 

.. 1 

.. ., 1 

Stroud 	................. 

.... 

..  

Bulah 	Delah 	.......... 
Forster ................ 

.. .. .. 1 
Newcastle .............. 
hamilton .............. 

Wnratah 	.............. .. .. .. 1 
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DISTRICT. 

M0UWTLD. 

Srstiox. 	SUfr- 

FOOT. 

North-eastern Lambton .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 	- I 
continued. New Lambton . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

.. .. . .. .. .. . 1 1 

.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. I 
,. .. 1 .. .. .. .. I 

, .. .. .. 1 1 
Howe's Valley .. .. .. .. 1 

.. 1 .. .. 2 .. .. .. 2 
,. .. .. .. I 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
.. .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 1 

.. .. .. .. .. 1 
Merriwa 

I .. 
.. .. 	I • I .. 

1 1 -. .. 
'l'inonee 1 .. 

. . . . . . . . .. . . 1 
.. .. .. .. 1 
1 .. 

1 .. .. 
North-western 

Walisend 	.............. 
Stockton 	.............. 

1 1 1 3 1 .. .. 2 

Gosford ................ 
WoIlon,bi .............. 

Tamwortla 	.......... 
., 1 2 .. .. ., I 

Singleton .............. 

1 

Jenys Plains ......... 
Muswellbrook ......... 
Penman 	.............. 

1 i 

Broke 	................... 

., 

CassiUs ................  

2 

Scone 	................  
JCempsey ..............  

1 1 .. 

Gladstone ............ 
roi-t Macquarie 	........  

2 

Camden Haven 	........ 
'J'aree 	................ 

. . . . 	- 2 . . . . 

Cundletown 	.......... 

1 .. 

Wiagham 	........... 
Nanibuecra ............ 

I ., 1 3 .. .. .. 3 

Bellinger .............. 

1 1 
Namoi 	....... 

Murrurundi ............ 
Black Creek 	.......... 

., 1 
- 1 

I 2 .. ., .. 1 
2 

J I 
1 1 

., I 
1 1 .. .. .. 1 

• 1 1 .. 
2 .. 

- .. 
.. 

Coonaharal,ran  
South-western 1 ., 1 - 4 .. .. 1 5 

• 1 1 .. .. 1 
i i .. . .. .. 	- 

G-unnediih .............  

1 .. 

Barrn3n ............... 
Menilla 	............. 

.. laetg 3 .. .. .. 3 

Wallahadith ........... 
Nuuidle ............... 

1 

Quiri odi 	............. 

I I 
1 1 

2 

\Vai-rah ............... 
Narrabri 	.............. 

. . , I . . 1 . . . . . . 2 

Boggabri ............. 
Wee \Vaa ........... 

Meroe ............... 

, 1 

Pilliga 	............... 
Walgett ............... 

I 

Goodoog 	............. 
Yctman ............... 

. 

Moree 	............... 

Doniliquin 	.......... 

VariaIda ............. 
Bingen ............... 

Torilderic 	.......... 

Barradine ............. 
Mogit Nogil 	......... 

Toeumwal 	........... 

Wilcannia 1 2 .. .. .. 

Tambar Springs ....... 

Maude 	............... 

1 1 

Moama 	............. 

., 1 
Murray .. .... I - 4 1 1 .. 5 

Hay 	................ 

1 1 .. .. .. . - 

Mossgiel ............. 
liooligM 	............. 

. 	- I .. .. .. 

Luabalong 	............ 
Hillston 	.............  

Weiitworth ...........
Pooncaria ............. 

. 

Salt C-reek 	........... 
Euston ............... 

Albury 	.............. 

. - 2 

Bairanald .............  
Moulamein ...........  

- 

Mcmndio ............. 
Mount Gipps 	......... 

-- -- 

Ten-mile Creek ........ 
Walbuivirie ............ 

.. .. 1 .. -- 2 -- -. 1 3 

COTOV-t ................ 

I Turniit 	--------------- . - 

Yarrara ................  

- - - - I 

Howlong .............. 
I Mulwala 	.............. 

. - - - . - 1 . - I .. .. .. 

GregGreg 	------------ 
Tombarumba ----------  

-.  

Gundagni .............. 

Ecedy Flat 	........  
Jugioiig 	---- ------ . -  

.4idelong 	.............. 

- . . . - - . . . .  

Shepherdatown 	-------- 

.. 1 1 .. 3 . .. -- 6 WaggaWagga 	-------- 
Ijrana 	---------------- 

- 
(larendo.. 	..... ....... 

- - . - - 	- - . . - 2 - - - - 
. - .. . 	- - 	- I 1 Narandera 	........... 

Kyambi 	..........  - - . - .. . 	- 1 
Tarcutta 	..........  

105-B 
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U 

3IOUNTEI,. 	 FOOT. 

DepoT, BCLMOgE BflRACES. 	

3: k:; 	L. 	El 
Constables in course of) I - 
instruction, under orders 1 .. . 1 	.. 3 24 1 	1 .. .. 23 for transfes, &c,, &c... ) 

.. .. .. 	.. .. 1 OoSiek Leave 	............... 

.. . .. 2 	.. .. .. Gold tseort Conductor,  .........
Orderlies to His E*ecl-[ - lency the Governor .. J 1 	. . 	. a . 

TOTAL ........... 1 8 320 18127 110 285(22 2251 427 

Police Department, 
Inspector General's Office, 

Sydney, January, 1878. 

EDMUND POSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

Sydney: Thomas Biebarus, Government l'rinler.—ISiS. 

[Gd.] 
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1877-S. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE REGULATION ACT 
(ItULLS ESTABLISBED UNDER.) 

Vv.czent.eb th Jarlianmtt bp Qenunaitb. 

OF 1862. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 25 January, 1878. 

His Excellency the Governor1  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to establish, 
under the Police Regulation Act of 1882, the following Rules for the general government and discipline 
of the Members of the Police Force, in lieu of the Rules published in the Supplementary Government 
Gazette of 26th October, 1884. 

MICHAEL FITZPATRICK. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

For Police purposes the Colony will be divided into Districts. 
The Police will be distributed at Stations throughout the Districts as authorized. 

3, The Officer in charge of a Police District, as well as every Member of the Force appointed to 
any Division or Station, will be held specially responsible for the peace, good order, and security of such 
portion thereof as may be committed to his charge, as well as for the general performance of other Police duties. 

The Depot or Head Quarters of the Police will be in Sydney, under the immediate supervision of the Inspector General. 
5. The Police Force will be divided into the following grades, viz. 

Inspector General. 
(Superintendents 

Officers Inspectors. 
(Sub-Inspectors. 

Sergeants. 
Constables. 

& The Police will also be divided into Mounted, Foot, Detectives, and Water Police. 

GENERAL RULES. 

7. Applications for enrolment in the Police are to be made to the Inspector General, in writing. 
S. The engagement of every Member of the Force will be for one year, and thereafter until legally discharged. 

Service. 
9. Three months' notice  will -be required from any Member of the Force who wishes to leave the 

Every Member of the Force will be required to devote his whole time and energies to the 
Service, and will be held responsible for obedience to all lawful orders and conformity to all regulations. 

Every Member of the Force will be presumed to know his duty in every ease, and in the 
absence of orders or instructions will be held responsible for the due performance thereof, and in case of 
failure or neglect will be liable to punishment or dismissal. 

1.2. Members of the Police Force should endeavour to make themselves well acquainted with the 
statute law and all Acts passed by the Legislature from time to time affecting the duties of the Police in 
any way. They should also make themselves acquainted with Municipal By-laws, and enforce them as far as lies in their power. 

13. The attention of the Police will be specially directed, in the first instance, to the prevention of crime; but whenever there is any reason to believe crime has been committed, its detection, and the 
apprehension or punishment of the perpetrators, and their accomplices or agents, will, as a matter of 
course, be the duty of every Member of the Force, wherever stationed, or in whatever rank or position. 

85—A 	
14. 
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EveryMember, 	of the Force will co-operate with and aWord all assistance in his power to other 
Members of the Force, and other Officers in the Public Service. 

Members of the Force will be liable to dismissal for disobedience, neglect, or omission of duty, 
incompetency, disrespect to any person in authority, insolent or indecorous behaviour, or any iniscooduet 
punishable by law, in addition to such other legal penalty as may be incurred thereby. 

With reference to religious observances, it is expected that the Officers will do all they can to 
facilitate the attendance of the men under their command at the places of worship to which they respec-
tively belong, and that particular attention shall be paid to the proper observance of the Sabbath day. 

Every Member of the Force will obey the orders of any single Magistrate or Bench of Magis-
trates. 

13. The Police will constantly report to the nearest Police Magistrate, or Bench of Magistrates, 
the results of the issue of summonses or warrants, and the steps taken from time to time for the purpose 
of giving effect to Magisterial proceedings. 

19. Members of' the Force, w 	th hen 	ey have cases to bring before the Bench, wilt be instructed, by 
their superior Officers how to obtain evidence, so as to present the necessary particulars to the Magis-
trates as clearly and intelligibly as possible. Officers will also frequently attend the Police Court, to see 
that their instructions are carried into effect. 

When prisoners are remanded from one I3euclm of Magistrates to another, full particulars of 
the case, the reasons why the prisoner has been remanded, with any other information capable of being 
furnished, will be forwarded to the Member of the Force in charge of the Station to which the prisoner 
is remanded. 	 - 

When Members of the Force are subpwnaed as wit'nesses in civil cases, the parties who subpna 
them will be liable for their expenses. 

Any Member of the Force who may arrest -in offender committed for trial at Assizes or Quarter 
Sessions will be considered a witness in the case, whether summoned or not. 

Every Member of the Force will studiously observe neutrality in political matters. 
No Member of the Force will be permitted to derive any pecuniary pm'ofit or advantage from 

:any public contract, or from any purchase made by himself or others on behalf of the Government. 
Every Member of the Force will avoid placing himself under pecuniary obligations to any 

person whatsoever. 
No Sergeant. or Constable will be permitted to marry without leave. 
No Member of the Force will be allowed to engage in any trade or business. 

28, No Member of the Force will, upon any occasion, or under any pretence whatever, accept any 
oney, gift, or address from any person, without the express permission of the Inspector General. 

No Member of the Force will leavehis District, Station, or Division without permnissiou, unless 
in the necessary course and performance of Police duties. 

In the absence of any Member of the Force from his District or Station, his duties and 
responsibilities will specially devolve upon the Member of the Force next in rank. 

Members of the Force, on their arrival in Sydney, whether on duty or leave of ahmsence, will 
report themselves at the Depot. Officers will report themselves at the Inspector General's Office. 

321 Every Member of the Force will endeavour, by every lawful means in his power, to make 
himself acquainted with the local features and peculiarities of the District or Division where lie may be 
stationed, and with the names and characters of the inhabitants thereof 

Every Member of the Force will make the arrival of suspicious characters, or the occurrence of 
.extraordinary circumstances within his District or Division, in so far as they have conic under his cogni-
zance, the subject of special report to his superior Officer. 

Should any epidemic of infectious or contagious disease break out in any locality, full par-
ticulars should be promptly reported to the Inspector General direct, and also to the District Superin-
tendent. 

Members of the Force in charge of Stations will be careful that Police duties are always 
impartially divided among the men. 

Every Member of the Force in charge of a Station will be specially responsible for the condnct, 
appearance, and discipline of the Constables under him, and for the state of the arms, ammunition, 
accoutrements, and other public property committed to his charge. 

Every Member of the Force in charge of a. Station will keep a roster of the duties performed 
by himself and the Constables under him, and will report without delay any instance of im'regularity, 
neglect of duty, or breach of discipline. 

35. H.alf.pay only will be allowed to Members of the Force when attended by the Police Surgeon. 
When in Hospital the charge for accommodation and trent'ment will be deducted from the man's pay. if 
.sufferimmg from the effects of their own misconduct no pay will be allowed. in ordinary eases of sickness 
in time country, Members of the Force will have to provide themselves with medical attendance and 
medicines ; but in cases where illness has been occasioned by injuries or otherwise in the execution of 
duty, a special report of time circumstances is to be made to the Inspector General. 'When any Member 
of the Force has been on the sick list for more than twenty-eight consecutive days, or more than four 
times during twelve mnonths, a report must be made to the Inspector General. 

39, Any Member of the Force suspended from duty, although not performing any Police duty, will 
remain w'ithin the limits of the Station to which he belongs, unless under orders to the contrary, and will 
not be entitled to salary for the time he remains suspended, unless by special authority from the Inspector 
General. 

40. In addition to special rewards to which Members of the Force may be entitled, under the 
authority of the Govermuent, from the Police Reward Fund, for bravcry or other meritorious conduct 
displayed in the performance of dui, whatever sums may be from time to time offered, whetlmer by the 
Government or private individuals, for the apprehension of notorious offenders, the recovery of lost 
property, &c., &c,, will be equally open to all subordinate Members of the Force, as well as to persons who 
have given iuformalion or assistance, and will be divided amimong the vam'ious claimants, in proportion to 

o  the relative value of their respective services; but no O&er of Police, unless by special authority, will 
participate in any reward, whatever part he may have taken, or however iustrumental he may have been 
in effecting the object for which it was offered. 

41. 
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3 

All Members of the Police Force (Officers and sueD) are to salute His Excellency the Governor, 
Members of the Executive Council, and Judges of the Supreme Court. Police Officers will also salute 
Officers of the Force superior to them in rank. Sergeants and Constables are to salute all Officers of the 
Force ; also Commissioned Officers of the Army and Navy, and the Commandant of Volunteers, when in 
uniform also District Conrt Judges, Police Magistrates, and Justices of the Peace, when meeting them 
at their Courts, or seeing them upon official business. 

OFFICERS. 

The Inspector General of Police will be held specially responsible for the peace and good order 
of, and for the security of life and property throughout the Colony, and in general for the discipline, 
obedience, and orgairization of the Police. 

The Inspector General will furnish the Government with periodical reports of the general 
state of the Police Force, its numerical strength, distribution, and general efficiency, the increase or 
diminut:iou of crime, the formation of new Stations, and such other information as may be necessary. 

Superintendents and Officers in charge of Districts will, as far as lies in their power, act in, 
accordance with the wishes of the Benches of Magistrates, for which purpose they will frequently com-
municate personally with the Magist:rates, to ascertain whether their lawful orders are duly carried out by 
the Members of the Force, and whether they are active, diligent, and efficient in the prevention of crime 
or the pursuit of criminals, and orderly, respectful, and steady in their conduct. 

Every Superintendent or Officer of Police in charge of a District will use his own discretion 
in regard to accompanying the Police under him in the pursuit of offenders, and in the performance of 
other Police duties requiring change of place. us most important duties will be those of superintendence 
and inspection, and in general it will be sufficient for him to enforce obedience to orders issued by himself 
or by any lawful authority. 

No Officer of Police in the Commission of the Pence will act judicially unless in concert with 
one or more of the local Magistrates, and then only in case of emergency, where his assistance may be 
urgently required, nor will any such Officer net as a Magistrate in any ease wherein a Member of the 
Police has any direct interest, or is one of the parties. 

Every Officer of Police will take such opportunities of drilling the Police under his charge as 
do not interfere with their Police duties, also exercising them in the use of fire-arms. 

Every Police Officer will pay strict and constant attention to economy, and whenever he sccEt  
any means of reducing the expense and promoting the utility of the Force in the locality within his. 
charge, will communicate his views to the Head of his Department. 

On the receipt of an order for the discharge or dismissal of any Member of the Force, the 
Officer in charge will order the party into Head Quarters, taking care that all his arms, aeeoutrementsr  

are returned in good condition, and will arrange payment of such salary as maybe due. 

SERGEANTS AND CONSTABLES. 

Every Member of the Force below the rank of Sub-Inspector will, in each District or Sub-
District, be distinguished by a letter and number; the letter indicating the particular District, and the 
number the man wearing it. 

Any Constable who habitually quarrels with his comrades will he liable to punishment or 
dismissal. 

Every Constable will report to a Sergeant or superior Officer any circumstances which, however 
remotely, may appear to affect the public peace or safety, or the character of the Force. 

No Constable will leave his Station while on duty, unless in case of great emergency; nor will 
he enter any house except in the execntion of his duty. 

On no pretence will aiy Member of the Force frequent public.houscs, except in the execution 
of his duty; nor will he accept drink from any person when on duty or in uniform. 

If a Constable observe anything likely to produce danger or public inconvenience, or to affect 
the public health, or anything which seems to him irregular and offensive, he will either cause its removal 
or report it to his superior Officer. 

50. A Constable w'li not, when on duty, enter into conversation with any person whatever, except 
on matters relative to his duty ; but will immediately give his name and number if asked. 

Members of the Force are to treat all persons with civility. Any questions asked are to be 
answered to the best of the Constable's knowledge ;and, as far as consistent with his duty, he should be 
ready at all times to oblige. 

PROMOTIONS. 

No Constable will be promoted who cannot frame and write a report with facility, and keep 
accounts correctly. 	 - 

All vacancies in the rank above that of Constable will, as far as practicable, be filled up by 
promotion from the next inferior rank. Every inducement is thus held out for men of it good class to 
enter the Force, and to exert themselves while in it, for by zealoutiy and efficiently performing their 
duties to the public they are consulting their own interests. 

GO. A.t the same time, it must be understood that seniority, length of service, and good conduct, 
are not the only recommendations for promotion; they will always have due weight, but efficiency and 
adaptation for the particular vacancy will be the principal considerations. Hence those desirous of 
promotion must endeavour to merit it by a zealous attention to their duties, and the favourable report of 
their immediate superior Officer will be an indispensable requisite for advancement. 

61. Applications for promotion must be made through the propefoffieia.l channel only. Members 
of the Force seeking by influence to obtain promotion or other advantages in the Service are warned that 
such interference on their behalf will militate against the end they have in view, and render them liable to 
severe punishment. 

COMPLAINTS, MISCONDUCT, PUNISHMENTS. 

02, In every case of neglect, or faihire of duty by a' subordinate, the Officer responsible will deal 
with the matter according to law or regulation, or at his discretion, as may be requisite, making it record 
of every important occurrence of the kind, and reporting the same with as little delay as possible to the 
Inspector General. 

63. 
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03. No Officer will inflict on any Member of the Force, above the rank of Ordinary Constable, any 
punishment greater than a reprimand, but in cases which require a more severe punishment, will aw-ait the 
decision of the Inspector General. 

An Officer in charge of a District may inflict a flue not exceeding Three Pounds. 
Any other Officer may inflict a fine not exceeding One Pound. 
All punishments, however, awarded by subordi]mate Officers, will be subject to the approval of 

the Inspector General. 
Cases of breach of Police discipline or regulations, insubordination, or disputes between 

Members of the Force, will be dealt with by an Officer of Police. Offences against the public, or where 
Magistrates have clear jurisdiction, will be always submitted to a local Magistrate or Bench of Magistrates 
unconnected with the Force. 

On a Constable's misconducting himself, the particulars of the case, with his name, description, 
&c., will be entered in a Defaulter's Sheet," which will accompany him should he be transferred to any 
other District. On a Constable who has never iniscond.ucted himself being transferred, a "Defaulter's 
Sheet," containing his name and description only, will be forwarded with him. 

On the discharge or dismissal of any man from the Force, his "Defaulter's Sheet" will be for-
warded to the Office of the Inspector General, to be there filed for reference; and on the application, 
written or personal, of any one who has been discharged, a printed certificate of character will be made 
out, in accordance with his sheet, signed by the Inspector General, and furnished to him. No other cer-
tificates of character or service will be given to parties leaving the Force, and none to those who have 
been dismissed, or who have served less than twelve months. 

Every Officer in charge of a District will report, in writing, as early as possible, any complaint 
by or against any Member of the Force, which it has been considered necessary to refer to a Bench of 
Magistrates for adjudication, and will also, if necessary, suspend the individual against whom a complaint 
has been made, awaiting the decision of the Inspector General, but in no case will lie dismiss or discharge 
any Member of the Force without due authority. 

Appeal may be made by any Member of the Police against the order or decision of an Officer; 
but if the objection prove frivolous the person appealing will be liable to punishment. 

Every complaint will be made, in the first instance, to the Superintendent, who, if necessary, 
will forward it to the Inspector General. If from a Member of the Force in a Sub-District, the complaint 
then to be snbmitted through the Officer in charge of such Sub-District to the Superintendent. 

In forwarding complaints, Officers will accompany them by such statements as they may con-
sider necessary, having reference to such complaint. 

Members of the Force may at any time make any representation they please to the Inspector 
General, provided the complaint be in writing, respectfully worded, and forwarded through the regular 
channel. 

Any Member of the Force believing he has grounds for complaint, 'must report the circum-
stances of the case to his superior Officer at once, for if he broods over and delays making his statement 
his motives will be judged of by such delay. As a general rule, any Petition signed by numbers or com-
binations for any purpose will subject the parties to punishment or dismissal. 

CORRESPONDENCE, REPORTS, RETURNS, RECORDS. 
All communications from Officers in charge of Districts intended to be brought under the 

notice of the Government or the Head of any Department, will be made through the Inspector General. 
Every Officer of Police in charge of a District will report his movements and proceedings from 

time to time, and if compelled to leave his District or Station, upon necessary duty, will not fail to inform 
the Inspector General of the same. 

All special or extraordinary acts or proceedings, or instances of the unusual exercise of 
authority, in cases of emergency, will require to be specially reported with as little delay as possible. 

On offences being committed, a report of the case, on the printed form of criminal offence 
report, will be promptly transmitted to the Inspector General, the District Head Quarters, and any Police 
Stations on the route supposed to be taken by the offenders, or where the co-operation of the Force is 
necessary. 

When offenders are apprehended, or further information respect'mg suspected parties or cases 
is obtained, a report of the same should be made in similar manner. 

- 	Si. From these reports the Police Gazette will be compiled each week in the Detective Office, con- 
taining particulars of offences committed, warrants issued, descriptions of stolen horses and cattle, and all 
other matter of Police interest. A copy of the Gazette will he sent to every Station in the Colony. 

Merely local and petty cases need not be reported in the manner pointed out; but it is of the 
utmost importance that the information given in the reports should be accurate in every particular, and 
that the description of the offenders should be as clear and minute as obtainable, 

Intelligence of importance, relating to serious ofl'ences committed, involving public peace or 
order, or the safety of life or property, will, when practicable, be communicated by Electric Telegraph. 

All correspondence and reports will be expressed in clear and concise terms, and written in a 
neat and legible hand on foolscap paper, with one-third margin. 

Reports from subordinate Members of the Force should be drawn up in the third person, 
according to the following form 	 Police Station, 

18 
Constable (or Sergeant, &c.,. as the case may be) 	No. 	reports 

In forwarding returns they will not require to be accompanied by any communication, unless 
it may be necessary to give some explanation or information respecting them. 

In referring to communications previously received from Head Quarters, not only the date,  of 
such communications, but also the numbers and letters which they may have borne (if any) will require 
to be specified; and when any communication is forwarded with a minute, the party receiving it will, after 
noting and attending to it, return it without delay to the person by wboin it is forwarded. 

On the transference, retirement, or removal from the Service, of any Officer, all public records, 
books (including files of the Police Gazette), or other documents the property of the public, in that 
Officer's possession, will be handed over to his successor after careful examination. 
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80. Every Officer of Police will be held responsible for a careful scrutiny of all statements, reports, 
returns, accounts, and vouchers connected with the Force under him, which will be supported and authen-
ticated by his certificate of correcthers. 

90. Officers of Police in charge of Districts will furnish to the Inspector General, on the 1st of each 
month, a General Monthly Report of their proceedings, the state of the District, crime. &c,, &c. 

The following books will be kept at the 	Quarters or every Police District 
General Order Book, to contain copies of all 	Registry of Horses. 

general orders that may, from time to time, 	Miscellaneous Property Book. 
be received from the Inspector Generals 	Store Book. 
Office.. 	 Occurrence Book. 

District Order Book, to contain copies of all 	Pay Register. 
other orders. 	 Account Register. 

Letter and Minute Book. 	 Criminals' Photograph Register and Blaekbook. 
'WTrrant and Summons Book. 

The following books will be kept at Police Stations 
Order Book, into which all orders received from the Inspector General or Superintendent are 

to be copied. 
Occurrence Book, to contain reports of patrols and other duties, of crimes committed, accidents, 

apprehensions, &c., and in which any Officer senior to one in charge will enter his name, 
with a remark as to the state in which be finds the Station when visiting it. 

Forage Book, Warrant and Summons Book, Postage Account. 
and the following Returns furnished:— 

Weekly Duty Return compiled from the Occurrence Book. 
Weekly Forage Return. 

Photographs of all 
of' 

convicted of serious offences will be furnished to each Head 
Quarters of a District, copies of which can be obtained at any time from the Inspector General's Office 
for circulation to aid in the detection of criminals. 	 - 

Every Member of the Force in charge of it Station will keep a correct registry of all furniture 
and other Government property under his charge; and in the event of being transferred to another Station, 
will obtain a receipt for the same from the Officer relieving him. 

01. Letters and reports from any District, for transmission to the Inspector General's Office, will 
be forwarded through the Officer in charge of the District, except in case of any outrage, serious breach 
of the peace, or matter of an urgent nature, which the Officer in charge of a Station or Division will report 
direct to the Inspector General. 

Superintendents and Officers in charge of Districts will be allowed the seruices of a Member of 
the Force as a Clerk, who should understand that his position is of a strictly confidential nature, Other 
Officers and Members of the Force will make out their reports in their own handwriting. 

CONVEYANCE OF LETTERS AND DESPATCIIES. 

When it is absolutely necessary to send a letter or other document from one part of the 
country to another by despatch, it will be sent by a Mounted Constable to the next Police Station, to be 
handed over to the Officer in charge there, when the Constable will return to the Station from which lie 
started ; and the Officer to whom the letter was delivered will, in like manner, forward it to the next 
Station, and it will thus be forwarded to its destination without any Constable being taken further than 
from his own Station to the next. 

97. When a despatch is forwarded from Station to Station, it will be accompanied by written 
instructions, called a "Route," which will specify the time of starting, the rate per mile at which the 
despatch will travel, and whether it will be conveyed by night. The time of arrival and departure of such 
despatch from each Station will be entered in the "Route" by the Officer in charge of the Station, who 
will also snake such remarks as be may consider advisable as to the condition in which the man and horse 
arrived. This "Route" will be carefully preserved, in case of its being necessary to refer thereto. 

OS, No Officer will forward a despatch by means of a Mounted Constable, unless in a case so 
urgent as to require a fliore speedy delivery than could otherwise be obtained; and every such despatch 
will be endorsed "'Urgent," and have the name of the writer written on its cover ; and every Officer so 
forwarding it despatch will be held responsible for sufficient cause to justify his having done so. If the 
line of Stations be not specified, the Officer in charge of each Station where the despatch arrives will use 
his discretion in forwarding it by the best possible line of. road. 

99. Weekly Reports, Returns, &c., when not sent by post, will for the most part be forwarded to 
Head Quarters by the usuM patrols, and not by special messengers. 

UNIFORM CLOTHING. 

100, Officers will dress alike, each however having a disliuguishing mark of rank. They will 
provide their own uniform, which will be as follows, and made according to Regulation patterns 

Blue cloth cnp, with patent leather peak and 	White trousers for summer. 
black lace band. 	 Cord pantaloons. 

Oilskin cover for cap for winter, and white covers 	Blue cloth or serge jumper. 
for summer. 	 White cotton or buckskin gloves. 

Blue cloth single-breasted frock coat. 	 'Wellington and Napoleon boots. 
Blue cloth single-breasted waistcoat. 	 Bush and other spurs. 
Blue cloth trousers, with black lace stripe down 

the sides. 
lot. Officers will not appear out of uniform, unless on leave of absence, or when ordered on special 

duty in which other clothing may be necessary. 
102. Every Mounted Officer will, in addition to his uniform, supply himself with a saddle, bridle 

complete, head collar and strap, breast-plate, erupper, belts, &c., in accordance with the patterns at lead 
Quarters. 

103. 
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Members of the Force will be supplied with the following uniform 

Helmet with oilskin cover, or cap, with covers. 	Cord pantaloons (mounted). 
Blue cloth dress coat, with uniform buttons. 	Loose undress coat, cloth or serge. 
Overcoat (foot;), or cloak (mounted). 	 Wellington boots. 
Waterproof cape. 	 Napoleon ditto. 
Blue cloth trousers (foot). 

Every Constable will provide lumself with a box, according to the regulated pattern, a pair of 
sheets, blacking-brushes, and a sufficient supply of under-clothing. The Sergeants will be held responsible 
that the under-clothing is changed sufficiently often for cleanliness. Clean straw for filling the bed-ticks 
and pillow-cases will be supplied by the Government once per quarter. 

The regulation box is the only baggage which will be conveyed for Sergeants and Constables, 
from one Station to another, at the expense of the Government. 

The uniform of Sergcants, whether mounted or foot, will be precisely the same as that of 
Constables, with the addition of Crown or stripes on the right arm, according to the grade of the wearer. 

The uniform supplied to Constables of the Water Police will consist of— 

Straw hat with badge- 
Sou'westcr. 
White shirt with blue trimmings. 
Flannel shirt with blue trimmings. 
Blue cloth pea jacket with uniform buttons. 

Oilskin coat. 
One pair blue cloth trousers for winter, and two 

pairs white duck trousers for summer. 
One pair boots and one pair shoes. 

ARMS, AMMUNInON, APPOINTMENTS, &c. 
Every Member of the Force below the rank of Sub-:tnspector will be funushed, at the 

expense of the Government, with the arms, ammunition, appointments, &c., named in one of the following 
lisS, according as  he may be attached to the Mounted or Foot Police 

Mown/ed Police Appoiittments. 

Regulation saddle and bridle, coplete. Revolver, case, and belt. 
Carbine, bucket, and strap. Pouch belt. 
Rcgulatibn head collar. Swivel. 
Halter, log, and chain. Handcuffs. 
Sword. Number and letter. 

Foot Police Appointments. 

Rifle. 	 . Pouch belt. 
Bayonet and sheath. Waist belt and frog. 
Baton. 'Whistle. 
Handcuffs. Number and letter. 

109, Every Member of the Force, on being supplied with such articles as may be deemed advisable, 
will be required to sign a certificate containing a list of the same, specifying the date of issue, the condition 
when issued, together with any other remarks which maybe necessary; and such certificate will be counter-
signed by the Officer issuing the articles, retained by the party supplied, and produced at all inspections. 

Any Member of the Force losing or defacing a certificate will be charged is. for a new one, 
and will be presumed to have been, provided with every article mentioned in it. 

Any Member of the Force leaving the Service, and taking with him any of the articles 
supplied him by the Government, will be prosecuted for felony. 

In case of any articles supplied by the Government being lost or damaged through intention 
or neglect, the cost of the articles lost, or the damage, will be charged against the individual to whom 
they were supplied, in proportion to their original cost. 

'When any Sergeant or Constable receives his discharge, or is dismissed from the Police 
Force, the Officer in charge of the District will see that his arms, accoutrements, or any other Govern-
ment property in hispossession, are returned to store in a clean and proper state, and not used till, his 
successor is appointed. On the back of his parchment certificate it should be stated in what condition 
the arms, &c., issued to him were returned his certificate should be then forwarded to Head Quarters, 
whence a new one will be supplied for his successor. 

Every Constable will be supplied with twenty rounds of ammunition and in the event of the 

W
uantity being unaccounted for at any time, the axnonnt of Gd. for every missing cartridge will be deducted 

f 	his pay ; and in applying for more, it will require to be stated in writing how and when what had 
been previously issued was expended. 

A. certain number of handcuffs will be supplied to every Watch.house.kceper, and twelve pairs 
to every Officer in charge of a District, 

110. No Constable will load or discharge his firearms unless ordered to do so by his superior 
Officer, or in case of emergency. 

Every Mounted Constable will be held strictly responsible for the state of the saddlery in his 
charge and any brealcages or damage done to any article supplied by the Government, unless sati?-
factorily accounted for, will be repaired at his expense. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE. 
An Officer applying for leave of absence will submit the name of the Member of the. Force 

who will act for him, and such Member of the Force will be held responsible for the correct discharge of 
that Officers duties during his absence. 

Leave of absence granted to an Officer of the Force will not be extended, except in cases of 
urgent necessity, which must be clearly shown by the Officer applying. In the event of illness being the 
plea for an extension of leave, a medical certificate must accompany the application. 

Sergeants and Constables will be allowed leave of absence according to the following scale:—
For any period not exceeding fourteen days, on full pay; above fourteen, and not exceeding 

twenty-one days, on bait' pay; and for any period exceeding twenty-one days, without pay. 
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Officers in charge of Districts may occasionally grant leave of absence for periods not 
exceeding seven days, but not beyond the boundary of their respective Districts. They will give to the 
party obtaining leave a certificate of the fact, on one of the printed forms supplied for the purpose, pre-
serving the counterfoil fbr reference. 

A pphicat'ions for leave of absence for more than seven days must, in every ease, be submitted 
for the approval of the Inspector General. 

Members of the Force obtaining leave will not take with them any part of their arms or 
appointments, or any Government horse, and will report themselves to the Senior Officer of the Force at 
or near w]iose Station they may be residing while oil leave. 

121. In every application for leave of absem1ee, it must be stated at what periods, and for what 
length of time, the applicant had previously obtained leave of absence. 

125. Members of the Force when on leave will be subject to every order, rule, and, regulation of 
the Force, and will be liable to be called on to act, and to the consequences of any breach of discipline or 
good order, as if they wore serving at their proper Stations, 	 - 

126, All Members of the Force, whether Officers or otherwise, will report all cases of misconduct 
on t]ie part of men on leave of absence, whether such misconduct may have been witnessed by them or 
reported to them by others. 

1tEQTJISITIONS. 

1.27. Requisitions for Stores, Stationery, &c., will he forwarded to the Inspector General. 
i.28. in every ease, requisitions will be signed by the Officer or Sergeant in charge of the Station 

where the supplies are required, and countersigued by the Officer in charge of the District; and no 
requisition whatever will be attended to, unless it contains particulars of former supply, how disposed of, 
and the quantity and condition of stock on hand. Stores such as utensils for cooking and domestic use 
are not provided by Government for the private use of families of the Members of the Police Force. 

For the purpose of providing for the supply of forago to Mounted Constables at a distance 
from any Police Station, or procuring conveyance for Constables or prisoners, and other services of the 
kind, a Requisition Book will be given to each Member of the Force in charge of a Station, who, in ease of 
any supplies or services of this nature being required, will fill up one of the forms and give it to the 
party making the supply or performing the service, stating on the back of the requisition the amount of 
the charge. 

On a. requisition so completed being presented, attached, to the Government form of account, 
and duly certified, payment will be made; but should it appear that a requisition has been given for any 
supply that was not required for the Public Service, or for any supplies for Constables, such as meals, 
beds, Le., which should be borne by the usual sum allowed them as night allowance, the requisition will 
be disallowed. 

In making these requisitions, full particulars will be entered in the counterfoil of the book, 
which will he carpfully preserved for reference, a note being made therein when the account is rendered 
for payment. 

BARRACKS, STABLES, &c. 

Every Officer in charge of Police will be held responsible for the good repair of all buildings 
and promises occupied by the Department and under his charge, and no alteration or addition must be made 
to any Government building, nor must any building be erected on a reserve without special authority. 

All damages are to be promptly reported to the proper Officer ; and when occurring through 
carelessness or negligonce, the party in charge at the time will be responsible, unless it can be shown 
through whose carelessness or negligence the damage has occurred. No nails must be driven into the wails 
of any building. 

1.34. A list of all articles the property of the Government will be hung up in each room, and the 
Officer. Sergeant, or Constable in charge of the Station, will be held responsible for the articles mentioned 
therein; and in the event of such Officer, Sergeant, or Constable being removed, the party relieving him will 
take care that the articles correspond with the list, and are in such condition as stated in the list; if 
not, the circumstance will be reported to the Superintendent of the District. 

If a Member of the Force report himself, from illness, unfit for parade or duty, the Officer 
in charge will note the circumstance in his Occurrence Book. 

An immediate report will be made of any man who absents himself from any parade or duty 
(unless in ease of illness), or from quarters at night. 

1.37. No man will leave his barrack without acquainting the Sergeant or Constable on duty where he 
is to be found, or go from his Station any greater distance than a quarter of it mile, without permission, 
or absent himself nuder such authority for more than two hours at a time. 

138. Except when on duty, no greater number than one-half the Force at a Station will leave 
their quarters or the immediate vicinity. 

13.9. No poultry, cows, horses, or other animals, shall be kept by the Police without permission. 
The Police will keep every part of their barrack, its approaches, passages, and yards, clean and 

in good order. 
The windows of Police buildings will be kept clean, opened whenever the weather will admit, and 

instantly repaired whenever required, at the cost of the Member of the Force chargeable with the damage. 
If ,in Officer on inspection find any artièle of bedding requiring to be washed, lie will order 

it to be washed at the expense of the person using it. 
The fo!lowing rules in regard to hours will, whore practicable, be observed a.t all Police Stations 

in the Colony, All Constables, with time exception of those who have been employed on night duty, will 
rise in the morning not later than half-past five in the summer and half-past six in the winter, and they 
will, dress and have their bedding neatly folded during the next: half-hour, and the rooms swept and set in 
order imnmediately afterwards. 

1.11. The hours for breakfast will be eight in the summer and half.pasteightin the winter; for dinner 
half-past one in the summer, and one in the winter and for tea or supper, half-past six in time summer, 
,and six in time winter. At half -past nine such mnen as have not leave or are not on duty will go to bed, 
and all lights and fires, except such as are authorized to be kept up during the night, will be extinguished 
by ten o'clock. 	

i 1.45. The Mounted Commstables will attend morning stable parade at six n themn surner and seven in 
the winter. 	 146. 
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140. After stable parade, horses will be taken to water; and on returning, should be properly 
groomed, and receive the regu]ated allowance of food; this, when water is in the neighbourhood, will not 
occupy more than one hour. At noon such horses as may not be on duty will be again watered and fed. 
The hours for evening stables will be half-past four in winter and five in summer, when the horses will 
be taken to water, and on returning be properly cleaned, fed, and bedded down for the night; every man's 
saddle and bridle being properly cleaned and carefully placed on the saddle-rack. 

When an Officer is at a Station, he will attend stable parade, to see that the men groom 
their horses properly. 

Regularity of hours will always be observed when it does not interfere with the performance 
of Police duties. 

During summer no fire will be allowed in any of the apartments except the cook-house or 
kitchen. 

Whenever possible, the Police will supply themselves with wood and water, but otherwise 
the Officer in charge will make the most advantageous arrangement in his power, having due regard to 
economy, unless where contracts exist. 

Relatives of Members of the Force, but more particularly discharged Constables or other 
persons not connected with the establishment will not be allowed to sleep in barracks, and no person, 
except on public business, will be allowed to frequent Police premises. 

Any person who has been dismissed from the Force will not be allowed to enter Police quarters 
on any excuse whatsoever; nor will any Member of the Force associate with such person, if the offence 
for which lie was dismissed was of a disgraceful nature. 

Smoking in the sleeping-rooms of the barracks, and card-playing and every other species of 
gambling, will not be permitted. Members of the Force in uniform, whether on duty or not, are prohibited 
froin smoking in the streets of towns, or in public places. 

Officers in charge of Districts will pay particular attention to time establishment of messes, 
and take all necessary steps for forming and adapting them to the requirements of the Police under their 
charge, and for so managing them that Constables from other Stations, who may be passing on duty, may 
obtain their meals at a moderate cost, even if somewhat in excess of the rate charged to members of 
the mess. 

Regularity of hours (whenever possible), cleanliness, proper costume, and correct behaviour 
at meals, will be strictly observed. In all matters relating to the expense and quality of food the minority 
must give way to the majority, but the Officer or Sergeant will be held responsible for the quality and 
quantity of the food. 

No Member of the Force will be permitted, froni penuriousness, or any other cause, to subsist 
habitually on food the quantity or quality of which is insufficient or deleterious. 

Every article in a barrack room, when not in use, will have its appointed place. Provisions 
will not be exposed to view, nor mess utensils left lying about or dirty. 

158, The Officer in charge of a Station will take charge of the private effects of any Constable who 
dies thereat, and make a careful inventory of such effects, in the presence of a subscribing witness, and 
transmit a true copy of such inventory, together with a list of debts (if any), to the Officer in charge of 
his District, who will again transmit the same with all necessary information on the subject to the 
Inspector General, with it view to the proper disposal of such private effects in accordance with the 
Police Regulation Act. 

HORSES AND FORAGE. 
Horses will in general be purchased for the Force, by the Inspector General or by some 

Officer appointed by him, and the horses so procured will whenever practicable be examined by a veteri-
nary surgeon, and their soundness, age, and general fitness for service certified before poyment is 
made. 

Police horses should, when necessary, be turned out to graze, and relieved from work for a 
time, by order of an Officer in charge of a District; and horses unfit for service will be from time to time 
examined by sonic person or persons duly appointed for that purpose, and disposed of according to their 
recommendation. 

When any horse, from disease, or injuries received, becomes totally useless, a report of the 
circumstances will be forwarded to the Inspector General, who will give orders for its disposal; but in the 
event of a limb being fractured, or any other such injury, the Officer in charge will kill it on the spot, 
forwarding a report in the usual manner. 	 t 

Every Member of the Mounted Police will lie furnished with a horse branded with a Crown 
and number, and will be held responsible for its treatment and general condition. Any Member of the 
Force, either ill-treating or permiting to be ill-treated or neglecting any horse under his charge, will, in 
addition to such other punishment as may be inflicted upon mm, be dismounted, and ordered to return 
to Foot Police duty, or in extreme cases dismissed. 

No Member of the Foot Police will be mounted, nor any Mounted Constable dismounted, 
without authority from the Inspector General. 

Each Officer in charge of a District will keep a register of the horses under his charge, in 
which their numbers and description will be carefully entered. 

105. A register will be kept by every Officer in charge of a Station of the horses in his charge, for 
which he will be responsible to the Officer in charge of the District, who, in like manner, will be respon-
sible to the Inspector General. 

Officers in charge of Districts and Sub-Districts will see that every horse under them, as well 
as its rider, has a fair share of work, and will not allow some horses to be petted and kept idle in the 
stables, while others are injured by severe usage or neglect ; nor horses, unless when sick, to be kept 
clothed in stables. 

All Members of the Mounted Force will be particular to see that the saddles are carefully 
fitted to the horses' backs; and the Officers in charge of Districts will hold the men accountable for 
horses in their charge having sore backs or girth-galls (which in most eases are caused by hard riding, or 
inattention in not seeing that the saddles are properly fitted), as well as for any other mn1uries which 
could have been prevented by attention. No excuse will be received for a horse being rendered unservice- 

able 
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able from the above causes, unless it can be satisfactorily proved that some accidental and unlooked for 
circumstance has rendered it necessary that the horse should be so used ; and unless the cause can be 
traced to some other source than neglect, the Constable to whom the horse was told oil will be charged 
for the forage of the animal while unfit for use, in addition to such other punishment as may be awarded. 

165. No horse will travel at a pace exceeding five miles per hour, unless in cases of emergency, 
such as the pursuit of offenders, &e., where it is apparent that speed is absolutely necessary. 

The paceof an Escort will not in general exceed four miles per hour, and in all eases every 
opportunity will be taken by the Mounted Force to spare their horses as much as possible. Any Con-
stable violating this rule will be subject to punishment or dismissal. 

No Police horse will on any consideration be used in harness, unless it be ordered for 
Government purposes by competent authority, nor will any Member of the Force use his horse unless in 
the performance of his duty. 

Any subordivatc Officer who may desire to use a private horse in the discharge of his duty, 
will forward to the Inspector General an ipplieation to that effect, accompanied by acertificate, sigucdby 
the Superintendent of the District, that the animal in question is in every respect suited for the service; 
but lie will not be allowed to make use of any Government horse in addition to his own private horse 
unless in case of emergency, when it will require to be shown that his own was injured iii the service, or 
otherwise unfit for duty;  nor will he be allowed to make use of the horse so kept at the public expense, in 
harness or for private purposes, or to dispose of it, without the sanction of the Inspector General. 

Officers will not make use of horses under their charge, nor Police horses be ridden, unless 
under special authority, by any other person than a Member of the Force. 

When a report is made by a Constable or other Member of the Force, of the bad state or 
condition of his horse, the Officer in charge of the District will direct immediate inquiry to be made. 

Draught horses will be frequently inspected by the Officer in charge of the Station to which 
they belong, as well as by the Officer in charge of the District ; they will require to be driven steadily— 
never on any account more than four miles per hour, and their collars and harness kept in proper repair, 
and so fitted as not to chafe or injure the horses. 

Tenders for shoeing to be called for in the prescribed form, in the month of December each 
year, and submitted to the Inspector General. 

In the event of any Police horse being sold, it will be disposed of by public auction in such 
a mauner as the Inspector General may direct, but prior to the sale will be branded with the "con-
demned" brand, 

A greater number of horses will be allowed in every District than are in actual use, that those 
requiring it may occasionally have rest; but should the number of the Mounted Force in a district be 
reduced, the Officer in charge will cause the supernumerary horses to be turned into the nearest Police 
paddock until he has received instructions as to their disposal; and should he be instructed to send them 
to the Depot, he will send with them, addressed to the Officer in charge, it return, giving the names 
of the horses, their brands, colour, age, &c. Should additional horses be required in a District, an appli-
cation to that effect will require to be forwarded to the Inspector General. 

Members of the Force in charge of Stations will &ve  due notice to local contractors, 
stating the supplies of forage needed, in accordance with the terms of contract. 

When forage is delivered at any Station by a contractor, the net weight must be ascertained, 
and the receipt signed for that quantity for which the Officer in charge, who signs the receipt, will, in his 
issues, be held responsible. 

If a Station be under the charge of a subordinate Member of the Force, he will permit no 
one but himself to issue forage; at large Stations one Constable only will be authorized to issue. 

When a fresh supply of forage is received at it Station, it will not be issued until the old 
stock is consumed. 

The Police at every Station will exert themselves to insure the supplies being stored in such a 
manner as to prevent any injury through the effects of weather or other causes, as, should any damage or 
loss occur, the strictest investigation will be made, and the party who, from negligence or other Lult, 
allowed the same to take place, will be held personally responsible. 

At Out.Stations, where the stores are kept in any insecure building, the Police on the Station 
will erect a strong fence, to prevent any damage by cattle, &c. 

Io forage will on any account be issued from Police stores, to any person whatever, without 
special authority ; and in every instance where forage is issued for any other than Police service, a 
requisthon will require to be obtained from the party requiring the same, which mnst be attached to the 
weekly Forage Return, in which also care will be taken to insert particulars of the amount of Forage 
drawn, the Officer's name, and on what duty engaged. 	 n 

The regulation scale of a ration of forage will be- 
8 lbs. of Maize or Oats, 	 12 lbs. of Hay, 
4 ,, 	Bran, 	 4 ,, 	Straw for bedding. 

Forage Books will be entered up daily. A copy of the weekly entries will be ferwarded to 
Head Quarters, for transmission to the Office of the Inspector General. 

The Officer by whom the correctness of returns has been certified will be held responsible for 
any errors therein causing public loss or damage. 

At every Station where practicable, the Officer in charge will 'turn out the horses to graze, 
issuing only half-rations, or such other allowance as may be necessary, due regard being had to their being 
kept in serviceable condition ; and whenever possible, Police horses will be kept without forage. 

158. Police horses will not be foraged or stabled at inns oftener than is absolutely necessary. in  
eases where it is unavoidable, a requisition in the printed form for the purpose will be given by the Officer 
in charge, and every horse will be grocimed by its rider as at a Police Station. 

189. Disputed horses and cattle will, when practicable, be tuimed into a paddock or handed over to 
one of the claimants, on his giving a sufficient guarantee for the animal's production when required. 
But in the event of its being necessary to retain an aninial in the possession of the Police, as in a case of 
felony, when there would probably be danger of its being abstracted by the friends of the accused, half 
the usual ration of forage will be allowed for such animal, unless paddocked. 

85—fl 	 190. 



On the charge of any Station being transferred from one Member of the Force to another, 
the forage in store will be weighed, receipts given for the actual weight, and any deficien' y  or surplus 
noted in the weekly Forage Returns. 

If any Constable absent from his Station draw more than one ration icr  them for his horse, 
en route, he will be charged with the amount overdrawn. 

ESCORTS. 
Police in charge of an Escort will be held specially responsible for the safety and security of 

prisoners or property committed to their charge. 
Having received their charge properly secured, it will be the duty of, an Escort to guard 

against such securitybcing diminished orimpaired. For this purpose they will frequently and closely inspect 
the handcuffs, chains, &c., placed on the prisoners, and the fastenings of the doors, windows, &e., of any 
place of confinement. They will also inspect the locks, seals, or other means by which property is 
secured. Neither by  day or by night will an Escort separate from or lose, sight of their charge. 

Escorts will not stop during the night at public-houses, when it can be possibly avoided; 
but when absolutely necessary, an agreement must be made with the proprietor of the house, for the use 
of it room and for means to be supplied to prisoners on the most moderate terms. 

Police on Escort will neither drink nor allow the prisoners in their charge to drink any fer-
mented or spirituous liquors whatever; but will place the prisoners in the most secure and private room 
obtainable, and adopt Al proper and necessary preciutions against escape. 

Escorts with prisoners or property in charge will not call or halt at public-houses during the 
day ; but the nccessarx provisions and refreshments will be procured at, and taken with them, from the 
place stopped at on the previous night. 

19. While on march, prisoners will be kept in the centre of theporty, and not allowed to separate 
or straggle; the rate of marching being regulated according to the powers of the prisoners if on foot, 
and if in carts, according to the pace at which the vehicles can conveniently proceed. Neither acquain-
tances of the prisoners nor other persons will be allowed to mix with or accompany the Escort. 

193. The arms of an Escort will invariably be loaded, kept as dry as possible, and in a state for 
instant use. In escorting females, lunatics, or persons charged with trifling misdemeanors, Escorts will 
not require to be provided with fire-arms. 

Every-thing belonging to prisoners under Escort will be made up into separate sealed packages, 
each marked with the name of the prisoner and the amount; and these separate parcels (with a list), 
enclosed in a strong sealed cover, with a memorandum, delivered to the Officer in charge, his acknowledg-
ment and signature being taken to a duplicate retained. The memorandum and the sealed parcel will be 
handed, with the seal unbroken, to the person into, whose charge the prisoners are delivered, a receipt 
being taken for the same. 

The Officer in charge of a party on Escort duty will always march in the rear of such Escort, 
and enforce strict attention to the duty on the part of the Police, who will not be allowed to straggle 
under any pretence. 

Every Officer, before taking charge of prisoners, will cause them to be searched in his presence, 
and examine his authority for their custody. 

Every Officer taking charge of gold, specie, or other treasure, or Government parcels, will 
take care that the same are duly entered in the way-bill, and obtain a receipt for them from the party to 
whom the articles are delivered. 

Where practicable, after having given up charge of property or prisoners intrusted to them, 
Police composing an Escort will return to their Stations by twos, starting at different hours, and where 
convenient by different roads, the Officer in charge of the Escort forming one of the last party, so that 
he may be able to check any irregularity that may take place. 

Any Constable accompanying a Judge when on Circuit, or any other G-ovcrninent Officer, as 
an Orderly, will be relieved at each Station, so as to avoid as much as possible taking any Constable to 
a distance from his Station or into another District. 

No Officer of Police will under any circumstances be accompanied by a Constable as Orderly. 
When an Officer has to perform any duty in which his personal safety is endangered, he will take with 
him one or more Constables, as the necessity of the case may require; but the attendance of Constables 
on Officers as a mark of honor will not be permitted. 

Patrols will not travel on stated nights, or at particular hours, but at irregular periods will 
visit suspected places, and observe suspicious houses and persons. 

Patrols will not confine their attention to the main line of road only, but will occasionally 
proceed through the bush, calling at houses to obtain information. 

Constables on patrol will not smoke, separate, talk loudly, or enter public-houses except in 
performance of duty. 

DUTIES WHEN PERSONS CHARGED WITH CRIMES. 
Every person taken into custody without warrant (unless detained for the lucre purpose of 

ascertaining his name or address) shall be forthwith taken to the nearest Wa.tch,house. 
When a Constable on duty shall take any one into custody, he should, as soon as possible, give 

notice to another Constable, so that his place may be supplied while be is taking the party to the 
Watch.house, and shall return to his duty as soon as possible; or he may, when not himself required to 
substantiate as a witness the charge, deliver his prisoner to the Sergeant or 'Watch-house keeper, and 
immediately return to his duty but it is generally most advisable that he should accompany the party 
to the Watch-house, in order to substantiate the charge. 

No Constable, if it can be avoided, shall search a prisoner by hiinselt but in all cases shall 
take him to the nearest Watch-house or Police Quarters, and in the presence of the Watch-house-
keeper or a Sergeant shall senrch and shall take from such prisoner all property in his possession; and 
before confining the prisoner in the Watch-house the property so taken will be given to the Watch-house-
keeper or Sergeant, and entered by him in the "Charge Book," which will be signed by the prisoner, 
if he be willing, but if not, by the Sergeant or Watch-house-keeper and the apprehending Constable. 
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A person against whom a charge of assault attended by cutting and wounding, or of felony, has 
been received, should, when such charge has been entered in the "Charge Book," be detained in custody 
at the Watch-house until taken before a Magistrate for examination; and no person should be detained 
in the custody of the Police after he has been once brought before a Magistrate to answer any such charge 
preferred against him, without a warrant for his detention, or a verbal order of a Magistrate for a period 
not exceeding three days. 

in all cases of persons being taken into custody for indictable offences, whether by warrant 
or otherwise, they will not be discharged until they have been brought before a Bench. 

If a complainant, after having given a• person into custody, on a criminal charge, refuse to 
sign the entry in the "Charge Book" and appear against such person, and the charge has been made in 
the first instance to a Constable, the Constable will, if he has seen the offence committed, enter and sign 
the charge himself, and the complainant be summoned to establish it. The Constable on duty will, for 
this purpose. always ascertain the name and address of the complainant before making any inquiry of him. 
lithe Constable be himself unable to establish the charge, and the complainant refuse to appear in support 
of such charge, the party accused will not be detained, save in case of a serious offence, or when there are 
grounds to suppose the prisoner guilty, notwithstanding the prosecutor's refusal to so appear. 

A description of property brought to a Constable on duty at a Watch-house, whether taken 
from persons apprehended or otherwise, should immediately be entered in the "Charge Book," and the several 
articles marked, so that they may be afterwards identified. Such property should be taken by such Con-
stable himself from the party bringing it, and not allowed out of his sight until marked ia the manner 
directed; it should then be locked up, or if required as evidence, given back to the charge of the Constable 
bringing it. 

210. As a statement or confession from a prisoner in custody on a charge of a crime, to be 
admissible as evidence against himself, must be free and voluntary, that is, must not be induced by any 
untrue representations, or any threat or promise. Constables should be very careful not to make any 
such represeutation, or threat or promise. If the prisoner make any such statement or confession, the 
Constable should not prevent him doing so, but should pay even attention to it. It is not desirable that 
it Constable should ask questions thereupon without warning him that his answers may be used as evidence 
on his trial. If any statement or confession be made, the Constable will endeavour to fix it in his memory 
or at the time take a note of it and also any conversation immediately preceding it, so as to be able to 
give evidence at the trial of the prisoner of any such conversation, statement, or confession. 

In towns that have been proclaimed under the Police Act (2 Vie. No. 2), the Constables have 
larger powers given them by that statute. The only caution that need be given is to remember that the 
2 Vie. No. 2 is only in operation in proclaimed towns, but the 19 Vie. No. 24 is in operation all over the 
Colony. (32 Vie. No. 7.) 

A Constable on duty at it Watch-house will on no account quit it during his time of duty. 
210. Such Constable will receive charges against prisoners, will ascertain their nature, and when 

satisfied of their propriety, will cause the name of each prisoner to be entered, with the particulars of his 
offence, in a book kept for the purpose, to be called the "Charge Book." 

When persons are arrested who are believed to be intoxicated, care should be taken to 
ascertain that they are not suffering from illness ;  if there be any doubt, such persons should be gently shaken 
or roused if that fail, the fastenings about the neck should be loosened, and the head raised. Under 
no circumstances is a Constable justified in. leaving his beat to conduct a drunken person to his home. 

Such Constable may admit to bail persons charged during the night with any petty mis- 
demeanor, such as a trilling assault, or mischief; and also persons charged with drunkenness, when they 
become sober. (a 

The daily ration allowed by Government to prisoners in Solitary Cells or Watch-houses will 
be 21 ounces of third quality bread or 20 ounces of the same quality flour, and to prisoners in tranthu, 
awaiting trial, or under committal, 12 ounces of bread third quality, 12 ounces of maize meal, 4 ounces of 
fresh meat, 8 ounces of vegetables, half an ounce of salt, half an ounce of soap. In eases where maize 
meal or vegetables cannot be obtained, 12 ounces will be added to the allowance of flour, and 12 ounces to 
the allowance of fresh meat. The Officers in charge of Police at Stations where there are Lock-ups and 
where no Government contract exists, will call for tenders in the month of December each year, according 
to the above scale, and transmit such tenders as they may receive, to the Inspector General's OThee. 

When it is necessary for prisoners in confinement to have ether supplies than are provided by 
Government, the sanction of a Magistrate, Officer, or Medical Man must be obtained. 

Prisoners in the Watch-house will require to be frequently visited day and night, and imme-
diate attention given to any case requiring assistance or medical aid. 

DUTIES AT COURTS. 

Members of the Force having to attend Courts must observe strict punctuality. The Officer 
in charge should inspect all men on such duty before they suit their Stations, to see that they are smart 
and clean in appearance, and in proper uniform ;  also to see that they are prepared with any property 
required to lie produced in Court, in any case in which they may be concerjied. 

At the Court, Members of the Force having charge of eases will make it their business to see 
that the witnesses are in attendance, and that they do not leave without permission from the proper Officer. 
Should any witness be absent, the Crown Solicitor or Crown Prosecutor should be promptly informed. 

Police, when giving evidence, are to stand in an upright position, respectful in demeanor, 
speaking explicitly and in a clear voice, so as to be heard distinctly by the Court and Jury. They are to 
coafine themselves strictly to the evidence in the case before the Court and Jury and, to refresh their 
memories, they may refer to any notes they may have made at the time ; and in giving evidence they 
should as much as possible avoid using slang phrases. 

In cross-examination, ansyers should be given with the same readiness and respect as in the 
examination-in-chief, that the whole truth may be elicited, whether against or in favour of the accused. 

PRISONERS' 

(o)Tlicse posven of tmikingimail at Watch-houses are in force only in towns to which the 2 Vie. No. 2 (die Towns 
Police Act) has been extended, and in Sydney and Sydney barnlcls-4 W. IV No. 7, 17 Vie. No. 25, 17 'Vic. No. 31. These 
statutes should be referred to for information as to the proper course to be followed. 
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PRISONERS' PROPERTY, &c. 
An inventory in duplicate of all property found in the possession of a prisoner at the time of 

his arrest, and which the Police may be justified in seizing and retaining, will be drawn up and signed by 
the Constable making the arrest, and countersigned by the Inspector or other Officer in charge of Police. 
The prisoner will also be invited to sign it. 

Property seized will remain in the custody of the Police until the prisoner on whom it has 
been found shall have been either discharged or convicted, and will be kept at the place of trial, previous 
to the time appointed for trial, so that it may be accessible either for purposes of identification, or returned 
to the prisoner, if discharged, or delivered with a copy of the inventory to the Sheriff or Gaoler, if the 
prisoner be convicted. 

Property nccessaryior purposes of identification will remain as much as possible in the 
hands of the same Constable or Officer, so as to avoid complicating or embarrassing the question of identity. 

On the acquittal and discharge of a prisoner, his property will be restored to him and a receipt 
taken for the same, unless the Judge or Magistrate make any special order, or unless it may be advisable 
to retain any portion for further proceedings, in which case special report must be n1ade to the Super-
intendent. 

The property of a prisoner on his conviction will (in the absence of any special direction from 
the Judge or Crown Prosecutor) be handed over to the Sheriff or Gaoler, a receipt being taken for the 
same, and duly filed. 

A record will be kept of money or other property which may come into the possession of the 
Police in any other way than by forfeiture or seizure; and should there be any doubt respecting its dis-
posal, a report of the circumstances will be forwarded to Read Quarters, with a view to its disposal by 
competent authority. 

SYDNEY. 
The Sydney Police will consist of several Divisions, with an Officer in charge of each, and to 

each Division will be allotted a certain portion of the City and Suburbs. 
230. Each Division will be subdivided into sections, each under the immediate charge of a Sergeant 

or Senior Constable; and the sections will be divided into beats, for the safety of which, Constables on 
duty will be held responsible. 

The hours for duty will be as follows 

The day duty will commence at (3 A.M., and continue till 10 P.M., for which purpose half the 
available Force will be told off, and divided into two reliefs, taking street duty four hours at 
a time. 

The first relief will go on duty at 0 LM., and remain till 10 AM. 
The second will go on duty at 10 kM., and remain till 2 P.M. 
The first will go on duty at 2 P.M., and remain till 0 P.M. 
The second will go on duty at 0 P.M., and remain till 10 
The night duty will commence at 10 r., and continue from that hour until 0 o'clock the next 

morning, it Sergeant or Senior- Constabletaking charge of each section. 
The night and day duties will change every month. 
The Officer in charge of a Division will both day and night visit every part of his Division 

will see that the Sergeants and Constables are on the alert and understand their duties properly. 
Every Constable will move regularly through his beat at a pace of about two and a half miles 

an hour, so that any person requiring assistance, by remaining in the same spot for any length of time 
may meet a Constable. This regularity of movement will not, however, prevent his remaining at any 
particular place, if his presence there be necessary for the due performance of his duty, to observe the 
conduct of any suspected person, or for any other good reason, but he will be required to satisfy his 
superior Officer that there was a sufficient cause for such apparent irregularity. 

Constables will attend at appointed times, to report to the Sergeant or Senior-Constable any-
thing requiring notice. 

The attention of the Police should be specially directed to jewellers' shops and other places 
where valuables are deposited. They should warn the owners to take every precaution for the security of 
their property, and any means of access to the premises likely to be made available by thieves should be 
pointed out. 

Orange-peel and other fruit skins should be removed from the footways, to prevent accident. 
If at any time a Constable require immediate assistance and cannot in any other way obtain 

it, he will sound his whistle, but this is to be done as seldom as possible, and always reported after,vards. 
Married Constables will lodge as near as possible to the Division to which they are attached, 

and all Members of the Force (whether on duty or not)will be prepared to turn out in all such emnergen-
cies as Fires, accidents of any kind, disturbances, &c. 

240. Officers or Sergeants in charge of sub-divisions will take their turn of day and night duty, 
but will not be reqnired to visit the guard-room or bari-acks of any other sub-division than their own. 

247. Every Officer or Sergeant in charge of a sub-division will occasionally visit every part thereof, 
at uncertain hours during the day and night and when on duty, will attend the Court and visit the 
Watch-houses at least once during the day and once after midnight. 

245. Every Officer or Sergeant in charge of a sub-division will be responsible for, and will take 
immediate charge of, the lock-up situated in that Division. 

On any alarm of fire, the Police (including those who are off duty) will turn out and render 
every aid in their power which circumstances may demand. 

Where there are Fire Brigades established, the duty of the Police will be simply to preserve 
order, protect life and property, and to procure it free scope for the exertions of the firemen and the parties 
more immediately interested ; and with this view they will clear the street or ground in the immediate 
vicinity of the fire of all persons not usefully employed, taking care that all adjoining streets, as far as 
may be practicable, are kept clear of obstructions by crowds, or carriages, wnggons, carts, &c., that the 
engines may not be delayed. 

Every assistance possible will be given by the Police for the removal of property, conformably 
with the wishes of the proprietors; and if desired, such property will be conveyed to the nearest Police 
Station for protection. 	 252. 
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The Police will collect upon the spot all the information they can obtain relative to the cause 
of the fire, which, together with the circumstances attending it, will be reported fully, as soon as may be, 
to the Officer in charge. 

The foregoing Rules will also apply generally to the performance of Police duties in country 
towns. 

DETECTI yES. 
251. Detectives will be selected from the ordinary Police Force, and after having been employed 

on trial, during which time they will receive the pay of Ordinary Constables, if reportedfavourably of by 
the Officer in charge, will be promoted to the rank of a third-class Detective with pay at the rate of 28. 
per day ilicrease on that of a Consl:nb]e first-class and in due course, if recommended for zeal and 
efficiency, will be further advanced. The rank of a first-class Detective will be equivalent to that of a 
Sergeant, first-class, in the General Police second-class Detective, to a Sergealit (second-class) and 
third-class Detective, to a Senior Constable. 

Nevertheless, candidates who, from previous habits, experience, or other reasons, may appear 
to be particularly adapted for Detective duties, will be taken on as supernumeraries without having served 
in the Police, and after due trial promoted in the usual manner. 

Detective Constables will correspond directly with the Inspector General, but will otherwise 
be under the orders of the Officer of Police in charge of the District, Station, or Division, where such 
Detectives may be on duty. 

WATER POLICE. 
The duties particularly devolving upon the Water Police will be to protect and maintain order,  

among the shipping; to enforce Port Regulations; to supervise the transhipment of powder; to examine 
and muster the passengers and crews of vessels in the intereolonial trade, with a view to prevent the 
escape of criminals ; to supervise the ballast lighters, watermen, lights in harbour, &c. ; to serve summons,. 
execute warrants, and other legal processes on parties afloat; to convey prisoners to and from vessels,. 
&c., &c. 

Every Constable in the Water Police will be on duty. twelve hours in the twenty-four, and 
attend the Police Court when required. 

All signals from vessels for Police .ssistance will be registered in the Occurrence Book, as. 
well as the vessel's name, the hour by night or day when mode, and the hour when the signal is answered.. 

In the event of fire occurring on shore, or in the harbour, all the available force in the Water' 
Police will proceed immediately to the spot, in readiness to render such assistance as may be necessary, 
either in extinguishing the fire or in saving and protecting property. Should the fire occur on shipboard, 
the guard-boat on duty will lose no time in waruing the nearest vessel to the burning ship of its dangerous 
position, and at the same time send immediate notice to the 1-larbour Master, 

The Water Police in Sydney a.re nuder the immediate supervision of the 'Water Police Magistrate. 

Sydney Thomns Richards, Government Priimter.-1375. 

[Is.IJ 	 85-0 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE SUPERANNUATION FUND. 
(STATEMENT OF ArPROPRIATI0IcS) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aseen1bly to be printed, 28 February, 1878. 

[Laid upon Table in answer to Question 1, 28 February, 1878, Yb/cs 5o. 34.] 

STATEMENT of Appropriations from Police Reward and Superannuation Funds to Members of the 
- 	 Police Force other than Ofilcers, from let March, 1802. 

- 

fluf 	u - 	Name. Batik. 	. 
Raw of Peion. 

Cratuiw 
Per diem. Per annum. 

1802 £ s. d £ 	a. 	d £ s. U. 27 March 103 0 0 
120 0 0 

Maginnis J. II. 	............ 125 0 0 
Collins Francis ................

Murray Laurence 
.. 

117 0 0 

27 	...... 
27 	...... 

27 	' Home S. 	U ................... 115 	0 	0 

27 	...... 

17 April Searlett Cecilia ............... 90  0 0 17 	...... Hurst M. 3. .................. 

.Chief constable 	............................................ 

31 10 0 17 	...... WatsonEliza 

Widow of detective 	................................................... 

,, 20 	0 	0 
126 	0 	0 17 	...... 

17 	...... Pinnertv Thea ................ 

Chief constable 	......................................................... 

50 0 o Aug. 	... .Davis John 	.......... ........ 

Ordinary constable 	................................................. 

Senior-sergeant 	........................................... 

50 	0 	0 
Miukleguu John 	. ........... 0 5 4 

0 

............... 

3 4 

Murphy Edward .............. 

Kennedy Roger 

Widow of constable 	.................................................. 

 ................................................... 

0 

................................................... 

3 4 
Lane Charles o a 4 

Chief constable 	............................................. 

0 3 0 

District constable 	............................... 
Senior-constable .................................. 

.. 

121 10 0 

Sherman John ................ 

Pedwell Edward ............. 
Brown Bumnard 	............. 
Smith Henry 	........ .. ..... 

 .................................. 
0 	 .................................. 

101 10 o 
Grangem William ............ 

Sergeant .................................................................. 
.. 

95 0 0 

Coneley Peter 	................ 

Part-ridge Stephen 

. 

88 10 0 
Maddenll.S. 	............... 

Constable 	........................................ 

87 0 0 

Senior-constable ............................................................. 

63 0 
Brown H. F. 	............... Sergeant ....................................... 

.. 

56 10 0 
Raviland M... ............... 

.. 

100 0 0 

TalbotWilliam 	.............. 

Hines W. A ................... 

,, 	................................................................... 
. 

................................................................... 

78 0 0 6 Nov. 	.... 
6 	...... 

.

. 

90 15 0 6 	...... Taylor George ............... 0 3 0 6 	...... 

Porter Clement 	.............. 

Senior-sergeapt 	............................................................. 
Constable 	................................ ................................... 

........................................ 
60 15 0 6 	...... Smith Octavius 	............ 

................................................................... 

0 3 0 
Creahan Mrs. 	............... 

........................................ 
Widow of constable 	........................ 30 0 0 O 	...... 

.................................... 

0 4 1 6 	...... 
6 	...... 

Keily Patricir 	................. 

Widow of constable 	.................................................. 

.. 

30 0 0 6 	...... Ilillough Mrs. 	............... 

Constable 	............................................................... 

... 

50 0 0 

Thomas John 	................ 
Smith Mary .................... 

0 	 ............................................................... 

108 0 0 3l1)ee..... 
31 	...... 

M'Quigan A. 	............. ... 
Taylor Sam. .................. 

. 

........................... 

148 10 0 31 	...... Rust William 	................ 
. 

Senior-constable ........... ................... ........................... 

Sergeant, 2nd class 	............................ 
'Widow of Acting Inspeeto 	.......................................... 

67 1.0 0 

Widow of constable 	................................................... 
Constable 	.............................................................. 

54 0 0 31 	....... 
1863. 

Sergeant ................................................................. 
Constable 	............................................................... 

25 Feb..... 70 0 0 25 	...... Conslablo 	..................................... 0 4 0 25 	...... 0 3 0 25 	...... 

Skelton James ................ 
Pci Henry 	................... 

Grogon 	Tames .................................................................................. 

135 0 0 
?sVDonald.Tohn 	.............. 
Moore William .................
Graham James.......  ........ 

Chief constable 	........................................... 

73 10 0 
Cainpbcll Eli 	.......  ........ 

,, 	........................................ 

Widow of constable 	........................ 
.. 

100 0 0 

25 	...... 
25 	...... 
30 June Canavan Mrs. 	............... 

. 

,, 	............................................................... 
................................................................ 

............. .......... 
1.00 0 0 30 	,, 	., Fitza]ban Peter 	............. 

. Mother of constable 	.................................................. 
Constable 	............................................................... 

.... 

58 10 0 

201— 
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of 
Name. Rank. 

- 

Rate o Pension. 
Gratuity. 

Per diem. Per anmsum 

1863 £ 	s 	d £ 	a. 	ci £ 	a. 	d. 
30 Juno 61 17 	6 
30 , Tarrant James ............... Constable 	....................................... 0 3 0 

50 10 	7 

Armstrong Henrietta ....... 
. 

30 	0 	0 
Young James 	................ 
Foy Ann 	...................... 
Pratt Mrs. 	.................... 27 	0 	0 
Galvin Patrick ................ 100  10 	0 

0 	6 	4 
30 	...... 

Kershaw Abraham ......... 
100 . 0 	0 Bucker Henry ................ 

Si-eon Henry 	................ 45 18 	9 

30 	...... 

Downham Charles 	. ....... Detective ....................................... 4o 	0 0 

30 	...... 
30 	...... 

144  0 0 

30 	...... 
1.6 Dec. 	.... 
16 	...... 
16 	...... 

Gralassm William ............ 11 

0 	5 	6 
54  15 	0 

16 	...... 

16  0 	3 	0 
0 4 0 

16 	....... 

16  DangarW.S 

Senior-sergeant 	................................. 

0 	3 	0 

lB 	...... 

LB 	...... Beatty Annabella ............ 45 	0 	0 

16 	...... 

1864. 
17 May 54 	0 	0 
17 	...... MmDonaldJohn 

a 	....................................... 

0 3 	0 

17 
 17 	...... 

Gordon William 	............. 

Stnfl'ord John 	................ 

Robinson Frances J. 	...... 

. 

	

54  0 	0 
100 	0 	0 ...... 

17 	...... 

MBcath Norman 	.. ...... .. 
ThorpeJames .................. 

0 	4 	9 
17 	...... Iloughey 'hos- 	------------ 

Senior-sergeant .................................

.. 

0 	3 	4I senior.eoastable ................................. 
64  19 	4 

17 	fl  St. 0th James 	............ 0 6 0 
22 Sept. 	- -, 

Hobbs William 	............. 

Ilemson John 	............... 
Senior.sergcont 	................................. 

. 

92 	5 	0 

17 	...... Lonergan Michael 	----------- 
- 

13610 	0 
22  DawsonTracey ............... ... 54  0 	0 

Partington Thos. ............ 99  15 	0 

M'Grath Cornelius ....... ... 

Masonj.W. 	............... 5115 	0 
22 	,, Gormanit 0 4 	6 
22 	,, 0 4 	0 
22 	,, Murphyihos 

Sergeant .......................................... 

0 	3 	0 
22 	,, Worley Henry ............... 

Constable 	....................................... 

0 	4 	1 
22 	,, Magianity Mary ............ 100 0 	0 

1865. 
12 Jan..... O'Regan George ............ 

Widow of senior-constable 	............................ 
Widow of constable ....................................... 

0 3 0 

22 	------ 

12 	,,.. Kerr James 	.................. 

Widow of sergeant 	...................................... 

.Constublo 	.................................................. 

Senior.constable .............................. 0 3 	4 

22 	...... 

Gibson James 	............... 

Sergeant .................................................... 

Parents of constable ......................................
Senior.eonstablc ........................................... 

Constable 	...................................... 

Senior-sergeant. 	............... ................ 0 4 	9 

22 	------ 

12 

............... 

69 16 	0 
12 	,, 

O'Itourlce James 	............. 
M'Gs-atls Edward ........... 

Constable 	................................................... 

... 

... 

185  12 	6 
O'Horrigan Mrs. ............ 50 0 	0 

15 Juno 	- -- Ward Mrs. 	.................. 

Widow of constable ......................................... 

. 
. 

60 	0 	0 

12 	...... 

15 	i, HerbcrtMrs. 	............... 

Constable 	.................................................... 

............. 

40 0 0 

...... 

15 , 50 	0 0 

12 	...... 

15  Smith Times. .................. 

Widow of sergeant 	.......................................... 

100 0 0 
15 	,, Gibbons Peter ............... 40  0 0 
30 Oct Moss Mrs .......... ............ 

Doyle Edward ................................ 

94 10 0 
30 	,, Long Mrs. 	.................. 54 	0 	0 
30 	,, Walsh Mr . 	................. .. 

. 

100 	3 	9 
1866. 

Sergeant .......................................................... 

8 Jan..... Philips Win. 	............... 

Constable 	........................................................ 

0 4 0 
8 	,, Everson Edward 

............................... 

.Constable 	........................................ 
0 	3 	0 

......... 
............................... 

29 	5 	0 8 	...... 
8 	,, Murphy Thos. ............... 

a 	....................................... 

Constable 	........................................................... 

70 10 	0 
8 	...... 

Sergeant 	.......................................... 
Widow of sergeant 	..................................... 

Sergeant ..............................................................
Mother of constable ...............................................

. 

. 

44 	5 	0 
S 	, 

CoxJames ................................................ 

Wife of senior-constable 	................................. 

.................... 

11115 	0 

a 	 ................................. 
Wife of eonstnble .......................................... 

54 	0 	0 
23  

CainPatrick .................... 

Costley Charles 	............ 64  0 0 
23 	,, PooleRobert 	- .............. 

.Widow of 	sergeant 	................................................... 

. 

. 

	

2510 	0 
210 	3 	9 

23 	,, 

Parents of senior-sergeant 	.......................................... 
Constable 	............................................................... 

. 

. 

0 	3 	0 
23 	------ Smith William ................ 

O'Regan Geo. 	.............. .. 

Widow of constable ...................................................
Widow of constable ................................................... 

. 

47 	5 	0 23 	...... 
DoyleMartin 0 3 0 23 	...... 

29 June Raymond Wm- 	---- -------- 

 Widow of constable ....................................................

. 

.. 

100 	0 	0 
29 	,, 

Nelson Elizabeth ......... ... 

Hogan Martin --------------- 

Constable 	................................................................. 

Constable 	-- ...... -........................... 

. 

69 	0 	0 
29, OGrady Myles 	------------ 

H 	 ........... ----------------------------- 

. 

100 0 0 
17 Jul y 	... Crawford 	itm- --- ------------ 

a 	................................................................ 

111 	7 	6 

23 Feb. 	.... 

17 	,, 

Geraghty Mrs ---------------- 

 

Crimes Samuel ............... 

-------------------------------------- - 
--------------------------------------- 

144 	0 	0 

Senior.sergeant 	.......................................................... 
Constable 	------------------------------------- --- 

MEivoine Manasscs ................................................

- 

67 10 	0 
17 	i, 

MO-innityJohn -------------- 

Walsh 	John-- -------- -------- 

The niother of constable 	................................................ 

,, 	.................................... 

. 

-............. 

--- ---- 

72 15 	0 
17 

Chambers John 	.............. 

ParterJohn 

DrcvJohn ......................................................... 

H 

--------------......... 

6015 	0 ,, 
25 Sept. 

The parents of constable ................................................ 
Widow of senior-constable 	............................................. 

— 

16 10 	0 

17 	...... 

Chapman Mrs ................ 

Constable 	.................................................................. 

............. 

44 14 	4 
25 	,, Canty Mr----------------------- 

a 	................................................................... 
.. 

46 10 0 
25 	------ - 

25 	,, Cowell E. H - 	--------------- 

- 
- 

0 	4 	9 
1867. 

Widow of 	constable ...................................................... 

Senior-sergeant 	------------------------------- --- 

- 

.................................................................. 

..... 

5 Mar.  

Fyfe John ---------------------- - 

Hackett James ............... 

Widow of 	senior-constable 	............................................. 
Widow of 	constable 	..................................................... 

- 
. 

69 	3 	9 
5 	,, Simpson Henry 	------------ 

- 

 

Sergeant 	....................................... 
5 

------------------- - 
Doyle Mrs - 	------------------- 

Watson Thos. 	............... Senior-constable .............................. 162 	0 	0 
5 	,, Tiernan Edward - ----------- 

Senior-constable -------------------------------------------------------- ----- 

. 

---------............ 

	

- ---102 	1 10 

	

25 	0 	0 
5 	...... 

- 

-... 

129 	1 10 
5 	,, 

-- 

Widow of 	constable ........................ 

. 

. -------------............ 

60 	0 	0 

- --- 

5 

Moran Henry 	------ ------ - --- 
Constable 	.................................................................. 
Senior-constable ........................................................... 

- 

 Constable 	... ................................. o 	a 	o 
Davis Robert 	-- ---- ----- ---- 
O'Regaii Gee - 	------ ---------- 
Lees Messrs................... 11 

-------------............ 

............ 

- ---- 

60 	0 	0 5 	...... 
5 	....... life Mrs....................... 

..................................................  
Widow of constable ........................ 

.... 

-............ -... 	- .... ----- 100 	0 	0 
.. 
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of Pension. Name. -Rank. 
Rate of Pension. 

Cratuity. 
Per diem. Per annum. 

1867 £ 	s. d £ 	s. 	d £ 	a. 	d. 
22 June 	... 72 	0 	0 22 	,,... 92 	5 	0 

Italpin Thos ......... ......... ........... ............ 117 	0 	0 22 
	
...... 

Maofavlane James 	.......... 

Clogliessy Mrs ................ 30 0 0 
1868. 

Crawley William ................11  
Constable 	.................................................................. 

22 	...... 

Brigga Thomas ............... 

........ 

. 

0 	3 	0 
O'lteganOeo 0 	3 	0 

7 Feb. 	.... 
7 	...... 

Widow of constable ..................................................... 

........................................ 
............. 

67 	0 	0 
Wiles Mi-c. 	.................. 

Constable .......................................... 

123 	8 	9 
7 	....... 
7 
	
....... 

Hudson Mre................. 

Glassock 11. 	... ............... 20 	0 	0 
67 10 	0 

7 	.. 	... 20 	0 	0 

7 	....... 
7 	...... 

13 May 0 	2 0 
Frewin Jeremiah .............. 

. 

Widow of defective ........................................... 

0 	3 	6 13 	...... Clark John 	................... 

..Widow of senior-constable ......................................
Probationary constable .............................................. 

36 	0 	o 
13 
	
....... Murphy James ................ 

Widow of senior-constable 	.......................................... 
Father of constable 	................................................... 
Constable 	........................................ 
Senior-sergeant 	................................. 

20 	0 	0 
256 10 	0 13 	...... 

19 June 

Widow  of constable ..................................................

.. 

100 	0 	0 21 Aug. 	. - 

Momn Mrs. ......... ...........
Madden Thos................. 

Father of senior-constable 	.......................................... 

0 	3 	0 

Rca Oliver 	.................... 

0 3 	0 
21  

Reilly Michael .................
WaIler John .................. 81 	0 	0 

13 	...... 

21 	,, 
21 
	

, 

Armstrong Alex.............. 
Campbell Hugh 	.............. 

108 	0 	0 

Gallon 	John ................... 

Senior-sergeant 	......................................................... 
Widow of senior-constable .......................................... 

0 	3 	0 
21 	, James Robert 0 3 	0 

21 	...... 

21  Lawlor Thee .................. 

0 	......................................... 

54 	0 	0 6 Nov.., 

Constable 	......................................... 

131 16 	3 6 	,, Warren 	C ..................... 

Constable 	......................................... 

50 0 0 6 	,, 0 	3 	0 

Widow of constable .................................................... 

0 4 	1 
1369. 

30 April ... 

Coebrane Robert ............. 

Chapman J. 	.................. Senior-constable .......... .................... ii 12 	6 

Moss Thomas 	................ 

Constable 	........................................ 
Sergeant 	............................................ 

.............................. 

48 15 	0 

Sykes Henry................... 

Boon William 	........... .... 30 16 	0 

Turner Henry ................. 

...............................

. 

57 15 	0 

Booney Francis 	............. 

Buckley John 	............... 

Senior-sergeant 	............................................................ 
Daughter of senior-constable 	.......................................... 

0 	4 	9 

Kennedy James 	............. 

Kelly Thos. 	.................. 
Senior-sergeant 	................................... 

. 

0 	3 	4 
30  

Campbell Hugh 	............. 

Cardan Fred .................. 
Senior-constable .................................. 

. 

113 	5 	0 30  Ballantyne Adam 

. 

0 3 0 
8 July Smith C. W ................... 

. 

222 15 	0 

6 	-   ----- 

8 	,, Haggarty S. 	S ..... ........... 108 	0 	0 

	

30 	...... 

	

8 	,, Jontuus John 	............... 

Constable 	......................................................... 

Senior-constable ................................ 0 	3 	4 

.................... 

30 	...... 
30 	....... 

Byrne T]ios.................... 

Widow of constable .............................................. 

. 

45 	0 	0 

30 	...... 
30 	...... 

Glassock H. .................. 25 	0 	0 8 	,, M'Hale James .... ..... ...... 

Constable 	........................................................... 

0 	3 4 
13 Aug Conner Samuel. .............. 57 	0 	0 

8 	...... 

13  

Sergeant ..............................................................
..Widow of constable ................................................ 

.... 

109 10 	0 

8 	....... 

13  Quilter John .................. 

Constable 	............................................................ 

Senior-constable .................................. 

60 15 	0 

Widow of constable ................................................
Probationary constable ............................................. . 

99 	0 	0 8 Oct. 	.... 
8  
8 

lbbot.son Joseph 	............. 

Cain Patrick 
M'Cook Wm . 	............... 

Constable 	............................................................ ... 

0 3 0 
Tighe Joseph 	................ 

Green Win. 	.... .............. 
Sergeant 

0 4 9 
216 11. 	3 

21 	,, ]Cerwiok John 	...... ........... 

Widow of senior-constable ................................... 
Constable 	.......................................................... 

... 
108 	0 	0 

------ 
21 Dec. 	.... 

21 	,, Day Jane 	...................... 30 0 0 
21 

Widow of constable ............................................. 

141 15 	0 1870. 
llawkias John ................. 

20 May 	...  Sharkey Martin 	....  ........ 

Senior-sergeant 	................................... 
............................................................. 

64 0 	0 

Constable 	............................................................. 
Widow of senior-constable 	............................. 

60 0 	0 
20 	,, 144 	0 	0 

Senior-constablo 	................................................ 

126 	0 	0 

Constable 	.......................................................... 

108 	0 	0 

20 	...... 

20 	s, 

Maginnity Mrs...  ..... ...... 

Lament Gpo. 	............... 

.. 

0 3 	4 

20 
	
...... 

20 	, 

Widow of 	sergeant 	...................................... 

45 	0 	0 

20 	....... 
. 

54 	0 	0 16 	,, 

Orreil Henry 	................. 

100 0 	0 
16 Nov. 	..... 

16 	,, Bruce Edward . .............. 0 3 	0 
16 	,, CarnesChrist 

Senior-constable 	............................... 

0 3 	0 
McKenzie Sam. 	............. 90 0 0 16 	...... 

16 
	
...... 

Kennedy Rd................. 
Maher Owen 	................ 

Constable 	........................................ 

63 	0 	0 

. 

Unilhienry .....................................................................
Madden Patrick ................................................................. 

30 	0 	0 1871. 

Entwistle James .................................................................. 

...................................... 

16 	...... 

2Maroli 

Smith Robert 	................ 

Nelson Fred. 	............... 

Constable 	................................................................. 
Widow of constable ..................................................... 

30 0 0 
Green Win. 	.................. 

Widow of sergeant 	..................................................... 

0 4 	9 
0 3 	0 

2 	....... 
Sheaves John 	................ 
Drohan Thos. 	............... ........... 

.. 

Darcy Michael ...................................................................... 
Widow of constable 	..................................................... 

. ........................... 

........................... 

....... ..... 90  0 	0 

2 	...... 
2 	...... 

17 July 144 	0 	0 17 	,, 

Constable 	.................................................. 
Senior-sergeant 	.................................. 

148 10 	0 17 	...... SmithJames 

Constable 	........................................ 

0 	3 0 

Sheehan James............................................................. 
............  

63 	0 	0 30 Sept. 	.... 
Quigicy Patrick 

...... 

54 	0 	0 30 	....... 

Kelly Michael 	.................................................................................... 

148 10 	0 30 	-- 	--- 148 10 	0 24 Nov. 	-- Bickey Cornelius ............ 

Hannaford John 	................................................................................... 

41. 	5 	0 24 	, Naughton Thos 

Naught.on Thos. 	............ ................................ 
................................................................... 

0 	2 	9 

30 	...... 

1872. 

.............................. 

28 May 	... 

- -Lyons James............................................................................... 
0 	 .................................................................. -- 

0 	4 	1 Dwyer Lawrence ............. 
0 	3 	0 	............. 28 	------ 

28 	,, 
Callaghan John 	------------- 
Price Charles .................. - 

Sergeant 	........................................... 
Constable 	........................................ 
Widow of sergeant 	................................................... 141 	8 	9 
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4 

Of 
Name. Rank. 

Rate of Pension. 
Gratuity. 

Per diem. Per annum. 

1572 £ 	s. 	d £ 	s. 	8, £ 	s 	d. 
8 May Newell Hubert. ...... ........ 172 	0 	0 

Cundick Sam. 	............... 
. 

232 10 	0 
Ussher Michael................ 

. 
74 	5 	0 

Sykes Charles 	............... .. 126 	0 	0 
Almond F. W. ............... 40 0 	0 

28 	...... 
28 	...... 

MeEvoy Tim. 	............... 141 15 	0 

21 Aug. 	.... 
21 	...... 

141 	8 	9 
21 	...... 

0 	3 	0 

.. 

105 	0 	0 

Sutherland And. ......... ....

Wilmott R. W ................ 

. 

36 	0 	0 

Price, Mark 	................... 

54 	0 	0 

21 	....... 
21 	...... 

Leonard James ............... 

50 	0 	0 

25 Nov. 	.... 
25 	...... 

JJetlieringtou Alex. ......... 222 15 	0 

25 	...... 
25 	...... 

1873. 
27 Dec. 	.... 

21 April 

Arthur Robert ................. 

Wormerele 	. B. 	......... 

. 

30 	0 	0 

Grayson David................. 

81. 	0 	0 1 	...... 
9 July 

... 

148 10 	0 
2 	...... 

Purkiss 	Ann ............... .... 
Naughton 'lbs. 	........... .. 
Kilpatriek And. 	............ 156 	0 	0 
Murray John 	................ 

. 
0 	3 	0 

103 	0 	0 
15 Sept. Powell Mary .................. 133 	0 	0 

241 10 	0 
Rowley IL J. 	...... ......... 48 15 	0 
Lyons Dan .... 	............... 120 	0 	0 

0 	4 0 
Lloyd Margaret 	.. .......... 105 	0 	0 

0 4 4 

9 	...... 

22 Nov..... 

Lowther Wm........................ 

50 	0 	0 
22  Widow of senior-sergeant .................. 228 	0 	0 

100 	0 	0 

15 	...... 

DonohoePat. 	............... 0 	3 	0 

15 	....... 

2.2 	...... 
22 	...... 

SmithWm. 	......... ......... 0 	4 	0 22 	...... 
22 	...... 0 	3 	3 

1874. 

....... 
Walsh Tlsady 	................ 

68 	5 	0 

... 

175 10 	0 

Widow of constable ............................... 

100 	0 	0 

Widow of sergeant ............................... 
Constable 	........................................... 

168 	0 	0 

19 Feb. 	.... 

Devonald Annie 	............. 

Chand)er T. C .... .............. 

,, 	.......................................... 
,, 	........................................... 

168 	0 	0 

19 	...... 
19 	...... 

Senior-constable .....................................
Widow of sergeant .......... ............... ......... 

0 3 	0 

Nolan James .................... 

Constable 	...................................... 
Widow of constable ............................... 

0 	3 	0 
19 	,, 

Pagett John ...................
Lynch John .................... 

Constable 	........................................... 
,, 	........................................... 

.. 

0 	3 	0 
16 Jul y 

kelly John 	................... 

Cranmer Robert 	............. 

,, 	........................................... 
Sergeant .............................................. 

117 	0 	0 

Constable 	........................................... 

30 	0 	0 

Henderson John A ..... ...... 

Murphy Wm. ............... 

Widow of constable ............................... 
Constable 	........................................... 

... 

29 	5 	0 

Downes Myles ... ...... .......
Dalton F. J.................... 

Finnilenry 	...... ............ 

,, 	........................................ 
...................................... 

40 	0 	0 

Sessrson John 	........... 	.... 

Widow of detective ............................... 

39 	0 	0 

Rourke Wm.................... 

Toomey John 	............... 

Widow of sergeant ............................... 
Constable 	.......................................... 

189 	0 	0 

9 	...... 

Thompson James. ..... .......
Egar George .................... 

,, 	........................................... 
,, 	...................................... 

39 	0 	0 

15 	...... 
15 	...... 

10 	...... 

Purcell Thos..................
MeGinnity David.............. 

Widow of constable ............................... 
Constable 	...................................... 

175 10 	0 

15 	...... 
15 	...... 

16 	....... 
28 Oct...... 

,, 	........................................... 

0 	8 	3 

28 	...... 
28 	...... 

Cusack John.................... 

Constable 	........................................... 

.. 

78 0 0 

Thomas C. L................. 
Iteane Matthew 	............. 

Clceve J. I. 	.................. 

,, 	................. 
,, 	..................................... 

Senior-constable ................................ 

.. 

.. 

75 	0 	0 
1875. 

Potter James................... 
Abbott Nicholas 	............. 

Constable ........................................... 

Rayfteld Thos. ............... 

Senior-constable ....................................
Sergeant .......................................... 

Widow of ordinary constable.. .......... 108 	0 	0 
C  G]-arcstoek 	ilsos ............. 

Senior-constable ....................................
Sergeant ............................................. 

90 	0 	0 

12 	...... 

Byrnes Charles ......... ...... 

Constable 	...................................... 
Senior-constable 	................................ 

.

.

.

..,, 86 	0 	0 

19 	...... 
19 	...... 

12 	...... 

6 Feb. 	.... 

Tiernan Thos. 	............... 

Constable 	...................................... 
,, 	......................................... 

Widow of sergeant .............................. 

0 	7 	0 

19 	...... 
19 	...... 

9 April 

Constable 	............................................ 

0 	2 	0 
9  SteeloL.G.A ................ 

Widow of ordinary constable .................... 
first-class constable ..................... 

20 	0 	o 

16 	...... 

9  Shillady Armstrong 

., 	senior-constable 	........................ 
First-class constable .................................. 

68 	5 	0 
9 June 

Widow of first-class constable ......................
Senior-constable ................................ 

72 	0 	0 

Bannon Wm... ............. .. 

Owen A. W. .................. 

First-class constable ...................................
Widow of senior-constable .......................... 

. 

20 	0 	0 

12 Dee..... 
12....... 

- 

............ 

195 	0 	0 
Herbert J. F.. 	............... 

Ordirsary constable ........................................ 

50 	0 	0 

Senior-constable ................................. 
Widow of constable 	........................... 
.. 

.................... 

29 	5 	0 

0 ....... 

20  

Martin Charles ................. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

 first-class constable ............................... 

75 	0 	0 

€ 	...... 

20 	., 	.., 

Cleghorn James 	............. 

Leejohu 	....................... 
Cook William 	............... 

Ordinary constable 	............................................ . 

.. 

ordinary constable ............................... 

195 	0 	0 
20 	,, 

Farrell Charles ................ 

Widow of first-class constable ............................... 

Constable 	........ .............. .............. 0 	4 4 

9 	...... 

20  l{eavey Peter 	... ....... ..... 175 10 	0 

	

9 	...... 
20 Aug..... 

	

20 	...... 

Mackay James ... ............ Senior-constable  ................... ........... 0 4 S 

Costeiloc Michael ............ ..

Brooks George ............ .... 

,, 	senior constable 	................................... 
Ordinary constable ............................................... 

0 	6 	8 

... 

2  Nov. 	.... Johnson Ben  .................. 
Senior-sergeant 	................... .......... .... 

.. 

Senior-sergeant 	.............................. 0 	5 	0 

20 	....... 

Minter Mrs... ................ 

.. .. .................... 

Widow oi senior-sergeant .................. 

................................................ 

... 

... 
... 	..... 

150 	0 	0 

20....... 

1876. 

Ordinary constable .......................... ............... 

Nelson Mrs. 	.................. 

.. 

15 	0 	0 
27 	,, Day Jane 	..................... 

,, 	constable 	................................ ... 
60 	0 	0 ... 

Senior-constable .............................. 100 	0 	0 

2 	...... 

Leviek James 	............... 0 	3 	3 

.................... 

27 Jan...... 

Casinvan James 156 	0 	0 

16 Feb..... 

Senior-constable .............................. 

., 	Senior-constable 	........................................ 
.................... .... 

iSO 	0 	0 

16 	...... 
16 	...... 

Clarke 	Geo. 	.................. 126 	0 	0 
16 	....... 
16 	...... 
16 	., 

Henderson J. A............... 
Ordinary constable 	........................... 

,, 	 ..................................... 

0 	3 	9 
16 	...... Poller James 

Constable 	.................................................................. 

... 

0 	3 	3 

............................. 

13 May 

Bailey Myles 	... ..... ...... .... 

Doyle Michael 

Senior-constable..................................
... 

202 10 	0 
13 	,, 

Broomfield Edward ............ 

50 	0 	0 
13 

Hanghey Thos............... 
-Makin John .................... 

Ordinary constable 	.................................................... 
Senior-constable .............................. 

.................................................. 

........................... 101 	3 	0 
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of ion. NrUue. Rank. 
Rate of Pension. - 	-- 	- 

Gratuity. 
Per diem. 

— 
Per annum. 

1876. £ 	s 	d. £ 	a. 	d £ 	a. 	d. 
13 May, 	... 0 	2 	0 

0 	3 	9 
Ordinary constable 	......................... 
Senior-constable .............................. 

0 	3 	0 
13 	... 
13 

Tiernoy Michael 	.............. 

Ordinary constable 	......................... 
,, 0 	3 	0 

13 	...... 
13 	...... 

22 Juno ... 

Cooke 	William ................ 
Rourke William 	....... ... .... 
EgarGeorge....................
3fnyno Robert 

Senior-constable.. 	........................... 
0 4 4 
0 	& 	0 Mackay,  James ................. 
0 4 4 

...... 

22 	...... Wyatt George ................ 
Henderson J. A. 	....... ..... 0 	3 	3 22 	...... 

22 	...... 
1 Sept. 

Detective ...... ................. .......  ......... ... 157 10 	0 
... Sinels Hugh 74 	5 	0 

a 	s 	9 
Graham Thos. ............... 0 	3 	6 
Sullivan Tim. 	............... 0 	3 	3 

1 	...... 

Davis lames 39 	0 	o 

1 	...... 
1 	...... 

1 	,,... MyersJames 39 	0 0 
0 4 4 

Ordinary constable 	............................ 
Senior-constable.................................. 

.... 

9 15 	0 

1 	...... 

6 	,,... 
harding J. H. ............ ....
Chambers C..... ............. 9 15 	0 

6 Dcc- 	---- 
6 	------ 

6 	...... 

Howard Pat................. 

M.ansergh J. Li. 	............ .. 

.. 

,, 	 ........... 68 	5 	0 
6 	,,... 

.................... 
M'Koo David 	................ 

Walker K ---------------------- 
. 

0 	3 	6 
Middleton I..................... 

... 

136 10 	0 
6 	,,... Shanahan Thos - 	------------ Widow of constable 	........................ 42 	0 	0 
6 	-----  

Goldrick Edward ------------- 

KerridgeF - ------------------ ,, 	 ....................... .... 210 	0 	0 

..... 

1877, 

6 	------ 
- 

Leonard Thos - --------------- 

Constable 	......................................... 

.................  

a 	a 
19 	,,... 

Constable 	.............................................................. 

0 	3 	0 
19 Feb- 	---- 

- 

19 	-----  Griffinllenry 

Senior-constable .................................. 

-- 

100 	a 	0 
19 	... 

EgarGeo ------------- --------- 

Levicklanies 	

-- 

Constable 	........................................ 
Ordinary constable 	............................ 

0 	3 	3 
- 

19 	,,... 

Ordinary constable 	----------------------------------- ----------- - --- 

RourkeWm- 	------------- ---- . a 	a 
19 	... O'Connell A - 	---------------- 

 

Sergeant 	........................................... 

Constable 	----------------------- ------------- 

----------------------------------- 

, 	 ----------------------------------- 

-- ---------- - --- 

 las 	0 	0 
19 	,,... 

Ordinary constable 	................................................... 

-
Senior-constable .............................. 

--------------------------- 

100 	0 	0 
19 	,,... PottorJanies - 0 	3 	8 
27 April.. 

Headerson J. A-------------- 

- 

Edwards Tlios ---------------- 

-- 

,, 
Constable 	.............................. -- .... 

---------  
----------------------- - --- 

84 0 	0 

----- 

27 	,,... 
27 	,,... 

Thompson Tlaos 
Mayne K - --------------------- 

Ordinary constable 	------------------------- --- 

,, 	 ....................... 
Ordinary constable 0 4 4 

168 	0 	0 

27 	,,... Senior-constable ...... ........................ 0 	3 	9 

---------- 

 27 July 	... Nelson Sam]... 	............ - 15 	0 	0 
27 	,,... 

- 

XingSaml - 	------------------ 15 	0 	0 
27 	,,... 

Cooke Wm....................

Rowe Henry --- --------------- 

- - 

20 	0 	0 
27 	,,... 

. Widow of constable 	--------------------------------------- 
-- 

Widow of Senior-sergeant 	............... 

----------- 

 
------------ - --------------- 

.......... 300 0 0 
27 	,,... 
15 Get 

Ifindc Oliver 	................ 
Doyle Rowland 	-------------- 

-- 

,, 	Constable 	........................ 

,, 	 ...................................... 

----------------------- - ---- 

- ....... 	- --- 
---- - --- 

210 	0 	0 - 	---- Lane J. 	F ---------------------- - 

------------------------- --- 

0 6 	8 

---------------------------- 

15 	------ Graham Thos. ............... .. 

.... 

0 	3 	6 
15 	,, 	-. Ford John ------------------- -- 225 	0 	0 
15 	,,... 

................................................. 
--------... 
-------------.... 

52 10 	0 
15 	,,... Armytage 0. K - 	------------ 

Senior-sergeant 	------------------------------- --- 
Constable 	---------------------------- -- ------- --- 

25 	0 	0 
15 	,,... 

Foster Peter -- -----------------

Costigan Michael 

Widow of Senior-constable 	............................................ 
Constable 	.................................................................. 

- - 

25 	0 	0 
15 	...... 

- 

Sullivan Timothy ............ . 

The mother of Constable ................................................ 
,, 	 ------------------------------.... 

Ordinary constable 	------------------------- 0 	3 	3 
----- 

STATflIINT of Appropriations from Police Reward and Superannuation Funds to Officers of Police or 
'csTjdows 

rate 
of l'ension. Name flank. 

Rate of Pension. 
Cratoity. 

Per diem. Per annum. 

1864 
Markham Mrs ................ 

£ 	e. 	d £ 	s. 	d £ 
200 	0 	0 1865. 

. 

McLerio 3. A - 	--------------- Superintendent of Police; 	funeral cx- 114- 	5 	0 

22 Sept. .... 

1867. penses & removal of body to Sydney 
22 June 	- - - Hogg Thomas .......... . .... 

Widow of Superintendent 	..................................... 

Sub-inspector ................................. 200 	0 	0 

12 Jan- 	---- 

1874. 

- 

MeLerie Mrs - 	--------------- Widow of Inspector General 	............ 

-............ 

1,333 	6 	8 1875. 
6 Feb.... Rawliason Mrs - 	------------ 

. 

- 

- 

333 	6 	8 1876. 

-............ -----.... - - 28 Oct. 	.... 

16 July 	... 

- 

-Taylor John ------------------- Widow? and children of Sub-inspector 375 	00 Carvin Henry 	---------------- 

Widow of Sub-inspector 	------------------------------------------- 

Sub-inspector ....................... - ......... 250 	0 	0 1 	-- 	---- 
1 Sept.... Roberts Mrs - 	--------- -- --- -- Widow of Sub-inspector 

-............ - 

-. 	I 
300 	0 	0 

The Principal Under Secretary to the Inspector General of Police. 
Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 August, 1868. 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, No. 285, stating 
that you have obtained the consent of every member of the Police Porce to an increased deduction of 3 
per cent. upon their salaries, whereby an additional income of about £1,100 per annum will be secured to 
the Superannuation Fund, and proposing that the deduction in question should commence from the 1st 
ultimo. 

2. In communicating to you the Colonial Secretary's approval of the above arrangement, I am 
desired to inform you that a Bill will be introduced into Parliament at its next Session to legalize the 
deduction. 	 i have, &o., 

HENRY HALLOJLAN. 

[Gd.] 	
Sydney: Thomas Riehanla, Geverament Printer—laiR 
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1.877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM POLICE 
FORCE. 

(CORRESPONDENCE, &e.) 

Ordered by the Lqislative Aeeenb1i, to be printed, 5 April, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 27th March, 1878, a.m., That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

"Copies of all Correspondence, Reports, and Minutes thereon, that may 
"have taken place with the Colonial Secretary, the Inspector General of 
"Police, and Superintendent Zouch, during 1877, and to date, in reference 
"to the dismissal from the Police Force of William Stafford; also all 
"Reports and Minutes thereon, having reference to an application made 
"by Constable Harrison, of Moruya Station, to Sub-inspector Medley, for 
"leave to accompany Chinese Informer in the Braidwood District during 
"1877." 

(Aft Macintosh.) 

0H1$b1111U 
NO. . FAG!. 
1. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, with enclosure. 	10 November, 1877 2 
2. Minute of Colonial Secretary. 	19 November, 1877 	...... 	.....................................................................  .... 2 
3. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Mr. Stafford. 	20 November 	1877 	..... ...... ............................... 2 
4. Mr. Stafford to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	21 November, 1877 	.......................................... 2 
6. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 	22 November, 1877 ........................ 2 

 
 

Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	22 November, 1877 	..................... 3 
Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Mr. Stafford. 	24 November, 1677 .......................................... 3 

8. Mr. Stafford to Colonial Secretary. 	26 November, 1877 	........................................................................... 3 
9. Under Secretary, Department of Justice and Public instruction, to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, 

with enclosure. 	29 November, 	1877 ............................................................. ........ ..... . ...... . ................. 3 
10. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 	14 December, 1877........................ 4 
11. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, with cnolosures. 	2 January, 1878 4 
12. Minute of the Colonial Secretary. 	4 January, 	1878 	............. .................... ......................... ... ... .. ............... 4 
13. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Mr. Stafford. 	4 January, 1878 	... ..................... ..................... 4 
14. Mr. Stafford to Colonial 	Secretary. 	21 January, 1878 	............................... .................... .. ...... ................... 4 
15. Minute of Colonial Secretary. 	24 January, 1878 	.. ............. ... .............. ................................................ ... 5 
16. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Mr. Stafford. 	21 Jainury, 1878 ............................................. 5 
17. Mr. Stafford to Colonial Secretary. 	20 February, 1878 	................................................... ........................ 5 
18. Minute of Colonial Secretary. 	27 February, 1878 ..................... ...................... ............... .................... ..... 6 
19. Under Secretary. Colonial Secretary's Office, to Mr. Stafford. 	22 Fcbruary, 1878 	.......................................... 6 
20. Mr. Stafford to Colonial Secretary, with 	enclosure. 	26 March, 1878 	....... ............. ........................................ 6 
21. Mr. Stafford to Colonial Secretary, with cnclonirc. 	3 April. 1.878 	......... ............. ............................. ......... 7 
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DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM POLICE FORCE. 

No. 1. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 10 November, 1877. 

SENIOR-cOI8TSnLE Stafford was dismissed for sending in it fntudulent claim for travelling allowances, 
setting forth that he had been absent at certain places, performing certain duties, when he had not. 

In my judgment, a man who could behave so dishonestly was not fit to remain in the Public Service. 
His conduct in the Force previously had not been satisfactory. 

Captain Zoueh's report on the case submitted herewith, for the Colonial Secretary's information. 
The eases against other members of the Force, to which Stafford refers, were, I need hardly say, 

duly investigated, His character is evidenced by the fact that, bearing animosity against Senior-constable 
Wells, he now states that the latter defrauded the Government; the facts simply being that a dispute 
arose between Wells and the contractor as to whether or not a sinaU quantity of straw had been delivered. 
As Wells had not been as precise as he should have been in keeping the record of receipts, I directed him 
to pay the'value of the straw ( 1) out of his own pocket, and the amount was duly paid into the Treasury. 
There was not the slighest imputation upon his integrity. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, I.G.P. 
B.C., 19 November, 1877. 

Rnelontre.] 

Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 
Police Department, Superintendent's Office, Southern District, Goulburn, 18 November, 1877. 

MEMO—On a retrospective view of this mall's career it is palpably manif cit., whether the decision arrived at be just or unjust, the 
universally admitted odium entertained by the inhabitants, including Magistrates, professional men, and people of all grades, 
has shown itself in the general satisisetion his removal has produced. '1-his is the result of personal inquiries made within the 
last few days in the Braidwood district, the unhesitating reply being that his punishment was richly deserved, and that it 
should have been meted out to him years ago, his conduct having earned for him a most unenviable reputation, not alone wit-li 
the inhabitants but with the police generally. 

- Er-Senior-constable Stafford's recriminations upon members of the Service, assertions, comments, Lie., on inquiries 
and decisions, advanced by him in defence, cannot possibly affect his ease- U e obtained money by a false pretence, inpury 
proved it, and allowed by his own admission so rest the facts, for they are undeniable, He has now the hardihood to declare 
that this has arisen solely becanse his officer is actuated by feelings of animosity towards him. 

I hereto attach papers upon which the whole matter arose, and also forward entire proceedings in the matter referred 
to as Oharlewood's case. 

H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent, Southern District. 

No. 2. 
-Minute of Colonial Secretary. 

Mn. Stafford may be informed that, according to the report of the Inspector General of Police, he was 
properly dismissed.—J0BIN it, 19/11/77. 

No. 3. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Stafford. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 20 November, 1877. 
With reference to your letter of the 1st instant, and previous communication, addressed to the 

Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, eonerning your dismissal from the Police Force, in which you 
held the position of Senior-constable, lam directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that, according 
to the report obtained on this subject from the Inspector General of Police, you were properly dismissed 
from the Force. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLO1tAN. 

No. 4. 
Mr. Stafford to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 21 November, 1877. 
With reference to your communication of yesterday, approving of my dismissal from the Police 

Force, I have the honor to request that you will kindly allow me a copy of the Inspector General's report 
in my case showing that I was "properly dismissed." 	 I have, &e., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

The Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector General of Police. 
MnTUTE.—It is not usual to furnish copies of such reports- 

The Inspector General of Police may say whether he sees any special objection. 22/11/77. 
Yes—.Tonzc it, 22/11/77. 	The Inspector General of Police, B.C., 22/11/77.—H.1f. 

No. 6. 
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- 

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 
STnF0ILD has already been informed why he was dismilsed. It would, I think, be a bad precedent to 
furnish copies of such reports. The first paragraph of my report contains briefly a statement of the case; 
perhaps he might be informed of its purport. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, I.G.P. 
B.C., 22/11/77. 

May be refused.-23/11/77. 

 
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr.. Stafford. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 November, 1877. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, asking for a copy of the report 

lately obtained from the Inspector General of Police on the subject of your dismissal from the Police 
Force, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that he cannot secede to this application. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY HALLOR.AN. 

 
Petition of Mr. Stafford. 

Mann's Hotel, Kent.sti-eet, Sydney, 20 November, 1877. 
The Honorable Sir John Robertson, Colonial Secretary. 

The Petition of William Stafford, ex.Senior.const.able of Moruya Police Station. 
Your Petitioner most humbly showeth that he was dismissed from the N. S. Wales Police 

Force on the 7th of September last, for submitting a claim for £1 is. travelling allowance, which claim 
your Petitioner considered not only reasonable but just under the circumstances he was placed by his 
superior at Moruya, in being compelled to kcep his large rising family at Braidwood, and himself in an 
hotel at Moruya Lor seven weeks, on 7s. a day. 

Your Petitioner was not called upon for any defence or explanation prior to nor since his dismissal. 
Your Petitioner has been eighteen years in the Force; lie has detected, arrested, and convicted, 

fifty offenders for felonies alone; he has conducted gold escorts for several years, and he has held the 
responsible positions of itining Registrar and Gold Receiver for eight years, and the responsibility of 
conducting the business of the Braidwood office frequently devolveä upon him, and his character for 
honesty of purpose, sobriety, and efficiency cannot with propriety be 4uestioned. 

Your Petitioner at the time of his dismissal was entitled to a pension of half his pay, or in lieu of 
pension he was entitled to receive over £200 compensation from the money deducted from his pay for the 
Superannuation Fund. Tbu& his dismissal deprives him of this money, and others will receive the 
benefit of it. 

In view of these and other facts too numerous to mention here, your Petitioner most humbly 
solicits a fair and open investigation of his case by parties who will report the result of such investigation 
for your information and consideration. 

As your Petitioner has already lost three months in seeking a fair investigation of his case, there-
fore your Petitioner most humbly requests an investigation as soon as convenient; and your Petitioner, as 
in duty bound, will ever pray. 

WJLLIMI STAFFORD. 

The Inspector General of Police should read this—B.C., 14/12/78, H.H. 

 

The Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to The Principal Under Secretary. 
CotoxaL Secretary, in reference to previous papers.—JJi., Nov., 1877. 

The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 20 Nov., 1877.—W.E.P. 

[Rftcloswrc.] 
The Honorable J. Isekoy, Esq., Minister for Justice, &e 

Sir, 

	

	 Mann's Hotel, Kent-street, Sydney, 17 November, 1877. 
With reference to my case, I have the honor to state, for your consideration, that in submitting my papers I 

omitted to state very important facts, which I now beg to placs before you. 
Prior to my suspension and dismissal I was not called upon for any explanation, nor was I called upon to show cause 

why I should not be dismissed. 
After Mr. Sob-inspector Medley oomparcd my claim with the Oecur,-enee Book, and prior to my suspension, Sergeant 

Cornett brought inc a memorandum written in pencil, and, stated to me and my son that this memorandum was dictated by 
Mr. Medley, and if 1 framed a report in accordance with it and handed it to Mr. Medley the matter would be settled Mr. 
Medley told him to get this done. I refused to comply with this advice, ns 1 knew the sense of the memorandum did not 
contain t:lio true facts of my ease; but Sergeant Cornett persisted, and induced my wife and son to iullueoce me to copy this 
inemornadain and give a copy of it to Mr. Medley thos, with a view of saving further trouble, I wrote a copy of the memo-
randum, and handed it to Mr. Medley, who told me to tear up the copy. I done so. Mr. Medley then suspended me, and 
Sergeant Cornett eouected the fragmosits of his niemorandom and burnt them. Mr. Medley then sdvised me to ' how quiet, 
not to write one word 'nero, to leave the case in his hands, and to trust to my superiors." I donc this on the faith of what 
Cornett and Mr. Medley told Inc. yet after extracting this statement from me, in the manner stated, and by ,mdne influence 
and promises, I was dismissed, although the sentiments expressed in it are not mime. Strange this memorandum was not 
written in Cornett's nor in Mr. Medley's handwriting; so that then most be a third person in this plot.. 

S. 

Sic. 

* Sic. 
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3. After the Inspector General's minute, notifying my dismissal, had been read to me, I reported these and other facts 
to him, and earnestly solicited an immediate investigation, but I received no reply; hence it is that I was ,areersitated to come 
to Sydney to place any ease in your hands. 

I hare a wife and four children at Moruya depending upon me, and I nan now five weeks here under heavy expenses 
waiting for a decision, and in obtaining legal advice from an eminent barrister, n'biel, enables me to say with my own conscience 
(apart from precedents set by Mr. Medley and other,) that I have not attempted to defraud the Gore,'nsuent by the s]ight error 
I made in hastily making out my claim. 	 I have, &e., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 10. 

The Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector General of Police. 
The Inspector General of Police, B.C., 14/12/77—HR. 

No. 11. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 
I am unable to add anything to my previous reports respecting this ease. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, J.G.P., 
- 	 B.C., 2 Jan., /78. 

[Enc?osutree.] 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zoueh. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 17 December, 1877. 
Anixoron I can scarcely see what further report can be made in ex.Senior-eonstable Stafford's ease, it may be desirable 
that Superintendent Zouch should see these additional papers, with a view to his appending his observations upon the stateS 
ments therein made referring to Sub-inspector Medley for further report if necessary. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, I.G.P. 

Superintendent Zouch to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Police Department, Southern District, Goulburn, 22 December, 1877. 

MEMO—The accompanying papers are forwarded for Mr. Medley's perusal, and for any remarks he may think flt to make 
upon them. 	 B. ZOUCIJ, Superintendent of Southern District, 

Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 
I sso to return the whole of these papers to Captain Zouch. I can add not!nng further to the reports 1 have already 
made with regard to the dismissal of en-Constable Stafford, wlaose character is truly portrayed in captain Zouch's report 
of 18th November, attached. 	 J. R. MEDLEY, Sub-inspector, 

W'sgga Waggs, 24 December, 1877. 

Superintendent_Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 
1a returning attached papers I have no further reniarks or opinion to offer cc ex.Constublo Stafford, beyoud tlais: that lie 
has only himself to blame for his present position ; his dissolute habits long continued, at last—as intemperance inevitably 
does—brought retributive punishment upomi him. 	 H. zoucir, Superintendent, Southern District. 

31/12/77. 

No. 12. 
Minute of the Colonial Secretary. 

The decision already given (19/11/77) may be sustained? 

Yes; that is, tint I see no reason to disturb the decision of my predecessor.-411/78. 

No. 13. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Stafford. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 4 January, 1878. 
Referring to your letter of the 17th of November last addressed to the late Minister of Justice 

and Public Instruction, further respeetingFyour dismissal from the Police Force, I am directed to inform 
you that the Colonial Secretary sees no reason to disturb the decision of his predecessor as conveyed to 
you in my communication of the 24th of November. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 14. 
Mr. Stafford to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 "Hero of Waterloo Hotel," Sydney, 21 January, 1878. 
Referring to your communication addressed to me by the Principal. Under Secretary respeoting 

my dismissal from the New South Wales Police Force, and further respecting my supplementary letter to 

the late Minister of Justice of the 17th November last, I have the honor to state that it seems plain to 
me that the Under Secretary designedly or inadvertently evaded the main object of my communications 
addressed to the late Minister of Justice and to the late Colonial Secretary, namely, what I sought to 
obtain (after several communications which I forwarded to the Inspector General of Police) is a fair, open, 
impartial inquiry into the whole circumstances which led to my dismissal, or into any other matter which 
could with propriel.y be urged against me by,  my superiors during eighteen years I had faithfully and 

ethciently 
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efficiently served in the Police Force as constable, sergeant, senior constable, mining registrar, and gold 
receiver; and my reason for having so earnestly solicited this inquiry is, because I can prove that justice 
was not done me, and that my treatment has been harsh and unprecedented solely through extreme malice 
which my accuser entertained towards me. I have received no reply to the petition I addressed, and 
forwarded through J. Eckford, Esq., M.P., to the late Colonial Secretary; I have not seen one word of 
what has been written against me before nor since my dismissal, notwithstanding that I applied for a copy 
of the Inspector Generals report, &c. 

1 was not even called upon in the usual way for an explanation, although great care bad been taken 
to induce me by promises to copy a statement sent to me as my explanation (which evidently had been 
dictated by my accusers), on the faith that the matter would be dropped, as nothing could be made of it; 
yet 1. regret this statement was not true, and it did not convey my honest convictions, as it was not my 
composition. I done this so as not to be disobliging with my superior, yet it is now manifest that the •Sio. 

treacherous object of this cunning intrigue was to secure my dismissal right or wrong. 
If thealleged allegations (improperly definedand interpreted) were sufficient to warrant my dismissal, 

my accusers need not be afraid of a fair, open, impartial inquiry into my case by any unbiassed Bench or 
other gentlemen who would deal or report for or against me as the case may be. Thus I submit in the 
name of justice and fair play that our fundamental law's and the police regulations entitle me to this 
inquiry. 

If I had wilfully or otherwise attempted to defraud the Government of the paltry sum of £1 Is. 
travelling allowance, I should be put upon my trial for doing so. If this the only proper and straightforward 
course had been adopted, I would be in a position to defend myself before the public, but the truth in my 
case would not stand this test, because the manner in which travelling allowance has been,drawn by 
officers and their favourites would be exposed to the public. " Sergeant Ford the other day lost a prisoner, 
he was hrought before the Bench and tried"—why not try my case in the same way? 

I can only add that justice was not done me, as the papers forwarded by me for further inquiry to 
the Inspector General, to the Into Minister of Justice, and to the late Colonial Secretary, will disclose ; and 
that if the fact of me*  having submitted for the Superintendent's approval a claim for £1 is. travelling 
allowance under the circumstances already stated be sufficient to cause my dismissal, my accusers and all 
the officers, &c., that I am acquainted with should be likewise dismissed. These facts can be readily 
proved. Mr. Snb.inspector Medley has to my knowledge submitted claims and received travelling allow-
ances which were not in accordance with the allowance scales, and he has certified to claims for other 
members of the Force contrary to the sáales in question; yet this is the gentleman who has brought about 
my dismissal for me*  having submitted a claim which I considered just, as according to precedents set by 'Sic. 

this gentleman (under the scale of "3s. per night") I was entitled to receive, and claim £7 Os., yet I only 
asked for £L is. Surely these disclosures demand it searching investigation. Therefore, under these 
circumstances, I most humbly submit my case again to the Honorable the present Colonial Secretary, *whom * Sic. 

I most hutnbly trust will see justice done between me and my accusers at as early a date as possibl?, as 
besides the loss of situation, compensation, or pension which I am justly entitled to, my character is at 
stake in the matter of my dismissal. 	 1 have, &c., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 15. 
Minute of Colonial Secretary. 

I REGRET I do not see any grounds for granting the special inquiry prayed for.-24/1. 

No. 16. 
f1Mg0 Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to Mr. Stafford. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 January, 1878. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, requesting that an inquiry may 

be made into the circumstances which led to your dismissal from the Police Force, I am directed to inform 
you that the Colonial Secretary regrets that he does not see any grounds for granting the special inquiry 
prayed for. 	 I have, &c., 

11. R. ALLAN. 

No. 17. 
Mr. Stafford to The Colonial Secretary. 

" Hero of Waterloo Hotel," Lower Fort-street, 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 20 February, 1878. 

Referring to your letter of the 24th ultimo, having reference to my dismissal from the 
N.S. Wales Police Force, &c., I have the honor to state, for your information, that I regret that "you do 
not see any grounds for granting the special inquiry prayed for"; nevertheless I may be permitted to state 
with great respect that I stand now before the public as a criminal, because, according to the Inspector 
General's interpretation, I am guilty of an attempted fraud upon the Government. No person can deny 
but that this is the predicament I stand in at present. Why not prosecute inc for this alleged offence, if 
I am guilty of it, and thus afford me a fair opportunity of defending myself in the eyes of the public, 
whose servant I have been for eighteen years without a stain on my character? The greatest offender is 
entitled to a fair trial, and if I atttempted to defraud the Government, I am at a loss to know why I have 
not been prosecuted for so doing. Thus, in view of these and other facts already stated, any person 
capable of discriminating between right and wrong may see that I have been victimized, through malice, 
by a designing man who tried to injure me on more occasions than one; and it is manifest to any intelligent 
person that the police authorities have in my case acted quite contrary to law, regulations, usage, and 
precedents in not having put me upon my trial. If this had been done I would be adjudged impartially; 

hence 
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hence it is, sjr, that I have been necessitated to bring my case under the 11 otice of the Minhters at the 
head of the Police Department, with the view of clearing the stigma now placed upon my character by the 
Inspector General's interpretation and decision. 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD, 

Ex-Senior-constable. 

No. 18. 
Minute of Colonial Secretary. 

AcKNowLlincii receipt.-22/2. 

No. 19. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to Mr. Stafford. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 22 February, 1878. 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th 

instant, further respecting your dismissal from the Police Force. 
I have, &c., 

M. B. ALLAN. 

No. 20. 
Mr. Stafford to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 Hero of Waterloo Hotel," Lower Fort-street, Sydney, 26 March, 1878. 
In reference to my case, I have the honor to supplement my previous communications, that 

Sergeant Cornett, who was, in conjunction with Mr. Sub-inspector Medley, so instrumental in my dis-
missal, is now brought up bcfore a special Commission at Moruya, on charges of drunkenness, which wore 
reported upwards of nine months ago. Surely if Cornett has to be tried by a special Commission for 
simple drunkenness, why was there not one appointed in a more serious matter, and also why did not the 
Inspector General carry out the full course of the law in my case? Instead of which, a serious charge is 
decided by the Inspector General, who it appears now cannot take upon himself to decide a case of 
simple drunkenness, preferred against Sergeant Cornett ten months ago. Is this justice—is there not 
influence at the bottom of this? Is it not as fair for there to be a special inquiry in my case as in 
Cornett's case; am I less deserving than Sergeant Cornett? The charge against me is, according to the 
Inspector General's own interpretation, an indictable offence. Surely the Inspector knew this when he 
took upon himself to define the charge. This being so, why have I been permitted to go at large here in 
Sydney as an untried criminal? If I am guilty of this indictable offence, why have I been permitted 
to take out a license for this house under the "Sale of Liquors Licensing Act of 1862"? Please see 
underneath.* 	 I have, &c., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD, 
Ex-Senior-constablc. 

* The attached correspondence, to the Town and Uozsntrtj Thurnai, in 1875, from the Braidwood 
correspondent, will show the services I have rendered to the public during my time in the Police Force. 

Yours, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

[Enclosure.] 
Extract from the Town and Country .Tournel newspaper of 19 June, 1875 

Bns.mwoon. 
14 June, 1875. 

The recopt ore of Fakick Campbell.—In my account of the escape of this lad, Patrick Campbell, on the night of the 
5th or morning of the 6th instant, from the gaol in this town, I surmised, unless he had taken means to aid his flight from 
the locality in which he was imprisoned, that lie could not be far away. In this conjecture I was not at fault.. The police, 
on the occasion of his escape, acted very systematically and energetically for the apprehension of the culprit, and the whole 
force stationed in this district; are worthy of bich commendation from the manner in which they performed their duties for 
the capture of Campbell; especially Senior-co,stable Stafford and Constable Smyth, whose generalship in so speedily appre-
hending the runaway may be the means of stopping the career of one who might have been led to other crimes to maint.ait 
his liberty. We have instances on record how dearly bought, both to the country and tue individual, such freedom has been 
sustained. The way in which the eapt.urc of Campbell was effected is this —Senior-constable Stafford and constable Smyth, 
who had been out at Jenabaicumnbene in saarch of a well-known vagrant in these ports, named "Pick Bent," a Imlan who levies 

black mail" upon all settlers, in the shape of poultry and vegetables, and who has been repeatedly in limbo for like offeneos, 
were returning to their station at about! o'clock on the morning of Friday last, the 11th instant, when an idea struck them 
that if they went to the top of Jcllamatong mountain, whiel, from its towering height commanded a view of several miles 
than those below them—not that they could see far at such an hour—they could distinguish any light or fire beneath. In their 
ascent, and previous to that, they searched every cranny in the mountain and immediate locality of creeks and gullies, 
surmising that probably Campbell might be secreted. At length they reached the summit of the mountain, and remained 
there somc time watching for the least flicker of a flame or fire upon the country then lying in darkness below them. At 
about 3 o'clock they saw the flickering of a fire at some distance, as of a fla,no nearly exhausted trying to gain vitality. 
To this spot they sten]thily proceeded with no little difficulty, as upon getting on lower ground they had sonic trouble 
to reach the place, as the beacon had now become obscured. Jiowevcr, upon getting to a spot not so thickly timbered, the 
smouldering embers of a fire rewarded themn for their trouble. The two constables upon coming near the fire, separated, took 
npposite directions, and upon s given signal both rushed to the fire, in order to prevent the escape of the individnnl for whom 
they were in sesrch. To their delight they found the lad Campbell lying down before the fire, when they speedily captured 
and handcuffed }nm. At about half-past 5 sin, the constables reached Braidwood, and lodged their charge once more in the 
lockup. It would not be out of place here to give a few of the exploits in which both these constables have been engaged, as 
they will show that they an efficient and energetic officers, and deserving of this notice, if not of a greater reward. Constable 
Smyth, who is an experienced officer, v-os stationed at Nerrigundnh at the time the bushmuger Clarke and his gang stuck-up 
that township in 1866, when Smyth and his brother-officer, O'Grady, encountered those desperadoes. in the affrsyone of the 
gang (Yleteher) was shot, and likewise poor O'Grady lost his life. Smyth was afterwards removed to Aralucu, at which place 

he 
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he has shown blinsclf to be an efficient officer. It is lately that he has been stationed at Braidwood, and this capture has 
again proved his efficiency. In 1862 Senior-constable Stafford came from Goulburn to this district, and was sent to take charge 
of the police station at Jingera. During the time Stafford was stationed there he captured no less than twelve notorious 
offenders, niao horse and cattle stealers, and three for highway robbery under arms, the whole of whom were convicted. In 
1883 Stafford was transferred to this township, at which place he was very diligent in the arduous duties he had to perform, 
instanced by the several clever captures and convictions, the recovery of several stolen horses and other property of miners 
and settlers in this district, which had been stolen by the Jingera mob. It was also this constable who arrested the notorious 
Tommy Clarke upon three distinct charges of lughway robbery, whom he lodged in the Braidwood Gaol, from which place of 
confinement he escaped. To this circumstance we may attribute the bushranging, highway robbery, and murder in this district, 
the thomo of which facts will lost long in the annals of theuntr coy. Stafford had charge of the Arabian station in 1865, at 
which place he captured and convicted five for horse and cattle stealing, and five for other felonies. While stationed at this 
place he had two encounters with the bushrangers, under great disadvantages, and narrowly escaped being shot by them. 
Although unsuccessful in effecting a capture of those notorious characters, he has shown as much courage and worked as 
assiduously as those to whose lot the capture fell. Stafford had charge of Mongarlowe in 1867, at which place lie .captured 
and had convicted four cattle-stealers, one borse.stenlcr, and eight for other felonies. Upon the removal of Sergeant fluffy to 
Berrima in 1874, Stafford was transferred to Braidwood township, and now, in conjunction with constable Smytli, has re-
captured the prison-breaker Campbell. It is but justico that I should add that Stafford lies suffered losses in the zealous 
discharge of his duty. He was mulct in the sum of £40 and damages, by an action brought; against him for false imprison-
ment, and recently had stolen from luni a spring-eart, valued at £20. It is supposed that this was done by a man named 
Flanagan, who was convicted of cattle-stealiag, and who, upon returning to this district, stole the cart and burnt it in the bush. 
For the services Stafford has performed and the losses he has sustained in discharging his duties to the public, some recog-
nition and recompense should be made him by the &eveinmeut. Reverting agniu to Campbell, winle away from his quarters 
in the gaol, lie appears to have taken care of time inner man by living upon poultry, fic., which he helped himself to from the 
farmynrds of the settlers about G-cllamatong. Mr. Patrick Cahill lost two fine sucking-pigs the remains of one were found 
near Ike fire where Campbell was caught. The visiting magistrate of the gaol (3. IV. Bunn, Esq.), has fully committed 
Campbell for trial at thegeneral sessions to be held next mont-h, upon the additional charge of prison-breaking. There cannot 
be a doubt but that lie will be allowed less liberty now than before his escape. 

No. 21. 
Mr. Stafford to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 "Hero of Waterloo Hotel," Lower Fort-street, Sydney, 3 April, 1878. 
In reference to my dismissal from the Police Force, and to my previous correspondence under 

that subject, therefore I have the honor to enclose horewith for your perusal, &c., letters of character from 
the leading and intelligent Magist-racy of the Braidwood and Moruya Districts, with the view that these 
letters will be laid, on the Table of the Legislature with the other correspondence called for in my case. 
I may be permitted to observe that 1 have served sixteen years under the immediate aurvoiflance of the 
Braithvood Magistracy, who had a better opportunity of knowing my character and worth than the 
Inspector General (who is principally guided by indirect hearsay, and this very often from maheiouo 
persons). This being so, conclusions are often jumped at as in "Burns' case." 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD, 

Ex-Senior-constable, 

[Enclosures.] 

W. S. Caswell, Esq., P.M., and W. F. Flanagan, Esq., J.P., to Mr. Stafford. 
Sir, 	 Moruya, 22 March, 1878. 

In reply to your communication of the 19th instant, requesting a certilicate of character from us, we beg to state 
that your stay at Moraya was toe short to allow ns to speak definitely as to your general character, but while you were in 
charge of the police here you were active and efficient, and evinced a warm desire to carry out all duties connected with the 
Folios Court. 	 Your obedient servants, 

W. STE WAItT CASWELL, P.M. 
W. F. FLANAGAN, J.P. 

St. Omer's, 23 March, 1878. 
Dnmwa the time that 5.-C. Stafford was stationed in this district he always seemed to me both a zealous and efficient officer. 
He was instrumental in bringing several offenders to justice. In some of the cases the investigation and tracing of evidence 
must have required great acuteness as well as time. 

J. W. BUNN, X.P. 

Brnidwood, 23 March, 1878- 
I canrirr that I have known William Stafford as Senior-constable in the Braidwood District for some years. He appeared to 
me to be active and zealous in his attention to his police duties. 

J. H. GRIFFIN, S.F. 

Braidwood, 25 March, 1878. 
I nAVE known Senior-constable William Stafford about sixteen years, and during that time he has been very energetic in the 
performance of his duties. My opinion is that we never had a more efficient officer in this district. 

lAS, LARMER, S.F. 

W. F. Gordon, Esq., J.P., to Mr. Stafford. 
Sir, 	 Manar, 26 March, 1878. 

lam in receipt of yours 19th inst., asking me to forward you a character respecting what I know of your efficiency 
and conduct as a police officer during the time I have known you in the Braidwood district. I can only say I have much 
pleasure in complying with your request, in saying, as far as I myself am personally concerned, that I have never known you 
any other but thoroughly efficient in your duties as a good police officer, and at the same time, your conduct, as far as I know, 
has at all times been good- 	 I am, &c., 

WIlLIAM F. GORDON, S.F. 

Sydney Thomaà RIchards, Government Printer—ISIS- 
[Gd.] 
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1877-S. 

LEGTSLATrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM POLICE 
FORCE. 

(CORRESPONDENCE, &c.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 12 April, 1878, 

FURTHER RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative 
Assembly of New South Wales, dated 27th March, 1878, AJL, That there be 
laid upon the Table of this House,- 

Copies of all Correspondence, Reports, and Minutes thereon, that may 
have taken place with the Colonial Secretary, the Inspector General of 
Police, and Superintendent Zouch, during 1877, and to date, in reference 
to the dismissal from the Police Force of William Stafford; also, all 
Reports and Minutes thereon, having reference to an application made 
by Constable Harrison, of Moruya Station, to Sub-inspector Medley, for 
leave to accompany Chinese Informer in the Braidwood District 
during 1877." 

(31r. Afaci'ntosk) 

NO. SCHEDULE. PAGE. 
 Constable ilarvison to Sub-inspector Medley. 	21 July, 1877 ............... 	.................................................... 2 
 Senior-constable Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley. 	23 July, 1877............................................................... 2 
 Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 	26 July, 1877 .................................................................. 2 
 Superintendent Zoucis to Sub-inspector Medley. 	27 	July, 1877 	............................................................... 2 

B. Sub-inspector Medley to Senior-constable Stafford, with Enclosure. 	30 July, 1877 	....................................... 2 
 Senior-constable Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley, with Enclosures. 	1 August, 1877 ................................. -------S 
 Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 	3 August, 1877 	--------------------------------------------------------------- S 
 Memorandum of Superintendent Zouch 	------------------------------ ---- - -------------------------- ------ ----- --- ------- - - ---- ---- ---- 3 

9. Sub-inspector Medley to Sergeant Cornett. 	25 August, 1877 ------------------------------------------------------------ --------- 3 
10. Sergeant Cornett to Sub-inspector Medley. 	25 August, 1877 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
11. Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zoueh, with Enclosures. 	31 August, 1877 --------------------------------------- 4 
12. Senior-constable Stafford to Superintendent Zouch. 	3 September, 1877 ...................................... 	.................. 6 
13. Do. 	to do. 	(Telegram). 	4 September, 1877 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7 
14.. Superintendent Zouch to Inspector General of 	Police. 	5 September, 1877 	--------------------------------------------------- 7 
15. Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zoueli (Telegram). 	6 September, 1877 	------------------------------------ 7 
16. Superintendent Ziouch to Inspector General of Police, with Enclosure. 	6 September, 1877 ------------------------------ 7 
17. Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zoueh, 	7 September, 1877 ................................................... 8 
18. Superintendent; Zouch to Inspector General of Police 	----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8 
19. Li-constable Stafford to Inspector General of Police. 	14 September, 1877 --------------------------------------------------- 8 
20. Do. 	to do. 	15 	September, 	1877 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- - --------- - - ---- ------------ ------ --- 9 

Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 19 September, 1377................................................... 
Superintendent Zouch to Sub-inspector Medley, with Enclosures. 20 September, 1877.................................... 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch, with Enclosures. 21 September, 1877.................................... 
Captain Campbell to Insveetor  General of Police, and Reports, &c., thereon 24 September, 1877 ..................... 

25 	Inspector General of Police to Captein Campbell. 	29 September, 1877 ..... ................................................... R
. 

Er-constable Stafford to Inspector General of Police 	6 October, 1877 ...................................................... 
Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch 	9 October, 1877 ...................................................... 
Superintendent 7joueh to Inspector General of Police 	.............................................................................. 
Er-constable Stafford to Inspector General of Police 	7 November, 1877 ...................................................... 
Inspector General of Police to Er-constable Stafford 	8 November, 1877 ...................................................... 
Er-constable Stafford to Inspector General of Police 	9 November, 1877. ..................................................... 

82. Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 11 November, 1877 ................................................... 
Mr. Eehford, ME, to Inspector General of Police 	15 November, 1877 ...................................................... 
Superintendent Zonch to Inspector General of Police, with Enclosures, 18 November, 1877 ........................... 
Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zoueh 	17 December, 1877 ................................................ 
Superintendent Zonch to Inspector General of Police 	31 Deeember, 1877 .................................................. 
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DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM POLICE FORCE. 

No.L 
Constable llai.'vison to Sub-inspector Medley. 

Police Station, Moruya, 21 July, 1877. 
CONSTABLE ilarvison (No. 2,202) respectfully begs to report, for flie information of his sub-inspector, 
that it has come to the constable's certain knowledge the fact that in many parts of this sub-district 
great fraud upon the revenue is being carried on by persons secretly selling spirituous liquors without a 
license, the greater portion of this work being done under cover of "wine shops." 

Therefore, the constable requests permission to go in plain clothes through the sub-district, with 
full control over his owu movements, in order to check (to some extent) this state of illicit practices. If 
the constable is permitted to do so he is quite confident of obtaining convictions. 

R. H. HARVISON, 
Coust. 

 
Senior-constable Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley. 

FORWARDED for Mr. Sub-inspector Medley's consideration. There are two or three reputed shantys in 
this district, and the police here are doing all in their power, in conjunction with a Chinaman, who has 
voluntarily tendered his services to the police with a view of getting half the rewards if convictions be 
obtained. This Chinaman would accompany Constable Harvison; of course Harvison can go on this duty 
in plain clothes in this district without obtaining leave from Mr. Sub-inspector Medley, but he cannot go 
into another district on this duty in plain clothes without special permission to do so. 

WM. STAFFORD, 
S. Constable. 

 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 

FOR the information of Captain Zouch. Under the amended Colonial Wine Act, when the police suspect 
11 sly grog " selling is carried on, they may enter any place licensed under the Act and search for spirits, 
&c. I presume Captain Zouch will agree with me that the employment of police in disguise, to tempt 
persons to sell grog and thus break the law, Earthy comes within the compass of their duties, and I think 
if the practice was carried out it would tend to degrade the Force. 

J. H. MEDLEY, 
Braidwood, 26:Julv, 1877. 	 Sub-inspector. 

No. 4. 
Superintendent Zouch 

Mn. Medley is referred to General Order No. 
question, and by which he will see that police are 
constable Stafford, whose remarks are as ignorant 
long service have known better. 

Goulburn, July 27th, 1877. 

to Sub-inspector Medley. 
15, dated 19th May, 1863, which fully deals with this 
not to assume disguises for such a purpose. Senior-
s they are offensive and impudent, should after his 

H. ZOUCH, 
Supt., Southern District. 

No. .5. 
Sub-inspector Medley to Senior-constable Stafford. 

FOR Senior-constable Stafford's information I forward copy of the order referred to by Captain Zouch, 
for the information of the Moruya Police; and Sen-constable Stafford will take care that the order is 
uhown to the police. 	 J. R. MEDLEY, 
Braidwood, 30th July, 1877. 	 Sub-inspector. 

[Enclosure to No. 5j 
Memo, of The Inspector General of Police 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 19 May, 1863, 
No. 15.—General order—Sly Grog Selling. 

ALTR000B it is undesirable that members of the Police Force should by disguises and other means gain evidence to enable 
them to obtain convictions of parties engaged in the unlicensed sale of spirituous liquors, as thereby they impair their efficiency 
for more imporlsnt duties, yet at the sa,e time it is necessary that some assistance should be afforded by the police to protect 
the revenue and licensed publicans, by checking the public nuisance and oflences caused by the sale of liquors in unlicensed 
houses. 

Many complaints on this subject have been received by the Government, not without reasonable rounds  for the mme, 
and it becomes necessary that members of the Police Force should beinstructed that short of procuring evidence in the manner 
referred to above, they should use every means in their power to ensure the conviction of parties so ofl'cnding, either by 
assisting these who may be willing to give evidence or prosecute, or by giving evidence themselves before the Court, Be far as 
their own observations enable them to affirm. 

Further, that in accordance with the provisions of the 25th of Victoria No. 14, sees. 51, 52, and 53, the Police should, 
when they are in a. position to do so, prosecute parties engaged in the unlicensed sale of liquors, adducing the proofs required 
by law, and also prosecute persons keeping reputed disorderly houses, as authorized in the Acts referred to. 

JOHN McLEBJE, 
Inspector General of Police. 

No.6. 
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No.6. 
Senior-contab1e Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley. 

ADDIT1oNL reports attached, from Seuor-constable Stafford and Constable Harvison, for the Supes'inten- 
dent's information. 	

WM. STAFFORD, 
1/8/77. 	

Senior-constable. 

Enclosupe 1 to No, 6.] 

Constable litarvison to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Station, Honsyn, 1 August, 1877. COSiSTABITS Harrison (No. 2,202), being called on by Senior-constable Stafford for a report for the information of his Superisi-
tendent, respecting the constable's application of s-ho 21st ultimo, respectfully begs to state that the orders the constable 
received from Senior-constable Stafford were as follows —The constable was to proceed in plain clothes in company of the 
informants to within a short distance of the place complained of, at which &ace the constable was to search them, leaving only 
2s. in their possession to pay for spirits. The constable was to watch them go into suspected places, and when they came out 
lie was to ride up and ascertain if they had liquor in their possession. 

These were the orders the constable received, and which be has since carried out in the Police Distriot of Moruva In 
one instance the constable has been successful and an information has been lodged against the offending person. It was not 
the constable's intention to disguise himself to tempt persons to sell grog and thus break the law, but to afford the infonnera 
every assistance in his power to prosecute such cases. The idea which induced the constable to make application to go tlu-oagh 
the sub-district originated with himself. 	 R. H. HARV1SON, - The constable begs to add as a reason for his ma 	

Constable. 
king his application, I-hat a spirit of indignation on the p,srt of the 

onstable. 
publicans here exists against the police for not soppressingtheillicitsale of spirituous liquors in the distriet.—R. H. HABYISOR, C  

[Rneloeure 2 to No. 6.] 

Senior-constable Stafford to Superintendent Zouch. 

Moruya Police, 1 August, 1877. 
Smnoa-constable Stafford most humbly and respectfully begs to report for Captain Zouch's information with respect to the 
words under/iced thins in the senior-constable's remarks of the 23rd ultimo, in his forwarding Constable Rnrvison's own 
spontaneous application for pennies-ion to travel with the Wiiaaman infos'me.,,t througt this s-eli-district, the senior-constable 
did not intend to convey the meaning now put on those words. What the senior-constable meant was simply this: That 
hlarvison could accompany the informant in plain clothes, and if the suspected persons sold the informant spirits, Harrison, by 
acting in the manner stated in his attached report., would be a material auxiliary and oon'obora.tive evidence with the informant, 
and the constable's doing so could not in any way tempt persons to sell pog and thns break the law, and his doing so in this 
way, in the senior-constable's opinion, would not degrade himself nor the oliee Force, because lie could not have unythirig to  
do with the sale, as that would be solely left to the informer and the seller therefore his going in plaisi clothes could be no 
disguise to tempt a sale, as his instructions would be to keep out of sight of the suspected house. This is the reason for the 
senior-constable stating that harrison could go in plain clothes in this district, meaning the Marilyn. District; at the same 
time the senior-constable intimated that be would not allow ilas-vison to go into another constable's dislrict without having 
first obtained special permission from Mr. Medley to do so. This is the sessse the senior-constable meant to convey, and this 
is the sense which is couched in the senior-constable's brief remarks. 

Wit-h respect to the attached circular, No. 15, the senior-constable begs to state that lie is thoroughly conversant with 
its moaning, since it was issued in 1863, and as may be seen by the inst;ructions mentioned in Harrison's attached report, that 
it is manifest it was the senior-constable's intention to catty out its provisions to 

I lie letter. And with respect to the amended 
Wine Act, 40 Vic. No. 7, the senior-constable begs to state that lie thoroughly understands the pow-em- given to the police 
under that Act, but Constable Harrison did not confine himself to persons holding wine licenses, and the prison who since sold 
spirits to tl,c is,fornmer does not hold a wine lioense. 

Mr. Superintendent Singleton, of Albury, assd Mr. Sub-inspector Brennan, of Yass. adopted the same course in like 
cases in their districts as t lie senior-constable and Han-ison inte,,ded, when the senior-constable wrote his memo, of the 23rd 
ultimo, and which the senior-constable has since adopted at Moreya. The senior-constable can quote the cases referred to if 
necessary. 

The Clunamn,,n informant put himself in comniuniention in the first instance with the Police Magistrate and pnblicans 
here, who instructed and advised him to put himself in eonsiounieation with Senior-constable Stafford. Thus the senior-
constable was necessitated to afford him police assistance in the manner stated. 

Thus, in view of these facts, the senior-constable respectfully hopes that his Superintendent will freely exonerate him 
from ignorance of his duty, &e., in this matter. 

So as to fully clear up this matter for the satisfaotion of the Superintendent, the senior-constable purposes sending a 
copy of the depositions in the ease now pending, for Captain Zoueh's perusal and information. 

- 	 - 	WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 

Fox Captain Zoueh's information. 	
Braidwood, 3 August, 1877. 

J. it MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector. 

 
Memorandum of Superintendent Zouch. 

SNIO1t-eoNsTABLB Stafford had then been but two months at Moruya. This is soinothing more t;han a 
suggestion. 	

HZ. 

No. 9. 
Sub-Inspector Medley to Sergeant Oornett 

Police Office, Braidwood, 25 August, 1877. SIRGT. Cornott will inform me as to the distances between Moruyft and the various places mentioned in 
the attached claim of Senior-constable Stafford for night allowance, 	 -- 

S. it MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector-. 

No. 1(1 
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No. 10. 
Memo. from Sergeant Cornett to Sub-inspector Medley. 

Police Station, Braidwood, 25 Aegus, 1877. 
SERGT. Cornett begs to state, in compliance with Mr. Sub-inspector Medley's memo. of the 25th instant, 
that the following is the distances between Moruya and the various places named in the attached claim of 
Senior-constable Stafford for night allowance, viz. 

TUrOSS ...........................10 	miles. 	Broulee Heads 	.................. 10 miles. 
Burro 	...........................7 	,, 	Cooper's Island .................. 12 
Bodalla...........................20 	Broulee Heads 	.................. 10 
Merricumbene .................. 	25 	,, 	Mago 	.............................. 12 
Benga Benga 	.................12 	,, 	Burro 	.............................. 

JAB 
7 

CORNETT, Bergalia 	........................5  
Sergeant. 

No. 11. 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Offlce, Moruya, 31 August, 1877. 
I BEG to return to Captain Zouch Senior-constable Stafford's claim for night money, quarter ending 
30 June, with extracts from the Moruya duty-book of the duties performed by the senior-constable on 
the dates for which he has claimed night money, statements from Sergeant Cornett and Senior-constable 
Stafford, and report from Sergeant Cornett, showing the distances from Moruya of the places mentioned 
in the night ailowance claim where the senior-constable states he halted. 

In accordance with instructions from Captain Zouch, I have made careful inquiry into this matter, 
and can come to no other conclusion than that the night money claim submitted by Senior-constable 
Stafford for the quarter ending the 30th June, 1877, is a false one. 

Not one of the places mentioned under head "where claimant halted," &c., did the senior-con. 
stable stop at for the night. 

Under the head of "Nature of duty on which engaged," six entries are made of "summons 
serving." No such service was performed, as no summonse8 were issued for any persons residing at or 
near these places. 

June 1st to 2nd a claim is made for " summons serving" at Bodalla.; by the senior-constable's 
admission to me he was never at that place; again, June 6th to 7th, "snmmons serving at Merrieumbene," 
he was not there. (Vide duty-hook copy); 6th June, "horse ridden 30 miles"; 7th June, "horse 
resting"; how did he get back from Merricumbene? 

I will now caU Capt. Zouch's attention to three more entries —31st May to 1st June, "Burro"; 
20th to 27th June, "Burro." This place is only 7 miles from 3ioruya. 10th to 11th June, "Bergalia— 
inquest inquiry." This is true, but this place is only 5 miles from Moruya. 

On reference to Senior-constable Stafford's statement (marked No. 1), it will be seen that the 
excuse he offel's for submitting this claim is that he was under great expense whilst waiting at Moruya 
for the quarters, and having to remove his family from Braidwood to that place. 

I have suspended Senior-constable Stafford, as Captain Zouch is already aware (by telegram), 
pending the decision that may be arrived at in this case, and in the meantime I have placed Constable 
Williams in charge of the station. 	 I have, &c., 

J. R. MEDLEY," 
Sub-inspector. 

Encloeure 1 to No. 11.] 

MS. W. Police—Quarterly Claim for Travelling Allowance 

Southern District, Moruya Station, 	18 	- 
SaxI011-5ERGEANT Stafford (No. 588) begs to tender his claim for travelling allowance, as under, to which he considers 
himself entitled, for the quarter ending 30th June, 1877. 

Periods. 
at 

T9aeosto be speciSed in detail where claimant halted for the ,sight away from Police Station. 
ur 	t 	I' Nt 	cot d 5 on wh h Amou',t.. 

From To 

26 21 
1 
1 

£s. 	d. 
0 	3 	0 

31 June 1 1 Burro 	..................................... 0 	3 0 

June 1 1 0 	3 	0 

6 7 1 
]3odalla ...................................... 

0 3 0 

3fay15 	............. 
................ 

1 0 3 	0 

............. 

............... 

10 

May16 .............. 

1 

Inquiry ................................ 

0 	3 0 

13 

.............. 

.............. 

14 1 

Summons serving .................... 
Do 	.................... 

0 	3 	0 
17 

2 .............. 

1 

Teams, 	..................................... 

Cooper's Island 	
........... ............. 

0 	3 0 

............... 

20 

.............. 

21 1 

Merricumbene ............................. Do 	.................... 
Patrol 	............................... 

Summons serving .................. 0 	3 	0 

S 	............... 
.............. 

11 

9.............. 
11 .............. 

1 

]IengaBenga 	............................ 
Bergslia ..................... 	............... Inquest inquiry 	.................... 

Summons serving .................... 

0 	3 0 

.............. 

.............. 

.............. 
.............. 

18 .............. 
.............. 

1 

Broulee Heads ............................
Broulee Heads ............... ............. 

Patrol 	................................ 
Patrol and inquiry 	................. 

. 

o 	a 	0 
.. 

23 	............... 24.............. 
26 	............................... 

Mago ........................... ............. 
Burro 	------------------------------------- Summons servlag................... 

Total ------ £ 11 113 	0 

(Station, Araluen.) 	 WILLIAM STAFFORD, 
S.C. 	(Signature of Claimant) 

I hereby certify the above claim to be oorrect,—Wanrnt Siarroan, S.C., in charge of Station. 
The Superintendent of Police in charge, Southern District. NEW 
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Niw Sonu WALES. 

Scale of allowances to members of the Police Force 
Officers. Men. 

7bavelting.  

When travelling on duty out of their districts, for each night absent, but not for more than one night conse- 
cutively at any one station ... 	... 	... 	... 	-. 	-. 	-.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	7 	3 

When travelling on duty within their districts, or away from the same, if compelled to stop the night at an 
inn, where there is no Police Station 	... 	 ... 	-. 	.. 	... 	-• 	. 	-•• 	-- 	7 	3 

When regularly employed on gold escort duty on main lines 	-. 	. -. 	.. 	... 	 ... night on the nad. 

Do, on branch escorts, for each night on the road 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	 - 	... 	7 	3 
Lodging allowance, when stationed temporarily at places where no Police quarters are available 	 5 	2 

The above allowances are not payable to any Member of the Force during water passage,, nor when attendiig as witnesses at Court,. 

[Enclosure 2 to No. 11.] 

REPORT of strength and duty performed by Police and horses at 	Station, week ending 	day of 	187 

Register Name. Rank. 	Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thurstlat Friday. Saturday. 

S.C. 588 S.-eons. Stafford S.C. 10 June. 31 May. 6 June. 	I 1 June. 	1 26 May. 
To Bergalia. Station. Merri- To Bodalla. Ttaross Lake. 
Inquiry, 5 Town duty, emubene. Inquiry, 4 Summons 
p.m. 11 am. to Summons p.m. serving. 

1 P.M. serving. 

17 June. Town duty, 13 June. 8 June. 
To Reads, 8 to 12 Broulee To Benga. 
boat, patrol, p.m. Heads. Summons 
and inquiry. Inquiry, serving. 

26 June. 20 June. 14 Tune. 2 June. 23 June. 
Station. To Coopers Returned Returned 10 To Mago. 
Court and Island. to Station am. Patrol. 
town duty, Inquiry. 10 n.m. Town duty, 
7to 11 p.m. 7 to 10 p.m. 

7 June. 21 Juno. 9 June. 
Station duty. Town duty, Station and 

7 to 11 town duty. 
p.m. 7 to 11 p.m. 

27 May. 11 June. 27 June. 
Town duty, Returned Station duty. 
7 to 11 P.M. to station. 

24 June. 18 June. 
Town duty, Patrol, 
10 a.m. to 1 

( 
Aralnen 

p.m., 7 to 10 Road. 

hoRsEs. 

nank. Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Frida Saturday. 
No. of nations of 

Forags drnis 
during the week. 

Remarks. 

10 June. 6 June. 31 May. 1 June. 26 May. 
Ridden 10 Ridden 30 Resting. Ridden 22 Ridden 20 
miles. miles. miles. miles. 

13 June. 8 June. 27 May. 
Resting and Ridden 25 Resting. 
ridden 20 miles. 
miles. 

17 June. 11 June. 26 June. 20 June. 14 June. 23 June. 
Resting. Ridden 10 Resting. Ridden 20 Ridden 15 Ridden 20 

miles. miles. miles. miles. 

7 June. 21 June. 2 June. 
Resting. Resting. Ridden 20 

miles. 

24 June. 18 June. 27 June. 0 June. 
Resting. Ridden 12 Resting. Resting. 

miles. 

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the duty taken from the duty-book at Moruya Police Station on the 
29th August, 1877. 

MS. CORNFfl, 
Sergeant. 

[Enclosure 
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[Encioeure 3 to No. 11.] 

Senior-constable Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley. 

Moruya Police, 30 August, 1877. 
SENIOR-constable Stafford begs to state, for the infonnation of Captain Zouch and Mr. Sub-inspector Medley respecting 
the night money claimed, submitted to and scrutinized by Mr. Sub-inspector Medluy, and which Senior-constable Stafford 
was under the impression that he was fully justified in claiming—should Captain Zouch and Mr. Sub-inspector Medley 
consider the claim not a just one, Senior-constable Stafford can only impress upon these gentlemen the faet that at the time 
he was under very heavy expense, having to keep himself in a public-house here and the removal of his family from Braidwood. 

The senior-constable is quite willing to leave the matter in the hands of Captain Zouch and Mr. Sub-inspector Medley. 
If the senior-constable had not slept in the Barrack which, as Mr. Medley knows, affords very disagreeable accommodation, 
the senior-constable would be allowed -£4 iSa. night allowance. 

Under these circumstances the senior-constable hopes that his explanation will meet the approval of his stqeviors, as 
because waiting for the quarters here and the removal of his family cest the senior-constable more than he could at that time 
well afford, and it was solely on these grounds that he submitted his claim for £1. lOs. 

WM- STAFFORD, 
Senior-constable. 

[E4closure 4 to No. 11-] 

Senior-constable Stafford to Sub-inspector Medley 

Moruya Police, 30 August, 1877. 
Ssnou-eonstable Stafford begs to add to his statement of this date that he forgot to add to his statement that any dis-
crepancy which may appear in his claim for night allowance and his duty return arose through the senior-constable's mind at 
the time he made out his night allowance sheet being upset through other reports, which he had to answer to at the time, as 
also through his removing his family at the time, and the returns being late, as the senior-constable could not attend to then, 
before the 10th July. 	 - 

The quarterly returns should be forwarded on the 4th of the ensuing month; hence it is that the sonior-eonstable 
forwarded these returns direct to Captain Zouch so as to save time, and not through any discourtesy to Mr. Sub-inspector 
Medley. 	 WM. STAFFORD, 

Senior-constable. 

[Enclosure 5 to No. 11.] 	 - 

Police Station, Moruya, 31 August, 1877. 
SERGEANT Cornett makes the follewing statement in the presence of Senior-constable Stafford —The document handed to me 
by Sub-inspector Medley is Senior-constable Stafford's claim for night allowance for the quarter ending 30 June, 1877. The 
claim amounts to £1 lBs. ; one night has been struck off for Araluen Station—making claim £1 13s. 

The other document handed to me is a copy of the duty returned and performed by Senior-constable Stafford on the 
various dates named in the night allowance claim above referred to ; it is in any handwriting; I copied it from the Moruya 
duty-book. The various dates were called from the night allowance claim by Mr. Sub-inspector Medley; and I entered the 
various duties performed by Senior-constable Stafford, in accordance with the records in the duty-book. All this was done 
in the presence of Senior-constable Stafford, Constable Williams, and Constable Harrison. Mr. Medley called Senior-constable 
Stafford's attention to each date and item, as it was called out, and it was compared with the duty-book. 

The entries for the various duties claimed for in the night sheet do not agate with the duties recorded in the duty-
book, as performed by Senior-constable Stafford. Mr. Sub-inspector Medley pointed out the difference between the entries made 
in the duty-book and the entries made by Senior-i-oustable Stafford in the night sheet. Senior-constable Stafford could not 
account for the entries referred to in the night money claim. The only eiplanation Senior-constable Stafford could give when 
questioned by Mr. Medley was, that he considered that. he was entitled to the claim he submitted, as being under henvy 
expense, through his having to remove his family from Braidwood to Moruya on transfer. 

Mr. Medley questioned Senior-constable Stafford as to whether he (Stafford) stopped at any of the places named in the 
night sheet, under the heading "Places to be specified where claimant halted, &c" Senior-constable Stafford said he did 
not halt at any of the places named, but returned to his station during the night. 

By Senior-constable Stafibrd: You were at, least seven necks  at Moruya before you were able to remove your family 
from Braidwood, as the quarters at the former place were not vacant. You slept in Usc barracks, but boarded at a public- 
house during the whole of the time. 	 - 

I am living in private quarters at Braidwood with my family at present I have made no application for an allowance 
to cover the expense that I have been under for the removal of my family from Moruya to Braidwood ; but I intend to do so 
for the time lain out of quarters at Braidwood. 

You told me on one occasion that if you had slept out of quarters the Superintendent would have allowed you 2s. a 
night ; this conversation was in reference to the time you were waiting for the quarters at Moruya. 

JAMES CORNEPT, 
Witness—J. R. MEDLEY, Sub-inspector. 	 Sergeant of Police. 

No. 12. 

Senior-constable Stafford to Supeithitendent Zouch. 
Police Station, Moruya, 3 September, 1877. 

SENIon-constable Stafford having written hastily his report of the 30th ultimo, before he had any idea or 
knowledge of his suspension, as Mr. Medley was standing waiting for it, titus he begs to supplement that 
report with the following facts 

That out-station men halting at Braidwood station have slept in the barrack there, for which they 
tendered their claim and received night allowance. Likewise, constables halting at A.raluen and at other 
stations have also iuvanably tendered their claim and received night allowance, notwithstanding that they 
have slept in those barracks, because the)- were under extra expense; and if the senior-constable had not. 
slept in the barracks here while he was waiting seven weeks for the quarters he was entitled to, he would 
be entitled to receive £4 iSa. for night allowance; thus by the senior-constable having slept in the 
barracks, the Department has gained £3 2s., as the senior-constable only made a claim for £1 JUn. 
to cover expenses, and which he considered he was entitled to on these grounds, viz., that he was under 
double expense on the days mentioned in his night sheet, as he was on duty during the day and did not 
rettn-n till late at night, and as he had to pay by the week for his hoard in a public-house and keep a large 
family at Braidwood, and on the days he was out on duty he had to pay for meals, and there was no 
abatement in the public-house. The senior-constable has not even charged the Department for the 
conveyance of his regulation box, which would cost at least 20s., nor for whatever nights the senior-
constable may have been absent from Braidwood in the early part of that quarter. The senior-constable 
had not even the police coach and horses to remove his family, &e. By these facts it will be seen that the 

senior- 
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senior-constable has not made any undue charge or claim upon the Department, and that all the senior-
constable has done under these circumstances is that he returned for £1 iCe, to cover some of these 
heavy extra expenses. Thus, under the circumstances the senior-constable considers his claim just, and 
this being evidently so, lie thinks it matters lit tie as to what dates and duty he submitted, and his books 
are kept as Sergeant Cornett, kept them. 

In making out the senior-constable's night sheet (lie having been late with the returns), he thd 
so hurriedly and from memory ; hence the discrepancy in dates respecting the days lie was absent, &c. 
When the senior-constable received Captain Zouch's cheque for his claim, it being disputed, the senior-
constable handed it to Mr. Medley. 

WILLIAM STAFFORD, 
Senior-co, stable. 

For the information of Captain Zone-h--B, H. MEDLEY, Sub-inspector, Braidwood, 6th September, 1877. 	Received by post on the 17th instant—HZ., SM. 

No. 13. 

Telegram from Senior-constable Stafford to Superintendent Zouch. 

Posted important report my case, please wait decision till received. 	
4 September, 1877. 

 
W. STAFFORD, S.C., Moruya. 

No. 14. 
Mcm. from. Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 

'rAKs it to be quite unnecessary, in submitting this report of Mr. Medley's and attached papers, to offer 

	

a 	 — any comment on the glaring and deliberate designevideneed as well as admitted—made by Senior-con- 
stable Stafford, to obtain money by false pretences, only equalled by the niiparalleled effrontery of his 
attempted palliation by the plea set forth in defence. 

H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent, Southern District, 5/9/77. 

No. 15. 
Telegram from Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

Sydney, 6 September, 1877. 
-Re StaWord, forward defaulters' sheet, for there is no course open but dismissal, Is that your recom- mendation P 	

E. FOSBE1tY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

No. 16. 
Memo. from Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police, 

6 September, 1877. 
HEREwrru 1 forward Stafford's defaulters' sheet. Nothing short of dismissal, I consider, will meet his 
gross offence. His conduct recently has been troublesome and unsatisfactory. 

H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent., Southern District. 

[Ewclosure to Nb. 16.] 
Naw Souxic W*rj,s PoLICE. 

Defaultci-s' Sheet. 

	

Dates of Appointment. 	' 	 Height. 	 Corn' . 	 Single -g, 	Name. 	Age, 	Eyes flair.. plex - country. 	or 	Calling, Religio,,. Itenurks, 
ion. 	Married. - 	

- 	 Cons. 	Cons. 	.SenA. J 5mg, 	it. in I 

1860. 1862. 1865. 	 Irish Reman 588 	Stafford William 8 Mar. 1 Aug. 1 Aug, 

	

.....28 6 ,. ~ Bluc~ Blackl Dark,~lrehud.l M. 	Police, catholic........ 

Decision. 	By whom (Signature). 
( 

Remarks. 

1864. 
29 Feb. Bringing unfounded charges against Senior-constable Graham of drunkenness. Evidence taken on oath by Inspector Bnttyo, and depositions forwarded to the Inspector General. 

Reprimanded— inspector General. 
From circulnsl-.anee, that have since come to my know-ledge and subsequent experience of Senior-constable Graham's 

character (since dismissed), I am of opinion that the above reprimand was not dervcd by Sergeant Stafford. 

J. W. ORRIDGE, 
1666. 	

. 	 Superintendent, 20/10/65. 
Jan. 	Neglectof duty in notn- Prisoner G. Ware, e'_, 	His own ye- Severelyrepri-.1. W. OSRIDGE, having sold as i 	and others. 	 portsand maneled by 	Sn$. strunted certain pro- 	 . Z. 	those of Set- Siperinten- 

erty of prisoners 	 S 	geaninCleary dune and In- 
illice and Ware. 	 I and Costello1 specterGene- 

-I ral of Police. 
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Date. j 	Offence. By whom reported. 
I 	

PIM. Evidence. Decision. By whom (Signature). Remarks. 

1869, 
28 July During the course of 	on investigition held at 	Mongarlowe, by 

Superintendent Orridge, into charges of gross misconduct pro- I 
ferred by Sergeant Stafford against Mounted-constable Lynch, Reduced to The 	Inspector Reduced 
and in which the papers wore referred to the Inspector Gcneral rs,n'a of General 	of pay froni 
for decision, the Inspector General ordered Lynch's dismissal4 senior- Police. let Aug. 
and directed Sergeant Stafford's reduction to the rank of seniOr-p constable. 1869. 
constable, as he considered him not free from serious blame, and 
from all the circumstancesunfit to hold the rank of sergcant. 
(1. G.  P's. minute, No. 69-135, 28 July, 1869.) 	 i 

1874. 
Sept. Drunkenness on duty. Inspector 	Sander- Not 	Letters from Not proven, Superintendent 

so)). 	 guilty. 	several per but 	Senr.- Zouch. 
anus 	pro- 
duced.' ford remo 

consl. Staf-

vcd to 
Braidwood, 
to be under 
oflicer's im- 
mediate 

1876. observation, 
May Neglect of duty. 	..... 	Constable 	Arm- 	Not 	Sen..const.- Not proven. 

strong and Sen.- 	guilty. 	Wells, 
- eonst. Wells. 	 Const.Arm 

trong, 	and 
1876. others. 

June27 Being 	dis uissd 	in 	Senior.eonstable 	Not 	Senr.-eonst. Case not 
drink on duty. 	Wells and Con- 	guilty. 	Wells, proven. 

stable Berry. 	 Const. Ber 
ry, Coast. 
Smyth, and 
sevenl let' 
ters from 

1877. civilians. 
Aug. 25 Atte,npting to defraud Suh-inspector Mcd- Guilty. 	Occurrence- Reducedandl Inspector General 

the Government by 	Icy, 	 book, Sub- dismissed. of Police. 
obtaining 	money 	 inspector 

Medley,aud 
ii. Zoner, 
Sup. South by false pretenees. 

Sergeant District., 
Cornett. 6/9177. 

H. ZOUCE, 
Superintendent, Southern District, 

17 September, 1877. 

No. 17. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

7 September, 1877. 
TnsE reports and papers disclose such it deliberate attempt on the part of Senior-constable Stafford to 
defraud the Government, that (apart from the consideration that he has previously been ill.conducted) 
I have no alternatice but to direct his reduction and dismissal from the service. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

No. 18. 
Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 

Rrnvcrn and dismissed accordingly. 	 H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent, Southern District. 

No. 19. 
Er-constable Stafford to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Moruya, 14 September, 1877. 
I beg to report that Sergeant Cornett (No. 10), received about £3 night allowance for quarter 

ending 31 March, 1877, and lie told me himself, in the hearing of a second person, that during his time in 
the district he was only one night 'absent in the bush. The dtr'.book hero does not show where Sergeant 
Cornett was absent on any particular night in March quarter, and his horse drew his usual allowance of 
forage daily at the station; thus, the night allowance sheet when compared with the duty-book, &c., will 
not correspond ; thcrefore, let Sergeant Cornett be put to the test of proving where he slept every night 
he has itturned for in March quarter, Lie. 

Sergeant Cornett also told me that while Senior-constable M'Clelland was at Nerrigundah he did 
well by sending in claims for night allowance; therefore, let M'Clelland be put to the test of proving 
where he has slept for every night for which he received night-allowance for March quarter, Lie., so that 
if Cornett is to be believed, M'Clelland and himself have done more than what I have been dismissed for. 
Cornett said in the hearing of witnesses that 'all of us done what you (myself) did," but I was singled out. 

Mr. Medley put me to the test of proving where I slept every night I returned for. Thus, let 
Cornett and M'Clelland be put to the same test as I was put to. 

A, 
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As I have been dismissed for what has been invariably done by others in this district (who were 
under no extra expense), I beg to request that the Inspector General will grant an inquiry, not to be 
conducted by Mr. Medley, and at which I. will be permitted to be present, as he would certainly DaMe 
justice being done to me; is proof of this Mr. Medley told me "it did not matter what other men done— 
he was told that I spoke indifferently of him." 	 I have, &e., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 
I can prove that while speaking of my troubles that Sergeant Cornett said, in the hearing of myself 

and others—" Why did you not do as I done when I was here—stop at home and take it easy and draw 
your cheque. I was out only one night the whole time I u-as here.'—WILLIAM Snrronu. 

No. 20. 

Senior-constable Stafford to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 
	 Moruya, 15 September, 1877. 

I beg to report, for your information, that my report of the 30th ultiino, having reference to 
myclaim for night allowance for June quarter, is not my sentiments on the matter, as Sergeant Cornett 
brought me a copy of it and stated to me and three others 'that it was dictated by Mr. Sub.Iuspector 
Medley and that, if I framed my report in accordance with his copy, Mr. Medley would settle the whole 
matter with the Superintendent ;  he knew this as Mr. Medley had told him so." I declined to accede to 
Sergeant Cornett's advice, but he persisted, and influenced my wife and son to induce me to submit a copy 
of his memorandum before 1 was called upon for my defence. Thus I copied Cornett's memo.. and handed 
it to Mr. Medley, who told me to tear up the copy, which I did. Mr. Medley then suspended me, and 
Sergeant Cornett gathered up the fragments of his memo, and burnt them, Mr. Medley then advised me 
to take his advice, to keep quiet, and not to write one word more, to leave the matter in his hands, and to 
trust for once to my superiors. I have done this, yet I was dismissed from the Force after having faithfully 
served eighteen years. After I was suspended 1 requested Mr. Medley (through Constable Williams) 
to allow me to withdraw the copy of Sergeant Cornett's memorandum, which I handed to Mr. Medley 
prior to my suspension, but I was refused. After this I made two statements, one of which was posted 
here on the 5th instant, and could not have reached your office at the time I was dismissed, although 
I sent a telegram to the Superintendent that it was posted here, This statement would show the grounds 
I. had in submitting my nominal claim to cover some of my extra expenses. I can prove that 1 was told 
Mr. Medley said some months since that "he would have inc dismissed—he was watching me." Mr. Medley 
told we and others that I had slandered him—that I had forwarded memoranda to the Superintendent 
about him, and lie gave Inc to understand that he would have satisfaction. I can prove that during the 
last twelve months Mr. Medley persecuted me. I can prove numerous instances where the sub-district 
men have slept in Barracks and received night allowance, and that Mr. Medley has not questioned their 
claims. I can prove that Mr. Medley held an inquiry into Constable Harrison's claim at the lock-up 
here on Sunday, the 2nd instant, that the duty-book was kept by Sergeant Cornett from 1st April to 
lath May, and that the duty-book does not show where Harrison was absent between those dates; 
Sergeant Cornett was present at this inquiry. That although I kept the books from 17th May to 30th 
June I was not permitted to be present to explain anything. From these and other facts which I can 
adduce it is manifest that justice was not done me at these inquiries. Therefore, I beg to submit the 
foregoing facts for impartial and immediate inquiry. 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 21. 

The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 
19th September, 1877. 

REFERRED to Superintendent Zouch. These statements are very serious and should be promptly and 
closely investigated if practicable by Captain Zouch himself. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

All papers herewith returned.—SUPERn4'rEjqlJzNT Zoucu, Goulburn. 

No. 22. 

Memo. from Superintendent Zouch to Sub-inspector. Medley. 
Police Department, Superintendent's Office, Southern District, Goulburn, 20 September, 1877. 

El-CoNsTABLE Stafford having reported to the Inspector General of Police that Sergeant Cornett 
and Senior-constable MeClelland obtained night allowance for March quarter of this year, by falsely 
representing that they were absent from their stations upon certain nights when they were not 
so absent, I enclose herewith the claims submitted for the period in question in order to afford them 
an opportunity of making statutory declarations as to their correctness, which declarations Mr. Medley 
will be good enough to submit without delay. 

H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent, Southern District. 

363—B 	 . 	 [.Enclosure 
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[Enclo.pere 1 to No. 22.] 

N.E. 3W'. Police—Qeerlerly dams for Travelling Allowance. 
Southern District, Moruya Station, 31. Morel,, 1877. 

SERGEANT Cornott (No. 10) begs to tender his claim for travelling allowance, as under, to which be considers himself 
entitled, for the auartcr ending 31st March, 1877. 

Periods. 
..0 

Places to be cpecificdindeta'sl 
where claimant halted for the night 

away from Police Station. 
N 	at 	which ature 0 duty Ofl 5' 'SC 

engag Amount. 
From To 

5. 	d. 
Jan. 	3 	............. 3 Collecting Electoral Roll..  ....... P 	0 	9 	0 

5 Do 	 015 	0 
3 

Tomaga Creek 	............................ 
StoneyCreek 	............................ 
Tuross River .............................. Do. 	 0 	0 	0 

I MoroyaRiver ................................. .Do 	 0 	3 	0 
Feb. 	15 	............ 

Jan. 	6 	............. 

1 Bush 	duty 	.............. ................ Suaumons serving..................0 	3 	0 

8 	.............. 

11 

13 	............. 
20 	............. 

1 Do 	..................0 	3 	0 

	

17 	.............. 

	

22 	.............. 

	

Mar. 21 	............ 

23 	............. 
Feb. 16 	............. . 

1 Do. 	- 	.............0 	3 	0 

. 
22 	..............23 ............. 

Ma..r.22 ............. . 
Do 	............................... 
Do. 	............................... 

Total ......£ 	2 	5 	0 

JA3ItS CORNETT, 
Sergeant. 

I hereby certify the above claim to be correct.—JAMES Conjern, Sergeant, in Charge of Station. 
The Superintendent of Police in Charge, Southern District. 

NEW Sounr WALES Ponies. 
Scale of allowances to members of the Police Force 

Olficers. Me,,. 
Jb'aveiling. 	. 	 5. 	5. 

When travelling on duty out of their districts, for each night ahsent., but not for more than one night 
consecutively at any one station 	... 	........ 	... 	... 	 ... 	... 	7 	3 

When travelling on duty within their districts, or away from the same, if compelled, to stop the night at 
an inn where there is no Police Station ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	, 	 ... 	,.. 	7 	3 

	

When regularly employed on gold escort duty on main lines ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	,, { nsbgs1ç-e 

Do. on branch escorts, for each night on the road 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	7 	3 
Lodging allowance, when stationed temporarily at places where no Police Quarters are available 	... 	.. 	5 	2 

The above allowances are not payable to any ,nemher of the Force during water 1u3snges, nor when attending as witnesses at Courts. 

[Enclosure 2 to 7O 22.] 
N.S. W. Police-- Quarterly claim for Travelling Allowance, 

Southern District, Nerrignnda Station, 2 April, 1877. 
Tues. M'Clelland, S.C. (No. 1727), begs to tender his claim for travelling allowance, as under, to which lie considers 

himself entitled, for the quarter endiug 21 March, 1877. 

Periods. 
Z 

Places to he specific,l in detail 
where clai,uant babe,! for the night 

away from Police Station. 
t 	' N a sire oftht3 on which 

enggod.a Amount, 
From To 

£ 	s.d. 
f Coils, 	Turlingah, 	Bodalla, 	and f Taking Electoral Roil and eel. 0 12 0 a . n 2 an. 6 1 	Thistlewood............................. lecting stock and crop return. 5 

S 12 4 [ f m5 	Iuth S  and } 	Do. 	do, 0 12 0 

,14 1 Do. 	do, 030 

15 

............ 
13 	........... 

18 3 
Madongu ................................... 

Do. 	do. 0 	9 0 ............ 
19 	............ 20 1 Cuthucea ................................. 

24 1 

	

..Do 	do. 	....030 

	

Do 	do. 0 	3 0 
Feb. Feb 21 1 Bull's 	Flat 	... ........................... 0 	3 0 
Mar. Mar. 3 1 Crowt Bailiff's duty ............ 0 	$ 0 

20 	.......... 
23 	............ 

16 1 

Tuross River 	............................. 

Saw Mills, Wagonga ................... 
Bihienba 	............. .......... .......... 

Inspecting Indes.................... . 

0 	3 0 

2 11 

.. 

0 

	

2 	.......... 

	

14 	............ Summons serving 	................. 

Total ...... £ 

. 

TrIOS. WCLELLAND. 
I hereby oertify the above claim to be eorreet.—Tmot M'CLELnND, Scn..eonst., in charge of Station. 
The Superintendent of Police in Charge, Southern District. 

NEW Sounc WALES PolleE. 
Scale of allowances to members of the Police Force 

Oflicers. Men 
Travelling.  

When travelling on duty out of their districts, for each night absent, but not for more than one night con- 
scentively at any one station 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.,. 	... 	". 	... 	... 	... 	7 	3 

When travelling oat duty within their districts, or away from the same, if compelled to stop the night at an 
inn, where there is no Police station 	... 	... 	. - 	... 	... 	.., 	... 	... 	7 	3 

When regularly employed on gold escort duty on main hues 	 ... 	... 	.. 	... 	... eight on asahi, pm Isr etch he road. 
Do. on branch escorts, for each night on the road 	... 	... 	.......... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	7 	3 
Lodging allowance, when stationed temporarily at places where no Police Quarters are available 	... 	.. 	6 	2 

The above allowances are not payable to any ,ncniber of the Force during water pasmgcs, nor when attending as witnesses at Conrts. 

No. 23. 
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No. 23. 
Sub-inspector Medley to Superintendent Zouch. 

Braidw-ood, 21 September, 1877. STATtTOISY declarations made by Sergeant Cornett and Senior-constable M'Clelland attached herewith, 
for the information of Captain Zouch. 	 J. B. MEDLEY, 

Sub-Inspector, 
[Enclosju-e 1 to Eb. 23.] 

I, JAMES Cornett, of Braidwood, rio solemnly and sincerely declare that I was absent front Mornya Police Station on all 
the occasions set forth by inc in the travelling allowance sheet filled in and signed by me, for quarter ending list March, 1877, and that the claim there made is correct and ] snake this soleum declaration, conscienliouslv believing the same 
to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of br present Ma3esty, 
intituled "An Act for the more effc/srat abolition of oaths and aflirmations fe/cc-a and made in various depart scents of the 
Gorernment of New South Wales, and to subsfitete declarations in lieu t/se,'cof, and for the suppression of rolsentary and arise judicial oaths and qifidavits." 	

JAMES CORNItTT. Made and signed before mc, this 21st day of September, 1877,— 
GaAs. Dii Boos, J.P. 

[Enclosure 2 to No. 23.1 1, Taos. M'Clelland, of Braidwood, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I was absent Irma Nerringnndali Poises Station on all  the occasions set forth by me in the travelling allowance sheet filled in and signed by inc for quarter ending 31st March, 1877, and that the claim there made is correct and I snake this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the 
same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of her present Majesty, intituled ''An Act for the ,no,'e eJ7'eetuai abolition of oaths and af/innations taken and made in various departments of the Govern,neut of Yea, South Wales, and to substitute declarations in 1/etc thereof, and for the suppress-ion of voluntary and r.rtre-judieial oaths andajIdavits." 	

TUbS. M'GLELLAND. Made and signed before me, at Braidwood, this 21st day of September, 1877,— 
GRAS. Dii Boos, J.P. 

No. 24. 
Captain Campbell to The Inspector General. 

Dear Sir, 	
Mogo, 24 September, 1877, 

Allow me to request your kind consideration of the unfortunate case which recently dismissed 
from the Service Senior-constable Stafford, of Moruya, in effective officer of, I believe, eighteen years' 
service. The summary manner of his dismissal without a hearing, on a charge, too, which might be 
explained satisfactorily before the highest tribunal of the people, is my hosiest apology for intruding thus 
on your valuable time, well knowing, as I do, your love of fair play and high sense of justice. I have no 
acquaintance with the sufferer personally, having met him but once, and that casually. Butpublic 
rumour led me to inquire concerning his case, and I have heard enough to convince me of the fact that he 

an has been victimised. It is said that the grievce if not redressed will be mooted in Parliament. 	An 
officer so useful and of so long standing is entitled, I think, to be permitted to show cause why he should 
not be sacked in his old age. 	 1 have, &c., 

CAPTMN CAMPBELL, 
Formerly of Dragoon Guards. 

Mr. Goff,—Reply. Acknowledge, and inform in reply that he is mistaken in supposing that the case was 
dealt with without full investigation, but that some further statements made by Stafford are now being 
inquired into—BY. Done.—T.H.Q-., 29. Forwarded for Captain Zouch's information.—Thw. Fosnrnir, 
Inspector General of Police, 29/0/77. 

Police Station, Moruya, October 22, 1877. 
Srxxon-constable T. W. Smith (No. M 589), begs to report, for the information of Captain Zouch, in 
reference to the attached letter, that he (the senior-constable) has sack a knowledge of Captain Campbell's 
handwriting that he is well satisfied that the same is the production of that person. The senior-constable 
further begs to state that, in accordance with Captain Zouch's instructions, lie ascertained for a fact that 
Captain Campbell did write this letter on behalf of Ex-eontable Stafford. The senior-constable has seen 
Captain Campbell this day at Mogo, where lie is conducting a small school, and that without any effort or 
leading questions whatever in reference to the matter by the senior-constable, he (Captain Campbell) opened 
the subject himself by telling the senior-constable that the last officer who had lately been dismissed from 
the Service at Moruya (meaning Ex-constable Stafford) had come to him and asked humt to try and do 
something for him (Stafford) by writing a letter to the Inspector General, which he had done, and also 
at the same time repeating the contents of the letter almost verbatim to the senior-constable. 

T. W. SMITH, 
Captain Zouch, Superintendent of Police, Goulburn. 	 Senior.eonstable, Al 589. 

Telegram from Sergeant Cornett to Captain Zouch. 
Braidwood, 11/10/77. Chi'rkni Campbell resides at Mogo, 60 miles from here, only 8 from Police Station, Batenian's Bay. 

No. 25. 
The Inspector General of Police to Captain Campbell. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 20 September, 1877. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your lotter, dated the 24th instant, and to 

state that you are mistaken in supposing that the case of Coastable Stafford was dealt with without full 
investigation. I may mention, however, that some further statements made by Stafford are now being 
inquired into. 	 I have, &c., 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

No. 26. 
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No. 26. 
Ex-constable Stafford to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Moruya 6 October, 1877. 
With respect to my report of the 15th ultimo, having reference to the memo. I was induced 

to write, &c.,—iu that report I inadvertently omitted to state that after I was suspended Sergeant Cornett 
ordered me to "thank Mr. Sub-inspector Medley"; .1 replied, " I am thankful to Mr. Medley for his 
courtesy." Sergeant Cornett, not being satisfied with my reply, said to me, "Thank Mr. Medley again"; of 
course I had to obey the sergeant's orders. Thus I replied again, "Oh, yes! Mr. Medley was very courteous 
to me, indeed." Mr. Medley was quite the contrary, and the truth is, he spoke to me in a most tyrannical 
and sarcastic manner. Thus I beg to request that this report will be attached to my. report of the 15th 
ultimo. 

I am, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 27. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

RSFnRED to Capt. Zouch. 	 9 October, 1877. 
ED. FOSBEItY, 1.9, 

Sergt. Cornett should see these statements and report upon them—H. ZoucH, Supt., S.D.- 
15/10/77, 	S.-inspr. Medley. 

Police Office, Braidwood, 18 October, 1877. 

SEROrMT Cornett (No. 10) begs to state, with reference to the attached reports, forwarded to :the 
Inspector General of Police by Ex-constable Stafford,— 

In reply to Stafford's report of the 6th instant, Sergeant Cornett most emphatically denies ever 
ordering Stafford to thank Mr. Sub-inspector Medley after he (Stafford) was suspended. 

Sergeant Cornett begs to state that during the inquiry Mr. Medley behaved in a courteous and 
gentlemanly manner towards Stafford, and allowed him every opportunity to defend himself, and offered 
to take down in writing at the time any explanation Stafford wished to give in answer to the charge then 
pendingagainst him. 

With reference to Stafford's report of the 15th of September for night allowance, Sergeant 
Cornett again denies ever bringing Stafford a memorandum andsaying that if he (Stafford) framed libi  
report in accordance, Mr. Medley would settle the matter with the Superintendent of Police. 

Stafford states in his report that Mr. Medley told him to tear up the copy which Sergeant Cornett 
had given him, and that Sergeant Cornett then gathered up the fragments and burnt them. 

This false and groundless statement, put forth by Stafford to the Inspector General of Police, is 
for fear that a copy or the original should be called for, as Mr. Sub-inspector Medley and Sergeant 
Cornett can prove that such a memorandum was never in existence. 

MS. CORNETT, 
Sub-inspector Medley. 	 Sergeant. 

Braidwood, 19 October, 1877. 

SEBGnir Cornett's report in reply to the false statements made by Ex-constable Stafford is attached for 
the information of Captain Zouch. Constables Williams and Harvison were present at the inquiry, 
and would no doubt confirm Sergeant Cornett if called upon. 

Assuming the whole of the statements of this man Stafford are true, do they justify his bold attempt 
to rob the Govermncnt by false representations, and upon which charges he has been most righteously,  
dismissed the Police Force? This man complains of "justice" not being done him, and wants impartial and. 
immediate inquiry. Why cannot he have this before the Braidwood Bench of Magietrates, the result of 
which would no doubt more than satisfy him P If an investigation of this kind were suggested to 
Stafford I do not think the Inspector General would be pestered with any more letters. 

J. B. MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector. 

No. 28. 
Memorandum from Superintendent Zouci. 

FoEwUrnED for the Inspector General's perusal. This matter has been investigated very carefully 
by me, and I can form no other opinion but that Ex-constable Stafford has been deservedly dismissed the 
Service. One fact is incontrovertible, and that is, as pointed out by Mr. Medley, that in order to obtain 
money, which has been proved as well as confessed to, he submitted and certified to a false return, which 
lie sent direct instead of through his officer. 	 H. ZOUCI[, 

Superintendent, Southern District. 

No. 29. 
Ex-constable Stafford to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 "Mann's Hotel," Kent-street, Sydney, 7 November, 1877. 
I have the honor to state for your information that after your minute of the 7th September, 

notifying my dismissal from the Force, had been read to me, I made two statements showing that justice 
had not been done me by Mr. Medley and Sergeant Cornett; thus I humbly solicited an inquiry into my 
ease, and into other matters and precedents which I urged for investigation. I waited a month at Moruya 
for an inquiry, in order to substantiate every allegation put forward in those statements, but no inquiry 
had been granted me. When leaving Moruya I gave my address to the seiiior-constable there, so that I 
could be found if required to prove my assertions. 	

T 
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I may as well add to what I have already stated that "night allowance money has been drawn by 
officers and constables stopping at private places by night,where they were put to no expense, and that 
it has been drawn on water passages." These with the matters already reported are more serious 
infringements on the night aUowance scales than the hasty mistake I made, for which I was reduced and 
dismissed. 	 I have, &c., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 30. 
The Inspector General of Police to Ex-consta-ble Stafford. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 8 November, 1877. 
IN acknowledging the receipt of several communications from you of varions dates, on the subject 
of your dismissal from the Police Force, I have to inform you that your case was the subject of 
careful investigation and consideration, Mid that I see no reason to disturb my decision, nor for further 
inquiry, as the charge against you was clearly proved. 

I may add that the truth of the further allegations contained in your letters are emphatically 
denied by Mr. Sub-inspector Medley and Sergeant Cornett-. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

'No. 31. 
Ex-consfable Stafford to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 "Mann's Hotel," Kent.street, Sydney, 0 November, 1877. 
With reference to your letter of the 8th instant, I have the honor to state, with all due 

respect to your high and responsible posit-ion, and without any intention on my part to question the accu-
racy of your decision in my case, so far as matters have been interpreted and represented to you against 
me, but I have solicited to be present at the investigation I sought to obtain to enable me to sub-
stantiate any allegations, and this request has been denied me. I can only reiterate that if the inquiry I 
asked for be granted mc, I can prove my allegations by the testimony of several persons and by records 
now ia your office, &e. Of course Mr. Sub-inspector Medley and Sergeant Cornett have denied my 
assertions (they acted in conjunclion)—they are privileged to do so, but their simple denials do not disprove 
my statements in any way until such time as I fail to substantiate them. However, my case is now in the 
hands of the honorable the Colonial Secretary, and when that honorable gentleman and yourself come to 
weigh it over calmly and impartially I have every hope that the final decision will be in my favour, as I 
have no doubt but all the facts and surrounding circumstances will go to exonerate me from any "inten- 
tion to defraud the Government." 	 I have, &c., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

No. 32. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 11 November, 1877. 
BEFOILE reporting to the Colonial Secretary in this case, I think Captain Zouch should see the statements 
made by Ex-consthble Stafford, as some of them require notice. 

Of conrse I remember the facts regarding S.const. Irwin and S..const. Wells, and the forage 
which hepaid for. 

W1at is the case of "Charlewood," referred to? 
As my report is required without delay, will Capt. Zouch return the papers with observations at 

once? 	 EDMUND FOSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

No. 33. 
Mr. J. Ecklord to The Inspector General of Police. 

My dear Sir, 	 Wynyard Square, Sydney, 15 November, 1877. 
I intended this morning to have called on you only for being delayed until too late at the 

different Public Offices. I was desirous of seeing you about Stafford's case before you sent in your 
report, which I trust will be favourable towards him for very many reasons that I need not mention. 

I have, &e., 
JOSEPH ECKFORD. 

No. 34. 
Memo, from Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 
Police Department, Superintendent's Office, Southern District, Goulburn, 18 November, 1877. 

ON a retrospective -view of this man's career it is palpably manifest, whether the decision arrived at be 
just or unjust, the universally adnitt-ed odium entertained by the inhabitants, including Magistrates, 
professional men, and people of all grades, has shown itself in the general satisfaction his removal has 
produced. This is tho result of personal inquiries made within the last few days in the Braidwood Dis-
trict, the unhesitating reply being that his punishment was richly deserved, and it should Mve been meted 
out to him years ago, his conduct having earned for him a most unenviable reputation not alone with the 
inhabitants but with the Police generally. 	 . 	 Ex.constable 

363-0 
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Er-constable Stafford's recriminations upon members of the Service, assertioiis, comments, &c., on 
inquiries and decisions advanced by him in defence, cannot possibly affect his ease;  he obtained money by 
a false pretence—inquiry proved it, and allowed by his own admission; so rest the facts, for they are unde-
niable. He has now the hardihood to declare that this has arisen solely because his officer is actuated by 
feelings of animosity towards him. 

I hereto attach paper upon which the whole matter arose; and also forward entire proceedings in 
the matter referred to as " Charlewood's " ease. 	 1 have, &c., 

H. ZOUCH, 
Superintendent, Southern District. 

[Enctosnsre 1 to No. 34.] 

Senior-constable Stafford to Superintendent Zouch. 
Moruya Police, 21 June, 1877. 

As Senior-constable Stafford has been put to heavy expense, keoping himself in a public-house here (and his rising family at 
Emidwood), waiting for the quarters occupied by Sergeant Cornett and his family here, thus, under the circmnstsnees, will 
Captain Zouch be good enough to grant the scniorconstable permission to return for night allowance for the time lie is kept 
waiting for the quarters which the senior-constable expected to be vacated by Sergeant Coriiett, immediately after the scnior 
constable took charge of this station. WILLIAM STAFFORD, 

Senior-constable, No. 588. 

[Enclosure 2 to Eó. 34.1 

Fon the information of Capt. Zouch. I presume if the allowance asked for by Senior-constable Stafford is granted, it will 
also be allowed to Senior-constable MLelland, whose family is kept out of the J3raidwood quarters by Stafford's family. 
Eraiclwood, 21 June, 1877. 	 J. R. MEDLEY, 

Sub-inspector. 

[Enclosure 3 to No. 84.1 

Superintendent Zouch to Sub-inspector Medley. 
Goulbum, June 22, 1677. 

Jr there is no barrack-room at Moruya in which Senior-constable Stafford could have slept, in common with mcli calling 
at the stat,on, he might perhaps be allowed 2s. per night; but if there is such scoommndation it cannot be done. As I am, 
however, aware that there was nothing to prevent Senior-constable M'Lelland stopping in the Barrack at Braidwood his claim 
cannot be entertained. H. ZOUCU, 

Superintendent, Southern District. 

[Enclosure 4 to No. 34.1 
Emidwood, 30 June, 1877. 

As Senior-constable Stafford slept in the Police quarters at Moruya, the allowance he asks for will not be granted. 
J. B. MEDLEY, 

- 	 Sub-inspector. 

[Enclosure 5 to Ho 34.1 
18 July, 1877. 

Sxniomconstable Stafford has been informed that the allowance will not be granted to him, as he slept in the quarters at 
Moruya. The senior-constable's claim for night-money, quarter ending 30th June, has not been forwarded through this office. 

J. R. MEDLEY, 
Sub-inspector. 

No. 35. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Zouch. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 17 December, 1877. 
ArrHoue.H I can scarcely see what further report can be made in ex-Senior-conatable Stafford's ease, it 
may be desirable that Captain Zouch should see these additional papers, with a view to his appending his 
observations upon the statements therein made, referring to Sub-inspector Medley for further report if 
necessary. 	 EDMUND FOSBE1tY, 

Inspector General of Police. 

MEMO. 	 Police Department, Southern District, 0-oulburn, 22 December, 1877. 
The accompanying papers are forwarded for Mr. Medley's perusal, and for any remarks he 

may think fit to make upon them. 	 H. ZOUCJI, 

Sub-inspector Medley. 	 Superintendent, Southern District. 

Wagga Wagga, 24 December, 1877. 

I BEG to return the whole of these papers P Captain Zouch. I can add nothing further to the reports 
I have already made with regard to the dismissal of Er-constable Stafford, whose character is truly pour- 
trayed in Captain Zouch's report of . 

 18 November, attached. 
J. B. MEDLEY, 

Captain Zouch, Superintendent of Police, Goulburn. 	 Sub-Inspector, 

No. 36. 
Superintendent Zouch to The Inspector General of Police. 

31 December, 1877. 

EN returning attached papers, I have no further remarks or opinion to offer re Er-constable Stafford, 
beyond this, that he has only himself to blame for his present position. His dissolute habits, long con- 
tinued, at last (as intemperance inevitably does) brought retributive punishment upon him. 

H. ZOUCH, 
- 	 Superintendent, Southern District. 

11..] 	 Sydney: Themas asehards, Clovermneat L'rintcr.-1S7S. 
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1877-8. 

LEax5LA'rJv1 ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM POLICE 
FORCE. 

(CORRESPONDENCE, &c.) 

Ordered by the Ltqisiative Aseenthly to be printed, 17 May, 1878. 

FINAL RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 27th March, 1878, n.m., That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,— 

"Copies of all Correspondence, Reports, and Minutes thereon that may 

"have taken place with the Colonial Secretary, the Inspector General of 

"Police, and Superintendent Zouch, during 1877 and to date, in reference 

"to the dismissal from the Police Force of William Stafford also all 

"Reports and Minutes thereon having reference to an application made 

"by Constable Harrison, of Moruya Station, to Sub-Inspector Medley, for 

leave to accompany Chinese Informer in the Braidwood District during 

"1.877." 

(Aft. Maci)1tosh.) 

SCHEDULE. 
NO 	 rACE. 

1. Under Secretary of Justice and 1ublic instruction to the Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Oflice, with six 
Enclosures. 	6 November, 187-7........................ ...... ....... .................... .............................................. ..2 

7. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to inspector General of Police. 11 No-vembei', 1877 ..................... 4. 

[J a prepirri ig the B ci urn to Oriler isid upon the Table of the Legibl. Ii ye Assei nhlv on I lie öt Ii A pril, 1878, these pa peN were 
inadvei'lentiv overlooked.] 
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DISMISSAL OF WILLIAM STAFFORD FROM THE, POLICE FORCE. 

No.1. 

The Under Secretary for Justice, &c, to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 
Department. 

Immediate. 
Tnnsn papers had better be forwarded to the Colonial Secretary, as they refer to matter of dismissal of 
Senior-constable Wm. Stafford from the Police Force, Moruya. 

.LL., 5 Nov., 1877. 

The Principal Under Secretarv.---B.C., W.E.1'., 0 Nov., 1877. 

[Endosmre No. 1.] 
Morisys, 4 October, 1877. 

Sei,ior-eo,,slable Stafford's ease. 
I ARRIVED oil the 16111 !stav at, lsforuya to take charge of that station 	took charge of (lie station and 	pei'ty on the 18th 
May from Sergeant. Cornell. but my quarters were not handed over to mc on that, date, and Sergeant Cornett and his family 
occupied my quarters for seven weeks afterwards. It was my bond frle right to get. the quarters occupied by Sergeant Cornett 
on the day I took charge of the station but, from some cause, j could not the)i understand, I was depnved of lily quarters for 
seven weeks afterwards. There was one bed in a. spare roo,a for the use of constables halting at the station thus as there was 
no accommodation for inc in the Barrack, it was optional with me to take up lodgings at tim ma I boarded at, and charged the 
Government 2s. per night, which in seven weeks would amount to £1 I Ss. But this I did not do, as I did not like to sleep away 
from the station I had charge of. least I should be required therefore I slept in the stranger's bed, and boarded at an inn at 
18s. per week for seven weeks (6 Os.) This went on for live weeks. Seeing then that there was no sign of Sergeant Cornett. 
being ordered to vacate my quarters, and that my pay was not sufficient to keep oily rising family at Braidw-ood any loilger, and 
myself at an inn at 3tornya, t bus as I Inippened to sleep in the stranger's bed I applied to the Superintendent for permission 
to return for night allnw-anees to help to cover some of the tery heavy expenses I. hind to i,,cur through being kept out of any 
quarters by Sergeant Cornctt occupying them the Superintendent kindly replied that if tim crc Was no accommodation for me in the 
Barrack I was entitled to 29. lie]'night. TIme fact is dear that there was no accomosodation for me in time Barrack, as my quarters 
were occupied by Sergeant Cornett and his family, and this is proved by the foet of me being compelled to board at the inn 
for seven weeks (if I lied got my quarters I would be in the Force to-day). 1-Low-ever, Mr. Snb-insjmeetor Medley went farther 
in my ease than the Superintendent did, as he told inc "If I bad slept at tl, a i,,,, I conld dam, 2s, a night, hut: as 1 (lid not 
sleep there he would not allow it to me." Hence the 2s. a night lapsed besides keeping lily family at. Brnidwood and myself 
at the inn. I was undh' other extra expenses when absent on duty late and early in having to pay for meals, there being 
no abatement for t hcni at the inn thus it was under these eiren,nst,nmces I, subn,itted a ]lonsmllul claim for £]. I 3s. as 
aught allow-mice, in ouTer to help to cover some of these expenses. 	It is for this eli-in, I was dismissed, as it seems 
I was not absent the entire of each night I claimed nllowa,,ce for, although I had been absent late and early more days and 
portions of nights than I put it) for under extra expense.-  I only subn,it.ted my chain, for eleven nights while at II oruya two 
'i gil ts of these were substituted for two nights I had been absent from Braidu-ood station in the early part of the quarter, but 

as I forgot the dat as they were shown in the night sheet for Moruya, and two entire nights I had been absent from Moruya 
station, and on the seven remaining nights I returned vem'y late to the station. 'lids is my ease. Let, us now see how other 
mnembersof the 	 * 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 

[.Encloeuri-c .M. 2.] 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 16 October, 1877. 

I have the honor to lay befo,'e you the follow-ing statement respecting the grounds upon which I was suspended, 
and afterwards dismissed, from,, my positio,, as semmior-eonstahle at Moruva, in this 0010,,v5  tm-miss illg that you will give the ssme 
your early consideration. 	 - 

Some time since I was sent from Braidmvood to lake charge of the Police Statioss at Moruya, and upon amy arrival I there 
found Sergeant Cornett and his faonh- in possession of the Police Barracks, and lie had not been i,sstrueteel to remove or to 
hand over possession of the barracks to me. The whole of the qoart-os's i's the barracks were occupied by Sergeant Comets, and 
his family, but there was one small bed-roons at the back of the premises which was set apart for the use of any travelling 
constable. Under tisase cireu,,lstanees I was compelled to board at an inn in the town of Marilyn, but in order that I might: 
be better prepared to answer any coIl made upon me during the night I always slept in the rooln referred to. 
Th,im state of tlutmgs eontims,seel for seven weeks, during which tinme I had to pay weekly fur my board at the inn 
and to support my w-ife and family at; Braidwood. Whmesi Sergeant Cornett was instructed to leave Mo,'uya station 
I was obliged to bear the expense of removing my family and furniture, as well as n,y regulation box from Braidw-ood to 
Moruyo, as I was refused the use of the police dray and horses, although at the same time the gold escort coach and four horses 
were allowed to other members of the Force for the purpose Of removing timer efl'eets and families. I have l,lnde no charge 
against the Government for time carriage of lily regulation box. Now, the reasnms of my disnnssal as I understand it, is that I 
made a charge of £1 Is. for night inoisca', which is not warrassted by the Police Regulations, although I claimed£1 13s., but 
12s. of that slam cannot be teehsnieaUy question 	 m ed. This reduces y claim to £1 is. There an two Police Regulations hnvimlg 
a bearing upon this ,,sat;tem-. The first is to the following effect —Thai eat, co,sstable slat/zag in louse, bat/rosa sonic ensue 
kept oset of the bem',-acks, is eeitosepd 7s. per night /sa lieu of l-od.qsnent in the barracks. The second is as follows :—'J'/sat any 
roes/able travelling on duty when compelled to slop at an isma is allowed 3s. per night. The charge of £1 Is. was made because 
being out late on dots' for seven nights, and being under double expense for mauls whilst away from the inn(there being iso 
abatementot the inn for nieals), as 1 paid weekly for my board, I considered that the regulation "as intended to cover this 
extra expense, as I was compelled to stop at the inn, although I did not sleep there, and I considered that this regulation 
was never intended to cover the more expense of a bed for tlae night, and I was justified in this iuterps-etation of the regulation 
by my ow-a experience of its application as well as by the experience of others and here I only ,nentioa a few eases illustrative 
of this interpretation. The constable who has travelled as orderly wi ths Mr. Sub-inspector Medley (the gentleman who pro-
cured any disusissol), from station to station has slept in the same bed in the berracks as I did, and Mr. Medley certified to his 
account, for as. per night for every night lie, slept in this bed, assdvet although I was necessarily under greater expense at the 
in,,, and because I occupied this bed instead of resnainilsg at the inn every night (as I might have done), fos' seven weeks, and 
been justly and re°amhmirlv entitled to elaina £4 ISs., under the first regulation, I am dissnissed for sending in an ae.coummt 
making it charge which Mr. Medley has on previous occasions certified as correctly charged agaims, Constable Oliver lies been 
allowed £3 2,. for sleeping in the police bed in the Court House, although iso wits not charged for his lodgings in the Court 
I'loose; further, Sergeant Cornett claimed and received about £3 night allowance for March, quarter, without any objection, 
although his hooks do not show where lie was absent one night in that qisarter. And lastly, I myself received 3m. per night 
for six nights in suceessioms, during avhsicli 1 slept at the Police Station, Ainluen, but boarded at an inn in the same towis and 
Mr. Sub-inspector Medley certified that this charge of lBs. was properly made. From these cases and numerous others within 
my knowledge, I am at a loss to understmsmsd wisat grievous fsult I have committed to neressitate my dismissal, when indeed at 

the 
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the most it appesra to 'no to be an error as to the incitniug of the regulation which has been passed over on numerous occa-
sions, and it is plain I could have had no intention of misleadiig my superiors, as a copy of the di,t.v book is forwarded weekly 
to the Superintendent, and my c!ai in could be cons1mred with these returns. I may say in conclusion, Clint considering the 
eighteen years I have spent in site Police Force. the immUre- of persons (no less titan fifty) I have arrested and convicted for 
felonies alone, the fact that I broke up the Jingera horse and cattle stealing fraternity in 18193 and 1364, and arrested the 
notorious Thomas Clarke on three charges of highway robbery in 1865, and Clint I have held the responsible positions for eight 
years of Gold Receiver and Mining Registrar, I may confidently ask a further investigation and inquirs' into the peculiarly 
liars] rirenmste, nees of my case before so severe a sentence as dics,,i,ssel is confirmed in my regard. 

j have, &c., 
WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

[Sub-cnelosrea-e in Bc. 2.] 
Ncu-spaper extract. 

Nuuniw:--Polke e. collegIan—Referring to this ease, which was brought under the notieà of the Minister of ,Tustiec by R. 
Forstor, M.L.A., we clip the following extract from the ]'eport from D. MT. Irving, PIt, Tuntvorth, who was eoin,nissioned to 
]sold an oflicial investigation in the matter —I st. 'The  charges suede against Itir. ,Iames Callaglian, teachem- of the Public 
School, at Nundle, by the police, were frivolous and vexatious, and should never have beeninitiated. One was a charge of 
worldly labour on the Lords Day, the defe,sdnnt having on n Sunday evening in mid ivit or, chopped some firewood in his own 
yard, and carried the wood into his own house. The other cbs.go wns that defendant discharged fire-anna in the town of 
Liundle, the defendanthaving (as alleged by (Iso Police) only discharged a pistol on an allotment some distance off the street 
on a week day. 2. These charges 1,-eve finally heard by myself and Mr. Kerinode, on the 15111 juno last;, and dismissed :is 
reported in tIre article in the fl-ee,nan'e .Tous-,,ai of the 23rd June last. I rcmenber having had occasion to check Se,uor-
constable Robson, for some display of over zeal as a prosoeutor, but certainly not to the extent made out in the article in the 
Freeman's Joa,'aai. We sire inforniod (lint Constable Robson has been removed-from Nnndle by the Inspector General. 

[Enclosure No. 3,] 
Mr. W. Stafford to The Minister for 1 ustiec, &c 

Mann's ilotel," Kent-street., Sydney, 16 October, 1877. 
Warn respect to any previous conduct. in the Force, I was never fined by niy superiors for any miscond uct. So far as I know 
of there is only one repnmand recorded against me on imsy defaulter skeet and say reduction in 1869 to the rank I held up to 
my dismissal on time 7th of Inst month. The reprimand alluded to is not 'a genstine one, as it u-as clandestinely entered On my 
sheet at the time of my reduction. The cau'e of mv rodnetion is this I locked up a constable who assaulted me, broke time 
barrack windows, set fire to the lock-up, and burnt £7 worth of nit' property thus the result was, that the constable was only 
dismissed and I was reduced. My dfa,,l(e,' sheet (which is the only recognized record of pnnslnueut; inflicted on men in time 
Police Force) will prove the accuracy of my statement. My di.seussal debars Inc of compensation, and of my pension if inil'mt 
for duty, as I was at the time of my (hiss]] sad entitle,1 to either coinpeusal ion or pension so that it is manifest that my case 
is very hard in more ways than one. 	 .1.  have, 

WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

- 	[Sub-csmclosus-e in Nb. 3.] 
Erra.e's from " 3fos-v,ya A'rcrn,i,,e,- " newspaper, 22nd September, 187. 

Tima CASE OF Ssaxsou-Coysnanu STAFFORD. 

Tue case of Mr. Stafford, lately occupviug the position of Senior-constable in this town, and the circumstances which led to his 
summary dismissal from time Police Force after eigti ccii \'em-e' service, are matters that demand sonic comnsejit from its. lbs 
zeal in the service, and the skill lie has disphmmyad in the detection of crime, are well-known. We shall not tlmerefor,' dwell on 
I 'ispast career, but consider his present ease. As we have said, Mr. Stafford has been summarily dismissed from the service,
and it is our ditty to place befoi-e the public as fairly as possible I he wlmole of the cii-c-umstanees which led to the unpleasant 
resulta, in order that they, the public, way judge whet her Mr. Stafford has been treated harshly or otherwise. 

Tue case as s-epresent.cd to its  is this —Sonic time ago Senior-constable Stafford was sent to take eham-ge of the Police 
Station. Upon arriving hi-re lie found Sergeant Cornett and his family in possession of the police barracks—Sergeant Coruett 
had not been instnn,ted to remove or to hand over the barracks to Senior-constable Stafford consequently lie retained posses-
Mon. The whole of the quarters n-as occupied by Sergeant Coriiett, excepting one small bod-rann at the back of the premises, 
which was set apart for the use of any travelling constable who aught call there on his way to souse other place. Senior-
constable Stafford was t tins compelled to board at on inn in the town but in order that be might be better prepare,l to 
respond to any,  call that, might. be  made upon 1mm, during the night, lie always slept in the loom referred to. Mr. Stafford had 
to submit; to this unpleasant state of affairs for seven weeks, during which time lie had moreover to support his wife and fatuity 
in Braidwood. Now it appears that. aniong the Police Regulations there is one to the efibct that any constable staying in a 
town, but from some cause kept out of the barracks, is allowed 2s. per night in lieu of lodgnsent in the barracks and any 
constable travelling on d,o y, and compelled to stay at a's inn, is ,mllon-ed 3s. per night. Thus, at 2s, per night., for seven weeks, 
Mr. Stafford would be entitled to £4 lSs, "lease remember this, as we shall have occasion to refer to it presently. When at 
last Sergeant Cornett iv-eeived instroctions to leave the Moruya Station, Mr. Stafford at once proceeded to Braidwood to fete), 
his wife and family here. The expense of carting Ins fimruitore from Braidw-ood to here (a distance of nearly 60 miles over it 
rough country), and of hiring a velnele for the conveyance of his wife and eluldreo, mnsl- necessarily have been great and 
if we  couple with, this the cost of his boarding at a public-house for seve,s weeks, it will readily be see's that, the final installing 
of Senior-const:able Stafford in the Moruya Station was not achieved without a heavy draw- upon I.lnit oflicer's floaiices. Now, 
if Mr. Statfnrd w'isImed the Govern]nent: to relieve lum of a portioti of the expcilses incurred as above stated, his course was 
plani. While acknowledging that lie occupied the spare barrack-room jw'oviously mentioned, lie should have shown time hard-
ness of ],is case, and asked the Govem'nnaent. to kindly grant Inni time £4 I Ss.. to which lie would have been entitled if lie had 
slept away lions the Police Station. Instead of doing this, lion' doe.s lie act.? lie sends in a demnand for a much si,maller snum 
(£1. las.), u-Inch be elaiuss as ''night money." This demand not hieing in m,eeordamico with the regulations lie was dismissed, 

We have Dow, to the best ofour belief, put the whole n's t ter fairly liefore time public, and we shall conclude by asking 
t.l us question. Considem-ing the gm-eat mnnber of years spent by Mr. Stafford in time police service, and that lie is now too old to 
strike out some new path in life, does the mistake, for we believe it, is o,di- a unst,ike, niade by hum its this affair wanan t the 
severe pisinshiment intlieted on him? if it does, let the snatt or drop, but if it does not, soinetlnng should be dot,,' t owai-ds 
having Ins seist mice ni itigat od - 

[Enclosure Rb. IL] 

Mr. W. Stafibm-d to The Miniater for Justice, &c 
Sir, 	 "Mann's Hotel," Kent-street., Sydney, 24 October, 1877. 

have the honor to inform you that I ala awaiting in town the determination and decision that nsay be arrived 
at respeeting the matter of my disnnssal from the Police Force as senior-constable at Mornya. 

This detention of necessity entails upon me very hiravv outlay and expense, which 1 am not in a posit.iomi to afford, and 
I not unwilhin to ret urn to my fani us' at Moruva without being able to give them a satisfactory aeeount in this matter. 
Under these circumstances I w'ould esteem it it signal favour if you would give my case your kind consideration at Lite earliest 
moment possible. 	 I have, &e., 

- WILLIAM STAFFORD. 

[Enciosia-e 



{Enclo&iu'e 11,0. 3.1 

Na W. Stafford to The Minister of justice. &c, 

Re Senior-consi able Stafl'ord's pnpers. 
Sydney, 1. Noveniber, 1377. 

SENIoR-eOYsTAaLE Wells was reported for defrauding the Goi-i'riiiiieiit of forage, at A riilne,i. This charge was rejrnrted by 
the contractor (Mr. Pike), by Constable Armstrong. and snbsl antiat.eil by the I eshimony of rive others, and no inqniry had been 
held in this matter. Wells was also reported for oilier n,it-ondtiet which he t:oleral ed in the lock-np, in the presence of three 
others, vet, these serious inatt era were hushed lip mid Sc,,ior-constable Wells was ]iot. pti.uslnad. '[Ii ese charges were adva,iecd 
by Constable Ar inst long some five 111001.1 is Si nec. The p;1 psi-s sI mild he at ill in Oic Sn pci-in t,rndent' a or in the I nspect.o 

General's Office. 
Senior-constable Irwin was report eLI for oW lining money by i neuns of a von elier in (lie ilailie of Mi'. Stornotli, of 

Bodalla this matter, aft.ei' some inquiry, was  11 ushed up. The papers iiavin reference to this ease are 110w in the llaiidwood 

ofilee therefore, let the substance of those ñiat.ters be contrasted with the p4icr on winch I have been dismissed, (lien it will 
he teen that. I was not (in lt with in tIm same impartial spirit as Senior-constables Wells and Irwin were dealt with. 

The npplicstion made by constable for permission to n000lnpiny Clnnanian to detect- sly-grog-sellers who infested the 
Mortiya district, and defraurled I lie revenue, will show the obstacles that were thrown in 'my way by Mr. Sub-inspector 
Medley, in order to prevent me fro,n doing my dnty as it simoidi be done,, Mr. Medley's minute in this matter will show the 
malice he entertained towards me prior to my suspension and di snmmssai. 1 was imecns"d in that minute of " teinptin,q people to 

break the law." I proved the contrary (as I have done in oilier matters) - The papers nro now in I lie Bra idwood or iii the 
Superintendent's 0111cc at Goulbnr,i, 'Iii is sly-grog matter will show l.lm e malicious feeling Mr. Medley entertained towards 
me prior to my dismissal. This matter demands iiiquii-y. 

I opposed Mr. Sub-inspector Medley and Senior-constable Wells at Broidwood, in it ease of highway robbery advanced 
by Wells against one Cherlwood, as I knew no robbery had been committed, yet the unfortunate man was arrested and 
prosecuted-, which was it complete scandal to the police, as the jury and the poblie pronooneed it afterwards to be, 'This 
unfortunate man was acquitted without a stain on his character, but lie took the matter so inneli to heart that lie subsequently 
died raving about the inhuman injustice done to lain by this prosecution. 'This is tIme case that first bs-nught about Mr. 
Medley's hostilities against Inc as I openly told Mr. Medley and Senior-constable Wells that Choi-lwood was all innoreal ma,,, 

that the prosecutors were not robbed, and that I hey gambled and drank their employers mone'-- If I had supported and 

countenanced this dastardly act I would probably be in the Fm-ce to-day at Braidwood. However, the eonl'se I put-sued gives 
my eom,scienre more ease and sat isfact ion- the rpem's lma.riiig reference to this matter are in the Superintendent's or in t he 
Inspector General's 0111cc. 	 I have, &e., 

WILLIAM STAFFORD 

[Enelaurc.L1o, 0-3 

Mr. W. mStafthrd to The Minister of Justice. &•c, 

My dear Sir. 	 6 Nnvember, 1877- 

I an,  infonnerl  that you have under roar consideration the ease of Senior-constable Stafford, and I would ask you 
to give it. early consideration. I know aotlnng of i-lie merits or demerits of the ease, but Stafford is waiting at a. great expense 

ni to Inself in Sydney, 1scnding your decision, v'bile his family are in the country. 
I em, 

EDSYABI) Gli-EVILLE. 

No. 2. 

The Under Secretary Colonial Secretary's Department-, to The Inspector General 
of Police. 

TirE Talepeetor Genera-I of Police for report-, ThO.,iO/ll/77.—llIT. 

.S'dnoy Thomas Richards, Goverolilent Printer—iSiS. 
[3d.] 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE PENSIONER WHALE. 
(CLAIM FOR GOLD MEDAL—CORRESPONDENCE.) 

Ordered by t1e Leg islative Assembly to be printed, 20 February, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 

South Wales, dated 12th February, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

Copies of all Correspondence and Papers relative to the claim of Police 

" Pensioner WHale, for a gold Medal in recognition of his services." 

(Aft. Ctoonan.) 

SCHEDULE. PAGE, 

1. Jnnpector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, with Enclosures. 	5 January, 1876.............................. 2 
2. Principal Under Secretary to In5peetor dianeral of Police. 	11 January, 1876 .................................. ... ... ...........2 
3. Mr. WHale to Colonial Secretary, with Enclosures. 	3 March, 1876 	........... . ................... . .......... .. ......... ... .... 	3 
4. 	Principal 'Under Secretary to Mr. M'llalo. 	22 March, 1876 ......................................................... ............... 	3 
5. Mr. Lynch, M.P., to Colonial Secretary, with Enclosure. 	30 June, 1876 ....................................... .................. 3 
6. Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Lynch, M.P. 	10 August, 1876.................................................................. 4 
7. 	Mr. WHale to Colonial Secretary. 	28 May, 1877 	... ......................................... . ........... .... ....................... .4 
8. 	Mr. M'Hale to Colonial Secretary. 	21 January, 	1878 ................................. . .... . .... . .............. . ............ .......... 
9. 	Under Secretary to Mr. WHale. 	24 January, 1878 	.... ...................... . .... . ............. . ...... .. .... . ............ . ....... ..4 

S 

180— 
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POLICE PENSIONER WHALE. 

No. 1. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 5 January, 1876. 

I have the honor to submit herewith an application from Police Pensioner .Iames WHale for 
a. medal, in recognition of his services in the capture of the outlaw, Dunn. 

In the encounter with Dunn, MHale was seriously wounded, and in consequence of the injuries 
he then received he was incapacitated for further service in the Police Force, and has since received a 
pension. 

Superintendent Lydiard, who was in charge of the district at the time, reports that he cannot see 
that " M'I-Iale has any more claim to such a distinguished honor than either ex-Senior-constable Elliott or 
ex-Constable Hawthorn, who were both present at the capture of Dunn," Elliott being in charge of the 
party. 

Mr. Lydiard states the result of his personal inquiries that Hawthorn deserved quite as much 
credit as WHale. 

It would be a far more pleasant duty to recommend such an application for favorable consideration 
than to interpose any objection, but I do not feel justified in taking the former course in the face of 
Superintendent Lydiard's report. 

WHale's claim was, I am aware, considered by the late Inspector General, when he conferred with 
Sir Charles Cowper on the subject, but it was not thought advisable to place his name on the list. 

There are, 1 am glad to say, numerous instances in which the Police acted with courage in the 
execution of their duty, but I am not aware that it is the intention of the Government to recognize such 
conduct, unless inside very exceptional circumstances, by the issue of medals for distinguished services. 

I have, &c., 
EDMUND FOSBERY, 

Inspector General of Police. 

[Enclosures.] 

Police Pensioner WHale to The Inspector General of Police. 
Sir, 	 5, Oampbell.plaee, Woolloonaooloo, Sydney, 15 December, 1875. 

Seeing that medals have been given to officers of thh Police Force for acts of bravery in capturing bushrangers, I 
respectfully request that you will be pleased to grant me one, in recognition of my services in capturing that notorious 
outlaw and murderer, John Dunn. 

The particulars of the eaie you are well acquainted with, as also the fact of the injuries which I received at the time 
from a gunshot wound, &-c., having compelled me to retire from the service on pension. 

I have, &e., 
JAMES WHALE, 

Police Pensioner. 
Referred to Superintendent Lydiard for his careful consideration and observations.—EDMuNO Fosnuar, LG.P., 

17 Dec., 1875. 	Snpt. Lydiard, Bathurst. 

Supt. Lydiard to The Inspector General of Police. 
Police Department, Bathurst Station, S January, 1876. 

I PAIL to see that er-Constable M'Hale has any more claim to such a distinguished honor as a medal than either er-Constable 
Hawthorn or cr-Senior-constable Elliott, who were both present at the capture of Dunn, the latter in charge of the party. 

It is quite true that WHale was wounded at the time. 
My first reports on the matter eologised WHale greatly, but on going down the eou.atq and making personal inquiries 

I came to the conclusion that Mifale was taking to himself the whole credit of the affair. I believe Hawthorn is deserving 
of quite as much credit; he was a far better constable than MUsic. 

Er-constable MUsic has been treated with the greatest kindness and consideration by the Government and I believe 
Not so. He ins he is now as capable of performing duty at a lock-up as be ever was. 
rocentlybeen OX- 	 If such claims a, this for medals are entertained there will be no end to them. a
Police Sueon, 
minod bv the 	

Er-constable Hawthorn is residing at Gongolgon; I saw him when passing through there in October last. 
who state7hai 	References to my reports are as follows :—Janimry 8th, 1806 No. 206, with all papers connected with the capture of lie is quite unfit Dunn March 5th, 1866, No. 258; June 10th, 1867, No. 46; and October 21st, 1867, No. 108. forPoiicesenuee 	

C. T. P. LYDIAED, 
Superintendent. 

No. 2. 

The Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector General of Police. 
Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 11 January, 1876. 

In reply to your letter of the 5th instant, submitting an application from Police Pensioner 
James Milale for a medal in recognition of his services in the capture of the outlaw "Dunn," I am 
directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that this claim, which was not admitted by the late Sir 
Charles Cowper, when as Premier he approved of the list of persons to be rewarded with medals, caimot 
now be entertained. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 3. 
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No. 3. 
Police Pensioner M'Hale to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 5, Campbell-place, Sydney, 3 March, 1876. 
gold medal. I beg to submit for your consideration the annexed correspondence relative to my claim for a 

The case stands thiLs That in the year 1865 I was shot by a busliranger whilst effecting his 
capture, and was for nearly three years suering severely from the efects of the wound, so much so that 
the Police Surgeon recommended a voyage to Europe to enable me to regain my health. 

On my return to the Colony it was found that the injuries I baW received incapacitated me from 
further service, and 1 was discharged on ponsion in the year 1869. Seeing rewards for bravery given 

i\l lately to embers of the Force in the shape of medals, 	considered that my case was deserving, and 
called npon the Inspector General of Police to know if such was his opinion, and, if so, to ask why my 
case had been over]ooked. 

He said he thought me most deserving, that my name had been spoken of some time ago, but that 
I should attach no blame to him or the present Ministry for the omission, but that I had better address 
him a letter on the subject, which he would recommend and submit to the Colonial Secretary. 

I am of opinion that injustice has been done me in the Police Department, and if such is the case 
I trust to your love of honesty and Ikir play for a re-consideration of the ease, satisfying yourself from 
the records of the capture and the press of the time as to whether I deserve the distinction or not. 

Tam, &c., 
JAMES A. G. M'HALE. 

[Ericioeure&] 

The Inspector General of Police to Police Pensioner M'Hale. 

Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 5 .J'anuarv, 1876. THE Inspector General of Police acknowledges the receipt of Police Pensioner James iti'Eale's letter, dated tho 15th ultimo, 
making applicetion for a medal in recognition of his services in the Police Force, and informs him that the same will be 
considered and submitted to the ionorable the Colonial Secretary. 

EDMUND POSDEBY, I.G.P. 

The Inspector General of Police to Police Pensioner M'Hale. 
l'eieo Department, Inspector General's Office, Sduey, 13 January, 1876. 

Tnn Inspector General of Police informs Police Pensioner lames M'Hale, with reference to his application for a medal in 
recognition of his services in the capture of the outlaw Dunn, that, having submitted his claim for the consideration of the 
Ifonorable the Colonial Secretary,  the Inspector General is informed that the same was not admitted by the late Sir Charles 
Cowper, when as Premier he approved of the list of persons to be rewarded with medal,, and that it cannot now be entortaiaed. 

EDMCND FOSBERY, I.G.P. 

No.4. 
The Principal Under Secretary to Police Pensioner WHale. 

Sir, 	
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 22 March, 1876. 

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant on the subject of your appli-
cation for a medal in recognition of your services in the capture of the outlaw Dunn, I am directed by the 
Colonial Secretary to inform you that it is not iutended to accede to your application. 

I. am, &c., 
HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 5. 
A. Lynch, Esq., M.P., to The Colonial,Secretary. 

Hon. Sir, 	
Sydney, 30 June, 1876. 

In the matter of Mr. M'Hale seeking  for a gold medal as a reward of merit from the Govern-
ment, I have much pleasure in testifying to his deservedness of the same. I am personally acquainted 
with him, and know the whole history of the case, and I don't know of a more deserving recipient. 

His intention is to bring the matter before the House if justice be not done him, and 1. believe a 
majority of the Members will vote for him. I told him there would be no necessity for such a course, as 
I was certain you would do every justice to his case. 	 I have, &e., 

ANDREW LYNCH. 

[Enclocure.] 

Police Pensioner M'Hale to A. Lynch, Faq., M.P. 
Mr. Lynch, 	

Sydney, 20 June, 1876. As a gentleman whom I have long known, and who knows the case of my capture of the outlaw Dunn, I place my case of seeking for a gold medal from the Government in your hands. 
I have made application already, but between the Inspector General of Police and the Colonial Secretary there seems to be some barking of the matter. 
The esso is simply that oim 25th December, 1665, 1 eaptnred Dunn on the Martiiagtmy Creek, shooting him down throuch 

the back at the time, and when going tip to him to handcufF him he rolled over on his side and shot me dangerously in the 
leg at the time, ivldeh has resulted in my being pensioned off from the Force. 

No ether policeman was present at the moment we were both shot down. 
Afterwards two other,  policemen were pursuing nnothcr man came and assisted me. 
I enclose you copies of the Superintendent Lydinrrl's letters to the late Inspector General on the subject. I got £300 as reward, and the ot;her two men got £200 each. 
Mr. M'Lerie has got a medal for the same man I captured, after he had turned a most bloodthirsty murderer, I want no favour from the Goveniment. If they don't recognize a just claim, I should like to bring time matter as a 

question before the House, when I shall be prepared to grove injustice has been done me, and I can safely depend upon the 
Members, several of whom have already asked me to place the matter in thei, hands. Of course therewill be an exposure of seine Police matters it,  connection with the onto. 	 I am, ike., 

JAMES A. G. M'IIALE. 

No. 6. 
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No.6. 
The Principal Under Secretary to A. Lynch, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 August, 1876. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 30th June last, on the subject of 

Mr. J. A. G. WHale's application for a medal in recognition of his sei'vices rendered in the captnre of 
the outlaw Dunn, I am directed to inform you that the Colonial Secretary does not think that any other 
answer than that already given to Mr. WHale would with present information be justifiable. 

I have, Sw., 
HENRY HALLORAN. 

No. 7. 
Police Pensioner M'IIalc to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 7, Campbell.place, 28 May, 1877. 
Some time ago I made application to the late Colonial Secretary for a gold medal, in recogni-

tion of my services in capturing the notorious outlaw Dunn, but the reply I received was that Mr. 
Robertson could not accede to my request. 

As I fear the Minister was not fully conversant with the merits of my case before he came to a 
decision in the matter, I now apply to you for a reconsideration, you being fully aware of the particulars 
of the capture, and the life-long injury I received thereat, necessitating my retiring from the service on 
pension. 

I respectfully ask that you will cause all the correspondence (now records of your office) on this 
subject to be laid before you, and that you will decide whether I am deserving of this honor or not. 

Thanking you for the justice I received at your hands on a former occasion, 
I have, Sw., 

JAMES A. G. WHALE. 

No. 8. 
Police Pensioner M'Haie to The Colonial Secretary. 

Sir, 	 354, Macquarie.street South, 21 January, 1878. 
Some time ago I made application to the then Colonial Secretary for one of the gold medals 

given by the Government for meritorious conduct in the suppression and capturing of bushrangers, but 
my claim was not entertained on the ground that the late Captain MLerie and Mr. Cowper had omitted 
placing my name on the list. 

I snbscquently saw Sir J. Robertson and Sir H. Parkes, both of whom promised me that the matter 
should receive reconsideration and justice would be done, but owing to the press of public business it was 
by both of them overlooked. 

I now appeal to you, Sir, requesting that you will cause my letters on the subject to be laid before 
you (or the Cabinet), and that I shall receive justice at your hands. Your colleagues, the Minister for 
Justice and Education, as also the Postmaster General, know my case, and if consulted may assist you by 
their opinions. 	 I have, &c., 

JAMES A. G. WHALE, 
Police Pensioner. 

No. 9. 
The Under Colonial Secretary to Police Pensioner M'Hale. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 January, 1878. 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, respecting your application for 

a gold medal in recognition of your services in capturing the outlaw Dunn, I am directed to inform you 
that the Colonial Secretary does not see sufficient grounds for disturbing the ruling of several of his 
predecessors, who did not admit that you had any special claim to such distinction. 

I have, &c., 
M. R. ALLAN. 

Sydney; Thomas Rlchas*, Government Printer-1575. 

[3d.] 
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1.877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SITE FOR POLICE BARRACKS, SINGLETON. 
(CORRESPONDENCE, MINUTES, &e.) 

Ordered ly Uw Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 May, 1878. 

RETURN to a]' Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 26th February, 1878, That there he laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

"Copies of all Correspondence, Minutes, and other Documents in reference 
"to the ptu'chase of a Site for Police Barracks at Singleton." 

(Mr. W. C. Brounc) 

yO SCHEDULE. 

I. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	21 July, 1875 .............. . ............... 
non, 

3 
2. Under Secretary for Public works to Colonial Architect. 	8 January, 1877 ................................................... 3 
3. Report of 	Colonial Architect. 	23 April, 	1877 	................................. ........................ .......  .............. ....... .. 3  
4. Minute of 	Secretary for Public 	Works. 	26 April, 	1877 	........................................................................... 3  
5. Under Secretary for Public Works to Under Secretary Colonial Secretary', Office. 	27 April, 1877 ..................... 3 
G. Mr. A. J. Guile to Superintendent Morisset. 	12 October, 1875 	...... .............. ...... ....... ... ... ........................... 3 
7. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Ofilee, 	14 October, 1875 ........ ................... 3 
S. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Under Sccretaa-v for Public \Vo,'k,. 	15 October, 1875 	............... 

- 
3 

9. Under Secretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	19 October, 1875................................................... 4 
10. Mr. A. J. Utile to Inspector General of 	Police. 	11 November, 1875............................................................ 4  11. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	12 November, 1875 ........................ 4 12. Mr. A. J. Unite to Inspector General of Police, with enclosure. 	21 Jan,,ar', 1876 .......................................... 4 13. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	1 February, 1876 	........................ 4 14. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Under Secretary for Public Works. 	3 Febrsmry, 1876 	............... 6 15. Under Secretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	4- February, 1876 	................. .......... ..................... 6 16. Mr. Quinn to Under Secretary for Public Works, with enclosure. 	28 April, 1877 ..................... .......... 6 ........... 17. Under Secretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	2 May, 1877 	... . ........ ......................................  . ... 	6 18. Under Secretary for Public Works to M r. Quinn. 	2 May, 	1877.................................................................. 5  19. Mr. flolliushead to the Secretary for Public Works. 	80 Api-il, 1877 	............................................................ 6  20. Under Secretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	3 May, 1877 ........................ ................................. 5  21. Mr. John Browne to Under Secretary for Public Works. 	1 May, 1877 ......................................................... 6 22. Under Secretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	1 May, 1877 ......................................................... 5 23. Mr. George Loder to Secretary for Land,. 	8 May, 1877 	........................................... . ...... ......................... 6 N. Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	9 June, 1877 ......... . ............. C  Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 	11 Time, 1877 .............................. 

.......... 

6  Report of Superintendent Morissot.. 	13 June, 1877 ....................... .. ................. .. ....... 	.............. . ...... ... 
 Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 	14 June, 1877 ............ . ........... 

...... 	6 
6  Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Under Secretary for Public Works. 	19 June, 1877 ..................... 

...... 

6'  Under Sorretary for Public Works to Colonial Architect. 	27 June, 1877 ...................................................... 
-150--A 

6  
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No rAGIS. 

 Mr. A. Bowman to Inspector General 	f Police. 	17 May, 1877 • 0 
 Inspector General of Police to Superintendent MorisseL 	19 May, 1877 	...................................................... 7 
 Superintendent Morisset to Inspector General of Police, with enclosure, 	7 June, 1877 .................................... 7 
 Inspector General of Police, to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 8 June, 	1877 	.............................. 7 
 Inspector General of Pollee to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office (with enclosures) and minutes thereon. 

17 	May, 	1877 	.... .............. .......................  ..... ............................................................. ................. 7 

 Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 21 	May, 1877 	........ ......... .... ......... 10 
 Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 31 May, 1877 .... ........................ .. 10 
 Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 31 	May, 	1877 	.................... .......... 10 
 Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial See?etary's Office. 20 June, 	1877 .............................. 10 

30. Minute of 	Colonial Secretary. 	4 July, 1877 	.. ........................ . .... ...... . ................ . ................................... 10 
40. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 6 July, 	1877 	.............................. 10 
41. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 	6 July, 1877 	.... ........... 10 
42. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 17 October, 1877 	........................ 11 
43. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, 18 October, 1877.. ........................ . ii 

44. Inspector General of Police to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, with enclosure. 	22 October, 1877 ii 

45. Minute of 	Colonial Secretary. 	29 October, 1877 	..................................... ..... ............................ ...... ........ 11 
46. Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Inspector General of Police. 1 November, 1877 ........................ 11 
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SITE FOR POLICE BARRACKS, SINGLETON. 

No. 1. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 21 July, 1875. 
I have the honor to report that the only Government site available for the Police buildings at 

Singleton, for which a vote of £1,500 has been taken, is unsuitable and subject to inundation. 
I am informed that about 2* acres of land at that place, with dilapidated buildings thereon, being 

the Church of England Parsonage and grounds, will shortly be sold by auction, unless previously disposed 
of privately, and 1 believe the property can be purchased for about £600. 

I beg to recommend, therefore, that an officer from the Colonial Architect's Department may 
be instructed to inspect the property, and report what lie considers a fair price to offer when, if 
approved by the Honorable the Colonial Secretary and accepted by the owners, a sufficient sum might 
perhaps be placed on the Estimates for the purchase. 	 I have, &c., 

EDMUND POSBERY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

TuE Colonial Architect appears to have omitted to report on the suggestion of the Inspector General of 
Police relative to the site—Colonial Architect, B.C., 8/1177, T.H. 

 
Report of Colonial Architect. 

Jr the property can be obtained for £000, as suggested, I would recommend that it be purchased. 
J,B., 23 April, 1877. 

 
Minute of Secretary for Public 'Works. 

Arpitoysn.—J.11., 20/4/77. 

No. 5. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 

Office. 
PArERS returned to the Principal Under Secretary, with a view to the purchase of site.—B.C., 27/4/77, J.R. 

No. 6. 
Mr. A. J. Gaile to Superintendent Moi'isset. 

Dear Sir, 	 All Saints Parsonage, Singleton, 12 October, 1.875. 
Is there any likelihood of the Government treating with its for the purchase of the old 

Parsonage and grounds for the new Police buildings, or have they determined on a site elsewhere in town? 
The favour of your reply by return pest if possible, as the Committee meet on Thursday afternoon, 

will be esteemed by 	 Yours, &c., 
A.LBEI1T J. GAJ.LE, 

Hon. Sec., Building Committee, 

No.7. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
R.EvETLIiED to Mr. Halloran, in connection with my report of the 21st July last, No. 751397.—'EDM. 
Pos3lnr, I.G.P., 14/10/75, B.C. 75/500. 

No. S. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Under Secretary for Public 

Works. 
Tns Under Secretary for Public 'Works, with reference to former papers—B.C., 15 October, 1875, 11.11. 

No. 9. 
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No. 9. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

CoLonIAL Architect, for report, and with reference to previous papers.—i3.C., 19/10/75, JR. 

No. 10. 
Mr. A. J. Gaile to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 All Saints Parsonage, Singleton, 11 November, 18715. 
On the 16th July last, I. forwarded a letter to Mr. Superintendent Morisset, respecting sale of 

the Parsonage property in this town to the Government for Police purposes, enclosing sketch, mentioning 
area (2 acres), position and improvements, and again wrote to him on the 12th ultimo, but to the present 
time have not heard whether the Government will purchase or not. 

lam now instructed by the building committee, who are duly authorized to treat for the sale of this 
property, to offer it to you on behalf of the Government for the sum of £750 cash; this offer, however, can 
only be allowed to remain open until the 1st December next, as immediately after that date the property, 
if not previously disposed of, will be offered for sale by public auction. 

Possession cannot be given until .lanuary next, oai completion of our new parsonage. 
1. have, &c., 

ALBERT J. GAILE, 
Hon. Sec. to Committee. 

No. 11. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 
Office. 

RarliRitso to the Principal Under Secretary, in connection with my report of the 21st July last, No. 
75/397, &c.—B.U., 12 November, 187.5, EDMuND Fos:nmn-, IC-P. Urgent, 75/621. 

No. 12. 

Mr. A. J. G-ai]e to The Inspector General of Police. 
Sir, 	

Singleton, 31 January, 1576. 
I send you a copy of SM9?cton Aiqu.c of 29th instant, in which you will see that the All Saints 

Parsonage property is advertised for sale by public auction on the 17th proxiino. 
1 regret that the Government do not appeas' anxious to obtain this most excellent site for Police 

purposes; you will perceive that the right to sell privately is reserved by the Committee. 
Youi.-s, &c., 

ALBERT ;r. GAI.LE, 
Hon. Sec. to Committee. 

[Enclosure to No. 12.] 
SALE 1W AUCTION. 

Impoil ant sale to investors, capitalists, speculators, and others. 
W. Asit l,as received instructions to offer forsalo by public auction, attlie Royal hotel, Singleton, on \Vednesdsy, Out 16th day 
of February next, at 12 o'clock 'loon, unless previously disposed of privately,— 

That magnificent block of property known as All Saints Parsonage and grounds, containing by estimation 2 acres, 
1 rood, 24 perches, more or less, being described as—all that piece or parcel of land situate, lying, and being in 
the township of Singleton, at Patrick's Plains in the county of Northumberland, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, containing by estimation 2 acres, 1 rood, 24 perches, or thereabouts, being lots 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 
298, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, and 364, on the plan of the said township 	Bounded on the north-east by Bishops. 
gate-street; on the north-west by Gipps-strcel. ; on the sooth-west by High-street; and on the south-east by 
Perey-street; together with the brick cottage, containing 4 rooms, hall, kitchen, and out-buildings thereon erected, 
and presently occupied by the1{ev. .Tanies Blaekwood, D.A. 

Terms--SI per ocut. cash on jaIl of the l,aunzne,' ; b,L]unee on eomnpletioi, or in three instal,nenls, at option of 
1)11]. 

chaser, payable in twelve, twenta--fou,-, and thirty-six months from completion of purchase, beans8 interest 
during such time at the rate of £7 per cent, per annum, and secured on property by mortgage. 

For any further particulars apply to Mr. A. J. Gonld, solicitor, Singleton. 
IV. Ash would respectfully draw the attention of capitalists and others to this important sale, aliordiag as it does an 

opportinutv of investment rarely to be met with ; the land is very favourably situated, being out of tho reach of any ordinary 
flood and as a site for a private residence is unsurpassed in the district. The brick cottage is well and substantially built, 
and while suitable in its present state for a small family, could easily be enlarged to any extent. The grounds are commodious, 
and could be advantageously used for the erection of a terrace of cottawhich in the pm'ese,,t scarcity of house accommodation 
in Singleton could be easily and advantageously let. In conclusion, W.A.\V 	would point to the exceedingly favourable teens 	of 
purchase, which pnts the property within tl,e easy mich of Lite moderate capitalist. 

No. 13. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 
Office. 

Police Department, inspector General's Office, Sydney, 1 February, 1876. 
FoitwAnecu to the Principal Under Seereta, in connection with my report of the 21st July last, and 
subsequent i-oferenees thereto. 

EDMUN]) FOSBERY, I.G.P. 

No. 14. 
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No. 1.4. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Under Secretary for Public 

Works. 
IMMEOLITL'.—ThcUnder Secretary for Public Works, with reference to former papers—B.C., 3/2/70, 11.11. 

No. 15. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

CoLoNIAL Architect, for report, and with reference to previous papers.—B.C., 4/2/70, G.H. (for U.S.) 

No. 16. 
Mr. Quinn to The Under Secretary for Public Works. 

Sir, 	 George.street, Singleton, 28 April, 1877. 
I have a block of land, situated in the best position in Singleton for Police Station Buildings, 

containing tweuty.four (24) aliotments, with a frontage of five hundred feet (500), more or less, to lork. 
street, and three hundred ibet (300) to King and Sussex Streets, in all about four (4) acres, securely 
fenced, and within a short distance of the Court.house and Gaol, above the reach of the highest floods, and 
commanding a fine elevated position. 

I beg to offer the above.meutioned property for the sum of £500 (five hundred pounds). 
Enclosed find portion of the map*  of Singleton, showing the position of the property. 	 Appendix A 
The new grammar school buildings, costing about £5,000, are now being erected on the adjoining 

block. 	 I have, &c., 
JAMES P. QUINN. 

No. 17. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

CoLoxEAL Architect, for report.—B.C., 2/5/77, J.R. 
Acknowledge rece:pt. 

No. 18. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. Quinn. 

Sir, 	 Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 May, 1877. 
1, am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th ultiino, on the sub jcct 

noted hereunder, and to inform you that it will receive due attention. 
I have. &e., 

JOHN RAE, 
Under Secretary. 

Suiject :—Offeriug land at Singleton for £500 as a site for Police Buildings. 

No. 19. 
Mr. Ilollinshead to The Secretary for Public Works. 

Dear Sir, 	 Newcastle, 30 April, 1877. 
Having heard that the Government is in want of a suitable site for building Police Barracks 

in Singleton, I beg to offer a block of land containing half an acre, situated in Georgo.street, opposite the 
site for the new Post and Telegraph Offices, and adjoining the Bank of New South Wales; price, £350. 

An early reply will oblige 	 Yours, &c., 
JOSEPH HOLLINSHEAD. 

No. 20. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

CoLozcJtL Architect.—J.IL, 2/5/77. 	B.. C., accordingly, 3/5/77.—JR. 

No. 21. 
Mr. John Browne to The Under Secretary for Public Works. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 1 May, 1877. 
I have the honor to oWer my premises and land, situated in John-street, Singleton, containing 

1 acre of land, for the purposes of Police Barracks, for the sum of £1,500 (fifteen hundred pounds). 
The premises consist of house, kitchen, out.houscs, and commodious stabling ; the land has a frontage to 
two streets. 	 I have, &e., 

JOHN BROWNE. 

No. 22. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

CoLozcIAL Architect, for report.—B.C., 1/5/77, J.R. 

No, 23. 
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No. 23. 
Mr. George Loder to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Abbey Green, Singleton, 8 May, 1877. 
As it site for Police Barracks, I have the honor to offer the G-overnrnent, for the sum of 

£430, a block of laud iii the township of Singleton; being bounded on the north by Castiereagh-street, 
921 feet; on the south by York-street., 922 feet; on the cast by Church-street, 282 feet; and on the west 
by Bathurst-street, 283 feet. 

This land is about 200 yards from the Court-house and lock-up, and a good site for Police buildings, 
being bounded on all sides by streets. 	 1 have, &e., 

GEORGE LODER, 
by R.D. 

No. 24. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
Tnis letter should probably be forwarded for the consideration of the Inspector General of Police. 

J. W. ELLIS, 
For the Surveyor General, 

17 May, 1877. 
Forwarded to the Principal Under Secretary, with a request that the communication may be trans- 

mitted to the Inspector General of Police.—W.W.S. 	Lands Department—B.C., 9 June 1877. 

No. 25. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Inspector General of Police. 
Trni Inspector General of Police, B.C., 11 June, 1877.—H.H. 

No. 26. 
Superintendent Morisset to The Inspector General of Police. 

Police Department, Superintendent's Office, N-F. District, Maitland, 13 June, 1877. 
S May, 1871. 	MEMo—I believe Mr. Loder's letter (attached) refers to the same piece of land I mentioned in my 

report of the 14th nIt,, No. 77/205, and which piece I informed the Inspector General was centrally 
situated, though subject to inundation, and on that account I could not recommend it as a site for it 
Police Station, 

If the Inspector General will have the goodness to refcr to the papers forwarded with my report 
above alluded to, he will see if it is the same piece Mr. Loder wrote to me about. 

E. V. MORISSET, 
Superintendent. 

No. 27. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
TuEss papers should be considered with my letter dated the 17th ultimo, No. 010 and enclosures. 

B.C., 14/6/77. 	
EDMUND FOSBERY, I.G.P. 

No. 28. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Under Secretary for Public 

Works. 
Tnn Under Secretary for Public Works, with reference to the letter of Inspector General of Police 
alluded to.—B.C., 19/0/77, 11.11. 

No. 29. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Colonial Architect. 

COLONIAL Architect, for report and previous papers.—B.C., 27/0/77, J.R. 

No. 30. 
Mr. A. Bowman to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Oaklands, Singleton, 17 May, 1877. 
Understanding (on my return here to-day) that you require a piece of ground in Singleton 

suitable for the erection of Police Barracks, &e., have the honor to inform you that I have several pieces 
varying from two (2) to four (4) acres in various parts of the town, and which I now offer for sale to 
the Government. 

I may mention that they are all most eligibly situated, central, and have the advantage of being 
above flood i'caeh, which is of the utmost nnportance. 

I shall be most happy to show any of your officers over my different pieces of land. 
1. have, &c., 

ALEXAN. BOWMAN. 
No. 81. 
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No. 31. 
The Inspector General of Police to Superintendent Morisset. 

RErEnRliD to Supt. Morisset for report.—EDM. Posnaur, I.G.P., 10/5/77. 

No. 32. 

Superintendent Morisset to The Inspector General of Police. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Maitland Station, 7 June, 1877. 

I have the honor to report I have seen the different allotments of land offiered by Mr. Bowman, 
at Singleton, for site for it Police Barracks, and now enclose a letter from loin stating the prices he asks. 

The two first lots described in his letter to me of the 5th instant are well situated, and out of 
reach of flood, but at the same time I must state they are not more favourably situated than the lots 
offered by Mr. Dangar and Mr. Quinn, aithough Mr. Bowman's prices are much higher. 

I have, &c., 
B. V. MORISSET, 

Superintendent. 

Mr. A. Bowman to Superintendent Morisset. 

[Enclosure to Ho. 32.] 
Sir, 	 Gnnuou's Exchange Hotel, Sydncy, 5 June, 1877. 

Hearing from Mr. Larnaeli that you have inspected the different portions of ground in Singleton I had offered to 
the Inspector General of Police for sale, and that it is your wish for me to state my prices for the following portions, 
namely,—one sore (more or less) fronting George, Percy, and High Streets, opposite the old Parsonage—and two acres and a 
half (more or less) fronting Bishopgate, Market, Broughton and Kent Streets —allow me to inform you t.hnl, my price for the 
formeriece is £500, and the latter piece £550 (five-fifty). 

Thave also to advise you I have one acre and a quarter (more or less) fenced in behind the Scotch Church, for which I 
will take £300 (three hundred). 

Hoping the above terms will nseet with your approval,— 
I am)  &Q., 

ALEXAN. B0WMA2c. 
The one-acre piece cost me £750. 

No. 38. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
FoRwABmin to the Principal Under Secretary, in connection with my letter of the 17th ultimo, No. 77/610. 

ED. FOSBE1tY, 
B.C., 8 June, 1877. 	 I.G.P. 

No. 34. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspeet'or General's Office, Sydney, 17 May, 1877. 

With reference to the proposed erection of a Police Station at Singleton, I have the honor to 
submit for the Colonial Secretary's consideration certain offers of land (as per margin) for a site, thereMr. Dangar...... £250 
being no Government land available, and also copy of a report from Superintendent Morisset, who has ,, 	rgoAc ias 215 
inspected the various sites. 	 . 	 " walker .. 200 

An officer of the Colonial Architect's Office has also, I believe, been called upon to report. 	" 	 350 

I recommend, for the reasons submitted by Mr. Morisset, that Mr. Dangar's offer be accepted, " wa1 cr.... 400 
and that provision be made on the Additional Estimates for the sum required for the purchase, but before 
deciding perhaps the Colonial Secretary may deem a reference to the Public Works Department desirable. , John Browse 1,000 

I have, &e., 
EDMUND FOSBERY, 

Inspector General of Police. 

Refer to Works Department, as suggested—H.P., 28/5/77. 	The Under Secretary for Public 
Works, B.C., 29/5/77.—HR. To be returned. 	There are previous papers in the case—Principal 
Under Secretary, B.C., 30/5[77, 'lit. 	Former papers herewith, 77/4,286.—B.C., 4/6/77, H.H. 
Colonial Architect for report accordingly.—B.C., 4/6/77, J.R. 

[Enclosure ito No. 34.] 

Mr. 11. W. Dangar to Superintendent Morisset. 
Dear Sir, 	 Neotsfield, 11 May, 1817. 

Hearing that the Government an seeking a site whereon to build a Police Barrsok, I beg to offer you the piece of 
land fronting Ycrk.street, as per rough sketcht enclosed. It has 218 feet frontage to York-street, with a good depth (288 feet), • Appendix B. and no part of it, as far as I understand, has ever been touched by flood,. Taking this into consideration, and from its 
position I have no doubt it should be very suited to the purposes for wInch, it is required. The price I require is £250. 

I remain, &e., 
HENRY W. DA2cGA11. 

[Enclosure 
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[Enclosure 2 to Rb. 34.] 
Mr. G. Adams to Superintendoat Morisset. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 12 May, 1877. 
Enclosed 1 herewith subsit a sketch of land and it, position for your examination, by which you will observe they 

have a frontage to Castiereagh, Pitt, and Sussex Streets. 
The land is substantially fenced with a new t:l,rec-railed fence. 
The price for said piece of land dessribeci, two hundred and seventy-five pounds (2275). 

GEORGE ADAMS. 

[Sub-enclosure.] 
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J 	I 
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SCSSEX -STREET. 

Allinment4 from 1 to 20, sect ion 33, as shown on snap of Singleton township. 

[Eizciosurcs 3 and 5 to No 34.] 
Mr. A. J. Walker to Superintendent Morisset. 

Dear Sir, 	 Singleton, 12 May, 1877. 
Referring to the property shown to you tins day, I beg to offer the same for the sum of £400. It contains some-

thing over three-quarters of an acre, and has a frontage of 66 feet to George-street on the south-west to High-stroet 150 
feet, on the north-east; with a depth of 330 feet more or less. This property is considered a magnificent position, and above 
the reach of the lughest flood. 

I have eorsidered the matter of dividing the large block in York-street:, and inn willing to take £300 for the half, in 
considerataon of the Government allowing the half of a 40-feet lane or street from York-street to the fence is shown, thus 
giving you the benefit of the lughest block and a frontage on three sides. 

I do not think you will (to better titan to take this piece. It is every way suitable, being several feet above the higest 
flood, ents-aily situated, and commanding one of the best positions in the district. Awaiting your reply, I beg to remain,— 

Yours, &c., 
ARTHUR MS. WAIMER, 

Pro JAMES P. Qunix. 

[Sub-enclosure.] 
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[Raclosure 4 to No. 341 

Mr. J. Hollinshead to The Colonial Secretary. 
Drar Sir, 	 Newcastle, 30 April, 1877. 

Having heard that the Gevernment is in want of a sLlitable site for building Police Bin-reeks in Singleton, I beg to 
offer a block of land containing half on acre, situated in George-street, opposite the site for the new Post and Telegraph 
Offices, and adjoining the Bank of New Sont!s Wales. Price £350. 

An early reply will oblige— 	 Yours, &e., 
JOSEPH HOLLINSEEAD. 

Police 
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I'oIIt-s. l)epartntent. n.1.-1'ir  Ori,ct';iI's C)tlier. 	,ttngv. 2 \I:,,. 15577. 

\liito. :—Xrfert-,d to 'ttpt. to,'t s,'. —Eusit-yr, 	acHy, liii'. 

Enclosure It Ic No. 3-I-. 

Xts'. G. Loder to The Inspector (+eitcra-1 of Police. 

Sir. 	 Abbey Green, Singleton, 8 May. 1877. 
I beg to offer to the C-i-orer,nnent as a site for Police Baruteks, for the suns of £1.30, a block of land in the town-

ship of Singleton being bounded on the north by Castlereagh-street-, 921 feet on the south by York-sti'3et, 022 feet on the 
east by Church-street,, 2S2 feet and on the west by Bathurst.street, 283 feet. 

This land is von- favourably situate, and about 200 yards distant from the Court -house and lock- up. 

I i'en'sain. &c., 
GEORGE LODER. 

to $upt. Mon,ss,L in qnlnpet inn with other papers—EDMUND FOSUCRV, 911 May, 1877. Supt . Morsset. Maitlaud. 

IEncfoeure 7 to No. 31.1 

Mr. J. P. Quinn to Superintendent ilorisset. 

Sir. 	 George-street, Singleton, 28 April, 1877. 
I learn that the Government are seeking a suitable site for the erection ofa Police Station at Singleton. In view 

of the Sante, I have a block of land situated in the best position in Singleton for that purpose. It contains twenty-four 
allotments, having a frontage to three streets, viz., King, York, and Sussex Streets, in alt about four acres (more or less), 
securely fenced, and within a short distance of the Court-house and Gaol, and above the i-cacti of the highest- flood. I have 
offered this proport.y to the Government for the tutu of £500. 

Trusting on inspect ion ofthis property You will lie enabled to give it a f,stotn-ebbe recominentlation,— 

I have, &o., 
JAMES P. QUINN. 

Fonwannzn Thi- the Inspector General's information. Does the Inspector Goner-il cor.sitler it would be worth my while to 
inspect and report on this land F From the description Of it I should say that it would be a very suitable lot, and not out of 
the way, as fir as price goes, though I dare say it might be had for less. A Police Stat-ion is very snitch required at Singleton. 

K. V. MORIS'SET, Superintendent, 
The I.G. Police. 	 . 	 80 April, 1877. 

As Mr. Quinn states lie has offered this land to sIte Government, no doubt a report. Iron) tIns department will be called for. 
Perhaps, therefore, Mr. Morisset will take an opportunity of inspecting and reporting. The quantity of land is more than we 
require, unless in view of a possible necessity for a new gaol. 

RDMUNI) FOSBERY, I.G.Th. 
Supt-, Morisset, 	 2 May, 1817. 

Eneloste,'e S to iVO. 3.1: 

Mr. T. Brosvnc to Superintendent Morisset. 

Dear Si,', 	 . 	 Maequaric Place, 1-I- May, 1877. 
'J.'hose two allotments .J have for sale, one in Georgestrent, iv itli dwelling-house and out-houses and stable, and 

which is on two allotments of land, each containing 60 feet frontage, with other lands also adjoining some five allotments the 
other land is adjoining the Court-house, with a toll size allotment 66 feet frontage with a depth of 160 feet, more Or less, 
and on which is a dwelling-house, out-houses, and a stabhing for four horses, and room for twenty tons of hay. I received a 
letter from Mr. Lewis, Colonial Architect, after writing to l,im, previous to seeing you, stating lie would be in Singleton by 
the end of the week, and inspect the places offered. The first place named in George-street, with two allotments of land I 
value at £1,000, and if more land is required I shall expect £2 per foot. The latter place adjoining the Court-house I also 
value at £1,000, and further particulars you may require Mr. Lewis will furnish you with them, 

lam, &-e., 
JOHN EItOWNE. 

[Enclosure 9/0 .ZV0. 3.1.3 

Superintendent Morisset to The Inspector (foneral of Police. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Maitlaud, 14 May, 1877. 

I have the honor to report That I hare visit-od Singleton and seen all the pieces of land mentioned, in the attached 
letter,, and ofFered for sale to the Government for sites for Police Barracks. 

Either of the lots offered by Mr. Quinn (for Mr. Wnlker niul himself) are. favourably situated, and out of reach of 
flood. 

Mr. 	Danga r's allotment, is also s1tnt c out of flood rc:lc Ii, is yore well sitno ted. 'ad rontis ins about the quantity of land 
required. 	- 

Mr. Loder's five acres are the most cent nilly ii tuateml. but ate low and subject to inundation. 
Mr. Adams's is also a very 'mice block, but not out of flood reaoli. 
N r. Holhinshead's lutlf-aore is vem-y low and in time of flood forms a watercourse for the flood' waters. 
Mr. John Brosvne, of Singleton, informed mime that be was willing to sell the Government two properties he )mas in 

Singleton with, buildings on them. I know the premises, but cannot reernn,uend the purchase of either, for although both 
are rem' centrally situated, they are subject to inundation, and the buildings on then, are not suitable for the purposes 
required. 

Of nIl the sites offered I think that of Mr. Danger's is the most suitable, as it is also time clieapost. 
in selecting a site, I venture to express a hope that the Government will choose one of those out of flood read,, as in 

time of flood, when the pohtco are most required to lend their assistance in saving the lives and property of the inhabitants, 
they would—if the Governume.nt, buildings were also flooded—be employed in saving and moving the Government propeml.v in 
their charge, to say nothing of the grent danisge is flood does to all properties within its influence. 

I have, ke., 
F. V. MOR.TSSET. 

Superintendent. 
P.S—Since writing the above. I bin-s received Mr. Browns's written offer, which I now forward. 

KV.M.. Supt. 

430--Il  
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No. 35. 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 21 May, 1877. 
With reference to my letter of the 17th instant, No. 77/010, respecting purchase of a site at 

Singleton for Police buildings, I have now the honor to state that Mr. George Adams informs me that he 
has disposed of the land offered by him for sale to the Government. - 	

- 	 I have, &c., 
EDMUND FOSBE11Y, 

Inspector General of Police. 

No. 36. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Inspector General of Police. 
PEE Inspector General of Police may be authorized to inquire for another eligible site by advertisement 
or otherwise—RH,, 30/5/77. 

Approved—H.P., 	 The Inspector General of Police, B.C., 31/5/77.—H.11. 

No. 37. 
The Inspector Gendral of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
THE papers herewith should be considered with my report of the 17th instant not attached. 

EDMUND FOSBERY, 
h3.C., 31 May, 1877. 	 I.G.P. 

No. 38 
The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 

Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 20 June, 1877, 
Referring to my letter of the 17th ultimo, No. 77/610, respecting the purchase of a site at 

Singleton for the Police buildings to be erected there,—! have the honor to state that, having now had an 
opportunity of inspecting all the sites offered for sale to the Government, I can endorse Mr. Morisset's 
opinion that Mr. Dangar's allotment is the most eligible in position and moderate in cost. I. have therefore 
the honor to recommend that authority may be given to conclude the purchase, the cost to be provided 
on the Supplementary Estimates for the current year. 

I have, &c., 
EDMUND FOSI3EJ1Y, 

LG.P. 

No. 39. 
Minute of the Colonial Secretary 

What is the amount required ?-22/6/77. 
Mr. Dangar's land is offered for £250, and is the lowest offer. Papers are now with the dol. 

Architect.—B.C., 28/6/77, G.H., for U.S. 
The purchase for £250 may be approved—the amount being placed on Supplementary Estimates 

for the present year: the title of course being satisfactory to the Crown 8ohicitor.-3/7/77. 
Approved—H.P., 4/7/77. 

No. 40. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 6 July, 1877. 
In reply to your letter of the 20th of last month, I am directed to inform you that the Colonial 

Secretary approves of your concluding the purchase of the piece of land at Singleton offered by Mr. 
Dangar as a site for Police buildings, on the understanding of course that the title be found satisfactory 

	

4-250. 	to the Crown Solicitor; and that the Colonial Treasurer has been invited to cause the amount of the 
purchase money, namely, two hniidred and fifty pounds, to be placed on Additional Estimates for the 
current year. 	 1 have, &c.. 

HENRY 11 A1:,LORAN. 

No. 41. 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Under Secretary for Finance 

and Trade. 
Sir. 	 Colonial Sceret;irys Office, Syd ney, 0 July, 1877. 

The Inspector General of Police having been empowered to conclude the purchase (subject 
to the approval of the title by the Crown Solicitor) of a piece of land at Singleton, oflèi'ecl by Mr. Dangar 
:is a site for Police buildings, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will invite the 

	

£250. 	Colonial Treasurer to cause the amount of the purchase money—namely, two hundred and fifty pounds— 
to be placed on the Additional Estimates for the current year. 	I have, &e., 

HENRY HALLORAN. 
— 	 No.42. 
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No. 42, 

The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Inspector General of Police. 
£250voted. Has the land been yet conveyed? The Inspector General of Police, B.C., 17 Oct.,J77..—H.H. 

No. 43. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, 

The Crown Solicitor is arranging for the conveyance of the land. I have requested him to expedite the 
matter. 

EDMUIcU POSBERY, 
I.G.P. 

B.C., 18 Oct., /77. 
Put by for the present.-20/10/77. 

No. 44. 

The Inspector General of Police to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office. 
Sir, 	 Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 22 October, 1877. 

Referring to my B.C. report of the 18th instant, on C.S. papers, No. 77/5134, respecting the 
purchase of certain land at Singleton as a site for Police buildings, from Mr. Dangar, I have now the 
honor to submit a letter received from the Crown Solicitor, on the subject of Mr. Danger's title, and to 
recommend, in accordance with Mr. Williams' suggestion, that the Colonial Secretary may approve of the 
acceptance of the title. 	 I have, &c., 

EDMUND POSBEBY, 
Inspector General of Police. 

[Enclosure to 1\T0  44.1 
The Crown Solicitor to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 . 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 22 October, 1877. 
I have the honor to ii,form you that the title deeds forwarded by you, relating to the title of A. J. Dangar, 

Lq., to land at Singleton, which it is proposed shall be purchased for Police purposes, commence with conveyance from 
Mr. M. A. Burdekin and others, but there is nothing to show' what their title was. 

I understand Mrs. Burdckin's title is Usually accepted as to the land at Singleton claimed by,  her—na to the portion of 
the Singleton Estate which was conveyed to the Burdekin family, but I am unacquainted with it., and in the absence of an 
bstraet of title cannot give any opinion therein. 

1 notice that in the conveyance from Mr. Burdekin to A. J. Dangar, of data 27th December 1876 a portion of land, 
which was at one time shown as a line dividing allot,nents 18, 10, 20, and 21, from allotments 32 to 38, is included in the 
description of the land conveyed to Mr. Danger and Mr. Dangar explains in his note of date lath July, 1877, that this land 
was closnd by consent in order to enable Mr. Burdekin to sell the adjoining land, including a portion of the lane to the 
Grammar School; the" is no proof that all rights of patmge over this land have been released, but probably no difficulty 
will ever arise on that account. 

I t.lunk a private person purchasing would probably accept the title as shown by Mn'. Danger, but it is neccssai'y, I think, 
that I should state how the matter stands, and have the consent of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, by whom the 
agreement for the purchase was made, to my doing so. 

If this consent is obtained, lean forward the conveyance at once for execution. 
.1 huts's, &c., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, - 
Crown Solicitor. 

No. 45. 
Minute of the Colonial Secretary. 

TEE acceptance of the title may be approved.-20/10/77, JOEN It. 

No, 46 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 1 November, 1877. 
In reply to your letter of the 22nd of last niunlh, submitting a letter from the Crown 

Solicitor, regarding the title of tire jand at Singleton, pnrehased from Mr. A. J. Dangar, for a site for 
Police buildings, 1 ann directed to inform you that the Colonial Secretary approves of the accepting of the 
title shown by Mr. Danger. 	 I have, &e.. 

HENRY 1-f ALLORAN. 

rrj',y0 plains.] 

Sydney: Thomas Ilieliards, Government l'rinter.—ISra. 
is. 3,/.J 
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1877_S. 

LBGISL&TIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

FRANCIS O'MEARRA. 
(PETITION OP.) 

Ordered by the Leièlative ABsembly to be printed, 20 March, 1876. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

May it please your Honorable House,— 

The humble Petition of Francis O'Mearra, of 18, Bathurst.street West, in the City of Sydney,— 

RESPECTFULLY SnowETn 

1. That your Petitioner arrived in this Colony, by an order of the Prince Regent, in the year 
1810, to join his father. 

That your Petitioner entered the Police Force about the year 1825, and served nineteen years—
eleven of which he was a conductor in the Force, during which period your Petitioner sen-ed under 
Captain Rossi, Colonel Morrisett, Colonel Wilson, Mr, Myles, Captain James, and Mr. Day. 

That during such service your Petitioner arrested and brought to justice three murderers, several 
armed desperadoes, for which he was complimented by then Chief Justice, Sir Francis Forbes, Judges 
Bowling and Stephen, which testimonials Were left at the Colonial Secretary's Office, and cannot now be 
found. 

That your Petitioner is now 70 years and in destitute circumstances, and prays that your 
Honorable House will take his case into favourable consideration. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

FRANCIS O'MEAIRRA. 

2d.J 	 259— 
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3 877-S. 

NEW SOUTII WALES. 

PRISONS REGULATION ACT. 
(REGULATION UNDER.) 

Vrecuteb to arliamtnt, in accorbance With the Act 4 Thci. fLo. 29, eec. 5. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 18th April, 1878. 

us Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to substitute the 
following Regulation for No. 08 of the Gaol Regulations, made under the Prisons Regulation Act, 4 ViM. 
No. 29, section 5, viz. 

Gaoler to deal wit/i certain ca&.g, 

08. The Gaoler is empowered to cause any prisoner guilty of any breach of the Rcgulatious or other 
disorderly conduct to be kept in close confinement and upon half rations for any time not excecdiog seven 
days, or until the arrival of the Visiting Justice, to whom the circumstances of the ease shall be reported, 
And who will, if lie see fit require the prisoner to be brought before him for discharge or further punish-
incnt, The Gaoler may place a refractory prisoner in irons, but be will not continue the use of irons for 
longer than Ibrty.eight hours without the permission of the Comptroller Geueral of Prisons or of the 
Visiting Justice; and lie will report in writing to the Comptroller General of Prisons, as well as to the 
Visiting Justice, the circumstances of every ease wherein he may have found it necessary to resort to any 
such measure of coercion as above specified. 

MICHAEL flTZPATRICK, 

[3d.] 	 415— 
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187 7-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ALLEGED TORTURE OF PRISO1NERS IN BER1U31A. GAOL. 
(CORRESPONDENCE WITH EEFEERNCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legisktive Assembig to be printed, 26 Marc/i, 1878. 

SCHEDULE. 
1'AoM. 

Minute of the Colonial Secretary, communicated to Comptroller General of. Prisons. 9 February, 1878 ... ............ 	1 
Comptroller General of Prisons to the Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, with enclosures. 18 February, 

1875 ............. . ...................................................................... .......................................................... 1 
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, to Comptroller General of Prisons, ivilli enclosure. 21 March, 

1873 ............................................................................................................................................. 4 

No. 1. 
Minute of The Colonial. Secretary to The Comptroller General of 1ri3ons. 

Is his place in the A sseinbly on Thursday, Mr. Driver stated iii the most confident manner that it was witH it 
his knowledge that it had been the practice in Berrima Gaol to subject prisoners in that establishment to 
physical torture by means of (I.) gaqginq" and (2) " sprcad-eaqlinq," or the t.rieing up of a man by his 

et wrists, with his fe not quite resting on the ground and this assertion was further corroborated by Mr. 
Macintosh (as :i. iuiderstood isbn) on the testimony of other persons. The gagging, it Was alleged, 
extended sometimes as long as eight or ten hours. Mr. Driver also said that the Gaoler at Berrima had 
on one occasion admitted to him that he resorted to these expedients in the ease of refractot'y prisoners. 

1 promised on the part of the Government to have a full inquiry made into the truth of this 
charge but before proceeding with any more formal investigation, I think it due to the Comptroller
General of Prisons to afford him in opportunity of saying whether it has ever reached his knowledge 
l.l'at the practice of gagging or apread-eagling had been resorted to? if so, when and where, and upon 
what convicts, and under what sanction, direct or implied P 

MV. 
B.C., 9/2178.  The Comptroller General of Prisons.—M.R.A. 

No. 2. 
The Comptroller General of Prisons to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 

Department. 
- Prisons Department, Sydney,  IS February, 1878. 

] COULD have at once answered the usqniries contained in the concluding part of the nihiute of the 
Colonial Secretary, by stating that no instance ok "  spread-eagling" in Berrima Gaol has reached my 
knowledge it was within my knowledge that the use of the 'gag" has been resorted to upon several 
occasions. 

I have referred to Berrima for information under both heads, taking for the period, since 1867, 
the time of the promuloation of the present Prisons Regulations, prior to which the officers had no suffi-
cient instructions for tfleir guidance. 

807— 	 T 
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I extract from regulation No. OS that portion relating to the use of irons and the gag in cases of 
refractory prisoners 

The gaoler may place a refractory prisoner in irons, but lie will not continue the use of irons 
fbr longer than fortw-eight hours, without the perinissioii of the Sheriff or of the Visiting 
.Tustice, nor will lie cause it gag to be used beyond the necessity for compelling the prisoner 
to submit and cease from shouting or making use of offensive language; and the gaoler will 
report in writing, to the Sherifl as woll as to the Visiting Justice, the circuinstauces of every 
case wherein be may have found it necessary to resort to any of the measures of coercion 
as above specified." 

This regulation, as in fact the entire code, was prepared by  myself, and I have no reason to doubt 
but the directions therein laid down have been duly observed by reports at the time, in cases of gagging, 
to myself and the \Tisithw  Justice. 

A report from the gaoler, supported by a rninuto of the Visiting Justice, is enclosed. It returns 
five cases of gaggiog in the last eleven years. It asserts that 'iii no 

 
case has the gag been in for more 

than five minutes, and in some cases less '' and it denies spread-eagling." 
The Visiting Justice informs inc that lie has made inquiries of the chaplains and of other officers 

of long standing and can trace no cases of gagging other than those given in the gaoler's report. 
The case of the prisoner referred to by Mr. Macintosh I fake to be that of a man named Molloy. 

i-Ic \vfts not gagged at Berrina but at Port 3iacquarie. He was perhaps at one time the most refractory 
prisoner in the.gaols and brought unusual measures of coercion upon himself. I passed his complaints to 
the then Colonial Secretary. Sir Alfred Stephen, after his discharge, took up his case, obf;ained all inform-
ation, and menfioned to me that., although lie thought smistake had been made in the mode of managing 
him at Port i\iacquarie, ho had forced the measures of punishment and coercion upon himself. 

1. am of opinion that the power of using irons and the gag, as defined in the regulation quoted 
above, is a necessary and wholesome power with which to meet extreme cases and that its withdrawal 
would be fraught with serious danger. When occasion has arisen, I have strongly impressed upon the 
gaolers that such means should, in the spirit of the regulation, ho resorted to only to suppress violence 
or disturbance, and be discontinued instantly upon submission. I would not for a moment tolerate 

spread-eagling" in the sense it is alleged to have been exercised, but I, with those who direct the English 
Prisons, recognize the necessity in exceptional and rare cases of extreme violence for restraint by irons to 
the sides as well as to the floor of a cell. 

After obtaining the information rendered above, it occurred to me thatthe references in Parliament 
may have been to occurrences behind even the eleven years, for which period I had called for reports. I 
transmit the further information obtained, which discloses two cases of istning to the sides of cells—not 

sprcad.eagl.ing' in the sense used, of the prisoner being tortured by being suspended off the floor—a 
case of gagging four riotous prisoners in 1864, which was sanctioned by myself, and another in the early 
part of that year. 

The system obtami ig in Bcrrima Gaol, resting upon separate treatment, is of incalculable service 
in maintruning subordination in the gaols of the Colony, and in bringing refractory prisoners (to their 
own material benefit) into discipline and good conduct. 'po that prisola, as to Pentoni'ille in England, are 
returned for a time inca who in the assoeiathd prisons have become refractory and unmanageable save by 
corporal punishment, which is rarely and only in extreme cases resorted to. So the officer-in-charge of 
Berrirna Gaol has-to deal with the most rebellious men. It is impossible to lay down the exact measures 
of repression needed to control a violent and infuriated man ; and it is essential that all ocer in such a 
position should, unless shown clearly to be in the wrong, be strongly supported. 

I would ask to be furnished with specific information of the allegations made in Parliament, when 
I would be prepared to make the most searching inquiry. As the matter now stands, I have only been 
able to gather such information as I could in cases which may or may not be the basis of such allegations. 

IIA.ROLI) MACLEAN, 
Comptroller General. 

[.Enolosurc laTe  1.] 

The Gaoler, Berrima, to The Visiting Justice, Berrimna Gaol. 
11.M. flaol, Berrima, 12 February, 1878. 

In cesnplitnioe with your request, I have the honor to submit the names of prisoners who have been gagged in this 
gaol since 1867. 

There is no record of any prisoners having been spread-cagled during that time. 

18 November, 1867. 
Josçpla Bragg—For insolence before the Visiting Justice (Mr. Rowley), 

17 August, 1870. 
Patrick Giltjswn—For cursing and blaspheming when I visited him in his cell. The same prisoner, when brought 

before the Visiting Justice (Mr. Rowley) and Mr. Bray, J.P., was ordered by them to be gagged for.using filthy and obscene 
language. 

25 September, 1872. 
Henry Sckeeltr—For shouting, swearing, and using filthy language in his cell. 

14 Januaa3, 1878. 
Charles Cunningham alias SsuiIh—For using filthy and insulting language during all inquiry in the gaol oflice. 

have carefully examined the records, and the foregoing arc time only cases of '5gagging" dnfiZ  the past eleven years. 
In no case has the gag been in for more than lire minutes, and in some cases less. 

No other nam,as of coercion have been resorted to in this gaol sincc 1867, other than that ordered by yourself or the 
Comptroller General of Prisons, such as "separate or solitary confinement or dark cells," 

I have, &c., 
W. SMALL, 

C4noler. 

- 	Six years personal knowledge enables inc to confirm for that period the facts herein. " Spread-cagE1" has not been 
resorted to, and "gagging" only when necessary, and when other means of coercion fail or are iinps'aoticablc.—F. B. WILSHIRE, 
14/2/78. 

[.Thmclosmwc 
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[Eneloture No. 2.] 

Telegram Train Comptrofler General of Prisons, Sydney, to Police Magistrate, Berrirna. 

Ma. Driver states that Mr. Small did on one occasion admit, to him that he had resorted to gagging andspread.eagling in cases 
of refractory men. How does Mr. S,insll reconcile that with present report P if admission relates to cases anterior to 1867, 
let him give particulars, and irrespectively of such admission of any cases before 1867 ; testimony from other officers also 
desirable in cases reported. One Giluinan, seems to have had a punishment ordered after he had ceased foul language is it so, 
or any of the others, and which? Please answer by Monday morning. 

Further reports from the gaoler and other officers herewith as required.—?. K. WILSHIRE, V.a., Berrima, 17/2/28. 

The Gaoler, Berrima, to The Visiting Justice, Berrima Gaol. 

Sir, 	 H.M. Gaol, Berrima, 16 February, 1878. 
In reply to your inqinry as to my having told Mr. Driver that prisoners had been gagged and spread-eagled, I have 

the hiosior to state that I have no recollection of ever having told Mr. Driver any such thing, said I think it scarcely possible 
that 1 should do so. I think Mr. Driver has made a great mistake, as! am quite sure I aever told him, nor anyone else that 
prisoners were gagged for such a length of time as stated by Mr. Driver, and reported in the Herald, nor have I any recollec-
tion of telling hint they were gagged at all. It is scarcely feasible I should tell such a falsehood for such a purpose. I 
rather think if such cruelties hod been perpetrated I shotdd try to keep then, from the knowledge of the Members of the 
Assembly, ua4ess asked direct for the information. 

It is seven or eight years since Mr. Driver was in this gaol, and at that time I questioned him as to what grudge he 
had against me that he should bring the discipline of tlus gaol before the Assembly, when ho replied it was not sac, it was the 
Government lie was hitting at. as lie thought the time was past-  formen to be shut up like wild beasts. With the consent of the 
Visiting Justice (Mr. Rowley) I took Mr. Driver round the cells, and introduced him as a Member of Parliament, mind he 
questioned the prisoners as to their having any complaints to sake of their treatment and not one complained. 

I drew the attention of Mr. Driver to the fact, after he had been round, and he said they were afraid to complain 
because I was with him. Mr. Driver asked one prisoner, u-horn lie seenied to know, if lie it 	not rather be on Cockatoo 
than here, and prisoner replied "No, because begot what lie was allowed by Government here, but at Cockatoo lie would be 
put in the dark cells for asking for it." 

I forward herewith reports from several of time oflicers, also a copy of 	t he report of " Giltiman's'' punishment, as 
supplied to the Comptroller at the time, which I think will explain his ease, Reports of spread-angling and gagging prior to 
1867, attached. 	 1 have, &e., 

W. SMALL, 

- 	 - 	 Gaoler. 

ring  bolt& 	
t'aeer of %n-ead.eagling in Berrima Gad. 

It; 1863 one prisoner, whose name I forgot, and of whom I can find no record, was spread-eagled for refractory conduct and 
refusing to desist: Aiiother in 1864, as reported by Chief warder lEverett was spread-eagled by Warder Sadler and Inanself. 
These are the only cases of spread.eagling that have occurred during the time I have been in this gaol. The rings to which 

- the prisoners were fastened are only a feet 10 inches from the ground, placed as showi, in the margin. 
The prisoners on neither occasion were spread.eagled for more than half all hour, and there is no torture in the ioes 

- as the prisoner is standing on his feet all the time, and was only resorted to to keep the prisoners from breaking the prison. 
W. SMALL, 

Gaoler. 

- 	Greee of' Gagging anterith to 1867. 
THE four prisoners immed in the margin were gagged during the mutiny ii, November, 1864, and was reported to the Corn- 5Sk in original. 
traIler General of Prisons at once, lie being in J3errinia at the time. This was not resorted to until the prisoners had been James Richard' 
refractory for 4 days and would not desist from shouting, smashing the cell-doors and other Government property. 

In no ease was the punishment longer than wag su&ient- to subdue the prisoner, nor was it ever resorted to when he 
was subdued. 	 W. SMALL, 	alias Tonailos, 

Gaoler. Peter mad- 
marsh. 

The gaol was in a lugh state of mutiny ; the prisoners had to be drivem, into their cells. Their shoutiags could be heard 
for a great distance; I sanctioned the use of the gags by which order was restored.-113t'L., 18 Feb., /78. 

The Gaoler, Berrima, to The Acting Inspector of Prisons. 

Sir, 	 H.M. Gaol, Berrima, 19 August, 1870. 
I have the honor to report, for your information, that the prisoner n,oned in the margin was this morning looked up PMm-iek Giltinan 

by Warder Mulligan for insubordination and insolence. I went to his cell in company with the Visiting Surgeon, when he at .-.Wifedesertion. 
once commenced to curse and blaspheme, so much so I was obliged, to use the gag, which was removed after a little time, when 
he had hoeonse quiet. As I entered the cell prisoner Caine towards mo in a threatening attitude, with his bands clenched. .1 
made a blow to keep him off and struck lana on the shoulder but did not hurt bun ; afterwards, when brought before the Visiting 
Justice and another Magistrate, lie eomnrnoaaced again to curse and swear. The Visiting Justice then ordered him to be gagged. 
After hearing the entire ease the Magistrates sentenced him to 14 days in the dark cell. 	- 

I have, &e., 
W. SMALL, 

Gaoler. 

H.M. Gee], Berrima, 17 February, 1878. 
Wam'der John H. Mulligan skies :—I am fourteen years as warder in this gaol I have never seen a prisoner either gagged or 
spreod-eaglod since I came to the gaol. 

J. H. MULLIGAN, 
Warder. 

I beard of one or two iamstaaaees of gagging since I came here, but no cases of spread-eaghing.—J. H. MualGAir, Warder. 

Berrima Gaol, 16 February, 1878. 

Chief' Warder 0hZ bUm Euereit states —About the latter part of 1863, or the beginning of 1864, a prisoner nanaed Matthew 
lIrittian was vem'y  refractory in his cell and breaking up his furnitore, nighttub, &o., and also trying to break through his cell-
door; at that time the doors were eonaposed of cedar, and panelled; he was told several times to desist but would not, and 
we were obliged to handetiff him to the ring-bolts in his cell, eontmonly called spread'eagling ; 1 assisted Warder Sadhier to do 
it, he being at that time in charge of the wings (1 was at that time an ordinary warder ; that is the only instance that ever 
eame under my notice since I have been in this gaol ; the prisoner alluded to was not gagged'; it was shortly after the mutiny 
that occurred here, when a- prisoner named Hindmarsli jumped through his cell-door by breaking time panel out. 

'ax. 
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F1' 

11,31. Gaol, Berrima, 17 Feliruars-. 1.878. 
Sown' 'lain' .Th'ay,re states --1 have been it warder in this gaol four years and SIX iiionths three years and six months 

of that time senior warder in charge of the wi rigs ; during that time I have 1.05cr seen any prisoner either gagged or spread-
eagied, or have I ever seen any harsh means sued towards any prisoner during the time ii have been in the Prison service I 
have heard oft wo prisoners being gagged, named Roruby and Cnnni ngiram, but 1 was not present, nor rio I know-  it to be a 
fact. 

GRAS. G. J. BRAYNE, 
Senr. Warder. 

Berrima, 17/2178. 
The i',udes Overseer states that during the period that he less held his appointment, viz.,—twelve years, he has wit;' 

nessed but one instance of gagging;  had this kind of punishinen t been frequently inflicted more than one occurrence should 
'las-c come under his observation. 

P. RERBERT, 
Trades Overseer, 

1131. Gaol, Berrima, 17 February, 1878. 
Warder Joint Spawn begs to state that ho has been in this gaol eight years, and during that time he has never seen 

any ease of gagging or spread-eagling; he has heard that prisoners Schutz and Cunningham had been gagged, but it did not 
Sic in original, come under hi, immediate observation, and consequently he cannot vouch for it; he never heard of or seen* any spreud'eaglsng 

during the time he has been have. 

JOHN BROWN, 
sl,rarder.  

No. 3. 

The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to The Comptroller General of 
Prisons. 

Sir, 	 . 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 21 March, 1878. 
In acknowledging thoreceiptof your blank cover communication of the lath ultimo, reporting 

20 March, ISTS. with reterence to the practice of "gagging" and "spread-eagling" prisoners, I nan directed to transmit 
herewith, for your information and guidance, a copy of the Colonial Secretary's minute on the subject. 

I have, &c., 

1W B-. ALLAN, 

[Enclosure 
As it is distinctly admitted in this report that the practice of "gagghq" has not only been used oecaionally in out,  

prisons, but is actually sanctioned by the existing Gaol Regulations, and that the system of " spread-enghing", in a mitigated 
form, has also been resorted to, no further inquiry such as that. contemplated in my minute of 9th ]Pcbrnam'v is necessary, 
and I at once proceed to deal with the several points raised 

It affords me great- satisfaction to find from these document-s (1) that the use of the gag has been so seldom resorted 
to (2) that its duration was not nearly so great as stated, and (3) that the so-culled " spm'ead'engling'' was not so cruel is R it s 
alleged. in two out of three of these inferences I am sustained by the st1mtement:s macla to me personally by a prisoner now 
in Darlingismrrst Osrol, on whose infonnation I have reason to believe Mr. Driver placed some reliance, 1 closely cross-questioned 
his man (Kerr-) ii fter giving him my assurance that he would incur no penalty for s)eaking freely, rind lie stated (1) that ire 

had on secrid occasions been subjected to the ,qay, but that in no instance Sri's it continued for a longer period than about 10 
sinnutes ; (2) that the so'called " spreed'eag/iing it as only extending the hands, and securing thein to the wall, and did not 
involve tricinw op. 

In the next place, seeing that t-lro use of the gag is recognized by the Gaol Regulations, I entirely acquit the Con' ptroiler 
General from any blame in resorting to that mode of coercion. Furthermore I have nothing to say against the ,vstenr of 
separate confinement. It is no doubt a terrible punishment—more mental than physical—but I suppose it is miecossarv. 

B irt having said this, t place on record n.y entire disapproval of anything like the itrili et ion, arbitr'ariii-, of physic-i 
I ortmnre, under rums-  circumstances whntsoes-ev. 1 shall doubtless be told that flogging is air instance of physical tori-nrc--
granted ; but it cannot be resorted to arbitrarily by any gaoler or warder. The resort to it corn only be 1usd after it trini before 

Magistrate ; it is inflicted publicly, and the severity of its application is regniated and aired for by time lass-. Not, so lire 
rrbitrurv use of tire "gag" or the ' prend-eagle." Here the puinshirment, which if long continued pam-bikes of the elranmcter of 
tort mire, depends on tire i ndividnral ivili of the gaoler, unchecked by any principle save his ou-n conception of t ire rtdeqnmacv of 
the, jmunislrtrrcirt, a nil tirist at a little wiser, he is not pt-n-haps in the very mildest fra Inc Of isrind tonmnrds tire refractory i"° ncr. 

Imm the ,rext place, I (to not adu,it The irr'ccssitv for resort to these modes of restraint, if only restraint and mrot prtnisir' 
macnit- he ainned ill. If it person be violerrt, he can be ,est,ai,red (e) by the use of Irandeufli, (b) by the use of irons, (e) by the 
use it may be of a straight-jacket, or (4) by the fear of puuishnmenrt- to he inflicted by the Visiting Ma.gis ti'ates' euler, ; whilst 
if tIre prisoner be only 'zoisy, which is The offence charged as all excuse for applying the " gag," I think he could he suflicierri iv 
rest-rained by being remitted to a dark ccii. 

Having titus strsted my disapproval of the. application of ally pi iysical torture, 1101, m'eeogrsizecl and regulated by lan-, 
it only re,nains that the Comptroller General should instruct the various guolcrs that the use of (he gag and the spsead'cagk 
(whether mitigated em- unmi(igated) must henceforth wholly cease. 

It might be desirable that a new regulation should be submit led to repeal so much of Gaol Ilegni,sliosn No. CS is 
rqperrs to sanction tire use of the " gag." 

20 March., 1878. 

Sydney Thomas Itietards, Cloverrrrnerrt Printer,—iSTS. 
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'877-S. 

LEGrsLATIvn ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE PRISONER MARSHALL. 
(CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO TEMPORARY RELEASE FROM GAOL.) 

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 17 April, 1878. 

[Laid upon Table in aecorthrnce with promise made in answer to Question 7, 7ofes No. co, 17 April, 1878.] 

G. W. Lord, Esq., M.L.C., to The Comptroller-General of Prisons. 
Dear Sir, 	 Kirketon, Darlinghurst, 9 April, 1878. 

With reference to our conversations regarding the prisoner Marshall, at present under 
sentence in Berrima Gaol, I have to request that be may be brought to Sydney, Darlinghurst Gaol, in 
order to confirm the statements made by him as to the will of the late Robert Hancock. 

I remain, &c., 
GEO. W. LORD. 

Forwarded to the Principal Under Secretary, with a recommendation that His Excellency's 
authority be obtained for the transfer of the prisoner from Berrima to Darlinghurst Gaol. 

The prisoner has stated that be did secrete, two years ago, the genuine will of the late Robert 
Hancock, and that if brought down for the purpose he is willing to produce it. 

Mr. Lord's application is made because lie is alleged to be materially interested in the will.--H.M., 
B.C., 1014178. 

Memo. of The Comptroller-General of Prisons 
Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 11 April, 1878. 

MEMO—Prisoner Marshall will arrive from Berrima Gaol to-day under escort of a prisons' officer en route 
to Darlinghurst. It is now arranged that instead of going to Darlinghurst the prisoner shall stop in 
course of transit at No. 2 Station, or proceed for the purpose intended at once, as may be directed by the 
Police officer who will meet the escort. 

The prisons' officer will place himself under the orders of the police officer, and if prisoner remains 
at the station for the night will of course remain with him. 

HAROLD MACLEAN, 
Comptroller-General. 

The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to The Comptroller-General 
of Prisons. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's 0111cc, Sydney, 10 April, 1878. 
In reply to your report of the 10th instant, on the Honorable U. W. Lord's letter, forwarded 

therewith I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that His Excellency the Governor has 
James Marshall been pleased to approve of the transfer of the prisoner named in the margin, who is stated to be in pos- ia&niaa. 

session of information touching the will of the late Robert Hancock, from Berrima to Darlinghurst Gaol. 
1 have, &e., 

M. B. ALLAN. 

[&LJ 	 372— 
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1877-8. 
p 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TELEGBIAPIIIC COMMUNICATIONS RESPECTING AN 
IRONCLAD. 

(SUMMARY OF, BETWEEN 1118 EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR AND THE EARL OF CA1tNARVON.) 

1:Jrtøcittzb to lUarhantcitt bu (!ioinntanb. 

SUMMAILY of Telegraphic Communications between His Excellency Sir Hercules 
Robinson, G-.C.M.G., and the Earl of Carnarvon, on the subject of an Ironclad. 

ON the 23rd July, 1877, Sir Hercules Robinson informed the Earl of Carnarvon, by telegraph, that Sir 
Win. Jervois had recommended the Colony of New South V ales to purchase an ironclad for harbour and 
coast defence that Ministers had submitted to Parliament a resolution to that effect, but that an amend. 
nient had been carried directing the local Government to arrange with Her Majesty's Government for 
obtaining and maintaining at the expense of the Colony, an ironclad for local defence, the intention 
being that such ship should be an Imperial ingtead of a Colonial vessol of war, but that the cost of 
maintenance should be borne by the Colony. Sir Hercules Robinson added, that Ministers had withdrawn 
the proposition temporarily, pending further consideration, and inquired whether the Imperial Govern-
ment would be dispQsed to entertain the proposal of Parliament in respect of an .Imperial ironclad if 
adopted by the Ministry. 

On the 26th September the Earl of Carnarvon telegraphed to Sir Hercules Robinson, in reply, 
that, "if Ministers propose Colony paying for construction and maintenance of ironclad, Admiralty 
would readily consider arrangempnt." He asked whether it despatch on the subject were coining. 

On the 4th October Sir Hercules Robinson telegraphed to the Earl of Carnarvon, in reply, that no 
despatch had yet been forwarded on the subject of the proposed ironclad, because soon after the trans-
mission of his telegram of the 23rd July, Sir H. Parkes's Government had resigned, and the question had 
not shuce been reopened. He added, that the matter must now stand over for next Session, but that lie 
had informed the present Ministers that the Admiralty were ready to consider the arrangement advocated 
and carried by them when in opposition. 	- 

[3d.] 	 27— 
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1877-8. 

LEGIBLATIVB ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PAY OF MILITARY OFFICERS. 
(RETURN RESPECTING.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembq to bcprMtcd, 5 Mw'eli, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the ilonorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 22nd February, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

A Return showing the present rate of pay of all Military Officers in 
"the pennanent employ of the Colony, and also the pay such Officers would 
"have received had they held similar positions at Sydney in the Imperial 

Service at the time of the departure of the Imperial Troops,—the Return 
"tofl show, also, whether the Officers of the Imperial Service were or 
"were not entitled to house accommodation, or a money allowance in lieu 
"thereof; as also, what gratuities or hall-pay the respective Officers, 
"in accordance with Imperial or local Regulations, are entitled to on 
"retirement. 

A Return giving the official record of the services of the respective 
"Officers in the Permanent Military employ of the Colony." 

(ID'. JV. C. Brown,e.) 

208•— 
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PAY OF MILiTARY OFFICERS. 

RETURN showing the present rate of pay of all Military Officers in the permanent employ of the Colony 
of New South Wales, and also the pay such Officers would have received had they held anmiar 
positious in Sydney in the Imperial Service at the time of the departure of the Imperial troops; also, 
whether the Otlicers of the Imperial Service were or were not entitled to house accommodation, or a 
money allowance in lieu thereof ;  as also, what gratuities or half-pay the rcspectwo Officers, in 
accordance with Imperial or local Rcgulations, are entitled to on retirement. 

Nanac and position. Rate 	Whether entitled to 	ontuities or hair-pay entitled 	ltensarics. I 	- 	ieeoninaodatio,i of 	
- 

house 	 or' 
 moneY allowance in lieu. 	to on retirement 

Per 
annum. 

£ 

14 

GENERAL STAFF AFD NEW Sorvu 
\VMEE Aitrianrnv 

Colonel Richardson, Commandant, 
Permanent and Volunteer Military 
?orces. 

600 Yes. 	Holding a Nil. 
Commission under 
local Military and 
Naval Forces Aet 
which Act places 
persons so servsng 
tinder same Regu-
lations as Imperial 
Army. These last-
mentioned itogn-
lations give house 
accommodation, or 

Imperial Officer Itolding position 
Sydney at time of departure 
Imperial troops, would have b 
entitled to. 

803 

thereof. 

Yes..................... After 12 years service can' 
claim gratuityof £1,200 
15 years, £1,600; 181 
years, £2,000; and after 
20 years service, pension 
varying with rank, 
length of service, &e., 
from £200 to £600 per 
annum (life). 

(Col
ery
lonel  Roberts, Commanding Artil 

2 	. 

J 

	

(Imperial Officer 	.......................... 

I3lajor Baynes, Brigade Pay ant 
Quarter Master, Perniaiient alit 

3.4 	Volunteer Military Forces. 

	

Imperial Officer 	.......................... 

Major Christie, Major of Brigade .... 
4 

	

Imperial Officer 	.......................... 

IMajor Spalding, New South Wale: 
Artillery, and Adjutant Voluntec: 
Artillery Brigade. 

Ljmperial Officer .......................... 

Yes, as above ShOWD1 Nil. 
in No. 1. 

As shown above Yes 	-------- --- - --- ---- 
No. 1. 

Yes, as above sitown Nil. 

Yes 	---- -------------- Ilavnlg served 20 years - 
a 	Commissioned 	a 
Non-Commissioned C 
eec—jO of which in I 
former mule, and 5 
which 	as 	l'aymast 
would 	be 	entitled 
retire on lOs. a day 
life. 	Rate increasing 
rnho to service. 

Yes, as above shown Nil. 

As 	above 	shown agai Yes--- --------------- - ---- 
No. 1. 

Yes, as above shown Nil, ......................... 

398 
	

Yes --------- ------------ - As shown against No. 1 

500 

015 

365 

486 

400 

524 

512 It is impossible to work out 
an ncearate comparison 
of the rates of pa.y in 
this ease. Officers serving 
in the Imperial Service, 
either with their Regi-
,aents or purely as 
Adjutants to the Reserve 
Forces. 

(Major Aii'ey, New South Wale 
Artillery. 

(Imperiin Officer 

Yes, as above showni Nil. 

Yes ....................&s shown above 
No. 1. 

412 

368 
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S 

Gratuities or lla]f'pav entitled 	Remarks Name and position. 	 Bate P Whether o,iliued to 
of 	house aceomniodation or 

11   noney allowance in lieu. 	to on retirement. 

(Captain 	Compton, 	Instructor 	of 300 Yes, as above shown Nil. 
Musketry, 

343 Yes 	........... ....... p As shown 	above against 
No.1. 

(Imperial Officer 	............................ 

(Captains Bacehus and Murphy, New 256 Yes, as above shown Ni!. 
8 	Sooth Wales Artillery, each. 

&s shown 	above against (Imperial Officer 	............................261 Yes 	.................... 
No.1. 

(Lieutenants II. Le Patourel 	........... 
A. Lo Patourel 	........... 
flaynes ....................... 
Murray 	.................... 

"3 	 Mackenzie 
Nathan....................... 
Airey; 	eaeh ..... ............. 233 Yes, as above shown Nil. 

173 • As 	shown 	above against. 
No.L 

Imperial Officer 	............................ 

(Lieutenant Tauntan, Acting Adjutant 263 Yes, as above shown Nil. 
New Sooth Wales Artillery. 

201) As  shown 	above against. 
No.!. 

çStaff-Surgeon Bedford ..................... 274 

Yes 	.................... 

Yes, as above shown Nil. 
11 

1. Imperial Officer 326 Yes 
- 

Yes 	.................... 

Gratuity 	of 	£1,000 on 
retirement after 10 years 
service, 	and 	lialfpay 

(Imperial Officer 	............................ 

.................... 

after 20 years service of 
16/0 per diem for life, 

. 

increasing 	in 	ratio 	to 

............................ 

rank and length of ser- 

VoLnnstR STAFF. 
vice. 

(Captain Wilson, Adjut;ant, 2nd Begi- 250 Nil 	.... ........................... No such appointments in 
12 	ment, Volunteer Rifles ' . Imperial 	Service 	are 

Not granted .......... 

now given to officers not 
272 Yes 	........... ....... See remark. 	............. ..... actually 	belongmg 	to (. Imperial 	Officer 	............................ . 

Regular 	Forces, 	who 
. 

participate in the advan- 
tages of pension, &c., as 
noted against No.1. 

(Captain Strong, Commanding Public 250 Lodging allowance Nil. 
13 	School Cadet Corps, granted. 

(Imperial Officer 	....................... ............ 

 

............... . ..... No analogous 	position in ..... ........................ 
Imperial Service. 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Colonel, Commandant, 

Ii 

B ETr RN 
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Name, 	nk, and 
Corps. 

Date of first and nil,,e- 	I 
quejit 	mrnisslon, 

in imperial Service, eeatingj 
the Corps, 

Date of Isang 
Impevial Soco 

or going on 
half-pay. 

Countries in which 
sen'lce ntis done in 
liiiperial Anny, front 

coinnienceinent of 
service to datcof 

Icai-1,,g. 

I 
Partienlaof any active sen-ice i 

in which engaged. 
I 

Particulars of 
special Examinations 

passed, &. 

l'artict,lars of any Staff 
Appointmcnta 

held Rc-.glmeneally 
or otherwise. 

Date of Joining Colonial 
Service, with Pmmotion,, H 

ai, -, in such Service. 
MedMs or other 

decorations. Remarks. 

GENERAL Snrr—
.TohnSoanioRicliard- Ensign, 	72nd 	High- Sept., 	1864 ... TJnited 	Kingdom, Served with 	72nd 	lligh- Edtieationalandpro- Adjutant;, 1st Dat- Appointed 	Lieutenant- Crimean'Medal with 

son, Colonel, Corn- ]anders, Nov., 3854; Crimea, 	Channel landers at siege and fail fessionul examsna- talion, 12th Regi- Colonel CommandingVol- clasp for Sebasto 
maudant Per,nan- Lieutenant 	72nd Islands, Australia, of Sebastopol, and with tico on entry into mont, from June, usitcer Force, Feb., 1865; 'War pol, Turkish 

ent and Volunteer Bighilauders, 	Nov., New Zealand. 1.2tleRegimentdnringtlie the Imperial Ser- 1560,toju1y,1863 Commandant, Permanent Medal; Medal for 
Military Forces. 1855 ; 	Captain, 12th War of 1860-61 at Tora- vice ; examination aurt 	Volunteer 	Military services 	in 	New 

Regiment, July, 1863 nnki, New Zealand, and for 	proiiiotioli 	to Forces, Aug., 1871; 	pro- Zealand. 
in Waikato Campaign of grades of Liouten- moted full Colonel, Aug., 
1863 and 1864 alit and Captain 1876. 

Thomas Baynes, Bri- Li Imperial Service for United 	Kingdom, Nil ............................... Nil 	...... ................ From 1854 to 1861 Instrne- d Medal for long and 
do 	Pay 	and 27 years, quittina it Mediterranean, for to Volunteer Force; 

Lieutenant appointed 	 and 
meritorious service 

Non-Conmams-as a ter 	Master, as 	Regincnd 	§or- Canadn,Australian . 
Permanent 	and jeant-major 	of 	the ' Colonies 

Nil 	...................... 

Adjutant to Sydney Bat- sioned 	Officer 	in 

Volunteer Military iitl loot. taiton, 	Volunteer Rides, 

. 

Her Majesty's 11th 

Forces- June, 	1861; 	promoted Regiment. 
- Captain 	and 	appointed 

Brigade 	Adjutant 	and 
Paymaster, Aug., 1865; 
appointed Brigade 	Pay 

1854' 	............. 

and 	Quarter 	aster to 
Permanent and Volunteer 
Military 	Force,, 	Nov., 
1871; 	promoted Major, 
Sept., 1874. 

WilhiamBeaverfllay- Ensign, 	80th 	Rcgi- United 	Kingeloiii, Servedin Indian Campaign Bducationalandpro Orderly 	Officer 	to Appointed Major of Brigade Indian 	Mutiny 

ueyChristie, Major ment, 	Oct., 	1854; Caifrar 	Frontier, in 1858 and '9, including fessional exalnina- Brigadier Christie, 'Volun- to Permanent and Medal with clasp, 
of Brigade, 	Per- Lieutenant, 	80th East Indies the BaI,I;le of Gogowlee tiomi on entry issito CD., during Cam- teer Military Forces on for Central India. 

manent and Vol- Regiment, 	March, and siege and capture of Service; examiaa- paign 	in 	Oude; competitive examination, 
unteer 	Military 1859; Captain unat- Calpee (attached to the tion for proniotion temporarily 	as with 	rank 	of 	Captain, 

Forces. taehcd, April, 1870 Camel Corps), and stibse- to grades of Lieu- Major ofBrigadein Aug., 1873; 	promoted, 
qttently in the campaign tenant and 	Cap- India and asAdjn- Major, 1875. 
in 	Oude, 	uscltsding the tai,m ; 	examination tant of the 80th 
capture of the Fort of in Hindi. Regiment. 
Simla, the actions of Berar 
and Dhoudeaklmeira, and 

Feb., 1874------- 

the affairs of Busingpore. 
John 	Augustus Nil 	------ -- --------------- -- Nil 	.............................. Obtained certificate Musketry 	Instrnc- Joined New South Wales Nil. 

Compton, 	Mus- .as 	Instructor 	of tor, 2nd Middlesex Volunteer 	Rifles, 	June, 
ketry Listruetorte - i'tl'uiketryatllythc- Volunteer 	Rifles 1865; promoted, Lietiten 

Pennaaent 	and in July, 1862. July, 1562 to Oct., 

Volunteer Forces- 1864. tor to Volunteer Force, 

Nil 	---------------- Nil 	...................... 

nnt,nud Musketry Instrue- 

Dec., 	1868 	promoted, 
Captain in 1871; appointed 
Musketry 	Instructor 	to 
Permanent and Volunteer 
Military 	Forces, 	April, 



Name, Rank, and 
Corps. 

te of first and snte 
quent Commissions 

in imperial Service, stating 
the Corps. 

te of Icaving 
Imperial Service 

or Sroing on 
half-pay. 

Countries in which 
relen uta done in 

Imperial Army, from 
commencement of 
service to date of 

baring. 

Particular, of any active service 
in which engaged. 

Particulars of any 
special Exa,,iinations 

1,assed, &e 

Pan,la 	of any SR 
Appointments 

held Iteghuentally 
or otherwise, 

I 

Date of joining Colonial 
Service, with Promotions, if 

any, in such Service. 
Medals or other 

decorations. Remarks. 

I 

GENERAL STarr— 
eon £iatced. 

WilIiamJamesGuth- Joined Permanent Force as Nil. 
ne Bedford, Staff' examinations. Assistant-Surgeon, Aug., 
Surgeon, Peranan- 

Nil 	................ Nil 	...................... Nil ............................. .. 
I 1871 ; promoted Surgeon, 

ent Force. 
I 

1875. 
NEW Sourar Wnrs 

Nil 	......................... Usual 	Medical 	Nil ...................... 

I 
ARTrLLEEY— I 

Charles 	Fyslie 2nd Lieutenant, Royal Half-pay, July, United 	Mndom. Served at siege and fall of passed 	througb Acting 	Adjutant, Crimean Medal with 
Roberts, 	Colonel Artillery, Feb., 1855; 1869 to June, Channel 	IimTs, Sobastopol, 	in 	trenches Artillery School at1 	Royal Artillery at clasp for Sabasto- 
ColninaudingArtil- lstLieutenant, Royal 1871 ; 	left Crimen, 	India. with 	siege 	train, 	born- Woolwieh, 	and 	Fort William, Cal- pol ; 	Sardiniaa 
lery Forces. Artillery, 	April Service, Sept., Australia. hardmentsof6th and lith etom,nation 	as 	eutta 	Station; Order of Military 

1855 ; 	2nd Captain, 1  1871. .lune, Aug., and 	Sept. ; Captain, 	Royal' 	Staff 	Officer 	at Valour; 	Turkish 
Royal Ari.illerySept. wounded, Sept- 2nd, and Artillery. 	Daeea, East Indies, War Medal. 
1862; Brevet-Major, subsequently veryserious- l'rom Mar. to Dec., 
Jan., 1863. ly on 15th Nov., 1835, by 1860. 

explosion of French mata 
zinc ; 	incommand 	of 
Royal Artillery in Sikisin 
Expedition in 1861, men 

28th Aug., 1876 	............. 

Warner 	Wright 2nd Lieutenant, Royal Half-pay,April, England and Japan 

boned in orders by Gov-
ernor-Goneral and Bre-
vet of Major. 

Served in Japan in 1864 Educational andpro- 	Nil ...................... 2nd Captain, New South Nil 	...... ............... Commanded Half 

Spalding, 	Major, Marines, Feb., 1862; 1869. and 	1866; 	present 	at fessional examina- Wales 	Artillery, 	Aug., Battery of Field 

New South Wales 1st Lieutenant, Feb., bombardment of Straits tion on entry into 1871; promoted Captain, Gulls at Yoko- 

Artillery, 	and 1865. of 	Simoaasnki; 	carried Service; passed in Nov., 1872; Major, Aug., llama, Gunnery 

Adjutant, 	Voltin- eolollrsatassault,capture, Gullneryo,,JI.I\t.S. 1876; 	Adjutant, Volun- Cadet, 1860 and 

Leer Artillery Bri- and destruction of the 5 "Excellent," 	as Leer 	Artillery 	Brigade, '61, .to date of 

gado. batteries, stockade, maga- also 	subsequentl Sept., 1875. Commission. 
zinc, and barracks during special 	erainina.I 
operations from 5th 	to ben 	in 	Gunnery, 
8th Sept., 1864. and 	Fortiflcotion;I 

passed 	Adjatant.'sI 
examination 	and1 
Ileavy gun drill in 
1863-7-5, 	and 

Ul,ed 	Kingdomi 

Field 	gun 	drill,I 
1.864. 

George John Aircy, 2nd Lieutenant, Royal Retired 	pay In charge of Marines at Educationalandpro. Acting Adjutant on lit Captain, 	New 	South Guunery 	Cadet, 

Major, New South Marines, May, 1859; July, 1870. CapeofGoodHope, capture of 2-gun battery fessional examina1 	two occasions- Wales 	Artillery, 	Aug., Aug., 	1858, to 
Wales Artillery. 1st Lieutenant, Mar., Mauritius, 	Eastj at Angora, 1.861 	charge Lion on enl;ry intol 1871; Major, April, 1872 

Nil 	...................... 
date of Commis- 

1862. Coast 	of 	Africa,I 'Scttlers of Marines and Service; 	passed a saoa. 
Ascension, Austra-1 in expeditionary force u1 course of Gunner 
Han Colonies. the 	Rowa, 	including at Chalbain, 1S39;I 

engngement 	at 	Deuka,I Woolwiel,, 	1562 
1869. I 	and 1866.  

C's 



X,une, flank, and 
Corps. 

Date of first and subse- 
quent Commiasions 

in Imperial Service, stating 

Date of leaving 
Imperial Service 

ooingo,. 

Countries in vIilcli 
service was done in 
Imperial Army, frona 

eonnncncemeotof 

leaving. 
vice to dIuc of 

 

. 	. l'articulars of any active service 
in which enga4gcd. 

Partenlars 	f 
s 	c 	Irxanri 
pa passed, &? lots 

Particulars of any Staff 
Appointments 

lsehimiiy 
Date n f"Cl 

ServicImy,e, r'.l, 	
s-i5' 

aledals or other 
decorations. Remarks. 

E\V Sourx WALES 
Ait'rirricatr— 

continued. 
George Ilensy Bite. Ensign, 	12th 	Regi. England and East Edueationalandpro. Lieutenant, N.S.W. Artil. Nil. 

diii,, Captain, N. ment, 	June, 	1860; Indies. iesssonal examina- 
Nil 	...................... 

lery, Feb., 1876; Captain, 
S.W. Artillery. Cornet, 2nd Dragoon lion OiL entry into Dec., 1876. 

Guards by transfer, 

Nil ............................... 

Service; 	exantina- - 
Oct., 1860; Lieuten- tion for promotion 
ant, 	711t 	Dragoon to grades of Lieu- 
Guards, Sept., 1864. t.enantandOaptnin, 

Michael 	Murphy, Ensign, 	83rd 	Rogi- Jan., 	1871 ...... United 	Kingdom, Indian Mutiny, 1858 and Edueationalandpro. Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art., Indian 	Mutiny 
Captain, 	N.S.W. ment, 	Feb., 	1858; East Indies. 1850. fessional oxasnirla- Aug., 	1876; 	promoted, Medal. 
Artillery. Lieutenant, 	83rd 

June, 1865 ....... 

tion on entry into 

Nil 	...................... 
Captain, Dec., 1870. 

Regiment, 	Aug., Service; examina 
Captain, Sept., tion for promotion 

1864; 	exelinaged to to grades of Lieu- 
58th Regiment, Aug., tenantand Captain. 
1865; Captain, 2nd 
Somcrsot 	Militia, 
Mar., 1871. 

na

1860; 

henry La Fatourel, Lieutenant., Gloucester RegularServies, United Kingdom ... 

. 

Nil 	.............................. Eduentionnlandpro- Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art., Nil. 
Licutonant, 	N.S. Militia, Nov., 1861; Nov., 	1871 • fessional exarnina- April, 1875. 

Artillery. Cornet, 	1st 	King's Militia, April, Lion on entry into 

Nil 	....................... 

Dragoon 	Guards 1874. 
Nov., 	1868; 	Lieu- 

Service, and exami-
tion for grade of  

tenant, 	do. 	July, Lieutenant; quali 
1870 	exchanged to fled for Captaincy 

. 

16th Regiment, Mar., in Militia in 1873. 
1871; Captain, York 
Militia, July, 1873. 

t. rthsar In l'atourel, Lieutenant, Gloucester April, 	1874 ... United Kingdom ... Nil.. .......................... Examination 	on Assistant Initruetor Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art., Nil. 
Lieutenant, 	N.S. Militia, May, 1868; entry into Militia of 	Musketry, Sept-., 1876. 

Artillery. Captain, 	do., 	July, Force, and one at Gloucester Militia. 
1871. 

tion for 	Reserve 
School of I,s,t,rue-

Forces. 

Frederick 	Thomas Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art., Ni]. 
Bcndze 	Baynes, Aug., 1876. 
Lieutenant, 	N.S. 
W. Artillery. 

Nil 	......................... Nil 	................ Nil 	...................... Nil ............................... Nil 	...................... Nil 	...................... 

Ea 



iame, Rank, and 
'Jurpa 

Date of first and subse- 
quent Coinniisslons 

in imperial Service, stating 
the Corps 

Date of leaving 
imperial Service 

or going on 
half-pay, 

Couratsies in which 
senice was done in 

imperial Anny, from 
co,nmenee,ne,tt of 
service to date of 

leaving. 

Particulars of any active 	nice 
in which engaged. 

Particulars of any 
special lixaminations 

psued &e. 

Particulars of any Staff 
Appointments 

bela Regimentally 
or otlienvise. 

Date of joining Colnnial 
Sen-ice, with Promotions, if 

any, in such Service, 
Medals or other 

decorations. Remarks. 

rw SOUTH WALES 
ART ILLURY— - 
continced. 

'embroke 	Lathrop Served with Victorian Vol. Passe3. 	oxarniiui- 

Murray, 	Licuten- - irnicer Foreefrom 1862 to tion for 1st and 
ant, N.S.W. Artil- 

Nil 	................. Nil ............................... 

1865; 	joined Volunteer subsequent Corn- 
lerv 

Nil 	......................... Ni! 	---------------------- Nit 	...................... 

Force, N.S. Wales, 1865 

Nil 	...................... 

missions in Vol. 
appointed 3rd Lient., Vol. Art. Brigade. 
Art. Brigade, Jan., 1874; 
2nd Lieut., Vol Art. Bri 

ra
ds, 	Dc., 	1874; 	1st e 

iient., Vol. Art. Brigade, 
May, 1875- 	Lieutenant, 
N.S.W. Art., Aug., 1876. 

Icnry Douglas Mae- Entered Royal Navy Mediterranoen, - Passed 	on 	board Flag-Midshipman to Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art, Nil. 
kenzio, Lieutenant, Sept;., 	1863 ; 	Mid- North 	America, 'Brifannia," Dec., Admiral 	Lord July, 1877. 
N.S.W. Artillery. sliipinasi, Dec., 1864; West Indies, Aus- 1864; 	passed let Clarence Paget for 

Sub-Lieutenant, 

Oct., 1873 ....... 

tralin, 	United Class 	in Seaman- 12 months; Acting 
June, 1869 Thouten- Lngdosn. 

Nil 	..................... 

ship, June, 1869; Flag-Lieutenant 2 
ant;, Sept., 1872. 1st Class in Gun- months 	Acting 

Nil ............................... 

nory, 	II.M.S. Flng.Licutenant to 
"Excellent," Oct. Sir James Rope, 2 
1869 ; Navigation, months; 	Score. 
2nd 	class, 	Nov. tary'sclerktoCom. 

- 1569. sssodoro Stirling, 2 
months. 

ames Edward for- Ensign,5OthtRegiment, April, 1878 	•.. Unii:ed 	Kingdom, Served in Wanganui corn- Edueationnlandpro- Instructor of Mus- Lieutenant, N.S.W.Art., New Zealand War 
ridge 	Taunton, April, 1864; 	Lien- Austmlin, 	Now paign in 1865;present at fossioaal exnmina- ketry, 50th 	Rogi- Aug., 1877. Medal. 
Lieutenant 	and tenant, 	do., 	Oct., Zealand. repulse of attaeIoncsunp tion on entry into sn csst. 
Acting 	Adjutant., 187L m Nukuara, and storming na Service;  exami 
N.SW. Artillery. of Putalsipals. tion for promotion 

to grades of Lieu- 

tain ; 	special 
examination 	in 
Field Fortification, 

tenant and Cap- 

M and Military 
Military 	Survey- 

; 	1st 	Class 
extra certificate at 
School of 	Mus- 
ketry. 



L-J 
Name. Ra,,k, and 

Corps. 

Date of first and sut,se. 
qucrit Co,,l,,liesions 

in Imperial Service, stating 
the Corps. 

Date of leaving 
Imperial Service 

or going on 
hail-pay. 

Countries in which 
service was done in 

linpenal Army, from 
commencement of 
service to date of 

lraving, 

Particulars of any actIve service 
in which engaged, 

!t1h13 of alms 
mpe 	xamn4Ia 	Iris 

i MS 	c. 

ParUoulars of any Staff 
A ppnintmenes 

hold ltegimentaliy 
or otherwise, 

Date of Joining Colonial 
Ce, ':' 	1ith 	rmoLons. 	f 

all), in  
Medals or other 

decorations. marks 

NEW Son-mr Wnns 
AIITILLIIILY— 
continued — 

Robert 	Allsvooci Nil ............................... Joined 	Volunteer 	Force, Nil 	...................... Pns,ed 	examine 
N,athan 	Licntcn Mar., 1868; 	Lieut., Vol finn 	for 	Cons 
ant, N.S.W. Artil- Art. Brigade, Aug., 1871 ; mission in Vol 
lory. 

Nil 	...................... 

Capt., Vol. Art. Brigade, An. Brigade. 

Nil 	...................... 

May, 1875; 	Lieut., N.S. 
W. Art., July, 1877. 

Henry Park Airey, Ensign, 	101st 	liegi- Eelucatiomaelandpro- Lieutenant, 	N.S.W. Art., Nil. 
Lieutenant, 	N.S. mont, 	Juno, 	1861; fessional exomina- 

Nil 	....................... 
July, 1877. 

W. Artillery. Lieutenant, 	July, 

Nil 	................ 

Lion on entry into 
1663. 

Nil 	...................... 

tirni for promotion 

Nil 	......................... 

East Indies 	.......... 

to grades of Lieu. 

Service; oxamina- 

tai,,. 
VOLuNTEER Srsrr— 

tenant and 	Cap- 

James Wilso,,, Cap. Ensign, 	815t 	Regi- Jan., 1867. ..... .United 	Kingdom 

Nil ............................... 

Nil ................... ........... Edueationnlnndpro- Lieutenant 	in 	2nd Regi- Nil. 
tam 	and Adjutant., mont, Aug., 1663. a and India. fessional examin ,i- lent, Vol. Rifles, April, 
2nd Regiment Vol. lion on entry into 1668; 	Adjustaut, 	2nd 
unteer Rifles. Service. Regiment, 	Vol. 	Rifles, 

1870; Lieut. N.S.W. 5,1. 

. Nil 	...................... 

fiusitry, Aug., 1871 ; Amijec- 
tent, 2nd Regiment, Vol. 

1866 	............. 

Rifles, April, 1873 ; pro. 
iiioted 	Captain, 	April, 
1876. 

Henry 	William Nil 	......................... Nil 	................ Nil ............................... Nil 	......... ............ Joined 	Volunteer 	Force, Nil. 
Strong, Captain in 

Nil 	...................... 
Aug., 1860; Ensign, 1st 

charge of Public 

Nil 	...................... 

Regiment, 	Vol. 	Rifles, 
School 	Cadet Aug., 1866; Lieutenant, 
Corps. 1st Regiment, Vol Rifles, 

July, 1870; 	Lieutenant, 

. 

N.S.W. 	infantry, Aug., 
1871; Capt. Commanding 
Public 	School 	Cadets, 
April, 	1873 ; 	Captain, 
Volunteer 	Permanent 
Staff, Sept., 1875. 

92 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Colonel, Commandant. 
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NEW OUTII WALES. 

OFFICERS RESIfflN@ AT VICTORIA BARRACKS AND 
DAWES BATTERY. 
(DISTRIBUTION OF QUARTERS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 February, 1878. 

[Laid upon Table in accordance wills promise made in answer to Question 6, Votes Yb. 25, 13 1"ebruan,, 1878.] 

RETURN showing the Distribution of Officers' Quarters at the Victoria Barracks 
and Dawes Battery. 

In the Victoria Barracks— 
Major Baynes... 	.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 8 rooms 

11 	Airey 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	8 
Captain Bacchus 	... 	... 	.... 	... 	... 	... 	6 

Compton ... ..• ... ... ... ... 4 

	

Staff Surgeon Bedford 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	... 6 

	

Lieutenant Baynes ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	2 

	

Murray ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	5 	(1 very small.) 
Mackenzie 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 4 

	

Taunton ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	4 

	

Nathan ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	2 	(1 very small.) 

With the exception of Major Airey's quarters, there is no accommodation in the nature of pantries, 
store.rooms, and female servants' rooms, which consequently has to be provided by the various Officers 
from the rooms as above allotted. One room remains unallotted, requiring repairs. 

In Dawes Barracks—
Major Spalding 
Captain Murphy 
Licut. A. Tic Patourel 

7 rooms (3 very small.) 
2 
1 room 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Col..Commdt-. 

USd1 	 15g— 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

VOLUNTEER FORCE. 
(REPORT FROM COMMANDANT AND MEMORANDUM OF COLONEL SCRATCULEY RESPECTING 

REORGANIZATION OF.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aescniblg lobe pri'nted, 19 Rbruary, 1878. 

Colonel Richardson to His Exeel1eny the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 13 December, 1877. 

I have the honor to report that, in accordance with the desire of Lieutenant.Celonel Scratchley, 
RE., I called a parade of the Head Quarters Military Forces for Saturday, the 8th instant, with the view to 
instruction and exercise in manning the Outer Batteries and the defence of the position generally, and 
although the maniuvres were in the main satisfactorily carried out, I regret to observe that the parade 
from a professional point of view was not a success, which was to be attributed to the small number of 
Volunteers who obeyed the order calling for their attendance on that day; thereby the batteries were but 
half manned, the infantry dispositions rendered defective and ludicrous, and the object of the parade, to 
a great extent, defeated. 

2. The attendance, with the total number of Volunteers on the roll of the various corps, is given 
as follows 

Of Artillery 200 attended out of 480. 
Engineers, 20 out of 70. 
1st Regiment Volunteer Rifles, 170 out of 455. 
2nd Regiment Volunteer Rilles, 140 out of 442, 

3. I may also remind your Excellency that a short time since I endeavoured to form an encamp. 
ment of the Volunteer Force, which intention however had to be relinquished in consequence of the few 
men who signified a desire to avail themselves of that opportunity for instruction and training. 

4. The causes conducing to this result, more especially as regards the parade of Saturday last, may 
be summed up as follows 

The numerical weakness of the various corps. 
The system prevailing, which permits optional attendance at parade. 

(o) The hour at which the parade was called. 
(d) The dissatisfaction and discouragement under which the Force labours. 

5. The numerical weakness is to be attributed to the suspension of recruiting süwc Mare/i, 1874, 
and the constant drain to which the various corps have been subjected, in the ordinary course, by 
resignations, Le., and without any compensating accession of recruits has so reduced the number that 
Commanding officers have, for some time past., experienced cGnsiderable difficulty in getting together 
sufficient men for even an ordivary drill; and the result is that officers and men are thoroughly 
disheartened. 

0. The order for the formation of the parade at the comparatively early hour of 145 p.m., although 
preventing the attendance of many, was nevertheless necessary to carry out the programme, and secure the 
return of the Force to Sydney by daylight ; and' it will thus be seen that in the absence of a system of 
continuous training the Volunteers can only be mustered in sufficient numbers for a. very brief period, 
which in itself precludes little instruction being imparted to them beyond that which is actually required 
to enable them to maintain a creditable appearance on the parade ground. 

7. Extreme discouragement and dissatisfaction exist throughout the Force, both in the matter of 
time suspension of recruiting, and the long delay in dealing with the question of re-organization, and have 
now reached such a climax that many of the best officers have expressed their intention of retiring from 
the service, which I may observe has only been prevented by their zeal, added to my personal solicitation. 
This course I have adopted in the interests of the service, feeling that when the re.organization is carried 
out the persons al'uded to are those whose services will be especially valuable ; and I therefore respectfully 
urge that the question of re.organization be considered without further delay, for, apart from the various 
reasons, &c., quoted in the memoranda, I have already had the honor to submit to your Excellency, and 
notwithstanding the excellent material at hand in the Force, it must be admitted that its organization and 

training 
160— 



training is not such as would fit it to take the field without delay. It must also be borne in mind 
that in the absence of a sufficient number of Regular troops, the position the Volunteers of the Colony 
would be called upon to assume is vastly different from that assigned to a like description of Force at 
Home. Here they would of necessity be bronght into immediate contact with an enemy, and with only 
that amount of preparedness gained under a system utterly wanting in one of the essential.s of an 
efficient military body, viz., the knowledge and practice of interior economy. In England they are mobilized 
in such a manner as would probably afford time for special training, in addition to which they are 
regarded and treated as reserve Forces, pure and simple. 

These facts alone indicate the absolute necessity of a higher degree of training for Colonial Volun-
teers than at present obtains. 

S. It appears to me that a very beneficial improvement could be effected at once in the matter of 
organization, thseiphne, and training, by means of Regulations framed under existing Act, which would 
necessitate the payment of Volunteers, not maturing service towards land orders, on a system similar to 
that of the Naval Brigade. 

9. In conclusion, I would wish your Excellency to understand that I by no means recede from. 
the opinions I have heretofore expressed as to what is required to place the Volunteer Force in a 
thoroughly satisfactory condition ; at the same time I believe with Lieutenant-Colonel Scratchley, that 
the introduction of a system as herein indicated will not only go far to remedy the present very unsatis-
factory state of affairs, but also pave the way for more complete legislation. 

I have, &c., 
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 

Col..Commandant 

Lieut.-Colonel Scratchley, RE., to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 26 December, 1877. 

In the accompanying memorandum the Commandant reports that, owing to the small number 
of Volunteers who turned out on the 8th of December, for the purpose of manning the Batteries, the 
Parade was for all practical purposes a failure. 

He also refers to the fact that the attempt to hold an encampment of the Volunteer Force a short 
time ago had to be abandoned in consequence of the few men "who signified a desire to avail themselves 
of that opportunity for instruction and training." 

These unsatisfactory results are attributed by Colonel Richardson to the following causes 
The present Regulations whereby attendance at parade is only optional. 
The numerical weakness of the various corps, owing to the suspension of recruiting since 

March, 1874, when it was determined to discontinue the system of Volunteer Land Orders. 
The dissatisfaction and discouragement under which the Force labours, in consequence of the 

long delay in dealing with the question of re-organization, and of the suspension of recruitiug 
After sta.ting at length the reasons which led him to consider that the Volunteer Force, as at 

present constituted, cannot be relied upon for defensive purposes, in which opinion I entirely conch'; 
and, after referring to his various reports on the question of re-Organization, Colonel Richardson submits 
for consideration a proposal to remodel the existing Regulations—without altering the present Volunteer 
Act—on the basis now in force in the Naval Brigade, of paying the men for attendance at parade the 
Volunteers at present serving for laud orders being excluded. 

Colonel Richardson informs me that the cost of carrying out this proposal would be £18 per man. 
Having given the subject careful consideration, and being aware that there is a reluctance to resort 

to the radical remedy of re-organizing the Force on the basis of aVolunteer3!ilitia, I strongly recommend 
Colonel Richardson's suggestion for the approval of the Government, and advise that the necessary pro-
vision should be made in the Estimates for the year 1878, for that portion of the Force, at least, which is 
requited for the defence of Sydney and New-castle. 

Either the suggestion will have to be adopted, or the Volunteer Act will have to be amended, to 
enforce attendance at parade. 

Failing any action by the Government in the matter, the Volunteer Force will, in the course of 
eighteen mont/is, cease to exist, as by that time nearly all the men will have completed the term of service 
entitling them to land orders. 

Should the suggested system of payment not give the result which is to be expected, viz., of increased 
efficiency, in consequence of a regular attendance at parade in daylight and during a few days continuous 
training the Government could fall-back upon legislation to secure the efficiency needed for the Military 
Forces of the Colony, adopting the recommendations of His Excellency Sir William Jervois, contained in 
the following extract from his Report upon the defences of New South Wales, page 20:—" I will only now 
remark that it is essential to its efficiency (i.e., of a militia) that powers should be obtained for retaining 
men for a fixed period of service,—for continuous training during a certain number of days in the year, 
besides a certain number of drills at detached periods—for their permanent cznbodimnent during war, for 
the strict enforcement of discipline, and for the appointment of officers only after passing a proper exaini-
nation. The proposals of the Commandant, Colonel Richardson, which have been laid before the Parliament 
of New South Wales, in a memo. dated 21st April, 1875, and submitted to the Government in a memo. 
dated December 16th, 1876, so far as they relate to the requirements to which I have referred, appear 
deserving of the consideration of the Government in preparing any measure which they may bring forward 
for creating an efficient Field force." 

I have, Sic., 
P. R. SCRLTCULEY, Lt,.Col., R.E. 

Sydney; Thomso Richards, Government Printer. —1878. 
[3d.] 
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NEW SOUTH WALE,  S. 

VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867. 
(MONEYS EXPENDEI) UNDEB IX 1877.) 

Ureøcnieb to jaar.tiantent, purzuant to 3.ct 31 3ic. o. 5, sec. 51. 

STATflIIST of all iiioneys paid on account of the above Force during the year ended the 31st December, 
1877, furnished in accordance with paragraph 51 of the" Volunteer Act, 1867" 

Salaries and Allowances— £ s. d. 
Amount paid 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 6,519 9 0 

Forage— 
Allowance in lieu thereof paid to the officers of the General Staff, to Officers 

Commanding Brigade of Artillery, Sydney and Suburban Rifles, one paid 
Adjutant, and garrison cart horse 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	... 620 LU 0 

Travelling Expenses— 
To General Staff and Volunteer Officers,.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 375 0 0 

Compensation in lieu of uniform— 
To Staff Sergeauts and Sergeant Instructors 	... 	... 	. 	... 	... 	... 81 2 0 

Capitation allowance— 
For Artillery and Rifle Corps 	... 	... 	... 	, . - 	... 	... 	... 2,6:32 14 7 
For unilorms 	... 	.,. 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 791 10 6 

Musketry Badges— 
issued to marksmen 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	,.. 	... 	... 131 0 0 

Hire of horses— 
For Field guns and mounted Officers of Artillery and Rifles ... 	... 	... 240 14 0 

Brigade Baud— 
Contribution to 	... 	... 	... 	.., 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 300 0 0 

Rifle Association— 
Contribution to 	... 	, 	 .., 	... 	... 	... 	... 500 0 0 

Arinoury repairs and Materials Incidental— 
Including freight and cartage of ammunition 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 809 14 2 

Collecting and cleaning arms—Country Corps— 
Annual allowance of £5 each 	... 	... 	.,. 	... 	... 	... 85 0 0 

Rifle Ranges— 
Constructing New Butts, and keeping in repair the several Rifle Ranges at 

Head Quarters and of Country Corps 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 200 0 0 
Office Rent— 

For General 	Staff, Volunteer Artillery 	Brigade, 	Sydney and Suburban 
Battalion of Rifles 	...... 	... 	... 	.., 	... 	,.. 	.., 507 3 3 

For Officers Commanding the Northern, Western, and Southern Battalion 
Rifles, at £15 each, per q.... 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	.. 45 tJ 0 

Office-keepers— 
To offices at .F1:ead Quarters 

Sheds at Rifle Range—
Completing same 

Titos. BATIES, Major, 
Paymaster. 

48 0 0 

£ 14,089 17 6 

JOHN S. RIChARDSON, Col.. 
Co mu' an dan C 

[acl.] 	 425— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CAPTAIN OF No. 1 COMPANY, HIGIILA.NDERS. 
(RESIGNATION OF.) 

Ordered by the LegielGtivc Assembly to be printed, 20 Februaiy, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order' 2'dc made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 29th January, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

"Copies of all documcnts and Minutes of proceedings having reference to 
"the resignation of the Captain of No. 1 Highlanders." 

(lift. Jfaointosh.) 

SCHEDULE. 

BrigadeOrder 	No. 88. 	30/5/78 ................... ........... . ....... ..... ...................................................................... 
PAGE. 

3 
Battalion Order, 2nd Regiment, 	6/11/76 .............................................................................................. ....... 	3 
Report of 	Quartermaster, 	2nd 	Regiment. 	9/2/77 ........................................................................................ 4 
Letter from Adj., 2nd Regiment, to Capt. Campbell. 	22/2/77.......................................................................... 4 
Capt. Campbell's 	Minute thereon. 	28/2/17. 	............................................................................................. 
Report of Quartermaster, 2nd Regiment. 	22/5/77 .... ........... ......................................................................... 

4 
4 

Memo, from Quartermaster, 2nd Regiment ........................................................................................ ........... 	5 
Memo, from Lieut..Col. Goodlet to Capt. 	Campbell. 	25/5/71 ....................... ................................................... 5 
Menio. from Capt. Campbell to Lieut.'Col. Goodlet, with minutes thereon. 	30/5/71. .... ............... ..... ..................... 5 
Letter from Lieut,'Col. Goodlet suspending Capt. Campbell. 	6/6/77.......................................................... 

 Memo, from Capt. 	Campbell to Licut.-Col. 	Goodlet, 	6/6/71............................................................................ ........ 	
6 
C 

Battalion Order, 	2nd Regiment. 	6/6/71 ................ ...................................................................................... 6 
Memo, from Capt. Campbell to Lieut.-Col. 	Goodlet. 	12/6/77 ................................ ........................................... 6 
Memo, from 	Adj., 	2nd 	Regiment., 	to Capt. Campbell. 	18/5/77 ........................................................................ 
Memo, from Capt. Campbell desiring return 	 23/6/17 of 	resignation. 	............................................................ 

7 
S 

Letter from Lieut.'Col. Goodlet 	to Brigade Major. 	18/7/77 ............................ .......................................... 
..... 
..... 	8 

Commandant's Minute thereon. 	23/7/71 ............................................................................................ ....  ..... 	S 
Memo, from Adj. to Capt. Campbell. 	1/8/77 ............................... ........ ... ................ ............ ......... ..... 	........... 	8 
Letter from Capt. Campbell. 	4/8/77 ................................................................ ...... ................. ......... .......... 	S 
Commandant's Minute thereon. 	4/8/77 ................................................................. .............. ........ .... ...... ......S 
Memo, from Capt. Campbell to Officer Com. 2nd Regiment, with envelope. 	6/8/77 ................... ........ ................... 	8 
Letter from Lient.'Col. Goodlet to Brigade 	Major. 	1/8/71 ...... .................. .......... .................................... .... .... 	0 
Letter from Capt. Campbell to Clerk of Executive 	Council. 	6/8/77 .............. .... ................... 	........ .. ................... 	9 
Letter from 	Capt. Campbell. 	10/8/77 ....................................... ................... ... .............................. .............. 	9 
Copy of Letter from Brigade Major to Officer Commanding 2nd Regiment. 	11/8/77............................................. 9 
Letter from Commandant to His Excellency the Governor and Com.'in-Chief. 	28/8/77 ........................ ... ... ... ... ... ... 	10 

with memo, from 	Capt. Campbell. 	17/8/77 ....................... .......... .......... ...... .... ...................... .......  ... ..10 
Brigade 	Major's 	letter. 	11/8/71 ...................................................................................................... 9 
Letter from Major 	.Jnques. 	23/8/77.................................................................................................. 10 
Letter from Major 	Phillips. 	25/8/71 ................................................................................................ 11 

Letter from Commandant 	to 	Governor. 	11/8/77 .............................. ................................................. .... ....... 	11 
Do. 	 (10. 	 30/8/77 ......................................................... ...... ...... ...... .... ........... 	13 

Governor's Minute 	thereon. 	31/8/77 ........... ............................... ..... .... ....................................... ......... ...... 	13 
Instructions—Matters to be inquired into. 	30/8/77 .................................... ....  ................. ............. ...... .... 	......13 
Minute to President of Court. 	5/9/17 ............. ............. ............ ........................................... ............ ........... 	13 
Minute to Officer Commanding 2nd Regiment, 	5/9/77 ................................................................................. ...14' 
Copy 	of Brigade 	Order. 	5/9/77 ........................................................................................... . .................... 14 
From Comdt. to Cot. 	Sec. 	3/9/77 ........................................................................... ................................... 14 
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CAPTAIN OF No: 1 COMPANY, HIGHLANDERS. 

Brigade Order No. 88. 
Brigade Office, Sydney, 30 May, 1870. 

2. In future the Quartermasters of Battalions. and Quartermastei'-sergeants, at head quarters, 
will be required to attend all inspection parades of the Corps of the Battalion to which they belong, and 
to keep a proper equipment ledger, specifying the letter and number of each arm debited to each Corps, 
as also the number of each description of accoutrements, &c., debited to it. On the annual inspection 
parade note will be taken of all arms seen, and the Quartermaster will be required on the 1st •Tanuary 
in the following year to send in a certificate that the arms which were not then seen (other than those in 
the armoury) have been inspected by him, and to specify the state in which he found them. 

It will be necessary that the 'arm and equipment ledger should be checked annually, prior to the 
inspections, with the books in the armoury and Brigade Quartermaster's office. 

In the case of country Battalions, having Quartermasters, the same arm and equipment ledger 
will be kept., and the Staff Sergeant attached to the-Battalion will take a list of the arms actually seen at 
the inspection, with a view to the arms not seen (other than those in the armoury) being subsequently 
inspected by the Quartermaster, and reported on in the manlier laid down for Battalions at head 
quarters. 

When a country Battalion has no Quartermaster, an arm and equipment ledger will be kept at 
its head quarters, by the Staff Sergeant attached to the Battalion, nuder the supervision of the Officer 
commanding. The Staff Sergeants attached to the Battalions will note the rifles seen at the inspection 
and furnish the Nos. of the same to the head quarter office of the Battalion, when the arms not seen 
(other than those in the armoury) will, under the direction of the Officer commanding, be inspected by 
an officer to be detailed for this duty, or by one of the Staff. Sergeants when making the usual periodical 
visits to Corps. The latter will usually be the preferable course to save expense. A certificate as to the 
arms not seen at inspection having been seen subsequently, to be rendered as required of Quartermasters 
of head quarter and country Battalions by Officers commanding Battalions. 

Major Baynes will provide arm and equipment ledgers for each Battalion, and that officer and 
Captain Compton will cause theso books, in the case of country Battalions, to be correctly filled in with 
the debit now standing against the several Corps of each Battalion. 

Officers commanding Battalions at head quarters will take steps for obtaining from Major Baynes 
and Captain Compton, for entry in the ledgers, the necessary information. The services of the Staff 
Sergeants attached to Battalions may, of course, be made use of for this purpose. 

The debit in the Battalion ledger will be made against each Corps in order of seniority, giving the 
letter and number of every rifle of whatever kind, which stands on charge against it, those in the 
armoury being so shown in pencil. 

Quartermasters of Battalions will each year examine the arms books of the several Companies of 
the Battalion, to ascertain that they agree with their own equipment ledger, and are kept in the manner 
laid down in the Brigade Order on the subject. :If they are not so kept they will report the fact to the 
Officer commanding their Battalion. In any case they will render a report to that officer on the 1st 
.Tanuary, each year, that this has been done. 

Charges will be made against Corps for all arms reported as not inspected during the year. 
Equipment ledgers of country Battalions to be sent annually to the Brigade Quartermaster to 

be compared with his own and Captain Compton's books. 	 - 
The preparation of the arms and equipment ledger for the Volunteer Artillery Brigade will be 

delayed until they have been re-armed. 
The carrying out of these orders by Quartermasters of Battalions will, of course, be under the 

supervision of their immediate Commanding Officers. 
The Volunteer Engineer Corps will not be affected by this order. 

By Command, 
W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major, 

Major of Brigade. 

Battalion Order, 2th Regiment. 
6 November, 1870. 

Tux Regimental Quartermaster will make arrangements with Officers commanding Companies to inspect 
their spare arms, in accordance with Brigade Order No. 88 of the 30/5/76 last, so as to complete the same 
before the end of the year. 	 By order, 

JAMES WILSON, Captain, 
Adjutant, 2nd Regt. 

True copy—JAMEs WILSON, Capt., Adjt. 

Report 
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Report from Quartermaster Tidswdll. 
- 	 Sydney, 1 January, 1877. 

I HEREBY certify that during the year 1878 I inspected those arms belonging to the seveml Corps of my 
Battalion as under, which were not inspected at the annual inspection, and I found the same in good 
order, except where specified. 

Glebe Company, No. 1. 
J 19, 20, 21, 28, 41, 43, 48, 04. 

Balmain Company, No. 2. 
K 2, 4, 19, 23, 28, 86, 39, 44, 51, 53, 70, 72, 92. 
in etore.—K 5, 8, 10, 49, 50, 61, 63, 66, 68, 71, 70. 

Paddington Company, No.8. 
L 90. 

St. Leonards Company, No. 4. 
M 1, 5, 14 (ramrod broken), 30, 32, 87, 34, 62. 

South Sydney Company, No. 5. 
None. 

No. 1 Highlanders. 
Sent in to Armoury. 

No. 2 Highlanders. 
P 40, 54. 

HENRY B. TIDSWELL, 
Quartermaster, 2nd. Regt. 

Sydney, 0 February, 1877. 
List of arms in possession of Companies not inspected 

Glebe Company, No. 1. 
J 9 & 54. 

St. Leonards Company, No. 4. 
M 25,58 (not marked off in arms book as seen at inspection). 

South Sydney Company, No. 5. 
N 25, 72, 76, 83, 01. 
No. 2 Highlanders, 

P 28, 48. 
No. 1 Highlanders. 

0 38, 41, 50, 56. 
HENRY E. TIDSWELL, 

Qr..master, 2nd Regt. 

What steps has the Officer eommandg. the 2nd Regt., V.11., taken to bring about the inspection of 
the arms reported not seen P What reports on the subject have been made to him by the Q.r..master of 
the Battalion P—By command, W.B.B.C., M. of B., 10/2/77. 

Adjutant Wilson to Captain Campbell. 
Sir, 	 2nd Regt., V.Th, 22 February, 1877. 

I am directed by the Officer commanding that you will forward to this office without delay 
your reasons in writing for your (assumed) disobedience of Battalion Order of the 6th November, 1870, 
on which subject you received a memo. from the Regimental Quartermaster. 

This gentleman reports that the undermentioned rifles were not presented by you for inspection 
as required, viz. :—O 38, 41, 50, 56. 	 I am, &e., 

JAMES WILSON, Capt., 
Adj. 

ON receipt of the communication referred to, I wrote to the Quartermaster, appointing a day for inspection 
of the Rifles at the Victoria Barracks. On that day Lieut. Fraser, of this Company, attended. Any rifles 
that were not in on that particular day have since been iëturned to the a.rmoury.—J0H2i CAMPBELL, 
Captain, 28/2/77. 

Report from Quartermaster Tidswell. 
Supplementary Return. 

Sydney, 22 May, 1877. 
I HEREBY certify that I have inspected the following arms that were not seen at the last annual inspection, 
and that I foirnd the same in good order:— 

No. 4 Co., St. Leonards—M 25. 
No. 1 Highlanders—.O 50. 
No. 2 HighThnders—P 28 & 48. 

HENRY B. TIDSWELL, 
Quartermaster, 2nd Regt. 

Memo. 
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Memo. from Quartermaster Tidswell. 
THE following rifles have not been able to inspect, although ordered to be sent in 

No. 1 Glebe Company—J 9 & 54. 
No. 5 South Sydney Co.—N 25. 
No. 1 Highlandors—O 38, 41, 50. 

None of these rifles could be found in armoury on 27 April, 1877. 	 H.E.T. 

Last communication to Captain Campbell dated May 12.—No reply. 	Previous reference in 
January, when gave Captain Campbell list of rifles required at parade, Victoria Barracks. 	One rifle 
found at armoury, April 27. 	May 22.—None of missing rifles yet in armoury. 	First, communi- 
cation sent in Nov. 1876. 	Appointment made and attended to. 

H. E. TIDSWELL, 
Qr.-macter. 

Lieut-Colonel Goodlet to Captain Campbell. 
Memo. 	 2nd Regt. 0111cc, Sydney, 25 May, 1877. 

IF the rifles named in themargin arc not produced at the Battalion Office before next Friday for 028, 41, & 50. 
inspection by the Regimental Quartermaster, it will be my duty to suspend you from milita7 duty. 

.TOHN H. 000DLET, 
Lieut...Colonel, Comg. 2nd Regt. 

Received 29th May, 530 p.m,—J.C. 

Captain Campbell to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, with minutes thereon. 
I HAVE to request that the following be submitted to the Commandant:- 

Whether or not it is competent or permissible for an officer commanding a Battalion to send a 
thrcatening letter, such as that. hereto attached, to a Captain of a Company? 

For the information c,f the Commandant in connection with this matter, I desire to say that a 
short time (16 May) before the date of the letter above referred to, I received a communication from the 
Quartermaster in reference to these rifles, and that immediately on its rcceiptthe matter was attended to, 
but owing to the fact that a member of the Company, to whom one of the rifles had been issued, had 
died, there was some difficulty in tracing the matter. But it is apart from any question of this kind that I 
desire to know if the Officer commanding a Battalion can send a threatening letter, which to me, who am 
perfectly certain that nothing has occurred to merit the degradation of suspension, is highly offensive 
and insulting. 

I desire to bring under the notice of the Commandant the fact that although ordered to produce 
the rifles at the Battalion Office it is not always possible to gain admission thereto in ordinary business 
hours. On Tuesday the 22nd day of this month 1 called at the Battalion Office on business at 1230 
p.m., and waited until 1 p.m. found office locked and no one representing the 2nd Regiment present. 
Called again at 215 p.m., waiting until 230 pin.; found as before and called again at 330 p.m., waiting 
until di p.m., and found as before. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Capt., 1st Highlauders, 

-- 	 30 May, 1877. 
Forwarded to Commandant, together with documents relating to endeavours made to inspect the 

missing rifles—JUG., Lt..Col., Comg. 2nd Regt., V.lt, 1 Jane, /77. 

It would appear the Battalion Order of the 8th November, 1876, conveyed the order of the 
Officer commanding the 2nd Regiment, YR., that certain rifles were required to be presented for inspec- 
tioii, which order was not complied with as regards all the rifles ; thereupon, on 22nd February, 1877, 
Captain Campbell is called to account relative to the non-production of certain arms of his Corps. Cap- 
tain Campbell subsequently states that the missing rifles of his Corps are in the armoury, Victoria 
Barracks. The Quartermaster proceeding there only finds one of the four which are missing. On the 
25th May, Lieut..Col. Goodlet makes a further attempt to get his orders attended to, at the same time 
intimating his intention of suspending Captain Campbell from duty if the rifles are not produced by the 
1st June. This That order of Lieut.-Col. Goodlet is not obeyed by Captain Campbell, and in consequence 
the latter officer is suspended. 

Captain Campbell then appeals to the Commandant against his commanding officer's action. 
The Commandant, judging from the circumstances as appearing on the papers submitted to him 

is of opinion that Captain Campbell has apparently been guilty of great neglect of duty, and has treated 
the orders of his superior officer with contempt. Under these circumstances the Commandant is of 
opinion Lt,-Col. Goodlet has adopted the only course open to him. 

It is needless to remark service in connection with any military body becomes a farce if officers are 
to be permitted to show a total disregard.of the orders issued by superior authority. 

Captain Campbell may be called upon to place on record any explanation be may desire to offer, in 
regard to the neglect of duty with which he is charged, when the Commandant will decide what steps are 
to be taken in the matter. 	 By command, 

W.B.B.C., 
R/6J77. 

	

	 M. of B. 
Officer commanding 2nd Regt., V.R. 
Captain Campbell will please make any remarks he may see fit with reference to the memo, of the 

Major of Brigade,—.T.H.G., Lt.-Colonel, comg. 2nd Regt., V.R, 11 June, 1877. 
Received 

.9 
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Received by special messenger in uniform, afternoon, 11 June. Resignation sent in morning of 
12th June, 1877.—JO. 

Captain Campbell has not intcde any reply to the minute of the Major of Brigade, 8/6/77, as 
requested by the Officer commanding 2nd ltegt., 11/6/77. His attention is directed to the latter para-
graph. As the Brigade authorities must receive a reply without delay, it is requested that this matter be 
attended to as early as possible—By order, JaEs WILSoN, Capt., Adj., 2/777. 

To Captain Campbell,-3/7f77. 
I have no remarks to make, other than those contained in my letter of resignation, a copy of which 

you doubtless possess—JO., 3f7/77. 
When Captain Campbell withdrew his resignation, the memo, accompanying it was returned, it not 

being known at the time that the document was intended as a, reply to the memo. of the Major of Brigade. 
Such, however, being the case, it is requested that Captain Campbell return it, no copy having been made 
in this office.—By order, JAMEs WILsoN, Capt., .Adjt., 5/7/77. 
9/7/77. Forwarded apparently to Brigade Office in mistake.—By command, WIT., ro  Major of Bde,, 

Papers inadvertently omitted forwarded herewith—By order, JAMEs WILSON, Capt., Adjt. 

Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet to Captain Campbell. 
Sir, 	 2nd Regiment Office, 6 June, 1877. 

Having failed to comply with Colonel Goodlet's memo. of the 25th ultimo, I am directed to 
inform you that you are to consider yourself suspended Lion military duty until further orders. Lieut. 
Fraser will assume command of No. 1 Highlanders. 

Copy of Battalion Order herewith. 	 I have, &c., 
JAMES WILSON, Capt., 

Adjutant. 

Battalion Order, 2nd Regiment 
6 June, 1877. 

CnnIN CAMPBELL, commanding No. 1 Highianders, having been suspended from military duty, Lieut.. 
A.. Fraser will assume command of the Company until lhrther orders. 

J. H. GOOWJET, Lieut.-Col., 
Oomg. 2nd Regiment. 

True Copy—JAMEs WagoN, Capt., Adjt. The Major of Brigade. 

Captain Campbell to Lieut,-Colonel Goodlet. 
Memo. 

.1 no not think that the Officer commanding the Suburban Battalion has power to suspend me from 
military duty under the "Volunteer Act of 1867." I therefore have to request that this memo., with 
enclosures, be submitted without delay to the Commandant, and as it appears to me to be a matter of 
considerable importance, as affecting the status of all the Captains commanding Companies in the Volunteer 
Force, I desire that this memo., with enclosure, and also the memo, forwarded by me on the 30th ultiino, 
together with the letter dated 25th ultimo, signed by the Officer commanding the Suburban Battalion, 
and a copy of the Brigade Order attaching the Ilighlanders to the Suburban Battalion, be submitted to 
the Crown Law Officers for their opinion. 

I desire to state that I am ready and willing cheerfully to abide by the opinion and ruling of the 
Commandant himself, but we have become Volunteers under an Act of Parliament, and I know it is the 
general impressiou that in circumstances such as disclosed in these papers, the Officer commanding a 
Battalion has no power to suspend the Captain of a Company. It is then a question of law, and ought 
therefore to be submitted to the recognized authorities on questions of law. 

6 June, 1877. 	 JOHN CAMPBELL, Capt. 
Forwarded to the Commandant.—J.H.G., Lieut.-Col., 2nd Regt., 6 June, 1877. 

Captain Campbell to Lieut,-Colonel Goodlet. 
Memo. 
LIE Volunteer Act of 1867, section 28, provides that in certain circumstances, when in uniform, an 
officer may be placed under arrest. By section 24 a Court may be convened for the purpose of inquirin 
into his conduct, and when on actual military service he comes under the provisions of the "Mutiny Act an 
Articles of War," so that ample provision is made for all necessary discipline. It was clearly never 
contemplated, and certainly not enacted, that the discipline of the Force should follow its members out of 
uniform away from the parade to their civil homes. A Company appears to be, and very properly so, for the 
Captains of Companies are the real gatherers together of the Force, complete in itself when not assembled 
in uniform for other than Company drill, for while a Captain of a Company can dismiss any of its members 
the Commandant even cannot dismiss any Volunteer, and good reasons for the sound principle underlying 
this state of things might be given. 

All arms and other Government property are issued to the Captain, and be is held responsible 
under the 33rd section for any loss of or damage to them, and required to pay the value, and on several 
occasions payments have been made. 

No. 1 TLghla.nders was enrolled under the Act of 1867, and the undersigned has been its Captain 
since its formation, nine years ago. I have been efficient for every year. I have never been absent on 
leave. I attended both encampments, and therefore must have been present at a great many parades, and 
diring that long time no complaint or allegation has been made of disobedience of orders when in uniform 
on parade or otherwise. 

in 
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In November, 1870, a Battalion order was issued, requiring the production for inspection of all 
spare arms. Subsequently the Quartermaster notified his desire to inspect the arms in accordance with 
the order referred to. The undersigned forthwith appointed a tithe for the inspection, and arranged that 
the Lieutenant of the Company should meet the Quartermaster for that purpose. It appears that when 
these gentlemen met, all the arms required were not in the armoury. The undersigned immediately 
arranged for their collection, that must have been in 1876, and he was informed and believed that all were 
returned, and wrote accordingly. It appears that some time after this, during 1877, the Quartermaster 
could not find three of the rifles in the armoury, and last mouth (May), wrote a letter, which reached me 
about the 16th, stating that if the three rifles were not produced lie would, and quite properly, report the 
matter. This letter was attended to, and in course of being replied to, when the following letter, threat- 
ening that if the rifles were not returned within a specified time 1 would be suspended from military 
duty, was received 

2ad R•egt. Office, Sydney, 25 May, 1877. 
Ir the rifles named in the margin are not produced at the Battalion Office before next Friday for inspection by the Regimental o as, 0,60. 
Quartermaster it will be my duty to suepcnd you from military duty. 

This was signed by the Officer commanding the Suburban Battalion, and addressed tome. This 
communication gave no opportunity for explanal;ion, nor allowed for the payment of the rifles in accord- 
ance with the 33rd section of the Act, but gave the one single order to produce them. It was just simply 
impossible for me to do so. I could pay their value, but could not produce the three rifles. 

Believing that the Officer commanding the Suburban Battalion was not justified in sending me a 
letter containing a threat, that orders ought to be obeyed from their inherent rightness, and not because 
of ,my threat, and believing that under the Act he had no power in such circumstances to suspend sue 
from military duty, I asked the Commaudant to submit the point, it being a question of law, for the 
consideration of the Crown Law Officers, but the Commandant refuses to comply with my request. The 
Officer commanding the Suburban Battalion has suspended inc from military duty until further orders, 
which may last for ever, and therefore be dismissed by a side wind. My Company has been violently, and, 
I submit, most illegally wrested from me, under the assumption of pretended power of discipline over me 
in the midst of my civil avocations, a despotic power which I feel confident the representatives in 
Parliament of a free people would never pass. I therefore hereby resign my commission. 

3011W CAMPBELL, 
12 June, 1877. 

Returned Major of Brigade's memo. To be replied to and documents sent back.—J.11.G.,Lt.-Col., 
2nd Regiment, 20th June, 1877. 

Adjutant Wilson to Captain Campbell. 
Memo. 

IT having been decided by the Brigade authorities, that officers commanding Regiments have the power to 
suspend from military duty officers under their immediate command, Colonel Goodlet in suspending 
Captain Campbell exercised a power he was given to understand he possesses. 

Captain Campbell as all officer commanding a Corps in the 2nd Regiment is amenable ta certain 
Rules and Regulations promulgated by Brigade Orders, applied to the Regimental system, which have 
been in existence some years; in consequence he was called upon to comply with a Brigade Order No. 88, 
30/6/76, having reference to the duties of. Quartermasters of Regiments. That order was brought under 
the notice of officers commanding Corps by a Regimental Order published the 6th November, 1876, 
wherein the Quartermaster is requested to make arrangements with officers commanding Corps, so that 
Brigade Order No, 88 might be complied with before the end of the year. 

The Quartermaster in his report 1st January, 1877,  reports four rifles of No. 1 Ilighlanders 
as not having been presented for inspection as requested by him. The Adjutant (by direction) calls 
upon Captain Campbell (22/2/77) to explain his (assumed) disobedience of the above orders. Captain 
Campbell states that the rifles are all in the armoury at date. The Quartermaster informs Captain 
Campbell that the three rifles 033,41, 50 are not at the armoury, but he reports having inspected 056. 
Captain Campbell takes no notice of the Quartermaster's memo., nor does he produce the rifles, or say 
he will be able to produce them at any given time. 

On the 25th May, Colonel Geodlct informs Captain Campbell that unloss the rifles are produced 
in a week it will be his (Colonel Goodlet's) duty to suspend him from military duty; wherenpon Captain 
Campbell forwards a letter to the Commandant ollering no explanation further than lie had not had suffi. 
cient time to produce the rifles, and questioning Colonel G-oodlet's right to suspend him. 

Colonel Goodlet having been called upon to produce these rifles for inspection by the Brigade 
authorities, tried to do so in the ordinary way, through his Regimental Staff, for a period of nearly seven 
months, without success, and the inspection of the Regiment for 1877 was actually announced before 
that of 1870 was completed. 

Captain Campbell, not producing the rifles within the time specified, and failing to show the officer 
commanding time 2nd Regiment that ho had any desire or intention to support him in carrying out the 
duties of the Regiment, is on the 0th of June suspended. 

It is considered by the Officer commanding the 2nd Regiment that every consideration was shown 
to Captain Campbell, who by his apparent indifference in this matter put his superior officer in a most 
unpleasont position both as regards having to take an extreme course towards him (Captain Campbell), as 
also with the Brigade authorities, who held him responsible as Officer commanding the Regiment, for 
Captain Campbell's failure to comply with the Brigade Order; in fact accusing him of neglect, and with-
holding the efficiency certificates of two of his staff, viz., the Regimental Quartermaster and Quarter-
master Sergeant. Lieutenant Fraser having produced two of the rifles within a week of his being in 
command, and accounted for the third, surehy Captain Campbell, had he been so disposed, might have 
carried out the order without necessitating the extreme step of placing another officer in command of the 
Corps. 

In forwarding this memo, to Captain Campbell, embodying the data upon which he has acted, time 
officer commanding informs Captain Campbell that he holds over his memo. to his Adjutant containing 
his resignation, for his reply, in the case of his reconsidering it. 

By order, 
18 June, 1877. 	 JAMES WILSON, Captain, 

Adjutant. 

Memo. 
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Memo. from Captain Campbell. 
Referring to the memo, received by me from Battalion Office, dated lSth instant, I desire to say 

that the resignation therein alluded to may be returned. 
JOHN CAMPBELL, 

23 June, 1877. 	 Captain. 

Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet to Brigade-Major Christie. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 18 July, 1877. 

Enclosed i: beg to hand you, for the information of the Commandant, all the correspondence re 
Captain Campbell's suspension from military duty. 

I think his case would be met by a reprimand administered by the Commandant, firstly for his 
great neglect of duty in not attending to the many orders given to produce certain rifles, and which I 
cannot help thinking he might easily have carried out if he had felt inclined, as Lieut. Fraser accounted 
for them within a few days of his being placed in command of the Company; and secondly, for the insub-
ordination, &c., exhibited in questioning my anthority. 

I have, &c., 
JOHN H. GOODLE1 

Lt.-Col., Commanding 2nd Regt. 

I AM quite prepared to support Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet both as to his views of the neglect of duty of 
which Captain Campbell has been guilty, as also his action in suspending that officer from military duty. I 
cannot, however, approve of the terms of Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet's memo., 18/6/77, which is nothing more 
than a defence of his own line of action, accompanied by a permission to Captain Campbell to reconsider 
his determination to resign his commission. Having in view Captain Campbell's neglect of duty and 
insubqrdinate attitude towards his commanding officer, I am of opinion Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet should 
have considered it due to his position and action as Commanding Officer to have made the withdrawal of 
resignation contingent on an expression of regret on the part of Captain Campbell for his conduct in the 
matter. Not having done so I consider to be an act of weakness, to which, in the interests of discipline, 
&c., I can be no party, and therefore Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet is at liberty to deal with the matter himself.—
J.S.R, Col., Commandant, 23/7/77. 

Papers to be returned, with information as to how case is dealt with.—J.S.R. 

Adjutant Wilson to Captain Campbell. 
Memo. 	 2nd Regiment Office, Sydney, 1 August, 1877. 

CAFrAIX CAMPBELL is requested to attend at the Battalion Office, 10, O'Connell-street, to-morrow 
(Thursday) at 230 p.m. to meet Colonel Goodlet. 

By order, 
JAMES WILSON, 

Captain, Adjutant 2nd Regiment. 
True copy.—Jrxs WiLsoN, Captain, Adjutant, 2nd Regiment. 

Captain Campbell to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 4 Auaimst, 1877. 

I have to request that you will be pleased to order that I be supplied with certied copies of 
all papers connected with my suspension from military duty. I was under the impressioll that in England and 
all her dominions the "Star Chamber Court" was by the long Parliament, in the time of the second Charles, 
for ever abolished. Although a Magistrate of the Colony for many years, 1 had no idea that this wretched 
relic of a dark and brutal age existed in this land but it seems I have been mistaken, for two days ago I 
was requested to attend at the Battalion Office, and I was there informed, that the reason I was asked to 
attend was to receive sentence, and that this was done with your approval and concurrence. If any great 
crime has been charged against me, why has a Court not been convened, and an opportunity given inc to 
meet my accuser face to face? it is a most comcardlj and unmanly course of procedure to condemn a man 
behind his back in this way. 	 Yours, &c., 

JOHN CAMPBELL, Captain. 

Lrnur.-Cotoinin Goonnsrr has all the papers connected with this matter. The tone of this letter is both 
insolent and insubordinate. It will be well to attach this letter to other correspondence in connection 
with Captain Campbell's suspension from duty.—J.S.B., Colonel, Commandant, 4/8/77, B.C. 

[The Envelope addressed" Officer cornmandinq 2nd .Reginment, O'Connell-street."—J.IV., Adjutant.] 

Captain Campbell to Officer commanding 2nd Regiment, with envelope. 
Memo. 

If a cancelled cheque sent merely as a paper in a case is presented for payment contrary to the 
intentions and authority of the maker, that will be equal to forging on the part of the party presenting 
such cheque. In the same way if a resignation sent in, and afterwards withdrawn by, and returned to the 
party resigning, but rcforwarded, not as a resignation, but merely as a paper in a case, is fraudulently used 
as a real resignation, that will be ibrgery, and punishable as such. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Captain, 6/8/77. 

- 	 Lieut.- 
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Lieut.-Col. Goodlet to Brigade-Major Christie. 
Sir, Sydney, 7 August, 1877. 

Enclosed I beg to hand you all the papers relative to Captain Campbell's suspension from 
military duty, and to inform you that on the afternoon of the 2nd instant I summoned him to nicet me 
at the Regimental Office, with the intention of reprimanding him in the presence of Majors Jaques and 
Phillips for his negligence in attending to orders, and also for his questioning my authority as his coin-
manding officer prior to reinstating him in the command of his Company; but as he positively refused to 
be reprimanded, and began to enter upon the merits of the case, and my mode of procedure, which I 
could not permit, I requested him to leave to which he demurred, stating it was a public office. I told 
him it was my office and requested him to leave, He said he would go when he was ready, and I had to 
repeat the request several times before he left. 

Taking the foregoing circumstances into account, and the tone of Captain Campbell's letter of the 
4th instant, to the Commandant, and of his memo, of the 6th instant to me, both of which I herewith 
forward, I must request the Commandant to deal with the matter as he has quite gotbeyond my control. 

I have, &e., 
JOHN H. GOODLET, 

Lieut.-Col., Comg. 2nd Regt. 

Captain Campbell to The Clerk of the Executive Council. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 6 August, 1877. 

On the 12th June last I sent in the resignation of my commission as a Captain in the Volunteer 
Force, but having been urged to withdraw it I did so on the 23rd of the same month, and the resignation 
was returned to me. It was after that date reforwarded not as a resignation., but merely as a paper in a 
case. I am given to understand that this document is being forwarded to the Executive Council as a real 
resignation. I therefore write this. 	 Yours, &e., 

JOHN CAMPBELL. 

The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 7/8/77—ALEx. C. BEDGE, Clerk of the Council. The Corn. 
mandant, for report, B.C., 8 Aug., /77.—HR. 

The Prineial Under Seereta.ry,—I am not aware that Captain Campbell's resignation is "being 
forwarded to the Executive Council," and in point of fact the papers in the case have only come before 
me this morning. It appears to me a highly improper procedure for Captain Campbell to address a letter 
direct to the Clerk of tie Executive Council in any matter affecting his military position.—J.S.lt, Col., 
Commandant.-9J8/77, B.C. 	Re-submit with resignation should it be forwarded.-16/8/77. 

Captain Campbell to 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 10 August, 1877. 

I beg most respectfully to repeat the request contained in my letter to you of the 4th instant. 
I surely am entitled to copies of these papers. How will it be possible for counsel to assist and advise 
me in these matters without the papers F Natural justice demands that I should have them. I became a 
Volunteer under the Act of 1867, and that provides that when in uniform attending drill or parade, or 
going to or returning from any place of exercise of any corps or regiment, " if in such circumstance a 
lawful order is disobeyed, the party disobeying can be placed under arrest, and such arrest is only to con-
tinue while the Corps or Regiment remains under arms, or be on march, or duty, or be assembled, or continue 
engaged in any such military exercise or drill." It also provides that a Court for the trial of a Coinmis-
sioned Officer can be convened by the Governor only. The Brigade office evidently holds that it has 
larger powers than the Act gives—that an officer can be placed under arrest when not in uniform, con-
tinued under arrest for an interminable time, a secret Court convened, and sentence pronounced indepen-
dent of the Governor. It might have been well for this secret Court to have inquired as a first step, 
whether the allegation that the three rifles were not submitted for inspection was true; possibly it might 
have turned out that the allegation was not true. 	 Yours, &c., 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Captain. 

Brigade-Major Christie to Lieut.-Col. Goodlet. 
Sir, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 11 August, 1877. 

I am directed by the Commandant to acknowledge the receipt of a letter, dated the 10th 
inst. (received direct in contravention of the Regulations) from Capt. Campbell, of No. 1 Highlanders, 
on the subject of obtaining copies of the documents in connection with his case, and am to state in reply 
that the first letter on the subject (received also direct from Captain Campbell) was referred to you, the 
documents in question being at that time only regimental ones, and in your possession. 

As regards Captain Campbell's application of the 10th inst., I am to state, that it is not in accor-
dance with precedent to grant copies of the documents in such eases, nor indeed could such be done with-
out prejudice to the Public Service, seeing the large amount of clerical work involved thereon. In addi-
tion to this it may be noted that some portion of the correspondence having taken place solely between 
the Commandant and yourself, is not of a nature such as Captain Campbell is entitled to a perusal of. 

At the same time I am directed to state Captain Campbell's application of the 10th instant will be 
submitted to His Excellency with the other documents in the ease. 

I have, &c., 
W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major, 

Major of Brigade. 
Capt. Campbell. By order.—JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adj., 14/8/77. 	To be returned. 	Received 

16 August, 1877.—JoHN CAMPBELL, Capt. 

178—B 	 The 
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The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 28 August, 1877. 

With reference to my letter (No. 395) of the 11th instant, I have the honor to forward here. 
with certain further correspondence connected with the case of Captain Campbell, of No. 1 Higlilanders, 
which has taken place since the matter was referred to your Excellency. 

In reply to letter from this Department of the 11th August (of which your Excellency has already 
a copy), Captain Campbell forwarded to me a memo., making certain allegations and complaints against 
Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, to which the latter officer has replied, and forwarded also statements from the 
Majors of his Battalion who were present at the interview referred to. 

I have, &c., 
JOHN S. R.ICHAR])SON, Col., 

Commandant. 
Col.-Richardson,----I think this is a case for a Court of Inquiry. Prepare charges, and submit for 

approval.—H.R., 29/8/77. 

- 	 [Enclosures.] 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 

Memo. 
I UAVE no doubt but that I am entitled to see all the papers, and that some power will cause them to be 
produced. They affected my liberty. I was imprisoned. The military authorities appear to me to con-
sider themselves a sort of " Imperium in inzperio," responsible to no one, having the liberties of the 
officers of the Voluateer Farce at their disposal. I ant quite certain that this is a- mistake. The power 
of the military authorities is limited by Act of Parliament, and when an officer carries out a lawful order, 
it is not the mere whim of a presumptuous egotist but the solid majesty of the law lie obeys. I have 
stated that I was imprisoned, and it may be well to state how it came about:J was requested to attend 
at what was called the Battalion, but afterwards claimed as the private, office of the gentleman in charge. 
I attended according to invitation, and found myself confronted by three field officers of the Volunteer 
Force, none of them in uniform. After the door of the apartment was locked the prisoner was ordered 
to "stand up"—yes, Colonel Richardson, ordered to "stand up" (a prettylot of Commissioned Officers you 
will have if you allow them to be denaded by low-minded persons in this way); at the same time a 
paper was unfolded, containing, after tte manner of the Judges of the Supreme Court when passing 
sentence of death, an elaborately prepared sentence. The prisoner however knowing that the whole thing 
was a gross and shameless outrage, as jjlegal as it was presumptuous on his liberty and feelings, and 
knowing that if any attempt to overpower him by physical force was made, he was a match for the three 
of them, resolutely refused to "stand up"; the consequence was that the actual pronouncing of the 
sentence was deferred, and the unfolded paper containing it was refolded. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
17th August, 1877. 	

1 Captain. 
Forwarded by Order—S. WILSON, Capt., Adjt., 2nd Rgt., 20/8/77. 	The matter contained in 

this communication would seem to call for some remark from Lt,-Colonel G-oodlet.--J.S.R., Col., Comdt., 
20/8/77, B.C. 	Captain Campbell is quite in error when he states that the door was locked, and that he 
"resolutely refused to stand up" when requested by me to do so, as he did so after my second request. 
The whole tone of this communication is quite in keeping with his two previons ones, and so speaks for 
itself that any remarks from me on it are uncalled for.—J.H.O-., Lt-.-CoL, Comg. 2nd Rgt., yR., 
24/8/77. 	I forward herewith statements from Majors Jaques and Phillips.—J.H.G-., Lt..Col., Comg. 
2nd Rgt, 

Major Jaques to The Commandant. 
Memo. 	 Baimain, 28-August, 187-7. 

OFFICIAL memo., under date 22nd instant, requests me "to state, for the information of the Officer 
commanding 2nd Regiment, what occnrred on the occasion of his meeting Captain Campbell in Col. 
Goodlet's office, on the 2nd August last, at 280 p.m." In reply I have to make the following statement 

Having received a memo., of which the following is a copy,—" Memo.—Lieut-Colonel Goodlet 
requests Major Jaques to attend the Battalion Office to-morrow (Thursday), at 230 p.m., he will not 
detain him more than a few minutes—JAMEs Wztso, Capt., Adjt., 1st August, 1877." 

I attended at the Battalion Office as requested. On entering, I saw Lieut,.Col. Goodlet, Major 
Phillips, Captain Campbell, and Captain Wilson; Col, Goodlet and Captain Wilson were standing con-
versing at the office desk ; Major Phillips stsnding in another part of the room; and Captain 
Campbell was seated in a chair. After waiting a short time I said, addressing Col. Goodlet, "I believe 
you wish to see me for a short time," not having had any intimation as to why my attendance was reqiiiied. 
Colonel Goodlet replied, "Yes, in a minute." He then asked Captain Wilson to withdraw, which he did, 
closing the door as he went out. Colonel Goodlet then, turning to Captain Campbell, asked him to stand 
up, which, after some little hesitation, he did. Colonel Goodlet then unfolded some papers he had in his 
hand, and, addressing Captain Campbell, said, "That on account of negligence on your part in carrying 
out my orders respecting some rifles that had not been produced at inspection, and disobedience in not obey. 
ing my orders, I have asked you to be present that I may reprimand you in the presence of Major Jaques 
and Major Phillips, your superior officers." Captain Campbell at once said, "I refuse to receive any 
reprimand as there has not been any inquiry" Colonel Goodlet replied, "It is an unpleasant duty I have, 

perform, but I must carry it out." Captain Campbell again refused to receive any reprimand. Colonel 
Goodlet then said, "Do I understand that you refuse to be ]-epninanded F" Captain Campbell replied, 

Decidedly I do until I am found guilty of some offence before a proper Court, and]. will submit to no 
reprimand from any person until condemned- I am a magistrate, and never heard of any person bcin# 
condemned without a trial." Colonel Goodlet then asked, " Do you refuse to receive a rebuke F" in 
Captain Campbell said, " Yes, I do." Colonel Goodlet then requested Captain Campbell to leave, and 
Captain Campbell replied, " I will when it suits me." Colonel G-oodlet said, " Go, at once." Captain 
Campbell replied; " This is the Battalion Office, and I have a right to be hqre." Colonel Goodlet said, 
"I order you to leave my office." Captain Campbell said, "I always understood this to be the Battalion 

Office, 
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Office, and I will go when convenient." He then moved towards the door, and opened it, and after a 
little hesitation, went out. Colonel Goodlet then shortly explained why lie had asked myself and Major 
Phillips to be present. A.s I had an appointment at the Bank at 3 o'clock I left as it was then just on 
3 o'clock. 	 TB:Eo. J. JAQUES, 

Major, 2nd ltegt•., Vol. Rifles. 

For Lt.-Col. Goodlet's information. 	Produced to me, 12 Sept., 1877.—P. J. JAQuE5 

Major Phillips to The Oomivaudant. 
Memo. 	 Sydney, 25 August, 1877. 

IN attention to Captain and Adjutant Wilson's memo. of 22nd instant, I beg to state that I was present at 
the named time, Lt..Col. Goodlet, Major Jaques, and Captain Campbell being also present: Colonel 
Goodlet., Jaques, and self were standing—Captain Campbell in a chair. Colonel G. asked him to rise 
(twice), but he did not. Colonel G. then went on to say, "I have sent for you, Captain Campbell, to 
reprimand you." Campbell then rose, and said he would not receive any reprimand. Colonel G. said 
he would not argue the point with him, and two or three times again asked him to receive the reprimand, 
which he refused. His manner now became rude and defiant. Colonel G. asked him to leave the room. 
He refused. He asked him again several times to do so. Be was very defiant in manner, and said he 
would go when he pleased. He did leave after saying that he believed Colonel Goodlet did not know what 
he was doing—that he received a salary for doing the work of the office, but that be paid it to a Mr. 
Wilson, and that neither of them did the duties. After he left the room the door was closed, and Colonel 
Goodlet read to Major Jaques and myself the written reprimand which lie intended to read to Campbell, 
and which appeared to me to be a very mild one. Whilst we were all there I do not recollect to have seen 
any one lnck the door of the room. I should have stated that Adjutant Wilson was in the room before 
anything was done, but that he walked and closed the door after him. 

HENRY PHILLiPS, 

True eopies.—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of B., 13/2/78. 	
Major. 

The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 11 August, 1877. 

I have the honor to forward herewith, documents as per list attached, connected with the 
supension from military duty by the officer commanding his Battalion, of Captain Campbell, of the No. 1 
Highland Volunteer Rifles. 

Upon the 30th May, 1876, recognizing the necessity of having an inspection once a year by some 
independent Brigade or Regimental authority, of each of the valuable arms supplied to the Corps of the 
Volunteer Force, I issued a Brigade Order (copy attached) imposing certain duties connected therewith 
upon officers commanding Battalions and their Quartermasters. In order to carry out this order, Lieut.. 
Colonel Goodlet, commanding the 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles, on the 6th November in the same year, 
issued a Battalion Order (copy attached) directing his Regimental Quartermaster to make arrangements 
with the officers commanding Companies for the inspection of certain arms which had not been seen at the 
time of the annual inspections. Acting on this Battalion Order, Quartermaster Tidswell appears to have 
communicated in November, 1876, with Captain Campbell with the view of getting the rifles belonging to 
the latter officer's company, which he was required to inspect, sent in. Failing to get them so sent 
in, Quartermaster Tidswell, on the 1st January, 1877, sent in his annual report, notifying that he had 
endeavoured but failed to inspect the arms in question. Subsequently, in the month of January, 1877, 
Qnarterniaster Tidswell appears to have again.endeavoured to get Captain Campbell to produce the arms for 
his inspection, at the same time furnishinglnm with a list of them. Upon the 19th February, 1877, 
Quartermaster Tidswell's report as to the arms seen and not seen by him in 1876, was returned to the Regi-
mental authorities from the Brigade 0111cc, with a memo. from the Major of Brigade, asking what steps had 
been taken to bring about the inspection of the arms noted by the Quartermaster as not seen, upon which, 
on the 22nd i"ebruary, a letter was addressed to Captain Campbell by the Adjutant of the 2nd Regiment, 
Volunteer Rifles, requiring his reasons for having disobeyed 1  the Battalion Order of the 6th November, 
1876, on which subject he 'had received a memo, from the Regimental Quartermaster." In reply 
(dated 28 February) Captain Campbell states that on receipt of' the communication referred to (from the 
Quartermaster) lie appointed a day for the inspection of the rifles at the Victoria Barracks, and that 
an officer of his Company attended on that occasion, and that such rifles as were not then seen had since been returned to the armnoury. The Quartermaster subsequently reports the rifles—stated by Captain-
Campbell to be in the armoury—are not there. A. memorandum is then addressed on the 25th May by 
Lieut,-Colonel Goodlet to Captain Campbell, stating that if the arms were not produced at the Battalion 
Office in a week's time he (Lieut..Colonel Goodlet) will find it his duty to suspend Captain Campbell. 
Captain Campbell upon this (on 30 May) addressed it memo, to Lieut..Cohonel Goodlet, in which he calls in 
question that officer's competency to send a threatening letter, such as Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet's of the 25th 
May, to a Captain 0f' a Company, and makes certain statements as to the rifles, and also a certain com-
plaint, which seems foreign to the matter, here referred to your Excellency. On the 6th June Lieut.. 
Colonel Goodlet suspends Captain Campbell. On the same day Captain Campbell writes a memo, taking 
exception to his suspension, which, together with his memo, of the Both May, being submitted to the 
Commaudant, the Major of Brigade by command, on the 8th June, writes a memo. recapitulating the 

m steps taken by his Comanding Officer to obtain Captain Campbell's obedience to the orders issued, 
supports Lieut..Colonel Goodlet's action, remarks on the necessity of obedience being rendered to orders, 
and states that Captain Campbell may be called upon to offer any explanation he may desire as to the 
neglect of duty he is charged with. Upon his receipt of the memo, of the Major of Brigade, Captain 
Campbell sends in the resignation of his Coinnnssion (12 June). Captain Campbell being 

subsepiently 
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subsequently asked for the explanation referred to in the memo, of the 1\.tajor of Brigade, states 
the remarks he has to make are contained in his letter of resignation. 	On the 13th June 
a memo. was written, by order of Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, to Captain Campbell, summing up 
the case, &e., Le. 	Upon its receipt Captain Campbell (on 23rd June) intimates that his 
resignation may be returned. Captain Campbell is then, by memo. of 1st August, ordered to 
attend at the Battalion Office on the following day to meet Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, the latter officer 
intending to reprimand Captain Campbell in the presence of the field officers of the Battalion for his 
action in not carrying out his Commanding Officer's orders as to the production of the arms, and the 
questioning of his authority. Upon Captain Campbell's attending at the Battalion Office on the 2nd. 
August, Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet reports he positively refused to be reprimanded, and in addition com-
ported himself in such a manner (vide Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet's letter to Commandant, dated 7th August, 
1877) as to necessitate his ordering him to leave his office. Upon the 4th August Captain Campbell 
addresses a letter direct to the Commandant asking for certified copies of correspondence, which letter is 
forwarded by the Commandant to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, with memo, remarking on its tone, Sic. On the 
6th August Captain Campbell addresses a memo: to the Officer commanding the 2nd Regiment, Volunteer 
Rifles, making apparently certain imputations of a fraudulent intention to make an improper use of that 
portion of the correspondence written by Captain Campbell on the subject of his resignation. From a 
document he received by the Commandant from the Colonial Secretary's Office, Captain Camp- 
bell appears also to have addressed a letter direct to the Clerk of the Executive Council, conveying impu-
tations of an intention on the part of the Brigade or Regimental authorities to make an improper use of 
what he (Captain Campbell) had written regarding his resignation. 

Having endeavoured as shortly as possible under the circumstances to lay the main facts of the 
case beforo your Excellency, I would now draw your attention to the following points:- 

1st. That although a Brigade order on the subject of the inspection of the arms was issued in 
May, 1876, and a Regimental one on the 6th November same year, the Regimental Quarter-
master and. the Adjutant, having besides, on some three or four occasions, made appoint-
ments with Captain Campbell, or drawn his attention to the necessity of his carrying out 
the orders in question, that officer appears to have made little or no effort to comply with 
them, although it would appear from the memo. of the 18th June, 1877, addressed to Cap-
tain Campbell by the Adjutant of the 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles, that whereas the 
Battalion Order had not been carried out by Captain Campbell some eight months after its 
issue, despite the endeavours of the Regimental staff, the arms were yet accounted for 
within a week by the officer who became charged with the command on Captain Campbell's 
suspension. 

2nd. The improper tone of Captain Campbell's memo. of 30th May, addressed to Lieut.-Colonel 
Goodlet, wherein he asks whether it is competent for an Officer commanding a Battalion 
to send a threatening letter, Sic., Sic. 

3rd. The improper tone and language of his memo, of the 12th June, addressed to Lieut.-Colonel 
Goodlet. 

4th. The language and tone of the letter addressed direct (in contravention of the Regulations) to 
the Commandant on the 4th August. 

5th. The tone of Captain Campbell's memo. of 6th August, 1877, addressed to Lieut.-Colonel 
Goodlet, with the imputation of the intention to make an improper use of what he (Captain 
Campbell) had written on the subject of his resignation. 

0th. Captain Campbell's conduct to his Commanding Officer when in attendance at the Battalion 
Office on the 2nd August. 

7th, Captain Campbell's conduct in addressing a letter direct on subjects connected with military 
discipline to the Clerk of the Executive Council. 

8th. Captain Campbell's action from first to last having been one of defiance towards his military 
superiors. 

It will be noted that Captain Campbell takes special exception to any disciplinary authority being 
exercised over him at a time when he is not in uniform, or in consequence of acts done when out of 
uniform, with reference to which I may be permitted to remark, that of course no Volunteer is amenable 
to military authority when out of uniform, when not engaged in any act connected with any military 
command he may hold (except of course the general power to discharge "for other sufficient cause." 
Tide page 9, clause 28, para. 1, given by the Volunteer Act to officers commanding Cerps.) But for acts 
done in his official capacity, or his failure to carry out any om'ders issued to him in his military capacity, 
whether at the time of doing so or not, he be in or out of uniform, I apprehend any officer holding a 
commission is amenable to his military superiors. I need scarcely remark that were it othenviae, nine-
tenths of the business of administration, including all the correspondence betwecn responsible officers, 
must needs be left undone. 

It is hardly necessary to point out to your Excellency that if an officer be permitted with impunity 
to assume, as Captain Campbell his done for some months past, a position which practically denies the 
right of any superior military authority to question his acts or demand his obedience, and to maintain an 
attitude of direct defiance of all such authority, discipline in connection with the military forms of the 
Colony must not only cease to be a reality, but the whole morale of the Volunteer Force must be affected 
and the fabric of military administration crumble to pieces. It would be manifestly impossible for officers 
commanding Battalions, or others in responsible positions, to perform their duties at all, for the example 
thus set by an officer cannot but produce a baneful influence on those in the lower ranks. 

As the preceding portion of this report had been completed, and was about to be forwarded to your 
Excellency, I received a further communication, dated the 10th instant, direct from Captain Campbell (for-
warded lierewith),in which he asks for copies of the documents connected with his case. An application of the 
same character (already referred to), reached me, having been forwarded direct some short time smce, which, 
as the papers were with Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, and were as yet only regimental documents, was referred 
on to that officer. I append for your Excellency's perusal a copy of the reply sent by me through Lieut.-
Colonel Goodlet to the last application of Captain Campbell, and await your Excellency's instructions as 
to whether copies of the papers in question are or are not to be forwarded. It is not usual to have copies 
of such papers made out under such circumstances for applicants, nor indeed will the transaction of the 
ordinary clerical business of my office admit of such an application being assented to without present 
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inconvenience to the service, and the establishment of an objectionable precedent. In addition to this,a 
portion of the correspondence has taken place between Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet and myself solely, and, is 
consequently to a certain extent of a coulidentiat nature, to a perusal of which Captain Campbell is not 
entitled, unless with your Excellency's assent. 	 1 have, &c., 

JOIIN S. RICHAJiDSON, 
Col., Commandant. 

The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 30 August, 1877. 

As re"ards the case of Captain Campbell, No. 1 Highlanders, which I reported in my letter of 
the 11th instant, I have the honor to submit, in accordance with your Excellency's instructions, conveyed 
in your minnie of the 29th instant, the charges which I would propose should be submitted to the Court 
of Inquiry. 

As my letter of the 11th instant, covering the documents connected with the case, may to a 
certain extent be held to prejudge it, and as it forms a portion of the evidence proper, 1. would propose 
that it should not be submitted to the Court with the other documents. 

I have, &e., 
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 

Col., Conunandant. 

Minute of His Excellency the Governor on above. 
COLONEL Richardson—I concur. The letter of the 11th August need not be submitted. In the 
instructions I think the words " vexations and litigious," in the tenth paragraph, scarcely describe fithugly 
the character of the memo, of the 17th August. Insolent and insubordinate," would seem to be more 
suitable terms. 	 HR., 3118/77. 

Memo. of The Commandant. 
Instructions—Matters to be inquired into. 

ItcsTnuoTroNs as to the matters to be reported on by the Court directed to inquire into the conduct of 
Captain Campbell, of No. 1 ilighlanders 

Did Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, commandin
-
g the 2nd Regiment Volunteer Rifles, issue an order on 

or about the 6th November, 1876, for the inspection of certain arms belonging to the Corps composing the 
Battalion? 

Did Captain Campbell fail to obey that order and after what lapse of time; and by whom was 
the order eventually carried out, as regards the arms of Captain Campbell's Corps? 

Did Captain Campbell fall to give Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, and the members of his Regimental 
Staff, the assistance he was bound to render to them as regards the carl'ying out of the Brigade order 
No. 88, paragraph 2, of the 30th May, 1876, on the subject of the inspection of arms, and the Battalion 
order of the 6th November, 1876, previously alluded to? 

Did Captain Campbell, on or about the 28th February, 1877, inform his Commanding Officer, 
Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, that certain rifles, which had not been produced on a previous occasion by 
Lieutenant Fraser it the Victoria Barracks, had since been returned to the armoury, when in point of fact 
such was not the case? 

Did Captain Campbell address on or about the 30th May, 1877, a memorandum of an insubor-
dinate and improper character to his Commanding Officer, Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet? 

Did Captain Campbell, on or about the 12th June, 1877, address a memo. to his Commanding 
Officer, Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, which was improper, and insubordinate in tone and language, and sub-
versive of military discipline? 

Did Captain Campbell, on or about the 4th August, 1877, address a letter direct to Colonel 
Richardson, the Commandant, in contravention of the 1ieguations on the subject of correspondence, and 
was such letter improper in tone, and couched in terms subversive of military discipline? 

Did Captain Campbell address a memo. to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, on or about the 6th August, 
1877, which was improper in tone, and subversive of military discipline; and did such memo. contam an 
imputation of an intention to make an improper use of what he (Captain Campbell) had written on the 
subject of his resignation? 

S. Did Captain Campbell address a letter to the Clerk of the Executive Council, making imputa-
tions of an intention on the part of the military authorities to make an improper use of what he (Captain 
Campbell) had written on the subject of his resignation ? 

Did Captain Campbell, when attending at the office of his Battalion, on or about the 2nd 
August, 1877, by direction of his Commanding Officer, Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, conduct himself in a 
manner which was insubordinate, and subversive of military discipline F 

Is the statement made by Captain Campbell in his memo. of the 1.7th August, 1877, 
addressed to the Commandant, to the effect that he was imprisoned " on the occasion of his interview 
with Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, on the 2nd August, true? Is there any justification for the stat:emcnts 
made by Captain Campbell in his memo of the 17th August, above alluded to, or is the memo, in question 
of an insolent and insubordinate character? 

1.1. Has Captain Campbell, as regards the non.produetion of the arms, and as regards his subsequent 
action and correspondence generally, conducted himself in a manner which was insubordinate and sub- 
versive of military discipline? 	 JOHN S. RiCHARDSON, 
Brigade Office, Sydney, 30th August, 1877. 	 Col., Comdt. 

Copy of Minute to President of Court. 
To be investigated and reported upon by the Court of Inquiry of \vineli Major F. Wells, V.A., 

Brigade, is President:. A'eopy of the Brigade Order, directing the assembly of the Court, together with 
the whole of the papers in the case to be laid before it, as also a list of the documents, forwarded here-
with.—By Command, Tnos. Bn'NEs, Major, pro Major of Brigade, 5/9/77. 

Copy 
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Copy of Minute to Officer commanding 2nd Regiment., ou copy of Brigade Order, viz. 
Forwarded to Officer Commanding 2nd Regiment, YR., together with a copy,  of the instructions 

to the Court, for the information of Captain Campbell—By Command, Tiros. BArNES, Major, pro Major 
of Bde., 5/9/77. 

Brigade Order No. 118. 
Brigade Office, Sydney, 5 September, 1877. 

A Count of Inquiry, consisting of Major F. Wells, Volunteer Artillery Brigade, President, Major J. 
Wells, 1st Regiment, Volunteer Rifles, and Captain W. Cooper, Volunteer Artillery Brigade, members, 
will assemble at the Volunteer Office, No. 10, O'Connell-street, on such date and at such hour as may be 
appointed by the President, to investigate and report upon such matters as may be brought before it. 

A sergeant of the Permanent Staff will be detailed as orderly for the Court. 
The President will be good enough to notify to this office the date and hour of assembly, in sufficient 

time to admit of due notice being given to all parties concerned. 
Captain and Adjutant J. Wilson, 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles, will attend the Court to produce 

evidence. 
The proceedings, when completed, to be forwarded to this office. 

By Command, 
THOS. BAYNES, Major, 

pro Major of Brigade. 

The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 3 September, 1877, 

His Excel]eney the Governor and Commander-in-Chief having directed the assembly of a 
Court. of Inquiry to investigate the conduct of Captain Campbell, No. 1 Highlauders, I have the honor 
to request the letter addressed by that officer to the Clerk of the Executive Council, forwarded to me by 
your blank cover minute of the 8th ult. for report, may be returned to me, as the document alluded to is 
material to the case. 	 I have, &e., 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Colonel, Commandant. 

May be forwarded, 8/9/77. 	The Commandant, B.C., 3/9/77.—n.11. 	True copies.—W. B. B 
JARISTIE, MB., 13/2/78. 

Brigade-Major Christie to Major Wells. 
Memo. 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 12/9/77. 

CAPTAIN Campbell, of. No. 1 Highlanders, having asked for the production of the attached documents, 
they are herewith forwarded to the President of the Court of Inquiry dealing with Captain Camp-
bell's ease, with a view of the latter officer having every facility for examining or making reference to them. 
The documents will be retained in the custody of the Court, and transmitted with the other papers con-
nected with the case on the conclusion of the proceedings. 

By Command, 
W. B. B. CflISTIE, Major, 

Major of Brigade. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 14 September, 1377. 

I was informed at the Court of Inquiry, held on Monday evening, that I could secure your 
attendance for the purpose of being examined on oath in connection with the eleven charges against me. 
I consider it would be more respectful to the office of Commandant not to ask your attendance, but instead 
to forward the questions 1. propose to put, with the view of their being answered and signed, and the 
document then to be transmitted to the President of the Court. I accordingly enclose the questions. 

I am bearing in mind your repeated remarks in reference to forwarding documents direct, but it is 
not in contempt of the Regulations that I do so—every rule has its exception. I will not be forced to 
reveal my defence to the other side, and I again earnestly protest against any of these documents being 
placed in the hands of Lieut.-Colonel 0-oodlet or his Adjutant. To do so appears to me to be just the 
same as if an English Officer attached to the Russian Camp revealed the plan of attack or defence to the 
enemy. 

Yours, &c., 
JOHN CAMPBELL, 

Captain. 
The Commandant will attend and give verbal evidence but it is necessary that the President of 

the Cou,'t should be communicated with by Captain Campbell, in view of such a date being fixed for this 
purpose as will not interfere with the military duties of the Commandant, who proceeds to Goulbuni to 
inspect, on the 1.9th instant., and again to the Southern District on the 24th—By command, W. B. B. 
CHRJSTTIr, Major of Brigade, 15/0777. 

P.S—Perhaps the shortest way to fix the daywould befor the Adjutantof the 2nd Regiment, YR., 
to communicate at once with the President of the Court oii this subject, and relative to the day, the 
President then to iutimate the date of assembly to take Commandant's evidence. 
Officer Commanding 2nd Regiment, YR. 

Questions retained by the Commandant. 

VOLUNTEER. 
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VOLUNTEER FORCE. 
Coxps.—No. 1 P.R. II[GllL&NDERS, 2ND EEO1MENT. 

Inspection Return of the above Corps. 

Place and flak—Victoria Barracks, 3 June, 1870. 

Accoutrements. Sundries. 

Description 6  Rema rks of Official 

1tter br0 Alphabetical Roll of the Coaps. 

6 ta  

I 
of Anne. 

. 
a V Accoutrements, &e. 

J r t 
Na a va Z 0 N a, - 

UeiiryQ .-.-- 
1 1 

29 
S 

1 
1 

1 
1 

21 1 1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
4 1 1 

19 
22 

 
1 1 	1 1 1 1 

Colour &rgeanf '(seen Steel 	........... 

,, 1 1 	1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 	1 1 1 1 
15 ,, I 1 	1 1 1 1 
25 I 1 	1 1 1 1 

Sergeant William f)onuan ............... 

1 1 1 
11 

A.Shaw 	........................ 

I 1 	1 1 1 1 

CorponlA.it'Donald ...................
W.l'rentice ..................... 

1 1 Absent. 
1 1 Absent. 

51 

.................... 

1 1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
54 
10 

,, 	F.Crawford 	..................... 

1 
1 

1 	1 
111 

1 1 
1 

1 
lAbsont. 

80 If.O.Amferson 1 111 1 I Absent. 
25 1 1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
56 1 111 1 lAbsent. 
12 ,, 1 1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
49 

.....11 

1 1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
36 
87 

:1 
I 

111 
111 

11 
11 

9 
32 

1 
I 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

1 
i 

1 
i 

58 
 

, 1 1 	1 1 1 1 
57 1 111 11 
84 1 

(hpt. Jobse Campbell .......................... 

1 	1 1 1 1 Absent. 
45 

 q.CesStror 	..................... 
,, 	W.Clirtstie ................... 

1 

tieut. Alex. Fraser ...............................
Ensign Gao. hamilton ........................... 

111 1 lAbsent. 
60 ,, 	.lc.Gosdon I 

Quarternsaster-ser°eant it. RiddeD................ 

111 

.......... 

1 lAbsent.. 
25 

PrivaleA.Ateeon 	...................... 
,, 	R.Agnew....................... 
,. 	A.A'nifrrsen ................... 

1 1 	1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

I I Absent, 
67 
14 

,, 	 ................. 
 Q.Ifosthu'ftk 	................... 

..................... 

1 
1 

liugler Jno. Crawford .......................... 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

1 
1 

1 
1 Absent. 

38 
52 

4.Cavipbcff 	................... 

J.liawkine 1 

Ptpr A. Campbell ............................ 

1.." 

.J. .11arneay .............................. 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

.......... 

1 
1 

1 
1 

.......... 

.......... 

40 
27 

.Ias.Crawford .................... 
 A.Carneron ..................... 

1 
1 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

1 
1 

1 
1 Absent. 

24 
68 

,, 

A.Mq..acliian 
1 
1 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

1 
1 

1 
1 

2 

 O.7,i.Cainpboll .................. 
A.B.Ilouglass 	................. 

IV.M'Intoth 1 1 	1 1 

...... 

1 1 Absent. 
47 

 W.1)ingwell 	................... 
.D.Fornot 	..................... 

 lf'.Fisher 	..................... 

I 11 I 1 1 
59 

..................... 
 .JaaGrnnan$ 	................... 

1 111 

...... 

...... 

11 
55 

 

62 

 .Ino.Gonns 	................... 

A.Jfafloch ..................... 
 J.Itbt'Donald 	................. 

1 
1 

1 	1 
1 	1 

1 
1 

......

......

......

...... 

1 
I 

1 
I 

63 

 ................... 

,, 	W.J.Poo]o ................ 1 11 
iii 

1 1 
I 

1 
lAbset. 

 ................... 
 Jas.M'Dona]d 	................. 

1 1 Absent. 
B 

 C.l,rkhilI 	..................... 
,, 	W.Prosser 	..................... 

 J.jbsn 1 11 1 1 1 Siek.—.J.S.lt. 
70 
1 

 J.Prt 	....................... 
..... 

1 .. 1 	1 1 

...... 

...... 

....... 

1 
1 

1 
lAbsent. 1 111 

.......

......

.......

......

....... 

1 1 Absent. 
53 
64 

1 
1.." 

1 	1 
111 

1 

....... 

1 
11 

1 

43 

 A.B.itthnrich................. 

1 1 	1 1 

...... 

1 1 
61 

 F..flouston ..................... 
,, 	 ..................... 

1 1 	1 1 

...... 

...... 

1 1 
Si 
44 

 J.Lutton ....................... 

,, 	P,Whltelaw 	... ........... 
,, 

1 
1 

111 
111 

........ 

...... 

...... 

11 
11 

18 
41 

I 
1 

II 
11 

I 
1 

....... 

....... 

....... 

1 
1 

1 
1 Absent 

48 8.36. 2nd Regiment 
7 

0'. rn99 ......................... 

Instore. 

I ............ 
......................... 

,, 	W.Rae ......................... 

18  

........ 

....... 

13 

 A.Sproute ..................... ........ 

27 

,, 	J.Spenct ....................... 
 .T.Slnipson 	..................... 

V. B. Stewart ............................. 
......... 
......... 

35 

 O.Twoddlo ..................... 
,, 	J.M,Telfer ..................... 

......... 

33 

O.West 	....................... 
..... 

69 

 A.Watt 	....................... 
,. 	1l'.G.l'ates 	................... 

.......... 

........... 

65 

............ 

........... 

6(3 

........... 

39 
45 
42 
56 
16 
6 

STATE 

Establish- Enrolled Strength. 

Reniarka 
C 

1g 

Ca .0 

37 .. JIlt. j'resenton Parade 	..................................... 

Slumbers absent without leave of Commanding Officer 
Members absent, with lc'.sve e,f Conunauding Officer ......................... 

Total enrolled strength 2 

...................... 

itiHi.H 
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Aiciss IN Posssssxoy. 
- 	 - 

- Wrenehçr, - Guns. 

= - &c.P &c. 
C CI P 

C 
- 

For For 
a PennaneiltPractice 

H 
.0.. Defence. oth. 

m wr a w 65 

Thverrnnestt Arms kept in the Armoury 	. 	-. 15 . 19  Ditto 	is possession of Individual Members 	. - . - 54 51  
Ditto 	iniiouetsion of Honorary Members, 8.-I!. 

of2nslRegt. 	.......................................... i ..... 
t 

Tote! 2 i 
.................... 

.. ................ 

80 Rhics Inspected—iL, Q.-in. Sergt. 
JOIIN CAMPBELL. 

VOLUNTEER FORCE. 

COBPS.—IIAWKESEVBY. 

Inspeetaon Return of the above Corps. 

Place and Date—Windsor, 14 December, 1876. 

Aecoutrensents. Sundrica 

Pt - 
Description a .. $ a Remarks of Official 

LeNumber 
tter and 

Alphabetical Roll of the Corps. 
ofAnus. . prin, 	 and 

Accoutrements&e. 

i 
a. ce  

Henry 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
93 1 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 

12 1 1 1 1 i 
17 1 1 1 1 1 
89 1 1 1 1 1 
RI 1 1 1 1 1 
62 1 1 1 1 
81 1 1 1 1 1 

P. Beveridge ...................... 

. ' 

Jo5. Ward ........................ 
- 	.......... 

1 
21 1 1 1 1 1 
96 

CorporalW.lsell 	..................... 

1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 

................. 

I ------ - --- -- - -- -- 

1 1 Absent. 
16 1 1 1 

---- --- --- -- - -- -- 

1 1 
24 1 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 
26 

 1 1 1 Absent 	ac. 	W.B.BPC, 
A. 	Day ....... 	............ 1 1 1 1 1 Absent 

28 111 1 lAbse,st. 
29 1 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 1 
31 1 1 1 1 1 
89 flrGu.r 111 1 lAbsent. 
84 1 1 1 1 i 

p 	90 1 1 1 

................. 

................. 

................. 

................. 

1 1 
80 1 1 1 

................. 

................. 

1 1 
7 1 1 1 1 1 

11 

Captain W. Linsley ......................... 

1 1 1 

.................. 

1 1 
38 

Colour-sergeant F. Ilortley 	................. 
Quarterrnaster-sergeapst W. Wilkins.......... 

1 1 1 1 Absent. 
pp 	43 

SergcantJ. B. Johnson .................... 

1 1 1 1 
53 1 1 

----- --- - -- - ---- 
................. 

1 1 Onleave. 	W.BB.C. 
pp 	50 

J.tGosper ....................... 
 11 Owens ......................... 

Private F. Alderson ......................... 
,. 	J. Anderson ......................... 

1 1 

................. 

................. 

1 1 
71 

T.Wood ........................... 

iLAr,melel 	......................... 
J. AlIen 	--------------------------- 

Bugler L. Bansett .................................. 

1 1 1 

................. 

1 1 
40 

F. Litssley ................................... 

1 1 1 1 1 Absent. 41 1 1 1 1 1 
61 

G.Carroll ........................... 

1 1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 
51 

2. Cell (son ......................... 
......... 

1 1 1 

--- ------- 
---------- 

1 1 
70 

FDoyle ...........................
RDunstan ------------------------- 

1 1 1 1 1 
p 	65 

J.Elliott -------------- - - ----------

P.Frrpser ........................... 

1 1 1 1 1 
22 

p 	J.T.Gosper 	....................... 
......... 

1 1 1 1 1 
14 

pLI{ogan ........................... 

1 1 1 1 1 Absent. 
p 	46 

pp 	A. Ilaggor 	------------------- - ----- 

,, 	Shill 	------------------- - --- - ----- 

,, 	.fl.liiirley ......................... 

1 1 1 1 1 Absent. 
47 

p 	F. Howard ------------------- - ----- 

PP 	C 	JltPll ............................. 
, 	i.Ilull ............................. 

J.Holdeu ...........................
W.Jones ........................... 

1 1 1 

---- ------ 
---- ------ 

.......... 

1 1 
pp 	45 1 1 1 

---------- 
.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 Onleave. 	W.B.B.C. 
76 

, 	.P.Lspcp,fltm ....................... 

1 1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 
p 	84 

J. Linsley ...........................
MellishE............................ 

1 1 1 1 1 
pp 	80 

P. Ilottersrpe 	....................... 

1 1 

. ......... 

1 1 
17 1 1 1 

- --------- 
. ......... 

1 1 
91 1 1 1 

1 .......... 
1 .......... 

1 1 
74 

,, 	J.Primrose ..................... 

1 1 

1 .......... 

I I 
IS 1 1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 Absent 
80 1 1 1 1 1 
85 1 1 1 

1 .......... 

1 1 
52 1 1 

.......... 

1 1 Absent-. 	s.c. 	W.li.E.C. 57 1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 
pp 	75 

, 	J.Mofloy ........................... 

1 1 1 

.......... 

.......... 

1 1 
60 

p. 	P.Molloy ........................... 
p 	M. OConnor ....................... 

1 1 1 

1 .......... 

.......... 

.......... 

......... 

1  1 
78 

 Jo&Opsprs....  ..... . ... .............. 

., 	J.I'fsl!j ........................ 

H. Ferry .............. ............. 

1 1 1 1 1 
20 

, 	W. Prpnirose .................... 

1 1 1 1 1 
0 50 

,, 	O.Pye ......................... 
T.Frlmrose ...................... 

1 1 1 1 1 .w., 12-9.77. 

I I 

 B. Robertson .................... 
,, 	F.Sinmosps 	...................... 

Ansss in Store. 

.......... 

.......... 

.......... 

2 

,, 	W. Smallwooel ................... 
 II. Y'sU.PJ .........................

lt.Tout ........................... 

35 

,. 	.1.Us,eosp ......................... 
 1s' Iralker ....................... 

........... 

.......... 

 T.Williams .......................
E.Wood ......................... 

48  

1 ........... 
1 ............ 

49 

W.WOOd ......................... 
 L.White ......................... 

............ 

............ 

p 	56 

J. Ilngraeh .....................
J. Bell 1 Highlapmders ............. 

............ 

............. 

pp 	66 

............. 

pp 	77 

68 Telnporary in Store. 

To 	..........  flo 
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STATE. 

Establish- 
moot. Enrolled Strength. 

I.  

Presentonparade .......................................I ............ 	., 48 Members aloent with iene of commanding Officer ......... I ...................4 Monmibers absent without2vo of Commanding Officer..................... . ....... 
Totalennrollodstrengtln ..................H 	1 L .. l .H .. j 	....... SI 2J52 

ARMs IN Posszssioy. 

Remarks. 

Wrenches Guns. Nipple,  

,E For For 
, . PernsanentPraetiee 

Defence. onlm 
.5 e u a 
02 02 CO 02 0 (0 CO 

8 8 
Ditto 	in possession at individual Members 58 5$ .. 

Government Aons kelt. in the Armoury .................... 

Total 
Ditto 	iii possession of honorary Members ........... 

.... 

I.. 
JOIIN CAMPBELL. 

Ensign Hamilton to Adjutant Wilson 
Sir, 	 Buffi Coal Company's Office, Exchange, Sydney, 16 May, 1870. 

I beg to apologize for the delay in replying to the communication 1 received from the Major 
of Brigade, viz., No. 70/130. I had the reply half finished on the 22nd ult., but pressure of business has 
prevented me completing the same till now. I did not receive the communication in question for days 
after it was written. 

JJowever, in compliance with the request contained therein, I beg to state that on reference to the 
last yearly return of the Company to which I belong, I find I am deficient in the Battalion inspection 
parade—that I would have been present at the same excepting for an arrangosnent I had made with a few 
friends to go to Lane Cove on that day, while in ignorance of the parade date and out of which it would 
have been almost impossible to withdraw. I did not at the time feel it was absolutely necessary to attend, 
having been present at the Company inspection on the Saturday previous. I also had a disinclination to 
attend, as both Companies of Biglilanders are merged into one frequenfly since recruiting has been stayed, 
and I, as junior Ensign of the Corps, have to be content with being placed in an absent guide's place in 
another Company. 

I beg to assure you that it was quite unintentional on my part to be non-efficient for last year, and 
beg my explanation will be received, and that you may be certain I shall not be returned so again, as I 

	

have never been so before. 	 . 	 I have, &c., 
GEO. HAMILTON. 

Brigade Order 
Volunteer Brigade Office, Sydney, 13 November, 1868. 

1.—Nos. 1 and 2 Companies, Duke of Edinburgh Highltwd Rifle Corps, will be attached to the Suburban 
Battalion Rifles until further orders. 

The Brigade Order of the 4th August, 1808, containing information with reference to administra. 
tive organization to be adhered to, with the exception of paragraph 5 of such order. 

By command, 
THOS. BAYNES, 

Captain, Brigade Adjutant. 
True copy.—W. B. B. CHRIsTIE, Major of Brigade. 

Brigade Order. 
Volunteer Brigade Office, Sydney, 4 August, 1808. 

THE following is published for the information of Field Officers commanding and officers respectively of 
Artillery Brigade, Sydney and Suburban Battalions Rifles, and having reference to the administrative 
organisation of those Forces 

1. The object of this administrative organisation is to unite separate Corps under a common head, 
to secure uniformity of drill among them, to afford them the advantage of inshuetion and 
assistance of a Regimental Staff (in addition to the Permanent Staff) but it is not intended 
to interfere with their constitution or financial arrangements, with the operation or their 
respective rules, or with the powers specially conferred on their Commanding Officers by the 
Volunteer Act and Regulations. 

	

178—C 	 2. 



r 
is 

Subject to the powers conferred by the law upon the Commanding Officers of each Corps, the 
Field Officer commanding an administrative regiment will have the general charge of the 
drill and instruction of the several Corps under his command. He will inspect them from 
time to time, and will take notice of, and if necessary report any infraction of the provisions 
of the law, or of the orders of the Officer Commanding Volunteer Force, relating to the use 
of the arms, the regulations about clothing, distinctive marks of rank, discipline, &e. He 
will also be responsible that uniformity in drill is preserved throughout the Force under his 
command when present at the drill or parade of any of the Corps. He will invariably be in 
command. 

No Officer of a Corps forming part of an administrative Regiment has any authority over the 
other Corps of which it is composed, in consequence of their administrative union ; but 
whenever the several Corps, or any number of them, meet together for drill, the senior 
Officer present assumes the command, and during the temporary absence of the Field Officer 
commanding an administrative Regiment the command will devolve on the next senior 
Officer present. 

An administrative Regiment caimot have rules, having legal force under Act of Parliament, 
distinct from those of the several Corps of which it is composed. 

Corps composing an administrative Regiment must be clothed alike. 
All official correspondence from Corps composing an administrative Regiment, including 

applications for (officers) leave of absence, returns, reports, corrcspondeneo on military 
subjects, &c., are to be forwarded through Field Officers commanding such Regiments. 

NoTE—The foregoing instructions are to be observed in conformity with the provisions of the 
Volunteer Act and Regulations, and special orders of the Officer commanding Volunteer Force. 

By order, 
TaOS. BAYNES, Captain, 

Brigade Adjutant. 
True copy.—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of Brigade. 

A. 
Quartermaster Tidswell to Captain Campbell. 

Dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 12 May, 1877. 
I have to request you will make arrangements for my inspection of the following rifles, or at 

once have them returned into the armoury, viz. —0 38, 41, 50, had not been sent in up to April 27. 
Early reply will oblige 	 Yours, &c., 

HENRY E. TIDSWELL, 
Quartermaster, 2nd Regt. 

38, E. Houston; 41, W. Yeates; 50, John Bell. 

B. 
List of Spare Arms. 

Complete list of spare arms belonging to No. 1 Highlanders for the year 1876 

0 7, 8, 13, 17, 26, 33, 39, 65, 66, 69, 35, 42, 46, 56, 16. 
For correctness of list, see inspection return for 1876, deposited in Brigade Office. 

C. 
Brigade Order No. 66. 

Sydney, 25 April, 1876. 
In future, when a Volunteer is attached to a corps, his arms and accoutrements are to be handed 

over to his own Company, and fresh ones issued to him by the Corps to which he is attached. 
Prior to rejoining his own Company, the arms and accoutrements of the Corps to which he has 

been attached will be returned. The whole of the arms and accoutrements of a Corps will then remain 
with the head quarters of each Corps, and be under the supervision of the officer commanding it. 

Officers commanding Corps will take advantage of every available opportunity for getting in the, 
arms and accoutrements of men already attached. 	By command, &c., 

W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major, 
Major of Brigade. 

Private John Bell was attached to the Iiawkesbury Rifles by Brigade Order, dated 20th August, 
1875, eight months prier to the date of the above B.O. 1 Highlanders, in 1876, were inspected on the 
3rd June; only one month therefore intervened between the date of the above order and the date of 
inspection--JoHN CAMPBELL, Capt. 

D. 
Quartermaster-sergeant Cremen to Quartermaster Tidswell. 

Sir, 	, 	 24 Bettington.street, Sydney, 28 November, 1876. 
In reply to yours of 27th instant, respecting further inquiryNo. 1 Highlanders, the rifle, 

0. 56, was found by us in the armpury on the 27th April last, and was marked off in Captain Compton's 
book as 	pare," 21/2/77. 	 I am, &c,, 

T. J. CREMEN, 
Q.-M. Sergeant, 2nd RegL, V.R. 

True copy.—W. B. B. Cwatsrir, M. of B., 13/2/78., 

The 
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The Commandant to us Excellency the Governor. 
Tour Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 21 December, 1877. 

I have the honor to forward herewith the proceedings of the Court of Inquiry, directed by 
your Excellency to assemble for the purpose of reporting on certain matters connected with the conduct 
of Captain Campbell of No. 1 Highlanders. 

Your Excellency will note that there has been a somewhat unusual delay in completing the pro- 
ceedings, rendered necessary however by my having twice to re-assemble the Court for revision of its 
finding, and the fact that the officers acting on the Court had their private avocations to attend to. The 
proceedings as finally closed, I may remark, only reached me on the 15th instant. 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the instructions issued by inc to the Court on the 30th August last, refer to 
two matters, viz.: at—Captain Campbell's supposed disobedience of a Battalion Order, issued by Lieut.- 
Colonel Goodlet, Commanding the 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles; and 2nd—his failure to give Lieut.- 
Colonel Goodlet, and the members of his Regimental Staff, the assistance he was bound to render them as 
regards the carrying out of a certain Brigade Order on the subject of the inspection of arms. The 
Battalion Order (based on the Brigade Order antecedent to it) appears to have been wrongly worded, 
inasmuch as it referred only to ' spare arms," and not also to arms that had not been seen at the 
inspection, yet were not spare. In his defence, when dealing with the non-production of arms, Captain 
Campbell has sheltered himself behind the wrong wording of the Battalion Order as requiring him only 
to produce the "spare " arms, and not also those not seen at the inspection, with reference to which I 
would observe that when he got, as he appears to have done, from Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet's staff, a list of 
the rifles which he was required to show, it was either his duty to have produced them, or at all events to 
have pointed out that the arms which be was requested to produce did not come within the scope of the 
Battalion Order. Either therefore Captain Campbell wilfully disobeyed the order given by Lieut.- 
Colonel Goodlet, through his staff, for the production of certain arms, or he treated Lieut.-Colonel 
Goodlet's stall with a want of consideration and courtesy, amounting to a neglect of duty. With the 
Battalion Order the Court finds (with qualification) Captain Campbell did not literally comply. It 
considers also he failed to give proper support to his Commanding Officer as regards the carrying out of 
the Brigade Order, and was guilty of negligence in connection therewith. 

The third paragraph of the instructions relates to a misstatement alleged to have been made by 
Captain Campbell in a memo, written by him. The Court finds there was a misstatement, but it was 
unintentional. 

As regards the conduct imputed to Captain Campbell in paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, of the 
instructions, the Court finds against Captain Campbell, and inasmuch as the correspondence referred to in 
these several paragraphs is attached to the proceedings, and so speaks for itself, comment from me would 
seem unnecessary regarding it. 

In dealing with paragraph 9 of the instructions the Court appears to have found it difficult to pass 
an opinion, and to have practically left the matter therein referred to to be adjudicated upon by your 
Excellency. The question seems to be one frequently raised in connection with Courts of Inquiry held to 
report upon the conduct of officers of the Volunteer Force, viz., their liability for acts or neglects 
connected with the performance of their military duties done when out of uniform. It is to be regretted 
that on such an occasion as that of reprimanding an officer, Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet himself did not appear 
in uniform, and require that all the officers present, including Captain Campbell, should so appear; but it 
must be borne in mind that Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, as well as the other officers present, had their private 
avocations to attend to, and that therefore there is something to be said in excuse for a laxity which the 
etiquette of the regular service would not permit. It would appear Captain Campbell was regularly 
warned by memo. to attend the head-quarter Office of his Battalion, and that he did so attend. He must 
therefore have known that Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet was there acting in his official capacity, and so should 
have treated him with the respect due to his position as Commanding Officer. Clause 2 of paragraph 28 
of the Volunteer Act appears to make an officer responsible when on duty with his Corps, without specially 
stating in that ease that he shall be in uniform; and I cannot but consider that every officer is on duty 
with his Corps, as regards his relations to other officers, just as much when he is attending to those admin- 
istrative details connected with his military position which he carries out in plain clothes as when he stands 
in uniform in the ranks. Were it otherwise no officer in the Force could be made responsible for any 
ipsnbordinate action or neglect of duty connected with his military position if not done on parade. Even 
as regards private Volunteers, it appears to me that although they may be in plain clothes, if they do any 
wrongful act in it military sense, in their Volunteer capacities, they can be held liable for the consequences 
of such act; otherwise it Volunteer signing himself as such might address a grossly insubordinnte letter to 
his Commanding Officer on Volunteer business, and because he was in plain clothes when he wrote, claim 
exempt ion from punishment. It appears to me what the Legislature intended was merely to separate a 
Volunteer's civil avocations from his military liabilities. I may mention the case of Gunner Taylor, of 
No. 3 Battery, Volunteer Artillery Brigade, where the offence, leading to dismissal, was committed in 
plain clothes, the punishment awarded being upheld, on petition, in the year 1872, by His Excellency the 
Earl of :ltehnore. The Court appears very justly to hold, in the ease of officers in the Volunteer Force 
with its very ill-defined Regulations, that the general custom of the military service, as laid down in the 
Queen's Regulations, must be (of course, only to a certain extent) taken into account. In practice it is 
and must be so daily, or the work of administration would be simply impossible. I may, perhaps, be 
allowed to quote on this subject from a work called "The principles and practice of Volunteer discipline," 
published in England not long since by Lieut.-Colonel Acland, M.P., commanding one of the Devonshire 
Administrative Battalions of Volunteers, as follows 

The general authority of 'Commanding Officer,' whether in the 'Field Officer commanding the 
Battalion,' or in the 'Officer commanding a Corps,' is not defined in the documents legally applicable to 
Volunteers, beyond the definition implied in what has been already set out under the head of discipline. 

We must therefore look to the principles (so far as they apply to Volunteers) explained in the Queen's rgui.- 
Queen's 1.tegulations for the interior economy of Corps." 	 tious, Art. 261. 

"We there learn that 'an officer iutrusted with the command of a Regiment is vested with authority 
which renders him responsible to his Sovereign and his country for the maintenance of discipline, order, 
and a proper system of economy in his Corps'; that he is 'not only to enforce by command, but to 
encourage by example the energetic discharge of duty,' and the steady endurance of 'difficulties and 
privations.'" 	 In 
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In the opinion expressed by the Court, in reply to paragraph 10 of the instructions, so far as it 
attributes the statements made by Captain Campbell to a desire for nonsensical exaggeration on his part, 
I am scarcely inclined to concur, the memo. in question appearing to me to evidence rather on his part 
a litigious effort to embroil and create difficulties with his Commanding Officer. 

In reply to paragraph 11 of the instructions, the Court finds Captain Campbell to have been 
generally guilty of neglectful conduct in connection with the production or non-production of arms, and 
to have generally behaved in a manner which was utsubordinate, and subversive of military discipline. 

Having now disposed of the matter specially reported on by the Court, there appears to be one or 
two points raised by Captain Campbell, to which it is desirable I should refer, viz.., Captain Campbell 
would seem to hold that the inspection of the arms at all by Lient.-Coloncl Goodlet, or his staff, was 
ultra vi.rce, wit.h regard to which I would refer your Excellency to the 2nd part of paragraph 72 of the 
Volunteer Regulations, which requires an Officer commanding an Administrative Battalion, "to inspect 
the Corps under his command from time to time, and to take notice of, and if necessary to report any 
infraction of the orders of the Officer Commanding the Volunteer Force, relating to the use of arms, &e., 
Le." This right to inspect gives in fact extended powers, which indeed are highly necessary in the interests 
of discipline and efficiency, and in view of a protision for the due care of yublic stores. Captain 
Campbell objects that Lieutenant-Colonel Goodlet has no power to suspend him from duty. Clause 2 of 
paragraph 28 of the Volunteer Act appears to give power to an Officer commanding a Regiment, when 
an Officer is on duty with his Corps, and disobeys any lawful order, to place such officer in arrest. It 
does not appear to me necessarily to require the offender to be in uniform when he is on duty with his 
Corps to enable this power to be exercised. In point of fact I believe almost every case in which a 
Volunteer Officer has been suspended, since the first formation of the Force, has been under similar eir-
cuinstances, that is, they were not in uniform, and they were not under arms with their Corps at the time 
this power was exercised, although they were, as all officers in the Force are daily, performing military 
duties connected with the commissions they held. The custom of the service, the Corps not being under 
arms, converts the arrest into it suspension from duty (the open arrest of the Regular Service), the power 
of retaining an offender under a forced restraint not obtaining when the Corps is not under arms. This 
suspension from duty, it may be remarked, following, as it does in the Military service, on the commission 
of an offence by an officer, has its counterpart in the practice of the Civil departments of the Government 
service. Captain Campbell has further referred to time fact that it was always customary to charge for 
arms when they were not forthcoming, and that publicity should have been given to the alteration in 
practice in reference to the non-production of arms, in reference to which I may remark, that until the 
issue of the Brigade Order of the 30th May, 1870, referred to in paragraph 2 of the instructions, no order 
strictly requiring the production of each arm each year, and providing for the subsequent inspection of the 
arms not seen by me at the annual inspections of Corps, was in existence, and that there could be no 
justice in charging Corps with the value of the arms, until everything possible had been done to compel 
the officer in command to do all in his power to produce them. At the same time it was sometime prior 
to the issue of the Brigade Order in question customary to charge the value of such arms as were not 
forthcoming when required, to Corps; but in this case I conceive no one can read the Brigade Order in 
question, the Battalion Order succeeding it, taking into consideration also the different communications 
made on the subject by Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet's Staff, to Captain Campbell, without seeing that it was 
quite impossible for the latter officer to come to any other conclusion than that obedience was required of 
him to the orders in question. 	 I have, &e., 

JOt-IN S. RICHARDSON, 

Colonial Secretary 	
Ccl., Commandant. 

This case is one which must I think be brought before the Executive Council. 
The Court of Inquiry having found that Captain Campbell's action and correspondence in the 

matter under investigation have been "improper," "insolent," "insubordinate," and "subversive of Military 
discipline," I think his Commission as Captain should be cancelled. 	 HR., 28/12/77. 

Extract from Brigade Office Register. 
Pn0cEEnrXa9 of a Board of Inquiry, assembled at Volunteer Brigade Oce on the 12th September, 1877, 

by order of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, bearing date 5th September, 1877, to investigate 
eertaiu charges preferred against Captain John Campbell, No. 1 Company, Duke of Edinburgh High-
landers 

Pitrsinzrir: 
Frnrnic. WELLS, Major, V.A. 

Mnrnxns: 
.Ionx WELLS, Major, V.R. 
WILLUM COOPER, Captain, V.A. Brigade. 

The Board having assembled pursuant to the above order, proceed to make the usual declaration, 
after which the Court is declared open, and the Brigade Order convening having been read, the President 
proceeded to read the charges in detail, Captains Campbell and Wilson being present. 

Lieut.-Colonel J. H. Goodlet having been sworn, deposed:— 
By Captain Wilson: 

Q. Did Captain Campbell, during the six months given to him by Colonel Goodlet for the production of 
the missing rifles, make any application for extension of tim? A. No. 
Q State what occurred on the 2nd August, 1877, at the interview with Captain Campbell at the Battalion 
Office? A. Captain Campbell came into the office, Major Phillips and I being present. A minute- it so 
afterwards Major Jaques joined us. As we three were all standing, I requested Captain Campbell (who was 
seated) to rise, which order I had to repeat before he complied. I then told him that I had sent for him 
to reprimand him in the presence of his two senior officers, for his neglect of duty. He po4ithely 
refused to be reprimanded, and. I asked him if he determined not to be reprimanded, when herepliel 

'' Yes." 
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"Yes." I then requested him to leave. He said it was a public office and he would go when it suited 
him. I said, "It is my office," and requested him again to leave. He said he would go when he was 
ready. He remained some little time, and I had to repeat the request more than once before he left. 
He opened the door, and stood with it open, muttering something not complimentary, lie then left. 
Q. Is the statement made by Captain Campbell, in his memo. of 17th August, 1877, addressed to the Com-
mandant, to the effect that he was imprisoned on the occasion of his interview with Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet 
and Major .Jaques and Phillips, on 2nd August, true? A. No. Captain Wilson was in this room when 
Major Jaques came in. I requested Captain Wilson to leave the room, and closed the door after him; 
the door was never locked during the interview—Captain Campbell himself opened it when he left. 
Q. On the occasion referred to had you a written reprimand to read to Captain Campbell, and did you 
read any portion of it? A. Yes; I had the reprimand, but did not read any portion of it. 
Q. Could Captain Campbell infer from anything which toek place in hi a interview with yourself and Major 
Jaques and Phillips that there was any intention to intimidate him in any way P A. Certainly not. 
Q. Can you in any way account for the violence of Captain Campbell's language in his letter of 17th 
August) 1877, from anything that occurred at that interview? A. I am quite at a loss to account for it. 

By the Court: 
Q. Did you, at the time you summoned Captain Campbell, assign any reason for so doing, beyond what is 
in the Regimental order? A. No. 
Q. At the time of receiving Captain Campbell were you, Majors Jaques and Phillips, in uniform? A. No, 
in plain clothes. 
Q. Was Captain Campbell directed to appear in uniform, and did he so appear? A. No, he was not so 
directed, and he appeared in plain clothes. 
Q. Is it usual in the 2nd Regiment, V.R. on occasion of anything so serious as a reprimand, for the officer 
giving, or the one receiving it, to appear in plain clothes? A. I cannot recollect any other case in which 
it has been my duty to reprimand an officer. 

By Captain Uatnpbeil: 
I request production of Battalion Order 6th November, 1876. (Read by President.) 

Q. Before sending letter of 25th May, 1877, did you satisfy yourself that Captain Campbell did not 
comply with the Battalion Order of Gth November, 1878? A. Yes. 
Q. Were you fully satisfied that the three rifles referred to in your letter of 25th May, 1877, were not 
inspected during 1876? A. I am satisfied they were not. 
Q. Did you refer to the inspection return of No. 1 Company " B. of E. HighL%nders" for the year 1878, 
so as to satisfy yourself as to the actual position of the three rifles? A. My staff did. 
Q. Did you know that an inspection return gives it full account of all rifles issued to a Company, and that 
it shows which are spare arias and which are not? A. It should. 
Q. Before sending the letter of the 25th May did you consult personally with the Commandant or 
Brigade Major on the subject. [Question disallowed by the Court.] 
Q. have you made yourself acquainted with the second part of clause 28 of "Volunteer Act of 1867"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On which section of the Act or Regulations do you rest your authority to suspend Captain Campbell P 

uestion disallowed by the Court.]
6?Will you look at the inspection return of No. 1 Highlanders for 1876? A. Yes. 
Q. Do you notice rifle 088 entered there? A. Yes; it is entered in the hands of private B. Houston. 
Q. Was he present at the inspection? A. I do not know. 
Q. Does not the inspection return show whether he was present or not? A. I cannot tell. [Note by 
President, marked in pencil in indryin of return, as having been present.] 
Q. Will Lieut.-Colouel Goodlet look at section 24 of the "Volunteer Act of 1867," and state whether he 
is acquainted with its provisions? A. Yes. 
Q. When Captain Campbell rthised to be reprimanded at the interview on the 2nd August what did you 
say you would do with his resignation? A. Nothing. 
Q. In the course of that interview did you mention the Governor's name in connection with it? A. No. 
Q. Do you know what the practice has hitherto been in reference to non-produced rifles;—have they been 
charged to the Companies? A. Some have, but not lately. 
Q. Have you known, prior to the 25th May, 1877, any occasion on which the non-production of a rifle 
was treated as a military offence? A. I am not in a position to answer. 

JOHN H. GOOD]LET, 
Lieut.-Colonel, 2nd Regt., V.R. 

The Court here adjourned for half an hour, and re-assembled at 830 p.m. 
Major Jaques examined by CaptainWilson, and having taken the usual oath, deposed 

Q. Did Colonel Goodlet request your attendance at the Battalion Office on 2nd August, 1877? A. I 
received an official memo. from the Battalion Adjutant requesting my attendance on that day. I attended 
at the office. 
Q. Was Captain Campbell present at that time? A. He was present when I attended. 
Q. State what occurred between Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet and Captain Campbell during that interview? 
A. Not knowing the object for which I was requested to be present, I addressed Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, 
stating that I understood that he wished to see mo for a few minutes. He was then speaking to Captain 
Wilson; lie replied, "Directly," and asked Captain Wilson to retire. He then took some papers out of 
his pocket, and addressing Captain Campbell, who was seated in a chair, asked him to stand up. Captain 
Campbell hesitated a little, but rose. Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet then, addressing Captain Campbell, said, 
"I have asked you to be present in the presence of Majors Jaques and Phillips, your senior officers, that 
I may reprimand you for disobedience of my orders about some rifles." Captain Campbell replied, "I 
don't know that I am guilty of any disobedience of orders, I have never been tried, and I refuse to receive 
any reprimand. I consider it most unjust that I should be called here to be reprimanded without 
any inquiry. I won't submit to any such treatment." 

Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet then said, "Do you refuse to be reprimanded"? Captain Campbell replied, 
"I decidedly do; 1 am a Magistrate; I never heard of such conduct as a man being punished before he 
is found guilty. There has been no inquiry in this case, and I won't receive a reprimand from you or any 

one 
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one else until I am either found or proved guilty by  a proper inquiry."  Lieut.-Colouel Goodlet then said, 
"Then you refuse to allow me to reprimand you ?" Captain Campbell replied, "I do-" Lieut.-Colonel 
Goodlet then said, "I must ask you to leave the office." Captain Campbell said, "When it is convenient 
I will." Lieut.-Col. Goodlet then said, "I tell you to go at once." Captain Campbell said, "I think I 
have a right to be in the Battalion Office." Lieut.-Col. Goodlet said, "This is my office, and I order you 
to leave." Captain Campbell said, 1 J was told to come to the Battalion Office, and I always understood 
that this was it." Lieut.-Col. Goodlet then said, "This is my office, and I order you to leave at once." 
Captain Campbell then replied, "If it's your office, i'll leave," and moved towards the door, and opened 
it, and after a little hesitation went out and closed the door. 

B,, the Court 
Q. Were you the last officer to enter the room on that occasion? A. Yes. 
Q. Was Captain Wilson the first to leave the room after you entered? A. Yes; he retired when Colonel 
Goodlet requested him to do so, and closed the door. 
Q. Onentenng the room did you lock the door? A. No; I think I left the door ajar. 

By Captain Campbell: 
Q. Do you remember Lieut.-Col. Goodlet saying anything about forwarding Captain Campbell's resignation 
to the Governor during the interview on 2nd August? A. Lieut.-Col- Goodlet did make- some remark 
relative to Captaih Campbell having sentia his resignation, and he (Lieut.-Col. Goodlet) having requested 
him to withdraw it. 
Q. Do you remember when Captain Wilson left the room Lieut.-Col. Goodlet walking over to the door? 
A. Lieut.-Col. Goodlet did not go near the door—he would have had to pass me to do so. 

By Captain Wilson: 
Q. Was there any restraint placed on Captain Campbell throughout the interview of 2nd August as far 
as you know? A. None; except that he was ordered to stand up instead of remaining seated. 
Q.Was he courteously treated by Lieut.-Col. Goodlet, and the other officers, during the interview ? A. I 
think so; excepting that I thought that he was rather peremptorily ordered to leave the office. The other 
officers took no part in the affair. 

By the thwt: 
Q. Did you consider the conduct of Captain Campbell during that interview to be of such a nature as to 
justify Lieut.-Col. Goodlet's action in peremptorily ordering him from the office? A. Not until after 
he was first ordered to leave the room. 

TTLEO. T. JAQUES, 
12/9/77. 	 Major, 2nd Regt., V. Rifles. 

The Court here adjourned till Monday the 17th instant, at 730 p.m. 

Mo-Nnsr, urn SEpTlmnE, 1877. 
The Court met, pursuant to adjournment, at 730 p.m. 

Present: 
Major F. Wntts, President. 
Major JoHN WELLS, M b 
Captain W. Coorxn, 	

em ers. 

Orderly Sergeant called by President—None in attendance. 
Captain Wilson called—Not in attendance. 
Captain Campbell called, and was in attendance. 
In consequence of the above lôehzes, the Court adjourned at 8 p.m., till Tuesday, 18th instant, at 

530 P.M. 
At 810 p.m. Captain Wilson attended, and explained that circumstances over which he had not 

control prevented his attendance earlier, but the Court being adjourned and Captain Campbell having 
left it was impossible to proceed with business. 

18/9/77. 	 F. WELLS, 
Major, V.A. 

TUESDAY, iBm SEPTEMBER. 
The Court re-assembled, pursuant to adjournment, at 530 p.m. 

Present: 
Major P. Wxtts, President. 
Major .T0IIN WELLS,) 
Captain W. C00PEB,j 

Iembe 

The minutes of the Jast meeting having been read,— 
Quartermaster Henry E. Tidswell, of 2nd Regiment, V.R., being duly sworn, deposed 

Question by Captain Wilson: 
Q. Did you make arrangements with Captain Campbell to inspect the uninspected rifles of his Company 
before the termination of the year 1870, in accordance with Brigade Order No. SB, of 30th May, 1870? 
A. I did. 
Q. What arrangement did Captain Campbell make with you? A. He appointed me to meet Lieut. 
Fraser at the Victoria Barracks on a Saturday afternoon in the end of November, or beginning of 
December. 
Q. On that occasion were any of the uninspectcd rifles produced for your inspection? A. None. 

By the Court: 

Q. Was the appointment above referred to kept by both parties? A. It was. 

By Captain Wilson: 

Q. Did you attend at the Victoria Barracks on subsequent occasions with a view of inspecting these 
missing rifles? A. I did. 
Q. Do you recollect on what date you found any of them? A. I found some in January, some in April, 
and one in May, 1877. 
Q. Are these rifles that you are now referring to as having been found in the armoury, the rifles of No. 
1 Co., D. of E. Highlanders? A. They are. 	 Q. 

32 
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Q. Did you make any communication to Captain Campbell on the subject of uninspcctod arms in the 
month of May, 1877? A. 1 did, in writing. 
Q. Did you receive any a.ns;ter to that communication P A. No. 
Q. When Captain Campbell was suspended, how many rifles were missing P A. Three or four, as reported 
by me in writing. 

By Captain Campbell: 
Q. have you a list of the rifles that you did inspect? A. I have. 

[Captain Campbell here requested production of Battalion Order of 6th November, 1876.] 
[Read by President.] 

Q. Under  authorit? of Battalion Order of 6th November, 1870, did you prior to 24 May, 1877, inspect the 
following rifles belonging to No. 1 Co., B. of B. Highlanders :—No. Or, os, 013, 017, 026,033, 039, 065, 
060, 069, 035, 042, 046, 050, 016? [Disallowed by the Court as irrelevant.] 

By the Gowyt: 
Q. Were the rifles 038, 041, and 050 produced for your inspection prior to June 6th, 1877? A. No. 
Q. Can you give the dates on which they were produced for inspection? A. I can-038 and 041 on 15 
June, 1877; 050 a few days subsequently—I should say within a week. 
Q. By whom were these rifles produced for your inspection, and where? A. They were produced at the 
Battalion Office by Lieut. A. Fraser. 

HENRY E. TIDSWELL, Quartermaster, 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Thiles. 

Lieut. Alexander Fraser, of No. 1 Co., B. of B. Highlanders, having been duly sworn, deposed:—
By Captain Wilson 

Q. When you took command of No. 1 Co. Highlanders in June last what rifles were missing? A. Nos. 
038, 041, and 050 had not been inspected. 
Q. On what dates did you produce these rifles for inspection? A. Two, 038 and 041, were produced 
about 14th June, the other about a month afterwards. 
Q. Did you discover, when producing these rifles, that one of the missing rifles, viz., 050, was in possession 
of a man attached to the Hawkesbury Company? A. I had known that before. 

By Captain Campbell: 
Q. Have you the first letter addressed to you by the Adjutant, on the subject of the three rifles, after your 
assuming command of No. 1 Co., B. of E. 1-lighlanders? A. I have, and produce it. 
Q. Do you know whether either of the three rifles mentioned above was inspected during the year 1876, 
and if so which? A. I saw the holder of rifle 038 present at inspection during 1870. 
Q. Do you know in whose use No. 041 was during 1876? A. It was in use of private Yeates. 
Q. Was it by your order that rifle 038 was produced here for inspection? A. No. 
Q. Was it to satisfy the inspection of 1876, or that of 1877, that rifle No. 050 was produced at the Bat-
talion Office during July last? A. That of 1876. 
Q. Did you give any explanation to the Acijutantrelative to No. 050 when submitting 041 for inspection? 
A. I said that I would write to private Bell of Windsor, requesting him to return his rifle at once, and 
also to the officer commanding the Hawkesbury Corps to request him to supply private Bell with other 
arms and accoutrements, in accordance with Brigade Order No. 66, of April 25th, 1876. 
Q. Do you remember meeting Lieut. Tidswell at the Victoria Barracks in reference to the spare arms? 
A. I do. 
Q. Can you state to the Court what you know of having been done by Captain Campbell in order to 
comply with the Battalion order of 6th November, 1876? A. I know that Captain Campbell engaged the 
Quartermaster-sergeant of the Company, and paid him for two days and a half to collect the missing 
arms. 
Q. Do you know whether the Quartermaster-sergeant reported that he had collected them to the armoury 
at the Victoria Barracks? A. I was led by himself to believe so, and I paid him for doing so. 

By the Court: 
Q. On assuming command of No. 1 Highlanders what steps did you take to recover the missing arms? 
A. I first proceeded to the Victoria Barracks to inspect return of arms for 1875; I then went to Brigade 
Office to see inspection returns for 1875 and 1876, to find in whose possession 038 was in 1875 and in 
1876; I then found that it was in Private Houston's possession, and during both years had been produced 
at inspection; I sent a man up to the Hawkesbury to obtain No. 050, in possession of Private Bell, but 
it reached the Battalion Office on the morning when the man left; I sent the Company Quartermaster-
sergeant for 041, which was in possession of Private Yeates, and he brought it in. 

ALEXIt. FRASER, 
Lieut., No. 1 Co., D.E. Highlanders. 

The Court here adjourned till Friday, 21st September, at 730. 

Fnnux, 21sr SEPTEMBEE, 1877. 
The Court met pursuant to adjournment. 
Present —The President and the same members as on 18th instant. 

Private Eugene Houston being called and duly sworn:— 
By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Are you a member of No. 1 Co., B. of B. Highlanders? A, lain. 
Q. Were you present at the inspection of 1876, and what was the number of the rifle which you had with 
you F A. I was present at the inspection, and the number of the rifle was 038. 

By the Court 
Q. Was that the rifle issued to you on your joining the Corps? A. It was; I joined in May, 1873. 

B. M HOUSTON, 
Private, No. 1 Highlanders. 

Private 
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Private John Bell having been called and duly sworn 
By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Are you a member of No. 1 Co., P. of B. Highlanders? A. I am. 
Q. Did you attend inspection in 1876, and what was the number of the rifle which you had with you? 
A. I did attend the inspection, and the number of the rifle was 050. 

By Captain Wilson: 
Q. Where were you inspected? A. In Windsor. 
Q. Is that rifle in your possession now? A. No. 
Q. \Vho removed that rifle from your possession? A. I Bent it down from Windsor to the Garrison Office, 
No. 1. Highlanders. 
Q. By whose order did you send it? A. I cannot remember. 
Q. At what date did you get the order to send the rifle down? A. I cannot remember; it was in 1877. 
Q. Have you been absent from Windsor during the latter part of June and the early part of July P A. 
I cannot remember I might have been. 
Q. Did you send the rifle down when you got the order to do so? A. I did. 

By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Although attached to the Eawkesbury Company did you not sometimes parade with No. 1 High-
landers? A. I did. 
Q. Who inspected you in 1876? A. Colonel Richardson. 
Q. Did he object to pass the rifle on account of its being held against orders? A. I never heard so. 

By the U014rt: 

Q. When were you attached to the Hawkesbury Company? A. In 1875. 
Q. Did you retain the arms you originally received for the No. 1 Highlanders until demanded in 1877? 
A. I did. 	 JOHN BELL, 

Private, No. 1 Highlanders. 

Colonel John Soame Richardson, Commander of Forces, having been duly sworn 
By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Did Lieut..Col. Goodlet prior to 25 May, 1877, see you in reference to an alleged non-production of 
three rifles by Captain Campbell? 

Question disallowed as irrelevant. 
No further question being asked, Colonel Richardson retired. 

By Captain Campbell: 
Quartermaster-ser'eant Wil)iam Dorman called, but was not present. 
There being no otter witness desired except the above, the Court adjourned till Tuesday, 25th 

instant, at 730 pin., the President intimating his intention to communicate with the Battalion Office to 
secure the attendance of the above witness. 

TUEsDAY, 25xn SEPTEMBER, 1877. 
The Court having re-assembled, pursuant to adjournment, from 21st instant. 
Present:—Tbe President, and the same members as on the previous occasion. 

Quartermaster-Sergeant William Dorman being called and duly sworn:— 
By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Have you a letter from the Quartermaster of the Suburban Battalion, dated 12th May, 1877? A. I 
have, and produce it. (Letter read to Court—.Ezhibit A.) 
Q. Was that letter placed in your hands with instructions to get the rifles mentioned in as quickly as 
possible? A. Yes. 
Q. At that time you were just appointed to the office of Q.M..sergeant? A. I was. 
Q. Were you asked to see whether the rifles referred to were spare arms for 1876, or whether they had 
been inspected in that year? A. No. 
Q. What did you do in reference to No. 038? A. I first endeavoured to ascertain to whom 038 had 
been issued, and found that it had been issued to Private John Blow. Being aware that John Blow had 
been dead for some time previous, I went and spoke to Captain Campbell to see if he could give me any 
information as to where 1 could find his widow. Captain Campbell came with me at the time to Mr. 
Elliott, who informed me that she lived at Forest Lodge. After going three times I found her; she 
seemed very much confused; and the result of my visit amounted to nothing. 
Q. Did Mrs. Blow inform you whether the rifle had been returned to the barracks? A. She could not 
say, but thought so. 
Q. Did she refer you to anyone who could give you information on the subject? A. Yes, to Mr. Elliott. 
Q. While endeavouriog to trace the rifle in this way did you frequently see Captain Campbell at his 
office on the subject? A. Yes. 
Q. Did Captain Campbell appear anxious on the subject? A. Yes, very much so. 
Q. Was it afterwards found that No. 038 had been reissued after Private Blow's death to Private 
Houston? A. Yes. 
Q. Did you get rifle No. 038 from Private Houston, and bring it to the Battalion Office? A. Yes. 
Q. In doing so were you carrying out the instructions of Capt. Campbell, or Lieut. Fraser? A. Of 
Captain Campbell, 
Q. After you had brought No. 038 to the Battalion Office did Lieut. Fraser say that you ought not to 
have brought that rifle in at all? A. Yes. 
Q. What did you do about No. 041? A. 041 had been issued to Private Yeates. I called on him 
immediately on receiving Captain Campbell's letter (Ealiihit A), and he promised to bring it to his office 
next morning. He did not do so, and I called several times on him without effect, and had eventually to 
go to his residence for it. 	 Q. 
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Q. Before he delivered it did he ask permission to retain it for any special purpose P A. Yes lie 
wished to attend the Queen's Birthday parade, and I left it with him till after that parade. 
Q. Did you afterwards bring it to the Battalion Office with No. 038F A. Yes. 
Q. Was that in consequence of the instructions of Captain Campbell, or of Licut. Fraser? it Of 
Captain Campbell. 
Q. What did you do with regard to rifle No. 0502 A. It had been issued to Private John Bell, at that 
time attached to the llawkesbury Corps. 1 informed Captain Campbell, who had the rifle. He replied 
he would write, and see after it himself. 

B Captain Wilson 
Q. When did you first receive instructions from Captain Campbell to produce these three rifles P A. 
Within two days of the date of letter (Exhibit A.) 
Q. When and by whom were you informed that 038 had been re-issued after Private Blow's death P 
A. I cannot tell the date, but I was informed by Limit. Fraser, and produced the rifle within two days 
afterwards. 
Q. Was Lieut. Fraser in command of the Company at the time? A. I do not know. 
Q. Was Captain Campbell aware of your allowing Yeates to retain his rifle for the Queen's Birthday 
Review P A. Not till the Company had assembled on Queen's Birthday. 
Q. Did Captain Campbell express to you disapproval of your allowing a man to retain his rifle after being 
instructed to obtain and return it to the Battalion Office? A. He neither expressed approval or dis-
approval. 
Q. Did you return the rifle at the same time as 038? A. Yes. 

By the Court: 
Q. At what time did you recover 0 50, and by whose orders? A. I did not recover it. 
Q. When were you appointed Quartcrniaster.sergeant P A. I cannot remember. 
Q. Who gave Private Yeatcs permission to retain his rifle for the Queen's Birthday parade? A. No one 
that I am aware of. 	 WILLIAM DOBMAN, 

No. I Highlanders. 

Color.sergeant Robert Riddell, being duly sworn:—
By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Do you remember having, in the latter end of 1876, arranged with Captain Campbell to leave your 
work for the purpose of getting in some rifles belonging to No. 1 Highlanders P A. Yes. 
Q. Did you report to Captain Campbell that the rifles had been collected by you to the armoury, Victoria 
Barracks? A. Yes. 	 - 
Q. Were you paid for the time lost from your work in getting in the rifles ? A. Yes. 
Q. Have you a correct list of the spare arms of No. 1 Highlanders for 1876, and do you produce it? 
A. I have. (Appendix B.) 
Q. Can you say it each rifle in this list was deposited in the armoury, Victoria Barracks, before the end of 
January, 1877? A. I believe so. 

By the Court: 
Q. From whom did you obtain that list, Exhibit B? A. I obtained it from Captain Campbell. 
Q. When? A. To.night. 
Q. What grounds have you for believing that these rifles enumerated in this list (Exhibit B) were 
deposited in the armoury before the end of January, 1877? A. I took some in myself, and was informed 
by other members that they had taken their arms in. 

ROBERT RIDDELL, 
C.-Sergt. No. 1 Co., D.E. Highlanders. 

Captain Wilson, being sworn 

By Captain G'arnpbell: 
Q. You are Adjutant of the Suburban Battalion? A. Yes, Adjutant of the 21id Regiment. 
Q. Were you at one time a Subaltern in No. 1 Highlanders P A. Yes. 
Q. Did you at Darlinghurst, on occasion of the last Queen's Birthday parade, speak to Captain Campbell 
about certain rifles alleged to be missing P A. I don't remember. 
Q. Referring to the alleged missing rifles, and addressing Captain Campbell, did you use the words "will 
shop you P" A. 1 do not recollect having used those words, or any others of a similar nature. 
A. On the day after the Queen's Birthday referred to above, was the letter, dated 25th May, sent to 
Captain Campbell? A. A circular memo, was sent to Officers commanding four Companies, Captain 
Campbell's being one of them. 
Q. Is this a copy of Battalion Order referred to in Lieutenant Fraser's evidence? A. Yes. 	 Exhibit C. 

JAMES MILSON, 
Capt., Adj. 

Captain Campbell having been asked by the President to plcad on the several charges, pleaded as 
regards— 

No. 1—I did not fail to obey that order. 
2.—I did not fail to obey that order. 
3.—Iadmit that I made a statement, and will produce evidence to show that it was based on 

reports given to me. 
4.—Justification, 
5.—Justification. 
O.—Justiflcation. 
7.—Justification. 
8.—Justification. 
9.—Not guilty. 

10.—Justification. 
11.—Not guilty. 

Brigade Order of date 12/9/77, with enclosures, was read by the President. 

178—B 	
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Before going into the several charges I desire to submit that the officer commanding the Suburban 
Battalion was entirely wrong in suspending me from military duty. That the " Volunteer Act of 1807 
gave him no power whatever to suspend, except on an occasion similar to any one of those specified in 
section 28, part 2. It will be quite a mistake to confound a Volunteer service with ordinary Military 
service; the two things are as distinct as possible. If the officer commanding the Suburban Battalion was 
wrong in suspending me, then I ought not to be held responsible for what followed. I desire earnestly to 
impress upon the Court the absolute necessity of abiding by the Act of Parliament regulating the Volun-
teer Force. There can be no other guide; the Judges, of the Supreme Court, high though their office 
undoubtedly is, can only act according to law, and it is only for disobeying lawful orders that a Volunteer 
officer can be punished, as distinctly stated in the section above referred to. I submit further, that even 
if it were lawful to suspend me, the officer commanding the Suburban Battalion was wrong in forwarding to 
me the initiating letter dated 25th May, 1877, containing a threat; it makes what might be lawful 
(admitting for the time that he had the power to suspend me, which however he had not) unlawful. 
There is little difference between the letter in question and such an order as this:—" Left wheel into line; 
if you do not I will throw a stone at your head." An officer ought to give his order pure and simple, 
without any threat attached, and if the order is not obeyed then, if he has the power, let him suspend, but 
threatening is unlawful at all times. The "Volunteer Act of 1807" gives a field officer very little power 
over Volunteers. The Captain of a Company is the acknowledged power by that Act; he is the gatherer 
together of the Force. It is he alone who accepts the services of Volunteers, and he alone can dismiss 
any member of his Company. By the Act and Regulations if a Captain of a Company of Rifles brings all 
members on seven different occasions in uniform in one year, under command of a duly appointed field 
officer, he complies with the law for that year, and all he has to do with the field officer is on these seven 
different occasions to obey all lawful orders ; of course when called out for actual military service things 
are entirely different. It is stated in one of the papers connected with 'this inquiry that it would be a 
"farce" to issue orders if they could not be enforced, but the fact is that many orders are issued and not 
obeyed and cannot he enforced under the present Volunteer Act. The Act however is not inoperative on 
that account, becanse by its own provisions failure to obey brings results. For example, every month 
orders are issued to attend parades; it rests with the Volunteer whether he obeys or not, but then if he 
does not obey seven out of the twelve orders issued he ceases to be an efficient Volunteer. That is the 
result that the law provides. The Volunteer cannot be punished as for a military offcnce for disobedience 
when not in uniform, but he loses that which obedience would give. Many persons in. the Volunteer 
Force while willing to serve with the truest fideli', and to giveperfect obedience while in uniform will 
not submit to be interfered with out of uniform, the fact being that when both are out of uniform the 
subordinate as a Volunteer becomes in some instances the superior as a civilian. It would therefore be 
not only unmixed tyranny, but also the cause of at once ousting from the Force such members if authority 
over them were allowed out of uniform. The Act and Regulations are clearly in unison with these views, 
for a Volunteer is not required to salute even a superior officer when out of uniform. Having said this 
much by way of introduction I now come to the charges, no fewer than eleven in number: 

Charge 1. 
There can be no doubt that this charge is completely answered by the evidence of the 

accuser's own witnesses. I desire however to ask the Court to confine itself to the one document in con-
nection with this charge. Failing to obey Battalion Order of 6th November, 1870, is the charge against 
me ; there is no complaint about any other order in this charge. The Court will notice that this order of 
6th November, 1876, is for the production of spare arms; to settle which are spare arms and which are 
not it will be necessary for you to refer to the inspection return of No. 1 ilighlanders for the year 1870, 
produced by the Brigade OJioe; you will there find that the following is a complete list of the spare arms 
for that year :—O7, Os, oia, 017,028, 033,039, 065,006, 069, 035, 042, 010,056, 016. You have no 
evidence that any one of these was not submitted for inspection, and if you had allowed the question put 
by me to the Quartermaster you would have had evidence that all of them were inspected. It does not 
however matter much, for there cannot be a doubt but that each rifle mentioned in the above complete list, 
taken from the records of the Brigade Office of spare arms belonging to No. 1 Highianders in 1870, was 
duly inspected in accordance with Battalion Order of 6th November, 1870. 

Charge 2. 
This is completely answered by the evidence of the accuser's own witness, Lient. Fraser. 

Charge 3. 
The plea to this is fully proved by the evidence. Before however passing to the other charges, I 

may here remark in reference to the three rifles mentioned in the letter of the 2.5th May, 1877, that even 
admitting for the time that they were spare arms in accordance with Battalion Order of 6th November, 
1876, the evidence is that, instead of contumaciously endeavouring to not produce them, I tried all I 
could to produce them ; made no question as to whether they were spare arms or otherwise ; whether 
inspected or not inspected. Instead of taking any points 1 was only too ready to do more than necessary. 
But the Court I am sure is satisfied beyond doubt that not only were the three rifles not spare arms but 
also that the statement that "none of the three rifles were submitted for inspection during 1876," is not 
true. It is beyond question proved that two at least were inspected in 1876, and the remaining one was 
not a spare arm, but in the use and possessipn of Private Yeates. But in connection with their production 

took no such points. Anyone who knows me knows that I would not do so—that, instead of keenly 
cutting to the letter of the law, I took a large and generous view of matters, doing all I could to make 
things agreeable and pleasant. Although residing some S miles from Sydney, instead of attending the regu-
lation seven drills and seven parades, I usually attended more than sixty parades and drills in a year, and 
being connected with the Force has been no pecuniary advantage to me; on the contrary a loss. I was 
Captain of the Company from its first formation more than nine years ago, and in connection therewith 
bad to expend far more than the land order realized. Not only had I to pay for pipes and pipers, but 
even the bugles for the buglers were paid for by me personally, and the cost never refunded by the 
G-overnment. 

Charge 4. 
The letter of the 30th May speaks for itself. There cannot, surely, be anything insubordinate in 

stating the truth, without taking into consideration the fact that the letter to which it was a reply was 
very insulting to me; and moreover was unlawful, because containing a threat. 

Charge 
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Uluzrgs 5. 
The remarks ma4e in reference to the preceding charge will be a complete answer to this; besides, 

it seems peculiar that the accuser could not rest satisfied with the ten other charges, seeing that the letter 
containing the matter complained of in this charge had been withdrawn at his own request. 

Charge 6. 
To this charge you have accepted my plea of justification. It therefore becomes necessary for me 

to state what was done by the accuser, because if what lie done was wrong—contrary to the rights of 
Englishmen—contrary to law—contrary to natural justice—then I must be free. I presume you have a 
copy of the note addressed to me, to which the letter complained of refers P There is not a word in it 
about a trial or a sentence. It might easily be mistaken for an invitation to luncheon. Like many a 
person brought to the Star Chamber Court of ancient times, mentioned in it, I went to the office quite 
unconscious of any intended attack upon me. Taking Major Jaques' evidence, which gives a faint, but 
only faint, idea of what took place, you can easily imagine the outrage I had to endure. It was not for me 
to Aivine but that the three persons present had conspired to injure me—to deeply wound my feelings. 
When I was in the apartment for a very short time the door was closed, and as I firmly believed, before 
hearing Major Jaques' evidence, locked. I was immediately surrouuded by the three parties—one on the 
right, one on the left, one in front, and the wall behind. There are more kinds of imprisonment than one. 
To be " thrust into the inner prison " is one kind, but a:  much milder interference with one's liberty is 
offensive enough to some minds, although the reason for such sensitiveness may not be perceptible 
to some other and differently constituted persons. I submit, that the actions of my accuser was an 
invasion of the rights of Englishmen, because since the long Parliament referred to no one dare condemn 
and sentence a subject of the jiritish Crown without a fair trial. It is the most undoubted right of every 
subiect of Queen Victoria that he have a fair, open trial, and an opportunity to meet his accuser face 
to face. I submit that the actions of my accuser is a breach of the law governing the Volunteer Force 
in this colony. The Legislature, as if divining that some rude, uncultivated, overbearing persons might 
obtain positIons in the Force, wiscly enacted that the honour and liberties of its officers should be 
conserved in the hands of the Governor of the colony. It is a clear breach of the "Volunteer Act of .1867," 
for any one to institute an inquiry into the conduct of an officer, or to pass sentence on him for any 
offence without the sanction and approval of the Governor. I need not say anything to prove that my 
accuser acted contrary to natural justice—any one can see at a glance that lie did. All that I have 
said in reference to this 6th charge could be held, even if I were guilty of the offence charged. But what 
can be said of his conduct to me, being, as I was, innocent? Is it in mortal man to bear such treatment, 
being innocent? Would an Angel from Heaven submit to it—being innocent? He was condemning and 
punishing inc without trial for not producing rifle 038 for inspection in 1876;—what is the evidence? 

lie was condemning and punishing me fornotproduciug rifle OSOfor inspection, 1876;—what is the 
evidence? 

Is it not quite clear that, regardless of all consequences, and in defiance of law and right, and 
justice, he recklessly determined to degrade and punish me—being innocent—at any cost. 

Charge 7. 
In reply to this I say that Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, at the interview of the 2nd August, referred to 

in the precedingparagraph, stated distinctly, "Then I will forward your resignation to the Governor." 
It was this remark that caused me to send the document complained of. My accuser, indeed, denies 
having said so but he also stated on oath that none of the three rifles mentioned were inspected 
during 1876. 

Chaiqe 8. 
This is answered by the answer to charge 7. 

Charge 9. 
I refer you toMajor Jaques' evidence. 

Charge 10. 
This charge is answered by the remarks made in answer to charge 6. My opinion was that I was 

imprisoned. The parties who took part in the proceedings of which I complained, who surrounded inc. 
say I was not. 

Charge 11 is merely a repetition of the other charges. 
Having now answered all the charges, permit me, in conclusioi, to draw your attention to the fact 

that this is the first time on which a failure to produce rifles has been held to be a military offence. Ever 
since the formation of the Force the invariable practice has been to charge the value of each rifle in accord-
mice with section 33 of the Act, to the Captain of a Company. On all former occasions orders were issued 
for the production of rifles, and if the order was not obeyed the rifles were charged to the Captain. 
Admitting for the time that the accuser was right in everything—that every step lie took was according 
to law (which, however, beyond question was not the case), ought not the Military authorities to have 
issued a plain statement, setting forth the chaige in practice, and also their views in reference to possessing 
larger power8 of discipline than the section clearly gives, so that Volunteer officers might know the limit 
of their obligations, and have an opportunity of relinquishing their connection with the service should 
they find that they were required to give far more than they conceived they had bargained for? 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Captain, 25th Sept., 1877. 

flnding of the Court of .Thquiry. 
Charge No. I.—With reference to this charge, the Court find that Lieut..-Coloncl Goodlet did issue 

an order for the production of spare arms on November 6th, 1876, and the Court, from evidence adduced 
and the inspection returns, find that the order was complied with by Captain Campbell. 

H0 2.—The Court are of opioion that as far as regards the first clause of the charge, Captain Campbell 
did in effect fail to give the.assistancc he should have given to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet and his staff to carry 
out the Brigade Order No. 88, paragraph 2, of .30 May, 1876, inasmuch as although it is shown in evidence 

that 
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that rifles 038 and 056 were inspected on the 3rd June, 1876, prior to the Regimental Order of 22nd 
February, 1877, and rifle 050 had been inspected by Colonel Richardsou at \\Tjndsor  on 14 December, 
1870. There is no evidence to show that Captain Campbell had given any explanation, or reply to signify 
these facts to the Quartermaster of the Regiment, or Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet, as he assuredly should have 
done, particu]arly in the ease of rifle 030, which was held in contravention of Brigade Order No. 66 of 
25/4J76 by Private T. Bell, attached to the Hawkesbury Corps. 

No vigorous effort to recover 050 appears to have been made until June, 1877, or explanation 
given until Lieut. Fraser, when submitting 038 and 041 for inspection, informed the Adjutant in whose 
possession it was, and promised to write for it. As to OR, no evidence has been produced to show that 
it was inspected during 1870 or in 1877, until its production at the Regimental Office to Quartermaster 
Tidswell on 15th June, 1877, more than sir months after the time laid down as a limit for its production, 
and more than twelve months after the inspection parade of the Corps. 

Although these rifles were ultimately produced, in accordance with orders issued and measures 
taken by Captain Campbell, the Court cannot acquit that o&er of negligence with regard to the assist-
ance he should have rendered to Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet and his staff, to enable them to comply with 
Brigade Order No. 88 of 30/5/76 ;  but consider that Captain Campbell, as already found, had complied 
with the Regimental Order of 6th November, 1876, which refers to spare arms only. 

No, 3. The Court find that Captain Campbell did write a mis-statement in his minute of 28/2/77, 
but are of opinion from the evidence of Licut. Fraser and Color-Sergeant Riddcll, that Captain Campbell 
believed it at the time to be true. As far as the statement refers to spare nuns it was true. 

No. 4.—The Court find the charge proven. 
No. 5.—The Court find the charge proven. 
No. 0.—The Court find the charge proven. 
No. 7.—The Court find the charge proven. 
No. 8.—The Court find the charge proven. 
No. 9.11Tith regard to this charge the Court find themselves in some doubt, and therefore review 

the premises for consideration of His Excellency the Commander-in-chief. 
It appears to the Court that in the wording of the Act of 1867, regulating the Volunteer Force, a 

marked distinction is intended between a Volunteer and an Officer, the former in the preamble and inter. 
pretation clause being clearly defined as a Non.commissioned officer or Private; the latter, as set forth in 
clauses 9, 10, and 11, holding a commission which, in the absence of definite terms, is presumably on the 
same footing and under the same Regulations as Her Majesty's regular Forces within this Colony. 

It therefore follows that the Rules and Regulations governing Commissioned Officers of Her 
Majesty's army should prevail in the Forces of the Colony. The tenor of Captain Campbell's correspond-
ence, opinions, and conduct, as developed in the case, is generally at variance with the view taken by the 
Court. Captain Campbell appears in certain cases to consider himself a Volunteer and nothing more, and 
as such relieved from all military responsibility on quitting parade. This view is however quite incom-
patible with the position he assumes under his interpretation of the Act in his defence, whereby he claims 
sole supervision of his charge in the finance, arms, clothing, &c., of the Com'ps under his command. 

This iudecisive opinion as to his status and occountability out of uniform may have induced his 
disrespectful conduct at the interview at the Regimental Office on the 2nd August, 1877, where he was 
summoned to appear without being warned to conic in uniform, or intimation given of the purport,—
Licut..Coloncl Goodlet and Majors Jaques and Phillips being also in plain clothes. 

The Court cannot but regard this procedure on the part of Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet as being 
informal, and leave it for the consideration of His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief whether, under the 
circumstances, the conduct of Captain Campbell was insubordinate or not. 

No. 10.—The Court consider that the statement made by Captain Campbell in his memo, of 17th 
August, that he was imprisoned during the interview of 2nd August, was not true, but regard it, taken 
with the context and evidence, rather as a nonsensical exaggeration of the facts than a wmlfnl attempt to 
mislead. The Court find further on this count that there is no justification for the statements made in the 
above memo., and that the memo, in question is of an insolent and insubordinate character. 

No. 11.—The Court are of opinion that Captain Campbell's conduct as regards the non-production 
of arms has been neglectful, and as regards his subsequent action and correspendcnce that it has been 
insubordinate, and subversive of military discipline. 

As to the plea of justification set up by Captain Campbell with reference to charges Nos. 
4, 5, 0, 7, and 10, the Court are of opinion that it was in no instaaice supported. The documents speak 
for themselves. The only line of defence, as far as indicated to the Court, to validate the plea, being an 
attempt on the part of Captain Campbell to make counter charges against his Commanding Officer, or to 
put questions apart from the matter at issue, tending to bring the authority and power of his Commanding 
Officer into disrepute. This question how-ever being beyond the province of the Court to entertain, 
evidence in support of such line of defence was disallowed. 

In despite of the caution it is prominent in the written defence handed in by the accused, and 
manifests clearly the utter want of knowledge on Captain Campbell's part of his duty as an Officer 
commanding a Corps in an administrative Regimnent, and the respect in which he is bound to hold the 
Field Officer Commanding it. He nevertheless must have been acquainted with the contents of the 
Brigade Order of 4th August, 1868, and 13th November, 1868, instructing him 	on the points as they have 
been produced in evidence at his request. 

FREDERICK IWELLS, Major, V.A., President. 

- 	 JOHN WELLS, Major, 1st Egt., YR.,1 Members. 
Sydney, oth Oct., 1817. 	 WiLLIAM COOPER, Capt., V.A., 

The Court will re-assemble for the purpose of reconsidering their finding as regards pars. 1 and 2 
of instructions, and, if necessary, taking further evidence in reference to the matter therein set forth 
for inquiry. 

The attention of the Court is drawn to the inspection return of No. 1 Ilighlanders, dated 3i-d of 
June, 1876, and exhibit of Captain Campbell, marked B, and attached to the proceedings, which both show 
rifle 056 as a spare aria, The Quartermaster's report of the 90h February, 1877, and the Adjutant's 
letter of the 22nd February. 1877, both show this rifle as not having been inspected and consequently 
required to be produced, immdeed this rifle was not apparently,  inspected until sometime in May, 1877, as 
indicated by Quartermaster's report, dated 22nd of that month. 	 In 
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In addition, the Court will be good enough to recast pars. 4, 5, 8, 7, and 8 of their "Finding," so 
as to rcply to the various matters contained in corresponding pars. of instructions to the Court. 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Sydney, Oct. 20, 177. 	 -- 	 Col., Comdt. 

Adjourned meeting of Court of Inquiry, at the Volunteer Artillery Brigade Office, on Thursday, 
15th Nov., 1871. 

In accordance with indication, and directions issued by the Commandant, the Court reconsidered 
their opinion of paragraph No. 1, and find that in consequence of a misinterpretation of notes or marlis 
in inspection return of 3rd June, 1876, they have been in error in giving full acquittal to Captain 
Campbell on that count, as it appears that the tally marks on the return of arms inspected on that date 
did not refer to the spare arms, which were not inspected until a subsequent date and, consequently, 
from the tenor of Quartermaster TiiU'vell's reports of 9th Feb. and 22nd May, rifle No. 050 had not 
been inspected until some time between those dates. 

In his memo. of 12th May to Captain Campbell he enumerates only three rifles as being required 
for inspection, of which 036 is not one. 

Under these circumstances it is evident that the order of 0th Nov., 1876, has not been literally 
complied with. 

The same opinion of the Court will apply to the concluding clause of par. No. 2 of instructions. 
With regard to the following paragraphs of instructions, the Court, in accordance with Brigade 

Office instructions, have the honor to re-cast their finding as follows 
No. 4. The Court find that Captain Campbell did, on or about the 30th May, 1877, address a 

memo, of an insubordinate and improper character to his Commanding Officer, Lient.-Col. G-ood]et. 
No. 5. The Court find that Captain Campbell did, on or about the 12th June, 1877, address a 

memo. to his Commanding Officer, Lieut.-Col. G-oodlet, which was improper, and insubordinate in tone 
and language, and subversive of military discipline. 

No. 6. The Court find that Captain Campbell did, on or about the 4th Aug., 1877, address a letter 
direct to Colonel Richardson, the Commandant, in contravention of the Regulations on the subject of 
correspondence, and that such letter was improper in tone, and couched in terms subversive of military 
discipline. 

No. 7. The Court find that Captain Campbell did address a memo. to Lieut.-Col. Goodlet, on or 
about the 0th August, 1877, which was improper in tone, and subversive of military discipline, and that 
such memo. did contain an imputation of an intention to make an improper use of what he (Captain 
Campbell) had written on the subject of his resignation. 

No. 8. The Court find that Captain Campbell did address a letter to the Clerk of the Executive 
Council, making imputations of an intention on the part of the military authorities to make an improper 
use of what he (Captain Campbell) had written on the subject of his resignation. 

FREDERICK WELLS, Major, V.A.B., President. 
JOHN WELLS, Major, 1st. Ret. YR. ) 

15/11/77. 	 w1:LLIAM COOPEit, Capt., V.A., 	' 	
Members. 

The Court do not appear to have yet cleared up the matter of rifle 050, and on which their finding, 
as regards paragraph 3 of instructions, must depend. The particular point to be inquired into is, whether 
spare rifle 056 had been returned to the armoury on or before the 28th February, 1877, as stated by 
Captain Campbell in his memo, of that date? 

The Court will re-assemble, and, if necessary, take further evidence, and reconsider their finding as 
regards paragraph 3 of instructions. 	 JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Sydney1Nov. 24/77. 	 Col., Commandant. 

PRocEEDINGS of adjourned Court of Inqniry, held at the office of 2nd Regiment., on 28th November, 1877. 

PRESENT 

Major F. WELLS, President. 
Major JOHN WELLS,) 

	

Capt. W. CoorEn, 	
Members. 

Captain Cooper in plain clothes, not having had sufficient notice to procure uniform. 

Quartermaster Tidswell re-called 

By the Court 
Q. Will you inform the Court of the date on which rifle 056 was submitted for your inspection? A. On 
the 27th April, 1877, we found it at the armoury, 'Victoria Barracks. 
Q. Between 28th February, 1877, and the 27th April, did you visit the armoury at the Victoria ]3arraeks? 
A. 1 can't say that I did. 
Q. Will you produce the arms ledger of the Company No. 1 Higlilanders P A. Yes, I produce it rifle 
050 marked off as a spare arm in armoury-book on 21st February, 1877, as also in Company's arms 
ledger on sante date. 

By Captain Campbell: 

Q. Will Lieutenant Tidswell say,  how long rifle 050 may have been in the armoury prior to 27th April? 
A. My returns to the end of January show rifle 056 not at armoury up to that date. 
Q Was it possible for rifle 050 to have been in the armoury without your knowledge P A. I cannot say. 

By Captain Wilson 

Q. Du you not depend for information on occasions of your visits of inspection of arms on the Sergeant 
in charge of the armoury? A. I must necessarily do so to a certain extent. 

By the Court:  

Q. Do you conclude that rifle 050 was in the armoury on 21st February, 1877, although not inspected, 
judging by the entry in the arms ledger you produce P A. I presume it was. 
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Q. Can you say of your own knowledge whether the date of entry in the armoury-book, and that in the 
arms ledger, with respect to this rifle, are identical, i.e., 21st February? A. They must be identical as 
the arms ledger was copied from the armoury-book. 

Ethibit D. 	 Letter from Quarteimaster-sergeant Cremen of this date, reporting the entry iii armoury-book of 
rifle 056, on 21st February, 1877, as a spare arm. 

HENRY B. TIDSWELL, 
November 28th, 1877. 	 Quartermaster, 2nd Regt., V. Rifles. 

The Court having re-assembled on the 4th December, /77, by direction of the President proceeded 
to examine. 

Staff-sergeant Brady, and he being duly sworn, deposed:— 

By the Court 
Q. Do you produce the arms receipt book (butts) showing return to the store of spare arms of No. 1 
Highlanders P A. Yes. 	 A. J. BRADY, 

Staff Sergeant. 

Norx.—In this receipt, No. 140, the rifle 056 was received into store on 21st February, 1877, by 
Staff-sergeant G. E. Pearson from Private Presser of No. 1 Highlanders. Copy of butt below 

'No. 140.—Receipt for small arms from Private Prosser, No. 1 Higblanders—rifle Henry, 050. 
G,E.P., 21/2/77." 

A true copy—F. WELLS, Major, V.A., President of the Court. 
In accordance with the Commandant's memo. of 24th November, 1877, the Court having reassein-

bled on the 28th November and 4th December, and taking the appended additional evidence of Quarter-
master

. 
 Tidswell, and the evidence of Staf.sergeant Brady, who produced the arms receipt book from the 

armoury at the Victoria Barracks, see no reason to alter their finding on paragraph No. 3 of instructions, 
as it is clear that rifle 050 was lodged in the armoury on 21st February, /77. 

FREDERICK WELLS, Major, V.A., President. 
JOHN WELLS, Major, 1st Eegt., V.R-. 	I Mem bers 

12th December, /77. 	 WILLIAM COOPER, Captain, V.A. Brigade., 	
- 

True eopy.—W. B. B. CHRIstiE, Major of Brigade. 

The Commandant to The Colonial Secretary. 
Dear Mr. Fitapatrick, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 17 January, 1878. 

His Excellency the Governor having directed me to acquaint Captain Campbell with the 
opinion of the Court of Inquiry, &c., &c., in connection with his case, I have to apply to you for the return 
of the papers. 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON. 

Let Col. Richardson have the papers, 17/1. 	Papers herewith. The Commandant, B.C., 17/1/78.— 
H.H.  

The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Sir, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 22 January, 1878. 

I have the honor to return herewith the proceedings of the Court of Inquiry in the case of 
Captain Campbell, No. 1 Highlanders, with other papers in connection therewith, forwarded to inc by 
your blank cover minute of the 17th instant, and to append for your information a complete list of the 
documents. 	 I have, &c,, 

JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 
Colonel, Commandant. 

Submitted, 23/1/78. 
True copy.—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of Brigade. 

Memo. 	His Excellency the Governor to The Colonial Secretary. 
Ca'rArc Campbell's resignation of his Commission in the Volunteer Force having been tendered by him 
and accepted by me, the papers which I recently minuted for Execntive Council need not be now submitted, 
but may be returned to the Commandant with this memo. attached. 	 J1.1R., 23/1/78. 

Return all papers to Colonel Richardson, the Commandant, B.C., 24/1,—MA. 
True copy.—W'. B. B. Onisna, Major of Brigade. 

The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 22 January, 1878. 

is Jau., 	 I have the honor to submit the enclosed commnnications, received yesterday, addressed to the 
1878. 	Major of Brigade, from Captain Campbell of No. 1 Highlanders, being the sequel to certain correspond- 

ence in the shape of letters addressed to me direct by that officer since the proceedings in tIre Court of 
Inquiry were referred to your Excellency. 

The subject of these letters, and the replies thereto, are contained in the appended extracts from 
the register book of this office. The originals, having been returned to Captain Campbell, through the 
Officer commanding his Regiment, are not at my disposal. 

My 
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My princpal reasons for thinking it desirable to draw your Excellency's attention to this corres-
pondence is the tact that Captain Camptell makes a grievance of his being required, in accordance with 
paragraph uS, page 38, Volunteer Regulations, to scud correspondence intended for my perusal through 
his comrnandiiig officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Goodlet, and takes exception to my action in the matter. The 
regulation in question requires that this course should be followed, and there can be no injustice caused 
thereby ; besides which it is only in accordance with the customs of military service, which require that 
even when the person to whom objection is taken (as Lieutenant-Colonel Goodlet in this case) forms a 
link in the chain of approach to higher authority, such person should equally be resorted to as the channel 
of communication. 

Your Excellency will note there could be no particular hardship in Captain Campbell being 
required to comply with the local Regulations and the customs of the service, more especially having in 
view that the matter contained in the correspondence referred to had no material bearing on his case, at 
that time under your Excellency's consideration. 

I have, &c., 
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, 

Col., Commandant. 

Minute of His Excellency the Governor. 
As Mr. Campbell his resigned there is no object to be gained by continuing a correspondence 

which is marked on his side by such improprieties of tenor and style. 
KR, 23/1/78. 

Memo. from Captain Campbell. 
CAPTAIN Campbell has this afternoon (17th January) re eeived a reply to his letter of the 8th instant. 
To save the trouble of answering his note of yesterday, the receipt of the reply above referred 
to is hereby acknowledged, and as it is held that paragraph 115, page 38, of the Volunteeer Regulations 
applied to communications from a culprit in reference .to the charge for which he is indicted, and that con-
sequently a person occupying the present position of Captain Campbell must forward all communications 
in connection with the offence for which he is being tried, through his accuser. Captain Campbell will 
not tax the "attention and patient consideration" of the Commandant by forwarding any communication 
of any kind whatever, having any reference to the offence charged against him, but will rather seek 
another opportunity, and, if according to law and right, a different tribunal, when and at which he will 
make his complaint and state his grievance. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
17/1/78. 

Since writing the accompanying memo. I have examined the Regulations, and cannot find para-
graph 115, page 38. There is nothing about correspondence from persons charged with offences, or any 
one else, in page 38, and there are only 94 paragraphs in the Regulations. The Major of Brigade must 
have stumbled over some Turkish or Russian regulation, or possibly a copy of the regulations guiding the 
soldiers of the Monarch of the Gold Coasts may have been secured by some one in the army of $ir Garnet 
Wolsey, and transmitted to this Colony, it is not likely that in free enlightened England, or any of her 
domimons, such a regulation as that "All communications from a culprit in reference to the crime for 
which he stands charged must pass through his accuser," would exist. There is such a thoroughly un-English 
ring about it; that one cannot but, although at the risk of having some eleven charges hurled against 
him, after ten years thankless service, express his doubt. Fortunately the very worst you can do is not 
much after all. 	The honor (9) of holding a Commission subject to a species of ruffianism which, like a 
hired bully, knows no limit of law but his own brutal power, is very doubtful.. A thrice-thrashed cur may 
continue to allow himself to be degraded and insulted in defiance of law and right by a pack of petty 
tyrants, but a law-abiding man who wishes to guide his conduct by the Act under which he agreed to serve 
his country, on crnidition of receiving the protection which the same Act plainly gives, will not allow freedom 
to be outraged, and law trampled on in his person for the sake of any service. lam sure that the people 
and Parliament of this Colony will be astonished to find that Star Chamber Courts exist here—that Regu-
lations such as the one above referred to can be acted on here—that while the law has carefully guarded 
a man who has agreed to serve his country as a Volunteer Officer, so that no one can legally touch him 
while not in uniform,—still his liberty can be affected, and his home and civil business invaded by ruffianism 
on a trumped-np charge of making away with, or failing to produce, certain Government spare arms. 
People can hardly believe that such things can exist in Sydney, New South Wales, in 1878, and still the 
hard earnings of many a poor man who has all he can do to provide for his family are taxed and, in one 
instance at least, to. which I could easily point, shamelessly wasted to sustain this. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 18/1/78. 

Extract from Brigade Office Register 
Registered No. 77/2101. When registered, 29/12/77. From Captain Campbell, No. 1 ilighlanders. 

Date, 28/12(77. Subject —Regarding the length of time in the settlement of his case. 
Referred to Officer commanding 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles; 29/12/77, with following Minute. 

This letter to be transmitted through proper channel. 	 W.B.B.C. 

Extract from Brigade Office Register 
Registered No. 78/61. When registered, 9/1/78. From Captain Campbell, No. 1 Highlanders. Date, 
8/1/78. Subject —Regarding having to send his communications through Lieutenant-Colonel Goodlet, 
his accuser. Referred to Officer commanding 2nd Regiment, Volunteer Rifles, with following minute 

Attention 

The Commandant, &c., &c., &e. 
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Attentiou is drawn to the fact that paragraph 115, page 38 of the Volunteer Regulations, requires all cor-
respondence to pass through the Field Officer Commanding. The Commandant is simply requiring an 
obedience to the Regulations. Any complaint which Captain Campbell may have, if properly preferred, 
will meet with attention and patient consideration. 	 By command, 

9/1/78. 

Extract from Brigade Office Register. 
Registered No. 78/114. When registered, 17/1/78. From Captain Campbell, No. 1 Ilighlanders. Bate, 
10,1/78. 

Subject:—Rcminder—No reply to his letter of 8/175. Referred to Officer commanding 2nd 
Regiment, Volunteer Rifles with following minute:— 
A nielno, replying to a communication from Captain Campbell, dated the 8th instant, left this office oil 
the 9th, addressed to the Officer commanding 2nd Regiment, V.R. If not already done, it is requested it 
may at once be sent on to Captain Campbell as well as this communication—By Command, W.B.B.C., 
17/1/78. 

P.5.—A stamped envelope returned. 
True copies.—W. B. B. CasTlE, Major of Brigade. 

Memo. from Captain Campbell. 
SZEJN0 that the Assembly has ordered the production of all papers connected with the resignation of the 
C.tptain No. 1 Highlanders, I enclose the following, forming part of the papers ordered 

Letter dated 0th September, 1877, with memo, thereon. 
Letter dated 8th September, 1877, 
Letter dated 11th September, 1877, 
Short memo., dated 11th September, 1877. 
Letter dated 28th December, 1877, with memos. thereon. 
Letter dated 8th January, 1878, 
Letter dated 16th January, 1878, 

In making up the charges, the following letters appear to have been overlooked, although referring to 
the ene, and forming part of the papers ordered— 

Letter dated 6th .lune, 1877. 
Letter dated 10th August, 1877. 

In addition to the letter herewith returned, dated 11th September, 1877, another one was sent on 
the same date; also one on the 11th September, 1877; also a list of questions proposed to be put to the 
Commandant. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
30/1/78. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 0 September, 1877. 

I write to ask if the Court referred to in Brigade Order No. 118, dated 5th instant, has been 
appointed by direction of the Governor in aecerdance with section 24 of the "Volunteer Act, 1867 P' 

1 have, &c., 
JOHN CAMPBELL, 

Captain. 
Forwarded by order—JAMEs \\TlLso2q,  Capt., Adjt., 7/0/77. 
Yes ; as it will appear from the minute of His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief, 

submitted with the documents to Court of Inquiry—By Command, W.B.B.C., M. of B. Officer com-
manding 2nd Regt., V.R., 7/9/77. 

For Captain Campbell's information—By order, JAMT5 Witsow, Capt., Adjt., 8,9/77. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 
Sir, . 	 Sydney, 8 September, 1877. 

Premising that the Court appointed by Brigade Order 118 has been duly convened, although 
the fact is not stated, and I think it ought to be by the Governor, in accordance with the Act of Parlia-
meut., I write to protest against the appointment of the gentleman mentioned in the last paragraph but 
one, as all officer of the Court. It will be necessary for inc to have produced 'a number of documents 
from the Brigade Office, and it will be manifestly unfair to me that they should come through and be held 
by the gentleman mentioned. That nice keen sense of right, so characteristic of English justice, at once 
demands that neither of the parties to a cause should hold any position in the Court trying it, I 
respectfully suggest that the Adjutant of the other Regiment of Rifles, or some other equally disinterested 
party, may be appointed, and that I be allowed to apply through him to the Brigade Office for such 
papers as I may require. 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Captain. 

Forwarded by order.—.TAME5 WJLSON, Capt., Adj., 10 Sept., 1877. 
The Adjutant of the 2nd Regiment, YR, has been ordered to perform the duties indicated, in 

arcordance with the enstomns of Military service—By command, W.B.B.C., M. of B., 10/9/77. Officer 
commanding 2nd Regiment, V.R. 

P.S.— 
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PS—It may be noted the officer referred to has not been appointed a member of the Court, as 
Captain Campbell would indicate. 

For Captain Campbell's information.—By order, JAMES WILSON, Capt. Adj., 2nd Regt., YR., 11/9/77. 	To be returned. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 

	

Sir, 	 Sydney, 11 September, 1877. 
I require the p1:oper custodian of documents to have and produce at the Court of Inquiry to 

be held at 10, 0 Connell-street,to-morrov afternoon at 5 o'clock:— 
Inspection return of No. 1 Ilighlanders, for the year 1876. 
Inspection return of the llawkesbury rifles, for the year 1878. 
A letter sent by Ensign Hamilton of No. 1 Highlanders to the Commandant, in the year 1878,for 

submission to the Governor, giving, in accordance with regulation 24 of the "Volunteer Act of 1867," 
special reasons for relaxation of regulation 23 of the Act mentioned, 

The Brigade Order attaching No. 1 }lighlanders to the Suburban Battalion. 
1 have, Ste., 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Captain. 

It,is again pointed out that in obedience to the Regulations Captain Campbell should have for-
warded this letter through the officer commanding his Battalion. 

The first three documents asked for will be forwarded to the President of the Court of Inquiry, so 
that Captain Campbell may examine and refer to them as be desires. A copy of the B. 0. in question, 
Ste., Ste ,will also be forwarded to the President of the Court—By command, W.B.B.C., M. of B., 12/9/77. 
Officer commanding 2nd Regiment., V.R. 	Forwarded.—By order, JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adj. 12/9/77. 

I protest agniust these documents being handed over to Adjutant Wilson because of the peculiar 
relations he holds to the accuser in the matters for inquiry.—JonN CAMPBELL, Captain, 11/9/77. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant 

	

Sir, 	 Sydney, 11 September, 1877. 
In your memo of yesterday's date, received by mo this forenoon, it is stated that the Adjutant 

of the 2nd B.., V.R. has been ordered to perform the duties indicated in accordance with the custom of the 
military service. The difference however between the Adjutant of the 2nd Regiment, YR., and any other 
Adjutant of the whole Military service of Great Britain and all herdominions, seems to be overlooked. It 
may, without any possibility of mistake, be affirmed that no other Adjutant in the service referred to 
occupies the several positions of it private servant and a public officer—paid partly from one source and 
partly from another in connection with the duties of Adjutant. It must be well known to you that the 
Adjutant of the 2nd H., V.R.. is but the alter eqo of the accuser in the matters to be inquired into. How-
ever the request and refusal will be a record of the views of the Commandant as to what is fair and just 
to an accused officer. 	 i have, Ste., 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 

Forwarded, by order.—J n s WILSON, Capt., Adj.,12/9/77. 	 r 	
Captain. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant 

	

Sir, 	 Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 
It is now More than seven monhs since the Company of Volunteers of which I am its ffrBt 

Captain was taken entirely (iacluding its fuhds, property, Ste.) from under my power and control. For 
all this time I have been held to be disgraced before the whole Volunteer Force and the community 
generally, many persons no doubt concluding that I have been guilty of some great crime. I very 
respectfully submit that it is time that judgment be given. 

I have, Ste., 
JOHN CAMPBELL, 

Offi. Commang. 2nd Rgt., V.R. This letter to be re-transmitted through proper channel. By Corn- 
mand,—'W.B.B.C,, M. of B., 29/12/77. 	Captain Campbell will be good enough to address any remarks 
be has to submit through Lt.-Col. Goodlet.—By order, JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adjt., 31/12/77. 	Delivered 
to mc on 8 Jan., 1878.—J.C. 

Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 

	

Sir, 	 . 	 Sydney, 8 January, 1878. 
Referring to my returned memo., dated 28th Dec. last, which reached me this day, 8 Jan., 1 

desire with very great respect to submit the following: A charge of making away with or not producing 
certain spare arms belonging to the Government has been made against mc; your decision is that all 
communications in reference to this indictment must be sent through my accuser. That is surely a novel 
way of obtaining justice as far as the poor accused is concerned it appears to be different to the ordinary 
course of procedure in English Courts of Justice, and apparently ill accords with generally accepted 
ideas of natnral justice. 	 Yours, Ste., 

JOHN CAMPBELL. 
Attention is drawn to the fact that par. 115, page 38, of the Volunteer Regulations requires all 

correspondence to pass through the Field Officer Commanding. The Commandant is simply requiring n 
obedience to the Regulations. Any complaint which Captain Campbell may have, if properly preferred, 
will meet with attention and patient consideration—By Command, W.B.1. C., M. of 13,, 9/1/78. 	Oil]. 
Comg. 2nd Rgt., V.R. 	Captain Campbell—By order, .TA3ns WILSON, Capt, Adjt., 10/1/78. 

178—B 	 Captain 
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Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 

	

Sir, 	 Sydney, 16 January, 1878. 
I desire with very great respect to point out that my,  letter to you, dated the 8th inst., has 

not up to this date (16 Jan.) been replied to or acknowledged in any way. Enclosed is a stamped 
envelope for reply. 	 Yours, &c., 

JOHN CAMPBELL. 

A memo. replying to a communication from Captain Campbell, dated the 8th inst., left this office 
on the 9th, addressed to the Offi. Comg. the 21ld B., YR If not already done, it is requested it may 
at once be sent on to Captain Campbell, as well as this communication.—J3y Command, W.B.B.C., M. of B., 
17/1/78. P.8.—A stamped envelope returned herewith. Off. Comg. 2nd K, V.R. 

The letter in question was forwarded to Captain Campbell on the 10th instant. Lient. Fraser is 
requested to explain the canse of the delay in this document reaching Capt. Campbell.—By order, 
JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adj., 18/1/78. 	The letter above referred to was delivered by me to Captain 
Campbell when I found it in the box.—ALEx. FRASER, Lieut., 21/1/78. 

Will Lieut. Fraser, as nearly as possible, say when be delivered the letter to Captain Campbell ?— 
By order, JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adj., 22/1/78. 	As near as I can recollect it was on the 16/1178 I 
gave the letter to Captain Campbell—A. FRASER, Lieut., 22/1/78. 	The Major of Brigade—By order, 
JAMES WILSON, Capt., 22/1/78. 

There appears to have been no delay in this office inreplyingto Captain Campbell's communication 
of the 8th instant, nor in the Regimental Office of the 2nd It, V.R. The delay would appear to have 
been with the officer temporarily in charge of No. 1 Highlanders. These papers may be sent to Captain 
Campbell for his information.—By Command, W.B.B.O., M. of B., 224/78. Offi. Comg. 2nd B., V.R. 
To be returned. 	Captain Campbell.—By order, JAMES WILSON, Capt., Adj., 23/1/78. 

List of Questions from Captain Campbell. 
Did Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet see you prior to the 25th May, 1877, in reference to an alleged non- 

production of rifles by Captain .Campbell ? 
Did you authorize him to suspend Captain Campbell if the rifles were not produced? 
Looking at para. 2, section 28, of the "Volunteer Act of 1867," and noting the occasions therein 

specified on which an officer can be suspended, will you state on which section of the Act you base your 
authority for suspending Captain Campbell? 

Subsequent to Captain Campbell's suspension, did Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet consult with you as to 
the punishment to be awarded to him? 

Did Lieut.-Colonel Goodlet represent to you that the three rifles were spare arms, in accordance 
with Battalion Order of 6th Nov., 1876, and that none of the Naid three rifles were inspected during 1876? 

Was it on the strength of the truthfulness of these representations that you authoriz,cd the 
punishment of Captain Campbell? 

Having the inspection return of No. 1 Highlande.rs for 1876 easily accessible in your own office, 
did you take the precaution to ascertain the actual position of the three rifles before authorizing so grave 
an act as the punishment of a Captain of a Company? 

Are you aware that Captain Campbell was called up for punishment at the Battalion Office on the 
2nd August, 1877, no inquiry having at that time taken place? 

Do you consider it a desirable mode of procedure to punish first and inquire afterwards? 
Has it occurred to you that such a course of procedure might be inconvenient in capital ofl'ences? 
Can you say whether or not it has been the invariable practice, since the passing of the present 

Volunteer Act, to charge non-produced rifles to the Captains of Companies? 
Have you known of any instance, prior to the present, in which non.compliance with, or die. 

obedience of, the order to produce rifles, was held to be a Military offene? 
Will you state the date on which the Military authorities determined to alter the practice, and 

tseat the non.production of rifles as a Military offence? 
Was any intimation as to the change in practice given to Captain Campbell? 
Looking at section 33 of the Act of 1867, will you state your authority for the change in practice 

as to no n.oduced rifles? 
Did you in 1876 receive an important letter from Ensign Hamilton of 1st Highlanders 9 
You see, on reference to the letter, that it has not passed through Captain Campbell? 
Did you note any remark on that letter to the effect that it should have come to you through 

Captain Campbell? 
Did Captain Campbell forward any complaint to you in reference to that letter, stating that so 

important a document, so closely affecting the discipline of his Company, ought to have passed through 
him for comment thereon? 

Did you take any notice of Captain Campbell's complaint? 
Did you call for reports from Majors Jaques and Phillips as to what took place at the Battalion 

Office on 2nd August? 
Were the contents of the reports revealed to Lieut. .Colonel Goodlet? 
Were the contents revealed to Captain Campbell? 
Did you, on the 11th September inst., receive a registered letter from Captain Campbell, containing 

a list of documents required by him for his defence? 
Did you, prior to the inquiry, reveal the contents of such list to Lieut.-Co]onel Goodlet, as so far 

made that officer acquainted with Captain Campbell's plan of defence? 
Have you been made acquainted with the fact that the three rifles in question were not spare arms 

as stated in Battalion Order of 6 November, 1876, and that the statement that the three rifles were not 
inspected during 1876 is not true P And, being so informed, is it by your authority that Captain 
Campbell still suffers the indignity of suspension? 

True copies.—W. B. B. CunIsria, MB., 14/2/78. 

	

[i:. Gd.] 	 Sydney: Thames flicherds, Government Frintir.-1878. 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CAPTAIN OF NO. 1 COMPANY, HIGITLANDERS. 
(R.ESIGNATIO2 OF.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Asseinbhj to be printed, 27 March, 1878. 

FURTHER RETURN to an Order, made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated 29 January, 1878, That there he laid upon the Table 
of this House,— 

"Copies of all Documents and Minutes of Proceedings having reference 
to the resignation of the Captain of No. 1 Highlanders." 

(Jib. Jifacintoslz..) 

SCHEDULE. 
NO 	 PAGE. 

Quartermaster Tidawell to Captain Campbell. 	3 Novembor, 1870 ....................... ................... ... ........ .......... 	2 

Captain Campbe1l to Lieutenant Fraser 	................................................................................................2 
Commandant to the Governor, with enclosure. 	22 January, 1878 ................ . .......... .. ..... ... .............. ... ......... 	2 

A. 	The Governor to Commandant. 	23 January, 1.878 .............. ......... ......................................................... 	2 
5. Commandant to Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Oflice. 20 March, 1878 .............................................3 

815— 



CAPTAIN OF NO. 1 COMPANY, HIG-HLANDERS. 

No. 1. 
Quartermaster Tidswell to Captain Campbell. 

Dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 3 November, 1876. 
I have to request that in accordance with Brigade Order No. 88, of May 30, you will arrange 

an early day when I can examine the rides of your Company that were not seen at last inspection. 

I am, &c., 
HENRY B. TIDSWELL, 

Quartermaster, 2nd 1egirnent. 

No. 2. 
Captain Campbell to Lieutenant Fraser. 

LIRUTENAn Fraser of this Company will attend at the 'Victoria Barracks on Saturday, the 11th instant, at 
3 p.m., for the purpose of examining the rifles referred to. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Capt. 1 Highlanders. 

 

The Commandant to His Excellency the Governor. 
Your Excellency, 	 Brigade O&e, Sydney, 22- January, 1878. 

21st Jan., 187,1. 

	

	 I have the honor to forward herewith, for your Excellency's consideration, a letter with two 
enclosures from Captain Campbell, No. 1 ll.ighlanders, tendering the resignation of his commission in the 
Volunteer Force. 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN S. RIChARDSON. CM., 
Commandant. 

[Eiac1o&ure.] 
Captain Campbell to The Commandant 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 21 January, 1878. 
You will please to understand that in forwarding my resignation I do not admit the correctness of the finding of 

the Court of Inqury, even on the evidence admitted, or of their view of the law—section 28, part 2, of the Volunteer Act of 
1867—as affecting Commissioned Officers, the geulirnuen comprising the Court being apparently of opinion that the part 
referred to only concerned Vohinteers other than Commissioned Officers, I do not however desire or intend that this niemo. 
should in any way affect my resignation, wlueh would not have been withdrawn when scat in June of last year, except for a 
letter spontaneously sent- to me by the Officers and Members of my Company at that time, a copy of which is enclosed. 

Yours, &e,, 
- JOHN CAMPBELL. 

[Suh.Errclonsre 1 to No. 1.] 
Captain Campbell to The Commandant. 

Sir, 
I hereby resign my commission in the 'Volunteer Force. 

JOHN CAMPBELL, 2111178. 

[Sub-Enclocuro 2 to No. 2.] 

The Members of No. 1 Company of Highlnnders to Captain Campbell. 

Dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 19 June, 1877. 
We, tire undersigned, members of No. 1 Company, Duke of Edinburgh Jiigh.landers, having learned that you have 

tendered the resignation of your commission as Commander of our Company, desire to express our rely deep regret that any-
thing should have occurred that would in your opinion have necessitated your taking such a step, after the number of rears 
that you have held that position with honour to yourself, and u-c may also say, to the whole Volunteer Force, by the kind and 
courteous manner you have always shown to all ranks of the Service. We therefore earnestly request you to withdraw your 
resignation, sswe are persuaclel that the existence of the Company depends ni is great measureon your retaining the command; 
and now that there is seine prospect of having our ranks recruited, we earnestly hope that you will take a- favourable view of 
the ins tki', and coin ply with our request. 	 We have, &o., 

[lie refollow the siqzatnres of (he Commissioned Qfflcers and of (he othn n,enthers of Xo. 1 llqhlrnden.] 

 
His Excellency The Governor to The Commandant. 

Commandant.—Accept-ed.—H.R, 28/1/78, 

No. 5. 
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The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Sir, 	 Brigade Office, Sydney, 20 March, 1878. 

I have the honor to inform you that yesterday I received a letter from Mr. Campbell, late 
Captain No. I Highianders, dated 18th histaut, wherein he drew my attention to the fact that certain 
documents in his case, and specified as under, are not included with those ordered by the Legislature to 
be printed on the 20th February, 1878, viz. 

1st. Memorandum referred to in Adjutant Wilson's letter to Captain Campbell, dated 22nd 
February, 1877, and noted on page 4 of printed correspondence. 

2nd. Captain Campbell's letter of 21st of January last, with two enclosures, forwarding his 
resignation, addressed to myself. 

With reference to the first, I have to explain that, not having formed any portions of the records 
of this office, its existence was overlooked. I have, however, procured it from the Officer Commanding 
2nd Regiment, and now enclose it.. 

As regards the second, it would appear that the documents in question were duly forwarded by me 
on the 22nd January last to His Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief these are, I have 
reason to believe, in the Colonial Secretary's Department. 

In conclusion, I have to recommend that these documents, which Mr. Campbell seems to consider 
material to his case, may be printed and laid on the Table of the House. 

I have, &e., 
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, Col., 

Commandant, 

[3d.) 	
Sydney Thomas Richards, t.overnrne,,t Printer. —1875. 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW souir WALES 

DRAFT LAND BILL. 

Ordered by  the Legiet alive Aseembly to be printed, 21 May, 1878. 

410 \TrcrwtI, 1878. 

DRAFT BILL 
INTITTJLED 

An Act to regulate the Alienation Occupation andAdministra-
tion of. Crown Lands in New South Wales. 

\J'fIIEREASit has become necessary that better provision should Preamble. 
he made for the disposal by sale or lease and for the dedication 

and reservation of Crown Lands as well as for other purposes connected 
with the management and administration thereof Be it therefore 
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice 
and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of 

ew Smith Wales in Parliament assembled and by the authonfv of 
the same as follows :— 	 - 

1. This Act is divided into Eight Parts embracing the following Division of Act into 
subjects :— 	 eight parts. 

PART 1.-11111-oductory— General Protisions. 
PART JT.—Re8e2-ves—Ope2?i; 	((fld Closi)2g QJ Roads— 

i?,eeian,aiions. 

PART IiI.—Gond/fiopa/ Pvrc/,.ases. 

PART IV.—Saies 4q cuectici, ((11(12)7 e0)1&ifiCrui ion of improve-
men fs. 

PART V.—O•rdinan, Leases for Pastoral purposes—Pie-
ieascs—Speeoi f,-ja,9e,q---jJcagpg general 4', 

PART VT.....Land Boards. 

PART VIII.— State Fopes(s—Tjm1)e) Reserves—Licenses—
Berm. 11.9. 

1AT11.1 V]JJ.—PIOCCdUI'e-.JIJi.S.CCU,ICO,S 

191—A 	 I 
PART I. 
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Crown Lands. 

PART I 

introductory— General Provisions. 
thtort title and corn- 	 2. This Act may be cited as the "Crown Lands Act of 1818" 
mencement. 	and shall come into force on the 	 one thousand eight 

hundred and seventy- 	which date is hereinafter referred to as 
the commencement of this Act. 

Repeel of Acts &c. 	 3. From and after the commencement of this Act the several 
in first schedule. 	Acts specified in the First Schedule hereto together with all Regu- 
First Schedule. lations made under the authority of any of the said Acts [other than 

those relating to pasturage or temporary commons] shall to the extent 
therein expressed be repealed subject however to the qualification.s and 
conditions hereinafter stated that is to say— 

Savings. 	 (1) Such repeal shall not prejudice or affect except as by this Act 
is expressly enacted any proceeding matter or thing lawfully 
done or commenced or contracted to be done under the authority 
of any Act enactment or regulation hereby repealed. 

(2.) No proceeding civil or criminal at law or in equity depending 
in any Court whatsoever or before Arbitrators or any other 
Authority at the time of this Act coming into force shall by 
reason of such repeal abate or be, discontinued or be otherwise 
prejudiced or affected but every such proceeding shall be 
continued and be attended with the same result and be 
carried out and completed in the same manner and to the 
same effect as if this Act had not been passed. 

(8.) Every grant lease license reservation (permanent or temporary) 
proclamation appointment regulation and notification lawfully 
made before the commencement of this Act under the pro-
visions of any of the said repealed Acts shall save in so far as 
the same shall be inconsistent with the provisions of this Act 
be of the same force and effect to all intents and purposes as 
if this Act had not been passed. 
All offences committed and penalties and forfeitures incurred 
before the commencement of this Act against or under any of 
the said repealed provisions may be respectively tried punished 
enforced and proceeded with as if this Act had not been passed. 
All rights accrued and obligations incurred or imposed under 
or by vfrtue of any of the said repealed Acts or enactments 
shall subject to any express modifications enlargements ex-
emptions conversions or other provisions of this Act in relation 
thereto be and remain unprqjudiced and unaffected by such. 
repeal Provided that all applications made before the com-
mencement of this Act to purchase Crown lands by virtue of 
intended improvements under the thirty-first section of the 
"Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875" shall in all cases 
where a grant has not already issued to the applicant his 
alienee or representatives be deemed to be satisfied in all 
cases where a refun.d of the deposit has been made or tendered 
to such applicant alienee or representative And upon such 
refund being made or tendered the land applied for shall be 
deemed to have become Crown lands discharged from any 
contract under the said secon. 
All conditional purchasers and additional conditional pur-
chasers (including purchasers within, gold fields and for mining 
purposes) who at the commencement of this Act shall not 
have fulfilled all the conditions and requirements by law 
annexed to their tenures so as to entitle them to receive a 
grant of the lands held by them as such conditional purchasers 
or as the alienees or representatives of such purchasers shall 

notwithstanding 
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notwithstanding such repeal as aforesaid continue to perform 
all such conditions and requirements and such purchasers and 
the lands purchased shall in every other respect be in the 
same position as if this Act had not passed. 

(7.) All leases and pre-leases and promises thereof and all licenses 
lawfully granted or made under theprovisions of the Acts 
hereby repealed or any of them and which shall not have 
expired before the commencement of this Act shall sulject to 
the provisions of this Act continue to be held during the 
currency thereof upon the like terms and conditions and 
subject to the like provisions in all respects as would but for 
the said repeal have been applicable to such leases promises 
and licenses respectively. 

4. In this Act unless the context requires a different meaning Jnterpretáón of 

the term 	 term,. 

"Adjacent lands" means and includes with reference to pre-leases 
under Part V. lands as well " contiguous" "conterminous" 
or "adjoiniiig" as lands which have but a single point of 
contact 

." Alienee" means any person whose estate or interest is derived 
by sale mortgage or other disposition not testamentary and is 
not derived immediately by devolution of law 

"Appraised value" means value as fixed by any appraiser or 
appraisers appointed under this Act and includes any value 
appraised under any of the Acts hereby repealed 

"Arbitration" means the method prescribed by Part VIII of this 
Act under which awards are provided for 

"Block" means any single portion of Crown lands heretofore or 
hereafter leased or capable of being leased for pastoral 
purposes 

"Crown lands" means lands vested in Her Majesty and not 
dedicated to any public purpose or granted or lawfully 
contracted to be granted in fee simple 

"Frontage" means abuttal on or frontage to any lake inlet 
river creek stream watercourse road or intended or designed 
road which according to the Survey regulations should be 
adopted as a boundary 

"Governor" means the Governor with the advice of the Executivc 
Council 

" Improvements" means any works or erections of a permanent 
character fixed to the soil and calculated to render more 
beneficial the occupation and use of the land upon which they 
are erected and which shall not have been previously used as 
improvements 

"Intended or designed road" means any road shown or marked on 
any official plan compiled under the authority of the Surveyor 
General 

"Lease" includes the promise of a lease 
"Local newspaper" means a newspaper published or circulating in 

the particular district or place in reference to which the 
term is used 

"Looai Land Board" means the Board constituted under the pro-
visions of Part VI of this Act for a Land District 

"Minister" means the Minister for Lands or other responsible 
Minister charged with the administration wholly or in part 
of the Department of Lands 

" Pre.ieac" 
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"Pro-lease" includes any "pre-emptive lease" granted or promised 
under any Act hereby repealed and means the holding of 
adjacent Crown lands by virtue of conditional purchase or 
tenure in fee simple as pi.'ovided by this Act 

"Regulations" means the Regulations to be made under the 
authority of this Act 

"Representatives" means the executors or administrators of the 
person with reference to whom the word is used and includes 
all persons in whom the law vests the estate or interest of 
such person or a power to sell the same 

"Run" means any one or more "blocks" as hereinbefore defined 
"Stock" means horses horned cattle and sheep 
"Suburban Lands "—Crown lands declared or notified in the 

Gazelle by the Governor as such 
"Town Lands"—Crown lands within the boundaries of any city 

town or village or set apart as a site for the samc 
No alienation or disposal whether by sale reservation dedi-

cation lease license or otherwise of Crown lands shall hereafter be made 
unless under and subject to the provisions of this Act. 

The Governor is hereby authorized in the name and on 
J'Roo!S, behalf of Her Majesty to grant dedicate reservc lease or make any 

No dealin with 	other disposition of Crown lands for any estate or interest authorized 
Crown lands except
tinder this Act. 
	by this Act but for no other and subject in every case to the provisions 

All granti dedication, of this Act Provided that no Crown grant issued after the commence- ]so 
b7 	ment of this Act shall be expressed or purport to be in trust for private 

the Governor in Her 
persons And provided that any instrument proclamation or notification 
by which any grant dedication reservation lease or disposition of such 
lands has been or may hereafter be evidenced and purporting to be in 
the name of any Governor therein mentioned but not signed by him 
may be signed by the Governor for the time being or in his absence or 
before he shall have assumed his office by the Lieutenant-Governor for 
the time, being. 

Fee simple conditi- 	 7. Every conditional purchaser who shall have paid or shall 
hereafter pay the deposit prescribed by law in respect of his purchase purchased lands. 	
shall be deemed to have acquired in the land so purchased an estate in 
fee simple conditional on the fulfilment of all statutory requirements in 
respect thereof. 

No waiver by accept' 	S. The acceptance by or on behalf of the Crown of any purchase 
aniss of interest money or part thereof due on a conditional purchase or of interest on 
or rent, 

	

	 the balance thereof or of rent or other payment under any lease or 
license shall not be held to have operated or to operate hereafter as a 
waiver by the Crown of any forfeiture accruing by reason of the breach 
of any condition precedent or subsequent annexed by law to the estate 

Provi,o. 

	

	 or interest of a conditional purchaser lessee or licensee But nothing 
herein contained shall affect any proceedings instituted in any Court 
before the commencement of this Act or any case where it shall be 
proved that the Crown through the Minister or any authorized officer 
has had full knowledge by notice or otherwisa of the breach of any 
such condition before the acceptance of such money interest rent or 
other payment. 

PART II. 
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PART IL 

l?eservcs—Openimg and Closing of iloads—Beclamation. 

9. The Governor may by notification in the Gazette reserve 	
RESERVES. 

any Crown lands for any public purpose whether for the purpose of Reserves. 

being hereafter permanently so reserved or dedicated or by way of 
temporary reservation from sale until surveyed—and particularly for 
any of the purposes following viz :— 

For the sites of townships or villages and as suburban or 
other land to be attached thereto and for subdivision into 
residence allotments not exceeding ten acres each. 
For railways railway stations or any purpose connected 
with railways for public roads canals quays landing places or 
for any other mode of internal communication. 
For reservoirs aqueducts ivatercourses or for any purpose of 
water supply or as a permanent or temporary common. 

(1.) For the growth and preservation of timber. 
For any purpose of defence. 
For the site of any place of public worship hospital asylum 
infirmary college school mechanics institute public library 
museum or other institution for public instruction or amuse-
ment.. 
For a. public market or slaughter-hoi:tse. 

(S.) For a public cricket groun.d or racecourse. 
For the use and general purposes of any pastoral and agrièul-
turai association (provided that the kind so to be reserved do 
not exceed sixty acres.) 
For a necropolis or place of public burial, 
For public baths for public health or recreation for Trigono-

metrica.l Stations or for any other public purpose whatsoever. 
10. Crown lands heretofore or hereafter permanently reserved \flat roserntion to 

for any of the purposes mentioned in the last preceding section shall be  be inperpetmty. 

deemed to be dedicated and set apart in perpetuity for such purpose And 
every grant or disposition of such land other than for the purpose of 
giving effect to such reservation shall be absolutely void both against 
the Crown and all pei'soi whomsoever. 

11. Crown lands temporarily reserved from sale under the pro- No salo of land 
reserved until visions of this Act or which have been heretofore so reserved under the resorvaijon revoked. 

authority of any Act hereby repealed shall not be sold or otherwise 
disposed of until the expiration of thirty days after such reservation 
shall be revoked by the Governor by a notice published in the Gazette 
And where the land has been reserved for purposes of subdivision into 
residence•llotments not exceeding ten acres each then upon revoca-
tiort of such reservation the sale shall be by auction only. 

12. An abstract of every intended permanent reservation here- Abgtractof all 
inafter termed "dedication" df Crown lands under this Act shall be reserras to be laid 

laid before Parliament not less than one calendar mont/i before such 
beforemen t. 

dedication shall take effect And where the reservation is for temporary 
purposes such abstract may be laid before Parliament within one 
calendar month froth the commencement, of the then next Session 
which shall take place after the approval of such reservation by the 
Governor. 

13. Notification in the Gazette shall in all cases be conclusive Notification how far 

evidence of the fact of any reservation or dedication having been made c,i4ence. 

under the provisions of this Act or any Act hereby repealed Pro- 
vided that no reservation or dedication hereafter made shall have any 
effect until the boundaries of the lands yeserved or dedicated shall be 
marked on the ground. 

].4. 
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OPENING AND 	 14. The Governor by notification in the Gazette may resume so 
CLOSING:: ROADS much of any land conditionally purchased as may be required for the 
- 	purpose of opening a public road or for the diversion or deviation 

through conditional of an existing road or for trigonometrical stations and access thcreto 
purchase. 

	

	 Provided that the conditional purchaser or his alienee shall be entitled 
to a refund of the purchase money paid in respect of the land so 
resumed in proportion to the area resumed as also of the appraised 
valuc of any improvements thereon. 

Sales of unllecessary 	15. Upon application for the purchase of any reserved or 
road,, 	 dedicated road made by the owner or owners of lands adjacent to 

or traversed by such road if it shall appear to the Governor that 
such road is not required he may sell and grant such road to the 
owner or owners of such adjacent lands in fair proportions or in 
accordance with agreemçnt among themselves at a price to be fixed by 
appraisement but not being less than the minimum upset price of the 
particular class of land as fixed by the fifty-fourth section hereof But 
no such sale shall be made until after the expiration of three months 
from the notification in the Gazette and in a local newspaper if any 
of the intention to close such road. 

Where new road 	 16. In any case where the opening of a new road or the 
opened old to be 

konaecompensa. diversion of an existing road through alienated land shall have rendered 
taon. 	 unnecessary any existing road through the same land such existing road 

may be granted in full satisfaction to the owner of the land or if the 
road so rendered unnecessary be a boundary road it may be granted 
in like maimer in lieu of the new or diverted road. 

Road of access 	 17. Every purchaser of Crown lands and every holder of a 
through leajed land. 

lease or license shall be entitled to tree ingress egress and regress 
to and from the lands held by him through and over any Crown 
lands whether under lease or not if no access to the lands 
held by him by means of a reserved or proclaimed road or track 
shall be provided And such person may for the purposes of this 
section enter or. any Crown lands and mark out thereon as a road of 
access to his holding a road over such lands not more than one chain 
wide and following as direct a line as may be practicable to the nearest 
public road Provided that notice in writing of the intention to mark 
out such road shall in every case be given to the lessee where such road 
passes over his leased land at least seven days before the markin.g out of 
such road And upon notice in writing served upon any such person by 
a Crown lessee requiring, him to fix such road such person shall within 
three months from the date of service thereof mark out such road of 
access and shall not be entitled to use any other road of access over the 
lands of such lessee In the event of any dispute between such person 
and any Crown lessee as to the position course or width of or any other 
matter comiected with such road the matter in dispute shall be deter-
mined by arbitration. 

What marked roads. 	1.8. All roads marked or shown or indicated as roads on any 
shall be deemed be office plan of subdivision made under the authority of the Minister at dedicated roads. 

	

	
any time since the eighteenth day qf October one thousand eight 
hundred and sixty-one and all such roads hcrea.fter so marked or indi-
cated shall be deemed to have been and to be lawfully reserved as 
roads and to have been and to be dedicated to the public as such. 

Alteration of plan of 	1.9. It shall be lawful for the Governor to correct or alter the 
town or ril]oge. 	design or plan of any town or village and the limits of any suburban 

lands attached thereto in. any case where the site of such town or 
village has been notified under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 
1.861" or shall be notified under this Act Provided that notice of 
the intention so to correct or alter such design plan or limits shall be 
published in the Gazette and in a local newspaper (if any) and that 
no such correction or alteration shall be carried into effect until the 

expiration 
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expiration of three months from such notification And provided 
further that every such correction or alteration shall be notified in the 
Gazette and that an abstract thereof shall be laid before Parliament 
within thirty days after such notification if Parliament be then in session 
and if not then within thirty days after the commencement of the then 
next session. 

The Governor may authorize the owner in fee simple of land iiECLA1At10NS &e. 
having frontage to any harbour or river to fill in and iecla.im any land Reclamation of land 
adjoining thereto and lying beyond or below high-water-mark or to erectionof wI,iarves 

erect a wharf or jetty upon or over the same and on payment of the 
appraised unimproved value of such land the said land or any land 
which may already have been reclaimed shall become vested in such 
owner and may be granted to him or to his successor in title after 
notification in the Gazette of the intention to grant such land once in 
each week for/our consecutive weeks IProvided always that no such 
reclamation shall be authorized if it will interrupt or interfe4re with 
the navigation of such harbour or river or with the rights or interests 
of any persons in adjoining lands not bcin.g consenting parties to such 
reclamation. 

The Governor may on application of the owner in fee simple Rescission of reserva• 
of any land comprised wholly or partly in any Crown grant rescind any tionofwaterfrontag.. 

reservation of water frontage on the sea-coast or to any bay inlet 
harbour or navigable river or of land adjoining such fi.ontage con-
tained in such grant either wholly or to such extent and subject to 
such conditions and restrictions as lie shall think fit and the land 
the subject of such rescission on payment of a fair sum to be 
ascertained by appraisement being not less than the minimum upset 
price per acre of the class of land as set forth in section fifty-four hereof 
and after four consecutive ieee/cs notification in the Gathtte of the 
application shall be granted to the owner of the land comprised in the 
grant But nothing herein contained shall empower the Governor to 
grant any land below high-water-mark or to interfere with any land 
used as a public thoroughfare or with any land set apart or dedicated 
for any public purpose. 

PART III. 

Conditional .Pqn'c/tases. 	 CONDITIONAl, p. 

After the commencement of this Act all Crown lands shall 	
CEASE.
- 

be open to conditional purchase provided that they are not expressly Whal Crown lands 
be open to selee. 

exempted from sale under this Act or do not at the date of application ion. 

to purchase fall within any of the following classes of Crown lands viz.— 
Town lands—Suburban lands. 
Lands within any proclaimed gold field or under lease for 
mining lmrposcs. 
Lands lying within an area bounded by lines bearing north 
east south and west and distant ten miles from the outside 
boundary of any city or town containing according to the 
then last census published by the authority of the Govern-
ment not less than ten thousand inhabitants or five miles 
from the outside boundary of any city or town containing 
according to such census five thousand inhabitants or three 
miles from the outside boundary of any city or town containing 
according to such census not less than one thousand inhabi-
tants or two miles from the outside boundary of any town 
or village of which the site has been or shall be reserved by 
notification in the Gazette. 
Lands reserved for the site of any city town or village. 
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Lands reserved for any purpose of water supply. 
Lands reserved from sale or set apart or dedicated for any 
public pi:trpose. 
Lands upon which such improvements have been made as 
to entitle the owner thereof to purchase the land on which 
they have been so made. 

Applicant for a eon- 	 23. No application for a conditional purchase shall be,  received 
ditional purchase 
muflef the ageof from any person under the age of sixteen years and every applicant 
sixteen years at least. under the age of twenty-one years shall state in his application that 

he is of the age of sixteen or upwards If such statement be proved 
at any time to be tuitruc the purchase shall be void and the deposit 
paid shall be forfeited to Her Majesty. 

Application to be in 	 24. Every SuCh application shall be in writing and shall be 
person to land agent, tendered by the applicant in person upon a land office day to the land 

agent of the district wherein the land applied, for is situated and shall 
he in the form prescribed by the Regulations. 

Not more than one 	 25. Not more than one application for a conditional purchase 
application allowed shall be received from the same person on the same day and no appli- 
mm day. 

	

	 cation shall be received if made or purporting to be made by more 
than one person. 

Application not to 	 26. SnbjecL to the Provision for family selections hereinafter 
°

or more than 640  contained no application to make a conditional purchase shall be received 
acres, 	 for less than fbrty acres or more than six hundred and forty acres. 
Applicant irnist 	 27. No such application shall be received unless the applicant 

of 
6s. per acre. 	shall at the time of tendering his application tender also a deposit at the 

i-ate of five shillings per acre being one quarter of the purchase money 
of the land applied for which shall in all cases be considered as sold at 
twenty shillings per acre. 

Applications how 	 28. In case no other person shall tender to the land agent a like 
dealt with. 	application and deposit for the same land at the same time the applicant 

shall be declared the conditional purchaser thereof but if more than 
one application and deposit for the same land or any part thereof be 
tendered to the land agent at the same time he shall unless all the 
applications but one be forthwith withdrawn proceed to determine by 
lot in such manner as may be provided by the Regulations which 
applicant shall be declared the purchaser. 

Fcc-simple eon- 	 29. Every such purchaser shall upon payment of the deposit as 
payment .ofdel)OSit herein prescrilied be held (but subject to the provisions and conditions 

hereinafter expressed) to have acquired a fee-simple conditional in the 
land so purchared which shall be incapable of being alienated 
transferred (otherw-ise than by operation of law) encumbered or pledged 
either at law or in equity until at least five successive annual payments 

- 

	

	in pursuance of the provisions of the next following section shall have 
been made and until the conditions of residence and improvement 
prescribed by the thirty-second section hereof shall have been fulfl].lcd. 

conditions for pay- 	 30. ']'be balance of the purchase money upon every such con- 
ment of balance of 
purchase moner. 	ditional purchase shall be paid by fifteen annua.l payments of one 

sin ilvny per acre each to the Colonial Treasurer or Land Agent of the 
'District between the first day of January and the first day of April 
in each \rear Provided however that it shall be lawful to pay off 
the whole or any portion of the balance of purchase Money then due 
at any time after the expiration of fire years from the date of payment 
of the deposit if the requisite evidence of fulfilment of the conditions 
of residence an& improvement be furnished. 

Grant to issue on 	 31. Upon payment of the balance of purchase money and 
paymentt, of balance upon proof of fulfilment of the conditions of residence and improve-

ment a grant in fee simple of the land shall be issued to the purchaser 
or to the then rightful owner thereof but reserving to Her Majesty 
all minerals contained in such land. 

32. 
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32, Even conditional purchaser shall reside upon the land so Conditions of 
purchased for a period of jive years from the date of payment of the 
deposit or from the thirty-first clay after such date (and within the 
said period of five year.,; shall construct make or maintain upon such 
land improvements of the value of at least ten shillings per acre. 

33. The evidence of fulfilment of the conditions of residence What shall be cvi- 

and improvement shall be furnished at the periods and be in accor of conditions of - 
dance with the provisions following viz. 	 residence and 

(i.)I[n each of I lie first flee years over which the prescribed annual Rtatutory declaration 
payments are extended the conditional purchaser or some of residence anumlly 
person on his behalf shall on, making each annual. payment r first. live 

tender a statutory declaration made and subscribed by some 
person of whose credibility the land agent shall be satisfied 
that the purchaser is bond ftc/c resident on the land so 
purchased And every such declaration shall be transmitted 
by the land agent to the Central Land Board And no such 
payment shall be accepted on behalf of the Crown unless 
accompanied by such declaration. 

(2..) At the time of maRing the fifth annual pavnient hereinbefore In the fifth year statutory declaration 
prescribed statutory declarations by the conditional purchaser of fulfilment of all 
and by some person of whose credibility the land agent shall conditions  of ideDCC and 
be satisfied and in the form prescribed by the Regulations 
shall be lodged by the person making such payment to the 
effect that improvements of the value of at least ten shillings 
per acre have been placed or constructed on the land and that 
the conditions of residence have been du].y fl:Llfllled And 
every such declaration shall be forwarded by the land agent 
to the CentFal Land Board. 

24. If any local Land Board shall report to the Central LandProv!sion as to 
forfeiture or 

Board that after clue inquiry held by such first-mentioned Board the non-fulfilment of 
prescribed conditions of residence or of improvement have not conditions of 

nd been in the opinion of such. Board duly fulfilled by any condi- residence: 
tional purchaser or Ins representatives in respect of the land 
conditionally purchased by him it shall be lawful for such Central 
Land Board to declare that the said lands shall be Ibrfeited Provided 
always that it shall be lawful for the said Central Land Board to 
remit any forfeiture declared in respect of the condition of improve- 
ment not having been fulfilled within fi?:.e years from the date of 
conditional purchase in any case where the Minister shall have 
authorized or shall authorize ,in extension of time for fulfilling such 
condition which he is hereby empowered to do for any period not 
eeeeding twelve months from the termination of such ,tive  years in 
aiiv case of moved  haidshiip or nlisiortune. 

35. It shall be lawful for the parent of any child or children Family Selections. 
to make a conditional purchase hereinafter termed a " Family 
Selection" not exceeding eighty acres in respect of each child but all 
such Thmily selections shall be subject to the conditions and provisions 
following viz. 

(1 .) A family Sc] ection. shall only be made of such Crown lands 
as are.op.n to conditional purchase under the twenty-second 
section of I his Act and shall not be made within any 
proelatnied gold-field. 

A Family selection shall be permitted only in respect of a 
child living at the date of the apphcaiion to purchase and 
being then under the age of sixteen years but a step-child 
shall entitle a parent to piircliaso under this seeton. 

The parent applying to purchase in virtue of any child must 
make a statutory deciaraton, that he is the parent of such 

191113 	 child. 
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child and must state in such declaration the name sex and 
age of such child and that such dclii is at the date of 
application actually maintained by the declarant. 

 No family selection shall be macic unless by way of enlarge- 
ment of the maximum area permitted to be conditionally 
purchased 	under this Act 	or 	by way of addition to a 
conditional purchase or purchases of or amounting in the 
aggregate to six hundred and forty acres but a family 
selection may be made from time to time. 

 All family selections shall be subject to the same conditions 
of payment residence improvement measurement and for- 
feiture for breach of conditions as other conditional purchases 
And all areas purchased as family selections shall be incor- 
iiorated and form one holding with any 	area originally 
purchased. 

 No trust by way of advancement or otherwise in favor of a 
child shall be implied by or attach to a family selection. 

 No family selection shall be liable to forfeiture or shall be 
declared void by any Court or other authority by reason 
only of an error in stating the age of any child. 

Non-residence circ. 	36. Crown lands open to conditional purchase under the twenty- 
tionE. 	 second section hereof may be conditionally purchased without any 

condition of residence by any person of the age of twenty-one years or 
upwards provided be shalt not have already become a conditional 
purchaser of Crown lands or have made a family selection under the 
next preceding section hereof subject however to the qualifications 
and conditions following 

 No purchase shall be permitted of more than one portion or 
of an area exceeding three hundred and twenty acres or less 
than forty acres. 

 No person who shall purchase under this section shall be 
permitted 	to make. family 	selection 	or an 	additional 
conditional purchase under this Act. 

(3 ) The price per acre shall be one pound ten shillinys. which 
shall be paid to the land agent at the time of making the 
application. 

 The land purchased shall be incapable of being transferred 
alienated mortgaged encumbered or pledged (otherwise than 
by operation of law) until, the expiry of five years from the 
date of purchase. 

 Improvements to the value of at least two pounds per acre 
shall be made on the land purchased within five years from 
the date of purchase. 

 All the provisions of this Act relating to ordinary conditional  
purchases and purchasers shall be applied 	to conditional 
purchases and purchasers under this section except so far as 
the condition of residence is concerned and except the pro- 
visions contained in sections twenty-six twenty-seven twenty- 
nine thirty and thirty-two. 

 The evidence of the fulfilment by a conditional purchaser 
hereunder of 	the condition of improvement hcreinbefore 
]irescribed shall be a statutory declaration by some person 
of whose credibility the land agent is satisfied in the form 
prescribed by the Regulations to the effect that improvements 
of the value of at least two pounds per acre have been placed 
or constructed on the land purchased 	And every such 
declaration shall be forwarded by the ]and agent to the Central 
-
declaration 

Board. 
 Any purchase under this section made by a person who at 
The date of such purchase was a conditional or additional. 

conditional 
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conditional purchaser of other lands subject by law to the 
condition of residence or was a family selector imder the 
next preceding section shall be absolutely void and the land 
purchased shall be forfeited to Her Majesty and become 
Crown lands for all the purposes of this Act. 

Any conditional purchaser of Crown lands [other than in 4ditionaI con- 

gold fields] not exceeding six hundred acres may before issue of the grant dihona] purchnee!. 

of his conditionally purchased land make any one or more additional con-
ditional purchases of Crown lands provided that they be adjacent to the 
first conditional purchase and to each other and do not exceed in the 
whole six hundred and forty acres but subject to all the conditions as to 
payment of purchase money and improvements applicable to an 
original conditional purchase. 

Any holder in fee simple of land not exceeding six hundred Molder in fee may 

w,re8 may conditionally purchase Crown lands adjacent to such land 
Provided that the land so to be conditionally purchased does not together 
with the land held in fee exceed six hundred and forty acres But no 
grant of such additionally purchased land shall be made to any holder 
of a portion or subdivision of an original grant or shall issue to any 
person unless he shall at the date of payment of his deposit have 
been resident for,five years on the land held in fee simple or shall have 
resided for fire years from such date on the land applied for or on 
that so held in fee simple or partly on one and partly on the other 
Provided that the term of residence hereby pi.eseriberl shall be held to 
be satisfied if such residence shall have commenced within thirty-one 
days after the date of such payment. 

All additional purchases under either of the last two e- Addhional con-

ceiling sections shall be subject to the conditions and provisions thoIbe  bn.i Plect ffchas!r to 

following viz. 	 diflons. 

Thre .v such additional conditional purchase shall haven depth 
of not less than sixty chains but whci.-e a purellaser shall 
have acquired either by original or by additional conditional 
purchase or by both an area a.motmting to one hundred and 
sixty acres then every succeeding additional conditional 
purchase shall be measured in combination with the original 
and any additional conditional purchase in such a manner as 
to give a! figure having a depth of not less than twice the 
frontage thereof And for the purpose of such measurement 
the last portioii puchased shall be considered as added to 
and combined with any prior purchases and as constituting 
therewith a rectangular block subject to the proportions and 
conditions hereinafter prescribed with reference to original 
conditional purchases in sections forty-four and forty-five. 
Where additionally purchased lands have no frontage each 
portion so purchased shall be measured so as to form in 
combination with any prior purchase or purchases a rcctan-
gular block as described in the said forty-fifth section 
hereof And all succeeding purchases shall he measured in 
a like manner. 
The intervention of any road between ;in original condi-
tional purchase and any additional conditional purchase shall 
not be a bar to such last-mentioned purchase but in every 
such case the additionally purchased land shall be measured 
subject to and in accordance with the provisions of the forty-
fourth and fbrty/ifth sections of this Act. 

(1.) The land additionally purchased shall be considered as incor-
porated and forming one holding with the land originally 
conditionally purchased or granted as the case may. be. 
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The condition of improvement in respect of all such additional 
purchases shall he the same as liereinhefore prescribed with. 
respect to original conditional purchases 	Provided that 
impi.'ovements made on any one pin'cliaecl portion shall if of 
sufficient aggregate value eoi nt as iminovernents on the entire 
holding. 
No additional conditional purchase shall he transferred 
separately from the originally purchased land until all the 
conditions prescribed by this Act have been fulfilled. 

Conditkual p1w- 	 40. Subject to the provisions of the law in force for the time 
dines in gold field!, being regulating mining on Crown lands any Crown lands within 

a proclaimed gold-field [but not situated within any area specially 
excluded from sale and not under actual occupation for gold-mining 
pirposes] shall be open to be conditiona]]y purchased subject to the 
conditions and provisions of this Act applicable to conditional pur-
chases hereinheforc set Ibrt]i But all lands purchased under the 
provisions of this section shall be held subject to the conditions and 
provisions following that is to say— 

Any person specially authorized in writing by the Minister 
may at any  time dig m ine and search for gold 	in and over 

ch su lands. 
If such lands shall be found to contain auriferons deposits the 
Governor may annul the sale thereof whereupon the condi-
tional purchaser shall he entitled to compensation to he 
determined by appraisement for the vaiLle of the said lands 
other than in respect of such deposits but inclusive of any 
improvements thereon. 

Temporary 	 11. Wiensoever any Crown land shall. not have hccn sLtrvevcd 
boundaries of land by the Government before the conditional purchase thereof temporary 
Goverrnueiit. 

	

	hot ndaries of the land so purchased commencing from some well- 
defined point shall he determined by the conditional purchaser who in 
such case shall within sixty days from date of application reside upon 
the land as his bond Jicle residence And any dispute between such 
purchaser and any other person other than a holder iii. fee simple or his 
alienee claiming anY interest therein respecting such boundaries shall 
be settled by arbitration. 

Where purchaser 

	

	 42. If land eonditionahl -  purehaseu shall not have been marked 
mayin 

 withdrawand on the ground lwtheauthoritv 4 the Government within twelve months 
from. the date of application the purchaser may if he shall have duly 
resided on the land by notice i 	ritig delivered to the and agentw  
for the district within thirty days from the expirat:.ion of the sa.id  twelve 
months withdraw his application and thereupon be shall he entitled to a 
refund of any deposit paid by him or he may have the land surveyed by 
any authorized licensed surveyor and the expense of such survey in 
accordance with the scale of charges fixed by the Surveyor Genera] shall 
be allowed to such purchaser as part payment of his purchase money 
But if such land shall he marked by the Government at any time prior 
to the receipt of such notice by the land agent although the same ma-
not in fact have been marked within such period of (ia-lee months the 
purchaser shall not he entitled to withdraw his application and obtain 
such refund as aforesaid. 

Land to be taken as 	 43. Crown lands conditionally purchased shall if measured by 
rnea!ured. 	 the authority of the Government before purchase he taken in portions 

as measured if not exceeding six hundred and ,forty acres unless the 
applicant shallapply to purchase a part of 	 11 such portio and shall pay 
the cost of the survey by way of sithdivisioit of the same and the 

fr 

	

	
Minister shall approve thereof Bitt no lands measured for mineral 
leases shall he considered as measured within (lie meaning of this 
section not- shall any land he considered to he mcaui'ed until the plans 
of the measurement shall have been approved by the Surveyor General 
Or some ofl3cr deputed by him. 

44-. 
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44. All land conditionally purchased if unmeasured and having Earn' of Jneaure• 

a frontage shall snbect to the provisions hereinafter contained have a 
depth of not less than sixty chains for any area not exceeding one 
hundred and e*q1ety acres and for any larger area shall have it depth of 
not less than twice the frontage and shall have the other boundaries 
directed to the cardinal points but if having no frontage shall be 
measured in it rectangular block of which the sides including each 
right angle shall be in the p.oportion of two to one and with boundaries 
directed to such cardinal points. 

15. Notwithstanding anything in the next preceding section 1odificatiou of boun-

whenever it shall appear to the Minister desirable the boundaries of dflnes &c. 

portions having frontages may lie made approximately at right angles 
with the frontage and may be so applied for and i.nay he otherwi.e 
modified although such modification may have the effect of altering 
the frontage or depth of any portion or the direction of any other 
boundaries thereof as hereinliefore prescribed and the boundaries of 
portions having no frontages may be modified in like maimer and 
necessai.'y i.oadvays may he excluded from any measurement. 

If any part of a measured portion of. Crown lands shall be if part of 111ca5ured 

improved to the value of jbrtq pounds or more the residue of such 11 imPtod 
measured portion being not less than jorty acres shall suiqect to the conditionally pur-

approval of the Minister he open to conditional purchase in the same eI,n,ctl. 

way as other Crown lands sulject to the provisions of this Act and to 
the Regulations and any person who shall apply to conditionally 
purchase the said i.esidne shall lodge with his application the cost of 
subdiVisio]]. 

No error or uncertainty in tim descriptiou of land coiidi- Error itt (lt'seription 

tionaily purchased either before or after the passing of this Act shall n1ot to invalidatopur. 

invalidate the purchase in any ease where the Minister is satisfied that 
the land occupied by the conditional purchaser is the land intended to 
be described in his application And if l:he Minister shall at any tflne 
notify to a conditional purchaser the description of the land purchased 
by hint as finally approved of by such Minister such. notification shall 
he conclusive evidence that the land therein described is the land con- 
ditionally purchased. 

No person shall become the conditional purchaser of any COIIt[aCt5 by 
Crown land who is in respect of the land which he applies to purchase condjtiona pur- 

or any part thereof a servant of or an agent or trustee for any other eZe5.flt 

person gr who at the time of his application has entered into any 
agreement express or implied to permit any other person to acquire by 
purchase or otherwise any such land or part thereof And all contracts 
agreements and securities made entered into and given, with the intent 
oil violating or which (if the same were valid) wonld have the effect 
of violating the provisions of this section and all contracts and agree- 
ments relating to land hereafter conditionally purchased made or 
entered into before at or after such purchase and to take effect wholly 
or in part at or after the completion of, The conditions presented by this 
Act shall be illegal and absolutely void both at Law and in Equity 
And if any person shall, in violation of the provisions of this section. 
become the conditional purchaser of -any land all the right title and 
interest of, the conditional purchaser or of his assignee having notic9 
of such violation and all moneys paid in respect of such land and the 
land itself with all improvements thereon shall on notification to that 
effect in the Gazette be absolutel.y foieited and the said land shall 
again become Crown lands open for conditional purchase or sale by 
auction as the case may be under the provisions of this Act.. 

Any person who shall enter into any such contract or agree- EutcHug into 

nmnt as is declared to be illegal by the last preceding section of this It Ct  
Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction thereof be im-
prisoned and kept to hard labour for any term not exceeding two years. 

50, 
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Owners of - 	50. Every  conditional purchaser between. the ages of sLy/ecu 
ditionei purchase and twenty-one years who either personally or by a°ent shall enter under twenty-one 	

i 	 i years of age to be into any agreement for or n relation to the performance of any work 
rnbie UPOfl eontraets. or rendering of any services on. such conditional purchase or in relation 

thereto or shall enter into any agreement for or in relatoii to the loan 
of money or the sale or purchase of goods and chattels of any descrip-
tion whatsoever or into any agreement connected with the occupatioti. 
management or general purposes of such conditional purchase not 
contrary to this Act shall be subject to the same liabilities and have 
the same rights in respect of such agreement as if lie were of the full 
age of twenty-one years. 

Derolution of ccii- 	 51. If any conditioual. purchaser of Crown land shall the before 
ditional purchase. the fulfilment of all the conditions hereinbefore prescribed the land so 

pm-chased shall be held by his executors or administrators as the case 
may,  be subject to the fulfilment by them of all unfulfilled con-
ditions except the condition of residence but in trust for and for the 
benefit of the persons rightfully entitled But a bon&Jide transfer for 
value by such executors or administrators authorized by any will or by 
their powers or ditties as executors or adminj.strators shall be held to 
transfer the fee-simple subject only to the payment of any unpaid 
balance of purchase money  and interest if any And any sale transfer 
or other disposition whatsoever of the estate right title or interest of 
any such conditional purchaser by an official assignee or other authority 
upon the insolvency of such purchaser or by a Sheriff or Registrar of a 
District Court or any other person by virtue or under the authority of 
any writ of execution or other process of any Court or by the Trustees 
of any deed of assignment for the benefit of creditors or by any person 
under any decree or order of any Court shall pass to a purchaser only 
such estate right title or interest as the conditional purchaser himself 
was entitled to at the date of sequestration writ process decree order 
or lassignment, respectively and subject to all conditions annexed by 
this Act to the estate of a conditional purchaser remaining unfulfilled 
at such date as aforesaid. 

Prorisions as to for- 	52. After the commencement of this Act any land which by foited landg.and reverting 
reason of non-compliance with the conditions of the law in force for 
the time being shall be declared to he forièited or which shall have 
reverted to Her Majesty shall upon a notification of the forfeiture or 
reverter in the Gazette be deemed to have become Crown lands. 

PART I[V. 

Sates by Auctwm and n consideration of improvements. 
Arcrio 5AL. 	 53.- It shall be lawful for the Governor to sell and grant Crown 
- 	lands without conditions of residence or improvement subject to the 

r 	Disposal of Crown 	.. 	. - 
lands without, oon- conditions and lWOVlSiOfl5 following, viz. 
ditoo8ofresidence 

	

	(1.) The sale of such lands shall be by public auction only and the 
lends shall be put up in lots not exceeding six hundred and 
Jbrtq acres each. 
Such sales shall take place at the times and places notified 
by the Minister in the Gazette not being more than three 
mouths nor less than, one mont/i before the appointed day of 
sale. 
The upset price per acre shall not be less than ely/it pounds 
for Town Lands two pounds for Suburban Lands and one 
pound for other land,,,  Provided always that such upset 

r 

	

	

prices may be increased by the Minister from time to time 
and if increased the same may be restored to the upset prices 
hcxein specified. 

- 	 54. 
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54. A deposit of twenty; f&ve per centuni of the purchase money Payment of purehae 

for all lands sold by auction under this Act shall be paid by the moneys. 

pitrclaser at the time of sale And unless the balance of such pur-
chase money lie paid within three months thereafter the sale and 
contract shall be void and the deposit shall. be  forfeited Should any 
purchaser fail to pay the deposit at the time of sale the land shall be 
forthwith again put up by the agent and no hid by the person so failing 
to pay shall be again accepted on that sale clay. 

55. The holder of any lease or prelease of Crown lands con- :rMpnovEirnT 

taiLing improvements made before the expiration of the term may, 	SALES. 

apply to purchase and the Governor may sell and grant to such holder Sales in consideration 

any portion of such lands without competition sulje.et  to the restric- of improvements by 

tions and conditions following vjz. 
The mimmiun area capable of being purchased shall he forty 
acres. 
The maximum area open to purchase in any one yeai. shall 
be forty acres out of any lease or prelease not exceeding one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty acres and one firty-eigltth 
part out of any lease or prelease exceeding one thousand 'nine 
hundred and twenty acres. 
The price shall be dctermiued by appraisement but shall in 
no case be less than one pound per acre. 
The value of the improvements shall (if disputed) be deter-
mined a.s aforesaid but shall not be less than one pound per 
acre. 

Provided that such sales shall be made in accordance with the 
general subdivision, of the land (if measured) and shall embrace only 
portions on which improvements actually stand. 

56. The Governor may sell and grant without competition. Sale of improve 
old 

improved lands within a proclaied gold field to the owners of the
nds on 
	

field 
m  

improvement being holders of miners' rights or business licenses at a suburban lands. 

price to be fixed by appraisement not being less than ely/it pounds per 
acre for town lands and two pounds ten shillings per acre or any less 
area of suburban or lands reserved from conditional sale Provided 
that the price so to be fixed shall be exclusive of the value of the 
improvements and that improvements of value equal to the respective 
minimum prices of such lands shall be sufficient for the purpose of 
such application Provided also that such sales shall be made in 
accordance with the general subdivision of the land and shall 
embrace only the a]loti.nent or portion on which improvements actually 
stand and that the area shall not for each improvement exceed 
half an acre for town land and two acres for suburban or other land 
and that not more than one portion on any one gold field shall be sold 
to any one person Provided lastly that the Governor may annul 
any sale if the land sold be found to contain auriferous deposits but 
subject to compensation to be deternuned by appraisement for the 
value thereof other than iii respect of such deposits. 

57. The improvements in respect of which any land may be sold Character of ni. 

and granted shall be any work of a fixed character such as would ?.t0 cotit!. 

render more beneficial the occupation and use of the said land and 
which shall have been constructed placed made or maintained at the 
cost of the person applying to. purchase or of the person or persons 
either singly or continuously through whom such applicant claims 
Provided that such improvements have not at any time before been 
used for a 111cc purpose. 

58. No person. shall be entitled in virtue of improvement to value of improve 
ments to entitle 

purchase lands other than town or suburban lands i.uiless the improve- holder to purchase. 

ments shall be of the value of forty Pounds  or more and shall be so 
situated 	 4. 
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situated that it shall be possible to include them within an area of 
forty acres or upwarcs measured in accordance with the Regulations. 

V&ne of improve. No improvements on any Crown lands shall exempt such 
Z lands from conditional sale or pie-lease unless such improvements 

shall Be of the value of orty pounds but subject thereto improvements 
on such lands shall be deemed sufficient for such exemption if they 
shall be of the appraised value of twenty ski litnys per acre. 

No sale on resen'es No holder of any lease or promise of a lease of Crown lands 
improve- 

shall be entitled to pnrchae any Crown lands situate in any reserve 
liv virtue o 	any improvements already or hereafter to 	be, made 
by such lessee or promisee unless such improvements shalt have been 
made before the notification of the reserve 	And if any such lessee oi.- 
promisee slmB place any improvements on any reserve not authorized 
by the Central Laud Board (which authority the said Board is hereby 
empowered to give at any time before the actual construction plactng 
or maintenance of such :improvements but not afterwards) the lands 
comprised in such, reserve shall thereupon be withdrawn from, the lease 
or pro-lease as the case may be. 

Sales without In cases where any portion of Crown land is so situated that 
cmpetttionia
specia 

1 
access thereto is not attainable without great inconvenience or where 
such portion is insufficient in area for purposes of conditional or auction 
sale or lies between land already  granted and a street or road which 
forms or should form the way of approach to such granted land or in any 
case where buildings erected on lands already granted have extended 
over Crown land or in any other cases of a like kind the Governor 
may sell and grant such 	lands to the holder of the adjacent lands 
without competition in such mannerand in. 	such proportions a's to 
meet the 	justice of the case and at an appraised price but being 
not less than the minimum upset price per acre of the class of land 
specified in the fifty-third section hereof. 

PART V. 

ORDiNARY LEASES Ordinary Leases for Pastoral pnrposes—Pre-leases—Specwl Leases— 
FOR PAsToRt Leases Generally. 

Ponposs. 
The Governor may proclaim as Pastoral Districts within 

Pastoral Districts. 
roi ana9n9f which Crown lands may be leased for pastoral purposes any areas 

of Crown land within the Colony and may from time to time redis- 
tribute and alter the boundaries of such Pastoral Districts or of any 
such district already or hereafter to be proclaimed 	And every such 
proclamation shall contain a description of the Pastoral District so 
to be proclaimed and shall be published in the Gazette 	Provided 
that the existing proclamations of 	Pastoral Districts shall for 	the 
purposes only for which such districts may have been proclaimed or 
determined remain in fu]l force and effect until the sa]ne shall be 
altered amuulled or redistributed under thi.s Act. 

What lands cxeni1st MI Crown lands lying within any area as described in sub- 
from lease for pas- section 	(3) of section Lw-en ty-two hereof and all lands permanently 
tosni purposes 

reserved or dedicated under any Act hereby repealed or under this 
Act shall be excluded from lease for pastoral purposes. 

Conversion of old Ut Any pastoral or pre-emptive lease granted under any or the 
lea3es into 	ases Acts hereby repe aled sI.iahl on its expiration be converted into a lease 
under S I 	ct 

for the like period under this Act by payment to the Colonial Treasurer 
or Land Agent as the case may be not later than two months from the 
date of a notice in the Gazette to that effect of rent to be determined 

. 	
. as hereinafter provided. 

65. 
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65. The Governor may by notification in the Gazette withdraw Withdmwal of land 
or resume from any lease any lands which may be required for any of from lso. 

the purposes specified in the ninth section hereof and in addition 
thereto for any of the purposes following viz. 

For the passage of stock 
For access to any run or block in cases where access thereto 
would otherwise be impossible or unusually difficult 
For the working of any gold fields or other mineral lands 

And any lessee out of whose leased lands any such resumption shall be 
macic shall be entitled to compensation therefor but only by way of 
refund or abatement of rent in proportion to the area resumed And 
such lessee may also if be think fit surrender his lease and have the 
full balance of rent refunded for the unexpired portion of the time for 
which it was paid. 

66. The Governor may lease any Crown lands not exempted Jsnds how leased. 
from lease under theprovisions of this Act and not withdrawn from 
lease by virtue of any notification in the Gazette heretofore or here- 
after to be published And it shall not be necessary that any such 
lease be in writing. 

67. Leases of Crown lands granted under the "Crown Lands Renewal of leases. 
Occupation Act of 1861" or under this Act may on their termination 
be renewed from time to time for a further term of five years subject 
however to the conditions following viz. :— 

The lease of every run containing not more than sixteen 
thousand acres may be renewed from time to time subject to 
the provisions of this Act. 
Where the run contains more than sixteen thousand acres 
one-fourth part of the excess over sixteen thousand acres 
may on the expiry of the existing lease be withdrawn from 
the leasehol.d and disposed of by the Governor as ordinary 
lands and the like area may be withdrawn at the expiry of 
each succeeding term but so nevertheless that no run shall 
be so reduced below sixteen thousand acres. 

68. Crown lands reserved from sale until surveyed or for waterTemporarilyreserve& 
supply or for any temporary purpose authorized by any Act hereby 'farom lease. 
repealed or which may hereafter be so reserved under the provisions 
of this Act shall not by virtue of such reservation be deemed to have 
been withdrawn from any leased area within which they are situated 
but the lessee shall in every such case subject to the provisions of this 
Act be entitled to depasture stock upon and otherwise use and occupy 
any such reserved lands in as full and beneficial a manner as if the 
same were unreserved Crown lands. 

69. The following provisions and conditions shall after the com- Provisions regulating 
nieneement of this Act regulate the granting of and tenure under all leases &o. 

ordinary leases and promises of leases for pastoral purposes including 
pre-emptive leases (herein termed pvc-leases) :— 

The term of every such pastoral lease shall be for five years 
The term of every pre-lease shall be for one year. 
No pastoral lease of Crown lands hereafter issued shall 
exceed an area of sixteen thousand acres or be less than 
six hundred and forty acres except in the case of the renewal 
of existing leases. 
The rent of any run shall be determined solely by the 
stock-carrying power or capability thereof ascertained as 
hi creinafter provided And the minimum capability,  of every 
run shall be estimated at four thousand sheep or eight 
hundred head of cattle for every sixteen thousand acres 
and a proportionate amount of stock for any greater or less 

191—C 	 area 
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area The rent of every run shall be at the rate of twenty-
pence per annum for every head of cattle or horse and Jour-
pence for every' sheep at which such run is estimated or 
assessed. 

(5.) Thegrazing capability of every run shall be estimated by 
officers to be appointed or authorized by the Governor but 
shall in no ease be lower than the minimum capability 
hereinbefore assigned. 

(U.) Such estimates shall be forthwith forwarded by the said officers 
to the Land Board of the district wherein the runs are 
respectively situated for the purpose of making provisional 
assessments thereof. And the said Board shall forward such 
provisional assessments to the Central Land Board which shall 
cause the same to be notified in the Gazette and a notice 
thereof shall at the same time be transmitted by post to the 
lessee or applicant. 
If the lessee or applicant shall be dissatisfied with such pro- 
visional assessment he may within thirty days after the pub-
lication of such notification in the Gazette appeal therefrom 
by forwarding to the Local Land Board a written notice of 
his intention to appeal And such appeal shall be set down 
for hearing by the said Local Board on a day not later than 
thirty days from the receipt of such notice of appeal of which 
day at least seven days notice shall be given to the appellant 
by notice through the post. 
Every such appeal shall be heard by the Local Land Board 
sitting as an open Court and in accordance with the Regu-
lations And the said Board shall determine the subject of 
such appeal with all convenient speed and transmit to the 
Central Land Board a report thereupon. 
The Central Land Board shall upon the receipt of all such 
reports from Local Land Boards consider and may confirm 
or vary the assessments therein provisionally made And 
upon confirmation or variation (as the case may be) such 
assessments shall be final and conclusive against both the 
Crown the Lessees and all other persons but the rents payable 
under such assessments shall be subject to re-adjustment 
upon any reductions of area as hereinafter provided. 
All assessments and rentals payable on the footing thereof 

after such confirmation or variation shall be notified in the 
Gazette and notice thereof shall also be transmitted by post 
to the Lessees or applicants. 

commencement of 	(11.) The rent so assessed and notified shall be payable in advance 
Addition of interest 	 to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney on or before the last day of 
and forfeiture. 	 ,7sTovemoer in each year Provided that a fine shall be payable 

for the whole time during which any rent due shall remain 
unpaid after that date at the rate of eight per centum on the 
amount if not more than three months in arrear—and of ten 
per cent urn if more than three months And if the rent be not 
paid at or before the end of siw months after such date 
togetherwith such fine the lease may thenbe declared forfeited. 

Where pastoral 	 70. In the event of the sale conditional or otherwise or of the prc- 
lease of any portion of land held under lease or promise of lease from improvements from 

land. 	 the Crown for pastoral purposes the lessee may remove from the 
land so sold or pre-leased any improvements which may be upon or 
may adjoin the lands so sold or pre-leased if capable of removal and 
for this purpose lie may by himself or his agents and servants have 
such right of entry on the lands so sold or leased as may be required 

for 
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for the purpose of such removal And all such improvements may be 
removed within three months after notice in writing has been given 
to such lessee of the cancellation of the pastoral tenure either by 
sale or otherwise Provided that no improvement on the said land 
which shall not be so removed shall be destroyed damaged or 
disturbed by the holder of such lease or promise of lease but lie shall 
be entitled to be paid and may recover before the nearest Court of 
Petty Sessions from the person purchasing or obtaining a pre-lease of 
the said land compensation for such improvement in respect of such 
conditional purchase and pre-lease respectively such compensation to be 
assessed according to the value of the same to a conditional purchaser. 

The sale conditional or otherwise of any Crown land not PRE-LEASEB. 

situated on a proclaimed Gold Field and not being a conditional - 
purchase for mineral purposes shall after the commencement of this Act 
but subject to the qualification contained in the next following section 
entitle the purchaser to a pre-lease of so much Crown land adjoining 
the portion sold and whether the same be under lease for pastoral 
purposes or not as is equal to three times the area thereof if the same 
shall be duly claimed under this Act by the purchaser as a pre-lease 
and if the rent for the same shall be paid according to the provisions 
hereinafter contained and in the ease of a conditional purchase if there 
be no available adjoining land which a conditional purchaser can claim 
for such pre-lease then the effect of his conditional purchase shall be 
to cancel three times the area thereof out of any adjoining land under 
any such lease subject to the conditions aforesaid. 

The land contained within any pre-lease granted or renewed rimit of exclusive 

under this Act except as to the extent of nineteen hwndred and twenty 	° 
acres adjoining the freehold or conditionally purchased land shall be 
available for pre-lease in virtue of any conditional purchase made 
thereout. 

All applications for pre-leases shall be in the form prescribed Application for pro-

by the Regulations and be addressed to the land agent of the district. 
Improvements which would exempt any land from con- Exemption from pro-

clitional purchase under this Act shall in like manner and to the same lease. 

extent exempt such land from pre-lease. 
Every application for a pre-lease so lodged shall be for- NotifleaHon of 

warded by the land agent to the Minister who may either approve or approval or otherwise 

disapprove of the same If approved a notification thereof shall be 
pullished in the Gazette Provided however that no applicant shall Occi1ipnUon Sw. of 

acquire any right to use or enter upon the land until the prescribed 
rent has been paid either to the Colonial Treasurer or to the land 
agent. 

16. The intervention of any road or creek between the land Prosiso as to into'- 

by virtue of which a pre-lease is claimed and the area claimed shall voatçn of road or 

not preven.t the granting of the pre-lease. 
77. The amount to be paid as rent for a pre-lease for the cur- font of pro-leases. 

rent year or the unexpired poi.-tion thereof shall where such pre- 
lease is applied for before the first day of July in any year be 
for any area not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres twenty- 
six shillings and for any larger area but not exceeding one thousand 
nine hundred and twenty acres a sum equal to one penny per acre or 
if the application be made after the first day of July in any year then 
the rent shall be paid as for half the current year to be calculated 
as aforesaid And for any area exceeding one thousand nine hundred 
and twenty acres the annual rent shall be one penny per acre (subject 
to the reduction hereinafter mentioned) until the grazing capability 
of the kiwi shall have been ascertained and thenceforward in accor- 
dance with such capability. 

78. 

4 
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Rent when grating The grazing capability of every portion of Crown lands 
capability ascer- exceeding one tltousan.d nine hundred and twenty acres held or which 

may be held under pre-lease shall be ascertained in the manner and 
the payments on the basis thereof shall be made at the times and 
subject to the conditions provided by the sixty-ninth section Iiei.eof 

Notification in Provided that such capability when finally so ascertained shall be 
Gazette &c. notified in the Gazette and to the pre-lessec in the manner proscribed 

by the said sixty-ninth 	section 	in 	relation to 	lands under lease 
for pastoral purposes. 

Fines and forfeiture. The provisions of the said sixty-ninth section as to fines 
and forfeiture on non-payment of rent shall be equally applicable to 
pre-lessees and pre-leases where the rent is in arrear. 

Renewal of former All prc-leases granted or promised under any of the Acts 
pre-Icases. hereby repealed shall be renewed only in accordance with the provisions 

of this Act. 
Pro-leases by other Holders in fee-simple of lands acquired from the Crown other- 
ownoTh. wise than for mineral purposes may pre-lease any Crown lands not 

within a proclaimed gold field if such lands be adjacent to the land 
held by them to the extent of three times the area of their respective 
freeholds if there be so much available adjacent Crown land but sub- 
ject to the limit of exclusive pre-lease hereinbefore provided and at 
the same rent and on the same conditions as are respectively pre- 
scribed in the case of pre-loases by conditional purchasers. 

Disposal of forfeited Pro-leased lands the lease whereof has been forfeited may 
pro-louses &c. 

be leased by auction. 
Sale of certain pre- Crown lands not under lease for pastoral purposes or 
'eases at auction &c. under pre-lease may be put up to lease at auction after at least one 

month's notification in the Gazette 	Provided that the upset price 
shall not be less than one peit-ny per acre. 

SPEcIAL LEAsES. The Governor may grant wit]lout competition a lease of 
Leases bay be any portion of Crown lands not exceeding two hundred acres for 
granted for special any of the purposes following  that is to say for whai.ves bridges 
purposes. 

punt-houses ferries bathing-places landing-places saw-mills paper mills 
brick-kilns lime-kilns slaughter-houses 	quarries tanneries a fishery 
sericnitu.re  working mineral springs building or repairing ships or 
boats obtaining guano sea.weed shells limestone loam brick earth 
gravel or ballast for an inn store smithy bakery for mail stations or 
buildings for a similar purpose in a tlnnly populated district or for 
any pmpose which the said Governor may consider deserving of a 
like privilege and may determine the annual rent therefor and may 
annex si:teh conditions to the occupation thereof as may be deemed fit 
on the breach of any one of which the said lease may be forfeited 
But no such lease shall create any right of purchase by reason of 
improvements on any part of 	the land leased if the 	Governor 
shall declare at the time of granting the lease that no such right 
shall attach thereto nor shall the land under such lease be during 
the currency thereof open to conditional or other sale on the appli- 
cation of any other person than the lessee for the time being. 

Lzaszs Every person holding a lease or promise of 	a lease of 
GENERALLY. Crown lands shall be entitled during the currency of such lease to cut and 

Use of timber &c. by use such timber and to quarry and dig such stone gravel clay or other 
lessee, material for building and other purposes but only UOl1 and in con- 

nexion with the land leased as may be required by such person in 
connexion with his holding but subject to the BeguJations and subject 
also to the right of any holder of a i.-ight license or permit under 
Part VII of this Act and of any person duly authorized to cut and 
remove timber or lake any material under

. 
 any of the Acts hereby 

repealed. 
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86. Any person duly authorized in writing by the Minister Prospecting &c. 

may enter upon any Crown lands although under lease for pastoral ioved over leased 

purposes and may prospect the same and make any trial sinkings in 
search of any metal or mineral but only at such places as he shall 
describe in writing addressed to the lessee. 

87. The following protsions shall take effect when any As to disputed 
boundrics of runs difference or dispute exists or shall arise between the occupiers of &. 

adjoining runs or pre-leases as to the common boundaries t]iereof:— 
The Local Land Board of the district wherein the runs or Boundariestobefixed 

pre-leased lands are situated may inqiure into such difference 
by arbthtion. 

or dispute and their decision and report in writing including 
any recommendation as to costs shall be transmitted to the 
Central Land Board which Board may confirm disallow or 
vary such decision and the decision of the Central Land Board 
shall be binding and conclusive on Her Majesty and the said 
parties respectively and the cost of such inquiry shall be borne 
by the said parties in such manner or proportions as they 
shall direct. 
It shall be lawful for the Central Land Board to cause Local Land Board to 
to be marked on the ground any boundary determined by 	to be marked. 

them and such boundary so marked shall be held to be the 
boundary of such runs or pre-leased lands And it shallt\t of maps 

be lawful for the said Board or any officer authorized by them P 

to certify by their or his signature duly attached to any plan 
representing such boundary the accuracy of such representa- 
tion and such plan shall thenceforth become and be legal 
evidence of such boundary. 

88. If two or more persons claim a lease or pre-lease of the Conflicting claims to 

same land the lease or pm-lease shall be graited to the person whose55C5 
&e 

right thereto shall be established after due inquiry by the Local Land 
Board and final adjudicalion thereon by the Central Land Board. 

89. I\otwithstanding anything hercinbefore provided with res- Readjustment of 
e 	Where area of poet to the annual rentals to be paid on leases or pre-leases of Crown 

lands it shall be lawful for the Central Land Board from time to time conditional purchases 

upon the application of any lessee to readjust any such rental in any &O. 

casç where by reason of any permanent dedication or reservation or 
of the conditional or other sale of any portion of the lands under 
any such lease the area thereof has been diminished and every such 
readjustment shall be notified in the Gazette within thirty days from 
the determination thereof and shall be notified also to the lessee and 
the rent shall thereupon be paid according to such readjusted rate 
in accordance with the provisions of this Act but no such ieadjustnient 
shall take effect by way of reducing the rent until the year following 
that during which the same shall have been made. 

90. The leases of forfeited or abandoned runs may be submitted Runs in certain eases 

to sale by auction for the term of five years at an annual upset rental may be let at auction. 

of not less than one penny per acre of the estimated area and the whole 
rental for the first year shall be paid in advance at the time of sale. 

91. The interest in any Crown lands held under a lease Interest in run lease 

whether granted or promised before or after the passing of this Act 
shall be deemed to be a chattel interest for all purposes and every 
such interest may be transferred by writing attested by a Justice of the 
Peace Notary Public or Commissioner of the Supreme Court in the 
form prescribed by the regulations thereof and shall devolve on the 
death or insolvency of the holder in the same manner as other chattel 
real property. 

02. No lease or promise thereof granted under this Act or any No forfeiture of 

Act hereby repealed shall be avoided or declared forfeited on the bieaeh instance of Crown. 
of any condition by the lessee or pronlisee unless at the instance and 
option of the Crown. 

PAM'  VI. 
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PART VI. 
LOOAX1LAND)30ADDS. 	 Local Land Boards—The Central Land Board. 

93. The Governor may appoint a Land Board for each, Land 
District consisting of not more than five persons and may fill up  any 
vacancies in such Board and may also nominate and appoint one of 
such persons to be the Chairman of such Board who shall be paid 
such annual salary as shall be appropriated by Parliament And each 
of the other members of the Board shall be paid such a f cc not 
exceeding ten shill2ngs for each sitting as may be in like manner 
appropriated But no member of a- Board who is a salaried public 
officer shall be entitled to any remuneration for his services on the 
Board. 

Quorum. Casting 

	

	 94. A majority of any Local Land Board shall constitute a 
Tote. quorum and the Chairman shall have a casting but not an original 

vote on any question brought before or referred to such Board. 
95. It shall be the duty of every Local Land Board and such 

Board shall have full power and authority to hear examine and report 
to the Central Land Board upon— 

(1.) Any matter referred to such Local Land Board by the Minister 
or by the Central Land Board for report which under the 
provisions of this Act or any Act hereby repealed might 
have been or be the subject of claim arbitration appraisement 
or complaint. 

(2.) Any claim for compensation or for a grant lease or license 
authorized by this Act or any of the Acts hereby repealed. 

(3.) Any complaint of non-fulfilment by a conditional purchaser 
of any condition as to residence improvement or otherwise 
required by this or any of the said repealed Acts. 

Oath of office. 

	

	 96. Each member of a Local Land Board shall as soon as con- 
venient after his appointment and before proceeding to act take and 
subscribe before a District Court Judge or Police Magistrate the oath 

Second Schedule, or declaration set forth in the second Schedule hereto and the Minister 
shall cause the said oath so subscribed or deelaration so made to be 
recorded in his office. 

Board to sib as open 	97. A Local Land Board shall bear as in open Court every 
Court. 	 claim complaint or matter brought before them under the provisions 

of this Act and shall in examining and reporting on the same be 
guided by the real merits of the case and by considerations of sub-
stantial justice and equity. 

Seurily for costs. 

	

	 98. Every person not being duly authorized by the Minister 
desirous of lodging any information or complaint before a Local Land 
Board shall before the holding of any inquiry thereon by the Board 
pay into the hands of the Land Agent of the district the sum of twenty 
pounds as security for any costs which may be awarded against him by 
the said Board. 

Report may be 	 99. It shall be lawful for the Central Land Board to return to 
remitted, 	 any Local Land Board any report made by such Local Land Board 

for revision or further consideration. 
Deputy Chairman. 

	

	 100. In the absence of the Chairman a Local Land Board may 
elect one of their nnmber to act as Chairman who shall in that case 
have the powers and authorities of a Chairman duly appointed under 
the provisions of this Act. 

CENTRAL LAn 	 101. It shall be lawful for the Governor to appoint any num- 
BoARD, 	her of persons not exceeding si.r who with the Minister sitting 

ex-officio as President thereof shall constitute a Board of seven persons 
uorum. 

	

	 to be called "the Central Land Board" ' And any three members (of 
whom the President shall be one) shall form a quorum. 

102. 
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102, Of the six persons so to be appointed at least three shall be Crnst.ihit.ion &e. of 
public officers who shall not be entitled to any remuneration for their Board. 
services but each of the non-official members of the Board (if any) 
shall been titled to a fee for each sitting not exceeding fifteen shillings 
if Parliament shall appropriate a sum of money for that purpose.' 

It shall be lawful for the Central Land Board to hold Centrnlflonrdniaybe 
meetings in any Pastoral or Land District in any case w]iere in the arnbulatWy. 
opinion of the President it shall appear expedient And in any such 
case the President if himself unable to attend shall nominate by writing 
under his hand some member of such Board to act as Chairman thereof 
who shall have the like powers and authorities as the President 

The President of the Central Land Board and the Chairman GENEItAD i'JSOVISION 

of every Local Land Board shall haire and may exercise the like powers As TO AND BOARDS. 

and authorities to summon and compel the attendance of witnesses to Powers of Chairman 
give evidence on any claim complaint or matter as aforesaid and to 
produce all deeds and documents in their possession or control relating 
thereto and also the like power to administer oaths as are respectively 
conferred on Justices of the Peace by any Acts in force for the time 
being regulating proceedings on summary convictions And all 
witnesses summoned to attend before any such Board shall be entitled to 
the like allowance for travelling expenses as is provided by law for 
witnesses attending a District Court. 

In addition to the duties powers and authorities by this Act Cenh1 Board to 
imposed or conferred on the Central Land Board such Board shall be declare forfeitures. 
the proper authority to determine upon and declare any forfeiture 
which may have accrued under any Act hereby repealed or may 
accrue under this Act And the said Board shall for that purpose 
have power to send any case to a Local Land Board for report. 

No member of either branch of the Legislature and no Disqu&iflcaions. 
person practising the profession of a Land Agent shall be appointed 
or be competent to sit as a member of any Local Land Board or of 
the Central Land Board. 

It shall be lawful for the Governor to frame Regulations &gu]utions. 
for the hearing and generally for the conduct of proceedings and 
business by and before Local Land Boards and the Central Land Board 
rcspcctively and for the apportionment of fees to the non-official members 
thereof. 

PART VII. 

State Forests— Timber Resert,es—Licenses----.Pcrmits. 
It shall be lawful for the Governor by notification in the State forests and 

Gazette to proclaim any areas of Crown lands therein described to be timber reserves. 
State forests and in like manner to reserve from sale any such areas as 
Timber reserves for the purpose in each case of preserving under due 
regulations and supervision the growth and succession of timber trees 
and of preventing so far as practicable the destruction and exhaustion 
of the public forests And all such proclamations and reservations 
shall unless the Governor otherwise declare have the effect of permanent 
dedications under this Act. 

State forests may be subdivided into such blocks as the Subdivision of State 
Minister may think fit And for the purpose of carrying out such forests.  

subdivision all existing Forest reserves and Timber reserves may be 
reserved from sale lease or otherwise as the Minister may think 
proper until so subdivided. 

Any State forest or a portion thereof may by notification in Exeniption for rail- 
the Gazette be permanently dedicated or reserved for a specified period 	other pur 

by the Governor for the conservation of timber for railway or other 
public 
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public purposes and upon publication of such notification such forest 
or portion thereof shall not during the term of reservation be open to 
timber or other licenses or permits under the provisions of this Act. 

111.. It shall be lawful for the Governor to flame regulations for 
the issue of licenses or rights to cut and remove timber on State forests 
and also for the issue of permits to cut and remove timber from 
Timber reserves and also for the issue of wood-cutte.s' licenses and of 
licenses and permits to dig for and remove from State forests timber 
reserves or Crown lands whether under lease or not any gravel stone 
clay shells or other material— 

The rights or licenses to cut timber on a State forest shall be 
for one or more specified blocks in such forest and may be sold 
by auction at the Lands Office of the district in which the forest 
is situated or by tendei.' as the Minister may think fit 
Such rights or licenses in State forests shall be for a term 
not exceeding one year unless in special eases the Minister 
may think fit to extend such term hut no such extended term 
shall exceed three years 
'rite upset rent shall be not less than ten pounds per annuui 
for each block of six hundred and forty acres and it propor-
tionate amount for each one hundred and sixty acres in excess 
of that area And every holder of a right to cut timber shall 
in addition to his rent pay such royalty according to the class 
of timber cut at such times and places and subject to such 
conditions as may be fixed by the Regulations 
Permits to cut and remove timber on timber reserves or on 
any such reserve and licenses to cut thnber thereon may be 
issued for a year or any less term not being less than one 
month at an annual fee of not less than six povnds and a 
proportionate fee for shorter terms Such permits may also 
be issued for any specified number of trees at a rate not 
less than 	shillings for each tree General permits may 
also be issued for the supply of saw-mills for any term not 
exceeding one year at an annual rate of six pounds and subject 
to a royalty according to the scale fixed by the Regulations 
Licenses may be issued to cut piles for the erection of jetties 
wharves and for other purposes on such terms and con-
ditions as may be fixed by the Regulations 
All fees or sums of money payable in respect of any rights 
to cut timber or in respect of licenses or permits shall be 
payable in advance 

And such Regulations may prescribe the forms and conditions to be 
contained in any right to cut timber license or permit and may fix the 
rents or fees to be payable by the holder of any license or permit 
wheresoever the same shall not have been fixed by this Act and may 
provide for the forfeiture of any rights licenses or permits for the 
enforcement of rents royalties or fees for the removal of felled timber 
for the licensing of sites for saw-mills and the agistment of stock for 
the limitation'of girth of trees to be felled for preventing or permitting 
the ring-barking of trees for the issue of wattle bark permits for the 
marking of stumps and logs of felled trees for the seizure and sale of 
timber cut without authority and for defining the power and privileges 
conferred by rights licenses and permits And such Regulations may 
also provide for tt. imposition of penalties and fines for the infringe-
ment or violation of any such regulation made under the authority 
of this Act but no such penalty shall exceed the sum of ten pounds. 

112. The breach of any condition or obligation or the failure to 
perform any act or matter specified in any right to cut timber license 
or permit issued under the authority of this Act shall have the effect of 
forfeiting such right license or permit upon a declaration of forfeiture 
by the Central Land Board. 

PART VIII 
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PART \TIIj 

Pi'ocedure—jJ.[jscclic,.ncozes. 

11.8. Whenever by this Act it is expressed or indicated that the AnImATIoN 

ainomit of any sum as compensation or the value of any lmprovclnent.s Conduct of mattera 
or any matter whatsoever is to be determined by or ref erred to appraise- iferred to arbitra. - 	 mlsement. niertt or arbitration such appraisement, or arbitration shall be regulated tion or app 

 

and conducted in manner hereinafter ]nefltiOiled and the provisions 
herein cont,%ined shall appiy equally to matters a-rising before or after 
the commencement of this Act and whether the same shall be matters 
for appraIsement or for arbitration and for the purposes of the pro-
cedure herein described the term "arbitrator" irich'ides " appraiser 
and "arbitration " includes " apprnsement." 

The Minister or an officer authorixed by him inthat behalf Appointment of 

and the claimant or the pai.'ties interested may concur in the arbitratori. 

appointment of a single arbitrator but failing such concur-
rence each party on the request in writing of the other shall 
appoint an arbitrator as the case may require by whom the 
matter shall be deterined And every such appointment 
shall be made by the M 

m
inister or officer and the claimant or 

by tim parties to the matter in disputee under their hands in 
writing or if such party be a corpora-ton aggregate nader its 
common seal, and such appointment. shall be delivered to the 
arbitrators and attached to the award when made and shall be 
deemed a suhniission to arbitration as tin" ease may be by the 
parties making the same. 
After the making of any such appointment the same shall Appoiniment not to - 	 be revoked without not be revoked without theconsent of both parties nor shall conient. of both 
the death of either party operate as a- revocation. 	 parties.  

If after any such dispute or matter shall have heeff referred. Single arbitrator to 

to arbitrat:im and a notice in writing shall have been given art in certain raus.. 

by one party who has lnmself duly a ppointed an arbitrator to 
the other party stating the dispute or matter to be determined 
and accompanied by a copy of such appointment, the party to 
whom notice is given fail to appoint all arbitrator within the 
space of (fiji'!11 days after such notice the arbtrator appointed 
by the party giving the notice shall be deemed to be 
appointed by and shall act on behalf of both parties. 
The award of any arbitrator or a.rbtra.tors appointed in ptir- Award to be BnaL 

suance of this Act shall be binding final and conclusive upon 
all parties to the arbitration for all intents and purposes 
whatsoever. 
If before the del:eriii i nation of any matter so referred any To eltie of death of 

arbitrator die or refuse Or become 	capable to act the part or failure to act by in 	 y 
by whom such arbitrator was appointed jivav appoint in than one appointed. 

writing another person in his stead and if lie ulill so to rio for 
the space of thirty clays after notice in writing  from the other 
lirty in that  behalf the remaining arbitrator may proceed 
er par/c and every arbitrator so appointed shall have the 
same powers and authorities as were vested in the arbitrator 
in whose stead the appointment is made. 
In case a single arbitrator die or become incapable to act In cane of death or 

beforethe making of his award or fail to make his award by failure 
award b0ft  sole rhi. 

delivering it to the Minister within ,/.vfy days after his 
appominient or within such extended time (if any) not 
exceeding thirty days as shall have been duly appointed by 
him for that purpose the matters referred to him shall he 
again referred to arbitration under the provisions of this Act 
as if no former reference had been made. 

191—D 	 (7.) 
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In case there be more than one arbitrator the arbitrators shall 
before they enter upon the reference appoint; by writing 
under their hands an umpire and if the person appointed to 
be umpire die or become incapable to act the arbitrators shall. 
forthwith appoint another person in his stead and in case the 
arbitrators neglect or refuse to appoint an umpire for thirty 
days the Minister may appoint an umpire and be is hereby 
empowered so to do and the award. of the umpire shall be 
binding final and conclusive upon all parties concerned for 
all intents and purposes whatsoever. 
In case arbitrators fail to make their award within sixty day.c 
after the day on which the last of them was appointed or 
within such extcndcd time not exceeding thirty days (if any) 
as shall have been duly appointed by them for that purpose 
the matter referred shall be determined by the umpire and 
the provisions of this Act with respect to the time for 
making an award and with respect to extending the same 
in the case of a single arbitrator shall apply to any unipirage. 
Any arbitrator or umpire appointed by virtue of this Act 
may require the production of such documents in the 
possession or power of either party as he may think necessary 
for determining the matters referred and may examine the 
parties as witnesses on oath. 

(1.0.) All costs of and consequent upon the reference shall be in. 
the discretion of the arbitrator or arbitrators or of the 
umpire in case the matters referred are deterniined by an 
umpire and any person to whom by any award any fees or 
costs may be directed to be paid may recover the same in an 
action of debt from the person ordered by suel.i award to pay 
such fees or costs. 

(1.1..) Any submission to arbitration under the provisions of this 
Act may be made a rule of the Supreme Court of the said 
Colony on the application of any party. tl.iereto. 
Before any arbitrator or umpire shall enter upon the con-

sideration of any matter referred to him as aforesaid he shall 
make out and subscribe a declaration in the form following 
before a Justice of the Peace (that is to say)— 

I A.B. do solemnly and sincerely declare that I. am not 
directly or indirectly interested in the matter referred 
to me and that I will faithfully honestly and to the 
best of my skill and ability hear and determine the 
same under the "Crown lands Act of 1878." 

An.d such declaration shall be annexed to the award when 
made and if any arbitrator or umpire shall wilfully act con-
trary to such declaration he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
No appointment or award shall be set aside for irregularity 

or error in matter of form. 
(1.5.) Every award shall be in writing and shall be transmitted 

by the arbitrator or umpire to the Minister and shall be 
deposited in his office. 

114. It shall be lawful for the. Governor in addition to any 
express power hereinbefore conferred upon the said Governor to make 
Regulations in respect of any specified matters to frame Regulations 
for the pnrpose of giving full effect to the provisions of this Act and 
particularly for the following purposes viz, 

For the survey and measurement of Crown lands 
For prescribing the form of all applications leases licenses 
permits and other instruments 
For determining by lot between rival applications 
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For prescribing the forms of all Statutory declarations 
authorized or required by this Act 
For defining the mode of procedure and general conduct of 
business by the Central Land Board and Local Land Boards 
For determining the extent of the rights of lessees to cut 
timber and take material from leased land 
For defining the conditions subject to which prospecting on 
leased land shall be permitted 
For the regulation of Pasturage and Temporary Commons 
and for the use of reserved portions on Commons by travelling 
stock and by the horses and cattle of teamsters travellers and 
carriers 
For defining the mode of entering applications for purchases 
keeping records and accounts by land agents and other officers 
for the purposes of this Act and for the transmission of 
particulars thereof and remittances to the proper officers 

And all such Regulations shall on publication in the Gazelle have the 
fu].l force of law And a copy of every such Regulation shall be laid 
before both Houses of Parliament wit hin fourteen days from the making 
thereof if Parliament be then in Session and if not then within , fourteen 
days after the commencement of the next ensuing Session. 

115. The Governor may from time to time by a notice in the Power to proclaim 

(lazelle proclaim Land Distrits and define their limts and areas for land districts. 

the purposes of this Act and may from time to time by any such notice 
alter and vary such limits and areas. 

11.6. It shall be lawful for the Governor to appoint such officers Power tj appoint 

and servants for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act"!""' 
as lie may think necessary and to determine the salaries or other mode 
of remuneration to be paid to such officers and servants And all such 
salaries and remuneration shall be paid out of such sums as may be 
appropriated by  Parliament Provided that in any case where the 
Governor shall think fit lie may require such guarantee or security 
to be provided for the faithful peri:ornumce of his duties by any such 
r°" so to be appomted as lie may think proei. 

117. It shall be lawful for the Trustees of Crown lands hereto- Trustees of raoe 

fore or hereafter (tedicateci or any portion whereof is or shall be couvse 
and 

 crickkeb 

dedicated or set apart as a race-course or cricket-ground to charge 1rnrgesfor44missioir. 

admission or entrance :rees for the purpose of improving such lands 
And such Trustees may sulject to the approval of the Central Land 
Board make Regulations for the levying and recovery of such fees 
and all such Regulations shall have the same effect and be dealt with 
in every respect as Regulations tinder the one hundred and Jourleentli 
section hereof. 

118 .Anv persoi driving stock along any track used or required Pasasge of stock. 

for the purpose of travelling may depastui.e the same on any Crown 
lands within the distance of one-half mile of such track notwith- 
standing any lease of any such lands for pastoral puposes Provided 
that unless prevented by ram or flood horses or cattle shall be moved 
at least ten miles and sheep at least six miles in one and the same 
threcium within every successive period of twcnty-foiu. hours. 

119. A copy of any application document or instrument of Copies of document' 

any kind whatsoever relating to any matter whatsoever authorized to be evidence. 

pennitted or required under any Act or regulation hereby repealed 
or under this Act and whether of the original or of any press 
copy thereof and of any endorsement or memorandum. upon the same 
certified by tite officer having the custody thereof to lie correct shall 
be admissible in evidence in every case in which the original would be 

admissible 
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adunssible and without proof that the person so certifying is the officer 
having the custody thereof if lie shall state in his certificate that lie 
has such custody. 

Descriptions O f 1 	120. in any instrument or notification authorized by this Act 
lee,ed Ian&. it shall be sufficient if the land thereby granted leased dedicated or 

reserved or intended so to lie be defined by a general description of 
such land and of the boundaries thereof and no such instrument shall 
be heir to be void by reason of the iniperiection of any such description 
so long' as such land shall be defined with reasonable certainty. 

Bight of lease may 12].. in. any action or suit broaht to recover possession or to 
be given in evidence recover damages for trespass upon or otherwise in relation to any Crown 

lands of wInch no lease from the Crown shall have been issued it shall 
be lawful for any party thereto to plead and put in evidence any 
pronuse engagement or contract front or with the Crown or any persons 
lawfully authorized, of or for a lease thereof of such lands and such 
promise engagement or contract shall as between the parties to such 
action or suit have the same effect as if a lease from. the Crown of 
such lands had been du]r issued in Pi'sm11iCe of such prOflhiSC engage- 
ment or contract. 

Bemovalüfbouiidary- if: any person shall wilfully obliterate remove or deface any 
mark to be a m's- boundary-mark which may have been made or erected by the authority 

of any Land Board or of the Surveyor General or bvany authorized 
licensed surveyor or by or under the direction of any authorized officer 
arbitrators or unq ire lie shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall. 
on conviction be liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds o 
to be imprisoned for any term not exceedng si-v months. 

RemoyRi of On information in writing preferred liv any Commissioner 
trespassers. of Crown lands or other person duly authorized to any Justice of 

the 	Peace setting  forth that any 	peison 	is 	in 	the unlawful or 
unauthorized occupation of any Crown land such ;i ustice shall issue his 
summons for the appearance beforeany two or more Justices of the 
Peace at a place and time therein specified of the person so infhrmed 
against 	And at such time and p1ae such J ustices on the appearance 
of such person or on due proof of the service of such summons on 
him or at his usual or last place of abode or business shall hear and 
determine the subject matter of such information 	And on being 
satisfied of the truth thereof either by the admission of the person 
informed against or on other sufficient evidence such Justices shall 
issue their warrant addressed to the Commissioner of Crown Lands or 
to any Chief or District Constable or other proper officer rcquiring him 
forthwith to dispossess and remove such person from such land and to 
take possession of the same on behalf of Tier Majesty and the person 
to whom such warrant is addressed shall fort].iwith carry the same into 
execution 	Provided always that the jurisdiction of 	such Justices 
shall not be deemed to be ousted by any claim of right or title to land 
raised at the hearing whether made boitd tide or otherwise. 

Pentities for tres- Any person without lawful authority who shall be found 
nassing on Crown - 

occupying any Crown land or land granted reserved or dedicated for any 
public purpose either by residing or by erecting any hut or building 
thereon or by clearing digging-up or enclosing or cultivating any part 
thereof or by cutting timber other than firewood not for sale thereon or 
by obtaining stone therefrom or otherwise shall incur a. penalty not 
exceeding Jive pounds for the first offence and not exceeding ten 
pounds for the second offence and not exceeding twe;itj pounds for 
the third or any subsequent offence which penalties shall be recovered 
before any two or more Justices of die Peace upon the information 
or complaint on oath of any Commissioner of Crown Lands or other 
person authorized by the Minister in that behalf 	And any Crown 
lands set apart reserved or used for the purpose of travelling stock 

shall 
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shall be deemed to be Crown land within the meaning of this section 
Provided that no infornrntion shall be laid for any second or subse-
quent ofiènce until thirty clear days shall have elapsed from the date 
of the previous conviction. 

All actions or other proceedings against any officer or person Limitation of

ny for athing wrongfully done or omitted by him in the exercise of any actiona. 

1o\ver or authority under this Act or otherwise under or by virtue of 
this Act shall be commenced within twelve months after the act or 
omission complained of And notice in writing of any such action or 
proceedings shall be given to the defendant one month at least before 
the commencement of the same And in every such action or proceed-
ing the defendant may plead the general issue and give this Act and 
the special matter in evidence And 110 plaintiff shall recover if tender 
of sufficient amends shall have been made before action or if a 
sufficient sum of money shall have been paid into Court after proceed-
ings taken by or on behalf of the defendant together with the costs 
incurred up to that time And if a verdict shall pass for the defendant 
or the plaintiff shall be nonsuited or discontinue or if upon demurrer 
or otherwise judgment shall be given against the plaintiff the defendant 
shall recover his full costs as between attorney  and client and have 
the like remedy for time same as any defendant has by law in other 
eases. 

The production of the Gazette containing any Regulation $:co of Regu. 

purportmg to be made under the authority of this Act shall be suf-
ficient prinul fade evidence of such Regulation and that all the pro-
visions of this Act relating to the making thereof have been duly 
complied with and that such Regulation is in f till force and effect and 
if any person shall dispute the validity of any such Regulation the 
l)tUde]i of proving invalidity shall be upon such person. 

127. All penalties fines and charges imposed by this Act or by General protision 
any Regulation made under its authority and all sums of money  and 	F5 of 

costs made payable under this Act or any such Regulations for the 
recovery whereof no other procedure is hereinbefore prescribed and 
where the offence in respect of which the penalty or fine has accrued is 
not a misdemeanor may be recovered and enforced and all complaints 
heard in a summary way before ally t wo Justices according to the 
provisions of the Act or Acts in force for the time being regulating 
summary proceedings before Justices and shall when recovered be 
paid over to the Colonial Treasurer and form part of the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund Provided always that no penalty fine or other sum 
shall be proceeded for after the expiration of six months from the day 
when the offence act omission or default in respect of which such 
penalty fine or sum has been incurred or become payable was corn- 
nutted or took place respectively And provided that any person Appeal to Quarkr 

feeling himself aggrieved by any conviction order fine penalty LCssIon allowed. 

or charge imposed under the authority of this Act or any such 
Regulation where the fine or penalty exceeds ten pounds may appeal 
against 	the same to the Court of Quarter Sessions holden nearest 
to the Court of Petty Sessions wherein the conviction or order wa 
had Such Court of Quarter Sessions shall have the power to ileam 
and determine the matter of such appeal in a summary way an 
shall have and may exercise all powers vested in them by the thud 
section of the Act fifth William the Fourth number twenty-two a ad 
the decision of such Court shall be final and conclusive in resj' cot 
to the subject matter of such appeal Provided always that the person 
so appealing shall have given written notice seven days at the Least 
before the hearing of such appeal of his intention to appeal and stating 
the grounds thereof toany one of the convicting Justices and to the 
officer who prosecuted the inatter before the Justices and provided also 

that 
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that such person (in case a fine or penalty shall have been awarded 
against him) shall pay into the hands of the convicting Justices the 
full amount thereof together with the costs awarded within one week 
next alter such conviction or order and shall within the same time 
enter into a bond with two sureties approved by such Justices con-
ditioned to prosecute such appeal with effect and to abide the event of 
such appeal and to pay the full amount of all such costs as shall or 
may on such appeal be awarded against him. 

Power of entry by 	128. It shall be lawful for any surveyor or other officer 
.urvey offleen. authorized by the Minister or by the Central or a Loca1 Land Board 

and for any other person assisting or employed by such surveyor or 
officer to enter into and upon with out incurring any liability any land 
whatsoever not being a garden orchard or ornamental plantation for 
the purpose of making and carrying on any survey authorized by any 
Act hereby repealed or by this Act or by the order of the Minister or 
any such Board as aforesaid and for the purpose of fixing any object 
to be used in the survey or any post-stone or boundary mark whatso-
ever and may fix and place any such object post stone or boundary 
mark whatsoever in the said land or upon any wall tree or post on the 
land of any person and may dig up any ground 'for the purpose of 
fixing any such object post stone or boundary mark and may cut down 
and remove any scrub or timber which may obstruct any survey line 
rcquirecl to be run Provided always that such surveyor officer 
assistants and all persons employed by him or them shall do as little 
damage as possible in the execution of their duties. 

SCHEDULES. 
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SCIIEDIJLIES. 

4' 

THE FIRST SCHEDULE. 

RZPEAT, OF ACTS. 

Title of Act. 	 Extent of Repeal. 

An Act to impose an Assessment on Runs in 'lie whole. 
the unsettled and intermediate districts and 
to increase the rent of lands leased for, 
pastoral purposes within the settled districts 
of New South Wales. 

An Act for regulating the Alienation of' Crown The whole. 
Lands. 

An Act for regulating the Occupation of Crown Tue whole. 
Lands. 

An Act to declare and amend the l.aaws relating The whole.. 
to Crown Lands. 

Year and No. of Act. 

22 Vict. No. 17 

25 Vict. No. 1 ...... 

25 Vict. No. 2..., 

89 Vict. No. 13 ..... 

SECOND SCHEDULE. 

* Oat/i to be taken by Member of a Local Laud Board. 
I 	 do solemnly swear that I will execute the duties of a Member of 
the 	 Local Laid Boani faithfully impartially and to the best of my ability 
and that 1 will not directly or indirectly take or receive or knowingly permit any other 
person to take or receive any fee or reward for anything done or performed or to be 
(lone and performed under and by virtue of any of the provisions of the " Crown Lands 
Act of 1878" other than such as is authorized by the said Act So nd1) inc God. 

CD. 
Sworn before me this 	day of 	18 

x.Y2. 
District Court Judge (or Police Magistrate). 

* if a solemn declaration be made instead of an oath this form should be altered by substituting 
for the word "Swear" the words " solemnly declare" and for "sworn' in the jurat the words "wade 
and subscribed" and by omitting the words "so help ins God." 

Sydney: Thomas Riehanis, Government Prthtor.—ISTh. 
[is. 3d.] 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

LANDS ACTS AMENDMENt ACT OF 1875. 
(AMENDED REGULATION.) 

1reøcn1eb to 8arliamcitt Ii Qtornmanh. 

Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 March, 1878. 

IT is hereby notified, for public information, that His Exceilency the Governor with the advice of the 
Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the following Amended Regulation for carrying into 
effect the " Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875." 

JAMES S. FAR.NELL. 

PUBcEASES WITHOUT CoMpElmori. 

Purchase of improved Lands. 

Applications. 
1. Applications to purchase without competition, lands on which improvements may exist, should 

be in the form marked A, hereto appended, and addressed to the Crown Land Agent of the District, and 
must be made during the currency of the lease or promise of lease, or (if the land be within a proclaimed 
Gold Field) other lawful authority under which the improvements have been made or any renewal 
thereof. 

FoRM A.—" Lncns ACTS AMINDMENT Act, 1875." 
Application for the purchase of Improved Crown Lands. 

[Here state Address and nearest Post Town.] 
Sir, 

	

	 18 
Having ["erected" or" become the proprietor of"] the improvements detailed below, and which I 

estimate to be worth £ 	, I have the honor to apply that I may be permitted to purchase, without com- 
petition, under the provisions of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," the Crown lands on which 
they stand, and which are described hereunder. 

The improvements referred to are now in my possession. 
The Crown Lands Agent. 	 I have, &c., 

Nature of Improvements. 
[Describe improvements in detail.] 

Description of land. 

	

County of 	 parish of [Or where not in a town, state aJter parish of 	 number 
of acres, river, creek, or road on which the land is situated, and distance and direcSn from nearest private 
property, of which state area and original purchaser or grantee, or distance and direction from nearest crossing-
place of creek, or confluence of creek or river, or other determinate point. 

If under lease, state here name of run and lessee, or, if in Gold Field, state name of Gold Field and 
authority under which the land is used.] 

	

Ton of 	 allotment 	section 

[Gd.] 	 316— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1861. 
(REPORTS, &c,) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 May, 1878. 

[Laid upon 1kb/c in accordance with promise made in answer to question 7, Yates Rb. 75, 17 May, 1878.1 

(7.) Alienation of Crown Lands :—A&. Driver, on behalf of Sir Henry Park-es, asked the Secretary 
for Lands, pursuant to Notice,—Whether he will lay upon the Table before Parliament is 
prorogued copies of Reports from Surveyors in charge of Land Districts, showing,— 

The proportion of land taken up under the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd sections of the Aliena-
tion Act of 1801 for bond fide homestead selections 

The proportion under same sections taken up for speculative purposes 
The proportion taken up on the probable calculation of selling to Crown lessees 
The proportion of dummy selections by Crown tenants; 
The proportion remaining after those classifications, with remarks thereon 

Such reports having been called for by the Surveyor General, by the direction of Sir Henry Parkes 
while acting for the Secretary for Lands in August last F 
Mr. Farnell answered—All the Reports have not yet been received, but those that have been 
received will be copied and laid upon the Table of the House en Tuesday next. 

(Circular.) 
Sir, 	 Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 7 August, 1877. 

It is desired by the Government that reports be obtained upon the present condition of lands 
under the 13th, 14th, 218t, and 22nd sections of the Alienation Act of 1801, and in this view my attention 
has been called to the following heads of inquiry, viz. 

First. The proportion of land taken up under those clauses, and actually used in making bonfl 
fide homesteads, either agricultural, pastoral, or of a character embracing both. 

Secondly. The proportion taken up for speculative purposes, such as selling to advautage after 
three years occupation and fulfilling the requirements of the Act. 

Thirdly. The proportion taken up by persons other than the lessees of Crown lands, on the 
probability of their interests being pnrehased by Crown tenants. 

Fourthly. Proportion taken up by persons acting as dummies for Crown tenants, for the purpose 
of protecting their runs. 

Fifthly. The proportion remaining after considering the foregoing questions, with remarks as to 
its disposal. 

The consideration of the subjects may be simplified by adopting in arbitrary number, say, 100,000 
acres, as representing the total area alienated in your district under the clauses referred to ;and you are 
a.t liberty to apply the quantity to the whole, or parts of your district, should it vary in climate or by any 
other circumstances that render separate consideration necessary; and when such is the case that you 
will clearly define the geographic limits within which your reports will apply. 

I am, &e., 
P. P. ADAMS. 

Circular issued 10th August, 1877, to District Surveyors Arnheim, Botts, Bolton, Dalglish, Dewhurst., 
Donaldson, Fisher, Greaves, Twynam, and Wood. And to Salaried Surveyors it J. Campbell, Finley, 
and B. M'Donald. 

453—A 	 Mr. 
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Mr. District-Surveyor Arnheim to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Arn/jeirns Rrori. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 4 March, 1878, 

With reference to your circular of the 7th August last, requesting me to furnish you with a 
report upon the present conditions of lands under the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd sections of the 
Alienation Act of 1861, I do myself the honor to inform you that it is impossible for me to furnish 
such a report (of any official value) without collecting from the local Land Offices, of which there are 
eight in my district, all tire information necessary for that purpose, which would involve a considerable 
nmount of labour and time which 1 do not feel justified in expending unless approved by you. 

The approximate area of my district embraces about 3,552,000 acres of land, of which about 
2,828,000 acres are within the first class and 721,000 acres within the second class settled districts. 

Taking into consideration that the Land Act of 1861 is now over sixteen years iii operation,—
that although the district under my supervision comprises only six districts apportioned to Licensed 
Surveyors, not less than eighteen have been employed therein during the fourteen years I have been in 
charge thereof,—that their work has only passed through my hands during the last three years—that 
therefore my resources for obtaining the material for the desired report are limited to my personal 
observations and the knowledge of the ditrict,—l. beg to submit that my inability to report definitely on 
the heads of inquiry quoted, is sufficiently explained. 

As stated in my second paragraph, about four-fifths of my district comprises land within the 
first class and one-fifth within the second class settled districts of the Colony. They are densely inhabited 
and the land taken up therein under the 13th, 21st, and 22nd sections, chiefly in portions from 40 to 80 
acres ; most of the land so taken up is for dn.irying and grazing purposes. 

The localities where most of the land was selected for bond /ide homesteads are Wingecarribee, 
Kangaroo Valley, T3rogers' Creek, Cambevarra, and in the vicinity of Ulladuhla, Moruya, and Cubargo. 

G. Most of the land was taken up to secure land for grazing, for which pnrpose in many instances 
the selections were made in the names of members of the selector's family. 

With few exceptions the residence clause has been sufficiently observed to snake the declaration 
required by the Act, and improvements confined to slab huts and fencing, chiefly the latter, the principal 
objects sought being to secure paddoelcs for dry stock, so that although the number of portions taken up 
is large, the number of bond flu additional residents is small in comparison. 

7. There is hardly any land available for agricultural purposes now left within these districts, and 
the selections now made are only for the purposes stated. 

I have, &.c., 
E. H. ARNHEIM. 

Mr. District- Surveyor Betts to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Belts' Report. 

Sir, 	
Cooma, 26 November, 1877. 

In compliance with your circular letter of 1st August last, requesting a Report on the pre-
sent condition of lands held under the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd sections of "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of 1861" (in the district under my supervision), I have now the honor to report as follows 

The Monaro and Coast District under my charge varies so much in physical character that it can 
only be dealt with by division into two portions. The first, bounded by the coast range on the east, and 
the Snowy Mountains on the west, and consisting of the counties of Beresford, Wallace, and Wellesley, 
may be called the table-land, or Monaro proper; the other division, embyacing the county of Auckland, 
may be called the Bega or Coast District. 

In the former, the country consists for the most part of opeil stony downs, and is suitable for 
pastoral purposes—sheep farming in particular. The land in many places is good, but climatic influences, 
unsnitable to agricultural pursuits, render this industry unprofitable. The winter extends over a period 
of sir or seven months, and is generally very severe, frosts prevailing all the year round. Water supply 
abundant. 

The Bega district, consisting of the county of Auckland, is suitable both for pastoral and agricul- 
tural purposes. The water supply is good, the climate mild and salubrious; consequently indigenous and 
imported grasses flourish. The principnl occupation of the inhabitants 'is dairy farming, and this is 
carried on to a great extent. The condition of land in the Bega district taken up and held under the 
classes referred to is most satisfactory ; it was all taken up, and his held for bonit fide agricultural pur-

poses. A few isolated eases of dummyism exist, but they are insignificant when compared with the 
advantages that legislation has conferred on the whole district. 

Every available acre has been taken up in the manner described, and the district is altogether in a 
very prosperous condition. 

You are already aware of the almost total absence of improvements on the table-land of Monavo. 
I have, &c., 

ARTHUR C. BETTS. 

Proportion of Acres held under head of Xstimate. 

District. 

Monara ............ . 30,000 	5,000 	10,000 	50,000 	6,000 

Bega ...............95,000 	3,000 	nil. 	2,000 	nil. 

The fifth bead is of selections that have been 501d or abandoned in consequence of loss of re-
leases, or being surrounded by auction purchases, &c., &c. 

Mr. 
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Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Donaldson's Report. 

Sir, 	 Graf ton. 21 January, 1878. 
With reference to circular instruction of 7th August, 1877, 1:o report on the present condition 

of lands under 13th, 14th, 21st and 22nd sections of the Alienation Act of 1861, I have the honor to 
inform you that for the purposes of this report I have divided the district into two parts—the first 
embracing within its boundaries the lands winch have been taken up for agricultural and pastoral pur-
poses combined; the second part comprises land taken up for pastoral purposes only. 

2. Within the boundaries of the first part I have included all lands lying between the sea coast and 
the Orara River, in the county of Clarence, extending from the south boundary of the Clarence District 
to the Clarence River, from thence all the lands between the Coast and the Casino and Grafton Road to 
the town of Casino, and from thence all the lands between the coast and a line north from the west 
boundary of the town of Casino to the Queensland border. This embraces the agricultural lands of the 
Lower Clarence, Richmond, and Tweed Rivers. 

S. Within the boundaries of the second part,, classed as pastoral only, is included all the rest of the 
land in the district. 

With reference to the first part of the district (agricultural and pastoral combined), the propor-
tion taken up under the 1st paragraph of circular, viz., for "honâfide purposes," is 9440 per cent.; 2nd 
par., "speculative, &c.," 129 per cent. 3rd par., "to be bought out, &c.," nil. ; 4th par., "dummies," 
374 per cent. ; and the proportion remaining under 5th par., amounting to 57 per cent., has been taken 
principally for timber. 

The approximate area taken up by each selector is about 110 acres in this part of the district. 
0. With reference to the second division of the district (pastoral only), the proportion taken up 

under 1st paragraph of the circular, viz., " hand fide, &c.," is 7998 per cent. ; 2nd par., " specuative," 
nil. ; 3rd par., " to be bought out," nil. ; 4th par., "dummies," 1992 per cent. The proportion remaining 
under the 5th paragraph, amounting to 10 per cent., has been taken up for the timber. 

7. The approximat.e area taken up by each selector in this part of the district i. estimate at 160 acres. 
I have, &c., 

P. R. DONALDSON. 

Mr. District-Surveyor Greaves to The Surveyor Geneal. 
District. Surveyor Grease's Report. 

Sir, 	 Arinidale, 26 December, 1877, 
In obcdiencc to your instructions of the 7th August, that it is desired by the Government that 

reports be obtained upon the present condition of lands tinder the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 2nd clauses of 
the Alienation Act of 1861, and inviting my attention to information required, 1 have the honor to 
state that in considering this matter I shall adopt the suggestion contained in the last paragraph of your 
instructions, and separate the arabic portion of my district, called the table-land of New England, from 
the Pastorn.l or Gwydir District Proper. The limits of the for.ner may be briefly described as bounded on 
the east by the fall of the table-land; on the south and south-west by the Moonbi and Naudcwa Ranges 
on the vest by Masterman's Range (the westermost fall of the table-land) ; and on the north by the 
colony of Queensland, embracing the counties of 'Vernon, Sandon, Hardinge, Clarke, Gough, and Clive, 
and parts of the counties of G-resbam, Buller, and &rrawatta here nature has set up her own landmarks 
not to be disputed. 

In this district, taking 100,000 acres as the basis of the area alienated, then under - 
No. I.. 70,000 

11 2. 2,000 
11 3. 1,000 

15,000 
12,000 

100,000 acres. 
That under No. 5 are vicarious holdings by the children and others of selectors. 
The climate and soil of the table-lands of New England are admirably adapted for the settlement 

of a large population, and besides sheep-farming agriculture is being carried on most successfully. On 
the eastern and western slopes the vine is most profitably cultivated, and over the whole district wheat and 
maize. The table-land may now be said to be extensively occupied by a numerous body of improvers who 
are cutting down the native forests and transforming the waste lands into cultivated fields, and erecting 
their dwellings in all directions,—its isolation and distance from railway coinmnnication being the only 
drawbacks to an increased prosperity. 

The Gwydir District, embracing the counties of Finch, Benarba, Courallie, Stapylton, Murchison, 
and part of Arrawatta, is, excepting at the heads of the rivers, for the most part purely pastoral, and 
consists of extensive open downs and plains richly grassed in favoured seasons, and fringed with thick 
belts of inyall and box forests. Nature has, however, indelibly stamped it as a district subject to pro-
tracted droughts. The climate is warm, and water spnrsely distributed. 

The chief occupation in the district is sheep and cattle farming—the salt-bush plains affording 
most valuable pasture. 

Taking 100,000 acres again as the basis of alienation in this district (Gwydir) then under - 
No. 1. 60,000 
,, 2. 3,000 
11 3. 2,000 
11 4. 25,000 
11 5. 10,000 

100,000 acres. 
That tinder No. 5 are vicarious holdings by the children and others of selectors. 

I have, &e., 
W. A. B. GREAVES. 

Mr. 
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Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst to The Surveyor General. 

District Surveyor Dewhurst's fleport. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 1 October, 1877. 

In compliance with the instructions contained in your circular letter of the 7th August, I 
have the honor to furnish you with a report on the various matters therein, referred to. 

In order that the working of the Act may be clearly recognized, I shall draw your attention to 
three portions of my district situated 1.00 miles distant (the one from the other), which are specially distinct 
by diversity of soil, climate, and inferior vegetation. 

To facilitate reference, I have shown the alienations of land in a tabular form, and I have arranged 
that they should be included in each case within an area of 100,000 acres, with defined boundaries 
embracing four adjoining parishes. 

My reason for suppressing the parish names will be obvious. 
I have now the bonor to direct your attention to the tables referred to, and under the head of 

"An Agricultural District," you will find that within an area of 98,888 acres abundantly supplied with 
water, specially adapted for growing wheat, maize, and hay, in which the wheat crop—average yield, 30 
bushels to 1 acre—has never failed, one also that is in the immediate vicinity of the capital town of 
Liverpool Plains,—the proportion of land taken up under the 13th and 21st clauses of 'The Crown 
Lands Act of 1861" and actually used in making bonâ fide (but temporary) homesteads is about 	of the 

whole area. 
That the proportion taken up by persons for speculative purposes, shown in the tables as "areas 

under the 13th and 21st clauses, now transferred to lessees of runs," and held till circumstances " will 
admit of transfer," has equalled 18,569 acres, or a little less than of the gross area; and that on an 
analysis of the 18,569 acres just referred to, only about 4,000 acres have been secured by the Crown 
tenants by paid agents for the purpose of protecting their runs. 

Having now shown in what way a portion of the public estate has been disposed of in accordance 
with, and in satisfaction of, the terms of the circular, I beg to supplement the information by directing 
your attention to its further alienation under other clauses of the Act not specified in the instructions, but 
which appear to demand equal if not more serious attention. 

I find that 5,820 acres (or -çty-  of the area) have been sold to the lessees of runs without competi- 
lion at auction, or any fixed standard of value, but under old pre.emptive right at £1 per acre. 

That 19,044 acres (or about ) have been sold at auction at a gross price of £1 per acre, or 100 
per cent. below market value, and that this area has been bought by the Crown tenants. 

That under the improvement clause (about which great outcry was made some time ago) only 
1,105 acres (or a little over Tr of the area) have, been acquired by the lessees. 

And that by Volunteer Orders 300 acres, or a. little over T16  part of the area under reference, has 

been affected. 
We have remaining a balance of 46,121 acres unaliemiated ; 10,388 acres of this area have been 

temporarily reserved from sale, bat which, in default of any definite land policy, may be revoked at any 
time; and 35,733 acres still open to sale under all clauses of the Land Act. 

I will now direct your attention to the opposite table under the heading of a" Pastoral District," 
and you will find that within an area of 101,700 acres of the richest pastoral land in New South Wales—
land wonderfully adapted for the raising and fattening of stock without recourse to artificial means for 
its improvement, well-watered, but which, owing to climatic influences, such as distance from the seaboard, 
irregular rainfall, and excessive heat, is incapable of growing cereals and root crops profitably—the pro-
portion of land taken up under the 13th and 21st clauses of the Act, and actually used in making bonc 

fide (but temporary) homesteads is about i of the whole area, as against -- in an agricultural district. 
The proportion taken for speculative purposes, shown in the table as "Areas under the 13th and 

21st clauses now transferred to Lessees of Runs," or "held till circumstances will admit of transfer," 
amounts to 3,815 acres as against 18,569 acres in an agricultural district, or about 1.27th of the area; 
and an analysis of the 8,815 acres shows that more than half this area has been secured by the Crown 
tenants, through their agents. Pushing the inquiry further, I find that 26,412 acres (or over I  of the 
area) have been sold to the Crown tenants at auction, at a gross price of £1 per acre, or 50 per cent, less 
than its market value, as against 19,044 acres in an agricultural district, at a loss of 100 per cent. 

That 1,594 acres have been alienated to the lessee under the improvement clause as compared 
with 1,105 acres in an agricultural district; that under Volunteer Land Orders 550 acres have been 
secured as agaiust 300 acres; and that 56,702 acres remain unsold, giving 15,562 acres reserved from 
sale—which may be revoked at any time—and 41,140 acres still open for purchase, under all clauses of 
the Act. 

From the examination of these tables and their comparison, made up as they are of cold statistical 
figures, it seems apparent that the whole of the land alienated to various people, under the protection of 
all clauses of the Act, will eventually revert as freeholds to the lessees of the various runs; in other 
words, it appears evident that the Land Act having compelled the lessee to be the largest land-owner, 
he must necessarily absorb the smaller properties to consolidate his estate. 

The deduction is inevitable, viz., that the axiom in political economy, that demand is regulated by 

populatiox, and its corollary, that szpply should be regulated by demand, have been hitherto completely 

overlooked. 
I will now, in compliance with your instructions, in a few words state that I consider the absurd 

system, or anomaly, of selling Crown lands at auction by public competition, where no public, exists to 
compete (which exhibits, as 1. have stated a sacrifice of £1 per acre in an agricultural district, and lOs. 
per acre in a pastoral district), should be at once abolished, and the remaining Crown lands should be 
open to conditional purchase, guarded by a seven years' residence and permanent useful improvements. 

I have, &c., 
ARTHUR DEWIIURST. 

TABLE 
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TABLE showing the alienation of Crown lands over an area of 100,000 acres, to August 31st, 1877. 
In an Agrkuüusol District. 

PAnisu A.-COL'NTY OF INCUS. 
Acres. 

Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	........... .............. .................... 2,251 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish snider Old Pre-emptive Right.............................. 641 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ................................................ 2,890 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 22nd Clause.................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 8th Clause 	.................................................................... 131 
Area taken by Lessees of Jtuns under 14th Clause ..................................................................... 
Area secured by 	Volunteer Land Orders 	................................................................................ 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs . ................................ 2,581 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer, ..... ..................... 1,749 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond file Settlers 	................ . .................... . ... ......... 4,076 
Arearemaining 	unalienated 	............... .. .................. ................................................................ 12,681 

Total 	area .................. 27,000 

PARISH B.-Cowc'rv or Iaojus. 
Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ........ ............. .... .... ...... .... ..... 3,500 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Ilight .............................. 1,236 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ........ .......... ............................. 2706 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 22nd 	Clause ................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 8th Clause 	..................................................................... 614  
Arch taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 14th Clause .................................................................... 
Area secured 	by Volunteer Land 	Orders 	................................................................................. 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs ................................. 7,230 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer.. ................. ........ 388 
Area taken under 13th 	and 21st Clauses by bond file Settlers* 	................................................... 2,456 
Area 	remaining unalienated 	................................................................................................... 9,860 

Total area .................. 28,000 

PARISH C.-CouNTv or PARRY. 
Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ............................................ 941 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right.............................. 1,811 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ... .. ........... ................... ............ 8,958 
Area taken by Lessees 	under 22nd Clause ....................... .................. ........................................ 270 
Area taken by Lessees under 8th Clause 	................................................................................ 360 
Area taken by Lessees under 14th Clause ................................................................................ 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders 	................................................................................ 300  
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs ........ ........ ............  ... .3,253 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer .......................... 550 
Area taken under 13th and 218t Clauses by boudficlr Settlers ...................................................... 360 
Arearemaining 	unalienated 	................ ................................................................................... 7,085 

Total area.. ................ 23,888 

PARISh D.-CoeNrv OF PARRY. 
Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ................................. ............ .3,696 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right ........ ..  ................... 2,132 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ........ ............ .......................... 4,490 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 22nd Clause..................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 8th Clause 	..................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 14th Clause ..................................................................... 
Area secured by Voluilteer laud Orders 	................................................................................. 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs ................................. 2,178 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 640 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond file settlers* 	...................................... 757 
Area remaining unalienated 	................................................................................................... 6,107 

Total area.................. 20,000 

SyNopsis OP AnovE T,un,us. 

Within the Defined Area of 100,000 acres. 

10,388 Acres are reserved for Public Purposes. 
41,781 Acres are owned by Lessees of Runs. 
3,327 Acres will be transferred within 3 years. 
7,659 Acres will he transferred when sufficient inducements are offered. 

35,733 Acres remain unsold. 

TABLE showing the alienation of Crown lands over an area of 100,000 acres, to August 81st, 1877. 
In a Pastoral District. 

Psnrsn A.-Qouyrv or Jiexsoac. Acres. 

Area reserved from We for Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	............................... .............. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Bight ... ...... 	... .................. 

4,748 

Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause 	.......................... .......... .......  ..... 	5,605 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause 	.................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause ....................................................................... 640 
Area taken by Lessees of 	Runs under 14th Clause 	.................................................................... 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders .............................................................................. ... ... 	350 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs 	......... .... ....... ..... .... ...1,450 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond Jude Scttlers.  ...... ... .... ........ ......... 	..... ..... .... ......... 8,324 
Arearemaining unalienated 	.... ........................................ 	...................................................... 10,583 

Total area ............ ...... 	26,700 

PARISH 

$ These cannot he said to have taken the land for speculative purposes but the linpossibuity of extending the holdings will mane their 
secoptance of the inducements to sell held out by the Lessee of the Run, a more question of time. 
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PARISH 13.—COUNTY OF JAMISON Acres. 

Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	.............. ...... ..... ........ ...... ...... 	5,847 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right 	............................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause 	......... ............ . .......................... 4,542 	- 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause 	..................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause...... ... . ................................................. ...... .......40 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 34th Clause 	.................................................................... 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders .................................................................................... 150 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs 	................................ 
Area taken under 38th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond fi.de  settlers ....................................................... 2,990 
Area remaining unalienated 	................... .................... ........................................ .... ... ............. 	6,431 

Total area .................... ...... 	20,000 

P.cusn C,—CouNry.or JASUSON. 

Area reserved from Sale from Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	... ................. ...................... 3,620 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right ............................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause .......................... ...................... 11,352 
Area taken by Lessees under 22nd Clause 	................................................................................. 
Area taken by Lessees under 8th Clause ............................................................. ..... .... .........  ... .. 400  
Area taken by Lessees under 14th Clause 	................................................................................ 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders ................... ....................... ........  ... ............................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21 at Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs ................................ 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer ...................... ..... 	1,725 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bonc2fide settlers. .... .......... 	...... ................................. 2,080 
Arearemaining unalienated 	................. ............................. ...............  ...... ..... .... .... .... ..... .......... 	11,023 

Total area ........................... 30,000 

PARISH 0.—Couny OF JAI5ISON 

Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	................................... ..... .....1,347 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right ............................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause 	................. ...  ........... .... ...... ...... .5,113 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause 	..................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause ....................................................................... 514 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 14th Clause 	..................................................................... 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders ................. ...................... ...................................... ..... ..nO 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs 	............................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, hold till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 640 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond jide  settlers* 	 ................................... 4,233 
Area remaining unalienated 	....................... ...................... ...................................................... 13,103 

Total area ............. .............. 25,000 

Syporsis OF ARes's TABLEs. 

Within the Defined Area of 100,000 Acres. 

15,562 Acres are reserved for Public Purposes. 
30,000 Acres arc osmed by Lessees of Runs. 
2,365 Acres will be transferred within three years. 

12,627 Acres will be transferred when sufficient inducements are offered. 
41,140 Acres remain unsold. 

TABLE showing the Alienation of Crown lands over an area of 100,000 acres, to August 31, 1877. 

In an Agricultural and Pastoral District. 

Panisn A.—CouNry or llAwrs 	 Acres. 

Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ............................................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right ............................ 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ................................................452 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause .................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause ........................................................................ 
Area takes. by Lessees of Runs under 14th Clause ..................................................................... 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders ................................................................................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs .................... ............. 	ISO 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held until cireun,stanees admit of transfer ....................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond fide settlers* 	....................................... 
Arearemaining unalienated 	........ ........................................... .................. ... ................ ... ........24,398 

Tdtal area .............. ............. 25,000 

PAursa 13.—COUNTY OF ilAwas 
Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ............................................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right .............................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause ... . ..... . ...................................... 	1,514 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause ..................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause ........................................................................ 10  
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 14th Clause ..................................................................... 
Area secured by Volunteer Land Orders .......................................... ..........................................  
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs .................................82 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer .......................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond file settlers ......................................................80  
Arearemaining unalienated ............... .............. .............................................. . ........... ............ 	23,314 

Total area ........................... 25,000 

PARISH 

'These mnnot be paId to have taken the land for speculative purposes; but the impossibIlity of extending the holdings will make thee 
aecejltance of the Induoe,nente to sell, held out by the Lessee of the Run, a mere question of time. 
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PARisH C.—COUNTY OF HAWES. 
Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes 	............................................. 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old Pre-emptive Right .............................. 160 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs at Auction under 23rd Clause 	................................................ 823 
Area taken by Lessees under 22nd 	Clause ................................................................................. 
Area taken by 	Lessees under 8th Clause................................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees under 14th Clause 	................................................................................. 
Area secured 	by Volunteer Land 	Orders ............. .............................................. .........................  
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs 	................................. 40 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, hold till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by bond file settlers 	..................................................... 
Area 	remaining unahenated 	..................................................... ............................. ................. 23,977 

Total ares ..................... 25,000 
PARISH D.—Couxrv OF hAwks 

Area reserved from Sale for Water Supply or other Public Purposes ......... ..... ............................... 
Area purchased by Lessees of Runs in the Parish under Old lYre-eruptive Right .............................. 

1,000 

Area purchased by Lessees of Runs it Auction under 23rd Clause 	.... ................ ............................ 1,08! 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 22nd Clause 	................................................................... 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 8th Clause ....................................................................... 400 
Area taken by Lessees of Runs under 14th Clause 	.................................................................... 
Area secured 	by 	Volunteer Land 	Ortlet-s................................................................................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, now transferred to Lessees of Runs 	.................................. 2O 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses, held till circumstances admit of transfer ........................... 
Area taken under 13th and 21st Clauses by boná file sett!ers 	...................................................... 
Area 	remaining 	unalienated 	................................. .............. ................... ....... ............  ............ ..22,199 

Total area .............. ....... 25,000 
Syrorsis or A.novn TABLES. 

Within the defined area of 100,000 aerea 
1,000 Acres are reserved for Public Purposes. 
5,032 Acres are owned by Lessees of Runs. 

Acres will be transferred withiss 3 years. 
80 Acres will be transferred when sufficient inducements are offered. 

93,888 Acres remain unsold. 

Mr. District-Surveyor Daiglisli to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Daiglisit's Report. 

Str, 	 Dubbo, 12 September, 1877. 
In reply to your circular letter of the 7th August., requesting it report, under specified heads, 

on the present condition of lands held under the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd clauses of the "Crown Lands 
Alsenation Act of 1801," and situated in inydistriet, I have the honor to state that for the purposes of the 
report I consider my district in three portions. 

The parts in my district of the counties of Wellington, Bligh, Roxburgh, and Phillip. This 
portion forms part of the Settled Districts of the Colony it is suitable for farming or 
grazing, and contains several important gold fields. It is well watered, thickly settled, and 
the climate is mild. 

The Pastoral Districts of Wellington and Bligh This portion is most suitable for pastoral 
purposes in small or large holdings ;  it contains tracts of country suitable for farming but 
the climate is uncertain and in the north-western part the water supply is precarious. 
Settlement, except on the borders of the Settled Districts, is proceeding slowly. 

The Pastoral District of Warrego This portion is most suitable for pastoral purposes; there 
is small scope for agriculture on account of the prevalence of hot dryisig winds and the 
sinai1 rainfall. The water supply is very precarious. Most of the land taken up under the 
clauses mentioned is for the formation of roadside public houses, or on the part of the Crown 
tenant, to prevent that kind of occupation. 

The heads of estimate are 
Bond ,fide homestead selections. 
Selections made by men with a knowledge of modes of improving country, who desire to form 

homes and sell after fulfilling the requirements of the Act. 
Selections made for the purpose of levying black mail. 
Selections taken up in the interests of persons other than the selector. 
Selections whose holders have been forced to soil out by the skilful use against them of these 

clauses and the 23rd clause ; the 2nd and 31st of the Crown Lands Acts Amendment Act; 
and Volunteer Land Orders. 

The basis of proportion is 100,000 acres for each portion of my district, 'and the proportion under 
each head is given in the accompanying schedule. 

Proportion of scrod held under head of eatimato. 
District.. 

lii 

55,000 5,000 20,000 15,000 6,000 Settled 	A 	............................... ......... 

50,000 4,000 Nil. 36,000 10,000 Pastoral 	B . ............... . ............. .......... 

Do. 	C 	........................................ 60,000 Nil. Do, 50,000 Nil. 

I have, &c., 
J. C. DALGLISJ{. 

Mr. 
These c5nnot be said to have taken the Sand for speculative purposes; but the Impossibuhty of extending the holdings will osaka their 

acceptance of the indnscomontal to tell, held out by the Lessee of the Run, a mere question of time. 
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Mr. District-Surveyor Fisher to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Fish er's Report. 

Sir, 	 Orange, 1 February, 1878. 

In connection with your reminder of 24th ultimo, asking mc to report in connection with 
your former circular of 7th August, 1877, as to the present condition of lands applied for under the iath, 
14th, 21st, and 22nd sections of die Alienation Act of 1861,-1 have the honor to point out my inability 
to furnish such a Report, as I have no means of arriving at an approximation to the area of land selected 
in any particular portion of my district, much less the total area. 

The instructions for the survey of these lands do not pass through my hands, nor have I any 
information whether the majority of persons reside on their selections and make the necessary improvements. 

The only gentlemen in a position to furnish the required reports would be either the Commis-
sioners or Inspectors employed under the Act, or the Licensed Surveyors in each district. 

I have, &c., 
EDWARD FISHER. 

Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to The Surveyor General. 
District Surveyor Twynarn's Report. 

Sir, 	 Goulburn, 22 December, 1877. 

The district assigned to my supervision covers a large extent of country, comprising land 
adapted for distinctive occupations under agricultural and pastoral pursuits; there are also parts generally 
in the neighbourhood of large towns, whore the two classes of tenure are more or less united under 
individual holdings. 

Formerly, agriculture may be said to have been restricted to the sea-board, but gradually, and 
encouraged by the more favourable seasons than previously prevailcd, land along the principal watercourses 
draining the higher slopes on the western watersheds has been brought under titlage, especially in the 
neighbourhood of extensive mining settlements, such as Young and Grenfell, but the late two successive 
dry seasons, with the consequent failure of crops, herbago, and water, show the precarious nature of such 
occupation beyond the limits deter-mined by climatic conditions. 

Under these circumstances, conditional purchase generallybeyond the old settled districts, comprising 
the eastern fringe of the continent, has been made available for pastoral occupation on it small scale, occa- 

sionally united with agriculture. 
I feel much diffidence in replying to your circular letter, inasmuch as I am not in a position to 

support my opinions by reference to ihets or statistics, but can merely give the results of personal observation 
and inquiry. 

In the old settled district', comprising the counties Argyle, King, St. Vincent, Georgiana, and 
Murray, settlement has been fostered and encouraged by selection before survey, and although many 
selections, in the aggregate amounting to several thousand acres in each county, havo passed into the 
possession of the proprietors of large adjacent freehold estates, still the transfer has generally been of 

llegitimate character; this has been specially noticeable where there has been an extensive area covered, by 
conditional purchase, for the selector being restricted to the area actually purchased has found it altogether 
insuilicient for beneficial occupation in the rearing of stock, without which branch of farming permanent 
settlement on the land appears to be unprofitable. As an instance, I may point to the extensive settlement 
in the Wingeeavrihee Brush, county of Camden, also to Breadaibane Plains, county of Argyle. 

In what may be considered as an intermediate district between the eastern fringe of settlement, 
comprising the counties along the coast range and the level pastoral country to the south.westsvard, there 
has been extensive alienation of land of a mixed character to meet the unexpected demand caused by the 
sudden incursion of population for gold-mining purposes, and of this character has been the rapid settle- 
ment of the counties Monteagle and Harden. 

Although in the first instance alienation was gradual and the result of demand for produce for local 
eonsntnption, in a few years, and with a. rising market for cattle, it was soon discovered that such occupa-
tion was most profitable, and shortly it became devoted to the rearing of stock exclusively, thus competing 
with the pastoral tenant; then, in defence of his own interests, the squatter endeavoured to prevent the 
inroads of a class of cattle breeders in a small way, and as the readiest course to preserve the run intact, 
became the proprietor of land by conditional purchase on his own account, and by means of agents thus 
a most mischievous and demoralizing antagonism was engendered, resulting sometimes in the defeat of the 
selector, who found lumself surrounded on all sides by land in possession of the lessee, and thus deprived 
of the illusory grazing right over thrice the area purchased, and in other eases in the permanent and bene- 
ficial occupation of comparatively small areas for pastoral purposes. 

Proceeding further inland to the purely pastoral country, whore the topographical and climatic 
conditions are such as do not favour any other character of settlement, malversation of the law becomes 
apparent, 

In the counties of Forbes. Bland, and G-ipps, at least three quarters of the land applied for and 
measured passes into possession of the pastoral lessees, much of it in a legitimate mode by transfer from 
selectors, who have found the conditions of soil and climate too severe for occupation on it small scale; 

another portion by purchase of the interest of selectors, who establish themselves in a. position to command 
their price, anda small portion by illegal process, such as selection by agents, &c. To my own knowledge 
in many parishes the alienation complete and incomplete is all on account of the pastoral tenants. 

I. have emideavoured to give a general view of the process of alienation in my district, but I fear 
that without minute investigation the data requisite for arriving at it  correct result cannot be obtained. 
But should the inquiry be held of sufficient importance, I think that the detail information connected with 
such a county as Gipps might be collected without much cost; certainly the outlay would appear 
insignificant if the particulars would be applied in the consideration and arrangement of a new Land law. 
Under these circumstances I shall endeavour to comply with your request by annexing a tabular statement 
showing the general results of alienation in my district, but I would beg again to point out that such a 
statement cannot be other than barely approximate. 	 I have, &e,, 

E. TWYNAM. 
______ 	 In 
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In preparing the following tabular statement, the district under my supervision is considered in
three portions, each representing 100,000 iwrcs conditionally puhased— 

A.—Those counties within the old settled districts, viz., Argyle, King, Georgiana, Murray, and 
St. Vincent, comprising several important gold fields, and in which the physical conditions 
are generally favourable either to agriculture or depastur-age, both occupations beirur 
frequently pursued by one and the same proprietor. 

B—Part of the Lachlan Pastoral District, comprising the counties of Harden, Monteagle, and 
part of Forbes eastward of Icangarooby Creek, which in certain localities present favourable 
conditions for occupation iii small holdings, and in which there are large tracts of very fine 
land, which will render abundant supplies of grain and fodder when the demand arises within 
this part of my district there are extensive gold fields, viz., the Lachian, the Burrangong, 
the Emu Creek, and the Tyagong. 

C—The purely pastoral country, comprising the counties of Bland, Gipps, and the greater part 
of Forbes, the latter being within- the Laclilan Gold Field in this part the physical 
conditions are such as to render occupation otherwise than in large areas a hazardous 
investment, and in which from the same causes population must continue to be sparse. 

The heads of the Estimate are by circular letter designed as follows 
Bonfide selections for occupation. 
Bonáfide selections for speculative purposes. 
Selections for forcing a purchase by lessee. 
Selections by agents or dummies. 
Proportion alienated in freehold. 

Districts,  
Proportion of 100,000 acres held under head of Estimate. 

1 2 3 4 5 - 

Settled 	A ..... ..................................... 70,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 10,000 

Pastoral 	intermediate B ...................... 50,000 25,000 10,000 15,000 NiL 

Pastoral 	C. 	....................................... .20,000 

.. 

50,000 10,000 20000 Icil. 

Mr. District-Surveyor Bolton to The Surveyor General. 

District Surveyor Boltoti's Report. 
Sir, 	 Wagga Wagga, 10 May, 1878. 

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular letter of the 7th August, 
1877, demanding a report. on the present condition of lands held under the 13th and 22nd sections of the 

Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," and in reply I beg most respectfully to inform you that I do not 
possess sufficient positive information relative to the condition of individual conditional purchases to 
report dcBnitely on the subject, so that this communication should be viewed rather as an expression of 
opinion than a report hosed upon accurate and detailed information in the majority of cases within the 
district under my supervision. With respect to the first paragraph of your circular, I would point; out 
that my district may be considered to be divided into two classes of country, that within the county of 
Mitchell, east of the Galore Mountain and the Counties of Bonrke and Clareudon, being adapted for 
agriculture in commection with grazing and rearing various kinds of stock, while the counties of Urana, 
Cooper, Bowling, and that part of Mitchell west of Galore Mountain, and all the counties to the west of 
them, is purely pastoral country, the only crop that can be profitably grown being hay for home eon-
sumphon. In no part of my district are there any conditional purchases taken up exclusively for 
agriculture. In the section of country alluded to as being adapted for agriculture combined with grazing, 
I beheve the land to have been taken up in the following proportions 

40 per cent. for actual occupation as a home. 
30 per cent, by relatives, connections, or friends, in the interest of the head of the family. 
20 per cent. by employés in the interest of lessees of runs, 
10 per cent. by run-holders to secure desirable pieces of country with a pretence at residence in 

temporary structures, while their families live in sumptuous residences in the immediate 
neighbourhood. I think cases where persons take up land to iuduce either run-holders or 
adjacent proprietors to "buy them out" are very rare, and not worth taking into considera-
tion in thct, it would be hard to judge what a maa's motives might be in taking land, and 
the fact of his selling out at a high rate to some interested person is no proof that he took 
the land up with that object in the first instance. I am inclined to think such transactions 
are more frequently the result of ambitious and covetous persons wishing to secure a 
monopoly of the land about them, holding out inducements in the shape of a high price, &e., 
to vacate their holdings, 

in the country only,  adapted for pastoral purposes, I believe the small proportion of land taken 
under the sections of the Land Act in question to be as follows 

30 per cent, for actual occupation as a home in connection with pastoral pursuits, such as 
dairring, rearin,, and fattening cattle and sheep. 

40 per cent, by relatives, friends, or servants, in the interest of the head of the family. 
20 per cent. by employés of run-holders. 
10 per cent, by lessees of rims to secure desirable pieces of country. This latter mmght seem a 

small percentage, but it must be borne in mind that a great many runs are held by absentees 
or mercantile firms. 

453—B 	 As 
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As regards the carrying out of the conditions of residence and improvements, 1 do not think the 
residence clause is faithfully acted up to in more than 40 per cent, of the cases, while 1 believe the improve-
ments are not fulfilled in 25 per cent. of the cases, even mci tiding small areas where the actually necessary 
tenement, stockyard, fencing, and clearing must cost a larger sum in proportion to the area of a small 
holding than in cases of larger holdings. In support of this opinion I would only draw attention to the 
vast area taken up by conditional purchase and the proportionately large sum the improvement of such 
vast area to the extent of a pound per acre would represent; and even if all that money were at the dis-
posal of the conditional purchasers there would still he the impossibility of procuring labburers to effect 
the necessary improvements, for during this last ten years a scarcity of labour has been experienced on 
our railways and other public works; but as a, rule conditional purchasers seldom have much more money 
than the amount required to be paid as the first deposit on their holding. This is quite apparent from the 
great anxiety evinced to procure a refund to enable them to select elsewhere when they chance to apply 
for a piece of reserved or unavailable land in error. However, I may remark that the s'hortcomings in 
respect to value of improvements effected on conditional purchases are not confined to the poorer classes, 
for in cases such as are hereinbefore alluded to, where well-to-do persons have resorted to the lath and 
22nd sections of the Land Act to secure land they have failed to expend the required amount on the land 
so taken up, as well as to carry out the other conditions of the Act. The declaration enacted by law 
seems to be quite ineffectual in insuring the compliance with the conditions of the Act; in fact the system 
of false declarations relating to land has gone so long unpunished that it seems ingrained in the people. 
The restrictions as to area, &c., have not prevented monopoly, for large estates have been amassed by 
employment of dummies and underhand means, so that whereas a scrupulous man with a small fortune 
has been unable to obtain an area large, enough to be worth living on, unscrupulous persons have secured 
large landed estates. 

A.s I before mentioned, this portion of the country is either only fit for pastoral purposes or agri-
cultural in eonnexion with grazing; hence even the increased area of 640 acres is altogether too small to 
be occupied profitably, and the amount, viz., £1 per acre, altogether too great for it person to lay out on 
a holding that would, only yield a bare living to an industrious family. 

Under these circumstances, the land laws of the Colony offer no opportunity to small capitalists. 
For instance, a man may have spent many years as an overseer on stations and acquired a thorough 
knowledge of stock, and have saved up £5,000 during that long period of faithful service, and yet when 
he wished to start on his own account he must either go into a large statiou property and contend against 
an overwhelming debt or settle down on a conditional purchase without scope for his capital and energy. 
With a laudable desire to make a remunerative estate for his family, such a one would be tempted to 
employ agents in the persons of his elder children and friends to secure a larger holding, who would form 
the class of dummies referred to as taking up land in the interest of the head of a family. 

I hope my remarks will not be considered irrelevant or out of place, as I consider that though they 
do not exactly apply to the present condition of lands taken under the 13th and 22nd sections of the 
Land Act, they in a measure point out the indirect causes for the present unsatisfactory compliance with 
the law which seems to be treated with indifference and even contenpt. 

I have, &e., 
C. F. BOLTON. 

Mr. District-Surveyor Woods to The Surveyor GeneraL 
District Surveyor JVood's Report. 

Sir, 	 .Albury, 3 May, 1878. 

Referring to your circular letter of August last, as to the condition of land sold under the 
Alienation Act, reply to which has been delayed owing to heavy pressure of business and want of 
sufficient data to,  form an opinion upon the subject upon which I am required to report—A.s to your 
query— 

First—Adopting an arbitrary number, as suggested by you, say 100,000 acres, as representrng the 
total area alienated in the Police District of Albury, I find approximately under— 	 - 

Section 13..............................74,000 acres. 
21 ..............................25,000 
14..............................500 
22..............................500 

Total ...............100,000 acres. 

The whole of which land appears 'to be used in making bond Jide homesteads, either agricultural, pastoral, 
or of a character embracing both. 

Secondly—Although I am aware of cases where a few parties who have held land for years have 
been tempted by high prices to dispose of their selections to owners of runs or others, yet my attention 
has not been called to any case where the land has been taken up for purely speculativepurposes. 

Thirdly—There may be an isolated ease or two, but my previous remarks will also here apply. 
Fourthly—In reply to this query, I should mention that I have no reliable information in regard 

to persons acting as "dummies "for Crown tenants, and any data must of necessity he insufficient; 
however, in answering that about 1-15th of the land is so dumniied, I fear it is something approaching 
guesswork. 

Fifthly—There is such an enormous quantity of land alienated in this district among 50 great a 
number of persons, that I am under the impression (the land being scarce) all that is alienated is taken 
up with a view to being improved and added to large estates upon which are homesteads of a pastoral 
character, or else selected for the purpose of making bonâ fide homesteads of a character embracing both 
agricultural and pastoral pursuits, leaving no residue. 

I have, &e., 
JAMES H. WOOD. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Surveyor Campbell to The Surveyor General. 
Surveyor Uarn pbeii's Report. 

Sir, 	 Wentworth, 21 February, 1878. 
In reference to your circular of 7th August, 1877, respecting the present condition of 

lands under sections 13, 14, 21, and 22 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act' of 1881 in this district, I 
have the honor to report I have already forwarded a report (vide letter of 31st October, 1877) upon the 
area of land applied for and taken up under the various sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act in 
this district. From this report I quote as follows, in reply to the various questions asked in your 
circular 

In conditional purchase work the area measured has been 8,440 acres, in 65 portions. 
The conditional purchaser, as a class, does not prevail in this district. They may be divided 

into four classes. In all these classes I am bound to say that I think the conditions of residence and 
unprovements have been, as a rule, complied with, and present in that respect a marked and very favour-
able contrast to the conditional purchasers of other districts in which I have been stationed." 

A further reference to that report will give you such information as T am able to afford "upon 
the present condition of lands " under every section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 

I have, &c., 
P. J. CAMPBELL. 

Mr. Surveyor M'Donajd to The Surveyor General. 
Surveyor .M'Donaid'g Report. 

Sir, 	 May, 3 January, 1878. 
Advertent to your circular of 7th August, I do myself the honor to inform you that it is. 

almost impossible for ins to report definitely upon the present condition of lands taken up under the 
13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd clauses of the Alienation Act of 1861, owing to the facts that the district 
under my supervision is a very large one, and that instructions for the measurements of lands other 
than those ap2hed for under the 23rd clause are not issued to me. 

I could only obtain correct information by examining the records at the local Land Offices, 
consulting the Licensed Surveyors in charge of the several districts, and making personal inquiries; but 
as all this weuld occupy a great time, I wait for special instructions before doing so. 

I believe I may state that no land has been taken up in this district under the 14th clause, and 
very little under the 22nd, and that generally applications for land under the 13th and 21st clauses are 
of a bonâfide nature. 	 - 

The country in this portion of Riverina is, as a rule, suitable for pastoral pnrposes only, and it is 
considered that even for those purposes small areas (by which I mean any area under 1,000 acres) will 
not prove remunerative. The general stock-carrying capabilities of the eountiy is about 3 acres to 
1 sheep, and from 15 to 20 acres for 1 horse or 1 head of horned cattle; hence it is that such large areas 
are purchased under the 23rd clause, applications for about one-third of a million acres having been dealt 
with by me during the past year. 

I have, &c., 
ROBERT M'DONALD. 

Mr. Surveyor Finley to The Surveyor General. 
Surveyor Finley's Report. 

Sir, 	 Inverefl, 27 Apni, 1878. 
Referring to the accompanying instruction, wherein I am called upon to report as to the 

present condition of lands under the 13th, 14th, 21st, and 22nd clauses of the Lands Act of 1861, in the 
Deniliquin District, I have the honor to return the instruction. I was just commencing to prepare and 
collect information upon the subject when I left Deniliquin for Inverehl in February last. I am now 
unable to make the report. 

I have, &c., 
P. G. FINLEY. 

SYSOPTTCAJ, 
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SniorricAt VIEW of the foregoing Reports on the working of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861" as regards Settlement. 

Pon purposes of Survey, as well as for Office arrangements, eleven districts of the Colony are placed under the supervision of the District Surveyors. On the 7th August, 1877, a circular 

by direction of the G-overnment was issued from the Surveyor General to each of these gentlemen, with the creeption of District Surveyor Evans, whose district, comprising the 
Metropolitan, Hunter, and Macleay, it was not considered requisite to report upon. The results are briefly tabulated below. 

District 
Surveyor. District comprises. Sub4ivlsion. 	Physical features. Climate. 

rroportion of land laelct under heads of Estimate. 
ltcn,aulcs. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Arnheim 	... Illawarra None 	....... ................. ileavy brush 	............. Prineip 
Per 

ally bond 
cont. 
fldehome steeds Chiefly in portionsoffrom4OtoS0 acres for dairyingand gsflaing. 

Table-land 	................ Very severe so 5 10 50 
2 

5 The fifth head is of seloetions that havo been sold or abandoned 
in consequence of loss ofpre-leases, or being surrounded by Plain 	......................... 

Very mild ..... .. 

Mild and Gain- 
brious 

95 3 
nsetiou purchases lie. 

Donaldson Clarence Pastoral ......... Do Scsns-t.ropical 
Warm 

9440 
7998 

129 374 
1992 

.57 
10 The small amount under atil head is taken for timber. 

New England and Gwy- 
Do 

Table-land 	... ............ 
...........

Temperate 82 2 1 
2 

15 
25 

Agricultural and sheep fanning. 
For tile most 	Pastoral country. part 1,urely dir Pastoral. 

Monaro A .... . ....... ....... 

Gwydir B ....... ........... Open downs ................ Warm 
.

Very warm 
70 3 

Three classes of country, agricultural, Pastoral, and mired. 
flewhurst - . - 

... 	............. ... 
Monaro Pastoral .......... 

Bega B 	...................... 

Coast A ....................... 

Settled A 
Plain 	.......................... 
Mouutainous ...... ..... .. Mild ............. 55 5 20 15 5 Gold fields and thickly settled. 

Dalglish 

Inland B 	.................... 
New England A 	..... ..... 

Thigh & Wellington B Hot 50 4 36 10 Suitable only for pastoral occupation. 

Part 	Settled District s of 

............. ...... 

...... 

Plain .........................
Do, 

Mountainous and Plain 
Very hot 
Warm 

50 
No Returns 

50 Do. 	do. 
Valuable rId  fields, and eastern half thickly populaesl. 

)3etts .......... 

North-western ............. 

and portion of Wcll 

Livorpool Plains ................. 

Warrego C 	................. 
Great agricultural area also. 

. 

.......  

. Greaves ....... 

Twynam 
trict. 

Part of Settled and part 

.... 

Mountainous ................ Temperate 70 10 5 5 10 Contains gold fields 	country favourable to ngricniture or 
ington Pastoral 	Dis- 

of Laehlan Districts 

. 

Mild 50 25 10 15 
depasturage. 

Extonsivegoldilelds 	couiitryreryssiititblo forgraiss andfodder. 

Fisher 	....... 

Do Warm 
Do 

20 
70 

I 	50 10 20 
30 

Purely pastoral country. 
Fit for agriculture only when combined with grazing. PartofPastoral Districts 

Settled A 	................... 

Do 
Do 70 30 Purely 	country. pastoral Laehlasi and Murrum- 

Intermedinte B ............. Plain 	....... ............ ...... 

Do 
bidgee. 

Pastoral C ....................
Eastern A .................... Boiton 	....... 

Wood 

Western B 	................. 

Plain, 	except 	eastern 
Do 93 7 Country agricultural, pastoral, and of mixed elsaraeter. Albury Police District................................ 

extremity ................ 

N.E —As will 
be seen by a reference to the Reports, different 'jews are hold by the District Surveyors of the elaeaa, who have taken up land under the named clauses, and coi,sequently varyin5 estimates of the same have been made, ssloreover, as repoatoslly stated 

in the said reports, the estimates are nlerely approximate. 
J. G. HAY, 

1 May, 1878. 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES.) 

ipreotritcD to Jarliameat, puruant to act 25 llict. No. 1, otc. A.  

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, dechred under the 4th section of the Act 
25 Victoria No. 1. 

City, Town, or Village. Ares for City, Town, I 
or Village, Area for Suburbs. Locality, 

Government Guette 
in wade!, published. 

Town of Hiliston NoItl li ll5aeres3roods..j 941aores2rooda.., County of Niehoon, at flillston 1st Oct.., 	1877. 
North, parish of Rcdbank. 

Village of Springhill. ..... County of Bathurat., parish of Sbad- 10th Nov., 1877. 
forth. 

About 590 acres.,. 

About 43 acres ......... 

About 1,900 acre County of Urana, parish of trans... 14th Nov., 1877. Town of trans .............

Village of Brushgrove ... About 65 acres ... 

. 

About 45 neres ... County 	of 	Clarence, 	parish 	of Do. 	do. 
Woodford. 

'S 

[3d.I 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES.) 

J)rcuutzb to Parliament, purztuat to Act 25 3icf. flu. 1, ste. 4. 

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 4th section of the Act 
25 Victoria No. 1, 

City, Town, or Village. 	or Village 	Area for Suburbs. 	 LoutitY. 	 iii which published. 
Area for ty, Town, 	 (lovemment Gazette 

Tows of Tenterfield .......340 acres (about)... 840 acres (about)... County of Clive, parisb of Tenter 1 December, 1877. 
field. 

Town of Glen limes .......606.........974 ,, 	 County of Gough, parish of Glen 
Innes. 

Village of Bundella .......135 ,, 	.........150 ,, 	.. ...... .County of Pottinger, parish of 24 December, 1877. 
Lawson. 

[3d.] 	 83- 

0 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES.) 

13reztnftb ft 13arlianunf, pnrzuaitt ft 3x1 25 coict. LIe. 1, ztc. 4. 

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Oities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 4th section of the Act 
25 Victoria No. 1. 

Area for City, Town, 	 I Govenunent Gazette City, Town, or Village. 	or 	 Area for Suburbs. 	 Loeality. 	 which publi,h. 

Town of Warren ..........220 acres (about)... 3,400 acres (a 

Extension to Town of 165 ,, 
Casino. 

County of Oxicy, parish of War- 22 February, 1878. 
yen, at Warren 

County of Richmond, parish of 
Casino South, on the south 
aide of the Richmond River. 

[3d.] 	 238—. 
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NEW SOUTH WALL,  S. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(SI•TES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES.) 

tJrccnteh to tiarlismrnt, pnr6naui to Ad 25 Thct. t1o, 1, tc. 4. 

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, zwd Villages, declared under the 4th section of the Act 
25 Victoria No. 1. 

City, Town, or Village. Area for Suburbs. Locality. 	 ¶ 'wikthi,uhJntheu. 

Village of Bulls. ............ .458 sores (abont)... 320 acres (about)... County of Monteagle, parish of 	30 31,rr 	, 1h71. 
Wilton, on Bulls Creek. 

156 	,, 	... 111.80 	,,,,...: County of St.. Vincent, parishes1 	Do. 
Town of Nolligen 	.......... of West and East Nelligon. 

1)0. 
Town of Guadarimba 163, 690 	,, 	,, 	... County 	of 	Rous, 	parishes 	of. 

South and East Gundurimba. 

[Sd.] 	 369- 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(SimS FOB C1TI:Es. TOWNS, AND VILLAGES.) 

1Presntcb In joarlialurnt, ptiruant to Ott 25 3iJict. Xc. 1, ur. Z. 

ABSTRACT of all 	,'ites for Cities, Towns, and Villages 	declared tinder the 46 section of the Act 
25 Victoria No. 1.. 

City, Thica, or Village Am.  Area for Suburbs. 	 J.cality. 

Town of Mudgee .......... About 750 acres... About 15 sq. miles coillity  of Wellington, parishes of 5th April, 1375. 

I 
Mumaa and Miiclgee. 

Village of Mundorlo ...... .About 320 	,, About 320 	,, 	County 	of 	Wynyard, 	parisl' 	of 
Muiularlo. 

Town of Tamwort.h ........ About 750 	,, 950 	neres 	.......... County of highs, parish of Toni- 
worth, 

Town of Walcha 	......... About 375 	,, About 796 aere ....County of Vernon, parish' of Woleha 

P3d.J 	 413— 
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Wynyard 

Wellington 
Eing ...... 
Bucicland... 

Gloucester 
Ceorgiana 
Psewy 

Husne 

Waradgery 

Wellington 
Forbes ..... 
Argyle ..... 

1877-8. 

YEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PURPOSES. 

lflreantEb to Varlifinvent, pur8unnt to &t 25 lIft. jac. 1, rier. 5. 

ABSTJ ACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Religious and Public Purposes, in accordance with the 
5th section of the Act 25 Victoria No. 1. 

4O, 

Place. county. 	I Allotment I Section. Locality. Area. To what purpose dedicated. No, of 	Cat. No. of 
Papers. I Plan. 

Adelong ........... 

Amosfield .......... 
Badjerribong ........ 
Bullock Island ...... 

Do. 
Bungowannah 
Clarendon 
CaeRe ...... 

Cowra .............. 
Cudal .............. 

Cudgegong ......... 
Dalton .............. 
Doughboy Hollow.... 

Forster............. 
Fullerton ........... 
000noo Goonoo...... 

Gumbargana ....... 

Ray................ 

Hill End ........... 
Morongla ............ 
Ne.ttery ............ 

Nerrigs ............ 
Power's Corner ...... 
Redlancls ........... 
Sacicville Reach...... 
Scone ............. 
Tocumwal ......... 
Toll-har Creek ...... 
Va1labadaI, .......... 

W 	hrallah ....... 
Wa gcU ............ 
Wellington .......... 
Yarrungu ........... 

Do............ 

1,2, and lO 	13 

Portion 447 
25 

2 	38 

9133 
Portions 29 and 40 

Portion 87 
Portions 263 and 2 

Part of section 18 
1, 2, and 16 	14 

1 	10 
8 	1 

Portions 124 and 3 

Portion 53 
Portions 72 and 3 

11 	1 and 2 

l and 2 	SI 

Portion 316 
77 
47 

go 
83 

420 
62 

Portion 1133 
18 and 21 	27 

Portion 64 
l and 4 1 	11 

21 	1 	77 
Portion 291 

11 	295  

Town of Adclong ...... 

Parish of Ruby ......... 
Do. Badjerribong 
Do, 	Newcastle ..... 

Do. 	do...... 
Do. llungowannah. 
Do. Enrongilly 
Do, Coolac ...... 

Villagc of Cowra ....... 
Do. 	Cudal ........ 

Do. Cndgegong 
Town of Dalton......... 
Parish of Tcsni ......... 

At Wallis Lalcc ......... 
Parish of Sherwood .... 
- 	Do. 	Sooi,00 (Ioonoo. 

Do. Richmond..... 

Town of Hey .......... 

Parish of Tambaroora 
Do. 	)lorongla ..... 
Do. 	Nattery ....... 

Do. 	Strangers ..... 
Do. 	Hayden ....... 
Do. 	Oorowa ...... 
Do, 	Comelia ...... 

At Scone ............... 
Parish of Toeumwal.... 

Do. 	Bunyan ....... 
Town of Wallabadab 
Parish of Lerida ....... 
Town of Wallgott ....... 

Do. 	Wellington .... 
Parish of Yarrunga .... 

Do. 	do......  

a. r. p. 
1201 

200 
200 
0 1 361 

o o 37 
120 
100 
120 

120 
120 

200 
0 1 36 
120 

400 
200 
120 

120 

1201 

700 
2 0 0 
200 

200 
200 
200 
400 
720 
7201 
200 
1 3 20 
200 
200 
0 011 
200 
200 

Church of England Churcb 
Parsonage. 

Public School........... 
Do. 

Presbyterian Church 

Do. 	Manse ..... 

Personage. 
Do. 

Roman Catholic Church 
Presbytery. 

Public School ............ 
Church of England Parsoi 
Roman Catholic Church 

Presbyterv. 
General Cemetery ........ 
Public School ........... 
Roman Catholic Church 

Presbye cry. 
Baptist Church and Minis 

Residence. 
Roman Catholic Church 

1'sesbyter 
Recreation Ground ...... 
Public School ........... 
Extension of site for IN 

School, 
Public School ........... 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

General Cemetery ........ 
Do. 

Public School ........... 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

School of Arts .......... 
Public School ............ 

Do. 

Ms. 76-6,507 A. 1-1,664 R. 

77-5,063 1'. 359-1,078 
6,526 P. 826.1,978 
5,564 C. 602.1,984 

C. 620-1,034 
P. 351.1,978 
C. 601-1,984 

C. 016-1,984 
C. 2.2,003 

P. 355-1,973 
1-181311. 
549-1,984 

C. 553-1,984.. 
F. 319.i,97 
C. 609-1,984 

C. 563-1,984 

C. 503-1,084 

W. 652-2,091 
P. 852-1,978 
P. 345.1,978 

P. • 332-1,978 
P. 871-1,078 
P. 390-1,978 
P. 300-1,978 
C. 552-1,984 
C. 555-1,934 
P. 373-1,078 
P. 332-1,978 
P. 876-1,978 
W. 1,702 k 
W. 44-1,281 
P. 341-1,978 
P. 344-1,978 

70-0,483 
7 7-14,480 

11,416 

12,210 
74-8,718 

77-9,495 
7,301 
4,315 

76-7,795 
77-2,901 

9,878 

28 

8,052 

11,169 
7,256 
1,367 

4,560 
1,800 
7,586 
6,885 

11,998 
4,318 
6,854 

11,787 
lees 
8,293 

10,524 
8,592 
3,1.03 

[3d.] 	- 	72- 
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Coulburn 	.. Portions 90 and 91 
an.. 

B.,ck Creek ............. 

llathurst ............... 
lsowiiing 	.. ............. 

Bathurst ........ 
Harden 	. . . . 10 	d 14 14 

Box Ridge 	............. Roxburgh Portion 72 
Unewlln 	............ ...Harden 	. . . ,, 	168 

Hurne ,, 	151 Brocklesby West ....... 
Broke 	................ .Northumber- 1 	18 

and. 
Usriga 	................ Hemter Portion 01. 
Bungonla .............. . Argyle ...... 13 and 17 	I 

Ca,nslen 	. . . Portion 281.s Burrawang .............
Camden I-Jason .. ...... .Macquarie 	.......

d  Canonba 	.............. Grego 	
. . . . 

ry 
...... 

'and I 	2 	ISA 
Canowiudne 	........... Aslsburnham Portion SOs 
thrrow Brook 	......... Durham..... ,, 	78 
Qethcart .............. Wollesloy ..... Part of scotia,, 19 

Nandewar Portion 138 
Argyle ,, 	145 
King ,, 	101 
Bathurst  23 

Deep Creek .............. 
East Argylo 	........... 
Everton 	............... 
Little Forest 	........... 
Middle Harbour 	....... Cumberland ..... 

Inglis Portion 103 Moor creek 	........... 
.. Nowna ............... St. Vincent,, Po rtions 211 and 212 

Spring hill 	........... ilati,ursi Portion 229 

rngwood Cook  
Chive ,, 	82 

7, 0, and.. 17 

........... 
Rocks 	............. 

Tuena 	................. 

Prima 	....... 

Harden 	. . . - 

Georgiana 	............. 

5, 4, and 3 4 

Unina 	................. 

Do Do....... 2 and 3 5 

Wallenclbeon ........... 

Yarn 	............. ... Forbes ...... Portion 208 
Yarrala... ........ Argyle 

. 
 150 

Yard................... 
..... 

King ................. I 

Parish of Jorn lam, .,, 
a. 	r. 	p. 
1 	2 	0 I RomanCatholic Church, and 31,. 77-0,309 C. 614-1,084 

Prbsbytcry. 
City of llathnrst 	......... 0 	2 0 	Public School. .... .......... .. 78-3,090 P. 237-1,978 
Village of Bosvnissg ....... F 	1 	2 0 	Church ofEr,gland Church and 77-3,188 C. 553-1,934 

Parsonage. 
Parish of Watorbeach 2 	0 11,190 P. 580.1,978 

Do. 	Coweomnbla 2 	0 
0 	Public School .................. 
0 	Do, 	.. ....... ....... 11,868 385 

Co. 	Brocklesby 2 	0 0 	Do. 	................. 
. 

12,431 380 
Village of Broke 	......... 0 	2 0 	School of Arts 	............... 13,681 B. 1-1,711' 
Parish of Whybrow 2 	0 7,038 P. 306-1,978 
Town of Bnngam,ia 1 	2 0 	Church of England Church and 9,250 C. 024.1,084 

I 	Parsonage. 
2 	0 0 	Public School ............ .... 9,466 P. 383.1,978 

Do. 	John's River 7 	2 

0 	Public School.  .................. 

6,030 C. 621.1,984 
1 	0 23 	Roman Catholic Church and 6,714 0. 013 

Parish of Yarrunga....... 
0 	Ge,,eral canete................. 

Presbvterv. 

... 

Town of Canonba ......... 

2 	0 78-917 P. 392.1,008 Parish of Collot 	......... 
2 	0 

0 	Public School ................... 
0 	lb 	................. 77-5;026 300 Do.- 	Can-ow ......... 

Village of Cathuart 2 	0 78-693 414 
Parish of Tirspereelsa  ...... 2 	0 0 	Do 	................ 77'9,525 347 

Do. 	Ilarulan 2 	0 0 	Do 	................ 7,058 336 
Do. 	Blakcney,,,... 2 	0 

0 	Do 	.......... .......... 

7,258 808 
_Dp.Colqridge.,. y .. 200 _o. 9,255 22!,, 

limiter's Beach, larish of about 
0 	Do 	

.. 

Publicpurposes... ........... 

.... 

78-2,448 
Willoughby 5 acres. 

.. 
Parish of Wooloinol 2 0 	0 Public School ................. 77-10,681 P. 

1 2 0 ChurchofEnglandChurchand 4,327 C. 
Parsonage. 

Do. 	Shadforth 	.... 5 	0 	0 4,814 P. 

Do. 	Nowra ........... 

Do. 	Coonrnsslc 	. . . 1 	2 20 Do 8,146 
Do. 	cllenlyon 2 	0 	0 Do 5,682 ss 	',,.ra .1-.,+ 0,.,,, ..,,,.,.t mt,,.,,.,,.,, 0 flr.e 	I 

640 acres. 
Town of Train 	1 2 0 Roman Catholic Church and 	11.542 1 C. 607-1.004 

Public School .................. 

Presbytery. 
1 	2 	0 1 Wesleyan Church & Minister's 2,891 W. 	1-2,19011 

Residence. 
1 	2 	0 PresbyterianChearchaudllanse 6,278 C. 	015-1,984 
2 	0 0 13,162 . P. 	353-1,978 
2 	0 	0 

PublIc School ................. 
Do 	....... ..... . ... 12,100 349 

2 	224 Do 
. 

11,400 884 

883.1,978 
025-1,984 

289-1,978 
378 
393 

Village of Wahlendbeen 

Do. 	do..... 
Parish of Mulyan...... 

Do. 	Yarrs.law.... 
Town of Yass.......... 

407 

1877-8. 

NEWSOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANIJS. 
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PURPOSES) 

Vrccitttb to i3artianivit, purouaitt to Act 25 the. 41o. 1, ZCC. 5. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Religious and Public Purposes, in accordance with the 
5th section of the Act 25 Victoria No. 1. 

I'lace. 	I 	County. 	I Allotment. Lo01lity. 	Arcs. 	To what toupees dediarted. I 	No. of 	Cat. No. of 
Papers. I Plan, 

[3d.] 	 264- 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTh WALES. 

CROWN lANDS. 
(AUTHORIZED To BE DEDICATED TO RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

kctnittcb to Varliaincnt, vurunnt to Art 25 eicf  jo. 1, ccc. 5. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to ReUgious and Public Purposes, in accordance with the 
th sectioll of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 1. 

Place. County. Loeslity. Area. To what purpose elcdlestcd. No. of Papers. 

	

a. 	r. 	p. 
Hyde Park, City of Sydney 	abt. 40 	0 	0 Me. 	75-3,643 

J)o. 	...................... Do Land lying east of College-street. 	3 	2 	0 

Public recreation 	....................... 

Do 	........... .............. Do. 
Sydney ....................... 

to be designated Cook Park. 
Do...... ................. 

Cumberland 	....... 

Do Land lying ,,orth-esst of Boom- 	4 	2 	0 Do 	......... ... ........ ..... Do. 
. 

.. 
eran$-.street, to be designated 
Phillip Park. 

(31]  
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1877-S. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(AUTIIOIUZEI) TO BE DEDICATED TO RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PUR1'OES.) 

rcøciiicb to ljorliammit, jnrzuiuit to Zct 25 Thri. ho, 1, nc. 5. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Religious and Public Purposes, in accordance with the 
5th section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 1. 

Place. 	County, 	Portion, Allont.t. Section, 	Localift. 	Area. mo TO what 	
I No_ hrIrrh,ose denies ted. 	l'ajjo

o  
i 

r  
, 	I 	

(.t. 
of 

 No. 

Via. 

Baker's Swamp ..... I Gordon ....... 103 . 	. 	. 	. 	I 
. 

. . . 	Parish of Narragal 	...... L 	2 	0 	0 
I 	, 

Public School ............... flank's )lctido'v, ,. . cumborland................ abe, 6 	0 	0 Public Recreation ........... Daraclhie 
Do. 	of Botany ......... 

near Baradine 	........... 7 	2 	0 General Cerneter.............. Baradirre ........... 
Do. 	.......... Do. 	..... . . 1 21 	Town of iharadine ......... 2 	0 	0 Public School ................ Do. 	.......... ..Do. 	.......... 7 & 8 13 	Do 1 	2 	0 Ohurch or England 	Church 

7 & S 11) 	Do 1 	2 	0 
and Parsonage. 

Wesloyan Church and Minis. Do............ Do..........

Macrjuade 51 Parish of John's River 2 	0 	0 
tore Residence 

Public School ............... Camden haven ...... 
cedar Creek 	....... Northurnl,cr 76 Do. 	Millield ........ [ 	3 	1 	2 Do ................ land 
Cooha Creek 

........... 

. 
2 	0 	1 Do................ cungegong ........ harden ...... I 	.. 	. 	. 

Clarcndon 	.................. 
1, 2 & 10 15 	Village of Cungegong . . 1 	2 	0 Roman Catholic Church and 

C undagni, North . . Clarciseton 	..' I 

Do. 	Cooha ........... 

North Guodagni 8 	0 	0 
Prcsbytery. 

General Cemetery ........... .............. 
2 Town of Hillston, North.. 2 	0 19 Public School ............... icholson 	............ 

Do. 	............ 7 	Do. 	. .1 	1 	2 	0 Church of England Church 
Ililiseon 	............ 

Clarendon 	.114 

.. 

JellS.......... t Parish or Bute 	........... 1 	2 	0 
and Parsonage. 

Do. 

Do. 	........ .... 

Do. 	.......... Do 
Wynyard 

118 
01 .... 

. .. . 	Do 
P ParIsh of Itowan ..... 

2 	0 	0 . 
2 0 	0 

Public School ................ 
Do ................ Murray 71 Do. 	I'ialligo ......... 2 0 	0 Do ................. 

Ironbong ............ 
.. 

Westmorela,,d 55 Do. 	Adderley 2 	0 	0 Do ................. 

Lake Albert 	........ 
Majura .............. 

ltoxlmrgh 109 .....I 2 	0 	0 Do ................. 
Mimo 	Dell 	.... ... 
Paling Yards .......
J{ahsbow Creek Durham 330 Do. 	tie, Alban's 2 	0 	0 Do ................ Murray ...... 1.90 

.......... 
. . . 	Do. 	Jesse 	........... 

Do. 	Trrggeranong 2 	0 	0 Do - 	................. Tuggeranong ....... 
Turi 	............... 
Wallace Town ........ 

')' 
Claremiorn 	. 

171 
89 & 00 

...... 
. 	. 	. 	I 

..., 	Do. 	Purl 	........... 200 
1 	2 	0 

Do................. 
Weslcyan Church arid Minis- 

%Vallondbeen ....... Harden ...... 432 . 	. 	. 	- 	i 

.. . - 	lb. 	Malebo 	......... I 
- 	- 	Do 	Cnrllirrgn......... 2 	0 	0 

tare Residence. 
Public School ............... 

Ms.77-e0,3Si I'. 401.1,978 
Ml. 72.711 B. 24,840 It 

:3-5,061 C. 140.1,934 
77-12,088 1'. 413-1,978 

12,900 C. 629.1,084 

12,0511 C. 630.1,954 
14,416 1'.807- 1,078 
10,751 P. 300-1,978 

78.1,880 P. 370-1,975 
77-0,769 C. 626-1,094 

78.3,252 C. 412.710 
77-2494 P. 337-1,979 

11513 V. 592.1,084 

12,597 C. 628.1,984 
1203 I'. 411.1,973 
11,012 P. 158-1,979 
78-636 1'. 422.1,078 

77-11,101 1'. 406-1,978 
784,442 P. 451.1,978 

77-12,524 P. 407-1,978 
10,970 P. 408-1,978 
9,524 P. 346-1,978 

14,512 C. 5691,014 

11,421 P. 337-1,978 

[3d.] 	 -442— 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(RESERVED FROM SAI.E FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

jØrc%cntcb to ¶adiamcut, pursuant to qct 25 lYle. No. I, see. ). 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from Sale until surveyed, for thepreservation of Water Supp'y, 
or other public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Vactoria No. 1. 

No. of Papers. NO. 
j 05cr' 

of Locality. 	 Arm, 
Government Gatecte 

in which the descrip. Folio. 
tion is pul,]sshod. - 

Am. 77-2429 501 ox. County of Pottinger, parish 	of Dubbleda, GuI-'abt. 2,630 acres 1 Oct., 1877 ... 3789 
londarldy. 

Ms. 77-7441 1257 640 
7441 1258 

County of Moarainba 	...................................... 
320 

8003 551 
Do. 	...................................... 

County of Gough, parish of Gordon ................ about 320 
8409 357W. cx. CounlxofPottinger, parish of Coogal & Brignloat  1,285   ... 3790 

Ci. 4153 550 County of Sandon, parish of Kentucky ............ 
Am. 6490 553 60  Ms. 76-5857 1852 

, 	Do. 	parish of Arding ................... 
County of Rume, parish of Buraga 	................ 

.....6t  

about, 60  Am. 75-30252 1845 1,200 
76-30873 758 

County of Wnhool, parish of Candoulpi 	............ 

Ms. 77-7931 1856 
County of Loichliardt, parish of Nebea ...............16  
County of Cain, parish of Pungmaller ............ 1,100 	,, 3 	,, 	... 3831 

7146 185 County of Cooper, parish of Narranden ............ 
... 

240 	,,  ... 3853 
26 County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria ...... 105  10 	,, 	... 3950 

3635 Do. 	parish of Lonclondorry 12 	,, 39e2 
6279 18 County of Georgians, parish of Yalbnuth 40 	,, 19 	,, 	... 4155 
6280 19 Do. 	parish of Babalahia 40  
44.45 308 640 
4445 309 640  
4445 310 640  
4445 311 640  
4445 312 640 	,, ... ,, 4156 
4445 313 

County of Cain 	.......................................... 

(340  6021 673 

Sahara No. 2 Run 	....................................... 
Yelkur 	Run 	................................................ 

CountyofMurehison,parishofRalland3laeinytro 640  7558 1262 

Chive B 	Run ................................................ 
North Clare B Run ....................................... 

640  Cs. 77-14348 1267 

Whitenanhal, Run 	....................................... 

County of Nicholson, 	parish of Belnie and 960  
County of Bland, parish of Yerni .....................

Enrolls. 
Ms. 77-7559 1266 County of Wal jeers, parish of Mossgcil 1,506  

6697 240 W. ox. County of Harden, parish of Nurang 511  
6367 1272 Do. 	parish of Mooney Mooney 56acs. ird. ,, 	... 4156 

AIn. 76-32147 1857 640 acres. 
Ms. 77-6025 554 

County of Urana, parish of Wil000a .................
County of Dudley, parish of Mackay 24.0 	,, , 	... 3654 1270 County of Karen, parish of Murvunabool 3 	,, 2 	,, 	... 3798 

75-7892 293 	I 1,600 	,, 9 	,, 	... 8032 
77-6925 655 240  19 	... 4156 

60 25 656 

County of Beresford, parish of Jilarnatong ........ 
County of Dudley, parish of l'udie 	.................. 

about 250  6329 1120 
County of Clarke, parish of Dyke ...................
County of Nandewar, parish of Tipperuna 2 Aln. 77-2W7 364 E. cx. County of Barnett., parish of Gragin and Myalla about 135   ... 4157 

Ms. 71-7292 1274 Counties of Bland and Harden, 	parishes of ,, 	3,260 	,, ,, 
CannJindalee. 

Bl
nd 

58 263 
7558 1264 

County oa75 	 nd, 
	

parish of Yerui ......................40  
Do. 	do. 60 

7558 1260 Do. 	pa.rishofMoonbucca 	.......... abt. 1,920   ... 4158 
7558 1261 Do. 	parish of Yerai ... .............. .... 1,480  kIn. 77-4095 820 County of Cunningham,parish of Wolongong ... 1,000 	,, 

TsIs. 77-2382 830 County of Ashbunahans, parish of Parkes 160 	,,  
,, 

4916 County of Clyde, parish of Brewarrina ...58 
7847 1285 County of Clarendon, parish of North Gundngai 140  

,,  
8221 351 County of Beresford, parish of Coolriagdon 	... 20  7468 70 W. Cr. County of Harden, parish of Gobarralong 256 ,, ,, 	... 4150 Cs. 77-15369 1268 about 	11}  Ms. 77-4095 828 

County of Forbes, parish of Mulyna ................
County of Cunningham, parish of Wolongong...... 21 	,, ,, 



4.14 

2 

I 	No.of No. of Papers. 	i Reserve. tonsil Ey. 
Gourrasaent Cczrl(e 

Area. 	inn hich the descrip-, Folio. 
I C-ion is puN bed. 

Mn. 76-42370 34 County of Phillips, pansh of B:svly ..... .......... about 	11 acres 19 Oct., 	1877 ... 4159 
Ms. 77-7468 1271 640  

Ala. 76-28264 345 40  
72-14075 347 40 

14074 346 56acs. Srds. ,, 4160 
Mc. 77-0300 43 County of ilatiaurst., parish of Shadfortla ......... about 	18 acres 10 Nov., 1877 4394 

76-10842 296 4 sq. rn. - 	,, 4395 
10542 297 4 	,, ,, 11 

10842 298 44,, 
10813 299 2 
10543 800 4 
10840 301 3 
10840 302 about 	10 

77-11085 767 11 	 2 	,, 30 Oct., 1877 4240 
11085 768 2 	,,  
11665 766 4 	, ,, 

Ms. 76-11550 303 County of Thouleanna ................................. about 	5 	, 10 Nov., 1877 4395 
11550 304 5 	,, ,, 	... 11 

77-876 305 10 	,, ,, 11 

76-11.311 306 about 	4 	,, ,, 11 

11311 307 

-County of Harden, parish of Gobarraloug .......
County of Dampior, pnriah.of Bodalia ............. 

Do. 	do. 	............... 11 	 4 	,, ,, 11 

77-7006 769 . 

Do. 	do. 	............. 
Do. 	do. 	............. 

1,000 acres 
7947 316 

County of Killara 	..................................... 

County of Caira, posishes of Bocart-hon. Busi 24 5gm. ,, 4396 

Do. 	..................................... 
Do. 	.................................... 

omburt, and Cahilligbil. 
7947 317 

County of Irron ........................................ 
Do. 	........................................ 

County of Cairn, parish of Bocarthon 	............. 24  
8567 357 

Counties of Thoulcanna and Irrara ................ 
Do. 	do. 	................ 

 

45 acres 
6118 1860 

County of Gregory ..................................... 
Do. 	..................................... 

abt. 1900  
.tln. 7-7-6218 1861 

Rocky Station Run ...................................... 

Counties of 	Denison and IJraro, 	parishes 	of ,, 	640 

-County of Irrara ........................................
Counties of liven and Thoulcanna ................ 

Berigan and Mair Jimsny. 
Ms. 77-3812 1862 

Do. 	do. 	................ 

960 
3812 1863 

County of Lincoln, parish of Bald Hill ............. 

about 660 
7286 557 101; 
5481- I 	369 

County of Wallace, parish of Gordon .............
County of 6-oulburi,, parish of Coppabella ....... 

County of Hurne, parish of Ryan ................... 

640  
5485 370 2 sq. in. 11 

5152 331 

County of IJrana, parish of Wahlencloon .......... 

County of Ashburnharn, parish of Gunning. 640 acres ,, 

County of Sandon, parish of East hake .............. 
County of Finch 	......................................... 

bland. 
5152 451 N. cx. 

Do. 	......................................... 

County of Ashburnham, parish of Nelangalong about 640  - 
76-11392 332 Do. 	parish of Boree Cabonne 3 	,, ,, 439a 

11392 833 County of Gregory, parish of Stanhope 	.......... about 	21 sq. rn ,, 11 

9353 834 Do. 	parishes of 	Stanhope and 

. 

. 

. 

. 

5 	,, ,, 
North c a t a 

AIn. 77-6660 674 County of Marcisisms, parish of Tarrnivaroa 	... 420 acres ,, 	... 
6660 675 320  

Ms. 77-3812 1865 Macs. 2rds.  
Ala. 77-6705 1866 about 290 acres 
Ms. 77-6768 1869 1430  
Mn. 77-437 647 50 	,, ,, 4398 
Ms. 76-9022 1864 

Do. 	parish of Delungra ........ 
County of Urana, parish of Wallandoon ........... 

County of Urana, parish of Jerildesie South 	... aM. 1,560 	,, ,, 
77-6770 184 N. cx. 

County of Wakool, parish of Yarrein 	.......... ... 
County of Uraao, parish of Galore 	................. 

480 	,, ,, 
76-1511 1206 B. cx. 

County of M.urchisoa, parish of Malroy ........... 

about dao  
77-9105 1808 432-,,  

8784 358 County of Beresford, parish of The Brothers ... 2nes. 2rds.  
Ala. 77-5160 803 N. ox. County of Harden, parish of Mooney Mooney... about 	50 acres 

14 Nov., 1877 12 Ms. 77-4479 558 100 	,, ... 
Cs. 77-1857 359 51 	, .21 Nov., 187-7 4523 

Mn. 77-3821 1867 

County of Lincoln, parish of Dunedoo .............. 

474 11 

Ms. 77-8839 310 

County of Urana, parish of Mangabla .............
County of Buecleugh, parish of Nerungrove ...... 

70 	,, ,, 11 

8839 311 70 21 

8791 559 Counties of 	Vernon and 	lanes, 	parish o 1,280 	,, ,, 4521 

County of CUre, parish of Jondal ....................... 
County of Dampier, parish of ljrobodalla 	............ 

En&ld. 
8791 560 

County of ljrana, parish of Piney Ridge ...............
County of Drake, parish of Packs ........................ 

Counties of 	Vernon and ilawes, 	parish o 450 	,, ,, 	... 11 

Do. 	parish of Carnham 	.................. 

Yarrowiteh. 
Cs. 77-5987 60 Connty,  of Raleigh, parish of Valley Valley 12  ,, 11 

17907 360 County of Wellcsley, parishes of Currawang, 25 	,, ,, 11 

Tarnworth, and Moonbi. 
Ms. 77-116 aM. 4,875 	,, 10 Nov., 1877 ... 4397 

10454 47 115 	,, 20 Nov., 1877 ... 4474 
10431 38 

County of luglish, parish of Woolornol 	.......... 
County of Cook, at Thin Plains ........... 	........ .... 
County of Wellington, parish of Mudgeo 40  

Sydsit y Thoissas Ricisa un Government Prisstcr. —1573. 
[3d.] 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTH WALE,  S. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(RESERVED FROM SALE, tNTIL SURVEYED FOR TILE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

lfinzcntgb to ajatliamcut, purøuant to Rct 25 Vie, No. t. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from Sale until surveyed, for the preservation of Water Supply 
or other public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 1. 

No. of Papers. '° of 
eserve. Lornlity. Arcs. 

Gorcnisnent Gazette 
lii which the deserip- 

tion is published. 
Folio. 

Ms. 77-9792 685 County of Courallie, parish of Coanbadclo and about 	860 acres 1 December, 1877 4667 
Bumble. 

8502 943 cx. County of Bland, parish of Eurabba ............... 2r. ,, 11 
76-1511 1206 cx. u County of Uran 	 M acres 

..7lao. 
11 

Cs. 	77-24910 791 ,,  ... 4668 
Ms. 77-7417 792 County of Leichhardt, parish of PineScrubRon 640 ,, ,, 

10293 329 

. 

4sg. an.  
8601 1277 60 acres 

Am. 	7289 1280 

a, parish of 	uryabla ..............639 

County of Gipps, parish of Barar.................. 
Ms. 	9539 1281 

County of Rivonniar 	(on Calf-pen Creek) ..........560 

County of Bland, parish of flarinedman 1900  
11 

SIn. 76-22088 
1282 

County of Wentwort.h ....................................
County of Bland, parish of Bribaree................ 

Do.. 	parish of Warbilla 640 	, 

...400  

1881 County of Townsend, parish of Officer 1080 	,,  
Ms. 77-7646 562 County of Sandon, parish of Damaresquo 23ae. lr.  

9722 563 County of Gough, parish of Wellington 744 acres  
564 Do. 	parishes of Yarrowford and  160  

Wellington. 
76-11176 676 County of An-awatta, parish of Trigamon ........ 1360 	,, ,, 	... 4669 

1290 851 County of Cunningham, parish of Condoublin ,, 	800  
and Galgo. 

77-8271 309 County of Roos, 	parish of 	Wiangario and ,, 	120  
Windl,aan. 

11095 354 , 	260  
1126 County of White, parish of Cocabey ............... 640  
1127 

...... 

1280  
1128 ,, 	960 	,, ,, 	... 
1129 

County of Bcresford, parish of Miealigo............. 

960 	,,  
7073 91 

Do. 	parish of Ca ........................ 
...... 

40  
11 92 

Do. 	parish of Orr ..................... 
Do. 	parish of Berth ....................... 

Do. 	parish of Wobimble 40  
5670 352 

County of Brisbane, Mymblunr ............................

County Wellesley, parish of Glenbog .... .......... 640 	,, ,, 	... 4670 
Cs. 77-19167 211 cxl;. ox. County of Rous, parish of North Codrington.. 50  

....... 

M5. 77-2166 44 7cc. 3r. 16p.  
6278 1284 

County of Macquarie, parish of Lausdown ............. 
hue. 3r. 25p. 

8123 344 cx. 
County of Harden, parish of Culliasga ................ 

340 acres  
AIn. 76-42322 508 60 	,,  ... 4669 

Ms. 77-0680 1283 County of Bland, parish of Busabe, Euroka 865 11 
10293 7150 	,, ,, 	... 44372 

5687 775 1400  15 	,, 	... 4861 
10564 1280 County of Gipps, parish of Ilgindrie ............... 1280 11 

9272 1.859 

County of Auckland, parish of Mogila ................ 

Zlsq. Di.  
5079 294 

County of Gougli, parish of Clive ...................... 

d2sq. m.  4862 
8957 550 cx. 21 acres 11 

Cs. 77-8226 909 cx. 40  
Aim 76-37205 1887 County of Townsend, parish of Kerurak000 320 

33816 1888 380  
Ms. 77-7945 1889 144ao. Br.  

3974 371 

County of Wentworth 	(at Gol Gel) ................... 

County of Pottinger, parish of Gnnnedah ............ 

480 	,,  
5007 331 

County of Leiehhardt ..................................... 

Do. 	parish of Gallendaddy .......... 

County of Caira, parish of Baromhert 

.... 

720 	,, ,, 	... 4863 
9416 1858 

County of Boyd, parish of Malborygoog ..............
County of Caira ...................... ....................... 

Do. 	parish of fleece .................. 
County of flume, parish of Corowa.................... 

County of Waradgery, parish of Toogimbee 840  
7483 677 320  

11 678 Do ............................ .................... 640 ,, 

11 670 

County of Finch, parish of Giaagie ....................... 

Do ............................................... 50 
11  680 Do. . ............................................. 

10565 1288 

County of Arrawutta .................................... 

County of Gipps, parish of Eagle .................. 2500  

.. 

9260 466 S. cx. County of Harden, parish of Moonez Moonez 

.. 

2ac. ir.  
10912 1130 County of Lciehhardt, parish of Turidgerie, Sag. m.  

North Run. 

....100  

- 	10566 1287 County of Gipps, parish of Yarrall and Wee- 384.0 acres  

.... 

lala. 
kIn. 77.4339 315 County of Cairn, parish of Balranald 870  ,, 	... 4864 
Ms. 	677 1131 County of Buckland, parish of Moar................ 2ae. lr. iSp. ,, 

ME 
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No. of Papers. No of 
Reserve Locality. 

Government Unette 
Area. 	in which the descrip- 

tion is published. 
Folio. 

Ms. 77-1365 USi about Boo. Or. Sp.  15 Docomber, 1877 4864 
11 58 cx. County of Cairn ........................................ 4sq. m. 

5079 62 ex. 800 acres 
9765 314 Msq. in. 

Sin. 77-5709 1290 

County of Argyle, parish of Yarralan ............. 

line. Sr. lOp. 
Ms. 77-5687 774 County of Leiohhardt., parish of Magameton 25 acres 

Mountain. 
12215 1125 County of Baradine, East Cainbie tun 640 	,, 24 	,, 	... 4965 
12208 567 

Do....................................................... 
........ 

3000  
13031 692 

Do 	parish of Yarrington................ 
County of Sturt, parish of Currathool................. 

640  
44.20 

10778 
378 
84.6 

Counties of Harding and Darling ......................

County of Catgoa. ....................................... 4sq. m. 
, 	60 acres 

,, 	... 4965 

7641 61 County of Dudllez, parish of Yarrnbandinie ,, 	400  
11 62 parishes of Yanba and Yar- ,, 	400  

County of Baraba ........................................... 

rnbandinic. 

..... 

9345 27 

County of Ashburnham, parish of Kamandra...... 

County of Cumberlaiad, parish of St. George ,, 	S  
7614 49 County of Northumberland, parish of Broko 
9631 565 County of Gough, parish of Wdllingrove 930 	,, 4 	,, 	... 4683 

Ccl. 	2801 1890 County of Mitchell, parish of Gillenbab .......... 7472 	,, 14.,, 	... 4827 
Ms. 	435 1177 County of Weraclgery and Nicholson .............. .... ...24sq. in. 18 	,, 	... 4868 

Sydney moans Richards, Government Printer—ISIS. 

[3d.]  

'I. 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(RESERVED FROM SALE flT1L SUILVIiYEI), FOIL THE PIIIiSEILVATION 07 WATER SUPPLY OR OIlIER PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

lftfe%tttteb to I,artiamcnt, puruant to ct 25 }Jir. No. 1, set. 4. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from Sa1e until surveyed, for the presertation of Water Supply 
or otEer public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Victoria IN 0. 1. 

o. of 2 o. of 
Rezone. LoIliy. Ares, 

Government Gazette 
in which the desaip- 

tic,, is published. 
Folio. 

Me. 	77- 13668 1136 County of Boradine. 	................................. . about 1,000 acres 4 J5n., 1878 	... 49 
14200 1309 2 sq. miles  

kIn, 77- 	6359 18 
County of Bland, parish of Warbilk..................
County of \Ycstsnoreland, parish of Thornehope 5 acres 

9444 17 Do. 	parish of Jocelyn 40  
Ms. 	77- 	2417 1331 about. 22 sq. mu 15 	... 221 

14388 369 acres ,, 11 

78- 	487 1900 illie Ploa County of Winynril, parish of W 	rn 20 	,, ,, 11 

77- 10363 40 . County of St. Vincent, parish of Nowra 103 	,, 25 	,, 	... 389 
12500 810 

Counties of Waradgery and Nicho lson 	...... .... 
County of i3eresford, parish of Bingan ..........1.60 

sq. mile 
311 Do 16 .0 acres  
312 

County of Yantara 	.....................................1 

Do 6 sq. miles  
313 Do 2+,,  

kIn. 	76-36520 806 County of Ewenmar, parish of Moonal 700 	acres  
Ms. 	77- 11006 590 N.-or. Do. 	parish of Tinandra ........ about 1.600 ,, ,, 	... 390 

10694 719 	,, 360  
11 783 

Do. 	parish of Mcrrigal............ 
Do. 	 do 	............... 

. 
800  

7737 771 Do. 	parish of Umangla 31  
10695 779 Do 2,400  

780 Do. 	 do 1,920  
10697 781 Do 1,440 
10696 732 Do, 2,400  
11005 786 County of Gregory, parish of Tongamba ......... about 900  
10698 787 Do 2t sq. miles 

9350 788 about 5 	,,  
1106 793 650 acres 

kIn. 	77- 5904 318 .. County of Windeycr, parish of Cathero ...... 

. 

2 sq. miles ,, 	... 391 
11 319 

Do. 	parish of Peter DuSty ....... 

Do. 	parish of Yart.la ............ 3 
11 320 

County of Gowen, parish of Kirban .................... 
.... 

if  
1161 324 

Do. 	 do 	............... 
County of Manra a 	....................................... 

.... 

Ms. 	77- 10355 686 County of Stapylton, parish of Weldan .......... ou
1 

abt 960 acres 
9537 1294 County of Nicholson, parish of Moon Moon ... 1,650  

10185 1149 County of Lcichhardt 	................................. ...3 sq. miles 
8956 52 cx. County of Iluckland, parish of Currabubula 40 	acres  

Do. 	 do. 	...... ...... 20 
8204 1906 County of Wakool, parish of Worobvan .408  

kIn. 	77- 	,, 789 W.ex. Do. 	parish of Worobyan and 
Monlamico 	South ................................. .340  

Ms. 	77- 13010 1877 County of Boyd, parishes of Uri and Ugobitt about 6 sq. miles 
67- 	4288 571 County of Inglis, lmn1 of Bcndcmeer 640 	acres  
72- 	6671 372 County of Wcllesley, parish of Nelson 10 	,, ,, 	... 392 
77- 11437 572 380 	,, ,. 

12168 573 120  
76- 	6697 574 

Do. 	parish of Elton ................... 
County of Vernon 

9419 501 

County of Sandon, parish of Uralla ....................

County of Sandon, parish of Eastlake 72  
77- 	9351 658NW.-e3 County of Gregory, parish of \1.umblcbone about 000 

7401 789 Do, 	parish of Buttabo,ie ........ ... 2,000,, 
11 790 Do. 	parishes of Mount Foster and 

Butfabono 	........................... ................ 
7642 835 as. County of Ashburnham, parish of Wangan and 

230 
11 836 Do. 	parish of Trajere ............ 

....1,100,, 

100 	,, 
11 837 Do. 	parishes of Trajero and Wangan ,, 	420 	,, ,, 	... 393 

8278 840 

Trsjero 	.................................................. 

9351 481 County of Gregory, parish of Mumblebone 	....00 

..... 

..1,4 
7439 844 

County of Gordon, parish of Bilga ..................40 

Do. 	parish of Backungog ......... 1,910  
11 845 Do. 	 do 	............... 

.... 
3,240 

164— 
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No. of Papers. Rese no. Lorsilty. Area. 
Govemnwnt Gazette 
in which the daserip 

von is published. 
FoSlo - 

Ms. 	77- 11577 850 County oforcgory, parishes ofMOrbilla and Mara 2,900 acres 25 Jan., 1878 ... 393 
11579 691 County of Murchison, parish of Bingara about 	680  
1121.6 840 County of Ashburnhana, parish of Barton 50  
11431 31 County of Gloucester, parish of Renthbakh 165 	,, ,, 	... 394 
8961 770 County of Ewensuar, parishes of Carrigna and 

3,520 
10907 772 County of Ew 	m 1820 

11 773 parish of Callemburrang Do 	 wa ,, 	1,600 

. 

bout.21 sq. miles 
8963 778 Do 	parish of Werrigai and 

Wambianna 	.......................................,, 
enar, Unmaugla 	.................... 

Barroway 	.......................................... 
11005 785 County of Gregory, parishes of Melrose and 

900 acres 
5237 322 

R.S.B,F., 	1817 690 County of Benarba, parishes of Neargo and 

Tongamba 	............................................ 

34 sq. miles ,, 	... 305 
Ms. 	77- 11339 1121 

County of Taila, parish of Euston 	................2761 

County,  of Jasnison .................. .................. 

. 

2,550 	acres ,, 11 

1122 County of Nandowar, parish of Narrabri ......... 50 	,, ,. 11 

1123 Do. 	do 65 	,, ,, 11 

11873 1124 Do. 	do 180 
10674 575 

Numby Nomby ...................................... 

Mumblebone 
656  

2,870  

.. 

.. 

9351 842 
0.8., 77- 11467 1286 

County of Cure, parish of Glealyon 	.............. 

25  
Ms. 	77- 	6153 58 

County of Gregory, parish of 	........ 

3 	,, ,, 	... 396 
R S.B.F., 	1682 59 Do. 	parish of Tarrago 181  
Ms. 	77- 	1139 804 about 110  

11138 794 320  
11143 1297 

Terara 
14.6  

26a. lr. 4p CS., 77- 32163 839 County of Ashburnham, parish of 
Ms. 	77- 	9351 843 County of Gregory, parish of Mumblebone about 60 acres  

10627 847 County of Ashbunham, parish of Curragong 42  
7635 282 \V.-ex. Counties of Wellesley and Auckland, parish of 

1,440 	,, ,, 	... $97 
10659 1902 

County of Gipps, parish of Goobothery ........... 
County of Argyle, parish of Tarlo 	................. 

County,  of of Townsend, parish of Campbell 1,2391 	,, H 

11 1901 

County of Lincoln, parish of Tinandm 	........... 

1,941a. Sr 
5537 1905 

Do. 	parish of Narran ................. 
County of Forbes, parish of Brouls ................. 

County of Boyd, parish of Cararbary 34 sq. miles 
11167 1871 County of Winyard, parish of Gregado 2 

11 1872 Do. 	do 640 acres 
11  1873 Do. 	parish of Livingstono 2 sq. miles 
11  1874. 

Do. 	parish of Edgar 	.............. 

Do. 	parish of Wormabrigong 3 
6588 1295 3,280 acres 

11  1296 

Burrimbacco, cto 	................................... 

Do 3,760 	,, ,, 	... 
4338 35 cx. about 14 sq. mile ,, 	... 398 

11 113 W..ex. Do. 	parish of Yartla ............... 5 sq. miles ,, 11 

116 5 	,, H 11 

10327 1.291 

County of Bourke 	....................................... 

12 	acres ,, 11 

11578 1300 

County of Windcycr, parish of Mullogama ....... 

County of Wal jeers, parish of SValjeers ......... 

.... 

1,250  ,, 11 

Am. 	77- 8351 1904 

Do. 	parish of Yaltolka ................ 
County of harden, l)emoadrille 	...................... 

134a. Br ,, 11 

399 Ms. 	77- 11073 1212W.-cx. 31 acres ,, 	... 
C.S. 	77 17864 328 54  
Ms. 	77- 	5851 805 County of Ewenmar, parish of Killendoon 1,400  

8964 784. County of Gregory, parish of Sandridgo 2,560  
4651 1298 County of Forbes, parish of Mulyan 4 
6934 1875 County of Winyard, parish of Rowan 

Am. 	77- 7339 315. about 870  
I. 	77- 6013 63 

County of Wakool, parish of Noorong ............... 

24  

...6 sq. miles 

230 cx, 

County of Townsend, parish of Dahwilly 	......... 
County of Windeyer, parish of Willatia ............ 

County of Sandon, parish of Mihi 72 
C.S. 	77- 25097 838 7 
Ms. 	77- 	681 1903 900  

11473 689 

County of Cairn, parish of Balranald 	.............. 

640  
11391 County of Rous, parish of North Casino ......... 1,440  ,, 	... 402 

8137 County of Eweninar, parishes of Killendoon and 
2,700 	,, ,, 

13588 1151 

Count)- of Dudley, parish of Burragoug .............. 

County of White, parishes of Yamimba and 

County of Ashburnliam, parish of Grogra ........... 

,, 	... 441 
13177 315 

County of Selwyn, parish of Tumbarumba ...........
County of Bennrba ......................................... 

3 	,, 22 	... 264 
316 

..... 

3 
13180 317 

T11JmangIa ................................................... 

2 
13178 31.3 640 acres  

319 

Maoum 	.................................................... 
County of Werunda 	....................................... 

040 	,, ,, 
13170 320 

Do 	....................................... 
Do 	....................................... 

54-sq. miles 
C.S. 	77- 17766 

Do 	...................................... 
Do 	...................................... 

40 	acres 
Ms. 	77- 11392 316 

Do 	...... ........................ ........ 
County of Young 	........................................... 

about 	65 	,, 25 	,, 	.. 398 
9226 317 

County of Rous, parish of North Casino .......... 
Do. 	parish of JCyoe 	............ 50  

Ala, 	77- 7261 1292 County of Nicholson, parish of lqiabine 100-  
7835 1293 about, 159  

Ms. 	77 	6146 48 
Do. 	parish of Redhank .......... 

County,  of Cooke, parish of Megalong ............... 2 	,, ,, 

Sydney Thomas Richard,, Government Printer,—'ISIF. 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOTJTBI WALES. 

CROWN LAXDS. 
(RESERVED FROM SALE FOR THE PRESERVATION OFWATER SUPPLY OR OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

teentcb to 4attiainent, putuant to 9ct 25 Pit. No. 1. 

ABSTRACT of Crown lAnds reserved from Sale until surveyed, for the preservation of Water Supply 
or other public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Victoria, No. 1. 

No. of 	
I No. of Papers. 	Boson's. 	 Locality. I  

Mn. 	77-8198 1905 aboi 
1909 

County of Wakool, parish of PnalL ..... ........... 
Do. 	 do. 

Ms. 	12734 56 County of Argyle, parish of Ta'rlo 	.............. 
Am. 	8198 1910 County of Wakool, parish of Spuwa 	........... 
Ms. 	9399 795 Counties of Lincoln and Napier..................... 

7005 797 County of Lincoln, parishes of Elong Elong and 
Bald Fills. 

9002 798 County of Leichhardt, parish of Gnilma 
5314 799 Do. 	parish of Coonasuoona... 

12239 332 County 	of Cain 	....................................... 
11534 1070 cx. County of Buekiand, parish of Yitrrinanbah 

7978 1152 County of Janiison 	.................................. 
11435 1153 County of Denhans, parish of Millie............... 

1154. Do. 	 do. 
1.2595 1155 County of Nandewar, parish of Berrioze........ 

Alit. 	7699 1150 County of Janiison, parish of Tha]ab 	........... 
Ms. 	10579 1907 County of Selwyn, 	parishes of Glenhen and 

Ouranie. 
10587 796 County of Lincoln, parishes of Marningaudy and 

Narran. 
Am. 	7699 1156 
Ms. 	11572 1878 Coiti ties of Mitchell and Wynyard, parishes of 

County of Jornison, parish of Eckford............... 

Uranguintry and S. Wngga. 
11,551 1304 County of Monteaglp, parishes of Tyagong and 

Widden. 
12608 1886 County of Wyayard, parishes of Tarrabandra 

and Minjary. 
13368 309 Counties of Young and Wernnda ................. 
10948 1731S,W.x. County of Boyd, parish of Coleambally ......... 
10291 1879 County of Towmend, parish of Dunheld........ 

1880 Do. 	parish of Mou.lbrassie 
Alit. 	7724 1884 County of Boyd, parish of Eunnubrenana ..... 
M. 	12528 1885 County of Bneeleueh, parish of Wee Jasper 

7610 93 County of Brisbane, parish of Bmwbay ........ 
12084 94 Do. 	parishes of Gundy Guady 

and Park. 
6088 
1835 801 County of Leichhardt, parish of Yeoee ............ 

11869 1301 

County of Westrnoreland, parish of Oberon 	...... 

Counties of Bland 	and 	O'ipps, 	parishes 	of 
Yaline and Wheoga. 

1302 County of Bland, parish of Yalino .............. 
8740 1308 County of Monteaglc, parish of Illanie 	......... 

11439 1310 County of Franklin .................................... I 
Cs. 	29227 1157 County of Pottinger, parish of Bundalla ........ 
Am. 	6219 1911 County of Denison, parish of Berigan ............ 
Ms. 	6339 853 County of Kennedy, parish 	of Graddle ......... 

12699 855 Counties of Clyde and Gregory, parishes o 
Ridge and Warrigal. 

11 
854 County of Clyde, parish of Clernents ........... 

11 856 County of Gregory, parish of Bela. ........ ........  
11 857 Do. 	 do. 

11838 1303 County of Gipps, parish of Tha..................... 
13143 266 County of Wellesley, parish of Wangellie ...... 

Cs. 	16987 734 cx. County of Buekland, parish of Yarramanbah 

Gore rasnent Gazette 
Area. 	in which the desorip- Folio 

tion is published. 

8ae. 2r. 1 February, 1878 615 
Sac, In  

29ac. lr.  
60 acres 

640 	,, ,, 	... 516 
1000 

lSsq. in. 
4 

21 I, 

390 acres  
160  

3520  
3sq. in. 

4.80 acres 
780,,  

29560 	,, ,, 	... 517 

170 	,, ,, 11 

330  
425 

138ao.3r.  

120 

Osq. in. ,, 	... 518 
498ae. 2r.  
1400  

Gsq.  
937 acres 
36sq. in. 

270ac. 8r. 8 February, 1878 623 
90 acres ,, 

450 	,, ,, 	... 520 
Osq. in. . 	,, 	... 623 

1280 acres I 	" 

(140  
140 	.. ,., 624 

50 acres 
460 

1950  
3000  

1000  
1320  
1600 
2512 
655  

237— 
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- No. of ftra po No. of 	 Locality. escrYc. 	- Area. 
Government Gazette 

in which the deserip- 	Folio. 
tion is published. 

Ms. 	12644 376 County of Clyde, parish of Mundadoo 800 acres 8 February, 18781 624 
11 377 Counties of Clyde and Gregory, parishes of Cawl 1600 

and Bohr. 
Cs. 	5158 952 cx. County of Buckland, parish of lelford 200  
Ms. 	10366 1314 Counties of Fmnklin and Mosgiel, parishes of 806 

Seliolefleld and l'apekura. 
Mn. 	9781 565 County of Olive, parish of Barney Downs 90 acres 
Ms. 	7062 1307 County of Monteagle, parish of Dananbilla 230  	... 626 

13194 333 320 
10074 1134 County of Bamdiue, parishes of Moglewit and 1660 

Ballerawa. 
76-10074 1135 Do. 	parish of Ballerawa 2650 

Ala. 	-4206 365 County of Wallace, parish of Myack 28  Ms. 	12699 372 

County ofWentworth ....................................... 

County of Clyde, parish of Mundudoo Ssq. m. 
11 373 Do. 	 do 900 acres 
11 374 Do. 	parish of Cowal 3500  
11 375 Do. 	 do 1700  77-1141 1396 County of Monteagle, parish of Brandah 10   ... 627 

6503 39 County of Wellington parish of Poolaanang m lsq. m. 
10366 1315 County of Moasgeil, parish of \Varranary ......... about 	5 

11 1316 County of Franklin,parish of Bundunglong ...... 21  
11 1317 Do. 	 do 5 
11 1318 County of Mossgeil, parish of Warranary 

...... 

2- 	,,  

. 

12236 ... County of Brisbane, parish of Wingen 1325 acres  ... 628 

Aln. 	5904 318 
Do. 	 do 95  

m. 12 February, 1878 641 
11 319 
11 320 Do. 	 do 	............... 

. 
1 Ms. 	14288 1137 

County of Windeyer, parish of Cuthero ............2sq. 
Do. 	parish of Yorlba 	............3  

acres 15 Februan,1878 727 
11 

13488 
259 N. ox. 

1153 
Do. 	 do 107 	,, 

m. 
,, 	.. 

10 February, 1878 
728 
769 

Ak . 	8916 SIT 417 W. cx. 

County of Neadewar, parish of Tipporeena.........46 

County of Bland, parish of Brymur ............... 

.... 

984 acres 22- February, 1878 855 
11 1049 	ox. K 

Counties of White aud Baradine .....................SOsq. 

741  
11 132-3 Do. 	 do 106  

... 

Ms. 	14147 1324 

Do. 	 do 	.................. 

County of Montengle, parish of Young ?ae. SOp.  
11175 1326 County of Gipps, parish of Blowclear 640 acres 

11 1327 Do. 	parish of Clear Ridge 640  
11 1328 Counties of Bland and Gipps, parishes of Dim- 2350 	,,  ... 856. 

bells and Cowal. 
10561 1830 County of Monteagle, parish of Yambira 2sq. rn 
13077 1159 5 	,, 	I 12840 1133 County of Buckland, parishes of Borambil and ,, 	060 acres 

Warrab. 
11959 862 1280  

11 863 1280  
6773 859 

County of Oxley, parish of Bulban ..................... 

1900  
11 860 Do. 	parish of Lilgmbah 1280  
11 861 

County of Ba-radino .......................................... 

Do. 	parish of Woolartha 1600  
1330 368 Sac. In lGp. 22 February, 1878 

11175 1325 

Do. 	parish of Tnwan.................... 

acres ,, 	... 12543 698 

Do. 	parish of Woolartha 	.............. 

County of Murehison, parishes of Tarrawarn Sjsq. m, 
. 

690 acres 

 ... 857 

County of Beresford, parish of Dangelang ....... 
County of Gipps ........................................330 

m and Delung. 
11963 694 County of Courallie, parishes of Terry Th0 Th e ... ,, 

Downs, Campbell. 
1191 566 County of Clarke, Fitzroy, and Sandon 850  

AL. 75-34870 858 County of Cunningham, parish of Micabil 1280  
77-8386 696 County of Couraltie, parish of Curaro 72 

Ms. 	111-74 308 S. cx. County of Gipps, parish of South Gulgo 560  
11175 579 Wet. . 	Do, 	parishes of 	Corringle 	and 4sq. m. ,, 	... 

Womhoyne. 
A_n, 	8916 1320 County of Bland, parishes of Brymur, Warra- 698 acres  ... 858. 

longa. 
11 1321 Do. 	parish of Brymur 80 11 

11 1322 Do, 	 do 118 
11 

Ms. 	4650 1319 County of Monteagle, parish of Brundah 3 
13307 1329 County of Gipps, parish of Caragabah 90 	,,  ... 859- 

4879 1268 ax. County of Clarendon, parish of Gabbagambalin -10 11 
11963 695 County of Courallie, parish of Campbell 720 	,, 
14567 

78-1420 
1912 

597 
County of Wakuol, parish of Cang

11  
an 	............... 

County of Sandon, parish of) 
200 	,, 
640 

11 

,, 26 February, 1878 865 

[3d.] 	
Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer—lam. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(RESERVED p110)1 SALE FOR TILE P1LFERVATI0N OF WATER SUPPLY OR OThER PuBLIC PURPOSES.) 

rctnteb to joarlianunt, pnruant to act 25 lIlt. No. 1, ØtC. If. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from Sale until surveyed, for the preservation of Water Supply 
or other public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Victoria No. 1. 

No. of Papers. o et °!ne. Locality. Area, 
Goternntent Gazette' 

in which 	the descrip. 	Folio. 
tion is published. 

Me. 	77- 8267 345 1,000 acres 1 Mar., 1878 890 
11 

346 2,000 11 

78- 	940 379 County of Cowper, Malga No. 1 Run 640 	,, ,, 891 
11 

380 Do. 	do. 	do. 	............ 640 11 

1113 1162 6,000 	,, 15 Mar., 1878 1051 
3133 1.352 County of Gipps, parishes of Cowl & Clear Ridge 2 tq. in. 19 Mar., 1878 1113 
2629 1914 1 	,, ,, 1169 

77-12235 748 County of Ashburnham, parish of Bunbary ... 00 acres ,, 11 

S. or. 
8509 63 County of 	ing, parish of Nnlanglo 80 	,, 22 Mar., 1878 1217 

78- 	76 62 168  
7743144 244 County of Lincoln, parish of Murrumbidgerie 180  

B. cx. 

Counties of White and Nandevar ................... 
.... 

12925 802 

County of ilume, parish of Lowes 	................. 

320 V.. 
Am. 77- 6644 807 

County of Cairn, Yarrowal Run 	...................... 

County of Gregory, parish of Gcralgaenbone 2,120  
12427 808 

Do. 	do. 	do....................... 

Do. 	parish of Marebonc 2,400  
12426 809 3,200 	,, 1218 
12904 819 County of Clarence, parish of Rushforth 20  

334 County of Wentworth, parish of Avoca 685  
10000 335 ' Do. 	 do. 841  

78- 	105 339 

Do. 	parish of flea 	...................... 

16 	sq. in.  
77-13962 340 

County 	of 	Napicr 	........................................ 

640 acres 
11  

341 641  
11 342 

Parish of 	Betrac ............................... ............ 

Parish of Roma 	......................................... 
County of Manam, parish of Baymore 640 

. 

sq 485 

Do 	.................................. 

County of Wnljeers .................. .................. .. 	in.  
ox. 

County of Tails, parish of Mungo ................. 

4146 1351 4 
8713 1332 County of Bland, parish of Berrigan 99 acres  
8147 1337 Countyof Sturt, parish of Cajaiclire 1,760 	,, ,, 	,., 1219 
9269 1339 County of Bland, parish of 	Euroka ............... 640 	,, ,, 11 

13687 1138 County of Nandewar, parish of Connor 320  
1139 Do. 	 do. 	... 640  
1140 Do. 	parishes of Connor & Lindesay 640  
1141 Do. 	parish of Lindesay 320  
1142 Do. 	parish of Connor 160  
1143 Do. 	parish of Lindesay 320  

12645 1895 

County 	of Mossgiel ..................................... 

County of Wynynrd, parish of Ehlerslie 100 
Ms. 	77-11178 569 County of Sandon, parish of Booroolong 640  

14273 877 320  

... 

7644 873 County of Cunningham, parish of Gitnningbland 400  
14276 874 County of Gregory, parishes of Buttabone and  

960  
14276 875 

County of Oxisy, parish of Beardinb ................ 

Do. 	 do. 	... 1,280 
14364, 324 County of Drake, parish of Pickapene 120  1220 
14563 325 

Dreews 	................................................ 

County of Greahtarn, parish of Bucoarainbi 160  
336 County of Wentwort]i, parish of Tugime. 420  

10000 337 Do. 	parish of Neilpo 310  
12840 1132 County of Buokiand, parish of Telford 960  
12397 44 at  

0384 42 County of St. Vincent, parish of Congolo iSa. 2r. 
Alit. 77- 2751 1336 Ga. Zr. SGp.  

9115 321 

County of Bathurst.....................................

County of Rous, parish of Geneva 250 acres ,, 	... 1221 
0116 322 

County of Harden, parish of Demondrill.......... 

Do. 	parishes of Windhasn & Ettriok 312  
11 323 Do. 	 do. 	... 160 

308— 



A2&2 

No. of Papers. No, of 	I 
Resent Locality, Area. 

500 acres 

Govsrnment GazeM 
in which the tiescrip. 

tionlspublsshod. 
Folio. 
- 

1221 Ms. 	77-12840 1145 22 Mar.1  1878... 
78- 1734 1141 Do. 	parish of Gunnadilly 2,800  
77- 9798 364 County of Wellesley, parish of Currowang 210  

1296 803 Counties of Napier 	and Lincoln, 	parish of 
Builinda, 	&e..... ................................... 380 

n. 77- 5187 1335 Mparish County of Monteag 	pa le, 	rish of Wilton 76  
Ms. 	77-11178 568 County of Sandon, parishes of Damarcsq and 

320 
M n. 77- 8713 1334 County of 	Bland, parishes of Bcrrigan and 

County of Buckland, parish of Wallala ........... 

Mininjary 	....................... ................... 101a. 3r. , 	... 1222 
72-1.5021 660 County of Wiute parish of Wee Wan ............ acres  

Ms. 	77-12810 
cx. 

1144 County of Buckland, parish of Wallala 170  

.. 

12840 I 	114.6 

Booroloug 	............................................ 

Do. 	 do 600  
Ala. 77-10194 1148 240  
Ms. 	77-12342 876 County of Gregory, parish of Morbella 

..14 

.. 

520  
10338 1338 County of Monteagle, parish of Wodonga 19a. 3r.  

7945 1889 40 acres  
K ox. 

County of 	Denharn ...................................... 

10906 1311 

County of Home, parish of Corowa ..................

Counties of Miossgieh and Fninklin, parishes of 
... St sq. miles ,, 	... 1223 

11 1312 
CO, 

 nties of Mossgieh and Waijeers, parishes of 
Woorooloo and Wirrigan ........ ................ 4,690 acres ,, 11 

11 1313 

Marrurah and Wirrigan 	......... . .......... 	.. 

5 sq. miles ,11  

Mn. 77- 8713 1333 County of Bland, parish of Mininjary 1,442a.. lr.  

.. 

Ms. 	77- 5650 347 

County of Mossgiel, parish of Woorooioo ....... 

1,072 acres Ij  
County of Mitehcu, parish of Borryjerry ....... 

C.S. 77- 3368 578 County of Vernon, parish of Thou 30k  Ms. 	77-12132 65 139  
11 66 45 

Ala. 77- 6180 367 County of Wallace, parish of Bullenbalong 9 
C.S. 	77-28875 49 

County of King, parish of Kildare .................

County of Cooke, parish of Left ......... ......... St ,, ,, 	... 1224 
Ms. 	77- 2512 1915 County of Selwyn, parish of Tumbarumba 28 	,, ,, 11 
Mn. 77- 3423 338 County of Wentwortl,, parish of Tiltso 268  Ms. 	77- 8509 64 

Do. 	parish of Dixon .................... 

149 
O.L. 77- 4406 327 Counties of Wentworth and Taila .................. 70 sq. miles.  

.. 

Ms. 	77-13448 326 

County of King, parish of Dixon ....................

County of Taila ........................... ............... ft  

10857 60 225 acres 

. 

20 Mar., 	1878... 1337 
Mn. n. 77- 7431 40 County of Wellington, parish of Boomoy 294  

19 

County of Argyle,parish of Rhyana........... .....

County of Westnioreland,parish of Crete 10  

. 

635 49 28a. 2r. 
11958 595 

County of Thigh, parish of Tonal.....................
County of Ewenmar, parish of Tenand . m 3 sq miles  ... 1338 

N-B. cx. 
11627 810 County of Leiehhardt, parishes of Natratigab 

and 	Teridgc'ri. 	.................. .................. .2,650 acres  
11 811 County of Le,elitsards, parishes of Murraiman 

and 	Calga 	...... ............ ......... ........ ....... 4,350  812 Do. 	 do. 2,800  14460 817 2,560  
9522 819 Do. 	parish of Colhinonie 3,840  

. 

Ms. 	77- 7472 27 

Do. 	Narraway Ran ............. 

County of Greslsasu, parish of Usaylesford 160  
B. ex. 

11001 313 County of Clarence, parish of Lawrence 40  
3728 Counties of Murchison and Nandewar, parishes 

1 sq. m.  
C.S. 77-11146 1299 County of Bourko, parish of Berry Terry 640 acres  Ms. 	77-14576 1163 640 

11913 1164 

of Pnleroo and Coogah ............................. 

County of 	l3arndioe.. ........... ....................... 4 sq. m.  14557 1165 

Counties of Denhain and Jasnieson 	................. 

County of Darling, parish of Gladstone 1,186 acres 
. 

 ... 1330 
11 1166 Do 	..................................... 672 

11914 1167 County of Banadine, parishes of Bugahdio and 
2 sq. m.  76- 7894 1929 County of Townsend, parishes of Wureep and 

Wilhisrah 	.................... ........ ................. 2,750 acres  77-14138 1925 

Ukerbarley 	........................................... 

County of flume, parish of Buckargingali 120  
11 1926 Do. 	 do: 225  

. 

C.S. 	77-12823 1611 County of Goulburn, parish of Jerm Jorra 8 
N. cx. 

Ms. 	77-10860 363 County of Wallace, parish of Gordon 40  CS. 77-20686 371 County of Dampier, parish of Nooroorna 15 
Ms. 	77- 5672 878 County of Gregory, parish of Narragan 1,200 	,, 

11627 813 County of Leiehhardt .................................. .1,900 	,,  ... 1340 
13574 1343 15 sq. m. 

78- 6889 1168 
County of 	Waradgery ................................. 
Counties of 	l)enhiarn and Jamieson ................ 414 	,, ,, 77- 8655 1920 County of Townsend 	....... .......................... 

5672 879 County of Gregory, parish of'Narragan 
..1,045k acres  

250   . 	... 3341 
11 880 Do. 	 do 470 	,,  20 County of Westnsorelsnd, parish of Oberon 44,. In 33p.  1922 County of Waradgery, parish of Burrahogie 40 acres  Mn. 77- 2950 1921 County of Townsend, parish of Gobram 227  Ms. 	76- 9696 1342 County of Harden, parish of Cowcunsbala 30  Ala. 77- 9048 1928 County of Townsend, parish of Wangonilia 2r. aSp.  R.8.1t.E. 77-1571 1278 County of Waradgery .................................. 1 sq. m.  ... 1342 
11 1279 1 n Ms. 	77- 4832 53 

Do 	................................. 
County of Murray, parish of Carwooha 800 acres 

10186 325 County of Wentwortl,, parish of Mourquong.., 382 	,,  
S.G. 67- 4305 353 County of Wehlesley, parish of Pickering 124a. Br.  Its. 77-. 	6883 1919 County of Urana, parish of Carnernoy 320 acres ,, 
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t 

3 

No. of Papers. 

Ms. 	78- 	407 

Noerove. 

48 

Res  

County of BUgh, parish of Warung ............... 

Ai 	. 

10 acres 

ent  Caz
j
c

wthede 
Lion is published. 

 Folio. 

30 Mar., 1878 ... 1342 
76- 9696 1340 County of harden, parish of Coweumbala 260  
77-14566 1927 County of Townsend, parish of Yallakool 175  kIn. 76-44700 683 County,  of fleisarba, parish of Burrandoon 52 	,,  ... 1343 

Ms. 77-12188 586 County of Boyd, pariThes of Mnlberrygong and 
ox. Wolsc]y 	.............. ................ ............... 

11 

.. 

1859 County of Boyd, parish of Wolsely 680  W. cx. 
4807 54 County of Murray, parish of Bollallaba 640  7346 818 County of Lcichhardt, parish of Muraaiman 83  SIn. 77- 8285 1924 County of flume, parish of B-uekargingah Se. Sr. Sip.  C.S. 77-32095 580 116 acres  Ms. 77-12815 1923 County of Iluinc, parish of Osborne ........ ... . ... 109  13674 1344 

County of Sandon, parish of Donald .................

County of Waradgesy, parish of Yimbariiig, &c 16 sq. m. 
.. 

 ... 1344 

C.S. 77- 9491 . 1345 
490 County of rottinger, parish of Yarraman 

.1,080 

100 acres  Ms. 9696 1341 County of harden, parish of Muttama 235  4387 1026 County of Denliani, parish of Yarraldool 257  
I 413 1743 

Do 	..................................74 

County of flume, parish of Buckargingah 485  

77-13523 
W. cx. 

1918 County of Wynyard, parish of Carrahost ......... 22,400   ... 1345 
R.S.B.F. 77-1439 698 County of flenarba, parish of Yarouah 300  

. 
SIn. 77- 5187 County of Monteagle, parish of Wilton 458 

11 - 	Do. 	 do 320  Ms. 77-10718 55 2 roods ,, 	... 1346 
County of St. Vincent, parishes of West and 
County of Murray, parish of Larbort ............. 

156 acres  2048 
East 	Nolligan ........................................ 

County of flume, parish of ilowlong 150 	,,  ... 1349 

Sydney: Thomas Richards Oo.crument Priater.-1573, 

[3d.] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(RESERVED FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED FOR TUB PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR OTHER 

PUBLIC PURPOSES.) 

VrMllftbto i33viiattlent, p.ursunnt ic.3.ct 25 '1341. 3o'. 1, nc. 4. 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from Sale until surveyed, for the preservation of Water Supp)y 
or other public purposes, in accordance with the 4th section of the Act 25 Victoria., No. 1. 

No. at Papers. N 	f °' 
esefle. Locality, Area. 

about 140 acres. 

Government Gazette 

	

In which the elesenp- 	Folio. 
tion Is published. 

	

5 4pril, 1878 ... 	1471 Ms. 	77- 8938 45 
46 Do. 	 do 150  47 Do. 	parish of ICillawarni. ...... about 175  12830 1346 

County of Macguano, parish of Knorrit .........

County of Fmnkuin, parishes of Gonawlia, Nilly- lOsq. m. 
wanna, and Kongong. 

1067 I 	1036 	1 acres.  C. 77- 1612 24 County of Hunter, parish of Parnell and Popping Sac.. 2r. lOp.  1472 31.s. 78. 	336 48 County of Macguano, parish of Lansdowne 

. 

28 acres, 
... 

283 322 

County of Caira, parish of Belay ...................245 

County of Werundnh ..................... ............ Seq. in. 
323 Do 	................ . .... 	........... 7* sq. rn 

., 
Ms. 77- 7102 811 County of Leiohhnrdt,, parishes of Nerriligsh and 620 acres.  

Culga. 
815 County of Leiehlmrdt, parishes of Nerriligah and 1,700 	,,  Qunada Quanda. 

... 

Cs. 77-20703 
816 

1347 
6,200  

County of Nicholson, parish of Hoanua North 160 
35976 006 County of Forbes, parish of Birongan 40 

extension. 
31355 I 	375 

County of Loiehhardt .................................... 

... 

lao. 2r. 36p. ,, 	... 	1473 12763 361 5 aores. 
25119 362 Parish of Noorooina. 5 
11061 F 	868 

County of Wellesley, parish of Hayden .......... 
County of Dampior, parish of Wisgonga ............. 

720 
860 

............. ........................
County of Oxley, parish of. Terooblo .................. 

Do. 	do. 	Beleringar 700  
870 Do. 	 do 1,500 
871 Do. 	 Gunninigla ............ . 2,290 	" a Cc. 77-25635 65 County of Dudley, parish of Willawarnin......

I Mi. 8493 1801 County of Boyd, parish of Jura,nbula ............ I 228  5247 50 County of Northumberland, parish of Belford 2,800 	,, ... 	1474 ,, 527 95 County of 	Brisbane, parishes of 	Wall 	an 3,320 	,, I 
Campbell. I 

528 si; County of Brisbane, parish of Wentworth 1,400 
Cs. 78-36363 377 County of Wellesley, parish of Wallondibby 270 
Ms. 78-11961 861 County of Oxley, parish of Tenooble ............... 276 

' 

865 Do. 	Boberinga. ................ .. 250  866 Do. 	parishes 	of 	Beleringar 	and 266 
Gonningbar. 

11 
13677 

867 
25 

County of Oxley, parish of Sunaingbar 216 
County of Roxburgh, parish of Dnnmana 6 	,, ,, 	... 	1475 12787 344 County of Cain, parish of Yarrowal 2,480 

Cs. 77- 35088 ' 	337 County of Forbes, parish 	of Erasa 	................ 
" 

678ae. 2r. 35p. i F southerly I 
F extension. 

416[4 ' 	51 Count;y of Northtunberlpnd, parish of Awath . ,, 19 acres. 
28508 I 	848 County of Ashbnn,bam, parish of Kamandra - .2 6 24702 - 	645 Do, 	 Dnlladerry 60 

nort]scrly 
extension. 

Ala. 77- 9040 I 	370 County of Auckland, parish of Candelo 	......... 3 
Cs. 77-26357 I 	373 County of Wellesley, parish of Cnrrawong ...... I 290 	,, ... 	14i0 a i\l s. 77-12845 I County of Dumpier, parish of Wapengo ......... I 300 

9645 52 County of Murray, parish of Gundaroo 	.........i 10  
8530 

13965 
343 

1935 
County of Wiadeyer, parish of Mnhbo ''wi 

parish of 
1151 

County of Goulbura, 	Little Biliabong1 160  



190 acres. 	5 April, 1878- -. 	1476 
520 	,, 

3,700 	,, 	29 April, 1878 ... 	1723 

11  
17  
40,, 

Ssq.u'. 	 , 
6 
5 	 , 

900 acres. 
161 

5,000 	,, 	,, 	... 	1723 

970,, 

1,700  

320 
320,, 

 

356 
4sq. M.  

21ac. 32'. 	1 	11 	
... 1720 

1,130 steers.  
180 
280 
150 
400 
120 
540 
920  
360 
640 

350 
136 
1-i 
80 ,, 	,, 	... 1727 
36,, 	I 	 -. 

6iJ-  sq.  

211 acres.. 
60,, 
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Government Ge2etic 
s'hich the descrip. Folio. 

tion Is published. 

2 

	

327 	County of Drake, parish of Fuka, Carnlsam ..... 
County of Goulburn, parish of Gerogory ......... I 

	

47 	County of 311gb, parishes of Uarbry, Collicbluc,' 
and Collier. 

	

1349 	County of Harden, pa,isli  of Cowcuuibala ..... 

	

.376 	County of Wellesley, parish of 0-cone ----------- 

	

387 	County of Culgoa,parish of Currera... ........ ..... 

	

1234 	County of Bha.xland, Mossgiel .................... 

	

1235 	County of Mossgiel, parish of Gunagia............ 

	

1236 	Do. 	 flames ........... 

	

1237 	County of Franklin, parish of Three............... 

	

881 	, County of Ashburnhain, parish of Goimbla...... 

	

55 	County of Couke ............ 

	

1949 	County of Mitchell, trana, parishes of Grabbon, 
EdgelnIl, Mungabla. 

	

1950 	County of Mitchell, Draun, parishes of Leitclt,1  
Burke. 

1951 I  County of Mitchell, Urana, parishes of flanging 
Rock, Vincent. 

14962 	195 	County of Mitchell, parish of if carson ............ 

4348 	648 	County of Benarba, parish of Barraisdoon ..... 
northerly 
extension. 

699 	Do 	 do. 

78- 	651 	1008 	County of Waradgery................................ 
southerly 
extension. 

Al,s. 16-30381 i 	28 	County of Cumberhand, parish of Willoughby -. 
Ms. 	76- 1246 f 	1959 	1 County of Wakool, parisli of Genoe... ..... ....... 

1958 	I 	Do. 	do- 	Busgusi) :ih 	...... 

1957 	1 	Do. 	do 	do. 
1960 	I 	Do. 	do 	Bymuc 	... . ........ - 
1953 	1 	Do. 	do 	Punk .............. 
1954 	P 	Do. 	do 	Genoo 	............ 
1955 	' 	Do. 	do 	do. 	........ ... 
1956 	- 	Do. 	do 	do. 	....... .... 
1931 	County of Mitchell, parish of Mimosa ........... 

3956 	123 	County of Clyde .. ...... ...................  ..... .... .... - 

extension. 
77- 	-7273 	335 	County of Rous 	...................................... 

4543 	1238 	County of Franklin, parish of Tooloor ............ 
4345 	1346 	County of flnrdeu, parish of Hnrdcss 	........... 

Mn. 77- 4896 	326 	County of Drake. parish of Coonshndglsa, Albert 
- 	1948 	County of Wnsyard, parish of ruara bandra..... 

Ms. 	78- 	987 	1306 	County of Forbes, parish of Basso, Muhyandry 
1350 	Do 	 do............... 

834 	354 	County of Cairn, pasials of Geraki ................. 
Mn. 	78- 8203 	333 	County of Drake, parish of Yuhgilbnr ............ 

Ahi. 77- 8161 
Ms. 77- 572 

8140 

Cs. 77-32983 I 
4013 

At 	78- 2214 
77- 4543 

4543' 

3973 
Ms. 78- 4359 
31s. 77-14-269 

1469 

Sydney Thonsas Riel,srds, Gover,m,cnt Fd,,ter--1878. 
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1877-8. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS. 
(AUTIIOI1IZED TO DE DEDICATED }'OlUTRE (USE AND GENERAL PURPOSES OF rAST0RAL AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS. 

fircztnttb to 1at1Iainntt, pursuant to {ct 39 lIlt. fo. 13, ZIt. 32, 

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated for the use and general purposes of Pastoral and 
Agricultural Associations, in accordance with the 32nd section of the Act 39 Victoria, No. 13. 

Flace. County. Section. Locality. Area. Pattonal ttssociatlon.  of of 

Moruya 	............ .Dampier .... 4 Town of Moruya 	......... 0 	3 	81 Moruya 	.................... . Ms. 77-13,100 31. 38-1459 

C3iLJ 	 73— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LANI LAW. 
(PETITION PROM FREE SELECTORS OF NRW SOUTH WALES,) 

Ordared by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 tThnuary, 1878. 

To the honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

This Petition of the Free Selectors of the Colony of New South Wales,— 

HuMBLY SHOWETR 

That in the opinion of your Petitioners the abolition of auction sales of Country lands is a 
step necessary to the general interests of the Colony. 

That your Petitioners have reason to believe that a like opinion is entertained by a considerable 
majority of the Electors of New South Wales. 	 - 

That your Petitioners have also reason to believe from the pledges given to their constituents by 
numerous Members of the present Parliament that a measure hhxing for its object the abolition of auction 
sales of Country lands will shortly be introduced for, your consideration. 

That pending the introduction of such a measure, if the present system be allowed to continue in 
operation the evil which this particular reform is intended to remedy will have assumed very much more 
serious dimensions than it has yet obtained. 

Your Petitioners would therefore humbly pray that your Honorable Rouse would be pleased to 
cause a stoppage of the saul.auction sales, or at least place some restriction on the area thus alienated, 
until such time as the whole question shafl be dealt with in the Amending Bill which in all probability 
will shortly be laid before you. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, 1-411 ever pray, &e., &c., &c. 

[kere follow 848 n:qnaturee.] 

[8d.J 	 08— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION, FROM INHABITANTS OF ASHBL'RNEAM.) 

Ordered by the legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 January, 1878. 

The Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parlia- 
ment assembled. 

The humble Petition of the uhdersigued ] uhabitauts of the County of Ashburuham, in the 
Colony of New South Wales,— 

RESPECTFULLY Snownn :- 

1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 
which sanctions the sale by public auction of the laud of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the Government Gazette. 

That the choice lands of the Colony, particularly  those of Riverina, are being rapidly surv4ed 
and sold for twenty shillings per acre to a few capitalists many of whom are absentees. 

That the present system of auction is not a true test of the value of the land alienated a 
combination of squatting interest, providing that its members shall have their muds at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscriminate sale of land by auction hems in and isolates the conditional purchaser 
that any atf:empts to establish schools or places of worship becomes an impossibility, consequently there is 
not check on iguorance and vice that should be. 

That this fact deters a number of would.be  settlers with means, energy, and skill, from 
becoming residents, and tends to drive out those already settled. 

That your Petitioners consider with reason that a numerous and comfortable middle class of 
resident land-owners is more desirable in a young country than a few wealthy floc]c-mastens, whose 
incomes from the principalities they obtain nuder the present Land Act are spent ia Melbourne or in the 
cities of Europe.. 

That while the neiglibouritig Colonies are spending l.arge sums in the introduction of immigrants 
who are almost wholly without: lacans, New South Wales by her land policy refuses to receive a popula-
tion with means experience, and industry at their disposal. 

S. That My the wholesome alienation of the public estate a monopoly is fostered wl,ich will tend to 
perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., 'Landlord and Tenant." 

That thQ financial position of lIds Colony does not require that the public estate should be 
handed over to a few capitalists in perpetuity, from those whose birthright it ought to be. And as most 
of your Petitioners are mcii with large families, whose age unflts them from purchasing conditionally, we 
consider it is the duty of the Slate to preserve the land of the rising generation, instead of destroying all 
possibility of settlement thereon. 

That the increasing importance of townships in the interior, in whose neighbourhood settle-
ment has taken place, ought to be sufficient to induce inquiry to be made in order that bona fidc 
settlement may be encouraged. 

That for the reasons given, your Petitioners earnestly pray that your Honorable House will 
maturely consider the necessity of amending that portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and institute ii, its stead, that no more landg (other than special or townships) be disposed of by 
the so-called system of auction, but shall be open for bans jide settlement by conditional purchase only. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 280 sign attires,] 

[Zd.] 	 GO— 
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- 1877-8. 

LGISTATrVE AssnmLy. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW! 
(PETITION PROM FREE SELECTORS OF WALEUNDETE, PINEY RANGE, AND SURROUNDING 

DISTRICT.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 January, 1878. 

To the Honorablo the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Par11 a- 
merit assembled. 

This Petition of the Freti Selectors resident in the neighbourhood of Walbundrie, Piney Range, 
and surrounding district,— 	 - 

Hnnitv SHOWETE 

That the mode adopted by the Inspectors of Conditional Purchases in valuing improvements 
is frequently most unjust to the selector. That the said Inspectors in almost every instance are men 
not possessing the practical knowledge of the different kinds of bush work, and of the cost of the different 
materials employed in effecting the improvements necessary to enable them justly to appraise the said 
imp rove m c at 

That from the experience already gained of the working of the Court of Inquiry system, the object 
it was designed to effcet—the repression of dummyisin—is not likely to be secured by its agency, but 
that on the other hand the system is certain in the future as in the past to have the effect of unduly 
harassing bontifide selectors, and thus to a certain extent of preventing that settlement of a thriving 
yeomanry on the lands of the colony which it is the object of our land laws to bring about. 

That the sale by auction of Crown lands has the effect of facilitating the acquirement by a few 
capitalists of enormous areas of country, which otherwise in a few years would be settled by a large 
population under the free selection system. 

That a most unfair advantage is given to pastoral lessees of Crown lands, and a great barrier caused 
to the settlement of the country, by the rServation from sale of large areas of Crown lands, without any 
cause other than that of furthering the interests of the said pastoral lessees to the injury of the public 
interests. 

That it is a common practice for pastoral lessees to place improvements upon reserves, so that 
when the reservation is cancelled the land is barred from conditional purchase, and passes into the 
hands of the said lessees at the price of £1 per acre. 

That the existence of the state of things above described is detrimental to the best interests of 
the colony in general and of your Petitioners in particular. 

Your Petitioners therefore would humbly pray that taking into consideration the foregoing facts 
your Honorable House would be pleased, in any measure which may be brought forward for the amend-
ment of the Land Act, to cause to be embodied provisions for abolishing the Court of Inquiry system, 
for abolishing auction sales of country lands, for prohibiting the purchase by pastoral lessees of land in 
virtue of improvements effected while such land was reserved, and a clause enacting that all lands reserved 
for any purpose whatsoever shall be reserved from lease as well as from sale. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &e 

[Rare follow 82 signatures.] 

71— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TILE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM FREE SELECTORS, LARRAS LAKE, MOLONa) 

Ordered by the LegLilative Aeeernbl,j to be printed, 29 January, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the Free Selectors of the Colony of New South Wales,— 
IIUflLY SHOWETR 

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the abolition of Auction Sales of Country Lands is a 
step necessary in the general interests of the Colony. 

That your Petitioners have reason to believe that a like opinion is entertained by a considerable 
majority of the electors of New South Wales. 

That your Petitioners have also reason to believe, from the pledges given to the constituents by 
numerous Members of the present Parliament, that a measure having for its object the Abolition of 
Auction Sales of Country Lands will shortly be introduced for your consideration. 

That pending the introduction of such a measure, if the present system be allowed to continue in 
operation, the evil which this particular reform is intended to femedy will have assumed very much more 
serious dimensions than it has yet obtained. 

Your Petitioners would therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House would be pleased to 
cause a stoppage of the said Auction Sales, or at lease place some restriction on the area thus alienated, 
until such time as the whole question shall be dealt with in the Amending Land Bill which in all 
probability will shortly be laid before you. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Le. 

[Mere fe/lou' 73 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 93— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM FREE SELECTORS OF THE COLONY.) 

Ordered by the Legistative Assenibly to be printed, 30 January, 1878. 

Unto the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled, 

The Petition of the Free Selectors of the Colony of New South Wales,— 

HUMBLY SHOWETH:— 

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the abolition of Auction Sales of Country Lands is a 

step necessary in the general interests of the Colony. 

That your Petitioners have reason to believe that a like opinion is entertained by a considerable 

majority of the electors of New South Wales. 

That your Petitioners have also reason to believe, from the pledges given to their constituents by 
numerous Members of the present Parliament, that a meaaure having for its object the abolition of Sales of 
Country Lands will shortly be introduced for your consideration. 

That pending the introduction of such a measure, if the present system be allowed to continue in 
operation, the evil which this particular reform is intended to remedy will have assumed very much more 

serious dimensions than it has yet attained. 

Your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to cause a stoppage of 
the said Auction Sales until an Amending Land Bill be introduced. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 126 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 90— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW 
(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OF MOULAMEIN.) 

Ordered kv the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 80 January, 1878, A.M. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament 
assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Moulamein and its surrounding dis-
trict, iii this Colony,— 

RESPECTFULLY SH0WETH 

1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 
which sanctions the sale by public auction of the land of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the Government Gazette. 

That the choice lands of the Colony, particularly those of Riverina, are being rapidly surveyed 
and sold for twenty shillings per acre to a few capitalists, many of whom are absentees. 

That the present system of auction is not a true test of the value of the.land alienated; a com-
bination of the squatting interest, providing that its members shall have their lands at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscriminate sale of land by auction Items in and isolates the conditional purchaser; 
that any attempts to establish schools or places of worship becomes an impossibility, consequently there is 
not that check on ignorance and vice that should be. 

That this fact deters a number of would-be settlers, with means, energy and skill, from becoming 
residents, and tends to drive out those already settled. 

0. That your Petitioners consider with reason that a numerous and comfortable middle class of 
resident landowners is more desirable in a young country than a few wealthy flock-masters, whose 
incomes from the principalities they obtai.a under the present Land kct are spent in Melbourne or in the 
cities of Europe. 

7. That while the neighbouring Colonies are spending large sums in the introduction of immigrants 
who are almost wholly without means, New South Wales by her land policy refuses to receive a population 
with means, experience, find industry at their disposal. 

S. That by the wholesome alienation of the public estate a monopoly is fostered which will tend to 
perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., "Landlord and Tenant." 

That the financial position of this Colony does not reqnire that the public estate should be 
handed over to capitalists in perpetuity, from those whose birthright it ought to be. And as most of your 
Petitioners are men with large families, whose age unfits them from purchasing conditionally, we consider 
it is the duty of the State to preserve the land of the rising generation, instead of destroying all possi-
bility of settlement thereon. 

That the increasing importance of townships in the interior, in whose neighbourhood settlement 
has taken p1aee, ought to be sufficient to induce inquiry to be made in order that bonafide scttlementmay 
be encouraged. 

That for the reasons given, your Petitioners earnestly pray that your Honorable House will 
maturely consider the necessity of amending that portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and institute in its stead that no more lands (other than special or townships) be disposed of by 
the so-called tystem of auction, but shall be open for bone fide settlement by conditional purchase only. 

And as in duty bound, your Petitioners-will ever pray, &c., &c. 

[Here follow 110 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 103— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATrYF ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM INEABITANTS OF UAY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 fanitary, 1378, AM. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Hay, in the Colony of New South Wales,— 
Suowzrir 

1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 
which sanctions the sale by public auction of the land of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the Government Gazette. 

That the choice lands of the Colony, particularly those of Riverina, are being rapidly surveyed 
and sold for twenty shillings per acre to a few capitalists, many of whom are absentees. 

That the present system of auction is not a true test of the value of the land alienated,—a 
combination of the squatting interest, providing that its members shall have their lands at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscriminate sale of land by auction hems in and isolates the conditional purchaser—
that any attempt to establish schools or places of worship becomes an impossibility, consequently there 
is not that check on ignorance and vice that should be. 

That this fact deters a number of would-be settlers, with means, energy, and skill, from becoming 
residents, and tends to drive out those already settled. 

That your Petitioners consider with reason that a numerous and comfortable middle class of 
resident landowners is more desirable in a young country than a few wealthy flock masters, whose incomes 
from the principalities they obtain under the present Land Act are spent in Melbourne or in the cities of 
Europe. 

That while the neighbouring colonies are spending large sums in the introduction of immigrants, 
who are almost without means, New South Wales by her land policy refuses to receive a population with 
means, experience, and industry at their disposal. 

S. That by the whelesaleahenafien of the public estate a meneply is festered which will lead to 
perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., "Landlord and Tenant." 

That the financial position of this Colony does not reqnire that the public estate should be 
handed, over to capitalists in perpetuity from those whose birthright it ought to be and as most of your 
Petitioners are men with large families, whose age unfits them from purchasing conditionally, we consider 
it the duty of the State to preserve the land for the rising generation instead of destroying all possibility 
of settlement thereon. 

That the increasing importance of the townships in the interior in whose neighbourhood settle-
ment has taken place ought to be sucieut to induce inquiry to be made in order that bond Jide settlement 
may be encouraged. 

That for the reasons given your Petitioners earnestly pray that your Honorable House will 
maturely consider the necessity of amendingtliat portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and institute in its stead that no more lands (other than special or townships) be disposed of by the 
so-called system of auction, but shall be open for bond fide settlement by conditional purchase only. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &e. 

[Here follow 24 cigna ft.tree.] 

[ad.l 	 101— 
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1877—S. 

LEoIsLsnvt ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW! 
(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OF DENILIQPIN.) 

Ordered by the Lejisiative Aescmbljj to be printed, 30 January, 1878, A.M. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Deniliquin and the surrounding District,. 

in this Colony of New South Wales,— 

REsrEcTruttY Suowmru 
1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 

which sanctions the sale by public auction of the land of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the Government Gazette. 	 - 

That the choice lands of the Colony, and particularly those of itiverina, are being rapidly sur-
veyed and sold for twenty shillings per acre to a few capitalists, many of whom are absentees, 

That the present system of auction is not it true test of the value of the land alienated; a 
combination of the squatting interest, providiug that its members shall have their lands at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscriminate sale of land by auction hems in and isolates the conditional purchaser; 
that any attempt to establish schools or places of Divine worship becomes an impossibility, consequently 
there is not that check on ignorance and vice that shonid be. 

That this fact deters a number of would-be settlers, with means, energy and skill, from 
becoming residents, and tends to drive out those who have already settled. 

That your Petitioners consider with reason that it numerous and socially comfortable middle 
class of resident landowners is more desirable in a young country than it few wealthy llocic-masters, 
whose incomes from the principalities they obtain under the present Land Act are spent in Melbourne or 
in the cities of Europe. 

That while the neighbouring Colonies are expending large sums in the introduction of immigrants 
who are almost wholly without means, New South Wrales  by her land policy ref uses to receive it popu-
lation with means, experience, and industry at their disposal. 

S. That by the wholesome alienation of the public estate, a monopoly is fostered which will tend 
to perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., 'Landlord and Tenant." 

That the financial position of this Colony does not require that the public estate should be 
handed over to it few capitalists in perpetuity, from those whose birthright it ought to be. And as most 
of your Petitioners are men with large families, whose ages unfit them from purchasing conditionally, 
they consider it the duty of the State to preserve the land for the rising gencration, instead of destroying 
all possibility of settlement thereon. 

That the increasing importance of townships in the interior, in whose neighbourhood settle-
inent has taken place, ought to be sufficient to induce an impartial inquiry to be made in order that bond 
f/dc settlement may be encouraged. 

That for the reasons given, your Petitioners earnestly hope that your Honorable House will 
maturely consider the necessity of amending that portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and direct in its stead that no more lands (other than special or township) be disposed of by the 
so-called system of auction, but shall be open for bond f/dc settlement by conditional purchase only. 

Therefore your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing facts 
into your most serious consideration, and provide amnendmneists that such consideration may in your wisdom 
suggest as necessary to prevcnt the evils stated, and give facilities for the common requirements of social 
justice mentioned. 

And yourPetitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 390 eiqnatures.] 

[3dJ 	 102— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISL&TrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAN]) LAW. 
(PETITION FROM I1NILABITANTS OF JERIL])ERJE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 80 fanuari, 1878, A..?!. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,.in Parliament assembled. 
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Jerilderie and its surrounding district, 

in this Colony,— 
RESPECTFULLY SnowETu 

1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 
winch sanctions the sale by public auction of the land of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the G-overnment Gazette. 

That the choice lands of the Colony, and particularly those of Fiverina, are being rapidly surveyed 
and sold for twenty shiuings per acre to a lh,s- capitalists, thany of whom are absentees. 

That the present system of auction is not a true test of the value of the land alienated ; a 
combination of the squatting interest, providing that its membere shall have their lands at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscrimhiate sale of land by auction hems in and isolates the conditional purchaser; 
that a ny attempt to establish schools or places of Divine worship becomes an impossibility, eensequently 
there is not that check on ignorance and vice that should be. 

That this fact deters a number of would-be settlers with means, energy, and skill, from 
becoming residents, and tends to drive out those who have already settled. 

C. That your Petitioners consider with reason that a numerous and socially comfortable middle class 
of resident landowners is more desirable in a young country than a few wealthy flock-masters, whose 
incomes from the principalities they obtain under the present !,and Act are spent in Melbourne or in the 
cities of Europe. 

That while the neighbouring Colonies are expending large sums in the introduction of immigrants 
who are almost wholly without means, New South Wales by her land policy refuses to receive a popula-
tion with means, experience, and industry at their disposal. 

That, by the wholesome alienation of the public estate, a monopoly is fostered which will tend to 
perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., "Landlord and Tenant." 

That the financial position of this Colony does not require that the public estate should be 
handed over to a few capitalists in perpetuity, from those whose birthright it ought to be. And as most 
of your Petitioners are men with large families, whoRe ages unfit them from purchasing conditionally, they 
consider it the duty of the State to preserve the land for the rising generation, instead of destroying all 
possibility of settlement thereon. 

That the increasing importance of townships in the interior, in whose neighbourhood settle-
ment has taken place, ought to be sufficient to induce -in impartial inquiry to be made in order that 
bona fide settlement may be encouraged. 

That for the reasons given, your Petitioners earnestly hope that your Honorable House will
maturely consider the necessity of amending that portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and direct in its stead that no more lands (other than special or township) be disposed of by 
the so-called system of auction, but shall be open for bone f/dc settlement by conditional purchase only. 

Therefore your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing flicts 
into your most serious consideration, and provide amendments That such consideration may in your wisdom 
suggest as necessary to prevent the evils stated, and give facilities for the common requirements of social 
justice mentioned. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Hero follow 150 signatures.] 

[aL] 	 103— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW 
(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OF EUGOWBA.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 January, 1878, A.M. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Eagowra, in the Colony of New South 
Wales,— 

SHownu 
1. That your Petitioners view with alarm the effect of the clause in the Land Act of 1875 

which sanctions the sale by public auction of the land of the said Colony within one month after notice 
has appeared in the Government Gazette. 

2. That the choice lands of the Colony, particularly those of Eiveriva, are being rapidly surveyed 
and sold for twenty shillings per acre to a few capitalists, many of whom are absentees. 

8. That the present system of auction is not a true test of the value of the land alienated a com-
bination of the squatting interest, providing that its methbers shall have their lands at upset price, 
rendering competition useless. 

That the indiscriminate sale of land by auction hems in and isolates the conditional purchaser; 
that any attempt to establish schools or places of worship becomes an impossibility, consequently there is 
not that check on ignorance and Tice that should be. 

That this fact deters a number of would-be settlers, with means, energy, and shill, from 
becoming residents, and tends to drive out those already settled. 

That your Petitioners consider with reason that a numerous and comfortable middle class of 
resident landowners is more desirable in a young country than a few wealthy flock-masters, whose 
incomes from the principalities they obtain under the present Land Act are spent in Mebourne or in 
the cities of Europe. 

7, That while the neighbouring Colonies are spending large sums in the introduction of immigrants 
who are almost wholly without means, New South 'Wales by her land policy refuses to receive a popula-
tion with means, experience, and industry at their disposal. 

S. That by the wholesome alienation of the public estate a monopoly is fostered which will tend to 
perpetuate one of the worst evils of the land system in the old country, viz., Landlord and Tenant. 

9. That the financial position of this Colony does not require that the public estate should be 
handed over to a few capitalists in perpetuity, from those whose birthright it ought to be. And as most 
of your Petitioners are inca with large families, whose age unfits them from purchasing conditionally, we 
consider it the duty of the State to preserve the land for the rising generation instead of destroying all 
possibility of settlement thereon. 

10. That the increasing importance of townships in the interior, in whose neighbourhood settlement 
has taken place, ought to be sufficient to induce inquiry to be made in order that boaafide settlement may 
be encouraged. 

11. That for the reasons given, your Petitioners earnestly pray that your Honorable I-louse will 
maturely consider the necessity of amending that portion of the present Land Act relating to auction 
sales, and institute in its stead, that no more lands (other than special or townships) be disposed of by the 
so-called system of auction, but shall be open for bonafide settlement by conditional purchase only. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c: 

[Here follow 84 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 101— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM FREE SELECTORS OF THE COLONY.) 

Ordered by the Leqisiative Assembly to hcprhued, 15 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

This Memorial of the Free Selectors of the Colony of New South Wales,— 

T{u3rBLy SHOWETJI 

That, in the opinion of your Memorialists, the abolition of Auction Sales of Country Lands is 
a step necessary in the general interests of the Colony. 

That your Memorialists have reason to believe that a like opinion is entertained by a considerable 
majority of the electors of New South Wales. 

That your Memorialists have also reason to believe, from the pledges given to their constituents by 
numerous Members of the present Parliament, that a measure having for its object the abolition of 
Auction Sales of Country Lands will shortly be introduced for your consideration. 

That pending the introduction of such a measure, if the present system be allowed to conlinne in 
operation, the evil which this particular reform is intended to remedy wil have assumed very much more 
serious_dimensions than it has yet attained. 

Your Memorialists would therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House would be pleased to 
cause a stoppage of the said Auction Sales, or at least place some restriction on the area thus alienated, 
until such time as the whole question shall be dealt with in the Amending Land Bill, which in all 
probability will shortly be laid before you. 

And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 149 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 165— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAWI 
(PETITION FROM TWO-MILE CREEK BRANCH OF THE WESTERN DISTRICTS FREE SELECTORS' 

AS SO C TATIO N 

Ordered by the Legislative Ass em3ly to be printed, 22 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 
The humble Petition of the Two-mile Creek Branch of the Western Districts Free Selectors' 

Association, in Public Meeting held on the 20th of January, 1878,— 
RESPECTFULLY Suowxrn 

That your Petitioners suffered heavily from the protracted drought, in crops, stock, and other-
wise, to such an extent as to render your Petitioners pecuniary embarrassed. 

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to take the premises 
into your favourable consideration and give relief. 

Your Petitioners view with alarm the lavish alienation of the Crown lands of the Colony by 
auction sales, so detrimental to settlement, and pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to leave 
the lands for settlement. 

Your Petitioners are fully alive to the injustice of making reserves for the sole use and benefit 
of the lessee of runs, and pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to have all reserves with-
drawn from lease as well as sale; and your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

Signed for and on behalf of the meeting— 
JOHN ROCHE ARDILL, L.R, 

Prosideflt, 
JOHN DAIN, 

Vice-President. 
JOHN CONNOLLY, 

Secretary. 

[Sd.J 	 187— 
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LEGISLATFVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM BURRAWANG BRLNCII OF THE WESTERN DISTRICTS FREE SELECTORS 

ASSOCIATION.) 

Ordered by (its Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the Burrawang Branch of the Western Districts Free Selectors Asso-

ciation, in Public Meeting held on the 12th of January, 1878,— 

RESPEcTFULLY Snowrvn 

That your Petitioners suffered heavily from the effects of the protracted drought, in crops, 

live stock, and otherwise, so as to leave your Petitioners pecuniary embarrassed. 

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to take these premises 

into your consideration and grant relief. 

Your Petitioners view with alarm the lavish alienation of the Crown Lands of the Colony, so 

detrimental to settlement on the soil, and pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to conserve the 

public estate for the legitimate occupation of the people. 

Your Petitioners are duly sensible to the gross injustice of proclaiming water reserves from sale 

only, and pray that your Honorable House may be pleased to have all reserves withdrawn from lease as 

well as sale and your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

5ied for and on behalf of the Meeting,— 	
JOHN ROCHE ARDILL, L.-S., President. 
JOHN BROWN, Vice-President, 

ALFRED RANDALL, Secretary. 

[3d.] 	 188— 
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- LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION OF ThOMAS BAIRD, CHAIRMAN OF PUBLIC MEETING, DUBBO, IN FAVOUR OF AUcTION 

SALES.) 

Ordered by  the Legislativc Assembly to be printed, 26 March, 1818. 

To the Legislative Assembly of New South Waies. 

The humble Petition of Graziers, Selectors, Freeholders, Storekeepers, and others, inpublic 
meeting assembled at Dubbo, on the fourth day of February, in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-eight,— 

SIIOWETII 

That the said Meeting was of the unanimous opinion that the present Reserves made through-
out the Colony, instead of being revoked be maintained, thus leaving some of the good laud for the future 
benefit of the people of the Colony. 

That the said Meeting was unanimously of opinion that the stopage of sales of Crown lands by 
auction is calculated to interfere with legitimate settlement and enterpnse. 

That the said Meeting was unanimously of opinion that any new Land law should contain a provision 
whereby one half of each Run should be exempted from free selection, and as in Queensland a security 
of tenure be given in the shape of a lease for twenty-one years. 

And your Petitioners pray your honorable body to take the foregoing into your favorable con-
sideration, and grant such redress you may think fit. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c. 
Dated this twelfth day of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight. 

Signed for and on behalf of the aforesaid Meeting,— 
THOMAS BAIRD, 

Chairman. 

45 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE LAND LAW. 
(PETITION FROM THE DUBBO DISTRICt AND FREEHOLDERS ASSOCIATION.) 

Ordered by the Leqidalive Aesembly to be printed, 11 April, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South \ira!es,  in Parliament assembled. 

This Petition of the Members of the Dubbo District and Freeliolders Association,—

:iI:rtnr,r SnowzTn 

Thai:, in the opinion of your Meinorialists, the abolition of all A action Sales of Country Lands 
situate beyond the limits of the Population I oundaries. and ivitlun a radius of twenty miles of ant,  town 
having a population of one U ousaiid or more inhabitants, is a step necessary to the general interests of 
the Colony. 

That your i\lemorialists have reason to believe that large sections of laud on either side of the 
railway line now being constructed between Wcflingtoa and Dubbo have or are being or intended to be 
measured out, prior to being offered fbr sale by public auction. 

That the sections are, and are likely to be of such ,in extent as lo exclude the small capitalist or 
would-be conditional purchaser from purchasing, and that if such lands be offered (under the P1:eseuit 
auction system) a loss to the community at large and to the town of Dubbo and District in particular 
will accrue, iiasinuch as a vast extent of this land, peculiarly well adapted to the raising of wheat, other 
cereals, and for agricultural pui'poscs in genera.], will pass into the ha.ndsof the capitalist. 

That your Meinorialists also have every reason to believe that this land, situate as it is in close 
proximity to and in the neighbourhood of a railway platform, a sufficient inducement will be held out to 
intending selectors to take UJi the whole of this land, so well adapted to the purposes aforesaid, in a 
comparatively short period. And it being of vital iinporhuice to the State that the line of railway now,  
being constructed should pay good interest on the capital expended thereon, your Meinorialists are of 
opinion that the alienation of the said lands by auction will greatly diminish the receipts thereof. 

i'oumMeiuoria,lisls will therefore humbly pray that you will be pleased to take into consideration 
I ho above premises, and cause it stoppage of the auction sales of ill' such lands situate as aforesaid, or at 
least place some restriction on the areas now or hereafter to be surveyed for such purpose, until such tinie 
as the whole question shall be dealt with in the Amending Land Bill. 

And your Meinorialists, as in ditty bound, will ever pray, &c 

Signed by the l'resident and Vice-President, for and on behalf of this Association. 

lad.] 	 :356— 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CLAIM OF MESSRS. R. & A. LANDALE. 
(EThOTMENT SUIT AGAINST ThOMAS ROSE—CORI1ESPONDENOR) 

Ordered by the Leqielative Aseembly to be prznted 1.7 May, 1.878. 

[Laid upon Table in accordance wi/it prontiec macic by the Secret a;:r,for  Lands in Committee of Supply.] 

Messrs. R. & A. Landale to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Deni]iquin Station, 8 September. 1875. 

MT0 have the honor respect-fully to request that you will have the goodness to cause to be, 
placed upon the Supplementary Estimates for this year the sum of £330 lOs. Id., and the inl:erest of 
£321 of the amount at. 5 per cont. per annum from the 20th day of September, 1873, and the interest of 
£307 lOs. id. of the amount at; the same rate from the 171h day of July last, to compensate its for the 
losses we have sustained under the following circumstances. 

On the 26th day of September, 1878, we purchased at a sale by auction Or Crown Lands at Denili-
quin, 320 acres of land, situated in the county of Townsend and parish of Boonoke, being portion 18, for 
the suni of £320, for which, and it deed fee of £1, we duly pail and a land grant for the said land was 
issued to us under the ]land of His Excellency the Governor and the Great Seal of the Colony, upon the 
81st day of. October, and was registered, Vol. cxcui, folio 101. 

On the 21st day of August, 1873, the said land had been cnnditioirallv purchased under the 13th 
clanso of the Orown Lands Alienation Act of 1861.," by Thomas Rose, a minor, as C.P. 73-8.763; but 
previously to the same having been offered for sale by public auction, the said conditional purchase had 
been declared cancelled by the Honorable T. S. Farnell, Esquire, then Minister for Lands, as being within 
tl,e temporary reserve No. 768, kno,wn as the Union Dam Iteserve. 

(in the issuing of the said land grant to us, we applied to the Honorable the Minister for Lands to 
put us into possession of the said section, as the said Thomas Rose was still in occupation thereof. This 
1.he Honorable the Minister for Lands declined to do, but left us to take legal steps ourselves to remove 
the said Thomas Rose therefrom. A ceordingly, we issued a writ in ejeetment against the said Thomas Rose. 
upon the 11th day of December. 187:1., and the case came on for trial at the Deniliquin Circuit, on the 2211d 
day of April. 1875, when it was proved that the said conditional purchaseliad never foru ed part of soidreserve 
No. 768, as had been supposed by the Lands Department, and therefore the cancellation thereof was 
declared to Inn-c been illegal and of no effect, and a verdict found for the defendant, whose taxed costs, 
ainorniting to £81 4s. 7d., were paid by us on the 17th day of July last, together with the costs of our 
own attorneys, Messrs. l\1'Carthv and Robertson, which had been taxed at £223 5s. Gd., amount paid for 
survey £23, making the total amount of our said losses the said sum of £651 104..id. 

We have the honor to request that the amount paid for the land and deed fee, amounting to £321, 
may be at once refunded to us, arid the balance of the sum we claim placed on the Supplementary 
Estimates for this year. 	 We have,&c.. 	

ER 

Decision of AL'. Sccretan1 Carrelt on lice Jbn"qoinq application. 

I TI! INK a refund of the £321 paid for the land and riced fee ina'y be made at once th5 other parIs of' 
this letter to he reported upon before submission as to placing the amount claimed on the Estimates. 
TM-., 9'975. 

The Under Secret arv for Lands to Messrs. I.L. & A. Lajidule. 
(Jentleinen, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 16 lieceinber, 1875. 

In reference to your purchase of lot Q of the sale at Deniliqnin, of the 20th September, 1873. 
I. am directed to inform you that the Minister for Lands has decided that the sonic shall be cancelled, the 
land having been previously conditionally purchased. 

2. 1 n.m to add that, on application to the Treasury, the sum of £321, being the purchase mone 
inclusive of deed fee of the lot iu question, will be rcfiurdcd to you or your order. 

I have, &c., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

446— 	 Messrs. 
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Messrs. R. &. A. Lamlale to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Deniliquin Station, 8 September, 1873. 

Adverl ing to our letter of this date inreference to the case of Thomas Rose. we beg to bring 
under your notice the large expense and trouble sustained by us in this matter. It was of eonrse our 
first object to obtain the laud applied for, and the loss of it is a material injury to the station. 

Under these circumstances, thereibre, we feel we have a claim on the consideration of the Govern-
ment beyond the mere refund of the money and as several of our applications for the purchase of our 
pre-emptive right lands on the Deniliqutu Stations were refused on merely technical grounds, and the 
extent we had a right to considerably curtailed by the above-mentioned refusals, we have the honor to 
request that we may be allowed to take up the balance of our pre-emptive right to land to which we were 
originally entitled under the regulations, viz., one section in each 25 square miles. 

In further support of this application, we. wo1d mention that, amongst other substantial improve-
ments on these runs, on the large reservoir and tanks which cost about £UOOQ, we were only allowed two 
320 acre IF's, and one of 100 acres. 

Taking the two eases together, therefore, we submit that we are entitled to some compensation at 
the hands of the Government. 	 We have. &c., 

B. & A. LANDAL'FJ, 
By their agent, R. PEEL ItAyitoyl). 

P.S.—The accompanying statements taken from the books of t:he Survey Office will show the pie- 
eniptive right applications and those granted, and by them it will be seen that the applications unsatisfied 
are— 

On the Deniliquin Run,— 
Three portions, of 040 

640 
and 023 acres respectively. 

t)ri the Lower' Deniliquin Run.— 
Four pmtions, of 610 

U to 
610 

turd 512 acres respectively. 
The pre-ernpt ive right on .Deniliquin Soatli Run being frilly satisfied. 

ilItliule r'f All'. 'Seers far,, Gripe/f on iliefcrrqoi•ng. 

I WOULD like to ace the papers, and also to have a statement showing when the respective applications 
were rnade.—T.G., PP t075,  

Afe,no,'andn in qf f/ic S'n,'n'rjov Gene;'a/. 

lx submit! ing a statement of the applications, made by the iesocs of the Deniliquiri Ruins, to purchase 
under pre-empti ye right winch is set forth in the aecoinpahlying seheftule. it may be pointed out that the 
lessees had every opportunity of securing, during the currenc of their leases held under the Orders in 
Council, the frill area to ivlrich they were entitled. 

Their right, beyond the area secured by them, lapsed through their own act, they not having - 
complied with the regulations restricting them to tile purchase of one portion of (not exceeding) 640 acres 
out of each block of 25 square miles and, when the objection was pointed oat, through their not having 
amended their applications in order to secure other portions of their runs. 

The applications to purchase, which tb e !:tw allowed to be mnfud e dun rig the cn cacHe)- of the lease, 
under Orders in Council. not having  been made in aecor-dance with the regulations, were invalid, and as 
the lessees did not amen d them w i Elm I (lie miecessa ry ii inc I hey lapsed, and can not be renewed. 

In reference to the lust paragraph of this letter it moi' be presunied that the lessees exercised their 
right to purchase in virtue of unproveinents, or might have done so, to its fnllest extent, consequently 
they can have no further claim nor grounds for complaint in that respect. The 1.5th section of the 
Occupation Act provides a set-of for improvements which increase the carrying capahlities of a- run, of 
which privilege also it is presruned the lessees have availed themselves. 

B011]'. D. El 'l'ZG-ERAI1D, 
(For Surveyor General), 

ES Nov., 1875; 
A/inn/c of/lie Undo,' Seei'e/arq fb,' Lands. 

ENCLOSED are the stat:einen!s and papers asked for by lire Minister. There is no doubt that the Messrs. 
Landale have suffered through their own neglect in not amend rig their applications witln ii the prescribed 
time. 

It is, however, a maIler for the Minis/si,  to deride whether or not be will grant the concession asked 
for by the Messrs. Lairdale and in a rn viug at such decision it may be considered equitable to take into 
accont the heavy' expenditure which the lessees have gone to in improving the capabilities of the 
rim

u  
, for which they have not been able to obtain munytlung like an equivalent, as regards the exercise 

of their right of purchase. I think that iii cases of this sort, instead of'  stretching the strict letter of the 
law to the utmost against applicants, it should rather be an object to deal with them as fairly and liberally 
as possible, especially if it does not involve any illegality. 1. submit that it is perfectly legal to grant 
(whether in full, or in part only) Messrs. J.jaudale's request, because applications were made, for which 
they conceived themselves entitled to, previously to the expiry of the lease, and their ommrission is simply 
that they did not amend them in time. Should this circumstance deprive them of all the advantage winch 
would have accrued to them otherwise? 	 W.W.S., 19 Nov. 

Decision of'  JJ[,• J.cfinq &c;-c/n;-y 170beri8on. 

TirE last lease under the Orders in Council expired at the end of 1865. 
Surely we cannot at this time of (lay he called upon to deal with claims only legal during the 

currency of those leases or any of theni.—Jonx B. 

.3lTemo, 
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Memo. of Mr. R. P. Raymond. 

iaiidaie v. Rose. 

£321 reftuided, being the amount paid for 320 acres land and deed fee. The balance being legal, 

expenses iii action for ejeetient v. Rose was authorized to be placed on Estimates at same time that the 
payment of the £321 was granted.—R.P.R., 15 Feb , 1876. 

is this to be put on Additional Estimates P—OR., 17 Feb., 1870. 
The pie-lease papers herewith are not connected with this case. Besides, the latter part of the 

Minister's memo. of 9/9175 has never been acted upon. It is no use submittting this paper without.— 
WrWS 10 March. 

£ s. d. 
Cost ollegal proceedings 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	330 10 1 
One year's interest @ 5 °/ 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	16 10 6 
Three years' interest on £321 the amount paid for liuid and deed fee @ 5  % 48 3 0 

£39.5 3 7 
Noted for Estimates. 

	

What is the present state P—OR, 13 Sept., 1876. 	The Minister withdrew this item from 
Estimates. 

It. P. Raymond, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands. 
123, Pitt-street, Sydney, 12 July, 1877. 

Lain/ale V. Rose. 
1. have the lionos to remind you that when you were waited on some sh oct time back by Messrs. 

Landnlcs manager and nwself, in reference to the costs incurred in above case, you expressed your 
intention of looking into the papers, and, if you found the facts as stated to you, placing the amount on 
the Additional Estimates of this year. 	 I have, &c., 

B. PEEL RAYMOND. 

lJr-gciiL—Sabinitted that the amount may now be placed OIL Additional Estizua.t:cs.—\V .W.S., 
17 July, 1877. 	Noted for Additional Estiinates.—W.W.S. 

Costs iiicuritd by Messrs. B. and A. Lasidale its the attempted eject. 	£ s. J. 
inent of Thos. Rose .. 	- . . 	. . . 	. .. 	... 	... 	... 	223 	.3 	(5 

Defendant's costs ... 	.. 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	,.. 	... 	SI 	4 	7 
motiti t paid for survey 	... 	. . . 	. 	... 	. . 	... 	. . . 	23 	0 	0 

£330 10 1 

Interest on £307 lOs. H., from 17 July, 187.5. to 18 July, 1877 	... 	:o 15 0 
liitcrcst on £321 from 26 Sept., 1873, to 26 Dec., 1875.27 months® 5 	36 2 3 

£31)7 7 -1 

These amounts, £30 15s. and £36 2s. 3d., were voted in the Estiutal:es for 1877. 

Minute ef Mr. Secretary Farnell. 

Tans n papers, or so much of them as is nece.sary to ci ucidato or explain the case of I aIIiiale and Rose, 
should be copied for the purpose of being laid on the Table of the house, as promised by me (luring the 
discussion of the case.—J .8. F., 29/4/78. 	Doiie.—J. G. lIxr, 7 /5/78. 

Sydney: Thonias Richards, Government rrinser.—Isis. 

[3d.] 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

INQUIRY OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF LANDS. 
(COEIVESPONDENCE.) 

Ordered by the legislative Assembly to be printed, 6 March, 1879. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 

South Wales, dated 28th February, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 

this House,— 

"Copies of all Correspondence in reference to the proposed establishment 

"of an Inquiry Office in connection with the Department of Lands." 

(Mr. W. C. Browne.) 

'4 
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INQUIRY OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF LANDS. 

Miscellaneous Branch, Department of Lands, 20 August, 1877. 
Mno.—I invite attention to the present state of the work in this branch. It is altogether impeded 
and in arrear, by reason of the incessant inquiries by the public as to the progress of cases in which 
they are interested. 

The result of these inquiries, though favourable perhaps to the particular cases in question, is in 
reality a bar to the general business of the department, which, instead of being dealt with in fiur'chrono-
logical order, has to be set aside in favour of these cases, which are thus made special by the action of 
persons interested. 

The hours during which the department is ordered to be closed to the public have ceased to be 
regarded. I am thus subjected to interruption at any time, and often to such an extent as to render it 
impossible for me to pay due attention to the supervision of my branch and the transaction of business 
proper to my position as head of it. Therefore it is that the work has fallen into arrear, and I find 
myself3uite powerless to prevent it, except at the expenditure of my private time. 

The Under Secretary will of course know whether the other branches of the department under his 
control are in a similar state; if so, the necessity for initiating some general system whereby the heads of 
them may be relieved, becomes apparent and urgent. I suggest the following proposal for consideration,— 

To exclude the public altogether from personal communication with the branches referred to, 
and to oppoint an officer to the special duty of conferring with inquirers in all matters 
where an interview with the Under Secretary is neither desired nor necessary. 

It should be the duty of this officer to make memoranda of information required, to obtain it, and 
to communicate it daily to inquirers, either personally or in writing. Such an officer, assuming him to 
possess it complete knowledge of the working of the department, would be in a position to distribute 
the several classes of inquiries in the proper channels, and to obtain the information in a manner the 
least inconvenient to departmental routine. 

Under such an arrangement there would, I apprehend, be little difficulty in supplying information 
asked for on any one day—at the latest the next. If this become the fact, not only will the public be 
satisfied but the department will gradually recover its arrears of work; for the branches being relieved 
from interruption, their heads will be in a position to bestow undivided attention on their duties proper. 

The officer to be appointed to this duty should be charged with a general superintendence of the 
portion of the department referred to. This will be absolutely necessary under the system proposed, 
because unless placed in some such position of authority he might find it difficult sometimes to enforce his 
directions; besides, be might be made a most effeetivQ aid to the Under Secretary in relieving him from 
the.care of duties which at present improperly devolve upon him. 	

L.G.T. 

I QUITE concur with Mr. Thompson in what he'states as to the serious inconvenience and interruption to 
public business which is caused by the constant interviews during the whole day to which most of the 
heads of branches, in common with myself, are subjected. No doubt it expedites and facilitates the 
business of those who are in a position to employ Land Agents, but it acts to the prejudice of the current 
work of the department and the business of those who depend only upon the officers of the department 
for having it attended to. 

In Melbourne they have, I believe, an Inquiry Office"; and I do not see why the same plan should 
not be adopted here, where the rush of persons wishing to transact business personally must be so much 
greater. 

IV'hether or not, however, something ought really to be done if the work of the department is to be 
kept up in anything like a satisfactory manner; and, as a first step, I would suggest the curtailment of 
the hours for reeeiviag the public, and that whatever hours are fixed upon should be strictly adhered to, 
unless, of course, where some special appointment on a case of great urgency may be rendered necessary. 

At present the regulation on that head has long become a dead letter. 
W.W.S., 23 Augt., /77. 

8 September, 1877. 
MEMo—In reference to an interview with the Minister to-day, I propose that two rooms should be 
provided by the erection of a temporary wooden building in it corner of the site of the present garden. 
This could be most inexpensively done by making use of the two walls bounding it. 

I suppose a sufficient building for the purpose could be erected in a fortnight, if done by contract 
direct with this department. 

In these rooms the Ministerial or a part of the Miscellaneous Branch might be placed. This would 
leave vacant in the main building two rooms for the proposed arrangement—those now occupied by llr. 
Rich would be most convenient, being central. 

In the one having an entrance to the main hall I propose to place a counter for the use of the 
public. Two or more clerks to attend at this counter to receive inquiries from the public, according to a 
system to be arranged ;  the other to be set apart for the use of the new appointment, to be styled Superm- 
tendent, or such other title as may be chosen, 	 - 

With such an arrangement the Reads of Branches would be relieved from interruption by the 
public ; and having thus time to devote to their duties proper, the arrears, so far as the department is 
concerned, ought to be worked off perhaps in three months, and the duties should not again be allowed 
to fall into arrear. 

L.G.T. 
I. 
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If the Minister for Lands ngrees with the principle of the arrangement above suggested (and some 
such arrangement certainly appears to be absolutely necessary), the details and other preliminaries can be 
very soon submitted for his final approval. The success of the proposed new system, I would add, will 
depend upon a strict adherence to it, notwithstanding any complaints which may be made at the outset by 
the public.—W.W.8., 10 Sept., /77. 	 - 

See within.—W.W.S., 10 Sept., /77. 
- 	I fully concur with all the suggestions herein contained, and prompt steps should be taken to carry 

them out.—T.G., 12/9/77. 

17 September, 1877. 
MEM0.—I submit for approval plan and specification of the proposed temporary building. The cost of 
it will not very much exceed the amount which would have to be paid in one year as rent for the same 
amount of accommodation. 

This building might be made available for the Superintendent's and Inquiry Offices, thus avoiding 
the necessity for re.a.rrangement of rooms in the main building. The only objection is that they would be 
less central for the purpose than those occupied by the Ministerial Branch ; the disposal of the accommo-
dation may however be determined subsequently. 

I propose that the estimated cost should be provided for in the Additional Estimates for 1877, and 
the amount included in the temporary Supply Bill for September, so as to be available on completion of 
the work, which will occupy about a fortnight. 

I propose that the duties of the Superintendent S shall be to conduct the business of. the Inquiry 
Office—to exercise a supervision of all the branches of the department immediately under the control of 
the Under Secretary—to enforce punctual attendance of the officers—to take cognizance of applications 
for leave of absence—to take measures to prevent accumulation of arrears of work—to have the regulation 
of any minor arrangements which may be requisite for the good government of the department—and to be 
a reference for the Minister and Under Secretary in special matters which from time to time may be 
under consideration.. 

The business of the Inquiry Office, to which two clerks should be attached, shall be to attend. on 
the public at the counter—to collect particulars of information required, to obtain it, and convey it to 
inquirers within twcnty.four hours from time of application. 

It will be obvious that such a prompt conveyance of information will prove eminently satisfactor 
to the public, and ease the department of a great deal of the correspondence and consequent work whic 
now devolves . upon it through inability to reply  in fair time to official communications. The only 
impediment which will remain to the speedy transaction of business will be the difficulty in seeuripg the 
due completion of work pertaining to the Survey Office—such of course the projected arrangement does 
not profess to euro. 

L.G.T. 

Put on Farther Additional Est-imates.—T.G., 18/9/77. 
The building having since the date of this memo. been projected on a larger scale, its erection will 

occupy at least six sveeks.-1/10177. 
I approve of Mr. Lindsay Thompson exercising the duties herein described. Provision to be made 

in Estimates of 1578.—TO-., 20/9/77. 

17 October, 18t7. 
MEM0.—j:f it be intenaed that the business of the Inquiry Office is to commence on the completion 
of the temporary building, it is really essential that I should at once be relieved from the charge of the 
Miscellaneous Branch. 

The initiation of the new system of keeping the departmental accounts I must undertake forth-
with; it will occupy me for some days at least. I shall then have to arrange all the details of the new 
office ready for its opening. 

Moreover, it is imperative that I should immediately enter upon the duty of inspecting the state 
of the work in the several branches, because if it be in arrear it will very prejudicially affect the arrange-
ments of the Inquiry Office. 

I propose to remove Mr. Hay and Mr. M'Guinn to the Inquiry Office; they are each useful, 
intelligent officers, and it will be essential that their places in the Miscellaneous Branch should be 
adequately filled; besides these an additional hand will be required in that branch. 

In respect to myself, I assnme it to be abundantly apparent what an onerous and important 
position will be that of the Suj?eriutendent,  which the Minister for Lands has selected me-to fill. In 
conjunction with it I am to have the supervision of the departrnbntal accounts, and I propose also 
(having made oyster culftre a special study) to retain the care of the oyster culture administration. 

am of course anxious to learn what provision will be made to afford me equivalent remuneration 
for these increased and enlarged duties. It will be in recollection how repeatedly Ministers, admitting 
the inadequacy of my pay as head of. the Miscellaneous Branch, have recommended me for extra salary. 
Most unfbrt.unately for me, these recommendations have been from time to time declined, for Cabinet 
reasons. 

Of course, until a salary for the Superintendent is voted, I must appear on the pay abstract in my 
present position; but the circumstances of the case seem to me to fully warrant my being paid an equiva-
lent out of the vote for contingencies or extra clerical assistance. 

This memo. briefly refers to several points, each of them important. Will the Under Secretary 
make his comments and recommendations in respect to each. 

L.G.T. 
Submitted for approval.—W.W.S., 20/10/77. 

Department 
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Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 November, 1877. 
I nzo to submit the enclosed papers for the consideration of the Cabinet. They set out the details of a 
proposal which has been made for an additional branch for the better conduct and supervision of the 
business of the Lands Department, with the view of preventing the delays which at present occur, as also 
for the establishment as part of the new system of an " Inquiry Office," where information on all subjects 
may be promptly furnished to the public. 

The general objects of the proposed arrangements, and the mode in which they are to be carried 
out, are more fully shown by minutes of the 20th August and 8th and 17th September. 

The chief features are- 
1st. The exclusion of the public, excepting in cases of importance, from direct communication 

with the Heads of the Department and Branches. At present, the incessant interruption 
with the current and dsily business of the department by direct reference to them, on every 
case of whatever kind, is productive of the greatest inconvenience and delay. 

2nd. The creation of a new appointment under the designation of "Superintendent," whose 
duties will be to exercise a general supervision over all the branches of the department, to 
take measures for preventing the accumulation of arrears, to make necessary arrangements, 
subject to the approval of the Minister, or the Under Secretary, as the case may require, 
for the good government of the department, and to be a reference in all special matters 
which from time to time may be under consideration. 

It may be observed that the Lands Department has now a staff at head quarters of more than 100 
clerks, and that the office of Chief Clerk, which existed when there was a far less number requiring 
supervision, has been abolished. 

The scheme in all its details appears from the papers to have been submitted to my predecessor in 
office; and concurring as I do with the necessity of the same, I recommend it for the approval of my 
colleagues. 

B. A. BAKXR. 

Cabinet approves.—JN0. B. 
I have put this up with Cabinet papers as a matter requiring early settlement, in view of Estimatet 

In fact the arrangements are already in progress.—W.W.S. 

Mr. J. G. Bay to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 January, 1878. 

Notwithstanding the recent rejection by the Cabinet of the proposal to appoint a Super- 
intendent to the Lands Department and to create an Inquiry Office, yet presuming that the same was 
declined as causing fresh appointments to appear upon the Estimates, I venture to believe you will sce no 
objections to the establishment of an Inquiry Office alone, if the same be worked without increase ofpay, 
and I therefore respectfully offer my services to that end, and beg your careful consideration of the 
matter. 

As to the public convenience that would arise from having but one place to go to for information 
instead of about the dozen that the proposed would cover, I think this is so self apparent as to require 
no argument. Holding necessarily a superior knowledge of the department, and being held responsible for 
the supply of the needed information, the officer in charge would not only cause an economy of time for 
the public, but the branches also would be immensely relieved by the obviating of the constant interview-
ing that now obtains. 

To show clearly the advantages that would arise I will tabulate them:— 
The first advantage of the scheme would be its simplicity: the department has now grown so huge 

and so scattered that many individuals do not know where to go to satisfy an inquiry; and this is the 
more apparent when it is borne in mind that the continuing action on the same case often runs through 
several branches, so that an inquiry one day on a case often is followed by an inquiry another day at a far 
different branch on the tame case. 

There is a vast amount of information departmental and relative to the working of the Lana 
Laws that an experienced officer could give off hand without necessitating an interview with the Under 
Secretary, heads of branches, or others, to obtain. 

The Barth5 of time: At present parties have in many instances to call repeatedly to learn the simple 
state of a case. 

The saving of work to the public in writing letters in many cases that a visit to this proposed 
office would obviate. 

The saving of work to the department in taking action on the before-mentioned letters, which to 
any one experienced in the mode at present followed will readily present itself as something considerable. 

This office might be made use of by the Minister, Under Secretary, and head of branches, and 
thereby form an invaluable reference for them. - 

All information necessary to the answering of questions in Parliament might be supplied by 
this officer, as also the finding of papers asked for by the same. 

At present the public are admitted to the branches, a great number of papers are yearly lost, 
and access is possible to both them and the registers. I consider this is highly improper and should not 
be toleratcd; the establishment of an Inquiry Office would give •no excuse for the interviewing of the 
branches. 

And now for my media operandi: I propose to take the room on the left of the entrance hail as 
being the most central and convenient to the public; at a counter within to have a sufficient quantity of 
paper, &c., for the noting of inquiries; any information readily obtainable to be given at once; such as 
would necessitate a reference to be left and called for again, or a brief memo. sent to the party. I would 
not guarantee to give all information within twenty-four hours ; some has been sought for yeaS and not 
yet given, but I am perfectly confident of giving all that could be within that time, and any in the 
shortest possible time. 
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I should require two assistants, and to be allowed to choose them out of the office myself; for of 
course I would take the smartest and most fit, in my estimation, for the peculiar duties, and working  
myself would expect this enough ; if not I might ask for one or two others. 

in the recent submissions it was not proposed to give me any increase of pay; and although, in these 
my proposals, I should have most onerous duties and increased responsibilities, yet I will be wilimg to 
accept them without increase of emolument, trusting that if a success (which I myself have not the least 
doubt it would be) I should be favourably remembered on future Estimates. 

I would not of course touch on the Conditioual Sales Branch, that division of the office being under 
the immediate control of Mr. Moriarty, and already possesses an Inquiry Counter, which I believe has 
worked most satisfactorily both for the public and the Branch; the work I propose, however, would extend 
over a far larger field ; neither would I profess to be responsible for the work of the Survey Office, 

An Inquiry Office exists in Melbourne for a Colony considerably less than a third the size of this, 
where the class interests do not so much clash, and also where the territory is much more settled. 

I would further draw your attention to the fact that the appropriation of rooms is now taking place 
for the new building; when it is complete the need will be still greater for such provision, and I consider 
the very first rooms on entering should be devoted to the accommodation of the public and the satisfying 
inquiries. 

As matters at present exist the tendency is to drive the public to employing Land Agents, and 
however estimable these genticrneu individually may be, they now almost exclusively occupy the attention 
of the Department at the expense of those parties who do not or can not afford to employ them. Such a 
state of things is not according to British fair play ; I should however give them equal attention with 
others. 

In conclusion I would beg to assure you that my services are offered with the singleness of purpose 
of benefiting the country, and to tend to remove that stigma which unfortunately at present hangs over 
the Lands Department. 

I have, &c., 
J. G. HAY. 

Mr. Thoinpson,—For any observations he may have to make on the subject of these sug-
gestions.—W.W.5.. 12 February, 1878. 

It will be in recollection that the idea of instituting an Inquiry -Office was mine. I cannot now 
too strongly assert my conviction that such is absolutely necessary in the interests of the public; but I 
do not think it likely to succeed unless there were secured to it the support of an officer holding some 
position of authority, such for instance as a Superintendent. Besides, apart from its desirability in con- 
nection with an Inquiry Office, it surelg is necessary that, in such a large and scattered Department as this is, 
some one should be entrusted with a general oversight. 

I believe that if the office of a Superintendent were created the enormous arrears now existing 
could be speedily worked oft and the Department placed and maintained in an efficient position. 

L.G.T., 15/2/78. 

Mr. J. G. Hay to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 February, 1878. 

Since doing myself the honor of addressing you in reference to conducting the Inquiry Office 
without increase of pay, and in consequence purely of what I consider the urgent public requirements 
involved, I have taken the liberty of soliciting the opinions of a few Members of Parliament, whose constant 
contact with the Lands Department would best qualify them for experience on the subject, to express in 
writing their views as to the necessity of the proposed office or otherwise; and as four of these gentlemen 
are intimately acquainted with me, they have been pleased to indorse with very warm eneomiums their 
opinion of my fitness for the post I have declared my willingness to accept. - These letters therefore I now 
respectfully enclose, and will add no further than to leave the matter in your hands for decision, feeling 
confident that what you consider best in the public interests will be directed to be done. 

I have, &e., 
J. G. HAY. 

[Enclosures.] 
Extract from the "Echo," 16 February, 188. 

WE notice on the business'paper of the Legislative Assembly two items relating to the Department of Lands. One is a 
question which is to be asked on Tuesday sort by Mr. Baker, who wants to know whether the Government inte,id to carry 
into effect the proposition to ostabl,sh an Inquiry Office in the Lands Department; and the other is n motion which stands in 
the name of Mr. MeElhone. This latter motion is set down for the 26th instant, and is in the following words—

"1. That, in the opinion of this House, it is contrary to the spirit of the Constitution and dangerous alike to the 
independence of Members of this House and Ministers of the Crown, that Members of the Legislative Assembly 
should practise the profession of 'and 

agents 

in the transaction of business with the  Lou ds Office and other 
public departments. 

2. That, in the opinion of this House, no land agent should be allowed to have any communication with the Minister 
for Lands or any officer of the Lands Department in any we but by letter, on account of the enormous amount 
of time lost by the Minister and officers of the Lands Department by personal inteniews wiTh land agents. "3. That the above resolutions be communieat,d by address to His Excellency the Governor." 

Both honorable members aim at saving the time of the department., but they seek to accomplish it by different methods. 
The question of the establishment of an Inquiry Office is worthy of serious consideration. The proposition to put on a 
different footing land agents who are also Members of Parliament applies specially to a favoured few, but it touches a source 
of much mischief. There have been numerous complaints of the way in which land agents who are also Members of Parliament 
use their political position to further the interests of their clients, and consequently their own private interests, and there is 
reason to believe that the combination of the two offices of land - agent and Member of Parliament is attended with many 
abuses. Agents arc necessary, although judging by the evidence given in a recent ease they are occasionally very expensive, 
and their operations extend beyond the limits of ordinary business. The Land law is complicated. The Department of Lands 

is 
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is a puzzle to unofficial and unprofessional people. A countryman finds it as difficult to trace an application through the 
various "branches" of that office as he would to find his way out of a maze. The numerous inquiries he is compelled to make. 
represent a loss of time and temper so far as he is personally concerned, and also a serious loss of time to the department. It 
is necessary in the interest of the department, as well as in the interest of the public, that there should be some one who can 
give information at once, or obtain it within a reasonable time for every one who is entitled to receive it. It is much better 
that this information should be furnished by some one who is appointed in the public interest than that Parliamentary land 
agents should be mnitiplied and undesirable suspicions have the semblance of justification. We shall look, therefore, with some 
interest to the answer given by the Minister for Lands to the question standing in the name of Mr. Baker. We believe that when 
Mr. Baker was Minister for lands this matter was brought under his consideration, and that lie admitted the importance of 
excluding the public, except in cases of great importance, from direct communication with the subordinates in the Lands 
Department. lie was also in favour of the appointment of a superintendent whose duty it should be to exercise a gdneral 
supervision over all the branches of the department. It is understood that the Robertson Cabinet approved of the measure. 
It might be imagined that this fact would be fatal to the proposition so for as any other Government were concerned, for it has 
often happened that when one Government has carried, into operation an idea originated by its predecessor it has been tauated 
with having been guilty of political larceny. It is time, however, that the Legislature had outgrown such contemptible 
jealousies when an administrative benefit is to be obtained. The policy of such an appointment no douht admits of difference 
of opinion, but it is 'as that a stop should be put to the constant interviewing of the officers of the various departments, 
and that the time of public servants who have very important duties to perform should not be wasted by importunate 
Parliamentary land ageuts, or by the blundering efforts of men who do not know their way about the department. It seems 
to us that such an appointment as that referred to by Mr. Baker would 

if 
a competent person were chosen) result in consider- 

able saving of public and departmental time. If the question of Mr. Baker should be answared in the affirmative, and the 
motion of Mr. MeElhone should be carried, it is likely that we shall have a much more satisfactory state of things than that 
which now exists in the Lands Department, so far as the means of obtaining information are concerned. 

T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Dear Mr. Farnell, 	 Sydney, 1 February, 1878. 
It is with a considerable confidence that I venture to urge upon you in the public interest to reconsider the matter 

of the establishment of the Inquiry Office in connection with the Lands Department. In my opinion no moderate reform that 
could be devised would be of greater value in promoting the regular, prompt, and satisfactory discharge of the public business 
in connection with the office. 

I may be permitted also, whilst writing on this subject, to suggest that Mr. I. G. Hay (who has given considerable 
attention to the devising of the details of the proposed new branch) should be placed in charge of it, if you make up your 
mind as I sincerely  trust you will to establish it. 

Apologizing for the liberty I have taken in thus obtruding my advice. 
I am, &e., 

THOS. GARRETT. 

A. Lynch, Esq., Mr., to The Secretary for Lands. 

My dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 13 February, 3878. 
I have heard that it is in contemplation to establish an Inquiry Office in connection with the department over which 

you preside; I am sure such an office would be a great public convenience. 
If the Government should create such an office, I would take the liberty of recommending Mr. J. G. Hay as a most 

fitting officer for the appointment I look upon him as one of the most obliging cud cflicicnt officers in the Lands Department. 
lam, &c., 

ANDREW LYNCH. 

T. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 
My dear Sir, 	 Sydney, 14 February, 1878. 

1 understand it is intended to establish an Inquiry Office in connection with the Lands Department. 
If such is the ease I can confidently recommend Mr. J. G. Hay as every way suited to have charge of such. 	- 
I have known Mr. Hay some time and had frequent opportunities of judging of his fitness ; 1 have ever found him 

willing to oblige, constant in his attendance, obliging, civil, and attentive to his duties, requisites required for this new occupa-
tion. I am sure his appointment would give satisfactiun to the public. 

Yours, &c., 
¶11108. G. DANGAR. 

5. Murphy, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 
My dear Sir, 	 7 February, 1878. 

My experience with the Lands Department leads me more and more to believe that, no measure of Administrative 
Reform would he attended with so much good as the establishment of an Inquiry Office, at which not only the public could 
make applieqt.iou, but at; which the officer in charge miglst be empowered to direct such action as would facilitate eompletioa 
of many eases most needlessly delayed at present through too much circumlocution. 

The creation of such a branch would, I think, give satisfaction to all concerned. 
Trusting you may see your way clear in this, 

I am, &c., 
JOHN MURPHY. 

G. Day, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 
My dear Fernell, 	 Sydney, 9 February, 1878. 

I have been given to understand that it is your iutention to establish an Inquiry Office in connection with the 
Lands Department in order to expedite the public business; and if such is the ease, I luLve much pleasure in recommending 
Mr. J. G. Hay for the appointment, as from my experience in the Lands Department I have always found him a most 
diligent, obliging, and attentive public officer, always at his post, and ever ready and willing to oblige any person in the 
transaction of public business. 	 I am, kc., 

-GEORGE DAY. 

[Gd.] 	
Sydney: Thema, Birhard,, Government Printer—iSiS. 
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1877-8. 

LBGTSL&TrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES AT ARMIDALE, WALCHA, 
AND CERTAIN OTHER LAND OFFICES. 

(LAIiDS SELECTED AFTER AUCTION.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aeserably to be printed, 19 March, 1878 

[Laid wpo* Table in accordance with promise made in answer to Question 2, Vote8 .2%"o. 43, 19 March, 1878.] 

SCHEDULE of Lands selected after auction at the undermentioned Land Offices from 1st March, 1876, 
to 1st March, 1877. 

Laud Office, 
Number 

of Area. 
Se]cetion, 

Armidale 	... 	... 	•.. 	... 	... 75 
L 	r. 	p. 

5,719 	2 	5 
Bingera 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 3 237 	0 	0 
Glen limes 	,.. 	.., 	... 	... 	... 10 931 	3 	0 Inverell 	,,. 	,.. 	.,. 	.,, 5 280 	0 	0 
Waicha 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.., 25 1,680 	0 	0 
Waralda 	•.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 23 3,351 	0 	0 

SCHEDULE of Lands selected after auction at the undermentioned Land Offices from 1st March, 1877, 
to 1st March, 1878. 

Land Office, 
Number

of Area. 
Seleotlo,,. 

Armidale 	 ... 177 12,465 	1 29 
Bingera 	... 	 .., 	... 
Glenlnnes 

34 3,182 	2 22 
... 	 ... 

Inverell 	... 	 ... 
8 

16 

	

392 	1 	0 

	

1,301 	0 	0 Waicha 	•.. 	, 	 ... 40 4,960 	0 	0 
Warialda 	... 	... 	 ... 40 5,102 	0 	0 

(3d.) 	 258— 
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1877-8. 

JIEGISLATI-VE ASSEMBLZ. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES AT ARMIDALE, WALCIIA, 
AND CERTAIN OTHER LAND QFFICES. 

(FREE-SELECTIONS FROM I NARCU, 1876, TO 1 MARCH, 1878.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 April, ISiS. 

[Laid upon Table in accordance with promise made in answer to Question 2, Votes No. 43, 19 March, 1878.] 

RETURN showing the total area of Land selected, and number of. Selections made, from the l5t of March, 
1876, to same date of 1877, and from the latter date to the 1st of March, 1878, at each of the follow-
ing Land Offices. 

Land Office, 	 Date. 	 NO. of C.P. 	Area. 

S 

Armidale 

Do. 

0-len Lines 

Do. 

Inverell 

Do. 

Warialda 

Do. 

Walcha* 

Bingera* 

- 1 March, 1876, to 1 March, 1877 459 60,641 

1 March, 1877, to 1 March, 1878 611 88,960 

1 March, 1876, to 1 March, 1877 151 16,400 

1 March, 1877, to 1 March, 1878 171 17,612 

1 March, 1876, to 1 March, 1877 110 15,012 

-. 1 March, 1877, to 1 March, 1878 218 31,969 

- 1 March, 1876, to 1 March, 1877 142 - 31,940 

1 March, 1877 to 1 March, 1878 184 51,498 

3 May, 1877, to 1 March, 1878 ... 158 80,766 

3 May, 1877, to 1 March, 1878 .. 95 10,71.7 

* New Offices. 

[3d.] 	 331— 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ROSANNA BLACKER'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE. 
(LETTERS. PAPERS, REPORTS, ke.) 

Ordered by the Leqislaf ire Asmnqy to be printed. 8 May, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, dated 2nd 
February, 1877, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

Copies of all Letters, Papers, Reports, and other Documents connected 
with the Conditional Purchase of 270 acres of 1.arnl made at Murrurundi 
by Rosanna Blacker, in the month of July, 1870, and in the months of 
October and December, 1872' 

(Aft. Bennett) 

SCHEDULE, 
NO, 

 L. W. Levy to Surveyor General—that portion of Yarraman Rim be put up to auction (adjoining P. Blacker's 
PLOP.. 

C.P.) 	12 	September, 	1870 	............................................................................................................ S  James Blacker, jnnr., to Agent of Crown Lands, Murrurundi—Application for C.P. 100 acres (13 see.) adjoining 
Patrick Blacker's O.P. 	27 October, 1870 	.......................................... ............................................... . a S. Licensed Surveyor J. L-Higgins to Surveyor General, transmitting plan of land measured for auction sale on appli 
cation of L. W. Levy. 	19 November, 1870 	.................... ............................. 3 4. 

...................................... 
Surveyor General to L.S. Higgins, reguiring explanation in connection with survey and plan of iso. 61, Yarrarnan. 

10 December, 1870 a  5. 
........................................ ... . ......................................... ...................................

James Blacker, junr., to Agent of Orown Lands, Murrnrundi—Applieatioe, for C.P. under section 21 of 40 acres 
adjoining 0.?. of 100 acres. 	22 Dcemnbor, 1870 

(1. 
.................................................................................

L.S. Higgins to Surveyor General, transmitting plan and report of 40 acres, No. 62, parish of Yarraman, applied for 
4 

by James Blacker 	as C.P. 	30 April, 	1871 	.......................................................................................... 4 7. Government Gazette Notice of Sale at Police Office, Murrurundi, of portion No. 01 of 100 acres, parish of Yarraman. 
9 	May, 	1871— .......................... 	................................................................................................... 4 S. Under Secretary, Lands, to L. W. Levy—that land will be sold by auction on the 26th June. 	5 June, 1871 .. ....... 4 9. 

10. 
L.-S. Higgins—Report by L.-S. Higgins on OP. made by James Blacker at Yarraman. 	7 June, 1871 ....... ........... 
Withdrawal of Lot II, portion 61, of sale at Mun'unindJ on 26 June, 1871. 	8 June, 1871 

4 
5 11. ................................. 

Land Agent, Murnirundi, to Under Secretary, r.rnnas, for instruct ions respecting sale of Lot H, 100 acres, on 26 June, 
1871. 	19 	June, 	1871 	..... ............................. ................................................................................... 6  32. Under Secretary, Lands, to Land Agent., Murrnrundi, in reply to above, for withdrawal of land from sale, 19 June, 1871 5 13. Gazette Notice—Withdrawal of land from sale. 	22 June, 1871 .................................................................. 6 14. M. Thtzpatrick to Secretary for Lands, applying for 40 acres, Lot 62, Yarraman Creek, to be brought to auction. 
10 August, 	1871 	.... ... ...................... . ..................... ......... ...................... 	............... . .... .... 	................. s  Under Secretary, Lands, to M. Fitzpatrick, MILk., in reply to above. 	29 August, 1871 	................................. 6  James Blacker to Land Agent, Murrurnndi—Notification of alienation of 140 acres, parish of Yarraman, to Rosanna 
Blacker. 	23 	May, 	1872 ......... ......................................................................................................... $  Roranna, Blacker to Land Agent, Murrurundi—Application for OP. under section 21 of 40 acres, parish of Yarraman. 
11 	July, 	1872 	............................................................................................................................ 

1.8, Rosanna Blacker to Land Agent, Murrurundi—Applicnt ion for C.P. under section 21 of 40 acres adjoining above. 
11 	July, 	1872 	............................................................................................................................ 

29. Rosannn Blacker to Land Agent, 31urrurundi—App]icntion for O.P. under section 21 of 50 acres adjoining above. 
18 	July, 	1s72 ...... 	................................................................................................................... ..... C 20. James Glass to Minister for Lands, applying to pnrehasc 80 nero, of land on Yarraman Run, with ,nimites thereon. 
7 	May, 	1873 	................................................................................................................................. 

21. Eliza Jane Glass to Surveyor General, applying to purchase 80 acres on southern boundary of L. IV. Levy's 610 

22. 
acres at Yarraman, with minutes thereon. 	22 May, 1873 	.............................. 	....................................... 

Under Secretary, Lands, to Rosanna Bh,eker, cautioning against improving her 100 	40 	25 May, 1873... and 	acres. 
7 
S 

23, Thomas Al. Newman on behalf of B. Blacker to Under Secretary, Lands, in reply to above, with minutes thereon. 
7 	June, 	1873 .......................................................... ...................................................................... 

24. Under Secretary, Land,, to Mrs. R. J. Glass, tl,et ott payment of LI. is. matter trill be referred to appraisement, 
20 	June, 	1873 	.............................................................................................................................. 

23, L.-S. Higgins to Surveyor General, transmitting plan of portions No. 162, 163, and 164, parish of marrainan. 	10 
July, 	1873 ............................................. 	................................................................................... 
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 Under Secretary, Lands, to Mrs. B. L Glass, in reply to application of 22 May. 	8 August, 1873 9 
 Under Secretary, Lands, to L. W. Levy-that matter be determined by appraisement. 	21 August, 1873 	............ 9 
 Under Secretary, Lands, to Under Secretary, Finance and Trade-that Mr. Levy has been advised to pay £1 is. for 

appraisement fee. 	21 August 	1878 ................................... ........................ .. ................................. ..... 
 B. Blacker to Under Secretary, Lands, in reply to letter 22 May, with minutes thereon. 	4 September, 1873 ..... .... 9 

30, Under Secretary, Finance and Trade, to Under Secretary, Lands, in reply to letter 21 August, with minutes thereon. 
10 	September, 	1873 ............................. 	............................................................. ................... ...... .... 9 

31. UnderSecretary.Lands,to Miss It. Blacker, respecting applications,27 Octoberand22Deeember, 1870. 	DOetober, 1873 10 
32. Under Secretary, hinds, to L. W. Levy-Appointment of J. S. Higgins, appraiser, with enclosure. 	9 October, 1878 10 
33. Under Secretary, Lands, to J. S. Higgins, forwarding documents for appraisement. 	9 October, 1873 ............... ... 11 
34. Rosanua Blacker to Under Secretary, Finance and Trade 	forwarding £5 Si. as interest, with minutes thereon. 	22 

January, 	1874 	. ............................................................................................ ................................. 11 
 J. S. Higgins to Under Secretary, Lands, reporting on improvements, with minute. 	23 January, 1874 ............... 11 
 Under Secretary, Finance and Trade, to Miss B. Blacker, in reply to letter of 22 Tanuary, with minutes and 

enclosures. 	30 January, 	1874 	......................................................................................................... 12 
37. Under Secretary, Lands, to U.S. W. A. B. Greoves, to nominate a surveyor to appraise value of improvements. 

13 	June, 	1874 	............................................................................................................................. 13 
38. IV. A. B. Greaves to Under Secretary, Lands, in reply to above, with minutes thereon. 	3 August, 1874 ........ ....... 13 
39. Under Secretary, Lands, to F. W. Darby-instructions as to appraisement. 	29 August, 1874 ........................... 13 
40. Under Secretary, Lands, to F. W. Darby-instruetions as to appraisement. 	29 August, 1874 ... .... ................ .... 14 
41. Under Secretary, Lands, to F. W. Darby, referring to above. 	29 August, 1874 ............................................. 14 
42. Under Secretary, Lands, to F. S. Wyndham, referring to above, enclosures and minutes. 	29 January, 1875 ......... in 
43. Thomas Argent to Minister for Lands, reporting on improvements. 	15 July, 1875 ....................... ....... ..... ....... 16 
44. J. J. Higgins to Under Secretary, Lands, reporting on arbitration, the Government r. F. S. Glass, with enclosures 

andminutes. 	26 	July, 	1875 	.................... ................................................ .............. .............  .......... 16 
45. James lioskins to Secretary for Lands, applying for permission to amend application. 	29 July, 1875 .................. 18 
46. James Glass to Secretary for Lands, reporting on case Regina v. E. S. Glass. 	9 August, 1875 ........................... 18 
4.7. A. S. Kingsinill to Surveyor General, forwarding evidenee on sa,ne, with minutes thereon, 	13 August, 1875 19 
48. James Blacker to Under Secretary, Lands, respecting his 100 and 40 acres CF's 	16 September, 1875 ............... 20 
49, Under Secretary, Lands, to A. J. Eingsmill, respecting award as umpire. 	12 October, 1875 ......... ..................... 21 
50. A. J. ltingsinill to Under Secretary, Lands, in reply to letter above. 	18 October, 1875 ................... ..... ....... ..... 21 
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ROSANNA BLACKER'S COIDITIONAL PURCHASE. 

No.1. 
L. W. Levy to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 ydn ey, 12 September, 1870. 
I have the honor to request that you svill cause to be surveyed 

S
and put up to public auction 

the following portion of land, situate at Liverpool Plains, and being a portion of my Yarraman Run, 
county of Pottinger, district of Murrurundi. 

Description of land. 
Adjoining the eastern boundary of P. Blacker's 300 acres conditional purchase, and the southern 

boundary of my 640-acre purchase, being in the county of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, containing 100 
acres. 	 I am, &c., 

L. W. LEVY. 
Mr. Licensed Surveyor Higgins to measure, if uuobjectionable. B.C., 23 September, 1870. 

J.S.A., for Surveyor General. 

No. 2. 
James Blacker, jun., to The Agent of Crown Lands, Murrurundi. 

[Alienation Act, section 18.] 
Application for the conditional purchase, without competition, of unimproved Crown Land. 

APPLICATION by James Blaclser, jun., for the conditional purchase, without competition, of 100 acres 
unimproved Crown Land. 

Received by me, with a deposit of £25, this 27th day of October, 1870, at 10 o'clock. 
G. G. Bornx, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands, Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 October 27, 1870. 
I am desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the 13th section of the "Crown Lands 

Alienation Act of 1861," the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 100 acres; 
and I herewith tender the sum of £25, being a deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area for which I 
apply, and on which it is my iutention to reside. 	 I am, &e., 

JAMES BLACKER!, Jux., 
Yarraman. 

Per Jrxs BLACKER, 
his Agent. 

Description. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 100 acres, adjoining the east boundary of Patrick 

Blacker's conditional purchase. 

Miiaute on .Nb. 2. 
Mr. Higgins to measure, if unobjcetionable. B.C., 19 Nov., 1870. J.S.A. 

 
Licensed Surveyor Higgins to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 19 November, 1870. 
I have the honor to transmit herewith* the plan of one portion of laud, parish of Yarraman, tAppcndjx j\ 

county of Pottinger, measured for auction sale on the application of L. W. Levy. This portion consists See Ac, 1, 

of opcn forest country. The timber consists of box and gum, soil rich. 
1 have, &c., 

J. J. HIGGINS, 
Licensed Surveyor. 

 
The Surveyor General to Licensed Surveyor Higgins. 

10 December, 1870. 
MxronANntmI of subjects requiring explanation or completion in connection with the survey and plan of 

No. 61, parish of Yarraman, county of Pottinger, transmitted by Mr. Licensed Surveyor Higgins's See No.3. 
letter of 19 November, and on which Mr. Higgins's report in explanation is requested. 

Suhjccl. 	 Report. 
Corner A is given as 59°, box 52-10-61, 	I have given the bearing as it is on the ground. 

whereas on the original plan of No. 10 it is shown 	I found the peg at the intersection of two marked 
as N. 41°  8', E. box 36-10. 	 lines. I may mention the survey of Nos. 9 and 10 

The value of the improvements should have appears to be carelessly carried out. 
been stated. 	 J.S.A., 	 J. J. Hioom.rcs, 

(For the Sur. Gen.) 	 15 January, 1871. 
Mr. Higgins has not reported on the value of the 	]. estimate the value of thefencing on this 

improvements. See 2nd paragraph. 	 portion at £30. 	 J. J. Hxaom's, 
lIT., 	 2 February, 1871. 

(For Sureyor General), 
25 January, 1871. 

No. 5. 
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No. 6. 
J. Blacker, junr., to The Land Agent, Murrurunth. 

Application qf the conditional purchase, wi/houf competition, of unimproved Crown Land. 

[Alienation Act, section 21.1 
APPLICATION by James Blacker, junr., for the conditional purchase, without competition, of 40 acres 

unimproved Crown Land, under section 21 of the Lands Alienation Act of 1861.. 

Iteceived by mc, with it deposit of £10, this 22nd day of December, 1870+  at 12 o'clock. 
G. G. BRODIE, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 22 December, 1870. 
I sin desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the 21st section of the." Crown Lands 

See No. 2. 	Alienation Act of 1.861," the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder descrIbed, containing 40 acres, 
which adjoins my conditional purchase of 100 acres, made on 27 October, 1870; and I herewith tender 
the sum of £10, being a deposit at the rate of five shillings per acre on the area for which I apply. 

I am, &c., 
JAMES BLACKER, Juwn., 

Yarraman. 
JAMES BLACKER. 

Description. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 40 acres, adjoining the eastern boundary of lilY con-

ditional purchase of 100 acres, and the southern boundary of I,.W'. Levy's 640 acres. 

Athatte on 3o. 5. 
J.S.A. Mr. Higgins (if first C.?. is satisfactor)-) to meaeure if nnohject.ioua.hle,B.C., 1.0 January, 1871, 

No. 6. 
Licensed Surveyor Higgins to The Surveyor General. 

Sir. 	 20 April, 1871. 
'Appendix B. 	 1, have the honor to transmit herewith the plan*  of one portion of land containing 40 acres, 
See No.5. 	numbered 62, in the parish of Yarraman, county of Pottinger, applied for by James Blacker as conditional 

purchase under the 38th clause of the Regulations under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," and 
measured by me on the 4th April, 1871, in accordance with your letter of instructions of the 22nd 
November, 1870. 

At the time of survey applicant had effected no improvements himself. A fence which I value at 
£15 was on the land, and was made by the former lessee of the rankle resides on his adjoining 
conditional purchase of 100 acres. 	 I have, &c., 

J. J. HIGGINS. 

No. 7. 
Gazette Notice. 

BInACT from Government Gazette of 9th May, 1871.—Salo at the Police 0111cc, Mmrurundi, on Monday, 26th June, 1871. 

LoL 4 Area. "j'° county. Pari&,. 	 Situation. Remarks. I 1 — 
a. 	r. 	p. £ 	S. 	. ii

00 
(Adjoining the southern boundary '5 Exelusivclyofaroad H 61 1 	0 0 Yarra,nan ...... 	of Levy's 610 acres 	Yarn' 1 	0 	0 	Pottinger ....... 

m 	Rn 	..on. an 	u 	............................. 1 chant wide  

 
The Under Secretary for Lands to L. W. Levy. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney,5 June, 1871.. 
The land situated at Yarraman, county of Pottinger, applied for by you, will be offered for 

sale by auction on the 26th instant, at the Crown Lands Sale Office, Murrurundi. 
I ann, &c.. 

W. C. EDWA liDS, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

 
7 June, 1871. 

REPORT by Licensed Surveyor Higgins on Conditional Purchase made by James Blacker, at Yarraman. 

REPORT on Conditional Purchase, Conmty of Pottinger, l'olice District of ?'Iurrurundi. 

Land Name l)ate Pate Nature Value 0f 
office of of Ate,, Situation. of of l'u,prove. . Remarks. 
No. Purchaser. I'urclnase Inspeetion. Improvements. meat,. 5 

70/3840 James Blacker, 27 Oct., 13 lOG No. (;I. April 4, Ftneing £31. J The fence was erected 
junior. 

118 
870. parish of 1871. end lint. . by 	the 	lessee of 

Yarratnani. the run. 

J. J. HIGGINS, 
Licensed Surveyor, 7/6[71. 

No. 10. 
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No, 10. 
Memorandum. 

LOT II, portion 61, of sale at Murrurundi, on the 26th June, 1871, county of Pottinger, should now be 
withdrawn from sale, having been conditionally purchased by J. Blacker.—W.S,C., 8 June, 1871. 

For withdrawaL—ilL. 8 June, 1871. 

No. 11. 
The Land Agent, Murrurundi, to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Land Office, Murrurundi, 10 June, 1871. 
Referring to the portion of land noted in the margin, advertised for sale by auction at this IsvH, 100 acret, 

office on the 28th instant, I have the honor to state that James Blacker made a conditional purchase of 
100 acres adjoining his 300 acres on the 27th October, 1870, and that the same, on examining the 1871. 
description in my register, appears to form part of the land now advertised for sale. 

May I request you will cause inquiry to be made, and furnish me with instructions before the 
26th instant. 	 I have, &c., 

G. G. BRODIE, Land Agent. 

No. 12. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 June, 1871. 
Rcferrinr' to the sale of Crown Lands advertised to takc place at Murrurundi under your 

direction, on the 26tt instant, 1 am directed to request, for the reason hereunder stated, that you will be 
good enough to withdraw from that sale lot H, portion 61, 100 acres, county of Pottinger, parish of 
Yarraman. 	 I have, &c., 

W. C. EDWARDS, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

Conditionally purchased by J. Blocker. 

No. 13. 
Gazette Notice, 

[Extract from Government Gazette of 23rd June, 1871.] 

Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 June, 1871. 
WJTRDEAWAL or Lsxn FROM SALE. 

Nor[cn is hereby given that the underiuentioned portion of ]and, advertised in the Government Gazette 
of the 9th ultitno (No. 107), for sale at the following Police Office, ott the 20th instant, has been with-
drawn from sale, namely 

Sale at Murrurtnicli —Lot II, portion 61, county of Pottinger, parish of Yarrainan. 
J. BOWIE WILSON. 

No. 14. 
M. Fitzpatrick, Esq., M.L.A., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 100, Pitt-street, Sydncy, 10 August, 1871. 
I am instructed, by a person desirous of purchasing the land, to represent to you that J. 

Blacker has neither improved nor resided on the portion of land conditionally selected by him, 40 acres, 
being lot 62, on Ya.rraman Creek, and I ,in,  to request that you will at an early date cause the land to be 
brought to auction. 	 i: have, &e., 

M. FITZPATRICK. 
The 40 acres, lot 62, is an additional conditional purchase, and Blacker is of course not bound to 

reside, and has three years to effect his improvements; lie is reported resident on his C.P. (100 acres) taken 
up under the 13th clause, which of course the 40-acre C.P. adjcins.—W.ff, 1.4/8/71. 

Inform-JEW.. 17/8/71..  

No. 15. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to M. Fitzpatrick, Esq., M.L.A. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 A.ugust 1871. 
With refbrence to your letter of the 10th instant, requesting on behalf of a person who you sco No. it 

state is desirous of purchasing the land, that the Cl?, of 40 acres of land made by James Blacker, june., 
at Murrurundi, may be declared firfeited and brought to sale by auction. ,s you allege the same has 
neither been resided upon nor improved,-1 am directed to infonu you that the portion in question (No. 62) 
being taken up as an additional C.?., the selector is not bound to reside thereon, and lie has three years 
from date of purchase to effect his improvements. 

2. I am to state that the local surveyor reported Mr. Blacker as resident upon the adjoining portion 
under the 13th section of the Act. 	 1 have, &c., 

W. W STEPHEN. 

No. 16. 
James Blacker to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

NOTiFIcATiON of alienation of conditional purchase hnder 13th section of the "Crown Lands Ahienafio la 
Act of 1861," with all additional conditional purchases made in virtue thereof. 

Notification of alienation of conditional purchases by .Ta.mes Bláckér, junr. in the District of Murrurundi. 
I flEREB1 notify to you, as the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands for the District of Murrurundi, that I 

have 



have (after a residence of at least twelve months on my original purchase under 13th section) this day 
alienated to Rosanna Blacker, of Yarraman, the 140 acres of land (being the total am) situated in the 
county of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, which I selected at Murrurundi as conditional purchases under 
the 13th and 21st sections of the 'Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," on the following dates, namely,-
100 acres purchased on 27 October, 1870; 40 acres purchased on 22 December, 1870. 
Dated at Murrurundi, this 23rd May, 1872: 	 JAMES BLACKER, 

Yarraman. 

I have duly registered the above notification of alienation in the records of this office—U-. 0- 
BRODIE, Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands. 	Crown Land Sales Office, Murrurundi, 23 May, 1872. 

No. 17. 
Rosanna Blacker to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

[Alienation Act, section 21.] 
An'LICATION by Rosanna Blacker, spinster, for the conditional purchase, without competition, of 40 acres, 

unimproved Crown Land, under section 21 of the Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

Received by me, with a deposit of £10, this 11th day of July, 1872, at 10 o'clock. 
G. G. BRODIE, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 11 July, 1872. 
lam desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the 21st section of the "Crown Lands 

See No. 	 Alienation Act of 1861, the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 40 acres, 
which adjoins my conditional purchase of 40 acres, made on the 22nd December, 1870; and I herewith 
tender the sum of £10, being a deposit at the rate of five shillings per acre on the area for which I apply. 

I am, &c., 
100 acres, 27 Oct., 1870. 	 ROSANNA BLACKBR, 
40 acres, 22 Dec., 1870. 	 Yarraman, 

Per JAMEs BLAcxzu, Agent. 

Description. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 40 acres, adjoining the south boundary of my C.P. of 40 

acres purchased on 22nd December, 1870. 

Minute on No. 17. 

Mr. Higgins (if first C.P. is satisfactory) to measure if uuobjcctionablc.—B.C., 26/8/72, J.S.A. 

No, 18. 
Rosanna Blacker to The Land Agent, Murrurunth. 

[Alienation Act, section 21.] 
APPLICATION by Rosanna Blacker, spinster, for the conditional purchase, without competition, of 40 acres 

unimproved Crown Land, under section 21 of the Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

Received by me, with a deposit of £10, this 11th day of July, 1872, at 10 o'clock. 
G. G. B1%ODIE, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Si;., 	 11 July 1872. 
I am desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the 21st section of the "Crown Lands 

See No. ii. 	Alienation Act of 1861," the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 40 acres, 
which adjoins my conditional purchase of 40 acres, made on the 11th July, 1872 ; and I herewith tender the 
sum of £10, being a deposit at the rate of five shillings per acre on the area for which I apply. 

100 acres, 27 Oct., 1870. 	 I am, &c., 
40 acres, 22 Dec., 1870. 	 ROSA NNA BLACKER, 
40 acres, 11 July, 1872. 	 Yarraman. 

Per JAMEs Br.AcKn, Agent. 

De8cription. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 40 acres, adjoining the south boundary of my A.C.P. 

made this day. 

Minute on xc. is. 
Mr. Higgins (if first C.P. is satisfactory) to measure if unobjectional.—B.C., 26/8/12, J.S.A. 

No. 19. 
Rosanna Blacker to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

[Alienation Act, section 21.1 
APPLIcATIoN by Rosanna Blacker, spinster, for the conditional purchase, without competition, of 50 
acres unimproved Crown Land under section 21 of the Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

Received 
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Received by me, with a deposit of £12 lOs., this 18th day of July, 1872, at 11 o'clock. 
G. G. BRODIE, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 18 July, 1872. 
Jam desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 

1861," the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 50 acres, which adjoins my See No, 18, 
conditional purchase of 40 acres, made on the 11th July, 1872; and I herewith tender the sum of £12 
lOs,, being a deposit at the rate of five shillings per acre on the area for which I apply. 

I have, &c., 
1IOSANNA BLACKER.. 

Acres. 
tOO ...... 27th October, 1870, 
40 ...... 22nd December, 1870. 
40 ...... 11th July, 1872. 
40 ...... 11th July, 1872. 
50... ... 18th July, 1872. 

Yarraman, 
2' JAMES Bticxva, Agent. 

Deeerption. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 50 acres, adjoining the west side of Rosanna Blacker's 

last A.C.P. of 40 acres. 

Mitiute on Rb. 19, 
Mr. Higgins (if first C.P. is satisfactory) to measure if unobjeetionable.—B.O., 16/9/72, R.D.F. 

No. 20. 
James Glass to The Minister for Lands. 

Sir, 

	

	 Royal Hotel, Sydney, 7 May, 1873, 
I request to be permitted to purchase 80 acres of land situate on my Yarraman Run, Liver-

pool Plains, adjoining 640 acres previously purchased by me ; the said SO acres is improved to the extent 
of £1 per acre. 

This land has been free selected by one Blacker, who is now pulling up my fence and removing it. 
I therefore request you will at once give notice to Blacker not to remove my fence, and I further request 
that Blacker's application to conditionally purchase the land in question may be cancelled. This matter 
is very urgent, as I sustain damage by the removal and loss of my fence. 

Yours, &c., 
JAMES GLASS, 

(Pro E. J. GLASS). 

Minvtea on No. 20. 
Alienation Branch to warn the free selector in the first instance. Mr. Blackman—THY, 

9/5/73. 	Mr. Glass should be requested to give the date of the conditional purchase referred to, as 
also the Christian name of Blacker, to enable the Department to identify the OP., as there is a large 
family of Blackers and many of them hold, conditional purchases,-19/5173. 	Inform, urgent.-19/5/73. 
Private note to Mr. Glass to call.—W. B., 23/5/73. 	Mr. Glass states that the selections referred to 
are I OO-acre and 40-acre portions applied for on 27th October, 1870, and 22nd December, 1870. (J. 
Blacker, junr.) 	The purchases berein referred to have been alienated to Rósanna BlacIer.-24/5/78, See No. 16. 
The usual letter cautioning her against making any further improvements for the present, should be sent 
at once. Give the name of the party who claims the land by virtue of his improvements.—W.B., 25/5/73. 
Rosanna Blacker informed, 25th May, 1873. 	 See No, 2 2. 

No. 21. 
Eliza Jane Glass to The Surveyor General. 

Application for the purchase of improved Crown Lands, 
Sir, 	 Singleton, 22 May, 1873. 

Having become the proprietor of the improvements detailed below, and which I estimate to be 
worth £80, I have the honor to apply that I may be permitted to purchase, without competition, under 
the provisions of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," the Crown Lands on which they stand, 
and which are described hereunder. 

The improvements referred to are now in my possession. 
I have, &e., 

ELIZA JANE GLASS. 

Nature of Improvements. 
Fencing—consisting of post and rail fencing and wire fencing. 

Deserz)ition of land. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, SO acres; bounded on the north by portion of the 

southern boundary of L. W. Levy's 640 acres at Yarraman, and shown on the accompanvmg sketek* 	Appendlx C. 

Minute, 
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S 

Mm ales on above. 

Mr. Johnsou,—.This should be referred to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Land.—G.Ji., 12 
June., 1873. 

Mr. Pretious, 17/6/73. 
Yarraman Run, district of Liverpool Plains, is held under a promise of lease by I. W. Levy.—

A.O.P., Occupation of Lands, 23 June, 1873. 
May be accepted as if made on behalf of the lessee. - Inform in usual terms—S August, 1873. 

(Wrtt:ten by Mr. Johnson.) 

No. 22. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Rosanna Blacker. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 May, 1873. 
In reference to the two conditional purchases of 100 and 40 acres of land respectively, at 

iloirorundi, too Yarraman, which Mr. James Blacker, junior, alienated to you on the 23rd May, 1872,—I am directed to 
acres,270etober, 

apprise you that Mrs. B. J. Glass has represented that, at the date of Mr. Blacker's selection, the land 
40 acres, 22 	contained improvements, her property, to the value of £1 per acre. December, 1870. 

	

	
2. I am therefore to caution you against improving your purchases, as, should it be found, after 

inqniry, that the improvements alluded to are of sucient value to bar selection, the applications will be 
cancelled. 	 I have, &e., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 23. 
Tlios. M. Newman to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi, 7 June, 1873. 
On behalf of Miss Rosanna Blacker, of Yarraman, lam instructed to acknowledge the receipt 

see No. t1 	of your letter to her of the 24th May last, in reference to the two conditional purchases of 100 and 40 
ldurrmndl, 100 acres respectively, at Yarraman, which Mr. James Blacker, junior, alienated to her on 23rd May, 1872, in 
1870.' 	' which you state that Mrs. B. J. Glass has represented that, at the date of Mr. Blacker's selection, the 
Docemb 1870. land contained improvements, her property, to the value of £1 per acre. 

In reply thereto, I have to inform you that Miss Blacker is in a position ,to prove that the improve. 
ments referred to were not worth, in the whole, more than £30. 

I have, &e., 
TROS. M. NEWMAN. 

Afinu•ler on No. 23 
Urgent. Inform that, on lodging the fee of £1 is. in the Treasury, the matter will be referred to 

appraiscment.—W.B., 16/0/73. 	Mrs. Glass informed, 20 June, 1873. 	Mr. Levy is the lessee, not 
Mrs. Glass. 

iSir, Jolinson,—As recently decided by the Minister in a similar case, this appraisement should be 
conducted between the Government and the owner of the improvements, who may be called upon to pay 
the fee.-8/8/73. 

Yes, that is the lessee of the,  run (Mr. L. W. Levy), who should be called upon to pay the appraise. 
ment fee.-8/8/78. (Written by Mr. Johnson.) 

No. 24i. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. E. J. Glass. 
Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 June, 1873. 

No. U. 	 In reference to Mr. James Glass's communication of 7th ultimo, representing on your behalf 
Murru 
Eo,annaBl

rundi,
acker, that the conditional purchases noted in the margin embrace your improvements to the value of £80, I 

100 acres, 27th am directed to inform you that, on your paying into the Colonial Treasury the sum of £1 is., the matter 
Oct., 1870. 
40 acre,, 22nd will be referred to appraisement in the usual manner. 
Dee., 1870. 	 I have, &e., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 25. 

Licensed Surveyor Higgins to The Surveyor General. 
Sir, 	 10 July, 1873. 

Appendtx D. 

	

	 I have the honor to transmit herewith the plane of two portions of land, containing 40 acres 
each, and one portion of 50 acres, numbered 162, 163, and 164, in the parish of Yarraman, in the county 
of Pottinger, applied for by Rosanna Blacker (spinster, minor), as conditional purchases under the 21st 
clause of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," and measured by me on the iflth June, 1873, in 
accordance with your instructions of the 27th August and 18th September respectively. 

At the time of swvey applicant was resident on her first OP., No. 62, the land adjoining, and 
had effected no improvements on these portions. 

1 have, &e., 
J. J. HIGGINS, 

Licensed Surveyor. 

No. 26. 
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No. 26. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. E. J. Glass. 
Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 August, 1873. 

Referring to your application, dated the 22nd May last, to purchase, under tiLe Stir clause of see No. 21. 
the 'Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861,'' the portion of land noted in the margin, I am directed to inform 
you that the Yarraivan Run, in virtue of which the laud in question is applied t'oi', is under lease to iriih of 

I arnun,uI, Mr. L. WI. Levy, and that the application will be treated as if made on his behalf. 
1 have, &e., 

P. P. JOHNSON, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 27. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to L. W. Levy. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 August., 1873. 

- 	Referring to the conditional purchases made by James Blacker, of certain land on the 
Xarraman Run, and to the objection lodged thereto by El isa .Taiie Glass (as your agent), on i:he grounds 
that part of the land selected contained improvements of sufficient value to bar selection—i am directed to 
inform you that the matter in dispute should be determined by appraisement, which will be carried out 
between you and the Government, on your paying into the Treasury the sum of £1 is., being the usual 
fee required in sticli eases. 	 I have, &-e., 

W. WI. STEPhEN. 

No. 28. 
The Under Secretary for

.  Lands to 'i'lie Under Secretary for Fivane.e and Trade. 
Sir, 	- 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21, August;, 1873. 

1 am directed to inform you that Mr. L. WI. Levy has been advised to pay into the Colonial 
Treasury the sum of £1 is., being the fee for appraising the improvellients on a portion of land on the 
Yarraman Run, applied for by him under the 8th clause of the Crow-n Lands Alienation Act, and I am to 
request that you will receive the sum when tendered, and report to me when payment has been made. 

I have, Le., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 29. 

li. Blacker to The Under Secretary for Lands. 
Si i', 	 3furrurundi, 4 September, 1873. 

1 have the honor to inform you that I received a letter from the Goverrinient desiring me not-
to put any improvements on the selections made by mc, viz., Nos. 61 and 62, puisli of Yarrama.n, county 
of Pottinger, made about two years ago. There is a fence on this portion, made by Ni's. Glass. and on 
whose run the land is situated, but tire value of the fence is under £10. Since receiving the above letter, 
I have written to the lion, the Minister for Lands, inforiniug lnm that the value of the felice is under £40. 

Mr. higgins knows the fence it is an old, nearly worn out two-round railed fence, and lie has 
v alued it at. about £30, 1. think. As I have received no titrther information and am now iii doubt what 
to do, may I respeeHully request that your decision on the subject may be communicated to me, as 1 have 
already improved time laud to the extent of about £70. Mr. Glass and I have been on bad terms, and I. 
think that the question of the improvements has only been brought up by him in consequence of this fact. 

1 have, c., 
- 	 it BLACKER, 

Per A.C.P. 
JWnntee on No. 29, 

l.,ast, action noted. Mrs. Glass, 20/6/73. 	These papers should be forwarded to Mr. Long, iii 
reference to time subsequent papers on the subject forwarded to mm omi the 1.6th ultimo. Mr. Long, 23 /1.0/73. 
Mr. Blackman. No further action I pesuine can take place uutil the award is received—C .L., 7 Nov., '73. 
Forwarded to Niseelianeous Branch, to ascertain the resultof the appm:miserneirt..—i /6/7-t. 	Mr. Neate. 
Mr. Appraiser 1-liggins was instructed to valub the improvements on the 0th Oct., 1.873, but failed to act 
within time prescribed time; it will be necessary therefore to aw,ot, under decision respecting appraisemiments, 
Mr. P.S. Ureaves' nomination of another ofticer.—]i.i3., 15'GJui. 

No, 30. 
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 The Tcea.snry, New Sout Ii Wales, 10 September, 1873. 
Referring to your letter of the 21st ultimno, 1 have tIre honor to iriforum you that the sum of No. 26. 

£1 is. w-as, on the 8th instant, paid into this office by Mr. L. WI. Levy, as fee on appraisement of certain 
improvements on the Yarraman Run. 	 i have, &c., 

-- 	 . 	 U. EAGAR. 
Jilnutee on R. 30. 

Mr. Long,—V1mo shall act as appraiser it,  this case P—JR.. 16 Sept., 1873. 	Mr. Licensed 
Surveyor iiiggins.—G.L., 18 Sept., 1873. 

417—B 	
No. 31. 
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-'- 	0 
.L'.O. 0.. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to .Uosanna Blacker. 

Thtdani, 	 iiepartineiit of,  Lands. Sydney, U October, 1878. 
With reference to two applications of 271h October and 22nd December. 1870, made by 

James Blacker, jun., of Yarrauian. to purchase, under sections 13 and 21 of the Crown Lands Ahi('natioir 
Act, two portions containing respectively 100 acres and 40 ileres, in the parish of Yorraman (and winch 
said purchases have since been trauskrred to )-ou), II not directed to inform you that Mr. L. W. Levy, of 
Sydney, has objected to the land iii qitestioii being alienated to you, on the ground of there being sufficient 
improvements thereon at dates of applical ion to bar selection. 

2. 1 am to add that the Minister for Lands has decided that the matter shall be determined by 
a•ppr;nsement as between the Government and Levy, and that Mr. 3. 3. Higgins (who has been appointed 
to act as appraiser on behalf of the Government) has been instriLetecl to acquaint you of the tune and 
place of holding the Court of Appraisement, in order that you may have an opportunity of being present 
to give evidence on your own behalf. 	 1 have, &e., 

-- 	 W. W STEPHEIc. 
Declarations endorsed. Payments have been accepted, subject to approval of the honorable the 

Minister for :[1iids. 	Will the Under Secretary for Lands be good enough to fitvour me with a report at 
his earliest convenience—G.E., the Treasury, B.C., U July;  1871. 

No. 32. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to L. W. Levy. 

Sit', 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 0 October, 1873. 
I beg to inform you, in reference to two applications made by James Blacker, jun., on the 

27th October and 22nd December. 1570. eo]ltaimuiig 100 acres and 40 acres respectively, under time 13th 
and 21st sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, and which said purchases have since been alienated 
to .Rosanmaa Blacker, of Yarrainau, and whereas the purchases referred to have been objected to by you, 
on the ground of there being sutiieient improvements thereon at the dates of application (viz., 27th 
October and 22nd December 1870) to bar selection, and the Honorable the Secretary for Lands havimg 
authorized me iii that respect, I have appointed Mr. dunes Jerome higgins, of Murrurundi, appraiser on 
I'ehalf of the Government. If von are satisfied that the improvements at the dates of selection, viz., 27th 
October and 22nd December, i870, iii qtiesl:ion shall be i-outed by Ili alone, you will please sign time form 

No i.ee;i mry. sent herewith 	 how marked A ' it 	ever, u yo wish to 	n 	 ii appoint a appraist r to act: o your behalf, you will sign 
I lie fonn '13" aunexeml. In this c:ts,a you will 1)3  req nimed to pay the costs of such appraiser and of the 
ititipi 'c who will then have to be appointed and upon forwarding the same to Mr. Higgins lie will proceed 
herein to act on behalf of the (i-overoineflt. VOU wilt of course nuderstatid that unless an appointment 
o either Ibrmn A or B be thrwanled to him iiithin Si Nt)-  days from this date, lie will proceed with the 

appraisement, iii accordance with 3rd clause of the 28th section of the Alienation Act. 
2. in it ppoiutui g an appraiser,  r ott will be so good as to sign your name in full. 

I have, &e., 
1. 1-1. .TOI:ENSON, 

(For the under Secretary). 

1t5tc7o.suve to .Xb. 32.J 

B. 

Applicant appoi ding Appraiser on his own behalf, 

lVlimiitzAS I, Elixti Jim tie Glass, of Singleton in tile Colony of Now Sout Ii W;iles, have objected to the parchnitsto of COt On 
Cm'own hind. on tie ground of there being sullieient iniprovements thereoh oil dates of selection, viz., 27th October and 22nd 
I Ieee, iii er, 1870, to bar si-tee! oo. a descri tio,m sri ereol' is set on I: in the sc I turin] e hci'ci nfl ft cv writ ten and wi loves s the 
NI 	(r liii' Lands Ins dii lv appointed 3 Ir. Jo 'lies 1 eronme ii iggins, of 3fnrrnrn id,. to be the prison to ajiprai Se the val no of 
Ii c Si iii iii ir0ve immen t iii t lutes of select io ii. viz., 27th Oetolii,r ii ml 221Ld December. be,, 1870, o, i behalf alf of the ti-overn 'tic it. au it 

I tercis I am desirous of ii ppoi,mt ing an appraiser it toy behalf in the lilt I or ,ifores,m d Now I, the said El iza ,Ta,,e Gl,iss, tb 
1, c L cli V.  in punmncc of the pi'ovisioms oft -lie ' Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801, appoint \Vilhia,n B. Bc11. of L'oonioo 
(.'oo,nuo, in I-lie Coioi iv of N ow Sooth, Wal r,. to a pprim i so en nibeh,m lIthe 'a I lie of t U sa itt i 0 ipm'ovemu cuts at dates ot' selectioi i 
viz., 27th October aid 22nd December. 1870, and (lieprice to be paid by nit for the purchase I hereof and further,l do hereby 
it ,,derl ike and prom iso 10 James S. Farad). E q.. 3 l.imiist or for J am iris, that I will par to the pet-so' i a bovc appointed its 
appraiser on my behalf, and to any lunpire who may be appointed in thu ,uattcrs aforesitid. all costs, charges. and expenses 
whirl i sI alt or ii cmv become pay;i ale 10 tie said ipprii i se,, a id to liv 'intl  mire iv) to niay be appointed Ii erei is, and that J. sri II 
hold the Government of the said Colony indenunfled from being etlled Upomi to may t lit said costs, cimrges, and expenses, or 
any part thereof. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set mv baud, this thirteenth day of November, 3873. 
ELIZA JANE GLASS. 

Sen,mt'au lmm:rainnr.n TO. 

The improvements erected upon 100 acres and slO acres i'espeetively, in the parish of Yarraman, county of Pottinger, at 
dates of selection, viz., 271h October and 22nd December, 1670. 

1, the withinnamed William Bryant Bell, (to solemnly and sincerely declare that, I am not directly or indirectly 
interested in the ,natter referred to mime, and that I will faithfully, honestly, and to the best of my itill and ability, hear and 
determine the matters referred to me under the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

W. 13. BELL. 
S abscm'ibed and deelai'ed, tins thirteent It day of 

December, S.D. 1.873, before me,— 
G. G. Bnonui, J.P. 

No. 33. 
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No. 33. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Licensed Surveyor iiggins. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 October, 187:3. 
Ecferring to former iostrnctiena sent to You for your guidance in mtIkiii d oppraiseinents wider 

the 28th sect;ion of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 ," I now forward the documents necessary to 
enable you to appraise the value of the improicnionts on the land partieuht.i'ized in the annexed 
selied tile, v1iieh has been applied for bs' Ithsa ona Blacker, snider the 13th and 21st clauses of the Crown
Iands Alienation Act' of. 1801.'' 1 mar explain that the Crown lessee, Mr. L. \\T  Levy, claims that the 
laud contains iniprovements, his property, of sufficient value to bar its sale to Rosatma Blacker. 

2. YOR will be good enough to apprise ]thsanna Blacker of the time and iilace of holding the Court 
of A ppraiseinent, in order that she may have an opportunity of producing evidence in her own behal I. 

I have, &c.. 
P. II. JOHNSON, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

?o'rx.—Tl,e 2813, scot jot], clasue 0, of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801.,' provides that a single approiser or 
a,'bi I rater lnu,I inc ke his a u-a rd ,olh 1st Si.,'! q thivs after his appointment, or wit], in such extein led t mw (if any) not exceeding 
hi nv days, as slit]] have been dilly a] pm nit vi by In,,,. Flailuic on part of airy appraiser or arbitrator 10 coin ply wit], the 

terms of (his section will, in the ahei,,'e of st,llicicnt expianalion, involve the forfeiture ot half the amount of appl'aiit'nti'tli. 
fee. 

I':li'tic, to the Aplli'alaa,nent. 	 A net. 	. 	]'ortion. 	 Situation of Land, 

The Crown r. L. W. Levy ..................... 	80 0 0 ............. 	Parish of Yanuman, county of Pottinger. 

[Enclosure to Ho. 33.] 

A ppeinfniont of Appraiser by Government. 

Wiasar.is, on 27 October not 22 Deceniber, 1.870, hines Blacker, jun., apple1 to purchase, UIRIPP sections 13 and 21 of the 
Crown Lands A lienation A et, 100 acres and 4 a ties of land, in the parish of Yarniuinan, County of l'ottinger, which said pui'-
chases have since been alienated to Rosa,,,irm Blacker, of Ya,'ra,nan and whereas Lewis Wolfe Levy, of Sydney, in I Ito 
Colony of New South Willes, hits objected to the purchases by Blacker, on the ground of there being sufficient snnproveiuonts 
hereon, at dates of application, to bar select ion of said Crown land, situote in the parish of '1 arr'l....na, a description whereof 

is set ont in the schedule li ereii,aftcr w,'jti en 	Now I. the Under Secrets ry for Lands, having beenduly authorized by the 
Minister for Lands, in pursuance of the pwvcrs vested in him mnuder and by virtue of the 1  Crown Lands Alienation Art, of 
18111,",  do hereby appoint 3 tines .Tere,ne hJigins, of Mnnrnntoidi, in the Colony of New South Wales, to be the appOliser 011 
belndf of tIme Crowin, to appinise the value of the said improvements at dates of selection, viz., 27 October and 22 December, 
1870. 

In witness iv]mereof, I have hereto set my hand, this ninth clay of October, 1873. 
W. W. STEPUEN. 

Sesn:ar.i.n; Itarritinil) to. 
The improvcment.s upon 100 acres and 40 acres. in the lacrish of Yarrmnan, county of Pol Linger, at dato of select ion 

viz,, 27 October and 22 Decemher, 1870. 

I, the iris], in .,ia,ne,] Jam ies ,Teroni e 1! igg ins, do sulem nb and si in cody deela re that l.a out not; (Ii rectiv or 'It1 inert Ic 
intere,.ted in the matter referred to mile, and that I will foithinlly and honestly, and to the be4 of my skill and ability, hear 
and dole' nil inc the In aLters ,'eferned to ii, e, am 1cr I lie '' C 'own Lands Al i runt ion A ci; of 150].." 
Subscribed and declared this 27111 day of l 	 Ii. 1[IC,UfXS. 

.1 )cem'nmher, A.D. 187$. Itefore me,— 5 
BOaT, RonaaTsox. 'Ti'. 

No, 34. 
liosanna Blacker to The Under Secretary for FinanCe and Trade. 

iThrrama.n, Mtirrurundi, 22 January, 1874. 
Relerring to the conditional purchases mentioned in the enclosed letter, I beg to state that 

there are not improvements amounting to £40, as alleged by Mr. L. W. Levy, on either of the b]oeks I See 
No. at. 

have taken sip. 1 have further to state that I have complied with the requirements of the Land A ct, as 	
La 15 

regards residence, &e., and I now beg to forward the awn of £5 Ga., being interest due upon the pm'- 	a io 
chases mentioned. 	 I have, &e., 

ROSA.NNA i3LAC RTR. 

dliim re/ce on Nb. 34. 

£5 Ga. Suspense Account, awaiting deelaration.-24 January, 1874. 
]losanna Blacker should be informed that the sum of £5 Ge. remitted as interest on 0.2's 

made at Murruruudi on 27 October and 22 December, 1870, has been placeti in Suspense Account, 
pending receipt of declaration as to residence, &e. Upon receipt; the amount will be accepted, subject 
to the decision of the )[omiorable the Minister for Lands. 

The 'l'reasury. Revenue l3ranch.-2711t71. 	Mr. Reid—G.E. 

No. 35. 
Licensed Surveyor Higgins to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 23 January, 1.874. 
ii have the honor to report that, in the ease of Bosanna Blacker, with reibrenee to appraise. 

ment of iniprovenients on selections held by her in the parish of Yarrarnan, arid valled for hr Louis Wolfe 
I 2evv. of Svinev,—iipon flue enclosed piper being sent for sign at tire to Mr. Levy, (len 'i ntg b lat to S emttiosure to 

- tjipoint  
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appoint an appraiser on his own behalf, he forwarded the paper to Mrs. Glass, the nominal owner of the 
run, who filled it up, appointing an appraiser on her own behalf. 

I regret to say that 1 did not observe till too late to amend it that the appointment of the second 
appraiser was illegal, and should have been made by Mr. Levy. I beg respectfully to apply that a new 
appointment may be made out. 

I may mention that the delays of postal arrangements incidental to it scattered district, and the 
]on,  intervening distance between arbitrators and umpire, together with the absence of any resident 
Magistrate, make a difilculty in arranging a- meeting in order to sign the necessary documents before a 
Justice of the Peace. 

I. enclose herewith the paper referred to, showing error. 
I have, &c., 

J. J. HIGGINS. 

.21i'inute on Vb. 35. 

Fresh appraisement instructions may issue.— 26/3/74. 

No. 36. 
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Rosanna Blacker. 

Madam, 	 The Treasury, New South Wales, 30 January. 1874. 
Na. a;. 

	

	 I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 22nd instant, enclosing the sum 
of £5 5s. in payment of interest on a conditionalpurchsse. 

I have to state in reply, that the usual declaration of residence and improvements should be 
forwarded without delay, when the case will be submitted for the decision of the Ninister for Lands. 

I have, &c,, 
G. EA,&AR. 

Minutes on Nb. 36. 

Memo—On behalf of Mr. S. Blacker (the father of Rosanna Blacker), I beg to forward the 
declarations referred to in the enclosed letter.—G. G. }3itoDIE, C.L.A., Murrurundi, 20/6/74. 

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Enclosure A to ,Nb. 36 
am No. 70-3840. 	 - 	 - 	 F. 4. [Alienation Act;.] 

Declaration of Conditional Purchase,- under the 1317, section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," in cases where 
the,'a has been alienation of the land. 

1. .l'AILES Blacker, on behalf of np daughter Rosanna Blacker, a minor, twelve years of age, do solemnly and sincerely declare 
that she is the lawf ii owner, by conditional pitrettase, under the 13th section of the " Crow,, Lands Alienation Act of 1561.,",  
of the land hereunder described, and that improvements consisting of fencing. house, and yards, ansi to the value oi £100, have 
been macit) on such land ; and I declare further that the said land has been the bona fate residence, continuously, of James 
lUncher, jiiiiioi', and ,nvself, respectively, from the period of selection and first occupation to the present date, and that 110 
alienation of the land has been made by -any of the above-named holders until after the residence thereon of such holder for a 

I 

of one whole ycnr, each alienation having been notified to the Land Agent of the District witlnn one month of its 
having been made. I nThke this solemil deelaratioo, conscientiously believing the same to be tine, and by virtue of the provi-
sions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intitnied, "An Art for the more 
rflStssat abolition of Oaths and AJlirn,atiosss taken and made in various Departments of the Government of .lVèw South Wales 
and to snbstitnte Deela,-alione in lie,, thereof andfo;' the suppressiol of voluntary and ext;'ajndicial Oaths and Affidarits." 

JAMES BLACKER. 
Taken and declared at Mnrrni'nndi, this 29th 

day of Tune, 1871, before 
G. C. Bnorsra, J.P. 

Description. 
county of Pott inger, pai'ish of Yan'anmnn, 100 mc;'rs, at, Yiiri'ania n being Conditional 'I? ni'chnsr No, Sf1 of 1870, in 

the district of 3lurruru,,di, made on the 27th October, 1870. 

cc44Ji rate of Land Agent. - 

I itaaany certify that, to the best of my knowledga and belief, the above declaration is in accordance with fart, and that the 
several alienations were notified to Inc on the following dates. 
2/5J72. 	 U. G. BRODIB, 

Land A gent for Mnrrurnndi District-. 
- 	Interest £3 159., credited 9 July, 1874.. 

Enclosure B to Ho. 36 
Cr., No. 70/4376. 	 [Alienation Act, F. 6.] 

Declaration of Conditional Purchaser, under the 21st section of the" Crow,, Lands Alienation Act of 1861," in eases where/line 
has been alienation of the land. 

I, JAXES Blacker, on behalf of my daughter Rosanna Blacker, a minor, twelve years of age, do solemnly and sincerely declare 
that she is the lawfui owner, by eonrlit-ioiial purciiose,nindar the 21st; section of the " Crowo Ti,,mds Alienation Act of 1861," of 
the land herennde,' described, and that inipiovenients consisting of fencing, and to the valise of £40, have been mad,, on such 
land ; and I declare further t hat lames Blacker, j Sn,., and myself have respectively resided on the adjoining conditional pur-
chase since the d,,te of it-s selection on 27 October, 1870, and first oeenpst-ion nuder the lSt-It section of the Act, for the full 
period required by law; and that no alienation has at any time been made by any of the above-]la,ned holders until after the 
bond fate residence thereon of stieh, holder for si period of one whole yea!-, can!, alienation having been notified to the Land 
Agent of the district wit Inn one month of it-s having been nude. And I m,iake this solemn declaration, conscienl iotisly believing 
the same to be true, and by virt ste of the provisions of an Act made and jussed in the innth year of f-lie reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled, ''An Act for the more. eff'eetaai abolition of Oaths and Affirmatiossx taken and made in ':ariosssDepart.sisents of 
the Gocern,nent of iVew Soeth Wales and to snbstitntc Declarations in Her Ihe-eof ant for the suppression of voluntary and 
extm'a-j-udicial Oaths and Affidavits." 

Taken and declared at Mnrrurnndi, this 29t11 	 JAMES BLACKER. 
day of Jn,ie, 1874, before me,— 

U. G. Baonis, J.P. 
De.scriution. 
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County of Pottinger, jnrisll of Yarraman, 40 acres, at Yarmmaa, hemg Conditional Purchase No. 131. nfl 870, in the 
District, of Mnrrnriindi, macfe on the 22nd December, 1870. 

c'erlffk.ate of Load Age"?. 
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above declaration is in accordance with fact, and that 

the several alienation, were notified to me on the following dates, 
23/3/72. 	 G. a BEOD1E, 

Land A gent for 3tari'urunel i District. 
Interest £1 10g., credited 9 Jails, 1874. 

No. 37. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to District Surveyor Greaves. 

Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 June, 1874. 
I. aim directed to request that you will be good enough to nominate a. surveyor to appraise the 

value of the improvements existing at date of selection upon 100 acres, being portion 01, in the parish 
of Yarraman, county of l'ottinger. in dispute between Miss R. Blacker and Mr. L. W. Levy, Mr. 
Licensed Surveyor Higgins having already given one estimate of their value. 

T. have, &c., 	
STEPHEN. 

No. 38. 
District Surveyor Greaves to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 District Surveyor's Office, Armidale, 3 August, 1874. 
In compliance with your letter of the 13th June, req nesting 1110 to nominate a surveyor who No. 37. 

shall be appointed by the Hon. the Minister for Lands to appraise the value of the improvements existing 
at date of selection upon 100 acres of land, being portion No. (31, parish or Ynrraman, county of 
.Pottinger, in dispute between Miss B. Blacker and Mr. L. W. Levy, 1 have the honor to suggest the nnrne 
of Mr. F. W. Darby, licensed surveyor, for appointment as requested. 

1. have, &e., 
WA B. GBEALYES. 

.ihiinuieg on No. 38. 

Mr. Darbv's instructions returned nnelainetl, Frosli appointment, c., necessary, 1 pl'esUnle.— r 
25;11/74. (Written by Mr. 13cR.) 

Mr. I.oisg,—Please name an appraiser in lie11 of Mr. Da,'bs.—;I .:a, 25 Nov. 
Mr, Licensed Surveyor Wyndham.—G.L., 1.1/12/74. 
Ynrram lI an 	on, District of Liverpool Plains, is held under a promise of lease by Eliza Jane 

Glass—G.M., Occupation of Lands, 7 January, 1875. 

No. 39. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. W. Darby. 

Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 Angust, 1874. 
Referring to former instructions sent to you for your gniclance in the appraiseineilt of lands, 

I now forward the documents necessary to enable you to appraise the value of the lands and improve-
ments I hereon, parl:icularizcd in the annexed schedule, and which have been npplied for iindei' the Stli, 
13th, and 21st clauses of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801." 

1. have, &e., 
T. It. JOHNSON, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

Noru.—The 28th section, clause 41, of file 'Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," p,'ovides thai a single nppmiser or 
arbitrator must make his award wiU,ia sixfq days after his appointnieut, or within such extemleel time (if aaiy), not exceeding 
thirty days, as shall rnve been duly appointed by In,,,. :Enl ,,ro On part of any appr,nsel' ni arbitrator to comply with the terms 
or this section will, i,, the absence of snfih,.ie,,t explanatiun, involve the fo, feit ,,rc of half t lie a,nount or spprl isement fee, i.e., 
te'i shillings in each case. 

N.B.—You will be good enough to give Miss Eosauna Blacker notice of the time and place of 
holding the Court of Appraisement. 

Name of Applteamit.. 	 Area. 	Portly,, 	 sttnatio,i of IA,nl. 

P 
Tl,e Oovernme,,t e'. 1.. W. Levy ................ 

Mia. - 	 . 	 I 

Do. 	L. W. Levy (Rh Glass) ............................ 

To value the iinprovenlen t s at; dates of select in,', 
viz., 27 October and 22 Dece,nher, 1870, no two 
select ions by James Blacker, ,jltnr. (,iow Rosan,m 
Blacker's), contaiung ,'cspcetn'olv 300 acres and 
40acres, ill flitt parish of Va rranlan, county of 
I'otlingei'. 

To vnmnc SO acres, embracing flue above improve. 
aiments. 

[ii,,clo.sure 
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[Enclosure A to .Yb. 89.] 

Appointment of Appraiser by Government. 
Wurnaxa Eliza Jane Glass, of singlet on, in the Colony of New South Wales, has applied to 	se, in virtue of improve- 
ments, certain Crown land, sit unto on the Varra.man JIm,, a description whereof is set not in the schedule I icreinaftec written 
Now I, the Under Secretary for Lands, having be 'it duly authorizad by the Mirust ci' for Lands, in pursuance of tin' po\vt'rs 
vested in him wider and by virtue of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1361," do Iicreby appoint F. W. Dciii, of C on-
nedah, in the Colony of New South \Vale, to be the appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to a pprmse the value of the said land, 
and the price to be paid by 1,emvis Wolfe Len' (the proprietor of the Yarroinan Run), for I he purchase thereof. 

In witness whereof, I. ha in bnweto sit ny hand, tIns twenty-ninth (Iay of Augnat, 1.371-,— 
W W. STEPhEN, 

Screimun: ICETEaRED TO. 

SO aeie.s, to include the irnprovenionts i:lanue,1 by the said Ehiza lane Glass, which have been enab,'aced within two 
solee'.ious by James Blacker, Liar. (now Bosanna Blacker's), containing respectirelv 100 acres and 40 acres, in the parish of 

avmman, conuty of l'ottinger. 

[EncioBure B to Ho. 30.1 

Appointment of Appraiser by Government. 
WicE,eEAs, on the 27th October and 22nd December, 1370, Tames Blacker, j ILII., applied to pnrchiase, nnder file 1811 and 21st 
sect ions of the Crown Lands A hienalion Act, 3.00 acres and 4') ai'i'cs, in tie parish, at I'nrra,oan, oonnty of Pottinger, which 
portions have been aliennted to Rosanna Blachee,' and whereas Len-is \Volfe Levy, of Sydney, in I tic Colony of New Soul Ii 
Wales, has protested against the purchases ii' rluesl.ioii, oil the ground that the land was, at. dote of application, snflieientby 
improved to bar seleetioa Now 1. the Under Secretary for Lands, luring been dnhv authorized by the Minister for Lands, in 
pur.ii1iee of the powers vested in him under and by virt.nc of the '' Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861,'' do hereby apponit. 
F. W. Darby, of Gininedali, in the Colony of Now South Wales, to be the appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to appraise I lie 
value of the imnpro,'einents on the said land at the dstc of seleetioi i by .James Black r, viz., the 27th Octoher and 22nd 
Decconber, 1370. 

in witness whereof. 1 have hereto set all. hand, this tw-entv.ninth day of,  A ngnst, 1874,— 
lTf W. STEPHEN. 

Senrnuxr utraurro To, 

The improvements upon 100 acres and 40 acres, in the pari'h of Yan'an,an, county of Pottinger, at i t  of selection, 
viz,, 27th October, 1370, and 22nd Deeembrr, 1870. 

No. 40. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to F. W. Darby. 
Sir. Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 August, 1874. 

Referring to your appointment as an appraiser on behalf of the Government, under the Lands 
Alienation Act, 1801, I have the honor to inform you that, in the appraisement of the value of improved 
land applied to be purchased under that Act it will be necessary that you should give your special 
attention to the following points 

The value to ho fixed, you will see by clauseS, cannot heloss than, for town land, £8; suburban 
land, £2, and for other land, £1, per nero. 

By the same clause the value of any improvements upon the land is not to be added to that of 
I he land ; that is, you are sinply to determine the value of the land, supposing the improvements were 
removed. This, of course, will not prevent vonr taking into consideration, as enhancing its value, any 
either advantages, iueluding its business position, or proxnnty to other highly improved allotments. 

i.0 eases where the applicant appoints an appraiser. he will be required to pay all costs of and 
coasequemmt upon the appointment of such appraiser and of the umpire, the amount whereof will be 
determined by the appraisers or by the inupiro under this Act; and it will, be necessary that, boTh,'o 
entering upon time consideration of the question referred, you should see that such appointment is in due 
form, and that the appraiser has made the necessary declaration. The lunpire must be appointed by 
yourself and your co-appraiser before you eater upon the appraisement, for which purpose you will fill 
in the form on the document appointing time applicants appraiser. The umpire will, of course, before 
acting, also make a declaration similar to that or tho appraiser. 

l3efore consenting to the appointment of an umpire in any case, you should assure yourself that 
the person proposerl is not an applicant to purchase improved lands in the vicinity of that under con-
sideration, and that lie is a person of respectable character and repute. On these points it mvonlrl be 

Nat filled in. proper to seek information and advice from* 
The award must be in writing and signed by the appraiser, or if more than one by both 

appraisers. I.E left to the umpire, lie alone must sign it. 
Ton must distinctly understand that the umpire is only to be called upon to act in cases of 

final disagreement between the appraisers, and in that event tIme matter will be in his sole detenninahon, 
0. The appointments and dcelo'rah ions of the nppra.isers and umpire must be annexed to the 

awanl, which is to be forthwith tm'ansmittcd. 	 I have, &e., 
T. IT. JOHNSON, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 41. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to F. W. Darby. 
Si'. 	 Department. of Lands, Sydney, 29 Augnst., 187-I. 

See No. 10. 

	

	 With reference to my printed letter of instructions of this date, respecting time pem'fom'mnance 
by you of duties as all appraiser on behalf of the Crown, I have now, by authority of the Honorable tIme 
Minister for Lands, in forward to you the miecessarv forms for appraisement of the land set  out  in the 
sc'hed the hereto, applied for to purchase by the person whose memo is therein stated the foromal n.ppoint-
meat of appraiser being also herein enclosed, 
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I have acId ressed it let! or to the applicant and requested that his reply mar be sent to voti. 
1€ lie concurs in naming you as a solo appraiser, von will proceed with the appraisement as 	- 

ec plainest in niy printed letter of this date. If lie is desirous of namiog an appraiser on his owe bel,tslL Ste L'. 50. 

von will supply him with one of the forms sent herewith, inenked C, and you will see that the forth with 
the appended schedule and endorsed declaration is duly completed, if lie refuses to concur in your 1111,cloo to inn 
appointment as sole appraiser, or fails to appoint an appraiser in his own behalf, within sixty days from the Uiiiiceessary.aa 
date of your appointment, you will proceed to complete the appraisement for and on behalf of the tunis 
Government and applicant, the award in wInch case will be binding, final, and conclusive upon all parties 	,,edu,iactecl 

foimns for making which I also enclose, nsa eked B. 
A number of forms for the appointment of all umpire arc herewith sent, marked E, as also forums 

of award, marked respectively F, 0-, and U, to be used as the occasion may require. 
I have, &e., 

T. Ii. JOIINSON, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

SCILEDVLE PtBEItitEi) TO. 

Applicant-. 	 Area. 	Portion. 	 Siivauou of Sand. 

71-5,556 The Governments. L. IV. Levy 	 TO value the improvements at dates of selection, 
viz., 27 October and 22 December, 1870, on two 
selections, containing respectively 100 acres and 
40 acres, by James Blacker, junr., in the parish 
of Yarrarnan, county of Pottiager. 

L. W. Levy ................................. ............. 	....... 	.To value 80 acres embracing the above improve. 
rnents. 

- No. 42, 

The Under Secretary for Lands to 13. S. Wyndharn, 

	

Sii', 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 Jannary5  1875. 
Beferriug to former instructions sent to you for your guidance in making appraisemeuts under 

the 28th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, I now forward the documents necessary to 
enable you to appraise the value of the improvements on the land particularized in the annexed schedule, 
which has been applied for by Posanna i3luekcr, under the 13th and 21st clauses of the II  Crown Lands 
Alienation Act of 1861." 1 may explain that the Crown lessee, Mm. L. W. Levy, claims that the land 
contains improvements, his property, of sufficient value to bar its sale to Rosanna Blacker. 

2. You will be good enough to apprise Rosanna Blacker of the iliac and place of holding the Court 
of Apisraaseineni  in order that she may h 	n have a opportunity of producimig evidence in her owii behalf. 

I have, &c., 
P. H. JOIINSON, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

Norn.—The 2801 section, elao,e 6, of the "Crown Lands Aiienut ion Act of 1861," provides that a single appraiser or 
,irbitrator must make his award ecu/on strty (lays after his appointment, or wit.hia such exteeded time (if any), not exceeding 
thirty days, as sh,ilt have been duly appointed by lain. Fai] Inc on part of ,,,iy appraiser or arbitrator to comply with the 
tenus of this section will, in the absence of sufficient explanation, involve the forfeiture of half the anioin,t of appraisoment 
fee. 

lion No. 	Parties to the Al'mrahemnei,t. 	Are,. 	t'oflio,i. 	 Situation of Istid. 

I 'the Crown v. L. W. Levy ................50 0 0
I 
 Coinit y of Pot tinger, parish of Yarrainam,, sitnatc on 

	

I 	 the Yarranian hun. 

[Jiizclosurc A to Nb. 42.] 

Appointment of Appraiser by G-overmnent. 

IVnrsi;ss Fliza 'lane Glass, of Singleton, in the Colony of New South Wale,, has applied to purchase, in tirttic of improve. 
a cats, certain Crown land situate on the Yarrajnan Thin, a description whereof is set out in the schedule hereinafter written 
Now 1, I iso Under Secretary for Lands, Imi-ing been duly authorized by the Mim,ist sr for lands, in pursuance of the powers 
vested in him in,der such by virtue of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," do hereby appoint B. S. Wyndham, of 
Murrurundi, ii, the Colony of New South, Willes, to be the appraiser on behalf of the. Crown, to appraise the value of the said 
land, and t lie price to be palci by the said Ifliza $ aDo Glass for the purchase thereof, should the improvements be of sufficient 
vahie to ha r its conditional porch ne. 

in witness whereof, I have hereto set my ]land, this 20th day of Jaauary. 3.575. 
W. W. STEPUEN. 

Scuturty nzrrjmnsn TO. 

80 acres, to include the improvements claimed by the said Ehiza Jane Glass, wInch have bee,, embraced witlnn two 
selections by James Blacker, junior (now Resannre Blacker's), continuing respectively 100 acres end 40 'lore,, in the parish of 
larrasnan, county of Pottingem-. 

Minmstei 
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.1/mutes on Esie/osnre A to No. 42. 

Respectfully subautted that this appo ntment should have been sent to the surveyor who measured the ]anit.—E. S. 
1VYYDIEA3L, 6th l'ebv., 1875. 	Was tins nppoiatmnent properly sent to Mr. Wyndham ?—O/2/75. 	Yes.-10/2/75. 	Place 
with papers, and send to Mr. L031g.-12,'2/75. 

[Enclosure B to Xi'. 42.] 

Appointment of Appraiser by Government. 

oi' the 271.li October and 22nd December, 1570, James Blacker, pair.,  applied to purchase, under the 18th and 21st 
sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, 100 acres, and 40 neres, in the lurisli  of Yorraman, county of Pottinger (and since 
alienated to Res,tnna Blacker) And whereas Eliza Jane C lass, of Singletosm, in the Colony of New South \\Tales,  has protested 
against the purchases in question, on the ground that the hand was s isflieieutly improved at the dates of application to bar 
selection (a description of I lie land in question is set out in the seisedisle hereinafter written) Now I, the Under Secretary for 
Lands, having been duly nut horized by the Minister for Lands, iii pursuusce of I lie poivers vested in him tinder and by rune 
of the " Crown Lands A hiemiat ion Act of 1861," do lierobr appoint B. S. Wyadhain, of Murrurundi, in the Colony of New South 
\Vales, to be the appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to appraise the value of the improvements on the said land at the dates of 
selection by James Blacker, junr., viz., 27 October and 22 December, 1570. 

In wit ness whereof, I have hereto set any hand, this tiventy-uiuthi day of January, 1875. 
W. W. STEPhEN. 

Scuuorju: i,s-:rnnuEn TO. 

To value the iusprovenseuts at the dates of conditional purchase by James Blueter, junr., viz., 27 October and 22 

December, 1870. on 100 acres and 40 acres, in the psrishs of larnanan, counts of Pottinger, on Yarninian Bin). 

iiisieutes on lfesc?ors,re B to So. 42. 

A spoi itnient returned to the Under Secretary for Lands. The land was not measured by me, and I have no knowledge of 
the locatity, and should therefore have to visit amid inspect the land, winch 1 cannot nndertnlse to (to for less that' £0 Os., as it 
would occupy inc three days  at least—Bairn. S. Wxxnmwr, 6 Feby., 1875. 	Was this appointnient properly sent to Mr. 

m Wyndlu Y—.012/75. 	Licensed-Surveyor Wyndhsnmn 	was use appraiser named by Mr. Loug.-1. K., 10/2/fl. 	l'robobly 
Mr. Lieensed.Surveyor Higgins, as lie m easured the h,uni, would nndertake the ajspraiseinent of the improvements.— CL., 
15/2/75. 	Shall instructions issue, or will it be better to write to Tile. Higgins, asking blin whether lie will undertake the 
duty ?-20/2/75. 	Mr. Higgins having alreudy been appointed in the first; instance the instructions had better be again 
sent to hiiu.—A.O.i\L, 222/75. 

No. 43 
Thomas Argent to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir. 	 Yarraman, 15 July, 1875. 

has. Blacker, 	 1 have the honor to report, fbi, the infos-nuation of the Honorable the Minister for isands, that 

dar 	having had my attention specially drawn to the two eases noted in the margin, and having been informed 
LandOfliee,Ilur- by James Blacker, acm,., that a caveat had been lodged by the lessee of the Ya.rraman Run against the 

October 27th, allowance of the said purchases, on the gronnd that the land comprised in them was fully improved at the 
1870. 
Sac. Blacker, 	dates of selection. I inspected the said land, valued the insprovements shown to inc thereon, and came to 
jin'r., EQ acres, the fohlouvi iv' conclusion 

Lu,aomee,siur. 	2. That the fence standing upon the 100 acres, and pointed out to inc by Mr. l3lae]cer as the only 
rnrsuuii,j)ee, improvement that was upon that area at the time of selection, could not have been worth more l.han £30 
Euiil, 15.0. at that period. 

:3. That the,  feitce upon the 40 acres, also pointed out to me by Mr. Blacker as the only improve-
anent upon that portion at the time of selection, could not have been worth more titan £15. 

1. ]lerefoi'e, if 131aeker's statelnents to ine are correct, the two pieces of land referred to could not 
properly be regarded as improved land within the meaning of the "Crown Lands 2\hienation Act of 1861." 

11 have, cte., 
T1IO3IAS ARGEXT, 

Inspector of Conditional Purchases. 

No. 44. 

Licensed Surveyor 1-liggins to The Tinder Secretary for Lands. 
l3undelia, 26 ;ruly, 1875. 

I have the honor to report to you in reference to the arbitration case of the (i-overnment terrier 
rsniia,crs Eliza •Janc Glass, that 1. met Mrs. Glass's appraiser on June 12th, and we could not agree in our estimate 

ei,rlosurrs A, It, of the value of the improvements effected by the former lessee of the run on the selections made by Itosanna 
Blacker, and appointed on 10th ,Tune Mr. A. J. ls.ingaluihl, of Murruratndi, to act as umpire. That gentle-
asian appointed the 21st July as the date upon which the inquiry should be held. 1. attended at Yarramnan 
on that day, and then learned that Eosanisa Blacker and her witnesses had refused to attend, her father, 
James Blacker, stating, on her behalf, that lie was ad ing under legal advice, and intended taking the 
matter into the Supreme Court. 

Mr. Kiugsmill opened the ii iquiry, ilechu ii ig personally to examine the iunprovemen Es, and  .1 stating 

that lie would be guided by the evidence of the present wilnesses. These were Mrs. Glass's brother, and 
Smith, the manager of the run. As there were no witnesses oil behalf of Rossuma Blacker present, and 
we had no authority to enforce their attendance, it seemed that without further instructions I was not 
lustified in acting in a case in which the evidence was almost entirely on one side (and in which the 
umpire refused to examine the improvements and be guided by that evidence), and also refused a post- 
ponament, on the grounds of having ether business to attend to. 

I declined therefore to have anything to do with the case till I had communicated with you on the 
subject. I informed the nunpire, however, that 1 would give him my,  estimate of the improvements and 

statement of the case in writing. 
I have the honor respaetfahly to submit that my action in this matter may be upheld, as iviuittever 

reason Blacker may have had fom' refusing to attend the Court of Arbitration with his witnesses on behalf of 
his daughter, I could not eonseient'oualy assist at an inquiry which would have most probably deprived 

her 
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her of a property to which I have not any doubt she is legally entitled. I append hereto a copy of my 
statement to Mr. Kingemill, giving bim the facts of the case as they appear to me. 

I have, &c., 
J. J. HIGGINS. 

[Enclosure A to No. 44.] 
Appointment of Appraiser by Government. 

WHEREAS on the 27th October and 22nd December, 1870, ,Tames Blacker, junior, applied to purchase, under tue 13th and 21s 
sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act., 100 acres and 40 acres in the parish of Yarrainan, county of Pottinger, rind since 
alienated to Rosamia Blacker said whereas lilian Jane Glass, of Singleton, inthe Colony of New South Wales, has protested 
against the purchase in question, on I-lie g,'ound that the land was sufliciently improved at data of application to bar selection, 
a description of the land iii qnestion is set out in the schedule hereinafter written Now I, the Under Secretary for Lands, 
liavitig been duly authorized by the Minister for Lands, in pursuance of the powers vested in lure under and by virtue of the 

Crown binds Alienation Act of 1861," do hereby appoint Tames Jerome Higgins, of Murrurundi, iii the Colony of New South 
Wales, to be the appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to appraise the value of the improvements on the said land at dates of 
selection by James Blacker, junior, 27th October and 22nd December, 1870. 

In witness whereof, I have hereto set my hand, this thirtieth day of March, 1875. 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

SCIIEDITLE ZEFEURI1D TO. 

To value the improvements at dates of conditional purchase by James Blacker, junr., viz., 27th October and 22nd 
December, 1870, on 100 acres and 40 acres in the parish of Yarransan, county of Pottinger, on Yarrainan Run. 

1, the within-named James Jerome Higgins, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I alit not directly or indirectly
in the matter referred to me, and that I will faithfully and hos,esllv, anti to the best of my skill and ability, bear 

and determine the Inattere referred to me under the ''Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 
Subscribed and declared this 21th day 	 J. J. HIGGINS. 

of April, AD. 1875, before me,— 	5 
H. V. HEWIrT, J.P. 

[Enclosure B to .2V. 44.1 
Appointment of Appraiser by. Government. 

WnFsEAs Eliza Jaje Glass, of Singleton, in the Colony of New South Wales, 1,as applied to uu'ehiase in virtue of improve-
ments certain Crown land, situate on the Yarvarnan Run, a description whereof is set out in the schedule hereinafter written 
Now 1, the Under Secretary for Lands, having been duly authorized by the Minister for Lands, in pursuance of the powers 
vested in him under and, by virtue of the ''Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," do hereby appoitit James Jerome Higgins, 
of Murrurundi, in the Colony of New South Wales, to be tIle appraiser on bt-I,alf of the Crown, to appraise the value of the 
said land, and the price to be paid by the said Eliza Jane Glass for the purchase thereof, should the improvements be of 
sufficient value to bar its conditional purchase. 

In witness whereof, I have hereto set my ]land, this thirtieth day of March, 1875, 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

SCHEDULE REFRIIBED TO. 

SOaeres, to include the improvements claimed by thesaid ElizaJane Glass, which have been embraced witlnntwoseleetions 
by James Blacker, juniOr (110w Bosanna Blacker's), containing respectively 100 acres and 40 acres, in the parish of Yarraman, 
county of Pottinger, on Yarramon Bun. 

1. the u'iti,iu-nanlcd James Jerome Higgins, do iolemnly and sincerely declare that I nut not directly or indirectly 
interested in the muatter referred to me, and that I will faithfully and honestly, and to the best of my skill and ability, hear 
and determine the mutters referred to mc under the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 
Subscribed and declared this 24th day 	 J. J. HIGGINS. 

of April, A.D. 1875, before me,— 
IL V. HEWITT, J.P. 

[Enclosure 0 to No. 44.] 

B. 

Applicant appointing Appraiser on her own behalf. 

\VItznEAs I, Eliza lane Glass, of Singleton, in the Colony of New South 'Wales, have applied to purchase certain 
hnproved Crown land, situate at Yarramnu, Liverpool Plains, a description whereof is set out in the schedule hereinafter 
rrittc,i and whereas the Minister for Lands has duly appointed James ,Tereulo Higgins to be t;hc person to appraise the 

value of the said land on behalf of the Government, and to fix the value or price thereof to be paid by Inc and whereas I am 
desirous of appointing an appraiser on my behalf in the matter aforesaid Now 1, t;he said Eliza Jane Glass, do hereby, in 
pursuance of the IuOV6i011S of the Crown Lands Alienation Act; of 1861," apllomt  lame, Glass, of 400, George-street1  
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, to appraise on my behalf the value of the ssid land, and the price to be paid by 
me for the purchase thereof And further, I do hereby inidertoke and promise to the Minister for Lands that I will pay to 
the pemvosi ahove appointed as appraiser on my behalf, and to nny umpire who may be appointed in the matters aforesaid, all costs, 
charges, and expenses which shall or may become payable to the said appraiser, aild to any umpire who may be nppoitmted 
heroin, and that I will hold the Government of the said Colony indemnified from being rolled upon to pay the said costs, 
charges, and expenses, or any part thereof. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, this fourth day of May, 1875,— 
BLIZA JANE GLASS. 

ScuzDvLa RErERRED TO. 

To value the improvements at the dates of conditional purchase by James Blacker, junr., viz., 27th Oct. and 22nd Dec., 
1870, on 100 acres and 40 acres, parish of Yarraman, county of Pottinger, on Yarraman Run, 

NB—Mr. Higgins will oblige by giving me as ample notice as possible of time and place of holding Court of 
Appraisement. 

I, the witililm-nanled James Glass, do solemnuly and sincerely declare that I aln not directly or indirectly interested in 
the matter referred to 1110, and that I will faithfully, honestly, and to the best of my skill and ability, hear and determIne the 
matters referred to 'no under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 
Subscribed and declared this twenty-eighth day of May, 	 JAMES GLASS. 

A.D. 1875, before me, at Mui'ruruudi,— 	 5 
ALEXAyDER ER0DIE, J.P. 

417—C 	 [Enclosure 
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[Enclosure D to Se. 41.1 
Rosanna Blacker to Licensed Surveyor Higgins 

Sir, 	 ]\furrnrundi, 15 •Tnr.e, 1875. 
Referring to the dispute ns to the value of the ito proveiiieiit.s on 100 acres of land condit io,ially purchased at 

Mnrrnn,ndi, in the name of James Blacker, junr., andnow standing in my name, and on 40 acres of land additionally 
conditionall pnreliased at Mnrnirnndi, in the name of James Blacker, jnnr., and now standing in all,  11am; and which .value, 
as I have been informed has been referred to oii for appmiaelneiit, I beg to give you notice that I claim the right to have all 
arbitrator on my behalf in the ,nattrr of such appraisement; and 1 hereby give you notice that 1 have appointed Mr. James 
Wood, of iarmaian, Liverpool Plaius, grazier, as such arbitrator on my behalf. 

I have, &e., 
ROSANNA BLACKER, 

By her Agent, 
JAMES BLACKER. 

AVu,ite on Eae?osu,c P to Xo. 44. 

This application does not affect the ease in any way, as Rosanna Blacker is already represented by the Government. 
J. J. liroenes, 

26th July, 1575. 

[EncTheure E to No. 44.1 

Mr. A. J. Kingsmil to Licensed Surveyor Higgins 

Sir, 	 Murrurondi, 16 June, 1875. 
I received your and Mr. Glass's appointment in an arbitration ease, to be held on the 21st of this month, at 

Yarraman, which I accept; but suffenng with a bad leg at present, if you could postpone it until the 21st July, Wednesday, 1 
would be extremely obliged ; if not, you must appoint a,iotlier umpire. 

Mr. Glass, who has just called, agrees to the above datc-21st July. 
Yours, &e., 

A. J. XIIcOSMILJ. 
P.S—If you would consent to come in here, an earlier date might be fixed.—A.Ji. 

[Enclosure F to No. 44.1 

Mr. J. J. Higgins to Mr. A. J. Kingsmill. 

Sir, 	 flundeila, 26 July, 1875. 
In the appamiisenient, case of tile Government versus Elizo ,Tane Glass, I beg to inform you that the improvements 

erected on portionsNos. Gland 62, parish of Yarrannu,, u-hen selected by James Blacker, and since trai,sferredto Resanna Blacker, 
consisted of a sapling fence and wires which had been emected it great number of years. Many of the rails are little more I lion 
two indies it) diimet or, and the wood very mock decayed, slid T believe that the cli ief value of the felice is due to t lie exertiO,iS 
of the Bluckers, who repaired it. I have had the opinion of several practical 'ecu in this district who are well acquainted with 
lie value of femi ci mg, and t:h,ev all agreed that the value of the fence on Blacker's farm was less t loin £40, including all that was 

ott the two pieces. Blacker states that the timber for the fes,ee was twenty tears old ,,t lImo time his son selected. 
TJncler these eirenn,stanecs. I have come to the conclusion that there Irene no sufficient improvements to bar selection, and 

that had Blacker thomght fit to attend the Arbitration Court with the reqaisite witnesses, I am convinced you would have had 
such, valuable evidence in support of my opinion on the mmiii t ter, that I think no doubt would have reinai tied on yet tr mind as 
to its eor,-eetness, and that the selyction aas perfectly legal. 

Blacker's ref us,ml to attend the Court with the requisite witnesses to corroborate this opinion made it i,meumbent (as it 
ii ppeared) on me to refuse to take any further net ion in it ease in which the witnesses for one side only were present, and in 
which incomplete - would have been placed before you. 	 I usa, &e.. 

J. J. IIIGOThS. 

No. 45. 
James Hoskius to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 108, Pitt.sl:reet, 20 July, 1875. 
With reference to a previous application of Mrs. Eliza Jane Glass to purchase 80 acres of 

Crown Lands on the YarrainalL Run, in the county of Pottinger, under the provisions of the 8th section of 
the Crown Lands Alienation Act, in virtue of improvements, the number of the said application being 
7.3/2,553, 1. have been instructed to apply for permissioli to amend the said application, and in lieu of the 
area previeusly applied for (SO acres) to apply for 140 acres, being two aneastntd portions of 40 acres and 
100 acres respectively, in consequence of the improvements effected thereon by the lessee, Mrs. Glass, 
being estimated to be of the value of £150 sterling. 	 1. have, &c., 

JAMES }EOSKINS. 

No. 46. 
James Glass to The Secretary for Lands. 

Regina v. E. J. G-la.ss..—Appraisement. 

Sir, 	 Royal Hotel, Sydsaey, 0 August, 1875. 
I feel flint it is my duty to make and forward to you my report of the above ease. In the 

matter of the application of Mrs. E. J. Glass to purchase So acres of improved Crown Lands on her 
Yarrainan Station, Liverpool Plains, in virtue of improvements thereon, being a portloil of two lots of land 
selected by the Blackers, 40 acres and 100 acres respectively and although the above-named lots coin-
prised portions of two sheep and horse paddock-s at the Yarraman bead station, Surveyor Higgins 
surveyed the land for the 131aekers, and reported in favour of giving them the land, and from that 
time forward has exhibited and expi'essecl an unniistnkeable and very strong bias in favour of the Blaekers, 
and obstinately adverse to Mrs. Glass and her claims. 

The Blaekers wero noticed by the Lands Department to make no improvements, &e., &c., upon 
the land in question until Mrs. Glass'a claims were disposed of 

instructions were issued by the Minister for Lands to Surveyor Higgins, appointing him appraiser 
on behalf of the Crown to value improvements, ftc., &c. I was appointed appraiser on behalf of Mrs. E. 
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J. Glass. I went from Sydney to Liverpool Plains to meet Mr. Higgins, in compliance with his request 
to meet him on the 10th of June last, at his camp on Babey (Towns' Thin), Liverpool Plains. 1 met him 
there, and we then appointed Mr. A.- J. TCingsrnill, J.P., of Murrurundi, to be the umpire in the above 
case. Upon Mr. Kingsmill informing us that lie accepted the appointment, it was finally agreed to hold 
the Court of Appraisement at Yarrainan Station, on the 21st of July last. I met the umpire there 
promptly- oii that day. Mr.11iggins arrived at 2 o'clock, p.m.; lie then informed us—although offered lunch --
that lie must go to the public-house close at liaiid for lunch, and that lie would return in less than an 
hour, and would then be ready to proceed with the appraisement. In the meantime he sent a messenger with 
a written request to the Blockers to al;tend the appraisement., and to bring all the other witnesses he had. 
Blacker resided close at hand; Blacker refused to attend; lie also refused to produce any other witness, 
inforinatioji, or evidence to assht the iiiqniry. He also refused to take any not ice or a writt:en request 
signed by the umpire, desiring the attendance of himself (Blacker), or of whom it might concern. 

At 4 o'clock Mr. Higgins returned from the public-house, and appeared much more elevated than 
elegant, and thereupon we, the appraisers and the umpire, began the inquiry, first, by declaring the Court 
of Appraisement duly opened. Mr. Higgins, in a very long, tedious, and unintelligible preamble, opened 
the case for the Crown. He decThred himself in favour of giving the land to Blacker, w]iohad selected it, 
said no immber of witnesses would alter his views and intentions in the matter—he eared not what; their 
evidence went to prove. He said he had no witnesses to call, that Blacker refused to attend, lie then 
informed the umpire that he ca-st all the legal mespousibilities.of the case upon him.The umpire accepted 
the onus of conducting the inquiry. Mr. Higgins also said he would hand his decision in wi-iting to the 
umpire, and give his reasons along with it. 

:i. then called a witness and proceeded to examine him, and as soon as Iliad finished my examination, 
the umpire asked Mr. 1-liggins if lie wished to put any questions to the witness lie said no, lie lid not, that; 
so far as the evidence had gone, it was entirely against Blacker, and that he would not sit there and sign 
Blacker's land away from him. lie then said the whoie proceedings were illegal, as Blacker, his witness, 
refused to attend he said he would break up the Court and submit the case to the Minister for Lands, 
who would probably issue fresh instructions appointing some Government official as sole appraiser iii the 
matter; he also said that if Blacker lost the land it would be a dangerous precedent, as it would he 
referred to in other eases of the like nature, and said he had already reported on the land in favour of 
Blacker ; he then i-oIled up the papers in the ease and put them in his pocket, rose from his seat, and 
told us it was no use our going on with the case; that he represented the Crown; I asked him for his reasons 
for this most extraordinary and unwarrantable conduct on his part; he replied that it was not very likely 
the Crown would give its reasons and notwithstanding my protest and rcmonstrauees, he insisted upon 
keeping the papers, and afterwards took them away. The umpire and myself decided to proceed with 
the inquiry, and we informed Mr. I-iiggins of our intentions, ond at the same time we invited Mr. II iggins 
to resnmne his seat and assist 118 ; lie refused to do so, and told us that now, since he withdrew, we had no 
power to proceed further in the matter ; he iguored the umpire altogether—dispnted his right; tojoin  in 
the inquiry at all. The umpire and myself then proceeded with the case and examined all the witnesses 
in attendance, and during it considerable portion of the time Mr. Higgins remained in the room, 
obstructing the duly and legally authorized and properly constituted inquiry-authorized by the Minister 
for ]:ands once, by way of intimidation, lie told a witness lie could have him up for perjnry, and 
t hreatened the umpire and myself with a. legal process, called a prohibit ion, which lie said would be a 
very serious and costly affair for us both. 

I am credibly informed that Mr. higgins saw one at least of his witnesses on the morning of the 
inquiry, and that lie was in company with Blacker himself at the public-house before referred to, a con-
siderable port:ion if not all the following day. From my own observations I. conclude that Mr. Higgius 
caine to the inquiry, as he admits, with a foregone conclusion in his mind, and apparently to obstrnct our 
etforts in arriving at the truth and to baffle inquiry, and so the case might fall to the ground or perchance 
be entrusted to another surveyor; a Mr. Greaves lie named as sole appraiser, possibly a friend of Mr. 
Higgins,  own. 

I am aware that the costs of this appraisement, which will in any case fall upon Mrs. Glass, are 
commensurate with the value of the land in disput.e ; and in view of this alone, seeing the umpire had to 
be brought so far by lured conveyance, and the efForts he made to be there promptly at the peril of his 
life, and the long distance I had to ti.-avel myself, it was our incumbent duty to dispose of the matter. 
There was nothing to prevent the attendance of Blacker and his witnesses if they thought fit; .1 am 
informed that they were advised to absent themselves and not to put in an appearance. 

I consider that Mr. Higgins' conduct in this matter, and his behaviour toward the umpire and 
myself throughout, was, to say the least of it, very indiscreet: and irregular his objections were the most 
frivolous, his ohstruetion the most vexatious, his conduct on the whole in the capacity of appraiser on 
behalf of the Crown, if not severely reprehensible, admits of strong animadversion. In view of what has 
taken place I consider it my duty to lay these facts before you. 

I have, &e., 
JAMES GLASS, 

Appraiser. 

No. 47. 
A. J. Kingsniill to The Surveyor General. 

Crown v. E. J. Glass. 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi, 13 August, 1875. 
I have the honor to hand you, enclosed, the evidence taken before me at Yarraman Station, 

with my awards in the above case. 	 I have, &c., 
A. J. KINGSMILL, 

Umpire. 

Minute 

* This award not with pp°, bri ag erroneous. 5cc minute, 0/10/75, on this document. 
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Minute on .2V. 47. 
Inform that the award is erroneous, inasmuch as it acts on compensation to be given by the 

Government to Mrs. Glass, instead of determining the question as to the value of the improvements. 
Ask him to explain whether its purport is such as lie intended, or whether the document was framed under 
a misapprehension of the facts to be determined. Send blank form of Appraisement by Umpire.-
9/10/75. (Written by Mr. Thompson.) 

Enc1osure A to No. 47.] 
Appointment of Umpire by two Appraisers. 

WnEnns, on the 27th October and 22nd December, 1870, James Blacker, junior, applied to purchase under the 13th and 21st 
sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, 100 acres and 40 acres, in the parish of Yarramnu, county of Pottinger, 
and since alienated to Eusanna Blacker; and whereas Eliza Jane Glass, of Singleton, in the Colony of New South Wales, has 
protested against the purchase in question, on the grounds that the land was sufficiently improved at date of application to 
prevent selection; and whereas, on the 30th day of March, 1875, James Jerome Higgins, of Murrurundi, was appointed 
appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to appraise the value of the improvements on the said land at dsto of selection by 'James 
Blacker; and whereas, on the 4th day of May, 1875, James Glass, of 400, George-street., Sydney, in the said Colony, was 
appointed appraiser on behalf of the aforesaid Eliza Jane Glass to appraise,'on her behalf, the value of the said iinprovc-
ments Now we, the said James Jerome Higgins and James Glass, in pursuance of the "Crown Lands Alienation Actof 1861, 
do hereby appoint Arthur John ICingsmill, of Murrurundi, to be umpire in the matter of the said appraisement. 

in witness whereof, we have hereto set our hands, tIns 10th day of June, 1875,— 
J. J. HIGGINS. 
JAMES GLASS. 

I, Arthur John liingsinilt, do solemnly and sincerely dcclare that I am not directly or indirectly interested in time matter 
referred to me, and that I will faithfully, honestly, and to the best of my skill and ability, hear and determine the matters 
referred to me under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 
Subscribed and declared, this twenty-first day of 	 A. J. KINGSMILL. 

July, A.D. 1875, before me,— 	 3 
H. V. HEWITT, J.P. 

[.&closure B to No. 47.] 
Regina v. E. J. Glass.—Appraisement. 

Sir, 	 Yarraman, 21 July, 1875, 
Having in conjanetLon with yourself and Mr. S. J. Higgins, the person appointed as appraiser on behalf of the 

Government, opened a Court of Appraisement in the above case, and having examined the witness William Smith, at the 
conclusion of which Mr. Higgins refused to net any further, on account of Blacker, who refused to attend, not being present,—
having examined all the witnesses who appeared in attendance, and, in view of Mr. Appraiser Ifiggins's extraordinary and 
unwarra,itnblu conduct in this matter in refusing to proceed with the examination of the witnesses iii attendance, and also 
placing every possible obstruction in the way of the business before us,—and having oonelndcd the ease, as far as possible, 
all in your presence, I consider it my duty to refer the matter to you as umpire to decide and make your award accordingly. 

Yours, &e., 
JAMES GLASS, 

A. J. Eingsmiil, Hag., Umpire. 	 Appraiser. 

[Eneloeure 0 to No. 47.] 
Regina p. Glass. 

Sir, 	 Yarraman Station, 21 July, 1875, 1 P.M. 
Mr. Higgins, Government Arbitrator in present me, not having put in an appearance this forenoon, being the day 

aptern
pointed by the two arbitrators and myself for it to take place, I hereby give you notice that I will go on with the ease this 

afoon  at 2 pIn. 	 I am, &c., 
Mr. lames Blacker. 	 A. J. KINGSMILL. 

[Encloswre 1) to No. 47.] 
Regina v. E. J. Glass. 

Yarraman, 21 July, 1875. 
I, the undersigned, Edward Byrnes, of Yarraman, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I delivered two letters this day to 
James Blacker—one from A. J, Xingsunll, Esg., and one from J. J. Higgins, Esq.,—and after reading the said letters, the 
said James Blacker informed me tiutt he would not attend as a witness himself or bring any other witnesses in the matter of 
appraisement held at Yarramnan this rins-, in which James Glass and J. J. Higgins were appraisers, and A. J. Kiugimill was 
umpire. 	 EDWARD I3YKNES. 

Declared before me this 21st July, 1875,—A. J. KING5MILL, Umpire 

[Enclosure B to No. 47.] 
Or the 40 acres there are SO rods of two-rail fence and three wires, valued at ((9s.) nine shillings per rod, which amounts to 
the sum of (86) thirty-six pounds. 

On the 100 acres there an 84 rods of two-rail fence and three wires, valued at (Os.) nine shillings per rod, which 
amounts to £37 lOs. (thirty-seven pounds sixteen shillings) ; also there are on the same 100 acres 80 rods of two-rail 
fence, valued at Os. 6d. per rod, which amounts to the sum of £26; and on the 300 acres there an 151 rods of two-rail 

*5cc Sketch, 	fence valued at Gs. Ccl. per roil, which amounts to the sum of £5 Os. Cd., which valuation new fences could be put up for. 
Appendix E. 	Where the dots* run through the 40 acres, and the 100 acres, and the ooraer of the 300 acres, the fence rtms or did run it is 

nearly in the ,uiddle of the 40 acres, nud there is no surveyed land joining anywhere only what I hnve shown. As Maggie 
Smith's is not measured yet, so it is all Crown hinds on the side opposite the 040 acres. The total number of rods, 259}, 
that is counting two panels to the rod, but, I think they Will go more than the rod, which would make a total of 9101 lUs. Pd. 

MATTHEW GLASS. 

No. 48, 
James Blacker to The Under Secretary for Lands, 

Sir, 	 . 	Murrurundi, 16 September, 1875. 
I beg most respectfully to draw your attention to the facts respecting two conditional purchases 

of 100 acres and 40 acres of land at Yarraman, made by me-100 acres on the 27th October, 1870, and 
40 acres on the 22nd December, 1870—and subseqnently transferred to Rosanna Blacker. 	

A 
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A considerable time after I made the selections an objection was lodged by the agent for Mrs. 
Glass, the owner of the Yarraman Run, against the allowance of the said conditional purchases, on the 
ground that the land had been fully improved prior to the date of my application to pwchase, and there-
fore was not open for selection. Some time ago the Government Inspector of Conditional Purchases was 
out at Yarraman, and 1 called upon him and stated the circumstances to him, and requested be would 
inspect the so-called improvements and value them. 

I believe lie can state that the improvements are not anything like suilicient to prevent the selec-
tion of the said land. At any rate I can easily,  prove that at the time I selected the said pieces of land 
there was isotlung whatever to prevent anyone being allowed to select them. I shall feel greatly obliged 
if you will kindly place this matter before the Her. the Minister for Lands, and get a decision arrived at. 
The present holder of the land is my daughter, and it'the matter is settled I could, in her interest, have 
a large amount of improvements made there, and the use of the selections at this most busy time, viz., 
shearing, &c., would be a great advantage to me and my fhmily. Of course, I cannot advance money to 
have the land enclosed until :t know that the Government have decided about it, and the land is of very 
little use to us unless it is enclosed. Your reply to me, at Yarraman, will much oblige,— 

Yours, &c., 
JAMES BLACKER. 

.Mi;uo/ee on No. 48. 

Under the enclosed award the two conditional purchases (original and additional) should be declared see enclosure to 
void, the appraiser valuing the improvements at £130.—W.B., 24/11/75. 	 \o. 50. 

Approved—TO., 21/12/75. 
It is recommended applicant be requested to pay £0 into the Treasury as cost of subdivision 

required. The value of improvements as per award is £130 ; the area of the two portions is 140 acres. 
It is also submitted as to whether the 10 acres cut off is to be sent to auction F—B.. B. Ejizamino, for 
Surveyor General, 11 February, /76. 

No. 49. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to A. J. Kingsinill. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 October, 1875. 
I am directed to inform you that the award furnished by you, as umpire in the matter between 

Mrs. Eliza Jane Glass and the Crown in respect to certain improvements, her property, existing on lands 2 portions eon- 
tmine 100 ures  

described in the margin, conditionally purchased by James )3lacker, sets out compensation to be paid by and 40 acres 
the Crown to Mrs. Glass for such improvements, whereas the question to be dctermincd is the value of respectively, in 

the parish of 
such improvements at the date of conditional purchase. In returning the award for your perusal,*  I am Yanaman, 
to ask you to be good enough to explain whether its purport was such as you intended, or whether the county of l't- 

tisiger. 
document was framed under a mssapprehenslou. At the same time I cnclose a printed form of appraise- *wotwithpapers, 
ment to meet cases of this kind. 	 I have, &c., 	 being returned  

W. W. STEPHEN. is erroneous. 

[Enclosure to .ZVo. 40.] 

Appraisement by Umpire 
To all to whom these presents shall come— 	of 	in the Colony,  of New South Wales, sends greeting 

WImBEAs on the 	day of 	was duly appointed by the Minister for Lands to appraise the value of certain Crown 
Lands situate at 	• and which said lands are described in the schedule in the paper writing hereto annexed, marked 
and to fix the value or price to be paid for the same And whereas on the 	day of 	was duly appointed by 	on 
behalf of the said, 	to appraise the vaiise of the said lands, and to fix the value or price to be paid for the same And 
whereas the said 	and 	before proceeding to enter upon the said appraisenieni;, duly appointed the said 	as 
umpire in the matters of the said appraisement And whereas it bath become necessary that the said 	should act as 
umpire in the premises, and lie halls, before catering upon the said appniiseistcnt, duly made the declaration required by law 
Now hnoav ye, that the said 	having hearth and considered the allegations and witnesses on behalf of the Minister for Lands, 
and of the said 	respectively, dothi hereby declare the suns of 	to be the value of the said land, and doth appraise and 
fix l,lsat ama as the ansoinit to be paid by the said 	for the purchase of the same, and doth further fix the costs to be paid 
to the said 	as such appraiser, at the sims of 	which sum the said 	doth direct shall be paid by the Minister for 
Lands, and the costs to be paid to the said 	as such appraiser, at the smuts of 	and of the said 	as umpire herein, at 
I lie stassu of 	which last-mentioned sums the said 	doth hereby order and direct shall be paid by the said 

In witness whereof, the said 	bath hereto set his hand, this 	day of 	A.D. 187 - 

No. 50. 
A. J. Kingsniill to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi, 18 Oet:ober, 1875. 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter under date 1.2th instant, with reference No. 49. 

to the award furnished by me in the matter between Mrs. Eliza Jane Glass and the Crown in respect to 
certain improvements, her property, existing on lands described in the margin, conditionally purchased by 
.Tames Blacker, and in reply have to state that I gave full instructions to the solicitor who prepared the 40ncres rpec- 
award, who seems to have misunderstood them altogether. 'What I, told him was to value the improve- 
ments at £130, and recommend that Mrs. Glass be allowed to purchase 130 acres in virtue thereof out of mall, county of 

the 140 acres selected by Blacker. 	
l'ottma.nr_ 

I now beg to enclose my award made upon the Government form, but had not taken a note of the 
dates of the appraisers' appointments before Mr. l-l.iggins left the Court; you will therelbre be so good as 
to fill them in in the enclosed award. 	 J. have, &c., 

AS. 1CJNGS31ILI4. 

[If ,m eke me re 
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[Enclosure to Ho. 50.] 

Appraisement by Umpire 
To all to whom t]aese presents shall come— 	of 	in the Colony of New South Wales, sends greeting:— 

WilansAs oil the 	day of 	.Tallles Jerome Higgins was duly appointed by the Minister for Lands to appraise the 
value of improvements on eertaiu Crown Lands situate at Yarra.anan, and which said lands are described in the schedule in the 
riper writing hereto annexed, marked A, and to fi r the value or 1n'iee to he paid for the same and whereas, on the 	day 
of 	James Glass was dnly appointed by lilian Jane Glass, on behai.f of the said Eliza ,Taue Glass, to appraise the value of 
the said improvements, and to fir the value or price to be paid for the land and wheiwas the said James Jerome Higgins and 
James Glass, before proceeding to enter upon the said appraisculont, dudy appointed the said Arthur John Xirugsmill as 
umpire in 1110 matters of the said appraisement;; a-nd whereas it hat.h become necessary that the said Arthur John Xingsmill 
should net as umpire in the prennsm and lae ilat ii, before entering upon the said appraisement, duly made the declaration 
required by law Now know ye, that the said A.rtlullr John K iu,gsnaill ]uaviug heard and coalsidered the allegations and witnesses 
on behalf of the Minister for Lands, and ofthe said Eliza Jane Glass vcspeet;ivc]y, doth hereby declare the sum of one Ii undred 
and thirty pounds to be the value of the improvements on the said land, end doth a pprise and fur as the anaount to be paid 
by the said Eliza Jane Glass for the purchase of the same, alamely, 130 acres., and doth further fix the costs to be paid to the 
said James Jerome Iliggills, as such approiscr, at the sum of nil, which sum the said Arthur John Kingsnnll doth direct shall 
be paid by the Minister for Lands, and the costs to be paid to the said James Glass, as such appraiser, at the sum of ia,l, and 
of the said Arthur John Kingsaiill, as umpire herein, at the sum of thirty-five pouuads sterlillg, which lastment ionerl sulns the 
said Arthur John Kingsanihl doth hereby order and direct shall be paid by the said lilian Jane C-lass, 

In witness whereof the said Art lasar .Joli,u Kiulgsinill haUt hacreto set has hand, this twelfth day of Augnst, A.D. 1875. 
A. J. XJNGSMILL. 

A.-2 portions, containing 100 and 40 acres respectively, in the parish of Yarroman, county of Pottinger. 

.311un,tes cia Eael.osure to No. SO. 
luast ruetieias issued for the value of the ].and as u-eli as that of the improvements, but only one award received as to the 

rahae of the latter, viz., £150. From the papers it appears 1-lint the lessee applies for 80 acres in virtue of improvements  
Will this nw-as-cl carry the right to 130 acres? 

Fresh instructions will have to issue for the value of the land, and the C.P. must then be eaneehlod.—J.E. 

No. 51. 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser. 

C.P. No. 72/4,214. 	 E G. 	 [Alienation Act.] 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser under the 21st section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," 

in cases acherc there has been alienation of the land. 
I, Rosist Blacker, of Yarraman, spinster, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner 
by conditional purchase, under the 21st section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801,' of the land 
hereunder described, and that improvements consisting of fencing and to the value of £40 have been made 
on such land; and I declare further, that .James l3laeicer, junior, and anyselfç have respectively resided on 
the adjoining conditional purchase aince the date of its selection on 27 October, 1870, and flint occupa-
tion under the 13th section of this Act, for the full period required by law, and that no alienation has at any 
time been made by any of the above-named holdera until after the bomi ,fide residence thereon of such 
holder for a period of one whole year, each alienation having been notified to the Land Agent of the
district within one month of its having been made. And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously 
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year 
of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled "An Act for the more çJ/'ectual abolition of Oaths and 
A//ls-mat.ione taken and made in various Departments of the Government of Hew South Wales and to 
,saebstitute Declarations in lieu thereof and for the Suppression of voluntarq and extra-judicial Oaths and 
Affidavits." 	 BOSANNA BLACKER. 
Taken and declared at Islairrurundi, this fourth day of November, 1875. before lab,— 

G. G. EB0DIE, a Oomulnissiol1er for Affidavits, 

Description. 

County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 40 acres, at Yarraman, being conditional purchase No. 210, 
of 1872, in the district of Murrurundi, made on the 11th July, 1872. 

Oer4/ieate of Land Agent. 
I 1lF.REBT certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above declaration is in accordance with 
fact, and that the alienations were notified to inc on the following dat-es. 
23/5/72 (date of transfer of original C.:R) 	 G. G. BR.ODIE, 

Land Agent for Murrurundi District. 

liEn-vie on above. 
Interest 14/4, credited 11 Nov., '75. 

No. 52. 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser. 

C.P. No. 72/4,215. 	 E 0. 	 [Alienation Act.] 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser under the 21st section of the" Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," 

in cases where there has been alienation of the land. 

1, Rosnx.& Blacker, of Yarraman, spinster, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner, 
by conditional purchase, under the 21st section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," of the land 
hereunder described, and that improvements consisting of fencing, and to the value of £40, have been 
made on snch land; and I declare further, that James Blacker, june., and myself have respectively 
resaded on the adjoining conditional purchase since the date of its selection on 27 October, 1870, and faint 
occupation under the 13th section of this Act, for the full period reqnired by law, and that no alienation 

of 
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of the land has been made by any  of the above-named holders, until after the residence thereon of such 
holder for a period of one whole year, each alienation having been notified to the Land Agent of the 
district within one nionth of its having been made. And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously 
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and psed in the ninth year 
of, the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, 'An Act Jbr the snore r/Tectnai  abolition of Oaths and A//irma-
(ions ta/ecu and made in various Departments of the Government of ES Son/h Wtles and to substitute 
Declarations in lieu t/iereof and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and 4ffidavit8." 

1IOSANNA BLACKER. 
Taken and declared at Murrurundi, this fourth day of November, 1875, before me,- 

0. U. Bnomr, a Commissioner for Affidavits. 

Description. 

County of Pottinger, parish of Yarra.man, 40 acres, at Yarraman, being conditional purchase No. 217 
of 1372, in the district of Murrurundi, made on the 11th July, 1872. 

Ocr! j/icate of Land Agent. 

I iintnny certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above declaration is in accordance 
with fact, and that the several alienations were notified to me on the following dates. 
23/5/72. 	 U. U. B1IODIE, 

Land Agent for Murrurundi District. 

Minute on above. 
Interest 14/4, credited 11 November, 1873. 

No, 53. 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser. 

C.P. No. 72/4,355. 	 E 6. 	 [Alienation Act.] 
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser under the 21st section of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," 

in cases where there has been alienation of the land. 
I, JtosA.NNA Blacker, of Yarraman, spinster, do solemnly and sincerely declare that 1 am the lawful owner 
by conditional purchase, under the 21st section of the "Crown Lands Alienation of 1861," of the land here-
under described, and that improvements consisting  of fencing, and to the value of £50 have been made on 
such land ;  and j: declare further, that James Blacker. junr., and myself have respectively resided on the 
adjoining conditional purchase since the date of its selection on 27 October, 1870, and first occupation 
under the 13th section of this Act, for the full period required by law, and that no alienation of the land 
has been made by any of the above-named holders until after the residence thereon of such holder for a 
period of one whole year, each alienation having been notified to the Land Agent of the district within one 
month of its having been made. And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same 
to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed inthe ninth year of the reign of 
Her present Majesty, intituled, " An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and Affirmations talecis 
and made in various Departments of the Govern,nent of New South Wales and to substitute Declarations in 
lieu thereof and/or the suppression of vol untarg and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits." 

BOSANNA BLACKER. 
Taken and declared at Murrurundi, this fourth day of November, 1875, before me,- 

0-. G. Bnomus, a Commissioner for Affidavits. 

Description. 

County of Pottiuger, parish of Yarranman, 50 acres, at Yarramami, being conditional purchase No. 225, 
of 1872, in the district of Murrurundi, made on the 18th July, 1872. 

Certificate of Land Agent 
I JIEIIEIIv certify that., to the bost of my knowledge anti belief, the above declaration is in accordance with 
fhet, and that the several alienations were notified to me on the following dates. 
2:3/3/72. 	 0. G. B1IODIE, 

Land Agent; for Murrurundi DistTict, 

311nute on above. 
Interest 17/2, credited 11 November, 1875. 

No. 54. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Rosanna Blacker. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February, 1876. 
.1 am directed to inform you that the applications made by James Blacker, jun., at Murru-

rundi (transferred to you), of the 27th October and 22nd December, 1870, and 11th and 18th July, 1872, for 
the conditional purchase of 270 acres of land, are void, as the two first mentioned contain improvements 
valued at £180 the property of the lessee of the run, and the snbseauent ones being dependent thereon. 

2. Enclosed are forms which, on being filled up and forwarded to the Auditor General, signed by 
you, together with your deposit receipts, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of the deposit paid 
on account of the above. 	 1 have, &c., 

WM. BLACKMAN, 
- 	 (Pro Under Secretary). 

[Enclosure 
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[Enclosure A to No. 51.1 
Rereu,ee refunded. 

3 February, 1876. 
Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch Dr. to Rosanna Blacker (:e]iende of Jas. Blacker, jun.),— 

Amo,mt to be 
ref uiideei. 

For the following refund, viz.:— 	 £ s. d. 
Land Offlee at Murrurundi ;  date of selection, 2701 day of October. 1870; deposit paid on 100 acres i -  

selection void ;  contains valuable improvements ; deposit to be refunded on 100 acres ......................2o 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct., and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 	 W. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure B to Nb. 54.] 
Recesses refunded. 	

3 February, 1876. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch Dr. to Rosanna Blacker (alienee of Jas. Blacker, jun.),— 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. :— £ s. ti 
Land Office at Murrurnndi ; date of selection, 22nd day of December, 1870; deposit paid on 40 acres 

selection void ;  contains valuable improvements; deposit to be refunded on 40 ncr....................... 	10 0 0 

I certify that the nnirnuit charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate,  is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 	 WI. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure C to Rb. 54.] 
Revenue refunded 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch Dr. to Rosanna Blacker,— 	 3 February, 1876. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. :— 	 £ e* ci 
Land Office at Murrurundi ; date of selection, 11th day of July, 1872 ; deposit paid on 40 acres; selection 

void, first conditional purchase being void deposit to be rcftuidcd on 40 itercs 	...............................10 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.. 

W. W. STEPHEN 
Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure B to Ho 54.] 
.Rere,snc refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch: Dr. to Rosanna Blacker,— 	 3 February, 1876. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. - 	 I 	£ s. d. 
Land Office at Murrurundi ; date of selection, 11th day of Jedy,187Z ; deposit paid on 40 acres ; selection' 

void, first conditional purchase being void ; deposit to he refunded on 40 acres ...............................10 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 

W. IV. STEPHEN, 
Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure E to Rb. 54.1 
.Receene refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch Dr. to Rosanna Blacker,- 
	 3 February, 1876. 

- 	 Amen 'it to be 
refit nded. 

For the following refund, viz.:— 	 £ S. d. 
Land Office at i\Tnrnirnndi ; date of selection, 18th day of July, 1872 ; deposit paid on 50 acres; selection 

void, first conditional purchase being void deposit to be refunded on 50 acres ...............................12 10 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct, and that the refund 
is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 

111  W. STEPHEN, 
Under Secretary for Lands. 

No. 55. 
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No. 55 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February, 1876. 

1 am directed to inform you that the applications of James Blacker, jun. (transferred to 
Rosnnna Blacker), of the 27th October and 22nd December, 1810, and 11th and 18th July, 1872, forthe con-
ditional purchase of 270 acres of land, have been cancelled, as the two first-mentioned contain improvements 
valued at £130, the property of the lessee of the run, and the subsequent ones being dependent thereon. 

2. Forms for refund of deposit have been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 
of which you will be so good as to explain to her, if required. 

I have, &c., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 56. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchasc',—Jievenuc trfie•n dad. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February, 1876. 
1 am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, you District- 

will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £2, being the deposit money paid thereon. 
Mnrruru,,tll. 
Nanllotaana 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form 	f 	the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the appli- Blacker 
Date of selection 

cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. -27 October, 
I have, &-c., 1870. 

-1  
W M. BLACKMAN, neposlt-S25. 

(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 57. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue rqfunded. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February, 1876. District-
lhirrurilndi. 

1. am directed to inform von that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, Nan,e-Ro,an,,a 
you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit money paid thereon. Date

Illacker.  
f solec. 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the tlon22 Decem. 
applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasur y. her, 1870. 

Area-40 acre, 
I have, &c., Deposit-1a 

WM. BLACKMAN, 
(Bo Under Secretary). 

No. 58. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase-1?evenne refisnded. 

Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February, 1876. nlstriet 
I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, 

Murrnr,mdl. 
Na,ne—Rons,ms 

you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit money paid thereon. Blacker. 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the 
Date of selec. 
Uon-11 July, 

and transmit it to the Treasur y. applicant, with instructions to fill up same a 1872. 
Arca-40 acres. 

1. 	&c., Deposit, ma 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 59. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue n'ftnded. 

Sir, 	 Department of lA8fld5, Sydney, 3 February, 1.876. DistrIct- 
I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void , Mt,rrun, alt. 

Na,ne-Rosanna 
on will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit money paid thereon. Blacker. 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the Date of selec. 
tion-Il July, 

applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury . 1872. 

.1 have, &c., 
Aren-40 acre,. 
Deposit-Sm 

WM. I3LAC:K?siAN, 
(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 60. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refiended. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 February. 1870. 
I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin Will; void, you Pi.striet- 

will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £12 lOs., being the deposit money paid thereon Mi,rrorustli. 
N,,,ne-lto,arnu 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the Illtt,
acker, 

applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 
l),, 	of 'dcc 
tiins.-lSJulv, 

I have, &C 1872. 
Area-SO 

WM. ]3LA CXMAN, De1o,it-fl2 
(Pro Under Se(tretnrv). 

11.7—B 	 No. 01. 
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No. 61. 
Office Memoranda. 

Memorandum by Mr. Blackman. 

JAMES Blacker, senr., father of James Blacker, ju]ir., and his alienee Rosanna Blacker, called on the 
Secretary for Lands to-day, and stated that Mr. Kingsmill's award was wholly false, as there were not 
£130 worth of improvements on his son's cancelled UP's, the property of Mrs. Glass, and that in 
fhct the latter had not more than £30 or £35 worth of old fencing on the two portions claimed 
by her in virtue of improvements;alithe other improvements were made by himself or his son subsequent 
to selection, and consisted of a hut 25 feet long by 12 or 14 wide, of ironbark slabs and squared posts of 
pine, and squared wall-plates of pine; a substantial three.railed fence (ironba.rk), and box posts, on one 
side of the 100 acres a log sheep yard, area about a quarter of an acre. On the 40 acres the posts are 
up on one side ready for the wire (seven wires) on one side. 

'J'lic trees on 100 acres and 40 acres were ring-barked, and the land partially cleared. Blacker also 
stated to the Secretary for Lands that he had three times attended at various localities, and had to bring 
his witnesses 20 miles in obedience to the summons sent him by the appraisers, and he was so worried 
and disgusted with the delays and disappointments to which he was subjected that he did not attend the 
fourth time when the Court was ready. 

One thing is clear, that the cancellation of the CF's of Blacker's is premature; the award 
does not diserinnitate between the improvements on the two lots, and does not state what these improve-
ments were, or their value at the time that Blacker selected—they might not in fact be a bar to 

SeeEnclosure F 
conditional purchase wider any circumstances. It is very strange that with Surveyor Higgins's letter 

N  to O.Et 	before him of the 26tl July, 1875, the umpire did not adjourn or proceed to examine personally the 
improvements which were not more than a mile away from the place where the Court met, the statement 
of Mr. Higgins being in the highest degree antagonistic to that of the other witnesses, Mr. Glass, the 
brother of Mrs. Glass, and Mrs. Glass's superintendent. Doubtless Blacker made a mistake in not 
attending on the fourth occasion, although I do not see anything in the enclosed papers which shows this. 

W. B., 
16/2/76. 

Afsnicte by Mr. Moriarty, in pencil. 
The appraiser has not given any detail of the improvements nor indicated the portion on which they 

respectively stand, nor stated that the value was that at the period of selection by Blacker (which was what 
he had to dctrrmine). Consistently with the award (assuming the value at date of selection to be meant), 
the land might have been open to selection, and if ot.herw'ise, the valuation possibly includes Blacker's 
own improvements. Appraiser might be required to explain his award, ineantimc the matter might stand 
over. (Written by Mr. Moriarty.) 

The award is evidently incomplete, details of the improvements made at the time Blacker conditionally 
purchased, their value, and the portions on which they were made not being stated. The umpire having 
Surveyor Higgins's verbal and written statement before him as to the value and character and position 
of the improvements, should rertainly have examined the land improvements, and in the absence of Blacker, 
adjourned the Court, and taken steps todecide between the conflicting statements of the surveyor who 
inspected the improvements and those of the interested parties whose evidence was taken—PG. 

The cancellation of Blacker's C.P. should be revoked, pending the receipt of information asked for 
in above minute—TO., 18/2/76. 	-  

No. 62. 	 - 
The Under Secretary for Lands to James Blacker. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21. February, 1876. 
Rosannaniacker, 	 Referring to the umpire's award in the appraisement of the value of the improvements on 
aliebec of Ja,. 
Blacker, junior, Rosanna Blaulcecs selections mentioned in the margin, 1. am directed to inform you that the Secretary for 
looaeres.QlOct., Lands considers the same incomplete, and has decided that,pendiiig certain inquiries to be instituted in 
1570 40 acres, 
22 Dec., 1870; 40 the matter, the cancellation of the selections alluded to should be revoked. The revocation has therefore 
acre,, Ii July, 
1872 40 acres, been noted, and the purchases now stand in Rosanna Blacker's name as before. 
11 July, 1972; 50 	 1 have, &e., 
acres, 18 July, 
isza 	

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 63. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Mm'rurundi. 

Sir, 
See No. 65. 

	

	 I am directed to inform you 
instant, of Rosanna Blacker's conditional 

go 

	

	 27th October and 22nd December, 1870, 
purchases stand now in her name as before. 

Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 February, 1876. 
that the cancellations notified to you by my letter of the 3rd 
purchases of 100, 40, 40, 40, and 50 acres respectively, on the 
and 11th and 18th July, 1872, have been revoked, and the 

I have, &c., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 64. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 February, 1876. 

I am directed to state for your information, and for notation in the Treasury books, that 
the cancellations notified to you on the 3rd instant of Rosanna Blacker's conditional purchases of 100, 40, 
40,40, and 50 acres, made at Murrurundi, on the 27th October and 22nd December, 1870, and 11th and 
18th July, 1872, have been revoked, and the purchases stand now in her name as before. 

I have, etc., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

For the Under Secretary. 

No. 65. 
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No. 65. 
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 The Treasury, New South Wales, 10 March, 1876. 
I have the honor to inform you that the balance of purchase money due on the selection Name—Blacker 

mentioned in the margin was paid into this office on 9th instant. 

No. 66. 
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 The Treasury, New South Wales, 10 March, 1876. 
I have the honor to inform you that the balance of purchase money due on the selection NamcBlacker 

mentioned in the margin, was paid into this office on 9th instant. 	 Rosanna. 
District—Mar. 

I have, &e., 
G. BAG-Al?. Arca-40 acres. 

Selection—Zsnd 
December, 1870. 
£30 00 balance 

No. 67, 	 loodeedfco 

The Under Secretary for Lands to A. J. Kingsmill. 	
£81 0 0 Total. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 March, 1876. 
With reference to the award furnished by you on the 12th August last, relative to the appraise-

ment of the improvements alleed to exist on two portions of land in the parish of Yarrainan, conditionally 
- 	 * Qy. James purchased by *]tosaiuia  Blacker osi the 27th October and 22nd December, 18,0, and sauce transferred to Biack. 

tjames Blacker, I am dfrected by the Minister for Lands to inform you that the award is incomplete, and t Qy. Ronoa 
cannot be accepted, and to request that a fresh one be made, setting out the details of the improvements Blacker 

made at the dates of selection, their value, and the portions on which they stand. With Mr. 8urveyor 
Higgins's verbal and written statements before you as to the value, character, and position thereof, an 
examination of the land and improvements should have been made, and in the absence of Blacker, the 
Court should have been adjourned, and steps taken to decide between the conflicting statements of the 
surveyor who inspected the improvements, and those of the interested parties whose evidence was taken. 

I have, &c.. 
W. W. STEPI-LEN. 

No. 68. 
A. J. Kingsmill to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Re Mrs. Glass v. Blacker. 

Sir, 	 Murruriindi, 23 March, 1876. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, with reference NO.67 

to the above ease. The allegations contained therein I shall reply to in a future eommnnication in the 
meantime I have to request the favour of your sending inc at your earliest convenience, a blank form of 
award, together with the depositions taken at the Arbitration Court held by me at Yarrainan last year, 
in order that I may refresh my memory. 	 1 have, &e., 

- A. J. KINGSMILL. 

Submitted, 30/3/76. 	Of course these documents may be fonvarded.-30/3/76. 	Yes.-31. 

No. 09. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to A. J. Kthgsmiil. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 6 April, 1870. 
With reference to your letter of the 23rd ultimo requesting to be supplied with a blank form No. t& 

of award, together with the depositions taken by you in the appa-aisement ease the Government v. E. J. 
Glass, held at Yarramnu on the 21 -July last, I am directed to forward herewith the doeutneuts in question, Ccc Enclosures- 
end to request that you will have the goodness to give your early attention to the matter. 	 to No. 47. 

- 	 I have, &e., 
W . W. STEPHEN. 

No. 70 
A. J. Kingsmill to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi. 19 April, 1876. 
In reply to your letter of 21st ultiano, relative to the arbitration ease held at Yarrainan' by No. 07. 

me in July last, I now beg to hand you a completed award, in which is given details of improvements at 
date of selection and with reference to that portion of the above letter alluding to Mr. Surveyor 
Higgins's written and verbal statements, I allowed them to have all the weight I considered them 
entitled to, as bearing against the sworn testimony of two practical and, as far as 1. could judge, impartial 
and disinterested witnesses. With regard to my making a personal inspection of the improvements, such 
would have led to no practical result; it being- now some five or si& years since the land was selected 
by Bosanna Blacker, and the present condition of the fencing would be no guide to the value it that 
date. I may also mention that a portion of the fencing had been removed by Blacker. 

In 

I have &c., rurundi. 

G. BAG-AR. 
Area—leo aol-c,. 
Scicction-270h 
October, 1870. 
£75 0 0 balance 

1 0 0 deed ice 
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In conclusion, I beg to state that no object could be gained by adjourning the Court, as both 
Blacker and witnesses refused to attend on receiving my summons, as well as another from Mr. Higgins, 
he being at home during the time the Court was sitting, the case being conducted in open Court. I 
examined all the available witnesses who caine before me having a knowledge of the circumstances of 
the case, and, had Mr. Surveyor Higgins rentainerl. T should have taken his evidence on oath also. 

I have. &e., 
A. J. XJNGSM.ILL, 

Umpire. 

AThrutee on No. 70. 
Under this amended appraisement, portion 62, 40 acres, must be allowed as ,in improvement 

purchase; but with regard to portion 61, the award is still insufficient to guide this Department, it failing 
to show that any particular part of the 100 acres is protected by being improved to extent of £1 per 
aere.—T.G., 27/4/76. 

It is pointed out that Mr. Kingsrnill his only valued the land, endorsing particulars and value of 
iinproyements. His award should have been as to the value of the improvements. Doubtless Mr. 
Kingsmill intended to value the improvements, but forgot to alter the form of award, Throughout, how-
ever, he appears to have misunderstood his instructions—CO., 6/5/76. 

Submitted—the award is altogether informal.-15j5/76. 
The award as to value of improvements is with these papers. All that is wanted now is an 

answer as to whether the £91 worth of improvements cover any 91 acres of the portion or not. (See 
minute on first page of this lctter)—T.G., 25/5/76. 

[Enclosure to .tVo. 70.] 

Appraisement by Umpire 
To all to whom these presenu shall come, Arthur John Xingsmill, of Murrnr,,udi, in the Colony of New South Wales, sends 

greeting 
\VREREAS on the 	day of 	James Jerome Higgins was duly appointed by the Minister for Lands to appraise 
the value of certain Crown lands situate at Yarraman, and which said lands are described is the schedule in the paper writing 
hereto annexed, marked A, and to fix the value or price to be paid for the same; and whereas on the 	day of Jane, 
1875, James Glass was only appointed by Mrs. Eliza Tene Glass on behalf of the said Mrs. Eliza Jane Glass, to appraise the 
value of the said lands, and to fix the value or price to he paid for the same and whereas the said James Jerome Higgins 
and James Glass, before proceeding to esiter upon the paid sppraisement, duly appointed the said Arthur John Kingsniill as 
umpire in the matters of the said appraisement; and whereas it bath become necessary that the said Arthur John Xingsmill 
should act as umpire in the prenhises. and he hatl,, before esstcring upon the said appraisement, duly made the declaration 
ruired by law Now know ye, that the said Arthur John Kiimgsnmill having heard and considered the allegations and witnesses 
on behalf of the Minister for Lands, and of the said Eliza Jane Glass respectively, doth hereby declare the sum of one 
hundred and thirty pounds to be the value of the said land, and cloth apprise and fix that sum as the amount to be paid by 
the said Eliza Jane Glass out of the two portions in question for the purchase of the ssn,e, and doth further fix the costs to be 
paid to the said James Jerome Higgins as such appraiser, at the sum of smil, which sun' the said Arthur John Xingsmill doth 
direct; shall be paid by the Minister for Lands, and time costs to be paid to tIme said James Glass as such appraiser, at the $uns 
of nil,and of the said Arthur John KingsmiU as umpire herein, at the sum of thirty-five pounds sterling, which lastmentioned 
,mms the said Arthur John Jtingsmnill doth hereby order and direct shall be paid by the said Eliza Jane Glass. 

In witness whereof. the said Arthur John Kingsnmill hiath hereto set- his howl, this tl,irleenth day of August, A.D. 1575. 
A. J. ]CThGSMILL. 

Schedule rna;'ked A. 
No. of portion. 	No. of acres. 	 Where situated. 	 Improvements at date of selection. 

	

61 	 100 	Yarraman—parish of Yarranman, 	 Fencing .................. 	£50 
county of Pottinger. 	 Clearing ...............40 

In all ............£90 

	

62 	 40 	 Ysrnnmaa—parish of Yarraman, 	 Fencing .................. 	£25 
county of Pottinger. 	 Clearing ...............15 

	

In all ............ 	£40 

No. 71. 
Oce i\'iemoranclum, 

Memorandum by Mr. Thompson—Blacker s'. Glass. 

See enclosure to 	The ease has been misunderstood a second award should not have been asked for. The *award— 
No. W. 	75-7,920—though incomplete, must stand, and the Minister directed that the umpire be instructed to 

que No. 7D. 	furnish the deficient information. This he partly supplied by endorsement on the enclosure to 76-2,944, 
and the Minister now directs that the umpire be again instructed to state whether any part of portion 61 
of 100 acres is protected from conditional purchase by being improved to the extent of £1 per acre.— 
L.G.T., 30/5/76. 	 - 

No. 72. 
The Under Secretary for Thuds to A. J. Kingsnrli. 

	

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 2 june, 1878. 

No 70. 	 1 am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 19th April last, conveying 
in its enclosures the respective value of the improvements on the two portions of land described in the 

Fenton 61. moo margin, in dispute between Mrs. Glass and J. Blacker, but the information is still insufficient to guide 
this Department, as it does not show,  that any particular part of portion 01 is protected from conditional 

of Yarrsnn,,. purchase by being improved to the extent of £1 per acre. I am to request that you will inform me on 
this poiut at your earliest convenience. 	 I have. &e., 

W. W. STEPIIEN, 

No. 73. 
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No. '73. 
A. J. Kingsmi]i to The Under Secretary for Lands. 	 - 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi, 6 June, 1876. 
Referring to your ]etter of 2nd June, on the subject of the dispute Glass v. Blacker, 

requesting me to show the particular part of portion 61 that is protected from conditional purchase by No. 72. 

being improved to the extent of £1 per acre—in reply, I have the honor to inform you that all of 
portion 61 was protected from conditional purchase by being improved to the extent of LI per acre, with 
the exception of 10 acres, being a narrow strip extending from east to west along the southern boundary 
of said portion as per annexed plan. 	 1 have, &c., 

A. J. KINGSMILT,. 
Under this further report, that part of portion 61 shown to be improved may be alienated to 

applicant under improvement clause.—T,G., 30/6/76. 
Under decision of 30th ultimo the original conditional purchase of Miss Rosanna Blacker, portion 

61, should be again declared void, and the four additional purchasca as dependent thereou —A.O.M., 8/7/76. 

Ca 
CD 

-I 
CD 

* 

The land lying between double lines is the lanil sfl,,ded to in the annexed letter as being unimproved. 

No. 74. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to itosauna Blacker. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you that the applications made by James Blacker, junr., at 

Murrurundi (transferred to you), of the 27th October and 221ld December, 1.870, and 11th and 18th July, 
1872, for the conditional purchase of 270 acres of land, are void, as the two first mentioned contain improve. 
ineuts valued at £ [30, the property of the lessee of the run, and the subsequent ones being dependent 
thereon. 

2. Enclosed are forms which, on being filled up in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 
forwarded to the Treasury, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit. 

1 have, &c,, 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

Pro Under Secretary. 
P.S—Should you desire to select again, the Land Agent will accept the enclosed voucher as pay-

nient or part payment of deposit on the area applied for. 

[Enclosrre A. to iTo. 74.1 
Revcaue rqJknded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch —Dr. to Itosanna Blacker (alienee of Jas. Blacker, juur.),- 
12 August, 1876. 

Ainnunt to tie 
refunde,). 

For the following refund, viz 	 £ s. d. 
Land Office at Murrurundi date of selection, 27th day of October1  1870 deposit paid on 100 acres 

selection void ; contains valuable improvements; deposit; to be refunded on 100 acres ......................25 O 0 

1 certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and fate, i, correct, and that the refund is 
,1,,lv authorized in terms of the Audit Act. . 	 W. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 
[Encio,ure 
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[Enclosure B to 74.] 

Revenue refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch —Dr. to Bosanna Blacker (alienee of Jas. Blacker, junr.),- 
12 August, 1876. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. ;— 	
£ s. d. 

Land office at Murrurundi; date of selection, 22nd day of December, 1870; deposit paid on 40 acres; 
selection void contains valuable improvements; deposit to be refunded on 40 acres .........................10 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate; is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 	 'tV W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure C to .Yo. 74.1 
Revenue refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch : Dr. to Bosanna Blacker,— 	 12 August, 1876. 

'C 
Amount to be 

refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. :— 	 £ a. d. 
Land Office at Murrurundi ; date of selection, 11th day of July, 1872 ; deposit paid on 40 acres 

selection void, first C.P. being void ; deposit to be refunded on 40 acres ........................................10 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct, and that the refund 
is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 	 W. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure D to .iVb. 74.1 
Revenue refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch: Dr. to Bosaaaa Blacker,— 	 12 August, 1876. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. :— 	 £ 5. d. 
Land Office at Murrurundi ; date of selection, 11th clay of July, 1572; deposit paid on 40 acres; selection 

void, first C.P. being void; deposit to be refunded on 40 acres ....................................................10 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting. and rate, is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.. 	 W. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

[Enclosure B to No. 74.] 

Revenue refunded. 

Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch Dr. to Bosanna Blacker,— 	 12 August, 1876. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz 	 £ s. d. 
Land Office at Murrurundi; date of selection, 18th day of July, 1872; deposit paid on 60 acres; selection 

void, first C.P. being void ; deposit to be refunded on 50 acres ....................................................12 10 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate, is correct, anrl that tho refund is 
duly authorized in ter,ns of the Audit Act. 	 W. W. STEPHEN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

No. 75. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Miirrurnndi. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands. Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you that the applications of James Blacker, junr. (transferred to 

Rosanna Blacker), of the 27th October and 22 December, 1870. and 11th and 18th July, 1S72, for the 

conditional purchase of 270 acres of land, have been cancelled, as the two first mentioned contain improve. 
mente valued at £130, the property of the lessee of the run, and the subsequent ones being dependent 
th.greon. 

2. Forms for refund of deposit have been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 
of wiuch you will be so good as to explain to her if required. 

I have, &c., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 76. 
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No. 76. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refunded. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
rict—Mu Diet 

I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, nirundi. r  
you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £25, being the deposit money paid thereon. Name—Rona Blacker, 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the apph. natoof seko. 
cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 	 Lion—!?

October, 1870. 
I have, &c., 	 Area-100 acre. 

WM. BLACKMAN, 	Depo,it-26. 

(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 77. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refunded. 

Sia, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you that the conditional. purchase noted in the margin being void, you DLstrlcMur. rurundi. 

wifi be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit money paid thereon. 	wame—uo,n,a 
2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the nppli- Blacker. Date of selec- 

cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 	 vlon-22 Decem- 
I have. &c., 	 ber, 1870.

Area-40aa- . 
WM. BLACKMAN, 	neposii—zio. 

(Pro Under Secretary). 

- 	No. 78. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refunded. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 Auust, 1876. 
I am directed to inform y 	 margin you that the conditional purchase noted in the 	being void, you Distrlct—M- 

will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit inoiiey paid thereon. 	rurundi. 
1samc—Roune 

2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the apph- Blacker. Date of gelec- cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 	 Lion—li July, 
I have, &e., 	 1872. 

Area-40 acree. \\Tf  BLACKMAN, 	Dcpoelt-110. 
(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 79. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refunded. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you, that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, you Dlstrict—Mur. r 

will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £10, being the deposit money paid thereon. 	
arundi.

Name—Rosanna 
2. I am to add that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the appli- Blacker. Date of eclec- 

cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 	 tion—il July, 

I have, & 	 187!- e., 	 A-40acrea 
WM. BLACKMAN, 	Depo,it-10. 

(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 80. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Conditional Purchase—Revenue refunded. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 August, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, you 

rurundi.  
Distriet—Mur 

will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £12 lOs., being the deposit money paid thereon. Na,neRo,an,n 
2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the apph. Juacker. Daee of selec 

cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 	 Lion—iS July, 

	

I have, &c., 	 18Th 
Area—SO acres. 

Wit BLACKMAN, 	Deposit.— 
(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 81. 

Rosanna- Blacker to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Yarrainan Creek, 20/8/76. 

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of ferms and vouchers of my conditional purchases. 
I also beg to state, that the improvement, which is the bar referred to, 40 acres, consists of 80 rods See Na a 

of a two.rail sapling fence, with three wires, No. 10, and part of a two-rail fence on the 100 acres, which has 
been erected for the last thirty years. I beg to ask you, in the name of justice, whether.the decision is 
just, after the report of Licensed Surveyor Higgins. I am willing for the lessee of the run to remove the 
improvements which be claims, which are of no value to me. 

I have, &e., 
YAI4fES BLACKER, 

Per RosAzniA Bt&cxn. 
Minute 
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Aiint/c& Vot No. 81, 
The writer, James Blacker, on behalf of his daughter, Rosanna Blacker, coniplaius of the Minister's 

action in declaring her purchases void, and states that she is willing to allow the lessee to remove his 
improvements, which are of no value to her. He should be informed that no further action can be taken 
in the matter, the Minister having decided that the laud was improved at date of purchase—WA., 
30 Nov., '76. 

Papers should be ret;uned to Mr. C'urry, to refund interest and balance on the five conditional 
Set No, 82, so, purchases. 
t, 65. 85, 57. 	 Treasury instrucl;ed to refund interest, and balance, and applicant informed. 
Sec No. Use 	 Mr. Thompson,—It. would appeai' that the memo. of the Deputy Surveyor General, dated 1 i.tl 
Mtrno. 	February. 1870, has not been submitted, with reference to applicant paying cost of subdivision, and is to 

tl:e cut-off portion of 10 acres going to auction, after subdivision his been carried out..—G.L., 7/2/77. 
Submitted as to memo. of Deputy Surveyor General, dal ed 11th February, 187 6.—J.E., 13/2/77. 

}'orprêck, see 	 Mr. Edwards—A précis had better be made. showing clearly the points on winch the submission 
No. so 	is made. (Written by Mr. Thompson.) 

No, 82. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Rosanna Blacker 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1870. 
100,40,40,40. 	 Your conditional purchases noted in the margin having been declared void, I am directed to 
and 50 acre,, 
selected at Mur. inform you that you can obtain the interest and balance of purchase money paid thereon, upon appli- 
mnindi, on the cation to the Treasury. 	 1. have, &c., 27th Oat, and 
22nd December, 	 WM. BLACKMAN, 
1870, and 11th 
and ian, July, 	(For the Under Secretary). 
1572 

No. 83. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1876. 
100 acre,, selec- 	 The conditional purchase noted in the margin having been declared void, I am directed to 
ted at. Murn,r- 
u,,di, 0i the27th request that you will be good enough to cause to be refunded the interest and balance of purchase money 
Octoher,1870.1y paid thereon. 	 I have, &c., 
James Blacker, 
jun. (transferred 	 WM. BLACKMAN, 
to Roranna 	 . (For the Under Secretary), Blacker), 

No. 84. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1878. 
40 acres selected 	 The conditional purchase noted in the margin having been declared void, I am directed to 
at Murrurundi, 
on the 22i,d 	request that you will be good enough to cause to be refunded- the interest and balance of purchase money 
December, 1870, paid thereon. 	 I have, &c., 
by Jas. Blacker, 	 WM. BLACKMAN, Jun. (transferred 
to Rrean,,a 
Blacker). 	

(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 85. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1870. 
40 acres, selected 	 The conditional purchase noted in the margin having been declared void, I am directed to 
atMurrurundi, request that you will be good enough to cause to be refunded the interest money paid thereon. 
on the 11th July, 
1872. by llonne,a 	 I have, &c., 
Blacker. 	 WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary). 

No. SO. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1S76. 

40 acres, selected 	
The conditional purchase noted in the margin having been declared void, I am directed to 

at Murrurundi, request that you will be good enough to cause to be refunded the interest money paid thereon. 
on the lath July, 
1872.ty1tosama 	 I have, ke., 
Blacker, 	 WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Sceretarv). 

- 	 No. 87. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 December, 1870. 
SOacre,.selected 	 The conditional purchase noted in the margin having been declared void, lam directed to at Murroru,,di, 
onthe 18th July, request that, you will be good enough to cause to be refunded the interest money paid thereon. 
1572. by Ro,a,,,,a 
Blacker. 	 I have, &e.. 

WM. BLACKMAN, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

'I 	 No. 88. 
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No. 88. 

Précis—Blacker versus Glass. 
Ox the 27th October and the 22nd December, 1870, one James Blacker, j un., applied to purchase, tinder 
sections 13 and 21 of the "Orowu Lands Alienation Act of 1861," two portions of land in the 
parish of Yarranian, county of Pottinger, on the Yarraman Run, containing respect-h-ely 100 acres and 
40 acres, since transferred to Rosanna Blacker. 

The lessee of the run, Mrs. B. G. Glass, claims that the land in question contained improvements, 
her property, at the dates of Blacker's applications, of sufficient value to bar its conditional purchase. 

On the 30th March, 1875, an appraisement was accordingly instituted between the Government 
and the lessee of the run (Mrs. Glass) with a viow to determine the value of the said improvements at the 
dates of application for the land by Blacker. The umpire appointed to act in the case, Mr. A. I. Kingsmill, 
furnished his award on the 18th of August following, and set out the value of the improvements at £130, 
which gives the lessee the right of purchase over 130 acres. The conditional purchases have now been 
declared void, and as the two portions combined contain an area of 140 acres, it is now recommended 
that applicant (the lessee) be requested to pay the cost of subdivision, viz., £6 and it is also submitted 
as to whethcr the  10 acres cut off is to be sent to auction.—J.E., 21/2/77. 

.11(inuteg on No. 88 
Subinitted.-23/2/77. 	For my successor.—E.A.B. 	The better course will perhaps be for 

Mrs. Glass to put up £10 worth more of improvements and apply for the whole area, viz., 140 acres.— 
W.W.S., 10/8/77. 	Approvcd,—T.G-., 1/9/77. 

No. 89. 

Rosanna Blacker to The Under Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 - 	Yarraman, 31 August, 1877. 

I beg that you will forward my deeds at the earliest convenience. 
- 	 I have, &e., 

JAMES BLACKER, 
-- 	 (For RosArmA BLAcmccn). 

Miss Blacker should be referrred to the letters addressed to her on 12th August, 1878, and 18th See (os. 74. 82. 
December, 1876, wherein she was apprised that the voiding of the purchases must remaiu.—O.N., 
17/10/77. 	Has any reply been received from Mrs. Glass since the 19th September last P—JIB., 
29/10/77, No.—J.ILM. 

[Enclosure to No. 89.] 
The Registrar General to Rosanna Blacker. 

Sir, 	 Registrar General's Depsrtment, Land Titles Branch, Sydney, 21 August, 1877. Not with papers. 
In reply to your application dated 2nd instant, for the undermentioned Crowsi Grant, I have to inform you that 

the document has not yet been received from the Under Secretary for Lands, to whom you will please apply. 
lam, &c., 

E. 0. WARD, 
Registrar General. 

Grant referred to. 
County of Pottinger, parish of Yarraman, 100 acres, portion 61, and 40 acres, portion 62. 

No. 90. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mis. F. J. Glass. 
Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 September, 1877. 

Referring to the appraisement of the value of the improvements on the lands specified in the 
100 acres. margin hereof, conditionally purchased by James Blacker, jun., I am directed by the Minister for Lands 40 ,  do. 

to inform you that, as the value of the improvements on the two portions has been awarded by the umpire 
at £130, and the combined area thereof being 140 acres, it has been decided to allow you to put up £10 Pottinger. 
worth more of improvements, which will entitle you to make application for the whole area, should you 
so desire. 	 I have, &c., 

- W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 91. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Rosanna Blacker. 
Madam, 	 Departmcat of Lands, Sydney, 20 October, 1877. 

Referring to your letter of the 31st August last, applying for the deeds of your conditional See No 89.  
)nrehaaes (not
R

ed in the margin), I a-mn directed to refer von to my letters of the 12th August and 18th 52, 
see Nos. 74 and 

ecember, 1876, wherein you were apprised that the cancellation of these selections must remain. 
100 acres, 21 I have, &e., 	 Oct., isro. 

W. W. STEPHEN. 40 acres, Dec. 
2, 1870. 

James Blacker, 
now Rosanna 

417—El 	 No. 92. Blacker. 
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No. 92. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. E. J. Glass. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 December, 1877. 
Soc No. 

	

	 I am directed to invite your attention to my letter of the 19th September last, relative to the 
appraisement of the improvements on two portians of land in the parish of Yarraman, county of Pottmger, 
containing respectively 100 acres and 40 acres, and I am to remind you that no reply thereto has yet been 
received in this department. 	 I have, &c., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

- 	 No. 93. 
H. H. Brown & Co. to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Exchange Buildings, Pitt.street, Sydney, 31 December, 1877. 
Void U. P. of J. 	 On behalf of our client, Mrs. E. J. Glass, of Yarraman Hun, Liverpool Plains, we beg to 
Bla9ker, Jun., acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 8th instavit, and in reply thereto have to inform you that our 
parish ol Yarra- 
man, county of client has accepted your suggestion, and placed further improvements on the land to the value of ten 
Potneç410OO pounds sterling (flO), so that the whole of the land is now improved to the extent of one pound per wres 
acres. 	acre. 

We therefore respectfully request that you will be pleased to have this land now sent on for 
appraisement at as earty a date as possible. 	 We have, &c., 

H. H. BROWN & CO. 

Minutes on No. 93. 
Can this portion now go on for appraisement, the £1.0 having been said to be expended, as 

suggested by Under Secretary, 10th August, 1877, and approved by the Minister?—R. B. FITZGERALD, 
for Surveyor General, 22nd January, 1878. 

Approved.—J,S.F., 11/3/78. 

No. 94. 
Rosanna Blacker to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Yarrainan Creek, 14 January, 1878. 
I beg to inform you that I hold 270 acres of laud; 140 acres were selected in 1870, and 

improved, and declaration made nearly two .years ago. The Government have taken my money and will 
not send the deeds ;—the deed fees were paid at the same time. The Under Secretary instructed me to 
pay up for the ground, and I did so, so beg that I will get justice after holding the land for seven years. 

Yours, &c., 
JAMES BLACKER, 

(For RosAluiA BLAcKER). 

[Five plans.] 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer-1878 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

FRANCIS CAMERON'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE, 
TAM WORTH. 

(LETTERS, PAPERS, AND REPORTS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 May, 1S78. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 6 February, 1877, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
house,— 

"Copies of all Letters, Fapel's, and Reports of Commissioner Delaney, into 
"and connected with the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land at 
"Tamworth by Francis Cameron in March, 1875." 

(Mr. Bennett.) 

SCHEDULE. 
,'o. . PAGE. 

1. H. A. Burdekin to Minister for Lands—application for the purchase of improved Crown lands, with minutes 
thereon. 	15 	October, 	1574 	............................................................................................................ 3 

2. Francis Cameron to Land Agent., Tomworth—appheation for the conditional purchase of 100 acres. 	4 March, 1875 3 
3. District-Surveyor Dewhurst to Surveyor General, reporting on above application No. 1, with minutes with trueing. 

13 	March, 	1375 	.................................................... ....................................................................... 3 
4. Licouscd.Snrveyor Elliott to Surveyor General, reporting on above application No. 2, with minute with tracing. 

19 	Jul), 	1875 	.............................. ... ............................................................................................. 4 
5. H. Burdekin to Minister for Lands, respecting valuation of improvements on Crown lands applied for by H. A. 

Burdekin—See No. 	1. 	31 	July, 	1875 	...................................... ......................................................... 4 
6. Under Secretary for Lands to R. Broch, respecting appraisement of improvements on land applied for by H. A. 

Burdekin, 	with enclosure. 	20 August, 	1875 	................ ....................................................................... 4 
7. Under Secretary for Lands to H. A. Burdekin, respecting appraisement of improvements on land applied for by 

H. A. Burdekin, with enclosure. 	20 August, 1875 	...... ................ ............................................. ........... 5 
8. Appraisement by It. Brook of value of above improvements. 	24 August, 1875................................................ 5 
9. Minute for Eieeutive Coinjeil, me application to purchase in virtue of improvements. 	1 November, 1875 ............ 5 

10. Under Seeretiry for Lands to Francis Cameron, informing that conditional purchase of 100 acres is void, with 
enclosure. 	19 	November, 	1875. ... 	................................................................... 	............................... 6 

11. Under Secretary for Lands to Land Agent, Tinnworth, informing that conditional 	purchase of 100 acres is void, 
with 	enclosure. 	19 	November, 	1875 	................................................... ... ..... ..................................... 6 

12. Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade—informing that conditional purchase of 100 
acres is void, with enclosure. 	19 November, 1875 	....................................... ....................................... 6 

13. Gazette Notice, respecting Al. A. Jlurdekin's application. 	See No. 1. 	30 November, 1875 	............ .................. 6 
14. Under Secretary for Lands to Al. A. Burdekin, drawing attention to above notice. 	30 November, 1875 --------------- 7 
15. Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, drawing attention to above notice. 	30 

November, 	1875 	.................................................... ... ............... . ....... ... ............ .............................. 7 
16. H. A. Burdekiu to Minister for Lands, in reply to letter No. 14, with minutes thereon. 	13 March, 1876 ------------ 7 
17. Francis Cameron to Minister for Lands, in reply to letter No. 10, with minutes thereon. 	16 Mare],, 1876 7 
18. Under Secretary for Lands to Francis Cameron, in reply to above No. 17. 	8 April, 1876 ................................. 8 
19. Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, respecting flue incurred by H. A. Burdekin. 

tOApril, 	1876 	.............................................................................................................................. s 

419—A 
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No. 
I'AGE. 

20. Under Secretary for Lands to S. Btu'dekin, respecting fine incurred by M. A. Burdekin. 	10 April, 1876 S 21. Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Under Secretary for Lands—payment of purehaso money by M. A. 
J3nrdekin. 	13 	April, 	1876 ............ . ........ .. ............ ........... .............. . ............. .... ............................. a 22. 

.... 
Statutory declaration by Francis Cameron. 	21 April, 1876 ................................................................... 8 23. 

. ... . 
—Sec No. 2. 	21 H. Bennett, M.P., to Minister for Lands, respecting conditional purchase of Francis Cameron 

April, 	1876 	....................................................................................................... 
24. M. A. Burdekin to Minister for Lands, applying for deed, with minute thereon, and enclosure........................... 8 August., 1876 9 25. H. Bennett, M.P., to Minister for Lands, respecting conditional purchase of Francis Cameron, with 	minutes thereon. 	9 	August, 	1876 	................................................................................................................ 
26. Deed of Grant to M. A. Burdekin. 	1 September, 1876.............................................................................. 9 27. Gazette Notice, re Courts of Enquiry under Lands Act Amendment Aot of 1875. 	11 November, 1876 	............... 10 28. Under Secretary for Lands to Francis Cameron, drawing attention to above notice. 	22 November, 1876 ............ 10 29. John Delaney, Commissioner, to Under Secretary for Lands, forwarding report, &c., of Court of Enquiry on 

Francis Ounieron's case—minutes thereon. 	19 February, 1877 ........................................................ ... ... 11 30. A. 0. Moriarty, Commissioner, to H. Bennett, Mr., in reply to letter No. 25. 	17 May, 1877 .......................... 12 31. A. 0. Moriarty, Commissioner, to Crown Solicitor, respecting the voluntary declaration mado by F. Cameron on 
21 April, 1876, and forwarding 	pers in the ease. 	17 May, 	1877 ........ ......................................... ............ 12 32. II. Bemiett, M.P., to Minister for Lands, in reply to letter No. 30, with minutes thereon. 	17 May, 1877 ............ 12 33. Crown Solicitor to A. 0. Moriarty, Commissioner, returning papers in the case of P. Cameron, with memo, and 
minutesthereon. 	29 May, 1877 	.................................... .................................................................. 12 34. 

.35. 
A. 0. Moriarty, Commissioner, to Crow,, Solicitor, in reply to above (No. 33). 	14 July, 1877 ........................... 
Crown Solicitor to Under Secretary for Lands, for further information in F. Cameron's 

13 
case, with minutes thereon. 

18 July, 	1877 	.................... .......................................................................................................... 13 36. Crown Solicitor to Under Secretary for Lands, returning papers in above case, with Attorney Geueral's opinion 
thereon, with minutes. 	2 August, 1877 .............................................................. ............... ................ 18 37. A. 0. Moriarty, Commissioner, to Inspector General of Police, forwarding papers in F. Cameron's ease, with 
minutes thereon. 	7 August, 	1877 	......... .............................. ... .... ........................ ............................. 13 38. C. W. Bedwell to Superintendent of Police, N. W. District, forwarding depositions in the case, viz., Regina. v. 
F. Cameron, for making false declaration, with minutes thereon. 	5 September, 1877 ........................... ......... 13 39. Crown Solicitor to Principal Under Secretary, retunung above letter and enclosures, 	No. 38, with minuses thereon. 	28 	September, 	1877 	... ....... .................... .... . .... ... .......... .......................... 	.......................... 15 
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FRANCIS CAMERON'S CONDITIONAL PtJRCI[ASE, TiMWOIiTI[. 

No.L 
Application by Mrs. M. A. Burdekin to The Secretary for Lands. 

Application for the purchase of improved Crown Lands. 
Sir, 	 Attunga, Tamworth, 15 October, 1874. 

Having erected the improvements detailed below, and which I estimate to be worth £100, I 
have the honor to apply that I may be permitted to purchase without competition, under the provisions of 
the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," the Crown lands on which they stand, and whichare described 
hereunder. 

The improvements referred to are now in my possession. 
I have, &c., 

Al. A. BURDEKIN, 
(pro SyDNEY BuRnnwi.) 

Nature of improvements —Paddock and clearing. 
Description of land —County of Inglis, parish of Attunga. 
Measured portion 59, adjoining Reserve and Taylor's selections Nos, 

Mr. Pretious, 10 Dec., /74. 	
Minutes on No. 1. 

Attunga Run, District of Liverpool Plains. is held under a promise of lease by Mary Anne 
Burdekin.—A.O.P., Occupation of Lands, 24 Dec., 1874, 

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Elliott for report as to value and ownership cf improvements, or any factor 
circumstances affecting this application to purchase.—G-.T. (for Surveyor General), 20 January, 1875. 

Received 4th February, 1875, and transferred to Mr. Dewhurst, 20th March, 1875.—ARNoLD 
ELnon. 

No. 2. 
Application by Mr. F. Oameron to The Land Agent, Tamworth. 

(Alienation Act, sec. 13). 
Application by Francis Cameron jbr the conditional purchase without competition of 100 acres unimproved 

Crown land, under section 13 of the "Lands Alienation Act of 1801." 
Rr.ciovEn by me, with a deposit of £25, this 4th day of March, 1875, at 4 o'clock, 

JNO. M'DONALD, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tamworth. 

Sir, 	 4 March, 1875. 
1 am desirous of purchasing without competition, under the 13th section of the "Crown 

Lands Alienation Act of 1861," the portion of unimproved Crown land liereimder described, containing 
100 acres; and I herewith tender the sum of £25, being a deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area 
for which I apply, and on which it is my intention to reside, 

To the Agent for the 	
I am, &c., 

. 	PRANCIS CAMERON, Attunga. 
Sale of Crown Lands at Tamworth. 

Description. 

County of Inglis, parish of Attunga, 100 acres, adjoining Thomas Taylor's 40 acres, No. 70, running 
to reserve 16, and adjoining Thomas Taylor's 40 acres, No. 72, and reserve 16. 

Mr. L.-S. Elliott to measure if unobjectionab1e.1ror the Surveyor General, 20 Ma', /75. 

No.3. 
Mr. District- SurveyorDew]mrst to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 18 March, 1875. 
I have the honor to enclose to you a plau of a portion of land, No. 59, parish of Attunga. •SoeAppendhxA 

I measured for auction sale, or to meet any future demand, at the time I made the prelimuary 
survey of JTur]ey's conditional purchase adjoining. 

As I had so very much to occupy my time the transmission of the plan has been postponed from 
time to time as not important till this date. 

At the time of survey there were no improvements whatever on the land except a but, which has 
since been removed, but I am in a position to report that there is now fencing round the same of the 
most expensive description, which has cost £100. The lines have also been cleared to a width of 40 links, 
and the timber has been burnt off. 

The soil is poor and stony and only adapted for grazing purposes. 
There is no water on the land ;  it is situated on the Attunga Run. Mr. Burdekin informs me that 

the application is in the hands of Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Elliott. I shall therefore have the honor of 
forwarding it to you in a few days. 

The value of the land is £1 per acre. 	 i have, &c., 
A. DEWIIURST. 

70 and 72. 

.11finu tee 
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Minutes ott No. 3. 
Mr. Long—Mr. Burde]sin says that Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Brock is now on the ground and asks 

that be may be appointed appraiser in lieu of Mr. Dewhurst ;—are you aware of any objection ?—G.,G.T,. 
19/8/75. 

I do not know of any objeetioii.--G.L., 19 Aug., 1875. 	Mr. Korff,—Instructions must now 
issue to Mr. Brock, and, if possible, prepare them this afternoon.—J.E. 

No. 4. 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Elliott to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 19 July, 1875. 

	

See x. 2. 	 I have the honor to return an application for 100 acres, parish of Attunga, counly of Inglis, 
applied for by Francis Cameron under section 13 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act: of 186 1,—your 
instruction to measure being sent to me under date 20 May, 1875. 

The land applied for is identical with that applied for by Mr. Burdekin under the 8th clause, your 

	

See No. 1. 	instructions to measure, which were sent to Inc under (late 20 'January, and I transferred the same to Mr. 
Dewhurst, as be had already measured the land and transmitted the plan with his letter dated 131:h March. 

Cameron has a but upon the land, but till quite lately he has been residing with his wife and family 
upon portion No. 18 in this parish. The land is improved to fully £1 per acre by fencing and clearing, 

Appendix B. and I forward herewith a * tracing showing the position of the portion. 
I have, &c., 

ARNOLD ELLIOTT. 
Minates on No. 4. 

On this report the conditional purchase should be declared void, the land being improved.—Ronr. 
FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 20 Sept., /75. 

No. 5. 
M. Bardekin, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Macqnarie-street, Sydney, 21 July, 1875. 
I have the honor, on behalf of Mr. Sydney Burdekin, of Attunga Run, to ask that the valuation 

	

07 suns, 	of -in improvcd block of 91 acres, No. 59, county of Inglis, district of Tarnwortli, may be completed as 
early as possible. 	 I have, &c., 

MARSHALL BUJIDEKIN. 

Sent down for appraisement of portion 59 on the 15th July, 1875..—G.L., 13 August, 1875. 
Mr. Korff,—l.s this casc before you now ? 17/8/75. 
Yes; instructions for appraisement will be prepared—FR., 17/8/75. 
Mr. Burdckin may, perhaps, be informed that the instructions for the appraisement of the land in 

question are under preparation and will be issued in the course of a few days.—J.E., 17 August. 

No. 6. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Brock. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 August, 1875. 
Referring to your former instructions, sent to you for your guidance in the appraisement of 

lands, I now forward the documents necessary to enable you to appraise the value of the improvements 
on the land particularized in the annexed Schedule, and which have been applied for under the second 
clause of the " Crown Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875." 

I have, &c., 
L. G. THOMPSON, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 
Nors.—The 28th section, clause 6, of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," protdes that a siiigle appraiser or 

arbitrator must inshe his award within sixty days after his appointment, or within such extended time, if an,', not, exceeding 
thirty days, as shall have been duty appointed by him. Failure on part of any appraiser or arbitrator to comply with the 
terms of this section will, in the absence of soflicient explanation, involve the forfcit,urc of half the amount of appraisement 
fec, i.e. ten shillings in each case. 

tion No. Nawe of A pplicant. 	 Area 	rortion. 	 situation of Land. 

Mary Ann Burdeliin ......................96 1 0 	59 	Parish of Attunga, county of Inglis, on Attunga 
Run. 

[Enclosure to .ZVo. 6.] 
Appointment of Appraiser by Government. 

Wnzxras Mary Anne l3urdckin, of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, has applied to purchase, in virtue of im-
provesncnts, certain Crown lands, situated. on Attunga Run, a description whereof is sct out in the schedule hereinafter written, 
New I, the Under Secretary for Lands, having been duly authorized by the itinistor for Lands, in pursuance of the powers 
vested in him under and by virtue of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," do hereby appoint B. Brock, of Tamworth, in 
the Colony of New South Wales, to be the appraiser on behalf of the Crown, to appneise the value of the said land, and the 
price to be paid by the said Mary Anne Burdekin for the purchase thereof. 

In witness whereof, I have hereto set en,' hand, this twentieth day of August, 1875. 
W. W. STEPhEN. 

SOB EDT'LB 

'I .  
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SCEBnVLE RrflitnED TO. 

Portion 69, containing 96 acres I rood, in the parish of Attunga, county of Inglis, on Attunga Run 
I, THE within-named Robert Brook, do solemnly and sincerely declare, that I am not directly or indirectly interested in 
the matter referred to me, and that I will faithfully and honosily, and to the best of my skill and abilit, hoar and determine
the matters referred to me, under the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861.' 
Subscribed and declared this 24th day of 	 B. I3ROCK. 

August, A.D. 1873, before me,— 	S 
W. a Woon, J.P. 

No.7. 
L. U. Thompson to Mrs. M. A. Burdekin. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 August, 1875. 
I beg to iaform you, in reference to your application of the 15th October, 1874, to purchase 

certain land, in virtue of improvements, situated in the parish of Attunga, county of luglis, on the 
Attunga Run, that the land has been measurod, and the honorable the Secretary for Lands having authorized Sec No. 1. 

me in that respect, I have appointed Mr. Robert Brock, of Tamworth, appraiser on behalf of the 
Government. If you are satisfied that the land in question shall be valued by him alone, you will please 
sign the form sent herewith, marked "A"; if, however, you wish to appoint an appraiser to act on your 
behalf, you will sign the form " B," annexed. In this case you will be required to pay the costs of such 
appraiser and of the umpire who will then have to be appointed, and upon forwarding the same to Mr. R. - 
Broek, he will proceed herein to act on behalf of the Government. You will of course understand that 5tnnecespary. 
unless an appointment, in either form A or 13, be forwarded to him within sixty days from this date, he 
will proceed with the appraisement, in accordance with 3rd clause of the 28th section of the Alienation 
Act. 

2. In appointing an appraiser you will be so good as to sign your name in full. 
I have, &c., 

L. G. ThOMPSON, 
(For the Under Secretary.) 

[Enclosure to No. 7.] 

(A.) 
WHEREAS I, Mary Anne Burdekin, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, have made application to purchase certain 
unoccupied Crown lands situate on Attunga Ban, a description whereof is set out in my letter to the 	 boaring 
date 	 and the Minister fW Lands has intimated that he is willing to appoint Robertl3rock, lisa., of Tamworth, 
in the Colony of New South Wales, licensed surveyor, to appraise the value of the said land on behalf of the Government: 
And whereas tam desirous of concurring in the appointment of the said B. Brook as such appraiser as aforesaid Now, there-
fore, I, the said Mary Anne Burdekin, do liereb- nominate and appoint the said U. Broek to be appraiser on my behalf, to 
the intent that upon his being appointed by the Minister for Lands, as appraiser on behalf of the Government, he may, as solo 
appraiser, determine the matters aforesaid. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, this 20th day of August, A.D. 1875. 
For M. A. BURDEKJN, 

Svnxrr Bvitnxxui. 

No. 8. 

Appraisement by single Appraiser. 
To all to whom these presents shall coine,- 

I, Robert Brook, of Tamworth, in the Colony of New South Wales, licensed surveyor, send, 
greeting 

WIILREAS on the twentieth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-five, I was duly appointed by the Minister for Lands, and on the twontieth day of August, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, by Sydney Burdekin, for Mary Anne 
Burdekin, of Attunga, Run, in the Colony of New South Wales, as the sole appraiser to fix and determine 
the price or value to be paid by the said Mary Anne Burdekin for entering certain unoccupied Crown 
lands situate in the parish of Attunga, county of Inglis, a description whereof is set out in the Schedule 
in the paper writing hereto annexed, marked 	And whereas I have entered upon the consider- 
ation of the value of the said land, and have heard and considered 1.he evidence produced before me, by or on 
behalf of the Minister for Lands and the said Mary Anne Burdekin, of Attunga Run Now 1, the said 
Robert Broels, do hereby declare the sum of ninety-six pounds and five shillings (sterling) to be the value £95 Sa. 

of the said land, and do appraise and fix that sum as the amount to be paid by the said Mary Anne 
Burdekin for the purchase thereof from the Crown; and I assess and fix the costs of this appraisement, 
payable to me, at the sum of two pounds ten shillings, which said sum I direct shall be paid by the 
Minister for Lands. 

In witness whereof, I have hereto set my hand, this ten. -fourth day of August, 187.5. 
R. BROCK. 

No.9. 
Minute for Executive Council. 

Application to purchase in virtue of improrernents 
Department of Lands, Sydney, 1 November, 1875. 

Tnr applications specified in the schedule annexed, to purchase without competition, in virtue of improve-
ments, certain land, the value of which has been appraised as by law required, recommended for approval 
of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council. 	 - 

THOS. GARRETT. 

En RACT 
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EXTRACT FROM SdnEDUJE BEFERI1ED TO. 

Regis. 	I Appraisement 'APiIkaut. tration No 	' 	me 0 AreL Allotment. Section. 	Portion, Situation of Land, value, inclusive Remarks. 
of Deed Fee. 

a.r.p. £ 	s.d. 
75/6,207 	Mary Anne Burdekin, 96 1 	0 59 97 	5 	0 

Ms. 
Parish 	of,  Attunga, 
County of Inglis. 

Minutes on ,ZVb. 9. 

THE Executive Council advise that the application specified in schedule, to purchase certain lands in 
virtue of improvements, be approved—ALEx. C. BuDGE, Clerk of the Council. 

Approved—HR.., 1/11/75. 	Min.-75/53, 1/11/75. 	Confirmed.-2/11/75. 

No. 10. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. F. Cameron. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 November, 1875. 
Jam directed to inform you that the application made by you at Tamworth on the 4th March, 

1874, for the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land, is void, owing to the land being improved. 
2. Enclosed is a form which, on being filled up in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 

forwarded to the Treasury, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit. 
I have, &c., 

W. BLACKMAN, 
(Pro Under Secretary.) 

[Enclosure to No. 10.] 
(Series C—Special Payments Form No. 2.) 	Nzw Sourn WALES. 

Revenue refunded. 
Department of Lands, Conditional Purchase Branch, Dr. to Fancis Cameron,— 	 19 November, 1875. 

Amount to be 
refunded. 

For the following refund, viz. 	 £ s. d. 
Land office at Tamwortia: date of selection, 4th day of March, 1874 ;  deposit paid on 100 aeree; selection, 

void; contains valuable improvements ;  deposit to be refunded &,i 100 acre' ............... ..................... .25 0 0 

I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computation, casting, and rate is correct, and that the refund is 
duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act. 	 W. W. STEPIIJIN, 

Under Secretary for Lands. 

No. ii.. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Tamworth. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 November, 1875. 
I am directed to inform you, that the application of Francis Cameron of the 4th March, 1874, 

for the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land, has been cancelled owing to the land being improved. 
2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 

of which you will be so good as to explain to him, if required. 
I have, &c., 

W. BLACKMAN, 
(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 12. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

C'ondiUonai Purchase—Revenue .&frnded. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 November, 1875. 

District— 

	

	 I. am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase, noted in the margin, being void, 
Tworth. . you will be good enouoh to refund to the selector the stun of £25, being the deposit money paid thereon. 

2. I am to add,°that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the appli- 
Date of selec- caul, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. tlou'—t March, 
1874. 	 1 have, &c., 

W. BLACKMAN, P0 	
. 	 (Pro Under Secretary.) 

No. 13. 

Gazette Notice. 
Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 November, 1875. 

IT is hereby notified that the persons mentioned in the sub joined list will be permitted to purchase, in 
virtue of improvements, the portions of land specified against their names. 	

2 - 
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2. The purchase money must be paid in to the Colonial Treasury, Sydney, within three iuouthsfrom 
the date of the publication of this notice, under a penalty of an addition to the appraised value of 10 per 
cent. ; and should that increased price not be paid within a further period of three months, the claim to the 
purchase will lapse, and the land will be brought to auction. 

TI-IOMAS GLRRETT. 

Appmised value, Name of Appiimnt. 	Area. 	AIIoln,e,it. 	Seet1on. 	Portion. 	Situation of ind, 	r ulolnoive of traCo,, No. 

a. r.  
75/6,207 	AfaryAnne l3urdekin.: 90 1 0 	

* 	* * 59 
	Parish of At-lung:., county 	97 5 j Ms. 	 .. 	 . 	 of Inglis. 

No. 14. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. M. A. Burdekin. 

Madam, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 November, 1875. 
J. am directed to call your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of this date, from 

which you will perceive that you will be allowed to purchase, under the 2nd clause of the Crown Lands 
Acts Amendment Act of 1875," portion 59, parish of Attunga, county of Inglis, containing 96 acres I 
rood; and I am to request that you will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial Treasury the sum 
noted in the margin, being the price at which the land has been appraised, inclusive of the deed fee. 	LW 55. 

2. Under the fourth clause of the Regulations the amount stated must be paid in the manner 
pointed out within three months from the notice in the Government Gazette, under apenalty of an addition 
of 10 per cent. to the price ;  and should the price, together with such penalty, not be paid within a further 
period of three months, the claim to purchase will lapse, and the land be brought to auction. 

I have, &e., 
G. THOMPSON, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 15. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 November, 1875. 
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having approved of 

the applications to purchase portions of land under the second clause of the Orown Lands Acts Amend-
ment Act of 1S75," set forth in the accompanying printed schedule, I am directed by the Secretary for 
Lands to request that you will have the goodness to move the Finance Minister to cause the purchase 
money to be received when tendered. 	 See No. 9. 

2. I am further to request that I may be apprised of any payments that may be received at the 
Treasury for the lands in question. 	 I have, &e., 

W. W. STEPHEN, 

No. 16. 
Mrs. M. A. Burdekin to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 18 March, 1876. 
I have the honor to state that by letter from the Lands Office, dated 30th November, 1875, 1 See Na 1& 

received notice that I would be allowed to purchase portion 59, containing 97 acres 1 rood, situated in the parish of Attunga, county of Inglis,  on the Attuuga Run, at the appraised value of (including deed fee) 
£97 ss. Owing to the temporary accidental loss of the paper in this matter, I have neglected to pay the 
amount stated at the proper time, and have made myself liable for a fine on the above amount of 
£9 14s. Gd. 

I have therefore the honor to request that as the neglect to pay arose from a purely accidental 
cause, the flue in this case may be revoked. 	 I have, &c., 

A. BURDEKIN, 
(By Svurnr Brnnxinx.) 

Under the circumstances perhaps the flue may be remitted, 16/3/76. For approval.—W.W.S., 20. 
Approved -TO.., 21/3/70.  

No. 17. 
Mr. F. Cameron to The Secretary for Lands. 

[Presented by Mr. Hanley Bennett, M.P.] 	 - Sir, 	
Moore Creek, 16 March, 1876. 

In reply to yours of 19th November, 1875, I beg to protest against any action at the instance Sec No. 10. of either Mr. Burdekin or District-Surveyor Dewhurst to deprive me of the block of land taken up by  me 
at Tamworth, on the 4th of March, 1875, upon the ground that the same was improved previous to the See No. 2. 
conditional purchase of the same. In support of the above assertion, for your information, that there 
were no improvements erected on the land of any description whatever, with the exception of a line of 
fence erected by me on the boundary-line of reserve 16, Attunga., at the instance of Licensed-Surveyor 
Dewhurst., for the purpose of connecting several conditional purchases held by dummies taken up by 
Dewhurst, I am also prepared to furnish an affidavit in confirmation of the foregoing particulars, and 
shall not under any circumstances whatever give up the land until the same, has been proved to the 
contrary of my statement. 	 I am, &c., 

FRANCIS CA MERON. 
The 
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See No. 4. 	 The conditional purchase was declared void in view of Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Elliott's report 
wiiereiii it is stated the land is improved to fully £1 (one pound) per acre by fencing and clearing. If 
applicant is not satisfied with this valuation of the improvements on the land at date of conditional 
purchase lie may appeal to appraisement in the usual manner.—P.F.A., 23 Mar., /76. 	The Under 
Secretary for Lands. 	Inform,-28/3/70. 

No. 18. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. F. Cameron. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, 8 April, 1876. 

. U. 	 With reference to your letter of the 10th ultimo, protesting against the cancellation of your 

100 acre! 4 March 1575 
conditional purchase mentioned in the margin, on the ground that there were not sufficient improvements 

Th Taniwo,. 	' 	on the land to preclude selection, I am directed to inform you that the selection was declared void in view 
of Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Elliott's report, wherein it was stated the land is improved to fully £1 per 
acre by fencing and clearing. 

2. If you are not satisfied with the surveyor's valuation you can of conrse appeal to appraisement, 
the necessary instructions for which purpose wilt be issued on payment by you of the usual fee of £1 is. 

I have, &c., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 19. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, 10 April, 1876. 
Portion 50, containing 	 I am directed to inform you that the Minister for Lands has approved of the remission of the 
06 nero, I rood, in the 
parish of Attungn, 	fine incurred by Mrs. N. A. Burdekin by reason of the non-payment within the time prescribed by law 
county of Ingli,,on 	of the purchase money for the portion of land noted in the margin, and I am to request that you will be 
Att,.nga Run, gazetted 
20 November, 1875. 	good enough to receive the amount, without penalty, when tendered. 

- 	 I have, &c., 
L. G. THOMPSON, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 20. 
- 	 The Under Secretary for Lands to S. Burdekin, Esq. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, 10 April, 1870. 
No. 16. 	 Referring

ue  
to your letter  of the 13th ultimo,'applying, on behalf of Mrs. Mary Anne Burdekin, for 

Portion 1 	ini 9, contang 
'IS acres 1 rood, in the the remission of the fl 	incurred by the non-payment, within the time prescribed by law, of the purchase 
j,arioh of Attunga, 	money for the portion of land noted in the margin, lam directed to inform you, that, under the explanation 
county of Ingli; on 
Attunga Run. 	0fered, the Minister for Lands has been pleased to approve of the remission of the fine in question, to 

which effect the Treasury has been apprised. 	 I have, &c., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 21. 
Mr. W. Newcombe to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

g Sir, 	 The Treasury, New South Wales, 13 April, 1876. 
I am directed to inform you that Mary Anne Burdekin paid into this office, on the 12th instant, 

06 acres 1 rooa. 	
0 the sum of £96 5s., being the amount of purchase money for land at parish Attunga, containing 96 acres 

Portion No. 69. 	1 rood, under the 211d clause of the "Crown Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875." 
2. The fee on the deed, £1, has also been paid. 

I have, &c., 
\V. NEWCOMBE, 

(pro Under Secretary.) 

Attunga Run, District of Liverpool Plains, was, at the date of the payment of the purchase money, 
held under a promise of lease by Mary Anne Bardekiu.—G.M., Occupation of Lands, ii May, 1870. 

No. 22. 
Statutory Declaration. 

(Exhibit A.) 

I, Pnnccrs CkMnoy, of Moore Creek, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that there were no 
improvements whatever erected on the 100 acres of Crown land conditionally purchased by me at 
Tamworth, on the 4th of March, 1875, either by Burdekin or Dewhurst, as reported by Licensed-Surveyor 
Elliott: And 1 make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue 
of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of Her Majesty, intituled, " An Act for 

the more  q-/J'ectuai abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various Departments of the Govern. 
ment of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary 
and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits." 

Taken and declared this 21st day of I 	 FRANCIS CA1ftRON. 
April, 1876, before me,— 	) 

W. H. Woon, .T.P 

No. 28. 
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No. 23, 

H. Bennett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Tasnworth, 21 April, lS76. 

In support of previous correspondence and otherwise personal representations, having special Soc N'.. 22 for 
reference to the subject matter set forth in l:he accompanied declaration of Francis Cameron. I am devIa'tio, 
requested to state that, the report of Licensed-Surveyor Elliott is untrue in every particular in so fbr 
wherein he states that improvements to the value of £1 per acre were made on the land taken up by F. 
Cameron on the 4th March, 1875. In support of Cameron's declaration, affidavit as to its truthfulness 
can be furnished by residents adjoining the land in question therefore, in the interest of all parties 
concerned, and the public generally, this matter should be sent on for judicial inquiry by Commissioner 
Delaney, instead of submitting the same to appraisement, which course, if adopted, would bring the case 
more prominently before you, and give much snore universal satisfhction than putting the matter in dispute 
to appraisement. An early reply will oblige 	 Yours, Ste., 

HANLEY BENNETT. 

No. 24. 

Mrs. M. Burdekin to The.  Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 8 August, 1870. 

I have the honor to state that I require, very urgently, the grant of an improved portion of 
land on Attunga Station, county of Inglis, the number of the papers being 76-2,898 miscellaneous. 	See No. 21. 

1 sin, Ste., 
M. A. BURDEKIN, 

(For Smicrr BUEDEnN.) 
Specially expedite this matter—TO-., 11/8/76. Deed prepared.-28/8/70. Description herewith. 

[Enclosure to No. 24.] 
M. A. BURDERLY. 

Clause 2. 

DEscRIPTioN. 

06 acres, I rood, county of Inglis, parish of Attunga, portion 59: Commencing at the north-eastern corner of portion 70, of 
40 acres and bounded thence on the south by the northern boundary of that portion bearing west 26 chains 67 links; on the 
west by part of the eastern boundary of portion 72 of 40 acres bearing north 15 chains; again on the south by the northern 
boundary of that portion bearing west 26 chains and 67 links again on the west by a road 1 chain wide bearing north 10 
chains and 55 links on the north by a line bearing east 53 chains and 34 links and on the east by a line bearing south 25 
chains and 55 links to the point of commencement. 	- 

No. 25. 

H. Bennett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Assembly, 9 August, 1876. 
In order that a more satisfactory conclusion may be arrived at in the interest of all parties 

concerned, I do myself the honor to request that the ease of Francis Cameron, who made a conditional 
purchase of 100 acres Crown lands at Tamworth, on the 4th March, 1875, which conditionalpurchase 
has been declared void on the report of Licensed-Surveyor Elliott, at the instance of Messrs. District-
Surveyor Dewhurst and S. Burdekin, late lessee of Attunga, the papers and other correspondence in the 
Department will fully prove the necessity of sending this case to the Court of Inquiry to be dealt with. 

Yours, Ste., 
HAN LEY BENNDTT. 

Send on to Commissioner Delaney as Crown appraisor.—T.G., 21/8/76. 

No. 26. 

Deed of Grant to Al. A. Burdekin. 
(No. 70/346.) 	 NEW SOIJIR WALES. 	 [Land Grant.] 

GRANT UPON PURcHAsE OF DIPROVED CRowN LANDS. 	Register Book, 

Country Lot. 	 Vol. 265, folio 212. 

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen Defender of 
the Faith, and Be forth 

To all to whom these Presents shall come, Greeting 
\VHERFAS in conformity with the 1tcgu1tions in force for the sale of Crown lands in our Colony of New 
South Wales, Mary Ann Burdokin, of Attunga, in our said Colony, has become the purchaser of the land 
hereinafter described (as improved Crown lands) for the sum of ninety.six pounds five shillings sterling, 
being the price or value thereof determined by appraisement as by law,  required Now know ye, that for 
and in consideration of the said sum, for and on our behalf, well and truly paid into the Colonial Treasury 
of our said Colony, before those presents are issued, we, with the advice of our Executive Council of New 
South Wales, have granted, and for us, our heirs and successors, do hereby grant, unto the said Mary Ann 
Burdekin, her heirs aud assigns, subject to the several and respective reservations hereinafter mentioned, 
all that piece or parcel of laud in our said Colony, containing by admeasurement ninety-six acres one rood, 
be the same snore or less, situated in the county of Inglis, and parish of Attunga. 

419—B 	 For/ion 
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Portion fifty-nine. 

Commencing at the north-eastern corner of portion 
seventy of forty acres and bounded thence on the 

- 	2667 	
south by the northern boundary of that portion bear- 
ing west twenty-six chains sixty-seven links on the 

8 	 west by part of the eastern boundary of portion 

a. a p. 	seventy-two of forty acres bearing north fifteen 
96 1 0 	 chains ; again on the south by the northern boundary 

	

72 	 of that portion bearing west twenty-six chains and 
26-67 

	

	 sixty-seven links again on the west by a road one 
chain wide bearing north ten chains and fifty-five 

	

40 4C. 	
links; on the north by a line bearing east fifty-three 
chains and thirty-four links and on the east by a 

70 

	

	 line bearing south twenty-five chains and fifty-five 
links to the point of commencement—as per plan in 

	

Sca]e-20 chains to an inch. 	 the margin hereof, with all the rights and appur- 
tenances whatsoever thereto belonging: To hold unto the said Mary Ann Burdékin, her heirs and 
assigns for ever: Provided nevertheless, and we do hereby reserve unto us, our heirs and successors, all 
such parts and so much of the said land as may hereafter be required for making public ways, canals5  or 
railroads, in, over, and through the same, to be set out by our Guvernor for the time-being of our said 
Colony, or some person by him anthorized in that respect ; and also allsand, clay, stone, gravel, and 
indigenous timber, and all, other materials, the natural produce of the said land, which may be reqnired 
at any time or times hereafter, for the construction and repair of any public ways, bridges, canals, and 
railroads, or any fences, embankments, darns, sewers, or drains necessary for the same, together with the 
right of taking and removing all such materials : And we do hereby further reset-Ye unto us, our heirs 
and successors, the right of full and free ingress, egress, and regress, into, out of, and upon the said land, 
for the several purposes aforesaid : In testimony whereof, we have caused this our grant to be scaled with 
the seal of our said Colony. 

Witness, our trusty and well-beloved Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Grand Cross 
of our Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Corn-
mander-in-Chief of our Colony of New South Wales and its Dependeflcies, and Vice- 

CSE 	\ 	
Admiral of the same, at Goyernment House, Sydney, in New South Wales aforesaid, this 

AL 	twenty-ninth day of August, in the fortieth year 	of our reign, and in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

C.A.T. 	Tuolas G&usrr. 
Recorded and enrolled in the Regidtrar General's Office, at Sydney, in New South Wales, this first 

day of September, 1876.— F. G. WARD, BegisiTar General. 

No. 27) 
Gazette Notice. 

Department of Lands. Sydney, 11 November, 1876. 
Jr is hereby notified, for the information of all parties interested, that information has been received to the 
effect that the conditions as to residence or improvements have not been, or are not being fulfilled in 
respect to the undermentioncd conditional purchased, the claims of the holders of such purchases have 
been severally referred to Commissioners for inquiry pursuant to the " Lands Act Amendment Act of 
1875.' 

Due notice will be given by the respective Commissioners of the times and places appointed by them 
for holding such inqniries. 

THOMAS GARRETT. 

At,,. No. Icr. rnj Name of selector. Dateof 
 Selection. Area. Oi,trict 

I  

county. 	Parish. 	Address. I 	commissioner 
to wlion, referred. 

76-27,148 75-238 Francis Camen 431ar., 1875100 
ja. 	r- 	pj 

0 	O(  Tarnworth1 Inglis 	... Attnnp Attanga1  John Delaney, Esq. 

No. 28. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. F. Cameron. 

(Circular) - (C. P. 75-238.) 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 November, 1870. 

See No: n. 	
1 am directed to invite your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 11th 

instant, by which you will perceive that your claim to the conditimial purchase made by you at Tamworth, 
on the 4th March, 1875, has been referred by the Minister for Lands to Mr. Commissioner Delaney for 
inquiry, in accordance with the 25th clause of the "Lands Act; Amendment Act of 1875," and the regula-
tions relating thereto, as to the alleged non-fulfilment by you of the conditions of residence and improve- 

ment. 
2. 1 am to inform you thatdue notice of the time and place appointed for the purpose will be 

given you by the Comrnissmoner referred to. 	 1 have, &e., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

For the Under Secretary. 

No. 29. 
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No. 29. 
Mr. Commissioner Delaney to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 19 February, 1877. 
I have the honor to enclose herewith papers and my report in the case of Francis Cameron. *Seepre!lci$ 

I would not have sent them in. but lace by the papers Mr. henley Bennett had a notice before the papers. 
Legislative Assembly for their production. The rest of cases in which I have to hold Courts of Inquiry 
will be sent in to the Department as soon as possible after my return from holding Courts of Inquiry, 
which will be the beginning of March. 	 , 	1. have, &c., 

JOHN DELANEY, 
Commissioner. 

[Enclosure.] 
Report of Commissioner. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 19 December, 1876. 
I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the consideration of the honorable the Minister for Lands, 3Iinntes of 

Evidence taken at an inquiry under the "Lands Act 4mendmcnt Act, 1875," held by inc in pursuance of the reference not,. 
fled in the Gazette of the 0  14th Novcmbr, 1876, in the matter of the above described conditional purchase. 	 •Dstt ci aetle. 

U Nov., 18Th. 
The claimant, having been mlnly served with, the notice of the time and place of holding the inquiry, was present W No. 27. 

thereat. 
The following facts, bearing upon the fulfilment by the selector of the conditions of his purchase, were elicited in 

evidence, viz. 
Francis Cameron, the selector in this case, states —On the 4th of March, 1875, he selected at Tamworth 100 acres of 

land, county of Inglie, parish of Attungs; about 12 mouths ago lie received n notice from the Lands Department that the 
selection was forfeited on account of the ioiprovement;s on the land at the time of selection, and a voucher for the refund of 
the money paid by him ; there were iniprorciucuts on the land when he selected ; it consisted of a fence, which he was paid 
for putting up, for which he was paid £68 lOs. per mile, and other improvements ; Mr. Dewhurst, District Surveyor, 
employed him. 

Art/icr Dew/i ant, District Surveyor, Tamworth, states —The land selected by Francis Cameron, 4th March, 1875, is 
96 acres 1 rood, although described by Cameron as 100 acres; the improvements he values at £100; he employed Cameron 
to make the improvements for Mrs. Mary Anne Burdekin; they were all on the land when selected by Francis Cameron. 

I have therefore to report that I find such conditions not to have been fulfilled, and to recommend that this conditional 
purchase be forfeited. 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN DELANEY. 
in this case it is clear, from Francis Cameron's own statement, that the improvements on the land at the time be 

selected would debar him from selecting—JOHN DEi4Nev, Commissioner. 

[Enclosure A to Ho. 29.] 
Comn,nissioner's Court of Inquiry under "Lunds Acts Amendment Act of 1875." 

New .Si,uthi \sr.,h,.5 
Taniv,tuth. to n-it. 

Francis Cameron, being duly sworn, on his oath saith —I am a farmer residing at Moore Creek ; on the 4th March, 1875, 
I selected at Tamworth 100 acres of land, situated in the county of Inglis, parish of Attunga; about twelve months ago I 
received a notice hum the Lands Department that the land was forfeited on account of improvements on the land at the time 
of selection, and a voucher for the rcfmmd of the money paid by me for the land; there were improvements on the land when 
I selm'c'ted it; it consisted of a two-veil split fence and split posts with two wires ; I put up the fence ; I got £68 lOs. per 
mile for ,phitting and pulling up the fence.; Mr. Dcwhurst, District Surveyor, employed me he fommd the wire ; I got 
besides £2 per mile for clearing the line ; before I selected there was an extra hole bored in the posts of the fence for 
another wire ; there is a pair of gales on the land. - 

FRANCIS CAMERON. 
Taken and scorn before me, at Tamworth, 

this 10th day of December, 1876,— 
Jony DELANEY, J.F., Commissioner. 

Enclosure B to Nb. 29 
New South Willes 
Tamworth, to wit. 

Art/ic,' Deiehmn'st, being duly sworn, on his oath saitli —4 am District Surveyor, residing in Tamworth I know a 
conditional purchase made by Francis Cameron, at Tamnworth, on the 4th day of March, 1875; the area is 96 acres 1 rood 
when the land was selected by Cameron it was improved; it was described by Francis Cameron as 100 acres of unimproved 
land ; the improvements consisting of fencing, clearing lines for the fence, and a double gate; it was erected by Cameron, and 
paid for by Inc for Mrs. Mary Anne Enrdekiii, and Mr. Buvdekin has since repaid me; I paid Francis Cameron at the rate of 
£08 lOs. per mile ; the whole I paid him for fencing £77 is. 3d., for clearing the line I paid him £2 lOs., for boring extra 
holes in the post I. paid about £3 lOs. ; the cost of the wire delivered on the ground was £18; the cost of the gates and erection 
was £3; all those improvements wore on the land when Francis Cameron selected it; I reported on the value of the improve-
ments on the land selected by Cameron, and my valuation was £100, I believe. 
Taken at Tamworth, and sworn before me, 	 A. DLWKURST. 

this 19th day of December, 1876,— 
Jour DElaNey, JP., Commissioner. 

21 inn/es to Rb. 29 

THE late Minister directed that the question of the value of the improvements on the land herein. 
questioned should be referred to Mr. Commissioner Delaney as Crown appraiser. This instruction has 
been disregarded, and the case referred in the ordinary way for inquiry as if relating to the conditions. 

The proceedings have therefore been irregular, but the evidence given is ample to show that the 
selection of Francis Cameron was properly declared void, as being for improved land; and the evidence of 
the selector himself shows that his previous statutory declaration, to time effect that the land was totally 
unimproved, was a false one. 

Submitted that the cancellation of the selection should stand, and that the case should be brought 
to the notice of the Attorney General, that he may consider whether any steps should be taken with 
reference to the false declaratiou.—A.O.M., 2/5)77. 

Approved-RD., 4/5/77.  

No. 30. 
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No. 30. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to II. Bennett, Esq., M.P. 

Na 	 Sir, 	 Department of Lands, 17 May, 1877. 
ThiuworU,, 	 Referring 

oo acres, 	

to your letter of the 11th August last, and your previous correspondence respecting 
CI'., 75ft38, 	the conditional purchase noted in the margin, I am directed to inform you that under the report of 
4 March, 1875, Mr. Commissioner Delaney, to whom this matter was referred for inquiry, the Minister for Lands his 
F. O,znerom 	directed that the cancellation of the selection must stand. 

I have, &c., 
A. 0. MORIARTY, 

Commissioner. 

No. 31. 

The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to The Crown Solicitor. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 May, 1877. 

worth, c.., 	I an directed by the Minister for Lands to forward you the accompanying papers respecting 
751-438,1acres, the conditional purchase noted in the margin, and to request that you will be good enough to bring this 
4th March, 1875, 
F. ca,neron. 	case under the notice of the Attorney General, that he may consider whether any steps should be taken 
To be returned with reference to the voluntary declaration made by F. Cameron on the 21st April, 1876, which he 
See previous 	contradicted in his sworn evidence given at the inquiry held at Tamworth, on the 19th December last, by corraspondenee. 
S,e No. 22. 	Mr. Commissioner Delaney, respecting his conditional purchase. The declaration and evidence are 

enclosed. 	 I have, &e., 
A. 0. MORIARTY, 

Commissioner. 

No. 32. 
H. Bennett, Esq., IVLP., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Assembly7 17 May, 1877. 
Sec No 30. 

	

	 In reply to yours of this day's date with reference to your decision in the case of. Francis 
Cameron, that by a report from Mr. Commissioner Delaney that the conditional purchase in question 
must be cancelled,— 

So far as the claim of Francis Cameron is concerned, I am not disposed to question at this time, 
but I am determined to oppose any action being taken, in order that the said conditional purchase of 
100 acres, being handed over to either the late or present lessee of Attunga Run or to the District 
Surveyor, Dewhurst, in virtue of any claim either of the persons referred to may set np—until I have 
an opportunity of placing the case in a proper light before the House—so soon as the papers in the case 
are laid on the table, which were ordered some three months back—from the fact that I am prepared to 
prove upon oath that I visited the conditional purchase, and unhbsitatingly say that there was not to 
the value of one pound's worth of improvements on the conditional purchase, of any description whatever, 
at that time, neither had there ever been any made by Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst, who now lays 
claim to the said land, contrary to the provisions of the Lands Acts of both 1861 and 1875, he being a 
'Government official, and has other conditional purchases adjoining, which it is well known were taken by 
a dummy named Blur or Blair and afterwards transferred to another employé, who was in the capacity of 
an overseer for Mr. Dewhurst when he was lessee of the Curindi Run, Manilla, until he sold out to 
Macaush. All the facts stated by me can be proved by the papers. 

I have, &e., 
HANLEY BENNETT. 

Referred to Mr. Moriarty.—R.D., 18/5/77. 
These papers are, I think, required to be copied for Assembly. (There are two original documents 

with Attorney General.)—A.O.lL, 23/5/77. 

No. 33. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Commissioner of Conditional Purchses. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 29 May, 1877. 

see 

	

	 I have the honor to return the papers forwarded to me relating to the declaration of F. Cameron, 
with reference to a conditional purchase of 100 acres, at Tamworth, made by him on 4th March, 1875, and 
to state that I have submitted same to Mr. Attorney General Windeyer, who, before he can advise on the 
matter, is desirous that he should be furnished with such further information as is mentioned in the copy 
of his memo., which will be found on the other side. 	 I have, &e., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, 
Crown Solicitor. 

MEMO—Before advising on this matter, I should be glad if Mr. Moriarty would state whether this was a 
voluntary declaration made by Cameron, or one made under any regulation in the Lands Department? 
In the event of its being made under some regulation, I should be glad if lie would refer me to the same. 

Minute on No. 33. 
Tm declaration was not made under any regulation, but, as stated in my letter of the 17th May, a 
voluntary one, and forwarded by Mr. Manley Bennett, in support of the claim of Cameron, to certain land 
conditionally purchased by him, and represented to be unimproved.—A.O.M. 

No. 31. 
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No. 34. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to The Crown Solicitor. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 14 July, 1877. 
in reply to the inquiry made by you in your letter of the 29th May last, as to the declaration 

made by F. Cameron, respecting his conditional purchase noted in the margin I am directed to state, for 
the information of the Attorney General, that the declaration in question was not made under any No. 53. 

Ta,nvorth, 
regulation, but as stated in my letter of 170 May, a voluntary one, and forwarded by Mr. Hanley Bennett, C.P. 75/238, iei 
M.P., in support of the claim of Cameron, to certain land conditionally purchased by him, and represented F Cameron. 
to be unimproved. 	 I have, &c., 	 Tob'e returned. 

A. 0. MORIARTY, 
Commissioner. 

No. 35. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 18 July, 1877. 
1. have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the declaration of Mr. 1. Cameron 

with reference to a conditional purchase of 100 acres at Tamworth, on 4th March, 1.875, and to state that 
I have submitted same to the Attorney General, who has written a memo. thereon in the foflowing words: 
"I wish to be informed whether Cameron made any allegation, in writing or otherwise, respecting the 
absence of improvements on the land, the truth of which allegation lie had been required to confirm in any 
way F 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, 
Commissioner of Conditional Sales, 20/7/77. 	 Crown Solicitor. 

Minnie on No. 35 
There was no statement actuaUy made by Cameron, except through Mr. Hanley Bennett)  and he 

had not been required to confirm the statements made in this way on his account. The case is com-
prised in the documents submitted, viz., that Mr. Hanley Bennett, on behalf of Cameron, alleged in the 
latter's interest as an applicant that the land was not improved, forwarding a statutory declaration volun-
tarily made by Cameron in support of this statement, and which statutory declaration he subsequently 
directly contradicted on his oath.—A.O.M., B.C., 23/7/77. 

No. 36. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitors Office, Sydney, 2 August, 1877. 
I have the honor to return herewith the papers forwarded to me relating to the declaration of See previous 

F. Cameron with reference to a conditional purchase of 100 acres at Tamworth on 4tki  March, 1875, and 	paiert 
to state that I have submitted same to Mr. Attorney General, a copy of whose advismg thereon will be 
found on the other side. 	 I have, &c., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, 
Crown Solicitor. 

For letter to inspector General, transmitting documents, and calling attention to Attorney 
General's &lvising.—A.O.M., 7/8/77. 

üopy Opinion. 
Let an infonnation for making a false declaration be laid against Cameron by the Police at Tamwertb, and Mr. Bedwell 

may be employed to conductt the casc.—'vV.C.W., A.G., 1/8/77. 

No. 37. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to The Inspector General of Police. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 7 August, 1877. 
I am directed to forward you the accompanying papers respecting the conditional purchase Tamworth, 

noted in the margin, and to call your attention to the Attorney General's advising thereon. 	 C.P. 751255, 100 
acres, 4 March, 

1 have, etc., 	 1875, F.Qtmema 
A. 0. MORIARTY 	Papers to be 

Commissioner. retunic4 

Forwarded to Superintendent. Garland for his attention.—ED31rxn Fosnxnr, I.G.P., 7/8f77. 
Submitted to Mr. Bedwell for his perusal and guidance, who will perhaps be good enough to return 

the papers to this oce when the case is disposed of. The Police will render every assistance in their 
power.—J. W. Gintrw, Superintendent, N.W. District. 	 - 

No. 38. 
Mr. C. Bedwell to Superintendent Garland. 

Sir, 	 Tamworth, 5 September, 1877. 
I have the honor to infonn you, that the defendant in the case named in the margia has Reginav. Frniei 

been committed for trial at the Circuit Court, to be holden at Tamworth on the 2nd day of October next. Cameron. 
I therefore return you the papers forwarded tome herein, with the exception of the defendant's declara-
tion before W. H. W'ood, Esq., .J.P., and his deposition before John Delaney, Esq., Commissioner for 
Conditional Purchases, which documents are exhibits, and annexed to the Depositions herein, a copy of see enclosure A 

which I send herewith. 	 i 
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I beg most respectfully to state, that in my opinion the defendant should not be tried at the Cir-
cuit Court, Tarnworth, aforesaid, for the following reasons, viz. :—That the fact of the defendant being 
tried for making a false declaration respecting land conditionally purchased by him from the Crown in it 
district where free selection so largely obtains, may materially affect the due and impartial administration 
of justice, it being most probable that the persons, or the majority,  of them summoned to serve as jurors 
at the said Court, will be holders of conditional purchases of Crown lands, and whose claims have been or 
may be reported upon by two of the material witnesses in this case, holding responsible appointments in 
the Civil Service. 

That I have been creditably informed that in accordance with a report of one of the witnesses in 
this case, that improvements to the full amount required by law had been made upon this land, a Crown 
grant was issued, and that the land is now freehold. 

That the person who acted as the agent for the defendant in making application to conditionally 
purchase this land is a witness in this case, and states in his deposition that he advised the defendant to 
make the declaration that the land was unimproved notwithstanding the aforesaid report, and that his 
present position in the district is calculated to prejudice this case and cause a miscarriage of justice and 
thereby jeopardise the reports of Government officers in respect to improvements on Crown lands and 
conditional purchases in the said district. 

I therefore most respectfully suggest that the trial of this case be removed from Tamwortli afore-
said to some circuit or other Court, where the above objections do not exist. 

I have, &c., 
CHAS. W. I3EDWELL. 

Minutes 022 above 
in returning these papers to the Inspector General I have to report that I entirely concur with Mr. 

Bedwell's suggestions as to the trial taking place at some other Court than Tomworth—J. W. GARLAn, 
Superintendent of North-west District, 12/9/77. The Inspector General of Police, Sydney. 

This being ,in important case, and the Attorney General's instructions not having been conveyed 
to me through the ordinary channel, I think it proper to submit the papers to the ColonialSecretary 
for his information, before transmission to the proper officer.—Epnysn FosBEny, I.G.P. B.C., Principal 
Under Secretary, 14 Sept., /77. 	May be forwarded to the Minister for Lands. The Under Secretary 
for Lands, B.C., 15/9/77.—HR. 	Seen by the Minister for Lands, and now retnrned to the Prin. 
cipal Under Secretary, B.C., 22 Sept-, /77.—W,W.S. 	See Mr. Bedwell's letter herewith. The Crown 
Solicitor, B.C., 27/9/77.—HR. 

[Enclosure.] 

DEpositIoNs. 
Police v. Francis Cameron, for making false declaration. 

Tins deponent, Arthur Dewhurst, on his oath saith as follows —I am District Surveyor residing in Tam-
worth; 1. know the defendant Cameron I know a portion of land at Moore Creek defendant selected on 
4th March, 1S75 it is, I think, a portion containing 96 acres 2 roods it is lying north and east of Thomas 
Taylor's conditional purchase, or at the back of Thomas Taylor's conditional purchase ; it is on Attnnga 
Run and in the parish of Attunga I was on the land selected by defendant frequently before the 4th 
March, 1875; I measured the land selected by defendant from the selection; the defendant was present 
with me on the land several times before the date of selection ; he was in my employment ; he was at 
work for me prior to the date of selection, fencing the 96 acres 2 roods referred to, and clearing the lines 
I could not say how long he was fencing it was some months; the boundaries of the 96 acres 2 roods 
were pointed out to the defendant by me ; the land selected by the defendant is within the boundaries 
pointed out to him by me; the description given by the defendant was identical with the land I have des-
cribed and could not refer to any other portion ; the defendant took up the land under the 13th clause of 
the Land Act, and as unimproved Crown land I paid defendant at the rate of LOS lOs. a mile for 
erecting the fence, and £2 lOs. for clearing the line I paid £18 for wire, £3 for gates, £2 lOs. for extra 
boring of posts ; all the improvements described by inc were on the land prior to the date of selection 
defendant was paid for the work prior to the date of selection ; I have had conversation with defendant 
after the date of selection ; I went to him to ask him to give up possession ; this was about three months 
or perhaps font- months after he selected on that occasion he said he was sorry he took it, and that he 
knew he had done a dishonest action in taking it as lie had been paid for improvng it I don't recollect 
anything more that was said abOut the land I reported on the value of the improvements on the land 
and I estimated the value of the improvements at £100 ; 1 am aware that Licensed.Snrveyor Elliott 
reported on the value of the improvements ; his report passed through my hands, and that he reported 
the land selected by defendant as fully improved ; 1. believe the signature to the document shown to me 
is that of the defendant I have seen the defendant write I believe the signature to the document 

See No. 22. 	produced is that of Dr. Wood I believe Dr. Wood was a Magistrate ; if the defendant has declared that 
there were no improvements on the land purchased by him at Tamworth, on 4th March, 1875, as reported 
by Mr. Lieensed-Sorveyor Elliott, it is untrne; I was present at a Court of Inquiry, held by Mr. Delaney 

19 flecember. on the 1st December, 1876; defendant was at the Court ; I was at the Court of Inquiry,  in reference to 
this very land. 

By the Bench Defendant was not aware in whose interest the fenre was put np I don't think 
he was ; I employed him and paid him I believe all the improvements described by me were made prior 
to date of selection—more than a month before the date of selection ; it was £2 lOs. a mile I paid 
defendant for clearing the line, and not £2 a mile. 

By defendant To the best of my knowledge all the improvements described by me were made 
prior to selection you did the fencing and cLariug. 

A. DEWIIUEST. 

This deponent. John Delaney, on his oath saith as follows —I am Commissioner for conditional 
purchases for the District of Liverpool Plains, residing in Tamworth I held it Court of Inquiry last year 
but I can't recollect the date; on referring to the proceedings! find it was on the 19th December, 1870—a 

Ste enclosure A case referring to a selection made by Francis Cameron, near Attunga, was before the Court; the defendant 
teNon, 	 appeared 
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appeared before me in that case to give evidence ; the defendant signed the deposition now shown to me 
on that day; defendant made the deposition before me; he was duly sworn; the jurat was signed by me; 
the deposition was taken before me and read over to defendant before he signed it; I believe the nature 
of the inquiry was as to the improvements on the land ; the declaration made by Francis Cameron, dated 
21st April, 1876, before W. 11. Wood, .1.?., was before me when I held the Court of Inquiry on the 
lath December, 1876. 

3 OliN DELANEY. 

This deponent, Henley Bennett, on his oaf hi saith as follows —I reside in Tamworth, and am 
Member for Liverpool Plains; I know the defendant in this case I know that he selected a portion of land 
on the 4th March, 1875 ; 1 filled up the application for him I don't know defendant's signature ; I don't 
know it is his signature that is on the paper shown to me the document was written by me, but I did 
not see him sign it I either gave it to him or sent it to him I don't remember the 21st of April, 1876, 
particularly ; I don't remember seeing the paper after I sent it to him I forwarded a letter to the 
Minister for Lands and it appears after reading the letter the declaration accompanied the letter but I 
don't remember getting the declaration from the defendant or sending it to the Minister for Lands ; I 
don't remember any conversation with the defendant on the 21st of April, 1876, respecting the land ; I 
went on the land with the defendant in, I think, April 1877, and within the four corners of the land there 
was not a pound's worth of improvements, except a kind of a house erected by the defendant himself and 
some trees cut down to prevent theni falling on. the fence ; the fence I saw was die bonndary-line 
between reserve No, 16 and the land selected by Cameron ; there is a line of fence bctw'een the land 
selected by Cameron and Blair's seleetioli, and that fence forms part of the improvements on Blair's 
selection there is a third line of fence along a road separating the land from the road ; I saw no improve- 
ments whatever on the land ; Cameron told me he pnt the whole of the fences U]) for Mr. Dewhnrst 
and that Mr. Dewhurst paid him ; the land was not enclosed by a fence I do not know how long the 
fence had been up ; when I made the application for the land there was nothing mentioned as to 
fences on the land, and the defendant said at the time there were no improvements on the land I believe 
I received a refund notice from the Governinent,as agent for Cameron, stating the selection was declared 
void in consequence of improvements made by Mr. Sydney Burdckin, and in consequence of that notice 
the declaration was made and forwarded by me as defendant's agent—the declaration now produced and 
shown to Inc. 	 - 

y the Bench :—Jn making the declaration the defendant acted nader my advice ; I advised him 
not to consider the fences as improvements ; 1 advised him to treat fences as no improvements ; I 
say now that in April 1877, there were no improvements whatever on the land within the four coruers of 
the land; I don't consider the fences any improvements to bar Cameron's selection. 
Taken and sworn before me, this 18th 	

HAN! FIT BFNN Augnst, 1877, at Tamworth. 	5 	 . I . 	A I 

Case postponed until the 22nd August, 1877. Defendant allowed bail in his own recognizance of £20. 
This deponent, William Henry Wood, on his oal:h saith as follows —I am a Magistrate of the Colony 

of New Sonth Wales ; in April, 1876, I was a Magistrate of the Colony of New South Wales, and I am still 
a Magistrate ; I know the defendant Cameron by sight, but I don't recollect his making the declaration 
produced before me; I only know the declaration was made by seeing my signature to it, but I would not 
declare the defendant is the person who made it I have no recollection of the particular delaration. 
Taken and declared, 5th September, 1877. 	 W. II. 'WOOD. 

This deponent. Henley Bennett, on his oath saith as follows —i: have heard my former evidence Exhibit B. Be. 
road and it is correct;the paper now shown to me marked B is the paper referred to in my former 
evidence as the declaration. 

IIANI:4EY BENNETT. 

No. 39. 
.The Crown Solicitor to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Si1', 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, 28 September, 1877. 
I have the honor to return herewith Mr. Bedwehl's letter of date 5 Sept., 1.877, to the Super- See No.. 

intendent of Police, North-western District, Tamworth, respecting the prosecution of Francis Cameron 
for making a false declaration, and the other papers forwarded therewith, and to state that I cannbt find 
out for what purpose these papers have been sent to me. 

I may mention that I find npon inquiry that the Attorney General on the 17th instant declined to 
place Cameron upon his trial in respect of the offence for which it. is mentioned in Mr. Bedwell's letter that 
Cameron has been committed for trial at the Circuit Court, to be holden at Tamworth on 2nd October 
next. 	 i have, &e., 

JOhN WILLIAMS, 
Crown Solicitor. 

The Under Secretary for La.nd8, B.C., 28/.9/77.—H.H. 	Mr. Blackman, 1 Oct., /77. No 
further action appears to be necessary—C. N., 28,3/78. 

[Plans.] 

[is. Cd] 	
Svdaey ttan,as Rlcl,ard,, Govermoent Priuter.-1573. 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

WILLIAM lYMAN'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE. 
(APPLICATIONS, LETTERS, DOCUMENTS, AND PAPERS.) 

Ordered by the Legielative .Aeeembiy to be printed, 15 May, 1875. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, on 15th March, 1878, That there he laid on the Table of this 
house,— 

Copies of all Applications, Letters, Documents, and other Papers with 
"reference to, and Connected with, the Conditional Purchase of Crown land, 
"made at Murrurundi, by William Ryrnan, on the 31st August, 1876." 

(Jift. Ben4zett) 

NO 

	 SCHEDULE. 	
VAG. 

Application by Willimn Martyn for the conditional purchase of uninproved Crown land, parish of Warrob, county 
offluckland. 	11 February, 1875..................................................................................................... 

Application by William Martyn—Similar application 1,0 above; description and minute 18 March, 1870 ............ 
a. Similar application by William Martyn, with isii,umte. 	18 March, 1875 	...................................................... 

SurveyorS. Wyndham to the Surveyor General, transmitting p'an, and reporting on Mr. Mart n's conditional pur. 
chase,, and minutes, 	12 January, 1876 ............................................................................................ 

Application by 'William Itvinan for the conditional purchase of unimproved Crown land, county of Bucklsad, 
parish of Warrnh, with description and minutes thercou. 31 August, 1876 ......................... .......... .... ....... 

Telegram from the Deputy Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed.Surveyor 'Wvndhain, to report on Mr. Loder 
improvements on IV. Ryman's conditional purchase. 8 September, 1876 ................................................... 

Surveyor Wynrihain to Surveyor General, reporting on B-yinan's conditional purchase, as requested (see No. 6), and 
minutes thercomi. 	22 September, 1876 	............................................................................................. 

S. Under Secretary for Lands to William Ryman, notifyimmgt.hat his application for the conditional pukhase of 100 acres 
of land is void, with Revenue reload form. 	26 September, 1876 ........................................................... 

Sante to time Land Agent at Mnrrurundi, informing him of above notification. 26 September, 1876 .................... 
Same to Under Secretary for Pimmnee and Trade, notifying to same effect-, and requesting the refu,md to Ryman of 

the deposit money. 	26 September, 1876 ............. ............... .... ..... ...... .. .............................. ................. 
Same to Andrew Loder, Esq., informing him of the cancellation of Ryman's eondil jonah purchase. 26 September, 1806 
Same to ]i Crown smnds Agent, Mnrrurundi, with reference to the reported nou.residenee of William Martyn on 

conrlitionat purchase, with schedule a,mnexed. 	18 October, 1876 	............................................................ 
Same to Mr. William Mart.yn—Cirenlar with reference to his report-ed non.residence on his conditional purchase. 

18 October, 1876 .......................................................................................................................... 
I 3e. ilaimley Bennett. M.P., to the, Minister for Lands, with reference to all alleged rescue, by Mr. Andrew Loder, of 

celtic impounded by Bvmmum from off his soleetion. 	23 October, 1876 ...................................................... 
Mr. If. If. Brown to the Minister for Lands, complaining, on behalf of Mr. IV, Byinan, of the action thken by Mr. 

Loder in rescuing cattle imopaundemi by B-ymnn from off his selection, and minutes thereon. 27 November, 1876... 
Same to same—complaining of the act-iou of the Land Agent at M,im'rurundi in refining to receive an application 

made by Marlc Ryman for the conditional purchase of cerfain land in the parish of Warnh, with enclosures. 
27 November, 1876 ........................................................................................................................ 

IC,. Same to same, on behalf of W. Ityman, on same subject. 	27 Novemnbem', 1876 .............................................. 
No. Memorandum liv Mr. Butter, with reference to B-yman's conditional pum'ehmsse application, and tracing 29 

November, 1876 ....................................................................................................................... 
17. Minute by the Minister for Lands as to the rejection of the Messrs. Ryuman's applications. 6 December, 1876 ...... 
18, Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. 'William Rcman, notifying the revocation of the forfeitmire of his conditional 

pnrelnise. 	7 December, 1876 	........................................................................................................ 
9. Under Secret er) for Lands to Land Agent, Murritrinidi. informing of the revocation of the cmincellatio,m of W. R-ymnan's 

conditional purchase of the 31st August, 1876. 	'7 December, 1876 ........................................................... 
20. Smum me to Under Secretn rv. for Finance aim it Trade, not i lvi ug (lie rem'oent ion of t lie en mmccl 1mm lion of the above descrm bed 

eon d t inna I pu rcha so. pond ing result of iii q ui'. 	7 December, 1876 ....................................................... 
-i30—A 

6. 
6 
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NO 
21. Same to K. H. Brown, Esq., 1\LP., on same subject. 	7 December, 1876 

PAGE. 
1) 

22. Same to Andrew Loder, Esq., on 	same subject. 	7 December, 1878 ......... ...................................................... 9 
23. Same to Land Agent, Murrurundi, to same effect, with reference to the conditional pu chase ofE. Donohue. 11 Decem- 

ber, 	1876 	................................................................................................................................... 
24. Same to same, with reference to the conditional purchase of J. Meere. 	11 December, 1876 	.............................. 10 
25. Same to H. Ii. Brown, MB., respecting the conflicting claim of Messrs. Donohuc and Ryman, with reference to 

their conditional purchases. 	11 December, 	13713 	........................ ..................................................... .... 10 
26. Same to same, respecting the application of ,Tohu Meere to conditionally purchase certain lmid at Mtirrnrundi, and 

of the conduct of the Land Agent at; that place in connection therewith. 	11 December, 1876 .............. ........ .. 10 
27. Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. H. Donohue, with reference to the proposed investigation of his application to 

conditionally purchase certain l,ntd, made at the Land Office, Morrurundi. 	11 December, 1376 . ............ ........ 10 
23. The Land Agent, Murrurundi, to the Under Secretary for Lands, reporting on W. Ryman's conditional purchase, 

with eeelosure,. 	14 December, 	1876 	........... ........................................................... ..................... ..... 10 
 Same to Under Secretary for Lands, in answer to No. 24, and enclosures, 	14 December, 1876 .......... .. ............. .. 12 
 J. P. Abbott to annie, forwarding depositions taken in the impounding ease of W. Ryinen cm. l3enjantmn Barber. 	in 

December, 	1876 	............ ............................................................................................................... 12 
 II. B. Brown & Co. to the Minister for Lands, with reference to the correspondence in the matter of W. Ryman's 

conditional purchase, with ]ninutcs. 	15 February, 1876 ..................... .......... ........................................ 14 
39. Extinct from Uorere,nent Gazette, notifying that the conditions of residence or improvements on W. Rymans 

conditional purchase, reported as not being fulfilled, have been referred to the Commissioner of Tnqstin, for his 
renr1, thereon. 	26 	February, 	1876 .... ................................ ............................................................... 14 

 Coinmnissioner of Conditional Sales toW. Bynlan, with reference to the before 	 Gazette 	 32.) mentioned 	notice (sceNo. 
6 March, 1877 ............... 15 ............................................................................................................... 

 Same to 11.11.Brown, Esq., MB., with reference to above. 	14 March, 1877 	................................................ '16 
 Michael Fitzpatrick, Esq., to the Secretary for bonds, inviting attention on behalf of Mr. Loder, to the illegality of 

referring the snntter in question, to be inqnired into by the Jnspector of Conditional Burehases, with minute 
thereon. 	27 	March, 	1877 	............ . ..... ............ .................................... 15 

343. 
............................................. 

Schedule of cases tinder 39 Vie., No. 13, Regulations 41., 47, and minute. 	6 April, 1877 	.. ......................... ...... 16 
37. Commissioner of Conditional Solos to H. 1:(. Brown, Esq., with reference to the revocation of Ryman's conditional 

purchase. 	10 April, 	1877 	.......................................... .................. ...... ........ ............................ 	......... 15 
33. Same to J. F. Abbott, Esq ., on same subject. 	10 April, 1877 ..................................................................... 16  

 Same to A. 	Loder,. 	Esq., on the Same subject. 	10 April, 1877 ..................................................................... 16 
 Commissioner of Conditional Sales to Land Agent, l4urrurundi, informing him of the cencellation of W. Rynian's 

conditional purchase. 	17 May, 1877 	....................... ....................... 	................. ..... 	...... 	 ...................... 18 
 Same to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, informing hint to same effect as ebove. 	17 May, 1877............... 16 
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WILLIAM RYMAN'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE. 

No. 1. 
Application by Mr. W. Martyn to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

District of Murrurundi, (Alienation Act, section 13.) 
App lien/ion by William Afar/gm for the conditional purchase without competition of 150 acres unimproved 

Crown land, under section 13 of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 
RECErVED by me, with a deposit of £45, this 11th day of February, 1875, at 10 o'clock. 

G. U. BRODIE, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 11 February, 1875. 
1 am desirous of purchasing without competition, under the lath section of the" Crown Lands 

Alienation Act of 1861," the portion of unimproved Crown land hereunder described, containing 180 acres; 
and 1 herewith tender the sum of £45, being a deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area for which 
I apply, and on which it is my intention to reside. 	 I am, &c., 
To the Agent for the 	 WILLIAM MARTYN. 

Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 	 Per ANDBEW LODER. 

DJscn1rr1oN. 
County of Buckland, parish of Warrab, iSO acres, adjoining the vest side of A. Loder's freehold 

of 320 acres, being No. 4 on Borambil Creek, and to the south of A. Loder's 318 acres, being No. 5 on 
same creek. 

Alinn/c an No. 1. 
Mr. Licensed.SurveyorWyndham to iueaure,if unobjectionahle.—G.RP. (for Surveyor General), 

B.C., 28 April, 1575. 

No. 2. 
Application by Mr. W. Martyn to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

(Alienation Act, section 21.) 
Application by William .Afiurt.yn for the conditional purchase wit host competition of 40 acres unimproved Crown 

land, under section 21 of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801." 
ILECEIVED by me, with it deposit of £10, this 18th day of March, 1875, at 10 o'clock. 

U. U. BRODIE, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

of 	 Area of 	 I am desirous of p;trchasig without competition, under 
Applies 	JAM of pltvim,s i 	each 	the 21st section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," 

Number 	 I 	Sir, 	 is March, 1875. 

Ho,,, made Mes 	conditional I Co,,ditional 
under 22nd num n t ber. Purchase,. 	Purchase, the portion of unimproved Crown land hereunder described, con- 

elSuse. 	 I 	taming 40 acres, which adjoins my conditional purchase of 180 acres, 
made on the 11th February, 187 and I herewith tender the sune Freehold (if aiw) eo,,Ueius per deed. 

liP. 	 31o,,th. \'ear.c 	 of £10, being a deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area for 
1 	75102 I n Feb., /75 	130 	which 1 apply. 	 1 am, &c., 
2 	. 	158 18nareh,/75 I 	40 	

For W. 3IARTFN, 

	

Total area applied for, i,,eludinr1 	 ANDREW LODER, 
freehold (if an') and last 0011d,.JI  220 'ores To the Agent for the 	 Agent, Murrurundi. lional purehase 	

Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

DESCRIPTION. 
County of I3ucldand, parishi.of 'Warrah, 40 acres, being to the west of his original 180 acres, and 

south of Isleer's conditional purchase of 320 acres. 

AJillh(tes on .A'o. 2. 
Mr. Licciised-Survevor \\'yndham,—If first conditional purchase is satisfactory, to measure, if 

uhlobjectiouable.—T.F.C•. (for Say. Geni.), B.C., 11 August, /75. 

No. 3. 
Application by Mr. W. Martyn to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

(Alienation Act, section No, 21.) 
Application by William 11&u'tq1t for the conditional purchase without competition of 100 acres unimproved 

G'oicn land, under ,ceetion 21 of the "Grown Lands Alienation Act of 1861.' 
RECEIVED by me, with a deposit of £25, this 18th day of March, 1875. at 10 o'clock. 

U. G. BRODIE, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

	

- 	 Sir, 
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- 	— - 
Number 	 1875. I 

of
Appl - 	Land 	Dates I Area of 	 I am desirous of1surchasing without competition, under 

	

I Agent's of prc1ons I 	each 	the 21st section of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1881," Conditional I Conditional 
under 22nd I number. I Purchases  I l'nrvl,a,e. the portion of iitnuiproved Crown land hereunder described, con- 

clause. J 	J 	taming 100 acres, which adjoins my conditional purchase of 40 acres, 
made on the 18th March, 1875 and 1 herewith tender the sum of Freehold (if any) contains per deed. 

C.P. 	I 	 Year: 	£25, being a- deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area for 
j 	75,102  I 

Month
,  ii Feb. 1875 	180 	which Iapiy. 	 I am. 2 	75/158 115 Mar,, 	 For W. MARTYN, 3 	75;159 I ,, 	,, I 	100 

Total area applied for, includln 	 ANDREIV LODER, 
froehold (if any) awe 'ut coiid 
tional purchase ............... 

1 
320 acres. To the Agent for the 	 Agent, Murrurundi. 

	

I 	 Sale of Crown Lands, Murrurundi. 

DESCBTETION. 

County of Bucklaud, parish of Warrali, 100 acres, being to the south of his original conditional 
purchase of 180 acres, and to the South of his additional conditional purchase of 40 acres, taken this day. 

AlirzSes on ATO.  3. 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Wyndharn,—If first conditional purchase is satisfactory, to measure, if 

unobjectionable.—LF.C. (for Sur. Geifi), B.C., 11 411g., /75. 

No. 4. 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor W'yndharn to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 Murrurundi, January 12, 1870. 
Appenlix A. 

	

	 I have the honor to transmit to you herewith the plau of three portio]lit, Nos. 119 to 1,21, in 
the parish of Warrab, cotlnty of Buckland, applied for as a conditional purchase, under the 13th and 
21st sections of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, by William Martyn, which I have surveyed in accord-
ance with your instructions of 5th May and 21st August. 
usuall When I measured the land the'npphicant was residing thereon, but 1 do not think lie resides there 

y . 
His improvements consisted of a hut, valiLe £20, and ring-barking, £16. 
I was unable to find two of the corners of Mr. Darby's surveys adjoining, but have determined 

the positions as nearly as practicable by intersection of hues, though in so doing 1 cannot make the lengths 
quite the same as given by Mr. Parhy. This is probably owing to the old measurements having been 
made by cireumferentor. 

The dat.e of survey was 5 November, 1875. 	 I have, &-c., 
ED'WD. S. WYNDHAM. 

)ltnniles on No. 4. 
Applicant to prove residence. 

SeeNos. 12&13. 	Circulars to applicant and Land Agent—iS October, 1870. 
Thos. Argeut, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, for report.-23 November, 1876. 

No. 5. 
Application by Mr. W. 1{yman to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

(Alienation Act, sections 18, IA, and 19.) 

Application by William .Eyman for the Oonditwna? Purchase without competition of 100 acres unimproved 
aown land. 

RECEIVED by me, with a deposit of £25, this 81st day of August, 1876, at 11 o'clock. 

G. G. I3RODIB, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

Sir, 	 81 August, 1876. 
I am desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 

1861," the portion of unimproved Crown land hereunder described, containing 100 acres and I herewith 
tender the Sum of £25, being a deposit at the nte of 5s. per acre on the area for which I apply. 

Ihave, &c., 
'J o the Agent for the 	 'WILLIAM RYMA.N, 

Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 	 Quiriudi. 

DEsCRipTIoN. - 

County of Bucicland, parish of Warralm, 100 acres, adjoining the western boundary of portion No. 
5, part of the northern boundary of portion No. 115, the eastern boundary of portion No. 1.21, and part 
of the southern boundary of portion No. 4. 

jlfinufes on .iVo. 5 

)lr. A. Loderstates that Ihere are £200 worth of improvements upon the above conditional purchase. 
This fact should he -ascertained at once to prevent further complication arising. Licensed-Surveyor 
Wyndham could, Mr. Loder says, report at once.—T.G.. 7/9/76. 

Mr. Landers,—Seud telegram to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Wynciham to report at once on Mr. 
A. Loder's improvements on a recent conditional purchase, parish of 'W'arralm, or 100 acres, by 'Wm. 
Rvmanl said to be of the value of £200—It-DY., S Sept-, /76. 

No. 6 
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from Deputy Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Wyndham. 
Sydney, 8 September, 1876. 

RiroItT at once on Mr. A. Loder's improvements on a recent conditional purchase, parish of Warrah, of 
100 acres, by W. Ryman, said to be of the value of £200. 

 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Wyndliarn to The Surveyor General. 

Sir, 	 Murrunindi, 22 September, 1876. 

Referring to your telegram, dated September Sth, but only received by inc on September 19th, see No.6. 
directing inc to inspect the improvements existing on certain laud in the parish of Warrah, county of 
Buckland, recently selected by W. liyman,— 

I have the honor to report that I have inspected the land in question and find it contains the 
follow-ing improvements 

\Vcll, S feet square 00 feet deep, value 	... 	... 	... £1.35 
About 15 acres cleared 	 - 	.. 	... 	30 
i-iut, 21 feet by 12. sawn slabs ... 	 .. 	... 	... 	:io 

Total value 	... 	... 	... £19 

The well and the clearing were made by Mr. A. Loder. the but was erected by Barber, an adjoining 
selector, but not included in his conditional purchase. I iniv add that 1 saw Bynman on the land and 
cautioned bin against makiig any improvements. 

I have, &c,, 
EDWD. S. IVYNDIJAM 

Eeport required by the Honorable the Minister for Lands is now submitted—It. U. FiTZGERALD 
(for the Surveyor General), 26 September, 1876. 

The conditional purchaime must under this report be declared void, subject to appraisement if 
disputed.—W. W. STEI'IIEN, 26/9/76, 

 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Mr  Rymaii. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands. Sydney, 26 September, 1.S70. 

1. am directed to inform you that the application made by you at Murrurundi on the 31st 
August, 1.876, for the conditional purchase of. 100 acres of land, is void, owing to the land containing No.5. 
improvements, the property of A. Loder. 

2. Enclosed is a form which, a" being filled up .in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 
forwarded to the Treasury, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit.. 

I have, &c., 
WM. EU CKMAN, 

(Pro Under Secretary.) 

[Enclosure to No. Sj 
(Series C—Special Payments Form No. 2.) 	Nuw Sourn WALES. 

Rcrcn,me ref's sided. 

	

Department of Laud', Condit.io,ml 1' urcl,ase Ihanolm, Dr. to WilLiam ]tynmn.— 	 26 September, 1876. 

A,nount to be 
refunded. 

For t lie fo]lowing refu,,d, viz. - 	F. ci. 
Lund Office at Murrurundi ; date of selection, 31st dcv of Aigust, 1876 deposit paid on 100 acres 

selection void; contai,,s valuable improvements; deposit to be refunded on 100 acres ..................... I 	10 0 0 

I cert,i fv that the nil moon t. charged in this voucher as to eomnpmi tat,ion, casting, and nmte is correct, and t.l,st; the refund 
is duly authorized in (nine of the Audit Ac:. 	 \T W. STEPhEN, 

[hider Secretary for Lands. 

No, 9. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Mm'rurundi. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 September, 1876. 

I am directed to inform you. that the application of William Rn .ynia of the 31st August, 1876, 
for the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land, has been cancelled owing to the land being improved. 

2. A ferns for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 
of which you will be so good as to explain to him, if required. 

I have, &c., 
W. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 10. 
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No. 10. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 September, 1876. 

I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, 
Murytinindi, William you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £25, being the deposit money paid thereon. Name— 
Rpuau. 	 2. I am to add, that areceipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the appli- 
Date of coke. cant with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 1100-31 August, 
rare. 	 I have, &c., 	 - 
Area—leo acre.t 
ne 	 W. BLACKMAN, ,,oslt—na. 

(Pro Under Secretary.) 

No. 11. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. A. Loder. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 September, 1876. 
F. ala directed to inform you, that the application of Wiuiam ityman, of the 31st August, 

1876, for the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land has been cancelled, as the same contained improve. 
nients (your property) at date of selection of sufieieut value to bar conditional purchase. 

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant. 
I have, &c., 

W. BLACKMAN, 
(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 12. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 

Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 October, 1876. 
The conditional purchase specified in the accompanying schedule having been reported non. 

See 

	

	11'1g resident, I am directed to forward for your information a copy of the circular addrcssed to 'William 
i\Iartyn on the subject. 

You will be good enoughto note the action taken in this Department in theregisters of your office, 
and should any transfer of the purchase referred to be forwarded to you, or lodged in your hands, after 
receipt of this eommnumcat-ion, you are to take special care to inform the alienee of the position in which 
he will stand, in terms of the last paragraph of the circnlar in question, viz. 	That the land will be dealt 
with at his risk, and that should the condition of residence not have been fulfilled by the alienor, lie (the 
alienee) will not be recognized as having any claim on the land, or any additional purchases made in virtue 
thereof." 

I am to add that when the proposed further inquiry has been concluded you will be duly apprised 
of any decision which the Ninister for Lands may give in the matter. 

I have, &e,, 
W. BLACKMAN, 

(Pro Under Secretary) 

Scnwvir RIVERRED TO. 

la,,d 
Ails,,. No. 	Age,,t's 	 Selectors Nanie, 	 Date of Selection. 	 Area. 

zSo. 

.................... 	.wilihain Marlymi ......................11 Vebnmry, 1875................180 	0 	0 

No. 13. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. W. Martyn. 
(Circular.) 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 October, 1876. 
Tt having been reported to this Department by Surveyor Wyndham that at the time of his 

visit you were not resident on your conditional purchase of 1.80 acres, made at Murrnrundi on the "Hi 
day of February, 1.875, I am directed to apprise you that should the surveyor's report he borne out by 
such further proceedings as the Secretary for Lands may consider it necessary to institute to ascertain 
whether the land has been from the date of occupation, and within the meaning of the " Crown Lands 
Alienation Act of 18611" your bonüfide continuous residence, your original application, together with any 
additional selections made in virtue thereof, will he forthwith referred for iliquirl as to your alleged no],. 
residence to the Commissioner, pursuant to the If Lands Act Amendment Act of 1875," and immediately 
declared forfeited in the Government Gazette should the evidence elicited at such inquiry warrant that 
course. I 8111 further to apprise you that. any notification of transfers made by you of the land in question 
will be dealt with at the risk of your alienee, and special instructions have been given to the Land Agent 
to warn mm that should the condition of residence not have been fulfilled by you he will not he recognized 
as having any claim, on the land or any additional purchases he may have made in virtue thereof. 

I have, &c., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. l3st 
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No. 13a. 

H. Bennett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Tamworth, 25 October, 1876. 

From a letter of complaint now lying before me, if true, however unp]casant it mix appear, I 
deem it my duty to submit the same for your consideration, which if true the sooner the principal actors in 
the matter are brought to book the better. 

]at. It appears a person by  name of William ltyunan selected 100 acres at Miurriurundi in 
September last, and had occasion to impound some cattle belongiug to A. Loder, of Colly ('reek. Loder t Si Aurnsf. 
rescued the cattle and used the fellow rather roughly, as also threatened to shoot him. ]tvinan informs 
inc that lie applied to G. G. Brodie, J'.P., lfurrurundi, for it "arrant, who ref used to giant the same. 

2nd. On the 27th September last Ryman made application for ,in additional conditional purchase 
of 50 acres, but was refused by the Land Agent, who stated at the sathe time. that lie would not accept 
the application as lie had been informed by the Government that the 100 acres prevoasly taken lip had 
been cancelled. 

3rd. Byunn then asked the Land Agent if lie could make a fresh application, who replied, Yes," 
but when Rymnan presented the fresh application the Land Agent refused to accept the same, stating at 
the same time that lie would not accept any application from him for land adjoining pooiis 119, 120, 1.21, 
and 122, and threw back the application to Rymnami, and told him to be offi 

4th. It is further stated that the same land that itymami had taken and the land lie subsequently 
applied for, viz., on the 27th, was the following Thursday allowed by the Land Agent to be taken up by 
Loder's dummies. I. have instructed him to hold on to the land until I receive a reply to this letter. 
Waiting reply as soon as possible. 	 Yours, &e., 

HANLEV BENNErP. 

No. 14. 
H. H. Brown, Fsq., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 27 November, 1876. 
On behalf of my client, Mr. William Rymnan, I bog to call your attention to tIme following case 

On the 31st of August, 1876, lie selected the land noted in the margin. A for,  days after lie was W. Rynmaul. 
informed by Mr. Surveyor Wyndha.m, who came with the overseer of the lessee (Mr. Loder), that the land Murrun,nd 

ffi was suciently improved to bar selection, and the overseer threatened him with action for trespass. 	og' 
856, 

On September 25th, Mr. Loder ]umsclf Caine, atl;endcd by his overseer and si.v men, and threatened C.P. 761108. 

to shoot him if lie did not give up the selection lie then pulled down the slip-rails, and let out the cattle 
from a temporary stock-yard erected by Ryman, and in which they had been aded until claimed by their 
owner, as they were strawing about mnv client's land apparently unclaimed. "The overseer caught hold of 
Ryinan's arm, and severely twisted it, saying that he would seresv it off if lie offered any resistance. 

The only improvements on the land at; the time of selection was a well, dug some fourteen years 
back, but never used, on account of there being no permanent spring so that the only water collected in 
it was from the surface during the time of rain. The sides had fallen in, and it was not safe to go near. 
I am informed that Mr. Loder has since had fresh timbers put, and the surrounding land cleared. 

My client has received a refund voucher, dated September 260), but this lie declines to accep, and See enemnanre to 
I have instructed him to retain possession of his land until the matter has been inquired into. 

I therelbre beg that the Inspector of Conditional Purchases may be at once communicated with, 
and instructed to note particularly the nature and value of improvements at the date of selection, irres- 
pective of those since erected by the lessee. 	 I have, &c., 

H. H. BROWN, 
(For \STr RnEAN.) 

JEZSZU(CS on .A'b. 14. 

Under this protest the question as to the nature and value of the improvements at date of eon-. 
ditional purchase may be referred to the Commissioner for inquiry as soon as possible, and all parties 
slmoul.d be so informed. The voiding of the conditional purchase had better be revoked, pending result of 
the mnqniry now directed to be hold.—PG., 28/11/76. 

Mr. Cohen,—]{as refund been made in this case P--TRY., 1/12/76. 
Not yet.—Y.C., 1/12/76. 
Applicant, agent, and Treasury informed, voiding revoked, pendimo' result of inquirv.-7 Dee., 1876, See Nag. 18, 19, 
Included in Gazette.-6/2/77 	. 	 .' 	 and 20. 

Selector informed by eircular.-6/3/7. 	 See No. 32 
. Commissioner Bolding, B.C., 6/3/ii--  . 	 See No. 85. 

 

No15. 
H. H. Brown, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 27 November, 1876. 
On behalf of my client, Mr. Mark Ryinan, .1 beg to call your attention to the following facts:—

On 28th September, 1876, be applied at Murrurundi Land Office, in company with 1mis brother 
William, whose case you have already before you, for the land noted in the margin, but Mr. Brodie Mark finns,,, 

40 acres connty informed him that the block had not been gazetted forfeited ; tlmerefore, was not open to but, of meneidand, 
My client, about an hour after this, applied for 40 acres adjoining w 	 parish of Warrabestern boundary of blocks portia,, 122, 

Nos. 120 and 121, and part of the southern boundary of No. 122; but Mr. Brodie threw the application being forfeited 
down (together with WTilhiam's, presented at the same time), saying, "I won't have you squibbing about coiidit,o,flI purchase of 
like this—I'll take no applications for land adjoining blocks 121.. 120, 119, 122, and 115." I am informed \v. chadbauu. 

that 
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that this Caine land has since been taken UI) by Mr. Loder's (the lessee's) men—particulars as follows. 
Although this information is supplied inc by my client, and in the absence of a map, it is impossible for 
me to say in wh cli portion it is nicinded - 

Benjamin Barber, Murrurundi, about 200 acres. Conditional purchase 76/180. 
Edward Donohoc, additional conditional purchase. GO acres. Conditional purchase 76,1182. 
This is -.in adjoining conditional purchase, transferred from W. Martvn to B. Donohoe, 320 acres, 

in three portions. Conditional purchase 75/102-1.38-1150. 
John Mccc, additional conditional purchase, 80 acres, Oct.. 5. Conditional purchase, 76/181. 

I. therefore be., that the matter may be investigated, and the Land Agent called upon to explain 
the circuiristaimees ; as. if i\tr, Lnder has been allowed to take up the land, iiiy client most undoidtedly 
has it prior claim. 	 I have, &e.. 

ii. II. i3]tOWN, 
(For ItLIRIC ltn.cc.) 

I attach the applications, which 1 beg many be a'eturncd nic. 

No. 16. 
II. H. Brown, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 27 Novenibei', 1870. 
On behalf of my client, Mr. William itynian, I beg to call your attention to the following 

facts 
On September 28th he applied at Murrorundi Land Office for 50 acres, as an additional condi- 

w, nyma,,, 	tional purchase to his land noted in the margin, but the agent, Mr. Brodie, informed him that lie had 
received a notice from the head oflice that this selection was void; lie therefore could not accept the 

gres cc., application for an addition to it. Ryman asked him if lie could re-select ; lie replied yes, and gave him 
/ L mc. o. the necessary form to fill up. This my client got a Land Commission Agent (Mr. Brook) to do, and 
1111am rnaii presented it at the Land Office within an hour. Particulars are noted in the margin. 

25/ia, cuntm 

	

	 Mr. :urodie would not then accept the application, but threw it down, saying, l 	't have you 
squibbing about like this; I'll take no application for land adjoining blocks 121; 120, 119, 122, and 115." 

lug southern 	 I am informed that the same land has since been taken up by Mr. Loder's men, particulars of 
boudarof
portion ~To. 

301 whose selections, which are supposed to take it in, are as follows 
Benjamin Barber, Mnrrurundi, about 200 acres, C.P. 76/180. 
Edward Douolioe. additional OP., GO acres, Cr. 70/182. 

This is ,in adjoin Jig C. P.— 
ii February. 	 Transfer from W. Martyn to B. Donohoe, 320 acres in three portions, October 15/73, 

18 March, 	 C.P. 75/102, 75/158, 75/150. 
John Meer, a C.P., 80 acres. October 5/76, C.P. 76/181. 

This information is supplied inc by my client, but it is impossible in the absence of a mop to state 
in which the land in question is included. 

I therefore beg that the matter may be investigated, and the Land Agent called upon to explain 
the circumstances, as if Mr. Loder has been allowed to take up the land my client has most undoubtedly 
a prior claim. 	 I have. &c, 

- 	 Ti. H. B1tO\VN, 
(For WM. lInux.) 

N.B.—I attach the applications, which I beg may be returned to Inc. 

No. 16A. 

Memo. by Mr. Rutter. 
'rni reference to the rejected conditional purchase application of 28th September, nnder the 21st section, 
it will be seen upon reference to the copy of the first conditional purchase that the original was declared 
void on the 26th preceding, on which date the Land Agent was informed. Consequently, it is quite 
possible the him to have.been aware of that action, and hence his rejection of the defendant's conditional 
purchase. Win. Ryinaii's conditional purchase, under 13th clause, said to have been tendered just after 

Appendix B. that before referred to, is very indefinite. (See M'enmo. on thcich.*) 
Mark ltymnan's application of 28th September, for unmeasured land, is shown in sketch, as also that 

for measured portion 122. 
It is impossible to tell which is the twenty-first application, as both are on the file for 13, 14, 

and 19 sections. 
The latter accepted applications of 56 October are shown on the tracing. It is doubtful if condi-

tional purchase 76/182 should be accepted, as the transferee is reported iton-resident. May, however, 

	

await Conditional Ptn'chnse Inspector's report. 	 F.W.Th, 	- 

29 Nov., 1876. 

No. 17. 

Minute by The Secretary for Lands. 
Mn. Brown's letters herewith as to 'Win, and 1ff. Fyman's applications being rejected should be referred 
to Land Agent for report. 

As to O'Donoghne's conditional purchase application for part of the 100 acres, applied for by W. 
Ryinan (70/153), as W. Ityman's application was rejected on the ground that the land applied for was 
irnuroved by Loder. so O'Donohue's application should be held over until the matter is further inves-
ticated. a 	

T.G.,6/l2/7G. 

No, 18, 
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No. 18. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. W. Ryman. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1870. 

I am directed to inform you that the voiding of your conditional purchase, noted in the margin,ninu,flf" 
has been revoked, and the purchase stands now in your name, as before, pending result of inquiry. 	Augnin,16. 

I have, &c., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

P.8.—You are rcquestecl to return the refund voucher, forwarded to you on t:he 2.6th September last. 

No. 19. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1876. 

I ant directed to inform you that the cancellation, notified to you by my letter of the 26th Lee No.g. 

September last, of William Ityman's conditional purchase of 100 acres, on the 31st August 1876, has 
bech revoked, pending result of inquiry, and the purchase stands now in his name as before. 

I have, &e., 
WM. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 20. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1876. 

I am directed to state., for your information, and for nota.tinn in the Treasury Books, that the 
cancellation, notified to you on the 26th September last of Wifliam Ityman's conditional purchase of 100 
acres, made at Murrurundi on 31 August, 1870, has been revoked, pending result of inquiry, and the pur- 
chase stands now in his name, as before. 	 I have, &e., 

W. BLACKMAN, 
(For the Under Secretary.) 

No. 21. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1876. 

Referring to your letter of the 27th ultinio, on behalf of -Mr.  IV. Rymaim, requesting that an No. 14. 

inquiry may be made respecting the nature and value of the improvements said to have been made by 
Mr. A. Loder on the land noted in the margin, previous to its conditional purchase by Mr. Ryman,winch 
purchase was declared void on the 26th September last, lain directed to inform you that the Minister for 81 August, 1876, 
Lands has decided that the question as to the nature and value of the improvements at date of Ryman 's w. Rrmsu. 

conditional purchase be referred to the Commissioner for inquiry as soon as possible; and that the voiding 
of the selection in question be revoked, pending the result of the inquiry. 

I have. &c 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 22. 
The Under Secretary foi' Lands to Mr. A. Loder. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1870. 
Mr. W. Ryman, the applicant for the conditional purchase noted in the margin, having by his Murrurundbe.P. & 	

. 	 7O/1 100 agent protested against the voiding of this selection on the ground that the improvements at the date of 
31 August, 1676, 

his application were not sufficient to bar conditional purchase, I ama directed to inform you that the w lipuan. 

Minister for Lands has decided that the question as to t:he nature and value of the improvements at the date 
o. Ryman's selection be referred to the Commissioner for inquiry as soon as possible, and that the voiding 
of his selection be revoked, pending the result of the inquiry. 

I have, &c., 

W. W. s'l.Ep:EEN. 

No. 23. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Mm'rurtwdi. 
Sir, 	 . 	 Department of Lands, Sydney. 1.1, December, 1870. 

I am directed to forward you the accompanying letter from Mr. H. H. Brown, on behalf of see No. la 
Mr. W. Ryman, complaining that after refusing his application on the.28th September last, to select 40 
acres adjoining the southern boundary of portion 121, parish of WTarrah, you snbsequent;ly, on the 5th 
October, allowed this land to be taken UI) by E. Donoghuc, as part of his conditional purchase noted in ii,,rn.run,II, 
I he margin, and I am to request that you wilt at ouee furnish me with a report thereon, for submission to 	,'%'r the Minister for Lands. 	 1570. 

-130-13 	 L. Donoghue. 
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Murrurundi, 	 I am also to add that as Rpnan's conditional purchase, noted in the margin, was declared void as 
CC. 76-168, 100 
acres, 31st Aug., containing improvements) belonging to Mr. Loder of sufficient value to bar selection, E. Donoghue's con- 
1576. 
W. 	ditional purchase application for part of this land must be held over until the matter is further investigated l(V5)liil. 

by the Commissioner, to whom it has been referred for inquiry. 
1 have, &c., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 24. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Mm'rurundi. 
Siu', 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, II December, 1870. 

See No, 15. 

	

	 I am directed to forward you the accompanying letter from Mr. H. H. Brown, on behalf of 
Mr. Mark R-yma.n, complaining that after refusing his application on the 28th September last to select40 
acres adjoining the weM:ern boundaries of portions 120 and 121, and part of the southern boundary of 

)lurrt,rundi. 	portion 122, parish of Warrali, county of Buckland, you subsequently, on the 5th of October, allowed 
C.P. 76.181. so - this land to be included partly in in application from J. Meere, to conditionally purchase the land noted 
1876. 
acres, 5 Octobe,, in the margin, and I Out to request that you will it once furnish me with it report thereon for subnnssion 
J. Metre. 	to the Minister for Lands. 	 I have, &c., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 25. 

The Under Secretary for Lands to H. II. Brown, Esq, M.P. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, ii December, 1870. 

'No. m 

	

	 Referring to your letter of the 27th ultimo, on behalf of Mr, W. Ryinan, complaining of the 
conduct of the Land Agent, Murrnrundi, in accepting an application from B. Donoghue to conditionally, 

SEurrunindi. 

	

	purchase the land noted in the marin, after havin' previously refused an application from W. ltyniau 
for the mine land, I am directed to'  inform you that the Land Agent has been called upon to furniih a 

1876. report on the allegations contained therein. 
E. DonoI,,,e. 	 . - I am also to add that the 3Iin,ster for Lands has decided that as Donoghue s application is for part 

of the 100 acres applied for by W. Rynian on the 31st August last, which was declared void as containing 
improvements belonging to Mr. Lodcr of sufficient value to bar selection, his application must be held 
over until the matter is further,  investigated by the Commisioner, to whom it has been referred for inquiry. 

I return as requested MT. Ryman's applications, which were refused by the Land Agent. 
I have, K-c., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 26. 
The Under Secretary br Lands to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 11. December, 1870. 
No. 15. 

	

	 Referring to your letter of the 27th ultiino, on behalf of Mr. Mark ]tynian, complaining of 
the conduct of the Land Agent, Murrurundi, in accepting an application from John iMeere, to conditionally 

rrti.m  purchase the land noted in the margin, after having previously refused an application from Mark Ryinan, 
C.P. 74-181
ares, S Ocioiier, for part of the same land, I am directed to inform you that the Land Agent has been called upon to 
1876. furnish a report on the allegations contained therein. 

Not With t1,e 	 I return, as requested, Mr. Ryinan's applications, which were refused by the Land Agent. 
papo, 	 . 	 I have, &c., 

W W. STEPHEN. 

- 	 No. 27. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Donoghue. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 December, 1876. 
Murruruadi, 	 Referring to your application to conditionally purchase the land noted in the margin, 1 am 
C.P. 761182, 60 
acres, 6th Oct., directed to inform you that, as your application is for part of the 100 acres applied for by Mr. W. Ryrnan, 
1876. 	 on the 31st August last, which was declared void, as containing improvements belonging to Mr. Loder of 
5. Donogiiue. sufficient value to bar selection, the Minister for Lands has decided that it must be held over until the 

matter is further investigated by the Commissioner, to whom it has been referred for inquiry. 
I have, a., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 

No. 28. 
The Land Agent, Murrurundi, to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Land 0115cc, Murrurundi, 14 December, 1876. 
See No. 23. 

	

	 Referm-ing to the annexed letter I have the honor to report, for the information of the Honor- 
able the Secretary for :Lands, that on the 31st August, 1876, Mr. William Ryma]' conditionally purchased 

herewith 	100 acres of land, as described in the annexed paper, marked A. On the 26th September 1 received a 
notice from the Lands Department, stating that the application for this C.P. was void, as the land con-
tained sufficient improvements to bar selection. On Thursday, the 28th of September, Mr. Ryman 
presented an application for the conditional purchase of 40 acres adjoining No. 121, in the parish of 
\srarrah As this was precisely the same land for which he had previously applied, and which had been 
declared void in consequence of improvements, I informed him that it could not be taken up, and that if 
I accepted los application it would put the Lands Department and himself to a great deal of trouble for 
no useful purpose. 	 . 	- 	 My 
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My reasons for declining to accept Mr. Ryman's application were that I believed the land to be 
uprovec[; that I had on the previous day received a letter (annexed, marked B) from lV,lr, Loder. stating Herewith. 

that it was improved; and further, that I had only a few days before been reprimanded by the Lands 
Department for allowing Mr. Thomas Ryinan to select land on the 221nd June, 1.876, at Quirindi, which 
belonged to Mr. Loder. I certainly did not use the expression alleged by Mr. ltymau, is I do not know 
the meaning of the words lie has stated. I simply declined to accept his a )plicatioli for the reasons before 
mentioned. On Thursday, the 5th of October last, a man named Edward onohue lodged an apphcabou 
for the conditional purchase of 60 acres, as per description annexed (marked 0.) This land, so far as 1 Herewit,. 
know, does not adjoin No. 121, and I am iaformed by a person well acquainted with the locality that it is 
not the portion applied for by Mr. W. 1?.yman. I would further beg to state that the map I had in the office 
was about 12 months old, anà did not show lots 120 and 121 ; it was therefore impossible for me to know, in 
the absence of a tracing, the exact locality of Mr. Donohue's land. 

1 would further beg to state that I did not refuse to acceptan application for land adjoinsngbloehfs 
120, 119, 122, and 115; I merely mentioned No. 121. I very much regret that any mistake should 
have happened with regard to this conditional purchase, but if it be the case .[ would submit that it acci-
dentally occurred in consequence of the defective condition of the map then in the olflce. 

I have, &c., 
G. G. B1LOD1E, 

Land Agent. 

[Enclosure A to No. 28.] 
(D.) 

[Alienation Act, sections 13, 1.4, and 10.1 
Ap;,licatioafor the conditional purchase without competition of unimproved Crown land. 

District of Murrurundi. No. 168 of 1876. 
App/i cation by William Rymanfor the conditional p,irchasewilhosd competition of 100 acres unimproved Crow,, land. 

Ruenrvno by me, with a deposit of £25, this 31st day of August, 1876, at 11 o'clock. 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murru,undi. 

Si,,, 	 31 August, 1876. 
I am desirous of purchasing wit bout competition, under the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861," the portion of 

unimproved Crown land hereunder described, containing 100 acres; and 1 herewith tender the sum of £25, being a deposit 
at the into of 5s. per acre on the area for which I apply. 	 I inn, 
To the Agent for Site Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurunchi. 

DEscuirTIox. 
County of fluckla,,d, parish of War,'nh, 100 acres, adjoining the western boundary of portion No, 5, part of the northera 

boundary of portion No. 115, the eastern boonda,'v of portion No. 121, and part of the southern boundary of portion No. 4. 

[Enclosure 13 to No. 28.] 

Mr. A. Loder to 'ite Land Agent, Murrurundi 

My dear Si,', 	. 	 27 September, 1870. 
I send you l,erewith documents showing that Rynan is in unlawfnl occupation of the 100 acres lie selected in cotnitr 

of i3,,ekla,,d, parish of Warrali. I may state that many years since, when 1 held tie license of South Quirindi Station, 1 
sunk a well there which cost Inc over £150, and I avisig heeon,e it, large freeholder 1 ii pphied for l,ro.leaaes.  Ii,, ring 2,000 nerrs 
alone at lint particular place. Subscq uientiy I gave up the license of the ru ii, for I was aware t.li,,t what with freehold, tire. 
leases, ci's., and 1.tieir glass rights, there was no ground helt. 1, then applied to the Mi,uister for Lands to purchase the well mid 
ott, cr isuprovenent.s. but. was refused on the ground that I did not lease the land surrounding it. I then, for the first S nit', 
rtiseovered that tlu ev (the Lands Oiled) had not given Inc my pre.lease behind lily freehold. but in a different, direct iou, and 
it was only this months that I succeeded in getting the matter settled to my satisfaction. 'I now intend to apply for 200 acres 
so soon as you send iRe the proper form (1.1?.) which will t,tke in all the land open alongside of No, 121. 

Jani, kc., 
ANDREW LODER. 

[Enclosure C to No. 28.] 

(G.) 
[Alienation Act., sections 21 and 22. No. 182/76.] 

Application k'i Edward Donqelhaejor the conditional purchase without competition of 60 acres uniiproced Crown land, snider 
see/jo,, 21 of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861." 

REcEiVED by no, with a deposit of £15, this 5th day of October, 1876, at 10 o'clock. 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at 3tturrnrnndi. 

Sir, 	 5 October, 1876. 
I sin desirous of purchasing without conspetition, under the 21st section of the " Crown rnth Alienation Act of 

1861," the portion of unimproved Crown land hereunder described, containing 60 acres, wInch adjoins my conditional purchase 
or freehold property of 	acres, upon which I asn now residnug, or upon which I have resided for thu roe ears and I herewith 
tender this Bum of £15, being a deposit at the rats of 5s. per acre on the area for which I apply. 

This is the selection ,nade by sue in virt,ne of my conditional purchase or freehold of 	acres. 
I anu, 

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Murrurundi. 

DEScEEPTIOE. 
Couuiuty of Buckland, lmrnl  of War'rah, 60 acres, to the south of my AOl'., and to [lie west. of Mr. Loder's improve-

m,r t vurehase, known as Johns0,,8 Well. 

No. 29. 
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No. 29. 

The Land Agent, Murrurundi, to The Under Secretary for Lands, 
Sir, 	 Land Office, Murrurundi, 14 December, is;o. 

See No. 24. 

	

	 Referring to the annexed letter, I (10 myself the honor to state that on i,he 28th Septe.'nber 
last Mr. Mark Rynian made an application for a piece of land previously selected by Mr. William Ryman, 
and which had been declared void, as it contained improvements sufficient to bar selection. I told Mr. 
M. Ryinan, when he presented his application, that the land adjoiinng  No. 121 contained improvements, 
and that it would put the Department to needless trouble if lie were to select it over again. 

I certainly  did not use the words alleged by him, as I do not know the meaning of the term. I 
merely declined to t:ake his application for the reason above mentioned. On the 5th October a man 

Herowlth. 	named John Meei'e conditionally purchased SO acres, as per copy of application annexed. This land, so 
far as 1 know and believe, does not include any portion of that for which Mr. ]tyman applied, as alleged 
by him. 1 would further beg to state that 1 did not refuse to accept ,in application for land adjoining. 
Nos. 120, 110, 122, and 11.5. 1 merely mentioned 121 as I had reason to believe that all the land adjoining 
that portion was improved. 1 would also desire to add that the map I had in the ofilee was an old one, 
and did not show the portions above-mentioned 'it was therefore most difficult to determine the exact 
position of the land applied for by J. Meere. 

1 very much regret if an error has been committed in this matter, but I have every reason to believe 
that John Meere's application does not contain any of the land applied for by Mr. M, ityman, and which, 

See No. 28. 	1 was instructed, contained improvements to bar selection. For further particulars permit me to refer to 
my letter and papers enclosed, relative to 'Mr. W. Rymau's case. 

I have, (i-c., 
GEO. BRODIE, 

Land Agent. 

[Enclosure to F0. 29.] 
(G.) 

[A lic,,rdjo,, Act—Sections 21 and 22. 
Application by John Moor, for the conditional p"relucse ,rilhoat competition, of 80 acres uminrproced Crown land under section 

21 of the "Crows Lands Atin,at ion Act of 1861." 
Bzouvrn by Inc wit!, a deposit of £20. this 5th day of October, 1576, at 10 o'elock. 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands it Mon'urnisdi. 
Sir, 	 October, 1876. 

I am desirous of pircnisiig without competition, all icr the 21st section of the £','owis Lcu,ds Alienation Act of 
1861," the portion of ens unproved Crown lanl hereunder described, containing 80 acres, which adjoins iny conditional 
pin chase or freehold prope' ty of 320 acres., upon which 1 am 110s.V residing, or tipois which I have resided for three years 
and I herewith tender the sum of £20, being a deposit it the rate of Ii "a shillings (5s.) per acre on the area for tt'lncli I itp j)hy. 

This is the 	scleetion made by inc in virtue of mv cost iitio,,al pui'ehasc or f,'oel,old of 	acres. 
I aol, Sir. 

To the Agent for the, StIr of Crow,, Lands at 3furrur,n,di, 	 Your obedient servini t, 

Dr,sclupTsoy. 
County of Buekiand, parislt of Warrid,, 50 acres, south of my original selection of 320 acres, No. 122, being 80 acres. (no.* D siluated to the west of Marten (no.* 	320 acres, Nos. 110, 120, and 121, and to the east: of. No. 123. 

No, 30. 

Mr. J. P. Abbott to The Under Seci.'etary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Ifaydont on, 1.5 December, 1876. 

Murrurundi, 	 Mr. Andrew Loder has handed to inn your letter to him of the 7th instant, in reference to the 
Cl'., miles, lee application of 'William Byinait for the conditional purchase noted in the margin, in which you inform Mr. 

1576. Loder that Evmnan by his agent having protested against the voiding of that selection om' the ground that 
iv. Rynsan. 	the improvements were not sufficient to bar conditional purchase, and that the Minister for Lands had 

decided that the question as to the nature and value of the improvements at the slal:e of Itymnu's selection 
should be referred to the Cotunsissioner for inquiry as soon as possible, and that the voiding of Ryman's 
selection should be reoked, pending the result of the inquiry, I 8.111 instructed by Mr. Loder to draw the 
attention of the Minister for Lands to the section " Land Act Aniond,nent Act of.: 1875," under which the 
Minister has directed the reference. 

The 25th section of that Act appears to me only to authorise the Minister for Lands to refer any 
matter to Us e Commission Cr for inquiry ut the event of two things happening. 

In the first ease lie may refer " In ense of dispnte or question of the claiiii of ally conditional 
purchaser or his alienee to a grant under the provisions of the l8th section of the Crown Lands 
Alienation Act of 1861,' or under the amended Act or, secondly. lie may refer every infor,nation or com-
plaint made to himby amt' person, that anyconditional purchaser or his alienee is not fulfilling or his not 
fulfilled the rondil iosss as to residence or inprovemnent on the land conditionafly purchased.'' 

It appears to me that as neither of the events ahove.rnentioned and contemplated by the Act have 
hiqipened, that the Minister for Lands has no power or authority to send the question of the value of the 
itnprovements at the (late of the selection by Bymnan to the Commissioner to be ioqnired into, nor is there 
any law to warrant such a course. 

The 131h section of the " Crown Lands Alienation Act of 185 U' enacts that any improved land 
cannot be taken as conditional pnrehase, so that if, as 1s1s'. Loder alleges, and as lsa.s been reported by the 
District Surveyor, Mr. Wyndham, to the Surveyor General, that there were improvements to the value of 
£1.95 upon the land at the time when it was taken up by ityman, his selection was never otherwise than 
void, and there is no ant,horitw by which it can be made otherwise. 	 I 
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I may mention that ityman has been attempting to impound Mr. Loder's stock from the land said 
to have been selected by him, but Mr. Loder acting upon any advice directed his servants to take from him 
any cattle seized for that purpose, and some of Mr. Loder's servants having done so were yesterday 
summoned nuder the provisions of the Impounding Act, before the Bench of Magistrates at Wallabadab, 
for having rescued the cattle so seized, the evidence theta given by Mr. Loder, Mr. Licensed-Surveyor 
Wyndhnm and others, upon oath so dearly showed to the Magistrates that Ryman had no title to the land 
that they at once dismissed the complaint. 

I. be-,  to enclose for the perusal of the Minister for Lands a copy of the depositions given in the 

case mentioned above, and I trust that the Minister will be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence upon 
those depositions to w'arramit him in directing Jtyman to be informed that he has no title to the land in 
question. 

Mr. Loder has no desire to commence an action of ejectment against this Ryman, but he will be 
forced to do so should Ryman continue to occupy the land any longer. 

1 have. &c., 
.105. PALMER ABBOTT. 

DEPOSITIOYS. 

l'olice Office, Wiallabadah, 14th December, 1876, 
Before John M, L. M'Donald, Esq., 31?., Charles P. Grnggen, Esq., 3.1'., and Edward Underwood ]isq., J.P. 

lPb,. Ryn,an ,,. Benjamin Barber—l'oond Jlese,'re. 
Mi'. J. P. Abbott appears for defendant—Defendant pleads nob guilty. 

lVittiaoa 1t.ynian, being duly sworn, reith as follows I an, a selector, and I reside acer Quii'indi ; on the 31st of 
August last I selected 100 acres of land in the county of l3uekland, parish of Wan'ah, and on the 3rd day of October 1 
,seized t n-nrc head of cattle for the purpose of impounding them the defendant rotic tip to me, and asked if I was gOiiig to 
impound those cattle; I said, " Yes, provided I found no owner" defendant then said, " J have orders to rescue them, which 
I ani going to do" ; .1: asked defendant if lie owned the cattle, and lie said lie cliii not ; the defendant then took the cattle and 
urned there on the same land from which they were seized, sning, if I seized them again ho would make it, a bad job for me; 

I did not seize the cattle again in consequence of what he said. 
Bq Mr. Abbott : The 100 acres of land referred to is about half a anile back from Borainbil Creek ; I don't know if (lie 

land is on Mr. Loder's run ; I swear that I don't know if it is on any pre-eniptire leases held by Mr. Loder I was not on the 
land before I selected it ; I went, on the land witIn a a week after seleet.in it; ; there was a shaft on it soineth ing like a uroll 
diem is water in (lie shaft 1 speak of ; I have not ti'ied the depth of it. ; I liar', not tried the depth of the shaft ; the shaft I 
sprek of is 6 or 8 feet. square, but, I easniot say exactly ; I have not seen any one try to ascertain the depth of this shaft 
it, is slahbcd for a short; di,ti,nce down I cannot tell whether it is solid took from Ilic slabbing to the water; it might be 
aboot, 30 feet, to the uimtcr ; at the time I went oil to the selection there was neither windlass nor corer on the well I received 
it letter from the Loads Office, informing inc that the selection was void, in eonseq000ee of improvements, and at the snide 
time was informed tInt I could contest the value of improvements in the usual way —by arbitnation I bare taken steps to 
whit rate, and I have since got, infornm:ition tInt the matter Im,is been referred to the Commissioner there, were ito ifliprove. 
nients, in alt opinion, on the I sari, when I went oil to it ; there urIs no clearing at ilial, I inme, but some has been done since ; I 
tin not aware that I infonoed any one that I had made a selection on Mr. Loder's land, wIne], took in a ivell worth £100 ; Herewith. 
there were no ti'onghis about tl ie urell when I went on to it. (IJocuntea t marked A produced in evidence.) 

By the Bane!, : The cattle welt close to the shaft when £ seized theui. 
Sworn at Walhabattah this 14th December, 	 WILLIAM RYMAN. 

1876, before its,— 
J011y 1.1. L. McDoyALo, J.P. 
UllÄs, P. Gmtuoamty, 31?. 
EalvAno Uzimmmnwoon, J.P. 

[Document marked 4) 
(Al. 76/4.2,149.) 	 (OP. 76/168.) 

Ryrnan v. Barber. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 December, 1876. 

I ala directed to inform you that the voiding of your conditional purchase, noted in the margin, has been revoked, 100 acres 
and the pnrehase stands now in your name as before, pending result of inquiry. 	 Murrunui,Il, 

I have, &e., 	 31st August, 
WI.! BLAOflIAN, 	 1876. 

liii'. W. Ryman. 	 (For the Under Secretary.) 
P.8.—You are requested to return the refund voucher forwarded to you oil the 26th Sopteinbem' last, 

Andrew Loder, being doly swoi'n, sait,li as follows —I reside at Colly Creek I know the c(Oplainant IVilliani Rynsan 
I know-  100 acres of land conditionally purchased by him on the 31st August, 1876, at Murrurnndi ; this land originally 
formed part of 'liv South Quiri ni R h 	un, and still is considered so in th I s e 	and Office ; - during in), titi tere of the South 
Qnirindi Bun I made sonic improvements on this portion of 100 acres selected by William Itynian I sunk a well on the 
ground ; the well is 8 feet, square; it is ten or fifteen years since 1 made (lie well ; it was 1.01 feet deep, all but 2 imclmes 
the well cost me 30s. per foot to sink, and now 1 do not believe I could get it done for luss titan L'S per foot; on the 
day when Ryiaan selected the. h'aod the well was as serviceable as the day it was made, mid there was and now is 80 
feet of water in the well ; about 16 feet of the well is through earth, and slabbed with ironbark slabs not less than 3 inches 
thick, and the remainder throogh hard standstooe rock; I have a large tract of country in the neighbourhood of the well; 
I have no ot her permanent water in the vicinit, and, except in a dry seasom,, it; is only used for the hut ; about 30 or 40 acres 
of the 100 acres selected by Ity,nan was last wiator cleared and stumped at may expense, and the stomp-holes filled in and sown 
with pritirie grass in the spring I paid Barber 89. per acre for stumping the land and clearing the groiomd ; there is also a 
new hut on the 100 acres, put up about fifteen months ago, which cost me about £50; there was a shepherd living in the hut 
tilt September or the beginning of October ; the improvements on the 31st of August last on the land selected by Rymftn were 
worth fully £200; when I sunk the well, in consequence of the hardness of the rock 1 had to use a good deal of blasting. 
powder, which I lied to find, as also all tools requisite ; niy cattle, horses, and sheep were depasturiag on the 100 acres, and I 
still claim to be the owner of that. 100 acres, and as such I instructed Barber, the defendant,, to rescue any stock seized ; the 
100 acres are in the centre of a large paddock of 7,000 acres, in which lay stock run loose. 

Eto,,imm'd. by complainant: I sent an application to the Government more than two years ago to purchase the land in 
rirtne of improvements ; the land has not been measnred yet; I ala in possession of it, and I claim it in virtue of improve. 
inents. 	 ANDREW LODER. 
Swora at Wnllabadnh, this 14t-h December, 

1876, before us,— 
Jenic 11. L. M'DoNALD, J.P. 
ORAL P. Gauoosx, J.P. 
B. UynrswooD, J.P. 

Edw, 
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Edward Bradford Wjizd/sain, being duly sw-or!', saith as follows —I ani alicensed surveyor in the Mnrrurun 
Se No. 6. 	destnet; I know Mr. Andrew Lode]', but I am not sure if I know the complainant I received a telegram from the Surveyor- 

General to report on ft seiectio,i n,ade by William Evi,ian, at Niirrur,uidi, in August or September, 1876 in consequence of 
receiving that teiegrmn I went oii to the land ; I saw tl,e,'e a party who said Ins ,,anae was Hymen, and said the se]ect ion was his 
I then inspected the improvements on the lend I saw a well, of which I n,easnrcd the depth; I found it to he 90 feet ; it was 
shabbed for a short distance, and then it was sunk through rook, and the water was within about 25 feet; from the top ; 1 also 
saw a but which I thought would come in within 100 acres there was also some land cleared, the extent of which 1 did,  not 
measure ;  I value the well alone at £135, and the but at £30; the clearing appeared to be worth about £30 ; 1. have rescued 
instructions from the Surveyor General to measure for Mr. Loder such an extent of ground as the value of improvements will 
warrant I told Hyman, the person 1 saw on tim ground, that the land was iiiproved within the meaning of the Act:, and that 
the selection was illegal ; lie said to a,,e lie would have to ]-eu'ain on till his deposit was refunded, or words to that effect. 

Exasnined &q complement.- I had ,,o particular orders to inform you of tins, but 1 did so in aeeo]-dauce with my general 
instructions the but referred to by Inc is not on a road. 
Sworn at Wallobadah, this 14th December, 1 	 .EDWD. S. WYND1IAM. 

18761  before us,— 	 5 
Jon M. L. M'Doxaxn, J.P. 
CirAa. P. GRUGOEN, TB. 
F. ljxor,nwoon, LB. 

Joseph Wolfe, being duly sworn, saith as follows :—I reside at. Qinrindi ; I have been all my life connected with railway 
works, and have had great experience in sinking both in the  earth and in rock I have heard the description of the well on 
Byman's land i'ead, and from the description of it I vahie the sinking at £3 per foot. 
Sworn at Wallabadni,, this 14th day of 1 	 JOSEPH WOLFE. 

December, 1870, before us,— 	 - 
Jon M. L. APDONAID, J.P. 
Oxas. P. Gnuoers, J.P. 
H. Uxnrxwoon, J.P. 

Case dismissed. Costs against coinphi inant, £2 2s. ; professional costs and witnesses' costs and expeilses, £1 Ss. In default 
of payment to be levied by distress ; in default of sulheient distress, to be iinprisoiied for fourteen days in Murrurundi Gaol, 

JOhN M. L. M'DONALD, J.P. 
UllAS, P. GRUGGEN, J.P. 
H. UNDERWOOD, J.P. 

I hereby certify the above to be a true eopy,—WM. Housox, Aetiig C.F.S. 
Wallabadahi, 18th December, 1876. 

Minute on No, 30. 
As there is some reason to believe that the principal object in this case of one of these disputnuts 

is to obtain delay, let the Inspector of Conditional Purchases hasten his iflspcctiofl,—JOUN R. 

No. 31. 
Messrs. H. H. Brown & Co. to The Secretary for Lands. 

- Sir. 	 February 15, 1877. 
With reference to the correspondence that has already taken place in the matter of our client, 

Mr. William R-ynian's conditional purchase, noted in the margin, we beg further to call your atte,ition to 
Most 	the fact that his property having been set fire to durtiig his absence to get stores at Quirindi, lie sn]nmo]ied 
lurranuall, 31 two of lessee's mcii, with it view of' stopping further violence, but he lost the ease through Mr. Loder Mgllst, 1876. 

claiming the land, and Mr. Surveyor Wyndhnm sivearing that he had been ia,st:.ructed to survey it for 
Mr. :Loder as an improvement purchase. Our client was therefore obliged to pay the costs, £3 lOs., or 

- suffer fourteen days imprisonment, and on account of the past violence of the lesaee and his men, and 
their threats if he should continue to reside on the land, he his bee,, afraid to return to it. 	An official 
letter from the Department, st;sting that the forfeiture of, his conditional purchase was revoked, pending 
the inquiry as to nature and value of improvements at time of selection, was tendered by him as evidence 
as to his right to hold the land, but which the Bench, very unjustly refused to return to him. 

Under these cia'eumstanees we would beg that the matter of the report may be expedited. This is 
I case of very great hardship, and having now been before the Department some I:itt:le time, we trust that 
it may be dealt with without further delay. 	 We have, &c., 

Ii. H. BROWN & Co. 
ocNo. 33. 	 Papers sent to Commissioner Boldiiig, and applicant informed, (5 March, 1877.—C.N., 12/3/77. 

Mr. Brown should be apprised, 12/3/77. 

No. 32. 

Gazette Notice. 
Ex/saot f'om Government Gazette of 26/li Rebrssary, 1877. 

Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 l'ebrunrv, 1877. 
IT is hereby notified, for the information of all parties interested, that inforniation having been received 
to the ellèct that the conditions as to residence or improvements have not been or are not being fulfilled, 
in respect to the nndernientioned conditional purchase, the claim of the holder of such purchase has 
been referred to Commissioner of inquiry, pursuant to the ''Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875.' 

Due notice ivill be given by the Coininirsesioncr of the time and place appointed by him for holding 
such inquiry. 	 E. A. BAKER. 

Am. 	No. 	'"I No. 	Na,,,o of Seloator. 	 Area. 	Isistrict. 	coitay. 	Purist]. 	Address. 	1 55101 or to 

76-42129 76— Hymen Will. 	1876. 	Acres.' Murritrundi Boekhaid.. Warrah ... Quirindi...J Henry Jas. 
168 	 31 August 100 	

'! 	
Holding, Esq. 
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No. 33. 
The Commissioner of Comlitiopal Purchases to Mr. W. 1{yinaii. 

(Circular.) 	 (OP., 76/168.) 
Sir, - 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch Sydney, 6 Sydney, 	1877. 

am 	directed to invite your attention to the notice in the Govern,nent Gazette of the 26th 
ultimo, by which you will perceive that your chum to the conditional purchase macic by you at Mur. See  No 32. 

rurundi on the 31st August, 1876, has been referred by the Minister for Lands to Commissioner Bolding 
for in 

'I 
in accordance with t-he25th clause of the "Lands ActA.mendment Act of 1.875" and the Regula-

tions relating thereto, as to the alleged non-fulfilment by you of the conditions of residence and improve-
ment. 

2. lam tb inform you that due notice of the time and place appointed for the purpose will be 
given you by the Commissioner referred to. 	 I have, &c.. 

Wi\J. BLACKMAN, 
(For the Cominissione.. 

No. 34. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 Department of l:4ailds, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 14 March, 1877. 

in reference to your conununiestion of the 15th ultimo, respecting the conditional purchase See No. Si. 

of 100 acres, made by William Rymaii, at Mnrrurundi on the 31st August, 1870, 1 am directed to apprise 
you, that the papers in the case were sent to Mr. Commissioner Bolding on the 6th March instant, for his 
report, and on receipt thereof you will be further communicated with. 

I have, &c., 
WM. J3LAC ICMAN, 

(For the Chief Commissioner.) 

No.35. 
M. Fitzpatrick, Esq., MY., to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 251 George-sheet, 27 March, lSfl, 
I do myself the honor to invoke your special interference in the following case —A person 

named Ryinan selected 100 acres of land, including valuable improvements, the property of the lessee of 
the land, Mr. Andrew Loder. 1 endeavoured to have this case settled during the incumbency of Mr. 
Garrett, but hailed. I am given to understand that the case has been referred, or is to be referred, to an 
inspector of conditional purchases. 

Now I desire to point your 	attention to the illegality of this course. The Inspectors and Commis- 
sioners created by the Land Act of 1875 are appointed to inquire into the fulfilment of conditions by 
the conditional purchaser, but there is in this ease no question of that kind. Again, the law has made 
specific provisioa for the question in Ryman's case, which is nothing more or less than the value of the 
improvements: Of this value you have abundant evidence in the report of Mr. Surveyor Wyndhani, and 
in the sworn depositions in the case R.yman versus Barber, which were lodged in your office. It is very 
hard on Mr. Loder that this intrusion on his run should be countenanced by ollice delay illegally prolonged. 

I have, &c., 
MICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

The decision on 70/45,668 Aln., and that on 77/11,593 0.8., are conflicting, and is pointed out with See No. So. 

reference to this letter—TWIt., 14 Dec., /77. 

No. 36. 
ScuinvLE of eases under 39 Vie., No. 18, Regulations 44, 47. 

Nsme of Bepondeut 	 Matter for Inquii7 	 Remarks. 

Matthew H. Hall; Tht:z Henry Hall ......................Non-residence .................... ..Forfeiture. 

H. X. BOL DING-, 
Scone, 4 April, 1877. 	 Land Commissioner. 

Also herewith, papers received. William Fyman gazetted, 20 Feb., 1877, returned as desired.—
H. J. BOLDUcO. 

Ni-. Ryinan should be informed, if he disputes the value of the improvements the same will be 
determined by appraisement. in the meantime the cancellation should stand—RD., 6/1/77. 

No. 37. 
The Commissioner of. Conditional Purchases to II. IT. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 10 April, 1877. 
Referring to the revocation of the cancellation of Ryman's conditional purchase, noted in 

the margin, pending inquiry by Commissioner as to the value of the improvements onthe land 100 acres, Si 

selected, I am directed to inform you that this reference to Commissioner was snails in error, that officer 
not being empowered to act in such eases, and the papers have therefore been withdrawn from him. 	-- 
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I am to add that if R.yman dispates the value of the improvements the same will be determined 
by appraisement, for which purpose a fee of £1 is. should be paid into the Treasury, but in the mean-
time Mr. Secretary Driver has decided that the purchase should stand as cancelled. The revocation of 
cancellation has therefore been rescinded, and the purchase aguii noted in the books of this office as 
cancelled. 

On return of the refund voucher originally issued a fresh document will be prepared and issued 
to your client, or the original will be available on presentation. 

I lmai'c, &c., 
A. 0. MORIARTY, 

Commissioner. 

No. 38. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to J. P. Abbott, lEsq. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 10 Apnl, 1877. 
No. 20. 

	

	 In reply to your letter of the 15th December last, respecting the revocation of the cancellation 
of ityman's conditional purchase, noted in the margin, pending the resUlt of inquiry before a Corn. 

Murrurundi. 

	

	missioner as to the value of the improvements on the laud selected, I am directed to inform you that it 
having been found that the reference to Commissioner was irregular, that officer not being empowered to 
act in such cases, the papers have been withdrawn, and the ease being before the Minister for Lands he 
has decided that the selection should be again cancelled, on account of the improvements, but that Mr. 
Ryman should be allowed the privilege of appealing to appraisement, to which effect the selector has been 
informed. 	 I have, &c., 

A. 0. MORIARTY, 
Commissioner. 

No. 39. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to Mr. A. Loder. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 10 April, 1877. 
Referring to the revocation of the cancellation of Ryman's conditional purchase noted in the 

iolaerei. - margin, pending result of inquiry by Commissioner as to the value of the improvements on the land 
M.matinidi selectd, 1 am directed to inform you that it having been found that this reference to the Commissioner 

was it mistake, that officer not being empowered to act in such eascs, the papers have been withdrawn, 
and the Miuister for Lands has given it decision to the effect that ltymau's selection should again be 
cancelled on account of the improvements, but that lie tyman) should have the oplion of appealing to 
have the matter determined by appraisement., and Evmnan has been advised accordingly. 

I have, &c., 
A. 0. MORIARTY, 

Commissioner. 

No. 40. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to The Land Agent, Murrurundi. 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 17 May, 1877. 

1 am directed to inform you, that the application of William Ityman, of the 31st August, 
1870, for the conditional purchase of 100 acres of land has been cancelled owing to the land being 
improved. 

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant., the nature 
of which you will be so good as to explain to him if required. 

I have, Le,, 
A. 0. MORIARTY, 

Commissioner. 

No, 41. 
The Commissioner of Conditional Purchases to The Under Secretary for Finance 

and Trade. 
Conditional Pw'chace—l?.evenve Refunded 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 17 May, 1877. 
DistHet— 	 I am directed to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin, being void, )i ,,rn,rundi. 
Narne—WiWam you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £25, being the deposit money,  paid thereon. 
R3ma,,,. 	

2. I am to add that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the Date of selee- 
Oo,,—S1 Aug'ist, applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 
1670. 
Area—iooacres. 	 I have, &c,, 
DCPOSIt—L25. 	 A. 0. MORIARTY 

Commissioner: 

[Two plans.] 

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government Printer—laTh. 
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187 7-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

KENNETH MC LEAN'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE AT 
CASINO. 

(APPLTCATTONS. T.ETTERS, ANI) PAPERS.) 

Ordered lsy the Leqirla/ire Accessibly lobe printed. 21 J&9, 1878. 

RETURN to an Oider made by the ionorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 2 April, 1878, That there he laid upon the Table of this 
louse,- 

Copies of. all Applications, Letters, and Papers, having reference to or 
connected with the Conditional Purchase of 500 acres at Casino, on the. 
6th April, 1876, by Kenneth M'Leau." 

(Mi'. Bennett.) 

SCHEDULE. 	. PSOR. 
Application by Kenneth 31'Lean for the conditional purchase of 600 acres at Casino, with 	iinutes thereon. 	6 April, 	1576 	............................................................................................................................... 2  2. Est.raet from 	List of Lands to be withdnswn from Selection,'' 	.................................................................. 2 3. From Under Secretory for Lands to the Land Agent Drake, respecting withdrawal from selection of certain lend 

in 	the District of Drake. 	15 	Tune, 1876 	.......................................................................................... 2 4. Schedule of :[,and, District of Drake, wit,bdru.w n from selection. 	30 June, 1376 	.................. ......... 	............ ...... 2 5. Application by Charles Henry Edward Clmuvel to select Crown Lands, Lot C, at Tenterfield, with Minute thereon. 
27 	October, 	1876 	.......................................................................................................................... 

6. Application by Charles Ilenry Edward Cisauvel to select Crown Lands, Lot B. 	27 October, 1876 ..................... a 7. Application by Charles Henry Edward Chauvel to select Crown Lands, Lot E. 	27 October, 1876 3 8. ..................... 
1"ro,n Kenneth M:Lean to the Minister for Lands, with reference to his (IiLean's) conditional purchase (see 

No. 	1), 	with Enclosure. 	24 November, 	1876 ...................................... ................................................. 4. 9. From Ernest 0. Smith to the Under Secretary for Lands, with reference to disputed claims of Kenneth M'Lean 
and C. If. F. Clmuvel to above ]and (Nos. 1 and 5, 6 and 7), with 3finotes thereon, 	5 December, 1.876 4 10. ......... 

Kenneth M'Lpnn to the Minister for Lands, with reference to his claim. 	16 December, 1876 5 11.. ........................... 
From the Uier Secretary for Lands to Kenneth M'Lcnn, informing that his conditional purchase (see No. 1) 

is void, with Enclosure. 	28 December, 1876 ....................................................................................... 5  12. From Under Secretary for Lands to Land Agent., Casino, conveying above information, 	28 December, 1876 5 13. ...... 
From Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretory for Finanoe and Trade, respecting same. 	28 December, 1876. 14. From Under Secretary for Lands to F. 0. Smith,, respecting some. 	23 December, 1876 ........... ......................... C 13. From Under Secretary for Lands to C. If. F. C'hauvel, informing that his selections (see Nos. 5, 6, and 	) have beencancelled. 	Junoars', 	1877.............  ..... . ................... . .......................................... C 16. 

........................ 
From Under Secretary for Landsto Unde,' Secretary for Finance and Trade, conveying above informatiomi. 

January, 	1877 	.............................................................................................................................. 6  17. Application by Kennct Ii M'Lean for the conditional purchase of 500 acres at Tenterfield, with Minutes thereon. 11 	Jnnnory, 	1877........................................................................................................................... 6  13. Finest, 0. 5,,,itl, to the Under Secretary for Lands, in reference to his (F. 0. Smith's) letter of the 5th December, 
1876 (see No. 9), with 	Minutes thereon. 	26 March, 	1877.................................................................... 7 19. From Kenneth 31'Lean to the Minister for Lands, further respecting his conditional purchase, wills Minntes 
thereon. 	27 	March, 	1877 	............................................................................................................... 7  20. 

21. 
From Under Secretary for Lands to F. 0. Smiths, in reply to letter No. 18. 	17 April, 1877 	.... ..................... ..... Minote by the Sorreyor General, respecting 	of the dispoted land. 	7 Aogust, 1877 position 	 .............................. 

7 
22. Memorandum by,  Mr. Moriarty, with reference to the foregoing ease. 	14 August, 1877 .... 	..........  ................... ... 

7 
7 23. From J. MeEllione, Esq., Mi?., to the Minister for Lands, in reference to the conflicting elahns of 31'Lean arid 

Cha',vel, with Enclosure, and Minutes thereon. 	1 September, 1877 ....................................................... 8 24. 
.. 

Précis of the ease, 	with, Minutes thereon 	............................................................................................... 8  25, 1"ron, Under Secretary for Lands to F. 0. Smith, in refe,'enee to his (F. 0. Suntlp's) letter, No. 18. 	19 September, 1877 	......................................................................................................................................... 
26. From Under Secretary for 	lands to J. McElhone, Esq., Mi'., in reply to his (McEllione's) letter-No. 23. 	26 September, 	1877 	.......................................................................................................................... 9  27. From Under Secretary for Lands to Kenneth 1\l.'Lenn, respecting the canerliatia,, of his conditional purchase (see 

No. 	1). 	26 	September, 	1377 ........... ................................................................................................. 9  28. From Smith and Cope to the Minister for Lands, with reference to improvements made by ittLean on his eon' 
ditionnl purchase, with Enclosure. 	30 October, 1877 	.................................................................. 

29. From Kenneth itt'Lean to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P., with reference to eonipenseit.ion for loss of improvem.e.n.ts
.. .. by, 

reason of the forfoiture of his conditional purchaic (see No. 1). 	12 February, 1878 9 30. .................................... 
From Kenneth M'Lean to t lie Minister for Lands, further respecting above, with Minutes thereon. 	16 February, 1878 	...................................................................................................................................... 

46-A 
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KENNETH M'LEAN'S CONDITIONAL PTJRCIIASE AT CASINO. 

No.L 
Application by Mr. Kenneth M'Lean. 

(P.) 
[Alienation Act, sections 13, 14, and 19.] 

Application for the Conditional Purchase, without corn.pe/iton,  of unimproved Orown Land. 
District of Richmond River. No. 57 of 1878. 

Application kv  Kenneth M'Lean for the Conditional Pstrchaee without competition of 500 cern Unln?prOl'cd 
O,'owit Land, finder Section 13. 

RECEIVED by me, with a deposit of £125, this 6th day of April, 1876, at 11 o'clock. 
M. M. CAMPBELL, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Casino. 

Sir, 	 Casino, 6 April, 1876. 
I am defirous of purchasing without competition under the 'C  Crown Lands Alienation Act of 

1861," the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 500 acres and I here-
with tender the sum of £125, being a deposit at the rate of St. per acre on the area for which I apply. 

I. am, &e., 
KENNETII M'LEA.N, 

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Casino. 	 Tooloom. 

D:IcseiurnoN. 
County of Buller, parish of Kangaroo, 500 aeret, commencing at the south.west corner of measured 

portIon No. 3, extending west about 20 chains, then north 80 chains, then east to Kangaroo Creek, 
to include measured portions Not 3. 4, and 5 of that parish. 

Minutes on iVo. 1. 
Forwarded to Mr. Diftrict Surveyor Greaves with the view of obtaining report on residence.—

P.11., for Surveyor General, 21 .Fune, 1876. 
Mr. Licensed Surveyor Barling.—W. A. B. GREAVES, 10 July, 1.876. 
Transferred to Mr. Licensed Surveyor I-[yndninn, according to instruction from District; Surveyor. 

—I. BARLLN;, 1.-S., 13/777. 
This conditional purchase having been applied for in wrong Police District, the land was afterwards 

purchased by Mr. C. II. E. Chauvel, and on 2 .Tauuary, 1878, Kenneth MLean was residing upon his 
Soc No. IT. 	conditional purchase of 500 acres, made 11th January, 1877. plan*  of which is transmitted with my letter, Plan unneces. 
.ary. o this ap- 4 March, '78.3t. A. HyNlnra, 4 March, 1878.—Mr. District Surveyor Donaldson. 
pIition is not 
disputed. 	 - 

No, 2. 
EXTRACT from List of Lands to be withdrawn from Selection. 

eat. ?0. 	L0L 	 l'ortion. 	Place of Sale. j 	Data of Sal.. 	County. 	itson of lVithdnwaI. 

	

* 	 * 	 * 
B 231 1741 	0. U. E. I (99a.) (106n.) (loin.) 	Drake. I 9 August. 1875. 	Bullcr Conditionaly purchased bi 

3. 	4, 	5. 	. 	. 	 . 	Kenneth M'Lean, c. P. 
I 	 . 	 I 	76/57. Casino. 

No. 3. 
The Under Secretary for lands to The Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands, Drake- 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 June, 1876. 
.[ have to request that you will withdraw from the list of Crown Lands open to selection in 

For Schedule, the District of Drake the lands described in the annexed Schedule, and which you are requested to sign 
and attn to this office with as little delay as possible. 	 I am, &c., 

W. C. EDWARDS, 
(For the Under Secretary). 

No. 4. 
SexEDrLE of Crown Lands in the District of Drake to be withdrawn from Selection. 

Coanty. 	Lot. 	Date of Sale. 	Extent. 	 flemarks. 

Duller ............................... c 	0 August, 1875. 	99 3 0 Conditional purchase by Kenneth M'Lcan, 76/57, Casino. 
Do. 	.............................. .1) 	,, 	106 0 	0 	Do. 	 do. 
Do. 	. ........................... .... I 	 ,, 	101 0 0 	Do. 	 do. 

The lands described in the above Schedule have been noted by me as withdrawn from the list of 
Crown Lands open to selection in the district of. 	 M. M. CAMPBELL, 

30 June, 1816. 	 Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands, Casino. 

No. 5. 
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No, 5, 
Application by Mr. 0, H. E. Ohauvel. 

(L.) 
Application by Charles Henry Edward C/sauce!, of Tabularn, to select Crown Lands. 

REcEiVED, this 27th day of October, 1870, at 11 o'clock, by me,- 
3011K SIMONS, 

Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands. 

Sir, 	 Police District of Tonterfield, 27 October, 1876. 
1. hereby tender the sum of £100 15s., as the price by selection (and deed fee) of the Crown 

Lands hereunder described 

Place of sale—Drake. 
Date on which last adrerti8ed-2 July, 1875. 
Date on which last offered for sale—GAngust, 1815. 
Lot at last sale—C. 
County—Buller. 

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield. 

Parish or place—Kangaroo. 
Portion—a. 
Extent of the lot--99 acres 3 roods. 
Price of the lot-90 15s. 
Fee on the deed—fl. 

I am, &c., 
C. H. E. CHAUVEL. 

Police District of Tenterfield, 27 October, 1876. 
ItEcErvEn by me, this day, from the above-named Charles Henry Edward Ohauvel, the sum of £100 15s., 
being the price by selection (and deed fee) of the Crown Lands above described. 

JOHN S1MONS, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield. 

Minitte on Ho. 5. 
The auction selections of Lots C, D. and B herein should, I presume, he cancelled—HOE., 

6/12/76. 

No. 6. 

Application by Mr. C. H. E. Ohanvel. 
(ri.) 

Application by Charles Henry Edward C/,auvei, of 2i,bu-/am, to select Crown Lands 
JLKcEIvrn, this 27th day of October. 1876, at Il o'clock, by me,— 

JOli.N SIMONS, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands. 

Sir, 	 Police District of Tenterfield, 27 October, 1876. 
1. hereby tendci' the sum of £1.07, as the price by selection (and deed fee) of the Crown Lands 

hereunder described 

Place of sale—Drake. 
Date on which last advertised-2 July, 1875. 
Date on which last offered for sale, 0 A iigust, 

1875. 
Lot at last sale—I). 
County—Huller. 

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield. 

Parish or placo—lcangaroo. 
Portion-4. 
Extent of the lot—lOG acres. 
Price of the lot--flOG, 
lee on the deed-1.. 

I am, &c., 	 V 

C. H. Fl CHAUVEL. 

Police District of Tenterfield, 27 October, 1876. 
REcEIvJD by inc, this day, from the above.named Charles Henry Edward Chauvel, the sum of £107, being 
the price by selection (and (Iced fee) of the Crown Lands above described. 

JOHN SIMONS, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at rjiwI terncld 

No.7. 
Application by Mr. C. If. E. Oliauvci. 

(L.) 
Application by Charles Henry Edward Chance?, of 2rbu7a,n, to select Crown Lands. 

BJcEn-ED, this 27th day of October, 1870, at 11 o'clock, by me,— 

JOHN 513 ONS, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands. 

Sir 
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Sir, 	 Police District of icutcrheld. 27 October, 1870. 
1 hereby tender the sum of £102, as the price by selection (and deed fee) of the Crown Lands 

hereunder described:— 

Place of sale—Drake. 	 Parish or place—kangaroo. 
Date on which last advertised-2 July, 1875. 	 Portion-5. 
Date on which last offered for sale-9 August, 	Extent of the lot— 101 acres. 

1875. 	 Price of the iot—f101. 
Lot at last sale—E. 	 Fee on the deed—fl. 
County—Buler. 	 I inn, ke.. 

C. H. E. CIIAUVEL. 
The Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield. 

Police District of Tcntcrflcld, 27 October, 1876. 
Hiieaivxn by me, this day, from the above-named Charles Henry Edward Chaurcl, tIne sum of £102, being 
the price by selection (and deed fee) of the Crown Lands above described. 

jomc SIMONS, 
Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterl[eld, 

No. S. 

Mr. Kennetl.t. M'Lean to The Secretary for Lands. 
Sir, 	 Tooloonn, 21 Noventhet, 1876. 

I beg to enclose herewith a letter from N t. M. 31. Campbell, Crown Lands Agent at Casino, 
having reference to land conditionally purchased by mc on 6th April, 1570, which will be sufficient 

5cc ha 1 

	

	explanation without me going any further in the matter, as you will observe by Mr. Campbell's letter 
hat Mr. Chit uvcl has purchased the land in the Tentertield Office. Will such purchase in u'y wa.y 

endanger nay title to my conditional purchase .2 Your reply to foregoing would oblige at your earliest 
convenience. 	 I ann, &e., 

KENNE'l'lI 31412E.kN. 

[Enclosure to Ro. 8.1 

'the Crown Lands Agent, Casino. to Mr. Keiitnetli 31' Lean. 

Dear Si,, 	 Crow,, Lands Office. (2,,si ''0 22 No Cr, the,. 1876. 
with papers 

	

	in reply to tonic loiter of the 90th. .1 hare to inte that, all reply tin a telegnnn from line, ftc i_end Agent at 
Tenterlield informs nine that Mr. Chauvel took up a few ttavs ago, by select io,, ,ttt Cr ,,uct ion, Nos. 3, 4, nut 5 of Kangaroo. 

Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, con,,t of ii nIl,',, parish of K,, ngit ,00, were offered by one for sale by pit hi ic auction,  it Drake, 
en 9th August., 1875, as land within this dial rid—win-n t un-c was no bisI, 

Mr. C. II. E. Chauvel selected, after auction, Ct!, Deee,,tl,er, 1573. No, 2 at this oilier. 
You (KM Lean) conditionally purchased, at tin, oilier, Gth April, 1876, Na,. 3, 4, and 3. 

4.. C. II. K. Chan,vel • as agetit for Mrs. Mu rinnn,, CIa,, vel, selected, a ft or suet in,,, at liii, o 111cc, 14 tli At, gut I I SI), 
No. 1; and it appears now, t.i, at iv In Ic ks,owi in g You took up jNos. 3, 4., and 5, It,,  has selected t I te,n at Ten tes fl clii at icr auction, 
,nder the plea that the In ud is ci, t:si Jo the ho o,idarv of this district, and thai eonseqneil thy your ea,,ci itio,, at p  i,rcl,ase, is 

illegal, it appears to sue flint, if year conditional pnrchasc' is illegal, so I. nI,00ld tlti,,k nrn,st be Clnnuvci's purelutses of Yes. I 
and 2, and also his selection after auction of Yes. 3, 4, and 5 because, if the land is not in this district, the offer to sell it at 
auction, 9th August, 1875, in this district, was illegal mid if the oflhr to tell was illegal, I lie lots cannot, be now in t he posi-
tion of Itaring passed auction sale. Without its having been legally offered and passed at a,,ctiou, sale no legal selection after 
auction could be made. You amy recollect, that wI,etn you made I tie co,,dit io,nal purr-ussr, the port io,ns were not shown on t Inc 
chart in this office; and that we looked at sit older chart of the whole district, avl,ieln, fronin the positiona you pointed out., 
showed the lots to be within the boinnds of this district. 'J'his elnart is still in the office, and on reference to the Gazette 
description of the district boundary, it appears corned. C'en't,,inly, fle new el,t,rt., nnow 1,t the office, situics the ajnproxinnnai 
posit ion of the land outside the hotnu dory but I ha 'a not seen, a proelatnat ion alt en'inng the botnn (in r\' to the present i md icanted 
position. I tlnink nntder the eirc,,ntstances the best course, for you to adopt is to at o,nee write to the ]Lou). tb, Mitnister for 
Lands, gi vinn g Ii inn part ieinlnrs, and asking for an early rejnlr as to n-mci I er (lie land is it this dist n-i ci; or not. If it is in this 
district your conditional purohase anust stsntd. If not in this district, the most si uplo way to correct the nirntt or will be for 
the Lands Department to declare your conditional pureltasc void, and se]td you a rcfu,,d ,'ouehnen, with which, you can go to 
Tenterfield first Thursday after receipt said conditionally pttnclnnse over again nod should the Lanut Agent demur to accept 
your applieatiotn, leave it with lninn stong nvit.In the refund vonelner, as lie has no power to a-cf use your applicatioun Ott tine ref ttnd 
votteher in satisfaetio,n of the deposit. If you tender the ,efu,td vot,eher for deposit, make it pai'nbic to the ljtneter Secretary 
for Finance and Trade. 

Even sinotild the land not be in this district, I wotdd cousidrr it a gtcat hardship were you deprived of it, as I can 
testify to your bo,,d fide.s in t lie nnat ter. 

M. M. CAMPBELl.. 

No. U. 

Mr. El.'nest 0. Smith to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 5 Dc-ee,tnbcr, 1676. 
On the 9th August, 1875, five portions of land were sitbmnit-ted to auction a1 Drake, but not 

then sold; subsequently portions 1 and 2 were selected by pavanent of the fnll price thereof, and ott 
27th October last Mr. C. 11. F. Chauvel selected portions 3, 4, and 5, by payatnent at the rate of £1 per 
acre to Agent for the Sale of CrownLands at 'i'enterfield, in whose district the lauds are shown to be 
situated, hot], on the chart in your depaa-t:aneitt and that lodged for the intforanaation and guidattcc of the 
public at the Office for the Sale of Crown Lands, Tenterfield. 

I understand that it is coaatesnplated by your department to disallow the selection of portions 3. 4, 
and 5, in County of huller, parish of Kangaroo, upon the grounds t.lnat the land had been previously 
conditionally purchased at Casino or some other Land Office. Against this contemplated action. 'sat behalf 
of Mr. Chanvel, I most respecHully protest, because Inc purchased the land at the office of the district in 
which it is situated, as has always been the required and recognized practice of the Lands Department for 
many years—in fact I believe I am correct in saying, ever since the Colony was divided into Crown Land 
Agencnea. 	 Mr. 
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Mr. Chauvcl;ourneycd from Tabulani to Ten terlicid personally to select these portions, because 
when in Sydney he found that they were situated in that district he paid. £1. per acre, and holds the 
receipt of your Agent. Under these circumstances, I most respectfully submit that his purchase ought 
not and cannot legally be interfered with, as he has hilly complied with the requirements of the depart-
ment and of the Land ijaw, and become properly possessed of the land by purchase, at the oftice of the 
district wherein it is situated and was entered as open to selection. 

0iil'S, &C., 

FR•XEST ft SMITH. 

J1Lifl defer Old .\O. 9. 

Survey 011ice,—Are the portions selected by Mr. Chance] situated within the Police District of 
'i'enlerfield or Casino ?—W.C.E., 20/12/70. 	District of Te]Iterfield.—J.W.E., 20/12/70. 

it is submitted that Mr. Chauvel's selections be maintained, be having selected in the Police District 
in which the land is situated. s-u., Tenterfielil. The conditional purchase of Kenneth M'Lean of the same 
land having been made in the Casino District, should probably be cancelled.—W.C.E., 20/1270. 	For 
approval.—W.W.S., 20j12/70. 

As it appears frorn these papers that the lands referred to had been ivitlidrawn from selection in 
piLrsuance of the 25th clause of Crown Lands Alienation Act, these selections must be cancelled. The 
conditional purchase should be declared void, and the conditional purchaser informed that lie must 
conditionally purchase again at Tenterfield. Refund form to be sent with l.etter.—T.G., 22/12/70. 

No. ].O. 
Ni. Konnoth M'Lean to The Secretary lUr Lands. 

1'oolooimi, Clarence Three, 10 December, 1876. 
Will you kindly reply to a helter of mine written last flout It concerning my conditional pur. 

chase nuinle 6th A pril, 1876, county of 13,uller, pamih of Kangaroo, embracing lots , 4. and 5 of that parish, Sco No. 1. 

which I hear hare since been selected by a person named Chauvel, in the Teuterlicld Office, on the grounds 
that nfl' opp1 ical ion was informal, being taken up in the wrong ofhicc, namely, Casino. As I wish to proceed 
with miprovcuncnl s. 1. should like to know it' these is any possibility of iiie I osing the ground 	Plc ase to 
reply. 	 I not, etc., 

IC ENNETH IsILEAN. 

The ijncici Sccietarv for Lands to Mr. Ketmeth M'Leiw. 
Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Sydney. 28 December, 1870. 

1 aiim directed to i nforin von that the application made by you at Casino, on the 6th April, ce No. i. 
1876. for the conditional pni'cllase of' 500 acres or land, is void, as the land applied for is situated within 
the Police District of Tcuitcrfirld. 

2. Enclosed is a fo nil which on being filled up in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 
forsvardcd to the Trcasti ry, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit. 

have, & c. 
\\T)L J3LA.CKMAN, 

(Pro Under Secretary). 
1'8—You will tlicreierc have to conditionally purchase again at Tcuterfieid. 

[En&orure to No. 11.] 
New Son'n WALis, 

Revenue ,'rfsaded. 

Depart ,,icnt of Lands, Cendii:ional Purchase i3ramicl, Dr. to Kennel-li MLea,i. 	 28 Decemu her, 187G. 

Anioii,ii to be 
I 	itfoiirlcd. 

For the foIl,,wii,
' 	

id ,eI,u. viz. 	 s. d. 
La id 0 liceit Casino date of select-ion, Gui day of April. 1876 deposit paid 0,1500 acres; sclectio,i void,' 

being wit-hi,, the Police District, of Tenterticid ; deposit to be refni,dcd on 500 acres... ............... ...... 125 0 0 

- I curtife thoU the aniountchia.rgcd in t hi'i onehc.ra to eenipiitiuioii,ci Lung and in IL is  Lol , cit and • hat the refund is 
duly antliony.eil in ternia of the Audit .tet. 	 W. w. s:1Ep11Erc, 

Under Secrets 7 for Lands. 

No. 12. 
'F lie Under Secretary for Lands to The Crown Lands Agent, Casino. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands. Sydney, 28 December, 1870. 
I am directed to inform you that the application of Kenneth M'Lean, of the 0th April, 1870, 

for the conditional purchase of 500 acres of land, has been cancelled, as the land applied for is situated 
within the Police District of Tenterfield. 

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 
of which you will be so good as to explain to him if required. 

1 have, &c., 
W31. BLACKMAN, 

(For the Under Secretary), 

No. 13. 



No. 13. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Conditional Pnrc/iage—J?evensse refunded. 

District.— 
Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 December, 1870. 

sino. 	 1 am directed to inform you, that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, 
Narno—Koonctii you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £123, being the deposit money paid thereon. MLcan. 
Date of selection 	2. I am to add, that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the appli. —GAprii, 1876. cant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. Area—boo acres 
Dopo,it-125. 	 I have, &c.. 

WM BLACKMAN, 
(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 14. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Ernest 0. Smith. 

° N..  Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 December, 1876. 
1 am directed to inform you that the ;rpplieaiion of Kenneth M'Lean, of the 6th A pril, 1870, 

for the conditional purchase of 500 acres of land, has been cancelled, as the land applied for is situated 
within the Police District of Tenterfield. 

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant. 
I have, &c., 	- 

WM. BLACKMAN, 
(lot the Under Secretary), 

No. 15. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mi'. C. U.K Cliaitvel. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, January, 1877. 
1 an] directed to inform you, that the Colonial Treasurer has been authorized to refund to you 

W 15,% 
the sum of £309 15s., being the amount paid by you for lots C, I), and Ii of sale at Drake, 9 August, 
1875, the sale having been cancelled, as the land in question had been previously conditionally purchased. 

2. I am to add, that when the money is ready for payment, notice to that effect will be forwarded 
to you from the Treasury. 	 I have. &c., 

W. C. EDWARDS, 
(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 16. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Revenue i'ij-fhuded. 
Sir. 	 Lands iieparttnent,o 

M  
Sydney, 	]anua]'y, 1877. 

I am directed to request that you will be good enough to refundl:r. Charles Benry Edward 
LI® 155. Chauvel, of Tabulain, the sum of £309 }5s., credited at the Treasury on the 4th November, 1870, being 

the amount paid by him for lots C, 1), and F of sale at Drake on 9 August, 1875, the sale having been 
cancelled, as the land in question had been liter otisk coaditior in I 1y purchased. 

I have, &e., 
\T C.  

(Pro Under Secretary). 

No. 17. 
Application by Mv. Kenneth 1\i'i4can. 

(I).) 

[Alienation Act, sections 13, 11. and 19.] 
Application for the an ditiona? Purcl,a.ce wit/ic n/ competition ojnnnnproeed Oroic'fl Land. 

	

District of Tenterfield 	No. 8 of 1877, 
Application by Kennel/i M'Lean for f/ic conditional purolia.ce without, compel diva of 500 'CPeW nizimproved 

Crown Land. 
RrciIyy1) lW 11w, with a ileposil: of £125. this 11th day of' .Iannarc. 1877, at 10 o'clock. 

	

& 	
. 	join; S1MONS, 

A gent for the tic of Crown Lands it l'c'itterfield. 

Sir, 	 II. .laiirinry, 1877. 
I am desir otis of purchasing. without competition, tinder the Urot it I auds Alienation Act of 

1.801,"! tho portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing  500 acres and I herewith 
(Qq. iu 	tender the sum of £2.50, being a deposit at the rate of Ss. per acre on the area for which 1 apply. 

I itt)). 
To the Agent for 	 K.ENFJ'IH. 11PJ4liA?c, 

the Sale oftrotvu Lands at Tenterfielti. 	 1'ooloom. 

Ditscnip'rrox. 
County of Bulier, parish of Kangaroo. 500 acres, situated on the eastern bank of Kangaroo Creek, 

starting from a tree marked N, and running from thence east, with frontage to the creek, and running 
up the creek. 

.3fi1tutc4 
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Minutes on No 17. 

Mr. Licensed Surveyor J. IBarling to measure if unobjectionah]e.—D,H., for Surveyor General. 
B.C., 25 April, 1877. 

Transferred to Mr. L.-S. }Jyndman., 13 July, 1877. 
The Surveyor fleneral, with my letter, 4 March, /78.—B. A. IIncnhlA3r, k-S. 

No. 18. 
Mr. Ernest 0. Smith to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 20 March, [877. 
I ask the favour of a reference to my letter of the 5th December last, and that the deeds of SoeNo. 0. 

the lots of land selected after auction by Mr. C. 11. E. Chauvel at Teuterileld, on the 27i:h Oct:ober, 1.870, 
may now be prepared without any,  delay, to which 1. presume there can be no possible objection, seeing 
that on the 23rd January last M'Lean, who had erroneously selected the same land, but at the wrong 
office, has received back his deposit money. 

May I request early attention and reply hereto. 	 )Toui's, &c., 
ERNEST 0. 531:1pu:. 

Submnitted,—The conditional purchaser having accepted the refund of his deposit, it is submitted 
that the cancellation of the selections after auction by Mr. Chauvel be revoked—WOE, 	Approved.— 
W.W.S., i7/4/7.  

No. 19. 
Mr. Kenneth M'Lean to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Tooloom, 27 March, 1.877, vid Tabulain. 
This being the thirci letter that 1. have written concerning this same question, I hope this time 

to get an answer, as iii my case it is rather hard to be kept in ignorance on the matter, as it seems to inc 
to be done on purpose to suit other persons. The following are the points of the case again described:—
In April, 1876. I conditionally purchased 500 acres of land in the Casino Office, parish of Kangaroo, 
county of Bullet'; I held undisputed possession of it until Jaucary 7th, 1877, when 1 received a remit 
toucher from your office, informing Inc that my application was void)  as the said land was in the district 
of Tenterfield, where I applied on 11th .January to repurchase it, when I was jotorined by the Agent there 
(who voulrl not receive my application) that, the land was bought by a person named Chauvel. Now, as 
I have improvements to great value on the ground, will you let; inc know if I will have to forfeit the same, 
which Ohauvel gave inc notice not to remove. 	 I have, cte., 

TEN2cETIT M'LEAN. 

Conditional Sales Branch.— 30/./77. 
Submittcd,—'I'hat the cancellation of C.P. 76)57, Richmond River (which was declared )oid because 

taken up in wrong district), be revoked. and the selection be transferred to TentertieldDistriet as in other 
CasCf4.—W.l3., 11/0/77.  

No, 20. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Ernest 0. Smith. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 April, 1877. 
In reference to your letter of the 26th ultinio. requesting, on behalf of Mr. C. H. E. Chanvel. No. is. 

that the deeds of the lots noted in the margin may be prepared in his favour, I am directed to inform 	and E 

you that the conditional purchaser, Kenneth N'Lcan, having waived his claim, and accepted a refund, of A,wnRt, 1975. 
the deposit paid by him, the cancellation of the selections niade by Mr. Cliauvel will be revoked, and the 
deeds prepared iii his favatir accordingly. 	 I have, &c., 

\\T W. STEPHEN. 

No. 21. 
Minute by the Surveyor General 

A FuRi'm!Emt reference has been made to the surveyor, and his report shows that the portions referred to 
are within the Police District of Tenterfield. 

The former papers referi'ed to in the Clnef Commissioner's minute are now herewith. having been 
obtained from the Deeds Branch, The case is now submitted for ftn'tlmer consideration: if necessary, 
in view of the Land Agent's letter and the first paragraph of this memo. 

P. F. ADAMS. 
B.C., 7 Angitst. 1877. 

No. 22. 
Memo. by Mr. Meriarty. 

Tar attention of the Survey Branch is specially directed to the enclosed letter of the Land Agent at Soc No.6 and lt 
Casino, dated 22 November, 1876, which ought to have been addressed to this depam'tmnent, and discloses onclosurt. 

a case cafliiig for immediate attention. 
These papers are like many similar— incomplete—but seem to embody the facts of the matter, which 

are too imoportant to escape attcntiom, by reason of the inislaying of papers.—A.O.M.. 14/8/77. 

Urgent. 	Papers are all herewith, having been placed with 77/2,108 Mn. (obtained at Deeds See No. 18. 
Branch), but not carried on at Records. Papers now carried on.—C.E.F.. 21. Aug., 1877. 

- 	 No.23. 



No. 23. 
T. McEUione, Jtsq., M.P., to The Seoretai-y for Lands. 

Sydney, 1 September, 1877, 
Enclosed I have the l,oa,or to funva rd you letter from Mr. lCemaeth M'Lean, o±'Toolooin. 

Clarence River, in referenco to land selected by him. I some time ago handed 1 his letter to Mi'. i\l oriartv, 
who promised to make the necessary inquiries. 

This seems to be a very hard ease, and is similar to Frost v. Harris, in which von decided that iiari'is 
was to have the land. This land was passed auction lots which MLean selected, resided on, and improved 
to the extent of. £400. It appears the proper district was Tenterfield. M'Lean selected at Casino, as it 
had previously been offered at auction at Casino. 

I trust you will have the necessary inquiaics made into this case without delay. I think MLeatt 
should have this land. as it, was offered for sale at Casino, and the Land .\gent misled him by taking his 
nionQv, 	 I have. &c, 

.1. Me'EI,ll ONE. 

Jfnclosurc to Nb. 23.T 

Mr. lCea,aieth 31'Lenn to J. McBlhone, Esj,. 
Sir, 	 'I'oolooin, 15 dish'. 1877. 

You will, I trust forgive no for scl.lressing a letter to von but I am given to ,tnderst ,imiil that yont are prepared to 
take up the cause of any selector within von r dist net or not-. If mcli is the ease, 1 1 rust that you, will, if t here is anything to 
be done in any affairs, see into it .1. give herewith the particulars of it, is arc]! as I call —Cia Auaguist 9th, 1.873, there were five 
lots of land advertised to be sold by time Casino Ofi'uee, at a place in the Richmond River district ajanied Drake, wlaioli was 
oft'ared by the Land Agent of the. district (Mr. M. M. (intiphcll), and pissed wit.limut offer. On Oth Deecinhe,, 1873, jot 2 
was selected by a i,eaoua named Cii,nivel, the oa ncr of t he stat ion. On lit! .4 pnil, 1876, 1 u-mit, 10 the C8ai,io Otilec and con - 
dit i ooaliv purchased 500 acres to take in port ions .3, 4, a id 5. 1 are, it to res i lie t liereon, and i ni proved in I lie aauuo in it of £100. 

.we No. ii, 	ICe Pt possession until 7th Ja nn:i ry, 1877, not ha ring a lay ide,i I lint. t lucre was any iii ist,tk e iii tlic' a lfai,', when oaa that date 
(7th Januan-) I got aiotiee from the Lands 1)e1nrtanent the, nay ipplieatioaa was void, at the maid in qneit.ioaa was in the Teia. 

See No. 17. 	terfield District, where I again applied for it; oai I 11k ,Taaitiarv, when (lie Agent tiacre would not receive in.)- applieat.iou, as 
the same land laud been sotd to Mr. Chauavel, so with rijfuaad voucher 1 selected 500 acres more land in the s,iane pirishi, aaasnelv, 
JCangaroo, county of flutter. I removed all hay loose tim her and other pro1aea't-y that conk be done in ii reaso,aable time, mad 
left a alian in charge of the iinpyveuaaents, bniltlings, crop, &e., for a few days, 'alicia Ci. If. E. Ctuanvrl called and gave hina 
not ice to leave or pay reiat, lit two days lie left, and Chanvel put sonic servants in charge, who still hold possession. I have 
written several letters to thai !,fl,aister for La,, chs nono of the nt have been a,aswcrech. I have also eiigageit a,, ageiat—Mr. 
lTa,'old Brees, 14:3, Pitt-street --who informed ale t-hmt lie nan-dc application to the Lands Oflee, who refnseit to give any advice 
oia the subject. I also engaged a solicitor, but I ann of opinion that, lie has seen Mr. Chms nrc1, lie tori ng bit; the district 
after getting £8 from me to get; counsel's opinion, without; get tiiag it. With the ave partienlaiw, do you think there is aaiv-
t;hiug to he done in it. ? If so, 1 t;rust that. a-on will use your best eiadeavoaurs to do so. I emaelose stamps to defray nay 
expense, if von wish to ask any questions and all othiea' expenses I will pay. or iii matever cost, or charges. Trusting to hear 
from you,— 	 I reoa,nn, &c., 

LEYNIITII ltt'LEAX. 

Minutes opt .Nb. 2$. 

Mr. Blackman, —M' Lean canit ut now got the land originally taket i by ii un at Casino instead of 
See No, 17. 	Tenterfield, as he not merely look ba 	 m ck his deposit, but actually ade another conditional purchase of 500 

acres at Tenterfield, on 1 January, 1877.—w.:11., IS Sept., 1877. 
I agree with above

'
but as it avos by the erroneous action of the Government in first offering 

the land for sale at the wrong Land Office, and subsequently repeating the error ('1 wit;hdrawing it from 
selection at the wrong place, that MLean was led into the mistake of conditionally purclaa.snsg the 
land, and afterwards lost the chance of getting it by a correct application,—I think lie is fairly entitled to 
be compensated for the actual loss he has sustained. This lie should be called upon to state, and after 
examination a sufficient stim should be placed upon the Estimates as such compensation. 

The sale to Chaavol should be maintained, but he should be required to undertake to pay either 
to the Crown or to M'Leau the value of the improvements made by the hatter upon the land sold to him 
(Chauyel) 	 T.G., 19/8,177. 

No. 24. 
Préci& of the Case. 

THE facts of this ease are as follows 
On the 8th April, 1870, Kenneth M'Lcan conditionally purchased 500 acres at Casino (the 

Land Office for the Richmond River District. This application was declared void, as the land had not 
been selected in the District in which tIne land was tsituatcd. 

On the 28th December, 1876, M'Lean'e deposit was refunded to hint ;  and on the 11th January 
last he selected an equal area, but in a different locality. 

On the 27tla October, 1876, Mr. Chaauvel selected, after auction, at Tenterfield, the land which 
was claimed by M'Leata. Those selections were cancelled, as the lands had been witladraava, as 
forming part of M'Lean's purchase. This cancellation of Chauvel's selections was afterwards revoked on 
the conditional purchaser accepting i-lie refund of his deposit and selecting elsewhere and under the 
circumstances stated, it is submitted that the action with regard to Chauvel's selections be sustained. 

• T. S. UNWW. 
See No. 23. 	 Mr. E.—Soe decision noted on 77/31,541 C.S. Inform qniekl.—W.W.S., 19 Sept., 1877. 	Let the 

deeds issue to Mr. Ohauvel.—J.S.F., 18/1/1878. 	After the deeds have issued to Mr. Chauvel, the 
3linister wishes to see these papers respecting the matter of conipensation.—W.C.E.. 18/1/78. 

No. 25. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Ernest 0. Smith, 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 1.9 Septenibei', 1.877. 
See No. 18. 

	

	 In reference to your letter of the 20th March last, requesting that the deeds of the land 
selected i'v Mr C. H. B. Chauvel on the 27th October last at Tenterfield mar be prepared in his tuvour, 
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I not directed to inform you that, after due consideration of' the claim urged to this land by Kenneth 
M'Lean, a conditional purchaser, the Minister for Lands has decided that Chauvel ahaU be maintained in 
his claim to the land in question, but upon the condition that he undertakes to pay either to the Crown or 
M' Lean the value of the improvements eflcted by MLean. 

I have, &c., 
w 	STEPHEN. 

No. 26. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. M'Elhone., Esq., M.P. 

Sir. 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 September, 1877. 
To reference to your letter of the 1st ntsta.nt, on the subject of the conflicting claims of Kenneth No. 23. 

l:Jeau and C. Ii. L. Ohanvel to certain land inthe County of I3uiler, 1 am directed to inform you that 
M.' Lenu cannot now get the land originally applied for by him at Casino  instead of Tenterfleld, as he has 
accepted a refund and selected a like area at Teiiterfleld. 

2. 1 not, however, to inform you that M'Lean has been called upon to state the amount of loss he 
has sustained, in order that compensation may be awarded to him. 

I have, &e., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

No, 27. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Kenneth M'Lean, 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 September, 1877. 
I am directed to inform you, with reference to the land in the County of Buller, the ownership 

of which in disputed by yourself and Chauvel, that the Minister for Lands has decided, after due con. 
sideration of all the facts of tire case, that Mr. Chauvel must be maintained in his claim to the land in 
dispute. 

I urn, however, to inform you that Mr. Chauvel has been allowed to retain this land only on the 
condition that he pays to the Crown or to you the value of the improvements effected by you. 

Should the amount be paid to the Crown, a sufficient stun will be placed on the Estimates as 
compensation to you. 	 I have, &c., 

W. W. STEPHEN. 
P.5.—Von will, therefore, be good enough to state what amount; of loss you have actually sustained. 

No. 28. 
Messrs. Smith & Cope to The Secretary for Lands. 

M'Lean's selection, 500 acres, R:ehmond River District. 
Sir, 	 179, Pit.t.street, 30 October, 1877. 

We have the honor to enclose. as recoinniended, a statement of improvements made by 
Kenneth MLean upon the above, and their value, together with a certificate by James Kerry, of Tooloom, 
as to the correctness thereof. 	 We have, &e., 

-- 	 SMITII & COPE. 

J.Cnclorurc to No. 26 
STATEMENT £ 	S. 	(I. 

50 rod 	of fcsrci,rg, 	20s. per 	rod 	........................................................ 50 0 	0 o gates, 	20s. 	each ............ ............ ................................................... o 	o 	o 
54 	rod 	fencing, 	4s. 	Gd ............................................. . ....................... 12 Calf.pen, 	shingled 	........................................................................ 6 	5 	0 Three milking bails, 	34 	................................................................... 3 12 	0 
One s'xroomed cottage 	.................................................................. 113 	0 	0 87 	0 	0 Onehot 	10 A. 	by 8 ft...... ............................................................. 6 10 	0 Logfence 	paddock 	....................................................................... 15  clearing 4 acres of land, at 125s....................................................... 25 	0 	0 Cultivation 	,, 15 10 	0 ....................................................................... Value of 	crop and fruit-treeq............................................................ 35 	0 	0 rJ!imher left on 	land 	..................................................................... U 	0 	0 

£384 0 0 

I, Tames Kevrv, of Toolooat, do hereby certify that the above i a litre naternent of loss sustained by Mr. K. MLean. 

No. 29. 
Mr. Kenneth M'Ian to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 Toolooin, Clarence River, 12 February, 1878. 
I am about to ask you to do me a favonr by calling at the Lands Office, or by any other means 

that you might think of, to advance a certain claim of mine for compensation for the loss of certain land See enclosure 
here, particulars as udcr —In April, 1876, I conditionally purchased 500 acres of land at the Richmond 
River Office. Casino, the said land, or a portion of it, having been offered at auction there. I remained 
in undisputed possession of it until Jannary, 1877, when I got a remit voucher from the Lands Depart. 
mont, with a note to the effect that my purchase was void, as the land in question was in the Tcntevfield 
District, where I applied to re-purchase the land, when 1 was informed by the Land Agent there that the 

	

land was already sold to a 	]i person amed Chauvel, after auction, and Ire refused to take my application. 
1 have improvements on the land to the. amount of nearly £400. I \vrole several letters to the different 
ilmisters for Larns since their, but got 'to  reply from any of them until September last, when, through Sec Xc. 27. 

	

456—B 	 Mr. 
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See No. 27. 	Mr. McElhone, who I was advised to apply to, I received a letter asking me to state the amount of loss 
that I had sustained, in order that compensation may be awarded to me. Although I at once sent in 
a claim,], have not as yet got any reply to it. I may also state that Chauvel, who is a large station-owner, 
is allowing the improvements to go to ruin, used spare timber and crop, and is now running a large flock 
of sheep on it, in order, lam told, to make the property less valuable, and also intends to get it refund of 
his money, in order that I will have no claim for compensation. You will excuse me for addressing you 
on the matter, ] trust, as it is with the greatest reluctance; but having written many letters, and also 
employed a land agent, I could get no satisfaction until it solicitor and iIr. McElhoue at the same time 
made the application on my behalf, but it appears to me that there is no limit to the time in which 
compensation will be withheld. A solicitor (Mr. E. W. Ailingham), of Lismore, has kindly promised to 
see the Minister for Lands on the matter; but, being a stranger, little notice I am afraid will be taken 
of him there above it promise. Trusting that you will do what you can in the matter,— 

I remain, La., 
KENNETH M'LEAN. 

P.S—I have also written to Mr. McElhone, M.L.A. 

Presented by Mr. Copeland, MA' 

[Enclosure to Ho. 29.] 

Situation of land and number of lots Portions 3, 4, and 5, parish of Kangaroo, county of Buller, 
advertised to be sold by auction, and oKered by the Casino Land Agent, on August 9th, 1875, at it place 
named Drake, in Richmond River Land District. 

No. 30. 
Mr. Kenneth M'Lean to The Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 Tooloom, Clarence River, 16 February, 1878. 
:1 wish you would take into consideration my claim as rega rds 500 acres of land purchased by 

me (conditionally) at the Lands Office, Casino, Richmond River, on the 6th April, 1876, which was sold 
afterwards at the Tcnterfield Office to it person named Chauvel, and my purchase declared void on account 
of bcing taken up in the wrong office, and compensation having been promised to Inc. Since Chauvel's 
purchase he has caused all the timber on the laud to be destroyed, and otherwise damaged my property 
that lie took possession of on the land, with a view (it is said) to destroy my claim for compensation, as he 
intends to have his money refunded. I pray you to consider this as early as possible, as it has ruined me, 
considering that it cost inc upwards of £500, I having possession of the land for nine months. 

.1 remain, Le., 
KENNETH M'LEA.N. 

P.S—There was a purchase made of 2 acres of land, on the Tooloom Gold Field, by a Donald 
M'Lean, who I am acting for. Although the money (flG) was paid, nothing further can be heard of it. 
I wish you could give some account of it, as it is very annoying to me—money lying in the Government 
hands for years, and, after all, time only satisfaction is a refund. 

Yours, &•c., 
K. M'LEAN, 

(For D0NAJn M'LnN). 

Minute on Rb. 30. 

Seelmnnthon It is intended that the papers are to go for noting and preparation of deeds before the last paragraph of 
No. 23 fords- the decision of the 1901 August, 1877, has been carried into effect—i.e., that Mr. Chmauvel should be 
CI!IOfl. 

required to pay for the improvements at a valuation—CE.?., 21st March, 1878. 

Mr. Edwards (Auction Branch). 

Sydney 'rijonmas Richard,, Goer,,,nont Printer-1878. 
[Odj 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATiVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

IIEPOJIT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

PATRICK NUGENT'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE; 

TOOETHflt WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

3 April, 1878. 

eYDNEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTEE. 

1878. 
[Oil.] 	 828—A 
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1877-8. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

oms No. 48. TUEsDAY, 19 MLRCIT, 1878. 

10. Pnrcx NUGENT'S CoNnn'IoxAT, IUTtCJL&SE (Formal Motion) —Mr. Day moved, pursuant to 
Notice, 

That a Select Commitle be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers to inquire 
into and report upon the Couditional Purchase made by Patrick Nugent. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Farneli, Mr. ilurley (Hartley), Mr. W. C. i3rowue, 
Mr. Murphy, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Copeland, Mr. Leary, Mr. Bake", Mr. P. 13- Suttor, and the 
Mover. 

That the Return to Order in reference to the case, laid upon the Table on 2nd July, 1877, 
be referred to the Committee. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 52. WtDxEsDkY, 3 APRIL, 1878. 

4. PATRICK UCENTS CONDITIONAL PunenAsE —Mr. Day, asOhairman, brought; UI)  the Report from, 
and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 19th March, 1.878. 
Ordered to be. printed. 	 - 

CONTENTS. 
flGT. 

Extmets from the Votes and Proceedings .............................................................................. 2 

IlepoTt........................................................................................................................... 	S 

Proceedings of the Committee 	.......................................................................................... 4 

Minutes of Evidence ......... ... ... .......................................................................................... 	5 

* 
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1877-8. 

PATRICK NUGENT'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE. 

REPORT. 

TIlE SEuwT C0MMInEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 1.9th March, 

1878,—" wit/i power to send for person.s and papers, to inquire into and report 

upon the Conditional .Pie.rcliase made by Patrick Nugent," and to whom was 

referred, on the same date, 11 1/ic Return to Order in reference to the ca.se,"—bave 
agreed to the following Report 

Your Committee having examined the w:itness* named in the margin, and MPtrJck 
NugenL 

fully considered the printed papers referred to them, find that Patrick Nugent was 

deprived of his conditional purchase to make way for pre-emptive purchases under 

the Orders in Council, the position of which had not been defined, either on applica-

tion or afterwards, pi.'ior to such conditional purchase, and which had lain dormant 

for eight years. 

Tha.t the said Patrick Nugent thereby lost improvements to the extent of 

£628 lOs. lid., in addition to which lie incurred very heavy law costs in defending 

his right to the said conditional purchases, 

Your Committee being of opinion that the said Patrick Nugent lost his 

selections through no fault of his own, recommend his case to the favourable con-

sideration of the Government. 

GEORGE DAY, 
No. 3 Committee Room, 	 Chafrman. 

Sydney, 29?d April, 1878. 
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?ROOEDIYGS OF THE OOMMITTEE. 

TUESDAY, 28 3/ARCH, 1878. 

MEMBEnS PnESErr 

Mr. Day, 	j 	Mr. Murphy, 

Mr. ilurley (Hartley). 
Mr. Day called to the Chair. 
Entry from Vo1 and Prrceediogs appointing the Committee, and referring Return to Order in 

reference to this case,—rcad by the Clerk. 
Return to Order referred, before the Committee. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—T hat Mr. Patrick Nugent be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to To.morrow, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDYESDAY 27 MAR011, 1878. 

]NIEMBERS I'RESENT 

Mr. Day in the Chair. 

Mr. Leary, 	 j 	Mr. Murphy, 

Mr. Hurley (Hartley). 
Mr. Patrick Nugent called in and examined. 
Withess withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 

[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

Mr. Day in the Chair. 
Mr. Copeland, 	 Mr. Murphy, 

Mr. Hurlcy (Hartley). 
Chairman submitted Draft Report. 
Same read and agreed to. 
Chairman to report to the louse. 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMELY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

TIlE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Dy 

PATRICK NUGENT'S COffiJITIONAL PURCHASE. 

WEDiYESDAF 27 MARCH, 1878, 

1rccnI 

Nit. DAY, 	 Mn. L1iAJLY, 
Mn. HTJELEY (Hartley), 	 Mu. MURPHY. 

GEORGE DAY, ESQ., IN THE ClIME. 

I[r, Patrick N ugent examined — 

Chairman.] You live at Tarenita P Yes. 	 Mr. P. 
Did you make an application, in 1.861, to purchase a ljloc]c of land on liie Torenfla Creek ? TuE on 	Nngeiit. 

the 7th April, iSOf, I made an application to purchase 120 acres on the Tarcutta Creek, on the westbank, 
and give a true description of it. 	 27 Mar., 1578. 

8. Were there any iinprovemeiits on that land you applied to purchase P Not one stick. 
4. On whose run was that land P Mr. Thomas I-lodges Mate's. 

. Had Mr. Mate any purchased land on that creek at that time P Yes, 2010 acres in it block. 
Was that land taken up under pre-emptive right, or was it auction sale land P It was taken on pre-

einptive right, or under some special purchase regulation, I cannot say which—it was taken up in right 
of his lease. 

How long was it after you entered. into possession herore any objection was raised against your pos-
sesion of it? I took up 'the ground in A pi1l, when Mr. I'tate was in Sydney in attendance upon the 
1.gislative Assembly, of which lie was then it Member, and lie caine home in June, when lie said to inc 
that lie had applied for the ron  d there. It was three months after 1 took it up. 

Did lie tell you you had to give the land up? He did, but 1 told Inns I had paid the Government for 
my land, and it remained with the Government to give it to him or to Inc. I asked him if lie had paid for 
it, and lie said lie had applied for it, but that the app1 ications were lost. 
0. That was the first time you received any word about the land being in dispute at all? Yes. 
10. How long after that (lid you receive any notification from the Government, or (lid you receive ilily 
notification from the Government at ail? The first word 1 received after that was in the month of 
November, when the licensed surveyor from Albury, Mr. ]lios. Berry, caine to Tarcutta, and lie told me 
lie had iustruct.ions to measure the land for Mr. Thomas Ilodges Mate, and that he also had instructions 
to measure the land for me, and that if Mr. Mate's application overlapped mine, I would have to shift 
if not, lie would measure my ]and also. When Mr. l3ei'ry  measured the same land, 1 do not know whose 
it was, but lie measured a portion of land which lie said was for Mr. Mate, and left it gap of S ehain 
between my application and the measured porlon. Next nlom'ning Mm'. i\.late caine up to the surveyor, 
.and told him lie would not take time land as it was measured. .[ then found there was it dispute about the 
land, and saw Mr. Maeleay in November. I told him to make inquiry in Sydney if 1 was to get the land 
ci' Mr. Mate. On the oth .January, Mr. Macbay wrote inc word back saying that lie had made inquiry 
into the difliculty, and that my claim for the land as a selection in no way interfered with Mr. Mate's 
claim for land under pre-emnpti"e right that lie found upon inquiry being made into the matter, that the 
one application (lid not interfere with the other in any way \vh,atever. That was all I heard at that time, 
and 1 considered then that my claim was right. 

Il. 
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MncUTES or EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFOBE THE SEZECT COMMITTEE 

Mr. P. 	11. Did the surveyor after measuring this portion measure your land? He only measured one portion- 
t'ugent. 	he did not measure mine at all. 
' 	12. Why? He said Mr. Mate would not let him; lie said he would not have the land unless be got all. 

27 Mai., 1878. The ne&t thing was, the same surveyor came again some months after, and he measured another block on 
the south of the first block, and he then overlapped my block by 12 chains. 

Then it took in the whole of your land P ii: took in 120 acres and 12 chains over. 
What took place then? Mr. Woods came then to look over,this land. Mr. Mate was not satisfied 

then because I had some ground improved then on the 120 acres-some improved on the Government 
ground on the south. I asked Mr. Woods then if the ground outside on the south was claimed by Mr. 
Mate, and he said no, it was not claimed then. I thought if it was not claimed I would not lose what 
improvements I had made-some huts, some cultivation, and the grave of my mot;lier-and went to Wagga 
Wagga and selected 90 acres; this just overlapped Mr. Mate's second claim by 3 chains. .ILe got a sur-
veyor to coins afterwards and extended the south line 2 chains till the line went between two huts. As 
Mr. Mate was not satisfied, the surveyor came again some months or it may be twch'e afterwards and 
extended the line of the land, until he took in grave, huts, improvements and all. 

What took place then ? That is so far as I know with regard to the ground measured. Several 
letters passed between myself and the Government upon the subject. 1 addressed a mneinoria.l to time 
Governor, in which 1 stated my caso fully, I said that the land had been taken from me through no 
fault of my own, that before taking the ground 1 had gone to the Land Office, that 1 had ebt:uned a map 
of the county, and found that there was nothing to stop my taking the land up that at the second time 
when I took up  the 90 acres I had it lawyer with me, Mr. Wihlans, who examined the maps, and made 
every inquiry and found there was nothing to stop me from taking up the land. I took that as an 
additional conditional purchase adjoining the first. 

You were under the impression that no line would satisfy him on larcutta Creel; unless it embraced 
your land? Yes, so it seemed; and the Government allowed lain to extend the lines chain after chain. 

As soon as your land was embraced lie was satisfied ? Yes, he stopped there. 
After this measurement did you of auy notice from Mr. Mate to give up possession ? Yes, lie came 

to me and wanted me to come to some arrangement with him. He said " What arrangement are you 
willing to make?" I was at dinner at the time, and lie called inc outside. I said I had taken the land for 
the purpose of making a home of my own, and I. did not want to make any arrangement with him or any 
other person. 

What did he offer to do? He did not; offer to do anything. Yes, at first he offired to pay me for 
any improvements that would be of any value to him. 

What was the value of the improvements then ?C90 or over. 
Had you at this time received any communication from the Government stating that you had taken 

up land belonging to Mr. Mate? The first letter I received was from Mr. Adams, the Surveyor General, 
saying that the land iliad taken up was on ground claimed by Mr. Mate, and that N r. Mate would pay 
me for all improvements if I would consent to shift. I said I would not consent to shift for Mr. Mate-
as I had taken up the land, had paid for it, I would keep it. That was the only letter I received from 
Mr. Adams whatever others I had came from the Lands Department.. 

Did Mr. Mate enter all action against you in the Supreme Court to recover the land? Yes. When 
Mi', Mate found lie should have a Government guarantee to pay his law expenses, lie told mc lie should 
go to law, and I said the sooner he did so the better, as the sooner I should get the land. 

lIe commenced proceedings? Yes. 
At the Supreme Court? Yes. 

2.5. To eject you from the land? To eject; me from the land. 
20. Where was the case tried P At Wagga Wagga. 
27. I3efore what .Tudge? Judge Faueett. 
23. What; was the verdict P The verdict was in my favour, pending the decision of the full Court in 
Sydney. 

Then the verdict; was in your lhvour at first ? Yes, but Mr. Mate appealed against the decision to 
the full Court in Sydney, which was again in my favour ; Nr. Mate then appealed to the Privy Council, 
but withdrew that appeali  and entered mm fresh action at cjectment against: inc at Wagga Waggi, relying 
on some old applications instead of his deed. lie relied on his deed at first, and cii his old applications 
afterwards. 

In what year was that case tried? The last time in 1808. 
Before a Judge and Jury ? Before a Judge and Jury, Judge Cheeke. 
Wha4 was the result of that trial? The same as the first, only 0]! Mr. Mate's side leaving it open 

for decision by the full Court in Sydney, when it was decided in Mr. Mate's favour, and I was dispossessed 
by force. 

After this last: suit of ejectment agaomst you were you ejected from t:he land P 1 was ejected from 
the land by force ; I was living on my own 90 acres, which was not allowed to be tried for in the 
Court. 
31. Who put you off the land P A bailiff from Wagga Wagga. named Inghis. lie came to the place and 
asked inn if 1. would give up peaceable possession, I said no, 1. would not give up possession except by 
force. lie asked me whether if he laid his hand upon me that would do, and I said yes. He had a 
policeman with him, and put his hand upon me, asking if that satisfied me, and I said yes. 

What was the value of the improvements at the time you were ejected from the land? The value of 
the improvements, according to my declaration, was £500 on both lots. Some of the improvements stand 
there yet. 

Did you leave that part of the country then P No, I made mu select;ion on the roadside where my 
things were put by the Sheriff. I had no way of shifting at: the time. 

Did you then make any application to the Government: for compensation or redress? A fterwards I 
soul: a mncmnoria I to tIme Governor, and received all answer tI iat I lie Government could not admit that I 
had any claim for relief. I then wrote back to the Minister for Lands, saying that if I were to get 
compensation it must be through the Parliament, and that I had not applied to the Governor for relief, as 
the memorial had, by the mistake of my attorney, Mr. Windeyer, been addressed to the Governor instead 
of to the Legislature. That I had sustained loss by the neglect of the Government, and was entitled to 
conipensation. The matter has laid over ever since. 
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ON 1'ATIUCIC Nt'UENT'S CONDITIONAL 1IT1IcIIASE. 

38. Did you ever get any promise from the Government that compensation should be granted P Mr. 	Mr. P. 
Macieay, when he was a Member, just before the Parliament broke up, wrote me that Mr. ]i'arnell had said Nugent. 
he would come to some determination on the matter when the Estimates were being drawn up, or some- 27M 1878 
thing to that Sr. . effect-that is all the promise I ever had. 	 , 

39, Did the question of compensation to you or to Mr. Mate ever come before the Parliament? Yes. 
Mr. Mate put in his claim to the Government for his law expenses, and a sum of £550 odd was put upon 
the Estimates and, I think, when the question caine under the consideration of Parliament, there were 
twenty-seveii Members in favour of giving me compensation, and seven or eight on Mr. Mate's side. 

What you mean to say is, that twenty-seven Members were in favour of your name as well as Mr. 
Mate's being included in the vote for compensation, and seven against it P Something of that hind. I 

a know that inajorit' of the )-1 arise were in favour of giving inc something as well as i\Ir. Mate. 
The House would not consider Mr. Mate's claim for compensation without your case was taken into 

consideration at the same time P Yes. 
Have you had a copy of this paper (j'fbn'inq to the papers referred to the Coniinj((ce) P Yes. 
Have you read them? Yes. 
Was aiiytnng done by the former Minister for Lands with .rof:erenee to coinpensataou to you P 1 

think you wil] see, by looking at the latter end of the papers, that the matter was referred to the Crown 
Solicitor to see what I was duly entitled to, and that lie said he had not time to look up the papers. 

At the top of page 33 there is it note signed J.. K-" Mr. Mate was informed in 187t, by direction 
of the late Minister, that the amount would be placed on the Estimates, but it appears to have been 
afterwards struck off. Submitted, 18t Dcc. The matter will be considered with the view of placing the 
amount on a future Estimate, The amount was withdrawn from the Estimates of 1872, while under dis-
cussion in the I-louse, upon the ground that Nugeirt also should receive compensation.." Is that the 
decision of the house to which you have referred P 1 suppose W. 

In a letter to the Minister for Lands, signed Patrick Nngent, you have given it list of improvements 
and their value, upon the land wheii you were ejected P Yes. 
47 That amounts to more than £500 P £500 was what I made the declaration for; the total value of 
the improvements was £628 lOs. lid. This, with the cost of the two actions, made £8.58 is. lid. 

Did you ever receive any answer from the Minister for Lands after you sent in this application for 
compensation to the amount of £858 is. lid. P I had no answer to that, ezeept from Mr. Macleay. 

You received it letter from Mr. William Macleay, datcd 10th .In,ie, 1874 P Yes. 
SO. In which lie said that Mr. TParnell, the Minister for Lands, would consider your chAin in the prepara-
tion of the next Esljmates P Yes. 

Did you receive no reply to this iremorial P No. 
Then on the tth March, .1875, you addressed another letter to the Minister for Lands P Yes. 
in fact you represented your ease fully in that letter P Yes, and I gob no answer to that letter, 

(The Chairman ,'ead the notes appended to the letter s'efrrred to.) 
51. Do you notice upon your letter No. 1.1:1, that your claim for compensation was admitted by the Under 
Secretary P 11 never received any answer from any Government officer. 
55, I am speaking with reference to  the papers now before tho Commni lee P 1. see the note made on my 
letter, and 1. believe the U omerimnienl; considered that F was entitled to 

b
get compensation. 

56. Did you send a petition to the Governor in reference to this ease? 1 authorized Mr. Windeyer, the 
Solicitor, to write it petition to Parliament, and lie addressed it to the Governor, and I received an answer 
that the Governor did not see that I was entitled to any consideration. 
57. Does that petition appear in these papers? Yes. 
58. How many petitions are there P One is a memorial, and the oUter a petition. 
59. Will you point them out P (The wttness s'ejhrred to the papers Nor. 1.02 and 109.) 
GO. In your jelitiomi to the Minister for Lands, you stated that you considered you were entitled to £800 
compensation? Yes. 

Do you consider now that You are entitled to the same amount P I consider that it would not half 
pay me, 

You consider that: you were misled by the Governmnent? I was misled by the Government, and 
put to loss from the day I took the ground to the present time. 

There was nothing to lead you or anybody else to believe when you took up this land that it was not 
open to conditional purchase P I thoroughly believed it to be open, and I made every inquiry about it 
from the Land Agent. I bought a map of the county and examined it. 1 thoroughly described the land 
when I bought it and paid the deposit on it. 

Then you took every precautionary measure to protect yonrself, and to guard against taking up land 
that was not open to selection p 	took every step that it man could take to guard against any contrariness. 

Mr. Harley.] Did Mr. Mate warn you against intrusion upon the property at the time or before 
you had made any improvements? No, Mr. Mate was in Sydney attending on Parliament at the time I 
took up the land, 
60. He did not warn you P lie did not till lie caine home ; and he then caine to me and said I was on 
land he had applied for. 1 asked him to show me the boundaries and he could not. 
07. At this time you speak of. when Mr. Mate caine to you, had you made improvements on the land to 
the value of £iO P 1 had made more than that:. 
68. At the time of Mr. Mate's return from Sydney, had you made improvements on the land to the value 
of £20? 1 had made improvements to the value of over £90. I had been three months on the 
ground, and had employed seven men besides my brother and myself; 9 acres had been cleared and 
stumped ready for the plough. 
09. Did Mr. Mate promise to pay you for your improvements if you would i'etim'e from the land? Mr. 
Mate told me that if I would give up the land lie would pay me for any improvements that were of an 
value to him. 

When did you make application for these 90 acm'es of land P On the 12th April, 1806. 
Who was the agent you refer to who informed you that the Government was about to place it sum on 

the Estimates P An agent named Withers. 
Did you receive a letter from Mr. 'Withers in relation to it? Yes, to say that the Minister was going 

to place it swim on the Estimates; and he sent in a bill for fifteen guineas.. 
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MINUTi5 OF EVIDENCE TAKEIc BEFORE TUE SBLECT COMMITTEE 

lr. I'. 	73. Is that account in the printed papers? No, but it is in the department; I enclosed it to Sir John 
Nugent. Robertson. 

You are aware that when Mr. Fame!l stated that he would take into consideration the propriety of 27 Mar., 	
reimbursing you when he considered the case of Mr. Mate, he (lid not make .in absolute promise that a 
sum should be placed upon the Rstimatcs 	I could not, state what was said, except from Mr. Marlea 1 
received no word from i\:[r. ]i'aruell myself I. state iiotlong but what I kimow iiiyself. 

Mr. Farnell stated on1y that he would take it into consideration ? So 1 understand. 
You are aware that I he Secretary for I sands informed i\l . Mate that. the Government were prepared 

to support him or should support him in ejecting von from the land 	Mr. Mate told me that the 
Government had guaranteed to pay his expenses if he went into Court. 

You are aware that a letter from the tinier Secretary for Lands was addressed to Mr. l\late. in which 
it is stated. 1 am directerl to inform you that the Honorable the Attorney General has advised that the 
Government: ought to support You in this ivatl;er, as you paid for and obtained the grant of the land in ques-
tion''-].s that the grant of land now referred to by yo u? That is the grant of land 1 was dispossessed of. 
75 Mr. leary.] When Mr. Mate told you that the land which you had taken up had been applied for hr 
him, did he say how it had been applied for P No, he did not. 
79. Did he say when it had been applied for? lie did not. 
SO. Did you not seek any further iul'orination P 1 asked him to show me the boundary-mark and he 
could not. He said-"That fence across the creek is on my run," that was on the east bank. I said-" Is 
this feiice. on the west bank, running south, on your line r' ''Yes," lie said, ''1 declare to my God it is." 
I said-" It is not---those fences do not run with the cardinal points." 
Si. U/fr,.] Then if you had been 2 or 3 miles further clown the creek he could have claimed in the 
same way? lie could have claimed in the mine way, as the Government allowed him to amend his 
applications. 

Mr. Learjj.] When did the Government allo'v Mr. Mate to alter his applications? After I was on 
the ground-after the first measurement of Mr. Berry for inc. 

21k. Ma/c.] how do you prove that? It is shown by these papers, I believe. 
SI. That after you had selected and was living on this land Mr. Mate amended his applications, made some 
years before, so as to take in your land-is that so? By these papers it appears that Mr. Mate had 
applied years before for two sections, not describing them except as on Tareutta ('reek and when l.was on 
the ground ond the matter Caine to be disputed. lie made a more distinct application for two sections on 
the east and two on the west bank, two of them to be 320 and two 160 acres each. Instead of getting 
these four sections lie gets six. 

Though lie applied only for four 	Though lie applied  o lily for fh or, according to my reading of these 
papers. 

Did these four sections, or any portion of them, that he applied for in this amended form, take in 
the whole of your land? 'iwo or three of them took in the whole of my land, according to my opuiion, 
and I was with the surveyor every day wlnle the ground was being measured. 

After the conversation you have mentioned with Mr. Mate, did you go to the Survey Office and state 
that Mr. Mate had claimed your land by virtue of some previous application? I went to the ofhiee of the 
land agent at Wagga Wagga. 

And Sydney? Not to'Sydne.y, except through Mr. Macleay, to whom I wrote in November, and he 
replied on the 6th .Tannary. 
SO. To what effect 	l{esaid that the claim of Mr. Mate did not interfere with mine. 

Mr. 3J.urphy.] It was the amended application put in by Mr. Mate that took in your ground P Yes, 
according to lily opinion. 

An application made subsequently to your taking it up ? After J took imp my land. 
What improvements had you upon the ground when you first became aware from Mr. Mate that he 

had a claim to it? I had three huts, and £00 worth of cleared ground. 
And this calculation made by you 	of your improvements on the 120 acres of £147 lOs. lId, you 

believe is the actual value to you? That is 	the actual value according to my declaration. 
91. On the 00 acres what do you value the improvements at? I brought it up to £500 at the time I 
made the declaration, but that was a long time before I was dispossessed of the ground. 
95. What I want to know is, what was the value of the improvements on the 90 acres returned by you 
to the Government P 1 could not give it exactly now. 1 put it down at the time I made the ca)culr.tion, 
but I have not a very good memory for figures. 

Mr. 21cr/eq.] You w(y you have read these papers? 1 have read these papers, but not so as to 
commit them to memaom'V. What I have stated hcre has been from my own memom'v, and not; from these 
papers. 

Refer to No. 60-Mr. '1'. II.. Mate to the Surveyor General "Althongh I most respectfully demur 
to such it condition, having warned Nugent of his intrusion before he had made improvements to the 
value of £10, yet as I. had promised to pay him a fair value for any improvements serviceable to me, I 
have in fulfilment of that promise proftered to pay for the improvements effected by him ; but Nugent 
most positively refuses to accede to any proposals." 
OS. Is that letter correct or untruthful ? There is not one word of truth in it, because the improvements 
were on the ground when Mr. Mate came to jut'. 

1-tow long had you been in possession of the land at the time Mr. Mate refers to as having made this 
proposal to you? I do not know, for he was theme every week after he came home but he told me at one 
time that he would pay inc for any improvements that were of any value to him. 

IJow long after you had taken possession of the land was it before Mr. Mate came home? Three 
months. 

Were you on the land yourself fur those three months? Yes, myself, my brother, and other men 
whom I employed from the day I took possession. Mr. Mate came in front of tile door on his horse while 
I was at dinner - 

Mr. liearq.] This application of yours is dated 12th April, 1806? That is for 00 acres additional 
conditional purchase. 

What is the date of the first? 7th April, 1864. 
101. This letter read by Mr. Hurley, 14th May, 1866, was written two years after you had applied for 
and been on thelaud-you had been two years in possession of the land at the time this letter was written? 
Yes. 	 105. 
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ON P.dRJCK NUGENT'S CONDrrI0NSL PUBCKA.5E. 

Mr. Hurley.] You had been only three months in possession at the time this conversation took place, Mr. P. 
and this proposal was made by Mr. Mate? Yes; it was about the 20th June if I recollect rightly. 	Nugent. 

When about £00 worth of improvement was made upon the land? Yes. 
Ad he proffered—? To pay for any improvements that were of any value to him. 	 27 Mar., 1878. 
Did Mr. Mate amend his written application after you had possession of the land? I cannot speak 

.of the date of Mr. Mate's application further than these papers say. I refer to letters No. 9 and No. 28. 
The lines applied for were allowed to be shifted after. 

1k. Zesty.] Did any of these descriptions given by Mr. Mate to purchase by virtue of his pre-emptie 
right cover the land you applied for under conditional purchase? When I first took up the land they did 
not; it was by extending his lines south that he took in my land. 

Mr. Hurley.] You took up the land in April, 1.864? Yes. 
Do you remember whether there was any application from Mr. Mate prior to this? I do not know. 
You are sure the date upon which the surveyor came was the 8th November? The 8th November—I 

am positive about that, because I wrote at once to Sydney about it to Mr. Maeleay, when I thought there 
was likely,  to be a dispute. (The witness referred to No. 37.) That was three months after 1 took up the 
land, the 7th June, 1864. 

The first application of Mr. Mate was eight years prior to this letter? For two sections, but not 
for four, 

Tlicn your ar4ument is that Mr. Mate had taken up the land indefinitely? He had no title to it. 
Does lie not, in making this application, make reference tocertain improvements? That is as to the 

.2,016 acres —not the land I was dispossessed of. 
Chairman.] Which run did you select on? Umutbee. 
What length of frontage has that run to the east and west bank of Tarcutta Creek P About 13 miles 

frontage to the creek on both sides—the creek is in the centre of the run. 
Then, in point of fact, if you had takeu up your land on any portion, he could have shifted you under 

this anibiguous description? He could have shifted me for 20 miles on the creek, as both Tonga and 
'Cinutbee extend 20 miles along the creek. 

Have you any witnesses you would wish to have examined? I. have no witnesses excepting Mr. 
Macleay, and if he were wanted he would speak to the facts. 
'120. Mr. Zesty.] Are the only descriptions given by Mr. Mate those in No. 1 and No, 0 in the papers? 
'Those are the only two descriptions; there are only two applications based on these last ones. 
121. Chairman.] The Committee wish to know definitely and distinctly, as nearly as possible, the amount 
,of loss you have sustained by being ejected from this laud? Taking everything into consideration, I am 
.at over £2,000 loss. if I were put on my oath I would not go through the same for £2,000. 
122.. Mi'. Hurley.] Have you seen this property lately? Yes. 
123. Is the vineyard improved? It is lying waste—not a hand's turn has been done since I left; the 
'only thing Mr. Mate has done is to remove part of the fence. 
124, Mr. Leary.] I suppose your petition comprehends the losses, you have sustained? The value of the 
improvements and the law expenses—not any of the rest. 

How much did this amount to? £858 is. lid. 
You were then out of possession of the land? I was then dispossessed of the land. 
How could you claim more than that? I am not claiming more than that, but Mr. Day asked me 

'what I considered was the whole loss I had sustained. This is the mere value of the improvements and 
Jaw costs, but does not include loss of time, travelling expenses, and other things. 

Chairman.] The money paid into the Treasury is not included? No, that has been refunded. 

Sydney Thomas luoharde, Govermnent Printer.—l875. 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ROBERTSON BROTHERS v. GEORGE DAY. 
(PETITION FROM CONDITIONAL rURCHASEES.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 May, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South 
Wales. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Conditional Purchasers of unimproved Crown Lands,— 
SII0WET]T 

That from judgment of the Supreme Court in Banco in favour of defendant in the case of 
Robertson Brothers v. George Buy the Younger, brought to by the construction of 318t clause of the 
"Lands Act Amendment Act of 1875," the plaintiffs have appealed to the Privy Council. 

That an Association of Pastoral tenants has been formed in the itiverine District to prosecut:e this 
and similar cases, and plaintiffs have been supplied with funds to carry on this case. 

That the defendant is not possessed of means to be represented before the Privy Council. 

That in the event of the Privy Council reversing the said judgment a great number of selectors 
will be wholly ruined, as a great many cases depend on the result of this one. 

That your Petitioners, and others have selected land on the faith of the opinion of the Attorney 
General, acted on by the Minister for Lands, and which opinion has been upheld by the said judgment. 

That your Petitioners, under the circumstances before set out, humbly submit that this is a case in 
which your Honorable Rouse should take such steps as would enable the defendant to be represented 

before the Privy Council on the hearing of the said appeal case, and so that the case may be fully argued 
on both sides before that final tribunal, and that right may be done by a number of selectors, and thereby 
probably save them from ruin. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to take such 
steps in reference to the said appeal case as to your Honorable House may seem expedient, and your 
Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 119 signatures.) 

[M.J 	 431— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE Assnrny. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

INTEREST DUE BY CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS. 
(PETITION PROM CONDITIONAL PUROJIASERS AT KAYUOA.) 

Oriered by the Le9i8?ative Aeseinbig to be printed, 29 January, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament 
assembled. 	 - 

The Petition of the undersigned conditional purchasers under the "Crown Lands Alienation Act 
of 1861," residing at Knyuga, and its vicinity, near Muswellbrook,— 

HUMBLY SEOWETU 

1st. That the unprecedented continuance and severity of the present drought in this district 
has entailed such losses upon your Petitioners by caueir.g their agricultural crops to be light and in many 
cases utter failures ; and also their stock, cattle and horses, to perish for want of grass and water; that 
your Petitioners are deprived of their usual means of livelihood, and are unable to meet the interest now 
due upon the balance of their purchase money. 

2nd. Your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into your 
favourable consideration, and remit the interest now due, or extend such other relief to your Petitioners 
as in your wisdom may seem fit. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &e. 

[Here follow 51 ezqnaturee.] 

[3d.] 	 99— 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MR. PATRICK GORMAN'S PRE-LEASE. 
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF LIMERILNS.) 

Ordered by the Leqielative Assembly to be printed, 30 April, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

Whereas the following, the subjeet of this Petition, has been notified by the Honorable the 
Minister for Mines, as Member of the District, that a pre-leaso of nine hundred and sixty (960) acres 
of laud, in the parish of, Jesse, county of Roxburgli, and Electorate of East Macquarie, applied for, 
on the 18th day of July, 1.870, by Mr. Patrick (Jorman, and gazetted in his favour on the 13th day of 
December, 1876, also on the 9th day of February, 1877, and paid for up to September, 1878, has of late 
been cancelled by virtue of a conditional purchase held by Mr. Henry Melton, or some member of his 
family, purchased from Mr. John Fogarty, the latter having a right of pro-lease joining this conditional 
purchase, and measured (we believe) by a licensed surveyor; -but by,  Mr. Thos. Melton and others selecting 
therefrom has greatly decreased its size. 

We, your humble Petitioners, consider it ,in injustice and breach of the Lauds Act to cancel Mr. 
P. Gorman's pre-lease; but also to allow a trausfer of Mr. John Fogarty's pre-leaae (after being surveyed 
several years) to a distance of about one mile, thereby crossing the Limekilns and Upper Turon Road, and 
also two conditional purchases of Mr. Patrick German's, merely to join and enlarge it pre-lea€e of two 
hundred (200) acres applied for by Mr. Melton, and gazetted in his favour on the 9th day of February, 
1877. 

Such being the subject of this Petition, we, your humble Petitioners, pray your Honorable 1-louse 
for a just and impartial investigation of this case, that no injustice may be done; and by doing so, we, 
your humble Petitioners, by the grace of God, will ever pray. 

[litre follow 71 signatures.] 

[3L] 	 392— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISTATIn ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PATRICK RYAN. 
(PETITION OP.) 

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 14 March, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 
The humble Petition of Patrick Ryan, of Mousehole Creek, near Molong,--

REsEEcnuLtv SII0WETJI 

1. That your Petitioner conditionally purchased certain portions of land at Mousehole Creek, 
near Molong, and occupied the same in compliance with the provisions of the Lands Act of 1801. 

That a female infant nathed Smith, only about one year of age, also conditionally purchased on 
the same creek but never occupied her land. That when our respective lands were surveyed the creek 
was crossed and re-crossed for her so as to take i my house and cultivation paddock, her land being 
surveyed with Ba sides and aft angles, depriving your Petitioner of the use or access to water. 

That one portion of your Petitioner's land, after about twelve months labour on it, which stumped 
and cleared about twenty-five acres, was taken for a Reserve, situate at the Spring, and gazetted on the 
3rd of August, 1800,but which spring and Reserve is fully one mile from your Petitioner's land. 

That in both instances your Petitioner has sulfered heavily in pecuniary matters; therefore your 
Petitioner prays that your Honorable House may be pleased to take these premises into your favorable 
consideration, and grant relief. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
PATRICK RYLN. 

[3d.] 	 248— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MRJIANDREW M'DOTJGATAL. 
(PETITION OF.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 February, 1878. 

Cute the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled. 

The Memorial of Andrew M'Dougall, of Kelso Place, Singleton,— 

II1ThIBLY S]lowETn 

That in the year 1822, His Excellency Major-General Sir Thomas Brisbane, K.G.B., Governor 
of the Colony, promised to your Memorialist a grant of 2,000 acres of land on condition that your 
Memorialist took twenty convict servants. 

That your Memorialist was unable to take the twenty convict servants, but got 1,000 acres of land 
with ten convict servants. 

That His Excellency was pleased to promise that the remaining 1,000 acres of land would be 
reserved for your Memorialist when lie should be in a position to take ten convict servants. 

That your Memorialist, after the departure of His Excellency, came into a position to take the ten 
convict servants, as above. 

That your Memorialist thereupon applied to the Colonial Secretary for the grant of the remaining 
1,000 acres of land. 

That the Colonial Secretary wrote to your Memorialist offering the said 1,000 acres of land at five 
shillings per acre. That your Memorialist declined to accept the grant on these terms, on the ground that 
it had been promised as a free grant. 

That the Colonial Secretary promised to look into the matter, but that az far as your Memorialist 
is aware, did not do so, although repeatedly applied to. 

That your Memorialist never got the land in question, nor any compensation for the same. 
Your Memorialist, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House may be pleased to take 

these premises into favourable considemkion, and grant to your Memorialist such relief as to your Honor-
able House may seem meet. 

And your Memorialist, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
ANDREW M'DOUGALL. 

Kelso Place, Singleton, 6th February, 1878. 

[3d.] 	 156— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATJVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

RESERVES FROM FREE SELECTION ON RUNS. 
(PARTICULARS RESPECTING.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales on 13th July, 1875, That there be laid upon the rfahle  of this 

House,— 
A Return showing,— 

The number of acres reserved from Free Selection, specifying the number 
" of acres reserved from Free Selection on each Run, and giving the name 

of the Run and the name of the Lessee." 

(.2ifr. Buchanam.) 

SUMMARY, 

Nsrne of PstoraI D,trict. 	
Estimated Arem 

of Reserves. 

Albert 	... 	... 	... ... 	... 	.., 	... 	.,. 
Acres. 

348,460 
Bligh 	,.. 	... 	.. ... 	.., 	... 	... 	... 1,191,428 
Clarence 	... 	... 	... ... 	... 	... 	... 	.,. 469,106 
Darling 	... 	... 	.., .. 	,,. 	... 	... 	... 376,310 
Gwydir 	... 	... 	... 
Lachian 	... 	.. 	... 

... 	... 	... 	... 	.,. 

... 	... 	... 	... 	... 
497,595 

1,130,517 
Liverpool Plains 	... 	... ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 854,053 
Macleay 	... 	... 	... ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 4,042 
Monaro 	... 	... 	... .,. 	... 	... 	... 	... 40,802 
Murrumbidgee 	... 	.., ... 	... 	,.. 	... 	... 2,400,729 
New England 	... 	... ,.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 268,728 
IVarrego 	... 	,.. 	.. ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 783,116 
Wellington 	.. 	... 	.., .., 	... 	... 	... 	... 1,259,963 

Total 	,,. ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 6,685,510 

Exclusive of Gold Reserves and Reserves in the First-Class Settled Districts. 

T. WARRE HA.RRIOTT, 
Chief Officer, Occupation of Lands, 

4 April, 1878. 

341—A 
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RESERVES PROM FREE SELECTIONS ON PASTORAL RUNS 

Name of Run. Name of Lessee. Estimated area
resen'eI. 

Albert District. Acres. 

4,800 
2,240 

Albemarle (Outer) 	................ 

Bera\vinia, East ..................... Honorable Alex. Hay & Simpson Newland 1,920 
Basin Bank ............................ 

T. L., S. Is., and A. J. L. Learmonth 320 
Bonley......................... ........ 

J. 	J. 	Phelps 	................................................... . 
Finlay & Allan Campbell ..................................... . 

5,120 
Blenalben, No. I 	................... 

Booborowie ........................... 
B. 	liRne 	....................................................... . 
Finlay & Allan Campbell 	................................. 

. 

6 40 
.
. 

720 
Bni.inerd ..................... 	.. S. T. & 8. G. Staughton 	........... 	........................ 6,720 

... 

Do. 	(Outer) 

James 	Tyson.................................................... .. 

Do 	........................ ............ 
.. 

Budda .................. . 	............ .. W. 	H. 	Suitor 	...... 	....................................... 
.7,080 

2,240 
Bnt,ha Butisa, No. I 	............... W. Wilson & S. Lindsay  ...................... .............. 224 

Boongurnyarra 	....................... 

Do. 	No. 3 416 

. 

....... 

Bunker's Creek 	..................... 
Do 	.................................... .. 

640 

... 

Blenheim Back Plan.. 	............ 
It . 	B. Smith 	.................................................... .. 
Z. 	J. 	Phelps 	......... 	.......................................... 

.. 

.4,800 
A. Tobin, B. Feelsan, and Al. P. Fitzgerald 3,540 

Coonbsmlla ............... ............ 
Coonbilly 	........................... & 1,575 

Cleor Water, West 	................ 

Corega ................................. 

.. 

10,560 

H. B. Hughes 	................................................ 80 
A. Wilson 	A. C. 	Wilson ................................... 

Sir Francis Murphy ..... 	.................................... 

. 

1,920 Coorullie, East 	...................... 
Walter Dullield 	............ ..... ........................... .. .. 

640 
Do. 	Far West 640 
Do. 	West ....................... 

Do. 	Lower East, 

Do 	............................................. 
... 

640 
Do. 	do. 	West 

Do 	............................................. 

610 
640 

D. 	MItae 	............................ . .................. 	...... 10,4W 
Thos, 	Olsirusirle 	.............. ............... ........ ........ 10,400 

Do. 	do. (Outer) 

Po 	............................................. 
Do 	............................................. 

Do 	.......... ........ . ............ ...... . ....... t,760 

T. L. & S. L. Learmontli ..................................... 

8,580 

Do. 	East 	...................... 

Do. 	(Outer) Do 	..................... ................. . ...... 5,760 

.. 

Curranyale............................Do 

Do. 	Outer, Block B 
Do. 	Outer Back Plains Do 	............................................. 5440 

. 

. 

Cowary, East .........................
Onipanlin............................. 

Daubenv, North ..................... 

.............................................. 

Do 	............................................. .640 
. 

Dilkooslsa, North 	......... . ........ B.. 	B. 	Smith 	.................................................. 1,280 

. 

9,60') 
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile 	Agency 960 

Dunlop, South-west ................ 
.. 

Company (Limited). 
Effluence, No.8 ...................... 

Do 	 do 1,130 Do. 	No.4 ....................... 
Far West .............................. 1,1P20 

1,280 

Joseph Clarke 	................................................ 640 

James M'Culloeli & R. 5db.. .............................. 160 

Samuel Wilson ................................................. 

1,920 
320 

James Blnckwood & Clias. Ibbotson 	...................... 

4,050 

Gambool ................................ Alex. Middleton & Murray Rogers 	...................... . 

Do 	 do. 	........................... 1,100 

.. Oipps 	(Monnt) 	....................... 
Goonerry 	......................... ... Samuel Wilson ................................................. . 

B. 	B. 	Smith 	.................................................... . 

1,440 

Kambula (Outer) 	.................... 
Xeilmnn ...... .................... ..... 

Do. 	No. 2 Do 1,600 

Neiss................................... 

	

Xelly, Block No. 1 	................ 

Do. 	No. 3 Do 1,120 
Do. 	No. 4 Do 1,600 

Kenmare ................ .............. Do 320 
F. 	H. 	Acres 	...... . ........................ 	................... 3,200 

B. M'Keozie Ayro & F 	Martin ............................. 

Do. 	..................... 	.............. ............... 5,891 

The Commercial Banking Company ........................ 

321) 

... 

MaryMary ............................ 
.. 

1,440 

Do. 	Back 	.................... 
Manam North, No. 3 	............. 

Do. 	(Outer) 	....................... Do. 	do 640 
Merry 	.................................. 

Saninel 	Wilson ...... .............. ............................ 3,200 

T. L. Learsnontls & S. L 	Learnsonth ........................ 
0-. T. Suttor & F. W. Suttor ................................ 

... 

640 
Do 	 do 8,000 

.. 

J. 	L. 	Learsnons,h .......................................... 4,000 
Henry 	Rabies 	... ............................................. 2,880 

Mere 	.................................. 
Minden 	................................ 

Moombin............ .. ............. 6,920 

Do. 	(Outer) 	.................... 

5,120 

	

Moot.wingee 	......................... 

	

Do. 	Outer Do 640 
James 	Tyson ............................... .................... 2,400 

Do. 	(Beyond Outer) .......... 

Walter I5ufflold ................................................ 

.. 

8,320 

Mount Macphierson, East .......... 

Myali 	................. ................ 

. 

Honorable Alex. Hay & Simpson Newland 5,120 

Muerasss 	............................... 

The London Chartered Bank of Australia 1,280 

Mulvenory 	............................ 

Nettallie 	............ .................. 

0. T. Stanglitou & S. G Staughton ..................... . 

7,720 
Narrawa 	............................... 

. 

Samuel Wilson ................. ............................... 

.. 

1,920 Newfoundland, No. 2 	............. 
Do, 	No. 1 	............. 

. 

B. 	Smith 	.................................................... 
Finlay and Allan Campbell .................................. 

The Coninsereinl Banking Company ........ ............. 3,200 
Onondoo ..................... .......... T. 	& F. 	W. 	Suitor 	...................... ................. 

.. 

1,920 
Pa,namamo ........................... 5,600 . 

Do. 	(Outer) .................... 
Parkungi.............................. B. 	Smith 	......... .......................................... B. 

.. 

2,560 
2,560 

B. 	Hughes 	................................................. 

The London Chartered Bank of Assstrali% 

. 

1,920 Peery 	.......... .......... . ......... .... 
Pelican Ponds, No. I ................ 

...... 	... 	...................................... .. . 

A. Tobin, B. Feehan, & M. P. Fitzgerald... 0 

. 

960 
Do. 	No.2 Do 	 do. 3,840 
Do. 	No.3 

D. 	MBae 	... ......................................... .... ... .... 

Do 	 do 960 
The London Chartered Bank of Australia 320 
S. 	T. 	& S. 	G. 	Stasighiton 	.... ................................ 9,120 
B. 	B. 	Smith 	................................................... 6 40 

M 960 

Pen, East 	............................ 

Stony Ridge, No. 1 	............... A. Tobin, B. Feelsan, & M. P. Fitzgerald 220 

Potacingoga 	..................... .... 
Hostrevor ............................ 

Do. 	No. 2 Do 	 do 

.. . 

3,200 

	

Shannon 	ount, 	No. 1 ............. 

	

Do. 	No. 3 

. 
E. 	S. 	Bonney 	................................................... . 

	

Do 	 do 3,200 
Do. 	No. 4 Do 	 do 4160 

Sturt's Depit. Glen 	................ The London Chartered Bank of Australia 1,920 
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larne of Run. Name of Lessee. Estlinatedarus 

Albert District-continued. Acres. 

Tallyawalka 	 . T. L., S. L., & A. J. L. Learmouth 4,800 
do 4,800 

Do. 	Lower 	... ............ 4,800 
Do. 	South .................. 4,800 

Finlay  & Allan Campbell 	.. ............................... 1,120 

Do. 	Back 	...................Do. 

Toryaweynia 	..... ................... 4,000 Tl,oulcauna, East 	............ .. .... Honorable Alex. Hay & Simpson Newland 

... 

1,440 

Tankarook 	............................ 

Do. 	 do 

. 

1,440 
Sir  James M'Cul]oeh & K. B. Smith .................... 320 

Do. 	 do 960 Ulanra East., No. I 	................ Sir Francis Murphy ................................... ....... 060 

Do. 	West-  .................. 

Do. 	West, No. 1 

. 

960 

Lingo North ......................... 
Do. 	South .......................... 

Do. 	East, No.2 Do. 
Do. 	West, No. 2 640 Ullollio 	............... ...... ......... 

Do 	............................................ 

The London Chartered Bank of Australia 2560 
W. Peterson, J. Blytli, F. T. Sargood, & J. S Peterson 1,400 

Walker's 22 Camp ....... ........... 7,680 Wallandra............................ 

J. J. Phelps ...................................................... 

3200 

1icto]qa, Block D 	................... 

Do....................................................... 

.. 

4,800 

... 
3', L. Learmontli............................................. 

Do. 	do, 	........... . ......... 	........... 4,800 
4,800 

W. Wilson & S..Lindsay ..... 	.............................. 160 

... 

Wa,nbah ................................ 
Do. 	East 	........................ 

Do. 	do. 	... . ..... ... ........................ 

Do. 	Outer ........................ 
warramutt,y, East  .................... 

Do 	............................................. 

6,080 
Do. 	West 	.................. 

Weinteriga ............................ 

Alex. Hay & Simpson Nowland .............................. 

S. T. & S. 	G. Staughton 	.......................... 	......... 6,350 Werimbela ............................
Weelong ............................... 

WI. K. Sutter 	................................................... 
1.V. L. Reid & R. T. Reid 	.................................... 

3200 
Woytehugga 	........................ 

Do, 	do 	..................... 	..... ......... 

160 

... 

...480 

6,190 

... 

Do. 	Bust 	................... 
Do. 	do. 	Outer 

Walter Duffleld 	................................................ 

Do 	...... . ..... ...................... ... . .......... 8,640 

w. IT. Sutter 	................................................... 
. W. ii. Patterson ............................................. 

The London Chartered Bank of Australia 240 

... 

Thos. Chirisside ... ................................................

James Tyson ......... ............... ........................... 2,160 

... 
Yaucowiana Creek, South ..........
Youngariguia .......... .... ...... .... 

348,466 Total area 	.................... 

Bligh District. 

.. 

Applepic ............................... 3,200 Armit.reo ............................... 
The  Commercial Banking Co................................ . 

3,200 
Back Crock ...................... ..... 610 Balagula ................... ............ 4,8001 4853 53) Edward Flood 	.... ...................................... . ..... 2,560 
Barbigel 	.... . ... . ..................... 

George Richardson 	.................................................. 

Balliiioro ............................... 

.Cary Perry 	........................................................... 
Jane Fletcher 	................... .............................. 

Bearbung 	............................. 
John & Pb 	 ... s. 	Egan 	....................................... 

. 

1,280 

. 

Bebrue 	............................... 
Beery 	....... ....... . .......... ... ..... 

James ileane .................................................... 256 
Georgo Rouse 	................................................. 640 

flelabigil 	............................... .Chap. MPhillamy ............................................. 1,433 Belar 	.................................. Martin Shauahnn & P. A. Jennings 770 
Francis Todhunter 	... ...... . ............... ..... ............ 10,228 Belgorecu 	..... . .............. ........ 

Andrew Brown ................. .............. . ....... .......... 1,280 

1,020 Benana Rock 	..........  ............. ... 
Bianibil 	................................ 

Do. 	Old 	... ................. 

Robert; Robinson 	.............................................. 

Edmond Harvey 	.... ................... ...................
Bibbejibberv, 

. 

1,900 
Back .g................ 	. 	.................. 

. 
640 Jieknbeenje 	. ............. 

Peter Luckie .........................

............

.........

..............................

.......

. 
Cha. MPbillainy ............................... 	....... 

... 
	

2,540 

40 Billibla 	. ........................ 	.... . George Rouse 	................... 	 ... 
.. 

	
B. 	Tomkjns ................................................. 

..320 Binible 	............................. 3,200 
Duncan M'Naster 	............... . ......... ... .......... . ... 

... 

3,210 
2,803 

Binnia .................................. 
Black Stump 	......................... 
Bobrnh...... ... ... .................. Richard 	.Taekson 	............ ....................... .. ........ . 

.. . 

3,200 Bodangen3' ......................... ... 
. 1). M'Lcan, W. Barker, & I. Barker ............... ....... 

2,712 Dolaro.................................. 720 
Bonebono....... ......... . ..... ..... G. 	Rouse 	.................................................... 2. 560 Booinley 	..... ..... .................... 

The Bank of New South Wales ............................ 

.. 
Isaac & George John Elekemore 	... ..................... 3,380 Booranda 	............... ............ . 

. 
William  Lowe 	................................................. . 

MGujre & John Cale ................. . ............. ..... 260 .l 	ootlrngny 	............................. George 	Rouse 	....................................... . ....... 
.. 

3,840 
Jiorgara 	.............................. R. 	G. 	rnggins 	.......................... .. ................. ....

... 

. 
3,840 Botlieroe .................. . ........... Sir D. Cooper & Thos. Buekland 	......................... 8,320 ... F. 	W. 	Buchanan 	............. . .................... ............ 8,991 

Alex. 	M'Ewen 	.................. .............................. 2,600 

Brcclong, New 	................... 
Do. 	West ........... .......... 

. 

1680 
Do. 	East 	...................... 

. 
. 

640 Bucker No. 2 	......................... 
.................................... 

B
Budgeong 

Mary Ann Mills 	.... .......................................... 
do 2,520 

The  Australian Joint Stock Bank ........................... 

640 Tames 	Leslie ........................... ........................... 
Wm. Ahison 	.................................................... 9,472 

ugaldi 	................................ 
Buggil ...................... .. ...... ..... 

The  Commercial Banking Co...  ......................... . 1,280 Bugabada 	............................. 
Do. 	Upper 	.... ............. ; 

B idgah 	 .. ............................. John 	Balfe 	.................................................... 320 
Win. 	Ahison 	.................................................... 8,960 Bulgeraga 	............ ... ............ . A. Oroickshank. ............................ ................... 2,560 J3 ulgogar............................... Edward Keep, Francis Day, &Wm. Murdock Ronald 2,560 
Wm. 	Alison 	........................................... ......... 7,840 Bundy................................. S. 	D. 	Gordon 	........................ . ....... . ....... . ....... 6,620 
Richard 	Nancarrow .......................................... 

.. 

4,160 

Bulorora ............................... 

Do. 	New ........................ 

. 
BundilL'i........... ................. .... 
)3 undemnr 	. .......................... 

. 

W. W. Brocklehurst 	.................... . .................. 
.. 

1,600 
Bungebar ............................ 

.. ft. 	R. 	C. 	Bird 	................................................. 960 . 
2,500 Burdenda 	......... ..... .... . ... .. ... . 

K. 	L. 	Moore 	.................................................... 
G. P., P. B., G. H., & P. Hunt ............................ 800 
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Name of Run. Name of Lessee. &timatedrea 

Bligh District-continued. Acre,. 

The Commercial Banking Co............................ 7668 
. Burma.............. .....  ....... ..... 

Burway (0.unialgadine) 	.......... 
Caigan ................. ................ 7,681) 
Caleriwi 	......................... ..... .Gao. 	Rouse 	........................ ....... 	.......... ......... 

. 
1,920 

Cambooglo Cambang ............... 

Cha, 	Lowe 	.................................................... 120 

.The Commercial Banking Co ............................... 497 
Carlganda 	.............. . ............ 

Andrew 	Brown ................................................. 
. 

4,480 
Edward Cacquin 	.............................. ............... 

. 

3,280 
Thos. 	Wrigley 	................................................. 

.. 

320 John 	M'Lean 	................................................. .. 
. 

640 

Carlingoingoing ...................... 
. 

Edward 	P lood 	................................................. .. 
Henry Wadge 	................................ ................ 1,763 . 

1,280 
Cobra. ................................ Jolni 	Jones 	................................................... 1,496 
Collembarawang ..................... James Richmond ............................................. 4,800 

Do. 	New, No. 1 Do 	... . ............ ... .......... . ............... 3,200 
6,4001 91600 

Carrabear Back Block B .......... 

3,2005 

Do. 	Back ...................... 
Carwell 	............................... 

4,000 

Do. 	No. 2 .......................... 

24k) Combogolong .........................
Coonnimon ............................ 

Do 	......... ... ................ .................... ....... 

534 

Colliburl 	............................... 

Combarrah ............................ 

Coocyab Warrab 	................... 
David Watt 	.... ........... . ........ . ............. .......... ... 

4,183 
Cookerbingle or C,'orarobingle 

...... 

Cookydown .................. 	........ 

The Australian Joint Stock Bank ............................... 

...... 

...... 

5,440 

Alex. 	Cruiekshank 	... ........................ ... ...... ........ 

Henry Belt 	......................................................... 
M. Shanahan & P. A. Jennings ................................... 

84 
Coonabarabran 	...................... J. B. Watt, W. 0. Giehrist, & J. Gilehrist 

.......6,888 

1,930 
Ooonamoona 	......................... 

. 

William 	Alison ....................................................... 

Cruiekahauk ....................... ......................... ....... 

. 

Edward Keep, Francis Day, & W. M. Ronald 5,090 

. 

47 

Coolaburragundy ...................................... 

W. Ostler & S. Meers ...............................................
Shanahan & Jennings .......... ............................. 3,2001 1c 3 

12,160 .5 
Cullengafly .......................... .. 

&ndrcw Brown ................. ......................  .... ..... 1,440 

Curianawa 	............ 	............ ... 

Dahomey.............................. Win. 	Alison 	.................... ............................... 4,160 

.. 

Cuttabufla 	............................. 

Do 	..... .......... 	. ..... 	... ... . ..... .......... ........ 
. 

. 
5,440 

Dnbbo ............... .... . ............ 
.. 

4,635 

Elong Elong 	.. ............. ......... 
J. 	H. 	Stewart 	.............................................. ... 
James 	Veo ...................................................... .4,480 

Do. 	. 	No. 2 	....................... 

Emogandry ........................... 

. 
2,080 

Oco, 	Rous... 	................................................. 
.. 

3,720 Eringancring 	......................... 
Do 	.. .... . ............ ... ............. ...... .......... 3,200 Do. 	New 	.................... 

Eidawang............................ 

The Commercial Banking Co .............................. .. . 

640 

.. 

H. 	F. 	C. 	Bird 	................................................. ... 
3,447 

.. 

Euromedah ............................ 
Burt 	............................... 

Ryrie & Alexander 	........................................... . 
11w English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank 10,560 

Fancy Ground 	...................... David Watt &. Duncan M'Master ......................... 1,z80 
Galaragamnbone ...................... Gee, 	Tailby, 	jiiiw. ............................................ .4,853 

a 	Rouse 	.............. ................ ............ ............ 3,200 Gamber Gamaber 	............. ...... 
Geamonoy 	.............. ...................... 4,000 
Geurie ................................. .The New Zealand Loan & Mernti1e Agency Co. 

. 
83 

Gewah Cowell 	.... ............ ..... 

................................... 

I 	J. 	Jones ... ...................................................... 1,280 
Gidginbilla, East 	.................. .W. 	Alison 	........................................................ .427 

Do 	..... .. .......................................... ... 1,920 Gidgenhar .............................
Gillawamaim or Kcllawareenah., Time Commercial Banking Co. 	....................... ... .6,000 
Got.ta 	Rock............................ 

'if J. Rutherford, W. B. Bradley, F. Whitney, & W. B 3,200 Grahway............................... 
FAll. 

Do. 	Creek 	...................... 

Robert Robertson .............................................. 662 

Australian Joint Stock Bank ............................... 4,160 
Guabothoo ............................. 1,280 

G. B. Trugnair, IV. Bromfield, P. jBromfield, B 1.600 
Bromuield, & Isabella Georgina Richmond. 

Win. 	Alison 	.................................................... 3,440 

loins 	Al. M'Qnade 	........................................... 

Do 	... 	...... ..... 	.... ........ 	. .................... 3,200 
Do. 	East ..................... W . Richards, juor. 	.............. ............................. .3,700 

Do. 	No. 	2...................... 

J. 	Rawathorne 	................. .......... ..................... 3,200 

Gimngalma 	............................ 
Do. 	North 	.................... 

2,560 

. 

1,280 

. Do. 	IVest 	................... 
Gunning ...............................
Harbour, Old ......................... 

J. 	G. 	Francis 	................................................. 
John Samuel Smith ......................................... ..
J. Richardson, W. Richardson, & P. Richardson 2,560 Hoblingrah (Mangnil) ............. 
Duncan M'litastcr 	.......... .......................... ....... 3,036 Honeysuckle 	......................... 

Ilturmagalia, 	IVest 	................ Jane 	Harvey ......... .......................................... .7,200 
Do. 	East 	.................. Alex. 	Ferguson ................ ... ............................. 4,000 

Ingiega 	.............................. ' 	James Richmond 	................................. ... ......... 7,040 
Kickerbell 	..................... ...... 640 
ICirban or Curban .................... 2,560 

1,090 
Magometon ........................... 7,680 
Mangnill .............................. Robertson .............. ..................................... 7,8i0 

Lagoons (Talbragar) .................

Mart.haguy ......................... ... 

Tho,, Cadell & Richard Weaver 	.......................... 
.Edward Flood 	................................................. 

2,560 

David Watt 	..................................................... 
IV. 	F. 	Buchanan 	.............................................. 

.J. Jones & B. Byrnes 	........................................ 
John & Thos. Egan ........................................... 

. 

640 
Thos. Paterson 	................................................ 1,931. 

.. 

Mandooran 	............. ............. T. Diggs & J. A. Gamneron ................................. 2,240 

Marthagny Creek 	................... 
Medaway 	............................ 
Merebone 	........ ................... Mary 	Perry 	... . .............................................. 2,400 
Merrigala 	............................ 

.. 
James, Francis, & Henry Clias, White 

. 

.320 
J. 	H. 	Stewart 	................................................ 1,280 

. 

. 

Merrigal Martbaguy ................. 
Merrimba 	................ 	.......... J. Taylor, S. Taylor, & W. G. Taylor 4,480 

. 

Merriossay ............................ Win. 	Alison 	................................................... 
. 

3,840 

. 

Do 	.................................................. 3,200 
. 

Mrs. 	Alison 	.. 	...... ........................................... .3,200 
Do. 	Lower .................... 

Merry ................................ .. J. Taylor, S. Taylor, & W. G. Taylor 4,490 
Do. 	tipper ................... 

Miekeygnnnagal ...................... 3,360 
Mobala 	............................... J. Thylor, S. Taylor, & W. G. Taylor 7,889 

Do. 	No. 2 	....................... 
Francis 	Condor ... ................................ .............. 

Do. 	 do 1,952 
Mogie Melon. ..................... ... 2,560 
Moile 	................................. 

.A. 	Brown 	.................................. ................. .... 

.John M. M'Quade 	........................................... 640 
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Name of Hun. Name of Lessee. Estimated area 

Bligh District-co,Unued. Acres. 

0-. 	Rouse 	. ...................... ............................... 2,560 Molyan Mutinang 	.................... 
Mooned 	.............................. 1,020 

F. 	Buchanan 	.................................. ........... 4,000 
M owlma .............................. 6,860 
)towlma No. 2, or Willaaga 

M'Plnllaniy 	................................................. 

3,540 

.. 

The Conunercial Banking Co. 	........................... 2,240 

. 

Mu,nbedah ..... ........ ............. .. Sir Dani. Cooper, Bart,., & Ilios. Buekiand 5,120 

Moorambilla 	.........................\V. 

Murrumbidgerco 	................... 

J.ulius Jloltman ......................... .............. ......... 

5,814 

Mullingunriry ....................... ..

Mnrrnngindy ......... ....... ........ 

Do 	........................ ................. ........ 

The Commercial Banking Co ............................... 3,840 

. 

Naran 	................................... 1,280 

. 

Narromino 	............................. 

H. 	C. Machardy 	.............................................. 

640 
Neebel 	.............................. 

Dugald MYicar 	.............................................. 
.3. Hughes 	& H. B. Holier .................................. .. 

John 	'Mastor ................................................ M 640 

.. 

Nimbia 	.............................. P. 	II. 	Osborne 	............................ .................... .P 3,520 
... 

J. B. Rundle & B. 	Parsons.. ... .......... ... ... ............ 

. 
.
. 3,600 Ningear 	............................... 

Do. 	Lower .................... 1'. 	IL 	Osborne 	. .................... ........................... 3,520 
Do 	........... . 	.................................... .. 3,520 

Nir.sngarie or Pine Ridge 3,520 
Ningee................................ 

3. Taylor, S. Taylor, & W. G. Taylor 5,760 Noonbali ...............................
Only Creek, Large (Gundare) Duncan 	M'Rae. .................................. ............. 6,110 

Do. 	Little .......... ........ 

.avid Watt. 	................................................. ... 

J. 	H. 	Allison .................. ................................. 4,800 
3,300 

. 
The Australian Joint Stock Bank ......................... 
0. 	Rouse 	.. ................................. ........ ............ 2,880 

. 

n SY. N. Kennedy, S. J. Kennedy, &. II. T. Kennedy 

. 

1,280 
. Opposite Coonamblo ................ 

Orandelbonk 	.......................... 

Pekobutta or Filkabutti ......... ...1,920 
Pnnidman 	.......................... 

R.obert Robertson .......... ................................... 
, 	3,200 J.'eter DufFity ..........................

ribbon.............................. Oco. 	Rouse 	..... ............................. ................. 1,280 
Pier Pier, East.  ..................... 3,200 

2,5(30 
0-. 	1). 	Lane 	................ ............. ..................... 3,453 

John & Thos. 	Ega'i 	.................................... 	... ... 

J. 	H. 	M'Quade ..... ............... ....................... ..... 2,240 

Win. 	Alison 	.......................................... ....... ... 
Grant 	Morris 	............................................. .... 

. 

1,920 

. 
Do. 	West 	...................... 

Fine Scrub ............................. 

Queonsborough Flats 	..... . ...... P. MLean, W. Barker, & J. Barker ...... ............... 5,280 

. 
Quanbonc.......................... .. 
Quoridong 	............................ Andrew 	Brown .................... .................  ... ....... 

2,705 

. 

Sussex 	............... .................. 
H. 	C. Machardy 	........... 	... 	........ 	............ ......... 
The English, Scottish, & Australian Chartered Bank 

. 
1,440 

. 
Rocky Station 	...................... 

Alison 	............ ....................................... 5,180 T,aI,rone 	..............................Win. 
Tarrawinda........................... 

. 
2,895 

Tenandra 	............................ 
W.. 	& A. 	Town ................................................. 
J. 	Richmond .............. 	.................................... 9,240 

Do 	........................ . .......... ............... .. 3,200 Do. 	New, No. 1 .......... ......... 
Do. 	N 	.. ... 3,200 New, No. 3 	................ 

Tcrmbone N. & S................ 2,560 
Terramiingasnine 	................... .Ci. 	M.'l'lnllainy 	.......... ...................................... 5,232 

2,560 
'rondt'rbnrn 	........................ 

.................................................. 
G. 	W. . 	Allen 	.................................................. ... 

A. 	Brown 	.................. ........................ ........... 3,513 
0. 	W. 	Allen 	...... ............................................ ... 

3,840 

.. 
Tisarambone 	........................ 

Do. 	West .............. 	..... 
Mary Perry 	.................................................... 

. 
Tongandii 	 ......... 

olam Toan Flats .................... 
Do 	.................................................... 640 

A, 	Brown 	....................................................... 
.. 

.. 280 
.TheEnglish, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank 1,440 

2,560 
3,560 

Tooloors 	.......................... 	.... 
Toorawoonak ......................... 

M

. 
1,280 

Tourable................................ 
Do. 	Now ......................... 

460 Troy.................................. 
1,920 
1,280 

A. 	J. Boreber 	. ............................................... 1,920 
1I' urridgerce 	........................ & 7,040 
ljlamambri ...................... ..... & Jennings 	.................................. ..... 5,720 

Tucklan Creek 	...................... 

Ulinda Creek ........................ 137 

Tnnder 	............................... 
Turawandic ...................... ...... 

Blackwood & Ibbotson ......................... .............. .3,491. 
Ulundry or Ulandry ............... 

.Shanahan 

W. 	F. 	Buchanan 	............ .................... ............. 

. 

2,520 
Ulomogo ............................... 

J.ohn 	M'Master ............................. ................... 

5,040 Uinanga and Nauran ................ 

A. 	Brown 	...................................................... 

2,354 ljrabrihle 	............................ 
Urawilkey 	............................ 

W 	Alison 	....................................................... 
Do. 	............................................. . 

C. 	'Phillamy 	................................................. . 

Duncan 	M'Rae ... 	...... ....... .................... ........... 2,560 
Do. 	West 	.....................Do 

James Atkinson 	.............................................. . 

.......... ...................................... 1,920 
Urobnlla ..... ......................... 

James Edrop .................................... ....... ..... .... 

W.iTha Walla 	........................ 

Blackwood 	Ibbotson........................................ 

The Comereml Banking Co............................. tn 

.. 

. 

.. 

\\Tallainhrawlang 	................... 
Wallangolong...... .................. 

0. 	Rouse 	........................... ........  ........ .... .... ..... 
Shanaban & Jennings 	......................................... 

... ...... . ................... ...................... 
. 

3,200 

.. 

Wallenani 	........................... 
... 

M
Do 

1,600 

.. 
II. 	R. 	C. Bird 	................................................. 7.845 

	

.Do 	......... 	. ................ . ........................ 

3. ,200 

1,600 Do. 	New ........................ 
Wanbaiidry 	........................ 

Geo. Rouse 	.................................................... 1,280 

H. . 	R. 	C. 	Bird 	................ ............................ 	... ¶1.920 
Warren Creek, No. 1 	............. 

'Gnirc 	.................................................... 

640 
Do. 	No. 2 640 

It. 	G. Higgins 	................................................. 
Do 	.... . ....... . ........................... ........ 6,120 raWarn Downs ....................... 

Warree 	.............................. J. mes Patrick 	................................................. .160 

. 

. 

. 

.. 

. 

Werrien 	............................... .3. 3. Capp & C. G. H. Capp 	....  ... ...................... .. 6,080 
II. 	R. C. 	Bird 	..................... ........................... 5,440 

Do 	.. ............................................... 

Jnhsn M'Master ................................................ 
. 

2,062 
Veribide .............................. it G. 	Higgins 	................................................. 

. 
640 

Worigi .................... 	............ 3,200 

Wccnioba 	................ ......... .. 

John flynn 	... ..... .......... ................................ 8,480 

Wectaliba 	............................ 

Wollongolong or Wallenbillen Su'annah Phillips ............. ................................. 1,280 
Wombobby H. 	R. C. Bird 	...... 	......................................... 4,857 

Do. 	New ..................... 

. 

1,440 

Willera 	............................... 

Woorooboomi .............. 	......... 

Ryrie & Alexander 	........................................... . 

2,880 

........................... 

Alfred Borden 	..................................... .. ... ..... 3,200 

.... 

Yamba Yomba 	.................. ... 

. ........... .... ............................. 	.... 
H. 	C. 	Machardy 	.............................................. 
.Do. 

John Kenneth Mackay 	........................ ............ 
. 

2,880 
Yolcogrin 	............................ 

0-co. 	Rouse 	........... 	..................................... 
. 

2,560 
.. 

Yarni.grin 	........................... 
Yarnunan 	............................ W. 	Alison 	..... ............... .................... .... ........ .1,600 . 



6 

Name of Run. Name of Lessee. 
j 

- Bligh District-continued. . 	Acrea 
Yarrawell . A. Croicksan 3,200 Yarrow,  Creek ........................ .3. 	Atkinson 	.................................................... 1,344 Alfr 	Barden 	................................................. 280  0. D. Ijane 	.................................................... 3,468 
Yoo]oomogo 	......................... 
Youio 	.................................. 
Youlangra. .......................... Geo, Rouse 	................................................... I 	1,020 

Travelling Stock Reserves 

. 

475,290 
1,191,428 

Clarence District. 
Acacia Creek - ........................ 

Total area 	................... 

3. de V. 	Lamb 	................................................ 80 
4,060 
4,000 

Asliby 	.................................. 
Blake's 	Creek......................... Commercial Banking Company ............................. 

3. & W. Zuill, junior 	......................................... 
534  Bookooboonra 	...................... 

Broacimeadows 	...................... VT. 	Paseoc .......................................................... 
Commercial Banking Company ............................ 17,920 Bunalbo 	............................... M. 	C. 	Machardy 	.............................................. 1,260 Commercial Banking Company ............................ 1,760 Bungawaulbin 	...................... 

Cainira 	............................... Henry 	Boll 	.................................................... 720  Cangi 	................................... C. 	J. 	Walker.................................................... ,958 Coaldstream 	......................... Australjaa Joint Stock Bank .... ................. 	.......... 2
7,680 N. Maclean & J. Cowan 	.................................... 14,960 Domo Mountain..................... B 1,100 rn 

Batonswill 	........................... Do 
& W. Myhle VT 1,493 

Buangowan. .......................... 

Barnes & T. 	. Smith 	................... 	............... 

Commercial Banking Company ............ ............... 19,240 
1,512 

Canglebung 	......................... 

Ellerby 	.............................. 
120  

Dyaba ................................ 
.............................................. 

Ii . 	Atkinson 	...................................................... 
19,645 

... 
C. 	U. 	l'inda.I 	.................................................... 
Barnes & Snntji Bros. ..... .................................. 

.. 

1,658 
Ermington............................ 
Ettrick Forest 	...................... 

15,680 Fairfield 	............................... 
Fairymount., now Xogle 	........... 973  Brook 	...................... &Gordon 3200 Gurgarrow............................ 
Glen Ferneigh 	......... ...... . ..... 

Smith Bros. & G. Were 	..................................... klexander 	M'Kellar ........................................... 

.it. 	Irargrave 	................................................... .,120 

.. 

Glenugie ............................... 

Barnes 	Smith 	............................................... 

.. Cohen 	.................................. .................. 8,320 Head of Richmond 	................ 8,416 Xa,waroo Creek ..................... 
175   

U. 	W. 	Neale .................................................... 320  

.. 4,000 Llantrk Lodge 	...................... 
11. Sherwood 	.......................... ..................... 

476  

.. 

Levenstrath 	......................... 
Lismore 	............................... 

Potor 	Shea. ...................................................... 

M. C. Machardy 	.................................... . ........ 4,114 

Anstralian Joint Stock Bank ................................ 3. 	11, 	...................................................... 

1,278 Maryland............ ............... 1,606 Mongogery ........... ................ 40,640 M'Manns & Henley .......................................... 481 

.. LittleRiver 	......................... 

Newbold Grange 	.................. 

3. 	K. Howe 	..................................................... 
M. H. Marsh 	................................................. . 

8,867 
Murvuhnnbali 	...................... W. & F. Fanning ..............................................

Bank of New South Wales ........ ..... .......  

. 

64.0 

.... 

Nymboida (Pandemonium) 
. C. 3. 	Walker..................................................... 

2,971 
Newtown Boyd 	....................... 

........ 
C. 	S. Tindal ... ................... ............................. 14,080 Ramornie............................ 

Rosehill 	................. .............. 572  Runnyinede 	........... .............. 2,483 Sandilands 	........................... 

S. 	Bnel,an ......................................................... ....... ......... 

1,600 

B. 	Flood 	.......................................................... 

1,916 

.. 
Ii. 	Atkinson 	..................................................... 
M. 	C. Machardy 	............................................... 
3. D. & W. Bron 	......................... ................. 25,600 
3 	Zuile 	. ......... ....  ....... ....................................... 

1,657 
20,172 

640  

Southgete 	............................ 
St. 	Cloud 	............................ 

3,793 

Strat,liden 	............................ 
Tabulam ............................... Barnes and Smith 	.............................................. 

.... 

4,000 

Tempo .................................
Tonianthi...............................
Travellers' Rest ...................... 

Mrs. M. 	Chnuvel 	................................................. 

S. VT. Gray & 3. Bra, 239  Tunstal............................... 
Tyalgrum 	............................ 
Tyriugharn 	............................ 

Barnes & Smith 	................................................. 
3. B. Wolfe 	....................................................... 
Commorcia.l Banking Company ............................... 

2,860 
18,000  Virgiuiu............................... 

F.  Flood 	........................................................... 
..........................................

3. l'crrott ........................................................ 
B. 	Atkinson 	............................................ . ....... 
W.  C. Bundoek 2,153 Winagaree 	............................. 

Wintervate............................ 3. Haun ...................... ..... ............................... 540-28,160 
.. 

Wooroowoolgan ...................... 19,200 
Wyandali 	.................. ...... 
York 

.. .. 
. 

......... ..................................... 

Do 	.......................................... 
. 

1,740 ................................. 
Yngilbar ............................... 833  

27,200 

Orifliths & Fanning ...........................................3,070 

38,941. 

.. 

Do. 	East......................... 
Do 	............................................ 

F. D. S. Ogilvic 	............................................... 
Do 	............................................... 

Total 	... ..................... 469,106 

.. 

Darling District. 

.. 

Albemarle............................ 3. 	T. 	Phelps 	....................................... ............ .. 1,860 Do. 9,440 Albemarle East, Block C Do .............. .... . ...... . ......................... 
Albeanarle, Outer ..................... 

W.,L. 	& R. 	T. 	Reid ..................... ..................... 1,280 
1,280 

960  3. 	Crozier, 	Sen. 	............................................. 1,493 

.. 

2,333 

Albemarle East, Block D......... IncBranch 	........................ 3. 	Q-ozjer 	..................................................... 
D. & D. 	H. 	Cudinoro 	......................................... 
3. 3. Phelps 

.. 

.. 

640  

Ana Biu,,eli, North 	................ 
Ana Branch, East ... 	............ ... 

Arlington Plains, Block P 
3. 	Whyto 	......................................................... 

.... ................................ ............... . Do 1,920 
Areal .................................
Arlington Plains, Block C........ 

960  
2,400 Bengnilow ............................

Bintullia ............................... 
...................................................... 

	

3. 	iy.,y 	....................................................... 

	

3. 	Dunne 	....................................................... 960 

I 
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Name of Run. 	 Name of Lessee. 	 Estimated ales reserved. 

Darling District-oomtinued. Aries. 
Birrie 	.................................. .1. M'Donald, B. M. Begot, and W. H. Chanoek 	... 
Plenalben, No.3...................... 2,880 

Do 	...... ...... . ...................................... 
Do 	........ . .... . ............... . ..................... 2,880 

Do6... ......... ......... 2,880 
Do 	. ............ . .... ................................. 1,280 

Do. 	4 ................. ...... 
Do5 ....................... 

Do8 ..................... 

3. 	T. 	Phelps 	..................................................... 

..Do 	... ........ ... ................. .................... 
Do 	......... .... ........................ .............. 

..2,240 

2,560 
Do10 ..................... 

.. 

1920  
Do11 ..................... Do 	........ ............................. .............. 4,480 

T. JTj., S. L., and A. J. L. Learmonth 160 

.. 
Do7 ....................... 

3,880 

.. 

.. 
Do 	..................................................... 

.. 

.. 

15040 

.. 
Do 	18...................... 

3. 	J. 	Phelps 	............................................. ........ 
W. 	Taylor .................................................... .... 

.. 

1,920 
Blenheim 	............................ 
Blenheim Back Plains .............. Do 	.................................................... 

5. 	H. 	Robertson 	............................. ................ 
floonianeoll 	......................... 
Bruce's i'lains,No, 1 ............... 20 Boundary 	............................ 

1,920 Do. 	2................ 
Do. 	3 ............... .Do. 	do. 	... ... ................................. 

. 
. 

0,240 
Burtundy, North 	.................. 

3.3. 	Phelps 	....................................................3, 0  

J. M'Donald, 'Donald, B. Al. Bags, and IV. H. Chanock 

.5,120 

2,880 
W. 	L. 	and H. T. Reid ................................... ...... 

Do. 	do 	do. 8,200 
.2,560 

Clare, Block A. ..................... 
Do 	South 	..................... 
DoB. 	..................... Do 	.... . ..... ... ...................................... 15,360 
DoC. 	..................... Do 	.... ............................................ ... 

. 

20,480 
Clara North,, Block A. 	............ 

W. 	Campbell ........ ...................................... .... .. 
... 

12,800 
DoB. 	............ 

...Do 	...... ... .......................................... 

... 
10,240 

.

. 

...Do 	.. ..... . ........................................... 
3. 	Dusine 	................................... .... ............... 6,400 Coonalhiugga 	......................... 

Culpaterong 	.. .... .................. Pairbairn 	......................... .... ....... ........  ....... 

.. 

1,020 
.. 

640  Dolinorene .............................. 
853  

Gall 0-all .............................. T. L. Brook, S. Service, and J. Ornondc 6,840 Eurilla 	............................... 
L., S. L., and A. J. L. Learmonth 	... ............... 

. 
17,660 

.. 

Henley 	............................... 

..Do 	..................................................... 
.. 

Huco 	.................................. 
Iu ingerry 	............................ 

3. 	Crozier 	........................................................ 

3. M'Donald, B. M. Begot, and W. IL Chanook M. 4,480 
2,080 

. 

.JuanbungBaek Run ................ 
ijilfora-, Block A. 	.................. 

W. T. and H. P. Reid ........................................640 

640  
Do 	IC. 	.................. 

. 

. 

5. 	Tyson ........................ ............ .... ................... 
3,200 

Do 	0. 	.................. 

W. 	'Taylor ........................................................ 
3. M.Donald and 3. Matheson 	.......... .................. 

640  
Do. 	do..... .......................... 640  

DoQ. 	............ . ..... 

.... 
Do. 	do... ........... . ................ 2,560 Do......................... 
Do. 	do....  ...... ....................... 

640  
and A. Lendale 	............... ..........  ..... ...... ...... 

.. 
3,200  

.. 

5. T. 	and H. Gibson .................. .... ........ .......  ..... 6,400  
Loocalln 	................................... 

MalIce Cliffs 	........................ 640 
Magenta ............................... 
Maflard 	............................... 

1,600 Maine Lower ......................... 

W. .L 	T. 	Clark 	................................................... 
... 

3,280 MaineUpper ............................ 
480  Motalong............................

Mailman ............ .................. Trust and Agency Company Australasia (Limited) 

... 

3,523 

P. M'Farlane and K. MDonaid .............................. 
W. 	J. 	'1. 	Clarke 	...................... ....... ..... .............. 

3. 	Crazier 	.......................................... ... ......... 5,280 

Do 	..... . ............................. ............. 
3. 	Whyte 	......................................................... 

640  
H. 	B. 	fitighec 	........ .......... .............................. 

... 
2,560 

Mooina................................ 
3. 	Crazier 	.......................................................... 
D. and D. H. Cudmore 	........ ............................ 1,440 

Moorpa 	............................... 
Naloir 	............................... 

480  Neilpo or Grand Junction 	....... 
Paika............................. ..... SoS Palinor 	................ ........ ....... 
Paringk 	........... ............... ..... P. Macfarlane 	............... ... ............ .... .......... .... 3,640 
Paringa Wrest,  Block A. 	...... .... P. 	C. 	Brooke .................. ........... ...........  ..... ...... 3,000 

5. M'Donald, B. M. Bagot., and W H. Charaock 2,560 
Peiwalka ......... ..................... 

.. 

... 

1,280 Parra 	.................................. 
Police 

\V. 	Webster 	...................................................... 
P. Cudmore and D. 11. Cndmore .... ...... ........ ......... 

M. Looman and J. Macintosh 	... ......  .................. 5,440 .................................. 
Pooncarce 	............................ 

. 

.1. 	L. 	Phelps 	.......... ......... .....  ... ......... ... ... .... ..... 

.. 

9,782  
St.urt's Billabong 	................... 

P. 	Maephcrson ..... . ......................... ................ .... 

B. 	H. 	Cudmoro 	............ ... ......... ......... .... ........ 

.. 

2,560 
.. 

5,920 Talyawalka ............................ 
Do 	South 	.................... 

T. L., S. L,, and A. J. Learmonth 	....................... 
3. 	.1. 	Phelps 	.................................... ............... 

... 

.. 
3,640 

P. L., S. L., and A. J. Ti. Learmonth 
.. 4,800 Do 	Back 	...................... 

Do 	Lower 	................... 3. 	J. 	Phelps 	.......................................... ... ...... . 13,860 
T. 	C. 	Brooko ......................... ..... ....  ................. 1,920 

'I'areoola 	.............................. 5. 	L. 	Phelps 	................ .......  .... .... .................... . 
.. 9,720 

Tarrangnra ............................ 5. M'Donald, B. M. Begot, W. H Charnoek 1,920 
Teryasreyna 	......................... 7,840 

1,920 

Tapio..................................L  

Do 	South ...................Do 
Do 	Tuner or West 2,240 

1. 	C. 	Brook 	.... ...... ..... ....... ........ ........ ............. 6,029 
Tooran 	.............................. 640  

640 
....... ............ B. Cohen and J. P. Maguiro 	.......... .... ..... ...... ..... 5,390 

512  
,792 W. 	M'LeS 	....................... .....  ... ........... ......... 

Do 	........... . ........................ .... . .......... 1,792 
Waltracile ........................... 

A. 	J. 	L. 	Learmonth ..................... ..... ............. .... . 

3. 	Crozier, Sen .............. ....  ............................... 
. 640  

Wambat 
. 

........................................... . 

W. L. & B. T. 	Reid .................................... ...... ,800 

Teltao .................................. 
. 

Do 	........................................... 

5 . 	Crozier 	....................................................... . 
W. Ti. and H. T. 	Reid.... .................................... . 

. 

Do 	.............. .................... ........ 

.. 

4,800 

Toorincaea 	...................... ...... 
Turlee 	............... 
tlrntah ............................... 

Wostbrook ......................... 

5. 	Pile 	.......................................................... . 

D. 

.. 

.. 

3,413 

Do. 	South ......................... 
Do. 	West .......................... 

3. M'Donald and J. Mat.heson 	............ ...... ... ...... 

. 

3,200 

...............................
Wambah, Outer ........... ......... ... Do 	... ........... .......................... ... 4,800  . 

640  
640  

Wambab, East 	........................ 

........... 

P. 	MPhenon 	................................................. 
. 

Whitminbahi 	......................... 
Willilbab ................................ 

. 

W. 	Webster 	.................................................... . 
.. 

3,200 Do 	North 	........ 
Willotia ...............................
Yaltolka ... ....................... .......
Yarlalia 

H. and A. Lasdale 	........................................... . 
5. 	Pile 	.......................................................... . 

Do..........................  ... ...... ........................ . 
P. Taylor and 3. & W. Brooks 	............................ . 

1,920 
1,365 ...............................

Yarrowal .... .......................... . W. Webster 	.. 	............... . ....... . ............ ... ......... . 4,300 



Name of Ron. 

n. 

Name of Lessee. Estimated area 
reserved. 

arrowal Back 	...................... 
lartla .................................. 
Yelkeer 	... ........................... . 

Darling District-continued. 

W. SSebstor .................................................... 
W. 	M L.oau 	................................................... 
G. 	Fajrbnjr 	................................................... 

Total 	- ................. ..... 

Acres. 

4,80 
3.840 

640 

376,310 

Owydir District. 

. 

N. 	& T. 	Cooper 	............................................. 33  33 ....  .............. ...... 	... J.Ooongan ....................................................... o,098 
3,200 Bengalla .............................. 

W. 	Jjalor 	....................................................... .. 
Do.......................................................  640  

Argowan Plains ...................... 

Big Leather 	.... .......  ............. A. Town, M. rio,m,  N. Onus, sen., &. A. Benson 
t CL 	1  

2,560 

Beebo 	.................................. 

A. 	.1 	ntos........................................................ 1.2,240 Bangora 	............................... 
Bimingy ........... ................... D. 	Eaton 	.................................................... 

.. 

830  Bineenng 	... ........................ 320 Blu 	Nobbv 	......................... 
- 

. 

N. W. Jackson & A. Harris ...................................

.

. 

w 	Russell 	.................................................... 610 Boolooroo 	............... ............ 
.- 

3,3,0 Boonal................................. S. 	B. 	Diglat 	...... . ... ..... .......... .. ...... . ................. 4,800 Boonaldoon 	.......  .... .... ......... .B. Richards, and N. & G. Williams . ............... 1,9_O Boonangar 	............  .... ...... .... 1,280 Boonoona 	............................ 
. 

1,280 Bugohilla 	............................ 

. 

o,096 Bullerana 	............................ B.  Richards, Nolan and James Williams ........ . ...... CoO 
6,6:4 

.R. N., F. N., 	& F. 	King ....................................... 

C. 	Smith 	................. . ...... . ................ 3,2,, 
Bullomo 	................................ 

.. 
....... 

640 
Bumble and Gorky ................
Bunarbea, North, A ... . .......... .. 

Do. 	B 	............... 

	

Bunarbra, South, A 	........... ... 

Right Rev. 	W. Tyrrell 	...... ................................ 
A. Town, N. Onus, & A. Benson 	........................... 
N. 	Brow-n 	........................................................ 

.Do. 	......... 	. .................................... ..... 
Do 

(40 
Do B ................. 

Munro Bros.. ....... ............................................. 
... 

............ ... 

a40  
(140 Burradoon 	.................... ....... 1,920 

...................................................... 

3. 	Single 	................................... ................... 1,920 

John 	Town 	...................................................... 

3. 	F. 	............................................ 
Calipi or Umbug ............ ...... 

.
Do 	...................................................... 

10,240 

... 

Cagildool 	............................ 
Caidmurra ............................ 

. 

060 Carbueky 	............................ 
Carore ....... ....... ....... ....  ........ 
Carraa ................................. 

The Bank of New Sout]a Wales ............................. 

. 

4,9,2 

.. 

Cobbidah ...... .... ........ .....  .... 

The Bank of New South Wales............................ 

	

R. 	L. 	Jenkins 	.................................................. 
A. Town, M. Town, N. Onus, sen., &. A. Benson ........ 

	

. S. 	ioskisson 	.................................................... 

..W. Crowley 
5,640 

Collymangooi .............. .......... 640  
1,920 C. 	& G. 	Codrington ........................................... 4,000 Coorar.................................. 

Coppyniurmnsbjl 	................... s. 	Iloskissoaa 	.................................................... 
N. Browne ..  

.................................................... 
.1,760 

..................................................... . \V. 	Poarse....................................................... 

1,045 
800  T. 	Farneu 	....................................................... 
320  

1,280 

Coolatie or Handoc 	................ 

Cumbadeuo ....  ...... .... ..... ......
Currangandi .......... .............. 3,4cC 

Coubal .......... ..... ................... 

Derra 	................................. 

C
Cowmerton...............................................................

T. 	A. 	Adams.................................................... 

3. B. Watt 
1,212 

ropper Creek, Back Block ....... 

Dorm Dorm 	......................... 

r. 	W. 	Smart.......  ........... .................................. 
i 	............................................................... 

o,793 
4,538 

........................................................ 
3. 	B. 	Jones 	....................... ............................ 
N. 	Town........................................................... 1,020 

E
Bena ..................................

ulourie 
'.'l. 	Thaesll 	.............................. ....................... 1,280 ............................... 

Guneral 	............................... A. Adams 
1,280 

Gengham 	............................ Time Bank New South Wales 
6,014 

640 
owinama 

M'Dona.11 .................. 	.................. ...... .......... 
.................................................... 

5,280 ............................ 
Gooned (Morool...................... 

................................ 
Cooper Bros..................................................... 
C. 	Bloisome ................................................... 
s. B. Watt 

Damdeena or Turrawa ............. 

Omman 

............... . .... ................................  H. ........................... 
	

... 
2,626 
420  

G
Gourable................................ 

...... ...... 	........... . ...... 
G
Gunnee P. A. Stratford 

4,620 
unyer Wirildi 	.. ................ S. Co 4,580 

Gragin................................... 

K
Gurrygedah 	....... .... ............. 

een 
18,040 
1,500 

Xe!o 	................................. 

. 	........................ ............... .... ........... 
.................................................. 

w. Pearso 

... 

................................................ 2,120 
.................... 

 ....... ..... ... 

W.  J. Dangar 

... 

640 Kenenaobeldio 	............ ... ... .... 
Green 

Right Pci'. W. P'rreIi 	..... ... ............................ 

. 
680  

1,280 

........................................................... 
Bowman Bros................................................... 
B. 	Munro 	......................................................... 

Coje 4,880 

......... 

i,zso 
4,6o9 

Kunopsa .......... ..........  ...... ..... 

Li
Lay 	............................ 

ndesay................................ 

................................................... 

Dthes 200 

... 

Medgin or Merkin................... 

M
Meroe .................................. 

N. 	Gill 	............................................................ 
......................................................... 

P. W. Smart 48o2 
oran 	..... ................ .......... 

Minna Minuane ...................... 
M
Molroy 

Town, TmI. lou-n, N, Onus, sen., & A. Benson ........ S. 	....................................................... 

1,480 ............................... 
ungyor............................... 

........................................................ 
... ................ .................................. 

11,040 
.................................. 

M
Moree 

3. 	000ngan 	.................................................... 

Richards J. & G. wirnams 12,880 B. 	Vjekeay....................................................... 

j. & T. Coopea .............................. 640 osquito 	Creek ................... ... .................................................. 
Bank New South Wales 480  Mungie Bundle ...................... 

M
Myall W. N. Dangar ........ .. ....... .. .................. ... ... ..... 

5544  ....................................... 
flanpr Bros. 	.................. . ....... . .......... ........... 

4,095 
Creek 	......................... 

epiokallina 

urgo..................  .............. ..
A.  9.own, At. Town, J. Onus, son., & A. Benson 

7,482 
3,840 N

Noonah 	....... .. ............. ......... 

A. M'Mila,a 480 

.. 

482 
&16-3 

.........................
Oregon ................................ 
Pailal 	.................................. 

R
Piedmont 	..... .... ................. .. 

T. 	.......................................................... 
....................................................

A. Tango, H. L. Cousens, & 0. B. Austen 
j 640 ocky Creek 	......................... 

Singapora ............................ 
D. 	Capol 	........................................................ 
A. A. Adanis ..... ........ ................. 	............ .......... 8,220 
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ame of Ron. ?,aine of Lessee. Estimated area 
reserved. 

Swydir Distrjct-eontissucd. Acres. 
Tunlari 
Telleragn ............... ... 	........... 

3,018 

Bowman Bros . 	................................ ................ 
4480 lorry The-hip .... ..................... 

Triganion 	............................ 
Tukka Tukka ..... ...............  

.. 

. 

Australian  Joint Stock flank ............................... 
3. 	D. 	Single 	.................................................... 

3,611 
2,650 

T
Tulloona............................... 

.... 
I 	Casnplii 	............. ....................................... 

B. 	Dight 	.................................................. 
3. Gill 

. 

4,031 
............................... 

T
yccuali 

......................................................... 
3. Pears 	....................................................1 

5,600 
060 vrreel 	.............................. 

DIn isbareela 
8,565 

............ 
	

... 	. 	...... 
\Vollnngra 	........................... 960 

6240 Wahlonal..............................
Wnlbundmsga 450  
Wee Bolla Bolla 	....... . ..... . .... 

B. Richards, J. & 0. 	Williams 	------------------------- ---- 

640 
2,815 

....................... 

Welbon......... 

.King BrOS........................................................ . 

	

. xv 	Russell 	.................................................... . 
3. 	Pcar 	....................................................... .. 

3. 	B. 	Watt 	............................................. ....... 
.. 

2,520 ..............  ... . 

. 	Pal-nell ....................................................... .. 
Munro 	Bros----------------------------------------------------- 

... 	A. 	A. 	Adams .................. ................................. 320 
1,280 

Weeweelange- ........... -------------- 

Do. 	Upper 	.........  ... .... 
Doyle B,os 

1,280 

Worrivah 	............................ 

Wirrab 	................................ 

Commercial Banking Company ---------------------------- - ...J 	P. 	Doyle 	....... .......................................... ... 

M'Mtillen  ................................................ .

.. . 

1,280 
2,420 

Wisaland ............................... 

Y
yeiuo 

. 	....................................... ............. 

W 

. 
7,920 

Y
agobi 640 

420 

W
iVirrir..................................

------------------------------- 

allaroi 	........................... 
Yarrouah 

Cooper .................................................. 
2,154. 

............................... 

Yetman .... .......................... 

....Danger Bros--------------------------------------------------- 
2,560 

............................ 

9,069 
Bank New South Wales --------------------------------------

.S. B. Dight & B. K Diglit................................... 
177,411 

W. Pearse ................................ ........................ 
........................................................ 

497,595 

Travelling Stock Reserves ....................

Total .......................... 

Lah1.aai District. 
Abboteford 	...  ..... .................. 640  Ann's Vale or Cungera ........... ............ 1,510 Salable, 	Lower ..................... 

.. W. 	B. 	Campbell 	................ ................. 
640  

angalal, B. 	............ ......... 

..F. 	W. 	Armytage 	.............................................. ... 

.. 

N, Conway 
120 

5. 	Caldwel 	.................................................... ... 
.. 

160  
480 

Belungn-aanbil 

.................................................... .... 

J. 	GordonG....................................................... ... 
3. Rutierford, J. M'Ciilloek, and B. Seller 12,085 

	

B
Do. 	Upper .......................o 

...... ........ ....  

	

Do. 	Lower 
... 	B. A. Molessvorth, T. W. Were, and C. 3taekenison 17,906 

Barraloug 	............................ 

Bean................................ 

.... ................................................... ....

.. 

1,600 

Beabula 	............................... 

Jl
Bendiek mi 2,600 

]3engenslbijong 

R. A. Molesworth and T. W. Ware 	..................... . . 

1,024 
6,460 

.............. 

Murall 	.................... 
Severile 	Bros... ..... . ......... ........ ........... . ........... 

 D. 	
. . 

p. Bajllie 
338  

enduck 	............................... 
...................... 

Bemiubah............................. 
Berresnbed 	.. .... ......  ..... ...... .... 

 
Benangnroo 

60,989 
4,n90 ............................. 

Billabong 	............................. 

3... 	Co 	............................................................. . 
.......................................................... . 

..Riekotson & Glum, 
640  

Ra.snss.y 	.................................................... .. 

n0 
'1,139 

.......................................................
The Australian Joint Stock B,snk ......................... 
B. 	r. 	Osborne 	................................................. . 

H. 	Rieketson ............. ..................... ................. 
1,920 
3,200 

J3 orrema or Reedy Creek 

........................................... 

.... 	................. 	......... 	............. 

D. MKellar 	& J. Host... 	... .............................. . 3,200 
K 	............................................................... 
W. 3. 	& 	A. H. M'Bean 	..................................... 

640  
480 

Billabong Bock .......................
Billibong............................... 

3 	Chisholm 	................................................. 213  

Biinbajingel 	......................... 
.......... 

B. Power, Ii, Power, A. Bueld,Finlnv 640 

:l3 	Bongo 	......................... 
Bland Chisholnis 	................... 
Bland, West 	............. ............ 

3. Chisholin 
1,478 

Bland..................................

Blowelcar 

F, 	Gibson................................................... 
.................................................... 

Power, H. Power, A. Eudri, & T. G. Finley 
4,260 
3,200 

Bl,nsd I'llnns, East .................. 
Do. 	West. 	......... ........ 

......... ..... ............. 

B
Bobero Smith Bros 

3,200 ................................. 

B
oganilillon 

Broad 	Bros..................................................... 
..................................................... 

.. 
(,,400 

640  
.......................... 

ogi Bogalong 	...................... 
3. 	Miller 	........................................................ 

........... 1,793 Bogularo 	........................  ...... 
Bogoloug Jsslians 

Gibson 	Bros 	........................................ 	.. 
..  ................ 160 

liolagamy (JulInsan 	............ .... .M. N. Callaglian 	........ ................ 2,26, 
4,480 Bolamblo 	.... 

Bosuir 	
....................... 

S. Barber & J. 	Dale 	............ ............ ..................... 
.B. 	Julian 	....................................................... 

TheTrustand Agency CosnpanyAustmlasia (Limited) 3,200 
.............. ..... ... 

Do 

. 
2,560 

.................................. 
Do. 	South........................... 

Bolnro, North ......................... 
0'. L 	................................................... .......... 

............................................................. 2,100 
896 Bong Bong ........ .... ......... .......

Boolegal 

Bank New South Wales 	....................................... 
0'. 	Cnsnpbel................................................... 

Boolooi-ee 	............................ D. M'lCellar 
3,200 

Booroowa 	............ ..... .....  .....  .(I. Allinan & P. Laidlaw 
3200 

79) 

Bowning 3,328 

..... ....... ... ....... ........ 

 

.Bouyeo .................................. 
................................ 

Brawlisi 	................................ 

.W. 	Campbell ........... .... ... ....... ... .... ... ....... 
...................................................... 

J. 	Fitzpatrick 	....................... ................ 

............ 

903  
2,u60 Breakfast Creek ........ ............. 

W. Cottee & W. AJlan 	....................................... 
........................................ 

p. 	Menelian 	....................................................... 

4,336 Brihera Creek, head of ............. 
............ 

320 Bungergeo 	............................ 
Brundaji ll,6o3 ..............................
Burrasigong ........................ 

The Commercial Banking Company 	........................ 
S. 	Caldwell 	...................................................... 
5. 	L. 	Learusontla 	.............................................. 
B. 	iluehsnnan & ii. 	Mort ........................ ............ 
J. White 

3,404 
Buneinbuna 	............ .... ........ 

....................................................... 
. 

4,03 
3963 Bundidgen'............................

Bunganelafo (Pinpara Plains) 

..T. 	Strickland 	.................................................... 
The Aust. Mortae, Land, &Fioanee Comy.(Limited) 

... 3,647 
Bungumbil ............................ ....VSou 	......... . .............................. ......... ...... 

3. 	C: Welman 	......................... . ............ . ......... . 
7,088 
2,580 

341-B 

5' 
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Name of Run. Name of Lessee, 
Estimated area 

reserved, 

I Ijaclilan District-continatd. Acre,. 

I 
Barrangong, Little The City Bank 

631 
2.378 

3'. 	Gibb 	.......................................................... 320  Burthong........................ .... 
Bygolorce 	..................... .... ... S. 	Tout & T. 	Kelly 	........................................... 2,560 
Cadow.................................. L, 	Jones ................................. ....................... .. '3,200 
Cain (Uranoway) 	..... ............. . 3.'l'.MMullen................................................. 2762 

W. kelly & S. Parkmau .................................... I 	 320 
14. A. Molesworth & T. W. Ware .......... ............... 

4,800 
The Bank l ow Soutl,t W ales 	............................... 

4800 

Calabasli 	.................... ........... 
Cannowly 	........................... 

Canila J. Brewer & F. P. lImes 1 203 
F. 	F. 	Gibson 	.................................................... 640  . 

CargolUgo 	............................ 

E. 	Carroll 	....................................................... ,920 
Carigabal ............... ................ 

Rieketson 	& 	Finn 	........................................... 6,290 
Chidowla............................... 
Clear Ridges 	........... .............. 

700  Cold Water or Corong ....... ...... 
Cumbamurra 	....... .... .............. 1,020 
Combigingi ............................ 5,296 
Condoublin............................. 6,400 
Coonon Point ... ... 	................. . Blackwood & Ibbotson ........ ......  .... .... ........  ... ...... 37 

Peter 	Tyson 	.................................................... .. 
S. 	i. 	Saltrng 	..... ........ ................... .... ..... .......... . 

1,280 

3. 	& 	A. 	Broad 	...................  .... ........................ 
C. 	Lee 	.......................................................... 

3,846 
Cootamondra 	........................7. 

The Commercial Banking Company ............ .......... 
The City Bank 	............... 	. 	............................ 

Harley 	................................................... 829 
CopperbelI...........................3. Lehae 	......... 	...... 	................................ 640 

Coolegong Upper 	................... 

Corc.................... 	.... 	.F. Evans 	...................... 	.. 	...... 	......... 
... 

	

. 	1280 

. 

	

y 

	

040 

Cooraberrima ......................... 

....... 
Cob G. 
Cowarby 

. 

Cmnpbell ...... ...................... ..... ......
C
... 

The Asiralian Mortgg 	
.

7 

Cowal 

. 

(Limited.) 
A. Stokes, J. Rawsthorne, & W. fliehrd 

640 .................................. 
Cowra 	Rocks 	......................... G. 	Uanipbell 	.... ........ .........................  .... .... ... .... 

1920 
Ow  

H. 	K. 	K. 	Darlot 	............................................. 470  
3. 	rung....................................................... 

. 	Stanbridgo & J. 	'Gaw 	............................... W 	 M I 	12,626 
6,180 

.1. 	Fitzpatrick 	................................................. 
Cudgeloug, or Paddy's Plains The 	City 	Bank 	................................................. .

2901 
.94 

Craigengullen 	................ ....... 
Crowtlser Creek ...................... 

Cunningham's Creek ................ H. 	Copoland 	..... ...................................... ...... . 
I 	 367 

Cuba, now Kooba.................... 
Cucamla ............................... 

Ciirrawang ......... ......... 	....... .3'. 	Roberts ................ ..... .........................  ... ...... 640 
Curianga .... ........ ..... .... .......... II. 	Brown 	..................................................... 640  

3 	CieW 	...... 	...................................  ..... ............ 1,217 
I,. Johns , 2,880 

Derengabal ,,,.,.,...,,,,.,.,, W. 	B. 	Onions 	.............................................. 
it & 3 	

West

.::' 
. 

5,106 
Dugoan o34 

Ii'. Aliman & M. Mann,...................................... 
3,200 . 

Dutianbilin 	............................ 
Demondrile 	.......................... 

I nabalo,ir 
JCiioeks 

G- 	1' less 
The Australia,i Joint Stock Bank ........................ 4,480 

Diu,aeraligo 	......................... 

l"ubinclerv 	............... ............ \\'. 	Martin 	.............. ... ..... ...............  ......... ..... 
4480 ............................... 

".11 Iu"io 	' 	................ .... C. 11. Barber & C. flureher 	...... ................ ........ 
' 	 8'2 0,i H. B. Ronald & G. M'Bain ...... 	........ .................. . 

1140 Eusonvaree,m 	...................... 
Fivc.nnle Creek ....................... 

.

'? 	Drummond 	... ............................ .................. 

. 

2,143 
Golong, East 	......................... lien')' 	Brow 	.. ........... ............... .......... ............. . 

2,143 
Do We4 

(nn,na,n 

Bran ...................................................... 
Ilie Bank of 3 an South Wales u ,894 

Davidson Bros. & A. Robertson 	........................ 320 
100 

p. 	Maloney, 	jun.............................................. I 	5,011 
Gcraldra ............................... 
Goba Crock 	......................... 

A. 	Booth 	.... ..... ...... .......  ... .............................. 2,240 Gobago mlia 	............. ............ 
Gebarralong 	.......... ...........  ... .Crone & Carberry 	........................................... 21,540 
Gogeidrie 	............................ Ifebden 	Bios 	............... ................................. .3,280 

Do. 	East 	..................... Messrs. 	M 3eil ................................................ I 	 840 
Gonowlia .,.....................' J. 	& 	A 	Broad 	............................................... . 030  

M. 	& 	G. 	West 	............................................... 960  
Grogan Creek ................... ..... We. 	OBr,en, 	j,ni ............................................... 4,480 
Goolagong ............................

Grong Grong, or Heifer Station C. & If. 	Morgan 	...... ....... ........... .... ..... ............. 
. 

9,280 
Grangle, East 	....................... 1. 	J. 	L. 	L'e,,r,nouth .......................................... I 	 541 

j)o. 	West 	............... ...... r
Do. 6,100 .... .................................................. li 	& 	T. 	Smith 	................................................ 2,080 Gui gong 	.............................. 

Gaon 
Gnlyo 	.................................. 

J. Mouldei 
Australian Joint Stock Bank .......... .................... 

,440 
' 	3200 

Gnam,,l 	.............. ................ .Loughnan 	Bros 	............................................ 'no  
Gundibendal ...... ....  ..... ....  ..... W. 	O'Brien 	.................................................. 550  
Gundescafla 	......................... 7. 	P. Byan 	.... ............................... .................. 1,920 
Itonurn 	.............................. 733 
]jo,,hihan's Creek, South......  .... 

.B. 	Clurn5id 	.................................................... 1 
733 HUd)' 	........ ....... 	........................................ '1 

ms &P. Eaflerman 	............................... M. Coan 1.1.134 Do. 	North 	.......... 
Messrs. 	Rudd 	............................................... 

. 

1,600 nowlong ............................... 

	

ilyandro, East 	...................... 
Do. 	West 	........ 	... ......... 

]3add 	......... ..... ......  .... ......................... 
.F. G. 	Owens & T. Keely 	... ...... ....... ...... ............ 4,800 

1,398 

Iro
lualon 

The Au tralnm Joint Stock Bank 
3 200 

n Eiig 
I land 

Brown 	.................................................... 

The lion 3 Francis 
2o60 
2,300 

Jemelong C M Fhil1am' 100 
Joralgambeth ....... . ................ . '5200 
.lollingryong 	......................... 

Australian Joint. Stock Bank ... ............................. 

1,512 
Ti, ron 

3. 	Dickson ....................................................... 
W. 	M. 	Osborne 	........................................... 
T 1\ Hammond & 3' 	toue 2850 

J'ueo 
Do. 	North 	......................... 7,1. 	0001Uy 	............................................. 5367 

1091 
Kangarooby 	..... .... 	................ B. 	C. 	Ambrose ... ...................................  .......... 

2,560 
Keginni 100 

.. ICenor 	................................................ 
.T 	Yn 	d .................... ........................... 

. 5,760 
1kiainl 
Kolkibertoo South: 	.The 

..C 
P. 	Wa 	............................... 	........ 	... 

.T. 

Trust and Agency Companyof Austral.ssa 
....... 

. 
..510 
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Name of Rm,. Nsme of 1essee. Fstlmatodarea 

Lachian District-conth'ued. Acrea 

Kolangan 	 . The Commercial Banking Company 480 
640 H. 	Browne 	.................................................... .. 

3. 	Robinson 	.................................................... 2,781 
800 

Many................................. 
B. 	Zones 	....................................................... . 
J. 	Cox 	.......................................................... 3 840 

Kuryong...............................
Kymo................................. 

3. 	9'. 	Beaumont 	............... 	. 	.......................... .. 3,389 
I. 	Smith 	........................... ............ 	...... 	.. 	.... 	... 5,441) 

Manna, 	East.......................... 

. 	3,200 

Marengo ...............................

Maurleballe Creek .................. 1,280 

Marrowie, North 	.................... 
Do. 	South ....................... 

3. B. Watt & W. 0. Gilchrist 	........... ......... ........ 2,880 Hendry 	............................... 
Malonga, North ..................... Australian Mortgage Land & Finance Company 

. 

1,920 
Mea 	Mm. .................... ......... .. .W. Cmuming, F. Cuinming, T. Armstrong, B. Otace 6,400 

11. Cunningham & J. K. Smith ............................
The Commercial Banking Company ...................... 

Armstrong, & J. Armstrong. 
A. 	Mackay 	................................................... 631 

. 

3. Brewer & F. 	P. Hines 	.. ............................... 1,600 

	

5. 	Grant 	jun 	. ................................................. 581 

	

5. 	Smith 	..... .............................. ................... 3,200 
. 

Do 	............ 	... 	.................. 	. .................... .. 2,560 

Memagong............................ 
M orriganowry 	...................... 

Merrybaaidinah ...................... S . 	White 	....................................................... 8,760 

Merrimerrigal 	...................... 
Merrowoe Back ...................... 

Mickabil .............................. The Her. W. Campbell 	..................................... 4,800 

Do. 	Beyond Back 	........... 

Milbey ................................. The Anstralian Soint Stock Bank ...... ....... ........... .2,560 
The Commercial Banking Company ...................... 500 
P. 	J. 	O'Donnell 	............................................. 2,032 
Messrs. 	Rankin 	... ......... ................................. 1,920 
The Eon. J. G. Fran 	 .... ci' 	.................................. 1,280 

220 w. 	& C. 	MEvoy .............................................. . 
F. 	J. 	Keane 	.................................................... 6,645 

Monan bdool 	........................ J. Holloway, J. Holloway, jon., & RHolloway 1,280 

Moonbic or Block No. 9 	.......... 

Moon Moora ................. ....... 3,520 

Merool Creek .......................... 

C. 	M1Phillarny ....... ........ ...... ........ . ... . ...... ....... .. 
it. A. Molesworth & P. IV. Ware ........................ 
The Oriental Bank Corporation 

.640 
2,013 

Do 330 
535 

Milong 	................................ 

3. 	Samson 	........................ .............................. 

. 

.1,280 

Mungay 	................................ 

H. 	Bieketson 	.................. .............................. .1,920 

Moon Moon Corn 	................ 

5. 	& 	A. 	Broad 	..................................... .......... .. 2,880 

M oony Moony 	....................... 

3-. 	If'Donald 	................... ............................. 2,560 

Mooral Lower 	....................... 

P. 	Broughton 	................. ....................... ... ..... 

. 

.. 4,108 

Morangoral 	......................... 
Mopperty 	............................. 

864 

Morongla 	............................. 
Mosagrel............................... 
Mugga Swamp 	....................... 
Ithingolia 	............................. 

	

3. 	J. 	Ganv 	.................................................... .. 

	

3. 	Jenkins ..................... ................................. .8,448 
Id. 	& 	U. 	West 	... . .......................... .................. .2,880 

Murolebalo ............................. 
Muttamt........................ 	....... 

J. Brewer & F. P. 	Hines 	................................. 40 

Mylora................................
Nangns................................ 

5. 	Pring 	....................................................... 640 

Nanianib................................ 
Naradhan 	............................. 

Narmburra ........................... Bank of New South \Vales ........................... ...... ;. 	320 
NarraAllan 	.......................... 

i'l,e Oriental Bank Corporation............................ .
.. 

1,280 Do. 	Creek ... 	................ 
Flood 	. ........ ......................... .................... I 	16,322 

640 
Nubba .............................. 800 

The Commercial Banking Company..,  ................... . 

0. Hincheliff 	... ............... ....  ..... .....  ................ 4,380 
Oura................................. 

.T 	F. 	M'Mitllcn 	.............................................. . 

J. 	F. 	M'Mullen 	.. ..................... ...................... 6,176 
. 

Narrandara.i 	......................... 

3. 	Simson 	.................................................... .640 

Native Dog Creek ................... 

Blnckwood & Ibbotson 	................ .................... 

.. 
Ooma................................... 

It. 	Feehily. .................................................... 

Papakura, No. 8 	.................... 
Pimpayimba 	......................... 

3. Rutherford, J. M'Cullocli, & R. Seller 7,440 
Pinnacle 	................................ 
Police Point 	......................... 
Rookery........... ................... Tom, 	Jlnrley. .................................................. 640 
Sawyer's Flat ... 	.... 	................ 

.. 
1,120 

Do. 	Creek 	..... ................ 160 
Sebastopool, Block A .... ........... 

..8,000 

...640 

1,281 
1. Loomes & J. Loomes, jun... 	........................... 693 

... 

Sheep Station Creek .................
Stockinbingal ......................... 

. 

	

W. 	Grogan 	.................................................... . 

	

.¶11. 	Scant-on 	.................................................... .. 

960 
Terrawoar 	....... ................. 1,280 
Thelangering, East ....... ........... The Australian Mortgage, Lsnd, and Finance Co. ., 4,800 

F. C. 	Brodribb 	................................................. . 

T. 	Darchy 	... ................................................... 14,720 

IV. 	O'Brien 	.................................................... .. 

640 

... 
F. C. 	& K. B. Brodribb 	...................................... 

640 
3. Maephorson 	.................................................. 
3. 	& A. 	Broad 	............................... ................. 6,440 

. 

7,640 

Do. 	.................................................. 

5. 	& 	A. 	Broad 	.................. ......... ....... .............. 5,440 

. 
W. 	Campbell ......................... ...................... ..... 
B.. Chirnside, J. Bell, 	& R. Edgar ........................ 640 

640 

.

... 

do. 	West 	................ 

Stochinbingall 	...................... 
5. Wilkinson & R. A. Lidwell 	.............................. 

1,600 

Temora ............................... 
TheRocks 	............................. 

Tommabit 	............................ 
William 	O'Brien 	............................................... 
The 	City 	Bank 	....................................... ......... 3,200 

Tliononga, North, Upper .......... 
do. 	Lower .......... 

Tooyal.................................. 3. 	Holloway 	... ............. ................................... 
.. 
.16,640 

do. 	Upper, Outer .......... 
Thononga, South 	................... 

6,400 

Tom's Itho 	......................... 

M'Phillainy 	....... ......................................... 3,200 
Poopnick ............................... 
Towyel 	............................... 

5. 	Tyson 	........................................................ 
1,785 Trigalana ............................ 

Do. 	East .... .................... 

. 

0. 	F. 	Gibson 	..................................................... 
Gibson 	Bros. 	................................................... . 160 

.. 

Unbalong 	............................ The Bank of New South Webs ........................... 11,000 
.... 

3. 	Dickson 	.............................. .............. ........... .2,560 

. 

. 

The Trust and Agency Company of Anstralasia 160 
(Limited) 

lock A ................. C. 
7,700 

Uabba .................................. 

6,720 

Unr 	..................................... 

W. F. Stanbridge & I. M'Ghaw 	.......... .............. 3,840 

lJardry 	............................... 
Ugbo. B ...... 

Ulonga 	................ .. ............ 

W.Wragge, J. Resume, & Zas. Hearnc................... 
H. Barber & C. Bureher 	......................... . ... .. 

4,800 
thing 	.................................. 

Whittle, H. Patorson, & F. Paterson 	................ 
A. 	Stokes 	..................... ................................. 

. 
6,817 

. 

Wayourigang ...................... 
Wedgegallong 	. .................... .B, 	M. 	Osborne 	................................................ 530 

. 
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Wogan 	 . T. M. Stuart . 4,800 
Wagonga 	 . B. A. Molesworth & T. W. Were 	 . 3.200 

do 320 
Woiko 	......................... ........ Trust and Agency Company of Austmlasia (Limited) 722 

3,200 
Do. 	Back 	......................Do 

. 
6,400 

	

Walandra, North 	................... 
Do. 	South 	................... 

0,600  Walgier's Lake 	...................... 
Wallaby................. .... ........ .. 2540 

Do, 	Block A 	.... .............. 

F. 	J. 	M'Mulleu .................................................. 

640  

Loughnan 	Bros................................................ 
3. 	Peter 	................ ................  ........... .... ......... ... 
B. 	Ti. 	Moore 	...................................................... 

Trust and Agency Company of Australosia (Limited) 1,920 
Woilaroy .............................. Do 	 do 1,280 

. 

The 	City 	Bank 	................................................. 3,520 
Wallamundry ......................... 

.. 

Mackay....................  .................... ............... 1,440 \Va.11a 1%albn 	......................... 
Wollenbeen.........................
Wangegoug .... ....................... Trust and Agency Company of Anstralasin (Limited) 2,064 
Wontabadgery 	....................... W. 	0. 	Wiadeyer 	. ........ .. ... ....... ..... .... ...... . ........ ..6,624. 
Wardry................ .............. Y. 	Cousins 	.................................... ............ 3,200 . 

Macphellamy 	.................................. ........... .. 3,200 
P. Bamsay .............. ............................. ....... ..... 1,920 

610  

. 
Waroo..................................
Warry.................................. 

W. 	Moore 	........................................................ 

G. Campbell 	..................................................... 
W. 	Rood 	....................................................... 
J. 	& 	A. 	Broad 	................................... ..... ........ 

640  Warrowrie 	.............. .............. 
Waflawindera 	........ .............. 4,160 Whealbah 	............................ 

Do, 	A ............................ Do 	.... . ................. ....... ................... 4,160 
4,480 

Do 	...................... .......................... 7,680 
320  

Do. 	B ............................. 
Do. 	C ............................. 

Whoov................. .............. 

.. 

3,200 Wecego................................ 

Do. 	Back 	.......................... 

Do 	................................................. 

3,840 
Whilbctroy ............................. 

A. 	G. 	Jones 	...................................................... 
F. 	Sheppard 	...................... .....  ... ..... ........... ...... 

. 

960  Do 	.... ... . ................... .............. ........... 
C. M'Philiamy 	................................................... 

0,462 Willondm 	............................ 
Woombine 	............................ 

F. K. 	&. K. B. Brodribb 	..................................... 
Ricketson & Ghiitn 	... . ........................ ............... 1,280 

Wongagong 	.................. ....... Tho Trust and Agency 	Company of Australasia 480 
(Limited). 

Woolongougli......................... 
Woongemgong ...................om 

3. 	ICing 	. ....................... .... ...... .......... ..............2,880 
A. 	Stokes 	....................................................... 800  . 	

. 
P. M'Kellnr & J. Holt .... ...... . ... . ..... ........... ... .... . .3200 
3. Meulder ................................................. ..... 3,200 
3. 	Younghusband.............................................. 22,500 

.. 

W. 	& C. 	M'Evoy 	.. ........................................... . 7,771 

\Vooyeo 	............................... 
Yaddra............................... 
Yanko 	.................................. 

Travelling Stock Reserves .................... 221293 

1,144,917 

Woolondool 	................ ......... 

Deduct 	............................... 14,400 

Total .................................I 	1,130,517 

Liverpool Plains. 
7,502 

Hon. A. Campbell & Ron. J. Ray ............... . ... .. ... 5,910 Attonga 	............................... 
2,065 Baan Baa, North 	............ . ... ... 

Do 	South 	................... 
Bald ijill 	........................... 3. F. 	& H. C. 	White 	................................ 	...... 2,378 

19,143 Baudo Plains ............................... 1,920 
Barrab't 	............ .................. A. 	Witt.en 	...... .......................... ........ ......... ..... 9,096 
Bcrryaba, North ..................... T. J. Sumner & J. Bcuu ........... .... ........... .... ..... .. 4,500 

DoSouth 	........ ............. T. B. 	Bundle .................................................... 320  

Baradean 	............................. 

1sf. A. Bardekin 	.......................................... ..... 

Cohen 	....................................................... 360  
. 

Benaryena 

3. 	Scott 	.......... ..... .................... ............ ........ .... 

. 

... 

... 

BooballaCreek 	..................... 

Do 	........................................ 

& ,480 

. 

.... 
...............................

Bellye............................. 

15t. Shanahan & P. A. Jennings ............ .............. .. 

W.. 	A. 	Town ................................................ 
Viekery ................................ ............ ... .... ... 6,647 ]3oggobrie 	............................ 

Iloliena or Tlmrindulba ............ 1,280 

G. 	Cross 	....................................................... 200  

Vi 2,969 
\V 40 

	

F. 	Y. Woolseley 	.............................................. 

	

..W. 	& A. Town ................................................. 
1,233 

Bomera 	................................ 
Bone 	.................................. 
Boobodil ............................... 
Bull.................................... 

Bank New South 	ales ...................................... 
3. 	Sivil 	.......................................................... 
B. 	Vickery .......................... ...... ...................... 780  

Buriudi The Commercial Bank ......................... ........... . ... 2,124  
.. 

............................... 
Breeza .................................. .Win., Gee., SamI., & 3. Clift  ....... ............ ..... ....... 1,863 
Bubbogifilion, North ........... .... 4,992 

5,828 
Bugilbonc 	........................... T. 	 .. 720  

1.60 
DoSouth ................Do 

Lassetter 	........ .................. ....... ......... ......... 

. 

1,920 
Bullorawa, 

It. 	Pringle . ....... ............. .................................. 

3. 	B. 	Bundle ....................... ............. ..... .......... 

. 

480  
Bulgarrie 	....................... ..... 
Bnllumbnlla 	......................... 

Bullaori 	............................ .. 

....................................................... 
T. 3. Sumner & J. Benn ........................ ............. 

Loder 	................................................. ........ 

456  ............................ 

Bundalla 
. 4,166 

. 

...............................
Bugaldi ... ........................... 

Dangar Bros....................................................... 
W. 	& 	A. 	Town 	................................................. 

1,920 

... 

Enliorora, New 	......... ........ .... 
.J. 	Leslie ............................. ....... .... .............. .... 

Tobin 	......................... ... ... ..... ................... 5,600 
Bundulla .............................. P. 	& 	G. 	M'Master 	........................................... 3,495 
Bungle Gully or Myall Lowry.  960  M. 	Evans 	........................................................ 

. 

5,265 
DoSouth 	......... ..... .... 

F. 	Vickery... .... ...... ........... ...... ................ ......... 
Do. 	.. .... 	........ .................. . 	..................... 

. 

.4,765 North orth ........... ..... ... 
.... 3,151 Burrell 	............................... 

Carroll .. ........ ..................... .. 4,926 
Cogloill.. ............................ 

G. fliggins & C. Smith 	................................... 
1,480 

Collybluc ......................... .... 

S. 	B. 	Dight 	.......................... ........................... 
852  

Coonin. ................................. 

Capp ........................................................... 
..G. Clive & H. G. Hamilton 	.................................. 

1,165 
Cowmore............................... 

	

3. 	Scott 	. ........... .......................... ..... ................ 

	

.B. 	Vickery........................................................ 2,084 
Cameo Cumoo 	........... ........... B. 	Pringlo ....................................................... 6,102 
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reserved. 

Liverpool Plains District-continued. Acres. 

Cubbaroo 	............................ T. 	Cook 	......................................................... . 440 .1 
T. 	P. Willis.Allen 	... ......... .............................. Currindi 	............................... 

Currububula 	......................... 10,197 
Dinnwirindi 	.......................... 8,994 

Chit Bros ....................................................... 1,920 DoonooRange 	...................... 

Christian Bros .............................................. .... 
.8,170 

4,217 Doughboyfollow ...................
Drildool.................... .......... 

0. Baldwin 	.................................................... 
. 

1,120 
Dripping Rock 	.......... ............ 

Loder 	....................................................... 

E. 	Viekery ............ .......................................... 1,120 
1,720 

Burl .................................... Christian Bros................................... .............. 8,383 
Dungowan............................

Galnthra...... ........................ E. Vickory ...................................................... 296a 
Do. 	North 	..................... Do. 	........................... ........................... 

. 

280 
Gidgcnbar............................ 

... 
320 

Girrawillie 	............................ 8,720 
GlenQuinn ............................ 640 
Goangra or Qeungarra ............ 

	

.'1', 	Cook 	.......................................................... .. 

	

3. 	I. 	CadeLt 	.................................................... . 
.. 

4,800 
Gundername......................... Vickery ...................................................... 

. 

.. 

9,808 

W. 	Allison ....................................................... .. 

.. 

... 

640 Gunnandilly 	......................... 
Gunuednh, East .................. 

M. Shanahan & P. A. Jennings ............................ . 

....T. 	A. 	Johnston . ..... . ............................. ... ......... 3,273 
Do. 	West 	.................... 

I. 	Mosely 	....................................................... .. 
R•. 	H. Blomfield 	.............................................. . 

Do 	.......... . ........................... . ......... 4,880 
llenrTandic............................ 846 

Christian  Bros. & G. Thornton 	............................ .. 
.. 

800 
Cluistian 	Bros 	............................................... 

.. 

5,680 
ironhark Creek 	...................... 
Jacob & Josoph ......................
Keepit. ... ... ........... ........ 

7. 	K. 	Clark 	.................................................... ... 
VT. 	L. 	Spencer 	................................................. ... 

....... 	The Commercial Banking Co ............................... 

.. 

12,176 
Kinmnbir 	............ .... .............. .D. Cohen, L. W. Levey, G. J. & M. Cohen 

. 
.. 

2200 
Kiokerbell 	............................ 

. 
735 

Loug Point, East 	.................. 
1'. 	Cadell &. B. Weaver 	..................................... .. 

I 	B. 	Vieker........................................................ 1,280 
Do. 	West ................... 3,200 

Long Point, East 	.................. 4,360 
Malarawriv 	.......................... 

Christian 	Bros.................................................. . 
I 	Do 	................................................. . 

1,500 
Manilla, South 	..................... 

7. 	Eeklord ....................................................... . 
I 	J. 	K. 	Mackay 	.................. .............................. . 9,028 

Melville Plains 	..................... 7. 	K. 	Clark 	..................... ............................... 10,087 
Mendebrie, North 	................... Commercial Bank ............... ......................  ........ 

Do. 	South 	.................. 512 
Morals................................. 

..1,520 

48o 
Merrigala 	............ ............... 13,128 
Morrinymbone...................... 

	

..T. 	Brown 	....................................................... ... 

	

G. 	Loder 	....................................................... ... 

	

.......Fk. & 	It. 	C. 	White 	...... ............................... 
725 . 	Cook 	.......................................................... .. 
160 Mileho,ni 	............................ 

Miekengowrie..................... 
3. 	B. Bundle 	.................................................... .. 

Town ................................. .............. ....... .... 2,453 
M'lle, South 	................. ........Dan 	ar 	Bros. ............ ................ ........ . ...... .. ...... 

Mooki, West 	..... ................... Fitzgerald, V 	 W.T. Bowman, T. Arndell W. Walker, 4,256 
Molly 	.................................. 

& B. Ridge. 
Do. 	East 	................. 

. 

Do. 	River 	......................... 

S. 	oskisson 	.................................................... 902 

Clift Bros............................................ ........... 
. 

.960 

20,790 
Do. 	Springs 	. .................... 857 

Moonbi 	.. .......... . ..... . .... 

. ...... 	The City Bank 	................................................. 8,125 

.. 10. ,153 
MoreDevio ................ . .......... 

.The 	City Bank .................................................... 
.... 	..S. 	Gill 	......................................................... 

.B. 	7. 	Trail ....................................................... 772 

. 

Mundowey 	............................ 7. 	P. 	WiIlisAJlen ............................................. 
.. 
3,640 

Namoi hut ............................ 7. 	K. 	Clark 	........................... ........................ 2,517 
. 

Narrabry .............................. A. J. Doyle, T. Cadell, A. J. F. Doyle, &A.Cadell 6,903 
. 

Nemioga............................... W. 	Cook 	...................... ............. ................ 
. 

Nomneby 	............................... 7,E.h7 
NorthOreel 	......................... 3,680 
Oreel, 	South 	........................ Do 	....... ... . ..... ....................... .. .......... 1,100 Pagan Plains ......................... 
l'iallamore 	........................... 330 
Piallawang, East 	.... . ............. 

lit. Shanalman & P. A. Jennings ............................ . 
Cook 	.......................................................... . 

Christian Bros. & G. Thornton ......... .................. 

..1,605 

5,920 
Do. 	West .................... 

B. 	.1. 	Gloss....................................................... . 

Do 	do 
. 

3,520 
7. 	B. 	Bundle ................... .......... . ..................... 

..9,020 

1,320 
Pokataroo ............ ............... 

7. 	Cell 	............................................................ 

T. 	Cook 	................................................. ........ 5,760 
Bank New 	South Wales . ................................... 3,611 

.. 

Puilaming 	........................... J.Browne ................. ..................................... 11,440 

.. 

.. Piliga ................................... 
. 

510 

.. Premer 	................................ 

7. 	Gill 	.............................. ........................... 6,860 
Range/s Valley ........... ............
SummerHill ... . ..... . .............. 166 
Swamp Oak Creek .................... 

7. 	B. 	Bundle ................................ ... ....... ......... 1,480 Talluha 	................................ 
Tareels 	... .............. . ... ....... 

..S. 	& 	G. 	Swain 	................................................. 

....A. 	Hineltelifi'.........  .......................................... 

.. 

4,864 

. 

Tarrian 	...................... . ....... The Hon. A. Campbell & Hon. 7. Hay 80 

. 

Theribry ........ ........... . .... 

S. 	Single 	........................................................ 

. 
4,160 

. 

Tiberenah 	...................... 
. ..... .G. 	Cross 	................................................. ...... 

1,538 

. 

Toloduna......................... 
......The Hon. A. Campbell & Hon. J. Hay .................. ......W. H. 	Moseley ... ........... .................................. 960 

. 
Tory Wee Who ...................... 7. 	Crow]ey .... . ........ .............. ... ........ ................. 

... 
3,840 

Tiuskey ............ .................. 14,694 
15,989 'I' uloumbali ............................

Turrawan ............................ 3. 	Mosely 	....................... ... ............................ 
Ulambie 	............................... .The  Commercial Bank .. 	....................... ............. 
Vale of 	Sighs ........................ 

P. 	& W. 	Vk 	........ . ...................................... .. 
. 

1,013 
Wnlgett ....................... 

7. 	Winter 	............................................ ... ...... .. 

. ...... 	B. 	J. 	Glass 	................................................... 

.2,719 

1440 
.. 

.3,471 

Walhallow 	........................... Christian 	Bros........................................... ... 
5,524 

The Hon. A. Campbell & Hon. J. Hay 3,075 

0. 	Cros 	.......................................................... 280 

Clift, 	Bros . 	........................... 	............. . .......... 
W angen 	.............................. M 

.. 
... 

\Vallabndah 	......................... 
Wallah 	............................... 

Warrah 	........................ 

L. W. Levy & G. J. Cohen .................................. 

...... 	TIme Australian Agricultural Co. 	........................ 
.. Wallala, Back ......................... 

C. 	'lCenzie 	............................ ... ................... 160 . 
.300 

Wee Was, North 	................... B. 	Vickery 	.................................................... 740 
3. 	Fletcher 	................................................... 

. .787 

Do. 	South 	................... 
Weera. \Veera Creek ................ Chit 	Bros......... .......................................... . ... 

.280 

.6,960 
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WoetaWaa ........................... 640  . 0. Loder 	........................................................ 
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co 320 

Woollomoon 	........................ F. 	. Williams & P. Al. Role 	........................... H 
. 

lian Joint Stock Bank 	...................... The Austm 	 .. ,229 

Woolabra 	............................ 

J. 	Gill 	............................ ......... .................... 3,844 

..1,120 

. 

WoUomol............................ 

...Alison 	...................................................... 

. 

1,199 

Woombromum 	...................... 
Woneloobar 	......................... 
Yarraman 	......................... 

J. 	Dowe 	....................................................... 482  

Yanhnba ............................... RI. Shanalsan & P. A. Jennings ............................640 
.. 
.. 

. Yarraldool 	............................ 
Yeavunan 	............................ 

B. 	Richards 	.................................................... 640  
A, 	Brown 	.......................................................960 

Travelling Stock Reserves............... 353,729 

.. 

864,053 
.. 

Deduct. ..................... .10,000 

Total 	.............. ....... I 	854,053 

Macbay District. 

Belinsbayung .. .............. ........ 480 
640  F. H. 	& P. E. 	Cheers 	........................................ 

G. 	& 	J. 	Kesby 	................................................. 640 Verge, H. 	C. Christian 	............................... 
Carl 	Bashe 	.................................................... 755  

& 11. 	C. 	White .......................... .... .......... ...... 640  

Carangula 	............................ 

Kulatyne .............................. 

. 

116 

Clybucca 	............................ 
Cougarin' 	............................ 

920  
Five Day's Creek 	................... 

Wabbra 	.................. ............ 
. T. Clark, soar., & M. 	Clark .................................. 

Toorooka 	............................ 
Yarrabandini ........................ 

. 
W. 	W. 	Panton 	................................................. 
The Bank of New South Wales 	.........................80 

.. 320  
............................ 

. S. 	Verge........................................................ 
ITYessabab 	 . 	Salivay 	.................................................... 51  

Total ........................I 

Monaro District. 

118  
Amble ................................. 

John Cosgrove 	.................................................... 46 Jeannette Margaret Hamilton 	................................ 
Ronald 	Campbell 	............................................. 197 

Bebenluke .................. ......... The Into Win. Bradley 	....................... .... .......... 1,600 
.Billylingem 	...... 	................. John 	Cosgrove 	........... ............... 	..... . .......... ..... 2,090 

4,260 
5  

Adamindumee 	...................... 

Boeo Bock 	............................ 
Bolero .................................. 103  
Bombala ..... ..................... 	... 

. 

628  

.. 

Bredbo 

T. 	OMan 	. ......................... .......................... 
. 

311  

flobundra 	......... ................. .. 

Bredbatowra.  ........................ 

Win 	Bradley 	.................................................... 
Thes. Chippndale 	............................................... 
Ronald 	Campbell 	.............................................. 

. 	331. P. 	J. 	Clifford ...................................................... 
Robert Adams 	................................................. 

414  John 	Boucher 	................................................... 
Joseph Peters 	.................................................... 70  

Burnima ............ 	................. An 	Campbell.................................................... 1,449 
Cambalong ............................ Ronald 	Campbell .............................................. 483  
Cobbin ................................. 3'. Thompson 

37 A. 	Cunningham 	................................................. 
479  B. 	Eepbuna 	...................................................... 
605  &. 	& 	B. 	Ryrie 	................................................... 

Geo. 	King .................. ..................  ... .... 
 ... .... .....2,100 

Coonbeonbala or Snowy River... U. 	J. 	Eceleston ... 	.................. ........................... 14  
J. Campbell & A. M'Kenehie ............................... 550 

41  C. 	J. 	Byrne 	....................................................... 
L. 	F. 	Dc 	Salis 	.................... ............................ 1,200 

Delegate............ .................. H. 	Hayden 	... ........... .......... ........................... .1,680 

Bald ilsils 	............................ 

Doodle ...................... ........ 43  
Cuppaonmhalong 	..... .......... .... 

Dry Plains 	..................... 	..... 
Win. 	Bradley 	.................................................. 

. 

145  Wm. 	Grahame 	.............................................. 
Wna. 	Tarlinton 	.............................................. 

. 

640  
?,Ioses 	Joseph 	................................................ 

. 

90  

............................... 
Bukalong 	............................ 

. 

58  

Bungarby 	............................ 

Rueumbean ......................... ... 
Gillamatong 	.................. ....... 

Mary 	Hnrnet.t 	.................................................... 
A. 	& 	B. 	Ryrie 	...... ............ ............................... 3,242 

Gennong ............................... Win. 	Bradley 	................................................... 

. 

. 

511  
1,036 

Congwarra 	............................ 
Coolamatong 	.................. ....... 

Gejedzeriek .......... ........ ......... The Commercial Bank 	. ........................ .... ....... . 

Coolrington 	.......................... 
Comm Creek .......................... 

Do 	West 	................... .A. 	Gunning 	................................................... 102  

Cooper (Mount) 	................... 

Glenbog 	........ .................. .... .The Co]nmercial Bank...... ... .. ........................... ...960  

Cudgee............................... 

Gunningraeh 	......... ............... .Win. 	Gmhnrne 	....... .......... ............................... 1,726 
Ironmongee 	......................... Amos 	Crisp 	.................................................... 672  

Dry River 	............................ 

Tho Bank of New South WQIN 	........................ 

. 

676 

Dundundra 	......................... 

Do. 	Major ................... 
J. Campbell & A. M'Keaehie ............................... 960  

Kameruka Fredk. 	Tooth 	................................................. 1,265 
Little Plains 	................... 	..... John 	Nicholson 	.............................................. 880  
Mairra.................................. 80  
Mnclea.y Fiat 	......................... 420  

Juttabali or Tut.tabah 	............. 
............................ 

Maharatta 	............................ 262  
106  Mila or foggy Creek 	............. 

Miealago .............................. 308  
Middling Bank 	... ........... ....... 

Win. 	Bradley 	.................................................. 
Ii. 	A. 	Nicholson 	................................................ 

480  

Moses 	Joseph 	................................................. 
John Nicholson, june. 	.... ..................................... 

30  
Murranumbla 

Ryrie Brothers 	................................................. 
Wm. Pendergast 	.............................................. 

480  
Mullion 	.................. ............ 

Margaret Stewart 	............................................ 
.The Merrantile Bank 	........................................ 
.. 

213  
Mount Marshall ............. ....... .. 

........... ........... 
MyalIa 	.............................. 

John Ledger & C. P. Walker 	............................ 
The Coinniereial Bank 	..................................... . 70  

Narim ................................. .W. 	B. 	Tarlinton 	.............................................. 
.. 524 
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Namo of Run. Name 01 Lessee. FAttruded area 

Mon 	0 District-coatinaed. Acres. 
320 Dog 	Creek 	................... 

N~
tivo 
msraUa............................ 178 

Numbla 	............................... 

Angus 	Rankin 	................................................. 
A. 	Montague .................................................... 

64 II. 	& J. 	A. Watson 	............................................ 
31. 	Harnett 	.................................................... 158 

Rose Valley 	........................ F. 	J. 	J. 	Chllord 	............................................... 10 
Stockyard 	........................... 960 
Taylor's Flat 	.......... . ............. 

Sir Wm. Manning & P. S. Mort............................ 
9 Margaret Stewart 	............................................. 

Sir B. Cooper, Earl., & ¶llos, Buckland 10 

Rosebrook 	............................ 

James 	O'Hare 	................................................ 811 

.
. 

J. M'Donald, J. Webb, & M1ni. Webb 213 
Thoko 	.. 	.................... ........... 

. 

540 

Tombong 	................. ........... 
Urayarra 	.... . ................ ....... 

J. 	M. 	lIassall 	................................................. 
Win. 	Bradley 	................................................. 810 

Wambrook ............................ 
Wangellic or Manjolliok 	.......... 

W. 	P. 	Tarli,ton 	.............................................. 114 Windollo 	............................ 
Wog \'Jog 	............................ 190 
Woolwa.y 	...................... ..... 

\Vni. 	Bradley 	................................................. 
Jeannette Margaret. Hamilton 	............................ 973 

Yumbera 	............................ .Clans. 	Hall 	.................................................... 213 

Total ............ ...  ......... I 	40,862 

Tfurruinbidgee District 

C. 	B. 	Bardwoll ...... ..... ................ ...................... 1,345 
VT. 	K. Smith ...................... ................  ... ....... .... 2,045 
H. H. Osborne, P. H. Osborne, A. Osborne, & B. 31 4,600 

Osborne. 
Baalpool 	.... .......................... .li 	& W. Bryant .... . ........................................ 22,340 
Bingagong Back Plains ............ 4,592 

640 
3,630 

Adelon................................ 

John 	Peter 	...................................... . ............ 

.. 

12,640 

Adginbuly 	............................ 
Ara3oo .................................. 

G.M. 	Lloyd 	.............. . .................................. ..... 
1 Goldsmith ...................................................... 

4,870 
Baratta 	......................... . .... 

31. 	Curtain 	............ ............ .......................... ... 

.. 

12,200 

.Bago 	.................................. 

27,200 

Bald mils 	............................ 
Banandra 	............ ................ 

Bcabula 
J. B. Chirnsido & J. G. Doughart.y 	................. ..... 

9,969 

Bangus............................... 
. 

. 

8,651 
Barham 	............................... 

............................... 

J3enongal .............................. 

W. 	tootes ........................................................ 
H. 	Ricketson ................................................. ... 

3. Blackwood &. C. Ibbotson 	............... ................. 
5. 	P.31' Mullen 	...................................... ......... 3,6S0 Belubla 	............................... 
VT. 	J. 	T. 	Clarke 	................... . .................... ....... 
IT. 	& 	J. 	Osborne 	.................................. .............. 

. 1,280 Beregan 	............................... 
Berensegaa 	............................ Tlios. 	Wraggo 	................ ................................ .. 16,345 
Berryjerry 	........................... H. TI., P. 	& B. U. Osborne 	... .................. . 12,766 

. 1,896 Billybong 	............................ 
Billabong or Yarra Yarn ......... 

B. BtLehanan & H. 3lort .....................................5,255 
James 	31'Laurin 	............................................. 
II. 	& J. 	Osborne 	.... ......... ..................... ..... ....... 

. 
3,200 

Do 	do. 	.................. G. LyelI & G. F. Simpson 	.................................. . 
Do. 	Little ....... . ............. VT. 	H. 	Williams 	.............................................. 3355 
Do. 	Forest 	................... 

1)0. 	Back Block 	. 	.......... The Trust and Agency Co. of Austadasia 2,600 

Bingagong 	............... 	........... John 	Peter 	................................................. ... 3,680 
4,000 

Black Springs or Reedy Flat 	,,. Robert Downe................................................. 

. 

315 

. 

. 

.. 

sn II 	 &, 5 	.. 

. 

3,011 Book Book ............................ The Australian Joint Stock Bank 	......................... '1,205 

4,931 Boomanooana ...................... 
Boo,,oko 	............................... 

Do. 	North. 	.................. ..... 

R. Grice, T. I. Sumner, 	. Benn 	.................... 
Miles 	l'attersoie 	.............................................. 

- 	Do 	 .. 8,481 
Borambnla ........................... 

............................................ 
Joh.n Donnelly 	................................. ........... .... . 0,950 

Bourk's Creek 	...................... 
Browarrina ........................... 11,805 
Brookong 	............................ 11. H., P. II., & B. K Osborne, & G. Hebclon 29,824 
Bowna.................................. 

Bank of Now South Wales.........................  ...... ... 10 
W. 	P. 	Foithfull 	...............  ... .......  ............... ....... 

Brown's Springs ............... ... 
 

	

5. 	Peter .................................. ............... .... .....4,000 

	

... 

.T. 	B. 	Mate 	..................................................... 160 
Brocklesby 	........................... . The London Chartered Bank of Australia 12,760 
Brungle 	. ......... ..... ..... ..... ...... 660 

1,920 Bringonbrong ......................... 
3. 	5. 	Donnelly 	.......  .......... . ....................... . ...... 3,785 

.9,535 Bukaginga 	............................ 
Buekingboeeg clam Gihlenba ....... 2,730 Bulgandrio............................
Bull Plains ............................ 

AT., B., & G. Rankin 	...................................... 
5.11., & C. 	H'. Douglas 	............................. ...... ... 

5. 	& B. 	Osborne 	.................................. . .......... 1,280 
Bundure 	...... ........................ 

Francis 	Jenkins 	............................ . ... 	...... ........ 

.The New Zealand and Australian Co. (Limited) of 

.. 

19,146 
T. 	J. 	Gibson 	..................................................... 

Glasgow. 

.. 

Buzsdylainldah 	.......... ........... ..II. 	K. 	H. 	Darlot 	.................. ..................... ....... 
.B, 	J. 	O'Neill ............................................. ....... 

21,026 
ilungawannala 	... ......... ... ...... 5,386 
Ballenbung ........................... 7,120 
Bumbowlee ........................... 

The CommerciaL Banking Co ............ .................... 
3., 	G., 	A., 	& R. flankin 	................... ......... ......... 2,425 

Burrabogic ............................ 3. 31'Gaw', J. Cochran, J. M. Loughnnn, H. Al. 
.. 6,404 

Loughnau, J. Wilson, & S. Brush,. 
Do. 	Block A Do. 	 do 5,325 
Do. 	do. 	B Do. 	 do 4958 

Burrongong 	.......... .............. VT. 	It. 	Looker 	. ............... .................................. 16,571 
The Trust and Agency Co. of Australasia , 	3,965 Burrowang ............................ 
The Bank of Victoria 	......................................... 

. 
297 Burrumbnttoek, West .............

:Buthers't 8,594 ............................
Burrooge ..... .............. ........... 14,477 
Burryjaa .................... . ......... 1,7.60 
Carabost ............................... 

1.3. Sumner & W. Faed 	................................... 
.B. B. Ronald & J. MaeBain 	............................... 

It. Goldsbrougla & H. Parker .................. ....  ........ .. 
.1. 	F. 	M'Mnllcn ................................... .... .........., 

. 2,920 
Carabobala F. 	Ileriot 	............................................... ....... 3,124 
Caroonboun 

.. 13,440 
Do 	North 	. ............ 9,490 

............................ 
............................ 

	

3. 	Dickson ....................................................... 

	

...IT. 	K. 	H. 	Dai1ot 	........... .... ....... ........  .... ............. 
544 Cavan.................................. 

Cloali 	Sing 	............................ 
3. 	F. 	Castle 	....................................................... 
3, Childs, F. C. Grant, & S. C. Casig 111,653 
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The  Commercial BauleingCo ............................... Cisildowla 	............................. 

Chowar 	..... ................... . 	... .. .The Bank of New South Vial..... ... ..................... 7,840 The  lion. Wm. Wilson 	............ ........................ 
.640 

i,406 Clear 	Hills 	............................ 
Joh n  Hay 	....................................................... 1,410 

.

.. Cookoup............................... 
Collendina 	............................ 8,250 Courathgby ........................... 

Wm. Hay 	.................. .... .......... ........................ 
1,120 S. 	Barber 	.................. .... ...  ....... ........................ 

320 
28,568 Conallo 	............................... 

Coolingufly .................. ......... . 
H. 	Rieketso]) ............ ........ ................................ 
The Bank of New South \Vales............................ 3,234 Coreen......  ....... ..................... . H. B. Ronald & J. MacBairj 	...............................7,179 Cobran 	.............................. . F. Y. Wolseley, B. A. Wynne, S. M. Gibbs, & R. B .7,633 

Gibbs. 
000nong 	................. .............. 
Coeketgedong Samuel M'Caugluey ............ ... ......... 0. Watt; & H. thomson ........................ ............ 

4,039 .... ..... ................ 
Coppabella Creek 	................... 

..................... 
5,895 
9,840 Coree 	................................. 21,253 

.. 

Cooblondonga........................ C. 	B. 	Bardwell  .... .......... ................................. 132 

It. 	Blackwood 	.................................................. 
John Wilson .................................................... 

T. 	3. 	Rudd 	.  ... ........ . ........... 	.......................... 1,008 
3. Osborne, junr., & II. Osborne ...... .................... 

.... 

5,676 

Colombo Plains 	....................... 

Cotkaminamanau 	.................. 2,240 
Do. 	Creek 	...................... 

640 Cowpasture .............. .............. 
Cowrabyra 	............................ 3,200 

... 

.. 

Conargo 	............................... 

John  Peter 	..... ..... ... 
 ... ...... ... 

 ... ...... ................... 
3. 	& H. 	Osborne 	................................................. 

13,142 Do. 	Block A. 	.......... ........ W. 	Campbell ............... .................................... 25,945 Do. 	do. 	B. 	.................. 

B. Asheroft & C. D, 	Bardwell ............................. 

Do 	.................. . ................................ .28,800 Do. 	Back Run, Block C 

If. 	Patterson.................................................... 

7,040 
2,560 

. 
... 

2,560 
Do. 	Block B..................... 

Do...................................................... 

640 
Do. 	do. 	B.................... 

Cotway 	............................... 
Do 	.... ................................................. 

F. 	Campbell 	..................................................... 

3,330 Cumbroona 	......................... 
Currabunganung, North .......... 4,640 Do. 	South 	.........' 

N. & II. Carberry................................................. 

Do 	................................ . ............... 5,120 

John lore......................................................... 

John Donnelly 	............ ................................... 1,670 Cunningro 	............................ 
Derulamein ........ . .................. 

B. 	Blackwood 	.................................................. 

H. 	Rieketson. ........... ... .................................... 18,340 

.... 

Deniliquin 	...... ........... .......... . 
. 

B. & A. Landale 	............ ................................. 33,520 

... 

.. 
Do, 	Lower ...................Do  ... ......... 	................................. 

.. 

The Melbourne Banking Corporation 6,l eJ Don Born 	...  ......... ..... .......... 
Do. 	South 	................... 

. 
T. 	ICeigliran 	............... . ....................... . ........... 2,130 

. Dudni Corner ......... ........ ..... ... 
Dry Plains 	........................... . 3. Blackwood & C. Ibbotson 	........................... ... 

.18,621 

.1,511 Dutzon 	............................... 

B. B. Ronald & J. MacBain 	...............................6,500 

Egan 	Creek ...... 	................... 
Ellerslie 	................... 	......... .. 

. 

7,400 
IV. Petersen & F. T. Snrgood ............ .....  ........... 
3. Russell & J. 51mw 	 .. ..................................... Eli Elwah 	............................ 

Do. 	Block A. ........ . ...... 

. 
92 	U. 	Elliott ....................................................5720 
3. 	Donnelly 	....................................................1,280 

. 

1,280 Do. 	do. 	B. ............... ....... 
....... 

Do 	... 	. ......... .......................... 

. ...8,213 

1,280 Emit Plains 	........................... . 	Jackson ........................................ 520 Enghranna ........................... 3,200 

Do 	.......................................... 

2,400 Fonr.rnile Creek ...................... 
.. \\r 	Chapman 	........................................... ..... ... 

................. 
... 

2,051 Gadara... ..... ....... .......... ......
Gerogery.......... .................. .... 

0. 	Day 	................................................ 	.......... 

3,543 Gilsnore............................... 
B. 	Broorhuton 	.................................................. 

61•0 Goonninbil 	... ...... ... ............ ... . The Tlonble. Wa,, Wilson 	.................. ............... 11,340 Do. 	North 	......... ...... .... H. Conninghame & F. K. Smythi 	.... .... ...... .... 	.. .... 4,590 Goree 	..... ..................... ....... ... Robertson, D. Robertson,junr., & D. S. Robertson 8,753 14. YonI & J. Graham .................................... lo,280 Gorm 	.................................. 
F. Y. Wolseley, F. A. Wynne, S. If. Gibbs, & B. B 3,340 Gotiva 	.................................. 

Gibbs. 
Glenken 	.............. ............... .. 

S. 	Watsn ............... .................. ....................... 

.... 

7,680 Glenroy 	............................... 

Thos. 	Boyd 	...................................................... 

P. Graven & J. M'Aoiiffe 	...... ........ . ............ 

. 

2,460 John 	Cox 	............................................... ....... 

.. 

1,280 G'rubbin Plains 	...................... 
Gregado 	.. ................ ... ......... A. B. Morgan & C. Nixon 	........... ...................... 1,037 Greenbills 	..................... ...... . 

. 

A. Elmslie & A. B. Stiuehau, 	............................... 

eto 

....... 
. 

- 
o,791 Gumbargasna ... . ....... .. ........... 3,815 Hanging Rock 	....... .............. 

Watson & J. 	Real 	.......................................... 
... 

4,450 Headford 	....... . ........ . .......... .. 

3. 	Donnelly 	.................. ......... ............... 	........... 
'The Bank of New South Wales.............................. 

It.  R. Ronald & 3. Maeflnin 2,600 Buet,a, 	& H. itorl ........ ....................... ..... 1,310 

Gmnly G'umly 	...................... 

ilowlong ..... ..... ..... ... ............ 

. 

12,274 

. 

Th e  New Zealand and Australian Laud Co. of Glasgow 5,944 

Jobn 	King ................. ........................................ 

T. Brown & A. II'aefarlane .............................. 4,800 

Hillside 	............................... .. 
................................. 

3. Childo, E. C. Grant, & S. C. Craig 

.. 

640 

Hum,ula 	............................... 
Icombo West .......... ..... ....... ... 

T. 	H. 	MVenn 	................................................. 

11. 	Whit.ieker 	................ ......... ....................... 44% 
eTeegar .................................. 
J'ellrngroo 	............................ 
Jindlie 	........... ............ . ...... 

.... 

54.10 Jerildrie, North ..... . ............... . 
. B.. 	S. 	Gabbett 	................................................. 

. 

7,802 Samuel Wilson ................................................
W. Peterson & F. T. Sargood............................... 6,394 

838 
Do. 	South 	....................... 

John 	Burns 	.................................................... 
The  Bank of New South Walec ........................... 610 

TerraJerra ............................. 
Kentucky 	........ .... ................. 
KiJn,yana 	... ......  .... .............. B. Griee, T. J. Sumner, & J. Benn 

... 
640 Kirnrbirri 	..  ..... .................... . 

. 
M 	d The Australian 	ortgage Land a,, 	Fiuia.ueo Co 10,060 H. Creswiek & Colonel W. F. Hutton 8,140 Kyalite 	... ............... .............. 

Lalalto John 	Smith. 	..... ............................................... 3,055 
F. Jenkins 2,880 

Kyeamba .... ........ .......  ........... 
... ............................. 

.. 
T. 	&. 	U. 	Osborne 	............................................... 

3,840 
5,096 

LittleSwamp ......................... 
Mangoplab 	............................. 

Do. 	Nortb.east 	............ 

........................................................ 
John 	Ccx 	........................................................ 

Do. 	........................................ 640  Mathowrn 	................................. The Melbourno Banking Corporation (Limited) 
.................. 

33,524 
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Maragle 

	

......... ................... .John 	Cox 	........ ............................................ 4,480 
Marneket........................ 	.... 90 
Melool 	.............. 	................ 
Mit tiigon g 	......... 	... 	........ ..... 

8,661 

Do 	East 
4,710 

...................... 
Miraisda, Block A 	.................. 

.J. 	...................................................... 

' Do. 	 ........... ......... 
I 	H. 	K. 	H, 	Donut. 	...... 	.. 	................................... 

... 

1,220 
5,120 

Morago 	............ 	.................. 

..wr. 	H. Brow,, & I. 	B. 	Hunt 	................................. 

..II. 	. 	0 ilsuan 	j,m.. 	................... .. .................... .... 

.G. 	& F. 	Peppin ................... 	............ ............... 20,240 
)rohongn 	....................... ..... ... R. 	Rand ............ 	. 	...... ................... ................. 

.... 

... 

11,182 
Moir,t 	.........  ... ......  ............... .'J'l,e Honorable J. (ì'Slii,i,,,ssy 	

... 

.. 

38,805 

Moioeco 	.............................. 
............................ 4,000 

24328 
Mountain Creek .......... ........... 

'. 	A. 	Mbaursn ................................................... 
.John 	Morriec 	............................................... 1,360 

Moonbria, 	West .................... ' 	J. Reid & A. 5. 13
. 
 nlcon,he 	........... 3,680 

itl oolpar 	..................... .......... 
.... 	................. . 

H . Creswjek & Colonel W F. ]lt,tton 8,320 
Do. 	Back ......... ............... a A .&P. Mciii .... ........ 	.......................... 	..... ..6,981 

3looloOnioon 	.............. . ......... Job,,, M'Vean 13,032 
M onlainoin, flJo,k 	A ................ 

................................................. ..
G. 	A. 	& 	P. 	Mciii 	.............................................. . 9,280 

Do. 	do. 	B 	.................... Do 	..................................... . 	.... 	.... 14,016 
Momalong Plains 	.................... L 	& H. 	Osborne 	........................................... 2,560 
I\Fnrundah 	............................ I' .  
Murray Down, 	... ....... . .......... .s. 	if. 	Officer .................................. 21,600 
Murruma 	.............. ................ 

. 	................ . 
.I. 	Lawrene,e 	.... ........................................ ........ 2,400 

Mungadingadol 	............. ........ ' 	C. W. Simson 	. .............. 8,534 
Do. 	Back 13  ............. 6,970 

MiLliungandra ... 	....................... 

.................................. 

1,080 
Murray 	............. ........... 	...... 

. 	Do 	................................................ 
. 	Morriop 	....................................................... 

The Anstn,lian Mortgaee Land & Finance Company 6,730 
is!nl'serrvgong ...................... .1. 	isPOaw, 	'F. 	Coelui.it, .T. 	M. Loughimu, 	H. N 9,100 

La ngb, nan, ,T. Wi Icon, and S. Brush 
IL,. 	lIiock A Do. 	 do. , 800 
Do. 	Block B Do. 	 do. ...t 610 

Murgah 	............ ............ ....... The A nat rain,, 	lort.gage fund a,,d Fis,a,i cc Co 0.723 
Muiidewadetrn'y 	...................... Do. 	 do 0,030 
)f,clwl,elv 	............................ 
3fvail 	Plains 	........................ 

Alex. 	Sloane 	.....................................................6,880 
I 	G. 	11. 	Green 	............... 	.... 	.................... .......... .. 1,439 

. 

Narreebulla or Wann,eek 	......... ' 	IT, Rickesso,, .................................................. 
Nangsmnnia 	............................ IT. 	Godfrey 	.................................................... 

6,000 
640 

Nowraiue...............................
Nynng 

a Lydil & G.E. 	Sinipson 	.. ............................... . 13,440 .................................
Nyaugni' 

' 	B. JEyerest 	& T. Watson .................................. 18,160 
..............................

(Ink Forcst. ............... 	.......... 
' 	M. 	Curtain 	.............................. ........... .......... t 3,721 

Oberno ........................ ....... 
..T. 	Micami ..................................................... 
.0. 1). 	Bardwell ......... 	 . ......................... .............. 

8,960 
4,132 

O'Brien's 	Creek ..................... .G. 	\ViIon 	......................................................' 2,407 
L'errieoota 	......... ................... W. Robertson & L 	Wagnea 	........................... 16,432 
l'ever,sey 	.............................. ' F....Godfrey & Hugh Fr:usk A'Bcekett Chambers..., 10,400 

Do. 	Back Block Dd. 	 Ic. 	 .,., 5,728 
Piney 	flange 	........ ........ ......... It. Godsbrougli & IL 	Parker.... .......................... . 3,600 
Poon Boon 	......... 	..... ... .......... James Lawrence 	....... .......... ....... ..................... . 25,201. 
.l?ullitoi... 	...... ......... ............ 

... 	..................The 
w. 	Weatby 	....... ... 	. 	. 	............... 	... 9

Puckawidgee   Trust an& Aaeney Co. of Au.tralaca 	
..... 

 
,6843

0
14,51

S

7 . Qnat. Qeatta 	........................The  Honorable fA. Wallace ............ .................. . . 
Quiamong 	... .................. ....... 
Red Hill ..... 	... 	............ ..... ...... 

It. Cunningham & F. K. St.h 	........................ 4,020 
The flank of 	New So,,Oe Wales........................... . 

. 
600  

B. 	Blaekwoorl 	....... 	................ ..................... - 9,149 
Rose Bank 	......... ...... ............ T. 	M'ara & B. Downing 	..................................... 146 

Rod 	Plains 	............................ 

Round 	lull ......... 	................. .Tan'es 	Balfour 	...... ....... .................................... 8,789 
Rushy Grass Flat................... The  Melbourne Banking Corporation (Lisesjteel) 

.

. 

1,493 Salisbury 	Plains ...... . ....... ....... G. 	A. 	& 	P. 	Mciii 	.................. 	.......................... . 29,290 
SaltPlains 	............ 	.............. W. 	Officer 	................ ....... 	...... ......................... 6,180 Sandy Crook 	.......... .............. .B. 	C. 	Pn.rson 	... 	............ ................................ 

. 

5,883 Sarernoke 	..............  ............. .Alex. 	Sloane 	............. .. ............ . ................. . ...... 3,200 
Singoramba ........................... 54,976 
Spring Creek 	........................ 640 Tarentta 	................................ 640 
Tathila ................... . ...... ....... A. W. Robertson & J. Wagner .... ...... ................. 

.. 

6,240 Tantonan .... .......................... 

G. 	Mackay 	.......... 	.. 	..... 	........................... ... 

I 	The flank 'of New South Wales 	........................... ... 

.F. Y. Wolscley, F. A. Wynne, S. M. Gibbs, and R. 

.. 

11,680 

T. 	Donnelly 	................................................... ... 

13. Gibbs. 
'laM ....... 	. 	............... 	.The . 

.. 

8,895 
Thos 	....................... ....... 
'

m 
Tnst and Aeney Conpan 	of Australa.si, 

F 	The Australian JiA'5tock fiak 	....................... .24 
7,187 Ien. Mile 	C,eek .............. 	... 	... John 	Purtill, 	sear ..................... 	...................... 

Terrarie 	........................... .... J. F. Maguire & F. Cohen .................... ............. 2,270 
Thainka 	........................... .... 

. 

6,920 
'Thulc 	.. 	............................. 

J.....II. 	Da,'lot, 	.............................................. 
.F. Y. Wolselev, B. A. Wvnno, S. N. Gibbs, & B. B 

. 

4142 
i 	Gibbs. 

'.Uhurrowa 	............ ....... ........ .Samuel 	'Wilso,, ...... ........................ 	 . ..... 	........... 6.; 
Toogooanbie ..... .. ............. . ....... a. 	hope 	& 	11. 	Scott...................... ... ....... .... ..... 6,400 Toonn ............................ ...... a. 	it. 	Greene 	............ .................................... . 1,520 lootool ... ........................... ' 	fi. 	..................................................... 5,702 
Tool's 	Creek 	................. ....... .lbs. 	Maloney 	.. ............ .................................. 1,280 
Toomngabbv 	............. ........... A. W. Robertson & J. Wagner ............................ 7,200 
Turramia ....... 	. 	......... ........... .J. C. Whittv, 11. F. Whitty, & R. 11. Ranisden 11,336 
Tuppal 	Creek ....................... 2', Brown &'A. 	Macf ails ne ................................. 11,650 

D0. 	South ......................... Do. 	(10. 	................................ 1,920 
Turnudgory ..................... ...... J. .. . 	Hardie & W. T. Miller 	.................................. 18,906 
Tumat Plains ...... ..........  ........ .B. G. Brown & 11. L. Harri'............................... 166 
Ugobit, or Ugoble .............. . ... VT. & A. Mackay & W. Clarke 	............................ 25,977 Fjrn ut,bee .......................... .... .T. 	H. 	Mate 	...................................................' 

. 
12,780 

341-C 
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Murrumbidgee District-conUnieed. 	I 	Acres. 

........... 2,208 

Uratta 	 ....... ........ 	.......... .... 	.... 
(3. Wat;t & H. Thomson 	............... ...................... . 
Clarke 	& M'Leay 	.... .......... ................................. 7,360  

Do. 	Back Block 30,500 

Froly ..................... ....  ........ . 
Do 	............................................... lo,862 

Uranguline ........................... 
John 	Peter 	.... .................... ...... ...................... 

. 	B. 	Band .......................................................... . 	I 5,7311 
' ,396 (insnqnint .............................. lie Bank of New Soul h Wales ........................... 
18 1ff 

Wangiunon g flab.. 	.... .......... ...bun 	Creed 	................................................... 
Wagan 	.............................. 31. 	Co1wdnnd 	........... ....... ......... 	. 	.......... ............ 3S f  

9,SSo 
.. 

Walk Walk 	........................ J. 	IT. 	C. 	. 	Douglas 	....................................... & 	H 
16,130 

Warbrecean 	...... 	..  .......... ..... ... M. Sisanalian, 31. A. Jennings, & Mary Anne Jennings 
g.. 	............. 

3,630 
4,000 

Wga Wg 
i

n

sn

g

d

a

rny . ................... 

.Basil 	Gra 	...

g

.................................. 	......... W

\Vn

tl

t

l

b

e 

 

 

....... 	It. 	Goldshronii & 	If. 	Parkoi..... ................. ...... 
Wallaidool  

... 
.Tohn 	Blyti 	 .......... 1,066 

Vogsingobensnbv ........ Tames 	llndd 	............ 	............. 	. 6,160 
1,600 

17,992 
Vograhihilly 	............... W. 	C. 	Snull 	..... 	........ 	................ 	. 

Winiganadger 	........ . 	rims. Armstrong 	......................  
icanuatta ... 	.............. ..........Henry 	.............................................. G odfrey 
Wakool Creek ....................... lisa Australian Mortgage Land and Finance Co 9,280 

Wagoora ........... 	.............. ....The  Trust and Aceney Company of Aasstralasia 3,200 

Wangoneila. Block B 	............ ' 	it.  B. 	Ronald & 31 	MBain ... ................ ............... 33,284 

Do. 	1) ' 	Do. 	do...... .............. .... .... 	...... ............ 4,58K 

Wangonella North, or Booabula 	I. Bhaekwood & C. Ibbotson 	................... ......... ... 6,110  

Do. 	South .................. 0. 	F. 	& G. 	H 	Peppin ........................................ 
' 

11,911 
11920 

Westeombe. .... ...... 	... ........... 	1. 	Brows, & A. 	Maef,LrIane 	... .......... ...... ........ ...... 
Werki'nbeigal , Block A ... ...... W in. 	Lang..................................................... o,222 . 

2,810 
Do. 	do. 	B .......... 	Lang & W. F. 	Cape 	..................................... 

Wensi.... ................ 	............ H. 	Gwvnne 	.................................................... 18,826 

Wiisdoomal J. 	1'. 	Maguire & F. 	Cohen 	................................ 1,410 ........................... 
Willakool ....... 	.............  ... 	S. 	H. 	011ier 	........... ................ 	............... ...... .. . .... 8,800  

Wineluiu on ........................... 5 	3. 	MBean 	... ............... .................................. 11,740 

Do. 	Block A '3). 	IV. 	H. 	Patterson ............... 	.... 	.................. ... ............... !,920  

Winter ............................... (3. 	A. 	& 	P. 	l\tein 	... 	.. 	..... ........ ............. ............, 5,830 

Widgiewa ............................. 1. 	Cochran ................... ... 	...................... .......i 
I 

12,028 
1,410 

Willie Ploina ................. ........ 	.he Bank of New Sontl, 	Wet.............................. 
IVoosnergaina 	.................... ..Thos. 	?.litclmcll 	................................................I 1,534 

Woorooun .... ....................... .L. 	MBenn ......... 	... 	....... ................................j 8,213 
1920 Wunnmmarna 	...... 	................. .\V. Petersen &. F. T. Sargood ............................... 

Yathone, North ........ ........ .... .. W. 	Wilson 	...................................................I 
.1. 	Murchison ...... 	............................................. . 

2,1,0 
7,836 1)0.0 	South 	...................... 

Yarraw% . ....... .............. ......... U. Cunningham & J. K. 	Smyth ..... ...................... 2,960 

Yabtree 	.. ............... ....  
Yang's... ...... ..... ... ....... 

....... ... 
...... ..... 

F. 	Horslcy 	.................... ..... ........................ 
The Trust; and Agency Company of Australasia 

1,487 
3.5,592 

Yarrabee A. Robertson, D. Robertson, jun., & P. S. 1(obertson 14,510 

Yanko .......................... ...... Francis Jenkins 	........... ..... ..... ......................... 6,629 
. 0,000 Do. ................... .......... Sauel 	'Wilson ................................................ . m 

Do. 	Block B ................... S. 	M'C;nighev 	.............................................. 
Do. 	d 	C' ................................................ 610  

Do. 	do. B Do 	.. ... . 	... 	. ......................... . ........ . ... . 
M

Do 
1,250 

............................... 

Do. 	do. 	F, East 	............ 
........................ 

. 

640  

Ynree .................................. 

..... 
... 

. 	Lloyd 	........................................................ 
H 	Cresswiek & Colonel W. F. Hutton..................... 1,020 

Zara............... ........ ...... 

o. 	........................ 

........ W. 	Officer 	....................................................... 31,510 

2,127,124 
Deduct ....................... 	... . 20,000 

2,107,124 
Travelling Stock Reserves... ............... ... 353,603 

I

Total 	...................... 24729 

New Euglaud District. 
3.772 
2,617 
2,514 

960 
960 

1,920 
2,720 

52 
320 
158 

6,840 
4,280 
2,770 

300 
2,731 
1,440 

234 
377 
350 
32 

4,800 
1,325 
1,280 

800 

Abington ............................ 
Auburn Vale .................... 
Balals. .............................. 
Balblain ........................... 
illaonockburn ..................... 
Hendenieer ........................ 
I3ergeia.op.Zooin ................ 
Block Swamp ..................... 
Blair Hill 	......................... 
Bolivia ........................ .......  
Booroolong ......................... 
Bukkulla........................... 
Byron Plains ..................... 
C)airvaulx ......................... 
Clerkncss 	......................... 
Clifton 	........................... 
Coopiacurripa...................... 
Cope's Creek ...................... 
Deepwater ......................... 
Dundee ............................ 
lidgerton ........................... 
Elsanore ........................... 
Emsi Creek ......................... 
Fn,norc ........................... 

IV. H. & G. P. Morse ...................................... 
A. Murray ...................................................... 
Morse & Tonrle 	........................................... 
W. A. B. Greaves .... ......................................... 
The Commercial Banking Company ..................... 
T.A.Perry 	................................................... 
B. B. Boul ton 	.............................................. 
A. Bowman .................................................. 
C. 	Lcgh ........................................................ 
F. Irby ........................................................ 
Al . H. Marsh .................................................. 
0. Dodds & B. Lee ......................................... 
C. A. Fraser & P. W. Anderson .......................... 
F. A. Stratford ............................. ..... ............. 
The Bank of New South Wales... ............ ..... ...... 
J. B. Watt & W. 0. Gilehrist............................. 
J. K. Maclea 	............................................... 

G. Swinton ............................................... 
J. Windayer & J. B. Maeansh ........................... 
0. Bloasome ................................................... 
J. H. Keys & F. White .................................... 

Campbell ................................................... 
(3.11. 	Gin ..................................................... 
F. Crawford .................................................. 
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Name of Rum N.rac of Lessee. Estimated  area 

New England District -continued. Acres. 

2,161 .Emmropanibella., North 	...... ....... 

li 	.. Ecersicig......................... 11. A. 11. Belfield & Rev. S. Humsgerford 856 
. Do. 	South ................. 

Faleoner, West 	......... ........ .... The Bank of New South 	Wales .......................... 2640 
.lPrazer's Creek .Do 3,763 
Gani 	.... ......... ..........  .......... i  1,926 

1,063 H. 	Da 	........................................................ 
The English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank 640 Graham's Valley 	................... 

Guy Faux 	.......................... .. .. 

Uostwyek............................. 

Gsmra, 	East 	................... 	.... .J. 	Smith ......................................................... 1,120 
Do. 	\Vest 	......................... W. 	Millis 	............................ ........... ............... 2,543 

Gyra, 	North 	.......... .............. 20 D. S. Anderson & C. Legh ....................................
Do 20 Do. 	South ............................ 

. 

C. 	Campbell 	............ ............ ........................... 1,975 Tuverell 	............................... 
Karoola, South 	...................... 640 
Kentucky............................ 

C. 	I). 	Femviek 	................................................. 
Do 	................................................. 930 

E. S. Wyndham & P. P. Wright 	........................... 
1,069 3. 	Fletcher 	.................. 	...... 	........................ ... 

The  Australian Joint Stock Bank ......................... 2,260 

. 

ICulki........................ ......... 

D. Cohen, S. Cohen, and S. W. Levi ...................... 

M. 	C. 	Machardy 	.............................................. .5,783 
ICing's Plains .......................... 

3. 	Williams 	.................................................... 370 RutIn 	.................................. 
Laura................................ 

J. 	Browne 	.................................................... 592 

. 

1,568 Lindsay 	....  .......................... .A. H. Belfield & Rev. S. Iftuigerford 	................. 

. 

ram,m 	............................... 1,280 
G.  S. Gibson ............... 	... ............ 	............ 	......... 2,130 

1178 

k 	Bank 	............... 	...... ... 

1,550 

Lougford ......... ................ ....... 
Maichênhmend 	....................... .. 

The  Commercial Banking Company 	...................... 

1,160 
Mengoolmi........ .......... ......... 

Bownmn 	Bros. 	. . . .............................................. 

1,000 

. 

F. 	R. 	White 	...... .............................................. 
Do 	.................................................... 

20 
H. 	Logan 	....................................................... 
The 	City Bank .................................................... 

647 

Mulmi Creek, South .... .......... ..... 
Do. 	North .................... 

3. 	F. 	MiuIlcn 	................................................ 
A. 	Wmmuchope 	................................................. 2,330 

Mount, 3litohell .......  .... ..... ...... 

A. Dodds 	& B. 	Lee 	................. ............... ........... 

. 

5,062 

Mole River ........................... 
isforedun 	.......... ..................... 

31. 	S. Anderson ................ ...................... ... 
 

........ 3,945 
Mimhlasnanna 	................. ........ 
Nowstead............................ 

C. 	Blaxlnud 	................................ ......... ... ....... j 	4.425 Nuandlo..............................
Nowendoe............................. 65 011era 	................................. 

1. 	Laurie 	.......................................................... 
C. 	J. 	& 	E. 	Everett 	........................................... 2240 
Dangar 	Bros. 	....... 	............ ....... 	............. ... ..... 341 
1'. C. Campbell &. J. 3. B. Gibson ......................... 640 
0. 	Bloxsome 	.... ............................................... 1,506 
H. 	Gordon ............. 	..  ........ ...................... ........ 1,360 

3,200 

i'mtradise Creek 	..................... 
l'indari 	............................... 
Ranger's 	Valley ...................... 

Rinsbandia 	. .......................... 
B. 	Fringle 	....................................................... 
The Commercial Banking Company 	........ ............. 2,367 

RockCreek ............................ 

. 
900 

Retreat...............................

Salisbury ............ .................. 

. 

	

. 	Gill 	........................................................ . 

	

31 . 	H. 	Marsh .......................... ......................... .3354 
ReckVale 	............................. 

S]mmnmnon 	Vale 	. ...................... 
. 

The Bank of New South \Vales .... ....................... 23 . 
Stonehenge ........ ....... 	....... ..... .The English, Scottish, and Australlan Chartered Bank 
Stonoy 	Batter........... .... ........ 

.... 

2,280 Strathbogie .............. ............ .. 
A. W. Blaxhund & Messrs. Bays 	......................... 
Ii. 	Gordon ...................................................... .2,501 Stmgarloaf or Time 	Peek 	......... ................................................. 9fgj  .1. 	Gill 	......... .... 

Swamp 	Oak 	......................... 1,365 'l'onterdem, 	............................ 
The  Australian Joint Stock Bank 	......................... 
Everett 	Bros 	................................................... . 500 Tentnuield 	............................ 

Texas 	................................ 
The  Comanerrial Banking Company ......................1,968 

. A. A. Morelicad & Al. Young 	. ....................... :3.200 Tiengaht...... ....................... . H. 	Darbv 	.................................................... 
.

407 Tilbuster................. ............ 11.13 Tos'yburn 	.................. ........ 1,884 
........ 	.. 

CL 	Cross .......................................................... 

W 	Nowland 	................................................... 1,600 
Wahoha 	.................... 
Word's Mistake ............ .......... 

.I 	C. 	Bl,txland 	......................... 	............................ 

2,860 Wmmterloo 	........ . ........ ........... 
Wellingrove 	................. ...... .. 

J. 	Fletcher....................................................... 347 

664 Wellington Vale ..................... 

'lime Commercial Banking Cumupasu' 	...................... 
P. C. Campbell & J. J. R. Gibwn . ........................ 

1,018 
.. 

Wintcrhosn'mse ...... 	................. 
14. 	14, 	C. 	Robertson 	..................... ...................... 
.G. 	H. 	Gill 	................................................... 800  Yarrowich ... ........................ . H. 	Dangar ............ ......... 	.. .............................. .,748 2 

Tra velling Sto,'k Re'ervcs 
.. 
117,403 

Total ...........................I 	268,723 

Wa.rx'ego 
A ri 	sUis 	............................... TI me  lion ..T. O'S]sanasay I BUt) hal anbiayia 	... 	........... 	. 	...... I .280 

A. D. Macicay & W. Beaumont........ .................. 1,260 Bannockbtmrn 	......................... 

I3i
Bend Do. ................................................. 

ric 	East, 	No. 	2 	................... 3,200 Block A (or Cockerariva) 

The Australian Joint Stock Bank 	...... ..... ....... ..... .. 

2,360 

J. 	13. 	Watt ................................................... 

3. 	Ii. Watt & W. 0. Gilchrist 	...... .................... 1,600 

. 

1. 	B. 	Watt .......... ............... ............................ 300 
Do. 	B 	.............................. 

	

Bokh,mra, 	Uppe......... ....... .... ..... 

The Cosmunercial Banking Company ... . ................. . . 

W. 	& T. Richardson .... .......... ........................... 'ISO Do 	No. 	13 	..... ... ....... The Australian Joint Stock Bank .... 	... .. .............. 

.. 

.. 

1,280 

	

Bogan East, No. 11 	.............. .. 

Do. 	No. 20 	........ ....... 'ike Lnndoa Chartered Bank of Austnslia 	

... 

.. 
1,920 

CL 	Hope & 	B. 	Scott... ...................................... 	. 

. 

3,200 
Do. 	No. 21 Do 	........................................... 

. 

1,280 Do. 	No. 25 1,280 

Do. 	No. 	23 	............. ... 

Do. 	No. 20 
Do 	........................................... . 

1,566 
Do. 	No.29 

Do 	...................................... . 
1,920 Do 	........................................... 
1,280 Do. 	Back 	.................... 

Bogus West:, No. 11 	............... 
V.alt.mt  Douglas 	... .......................................... . 

900 
Do. 	No.18 	................ 

. W. 	& 	T. 	Rielmmsrdson 	....................................... .. 
Was. 	Kite 	............ 	........... 	.. 	.................... ....... 3,101. 
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- 	Name of Run. Name of Lessee. 	 Eatlinated area 

Warrego District-conllnned. 

Bogan West., No.23 	......... 	..... 3,200  
Do. 	No. 24 Do 	... 	... 	................ ........ 	... 	........ 4,960 
Do. 	No. 25 

. U. 	Hope & 	B. 	Scott 	.............. ..... 	............. ...... ... 

	

Do 	...... ........... ......................... 
. 

5,560 
Do. 	No. 26 Do 	... 	. ... . .... 	.... ..... 	......... 	.... ....... .. 3,200 

Do. 	No. 23 Do 	.... ...... 	........... 	......... 	. 	........... . 3,200 
flogeirn, East, A. 	.................. . 640  

Do. 	Block A...................... S. 	Clift 	........... ......... ..... 	... . 	... 	........................ 1,280 
1,280 Do. 	B ...................... 

The Right. Rev. 	Vim. Tyrell 	.............................. 2,890 Bogenderra, \Vcst.................... 
G. 	A. 	& 	P. 	Mom. 	... .............. ............................ 3,200 
G. 	C. 	Hawker 	............ .. ........................... ....... 1,600 

Booroomugga .... ................ .... 100  
Do. 	Wt, No. 1 

W. Taylor & A. D. Macleav 	.................................. 

3,480 
Do. 	do. 	No.2 

13. 	Bnrrell 	........................................................ 
.. 

.. 

1,4o0 

Booinangabah, South ................ 

Do. 	do. Back. No. 2., 

.. 

665  

Bonny, or Darling No.1 	.......... 

Booroondena .......... .............. 

. D. 	J. 	O'Neill ....................................................... 
Do. 	.. ........ ...................................... ..... 

.. 

640  

John 	Cot 	... .......... ........................................... 
1). 	J. 	O'Neill ...................................................... 

320  
Do. 	............... .... . ..... . ....... ...................... 

Thos. 	Mathews 	................................................... 
9,660 

Bowrn 	.... ............................. 
Rutherford, Wagner, & Robertson ......................... 
The lion. J. 	OShanassy ...... .. ...... ......... ...... ........ 1,600 

Iluckwaroon 	....... . ... ............. 320  
Do. 	South 	...... ......... 

The Commercial i3anking Co..  ........... 	......... ......... .. 

.. 

Oe'ou 	Itvan 	............................................ 320 

Do. 	South 	................ 
Boundary, Old 	...................... 

D. 	I. 	O'Neill .... ....................... ....................... 2,560  

.. 

The Commercial l3anking Co... . ............  Do. 	East 	................... 

Do. 	No.2 

. 

Do .7,650 
Bundabulla East, No. 1 	...... .... 

B. Cape. 3lrs. T. Orr. W. Sawers, & W. A 	Wilsor 1,020 
,u B,dabul]a West, No. I Do. 	 do 	do 2,560 

Do. 	No. 2 Do. do 	do 3,810 

Do. 	No.3 	.......... 

Do. 	No Do, do 	ito 1,020 
ii und inbarina 	... .................. 1920 

3. 	F. 	M.'Mullen ............... 	............................... 3,200 l3tunia W itit on 	...................... 
\Y Do. 	est 	................ 5,120 

... 	

. 

Boric 	............................... 

J ohi 	Campbell .................................................. 

... 

3,200 
Boyong 	........ ........ .............. 

0. 	C. 	hawker 	.. ............. .. ................................. 
.. 

4,160 . 
C,tmbo Cautbo 	...................... 605  
Combadder 200  

..

I-5,760 

y Back ...................

Un,nhorah, Springs .................. 

.1. 	F. 	MMullen .............................................. 
ilonhle. 	J. OShanassy ...... 	.... ............... 	............. 
3 	C. 	Bagot 	................................................... 
W. 	B. 	Spark 	................................................. 640  

2  560 
ooglrnn or } Coongliats 	....... .. 

Curraweena... ........................ 

Tue 	Attstr,tliati Joint . 	.ock Bank 	.............. .......... 

880 
Vi. 	0. 	Gilol,rist 	........................................... 

4,430 Darling,No. 	2 	..................... 
.The Australian Joint Stock Bunk ........................ .. 

Or . 	U. 	lhawker 	................................................ 
Do 	... .. 	...... 	... 	............ 	....... .. 	........ 1,280 Do. 	No. 	33 	....................... 

Darling North Back, No. 4...... .1 	A. 	C. 	Wilson 	........... ............  ... ............... A. & 	
. 

1,920 
Do. 	No. 5 ...... &. 	C. 	Wilson ... .................................. .............. 1,600 . 

3,520 A.. 	& 	A. 	C. 	Wilson 	...... 	.................................... 
The Itonomble J. OSlnniassy 	............. ............... 3,520 

Do. 	No. 18 600  
Do. 	No. 25 	... 320  

(2,560 
Do. 	o. 29 	. . . t 	6 10 
Do 	No. 32 ,.. 320  

320 
tt. D. Macleny & W. Beaumont. ..... ...................... 

.. 

610  

Do, 	No, 6 ....... 
Do. 	No. I ....... 

3. B. Watt & W. 0. Gilehirist 	..................... ...... 3,000 
27,520 

320  

Derrina (Mount) 	................... 

Dural or Dooral ............. . ....... P. 	Comerford 	......... ....................................... 1,410 

J)iamouga 	............................. 
Druindelang 	......................... 

610  

Duugalear 	........ ........... ........ 
Dunlop's Range (Back) ............. 

3,200 Extremity Back, No. 1 ............. 

.3,200 
Georgy............................... 
Giggen 	............................... 

G. 	MKeuzie ..................................................... 
A. 	Wilson 	..................................................... 

1,920  

	

Do. 	Back ......................... 

	

(1ingi 	.................................. 

I he Commercial .1 nstkiitg 4 on, pa ut....................... 

4,772 

C. Hawker 	.................................................. 
A. Tobin &. C. Henderson 	.................................... 

. 

610  Do. Lower Back ....................
Do. Upper Back ...... ............ ..Do. 	... ..... .. ...................................... 1,280 

... 

U ungolgeii. No. 	1 	.................. 

Rourke ................. ..... ..... ........................... 
A. 	Tobin 	........................................................ 

The London Chartered flank of Australia 010 

.. 

768 

W. 	B. 	Spttrke 	.................................................. 
0. 	C. 	Hawker 	................................ ................. 

Do. 	 do. 6,10 

Walter Douglas 	......  ....... ................................. 
Do 	....... .. 	...... 	............................. ... 

W. 	E. 	Sparke 	................................................. 

320  

Do 	................................................. . 

960 
IL 	Rourke 	......... ............... ..... ........... .... ...., 

. 

3,200 

Henry Rourke 	................................................. . 

i .330 

Do. 	No. 2 	.................... 

W. 	0. 	Gileltrist 	.............................................. . 

A. 	Mollat, & U. 	Brown ....................................... 1,600 

Gooraway 	............................ 
(trawin Addendum 	................ 
1{umnnihal, 	... 	..... ............ .... 

0. 	Armytoge ................... ................................. . 

3,200 

Ja,,dra Back 	......................... 

ICunreeberec 	..... ................... 
0. 	A. & 	P. 	Mom.. 	............. ..........  ..... .......  ...... ..... 
The Commercial Banking Company .......... ........... 3,200 

..3200 

Eeiraugundali 	...... ............ .... 
Xigwigil................................ 

Do. 	Ea.. 	.................. 3. 	F. 	MMnllen ................................................. 

. 

. 

. 

Lh,nillo or L(analto 	.............. 1,120 
Loodeu or Block C 	........ ........ 

..Vi. 	0. 	Gilehrist 	............................................. 
3. 	. 	Watt &. W. 0. Gilehrist 	............ ........ 

 .... ... 
.B, 

. 

4,800 
1,330 

320  
320 

.1. B. Watt & W. 0. Gilchrist 	................... ........ 4,180 

Mstroona 	............................... 
3tnrwarre............................ 

0. 	Aaniytage .................... ........ ....... ................. 

Do 3,200 
Mead, West 	......................... 
Milrov ................................. 

1. 	Becker 	....................................................... . 
Vi. 	0. 	Gilchrist 	.............................................. . 

3. Rutherford, J. Wagner, & A. Vi. Robertson .8,440 DoNortl, 	.............................. 
Moadana .............................. 

Do 	do 	 do 610 Do. 	flack 	......................... 
!do'rnilamba, South 	................ 0. 	Ramsay.............  .... 	............... .................. 
Morven 	............................... 3. B. Watt & W. 0. Giteltrist 	............................ 6,020 
Norcabon 	................. .......... I 	Cl'. 	A. 	& 	P. 	31cm. 	............................................. 

.. ..540  

3,200 
Navena 	............... . ...... 	....... 4240 
Neo, West 	..... ................ . ..... 

K 	Cape & 	Mrs. T. 	Oat 	..................................... 

	

.Catherine 	WEonzie........................................... 

. 320 

. 
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Name of Run. F.et.imated area 
reserved. 

Warrego District-roa(inued. Ants. 

Nco, 	Back 	... ....................... The Hon. ,T. O'Shanassy .................................... 9796 
..................................... 1,600 

(4,880 
Do 	.................................... L3280 

Pcika.................................. o 
.. 

Do 	........... . .................. ...... .3:520 
lob 	& bra 	.............................. 

Do. Back ................................. 
J!lnmbolal', 	No. 1 	.................. W. W.E.B. 	Sparke 	................................................. 640  

Do 	................................................ 640  
Do. 	No. 5 	................... W . 	0. 	Gilulirist 	............................................. 960  Do. 	No. 2 	.................... 

. 

Do 	............................................. 480  Do. 	No. 6 .................... 
Do 	............................................. 614) 

	

Do. 	No. 7 .................... 

	

Staffa 	.................................. 3. B. Watt & W. 0. Gilchrist 	........................... 1,600 
I). Ramsey ....... ................. ............ ........ .......... 1,280 

Thnlhy Springs .................. Caroline & Arthur Colbess 	.................................. 64(1 
3'. 	C. 	Bagot 	.... ...................................... ...... ... , 	1,243 

)'tndayrcy or Morrere Back .......

Turce................................. G. 	C. 	hawker 	................................................ 3,200 
Towndy.............................. 

.... 

Do 	................... . ..... ......... ............. .1,600 
Ubambie 	............... ............... 

. 

1,530 
Warrogo,No. 	4 ................ ..... 

The Commercial Banking Company ................. ..... 
Samuel 	Wilson ................................................... 540  

Do. Upper 	.......................... 

Do. 	No. 	U ..................... Do. 	... 	... 	. ... . ...................... 	.... 	.. ... .... 3,200 
Do 	................................................ 3,206 

Do. 	No. 	9 ........ .......... Do 	......................... .... ................... I 	$20 
Do. 	No. 	7 ............ ............ 

Do 	........  ............................. ... ......... .. 320  

..... 

A. 	& A. 	C. 	Wilson 	........................................... 3,200 
Do 	.......................................... 3,200 
Do 	.......................................... 320  

Do. 	No. 10........................ 
..... 

Do 	.......................................... 743  

Do. 	No. 	11....................... 
Do. 	No.12 ........................ 

Samuel Wilson 	......................... ........................ $00  
Do. 	No. 	15 ........................ 
Do. 	No. 16 ........................ 

Do. 	No. 	5 Do. 100  
Warrogo West, No. 	3 ............. 

A. 	& A. 	C. Wilson 	........................................... 640  Do. 	No. 	8 	.... ......... 
Do. 	No. 	0 Do 	.......................................... 640  
Do. 	No. 12 ............. .......... G. 	Hope & H. Scott ................. .............. 	.. 160  

Vi. 	0. 	Gilchrist..............  .......... ....... ............... 480 Woo Warne ... ................  ........ 
\Verrubilla or Willabillo, .......... 0. 	Bbotsome .................. ............... .................. I 	1,664 
Wyle.rio 	.............................. ' W. 	Douglas 	........... . .................. . ........ ............ 2,560 

Do. 	Back 	.........................Do ................................................... 640  
Wools. Wool 	......................... .1. 	P. 	Smith 	.... ....... ......................... ........  .... ... 3,810  
Yerrenba... .......................... .. The Australian Joint Stock Bank ........................ i 	3,020 

Do. 	West Do 3.920 
Do. 	North 	...................... Do. 	........................ , 	3,200 

339,996 
Travelling S(ock Reserv..........  ..... ...443,120 

Total ......................... 78M16 

Wellington District 

R. Goldabrough & H. Parker ........... ........ ........... . .SO . . 
Babathernile Croek Do ,98 
Bodgerriboug ............. ........... The Hon. J. G. Francis 	........ ................ ............. 4,440 

Airedale 	................................ 

Baker's Swamp 	......... ... ......... I). A. & A. W. B. Ferguson 	............................... 213  

Buldarudgery ........................ 
3'ohu  Smith 	..................................................... 640  
M. 	C. 	Machardy 	............................................... 1,280 

.. 

2,100 
Ban Baa or Canalgan 	............. W . 	S. 	Chapman 	..................... ... ... ...... ............. 

. 

. 

{2,880 

Bald 	Hills 	............................ 

Bartley's Creek 	...................... Thomas Toni ............. .... .......... ...........  .......... ...

.. 

8,960  
Qrnickshank ................................................. 4,800 

Joha 	Brown 	...... . ......... . ........ .......................... . 2,432 Beardinia or Coolee 	................ 

flelering'ha or Garulo Garule ., Thomas Baird 	......... ..............  .... ...... .............. . 8,320 
Belar Coseell 	................. ........ 

Belubula ............. ................. John 	Grunt, jun.............................................. 1,600 
Berewombenia 	. .................... The Hon. J. G. 	Francis 	.......... .................. ......... 6,145 
Billabong 	.......................... .. Bucl,anan & H. Mon ..................... ..... ...........

.. 
5,571 

Blowclear 	... ... ..................... T. 	A. 	ljindnrnrsh ............................................. 820  
The Com,nercial Banking €ompany........  ....... ....... 320 Do 	South 	................... 

.K. 	F. 	Iloreley 	................................................. 160  
The Commercial Banking Company ..................... 597 
James Keenan 	............... .............  ..... .......  ..... ...' 3,200 
3'. 	Brown 	....... .... ........  ...... .............. ...... ....  ..... . 3,200 

Do. 	Bust', No. 2 . ................. W. & P. 	Richardson 	... ........ ....... ............. ......... 6,400 

Do. 	Back ...................... 

Do. 	%ast, No. 9 .................. L. W. W. & T. 	Richardson .................................. 2,880 

Bocabidgie (iltigabagil) 	.......... 
Hogan(Boyce) 	...... ... ........... .. 

The Commercial Banking Company .....................I 10,240 

Bogan Bral, No. 1 .................. 

Do. 	West., No. 3 Do 

. 

10,400 Do. 	West, No. 2 	................ 

3'. 	Brown 	.......... .............................  .... ......... ... 1,920  
J3oomuagrit ............................ 

Do. 	Bock Do 	 .. 3,200 
Booramblo ........................... 

..................................................... 
1,600 

John 	Smith 	............. .........  ... ........  ...... ...... ....... S 

Do. 	Nyrni.. 	..................... Do 	....... .. .......................................... 1,370 
oo6  Do 	................... 	. ... . 	........ ....... ............ 
140  

.................... 

l3oree .... ............... ............... 

li rewou 	 ... ........................... 

Th.e Trust and Agency Company of Australasia ....... 

Do 	................................................... .. 
J. K. & C. 	B. Mackay ........................................ .. 

.. .. 

720  
'D o. 	Cabomsne 	....................... 
Do. 	Note ............................ 

J. 	Rawathorne 	.............................. ... ... ...... .... .., 
'I.'he Toast and Agency Company of Austrulasm. ..... ..

.. 

2.2o0 
7 ,8,9 Brogan Plains 	...................... 

Brymcdura ............................ 
.. Bnckinbah 	......................... .. 'lIm o,. 	M'Culloeli 	........................................... 2.o60 

3,200 B uggab.ida, 'Upper 	............... .. .John 	Balic 	..................................... .. ........... 
. 

610  landaburra, Nev 	................... 342, 'Bun 	1inbie .............. ....... 
Burce nda

0 	Go 
 ........................... 

The Hon. J. 	G. 	Francis 	..................................... . 
. . 	.. . 	. ...... . .. .... 	....... ............ M. C. Machardy ...... 	 . 

G. I., T. 	8., 	0. 	11., & T. Bunt ..... ....................... 3,03., 
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- ama of Run. Name of Lessee. Estimated 'rca 
reserved. 

Wellington District-continued. Acres. 
Burruwang ........................... 4,454 Booral or Ten-mile Creek... ...... Win. 	Forlongo 	........ . ....................... ........... 8,000 

320 
640 

Byong ...................................

Camboogle Cambang ..... .......... 

The Eon. 3.0. Francis 	...................................... 
. 

1,75! 

Do. 	South 	.......................... 

910  

	

Cannonbair. \Vest 	.................... 
Do. 	Wrest 

The Hon. 	3. 	G. Francis 	....................................... 

.................................... 	............... 

.. 

........ 

2,o60 

Do 	....................................... 
The Commercial Banking Company ....................... 

J. {1600 

3olin 	Brown 	...................................................... 

3. 	Aiberoft 	.................................................... 

3
915  

.. 

,000 John 	Browm 	.................................................... 
2,400 Curdington ........................... 

	

3. 	Asheroft. 	................. ............. ...................... 
M 

	

3. 	Niven 	.................................................... 4,900 

Do. 	East.... ... ................ 

. 	Rawsthorne 	...................................... ........... 4,056 

Do. 	Lower \Vest 	.......... 
Do. 	Lower East 	........... 

3. 	Keenan 	....................................................... 100 
Carrowobbity .......................... 

.4 	H. 	M'Culloe.li 	...... .... ...... .. ........................ 

. 

.... 1 ,650 
Cheese ma n's Creek 	................ 
Culnice.................................., 

8,242 Condobolin ............................
Oonalgan, Back . ................ .... 

a 	Rieketson .................................................... 
.John A. 	Gardiner ....... -..................................... 2,880 - 

6,400 Do. 	Back 	............... 
. 

 Ry rie & Al

.

e

.

x

.

a

..

n

..

d

.

e

.

r 

	

Do 	 ........... ................. 
. 	Ridge 	.. 

	

............................................................................

.......... 
610 

1280 Caper 	................................. 
. 

2,816 

Cookandoon. 	.... 	.... .... ..... 

Cnllemburrawnng 	. ............ ..... 167 
Corrodgen' ............................ 

Cctrrnh Creek ............. 	.. 

Bray 	& 	Palmer ............. .................................... 
F. 	H. 	i.,, 	..................................................... 
'Ihos. 	1.'Cnlloeli 	------.................. 640 .......... ------ ---------------- -- 
F. 	Martol 	....................................................... 

.. 

1,34o Dnudaloo...... ......................
Daroubalgie, hack ... ................ & B 3 . 	3., 	D. 	T., 	B. 	Xewell ..................................... 640) 

Do. 	do 	........... . ............... 	....... 
- 

5,822 	6,52o Do. 	Back 	------------------------- 

Mary Bibberson, H. A. Mermaid, & J. Niehol 
63) 

640 
3,840 

Do. 	Lower 	................ 
Darotible, 	East 	...... ................ 

Do. 	West 	........................ 3,840 
2301 Davy's Plains .... ............ ......... 

Dcrriwoiig 	............................ l,5o6 Dooran 	............................... 

John 	Brown 	...................... ...................... ........ 
Do 	. 	...... ...... 	. 	.......... . .......... ............... 

3,200 Draggy 	.............................. 

The  Conaanereial Banking Company ...................... 
The lIon. 	X. G. Francis 	.................................... 

Ii 6,464 Dubbo.................................. 

Ryrie 1t Alexander 	......... .................................. 
3., 	.. & W. 	Strahorn 	................................. 

.J. 	U. 	Stewart.................................................. 547 Duck Creek, No. 12 	............. ... \V.  B. &. T. L. Richardson 	.............................. 3,200 Dtilhunty Back, Upper ............ .B.. 	F. 	JTors]ey 	............... ..... ........ ...  ................. .1,280 Do. 	Upper ............. ..... The Hon. J. G. 	Francis 	......................... .... .... .... 1,280 Dnndnljirnal 	........................ 48  ]Cllengcrah 	........................... 5,410 hienaweena ........................... 6,400 Euromeda........................... 

Tlios. 	Baird 	..................................................... 

Do 	................... ................... .... 3,300 Engown ........... . ................. . 

3. 	A. 	Garciiaer ......... ................  ..... ..... .............. 
Ri 	ic & 	Alexander 	........................................... 

soot Eurinibola 	........................... ' 
& J. 	MPbifla,ny ........................................... 

. 

1,010 Fifteen-mile Waterhole ............ . 
]wanj 	Lord................................................. 
a 	& 	J. 	Fame................................................... 4,209 Gainboola ............................ j' 	Smith 	................................................... .4430 Gistion 	.................................- 

Gari,le 0-arnie, Back ................ Thomas Baird 1,080 
Genry .................. ................ 

Francis 	Lorit.................................................... 
320  

2,101. (Jennaniguy 	......................... 

................................................ .. 
i.'KiIlop 	.................................................... 

1,280 Gingc 	.................................. 
Do. 	Back .......... .......... .... 

J. 	N. 	GU,nuur 	................................................. 
The 	Cit-v 	Bank 	.......................................... ...... .0,080 

- 
Gleneoe 	............................. 3,520 

3,200 Goan 	Creek ...... 	........... ......... 

Do, 	..... ............................................ 

8,320 Goi,nbh 	......... ............... ....... 545  Gobondrv or Cuhlenbine 	---------- 2,172 Goobang) 

I 	,Tanies 	Keenna, 	.................................................. 
...lie Commercial Banking Company ....................... 

_._._ ç 	1,280 Goohong 	or West Cuboug ------- 
Googong) 

Citas. 	leek 	...................................................... 
The  Hon. 	1.0. 	Francis 	...................................... 

- 	1,280 
Gorotimong or Ti,mnniu 	............. 

. 

( 	1,288 
4-276 Graddel 	............................... 

'l'hos. 	M'Culloeim 	............................................ 
A. 	C. 	&. 	A. 	S(-ral,or,i 	........................................ 3,989 Graway 	............................... T. Rutherford, W. B. Bradley, W. F. Whitney, & 1,280 

1,920 Do. 	Upperor UpperGerawav 
Do. 	Back 4,440 .............................

Gru,mdool .............................. 3,520 
720 Gradgerv 	............................ 

Mr. 	Hall 	....... ............. 	... ............ ............. . 
A. 	Cruiekshank ........ ............. ........................... . 

3,060 0 ul go 	......................... ......... 
C cindy .................................. 

Do, 	........................... 	... ................. . 
1. 	K. & 	C. 	B. 	3fnekar ........................................ .. 
The lion. 3.0. 	Francis 	..................................... 

2560 '11 to Coinnierci ii Banking Corn pan-v ...................... 
The 	lion. 	T. 	(:4. 	li'aIlcis..................................... 533 Do. 

Do. 	1---------------- - ---- -  ...... 
..................................... 

-T. 	Ba n-st 	ionic 	............................................. 
1,600  

0-n 'liii] igbn r 	..... 	......... ....... .. By i-ic 	& 	Alexander 	........................................... I 	1,250 1)o. 	Upper 	................ ihe Coinmei'cial Bankin' Co............... ............. 320 0 	nun gbland 	......... 	. 	...... .......... lie 	Hot. 	'In ,n OsG. 	Francis 	.............................. 1,830 (.4 mistitingehdra ......................... TIme (.'omnicrcial Banking Co............................ 1000 

Thomas 	Brown1 	..............  .... ............ ............. 
1,280 

.3,200 ifahi.,noomm Plum.. 	... ................ 

4250 1-terniitage, East....................... 
Keri-yong Hills 	...................... 
KYargarthur 	. ............. .......... 

Biolma,'d 	Bulge 	................................................. 

.The Commercial Banking Co ...... .... 	..... ........... 5 ,4.00 La,mkcy's 	Plains ..................... 

'l'he Hon. 	. 	a 	Francis 	..................................... 640  
..... 

Do 640 Little 	River 	........................ 
Loombati ... 

M. 	C. 	_\[acliardt- 	............................................. 7,920 ...................... 
J\f anwangq 	........................... 

0. 	& 	3. 	Brace 	................................................. 40  The 	lion. 	T. 	C .i'raiicis 	......... ... ... ...................... Boo  3lnra 	Crock 	......................... 3. Rutherfo,'J, W. B. Bradley, W. F. Whitney, & 1,590 
\%TR Hail. 

Merryanlmone .............. .......... . 
Mickabil 1.4,080 ......... .................. . 

Richard 	Hill 	............. ................................... 
The Commercial Banking Co............................. 6,700 
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Name of lion. 	 Na,,,c of lssec. 	 Estiasated i,ict 
reserved. 

Wellington District-continued. 	 Acres. 

Milposo ................ ............. II. 	F. 	Horsley 	.............................. .................. 1,1(K) 
Mniore 	............................ \V . 	Dugan 	................................................. 233 
Mobelin 	............... ............... Rutherford, W. 13. Bradley, W. F. Whitney, & 1.16V 

\V. it. Hall. 
Molong 	...... 	.............. ......Andrew ............................................... . 80 

Do. 	Swamp 	.................... j;,omfl; 	Kite 	................................................ 320 
Moodado ......... .................... Richard 	Ridge 	................................................ 1.281) 
Mononiic Plains 	............ ...... The lion, J. G. Fraisci, 1,280  

.................................. ... 1,500 
Mount Foster 	... 	......... ........ The Crnninr.rcinl Banking Co: ............................ I .1.880 

Do. 	New 	............... 

. 

Richard 	Hill 	............ ..... .... ........................... .1,880 
3 Fudail 	............. 	..... ... ........ 

.. 

John 	Brown 	........... .......... ....... 	...................... 6,1 7)) 
Do. 	Lower, West ............ 

.ICerr 

..... ........ 	........ 	. ......... .... 	. 	.......... 	... 7,011) 
Do. 	Upper, West ..... .... ..... 

.. 

John 	Baifo 	...... ................................... ....... . :1,2041 

Mountain 	........................... Do 

Mulgathary 	................... 

. 

The 	lion. 	J. 	G. 	Francis 	.................................... 3,600 

. 

The Commercial Banking Go .......... ... .................. 2,501) 
Do 

. 
....Do 

Do 
. 

4.0011 
MuUa Mull" 	....................... 

...... 
. 

John 	Brown 	................................................... 3 ,20C I 

Mulish Mulish 	...................... 

Chas. 	Smith 	... 	.............................. ................. 5,281) Mutnblebone 	......................... 
.. 

................................................... 4,00 11 Do. 	Back 	.................Do, 
Murrabuggi 	......................... . Mary 	Keenan 	.................... ....... 	...................... 6.101) 
Naaima 	................................ 1. 	S. 	Campbell 	.... ....... .. ..... .............. 	.... ........... 3,76)) 

Do 	................................................. 0)11) 
. 

Hughes & Al. 	B. 	Maler 	....... .......................... . B 6,1041 
Narandandary 	...................... 

Narroogal 	........ ................... John 	Smith 	................................................... 2,5611 
Narracniao 	............................ 

Thomas 	Baird 	................................................. 32)) Nevevtira Back 	...................... 
Newrea or Nnoary .................. 

. 

lit. 	M'I?Isillumy 	................................................ 213 
Ninia 	................... ......... ...... Ci. 	& J. 	G. 	Gibson 	.......................................... 1,603 

.Jolsn 	13mw,, 	..................................................... 
CM' Pl,illa,isv 	......... 

 
......... ... ...... . ...... ............. 

3,201) Nyingan Back 	...................... 
5,120 Nvingan 	.............................. 

Oaks, The 	.... .. ...... ............ .. 800 
Obella, 	.... ......... ................. 

J,,J,, 	L. & 	if, 	St thorn 	.................................. ... 
677 

Pentagon 	. .................... 
.... 

....... 
Ci. T., T. B., CF. ilk]'. Hunt ............................ ...
The Bank of New' South Wales ............................ 10,50)) 

Plains, 	The .............. 	... ........ Tames 	Keenan 	..................... 	.. ....................... . 3,200 
John 	Brown 	................. ................................. 3,200 Ruby.................................. 

Sebastepol 	... . ........... ............ 
.. 

. The Hon. J. G. Francis 	.................................... 640 
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co 13.3kM Tabratong 	............................ 

Tarangan, East. ...... ......... ...... Tames 	Lee 	..... ................... ............................. . 3,200 
'JeroMe (bumble) 	................ \V. 	Allison 	........................... .............. 

 .... 
3,200 

Tim berabongain 	.............. ... 
......... . 

. 	Duncan M.Killojm .......................... ................. 8,960 
3'. 	N. 	Gihnonr 	................................................ 100 

4118 

	

31.3 	Snnth 	.................................................... 

	

3. 	S. 	Campbell 	............... ...................... ........... . (,130 
J. 	C. 	Ryrie 	...................................................i 8,320 
3. 	Brown 	...................................................... 5,280 

Tomningly, North ...................... 

J. 	Aslieroft 	................................................... 3,22L 

Toogong ............................... 
Tragerie 	............................... 

2,720 

'J'riangie 	............................... 
Triasmele 	.............................. 

Time lion. J. G. 	Jfranci 	........................... .......... 
. 	Kerr 	................................................... . 1)00 

'use 	City 	Bank 	................................................ 2,56)) 
Do 	................................................ 610 

Do 	A............................. 

5,000 

Trundle 	......... ...................... 
Turribong ............................. 

it. 	U. 	Lane 	.................................................... 
The Commercial Banking Co................................ 3,200 

Ulowrie 	............................... 
Do. 	Back ......................... 

\\Tainljangalng  it. 	II. 	Lane 	................................................... 545 

Wallaba 	................................ 
Wnll 	Wallala 	..................... 

1)0. 	... 	.................. 	. ..... . ............. ........... 187 
Wandoo Waudoag .................. John 	Stuilsone 	.... ........... 	.. .............................. i 

. 

1,320 
Waughandry 	.................. ....... J. Rutherford, W. B. Bradley, W. F. Whitney, & 

. 
14 

Wit. Hall. 
W. 	S. 	Chaprnnim 	............................................. 6,400 

Do................................... .......... 1,280 
Samuel 	Snñt.ls 	................................................. 3,930 

Warren 	............................... 

'W aterholes ....... ............... The Commercial Banking Co. 	.......................... .. 610 
Warrig,d 	............................ 

...... 
M. 	C. 	Mnelsnrrly 	.............................................. 160 \Vcatherwsnghi 	...................... 

Wcimnabah 	....................... ..... 6,288 
Wlsarfdale 	........................... .John 	Balfe 	.................................. ....... ........... 2,560 
Whylandni ............. ........... .. The Comninercial Banking Co ............... ......... ....... 800 
Willondra 	........................... 

3'. 	C. 	ltyrie 	.................................................... 

1,736 
Wihlary, East ................... ..... 

Charles 	icely ........................ ............ ................ . 
... 

2,400 The Bank of 	New South Wales ............................ . 
Do. 	 ........................... 

. 
2,370 Do. 	West 	................................ 

Willie ........... .. .................. ... B. 	Ridge 	...................................................... 1,920 
Time  Ci).y 	Bank 	............................................... 3,200 \\rolloi 	.............................. 

Do. 	Back 	.........................Do ....... 	... 	........ 	....... 	................. 	... 3,200 
Worebugga Back Cowle 	.......... ins 	Brown 	.... ............................. .................. 

Jo....  
1,920 

wrunnmngsunbonc 	...... ............ Ci. 	k' 	J. 	G. 	Gibson 	..................... ..... ................. 
. 

1,600 
\Vyabmy 	............................ The 	City 	Bank 	...................... ..... .............  .... ..... 

. 
3,200 

Wyleeree .................................. 2,560 
Xasnmsrn 	............................... 

. 	& 	C. 	B. 	Mackay 	................................. ....... 
Time Australian Joint Stock Bank 	........................ 2,405 

Do 180 
Yarralamubonc 	...................... Richard Hill 	... ....... ..................... ....  ........ .... 5,246 
Yorrandidgen 	..................... , 1,34a 
Yarmabunda 	................ ......... 

. 	F. Marte) 	............................. ..... 
640 

Yalmbabommg 	........... ................ 
Tire lion. J. G. 1"ranems 	......................................... 

.John 	Brown 	... .......................... ... ..... ...............- 2,400 

594,631 
Tnsvclling Stock Reserves 665.332 

Total area 	...... ............ . 1,250,963 

Sy,l,5c3' Tlmonsam Riehardc, C1over,,,nemst I'minter. -1878. 
[1.....] 
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1877-8. 

LEGJSLATrVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTR WALES. 

THE MINING ACT. 
(PETITIONPROM COMMITTEE OP PUBLIC MEETING HELl) AT VEGETABLE CREEK, TE&TERPIELD.) 

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 29 January, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament 
assembled. 

This, the Petition of the undersigned members of Committee appointed at public meeting, holden 
at Vegetable Creek, Electoral District of Tenterfield, for the purpose of forming a Mining Asso-
ciation,— 

HUMBLY SEownn:— 

That the present Mining Act is in the opinion of your Petitioners inequitable in its provisions 
and in its adjustment of the method of occupying mineral lands. 

The majority of mining leases are held for purely speculative purposes, or as traps to ensnare the 
unwary but energetic miner who may be in search of mineral deposits, and whose fortune or misfortune it 
may be to make such discovery on what may be truly termed "dummy holdings." The misfortune would 
arise in this way :—that upon the discovery of remunerative deposit the lessee immediately steps in, pays 
up the arrears of rent, ousts energy and enterprise, enriches himself with that which but for such energy 
would lie an unproductive waste. 

The mineral licensee is bound to occupy and work the area allotted him by law continuously after 
the expiration of fourteen days from first occupancy, or forfeiture ensues. This provision is both mandatory 
and explicit, and precludes any possibility of evasion, consequently unobjectionable. 

We therefore respectfully request that the Legislative Assembly may in its wisdom cause so much 
of the "Mining Act" as is repugnant to the following provisions to be repealed, with the view of intro-
ducing them as amendments which we venture to say will be productive of much good to the inming com-
munity, and an incalculable benefit to the Colony at large, and are as follows 

1st. That the granting of conditional mineral purchase is highly injurious and should be abolished, 
such tenures tending in many instances to lock up large arrears of land from the bond jidc 
miner, being simply held without any attempt at prospecting or otherwise improving them. 

2nd. That a map of all conditional mineral purchases in this district, together with a list of the 
names and dates to whom and when granted, be supplied to the Mining Registrars for the 
convernenee of those making inquiries. 

3rd. That on the application of any lease being favourably considered no time should be lost by 
the Mining Department in forwarding the lease for execution and delivery, which would 
leave lessees no excuse for non-compliance with the labour conditions. 

4th. That on the rent of any lease not being paid immediately after it is due such lease to be at 
once gazettcd as forfeited by the Mining Department. 

th. That any person laying complaint for non-fulfilment of labour or other conditions on a lease, 
such lease being cancelled through the complaint made, the person laying the information 
to be considered the first applicant for the lease in question. 

6th. That when an inquiry is held in any complaint for non-fulfilment of labour conditions, no 
work done from the date of complaint to the day of inquiry be recognized as fulfilling the 
conditions of the lease. 

7th. That within fourteen days after the execution and delivery of any lease not less than at 
the rate of one man to every 4 acres be employed continuously on such lease, otherwise 
cancellation to ensue. 

That the proposals and amendments herein set forth may meet with your favourable consideration 
is the respectful prayer of your Petitioners; and your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here jblkw 12 signatures.] 

[3d.] 	 05— 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIvE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROSPECTING CROWN LANDS. 
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF FlEXES AND BILLABONG GOLD FIELDS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 April, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Residents of the Town of Parkes and Billabong Gold Fields,— 

HUMBLY SHOWE'TU 

1st. That an immense amount of mineral wealth lies undiscovered in this and other districts, in 
consequence of the auriferous areas not haviugbeen thoroughly- prospected. 

2nd. That the individual exertions of small parties of miners, unaided with capital, have been found 

quite inadequate to fairly prospect the large extent of known auriferous country in this and other 
districts. 

3rd. That your Petitioners humbly suggest that the expenditure of a sum of money, say fifty 
thousand pounds (50,000), from the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony, to equip and maintain parties 
to test the waste lands of the Colony, would prove a proiltable investment, inasmuch as the discovery of 
new auriferous deposits would attract a desirable class of colonists, and materially add to the national 
wealth. 

4th. Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your T-Ionorable House will be pleased to give 
the matter your earnest and favourable consideration, and give effect to the desire of your Petitioners by 

the establishment of a few well.organized prospecting parties to test the waste lands of the Colony as 
aforesaid. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 258 signatures.] 

[Sd.] 	350— 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBTJRN CREEK. 
(RETITION FROM SHAREHOLDERS OF THE MILBURN CREEK COPPER-MINING COMPANY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Asscspbly to be printed, 5 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Shareholders in the Milburn Creek Copper-mining 
Company—Limited. 

IIu3IBLY Snowicrir 

That on the third day of September, 1872, Messrs, Thorn, Baker, and party applied to the 
Secretary for Lands in Sydney, for a mineral lease of forty acres of land for mining for copper at a place 
situate near Milburn Creek, abont thirty miles from Ca.rcoar, and paid the required amount for rent, and 
did (which is not disputed.) all that was required to entitle them to a lease of that land. 

That a few weeks after Thorn, Baker, and party had made their application, two different parties 
laid claim to the land in question, the one (Joseph Martin and party) alleging that they applied for the 
land by mineral lease three weeks before Thom, Baker, and party's application, and the other party 
(Robert Martin, B. Neville, and party) alleging that they applied for the land by mineral condibonal 
purchose, on the nineteenth of September, 1872, being sixteen days after Thorn, Baker, and party's 
application. 

That the dispute between the three different claimauts to the land was referred to the then 
Minister for Lands, Mr. ]?arncll, who after having made full inquiry and having heard the statements of 
each of the three different parties and causing surveys to be made, decided that Joseph Martin and party, 
though first in point of time with their application, had really applied for land a considerable distance 
from the land claimed by Thorn, Baker, and party, and that they must take the land they had applied for. 
The Minister next decided that Thorn, Baker, and party were entitled to a lease of the land in question 
under their application of the third of September, 1872. 

That upon this decision of the Minister, a lease was prepared of the land in question to Thorn, 
Baker, and party, but on the eleventh of March, 1873, Robert Martin and party petitioned MR Excellency 
the Governor, praying that he would withhold the issue of the lease to Thorn, Baker, and party till further 
inquiry was made ;  and thereupon His Excellency referred the matter for the consideration of the Cabinet, 
and the Cabinet advised His Excellency that the lease should issue to Thorn, Baker, and party, under the 
Great Seal of the Colony; and accordingly a lease of the forty acres of land in question, dated the 
seventeenth day of March, 1873, was issued to Thorn, Baker, and party, for thirl:cen Tears and two hun- 
dted and ninety days, for the purpose of mining for nminerals other than gold, after reciting that Thorn, 
Baker, and party, under and by virtue of "The Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861.," and the Regula- 
tions made thereunder, became entitled to a lease thereof from the third day of September, 1.872, for the 
purpose of mining for minerals other than gold. 

That upon the issue of the lease, Thorn, Baker, and party went into quiet possession of the land 
and worked and developed a valuable copper nine, and subsequently erected three copper-smelting furnaces 
for the mine, and by their efforts and enterprise and the expenditure of capital, large quantities of copper 
ore were produced and a tomship of about five hundred people was established, and land se]ccted in 
the vicinity by shareholders, and houses erected thereon. 

That upon the faith of the lease from the Crown, a Joint Stock Company, called "The Milburn 
Creek Copper-mining Company" was formed -upon a large scale, and many persons bought shares and 
invested capital. in it. 

That on the twenty-fifth of May, 1875, Robert Martin and party obtained it Committee of. the 
Legislative Assembly to inquire into their alleged right to the land. The Committee took voluimnous 
evidence, and reported declining to recommend a reversal of the Minister's decision which had been given 
in favour of Thorn, Baker, and party. 

That after nearly another year and a half had elapsed, Robert Martin commenced an action of 
ejectment in the latter end of December, 1876, against the Legal Manager of the Milburn Creek Copper-
mining Company to recover possession of the forty acres of land in question. 

That in April 1877, the action of ejectment was tried at Bathtmrst, when a verdict was found for 
the plaintiff, whereby it was decided that the lease granted by the Crown was of no avail. 

116— 	 That 



That Robert Martin was then put in possession of the forty acres of land inquestion, and the 
Milburn Creek Copper-mining Company were ejected therefrom, and were put to much expense in the 
action, and have otherwise sustained great losses through the result of the action. 

That an appeal was made to the Full Court to set aside the verdict but without avail. 
Your Petitioners would respectfully submit and pointed out to your Honorable House that the 

Minister of the day, after the fullest inquiry, decided that Thorn, Baker, and party were entitled to the 
land, and still more that, at the request of His Excellency, the Cabinet reconsidered this matter and 
reported that they concurred in the decision which had been arrived at, and a lease having accordingly 
been issued, that therefore the Government in the most formal manner accepted Thorn, Baker, and party 
as their tenants, and have for upwards of six years taken rent from them and the Millburn Creek Copper 
Company. 

That during the years which have elapsed since the issue of the lease in question, the lessees have 
expended the required money on the land, and in every other way fulfilled the clauses and conditions 
of the lease. 

Your Petitioners submit that in the lease of the land in question from the Crown thus being 
set aside and their leasehold rights taken from them, they have suffered a grievous hardship and loss, and 
that they are entitled to consideration from the Government on account of the Government not fulfilling 
their part of the contract with the lessees. 

Your Petitioners further submit to your Honorable House that, unless amends are nude to the 
lessees and your Petitioners for the loss of their leasehold rights to the land in question, and due con- 
sideration shown them, and their leasehold rights protected, a great blow will be struck to enterprise in 
the country, by reason of the insecurity that will be felt in regard to the investment of capital on the 
faith of leases made by the Crown to the public. 

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into your 
favourable consideration, and grant such relief to your Petitioners as may be deemed advisable. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 20 signatures.] 

Sydney I Thomas RictardB, Government l'rinter.-1878. 
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1877-S. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Yorss No. 32. TuEsun, 20 FJnuuA1ty, 1878. 

12. MIusL SELEcTEoN AT Mitnrnx ChEEK —Mr. W. Davies moved, pursuant to amended Notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to consider 

and report upon the Petition of the Shareholders of the Milburn Creek Copper-mining Company, 
complaining of injury and loss of property sustained by them on account of the deprivation of their 
rights under a certain Mineral Lease from the Crown to them. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Gray, Mr. Pileher, Mr. MeLihone, Mr. W. C. Browne, 
Mr. Coonan, Mr. Thompson, Mr. W. H. Suttor, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No, 11. Tjiumsmsv, 14 MABel!, 1878 

MUIERAL SELEcTION AT MILBEEN CJLEEIC —Mr. W. Davies (Ii,' consent) moved, without Notice, That 
the Return to Order laid upon the Table of this louse on lath February, 1874, the Report from 
the Select Committee brought up on 4th Angust, 1875, and the Petition from Shareholders of the 
Milburn Creek Copper.miuing Company presented on 1st February last, in reference to Mineral 
Selection at Milburn Creek." be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on that subject. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 53. Faunn, 5 Ai'uit, 1878, .&.s. 

MINERAL SELKOTI0N Al' MILBVLtN CImEIC —Mr. W. Davies, as Chairman, brought UI)  the Report 
from, and ]aid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the 

- 	Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 26th February, 
1878; together with Appendix. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS. 

PAGE. 

Extmetm from the Votes and Proceedings ............................................................................... 2 

Report .............................................................................................................................. 3 

Proeeeding of the Committee ..................... ...... ..................................................................... 	4 

Listof Witnesses ............................................................................................................... 5 

List of Appendices............................................................................................................... 5 

Minutesof Evidence............................................................................................................ 
Appendix........................................................................................................................... 16 
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1877—S. 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBURN CREEK. 

REPORT. 

THE SELEct' COMMn'mE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 26th 

February, 1878,—" with poicer to send for persons and papers, to consider and 

report upon. the Petition of the Shareholders qf the Milburn Creek Gop per. 

mining Oompany, complaining of injury and loss of property sustained by them 

on account of the deprivation of their rights under a certain .2JIineral Lease from 

I/ic Crown to thern,"—and to whom was referred, on the 14th March, 1878, "i/ic 

lie/urn to Order laid ttpon the Table of the House on 13th February, 1874, and 

the Petition qf the Shareholders of the Mi/burn Creek Uopper-minin,q Gorn-

pany,"—liave agreed to the following Report 

Your Committee have examined the witnesses named in the Lists, and 'Ct,a& 

fully considered the printed papers referred to them; and it appears the Petitioners 

held the land claimed by them under a lease issued in their favour under the Great 

Seal of the Colony, and that they incurred large expenses in mining operatiQns on 

the said land. 

That they were dispossessed of their land t]irough an adverse verdict in the 

Supreme Court, and have lost their land with the improvements thereon; and your 

Committee recoimuend their case to the favourable consideration of the Government. 

WILLIAM DAVIES, 

Chairman. 
.2so. 2 Commit tee Boon,, 

Sqdney, 41h April, 1878. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

THURSDAY, 7 MAROH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. W. Davies, 	 Mr. W. H. Sutter, 
Mr. Thompson, 	 Mr. Coonan. 

Mr. W. Davies called to the Chair. 
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PEESExT 
Mr. W. Davies in the Chair, 

Mr. Coonan, 	 I 	Mr. W. II. Suttor, 
Mr. W. C. Browne. 

Ezekiel Alexander Baker, Esq.. MI?., called in and examined. 
Witness produced original application for a 1\Iineral Conditional Purchase, made by Robert Martin 

and others, and handed in certified copy of the same. (Sec A)l)endix A.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at half-past Two o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 15 MARCH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. W. Davies in the Chair. 

Mr. Gray, 	I 	Mr. W. C. Browne. 

Ezekiel Alexander Baker, Esq., MI?., called in and examined. 
Withess produced copy of the Judge's Notes in the ease of Martin v. Baker. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. John Wiseman (Clerk, Landu Department), called in and examined. 
Witness handed in certified copies or certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. 

(See Appendices B 1 to 4.) 
Witness withdrew. 	- 
William Russell, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

1'IIURSDAJ' 28 2L4RCH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. W. Davies in the Chair 

\fr. Coonan, 	 Mr. W. C. Browne, 
Mr. Thompson. 

John Creagh, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
George Walker Wadde]!, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Michael Casey called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
William Rnssell, Esq., called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew, 
Coimmummi tee dcli bcrated - 
Orm/ered,—That the lion, Janice S. Farnell, Esq., Mi'., IT requested to give evidence uext 

meeting. 
[Adjourned to To-morrow. at Eleven o'clock.] 

fliflA 1, 
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FRIDAT 29 2IARCII, 1878. 

MEfisERs PRESENT:— 

Mr. W. Davies in the Chair. 

Mr. Thompson, 	I 	Mr. Gray, 

Mr. Pileber. 

The Hon. .Talnes Squire Famell, Esq., M.P., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated, 

[Adjourned to 'Wednesday next, at 'l'ltr'ee o'clock.] 

THURSDAY 4 APRiL, 1878. 

IIEMII InfS ]?.RE5ENT 

Mr. W. Basics in the Chair. 

Mr, Cdonan, 	 Mr. W C. Brovne, 

Chairman submitted Draft Report. 
Same read and aqreed to. 
Chairman to report to the 1 louse. 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

PAO K. 

13:tkor, Ezekiof Alexander. Esq., Mr. ...... ........ .................... ....... ........ ............ ...... ...... 	7,10 
Casey, Mr. Michael ................................................................................................12 
Creagh, Join,, Esq. ................................................................... ............................. 	11 

Fnrncll, The Honorable James Squire, Ei1., M.P. .0. _ ..... .......... ...................... ........ 	14a 
Russell, William, Esq.... .... .. ................................................................................... 	10, 13 
Waddell, George Walker, Esq. .............................. ................................................... 	It 
Wisoman, Mr. John ...............................................................................................10 

LIST OP APPENDICES. 

[To the .Eti,Ie,a'e of L.A. J1oem', ifrq., liP., 142Ias'c'/,, 1878.] 
PAGE. 

A. 
Certified copy of an Application for a Mineral Condimional Purchase macic by Robert Martin and otliem's ..................16 

[To the E,,/cleuc'e of Mr. John ivisenamm, 13 Marc; 1875.1 
B 1. 

Certified copies of A pplie:mtiomms from Crane, Bennett, Baker, and Thorne and from Baker aud Thome, dated 
3rd September, 1872, and 17th September, 1872 respectively, for 40 acres of land at Milburn Creek ..................16 

132, 
Certified copy of Letter from Neville & Co., datrd 13th August, 1873, applying for a refund of their deposit... ............ 16 

133. 
Certified copy of Extr4ot from the Lands Department, showing that the application of Richard Neville, Thjocias iceviUo, 

James Lynch, and Robert Martin, no.s cancelled by special permission .........................................................16 

 
Certified copy of Writ of Ejcctmcnt in the case of IJartin and Baker, elated 28th December, 1876 .. ............. ............17 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTII WALES. 

MINUTES OF •EVIDENCE 

TAXET UEOfl 

THE SELECT COMMiTTEE. 

ON 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBTJRN CREEK. 

THURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 1875. 

1vtsriit 

MR. W. C. IIROWNE, 	 Mit. W. DAVIES,' 
MR. 000NAN, 	 Mm IV. H. StflOR. 

WILLIAM DAVIES, Esq, IN THE Cnsiic 
Ezekiel A1eander Baker, 	called in and examined:- 

Chairman.] You are a member of the Company &auiitugacc-rtamn lease at Nilburn Creek? I E. A. Baker, 
am a large shareholder; I was the Managing Director for some years—i ala so now, 1 suppose. 	 Esq. 

And the Company of which you are a member hold the lease? They hold a lease Li-ma the Crown, 
which 1 FodUec 1 also produce a receipt for the rent of this ground for 1.878. 	 14 Mar., 1878. 
8. Has the Company any particular title P The Milbora Creek Copper-mining Company. 1 may state 
that the Company was fbrmed some time after the issue of the Icase. The transfer Was made by the 
lessees to the trustees for the Company in the usual way. 
4. The receipt you produce for rent for 1878, is for the lease numbered 1.2.95, and is in the names of the 
lessees? Yes. I have not produced receipts for rent for previous years, because I did not: think it was 
necessary, although I can produce them if they are required. 
. It would perhaps be better for you to make a statement to the Committee as to how the lease was 

obtained P The position of the ]iia.tter, I think, is just this : On the 3rd September3  1872, 1, in conjunc-
tion with other persons, applied for it  mineral lease of certain lands at Milburn Creek, about thirty uiiles 
from Carcoar. The other persons I speak of were \\rjlb  inn Crane, Charles Bennett, and George Thorne. 
About the same time two other parties alleged to the then Minister for Lands, Mr. Farnéll, that they had 
a right to the land, the names of those persons being Messrs. Joseph Martin, with whom was associated 
Mr. Scott, of Burrowa. There was also Robert Martin and party, who are now in possession of the land. 
About the time these persons laid claim to the land in question, they disputed our right to it before the 
Minister. Joseph Martin said to the Minister for Lands that he had marked out the land about a month 
before, and that therefore the land was his before we marked it out. Robert Martin says he marked it 
it out about sixteen days after, and applied for it as a mineral conditional purchase, and that we had 
marked out land to the south of his land, and not the idcrtical land in question. Upon this, Mr. Farnell 
caused inquiry to be made, and took some five months to investigate the matter. Tie caused two surveys to be 
made—one by Mr. Licensed Surveyor Machattie, and another by the District Surveyor, Mr. Fisher. The 
result of the nivestigat.ion was, that Mr. Faruell decided that Joseph Martin, who alleged that he had applied 
for the land a month before, had no right to this particular land in question, inasmuch as time land he had 
applied for was about a mile away from the Milburu Creek Company's land. Joseph Martin appeared to be 
satisfied, and did not take further proceedings. The Minister for Lands then investigated the land as between 
ourselves and. Robert Martin, and he decided that Robert Martin having scut in his application sixteen days 
after us, and we having complied with the conditions and regulations under the law, we, and not Robert 
Martin, were entitled to the land; and be recommended the Government to issue a lease to us. The 
lease was prepared, and signed by the Governor, and then Robert Martin petitioned the Governor to stay 

. 	 the 
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K. A. Briber, the issue of the lease until further inquiry had been made into the circumstances of the case. Robert 
}q. 

	

	Martii alleged that the Minister for Lands had not taken due precautions in the investigation of the 
matter. The Governor referred the petition to the Cabinet for consideration and report. The Cabinet, 

14Mar., 1878. after considering the petition, reported that they could see no reason to advise that their colleague had 
given a wrong decision. Tliereiipirn tire lease ivIr cii I now produce to the Committee was issued to us by 
the Government. We their vent ir,tir quiet and undisputed possession Of the land:  and commenced to 
devrlop the mine. We developed the urine to a considerable extent, and hal commenced to erect copper-
smelting furnaces, when.' in May, 1875, Robert Nlart:iu applied to the Legislative A sseinbly for' the 
apponitment of a Select Committee to investigate the matter again, lie not being satisfied with the 
decision of the Minister for Lands, the Cabinet, and the Governor. A Committee was appointed and 
considerable investigation took place. Witnesses were examined cii both sines. I was a witness, and 
was examined at considerable length. The Committee re )orted that they saw no reason for departing 
from the decision of the Cabinet in the matter. We then formed a Joint Stock Company, with it nominal 
capital of £72,000. The public bought shares. We erected furnaces at considerable cost, and went on 
developing the mine and producing large quantities of copper ore of it very valuable kind. In December, 
1876, Robert Martin commenced an action of ejcetment against us. The case was tried at Bathurst, 
before His Honor Sir William Manning, in April, 1877, and a verdict was given against us. We moved 
for a new trial. The motion was heard in September, 1877 but we were ejected by a writ of execution 
from the Supreme Court, and were compelled to leave the mine and ]land it over to these other people. 
They are now in possession of all the property. That, Mr. Chairman, is briefly the history of the case. 

They took it without giving you any compensation P They gave us no compensation. WInIst the 
action for ejectment was going on, we applied, through our attorney, to the Attorney General, that the 
Government, as lessors, should come forward and defend the rights of the Crown in the matter. We 
considered that the Crown was interested, inasmuch as the Government were lessors, and had guaranteed 
certain rigliU, and we requested the Attorney General to co-operate with us in some way. The Attorney 
General refused, and we had to proceed entirely at our own cost. We exhausted all our resources in 
meeting the heavy costs of the action. We retained the best legal talent we could get, and did all we 
possibly could to defend our riglrts I may state that the rent has been taken for the ground by the 
Government upto September of the present year. I have produced the receipt for it. We have complied 
with the convenants of our lease, and have spent considerably more than was required by law—in fact 
there wns no obligation on our part that was not fulfilled. We now ask. the Government to fulfil their 
part of the agreement as lessors, and either put its in possession of the land or give us compensation. 

31r. Goonan.] Do you produce the notes of the Jndge before whom the motion for a new trial was 
heard P No, but 1 can produce them. 
S. iI&. Ste//or.) Was a new trial refused? it was hardly a new trial certain points which had been 
reserved were determined. 

Mr. Uoonan.] Certain points were reserved for decision by a I till Court, and that decision was against 
you P Yes, that is it. 

Chairman.] if you held the lease at the time of the action, on what evidence was the action against 
you P it appeared to ate that the verdict was given against us on these grounds—it was alleged by 
Martin that we had not marked out the ground which we said we had marked out. I may state that this 
question of marking out the ground was fully gone into by Mr. Farnell. 
it. Under the Crown Lands Alienation Act., a prior application gir-es a right to the ground P That was 
the essence of the right to the ground. It was understood in those days that if you intimated, however 
remotely, that you had selected certain land, and your application for it was first, you had that land. 

You actually had possession of the land by making improvements P Yes, and by marking the trees. 
In what way were time markings undefined? Unfortunately we had but one man who marked the 

land out—one of our partners. As is very customary in ruining matters, a man does not get a number 
of witnesses to see him mark out the land lie intends to take up, he does it as secretly as he can, in order 
to prevent the land being taken up by other persons, and we have only this one witness for us. When 
the rich natnre of the ground had been disclosed—for blue and green carbonate of ore was found there—
other persons came after it; and although their application was made sixteen days after ours, they claimed 
the land, on the ground that it was vacant Crown land, and also on the ground, as they alleged, that we had 
taken up some distance further south. in reply to that, we say it is exceedingly improbable, in fact almost 
impossible, that we could have marked out land to the south of that now in question. Mr. 'Ihorne is a miner 
of twenty years standing, and lie marked out the land at the place where the blue and green carbonates 
were disclosed. They say we marked out land in the bush where no trace of copper ore was seen. They 
took advantage of our discovery to make a conditional mineral purchase, thinking that to be a better title 
than all application for a mineral lease. The Court seemed to believe those three men in, preference to 
our one man, and hence, I take it, the verdict was against us. Then again, I may state that these people 
allowed between four and five years to pass before they,  brought all action for ejeetmuent; they allowed us 
to develop time mine and erect costly works, costing over £2,000, and make the property valuable before 
they brought an action of ejeetmeut against us. 
14: (Jleaz.rnman.] They never took possession of the land during those three or four years? Yes, they did 
this,—after they had made application for a mineral conditional purchase they disputed the right to the 
ground with our man who was there at work. There were several settlers arid free selectors living about 
there, and those who claimed the land threatened to turn our man off by main force. He caine to me and 
asked me what lie should do; I said that the matter was before the Minister for Lands, and we must simply 
let the land remain until the Minister had decided. We left the matter to Mr. Farnell to decide as he 
thought fit, and when lie gave his decision we went into possession; we could not go into possession 
before the decision, because the other claimants threatened to eject us by main force, unless we had 
a greater force or a police force to oppose against them. They were thereFore in possession of the land 
after they had made their conditiona.l mineral purchase, in the same way as we had been in possession 
alter making our application for it mineral lease. 
15. How long after your getting your lease was it that they abandoned the ground? They nbandoned the 
ground quietly immediately Mr. Farneli gave instructions to the surveyor to survey the land for us, which 
was leased to us on the 17th March, 1873. I think Machattie made the survey in January. I was up there 
in January for the first time, and I then saw Machattie there by instructions from the Minister for Lands. 
He made a survey, and they left the ground at once ; they appeared to mc to acquiesce in the decision of 
the Minister. 	 16. 
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10. And after that how long was it before they took further steps P Not until 1875 ; they took no F. A. Sake; 
further steps until they moved for the appointment of it Select Committee. 
17. And that Select ( 'ominittce reported that it saw no reason to ditturb the decision of the Minister P

'  Yes 	they then waited from Sept ember. 1875 to September 1570 before they made .in),  m 	
14M 

	

ovement. 	
'' ls 78. 

Robert Martin then bought his three partners out for £20 e:ich, and got the thing into his own hands. 
His partners each accepted £20, and iii owed Robert Martin to get the right, whatever that might be, in 
his own hands, Robert Martin then went about Sydney, geti ing subseri ptioiis, and commenced an action. 
Sn little did his partners liii tIc of his chance that they patted with their interest for £20. 
IS. Ill;'. Ooovanj I las a lease of this land ever hen issued to Martin P Never. 
N. 'l'heii what title does he hold it by P By title as it free selector, 	lie made it mineral selection tinder 
the 19th clause at' the Crown Lands Ahenation Act. I-lad it been a question between rival iessees, no 
doubt we should have had the ground without any difficulty whatever but the Court seemed to hold 
that a mineral conditional purchase was a better title that)' it mineral lease. I cannot understand it I 
confess. 

C'hairviaa.] You sa,y that three men testified to having seen some marks on trees to the southward of 
the land in question— -but did they testify to having seen this man Thorne mark trees to the southward? 
No. I. would point out to the Committee how this ground came to be marked out. We allege that we 
marked the ground out hr marking a tree in the centre. We marked out 40 acres. There was another 
lease of 80 acres not far away from our ground, which had been marked out by a person named Jordan. 
There were 40 acres of' ground between .Tordaii's SO-acre lease aod our 40 acres; and before Martin made his 
mineral conditional purchase we took up the additional 40 acres lying between our ground and Jordan's 
it was applied for on our behalf by Mr. Fitzpatrick ; the application is amongst the papers I have 
brought with Inc. Our making application for this additional ground shows that before Martin made his 
mineral conditional purchase we supposed there were 40 acres between our lease and Jordan's 80 acres. 
Two or three days after we sent in our application, Martin made his mineral conditional purchase. That 
was on the 19th September, we having made our second application on the 17th September. The trees 
caine to be marked in this way: we had applied for leases in all dircctious;we marked our second 40 
acres, and we marked elsewbere those applications I am still interested in. The ground appearing to be 
valuable, we naturally enough applied for leases all around, and amongst others marked out this additional 
40 acres. 

AIr. Suitor.] Does Martin's conditional purchase Comprise the same land ,is that claimed by your Com-
pany P When he brought his action lie claimed that, but his application does not show it ; in fact I 
may state something further to show what an extraordinary case it is. When It. Martin made his mineral 
conditional purchase he applied to go to the south of the SO acres. Martin's original application will be 
produced by it clerk from the Lands Office. 

[A clerk from the Lands Office produced the original application for it mnicral conditional purchase 
made by Robert Martin and others. Sec AppenJi A..] 

.2h1r. Uoonan.] Your description bears south, too? Our description is north of Jordan's. 
0/sairman.] The application specifies laud running in a southerly direct ion from i\Frkhani and 'West's 

copper lease? 'WThen  Martin made his application on the 19th September, lie asked to go to the south of 
Markham and West's lease--the application states that but he found his mistake out after eight or ten 
days— he found he had gone in the wrong direction. 11 e then applied to I ho Minister to get the word 
11 

southerly" altered to northerly." So little did he know about the land that lie first of all applied to 
go southerly, and then when lie found he was wrong h6 endeavoured to get; his application altered by 
changing the word southerly ''to ''northerly." The Minister for Lands replied to the effect that if it 
was vacant Crown land the word might be altered ;is Martin had requested. But Mr. }'arnell, after 
investigating the matter, found that it was not vacant Crown and—that it had been applied for by us. 
That shows how little Marlin knew about it. The clerk from the Lands Office will produce the second 
application for the additional 40 acres, which will show that we thought there were 40 acres between 
our first lease and Jordan's. Our first application ws made öii the 3rd September the second applica- 
tion for the adjoining land to the s 	 n south was made o the 17t1i September, and Martin's application for it 
mineral conditional purchase w-as made o'm the 1.9th September, 

Mr. Suitor.] A previous Committee decided that the matter was beyond their power, and ought to be 
decided by the Supreme Court? Yes. 
25, 'What do you consider is the sal nc of the leasehold P Perhaps I can best answer that question by 
stating that 1 was offered, eighteen months hack, by Mr. Lloyd, Managing Director of the Esk Smelting 
Company, if I could get all the shares, £9,000 for the mine. I have since been informed by  Mr. Lloyd 
that he made that oiler on the understanding that he could at once have got £15,000 for it. 
20. Has much copper been raised from the mine P Very large quantities. Martin, iii his evidence before 
the Select Committee, estimated the value of the mine at £70,000; lie also estimated it at that before the 
Supreme Court. Our Company would not hear of Mr. Lloyd's offer of £9,000, and so the matter 
dm'opped. 

Is the copper all of good quality—does it yield a high percentage? Yes; it extends for about 120 
feet in depth, by about 0 or 7 feet in width, without it speck of spar in it, 

O/iainnan.] You say you formed a Company with a nominal capital of £72,000? Yes, 
Mr. C'oonao.] Was that alone to work the 40 acres? Yes. 
All your machinery is on the 40 acres? No, we could not erect the copper-smelting furnaces on the 

40 acres, because the mine is on the top of a hill, and you must have smelting furnaces where you can 
get water. So we applied for a special lease of' 20 acres, about a mile beyond our 40 acres, and upon that 
we erected our three furnaces. I may state to the Committee that after the decision of the Supreme 
Court, and after these people had been put in possession, they had a claim against us for costs and we 
were advised that they could bring an action against its for mnesne profits. Their costs were £500 or so 
and had they brought an action for mesne prohts, it would have been a serious matter for the Company, 
is its resources were exhausted. 'We had only  just recovered ourselves from the cost of erecting furnaces 
and plant. 'We therefore found ourselves in this position—we had no fnnds, we found that execution 
ivoitl'd be issued for the costs and an action was about to be brought against its for mesne profits. We 
therefore gave up our furnaces to satisfy the claims against us for muesne profits and costs; otherwise 
we should have been personally pursmi@l for a very large amount. 

270—B 	 , 	 M. 
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E. A. Baker, 31. Ohairman.] Youabandone.d the furnaces and machinery too? We abandoned the plant in order to 
Esq. 

	

	Avoid -in execution for costs and in action for mosne profits. So they have the mine and the furnaces 
and plant. There was ilo help for it We had no funds or resources. We should have been wound up, 

I4Mar., 1878. and those who could have paid would have been proceeded against. We were about four and a half 
years in quiet possession if the mine. 

Are there many shareholders connected with your Company P Yes, I think there are about thirty. 
The Company has never been wound lip? It has never been wound up-it is still in ezistenee. 

JJRIILL4Y, 15 MARGIE, 1878, 

4rrztnt:- 
Mu. W. C. BROWNE, 	 Mu. GRAY. 

WILLIAM DAVIES, ESQ., IN lifE OUAIR. 

Ezekiel Aleander Baker, Esq., M.L.A., further examined:- 

B. A. Baker, 34. Chairman.] We left off at the point where you were to produce some papers from the Court? Yes 
Esq., M.L.A. the Judge's netes of the evidence at the trial of Martin v. Baker, which Mr. Coonau asked for; I pro. 

l5Mar 1878 duce a copy of them. (Gopyprodaced.) Perhaps I m 	 n ay state that when this land was applied for by us i 
1872, it was necessarily taken under the Occupation Act of 1861, the Mining Act not being then in ens. 
tence. It was then held to be a rule of the department, and was the practice with the public, that apph-
cations were made merely for permission to select land at any time within a year; not 'is now, when they 
have to mark out the ground. It was simply all application for permission to select. You paid your 
money and you got this permission, and you then had the whole year to roam about the Colony and make 
a mineral selection. Having made the selection, the practice was to indicate in some way the land chosen, 
whether by marking trees, cutting trenches, or digging holes, or in any way you chose to indicate that you 
wanted 40 acres of land in a certain locality; and from that it was held that having indicated the land, 
and no one having applied for it before you, you were entitled to it lease. This was just what we did. On 
the 3rd of September we applied for permission to select 40 acres of land for mining for copper. It was 
not necessary for us to mark out the land in any way-there was no occasion to do so ; Ave say, however, 
that we did mark a tree as the centre of the land. 

Great stress was laid upon the evidence of Martin, that be saw no trees marked? You will find that 
Mr. Machattie, the surveyor, says he saw a tree marked. 

Aft. Giay.] Who was Martin? The plaintiff in the action against us. 
Who was Machattie? A licensed surveyor. 
had Machattie any interest in this matter? I cannot say. 
chj.] He had no interest in your Company? No. 
.zl/r. Gray.] If he had any interest it must have been adverse to you? He had none with us at all 

events. 

Ni' Joini Wisenian called in and examined 

Mr. J. 41. Uhainnan.] Where do you come from F 1rom the Lands Department. 
i,eman. 42. Do you produce copies of applic;l ens for 10 acres of land at Milburn Creek? 1. produce copies; the \% 

1M18 
Original applications were deposited in the Supreme Court, and I could not gct them ; but I prodnee 
certified copies from the Mining Department. (Banded in. See Appendix 13 1.) One is dated 3rd 
September, 1872. from Crane, l3ciinot t. Baker. and Thorne; and the other, 17th September, from Baker an 1 

Thorne.  
13. Have von not sonic other papers to produce ? Yes. This is a letter from Neville & Co.. dated 1 5th 
August, 1878, applying for a refund of their deposit. (A/tested copy handed in. Sec .Appendi.r 13 2.) 

This is all  extract from the Lands Department respecting the application of Richard Neville, Thomas 
Nevillo, .Iames Lynch, and Robert Martin. which shows that the application was cancelled by special 
permission. (Un/flie d copy handed in. See Appendix B 3.) This is a writ of slImmolls in ejeetnient in the 
ease of Martin r. Baker, dated 28th December, 1.870, judgment having been signed Oil 30th Orlober, I S77. 

(Oer/i/ied copy handed in. See Appendix B 4.) 

William 'Russell, Esq., called in and examined:- 
W. Russell, 44, (j/,airama;m.] You were solicitor for ilie defendants in the action Martin v' Baker? I was. 

.Esq. 

	

	45, What; were the points reserved P Of the points reserved for a nonsuit, one was that the description 
of the land was void for uncertainty, and put them in the south, and that the Crown had no right to 

15 Mar., 1878. amend ; and the other was that the land reverted to the Crown becanse the balance of the pw'cliase money 
had not been tendered by the plaintiff within fifteen months after selection, which seems to be absolutely 
necessary by the 18th clanse in the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

These points were argued, and the verdict was not disturbed ? yes. 
Was the verdict maintained on all points P Yes. 
You are quite clear about that P Yes the decision upon all points was in favour of the plaintiff. 
You applied for a now,  trial, and that was refused? Yes. 
Who  was the Judge who tried the case P Sir William Manning tried the case at Bathurst. We 

wanted to have it tried in Sydney, and before a special jury of twelve, and we used every means to have it 
so, but  we failed. 

The application for a new trial was made before the Court in Sydney? Yes, before the full Court, upon 
the evidence that appeared before the Court at Bathnrst. I may mention that the two Whittys, who 
accompanied Thorne in taking up the selection, were subpnaed for the plaintiff; and were in Court at the 
trial at Bathmn'st, but they were not examined. 

Why did not the defendant examine them P They were the plaintiff's witnesses, subpwnaed by the 
plaintiff; it was for the plaintiff to prove his case, 1 was informed that immediately after the selection 

the 
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the Whitt.ys threw Thorne over. In fact there was an agreement produced in Court between Thorne W. Russell, 
and Whitty, by which Thorne was to give them a certain share of the proceeds of the mine;. but that was 	Esq. 
never acted upon. rIlioy  threw Thorne over, and acted with Neville, Martin, and party. That is in 
evidenco in Mr. William Ramsbottom's declaration, which will be found in the Appendix to the evidence le Mar, la 78, 

taken by the Select Committee that sat in 187.5. i: may say that I spoke to the managing clerk of 
plaLntift's attornoy, who attended the trial, and commented upon his not having called the Whittys, and he 
said he was afraid to call them. I may also mention that on the second day of the trial the chila of one of 
the jurynien died, and 1 lcsnmo  that that prevented that jurynian from giving that attention to the ease 
ii Ii cli t I ic case deserved. 

THURSDAY, 28 MARCH 1878. 

jJrcntt :- 

Mu. W. C. BROWNE. 	 I 	 [n. COONAN, 
Mn. THOMPSON. 

WILLIAM DAVIES, ESQ., IN TUE Citnit. 
John Creagli, Esq., called in and examined 

53. c/iairnsan.j Are you a shareholder in the 3lilburn Creek Copper-mining Company P 1 am. 	 J. Oreagh, 
51. Were on one of the original shareholders, or did von buy in? Ibought in in 1875. 	 Esq. 
55. Could you say how you came to buy in? Mr. Waddell, Manager of the Joint Stoe]c Bank at Orange. 
nientioned this mine to me as a good investment, He said the shares were low at the time, the original ZSMar., 1878, 

holders not having had much capital to start with, and the moneytheygot from the mine having  been invested 
in developing it, sinking shafts, and so forth he to]d me also that he had examined the mine himself, 
that he had had a good dent of experience in copper mines in Quc-enslanci,at Copperfield, Peak Downs, and 
ho thought it a good investment, as there was a probability of its being a lasting mine. 
56. Did you, at the time you bought in, know anything about rival claimants to the mine P Yes, Mr. 
Waddell told me there were other parties who claimed it. 
57. Knowing of these rival claimants, what induced you to purchase shares P The knowledge that the 
Government, the Mituister for Lands first and the Parliament afterwards, had investigated the respective 
claims, and had decided to grant a lease to the parties who formed the Milburn Creek Copper-mining 
Company. 
58. You understood that it lease had been granted at the time? Yes. 
59. Were you, before you bought, or did you afterwards make yoursclFacquainfed with the mine itself? 
After I purchased, there was a general nieeting of the shareholders at I1ilbnrn Creek, and I went over 
there. There was some dispute affecting the management, and we got two competent men to inspect the 
mine, Mr. Veal, a mining engineer from Grenfehl, and Mr. 81cc, Government Inspector of Mines. They 
were employed to go over the mine and report upon it and upon the management, and they spoke very 
Ii ighly of it indeed. 
GO. Of the mine itself or of the management? Of the mine, Mr. Veal did not seem to think much 
of the management, Mr. Slee did but both agreed that the mine itself was a capital one. 

What occurred then? 1. bought some more shares then, having seen the place and observed that it 
WitS getting on so well. We then wanted police protection and apublic school, and we have got them since. 

Do von hold shares in the Company now? 1 hold 500 	I sold some to Mr. Casey afterwards. 
I-tad the value of them increased or decreased when you sold? increased greatly. 1 sold at what I 

considered equal to 4s. Gd. a share. We expected a dividend of Gd. a share, and I made an arrangement 
with Mr. Casey that if he gave me 4s. cash I was to get the dividend. 

Do you know of any sales of shares besides your own? Yes, Dr. Tennant bought some at 3s. Oil., 
and 1 know Mr. Heap, the brewer, in Orange, offered Mr. Goddard, a large shareholder, Ge. it share for 
1,000 shares, which Mr. Goddard refused. 

What was the value of them at the time P The nominal value on the certificate was £1 
60. I mean the price of the shares you say the price had considerably increased from the time you 
bought? Yes, 
67. After you bought, more money was spent upon the mine? Yes, all the mooney that caine out of it. 
we got a dividend of 4d. a share, or soinctlung of that kind, but everything else that came out of it went 
into it again to develop it. 
(38. Hose many shares were there in time Company 9 72,000. 

Mr. Coonani  Have you any idea of tho value of the inmprovenmeffts matte at the iniiie P 1 have not 
did not key p  the balance sheets. 

George Walker Waddell, Esq.. called in and examined:- 
C/aiiru,ia,t.1 Are you a shareholder in the Milburn Creek lopper-ininnig Company P Yes. 	 G. W. 
And a director? Yes. 	 Waddell, Esq. 
And trustee? Yes. 
Bitt the Company hold a lease of die ground from Govern went? Vcs. 	 28 Mar., 1879. 

71-. You were not one of the original proprietors of the mine? No. 
73. You bought in? Yes. 

When? About Jane, 1874. 
Do you still hold your shares 	I do, most of them i I. have sold ;i few. 
Bid you sell them at a profit? lee, it slight profit-not very much. 
'When von bought in, did you know there were rival claimants P Yes. 
'What induced you to buy in, knowing of the dispute as to the owiiersli p  of the mine P Simply flint 

I know the ease had been investigated by the Government, and by a Select Comnlnitlee of the A ssemblv, 
and a decision given in fkvour of the patty I bought from, and that they held a lease from the Crown ; 

sv sn 	the lease-in fact it wa.s deposited with theBank of which I was in charge. 
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G. W. 	81. Do you know of other people who bought shares on the same grounds? I do; I know of a great 
Waddell, Lsq. number who bought after they found that I owned shares in this mine. 

Was it generally known that there was a dispute? it was, although some of the shareholders did not 
28 Mir.,18,8. know of it till after they bought; but it was generally known amongst the majority of the shareholders. 

Did any of those who bought apply to you to know what was the right of the Milburn Creek Company 
to the mine P 1 was questioned, not exactly on that point, but generally upon the safety of the invest-
nient, both as Manager of the Bank at Orange, where I caine in contact with a great many people, and as 
a shareholder in the mine, getting dividends from it as I. wan at the time. They naturally made inquiries 
of me, and .1 gave them all the infoi'ination I. could. 

Did any of them apply to you to know the state of the ownership of the mine? No, they never 
applied to me directly upon that point. 

You said it was generally reported that there were rival claimants? Yes, it was known generally 
amongst the public around Carcoar, Grenfell, and Blayney, that there had been a dispute as to the owner-
ship, but it was supposed tliat it had been finally decided in favour of the then holders of the mine. 

It was well known that the case had been decided by the Government in their favour ? Yes, it was 
thought that it was beyond question in fact, when the action was brought, the idea was simply laughed 
at-we did not think it possible to upset a lease from the Crown. 

low long did your Company hold possession of the roumd? For about three years after the Com-
pany was formed. 

The lease is dated in 1872? I am speaking of the time since it was formed into it Company with 
72,000 shares. 

Was it being worked all that time ? Yes. 
00. Was much copper got out of it? Yes ; front March 1876 to July 1.877, ore to the value of £10,830 
lGs. 9d., was got out. Previously, ore to the value of £1,000 had been raised by the old Company, and 
we produced copper ourselves at our own smelting works to the value of about £6,000-altogether 
£17,830 16s. 9d. I may mention that the mine was opened out as well as possible for working in future 
years; and as a proof of that, a lode of yellow ore we had there, we were paying 18s.a ton for getting 
out, and since then we hear they are getting it out for 7s. 

Do you remember the visit of Mr. SIre to the mine? Yes. 
Was be consulted as to the working? Yes. 
Was the mine worked on any recommendation of his 9 1 forget exactly. I recollect that we had two 

or three recommendations from practical men. 
04. Can you say whether he reported generally favourably upon the mine? Yes, be bought into the mine 
himself. 

After be had inspected the mine? It was before the time T. saw him at the mine; hut be had been 
there previous to buying. 

What is the highest price you know to have been given for the shares? About 4s. Gd.; but 1 know 
one or two cases where more was refused. 

I think you said you still hold your shares? I hold the greatest: portion of them. 
.98. You have had sonic experience in mining yourself? Yes, 1. lived close to the Peak Downs Copper 
Mine in Queensland, and I have had a great deal to do with copper mines. 

What is your opinion of the character and commercial value of this Milburn Creek Copper Nine 9 
I was so favourably impressed with it the first time I saw it that I determined to take shares iii it. I took 
two specimens and sent them to Bathurst to be assayed; one went 30- and the other 42 per cent. of 
copper. I then bought into the mine. I never saw a better show of ore and in addition to that, we had 
all the advantage of close railway communication, wInch we had not in the interior of Queensland. 

Do you know what was the percentage of the ore that you sold to the Esk Company? The ore 
raised at first w-ent 25 per cent. 	 - 

What was the averagepereentage of the ore you sold to the Esk Company F I think about 12 or 
13 per cent., perhaps more I could find out and add the information to my evidence.* 

Do you know what was the average percentage of the ore the Milburn Creek Company smelted at 
their own works? Average 20 per cent. 

Mr. Coonan.] What do you suppose the mine is worth? I have had many estimates. 1 know 
Mr. Lloyd told inc himself he would give £9,000 for it, and 1. believe it wonld have been re-sold for 
£15,000 if that offer had been accepted. 

What is the highest amount you have heard of being oWered for shares? Us. 
72,000 shares at fis.? £21,600. 
That is the highest you have ever heard offered for the shares? Yes ; that was refused. 
Mr. Thompson.] Do you know that of your own knowledge? Yes, I heard it both from the person 

who proposed to buy and the tierson  who refused to sell. We all at that time held on to the shares, 
believing that ultimately Nye should see them at lOs. or 15s. each, as the mine was then beginning to 
pay dividends. 

Mr. Michael Casey called in and examined 
Mr. M. Caoy 108. Chairman.] Are you a shareholder in the Milburn Creek Copper Company? Yes. 

109. Were you an original holder, or did you buy in P .1 bought in. 
28 Mar., 1878. 110. Do you hold your shares yet P Yes. 

ill. F±om whom did you buy them? From Mr. Wood and Mr. Creagh. 
At the time you bought, did you know there was a dispute as to the ownership of the mine? I do 

not remember that I did-I do not think I did, but Mr. Creagh says he told me. 
You knew afterwards that there was a dispute? Yes, 
What action did you take when you knew there was a dispute? Ione whatever. 
Did you not ascertain for yourself what the rival claims were ? I saw the case went against us in 

the Court. 
Did you ascertain from anybody what grounds the Milburn Creek Company had for holding the land? 

The impression was that there was no fear as to our title-that they could not dispossess us. 
Why? Because we had a lease from the Government. 	 118. 

0  ADDED (on. revision) -1 find the avemge to be fulty 13 per cent. 
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1.18. Did you at any time try to sell your shares? No. I have offered them since the case went against Mr. M. Caey. 
us. 

And did not meet a purchaser? No; it was more in joke than in earnest. 	 28 Mar, 1878. 
Mi'. C'oonan.] 'What did you pay for your shares? 4s. for some, and 3s. Gd. for others. 
Did you get a dividend P No; I bought some with the right of the next dividend to the seller. 
Have you seen the mine yourself? No. I did all I did on the representation of Mr. Waddell and 

other gentlemen. Mr. Waddell being Manager of the Bank up there, we had every confidence in it. 
chairman.] You were satisfied in your own mind that the claim of this Company was a good one? 

Yes. 
How did you know they had a lease? Mr. Waddell told me-he told me the lease was in existence, 

and that it was a good investment. I understood Mr. Baker was Manager of the mine, and he being a 
Member of Parliament, that gave confidence at once in the affair. 

"tYilliani Russell, Esq., called in and further examined:- 
iTt. thonan.) You acted as solicitor in this case at Bathurst? Yes, for the defendants. 	 W. Ruseell, 
The case went against the Company? Yes. 	 ISq. 
You have seen the mine yourself? Yes, about twelve months ago. 
You went up to see it specially? Yes. 	 28 Msi'., 1878. 
Whom did you go with? With Mr. Baker. 
Whom did you find in possession of the 40 acres of land mentioned in the lease? The Milburn 

Creek Company. 
1.31. A.t that time was anybody else in occupation ? Not to my knowledge; I did not hear of anybody 
being in occupation except the Milburn Creek Company and their etnployés. 
132- Do you know that this same piece of land is claimed by Robert Martin, Neville, and party? Yes. 

Do you know what description they put in the writ of ejectment? The identical description in 
the lease to Thorne, Baker, and party. 

You have seen the description Martin and party gave when applying for 40 acres in 1872? Yes. 
13Z. Does that description in any way agree with the description contained in the lease P It is wholly 
di licrent in all respects. 
130. Do you know Martin, Neville, and party's application of the 19th September, 1872? 1 have read it. 

Is that the description under which they claim to ]told thce 40 acres of land? It is. 
The description given by Richard Nci'iIle for seir and party on the 19th September, 1872, in taking 

up this tan'1, reads as follows:-" County of Bathnrst, pnrili of Bracebridge. It) acres, about I mile east 
Of the road from Spring Vale to James P:trk, and about a mite in a southerly direct ion from 14 arkham and 
West's copper lease. To be taken as marked by applicants." That is the description under which they 
claim to be entitled to these 40 acres of land? Yes. 

in suing in the Supreme Court to issue a- writ of ejeetmneut, they did not use that description in their 
writ, but used the very description in the lease to Titorne, Baker, and party P Yes, word for word. 
1.40. You are a shareholder in the Milburn Creek Company? Yes. 
1.-11. They used the exact description that was given in your lease? Yes. 
1.1,2. In what parish is the 40 acres of land you claim P Dunleary. 
113. in a different parish altogether from the land they applied for? Yes they asked for land in the 
parish of Braccbridge. 
141. The land included in your lease was in the parish of Dunleary? Yes ; and it was surveyed for 
Thorne, Baker, and party's application of 3rd September, 1872. 

The writ of ejeetinent was not for land applied for by them on the 19th September, 1872, in the 
parish of Bracebridge, but for land in the parish of' Dunleary P Precisely so ; they now,  describe it as in 
the parish of Dunleaty. 

Do you know of any document or decision allowing them to change their description from the parish 
of Braecbridge to the parish of Dunleary? Not to change the parish. 
117. Was Richard Neville called to give evidence in the case at Bathnrst? No. I may say that if they 
were allowed to amend their description by using the word "northerly" instead of "southerly," they 
would be in the parish of Braeebridge. 
1-I8. What evidence did the plaintiffs give of ownership of these 40 acres in Dnnleary? They said they 
had marked it roughly. 
149. Was not their application the application made by Richard Neville for self and party P Yes, that 
was produced. 
130. Do you know anything about the plaintiffs Martin, Neville, and party, agreeing to a refund of their 
money? Yes, there is a letter from Neville & Co. to that effect amongst the papers. When the 
Minister decided against them they applied to have their deposit money refunded. 

Did they ever get that refund? No. I am told they relinquished that application for it. The 
Government cancelled their application for the land, 

They took the land up under the Alienation Act, and you took yours under the Occupation Act? 
Yes; under the 13th and 19th sect-ions of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861. 

Acting as solicitor for the defendants, did you make any search as to whether the conditions required 
under those sections had been fulfilled by Neville and party? Yes, I inquired at the Treasury, and found 
that the plaintiffs party had never tendered the balance of the purchase money, although the time had 
expired. We took up a witness from the Treasury to prove that, but the plaintiff, Robert Martin, 
acknowledged that he had not tendered it, that lie had not been to the Treasury at all about it; he went 
to the Lands Office and made some inquiries, but he had, not been to the Treasury. 
151. Did you find out whether any declaration had been made as to the fact that not less than £2 per 
acre had been expended in mining operations P There was no such declaration. 

Has there been anybody in occupation ss'orldngthis land since 1872 but the Milburn Creek Company? 
Not since March, 1873. 

Since the floating of the Company? No, from March, 1873, up to the time of the Sheriff putting 
the plaintiff, in possession under the judgment, there has been no person in possession except Thorne, Baker, 
and party, and the Milburn Creek Company, to the best of my knowledge. 

157, 
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W. RithelI, 137. Has there been a grant of this land to Martin and party under the 19th section? No; there hail 
£sq. 	been 110 grant issued long after the verdict in ejectment, and I believe it has not yet been issued. 

28 Mar 1878 
158. Chairman.] Subsequently to Thorne, Baker, and 	p arty applying for the 40 acres indispute they 
applied for another portion of ground P Yes, on the 17th Sept:ember, 1872. 

In what direction from the first portion did they apply for the second portion? South of the first 
portion, to fill up the gap between their 40 acres and Jordan and Ash's SO acres. 

it extended southerly to Jordan and Ash's ground? Yes, 
161: Mr. Goonan.] The second application would be evidence beyond all doubt where you meant to have 
the first P Yes, the second application expressly refers to the 40 acres applied for on the 3rd September 
as being oil the north of it Neville & Co.'s application was on the 19th 6epteinber. 

Knowing where Markham and \Vest's copper lease is, where would a mile in a southerly direction 
from that put the 40 acres applied for under this description of Neville's? it would put it about a mile 
and three-quarters south of the Nilburn Creek Company's 40 acres. 

If they got the land according to their amended description—a mile in a northerly direction from 
mtrluiani and West's lease—where would flint put. it? Just half a mile north of the north boundary of 
Thorne, linker, and party's 40 acres, and in the parish of Bracebridge. 
164'. have you any idea as to the value of this mine? I am not sufficiently versed in mining to give a 
good estimate of its value. 
165. Did you look upon it as a very good speculation when you went up and saw it? As a speculation 
it seemed it very good one—it seemed a very good mine. 1 was very well satisfied with what I saw. I 
believe it to be the host copper mine in New South Wales. 
106. G/iairman.] When you bought in, were you aware of these conflicting claims P Not when 1 first 
bought. 

Did you buy any shares after you became acquainted with them P I bought some before the action 
was commenced; after the action was commenced we got an injunction quashed. 

JIb. Coonan.] Just tell us about the injunction being quashed? The action was coinumenced in the 
latter part of December, 1876. in the early part of the long vacation the plaiitif got all cx porte 

interim injunction.  To prevent loss, we got the Primary Judge to allow us to show cause against the 
injunction during vacation. Cause was shown upon affidavit, and the Primary Judge dissolved the injunc-
tion with costs in the early part of .Tauua.ry, 1877, that was. Then we heard no more of the action until 
the early part of April, when, on the last day for giving notice of trial for Bathurst, I was served with 
notice. 

Is it usual to go fully into the merits of a case when an application is made to dissolve an injunction? 
Yes, the defendants went very fully into the merits, and all the proceedings before the Minister, and the 
directions of the Government for the issue of a lease. 

The case was in fact tried upon its merits before the Primary Judge, and the injunction dismissed 
with costs? Yes, with liberty to the plaintiffs to apply for a fresh injunction if they thought fit, which 
they did not d0. As they lay by so long, we did not suppose they intended to proceed with the action, 
until I was served with notice of trial. 

Chairman.] You went on with the work P Yes. 
Mr. G'oonanj You worked the mine while the action was going oil ? Yes, until the full. Court 

sustnined the verdict. 

FRIDAY, 29 MARCH, 1878. 

Mn. GRAY, 
Mn. THOM 

I PSON. Ma. PILCHEIt, 

WILLIAM DAVIES, ESQ., IN THE CHAnt. 

The Honorable James Squire .Fai'nel]., Esq., M.P., examined 

mellon. .T8. 173. Uiiairman.] You gave evidence in 1875, before the Select Cominnittee on the Nineral Selection at 
Farndll, Esq., Milburn ('reek P I did. 

M.P. 

	

	174. You are aware that the Supreme Court has decided in favour of the people now in possession P 
Yes, I know an action o. ejeetment was brought by Neville and party against Baker and party ; it was 

- 	Cr., 	tried ;it Bathstm'st, and a verdict was given for the plaintiff. There was all appeal to the full Court Ott 

Ic points of law t!i at were reserved, and the Court decided it) favour of Neville and party. 
Do roil, notwithstanding the decision of the Court. still hold your former opinion as to the rmghls Of 

the partics P Assuming that Thorne's evidence is true, 1 all, still of opinion that l3akcr and party are 
entitled to the land. The Jury in the case disbelieved Thorne's evidence. and believed the evidence of 
!eville's party. 

Could von in any war reconcile Neville  aiicl party possessing this particular 40 acres, in \')rtlLe 
of their application, (Jr amended application P No, they are most certainly not entitled to the land under 
their description of it, and I will point out now where 1 thi uk the Supreme Court, or some of thc Judges, 
when some of the reserved points of law were rietermined in Bunco, were in error. One of the Judges 
pouted out that they were wititIctl to the land, although the description was defective in other respects, 
because it said" the ground to be taken as marked." Now .11 think the Judge took an erroneous view 
of the laud iii that respect. because the Crown Lands Alienation Act particularly points out the way in 
which land should be taken up, uanielv. by a particular form of descript:ion Form 1) " County of 

parish of 	 acres." Then it states—'' Add here the name of river, creek, or road 
on which the land is situated, also its distance and direction from the lI{'at'est portion of private property, of 
which state the area, and the original purchaser or grantee, or distance and direction from nearest crossing-
place of creek, or confluence of creeks or rivers, or oIlier determinate point:." 'I lie error the Court fell 
into was this—that they confounded the mode of taking nil  land under the Occupation Act with that of 
taking up land under tho Alienation Act. The law under the Occupation Act does not prescribe niw 
particuir mode 0f taking up the land, or even for mea<uring it, and it was usual, during the period of 

the 
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the rush in taking up mineral leased lands, for persons to describe their lands taken as marked; but the TIielIou.J. S. 
description of application of Neville and party is what is called in the department a tentative description. l'arnell,hsq., 
177. it says here "from the nearest portion of private property." Neville and party do in their appli. 
cation describe the land relatively to a piece of private property P Yes. I hold, and it has been held in 29 Mar 1878 
the Supreme Court, in O'Shannassv's r. .loachiiri, Nesbit's case 	re prohibition, and Emery and Barsley's 
case, and in nearly every case where the point has been tried, that the description was binding upon the 
purchaser. 
118. Mr. Gray.] These are all the principal eases that have been fried P Yes. In accordance with their 
description their land is certainly- not in the position decided by the Court. 

Ultairman.] That is to say, it is neither a mile northerly nor a mile southerly of Jordan and Ash's 80 
acres P Yes ; which were the data from which these selections were taken. I may state that my former 
evidence upon this matter was veryfull, but there is one thing I should like to correct: in the evidence, in
referring to a certain map, the county of Georgiana is named, whereas it should be the county of :l3athurst. 

Mr. Thompson.] Neville's party were allow-cd to amend their description, by substituting the word 
"northerly" for "southerly" P Yes. 

Does not the parish given in their first application—the parish of Braccbridge—afford some evidence 
that the word "southerly" was a clerical error P it is quite cigar it was not. 

Southerly from i\iarkbam and West's would be reaching further into the parish of Dunleary P Yes. 
Does not the application state that the land was in the parish of Bracebridge P Yes. 
Does not, then, the mention of the parish of Brarebridge afford some evidence that the word "south-

erly" was it clerical error P 1. should say rather that the error lay in their not knowing the exact parish 
in which the land was situate. 

Do you know whether Jordan and Ash's 80 acres was measured at the time this land was taken 
by Neville and party P It was not. 
180. Do you know whether the parish boundary is marked—distinctly marked on the ground P I believe 
not. 

Then all these applications appear to have been merely approximations—the parties could not give 
anything like precise descriptions at the t:ime P No, they could not give the precise position, because the 
position of Jordan and Ash's had not been fixed, still I think they could have given a more precise 
description than they did, if they,  actually wished to describe the land they now have, I hr it will be seen that 
the southern boundary of this land which is now Neville and Martin's is 20 chains from the northern 
boundary of Jordan and West. 

Chairman.] How far across in mileage is Jordan and West's P It is 28 chains and 28 links. 
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MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBURN CREEK. 

APPENDIX. 

[To the Re/deuce of E. A. Baker, Esq., ALP., 14 March, 1878.] 

A. 
\Veeltiv Extract from the Register of Conditional Purchases mode on the 19th Sept ember, 1872, in the Polite DiMrii't of 

Caieoar. 	 . 	 3 

Nearest Post. 	 Area i 
N 	Names in felt of 	Tow,, to the 	 of 	Section 
- 	Consul tonal l'urcliasers. residence of the 	OUF• 	 f ilia Selee' 0Act. 

I ireliaseit 	I 	tinii. 
Description in let I of tamt selected, 

Deposits 
liii 	flep.ct 

a.htitinuia I 	lxii. 
"i.e.. 

60 of 
1872. 

I acres 
Richard Nevilte ) I  
Thou us Neville 	Woods Flat  as ZnLynch 	I rid Cou'n, 10a ... ertMartin,sen I

I  Richard Nevillo j
I 	I 

ToteI 40 

rr County Bnthnrst., parish Bnteebr 
40 acres, about 1 anile east; of 
road frong Springenle to Tames I 

	

19 . 	awl about 1 anile in a southerly it 
tion front Markham and West's 

	

I 	per lease. To be taken as an 

	

t, 	by applicants ....................... 

Total ..................... 

'I 	9 s. '1. 

20 0 0 

U_ 
0 0 0 

I certify that the above is a true extract. from the Register of Conditionel Purchases suede in (lie Police District of 
Careoar, on the 19t1i Septembea', 1572, as required by the 13th section of the Act 25 Vict;oriau No, 1; said that site deposits 
paid upon the above purchases, amounting to £20, were transmitted to the Under Seerttary for Finance and Ti-ade, on 24th 
September, 1872. 	 EDW. J. C. NORTH, 

- 	 Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands. 

We certify that this is a true copy of the original document, and that we have examined the same and find it to be 
rrect. 	 3W. 

Lands Department, 18th March, 1878. 	 C.D. 

[To the Evidence of Air. Job-n Wieesnan, 15 March, 1878] 
 

- 	 Certified correct copy.—T. C. DaNNY, Registrar, Dept. of Mines. 
M.L. No. 12,988. 

Wm. Crane, Clans, Bcnnett, B. A. Baker, Geo, S. Thorne. 
40 acres, On a hill at the back of the Bald iJill, which lies about 4  anile from the Iaea4 of Markham's Creek, distant 

from the town of Cowra some 20 miles. The above lend desired to be leased is in close proxinnty to a mineral lease applied for 
recently by Messrs. Jordan. West, and J. J. Ash, and is distant about 31 miles from Spring Vale, and 3 miles from Milburn 
Creek, which empties into the Lachlan River. 

For silver and copper. 

Date of Treasurer's receipt for first years rent—Srd Sept., 1872. 
Date of authority to seleet-3ad Sept., 1872, 
Date of selection—ard September, 1872, 217 p.m. 

Certified eorrrct copy.—T. C. DaNNY, Registrar, Dept. of Mines, 15/3/78. 
ML., No. 13,871. 

B. A. Baker and G. S. Thorne. 
40 acres. On a hill at the back of the Bald Hill, which is about 4 a mile from the head of Markham's Creek; bounded on 

the north by 40 acres selected on or about the 3rd instant in the names of Bcns,ett, Crane, and Baker, and on the sonth by the 
selection of West and AsIa, as per rough sketch. - 	

. 	 For copper. 

Date of Thuasurer's receipt for first year's rent—lith Sept., 1872. 
Date of authority to seleet-17tli Sept., 1872. 
Date of selection-17th Sept., 1872, 1026 am. 

 

Attested copy 
Mia. Leases, 73/6,807, 28 Aug., 1873 

No. 73/4,506. 
To the Eon, the Minister for Lands, Sydney. 

Sir, 	 Aug. 15, /73. 
In reply to your letter of the 26th instant, informing us that the ground adjoining our disallowed conditional 

mineral purchase at Milburn Creek is open to selection to others—not intending to select otl,er ground, we now apply to 
have our deposit money refunded. 	 Yours obediently, 

NEVILLE & CO. 
Sheet of Bark, Cowra. 

Submitted that these papers be transmitted to the Mines, in connection with 73/2,921 Mi,nsterial, lent to that. Depart. 
ment on the 20th May last.-16/9/75.—The Under Secretary for Mines.—'W. W. STEPRn,—B.C., 19/10/75. 

We certify that this is a true copy of the original document, the same having been examined by us.—J.'W'., E.11.S., 
Department of Lends, 10 March, 1878. - 
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B 3. 

Mines, 75/6,910. C.P., 72/6,000. 60. 	
Attested copy. 

 
RICnAED Neville, Thomas Neville, James Lynch, and Robert Martin, 40 acres at Carcoar, on 10th September, 1872, under 19th 
section, county of Bathnrst, parish Erneebridge. 

Cancelled by 73/2,888. Special permission, tide 73/1,687, Leases. 

Action taken. 
Appin. with 72/13,140 to H. El., 12/10/72, Appin. and 12/13,140 Ale, to B. S. Fisher, 19/11/72. Betel. for further 

information by 73/2,888, Machattie—Applicants with refund form to care of Wilson and Ranken, and agent infd.-23/9/73, 
75/24,887. 

Mi,,eral lease 12,988—Crane, Bennett, end on. This lease was delivered on the 2nd April, 1873, and the rent has 
been paid for 1875.-11. W., 6/11/75, 	The Under Secretary for Lands—BC., 8th Nov., 1875. 

We certify that this is a true copy of the original document, the same having been examined by us.—J.W., BITS., 
Department of Lands, 16 March, 1878. 

B 4 

C.S. 78/2,674, 24 January, 1878. 	
Attested copy. 

 
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 

On the twenty-eighth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six. 
Bathurst, 

to wit. 

ON the day and year above written, a writ of our Lady the Queen issued from this Court in these words, that is to say 

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the 
Faith, &e., &c. 

To Ezekiel John Baker, of Grenfell, Manager of the Milburn Creek Copper-mining Company, Limited, and all persons 
entitled to defend the possession of all that parcel of land, containing 40 acres, situate in the county of Batliurst pirish of 
Dunlenry, and Colony of New South Wales, portion 20. Commencing at a point bearing north 38 degrees 45 minutes east, 
and distant 32 links ; and thence east 6 degrees 33 minutes south and distant 36 chains 33 links from a box-tree marked 
broad-arrow over 72; and bounded thence on part of the west by a line bearing south 10 chains; on the south by a 
line bearing east 20 chains ; on the east by a line bearing north 20 chains; on the north by a line bearing west 20 chains 
and on the remainder of the west by a line bearing south 10 chains to the point of commencement; to the possession whereof, 
Robert Marlin claims to be entitled and to eject all otl,m' persons therefrom. Those are to command you, or such of you as 
deny the alleged title, within sixteen days after service hereof, to appear in person, or by attorney, in our Supreme Court at 
Sydney, to defend the std property, or such part thereof as you may be advised, in default whereof judgment may be signed 
and you turned out of possession. 	 - 

Witness the Honorable Sir James Martin, Knight, the Chief Justice of our said Court, at Sydney, the twonty.eighth 
day of December, in the fortieth year of our reign, A.D. 1876. 

For the Prothonotary, 
T. W. GAnnn, 	(L.a.) 

Fourth Clerk of the said Supreme Court. 
And the said Ezekiel John Baker has, on the sixth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, 

appeared by William Russell, his attorney, and defended for the wholo of the land therein mentioned. Therefore let a Jury 
come, &e. 

Afterwards, on the twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, 
before His Honor Sir William Montagu Manning, come the parties within mentioned, and a Jury being sworn to try the 
matters in question between the said parties upon their oath, swore that Robert Martin, withia'msntioned, on the twenty-
eighth day of December, one thousand eight hundred and soventy'six, was and still is entitled to the possession of the land 
within-mentioned as in the writ alleged. Therefore it is considered that the said Robert Martin do recover against the said 
Ezekiel John Baker the possession of the said land in the said writ mentioned, with the appurtenances, and the sum of 
£458 14e. ad. for costs. 

Judgment signed the thirtieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- 
seven. 	 For the Prothonotary, 

C. J. BURNS, 
Bonnur MTILLTaS RoDents, 	 - 	 Second Clerk of the Supreme Court. 

Plaintiff's Attorney. 	 (LB.) 

Let me have declaration and other papers as soon as possible.—A.O.M., 23/2/78. 

We certify that this is a true copy of the original document, the same having been examined by us—lW., BuS., 
Department of Lands, 16 March, 1878. 

276-0 	
Sydney Thomas Itisthard., Government Printer.-1878, 
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1877-S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MITCHELL'S CREEK. 
(PETITION OF ThOMAS COX.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 February, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The humble Petition of Thomas Cox, of No. 148, Riley-street, Sydney,—

SilowErn 

That on the 21st day of June, A.D. 1872, authority was given to your Petitioner to select 
mineral land at Sunny Corner, near Mitchell's Creek, in the Colony of New South Wales. 

That your Petitioner selected land under the authority given to him, and paid rent for the said land 
up to the month of December, A.D. 1875. 

That on the 14th day of June, A.D. 1875, your Petitioner's lease was gazetted as having been can-
celled without your Petitioner's knowledge and consent, and contrary to law and equity; and in conse-
quence of which your Petitioner's land was taken up and worked by other persons under the authority of 
the then Minister for Mines, to the great disadvantage and prejudice of your Petitioner's legal rights 
and, interests. 

That full particulars of your Petitioner's ease are disclosed in papers printed in Return to an Order 
of your Honorable House, on the 15th day of August, A.D. 1876. 

That your Petitioner, having invoked the aid and exhausted the powers of the Supreme Court of 
this Colony, without obtainiug any satisfaction or relief (that Honorable Court having no jurisdiction in 
the matter at issue.) 

Inconsequence of the foregoing, your Petitioner now therefore humbly prays your Honorable House 
to take his case into your favourable consideration, and appoint a Select Committee of your Honorable 
House to inquire into the particulars of the matter hereinbefore set forth, in order that your Petitioner 
may receive restitution of his rights, or such other relief as to your Honorable House may seem meet. 

Your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

THOMAS COX. 

31st January, 1878. 

[3d.] 	110— 
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1877-8. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Vorss, No. 24. 'TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1578. 
6. MINERAL SELECTION AT MITcHELL'S CREEK (Formal Motion) —Mr. Macintosh moved, pursuant to 

Notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to Inquire 

into and reporVupon the injury sustained by Thomas Cox, as alleged in his Petition to this 
House, relative to the cancellation of a Mining Lease at Mitchell's Creek. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Cameron, Mr. Lucas, Mr. W. H. Sutter, Mr. Fame]!, 
Mr. Stephen Brown, Mr. Jacob, Mr. Day, Mr. Murphy, Mr. J. Davies,,d the Mover. 
Question pnt and passed. 

VOTES, No. 28. TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1878. 
2, MINERAL SELECTION AT MITCHELL'S CREEK —Mr. Macintosh (by conscnO moved, without Notice, 

That the Return to Order laid upon the Table of this House on 22nd August, 1876, the Corres-
pondence laid upon the Table of this House on 20th February, 1877, and the Pet Lion of Thomas 
Cox, presented to this House on 31st January last, in reference to a Mineral Selection at Mitchell's 
Creek, be referred to the Select Committee 710W sitting on that subject. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 69. WEDNESDAI, S MAY, t878. 

15. MJNEBAL SELECTION AT M1TCIIELL'S CREEK —Mr. Macintosh, as Chairman, brought up a Progress 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the 

- 	Select Committee .fbr whose consideration and report this subject was referred 011 12th February, 
1878 together with Appendix. 
Ordered to be printed. 
* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 

CONTENTS. 
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List of Appendices 	 . . - ... 	5 
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1877—S. 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MITCHELL'S CREEK. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

TilE SJLEc'.i.' Cosunrj'n.' of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 12th February, 
1878,—" with power to sehd for persons and papers to inquire into and report 

upon the injury sustained by Thomas ('ox, as alleged in his Petition to this 

House, relative to the cancellation of a Mining Lease at Mitchell's Creele," 

and to whom was rcfvired, on the 19th FebrUary, 1878,—" The Return to Order 

laid upon the Table qf this Hozcse on 22nd August, 1876, the correspondence 

laid tipoit the Table of this house on 201h February, 1877, and the Petition qf 
Thomas ('ox, presented to this House on 31st January last, in reference to a 

MScral Selection at Mitchell's Cree/c,".—have agreed to the foIowing Report:— 

lour Cwniitittee having examined the Witnesses named in the List* have 
resolved to report the evidence already taken to your Honorable House and to 
i.ecornmenul that the inquiry be resumed next Session. 

JOHN MACINTOSH, 

No. 2 Oommittce iloorn, 
	 Chairman. 

Sydney, 8th May, 1878. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1878. 
MEMI3EIIS PREsENT 

Mr. Macintosh, 	 Mr. Day, 
Mr. W. H. Suttor, 	 Mr. Murphy. 

Mr. Macintosh called to the Chair. 
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—That Harrie Wood, Esq., and Mr. Thomas Cox be summoned to give evidence next 

meeting. 

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1878. 
MxxRs PRESENT:— 

Mr. Macintosh in the Chair. 

Mr. Day, 	 Mr. W. H. Suttor, 
Mr. J. Davies, 	 Mr. Murphy. 

Entry from the Votes and Proceedings, referring Papers, read by the Clerk. 
Printed copies of Papers referred, before the Committee. 
Mr. Thomas Cox called in and examined. 
Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices 

Al to 4.) 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—That Harrie Wood, Esq., and Mr. H. G. Brown be summoned to give evidence next 

meeting. 
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at 1oo o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1878. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Macintosh in the Chair. 
Mr. Day, 	 I 	Mr. W. H. Sutter, 

Mr. Murphy. 
Mr. Henry Gyles Brown called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Thomas Cox called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Henry G-yles Brown called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Ordered—That Harrie Wood, Esq., be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half.past Two o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 6 MARCH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. Macintosh in the Chair. 

Mr. W. H. Sutter, 	 Mr. Murphy, 
Mr. Jacob, 	 I 	Mr. Day. 

Thomas C. Binny, Esq. (Department of Mines), called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Thomas Cox called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Peter Drnmmond, Esq. (Draftsman, Department of Mines), called in and examined. 
Witness produced map of the county of Roxburgh. 
Witness withdrew. 
Harrie Wood, Esq. (Under Secretary for Mines), called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered,—That Harrie Wood, Esq., be summoned to give evidence next meeting. 

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half.past Two o'clock.] 

WEDNESDA Y, 
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WEDNESDAY, 18 MARCH, 1878. 

MEMBERS PEESnW 

Mr. Macintosh in the Chair. 
Mr. W. H. Sutter, 	 Mr. J. Davies, 
Mr. Murphy, 	 Mr. Farnell. 

Chairman mid before the Committee the evidence of Mr. Drummond with memorandum 
thereon, submitting a plan of the locality of the leases tinder ineatigation. 

Plan ordered to be appended. (Sec Appendix B.) 
Ilarrie Wood, Esq. (Under Secretary fbi. Mine.c), called in and further examined. 
Witness handed in the plan of Cox's leases putt in with Mr. )3yrnes'8 application, and the form 

If l.1ease issued to Mr. Cox, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices C 1 & 2.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 8 MAY, 1878. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Macintosh in the Chair. 
Mr. Day, 	 Mr. Jacob. 

Chairman submitted Draft Report. 
Same read and agreed to. 
Chairman to report to the House. 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 
PAGE. 

Binny, 	Thomas C., 	Esq... . .................. 	........................................................ 14 
Brown, Henry Gyles, 	Req.. .......................................................................... 8, 14 
Cox, 	Mr. 	Thomas ...... .............................. ................................................... .t, is 
Drummond, 	Peter, 	Faq. 	.............................................................................. 16 
WoodElarrie, 	E....................................................................................... 17.20 

LIST OF APPENDICES. 
(To the Evidence of Thomas Cox, 20 February, 1878.) 

PAGE, 

Al. 
Treasury receipt for £10 149, 	lCd., dated 25 September, 1872 .................................... 	................. ..................... 27 

A 2. 
Treasu7 receipt for £20, dated 26 	October, 1874 	......... . ...................... . ............. .. ............... ........................... 27 

A S. 
Troesury receipt for £5, dated 30 November, 1874 .......................................................................................... 27 

A 4. 
Memo, 	from 	Mr. 	II. 	G. 	Brown 	.................................................................................................................. 27 

(To the Evidence of Peter Drummond, Esq., 6 March, 1878.) 
B. 

Plan of the locality of 	Cot's leases ... ......................... ........................... ........................................................ 

(To the Evidence of .ffarrie Wood, Esq., 18 March, 1878.) 
 

Plan of Cot's Leases put in with his application ........................... 	.............................................................. ... 

 
Form 	of Lease ipsued 	to 	Thomas Cox 	......................................................................................................... 28 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLT. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAZZI DRPOEB 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

MINERAL SELECTION AT MITCHELL'S CREEK. 

flDWRSDAr, 20 FEB.)? UAEY, 1878. 

Ijrcscnt 
Mn.J. DAVIES, 	 Mn. DAY, 
Mit. MACINTOSH, 	 Ma. MURPHY, 

Mn. W. H. SUTTOR, 

JOHN MAOINTOsR, Esq., IN TIlE ChAIR. 

Thomas Coy, Esq., was called in and examined:- 
Uhairman.] What is your name? Thomas Cox. 	 T. Cox Esq. 
What are you by profession? I am an upholsterer. 
Did you take np a mineral selection at Sunny Corner, Mitchell's Creek? Yes. 	 20 Feb., 1878. 
'What was the nature of it? It was a mineral selection for copper. 
Had you a miner's right when you took it up? Not when I took it up, but I obtained one afterwards. 

0. 'When P 1 took out several miners' rights, and 'I have several; but here is one that has been in dispute. 
7. When did, you take it up? On the ZLst of June. 
S. Jib, Day.] Of what year? 1872. 	 - 

Chairman.] Did you then pay the ground rent?' I did. Here is the receipt. (Tide Appendix A 1.) 
Did you pay any rent on the 20th October, 1874? I did. Here is the receipt. (Tide Appendix A 2.) 

It. And you paid again on the 30th September, 1875? Yes. I hand in the receipt. (Tide Appendis A 3.) You produce a copy of the Government Gazette cancelling the lease P I do. 
The number of the lease was 5,907 P It was. 

14. It was cancelled oil  the 15th of March, 1875 P 7 June, 1875. 
1.5. During the currency of the lease for which you paid rent on the 30th of November, 1874? Yes; the 
rent was paid to the end of 1875. 

Did you fulfil the conditions in accordance with the 0-old Fields Regulations? I did as far as I an 
aware. 

Why was the lease cancelled P The reason stated in the Gazette is non.payment of rent. 
Is it not also stated that unless the lessees, lake delivery of their leases they will be cancelled P I 

went to the office twenty times to try and get delivery of the lease, and I have letters here oil the same 
subject. 

You went to the office in 1875? Yes; and frequently in 1874. 
For the lease? Yes. 

Have you any document to bear that out? Yes; this letter which I received from the Department of 
Mines. 

What is the date of it? The 4t1l November, 1874. 	 - 
Does that show that you called for your lease P Yes, it is a reply to an application I made for the 

lease on the 30th of November. 
24. Have you any other roof that you called.for the lease? Yes. 

Have you a document from the Department of Lands complying with your request for authority to 
lease that land P I have permission to select the land. 
26, What is the date of it? 21 June, 1872. 
27. Does that refer to lease 5,907 P Yes. 

210-A 	
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T. Ce; Esq. 23. I see by the Gazette that there are three other selections that you held, or were supposed to hold, at 
that time, cancelled -did you make any objection against the cancellation of the other three? No, I 

20 Feb., 1878. did not.. 
29. Did you protest against the cancellation of 5,007? I did. 
.30. Have you it copy of your protest? I. have. This is a copy of a letter I. sent to the Department in 
October, 1875. 

Is that letter printed in the Return laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly? It is. 
Have the Goverimient revoked the cancellation of this lease? '.they have not. 
Have they give]' any further reason why they should not do it? Only a letter from the Department 

to say that the cancellation cannot lie disturbed. 
is this letter also in the printed papers? Ycs on page 10. It is dated 21 January, 1876, 
Did you ta]ce any further steps to assert your right to this lease? Yes. I went to Mr. Stephen 

Brown, and be took the case before the full Court.. The Chief Justice and two other Judges were on the 
Bench at the time. 

Was a decision given iii your favonr? The Chief Justice said the Court could not grant a mandamus 
against the Crown. 
.37. To what expense have you been pnt about this lease in law Courts? About £50. 
38. Have you had any minerals out of this lease yourself F Yes. 
311. To what value? From £50 to £100. 

Net or gross? Gross. 
'What vatue do you place upon this mineral lease which you say has been cancelled? If the reports 

in the papers are true, they have taken during the time my rent was paid £60,000 worth of gold from it. 
42, .jlfr. Day.] They have taken that quantity of gold from it? Yes; gold and copper as well. 

Ohair.man.] I tlnnk you said that you took it up for copper? Yes ; but then all the men I had working 
there were working under miners' rights, so that they could work for gold as well as for copper when the 
ground was pegged out. 

You said that you had a miner's right? I had. 
When was it dated F The 26th of October; that was when gold was found there. 

40. When you found there was gold I here, what did you do? All the men then took out miners' rights. 
Why did you not take np the lease when you were told that it would be ready F I went away for a 

short time after I gave up business. I went to the Department just before I left town, and I called 
again after I caine back, and then 1 was told the lease was cancelled. 

have you any further information that you could lay before the Committee respecting this lease? 
No ; I do not know that I have. 

You say that you paid the rent, and worked the land according to the Regulations laid down by the 
Government? I have never been charged with anything different. I am not aware but that I kept all 
the Regulations. 
SO. Did the parhes who took up this lease after you desire to make any terms with you F They called 
two or three times, and wanted to arrange with inc. 

Was that at the request of the Department ? No, from Mr. Winters, the man who had taken it up. 
Are you aware that there was a deed granted F Yes. 
Did you see it F I saw the copy of it in the Gazette.. 
Did you see the parchment F I did not I only saw it in the Gazette. 
Did you call at the Mining Department? I did, and Mr. Wood told me there was a lease granted to 

these parties. 
AIr. Day.] Granted to when) F There was a lease granted to me, because he was about to hand it to me. 
Chairman.] You saw it? I saw it as it lay on the table. lie referred to the book, and said it was 

cancelled with a lot of others, and then lie walked away up stairs to Mr. Wood. 
53. Are you aware of any other lease being cancelled at that time for the same reason that yours was said 
to be cancelled P No. 

Did any one in the Department tell you that yours was the first case that was dealt Nvith in that 
manner? Mr. Wood did. 

You are certain of that F I am certain of that. 
OL That 110 other lease had been cancelled for the reason that the lessee had not called for the lease? 
No, not when the rent was paid. 
62. Why did you give up the other three leases you had paid rent for F I did not think I could recover 
them, because the rent was not paid. 
83. You only kept the rent paid up on 5,907 F Yes. 
04. The ethers I suppose you did not consider of any value F I did not. 
0.5. What was the rent you paid? £5 a year. 

For the 20 acres ? £20 a year when I had thefour. 
You paid £5 for this one? Yes, for 5,907. 
Aftcr you ceased to pay upon the three others,? Yes. 
Had any complaint been made to you up to the time of the cancellation of this lease that you had 

evaded the Regulations ? None whatever. 
Not by the Department of Mines? No, 
Nor by the local officer? No. 
Are you aware that the Regulations signify that you should account to the Government for the gold 

found upon the leasehold, the lease having been taken up for other purposes than mining for gold? Not 
when you hold a miner's right. Inquiries were made when we were working for some tin. 

Mr. Day.] Did you pay rent from 1872 to 1875? Yes. 
And did you comply with the Regulations as to labour F 
You had men employed from 1372 to 1875 F Not all the time. Several times the men left; in fact 

they left and took all the stuff they were finding, and I had to engage other men. I had a business in 
town to attend to, so that I was only up there once in two or three months. 

Are not the Regulations binding as to the number of men you are to keep on a mineral selection F 
No, you are required to lay out £2 per acre during the first three years. 

Aft. W. H. Sutter.] £2 or £5? It is £2 in the old Regulations of 1801. 
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78. lIft. Day.] Why was this particular lease cancelled? On account of non-payment of rent, according T. Co; 
to the Gazeete. 
70. But 1 understood you to say that the rent was paid in full P It was. 	 20 Feb., 1878. 

Was that the only reason assigned for the cancellation of the lease? Yes, that the rent was not paid. 
Did you show the Government that the rent was paid P II did. 
Did you see the Minister for Lands? No, the Minister for Mines. 
Was not the Ministerfor Lands the head of the Departineiit? No, Mr. Lucas was at that time. 
Did you represent to the Minister for Mines that the rent was paid up? I did. 
Was he satisfied that it was paid up? lie was, because I showed him the receipt. 

80. What explanation did he give you for forfeiting it P He dlii not give inc any at all. Mr. Macintosh 
was with us then. 

When you made this application to the Minister had the land been taken up by some one else P It 
had just been applied for. The pat'hes had no lease, or promise of a lease ; Mr. Lucas told me that. 

If the Minister had thought proper lie could have kept that land back for you? Undoubtedly. 
Did he refuse to do so? Yes. 
Without assigning any cause? Yes. 
The Minister handed this lease over to some one else, although you showed him clearly that  it belonged 

to you? He did. The lease was not  granted to these other persons until twelve months after mine was 
cancelled. 
92, Did Mr. Lucas say anything to you about your not taking up the lease within a certain time? Not 
at the time. 
93. Did he ,it any time say to you that your lease was cancelled because you did not take up the deeds in 
time? I do not remember. They said at first that it was for the non-payment of rent. 
91. And still you say the Minister was satisfied that the rent had been paid P Yes, because i: showed him 
the receipt. 
95. Mr. W. H. Suitor.] Had the rent on previous occasions been somewhat in arrear? Yes, some time 
before that. 
90. And you had been granted permission to pay up the arrears? i: had; I have it letter to that effect. 

Mr. J Davies.] You had better produce it? There is a copy of it in the printed papers before the 
Committee. 

Mr. Day.] That letter is dated October 23, 1874? Yes it was, "Will you be kind enough to allow 
inc to pay arream's of rent for my mineral leases, 20 acres, No. 5,197, and 00 acres, No. 5,907 to 9?" and 
the answer was dated the 20th of October, 1874, as follows 	I am directed to inform you that the 
Honorable the Secretary for Mines has approved of Mr. Thomas Cox being permitted to pay the arrears 
of rent on mineral leases Nos. 5,107 and 5,907 to 9." That was written by Mr. Wood to time Secretary 
for Finance and 'Trade. 
90. Afr. W. H. Suitor.] You applied for this land for the purpose of mining it for copper? I did. 

After you entered into possession you allowed some persons named Robertson, Zerry, and Ross to 
mine for gold ? Yes; but they had miners' rights. 

At all events they mined for gold on the land? Yes. 
And you received a certain amount of money for the gold they got there? I did. 

103, Are you aware that under the 02nd clause of the Mining Act, that any person having a mining lease 
and allowing persons to mine for gold On it, is liable to have his lease cancelled? I am not aware of it. 
101. 'What were the labour conditions necessary to be carried out by you during the first three years? 
To expend £2 per acre on the land. 
los. 11:o' many acres had yoU? 20 acres in the lease. 
100. How much money did you npend on the lease during the first three years? Over £100. 

Over £100 were expended by you P By me. 
In what way? In searching for minerals. 
Did you or your agent at any time see this notice in the Gazette eahliug upon you to take delivery of 

the lease within thirty days or that it would be cancelled P My agent saw it, but the lease was wrongly 
described. 

How do you come to say it was wrongly described P According to the printed papers. 
How do you know it was wrongly described? My agent wrote to me; afterwards he said he did not 

think that it was the same land because it was wrongly described. 
In what particular was it wrongly described? 1 do not recollect. 
Was it in reference to the name of the parish? I think it was. 
Are you aware that in this notice it is rightly described by the uame of the parish in which it is 

situated? The first snrveyor who surveyed it for me put it in one parish, the second in another, and the 
third in the same as the first. 

Are you aware that in the notice requiring you to take delivery of the lease the land is accurately 
described or not? lam not aware. 	 - 
110. When you left Sydney, after having as you say called at the office repeatedly for the lease, did you 
give instructions to your agent, or appoint anyone with pover of attorney, to take delivery of the lease for 
you? No, but I sent my address to the General Post Office, and gave instructions that all letters were 
to be sent to my private address. 

Are you aware that a gentleman from the Lands Office called at your private address to give you 
notice? I do not believe that any one ever called. 

Was Mr. Garrett your agent at that time? He did some business for me. 
Are you aware that Mr. Garrett was communicated with in reference to this lease? Mr. Garrett 

said he was not I asked him. 
Mr. T. Davies.] Did you take the land up under the Gold Fields Regulations P No, under the 

Crown Lands Act of 1861." 
The rent on the block 507 was paid to the 81st December, 1875 ? Yes, it was. 
Had you made repeated applications for your lease? Yes. 
Was any one with you at any time when you called for your lease? No not that I am aware of. 
Did you receive all oflicialintimation from the Department of Mines that the lease had been granted 

to you P Yes, I did. The letter is printed with the other papers. 
How soon after the receipt of that application did you apply for your lease? Twelve months after, 

I think, off and on. I could not get it. 	 126. 
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T. Cox, Esq. 126. low soon after did you apply? I applied directly, and kept on applying. 
..A,... 127. What interval was there between the receipt of the official intimation and the day of your personal 

20 Feb., 1878. application in the office? I was down there within a week. 
And you made frequent applications after that? I did. 
What was the intimation you received? That the deed was lying at the Governor's. 
Waiting for signature P Yes. 
Did you leave any instruction with your agents, or any person to represent you, when you left 

town? No I did not. All my letters were to go to my private address; and all the letters which 'were 
sent there were forwarded to me in G-oulburn. 
132, You wrote to the Post Office asking them to send on your letters? Yes, to my privatc address, which 
I gave them; and all letters sent there were forwarded 01) to me at G-oulburn. 

So that if any letters had been sent to you from the Department of Mines they would have reached 
you in that way? Yes ; hundreds of letters from England, and all parts, were sent in that way, and I 
received them at Goulburn. 

How soon after you left Sydney did you hear of the cancellation of your lease? Not until I came 
back again, and called again. 

You renewed your application for the lease upon your return to Sydney P I did. 
You were not then aware that your lease had been cancelled? I had no idea of it. 
Did you place great value upon the mineral selection? I did. 

183. Did it prove to be valuable? It has. I have heard that there has been nearly £100,000 taken out 
of it. 
189. Mr. W. H. Szettor.] I suppose that is only hearsay ;-you do not know it of your own knowledge? 
I know it according to the papers that came down. They used to bring down from 1,400 ozs. to 2,000 oss. 
every fortnight, for months and months. At the very time that I was applying to the Minister for Mines 
for a lease these parties were working it, and they had not a lease of the ground. 

Mr. J Davies.] Your mineral selection would not come under the Regulations of 1874 P No. 
When you heard that Messrs. Winters and Morgan had applied for your selection, you wrote to the 

office? I did. 
Remonstrating with the Minister and the Department in cancelling your lease when the rent was 

paid P 'Yes. 
Was there any other reason assigned by the Minister for the cancellation of your lease, beyond the 

fact stated, that the rent was in arrears? There was not at the time. 	 - 
You are quite sure that the rent was paid up to the 31st of December, 1875 P Yes, I produce a 

receipt for it. 
I understood you to state that the lease was wrongly described in the cancellation notice? It was, 

according to the surveyor who surveyed for me. 
So that if you had seen the notification in the Gazette it would not have struck you as your mineral 

lease? No. 
Mr. W. H. Suitor.] Have you since seen the notice of the cancellation of the lease within thirty 

days? I have seen it since, 
Do you know that in that notice, irrespective of the alleged inaccuracy you speak of, the No. of the 

lease is correctly given? I do not remember. 
'Will you see if it is the number P I had no number of the leases then. I could not tell by the 

number then, as I knew nothing about them. 
Mr. J. Davies.] You wrote to the Minister for Mines informing him that the reason no objection was 

lodged to the cancellation of the lease was that it was wrongly descrThed, and you believed at the time 
that it was not Your lease? Yes. 

The Minister for Mines dealt with your mineral selection in the same manner as if it had been taken 
up under the Gold Fields Regulations? Yes, be did; you will see something referring to that in his 
minute to the Attorney General, which is among the printed papers. That minute states " A.s the 'Crown 
Lands Occupation Act of 1861,' and the Regulations thereunder, are silent as to what shall be done in case 
the lessee refuse or fail to execute the lease when called upon to do so, the practice under the 'Mining 
Act of 1874' was followed as to the publication of notices." 

1 suppose you are aware that any arrears of rent can be recovered by the Crown in the ordinary way 
as a debt P I see by the Attorney General's opinion that the rent was a debt due to the Crown, and that 
the lease could not be cancelled for non.payinont of rent. 

Beyond the fact of having taken the land up under the Act of 1861 you held a miner's right? Idid. 
1.54. At the time you took possession of this hind? Yes. 

And at the time it was being worked for gold you held a miner's right? I did, and all the men that 
worked on the land had the miner's right. 

Mr. TV. if. Suttor.] You stated just now that when this notice was issued, the notice that appeared 
in the Gazette, you were not aware of the No. of the lease P No. 

Do you recollect writing to the Under Secretary for Mines in these terms on the 23rd of October, 
1874: "'Will you be kind enough to allow me to pay arrears of rent for my mineral lease, 20 acres, No. 
5,197, and GO acres, No. 5,907 to 9"? It was Mr. Garrett who went to the office and did that; I did 
not know anything about it. 

Is not the letter signed "Th'omnas Ccx" ? I do not remember anything about it. Mr. Garrett 
went to the office and did that. 

After that you received this letter from the Under Secretary for Mines, addressed to T. Cox, Esq. 
"With reference to your letter of the 23rd instant, asking for permission to pay the arrears of rent on 
mineral lease applications Nos. 5,197, and 5,907 to 9, I am directed by the Honorable the Secretary for 
Mines to inform you that your request has been granted, of which notice has been sent to the Treasury?" 

Could this letter, dkected to yourself, have passed without you being aware of the number of 
the leases? 1 was not aware of it, 	 - 

Your agent was aware of it? lie received a good many of the letters. 
There is another letter addressed by you from 8.53, George.street, requesting that these leases of land, 

situated at Sunny Corner, near Mitchell's Creek, Nos. 5,179 and 5,907 toO, might be forwarded to you. 
With all these letters passing between you and the Department could you have been without a know- 
ledge of these numbers? I do not remember anything of it. 	 163. 
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103. Mr, Y Davies.] In answer to that letter of yours of the 30th October, 1874, were you informed that T. Cox, Es. 
the lease was granted P Yes. 
lOt, And that it had been forwarded to the Governor for execution? Yes. 	 20 Feb., 1878. 

165. You got an official intimation to that effect P Yes :t have banded it in. 
106. Your agent, Mr. Garrett, applied again for the issue of that lease? Yes. 
167. Stating that you were anxious to obtain it? Yes. 
108. The next intimation, according to the printedpapers, is a protest from Mr. 'Winters against the 
Issuing of the leases of these four blocks P I see it is. 

On the ground that you had worked them for gold instead of copper? Yes. 
The issue of your leases was then stayed for a time? Yes; they did not give me any intimation of 

that at the office when I called for the lease. 
Did you receive an intimation from the Department stating that the mineral leases had been can-

celled on the ground that the lessee had failed to execute and take delivery of them ? No. 
The only intimation you received was the publication of the notice in the Gazette ? That is all. 
And that was after you came to Sydney? It was. 
How long after? I had not been in Sydney two days before I called for the leases. 
How long had the notification appeared before you called? I do not know; the printed papers will 

give you the dates. 
On page 12 of the printed papers there is a letter from you, dated 8th October, 1875, making appli-

cation for the lease P I went several times to the office before I wrote that letter. 
After the Minister received your letters of the 8th October and the 22nd October, 1875, he issued 

orders to stay the working of the ground by Winters P He did. 
179. Do you know the reason which led him to take that step? That step was taken after Mr. Macintosh 
and I called upon him. 

To make representations on the subject? Yes. 
What was done after that do you remember? They still carried on the work, they did not stop at all. 

They only carted away what minerals they had got out of the mine to the crushing-machine, and as soon 
as they got that away they began working again. 

The matter was referred to the Warden during the time the work was supposed to be stayed? If 
it was I did not get any intimation of that that I remember. 

You set great value upon your mineral selection? Yes. 
And you complied with the conditions ? As far as I am aware, I did, 
You paid the rent, and spent £100 in improving these 20 acres within what time P The three years 

were not up when the cancellation took place. 
You have reason to believe that gold to the value of £100,000 has been taken out of the claim? 

If the reports are true. 
Is the claim 5till, being worked? Yes. 
By the same parties? Yes. 

188, Chairman.] Do you know Mr. Johnson, the Gold Fields Commissioner? I do. 
lIe is at Bathurst? Yes. 
Has be been an officer of the Department for many years? He has. 
He has considerable acquaintance with that district? Yes. 

102. The parish that you took up this selection in you understand to be Coolamigal, county of Roxburgh, 
Mitchell's Creek? Yes. 

And it is described in the Gazette notice of cancellation as "5,907, Thomas Car, county-of Roxburgh, 
parish of Castleton"P Yes. 

'W'hercas you consider it to be in the parish of Coolamigal? Yes. 
According to the local map of the district? Yes. 
Have you seen the minute made by the Under Secretary for Mines on your application of 8th 

October, 1875, printed on the 12th page of these papers:-" The land herein referred to is supposed to 
be included in the application of Winters and another for a lease of 25 acres of land for gold imning 
purposes. This should perhaps be attached to such application, and dealt with in connection with it. 
The writer, after pressing for the issue of mineral lease No. 5,907, left Sydney without informing the 
Department of his intention to do so, and, consequently, as soon as the lease was ready, the usual notices 
calling upon the lessee to execute were published." The lease was not cancelled until ful.l notice had been 
given, and all the forms observed? Yes, I remember that. 

You have also read this letter of Mr. Johnson's, written on the 2nd November, 1875, wherein he 
states " I may also observe that in the Gazette notice the parish has been erroneously styled ' Castleton,' 
whereas the proper designation, as shown by Mr. Mining Surveyor Pechy's chart, is I Coolainigal "? Yes. 

You have also seen the Gazette notice signed by Mr. Lucas, wherein it is stated the reason for can-
celling your lease is failure to execute the lease and take delivery of the same? Yes. 

Up to April, 1875, you called at the office several times to take delivery of the lease which was can-
celled on the 17th June, 1875? I did. 

And the rent was paid during that time? Yes. 
'What was your reason for leaving Sydney? I was in bad health. 
Had you any intention of working this mine when you recovered your health? I had. I was going 

to reside in that neighbourhood and to carry out the working of it. 
You had made arrangements to carry out the effective working of this lease P I had. 

201. Do you remember what time you returned to Sydney? I left about April, 1875, and I returned 
about four months afterwards. 
205. You would call at the Department about the 1st of September? I cannot say but I should think 
it was about that time. 
200. And then in October you sent in your written protest? Yes. 
207. It was your intention to reside in the neighbourhood of this lease? Yes. 
208, Have you any other property about there? No; but Mr. Brown, of Meadow Flat, was in treaty for 
that place of Duraek's. 

Are you a man of means? I am. 
Considerable means? Yes; quite enough to live on. 
Jfr. W. H. Suttor.) Did you receive a notification from the Under Secretary for Lands that your 

mineral 
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T. Cot, Esq. mineral leases, giving the numbers of them, had been prepared in your name and forwarded to the 
,-'- 	Governor for execution? I did. 

20 Feb., 1878. 212. You would have the numbers of the mineral lease in that notification? I do not remember. 
Will you look at page 9, No. 26, of the printed papers? Yes; I see the numbers are givers there. 
When did you discover (liat.these leases were improperly described as in the parish of Castleton ? 

I did not knosranything about that, until long after I applied for the leases. My agent said that lie 
had seen these leases but he did not think these were the leases we were looking for. 
215:  Are you aware that the. surveyor who measured them for you in 1872 described them as in the 
parish of Castleton P Mr. Menzies-no, Mr. Brown acted for me then. 

Is it not a fact that your agent did not discover that these leases were in the parish of Coolamigal until 
Mr. Winters made his application? I do not know. Mr. Brown told me that the reason he did not 

.write was that they vCre wrongly described. 
Do you know that the first time it was described in the parish of Coolamigal was when Mr. Winters 

made his application? No, I do not. 
When you made your application first of alt you did not know in whn.t parish or county the land 

was in? I do not know ;  1. was never there but once before I made the application. 
You described it as being in the parish of Wellington? The people in the neighbourhood gave me 

a description, and I wrote it down at the time. 
You did not know in what parishes the lands were when you made your application P I did not. 
Chairman.] Who is this Mr. Brown? lie is the postmaster at Meadow Flat. 
Has he it knowledge of whether the selections are in the parish of Castleton or of Coolamigal P I 

suppose he ought to have, he his been there a great number of years. 
is there a parish of the name of Castleton? 1 think there is. 
Is it adjacent to the parish of Coolamigal ? I do not know. 
Is there any other information for which we have not asked that you wish to impart to the Com- 

mittee? I have a memo. here from Mr. Brown, showing that he went to Mr. Johnson, and told him that 
he had seen the receipt for rent paid for 1875 and Mr. Johnson said, " If that is the case it is a 
mistake of the Department of Mines, not of ours," and he was astonished if that were the case that the 
cancellation was not revoked before then. 

Do you desire to hand the statement in? Yes. 
Whom is it from F It is a memo, made by Mr. Brown. 
Resident where? At Meadow Flat; he was my agent there. 
He was acting as your agent for lease 5,907 at Mitchell's Creek? He was. (Tide Appendis A 4.) 

Mr. W. H. Suitor.] Can you put in the miners' rights the men held who were working for you on 
this lease? I made them produce their miners' rights before I let them go on to the work. 
231.. chairman.] The lease was not cancelled on that ground? No. 

Mr. TV. H. Suitor.] Did you lodge any objection against the cancellation of this lease? I did; the 
first letter I wrote against the cancellation of this lease was dated the 8th October, 1875. 

Mr. J. Davies.] And you wrote again on the 22nd of October, 1875? Yes. 
ilk. W H. Suitor.] Did you snake any objection to Mr. Winter's applicthion? I do not remember. 
If you had done so you would remember? I think II protested against Winters and Morgan 

having a lease granted to them. At that time they had only just put in their application; they had no 
lease. 	 - 

Mr. T Davies.] You applied for an injunction to stay them? .L did. 
What happened after that application for all injuuction? Mr. Lucas said that lie could not grant an 

mjnnction. lIe wrote a letter up to them, but that did not stop them from working. 
The Department through the Under Secretary intimated that they wero to stay from further 

working ? Yes; and Mr. Macintosh went down with inc to his oce afterwards, and told him that they 
were still working. Mr. Macintosh will remember what was said. Mr. Lucas was jumping about the 
room and we could not get anything out of him one way or the other. 

When you paid your money you did not consider that you came under the' Gold Fields Regulations P 
It' 0. 

You had simply to conform to the rules under the Crown Lands Occupation Act? Yes. 
When you applied for permission to pay arrears of rent, was it your intention topay on the four 

blocks? No only on the one, unless I found the others turned out to be of any good. I had only been 
working the one. 

Permission was granted you to pay on the ibur? I paid on the four at that time, and then in the 
fallowing year I only paid on the one. 
24.3. Twelve months after you got permissiomi to pay arrears? Yes. 

O/uz&man.] I see on page 11 of the printed papers there is a letter dated from 148, Riley-street, 
Woo]looniooloo, signed by Thomas Con, protesting against the issue of a lease to Winters and Morgan, or to 
any other persons ;-did you scud that? I do not remember now. 

Will you look at the letter; it is No. 322 Yes, 1 must have sent that letter. 
H. G. Brown, postmaster of Meadow Flat, wthicssed the signature? Yes. 
Do you see the minute following upon that letter? Yes. It says 'The application of. Winters and 

Co. 1mev not reached the Department (Nitchell's Creek, 59-74, Bathurst, 5,614)-4/10/75.P.A." 
What is the next minute on the letter? It is "Re-submit on receipt of papers ro Winters and 

Morgan's application-fiN., 4/10/75." 
The 29th letter on the 11th page is an application from Winters and Morgan? Yes. 
Read it? "We have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with Warden, at his 

office at Bathurst, the sum of £25, being the first year's rent of 25 acres of land at Sunny Corner, for the 
purpose of gold mining, and the sum of £3 lOs., being the fees for the survey of the said land. The 
number of our application is 50-74 (5,614)." 

That application relafes to the land upon which you had paid the rent? Yes. 
Do you believe i:hat the minutes at the foot of page 11 on your letter No. 32 refer to that applica- 

tion of Winters and Morgan? Yes. 
That application was made on the 6th of August, and on the 11th of October it had not reached the 

office? Not according to these papers, 
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It could not have reached the office when you protested against the issue of the lease on the 8th of T. Ce; Esq. 
October? No. 

lTi'. W if Suttor.] You see that the first notice of cancellation was on the 29th of April, 1875? 20 Feb., 1578. 
Yes. 

Thirty days from that time were allowed to you to execute and take delivery of the lease? Yes. 
237. That would have brought you to the end of May? Yes. 

And you will see, on referring to Winter's and Morgan's application, printed on page 11, that that 
application was made on the 6th of August? Yes. 

From the end of May to the 0th of August would be something over two mouths, so that the land 
was lying vacant for over two months after your application for lease was cancelled? 1r05,  but they were 
on the ground and working it before the lease was cancelled at all, and they sent in a protest against my 
getting the lease. 

Were you doing anything on the land during these two months? No, the men thatI left got some 
gold, and they ran away and left the place, and I was not aware of it until .1. came back. 

if you had known that the application had been cancelled you could have made fresh application? 
Yes, I could, 

There would have been plenty of time from the end of May to the beginuirig of August? Yes. 
When did you come back to Sydney after you went to Goulburn? About the beginning of Sep-

teinber, I think. 
During the whole time you were away you did not think it worth while to write to the office in 

reference to your lease? No, but I sent a notice to the General Post Office that all letters for me were 
to be sent to 148, Riley-street, and I made arrangements that they should be sent on to inc at 0-oulburn. 
205. Are you aware whether it is incumbent on the office to send notice? I was always under the iinpres. 
sion that they did send notice. 	 - 
260. Raving been so anxious to procure your lease before you vent to O-onlburn, why did you not keep 
the matter going afterwards? I asked Mr. Farndll about it, and he told me that he did not think it 
would make any difference whether he took up the lease or not. He had been Minister for Lands it long 
time. 

Afr. J. Davies.] I suppose you felt perfectly safe, having paid your rent in advance P Yes. 
And did not anticipate the cancellation of your lease P Not the slightest; I had spoken to Mr. 

Farnell before that, and he said the lease was right enough. 
260. Knowing that, and knowing that you held a receipt for the rent and had fulfilled the conditions, you 
felt secure P Yes. 

You felt satisfied that you had complied with the conditions of the Act in that you had spent £100 
upon the land? Yes. 	 - 

You did not anticipate any cancellation of youi lease? Not in the slightest. 
Did you hear anything of the cancellation prior to your coining to Sydney? Not until I called at 

the office. 
278. And you called at the office shortly after you returned to Sydney? Within two days after. 
274. Have7 you been on the ground since the cancellation P I have. 
275. Has it been worked by Winters and Morgan? Yes. 
276. Did you see any gold raised P I saw they had taken out a lot of quartz there ; I suppose there was 
some 150 tons there at that time. 
277. Did you see any crushed? No, I did not; but I had some specimens there; and they were getting 
sometimes as much as 40 ozs. to the ton at that time. 
278, Have you any knowledge beyond the mere matter of hearsay what the stone was yielding? No; 

y summoning some of the men who have an interest in it. Shaw and but that could be easily got b  
Brown have, I think, got an account of it, and also Morgan, the partner, who is workingit now. 'Winters 	- 
is dead. 
270. Would they be in a position to give the Committee informatiou on this point? I think so. I could 
get the information from Robertson, who crushed a good deal of stone for them before they put up a 
machine of their own. 

Ohair-man.] What Regulations were you working this ground under-the new or the old? The old. 
Is there anything in these Regulations to signify the mode in which you should take up the lease 

under the thirty days prescribed by the Gazette notice ? No. 
So that any notice calling upon you to accept the notice within thirty days would not be in accord-

ance with the conditions upon which you took up the land? No. 
Are you aware, as a matter of fact, that it is very seldom that leases are taken out of a Government 

office-mineral leases or any other? Mr. Farncll told me that he never issued a mineral lease all the 
time that he was in office. 

Are you aware that the Crown does not issue deeds of land sometimes for years after the purchase 
has been made P I know that from experience. 

You say that within a few days of your leaving Sydney you called for this lease at the office? 1 did. 
280. And it was it few days after you left Sydney that the notice was first placed in the Government 
Gazelle-the notice calling upon you to accept it within thirty days? Yes, I have seen the notice since, 
but I did not see it at the time. 

Under the conditions that you took up the land, that could have no reference to your ease? No. 
C/iairmaa.] You stated that I accompanied you to Mr. Lucas's office? Yes. 

280. For what purpose did I accompany you? Simply to introduce me to the Minister, that was all. 
290. I was not acting as an agent or as a person in any way interested? No. 

- 	
.--- 	 W.EDNESDAY, 
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WED WESDAI 27 FEBRUARY, 1578. 

Mn. J. DAVIES, 	 Mit. MURPHY, 
Mn. DAY, 	 I 	Mit. W. H. SUTTOR. 

JOHN MACINTOSH, ESQ., IN TIED CHAIR. 

Henry 0-yles Brown, Esq., called in and examined 

H. G. Brown, 291. Chairman.] You are postmaster at Meadow Flat? Yes. 
Esq. 

	

	292. You were for some time acting on behalf of Mr. Thomas Con? Ever since lie has had anything  to 
' do with minina 1 have advised him. 

27 Feb., 1878. 293. Are you aware that Mr. Cox selected some mineral land at Mitchell's Creek? He took up selections 
at Sunny Corner, about 1- mile from Mitchell's Creek, 

But any land of that character in the vicinity of the creek? I know 'nothing at all of his taking 
UI) land, except at Sunny Corner. 

Are you aware in what parish theland at Sunny Corneris situated? It is in the parish of Coolamigal. 
Are you aware that Mr. Cox's land was gazetted as cancelled P When I first saw it in the Gazette 

I thought possibly the Gazette notice referred to other selections taken UI)  by Mr. Cox. I never know 
the number of leases he had until I saw them in the Gazette. 	I wrote to Mr. Cox directly I saw,  the 
notice and then I went to a man named Dobie and asked him where the parish of Castleton was. Dobie 
said it embraced Mitchell's Creek. I then asked him in what parish Sunny Corner was situated and he 
said it was in the parish of Coolainigal. I then troubled no more about it. I advised Mr. Cox to 
forfeit 00 acres out of the 80, but to retain 20 acres, No. 5,907. 

Were you acting as agent for Mr. Cox? Yes. 
Are you aware whether or not Mr. Cox had expended any money upon this land at Sunny Corner? 

Yes, he liad.t 
Could you say how much money he had expended P ile ought to have expended about £200 on the 

ground altogether. I advised him to work the lease and take over our plant. He asked how much it 
would come to. I said it would cost £72 or £73. At his request I gave him a list of the tools we had 
for sale. He said there were two or three things he should throw out-the dynamite for instance. I sold 
him all the blacksmith's tools for £30. The rest of the plant 1. have got still. I think he spent at least 
£100 besides. 

Are you aware whether 5,907 was the number of one of the leases held by Mr. Cox? Yes; that was 
the number of the lease with the ' but " on. it was a 20.acre lease. 

I want you to confine yourself to that particular 20-acre lease. Are you aware whether Mr. Cox 
carried out the Mining Regulations F I do not know, I do not know what the Regulations are. 

One of the Regulations is to the effect that £5 per acre shall be expended on the lease during the 
first three years? He expended more than that before he had had it two months. 

Are you aware that Mr. Cox was awa.y from Sydney during a portion of the year 1876? I know 
very well I lent him a horse to go to Bathurst. He got some telegram at Bathurat, and lie did not come 
back himself, but sent the horse back by a man called Johnny Ross. 

Are you aware that he was absent after giving up his business in Sydney? He was away for three 
or four months. I know that during that time I did not got any reply to my letters. 

Do you know whether Mr. Cox intended bond flu to work this land? I am quite sure he did. 
You had some conversations with him about it P I know better than from mere conversations. He 

went down with his team and laid out money. It had gone so far as this, that I was in negotiation with 
a Mr. John Campbell for the purchase of an engine at Dark Corner, to place machinery upon, for working 
the lease 5,907. 

You did not think the lease you saw notified in the Government Gazette as being in the parish of 
Castieton was the one that is now in questiou? I am sure it was not. I do not think Mr. Cox would be 
such a fool as to run any risk of having the lease at Sunny Corner cancelled. When I saw the notice in 
the Gazette I went to Dobbie, an older resident in the place, and he told me the lease was in the parish 
of Coolainigal. There was a good deal of mining speculation going on at the time, but I did not think for 
a moment that Mr. Cox would jack up this claim. I advised him to throw up three others, as I did not 
consider them worth a button. 

You have been engaged in mining, I understand, a good deal? Siuce 1857. 
Have you over lease d any lands from the Crown? A great deal. 
Have you ever held a lease from the Crown? A great many leases. 
I mean the document? Yes. 
Did you ever know any lease to be cancelled, simply because it was not taken up when advertised P 

I really cannot say, from my owli knowledge. 
When the rent was paid? I always paid my rent. I consider that as long as I pay the rent I hold 

the ground-whether I have the lease or not. 
Do you know,  the value of the minerals that have been taken out of this particular lease, 5,907 P .[ 

could give an approximate value up to a certain time. But since they have had their own engine it is 
impossible for me to say. At one time it was going 40 ounces to the ton, but it was poor gold. There 
was a great deal of silver there. 

The lease was taken up for copper? It was taken up as a mineral lease. There was copper on the 
ground. I advised Mr. Cox to put two or three shafts down to try the ground ; and to see that all the 
men working for him had miners'rights. Sir Henry Parkes was then Colonial Secretary; and during an 
interregnumn of Parliament an order in Council was issued. I held a considerable number of leases at 
the time. We had to pay a royalty upon the gold obtained. 1 at once wrote down to the Colonial 
Secretary, inquiring whether I was to pay the royalty upon the gross returns or the nett returns. I 
received no reply. I afterwards asked Mr. Robertson about it; and he said, "Look here, Brown, you 
keep it until we send for it." I thought it would save a great deal of money to take out mineral 

leases 

* NOIE (on reeision) -This is an error. i did not write to Mr. Cox in reference to the leases, as I knew the rent was 
paid up to December 31,1, and did not think the notice referred to the land at Sunny Corner. 

f ADDED (on reuision) -He ought to have expended £100, i.e. 95 per acre-he had expended more. 
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leases and declare for gold.* Menzies first surveyed ('ox's claim. It was re-surveyed by Peeltey, His H. G.Brewn, 
25 acres hardly run through the 5.907 lease, but he has jo pay for 25 acres. 	 Lsq. 

Are you aware whether ('ox first worked this land for copper P 1 un sure he did. 
And you believe that he was preparing to develop the gold that was afterwards found whilst he 27 Feb., 1878. 

was prospecting for copper-in fact he was negotiat ing for machinery to place upon this laud? Be was 
negotiating for machinery. He took over from me a quantity of tools, and so forth. 

He took over that plant for the purpose of working the lease for gold? 1 advised him to put three 
shafts down, and take out miners' rights for all the inca he had working for him. 1, knew there 
was copper there. I took him to a place and coppered the blade of a knife. 

)lfr. Day.] Do you remember when the lease was issued? There never was a lease. 
There -as a lease issued by the Government? It was declared forfeited by the Government, that 

is all I know. 
Did you ever see the notice for the lease to be taken up P No; I took the Government Gazette 

regularly, but do not recollect ever seeing any notice of. forfeiture. 
You take in the Gazette, but you never saw the notice about the cancellation of the lease after thirty 

days? Not this particular lease. 
823. 1-low ixiuch work was done upon this lease? I should say about £150 worth. 

After having expeuded £150 worth of labour upon it did Mr. Cox leave it-did he discharge the 
men P 1 do not know ;  at that time I was working at a mine of my own at the Lagoon; I only went 
occasionally to give ('ox advice. 

1 think you assisted him in a friendly way as agent P I always acted as his agent; but I had plenty 
of work of my own at the time. 

You remember the men leaving? I recollect everything that was done there. 
You recollect when they knocked off work? There were three goes altogether. 
Do you recollect the first time the men were dismissed from the claim? I must have known it when 

it took place. I used to take a night shift in order that I might get home on the Saturday, and as I went 
home I always went across ('ox's place to see that a fair week's work had been done. 

Who was the overseer-were they working for wages P They used to get something or other out 
of the claim. They were merely trying the ground. 
830. Then they were not ('ox's men? Oh yes; they all had miners' rights. I said to ('oi," Don't you 
be humbugging about this ground; see that the men have got miners' rights"; ho told me to ask the men 
if they had miners' rights; I asked the men if they had miners' rights they said they had. I said "fork 
them out," and they did so. 
331. Were these men working on tribute? I believe ('ox was paying some of them. 

After the),  left do you know how long it was before men were put on again? They seemed to stop 
about a fortnight. 

Were the same men again put on? The second lot of men I think were not the same; but there 
wasonly a slight change. 

Do you know whether they were working for wages or on tribute? I do not know, but two of the 
men could not have been without wages. 

You do not know how long they were working the first time? Four or five weeks. The second 
time there must have been five or six weeks' work done; and when they "jacked up" altogether there 
must have been seven or eight weeks' work done. But the last time I do not think they were paid. 
336. They gave up the claim as useless at that time? Co-, gave up. He asked me what I thought about 
the claim. I told him if it was worked rightly it would pay. I made allagreement to go in and work 
the claim. 
837. I am speaking as to the last time the men were working. I cannot find out whether the men were 
working for wages or on tribute. When they gave it up they gave it up as worthless-they could not 
make anything out of it? Yes, I suppose that was it. 
338. Do you remember when that was? It must have been in March, 1875. On the 20th April I pros-
pected the ground, after they left off. 
339. Then how long did the claim remain idle? Until October. 
810. About six months that would be? No, about four months, or four and a half months. I am only 
speaking from memory. 

And there was no one working the claim in the meantime? I and my sons were prospecting about 
the claim. I tried the claim all over after the men left, and before Winters took it up. 

And between March and October the claim was cancelled? It could not he cancelled at all. I had 
the certificate of the claim in my hand. I would have taken good care it was not cancelled, because I 
intended to work it with ('ox. I was at ('ox's place one day and he handed the certificate to me. I saw 
that the money was paid up to the 31st December. If any notice had been posted on the ground I must 
have seen it, because I was over the claim repeatedly. 

The notice was published in the Gazette, the Sydney Morning Herald, and Town and Country Journal, 
that the lease was ready for delivery? All I can say is that I never saw it. 

Between March and October the claim was cancelled? It was cancelled on the 17th June. 
For what reason-for non-compliance with the working clauses of the Act, or for simply not taking 

out the lease? It was not because the rent was not paid. ('ox having paid for the claim, and I having 
had the certificate in my hands, I thought there could be no cancelling. Three claims were can-
celled right enough. I told ('ox to jack them up-but the one with the but on I advised him to keep. 
When ('ox was up there I asked him if he had seen about the lease, and he said he had, and that if he 
had been about it once he had been twenty-five times. I asked him the reason he did not get it, and lie 
said, " I do not know ; they say it wants signing by the Governor." 
340. Between March and October the lease was en ncelled -yell are aware of that? I saw the notification 
in the Gazette, but 1 did not think it applied to this particular lease, because it was described as being in 
the parish of ('astleton. 
347. Do you know when the other parties took it up? They allowed thirty days to elapse after the 
notice, and then they took it up. 
848. And have worked it continuously ever since? Yes, the dry weather knocked them off a bit. 
349. It has turned out a profitable speculation? Yes, it has turned out pretty good. 	 350. 

* .Revised :-Mineral leases cost only 5s. per statuto acre; while gold mining leases cost 20s. per year for 100 yards on 
the base limo of reef. 
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H. G. Brown, 3.30. What is your opinion of the claim when the men left it in March, supposing you had then been called 
upon as a man of experience to give an opinion? There is one thing I have forgotten to tell you: 1 went 
with my son, who is a practical miner, to i3athurst, and saw Mr. Wliittingdale Johnson, Srarden  I asked 

27 Feb., 1878. Mr. Johnson if the leases mentioned in the Gazette notice referred to Mr. Thomas Cot's claim at 
Coolamigal He said, "I do not know; they are described as being at Castleton. But Pechey's survey 
is in now, if you will only wait a bit." I asked him to look at the Gazette, and he did so. 1 then said 
that the claim 5,907 iostead of being cancelled was paid for. He asked me if I was sure about it. I told 
him I had had the receipt in my hand. He then said the Government ought to have published that in the 
04:e//e as a notice in error. lie said he would take my word that it had been paid for. 1 told him that 
Cot had forfeited the other three leases by not paying rent. So far as Winters and Morgan are con-
cerned everything is perfectly regular. 

Are you aware that the lease 5.907 is in Castleton? It is not in Castleton it is in Coolammgal. 
Suppose that all the papers show it is in Castleton P They do not show it; Pechey's survey does not 

show it. 
There is no mistake so far as the papers are coneetned they show that it is in Castleton P Pechey's 

survey is the last one ordered by the Government, and it is the only correct one. 
You were well acquainted with the claim when they gave it up in March. As a practical man, what 

do you think was the value of that claim at that tine? it was going 40 ounces to the ton. I could go 
and prospect it now, and got 40 ounces to the lou. 

You are evadiug the qnestion. I want to know what you think the claim was worth beforeWmtcrs 
and Morgan touched it? I cannot fairly estimate the value, but I should say it was worth a quarter of a 
million, pretty well. 

But what would you have given for it then P It is impossible to say. In some parts of the claim 
there was very poor gold, but there was plenty of it. 

If it was such a good claim why did the men leave it? They did not work it properly-did not know 
how to go about it. 
3.58. Were they practical men P Yes, they were miners. They were driving down the quartz reef, but 
the gold is in gossan. You can get nearly all the gold through a puddling-machine. It is all contained 
in a kind of mullock. 

Then the men never tried the gossan? i: cannot say; they only crushed at any rate. 
Winters and parts-  went right into the proper place to work? They just took up the claim by advice 

of one of Cot's men, who perhaps knew something about the claim. 
Was that one of the men who were working the claim for Cot? Yes, Winters and Morgan knew 

nothing about the claim ; but this man during his spare time used to fossick about the claim. Winters 
and party went right bang into it rattling place-the only place that would pay. 

Mr. Suttor.] Can you tell ns for what purpose Cot expended money on the claim-whether he 
intended working for minerals or gold? I think it was both. Mr. Cot had an excellent man up to got 
his opinion on the claim. It is a very curious claim ; it is almost like the Gooderich claim. I proposed 
to Mr. Cot that he should put shafts down to test it. One was put down; the other two were worked 
by open cuts. 

How deep were the shafts? The one they made use of iva about 70 feet deep, but I cannot say 
exactly. 

That shaft was there at the time of cancellation? Yes, Winters and Morgan have made it their 
working shaft, and put about 30 feet more on. 

You spoke of some negotiations for machinery -was that machinery put upon the land? No. 
306. Nothing was done with it? Nothing was decided at the time. 

It never was placed upon the ground ? No, the first machinery put upon the ground was that of 
Winters and Morgan. 

You have produced the Gazette of the 18th June ;-did you see any notice between the 29th April 
and the 18th June? I did not. If! had I should not have taken any notice of it; I should have con-
eluded that it referred to some other land, and not this claim, 5,907. 

Suppose it should turn out that Pechey's survey is wrong, would that have made any difference? 
Decidedly so; I should then have said it was a mistake of mine. I took it very easy, knowiag that Mr. 
Cot had paid the rent to the 31st December. I thought it was perfectly safe for that reason. 

When you saw the notice in the Gazette you say you wrote to Mr. Cot in reference to it? Yes, I 
lrst of all went to see Dobie. 

Did you got any reply from Mr. Cot? I think I did. 
Do you reco]lect what the reply was? n:e came up. 
How long was that before Winters took possession of the claim, or applied for it? He did not conic 

up until some time after I wrote. I believe some time must have elapsed. When he came up I went 
out with him. He said he had got an injunction from time Minister for Mines not to work the claim. 

When he went up after your writing to him did he go with you to the claim? Whenever lie came 
up WC went over to the claim, on all occasions. 

Was anybody in possession of the land then? He was up so many times. I know that after 
Winters took possession of it we saw Mr. Morgan on the ground. Mr. Cot wrote some sort of notice 
to him, and said he had got an injunction to prevent him removing any staff from the ground. 

Do you know when Winters and Morgan made application for time claim? Long before the time 
they could have got it. They acted perfectly legal. If I did not see their notice it was my own fault; 
they could not have posted it on the base line at all, or I think I should have seen it. 

The notice of application is dated the 6th of August? They were working on it long before. They 
had miners' rights, and were working it as an ordinary miners' claim. 1 told them they were committing 
a trespass. 

Do you know whether Cot let the land on tribute? I do not know what arrangement he made 
then ; I was working out at the lagoon at the time. I never heard him make any arrangements. Four 
or five of the chaps came up to my place, but he never made any arrangement in my presence. I made a 
bit of an arrangement once with the men for sinkiag the shaft and other matters. I agreed to give them 
?s. per dat.  1. had twenty or l.hirty men myself at the time, and was very busy. 

Did Mr. Cot raise any copper ore at all? None. He got some pure copper. 
Was anything done with it P. I do not know. I think he took it to Sydney with him. 
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831. Have you any idea how much he raised P I cannot tell you; I know there was a jolly great hole H. GBrown, 
made. it was a grey ore they were raising. It seemed to be a seam about afoot thick. He told me it 	sq. 
was very refractory-that he could not do anything nith it. 	

2l1878. Mr. Aluiy/n,e.] Do you know whether the lease was taken up for copper or for gold.? I believe that Feb.,  

Cox first of all took It up as a copper lease, as purc copper had been found on it. What he did alter-
wards he did practically, under my advice. 1 told him I knew there wasgold on the place; and I advised 
him to get the men to take out miners' rights, and then put three shafts donu. 

Were those men paid by Cox, or were they,  paid by a share of what they,  got? I do not know what 
arrangements were madc. I know I. supplied some of my men from the lagoon, and they were always paid, 
because I have paid them myself. I know I paid two men who were working for some considerable 
time. I always paid them every four weeks. 

Are you at all aware of the value of the claim when it was given up? No; there was a lot of gold, 
but it was very poor. 

You cannot say what it was worth? It looked like a Bank of England claim pretty well. There 
were several feet of stuff that would go nearly 40 ozs. to the ton. To the best of my knowledge, for 
about fifteen or sixi eon weeks, about 1.000 or 1.500 ounces a week were got. The gold was worth about 
£2 5s. per ounce; there was about 33 per cent. of silver in it. 
380. Mr. Sat/or.] Was anything done by Mr. Cox between the time of the men leaving in April and the 
date of the notice cancelling the lease? I did not see them working on 	it; all the work that was done 
was done by myself. 
387. Was it done on Cot's behalf, or for yourself? On the understanding that we were going to work 
it together afterwards. He asked me what I thought about it; and I asked him to give me a show in it. 
I knew the gold was there. Irecollect he paid one man against my one man. 
338. Do you know whether Mr. Cox objected to the cancellation of the lease? Decidedly he objected 
to it. It was not likely he would be such a fool as to throw it up. 

When you called his attention to it lie must have known to which lease the Gazette notice referred-
whether it was in the parish of Castleton, or the parish of Coolainigal F I am quite sure that Mr. Cox 
would never have given that lease up, because he knew as well as I did what was in the ground. I 
brought six prospects home ; one of them I seat down to Mr. Cox by letter to show him what he had got. 

Do you suppose he had so many leases in thai; neighbourhood that lie did not know to which of them 
the notice in the Gazette referred? I cannot say; I know he had bad health. 

If you saw a notice in your name, and describing it as being situated in the county of Eoxburgh, 
parish of Castleton, would you not naturally conclude that it referred to the only lease you had? I 
think Mr. Cox was so mixed up with leases he did not know where they all were. He had indubitable 
proof that the lease referred to would par, andl do not think he would forfeit it. 
:392. Chairman.] When the men working for Cox gave it up in 1876, and he was negotiating with Camp-
bell for machinery, and you with your son were prospecting, were you then of opinion that it was a 
valuable property? I know it was. 

At that time of what value was it as a speculation, as a mineral lease containing gold, according to 
your prospects? There is all old saying that-' Where it is there it is." My impression at that  tune 
was that it was worth £20,000, it has proved a great deal better since. I do not think Cox would have 
sold it in fact I am qnite sure he would not. 

You were negotiating with Mr. Campbell, on behalf of Mr. Cox, for the purchase of tools and 
machinery? The tools were all blacksmiths's tools, and they belonged to me. Co-, asked me what their 
cost, together with sonic dynamite and other things, would come to, and I told him about £72 or £73. I 
sold the blacksmith's tools for £30 ; I have got the other things now. Campbell asked inc £740 for the 
engine and plant that was at Dark Corner. 

Was it Mr. Cot's intention to place that machinery or other machinery on this particular claim, 
numbered 5907? Decidedly. 

Did Cox pay men there during 1.874, 1875, and 1876? For prospecting, putting down shafts, &c. 
Jl&. Sn/tar.] Did Mr. Cox purchase any machinery to put upon the ground P No. 
Chairman.] The Gazette produced is dated June 18th ;-is that the particular copy containing the 

advertisements to which you called Mr. Cox's attention to ? Yes. 
How long after the 18th June was it that you called Mr. Cot's attention to the notification? 

Immediately after I received the Gazette; of course 1 could not see it until a day or two after it was pub-
lished, it would be about the 25th june that I called his attention to it. He replied either on the next 
Saturday, or the Saturday following that. 

Ho'v long after the publication of the Gazette on the 18th June was it that you called upon Mr. 
Johnson, at ]3atliurst, about it P Not until November 2nd. 

You did not think the notice in the Gazette of the 18th •Tune related to the lease No. 5907? I 
felt sure it did not. I had no doubt about it at the time. 

Is it possible there may be other persons of the name of Cox besides the Thomas Cox for whom you 
acted as agent? I think so. 

Did you know any other person named Cox engaged in mining at that time? No; I knew the 
notice referred to this same Tllhonias  Cox. but 1 did not think the particular lease 5907 was referred to. 
401. At what time did you become aware that these leases were numbered as they appear in the Gazette? 
It was not until August that I. found oat.tlmat the notice in the Gazette referred to the particular lease 
5,907. That was the first time I became aware of it. 
405. That would take you up nearly to the time that Winters and party were working on the land? I 
know I wrote down to Cox. 
400. If you would kindly answer the question P I knew nothing of the numbers relating to the lease ; I 
thought they related to Mitchell's Creek. 

There is no mention of Mitchell's Creek or Sunny Corner in the Gazette notice? Not that I have 
seen. I described the lots as being about i.' niile east of Mitchell's Creek, when the leases were applied 
for. 

The notice in the Gazette says, " County of Roxburgli, parish of Castleton," without any inentiou of 
any other place? If it had said, parish of Coolamnignl," I should at ouce have interested myself in the 
matter. 

You believe, notwithstanding the claim turuing out rich since, that Mr: Cox was acting bond ,fit/e, 

	

and intended to work it in an energetic manner? I do, honestly and truly. 	 410. 
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II. a Brown, 410. Mr. Day.] Do you know of your own knowledge that he intended to work it? Yes. 
Esq. 	411. Why did he keep it for three years without working it? I do not know. 

zlFb 1878 412. He had the lease for three years? I do not know. I think he paid three years rent on it. Every 
one was then speculating on mining matters. 

All I want to know from you is whether this claim was worked by Mr. Cox in a bond fade way during 
the three years he had it? Yes. 

During the whole of the time? The work was confined principally to prospecting. 
How many men had he on It? Sometimes eight-sometimes only two. 

4113. What were they doing-washing soil or cutting guartz P They passed a great deal of the mullock 
reef through the sluice-box, and a great deal of it they crushed. 

What came out of the sluice-box-the stones P A great deal of the gold was contained in the 
alluvial, and that went through the wash. 

The stones thrown out from that were crushed? Yes. They had a considerable distance to take the 
stone to crush. I advised him to put out a staith, and erect an engine, and then he would have been able 
to crush the whole hill right through. 

Do you remember the time when these men gave It up in March? I cannot tell you exactly the day, 
but I remember the time. Not a week went by but I was on the claim. 

Had you any conversation with Cox after these men gave it up in March, and before the time of 
cancellation-any conversation with reference to the claim? I cannot tell you the exact time. 

Had you any conversation with Cox after these men gave up the claim? Yes, after the last giving 
up I and my son prospected it. 

Before the cancellation? Long before. 
What was the purport of the conversation between you and Cox? I wanted him to put machinery 

on the ground. I would have superintended the work, paid one-half for the land, and he should have 
stood harmless, except for the machinery. He was to find machinery, and the expenses were to be paid out 
of the gold. 

Did you agree to that? Yes. 
Why was the agreement not carried out? He was ill at Bathurst and bad to send back the horse I 

lent Inn. ile was in delicate health at the time. He thought the climate agreed with him better up 
there, and I negotiated for it residence for him. 

From March to November the land was not in the possession of anybody? I was in possession. 
Mr. Cox had paid you nothing up to that time? He paid the rent. 
Did he pay you anything? He paid the wages that were due. 
Had you men on the ground? Yes. 
After Ins men left? No.* 
I am confining my questions to the time when the men gave it up ;-was there any men working on 

the claim for Cox when it was cancelled? Yes, my two sons were working there. Cox, paid one of them. 
How much a week? SOs. a week. 
For how many weeks? 1 cannot say exactly; he used to send a cheque up every now and then. 
They were working continuously? I cannot say they worked continuously; they did a bit of a spell. 
What did they get out of the ground, did they get gold? Yes. 

430. Did they give that to CorP No. 
Did they keep it themselves? No, we accounted for it. 
Is not SOs. a week good wages? 50s. per week is the usual miners' wages for ordinary miners. 
Did you work on it? Yes. 
What became of the gold ;-did you send it to Cox? There was not much to send; we were only 

prospecting; the best prospect I-ever got out of the ground was four penuyweights to the dish. 
From the time the claim was given up in March until it was taken up by Winters how much gold 

did you get out of it? Very little; we were merely prospecting. 
What did you do with the gold you got? I. had only prospects; I do not know; perhaps ehucked 

them into the gully; they were too small to send to the Mint. I did not work the ground for any emolu-
ment I was just trying it. Cox would have given me it share in it. 

Had he given you a share? He had not. 
Had he promised you a share? Yes. 
What promise did he make? That I should get half the claim if we worked it. it would have 

cost him about £1,000 or 1,500 to put on machinery. 
Mr. Suitor.] A great deal of gold was got out by the parties who afterwards worked the claim, 

Winters and Morgan P Yes. 
You know pretty well what was in the ground. Now leaving gold out of the question, what was the 

claim worth as a mineral lease? 1 have not the slightest idea. I do not know much about copper mining. 
It was not very va luable? it is impossible to say; the best judge in the world would be unable to say. 
What has it been proved to be worth since P For sixteen or sectnteen weeks they were getting 

from 1,000 to 1,400 ounces. 
What copper has been taken out of it 	None at all, except as samples for analysis. 
Then there is no copper at all P Yes, there is, but the ground has been worked for gold.t 
Still the copper is mixed up with it? No, it is silver. If you refer to the Mint retorns you will get 

an accurate per centage. 
But they cannot work for gold without taking the copper out too? Yes. 
have they taken much copper out? I do not know; nearly all the copper I saw was in a pure state. 

As a copper lease I do not know that it was of any value; it is untried as fhr as that goes. I would not 
have had anything to do with it as a copper mining lease.t 

It was not worth bothering about as a copper lease? I should have worked it for gold. 
4.50. The Uhairman.] Are you aware of the value of the gold that Cox took out of this land ;-did lie take 
£100 worth? I really cannot tell you. 	 457. 

* AJ,TF.SIED (on revision) :-i.OS. 
t Aooxn (on revision) -There is a good show for copper, and a thick vein, say 12 inches thick, of what is called 

grey carbonate of copper. 
t ADDED (on revision) :-Tl,is answer is hardly correct. There is a show of copper, but the gold and silvi'r predominates 

is more easily worked, and more profitable. 
§ Annoy (or revision) -About 22 tons of grey ore was raised, and a part sent to Swansea, Wei]cs, Great I3rilain, for 

testing 1 do not know the result of the Lest. 
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Did he take £20 worth P I know nothing about what arrangement he made, or what ho got. 	H. a Brown, 
During the time that you and Cox were prospecting it at your 

'were 
expense, did you take £5 	BSQ 

worth of gold out of the claim? I really cannot tell you; they were all in prospects,most of them 
that were sent down to Cox. The best prospect i got was 4 peunayweiglits to the dish. I merely prospected 
to see what the ground was worth..* 
450. To see if you would be justified in incurring any expense with CorP That is all. I have a few of 
the prospects at home now. I think Cox has seen them. But I never got gold out of the claim with the 
view of making any money. 

You are not aware whether Cox, during the time lie had the claim, got any gold that was sold in a 
mercantile manner? No I think he made some sort of arraugemeut with the chaps there. They asked 
me what would be a fair thing. 1. said that if I were Cox I would not work it on tribute, I would work it 
myself 

Is there any further information you wish to give the Committee? No, I think not; when I went 
to see the Warden he admitted that the error in the Gascite was made in the Sydney office. 

Mr. Thomas Cox re-called and examined :- 
Aft. Suitor.] What value did you place on the lease as a mineral lease, independently of the T. Cox, Bsq. 

gold, suppose you had been working the lease for copper? It is inpossible for any one to say until they 
try it. 	 27 Feb., 1878. 

You had it for three years and did not try it for copper? We were prospecting there a good deal 
of the time. 

Chairman.] Does the ground contain any other minerals besides gold and copper? Yes ; it contains 
siker. 

Is it valuable as a silver lease? Yes; it is valuable for silver.. Of course even under the mineral 
lease I could work it for silver. 

Irrespective of the gold, what would be the value of the claim as a silver claim? It would pay as a 
silver claim. 

Is there any other mineral on it besides gold, silver, and copper? Not that I am aware of. 
Row much gold did you got out of the claim P Not much-not over £100 worth, at any rate. 

409. Was that the not proceeds? No, the gross. The claim was pegged out when I got on the ground. 
The men had pegged out the ground under their miners' rights. I told them thatit was my leased ground. 

Are you aware whether Mr. Brown had a miner's right when he was prospecting this ground? 
Yes, I saw it; his son had one too. 

You heard 'what Mr. Brown said about getting the men to show him their miners' rights ;-did they 
show them to you too? They did. 

All of them? All of them. 
478. Did you do any prospecting upon the land at all after October? Yes, we put in a shaft; it was our 
intention to work for copper. 

To what depth did you sink the copper shaft? From 60 to 75 feet; I cannot say exactly. 
Would the shaft you put down for copper be suitable also for gold? Yes. 
So that the gold and copper were in the same veins P Not exactly in the same veins. The gold 

ran one way, the copper the other, when we got down. 
With regard to the machinery you have heard Mr. Brown speak about;-were you aware that he was 

negotiating for it? Yes. 
It was by your instructions he was doing it 	Yes. 
For what reason did the purchase not come off? Because the lease was cancelled. 
Then these negotiations were taking place about what time? About the time i: called at the Sydney 

office for my lease and learnt it was cancelled. 
Were the instructions conveyed to Mr. Brown verbally or by letter? Some by letter and some 

verbally. I think I have a letter or two now which I received from Mr. Brown respecting the machinery. 
Did you reply to those letters? I did not reply to them. I went up to Mitchell's Creek. I forget 

whether 1 replied to them, or went up and saw Brown personally. 
Aft. Suitor.] When you found gold did you notify your discovery to the party who were working 

for you? No. 
Gave them no information at all as to your intention to work for gold? No. 
Uhairrnan.] The next time you intended to work the lease you would have worked it in an extensive 

manner, and would have informed the Government of your intention to work for gold? I should ; I 
should have taken out a gold miners' lease if we had put the machinery there. But we could work the 
ground under the miners' rights so long as we did not go into the whole 20 aei'es. We could not work 
the 20 acres until we had on the ground a sufficient number of men with miners' rights, but we could 
work the ground which we were working with our miners' rights. 

You were working the piece that was pegged out when you took up the ground? Yes. 
The land was actually being worked for gold when you took it up as a copper lease? No, not until 

sometime after that. 
458. Who is this Mr. Campbell, who was being negotiated with for the purchase of machinery? I do not 
know the gentleman myself; he is a miner. 

At that particular time there were a great; many gold and coppe leases all over the place? Yes. 
And it was difficult to got men to work on any lease? Yes. 
And Mr. Brown was acting as a sort of manager for you? Wning manager or ageut 
Did you ever pay him any money for his services to you? 1 do not remember 1 paid his sons. 
Is he a frend of yours? We became acquainted at the mines. I never saw him before. 
You did not instruct Mr. Brown to complete the purchase of the machinery owing to the bother 

about the lease P I tried to get the lease before I put machinery on the ground. 
You wished to have time lease complete and right before entering into a heavier speculation? Yes. 
Were you aware of the numbers of your leases, as they appear in the Gaze/ic, prier to Mr. Brown 

informing you by letter? No, nor do I remember ever getting a letter to that effect until I had called at 
the Mines Office. 	 49.7 

LDnEn (on revision) -When a likely prospect was 
thrown back-sometimes forwarded to Mr. Cox. 

struck it was tried, and, without it was a very good one it was 
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P. Cox, Esq. 497. Do you think you have got the letter Mr. Brown sent YOU  after he had visited Mr. Johnson at 
'-' Bathurat? I think I have. 

27 Feb., 188. 498. Do you think you could furnish the Committee with it P I will endeavour to do so. 
499. A iso any letters that you have got from Mr. Brown relating to the purchase of machinery between 
the months of March and October P Yes, I will do so. 

Henry Gyles Brown re-called, and examined 
Mr. 	500. Ak. Day.] With reference to the minute of the Minister forMines ;-is that part of the minute correct 

H. G. Drown, where it says "he took up the land as mineral land to mine for copper only, at St. per acre, and to expend 

27 Feb lfl 
upon it £5 per acre within three years he had it three years, and did not expend a. shilling on it 9" It 
is utterly wrong the shaft that was put down cost 25r.a foot sinking. 

Then with regard to the next paragraph of the minute, where it says," Mr. Cox says that one roason 
that the lease was not applied for was that it was published as situated in the pariah of Castleton instead 
of Coolamigal the fact is that the land is situated in the parish of Castleton" ;-is that correct? I say 
no, the land is in the parish of Coolainigal. 

It is not in the parish of Castleton, although the Minister in his minute says it is? No, it is not ; I 
say distinctly it is in the parish of Coolamigal. 

Were you always under the impressiou that the land was situated in the parish of Coolamigal P I 
am sure of it. 

And Mr. Cox was satisfied it was in that parish too? I do not know what he thought. 
How did, you know it? I lived there for twenty years. 
You knew the parish boundary P Yes. 
You are satisfied now that the land is in Coolamigal? A.s sure as I well can be. I do not think the 

Castleton parish comes within a long way of it. But the Committee has Pcchey's survey. 
Were you aware at the time Winters took the land up that he intended to work it, or did he goat it 

at once? I am sure he did. 
Did you communicate to Mr. Cox the fact that Winters had taken the land up P Yes. 
Did he object? Yes, I vent with him to the place, and we took a policeman with us. 
If the Warden says that Cox had notice that Winters had taken this land up-had jumped it in 

fact-and did not object to it within the prescribed time ;-it is incorrect? I do not think it although I 
never saw the notice. I was repeatedly over the ground. The notice must have been posted where I 
could not see it. 

Suppose the Warden says that Cox had notice that Winters had jumped this claim, and Mr. Cox did 
not object to its being jumped ;-would that be correct? Decidedly incorrect. 

Jilt'. Srttior.] Did he make any formal objection to the authorities? Who? 
Mr. Cot? Of course he did he protested against it. 
Mr. Day.] Within the prescribed time P They were actually in possession of the ground at the time 

he caine up, and we took a policeman out with ils. 
The Warden says that Mr. Cox had notice, but did not object within the prescribed time? Mr. Cox 

never had any notice. It would have come through me as agent. The Mining Registrar has never been 
on thc claim. 

WEDNESDAY,. 6 MARcH, 1878. 

ffirrrnt 

Mt. DAY, 	 Mx. MURPHY, 
Mx. JACOB, 	 Mn. W. H. SUTTOB. 

JOHN MACINTOSH, ESQ., IN TUB CHAIR. 

Mr. Thomas Crawford Biony, examined 

Mr. 	517. Chairman..] You have been a considerable time in the Mining Department? Yes, since its 
P. C. Binny. formation. 

6 
MiriSS 518. You have in acquaintance with the 'Western District? I have no personal knowledge with the 

\Vestei'n District, I have never been there. 
Are you aware that Mr. Thomas Cox applied for the lease of a mineral selection No. 5907 at 

I'ditehiell's Creek? I believe thai was the number; it was applied for under the CrownLands Occupation 
Act before the lbrmation oithe Mining Department, but all matters connected with that Department 
were transFerred to us upoo the establishment of the Mining Department. 

You are the Registrar of the Department of Nines? I am. 
You are aware that a number of mineral selections were applied for at Mitchell's Creek P Yes. 
And among that number was one from Mr. Thomas Cox? Yes. 
Are you aware what parish it is in? Castieton I think was the parish. 
Have you any reason for thinking Cast]etoi was the parish.? My reason for thinking so is that the 

matter was brought under the notice of the Department some time ago when Mr. Lucas was Minister for 
Mines, and the question then arose whether it was in Castleton or Coolainigal. 

Is it a matter of doubt as to which parish it is in P I believe not; 1. think it is in Castletonfrom all 
j: have hea.rd that would be a matter rather for the Survey Department to deennine. 

2k. But for.] Do you recollect when notice appeared with refer-once to Mr. Cot's cancellation? Yes. 
Did you do anything in reFerence to that matter; did you call at Mr. Cox's place? I did, I think 

thrice, but 1 am sure of twice. 
529. 
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WiII you state what occurred P On the first occasion I called during the morning; I went from the 	Mr. 
office by instruction from the Under Secretory. I went to a furniture warehouse in George-street, since T. C. Bmny. 
occupied by Gordon & Gotch, and inquired for Mr. Cox, stating that I was anxious to see bun there 
was a man there (who he was I do not know), and I asked him where he was. I-ft told me Mr. Coy had 6 Mar., 188. 
left there. I then said could he give me his address, and he replied no, he did not know it. On the 
second occasion I called just after hours on my way home from the office and I got a somewhat similar 
reply. 

For what purpose did you call there P To inform Mr. Cox that we had the leases ready for 
execution. Subsequently I saw Mr. Thomas Garrett, who had been to the office with Mr. Cox, and who 
acted on Mr. Cox's behalf I mentioned to him that these leases were ready and askedhiin where Mr. Cox 
was, and understood from him that Mr. Cot was out of town, or at all events that he did not know his 
present whereabouts. 

Do you recollect when that was ? It was between the time of the lease being advertised the first 
time and the thirty days notice. 

Before the thirty days notice had expired of course P Yes. 
Chairman.] You called at the furniture warehouse? Yes. 
Were you not aware that he had sold his business, and that his private residence was in Riley-

street P I was not aware that he had sold his business, but subsequently to the cancellation of the lease 
1. was told lie lived at Riley-street, though I did not know in what part. 

Was not his name to be found in the Directory P It might have been, but I was told he had left town. 
You have been connected with the Mining De$rtment since its first establishment ;-had you ever 

known a lease to be cancelled under similar circumstances prior to this-seeing that the rout had been paid, 
that the proprietor was absent from town, and that several applications had been made for the lease P 
I do not remember a similar case, 

You have told us that there were other mineral selections upon Mitchell's Creek ;-were any of those 
subject to the same rule P I could not answer that question from memory. 	 - 

Has there ever been any case since the establishment of the Mining Office which has been deal.t with 
in this manner where the rent has been paid, and applications for the selection have been made by other 
parties P I cannot recollect a case where application has been made for a lease and rent has been paid 
where the party has not taken it up. 

Have you any leases now in the Mining Office uncalled for? At present? 
At present? Very few. 
How many have you P I could not tell you from memory. 
Have you a hundred? No. 
Fifty P No. 
Has there ever been any other lease cancelled when the rent has been paid, because it has not been 

called for P I could not answer that question from memory. 
Are you aware whether Mr. Thomas Garrett was the agent of Mr. Thomas Cox, further than from 

his going in the first instance to apply for this lease P I believe he was his agent. 
You believe so P Yes. 
Did not Mr. Cox call subsequently to Mr. Garrett acting in the matter P I believe they came 

together. 
Did Mr. Cox call at your office for this lease, subsequently to Mr. Garrett acting for him P I could 

not answer that question-i do not know. 
StS. Did you not exhibit the lease when executed, to Mr. Cox P No, 1 do not recollect exhibiting it to Mr. 
Cox-1 do not think Mr. Cox called after the lease was ready. 
549. Did you not take the lease out of a pigeon-hole, and then withdraw it, after looking at a memorandum P 
No. 
550, You have never exhibited the lease to Mr. Cox when he called? Mr. Cox may have seen it before 
it was signed by the Governor, but not since. The lease was downstairs before it was signed. 

The first week in September P it was not signed by the Governor then. 
Have you the lease with you? No. 
have you the lease on record P Yes, I presume it is in the office. 
That is the actual lease P 1 believe it is. 
It can be produced? Yes. 
Have you a map of this place? No. 
Mr. Suttoi'.] Did Mr. Cox leave the number of his house at the Department so that you might know 

where to call upon him? Not with me. I knew nothing about it, bat I know his place of business in 
George-street, and knowing that ]iaturally vent there. - 

.211r. Jlumphy.] Is it customary in time Department when a lease is made out to let it stand over for a 
certain time before it is taken up P We nthertise it. 
559, You advertise it for a certain time? Yes. 
560. Was that done in the case of this lease? Yes, it was advertised. 
561.. And it was not applied for witlun the time? No it was not. 

Mr. Jacob.] It was advertised as being ready after it was signed P Yes, as being ready the first 
iime, after thirty days the second time, and the third time when it was cancelled. 

Is it customary after being so advertised personally to see the lessee? We make inquiries, and as I 
thought Mr. Cox wanted the lease I inquired after him. 
561. .2W. Day.] Are you in charge of the office from which these leases of mineral selections are issued ? 
Yes. 

Is it your duty to deliver these leases P Yes. 
Did you ever offer this particular lease to Mr. Cox ? Personally, no; I could not offer it as lie never 

came for it. 
567 	Would he have to apply to you if lie came for it? He would have to apply at the office and I should 
hear of it in the Registrar's room. 

If lie applied to any one else would that person apply to you? Yes, or I should hear of it. 
Did he ever apply for it? Not that I am aware, 
Chairman.] Never P Not after it was signed by the Governor. 
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Mr. 	571. Mr. Day.] how long before it Was cancelled was this lease ready? Speaking from memory it was 
T. 0. BlUflY advertised in March, gazetted for thirty days about the end of April and cancelled about the 18th of 

June-I am not certain as to the exact date. but think those were about the dates. 
6 Mar., 1878. 572. Was it your duty to take all necessary prccaution, and to advise the lessee of the lease being ready P 

What precautions? We gazetted it. 
Do you write to the parties P No. 
You had this person's address? No, I had not; I knew only of his George.straet address and I 

went there twice. 
What did you go there for? To find Mr. Ccx or his address. 
What did you want to find it for? To tell him that his lease was ready. 
Did you write to him? No, but it was advertised in the papers. 
in what papers was it advertised that this lease was ready? In the Herald I think, but I do not 

attend to the advertising ; that is another branch of the office. 
You must know the usual custom -what is the usual custom P To advertise in the Herald. 
In any other paper? I think in The Town and Oounhy. 

531. Is it usual for the parties Ic forfeit their leases when they are not applied for within a certain 
time? Yes, they are forfeited if the parties do not conic forward to claim them. 

In this case did any person apply for this lease before the cancellation of the promised lease? I 
could not say, i think some one applied a little time after. 

Are you the party through whom these applications are made* ;-would you not know of such an 
application were made Pt Applications that would be made subsequently to the application of Mr. Ccx. 

I am not speaking of applications made subsequently-I ask you if any application had been made 
previous to this application of Mr. Con would you not have known it? No, I should have had no official 
knowledge of it4 

It goes through another branch? Yes. 	 - 
You do not know whether this application was made or not? I do not know whether any fresh 

application was made for Mr. Con's lease. 
That is not the question 1. put; the question I put was whether any application was made for this 

lease before Mr. Con applied? Not that I am aware of.{I 
588, There might have been without your knowledge? Possibly. 

Would it go through you? Noj 
Through wh ose office? It would go through a gentleman in another branch.** 
Are you aware whether any application was made or not? I am not. 
Chairman.] You are familiarly acquainted with Mr. Con? I know Mr. Con. 
Was there any other occasion on which you went to inform persons that their leases were ready? 

Yes, I have told other p,ersons. 
Will you tell us to what other persons about this time you went to inform thena that their leases 

were ready? I could not from memory; if I had a list of the leases before me I could I dare say. 
You were not aware that Mr. Con had no longer any coimection with George.street; you were a 

complete stranger to Mr. Con's successors in the business? I did not know who his successors were. 
You told us that Messrs. Gordon & Gotch were his successors? They are living in the shop now; 

they were not there then. 
When you called there it was a furniture warehouse; was it then occupied by Mr. Con? No, the 

person who was there told me Mr. Con had left. 
Was it not occupied by his successors? I saw two men there, but I could not tell you who they 

were. 
Was it not occupied thou by Gordon and Gotch? I could not say. 
Are you not aware that it was Gordon and Gotch who bought the lease? No I am not. 
Was it a furnttnre shop at all when you went there? No, it was nearly emp', or I may say it was 

quite empty. 
So that Mr. Con could have no knowledge of your calling? They could tell me nothing about him 

there as to his whereabouts. 
Mr. Day.] Were there any letters written iii the department to Mitchell's Creek, giving Mr. Con 

information that this lease was ready P I do not think so. 
604, is such a course customary? I have not any connection with that branch. 

Chairman.] Subsequently to the cancellation of the lease did Mr. Con call at the Mining Department, 
and during that interview did you suggest to him to retake the land? Mr. Con, I believe, did call at the 
Mining Department and did talk about the cancellation of the lease, and I may have, I dare say i: did, say 
that the lease had been cancelled, but if lie was anxious to get it lie had better make a fresh application 
for it. 

Are you aware whether he did so? I am not aware. 

Mr. Peter Drummond examined 
Mr. P. 607. Chairman.] You are a surveyor? Not a surveyor but a draftsman. 

Drummo,id. 608. in the Mining Department? Yes. 
609. And are well acquainted with the mineral selections at Mitchell's Creek ? Yes, I have read the caso 

6 Mar., 1878. up sereral times. 
61.0. How many mineral selections have been taken up at Mitchell's Creek since 1873? I could not tell 
you the total number. 

Were there fifty? I do not think so. 
Twenty? I do not think so. 
Ten? I dare say there might have been more than tea. 
Belonging to different individuals? Yes, 	 615. 

Non (on revision) :-No. 
f NOTE (on revision) -No. 
t NOTE (on revision):-Yes, I should have knowim of it. 
§ NotE (on revision) -No. 
If Non (on revision) -No. 
If ?iOTE (0Th revision) -Yes. 

Non (on revision) ;-Through naino.-T.C.B. 
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615. Did a person of the name of Thomas Cot take up a mineral selection there, No. 5,907? Yes, he did. 	Mr. P. 

610. Can you inform us in what parish that is situated P In Castleton. 	
Drummond. 

617. Does that adjoin Coolamigal P It is divided by a range from Coolamigal. 
018. Can you point it out to the Committee P 	

6 Mar., 1978. 

[The witness referred to a map of the county of ltoxburgb and pointed out the positions of Castleton 
and Coolamigal.] 

Mr. Day.] No portioii of these claims is over the range P No. 
Chairman.] Are you aware that there is a Mr. Pechey, a surveyor? Yes. 
Is the map now before the Committee in accordance with the survey of Mr. Peehey? The charting 

or pencilling is as nearly in accordance with Mr. Peehey's survey as it call possibly be, for a sketch of the 
other map in the Survey Office shows exactly the position in accordance with this-I examined it just 
before I caine here. 

Mr. Do,,.] From Mr. Pechey's survey how far is Mr. Cot's claim from the top of the range? A little 
more than halt a mile. 

So that there could not possibly be any mistake about part of it covering the top of this P No. 
Chairman.] Supposing a forinor witness has stated that the mines were situated 3 miles to the 

north-west of where you now point them out on the map before you, would he be correct P I do not 
think he would. 

Could you speak with certainty? I could almost speak with certainty, the only reason whyl cannot 
is because I have not a plan of the mineral leases, I have only a plan of the gold leases here. 

How long have these maps of the Couuty been in existence? They have been in existence three 
years. 
621. Was this in existence and to be had without much trouble in 1876? Yes. 

ADDEO (on reInsion) -The whole of these answers are correctly taken down, and I now beg, in confirmation of them, 
to enclose, for the information of the Committee, a carefully compiled tracing on an enlarged scale of the entire locality of the 
selections under Inquiry (see Appendix B, by which it will be observed that Cox's selections are in no way intersccted by the 
main range (which is the parish boundary), but only by a small spur running fro,n it down into Mitchell's Creek. They are, 
in fact, situated on the Mitchell's Creek Falls, and in the parish of Castleton and not in Coolamigal, which is a parish on the 
Falls to the Turoa River. 

Harrie Wood, Esq., examined 

028. Chairman.] You are Under Secretary for Mines? Yes. 	 H. Woods Esq. 
629. You have been in that Department since its opening P Since it was formed. 
030. Are you aware how many mining selections or gold selections were made upon Mitchell's Creek? 6 Mar., 1878. 
No, I could not tell you the number. 

Could you tell inc within a reasonable number-say twenty or thirty? No. 
Were there twenty P It would be quite impossible to tell you how many were on the creek itself. 
On that lead? On that particular line of reef it would hardly be possible to tell you no doubt 

there are more than twenty leases now pending or granted. 
034. Was there a lease applied for (No. 5,907) by Thomas Cox? Yes. 

Bis lease was cancelled by reason of his not calling for it after it had been advertised in the 
Gazette P By reason of his not taking it when it was tendered to him. 

By advertisement in the Gazette? By notice in the Gazette, by advertisements in the newspapers, 
by officers in the Department going to his residence and to his agent, and trying to get hold of him 
according to his address, as given in his application. 

At this particular time how many persons were applied to in this way? It would be impossible for 
me to say. 

Could you tell us one? I do not know of one in this particular way; but in any case where a 
person could be found we sent to him. 

Did you canse an application to be made to him, or information to be given to him at his residence? 
Yes, I sent an officer of the Department to the only address we knew, to see if he could be found. I 
caused an officer to go to his agent, to ask his agent if he could notify to Mr. Cot that his lease was 
ready and was waiting, and he said lie did not know where Mr. Cot was gone. 

Did Mr. Thomas Garrett and Mr. Cot call together? Several times; two or three times before the 
lease was ready. 

Did Mr. Cox call upon you subsequently to Mr. Garrett and himself calling together? It is quite 
possible. 
612. If an agent is employed in the commencement of a transaction of this kind, is it necessary that he 
should continue to be so employed until its completion P I am not aware that it is. 
648. So that Mr. Garrett may not have been acting subsequently? No, he might not have been at the 
time we sent to Mr. Cot's; but we adopted the only means we knew of to reach Mr. Cot. 

But you did not reach Mr. Cot? I believe Mr. Cot has admitted that the notice did reach him in 
The local paper. 

If as there been any dispute as to whether this claim was situated at Castleton or Coolamigal? 
There was a difference of opinion; it was described by a certain person as being in Coolamigal, but in the 
original survey it was described as being in Castleton. The land was surveyed for Mr. Cot as being in 
the parish of Castleton. 

Was he ever notified of it? No doubt, because he objected to the survey; but this was done before 
my time, therefore 1 am not giving evidence of that; but there is evidence in Cot's own handwriting that 
be was informed of it, i.e., the survey, and that he objected to it, and applied for a re-survey; that 
Government were willing to grant a re-survey if he paid £9; that lie did not pay that sum, and did not, 
during the next twenty months, come near the Government to ask for leases for the same. 
047, Was time rent paid at the time the lease was cancelled? Yes. 

Were there ever any other leases cancelled under the same circumstances as this lease? Yes. 
Can you produce any lease that has been cancelled prior to or at the same date as this, where the 

rent has been paid? On that particular date I might not be able. 
050. Was there ever a lease cancelled prior to this where the rent had been paid? Very likely, and some 
subsequently. 

210-0 	 651. 
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H.Wood,Esq. 651. I would like you to state as a matter 61 fact-? Of course you must know that having dealt 
with 29,000 leases since I went into the Department-that is, old leases in addition to new ones-it would 

6 Mar., 1878. be quite impossible for me to remember Ihem all. 
Did you deal with fifty cases prior to this of Mr. Cot? Yes. 
How many more? 1 could not tell you perhas 500-perhaps 5,000. p 
Could you produce any lease where the rent has been paid, and the party has called at the office 

repeatedly, and the lease has been cancelled before the 7th June, 1876? I do not know. some of these 
on which the rent has been paid, and which have been cancelled, must have been so cancelled because the 
parties have not applied for them. With reference to persons calling at the office repeatedly, there is no 
record in the office that Mr. Cot did call repeatedly; indeed, no such record is kept of persons calling at 
the office; it would therefore be impossible for me to prove anything more than the more fact that the 
rent was paid and the lease cancelled. We do not keep a list of all the people who call at the Depart-
ment. 

Are you aware whether Mr. Cot did repeatedly call for this lease? Mr. Cot called several times. 
And it was published as ready in March, 1876? Yes. Mr. Cot did not call after that. 

057. D1d Mr. Cot inform theDepartment that he was going to leave Sydney? No. 
He gave no written information? He gave no information at all. The last time I saw Mr. Cot 

upon the subject of his lease he called to know if his lease was ready, and we got it ready as fast as we 
could. 

And within two months cancelled it because he did not call for it? No. I do not think the facts 
are so-in about three months after it was notified as ready it was cancelled. 
600. You are not aware of any lease having been cancelled before this when the rent had been paid? I 
am aware of leases on which rent had been paid having been cancelled, but I cannot say whether that 
occurred before or since. 
061. There is a list of cancellations upon that page (handisiq paper to witness) ;-can you point out any 
lease there where the rent has been paid? I could not from memory tell any one in this list. 
602. If you should be called upon on a future day would you be able to give us this information? Yes. 

How many leases were cancelled in the colony * It appears to me that Cot's was the only one in the 
county of Roxburgh. 

How many leases had been cancelled at that date where the rent had been paid and the leases had 
been called for? It would be impossible for me to tell you the number that had been called for, because 
there is no register kept of the visits paid by any one to the office. 

Was any particular application made for this land prior to this cancellation of Mr. Cot's lease? 
None. 

Were any applications made for.it  from Bathurat, through Mr. Whittingdale Johnson? No; an 
application was made some six weeks after its cancellation. 

Who were the app'icants? Winters and Morgan. 
Was there any other person? I am not aware of any one. All the applications made to the 

Department are on record there. 
Mr. 'Whittingdale Johnson was the Warden of the District? He was at that time. 
He states here, in a communication to the Department, on page 13 of the papers ordered to be 

printed by the Assembly in this matter-" The circumstances alluded to are these: On the 17th and 21st 
June, 1872, Mr. Cot took up four mineral leases in the parish of Coolamigal, county of Roxburgh, 
numbered respectively 5197, 5907, 5908, 5909, which were cancelled for non-execution by the lessee, by 
notice in the Government Gazette of the 18th June last, notwithstanding which Mr. Cot, in his letter to 
me of the 30th September last, asserts that he holds a Treasury receipt for the rental of 5907 up to 30th 
December of the current year. I may also observe that in the Gazette notice the parish has been 
erroneously styled 'Castleton,' whereas the proper designation, as shewn by Mr. Mining-Surveyor Pechey's 
chart, is 'Coolamigal' "P We have ascertained since that that was not the fact, and that Mr. Johnson 
fell into the error that had been made by Mr. Pechey. 

Was not Mr. Cot likely to fall into the same error? Mr. Cot did fall into the same error, but when 
Mr. Cot originally applied for this land he applied for it in the county of Wellington, which shows how 
much Mr. Cot knew of the matter. As it turned out afterwards that certain persons thonght we had 
made a mistake, he thought he would take advantage of the mistake. 

No person applied for this land until six weeks after? About six weeks elapsed between the date 
of the cancellation of Mr. Cot's lease and the application made by Messrs. Winters and Morgan; so that 
during that time the land was open to the world. The 6th of August, 1875, is the date of Winters and 
Morgan's application, and Cot's lease was cancelled 8th June, 1875. So that it was just about two 
months open to the world. 

Was the lease executed by the Governor? Yes. 
674, And the document actually placed on the counter for dalivery to Mr: Cot -P I dare say it was, 
but I never saw it on the counter; it was in the office ready for him. 

That is not the question I asked. The question I ask is, whether the lease was placed on the counter 
ready for delivery to Mr. Cox on his calling, and whether it was not then withdrawn upon a memorandum 
being seen opposite to the lease? To my knowledge Mr. Cot never called for the lease after it was 
executed by the Governor ; therefore such a thing could not have occurred. 

You are not aware of any lease that was cancelled so quickly as this on which rent had been paid? 
I cannot from memory name any particular lease. 

Would it be much trouble to get a return of the number of leases that were cancelled under similar 
circumstances to this of Mr. Cot's that were gazetted upon the same day? It might happen that there 
was not one gazetted on that day. 

Or prior to that? There may have heen; I cannot say whether prior to or since, but I am almost 
confident that there are cases of leases, where rent has been paid, having been cancelled. 

Mr. Jacob.] Is it likely that such a thing would happen as a common thing, that a person having paid 
the rent, and being anxious to obtain his lease, would fail to call for it after notification that it was ready P 
No I do not remember any such a case in which a lessee having exhibited a desire to obtain a lease failed 
to cont:inue to do so after payment of rent. 	 680. 

* NOTE (on renü'ion) -The question was understood by me to be as follows:-" How many of the leases in this list 
were eanecUed in the same county?" 
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Such a case as this is likely to be an exceptional one? No other case of a similar kind ever occurred H. Wood, Kig. 
in the Department. 

Uhairma.n.] You are not aware whether Mr. Cot was in good or bad health, or whether the state of 6 Mar,, 1878. 
his health was the occasion of his leaving Sydney? I did not know he had left if I had known it I should 
not have taken the trouble to send an officer of the Department in search of him. 

You did not look at a Directory to see whether his name could be found there? That would have 
been no guide; supposing I had found that a Mr. Cox.was living in Macquarie-street for instance, how 
should I have known whether it was the Mr. Con I sought? 

Supposing he had been the only Thomas Cot in Syducy? There might have been only one or there 
might have been a hundred of that Dame. As a matter of fact we are not expected to go beyond the 
address given us, and that address was in George-street. In order to prevent any error I took the pre-
caution of sending a trustworthy officer to that place. 

With which he had nothing to do whatever? He did not tell us he had altered his residence. 
You did not send notice to the claim at Mitchell's Creek? No, but I sent it to the local newspaper. 
You made no inquiry on the land? No, but it is on record that he got the notice. He admits that 

he saw the notice, but in consequence of the mistake about the parish he says he did not think it applied 
to his lease. 

And Mr. Johnson, an old officer, fell into the same mistake? Yes. 
Mr. .Theol'.] You also took the additional precaution of sending to the gentleman who was acting as 

his agent? Yes, and up to the last Mr. Garrett was acting either as his agent or friend, and doing his 
best to get the lease issued, and he came with Mr. Cot, or called at the office up to almost as late a period 
as Mr. Cot called himself. 

Mr. Suttor.] It is not required of the Department to make these personal applications? No. 
Ubairman.] Suppose Mr. Garrett denied that he was ever applied to? He would not deny it, for 

only the other day he told me all about it, and the reason why Mr. Cot desired the lease at that particular 
time. 
091. Suppose Mr. Garrett told Mr. Cot that he was never applied to by the Department-that would not 
be correct? If Mr. Garrett made such a statement it would not be true; but I feel confident he would 
not make such a statement, for he admitted it to inc the other day that it was so, and told me why Mr. Cot 
wanted the lease. 
692. You think then that Mr. Con has made an incorrect statement? I do not know that Mr. Cot denies 
it; if he does deny it, he is in error. 
093. Do you remember Mr. Cot taking a letter from Mr. Garrett to you? No; I cannot call it a letter; 
it was a. memo.-a paper writing. 

After cancellation? No. I do not remember that; but I do remember Mr. Con bringing a written 
document to me from Mr. Garrett before the lease was prepared, asking -- 

That document will be on record P I may have it; but it was not an official communication. Very 
likely I may have it in a drawer of mine.* 

Had Mr. Winters made no application for this land at any time until two months after the cancellation 
of lease? That is as nearly as I can recollect the date. 

That was in 1876? No; it was all done in 1875. 
Was there not it communication, dated 26th April., 1875, from Mr. H. Winters, protesting against the 

issue of certain mineral leases (The Chairman read the same frompapers ordered to be printed 22nd August, 
1876, page 9)? Yes; but that is not an application to lease the land. 

Was there any inquiry made as to the character of the country? I think there was. 
But the reason for the non-issue of the leases was that the party did not call for then? That the 

leases were not taken when they were tendered, 
So that Mr. Winters, who has got the land, had been protesting and making application for this land 

during the whole time that the lease to Mr. Con was under consideration? Not during the whole time, 
seeing that Mr. Con applied for his lease in 1872. The leases were tendered long before Winters wrote to 
the Department; and it was because the leases were tendered that Winters tried to stop the issue of them, 
but did not make application for the land. 

So that Winters, who made the protest, is the actual holder of the land? Mr. Winters is dead. The 
lease was granted to Mr. Winters, but not until it had been open to all the world for two months, between 
the cancellation of the lease and the application of Winters and Morgan. So that Mr. Con, or anyone 
else, could have applied for the lease during the two months. 

This lease was first gazetted on the 29th of April as being ready for delivery? No, that is not correct; 
the lease was gazetted as ready for delivery about the 15th March, and then it was gazetted on the 29th 
April, warning Mr. Con that if he did not come for his lease within thirty days it would be cancelled. 

That is to say, you put in this notice three days after receiving Mr. Winters's protest? Probably it 
would have gone to the Government Printer before 3fr. Winters' protest reached us. 

It is the fact that this notice appeared three days after the protest? It is a coincidence as regards 
the dates-as a matter of fact our notices to the Government Gazette are frequently sent three or four 
days before they appear. 

Mr. Winters made no application during these two months? About two months. 
Will you refer to No. 32 on page 11 of the printed papers before the Committee, having reference 

to a former application: "The application of Winters &Co, has not yet reached the Department (Mitchell's 
Creek 59-74, Bathurst 5614), 4/10/75.-PA." That is on a letter written by Mr. Con, objecting to some 
application made by Messrs. Winters & Morgan, and the officers of the Department say no such applica-
tion as this, referred to by Mr. Con, has yet reached the Department? You will notice that Mr. Con does 
not date that letter. 

Your minute on it is dated? Yes, that is very fortunate for us. 
On the same page you will find this :-' Mitchell's Creek, 6th Augost, 1875. Sir-We have the 

honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with Warden, at his office at Bathur.d, the sum of 
£25, being the first year's rent in advance of 25 acres of land at Sunny Corner, for the purpose of gold 
mining, and the smn of £3 lOs., being the fees for survey of said land. The number of our application 
is 59-74 (5,614.)" That is from Winters and Morgan? Yes. 

 

Worn (on revision) -I see that the memo. referred to is amongst the printed papers. (Pde No. 25, page 0.) 
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H. Wood, 710. Thht communication had not reached your office on 11/10/75? That letter may have reached our 
Esq. 

	

	Department; that is simply a notice that an application had been made but the application it:self had not 
reached us. Anyone might send such a notice as this and yet never make an application at all. The 6 Mar., 1878. notice might be altogether untrue. 

The letter states that £25 has been paid? It merely states that the parties did so; we do not know 
that they actually did so we only know,  that they so stated. 

That money did not reach your Department by the 11/10/75 2 It never comes to us but to the 
Treasury. 

The Treasury does not notify you upon the receipt of these moneys? Probably it would not go to 
the Treasury until the end of the month. 

So that from the 6th of August till the 11th of October this money was not received? We received 
the Warden's report, forwarding the application on the 2nd November. 

So that the Warden actually had the money from the 60h August to the 2nd November? I am not 
prepared to say that ; he may have paid it into the Treasury at the end of August. 

He reports upon it on the 2nd November? Ho has the application from August to November. 
Do you think this is perfectly regular? Perfectly regular. I do not think there is cause for sus-

picion of the slightest irregularity on the part of anyone excepting Mr. Cox. 
It says here at page 13 in a letter from Winters "I have posted the forms and enclosed a cheque 

for the amount, £28 lOs., for the lease of 25 acres at Sunny Corner for Winters and Morgan." 
That was received according to the note upon it on the 4th day of the eighth month, Received, 4/8/75 
Ask if Winter and his partner hold miners' rights.-4/8/75,-Receipt"? You will understand that the 
notation on that letter was made by the Warden at Bathurst. They are not our notes. 

These documents did not reach your Department by the 11th October? No; they are enclosures to 
No. 36. 

And you cannot say whether they have reached you yet? Yes, I am sure they have reached us, 
because the lease has been granted, and these papers would not be here if they had not, as these are 
copies of documents now in our office. 

WEDNESDAY, 13 MARCH, 1878. 
4rc%cnt 

MB. J. DAVIES, 	 Mn. JACOB, 
Mn. FARNELL, 	I 	Mu. MURPHY, 

MR. W. H. SUnOR. 

JOHN MACINTOS11, IESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Harrie Wood, Esq., further examined 
H. Wood, 721. Chairman.] You have before you a copy of the documents printed by order of the Legislative 

Esq. 	Assembly, and referred to this Committee? Yes. 
'"- 	722. Will you look at page 9. The minute of the Minister, in the 27th letter, says-" The issue of these 13 Mar., 1878. leases should be stayed, pending inquiry as to the character of the country F" Yes. 

Was inquiry made as to the character of the country? I am not quite sure about that.. 
Were they not advertised at that particular time? Yes, before that time. 
You stated when you were last examined that Mr. Thomas Garrett was acting as Mr. Cox's agent P 

Yes. 
And that you acquainted Mr. Garrett, as Mr. Cox's agent, that the lease was ready? Yes, we sent 

to him. 
Are you not aware that Mr. Garrett was a Minister of the Crown all the time these, leases were 

under consideration? He had been acting as agent for Mr. Cox before. 
You had an interview with Mr. Garrett, a Minister of the Crown, respecting these leases of Mr. 

Cox? An officer of the Department had; 1 have since seen Mr. Garrett, but that is quite recent]y-Mr. 
Binny, an officer of the Department, was sent to Mr. Garrett by me. 

When he was a Minister of the Crown? Yes. 
What was his answer? That he did not know where Mr. Cox was to be found, and that he did not 

know whether he was anxious to have the lease. 
That would be a very likely answer to come from a Minister of the Crown, he having given up all 

agency business? That was the answer; I do not know whether it was likely or not. 
Will you turn to page 13;-you will see there a letter dated Mitchell's Creek, 6th August, 1875? 

An application for lease. 
You also see on the 14th page a minute of the 'Warden-" This application was received by inc this 

4th day of August, 1875, at the hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and is numbered 5,014 F" Yes, 
731. The letter itself purports to be written on the 6th August, and the note of the Warden states that 
it was received by him in the forenoon of the 4th? Yes, that is probably a clerical error on the part of 
the officer up there. 

You are not aware what inquiries were made with reference to this minute of the Minister? No, I 
think the explanation of it would be pretty much this: that it was intended at this time that the 
geological surveyor should be sent to examiue this country, and it was found that he could not be sent 
so that the minute was not carried out. 

It was thought the simplest way to cancel the lease P The lease was cancelled. 
You issued these leases then without further inquiry to another party F The inquiry was not to be 

with reference to the other application, for that was for a gold lease. If you notice the protest by 
Winters is that these leases, which were then being gazetted as ready for issue to Mr. Cox, were not for 
gold, and that the land should not be leased to Cox, as the land was auriferous. Mr. 'Winters' applica-
tion was for a gold lease, therefore there would be no objection to lease to him, but Mr. Cox's lease was 
to mine for copper. 

How did you becom eaware of Mr. Winters's application prior to receiving this protest of Mr. Cox in 
October ? That is easily explained If you turn to page 11, No. 29, you will see that Winters and 
Morgan notified to us that they had made an application. 	 739. 
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739. Look to the minutes on No. 32: "The application of Winters and Co. has not yet reached tEe H. Wood, 

	

Departmcnt.-4/10/75"P We had received notice that they had made the application, but we had not 	Esq. 
received the application itself. 
740 Where is the notice P No. 29. 

According to the minutes on letter No. 32 of Cot it does not appear that this application had 
reached the office up to the 11th October? No. The application itself did not reach us until the 2nl of 
November, but the notice reached us iu August. Notice of the application and of the payment of the 
deposit. No. 20. 

This lease of Mr. Cot was taken up under the "Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861" P Yes. 
74•3.A.nd subject to the conditions of section 73 of the Regulations? There were Regulations made under 
the Land Act of 1861, but the lease would be given under the terms of the 22nd  section of the Land 
Act of 1801. 
744. In your letter of the 15th December, 1875, you ask the opinion of the Crown Law Officers upon 
this lease-page 18 P Yes. 
75. This is a minute of your own, I understand P It would be a minute of the Ministers. I say: "I. 
have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines." 

The minute says: "The Minister for Mines desires the advice of the Crown Law Officers as to 
whether he has the power to enforce execution by the lessee of a mineral lease applied for under the ' Crown 
Lands Occupation Act of 1801'; and, if so, how that power should be exercised" P Yes. 

The answer to that by the Attorney General, at page 19, is: " I do not think there is any power to 
enforce the execution by the lessee of a mineral lease applied for under the 'Crown Lands Occupation 
Act of 1861.' The due observance of the conditions on which these leases are granted will, I think, be 
found to be secured by the acts to be done by the lessee being made conditions of the lease. Any dethult 
on his part, therefore, forfeits the lease, which isrealIy all that is required in Crown leases, so 11w as all 
the covenants, except that for paying rent, is concerned, and the rent can always be recovered (under the 
reddenduln in the lease as a Crown debt) without a covenant after possession taken" P Yes. 

That is an answer to your minute P Yes; but there is an addition to that opinion. 
749, You also state in your minute: "Mr. Cot appears to have rendered his leases liable to forfeiture 
by reason of his haviug mined for gold without giving notice thereof to the Secretary for Mines (tide 
'Mining Act 1874,' sections Gland 62) ; but it was not upon thatground the leases were cancelled"? Yes. 

So that it was not for mining for gold that his leases were cancelled P No; the reason for cancelling 
the leases is given in the printed papers. 

Will you show us under what regulation the leases are cancelled P There is no regulation under tile 
"Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861." 

There is no law - P I am not prepared to say that. 
Will you show us the clause of the Act that empowers the Minister to cancel the lease under the 

"Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861" P I am not aware of any clause. 
So that there is neither law nor regulation - P I do not say that. 
You have been administering the law for some years in New South Wales P Yes. 
And you are not aware of any law or of any regulation empowering the Minister to cancel a lease 

on the grounds stated in the advertisement in the Gazette P I am not aware of any clause in that Act, 
or of any regulation thereunder, 

Mr. Suitor.] What was the number of Mr. Cox's lease P 3,907. 
Was it known to him by that number P Yes ; that is shown by his own letters in his own hand-

writiug. If you turn to letter No. 21, page 8, and No. 24, page 9, it is reasonable to suppose that that 
is in his own handwriting. 

Does any,  other lease bear the same number? No. 
Did Mr. Cot or his agent ever describe the land applied for as in the parish of Castleton P Yes. 
Can you produce any plan where it is so described? Yes. (The witness produced the same. Pide 

Appendix C 1.) That is the plan put in with Mr. Byrnes' application, acting as agent for Mr. Cot-No. 
17, p.  7. 

Did Mr. Cot ever apply for or pay for the right to mine for any mineral other than copper? No. 
Did he at any time give any notification to the Departmnent of his iutention to mine for gold? No. 

764, lIas the land, held under mineral lease 5,907, been proved to contain valuable deposits of copper P 
No. 

Do you know whether it has been worked as a copper lease P It has not. 	 - 
Have any leases been declared void for the same reason as Mr. Cox's P Yes. The Chairman asked 

me en the last occasion when I was here whether any one of the leases on the list containing the notifi. 
cation respecting Mr. Cox's lease was in the same position as to the payment of rent, and as to the time 
within which cancellation took place, besides Mr. Cox's ; there were three leases besides. 

Chairman.] Was the rent of them paid in advance P Yes. A little on the same date gazetted as 
ready thirty days' notice, and the cancellation was gazetted on the same day. 

And no protest made P No. 
769, Mr. Suitor.] Was the question of the payment of rent or not taken into consideration P No. 

Was evidence tendered that at the date of Mr. Cox's selection the land was occupied by other 
persons under miners' rights P Yes. 

If that were the fact would that render Mr. Cox's selection void P Yes. 
Were Mr. Cox's leases cancelled for any other reason * Yes. For not having expended any money 

upon this ]and within three years. 
Any other reason 	Yes. That he worked for gold without applying for a gold lease. 

774.. Are not the holders of mineral leases who discover gold within land demised required to apply and. 
pay for a gold lease in addition to their mineral lease? Yes. 

Under what Act is this required P The "Mining Act of 1874." 
Does this apply to leases as Cox's, granted under the Land Act of 1861? Yes. 
Does a miner's right confer upon the holder any right to mine for gold within a mineral leasehold? No. 
Seeing that the land was surveyed for Mr. Cot, in October, 1872, and the plan sent in in December, 

1812, why wore the leases not prepared before November, 1874 P Because Mr. Cot, by his agent, 
objected 

S 	(as revision) :-The word "cancelled" should, I think, read void or forfeitable. That is how I understood the question. 
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H. Wood, objected to the survey, and asked that it might be amended, and the Government granted permission to 
his having an amended snrvey upon his paying £0. Mr. Cot neither paid the £9, nor made any appli-
cation for the lease, for about twenty months from that time. , 

	

	779. Was any communication received from Mr. Cot, urging the issue of these leases, between 18th 
December, 1872, and 23rd October, 1874? No. All that time we,were waiting for the payment of this 
money for the resurvey. 

Is it true that the delay in preparing the leases after the surrey was caused by Mr. Cot 	Yes. 
Because he asked for a resurvey, and we supposed he wanted it, and waited for the money to be paid. 

Has Mr. Cot, or any one on his behalf, complained since the cancellation that notice of the lease 
being ready was not sent to No. 353, George-street? Yes. 

Was that the address to which Mr. Binny was sent? Yes. 
Could Mr. Oox have taken up the ground by fresh application after the cancellation? Yes. 
For what term was this lease to extend? Fourteen years. 
It was not a yearly lease? No. 
Was it incumbent upon the Department to notify in writing to Mr. Cot that the lease was ready for 

execution? No. 
Mr. J. Davies.] In a portion of the enclosure to No. 41, which the Chairman has already called your 

attention to, you state "Mr. Cot appears to have rendered his leases liable to forfeiture by reason of his 
having mined for gold without giving notice thereof to the Secretary for Mines ?" Yes. 

That is in conformity with the "Mining Act of 1874"? Yes. 
Can you show any Regulations that have a bearing upon Mr. Cot's selection, that was taken up under 

the "Land Act of 1861 "? The "Mining Act of 1874" has a bearing upon it; section 62 of the "Mining 
Act of 1871" reads as follows:-" Where gold is associated or combined with any other mineral or metal in 
any land demised under this or any other Act if the lessee shall desire to mine for sucWgold or should the 
natnre of the mining operations be such as to lead to the removal of such gold such lessee shall make 
application for a gold mining lease of the said land to the said Secretary of Mines under the provisions of 
this Act in addition to any mineral lease he may hold. And if such lessee shall proceed to mine for such 
gold before he shall have obtained such gold mining lease his mineral lease shall be liable to be forfeited 
and cancelled as aforesaid." 

Ohairman.] Are you aware whether Mr. Cot did mine for gold after the date of that Act? Yes. 
Mr. 1 Davies.] After the date of this? Yes, it is in evidence. 

792, Can you show us any proof that Mr. Cot mined for gold after that? The Act came into operation 
on the 1st May, 1874, and there is a letter here from Mr. Robertson and partner to Mr. Cot about his 
dindend. Enclosure 2 to No. 37. 

Chairman.] Will you show how that letter comes to Mr. Cot? From Robertson and partners to Mr. 
Driver. 

Is that signed by Mr. Cot? No, this is addressed to Mr. Driver, Mr. Cot's agent. 
Is there anything to show that this was ever in the possession of Mr. Cot? Yes, there is evidence 

of this, that it is included in Mr. Cot's letter to the Executive Council, and if it never came to him I do 
not see how he could have sent it to the Executive Council. 

It is not signed by Mr. Cot? No, but it is enclosed in a letter which is signed by him. 
I am speaking of the enclosure to No. 38? No. 38 Is Mr. Cot's letter. 
If Mr. Cot stated that he never saw that letter in any way? You would have to fall back on Mr. 

Driver's letter where he says "Mr. Thomas Cot has instructed me." 
That may have had reference to gold taken prior to January 1875-indeed it must have been taken up 

in 1874? It may have been, but this Act came into operation on the 1st May, 1874. 
This gold may have been taken out prior to that P It is not likely. 
There is no period mentioned when it was taken out; it may have been in the early part of the year? 

We have the statement that Mr. Driver applied in December, 1874. 
In the Departmental desire to get this lease cancelled you minute on the enclosure 2 to No. 36 

"Received 4/8/75. Ask if writer and his partner hold miners' rights.-4/8/75"? That is by the Warden 
to ask whether Winters holds a miner's right. 

Have you any other record similar to that to ask if the writer of an application and his party 
hold miners' rights? Yes. In reference to every application for a gold mining lease we ask whether the 
parties hold miners' rights, because the Governor has power to grant leases only to persons who hold 
miners' rights. 
Sot. On what day was this lease actually cancelled? It was gazetted 17th June, 1876. 

Mr. 1. Davies.] You state that Mr. Cot's lease came under the Regulations of 1874? Under the 
"Mining Act of 1874." 

The Mining Regulations? No; the "Mining Act of 1874." 
I understand from you that Mr. Cot's lease was not cancelled in consequence of any violationef the two 

sections of the Acts of 1$61 and 1862 ?* No. It was not cancelled in consequence of his working for gold. 
Suppose Mr. Cot to have been liable to have his lease cancelled, woud not that liability have been cured 

by the fact of his holding a miner's right? No. A miner's right does not operate upon land under lease. 
That is under the Act of 1874? Yes; or the Act that was in force before, under which Mr. Cot 

took up his lease. 
Seeing that Mr. Cot had taken up his land under the " Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1801," was 

he liable to the conditions of the Act of 1874 2 Yes. For the Act says for any lease granted under 
this Act or any other Act, 

That is as far as relate s to mining for gold? Yes; or for any other mineral. 
But I understand elearly'from you that Mr. Cot's lease has not been cancelled on these grounds? 

Yes; it has not. 
Can you point to any Act or Regulation which authorized the Minister to cancel Mr. Cot's lease for 

any other reason? Yes. He could have cancelled it for the failure of Mr. Cot to expend £5 an acre 
upon the land. 

Had Mr. Cot failed to expend £5 an acre upon the land? Yes. 
Have the Department any proof of that? Yea; they have Mr. Warden Johnson's report upon it. 

 

Noru (on revision) -Should resd: Two sections of the Act (i.e., Mining Act) Gland 62. 
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816, Will you refer to that? Yes. It is at page 13, sub-section 2, to clause 3" That three years within W Wood, 
a few days have elapsed since the date of Cot's applications before cancellation, during which period, as 	Esq. 
far as I can learn, no expenditure whatever has been made upon them as required by the Regulations lIMar. 1878. 
under the 'Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861.'" 

Was the lease cancelled in consequence of failure under that section 9 No. 
Can you inform the Committee what was the reason of the cancellation of the lease? Because it 

was not taken when it was tendered. 
Can you show us any law or regulation which fortifies the Minister in taking such a course P There 

is no express provision in that Act but the principle on which we act is that the acceptance of an appli- 
cation to lease is a contract which would bind the Crown to give Mr. Cox a lease. We prepared the lease, 
and offered it to him, and as lie did not take it we were released from the obligation. 

Can you show any regulation or any portion of the Act which fortifies the Minister in taking such a 
course? The Act is silent as to it-the Act under which Mr. Cox took up his lease. The Mining Act 
and Regulations deal with this matter. 

Give the Minister power to deal with the matter in the way this has been dealt with P Yes. 
The clause you have already referred to? No if we had the Mining Act Regulations here I could 

point it out to you. The Regulations under the Mining Act provide for tendering leases and cancelling 
them if they are not taken when tendered. 

Whether the rent is paid or not? Yes, that is quite immaterial. Mr. Cox's lease contains a pro- 
vision that he is to hold it subject to any Regulations then in force, or any Regulations that may thereafter 
be made. 

There is no clause in the Act which fortifies the Minister to take the course he has done in the qase 
of Mr. Cox P Not in the Crown Lands Occupation Act, but in the Mining Act and in the Regulations 
under it. 

Are you aware that at the time of the cancellation of Mr. Cot's lease rent had been paid in advance? 
Yes. 

Is it the usual practice to cancel leases where the laud has been taken up and the rent has been paid 
as in this ease? Yes, we frequently do it. We had to do it, for we found that there were thousands and 
thousands of acres occupied in this way, where the applicants for leases had no intention to work the 
land themselves, but desired to hold it, in order that if any other person began to work on the land, and 
discovered gold, they might pounce down upon them and exact tribute from them. There was a very great 
outcry about this, and complaints came to us from all quarters of persons holding these leases without 
working them. As the Act was silent with reference to the matter of tendering leases, the Dep3rtment 
had to devise some mode of tendering them, and followed the course practically laid down under the 
regulations of the "Mining Act of 1874." You will find by 3rd section of the Mining Act that applications 
made prior to the passing of the Act may be dealt with under the Act. 

Jhairman.] May be P Yes. 
Mr. .1 Davies.] You state that a good number of persons took up land on speculation, not intending to 

work it themselves, but trusting to other persons working, and, upon their finding gold, exacting tribute 
from them? Yes. 

Do you conceive that Mr. Cot's was a case of that kind? Clearly. 
What grounds had you for such a suspicion? When Mr. Cox first applied for these leases lie was 

very anxious to get them, and it was stated at that time that people were getting gold there. After a short 
time the supply of gold seemed to have ceased, and Mr. Cox took the method of stopping the preparation 
of these leases for it certain time. 

Describe that method? He applied to have an amended survey, and never proceeded with it. 
Has not that been done in hundreds of cases? Not in many. 
Not to amend the description in the survey? Yes, but in such cases the parties proceed farther in 

the matter. Mr. Cox did not; he applied for a re-survey, and obtained permission upon payment of the 
money. He then stopped, and we waited for the money. All this time we did not prevent his proceeding, 
but he stopped our action upon his application until it suited him. Then you will find it is stated, I 
think by Mr. Cox, that about October, 1874, some people caine upon the land and found gold there again, 
which gold Cox admits that he shared. That was the time when Mr. Cox again began to move us to 
issue the leases, and he continued to press us until March, 1875. In that month these men ceased to 
work for gold. Mr. Cox then left Sydney, leaving us no means of ascertaining whither he had gone, and 
practically preventing our issuing a lease to him. Mr. Cox stayed away until October, and then when 
Winters had found gold Mr. Cox came back again and wanted his lease. On three distinct occasions, 
when gold was being got out, these leases were applied for, and between whiles when no gold was being 
got Mr. Cox did not want his leases. 

Do you not know by the papers that Mr. Cox was a party to the arrangement, that he had a 
royalty or share of the gold obtained by these parties? That is why I say Mr. Cox was practically 
defrauding the Government. 
885. Did he not show a disposition to work the land by making arrangements with a number of miners 
to work for gold? He had no right to work for gold. 

But Mr. Cot's lease was not cancelled for that? No. 
You state that Mr. Cox showed no disposition to work the land, and that he had not complied with 

the conditions to spend £100 upon the land within three years? That is in mining for minerals other 
than gold. The only thing he was entitled to mine for was copper. 

You will find if you look at the papers that Mr. Cox entered into an arrangement with Robertson 
and partners to work for gold, and that lie was to receive a share in proportion to the gold raised from 
this particular lease P Yes. 

If that be true then Mr. Cox was a party to the working of this portion of the lease? For gold, 
which was an offence. 

in working for copper has not gold frequently been found upon the same land? Yes, but you will. 
see Ihat under the "Mining Act, 1874," section 62, his doing so without reporting the fact to the Depart-
ment rendered his lease liable to be forfeited, and there is no evidence that the parties mined for any-
thing but gold. 

Gold is sometimes found in working for copper? Yes. 
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H. Wood, 842. A good deal of money therefore might have been expended in working for copper, sufficient to 
Esq. 	comply with -the-Act of 1861 P Yes, a person might spend a great deal of money in working for copper. 

843. Are you satisfied that Mr. Cot did not s1end that amount in working for copper during the 
three years lease? I am satisfied that Mr. Cot never worked for anything but gold, and that work was 
not done by himself, but whenever any person worked upon the land and found gold lie pounced upon 
them and extracted money from them. 
814 Are you certain of that? It appears from the papers. 

There was a mutual arrangement between Mr. Cot and Robertson and partners that they should 
work for gold, and that he should have a royalty? Yes, because if they had not he could have turned 
them off the land. 

Did they not know that the land was under mineral lease? No. 
You say these persons took charge of the ground in defiance of Nr. Cot? No, I say they went on in 

ignorance, thinking it was Crown land, and when they had found gold Mr. Cot pounced upon them, and 
told them if they did not give him a certain share of the gold he would tarn them off. 

The papers do not show that? That is the inference to be drawn. 
We must not have inference, we must have evidence? The papers show that Mr. Cot did enter into 

an arrangement. 
That was a matter of arrangement? That was an offence which would forfeit his lease. 
It was not forfeited for that? But if this cancellation had been revoked the lease would have been 

forfeited for that. 
It might have been? It would have been forfeited for that, but we did not know in the Department 

that Mr. Cot was working for gold at the time we tendered the leases to him. 
You have also stated that Mr. Cot did not show any desire to take up the lease, but that it was lying 

for some time in your Department without application being made for it? Yes, from the 15th March to 
the 17th of June it was lying for Mr. Cot to take up. It was advertised in the Gazette and in the news- 

paper, and every effort was made to find Mr. Cot, that he might take it. 
834. Do you not know of your own knowledge that Mr. Cot called at the office a great number of times, 
and made frequent applications for the lease? I know that he called, and I saw him there myself on 
several occasions, but that was before the lease was ready. 

And showed great anxiety to obtain his lease? Yes, between certain dates; but it was Mr. Cot's 
own fault the lease had not been prepared-long before. 

After Mr. Cot he received notiflcatiou that the lease was prepared and sent for signature did not 
had apply several times for his lease? Yes. 

He frequently applied personally or through his agent? He applied several times. 
Did I understand you to say, in answer to a question of the Chairman, that Mr. Garrett, who was 

Mr. Cot's agent at one time, was seen by an official from the office? Yes, I sent an officer to Mr. 
Garrett to try and find where Mr. Cot was. 

Do you remember the kind of intimation you sent to Mr. Garrett? I told Mr. Binny to call upon 
Mr. Garrett, knowing that he had acted for Mr. Cot in the matter, to ask if he knew where Mr. Cot 
could be found to tell him that the lease was ready. 

At this time Mr. Garrett was a Minister of the Crown? Yes. 
Do you know what was Mr. Garrett's reply? That he did not know where Mr. Cot was gone, and 

that he did not know whether Mr. Cot wanted the leases now. 
Do you know whether Mr. Garrett was authorized to say that on behalf of Mr. Cot? I do not 

know what lie was authorized to say. 
Was Mr. Garrett a land agent at that time? He was it Minister of the Crown. I do not suppose 

he was a land agent then, but he had communicated with me on behalf of Mr. Cot as a land agent. 
Not while lie was a Minister? No. 
There was no communication between yourself and Mr. Garrett during the time he was a, Minister, 

having reference to Mr. Cot's case? Not personally. I neither wrote to Mr. Garrett nor spoke to him 
in reference to the matter. 

The other was simply a casual inquiry? Not a casual, an intentional inquiry. I sent to him 
expressly to inquire as being the most likely person to know Mr. Cot's address. 

What happened after that; what further effort did you make to inform him that the lease was 
ready? I believe Mr. Binny went again to the place of business. I think he went two or three times 
to the only address we had of Mr. Cot. 

You never wrote to Mr. Cot at George-street, the old address? Mr. Binny went there and they 
told him they did not know where he was gone, therefore it would have been of no use. 

It so happens that from the evidence before the Committee it appears that Mr. Cot wrote to the 
Post Office requesting that all letters addressed to him at George-street should be sent to a certain 
address ; if therefore you had written to him at that address the letter would have reached him? We 
did not know that. 

Is it not the usual practice for persons upon removal from a residence to inform the Post Office 
authorities of their new address? I do not know that it is the usual practice to leave a new address at 
the Post Office rather than at the place of business which is left- 

When did Mr. Cot make his last application for a lease? That was before the cancellation ; it must 
have been early in 1875-before the 15th of March, 1875. 

You received the opinion of the Attorney General in reply to a case submitted by the Department? 
Yes, there was a portion of the opinion omitted from the first paper published. 

Did the opinion of December, 1875, warrant or justify in your opinion the action taken by the 
Department in the cancellation of the lease? The opinion of 4th April, 1876, which is a supplementary 
opinion - 

In answer to my question you say that you submitted a ease to the Attorney General on the 15th 
December for his opinion? Yes. 

Do you think there is sufficient ground for the cancellation of the lease in the opinion of the Attorney 
General? Yes- 

In this opinion alone? With the addition. 
That was not forthcoming until after the Gazette notice? We did not ask the opinion of the 

Attorney General until after the Gazette notice, so of course our action was not affected by his opinion. 
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878. That opinion was not obtained for a long time after-nearly twelve mouths? The cancellation of H. Wool, 
('ox's lease was on the 17th June, 1875 this Opinion of the Attorney General was given on the 22nd 	Esq. 
December, 1875-about six mouths. 
Sit.. Air. Murphy.] Is it customary for the Pe]mrtinenl to unfit.v iii the Gezrfe when the leases are ready 13 Mar., 1878. 
for issue F Yes. 

That was done iii this case F Yes. 
There was a subsequent. Gaze/fe notice P Yes thatf if he did not come within thirty days and lake 

the lease it would he cancelled. 
A/i. ionic/i.] I understand that Mr. Cox took up this land under the " Crown Lands Occupation 

Act of 1861"? Yes. 
88:3. limier what law was the lease granted In him F The application was dealt with after the 	li1ling 
Act of 1874" caIne into operation. 
S81. If he took up land under the " Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861." would lie not be entitled to a 
lease under that law F Tie got that form of lease. (The icifnrsrpi'odiiced the some. Fide Appendix C 2.) 

That is the form of lease that would have been issued to hint if no Mining Act had been passed at. 
:tll F Yes. 

I tusderstand from what you have given in evidence that the reason for the forfeiture of the lease 
was that he did not take it up within the thirty days from publication in the Government Gazette? Itwas 
more than thirty ..tavs. 'The notice was published on the 15th Mart-li, and on the 29th April a thrther 
notice was published, telling him that if he did not come within thirty days his lease would be cancelled. 
That would carry it on to the end of May, and as a matter of fact it was not cancelled till the 17th of 
'lone. 

Under what regulation do you cancel leases on the ground of the parties not taking delivery? 34. 
Does the " Mining Act of 1374" empower you to make such a regulation? Yes, 1 think so. 
Does that regulation apply to ha]ids taken up under the "Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861"? 1 

think it is quite optional with the Minister to deal ait IT lands taken up under the " Crown Lands Occupa-
tion Act of 1861" by virtue of the 3rd section. 

Are you not aware that there is a provision in the Mining Act that persons may take up lands under 
the provisions of the" Crown Lands Occupation Act of ISill" F No doubtif any person wanted to do so 
the Miii ister would not object. * 

You think if a, person took a lease under the " Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1801" it could be 
brought under the operation of the "Mining Act of 1874"? If he made application under the" Crown 
Lands Occupation Act of 1861," and no lease had been granted before the "Mining Act of 1874." 

Are you aware that under the " Occupation Act of 1801" the promise of a lease is equal to the lease 
itself? 1 have heard if: so stated, but I think that has been rather stretched it says it shall for certain 
purposes he equal. 

For pastoral pnrposes? Yes, and for the purpose of enabling the pastoral tenant to proceed 
against any person who may trespass. 

There was no application made by Mr. Cox to convert the lease into a lease under the Act of 1874 P 
No. 

In fact it was not converted, it was issued tinder the same conditions as it lease would have been 
issued under the Act of 1861 F Yes, it is the same form of lease. 

I understood you to say that had not this lease of Mr. Cox been cancelled on account of his not 
taking delivery after thirty days notice, it was liable to forfeiture for non.eomnpliance with the conditions 
of the "Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861," by failing to expend at the rate of £5 per acre upon 
I he land? Yes. 

Do you know as a fact that £5 per acre was not expended? In his report Mr. Warden Jolmson 
says from inquiry he made he learned that no work had been done upon the land. 
808. That is for copper-mining? Yes. 

Are you aware that under the Regulations of the ' Occupation Act of 1861" there was a provision 
by which persons could mine for gold F Yes, by paying certain moneys to the Crown. 

Or by converting a mineral lease into it gold lease? Yes, but that would have to be done by applica-
tion. 

You have already slated that it was illegal for any person having a mineral lease to mine for any 
other mineral than that specified in the lease ? Yes. 

A.nd that the lease was liable to forfeiture if the parties (lid not apply for a fresh lease giving them 
power to mine for other minerals? Yes. 

is not the 62nd section of the Mining Act founded upon that regulation F Yes. 
in substance it is the same thing F Under the regulation they paid royalty, and under the 62nd 

clause of the Mining Act they pay,  rent. 
90.5. Are you aware of any cases where persons have paid royalty for mining for gold? Only in the case 
of A. ]). Shepherd, of Adelong. There are cases in that locality where persons who hold mineral leases 
have applied for gold leases in addition and have paid rent. 
006. lIe you know whether Mr. Cox did mine for gold, or any one in his behalf? It appears so from the 
papers-I think that is admitted. 
907. Uhainnan.] Is there any recital of the Act of 1874 in this lease, showing that it is subject to that 
Act, or to the Regulations under it? No, this is supposed to he granted in virtue of the " Crown Lands 
Occupation Act of 1861 
008. There is no power in the 'Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861" to cancel a lease on the ground of 
it s not being taken lip? No express power. 

Thei e is nothing in this lease to show that it conies under the Regulations or law of 1874"' Yes, I 
think there is. 

Will you show me a recital in this lease, given under the law of 1861, bringing it underthelaw or the 
Regulations under the Act of 1871, or is it in any way different from or contrary to any lease granted 

under 

* Norii (on rerisio;,) -1 (10 not think this question is concetly taken tiown, beratiso the provisions of (he Crown Lands 
Occupation Act relating to mineral lease, are repealed by the Mining Act. I understood the question to be, "Are you not aware that there is a provision in the Mining Act t,lrnt land taken up under the 'Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861,' may Fr' dealt vit h Tinder the last-named Act, not ,vithstt, niting the repro I of (retion 22 thereof?'' 

210-1) 
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H. Wood, under the law and Regulations of 1861? No, this is the form of lease that was granted under the Act, 
Esq. 	but there was another form of lease granted under the Act of 1801, prior to this. it was a smaller form. 

911. This was the form of lease in current use prior to the passing of the Act of 1874? Yes. 
131far.,I878. 912. For several years? That I could not say; but at the time Mr. Cox applied for his lease the other 

form was in use—the earlier form. 
These were in common use under the Regulations and Act of 1801? Yes, this is the latest form 

under the Act of 1861. 
On page 11 of the printed documents there is a minute attached to a letter—" Inform Mr. Cox that 

any objection to an application for a lease must be lodged within a certain time, which in this instance 
expired on the 20th August last, and should lie accompanied with a- deposit of £5"? You will notice 
that that is a minute by Mr. Warden Johnson. 

That was open to objection up to the 20th August F That means it must have been applied for 14 
days before the 20th August. 
016. And it had been applied for and promised to Mr. Winters on the 4th August? No, it appears to 
have been applied for at -Bathurst on the 4th Aughst. 

And the documents never reached the head Department till the 2nd December? No, because the 
land had to be surveyed, and the application would not come to the Department until after the land had 
been surveyed. 

If a person has given evidence to the Ihet that a- shaft or shafts have been sunk, one to the depth of 
70 feet in search of copper on this particular land, it would not be correct'? 1. believe it would not be 
correct. 

This is in important matter, a matter involving considerable value, and I should like you to Bay yes 
or no P I could not say so of my own personal knowledge. 

In the event of a person saying there was a house upon this land that would not be correct? I 
believe it would be, for there appears to have been a house there before Mr. Cox took up the land, and 
a shaft or two or three had been sunk. 

That Cox acl;ually dug in search of copper or ether mineral? Yes, gold. 
If copper or silver it would not be correct? I am not prepared to say that, but I believe it would 

not: be correct. 
Would you act upon the report of Mr. .Johnson, given on the lath page, which you have read? 

Do you mean would we have cancelled the lease upon that? No, we should have got farther evidence. 
You did not do so? No, the lease had then been cancelled, and if we had been pressed to reverse 

the cancellation we should then have taken evidence as to the breaches of the law, and if we found lie 
had been guilty of the charge we should have cancelled the lease. 
025. None of this evidence came before you until after the cancellation of the lease? There was a 
statement 
920. But; you did not act upon that? No, it was made by a person who was interested—Mr. Winters. 
927. You see that in regard to Castleton Mr. .Tohnson made the same mistake? That has been cleared 
up beyond a doubt. 
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APPENDIX. 

[lb tA. Eel rlence of 21Cr. Thomas Cox. 20 .Fthruan. 1S78. 

A:l 
(No. 279.) 	 New South Wales. 

The Treasury, 23 Septembor, 1872. 
Rscmvcn from Thomas Cox the sum of £10 143. 108. sterling, being for rent of mineral leases other then gold, as nnder,viz.:— 

No. and Extent of Bloeka 	 Period of Rent. 
Date of Deposit. 	 Rate per Iriock. 	 - 	-- 	. - 	- 	 Amount. 

No. 	Area. 1  TotaL 	 From 	I 	To 

1872. 	L 	 Acres. 

	

Juncll 	 1 ' 20 	20 

	

,,21 	 20 	60 

£10 14s. 108. 

£ S. it. 	 1873 	 1873 	 £ a. it. 
2 15 10 	. June 11 .............. .... 31 December. .......... ..2 15 10 
2 13 	0 	' 	a 	21 ........ .......... .,. 	 7 19 	0 

W. NEWCOMBE, 
For the Treasurer. 

A. 2. 
(No. 893.) 	 No" South Wales 

The Treasury, 26 October, 1874. 
RECEIVsD from Thomas Cox the sum of £20 sterling, being for rent of mineral leases other than gold, as under, viz. 

No. and Extent of Weeks. Period of Iteut 
Date of Deposit. Bate per Block. - AniouliL 

No. Area, Total. From 	 To 

1872 ' Acres: £ 	s. 	it. Nos. of Leases.  
June11 I 	 20 5 	0 	0 5,197 	For year 1874 5 	0 	0 

11 21 3 	20 60 500 5,907/9 	 ,, 1500 

£20. 	 W. NEWCOMBE, 
For I lie Treasurer. 

A. 3 
(No. 990.) 	 New South Wale,. 

The Treasury, 30 November, 1874. 
Enonvan from Thomas Cox the sum of £5 sterling, being for rent of mineral leases other than gold, as under, viz. 

No. and Extent of Blocks. 	 Period of Rent. 
OW of Deposit. 	 nate per Block. 	 Amo,,nL 

No. 	Area. 	Total. 	 From 	 To 

For year 1875. 
1872 	 Acres. 	£ s, a. 	No. of Lease 	 £ s. ci. 

June21 	 1 	20 	20 	5 0 0 	 5,907 	 5 0 0 

I 	 I 
£5. 	 F. A. CANTER, 

Entd. 	 For the Treasurer. 

A4 
Memo. 
I UAVE looked over the printS report of August 22nd, 1876, you were kind enough to forward, and beg to remark as 
nader 

If I understand the decision of the Attorney General it is in your favour. The lease No. 5,907 was declared forfeited 
when it could not possibly have been so, you having paid the rent to December 319t, 1875, and it was declared forfeited, ,Tune 
17th, 1875 the other tl,ree "3'' leases were legally forfeited, the rent not having  been paid. The late Minister for Mines 
persists in luring up the leases altogether, while the one only, 5,907, should be dealt with. ITo evidently trie, to gloss over the 
error committed in his Department, and in doing so resorts to all sorts of subterfuges, and takes the cx perle statements of 
interested parties, " Winters and Morgan,'' as proved facts, lie says, after receiving the opinion of the Attorney General, lie 
had an interview with that gentleman. Whnt; transpired at that interview 	When I saw Mr. Warden .Tohnson in his oftlee 
in Bathnrst, and pointed out to him that only three (3) leases were forfeited, he said there was evidently a mistake, and that 
it should have been remedied by a "notice in error" in the Goeernmcnt Gazelle, but that lie had nothing to do with it, but 
that as the error had been made by the Department; of Mines in Sydney the notice should emanate from that office. 

The men Berry, State, and Ross, being the holders of miners' rights, had it perfectly legal right to mine forgold on the 
lease '' with pernñssiun of the lessee," Jse bein in lawful possession of the some—the miners' right giving power to 'mine On 
any Crown lands whether leased or otherwise. 

As to the notice of intention to 'mine for gold," it is unnecessary for the holder of miner's right to give it that is, if 
he only holds his working claim as those men did. Have the proprietors of the Goderieh Coppev Mine, at Mitcbell's Creek 
Co., Wellington, given any notice, or paid any royalty el percentage to the Government, and they and many others about 
them have been getting gold, silver, and copper for years P Do the Northern tin.mines, where gold, silver, tin, bismuth, &te.. 

are mised, pay any royalty or percentage P I think you'll find they do net they simply take out miners' rights for the 
men employed. 	 Besides, 
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Besides, even if this were one of the covenants of the lease, you conhi not be bound by the covenants of a lease you had 
not got-. The royalty on gohi 'ms-er has bren paid, and I question if it is the law of the land to pay it. It, ''the regulation," 
came out as an Order in Council, signed by Henry I'arkes, .1 think in 1872, but so far as I know, never passed into Law. Ens 
such myaly ever been paid 

The late Minister for Mines has strained n clause in the Regulations to justify either a stupid blunder or an interested 
excrete of pow-er. 

The whole ease really coisies into it rely ssnnll compass. Three (3) ]eases were legally forfeit-cd the fourth (5,907) 
you intended to retain and work, as I can prove t lisa' were all four declared forfeited, and nit-her than frankly admit the 
mistake all sorts of 'neon shifts are resorted to so a.s to shirk the responsibility. 

I had a witness with him who can prove the a4osission of Mr. Warden ,Tohnson. 

To the .Eridener qf Htv'ric Wood, 13 iThrch, 1878.] 
C 2. 

(No. 5907.) 
[Dapileate.] 	 TEASE FOR MINING PURPOSES. 

Victoria, by the Gnaee of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the 
Faith, and so furil,. 

To an TO is-atoM THrEE pnrsayvs SHAlL COfl, GREETING: 

\VHEREAa Thomas Cot, in our Colony of New Suth Wales, hereinafter called the lessee, beeasne under and by virtue of 
"the Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861," and the Regulations made thereunder, entitled, on the tsventy-3rst- day of June, 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, to a lease of the lands hereinafter described, at the 
yearly rent hereinafter reserve:t, and subject to the ter,as, conditions, exceptions, and provisoes hereinafter mentioned, for 
the term of thirteen years and one hundred and inuety-four days from that date, for the purpose of mining thereon for 
any metal or mineral excepting gold, anti hat-it duly paid into the office of the Colonial Treasury in the said Colony, all rent; 
iliac in respect of the said lands to the thirty-first day of December next, and the Governor of our said Colony, with the 
advice of the Exeent ive Council thereof, bath tl,eref ore consented to grant to the lessee it lease of the said lands for the residne 
yet- to come of the said term : Now know ye, that; in consideration of the premises, of the rent so paid os aforesaid, and of the 
yearly rent, covenants, provisoes, and agreements hereinafter reserved and contained on the part of the lessee, his executors, 
adanihistrotors, and assigns, to be paid, observe:i, and perforine&we do tetchy for us, our heirs, and successors, demise acid 
lease unto the lessee, his executors, administrators, and assigss —all that parcel of land containing by admeasurement twenty 
acres, tie the sane snore or lea,, wInch is particularly dosoribed in the schedule hereinafter written, with free libert-y for the 
lessee, his executors, administrators, and assigns, to dig, sink, drive, make, and use all such pits, shafts, levels, avatereourses, 
and other works which sulLy be necessary for obtaining all ores and minerals therein contained, except gold, and to use the 
i-aid land or any part- thereof either under ground or on the surface in such manner as may be proper and requisite for making 
seoreh f,,r and obtaining the said ores and minerals : Saving and reserving always unto its, our heirs and successors, and unto 
the Governor or officer for tl,e tinae bring adnunisterisig the Govenimuent of our said Colony, the right and power of taking 
without compensation to the le,see, his executors, administrators, or assigns, such parts of the said land hereby demised as may 
be required for the sit-es of churel,es, schools, parsonages, or any public buildings, or for the establishment and construction of 
high roads, railways or railway stations, and tramnways, and all necessary approaches thereto And also saving and reserving 
unto its, our heirs and successors, and to time Minister for Lands for the time being of our said Colony, and any person or 
persons authorized by In ni, the right to outer upon the said land or any part thereof without conipensatiomi to tile lessee, his 
executors, admnioistnstors, or assigns, and to cut, dig, and remove all timber, stone, gravel, curtis, or other material in or upon 
the said land which shall be required for any public purpose; and also reserving unto us, our heirs, and successors, and unto 
the Secretary for Lands of our said Colony, and to any and every person or persons hereafter appointed by him in that behalf, 
free liberty at all times during the continuance of this demise to enter into and upon the land hereby demised, and all mines 
and works therein or thereon, in order to view and examine tl,e condition thereof: To have and to hold the said lands and 
nunes, and all and singular other the premises hereinbef ore mentioned and hereby demised, with the appurtenances, unto the 
lessee, his executors, administrators, and assigns, from the date hereof, for and during time full term of ten years and three 
hundred and eleven days from thence next ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended, subject to the reservations, conditions, 
exceptions, and provisoes herein mentioned Yielding and paying tlmcrefo,' unto us, our heirs and successors, yearly and every 
year hereafter, during the coot inuance of this lease, time clear rent or sum of five pounds sterling, by yearly payments thereof 
in advance, during the month of Septemnber in each and every yea]-, into the hands of our Colonial Treasurer for the t into
being, at the Treasury in Syd,,ey, in otis- said Colony the first of such payments, after the issue of these presents, to be made 
on or before the thirtieth dm,y of September now- next- ensuing, being time payment in advance of the rent for the year ending 
the thirty-first day of December, in the year of otu- Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six : Provided always, and
these presents anupon the conditions following (that is to say):— Upon condition that the lessee, 'his executors, administrators, 
or assigns, shall well and trmily pay or cause to be paid unto its, our heirs and successors, the rent hereby reserved when the 
same shalt become payable in the manner hereafter appointed for that purpose, and do and shall witlun three years from the 
said twenty-first day of  J nne, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, expend npon the said 
land hereby demised in and about mining thereon, a sum or sums of mooney amuounting in the whole to not, less than five 
pounds sterling nmomlev per acre of the lands hereby demised : And that the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, 
shall not remove, dig, sink for gold in or upon, or otherwise endemmyour to obtain gold, from the lands hereby demised, or any 
part thereof : And that if defautt shall be made by the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, in payment- of the rent 
hereb 	 of,  y reserved, or of any part there, and the Ensue shall be in al-rear and unpaid after the thirtieth day of September in 
ally year d suing the emit iuun,lee of tIns demise, or if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall at any time or 
times snake, do, caine, pei'mit, or suffer any breach of the conditions, provisoes, or agreements herein contained, and on the 
part of time lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, to be observed or performed, it. shall be lnwfid for its, our heirs and 
nsccessors, or for the Governor or officer for time time being administering the Government of our said Colony, or any person 
o sit horized by luns or them in that beh:,hf, to eater upon time lands hereby demised, or any part thereof, and therefrom to 
remove the lessee his executors, administrators, or assigns, and all occupiers thereof, and the demise hereby made and all right a 
if time lessee, his executors, admi,,istrators, or assigns, hereunder shall, open such entry, cease and be void : Provided also, and 
it is 1_ereby declared and agreed. that it shall be lawful for the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, at any lime to 
detersnino this  present demise by giving to the Minister for Lands for the time Icing of our said Colony three months' notice 
in writing of his int-e,ition so to do, but that in case this demise shall be so terinivat ed by the lessee, his executors, arl,ninis-
rators, or assigns, no post ion of the r_',mt wInch shall Isa re been paid in advance in respect of the said lands shall be repaid to 

the lessee, his executors, ad n,i,,ist motors, or nssigmms : Provided also, and it is hereby furl her declared, I hat upon application in 
writing to the Minister for Lands for the time being of our said Colony, by the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, 
during the thirteemst Ia year ofthe tei'sn ynent io,med in this lease, the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall be 
entitled to a renewal of the sn]ne for a further period not exceeding fo,,rtee,, years, upon payment of a fine or preminin for or 
in respect of such ri-mum-at, of not less t lmmsmm two pounds ten shillings per acre of the lands hereby deenised, and that the amount; 
to lie paid for such fi,ie or preimnuan for renewal shall be determined by appraisement as provided in and by the said Act, upon 
which appraisement full and partiem.dsr information in every respect of the working of, and retura obtained from, time n,ine or 
mines wren the said iam,ds hereby da,nised, shall be afforded to the appraisers by the lessee, his executors, administrators, or 
assigns, under the penalty of forftiting all right or claim to renewal, it. being hereby expressly declared that if the lessee, his 
executors, administrators, or assigns, shall fail to give such information to the appraisers upon the said appraisement, or shall give 
untr,me or inaccurate infonimation with respect to time matters aforesaid, no renewal of t.Iao lease of tIre said lands or of any part 
thereof shall be granted to the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns : Provided also, and it is hereby flirt liar declared 
and agreed, that if time demise hereby imade shall be ternumaated by forfeiture, or shall not be renewed after the expiration of the 
scm-in hereby granted, the lessee. his executors, administ natora, or assigns, shall be at liberty, wit lain six monthas from the 
teraainat io,s of this lease to remove or otherwise dispose of all anaelunerv and mnovahle improvements upon the lands lmereby 
demised, and nI'o all the minerals   bronghat to the surface during lu- term of this lease, 

Scuv,i,rua 
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£?PZ'tIX. 	 PR 

- 	 SCBEDULx OF Lsyt,. 

Diagram, 	 Deicription. 

- •,_ 	- 	 20 acres, county of Boxburgh, parish of Castloton, portion 68: 
2,000 	 Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 69, and bounded 

s 	" 68 	 thence on the east by a line bearing north 10 chains on the north 
- 	907 2oit-, 	 by the southern boundary of portion 67, being a line bearing vest 

2,000 	- 	 20 chains on the west by a line bearing south 3.0 chains and on the 
- - -- -_ 

	

	 south by the northern boundary of portion 69, being a line bearing 
east 20 chains to the point of commencement. 

Sle 20 ehali,; to an Inch. 	 Mmcml lease No. 5907. 

in testimony whercof, we have caused this our lease to be sealcd wit-I, the seal of our said Colony. 

Witness, His Excellency Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Conmmndcr of the Most Distinguished Order 
- 

	

	of Saint Michael and Saint George, our Governor and Commander-in•Chief of our said Colony of ew South 
L-52 Wales and its Dependencies, and Viec.Admiiwl of the same, at Government House, Sydney, in New South 

Wales aforesaid, this tiventv.t,lurd dcv of :Irebrsasry, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
soventy.five. 	- 

IJERCUhES ROBINSON. 
Recorded and en,-olled in the Departiiient. of Mines. nt Sydney, thi, 	 day of 	 AD. 157 

at- 	 o'clock. 
I hereby ae00pt the within lease subject to the term;, conditions, exceptions, reservations, and provisocs therein 

continued, and also subject to the in'Qvisioiis of the Fgulations made or to be made by his Excellency 1- lie Governor, with tim,, 
advice of tIc Executive Oosumcil, and which may now or shall hereafter during the tenn created by the within lease be m force 
relating to leases of mineral hands And T hereby covenant with, Her Mejest-y, her heirs and successors, that I will dunng 
the term created its aforesaid well and 1,nih-  pay the rents reserved tinder the within lease at sste1i times and places as nra 
therein specihied and appointed, Will at all time, dii ring the said term observe and perform all and singular the covenant;, 
conditions, stipulations, and provisoes therein contained. 

iii witness whereof, F have hereunto sot my [and and acid this 	day of 	 IS - 
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within named Thomas Cox, in the presence of 

No. 5907. 
DiLl cit 23rd 1.-br us r, A ii - 1875. Eei- Majesty tI me Q 'teen to 'J'l,omn,i; (.ox - hens,- fom iii mi ag pit rpose (ot tier t tan gol. I -) 

FTwo Plans, B and C 1.] 

Sy,lnev : them,, Richard,, Oove,-noicnt Printsr. .1571A 

210—E 
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[To the Evidence of Harrie Wood, E€2., 13 March, 1818.] 

C L 

LAN of fourportion., N. 67 to 70, in the parish of Castloton, county of Roiburgit, applied for by 
Thomas Cu; as Mineral Leases, under the 22ud clause of the Oeeupatioit Act. 

Scale 20 ehtlns to] Inca.. 

ESPERENcE TO CORNflS. 

corner. Bearing. From. Links. No. on tree. 

a SeES' Sty. krk 80 67 
Stake tree near 

o 220M' 2 8788 
ii 24E19' 27 878 

264'25' ,, 50 Se9 

/ 33Ø•33J  

No ............Apple ......... 

24 88M9 

o ar 8' 

Sty. bark .....

Gum ........... 84 6970 
It 290W 88 6910 
I ab0'SO' 80 70 

1' 52 Sty. bark 9 70 

jnclrc'w JVLJ&Z(e4 
IicaMdJSUmff 

5t ec&,z  1872. 
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1877—S. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEnLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DISCOVERY OF GOLD. 
(PETITION OF E. W. RUDDER.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 March, 1878. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR HONORABLE HousE,— 

Your Petitioner begs permission to ask your favourable consideration of the following statement:— 
The fact that Mr. E. H. Hargraves and Messrs. Torn and Lister were recognized and rewarded by 

the State for the part they took in the gold discovery of 1851, the particulars of which it is not your 
Petitioner's intention to bring wider the notice of your Honorable House, beyond the part he took in it, 
and which, though known to the public, and as he respectfully submits, were of equal importance with 
those of Mr. Hargraves, and of more than those of Messrs. Tom and Lister, were lost sight of or ignored—
an act which your Petitioner deeming to he partial and unjust, induced him to publish, and address to your 
Honorable House, in the year 1861, a narrative of his connection with that event, in the humble hope that 
some Member of the Legislature would, from the manifest justice of such a step, bring before it his claims, 
with a view to their recognition. Had Mr. Hargraves' services never been recopized, your Petitioner 
would have had no cause for complaint, but being so—together with those of his assistants—he respectfully 
submits his being passed over was not just. The late renewed votc of additional compensation to Mr. 
Hargraves has kindled a deep sense of wrong ;  he therefore ventures once more to obtrude on your notice, 
and earnestly ask of your Honorable House to extend your sympathy to him by taking into your favour-
able consideration the following facts, to which he will allude as briefly as possible, additional particulars 
being easily obtained if deemed desirable: In the year 1850 your Petitioner went to California, where he 
joined the late Simpson Davidson, Esquire, author of a work entitled "Gold Deposits in Australia," and 
Mr. E. H. Hargraves, with each of whom he made separate as well as joint journeys of discovery and 
investigation. 310 these gentlemen he repeatedly expressed his conviction that from what he had observed 
of the geology of that country, and from that which he knew of New South Wales, "that if it existed in 
the one country it must in the other." Mr. Davidson in his work (p.  49-50) says, "Mr. Rudder and I 
had a good deal of controversy on abstract geology in connection with gold, and, to his calling my attention 
to the doctrine of gold dissemination in granite, do I especially owe much subsequent observation which I 
made to satisfy myself of the relation of the precious metal to rocks of granitic character." Of these 
observations Mr. Hargraves had often the benefit. To these gentlemen your Petitioner expressed his 
intention to investigate the subject on his return to this Colony. He made two journeys from San 
Francisco to the Gold Fields, and on his return from the first, which was with Mr. Davidson, one of his 
first acts was to write to New South Wales, which he did May 4th, 1850. The greater part of his letter 
was published in the Herald of Monday, July 22nd, 1850. He begs to call particular attention to the date 
of this letter, because that in it he described the nature of gold digging or mining so clearly that any per-
son in thisColony who had heard of the Rev. W. B. Clarke's, Mr. Smith's, or Mr. M'Gregor's discovery 
of matrix gold, could have proceeded at once and discovered alluvial gold in the Bathurst District. This 
was more than twelve months before the meeting at Ophir, on the 13th May, 1851, between Mr. Hargraves 
and Mr. Stutchbury, on the part of the Government, took place. Prior to leaving California, your Petitioner 
invited Mr. Hargraves' attention to the fact, and his intention to search for gold in this Colony, leaving 
it optional with Mr. Hargraves to join in it should he feel so disposed. Your Petitioner's plans were, 
under the dispensation of an all-wise God, frustrated ;  he was shipwrecked, and after great privation and 
suffering, traversing a tempestuous ocean for 900 miles in an open boat, was safely landed at Port Mac. 
quarie in a state of great exhaustion, and the loss of everything but that about his person. On the 22nd 
of February, 1851, a second letter of your Petitioner's, headed " California," appeared in the .A[oreing Herald, being forty-two days previous to the announcement of the gold discovery, only ten days after the 
actual discovery by Mr. llargraves, at Guyong, and four after the arrival of the first five specks in 
Sydney, and their submission to his inspection. This letter contained so minute a description of the process 
familiarly termedprospecting, that any person possessed of common sense might have developed the 
golden treasures of New South Wales with as much success as Mr. Hargraves, and thus your Petitioner 
actually paved the way for the events of the following month of May, when the rush to Oplur took place, 
by placing at the disposal of miners instructions how to proceed in their work in a simple and intelligent 
form. On the 25th of March, 1851, your Petitioner delivered a lecture in the School of Arts. Sydney, on 
California, very flattering notices of which appeared in both the Herald and Empire papers of the 26th. 

284— 	 Your 
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Your Honorable House will thus perceive that he brought the subject of gold-mining fully before the 
Colonial public. Your Petitioner begs most respectfully to call your especial attention to the following 
fact —A letter announcing the "gold discovery," dated the 2nd of April, and which appeared in the fferald 
of the 4th of April, 1851, in which it was stated " A. GnJd Field has been discovered extending over a tract 
of country of above 300 miles in length," was written by your Petitioner and was the result of his own 
geological deductions. When subsequent events are taken into consideration, your Petitioner feels justified 
in considering this letter the most im1ortant ever published in this Colony. At this critical period of his 
history the discoverer of gold consulted him as a friend and confidant, anI it was only at your Petitioner's 
urgent request he obtained a reluctant consent to make known the discovery to the public, and by so doing 
turned the scale in Mr. Hargravcs' favour. Your Petitioner was made acquainted with all that transpired. 
The first five specks of gold were placed in his hands, inspiring him with hope, when the discoverer himself 
deemed, to use his own words, "the speculation would be a bad one" ; your Petitioner aided him by 
encouragement, with advice, and assistance at this critical period as far as was within his power. At the 
lecture alluded to, your Petitioner exhibited diagrams of tne most approved gold-washing machine, then 
used by Californian miners, and fully explained the method of using it; he also gave instruction to the 
workman who made the first machine ever put together in Australia, and personally inspected the second, 
which was made at Bathurst on the 14th of May, 1851, and publicly exhibited for the general benefit, and 
was, he believes, the first ever worked on the Gold Fields of Australia. Your Petitioner erected the first 
tent ever put up on the Gold Fields of New South Wales, which was on the 17th May, 1851. On the 22nd 
of June,J. Hardy, Esq., the first Gold Commissioner, arrived at Ophir, and almost immediately called, 
with Essrngton King, Esq., to obtain such information as from his experience he could supply for his 
guidance in the prosecution of his new and important duties, when he unhesitatingly placed at that gentle-
man's disposal all the information he possessed. Upon the information so obtained Mr. Hardy acted with 
marked success, and order and peace prevailed where disorder and confusion had previously reigned supreme. 
Your Petitioner drew up, when at Mr. Tom's, senior, of Guyong, on the 14th and 15th of May, 1851, and 
transmitted to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary a synopsis of regulations for the government of the 
gold fields, at a time when all was confusion and disorder. This your Petitioner subsequently discovered 
was purposely intercepted and suppressed from motives of jealousy or interest and thus never 
reached its destination. The late Thos. Icely, Esq., and Mr. Tom, if living, could haveproved the existence 
of this document, having heard it read, and approved of it. At this time your Petitioner instructed many 
in the proper process of gold-washing, not a few washing away all the fine gold and preserving only the 
coarse. In June his attention was directed to the dissemination of gold in quartz, and the result of his 
investigation was published in the Herald of July 13. On the 31st July he transmitted specimens of 
amalgamated gold for the information of the Government. On this and on all occasions he made known 
his views and discoveries unreservedly public. On the 18th July, 1851, he drew attention to the waste 
of gold and the best means of prevention, through the medium of the Batlturst Free Press. The first 
announcement of gold discovery in England was made by your Petitioner, and was alluded to in the Empire 
of Dec. 9, 1851. Your Petitioner was the cause of Mr. E. H. Hargraves going to California, where he met 
that gentleman according to previous understanding, though after some delay, on the 11th of March, 1850. 
Finally, during the period intervening between the discovery of gold, in 1831, and the dato of this Petition, 
your Petitioner has endeavoured, as far as his limited means would permit, to advance the best interest of 
his adopted country; in proof of this, at the risk of being deemed egotistical, he would remark, that he 
has received a diploma of merit from Paris, signed by Prince flapoleon Bonaparte, A.D. 1855. One 
certificate of adirnssion as an exhibitor to the London International Exhibition, A.D. 1871, signed by His 
R.H. the Prince of Wales; one gold and one silver medal, in acknowledgment of his services from New 
South Wales, A.D. 1867 and 1868; one silver medal for exhibits, New South Wales, 1862; one bronze 
and one gilt medal, from London, A.D. 1862 and 1873; one bronze medal from Paris, A.D. 1809; and one 
bronze medal from Philadelphia, S.D. 1876; and, as a mark of approbation of my efforts, the Government 
of this Colony published and issued 2,000 copies of your Petitioner's geological map of the Maeleay 
district. Beyond these honorary distinctions, your Petitioner has derived no pecuniary advantage, but 
has expended much time and personal labour. 

Nearly all he has thus had the honor to bring under the notice of your Honorable House can be 
supported by documentary evidence, and what has not can be sustained by witnesses. Much has been 
omitted which has been laid before the public in the works of the Rev. W. B. Clarke, Messrs. Davidson 
and Hargraves, having reference to your Petitioner in connection with the gold discovery. Your Petitioner 
respectfully ventures to state, and he hopes shown to the satisfaction of your Honorable House, that to 
him more than any other person living is Australia indebted, directly and indirectly, to the discovery of 
gold and its development in the year 1851. Apologising 

 

for 
trespassing so largely on your time and patience, 

your Petitioner appeals to the justice of your Honorable House, confidently leaving his case in your hands, 
prayingjour impartial and favourable consideration of this Petition. 

Your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 
E. W. RUDDER. 

East Kempsey, March 16, 1878. 

Sydney: Thorns, Richards, Government ?rthtcr.—isTS. 

[3d1 
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SAN FRANCISCO MAIL SERVICE. 

No. 1. 
Statement of ease. 

Corx'RoMIsE with Mr. Cunningham in re Messrs. HaU and Forbes' default in regard to their 
San Francisco Mail contract. 

Tins matter was considered at a telegraphic conference held on the 29th January, 1876. between Sir Julius 
Vogel and the Honorable John Robertson and the llonorabl.e J. F. Burns. The following extract from 
the proceedings in relation to that Conference will show how the matter of the proposed compromise with 
Mr. Cunningham then stood 

CoslrBoMrsE WITH CUNNINGHAM. 
Telegram from Sir Julius Vogel. 

Non—This 
matter was not "I THINK Cunningham can influence Forbes, and I would try and compromise with both at onco, giving 
included In the them both a discharge for £15,000—half cash—half bills, endorsed by Russell & Co., Shanghai." particulars of the 
Conference of the 
29th January, 
1570, which were cc 
laid before Per. mv only offer we have is from R. Towns & Co., as follows :—' The offer which we (It. Towns & Co.) 
liament and 	now make is that, on behalf of Mr. B. Cunningham, we pay the sum of £5,000 sterling for a release from ordered by the 
Legislative 	both the New South Wales and New Zealand Governments of the penalty bonds in connection with those 
Mseinbly to be contracts—a release to all parties conberned.'" printed on the 
9th Aug, 1876. 	 From Sir Julius Vogel. 

"I HAVE seen the letters, and I suggest to tell Towns, without prejudice, we will take what I have said and 
refuse offer he has made." 

Answer. 
WE adopt your suggestion, and will act upon it." 

[" Mx3ro.—I have seen the original telegram in reference to this matter. I believe we said something 
about any compromise being subject to the approval of Parliament, but this does not appear.—J.P.B., 
9/2/7G." 
"Tnv letter written to R. Towns & Co., almost immediately after the telegraphic communication, sets out 
what I understood to have been what was said. Letter herewith.—J0HN 11." 

"The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. R. Towns & Co. 
Gentlemen, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 1 February, 1876. 

- "In reply to your letter of the 29th of January, in which you refer to your proposition of the 
28th of October last, as to a compromise of the claims which the Governments of New South Wales and 
New Zealand have upon Mr Edward Cunningham and other parties to the late San Francisco mail. 
contracts, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that the Government of New Zealand 
has communicated to him, through Sir Julius Vogel, its willingness to accept the sum of £15,000 (7,500 
in cash, and £7,500 by bills bearing the indorsement of Messieurs Russell and Company, of Shanghai), 
in complete satisfaction of the claims above mentioned. 

2. I am desired to inform you further that with this proposition the Government of New South 
Wales concurs, the concurrence being subject to the approval of Parliament; and I am to add that this 
offer is made without prejudice. 	 I have, &c., 

HENRY HALLORAN."] 
On the 24th February, 1876, Messrs. It. Towns & Co. declined to assent to the proposed 

compromise of £15,000, but offered £8,000 to £10,000 to sett]e the matter. 
After consultation had taken place between this Colony and New Zealand, the following telegram 

was sent on the 10th March, 1870, to the Agent General for New South Wales by the Colonial Secretary, 
viz. 

"See Mackrell. We are offered £10,000, final settlement all claims against all parties concerned 
with regard Forbes, Cunningham, Hall contract. We favourable. New Zealand will concur." 

At this stage there appears to have been some misunderstanding of the position of the matter 
between the New Zealand Government and its legal representative in London (Mr. Mackrell), for Sir 
J. Vogel telegraphed to the Colonial Secretary of N. S. Wales on the 24th March, 1876, as follows:— 

Noy,,—sir. 	 "Re Cunningham, your telegram overlooked that object telegraphing Mackrell was to ask hi 
Vogel was of 	 advice—better commence afresh. Shall i telegraph following —Two Governments want 
Lwvcrsdvlsed 	 your advice; shall they accept £ 1.0,000 offered by Cunningham or try for more F" 
acceplanecof 	After a lengthy correspondence in which Cunningham's offerbecame complicated with an item of offertheoovern. r me,,ts would £oOO for costs, and with the prospect of obtanung something more than the £10,000 out of the estate 
iustifçdiq 	of the other surety (Mr. de Bussche) Messrs. Towns and Co. on the 5th January, 1877, wrote to say that 
vthutvMting Cunningham's offer of £10,000 was to cover the release of all parties to the contracts, and that any 
for atection of recovery the Governments may have made from the estate of Mr. de Bussche will be in reduction of the 

£10,000 offered by Mr. Cunningham. 
The substance of Messrs. Towns and Cos. letter was communicated to New Zealand on the 13th 

February and a reply thereto dated 10th February was received as follows 
"I.f you agree we are willing to give up de Bussche's dividend, provided an immediate cash 

settlement is made—not otherwise suggest you press Cunningham and not be delayed by 
further negotiations. 

On the 28th February, iS??, the Agents General for N. S. Wales and N. Zealand addressed the 
Colonial Secretary as follows:— 

"Necessary 
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"Necessary determine if actions against Cunningham and Forbes are to be continued. Confer 
with New Zealand and telegraph us instructions immediately." 

The Colonial Secretary of N. S. W. on the 5th March telegraphed Mr. Forster as follows 
"Offer of £10,000 will be accepted subject approval of Parliament." 

Mr. Forster and Sir. J. Vogel in reply to this, stated by telegram on the 7th March that—
"Telegram sixth (qy. 5th) received instruct definitely whether pending approval Parliament and 

before actual receipt of money actions are or are not to be continued." 
On the 21st March, 1877, the Colonial Secretary telegraphed the following reply to the above 

"Re Cunningham—can only be done when the Assembly has approved—Ministry sent in resig-
nation—Parkes sent for." 

In view of all the circumstances of the case and of the fact that law expenses are going on, I recom-
mend that the amount of £10,000 be at once accepted in settlement of the claim upon the sureties of 
Messrs. Hall and Forbes, and that this should be done without waiting for the approval of Parliament. 

If the Cabinet concur in this opinion, I would suggest that the following telegram be sent to the 
New Zealand Government, viz. 

"Referring to your telegram, 10th February last, concerning compromise with Cunningham, we 
find our predecessors telegraphed to Agent General as follows, on 5th March:-'  Offer of 
£10,000 will be accepted subject to approval of Parliament.' To this Agent General replied, 
asking to be instructed definitely whether pending approval of Parliament, and before 
actual receipt of money, actions are or are not to be discontinued. Mr. Robertson replied, 

Can only be done when the Assembly has approved.' We now propose to telegraph to 
Agent General that we are willing to accept the £10,000 without waiting for the approval 
of Parliament, and to instruct him to receive the money as soon as possible, and to stay 
further proceedings. Please say if you concur in this; if so, I suggest that you similarly 
instruct your Agent General." 

SAUL SAMUEL, 10/4/77. 

Appd.—T{.P., for Cabinet.-12/4/77. 
:1 fd herewith a telegram which I shall be glad if the Colonial Secretary will send to New 

Zealand, as arranged in Cabinet, and cause the papers to be returned to this depa.rtnent.—S.S.. 10/4/77. 
The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 10/4/77.—S.H.L. 	Telegram 18/4/77. 	The Secretary to 

the Post Office, B.C.,  

No. 2. 

Telegram from Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to Colonial Secretary, 
Sydney. 

10 April, 1877. 
WE agree to your proposed telegram to Agent General. It will be sufficient for our Agent General if 
you say in telegram that we concur. 

The telegram should now be sent to England but if Mr. Samuel is accessible be had better be 
informed—li.?., 20/4/77. 

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 21/4/77-11.11. 	Submitted.—.JAs. B., 23/4/77. 
Forward to the Colonial Secretary the attached draft of telegram to Agent General.—S.S., 23/4/77. 
The Principal Under Secretary.—Please return papers.—Jis. B., for Secretary, B.C., 23/4/77 
Copy of telegram herewith, the Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 23/4/77-11.11. 

 

Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to Agent General, London. 
28 April, 1877. 

lit Cunningbam.—Accept offer, ten thousand. Obtain money as soon as possible, and stay further pro-
ceedings. New Zealaaid Government concurs. 

 

The Postmaster General, Sydney, to The Postmaster General, Wellington, New 
Zealand. 

General Post Office, Sydney, 24 April, 1877. 
Sir, 

With reference to your telegram addressed to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, Sydney, 
dated the 19th instant, respecting the compromise with Mr. Cunningham, on account of Messrs. Hall and 
Forbes' default in regard to their San Francisco Mail Contract, I have to inform you that a telegram was 
sent yesterday to the Agent General for this Colony, as follows:— 

"Re Cunningham—Accept offer, ten thousand. Obtain money as soon as possible, and stay 
proceedings. New Zealand Government concurs." 

I have, &c., 
SAUL SAMUEL. 
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No.5. 
The Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to The Postmaster General, 

Sydney. 
Sir, 	 General Post Office, Wellington, 16 May, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your coinimniieation, quoted in the margin, 
embodying copy of a telegram which was sent on the 23rd ultimo to the Agent General for your Colony 
respecting the compromise with Mr. Cunningham, on account of Messrs. Hall and 1?orbcs's deftul1: in regard 
to their San Francisco Mail contract, intimating on behalf of both Governments the acceptance of IMp. 
Cunningham's offer, on the understanding that immediate papnent should be mftde, and requesting that 
further legal proceedings in the matter should be stayed. 	 I have, &c., 

-- 	 GEO. McLEAN. 
Seen.-S.S., 7/6/77.  

No.0. 
Telegram from Agents General, London, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

21 May, 1877. 
CUNNINGHAM settled let each Postmaster General execute immediately power of attorney to Agent 
General of his colony, authorizing execution of full release to Forbes and Cunningham and assignment to 
them of claims on do Bussche. Advise when done. Advise New Zealand. 

FORSTER - VOGEL. 

No, 7. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to Colonial Secretary, Wellington, New 

Zealand. 
23 May, 1877. 

I HAVE received following telegram from Forster and Vogel, dated 19th instant :—" Cunningham settled 
let each Postmaster General execute immediately power of attorney to Agent General of his colony, 
authorizing execution of full release to Forbes and Cunningham, and assignment to them of claims on de 
Bussche. Advise when done. Advise New Zealand." 

The Postmaster General—H.P., 21/5/77. 	The Secretary to the Post Office, 13.0., 28/5/77.— 
M.B.A., for the U.S. 

The Crown Solicitor will please cause the power of attorney, asked for in the annexed telegram, to 
be prepared in time to send by the out-going mail on the 1st proxinxo.—S.S., 28/5/77. 

Urgent. The Crown Solicitor, B.C., 29/5/77.—SilL. 	 - 

No.8. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary, General Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 31 May, 1877. 
With reference to the instructions to prepare a power of attorney from the Postmaster 

General to the Agent General in London, authorizing execution by him of full release to Messrs. Forbes 
and Cunningham, and an assignment to them of claims on1fr. de Bussche, I have the honor to request that 
you will please inform me whether it is intended by this to authorize Mr. Forster to assign your interest 
in the two bonds give!], one for the permanent and the other for the temporary mail centracin, with power 
to sue and take other proceedings under the said bonds, or whether it is merely intended that; Mr. Forster 
should assign or hand over any mnomteys he may have received or may receive from Mr. de Bussche or his 
estate. 	 I have, &e., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, 
Crown Solicitor. 

It is intended to give Messrs. Cunningham and Forbes a complete release under the contracts and 
bonds upon payment of the sum of £10,000 to the Governments of New Zealand and this Colony, and to 
assign to them whatever dividends may be payable to these Governments from de Busscltc's estate.---
S.S., 31/5/77. 

The Crown Solicitor, B.C., 2/6/77.—S.I-LL. 	Beceh'cd 2nd June, /77-3W. 

No. 9. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to Colonial Secretary, 

Sydney. 
4 June, 1877. 

CuNNiriunjut's compromise. Power of attorney forwarded Agent General by yesterday's mail, 

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 11/6/77.—If .11. 	Seon.—S,S., 12/6177. 

No. 10. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary, General Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 8 June, 1877. 
I have the honor to forward a power of attorney from the Postmaster General to the Agent 

General in London, prepared in accordance with the instructions sent to me, and empowering Mr. Forster 
to execute a full release to Messrs. Forbes and Cunningham, and an assignment to them of claims on de 
Bussche's estate. 	 The 
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The power of attorney will have to be executed in the presence of a notary public, and if you will 
appoint a time for the execution of the document I will attend with a notary for that purpose. 

1. should inentioit that in several places in the power of attorney 1 have used the expression,—
Successors in office being Postmasters General." I do not think there is any legal succession, as in the 

ease of a corporation, but 1 have thought it advisable the words should be used where they appear, as 1 
find they are used in the bonds recited which were prepared in London. 

I have, &.e., 
JOHN WILLIAMS, 

Crown Solicitor. 
Urgent. The Principal Under Seeretar,_Power  of attorney herewith, duly executed by the 

Postmaster General, who advises that it be sent to the Agent General by the out-going mail, and that 
Mr. Forster be informed by telegram of its transmission—B.C., 8/6/77.-8.H.L. Letter urgent. 

No. 11. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to Agent General, London, 

9 June, 1877. 
l'owxu of attorney forwarded to-day. New Zealand's sent on 3rd instant. 

No. 12. 
The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to The Agent General, London. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 June, 1877. 
With reference to the telegram sent to inc by yourself and Sir Julius Vogel, on the 19th of 

I:tst mo]lth, i have now the honor to transmit to you the power of attorney, winch has been executed by 
the Postmaster General, empowering you to act in the matter of the compromise with )lessrs. Forbes and 
Cunningham, and the assignment of claims on de Bussehe's estate in connection with the original San 
Francisco mail contract. 	 I have, &•e., 

For the Colonial Secretary, 

- 	 - 	HENRY HALLOI1AN. 

No. 13. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary, General Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor1s Office, Sydney, 28 June, 1877. 
I have thelmonoi-, referring to any interview with the Postmaster General, respecting the 

power of attorney 1:o the Agent General in the matter of. the San Francisco Mail Contract to stale that 
as the power of attorney already sent to Mr. Forster recites the agreement for the settlement of the 
claim upon the Contractors and sureties here having been made by Sir Julius Vogel as Postmaster 
General of New Zealand, and Mr. Samuel as Postmaster General of this Colony, when it is thought that 
at the time of the making of the agreement for settlement, Sir Julius Vogel was not in fad: Postmaster 
General but the Agent General of New Zealand, I have had another copy of the form made, in which the 
agreement is not stated to have been made with Sir Julius Vogel as Postmaster General, and now forward 
same herewith. 

It is desirable that this form should be forwarded by the out-going mail, and if you will favour me 
with in appointment I will attend svithi a notary to attest the execution of the power. 

I have, &c., 
JOHN WILLIAMS, 

Crown Solicitor. 

The Colonial Secretary, who will perhaps cause the power of attorney herewil:li to be forwarded to 
the Agent General by the out-going mail.—S.S., 28/6/77. 	The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 
29/6/77.—Si11. Urgent. 

No. 14. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to Agent General, London. 

29 Time, 1877. 
Powcn of attorney in place of one sent 9th, forwarded to.day. 

No. 15. 
The Colonial. Secretary, Sydney, to The Agent General, London. 

Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29.1 one, 1877. 
With reference to my letter of the 9th instant, forwarding a power of attorney, executed by 

the Posl,niaster General, empowering you to act in the matters of compromise with Messieurs. Forbes and 
Cunningham, and the assignment of claims on dc Bmmssche's estate, in eonnex ion with the original San 
Francisco mail contract, 1. have now the honor to transmit to y 	M ou, at r. Samnel's desire, a fresh power of 
attorney, which lie has executed to the same intent, the terms being amended in a certain point, as 
explained in the letter, of which a copy is enclosed from the Crown Solicitor. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY PA1tKES. 

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 30/6/77-11.11. 	Scen.—S.S., 80/7/77. 

No. 10. 
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No. 16. 
The Agent General, London, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

Sir, 	 28 June, 1877. 
In continuation of my despatch, No. 223/77, of the 31st ultirno, respecting tile proposed 

composition under the old Postal Contracts, by payment from Mr. Cunningham of £10,000, I have the 
honor to enclose copy of further correspoiidence on this subject. 

The release is now being engrossed for execution. 
I have, &c., 

WILLIAM FO1ISTER. 

[Enclosure 1 to No. 18.1 
Extract from Telegram, dated Sydney, 9 June, 1877, received 11 June, 1877. 

"Power of attorney forwarded to-day, New Zealand sent on 3rd instant." 	* 	* 	* 	* 

[Enclosure 2 to No. 16.] 

Captain Jopp to The Agent General for New Zealand. 

Sir, 	 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, 11 June, 1877. 
I have the honor to enclose herewith, for your information, a copy of a telegram dated Sydney, 9th instant, and 

received by Mr. Forster this morning from the Chief Secretary of New South Wales, respecting the pocrs of attorney 
required to be executed in connection with the compromise of the old mail actions. 

I have, 8cc., 
A. A. JOPP, 

Capt., RE., Seoy. 

[Enclosure 3 to No. 16.] 

Captain Jopp to Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd. 
Gentlemen, 	 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street,, 11 June, 1877. 

Mr. Forster has to-day received the following telegram, dated Sydney, 9th instant, from the Chief Secretary of 
New South Wales 

"Power of attorney executed to-day. New Zealand sent on 3rd instant," 
A copy of this telegram has boon sent to the Agent General for New Zealand. 
As Messrs. Maekrell and Co. have conducted the correspondence with New York in this matter, you might now, if you 

see no objection, arraisge with them, subject to any instructions which they may receive from the Agent General for New 
Zealand, that the draft of the release be at once prepas'ed by them, and handed to you for examination and submission to Mr. 
Forster before its final engrossment for execution. 	 Yours, 8cc,, 

A. A. JOPP, 
Capt., RE., Secy. 

[Enclosure 4 to .ATh. 143.1 
Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd to Captain Jopp. 

Old Postal Contracts—Samuel and another v. Hall and others. 

Dear Sir, 	 8, Frederick's-place, Old Jcwry, S.C., 11 June, 1877. 
We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this date, informing as of the telegram received by Mr. Forster 

as to the execution of the power of attorney. We will send the draft release for Mr. Forster's perusal as soon as we receive 
it from Messrs. Mnckrell & Co. with whom we have already arranged for its preparation. 

Yeurs, 8cc., 
PEACHEY & LLOYD. 

[Enclosure 5 to No. 10.] 
Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd to Mr. Forster. 

	

Old Postal Contracts—Samuel and another v. Hall and others- 	 - 

Dear Sir, 	 S. Frederick's-place, Old Jewrv, E.C., 14 June, 1877. 
Herewith we send you this draft release and ussigsnnent, and we shall be glad to be favoured with any observations 

you may have to make upon it. We have looked through the draft, and it appears to us to be framed in &ccordance with the 
arrangements which have been communicated to you. 	 We are, 8cc., 

PEACHEY & LLOYD. 

[Enclosure 6 to No. 16.1 

Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd to Mr; Forster. 

Old Postal Coutraets—Samuel and another v. Hall and Misers. 
Dear Sir, 	 8, Federiek's-plaee, Old Jewry, 15 June, 1877. 

When you return us the draft forwarded to you yesterday we shall feel obliged if you will say whether we are 
right in bolICTMg the lion, Saul Samuel to be the present Postmaster General. 

We are, 8cc., 
PLACIDLY & LLOYD. 

[Enclosure 7 to No. 10.] 
Captain Jopp to Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd. 

Gentlonjen, 	 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, 18 Time, 1877. 
I now return you the draft release and assignment in the Mail compromise matter, which has been read by Mr. 

Forster. 
You are right in naming the Honorable Saul Samuel, C.M.G., as the present Postmaster General. 

Yours, 8cc., 
A. A. JOPP, 

Capt. RE., Seey. 

The Secretary to the Post Oflloe, B.C., RH., 29/5/77. 	Submit,ted.—S.H.L., 31/8/77. 	Seen.—J.D., 3/9/77. 

No. 17. 
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No. 17. 
The Agent General, London, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

Sir, 	 3, \\rf. Chambers, 6 July, 1877. 
In continuation of my despatch, No. 253 /77, of the 28th ultimo, respecting the proposed 

composition under the old Postal contracts by payment from Mr. Cunningham of £10,000, 1 have the 
honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 2nd inatmit, of your following telegram, dated 29th ultimo 
"Power of attorney in place of one sent 9th forwarded to-day." 	* 	St 	* 	St 	* 	* 	* 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM PORSJ'ER 

No. 18. 
Telegram from Agent General, London, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

28 August, 1877. 
BnroBh payment Cunningham requires cablegram from Postmaster General as follows:—" I confirm the 
settlement made with Cunningham, and authorize execution of release." 

Prepare telegram accordingly for Postmaster General's signature.—SH.L., 25/9/77. 

No. 19. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Weffington, New Zealand, to Postmaster 

General, Sydney. 
11 September, 1877. 

ON what date did you send Agent General power of attorney re Cunningham's compromise P It had not 
reached London July 26. 

No. 20. 
Telegram from Postmaster General., Sydney, to Postmaster General, Wellington, 

New Zealand. 
12 September, 1877. 

ON 29th .Tune power of attorney was sent from Sydney. 

No. 21. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Agent General, London. 

25 September, 1877. 
I coiriins. the settlement made with Cunningham, and authorize execution of release. 

No, 22. 
The Agent General, London, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

Sir, 	 3, Westminster Chambers, London, 31 August, 1877. 
In continnation of my despatch 5260/77 of the 6th ultimo, respecting the proposed corn. 

position under the oLd Postal Contracts by payment from Mr. Cunningham of £10,000, 1 have now the 
honor to enclose copy of correspondence in explanation of the following telegram which I sent to you on 
the 28th instant 

Before payment Cunningham requires cablegram from Postmaster General as follows —I confirm 
the settlement made with Cunningham, and authorize execution of release." 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM PORSTER. 

[Enclosrrc 1 to Rb, 22.] 

The Agent General for New South Wales to Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd. 
Gentlemen, 	 3 liestminster Chambers, SW., 16 August, 1877. 

Wilhi reference to Captain .Topp's letter of the 2nd tilt., I now enclose herewith the power of attorney received 
yesterday, executed b, the Postmaster General of New South Wales, eanpowerilig file to net in the matter of the compromise 
with Messrs. Forbes and Cunningham, and the assignment of claims on do J3usseiie's estate, in eo,,nection with the original 
Mail contract. Will you be good enough to take t;he necessary steps in the matter, and advise me with reference thereto. 

I am, &e., 
WILLIAM FORw1E1t. 

[Xtsclosurc 2 to Ho. 22.1 

Messrs. Peaehey and Lloyd to The Agent General for New South Wales. 
Old Postal Contracts. 

Dear Sir, 	 5, Frederiek's.pinee, Old Jewry, London, E.C., 17 August, 1877. 
We beg to acknowledge the receipt; of your letter of yesterday's date, and enclose power of attorney which, shall 

have .mn,ediate attention. 
We hayc observed from the public newspapers that there has recentJy been a change of Government in Sydney. Will 

you kindly say whether it also involved any change of Postmaster General, or if the lIon. S. Samuel still holds that offlee? 
- 	 Yours faithfully, 

PEACHJiIY & LLOYD. 

[Enciosutre 
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[Enclosure 3 to No. 22.] 

The Agent General for New South Wales to Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd. 
Gentlemen, 	 3, Westminster Chambers, 20 August, 1877. 

In reply to yours of 17th inst., the change of Ministry in New South Wales has also involved the change of 
Postmaster General, Mr. Davies Isaving succeeded Mr. Samnel. 	 Yours, it-c., 

WILLIAM P011STER. 

[Enclosure 4 to No. 22.] 

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Agent General for New Zealand, 
Sir, 	 . 	 3, Westminster Chn]nbers, SW., 21 August, 1877. 

in continuation of Capt. 3opp's letter of the 2nd instant, transmitting a copy of a telegram for your information, 
which I had received from the Chief Secretary of New South Wales, respecting the power of attorney required to be execiLted 
in connection with the compromise of the old Mail actions, I have now the honor to inform you that I received the power of 
attorney in question on the 15th instant, which I at once forwarded to Messrs. Peachey & Lloyd, the solicitors employed in this 
matier, with instrnetions that the necessary steps might be taken. 

I have, &e., 
WILLIAM FORSTER, 

- 	 Agent General for New South Wales. 

[Enclosure 5 to E. 22.] 

The Agent General for New Zealand to The Agent General for New South Wales. 
Sir, 	 7, Westminster Chambers, SW., 22 August,, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 21st instant, informing me that yost have received the 
power of attorney required in connection with the compromise of the old Mail actions, and that you have forwarded it with 
instruct ions to von,' solicitors. 

I am glad to Into that the power of attorney has been received the one from the New Zealand Government arrived 
some time since, but owing to the non-arrival of the power of attorney from New South Wales, nothing could be done, and 
there has therefore been a considerable delay in ebta]Tnng the money wlnrtlm Messrs. Baring hold on joint account of the two 
Governments. 	 I have, ste., 

3 ULTIJS VOGEL, 
Agent; General for New Zealand. 

[Enclosure 6 to No. 22.] 

Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd to The Agent General for New South Wales. 

Old Postal Contracts. 
Dear Sir, 	 8, Frederick-place, Old Jcwrv, London, B.C., 24 August;, 1877. 

We called at your chambers to day in reference to a letter which Messrs. Maekrell & Co. received this morning from 
Messrs. Markby & Co. (Messrs. Earing's Sets.,) from which it appears thn.t Messrs. 3tarkby & Co. require before eomnpleting to 
have an iatimnat ion of the concurrence of the present Postmaster General in the arrangements, nuthorizing the execution of 
the deed, and they suggest that you should obtain this by telegram. 

We send you cop1 of Messrs. Mariby & Co's. letter on the other side, and Mr. Lloyd will call npoma you on the subject; 
on Monday next at 12 o clock and for instructions. 	 Yours, &e,, 

PEACHEY & LLOYD. 

[Enclosure 7 to No. 22.] 

Messrs. Markby, Tarry, & Stewart, to Messrs. Maclireil and Co. 
Postmasters' General of New South Wales and New Zealand, and Cunningham. 

Dear Sirs, 	 57, Cole,nan.street, B.C., 23 August,, 1877. 
As we have notice that Mr. Saul Samuel in consequence of his retirenacnt from office is no longer the proper person 

to execute the release and assigmnent in our cheat's favour, but that some one else under the change of Ministry now fills his 
positthn, we rin not tlnmmk that; we should bejustified in accepting the deed executed under a power of attorney from him, 
but we think that if the present Postmaster General were to telegraph to the Agent of the Colony here or to ourselves 
confirming the arrangement and authorizing the execution of the deed, it would be satisfactory, and a fresh power of attorney 
would be unnecessary. If you approve of this arrangement, we can concert with you the terms of the telegram to be seat to 
the Colony and of the reply required. 	 We are, ste., 

MARBY, TARRY, & STEWART. 

[Enclosure S to No. 22.] 

Messrs. Peachey and Lloyd to The Agent General for Now South Wales. 
Old Postal Contract. 

Dear Sir, 	 8, Frederick's-pIece, Old Jewry, London, B.C., 27 August, 2877. 
The terms of the telegram ivhielm it is proposed to ask you to despatch to Sydney as soon as possible are as 

follows— 
"Before payment Cunningham reqnires cablegram from you as follows —I confirm the settlement made wills 

Cunningham, and authorize execution of release." 
Please note that the mnessace is addressed to the Postmaster General. 0 	

Yours, ste., 
PEACIrn & LLOYD. 

Minuted by Mr. Forster. 	Telegram may be sent accordingly, but addTessed to the Chief Secretary, Sydney.—W.F., 
28/8/77. 	Submitted, 13 October, 1877. 	The Postmaster General.—JonN B., 80/10/77. 	The Secretary to the Post; 
Oftioe, B.C., 30/10/77.—H1f. 	Submitted.—S.H.L., 19/11/77. 	Seea,--J.D., 19/11/77. 

No. 23. 
TIegram from Agent General, London, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

20 November, 1877. 
CuNJNount comprommse-5,000—New South Wales moiety paid Bank 7th. 

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 11/12/77.—ll.11. 	Submitted.—Jis. B., for Secretary, 
20/12/77. 

This matter should be noted by the Accountant in regard to the expenditure on account of the 
San Francisco Mail Service for the period aft'ected.—.hs. B., for Secretary, 20/12/77. 

Noted—Cuss. N. 	Read.—.i.F.13., 21/12/77. 

No. 24. 
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No. 24. 
The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 
Sir, 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 4 January, 1S78. 

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit herewith, for the information of the 
Colonial Treasurer, a copy of a letter from the Aent General for the Colony, reporting that on the 7th 
November last lie received from the solicitors o?Mr. Edward Cunningham, and placed to the credit of 
the Government in the Bank of New South Wales, the sum of £5,000, being the moiety of £10,000 paid 
to the Governments of New South Wales and New Zealand, as a final settlement of all claims against 
all parties concerned in the legal actions in connection with the old Sa.0 Francisco Mail contracts. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY HALLORAL 

[Riwlosure.] 
Sir, 	 London, 8, Westminster Chambers, Victoria S.W., 15 November, 1817. 

I have the honor to report that on the 7th instant I received from the solicitors of Mr. Edward Cunningham, and 
placed to the credit of the Government in the Bank of New South Wales, the sum of £5,000, being the moiety of £10,000 
paid to the Government of New South Wales and New Zealand, as a final settlement of all claims against all parties 
concerned in the, legal actions in connection with the old San Fnnieiseo Mail Contracts. 

This settlement: has been delayed since my receipt on the 411, October of the Postmaster General's telegram of the 26th 
September, coufiriiiing the action of his tirodecossur, in consequence of the recent change of Ministry in New Zealand, which 
led to Mr. Cunningham's solicitors raising objections to Sir Julius Vogel's powers on gtoisiids similar to their previous 
objections to Dune, as explained in my despateli No. 337/77 of the 31st August last, and which therefore rendered it necessary 
for Sir Julius Vogel to obtain a similar confirmation from the new Postmaster General of New Zealand.. 

I have, &e,, 
WILLIAM FORSTER. 

Seen—EEC., 9/1/I8. 	Aceountant.—G.E., 9/1/78. 
Forwarded for the information of the Postmaster General, and for notification that the amount will he crethted to 

Consolidated flevenne Fund under the head of Miscellaneous Receipts, B.C., Treasury—G.E. 	The Secretary, Post 
0111cc. 

Accountant should seo this with reference to action previously taken in this matter—SilL., 12/1178. 
Seen and noted.—Cnas. N., 17/1/78. 

No. 25. 
The Secretary, General Post Office, Wellington, New Zealand, to The Secretary, 

General Post Office, Sydney. 
Sir, 	 General Post Office, Wellington, 4 January, 1878. 

I am directed to forward for your information a copy of a communication received by the last 
mail from the Agent General for New Zealand advising the settlement of the Cunningham compromise in 
the matter of the Postal Contract, and reporting the payment to him on account of this Colony of the 
suni of £5,000. 	 I have, &e., 

W. GRAY, 
- 	 Secretary. 

[Enclosure.] 
Sir, 	 7, Westminster Chambers, London, SW., 13 November, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the ilonorable the Postmaster General's tologmin of the 2nd 
instant (received the 6th instant), confirming the settlement made with Mr. Cunningham in regard to the Postal Contract, and 
authorizing the execution of the deed of release, and in reference thereto I have to inform you that I at once took steps to 
finally sel.tle the matter, and that: on the 7th instant I received from Mr. Cunningham the sumof £5,000,whioh amount I paid 

the credit of the Public Account at the Bank of New Zealand. 
I am glad therefore to be able to report; the conclusion of a matter which has involved much troublesome negotiation 

and correspondence. 	 I have, &e,, 
JULIUS VOGEL, 

Agent GearaZ. 

Sm,ii,uv "I,,,,,, itiuiianls, Ci ,vuruna,nt i'rinter.-1t75 

[9rL] 	 7U—B 
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SAN FRANCISCO MAIL SERVICE. 

No. 1. 
Messrs. Foster & Thomson to The Postmaster General of New South Wales. 

Dear Sir, 	 New York, 21 September, 1877. 
We enclose herewith the deed or declaration forwarded to us by Messrs. John Macicr-eli & 

Co., of London, duly executed by the Pacific Mail Steamship Co., and their sureties. 
We also enclose letter from Messrs. John Macicrell & Co. to you. The delay in the matter arose 

from the indifference of the officers of the Company to execute the document. 
Yours, &e., 

FOSTER & TUOMSON. 

[Enclosure 1 isa No. 1.] - 

John Mackrell & Co. to The Postmaster General, New South Wales. 

Sir, 	 21, Cannon-street, London E.G., 7 June, 1877. 
In accordance with instructions received from the Agent General for your Colony and from time Agent General for 

New Zealand, we have obtained, to be executed in duplicate by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,and by their sureties, the 
necessary deed to enable you and the Postmaster General of New Zealand to vary during this current year, 1877, the route by 
which the mails have been contracted to be carried, by adopting a route from Sydney rid Auckland to Sau Francisco and vice 
versd, and to vary the ,su,nber of hours during which the mails are to be carried and the payments to be made for the same, 
and we send you one of the duplicates herewith. 

Although this deed onkv applies to arrangements during this year, it will apply to and cover voyages commenced this 
year, but which will terminate in 1878. 

Please acknowledge the receipt of the enclosed. 	 We have, &c., 
JOHN MACKRELL & Co. 

[Enclosure 2 in No. 1.] 
To all to whom these presents shall come we, the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, of New York, in the United States of 
America, John Francis Urn, John Lennox Kincaid Ja,niesou, and William Pearce, of Glasgow, in Scotland, engineers and 
slup-builders, trading nuder the style or firm of John Elder & Co., and Donald Robert Macgregor, of Leith, in Scotland, ship. 
owner, and M.P.,—scnd, greeting :—Whbreas by a bond or obligation, dated the 23rd day of July, 1875, and sealed with the 
common seal of its, the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and with the respective seals of us, the said John Francis Urc, 
John Lennox Xincaid Jamieson, William Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor, we, the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company, 
John Francis Ure; John Lennox Xineaid Ja,nieson, William Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor, acknowledge ourselves to 
be jointly and severally held and firmly bound to the Honorable John Fitzgerald Burns, the Postmaster General of the Colony 
of New South Wales, as such Postmaster General and acting for and on behalf of the Government of such Colony, and to 
the Hoi,orable Sir Julius Voel, a lCniglit Conunander of the Most Distingnisbed Order of St. Michael and St. George, 
the Postmaster General of tIe Colony of New Zealand, as such Posta,nster General, and acting for and on behalf of 
the Government of such Colony, in the sum of £25,000 of lawful money of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, to be paid to the said JoInt Fitzgerald Burns and Sir Julius Vogel and their successors in their respective offices of 
Postmaster General of time said Colony of New South Wales, and Postmaster General of sIte said Colony of New Zealand, which 
said bond or obligation, after reciting 	 re certain srtielesof o-ement made ondentered into on tl,a Z3rddayof July, 1875, between 
the said John Fitzgerald Bunis, as Postmaster General and acting for and on behalf of the Government of the said Colony of 
New South Wales, of the first part—the said Sir Julius Vogel, as Postmaster General of and acting for and on behalf of the 
Government of the said Colony of New Zealand, of the second part—and the above-bounden PaeificMail Steamship Company, of 
the third part, relating to and providing for the coaveyanee by the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company during the period of 
eight years, to be computed fronn the 1501 day of Novemuber,I.875, of HerMajesty's mails and all other mailsof whatever country 
or place which the Postmasters General or either of them should at any time or from time to time require the said Pacific Mail 
Steamship Company to convey between Sydney and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and Sydney, and between New 
Zealand and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and New Zealand, and from and to all and every or any of these ports 
to and from the ports of Honolulu, in the Sandwich Islands, and Kandavau, in time Fiji Islands, according to time routes, within 
the respective times and in mnnnm,er in the said articles of agreement provided, is subject to a certain condition thereunder 
written, by which it is declared that if in case the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company, while the whole or any part of the 
services of the said articles of agreement in the said bond or obligation recited, agreed to be performed or to be performed, 
shall not provide or in any ease having provided they shall not keep seaworthy and in complete repair and readiness for the 
purpose of conveying for a period of eight years, to be en,n1,uted from the 15th day of November, 1875, all Her Majesty's mails 
which and all other mails which tl,e Postmaster General for the ti,ne.beiig of the Colony of New South Wales, and the 
Postmaster General for the time-being of the Colony of New Zealand, or either of them, shall at any time or from time to time 
require the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company to convey between Sydney and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and 
Sydney, and between New Zealand and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and New Zealand, and from and to all and 
every or any of those ports to and from the said ports of Honolulu and Kandavau, a sufficient number of and not less than 
five good substantial and efficient screw steam-ressels of the first-class, and fully equal to class 100 Al Lloyd's register, and of 
not less gross registered tonnage than 2,500 Was each, coostructed of iron and propelled by flrstrate engines of adequate power 
for a minimum continuous speed of 11 nautical eoiles per hour, or in ease any vessels shall be employed in the said service 
which shall not have been approved by the Postmasters General, or an officer or officers appointed by them for the purpose, or in 
ease any vessel which on any such surrey as mentioned in the said articles of agreement recited in the said bond or obligation 
shall have been disapproved of, or in which such deficiency or defect as in the said recited articles in time said bond or obligation 
mentioned shall have appeared shall be employed in the conveyance of mails before such defect or deficiency has been repaired 
or supplied to the satisfaction of the Postmaster General or officer requiring the same,—the said Pacific Mail Steamship 
Conmpuny, John Francis Crc, John Lennox Kinenid Jamnieson, William Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor, or some or 
one of them, or the successors, executors, or administrators of some or one of them, (to and shall in any or either of the said 
eases pay unto the Postmasters General of the said Colonies the sum of £25,000, as and for liquidated dasnrmges, thea the 
said bond or obligation now in recital shall be void: And whereas, with the assent of its, the said John Francis Urc, John 
Lennox Kmncard ,lanmieson, William Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor, Her Majesty's and other mails have (for a portion 
of the said period of eight years, in the said condi(ion of the said bond or obligation mentioned) been conveyed by the said 
Pacific Mail Steamship Company between the said Colonies of New Souti, Wales and New Zealand and San Francisco, mInd 
between San Francisco and the said Colonies by other routes, and within other times, and at other rates of payment than those 
in time said articles of agreement mentioned : And u-imereas negotimmtions have been eom,nemseed and are still proceeding 
bctwee,, the Postmasters General arid the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company for a pe,-manent alteration of time routes by 
which, the times within which, and time rates of payment at which Her Majesty's and other mails should according to the 
terms of the said articles of agreement be conveyed between the said Colonies and San Francisco, and between San Francisco 
and the said Colonies, and to em,ablo a temporary arrangement or temporary arrangements to the like effect to be made, the 
said Company have requested penninion from the present Postmasters General of the said Colonies respectively to continue 
to convey during the remainder of the present year and (but only as hereinafter mentioned) during the year 1578, Tier 

Majesty's 



Majesty's and other mails between the said Colonies and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and the said Colonies, by 
routes and within times and at rates of payment other than the routes, times, end rates of payment in the said articles of 
agreement mentioned, which permission the said Postnmsl era General are disposed to grant if we, the said John Francis lJre, 
John Lennox Kinesid Jamieson, %Vil]inia Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor will testify by executing these presents, our 
assent to the variations which hare already been made, and to those which during the remainder of the present year, 1877, 
rind (but only as hereinafter mentioned) during the year 3578, shall or may be made in pursuance of such temporary 
arrangement or arrangements from the routes, tnnes, and rates, of papament in the said articles of agreement mentioned 
Now these presents witness that, notwit.hsta 'ding that Her Majesty's and other mails which I lie l'ostniastcrs General of 
the said Colonies respectively, or either of them, have required or may require the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company 
to convey between the said Colonies and Sun Francisco, and between San Francisco and the said Colonies, hare already, 
or may during the remainder of the present year, 1577, or during the year 1578 but as regards the year 1878 in so Inc 
only as such mails shall be conveyed during the completion of any voyage or voyages commenced in time present year) 
be conveyed by routes and within times anti at rates of payment other thn those in the said articles of ogreesnent 
mentioned, we, the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, John Francis L'rc, John Lennox Kincnid Jamieson, William Pearce, and 
Donald Robert Macgregor, still are and will continua to be jointly and severaily held and firmly bound in the said awn of 
£25,000 in the said bond or obligation mentioned in the same ,naoner in all respects as ire should be if such mails lied been or 
should continue to be conveyed according to the routes within the times and at the rates of payment in the said articles of 
agreement mentioned; and 'we declare that if, during the reosainder of the present. year, or during the year 1878, while the 
said mails shall be conveyed during the completion of any voyage or voyages commenced in the present year, time mails shall 
be conveyed by routes other than those in the said articles of agreement mentioned, the said condition written under the said 
bond or obligation shall, if it be necessary so to do, be read and have the same force and effect as if duriog the period when - 
the mails shall be conveyed by such other routes, the words in time said condition 'between Sydney and San Francisco, and 
between San Francisco and Sydney, and between New Zealand and San Francisco, and between San Francisco and New 
Zoahs.nd, and from and to all and every or any of those ports to and from the said ports of ilonololo and Icandavan,' were 
not contained therein, and as if the following words ''between Sydney and San Francisco, by way of Auckland, or any port in 
New Zealand which may from time to time be appointed by time Postmasters General for the time being, or either of them, 
and assented to or adopted by the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and between San Francisco and Sydney, by way of 
Auckland, or any port in New Zealand which may be so appointed and absented to or adopted as last aforesaid," were inserted 
in lieu thereof 	And we do furthser declare that if the negotiations hereinhefore mentioned shall be without result., and no 
agreement for a permanent alteration of the routes by which the times within which and the rates of payment at which the 
said n,ails should according to the terms of the said articles of agreement be conveyed shall be arrived at., the said bond or 
obligation shall, notwithstanding, remain in full force and effect, and the said condition thereunder written shall (after the 
said munils shall have ceased to be conveyed by routes other than those in the said articles of agrecment mentioned) cease 
to be read as if certain words were not contained therein, and as if certain other words were inserted in lieu thereof, as 
liereinbefora provided for. 

In witness whereof, the said Pacific Mail Steamship Company have hereunto caused their common seal to be affixed, 
and the said John Francis Urc, John Lennox lCincaid Jamieson, Williana Pearce, and Donald Robert Macgregor 
have hereunto set their hands and seals, the 25th day of May, 1877. 

JOHN P. lYRE,  
JOhN L. K. JAMIESON.  
WM. P:EARCE.  

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-named John Francis lYre, John Lennox Ijincaid Jamieson, and William 
Pearce, in the presence of Joux Mitra, accountant with John Elder & Coy., Fairfield, Govan, Glasgow. 

	

DONALD R. MACGREGOR. 	(L.s.) 
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the vithio-named Donald Robert Tslaegregor, in the presence of Jonx MILNE, 

witness, accountant with John Rider & Co., Fairfield, Govan, Glasgow. 
WM. P. CLYDE,  

President. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered by Win. P. Clyde, President, in the presence of CuajetEa S. flirt. 

State of New York—County of Now York—City of New York. 
ON this 20th day of September, 1877, before we personally caIne Win- P. Clyde, President of the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Company, of the cit.y of New York, with whom I an) persossally acquainted, and know to be the said officer of the Company 
aforesaid, who, being duly sworn, declared that lie resided in 'the city of Brooklyn, State of New York that lie knew- the 
corporate seal of the Company aforesaid; that 1.he seal aflixed to the above instrument was such seal affixed by order of the 
Board of Directors of the said Company; and that lie signed his name therennto by like authority. 

	

CHARLES S. hILL, 	(as.) 
Notary Public. 

No. 2. 
Minute of The Secretary, General Post Office. 

SUBMITTED. The letter from Messrs. John Mackrell & Co. and the enclosures might be acknowledged, 
and the deed forwnrded for the perusal of the Crown Solicitor. The document, it will be observed, only 
holds good until the end of the present year, or until the termnIflatiol1 of any voyages entered upon during 
the present year, so that unless the permanent modification of the contract can shortly be settled by 
Parliament, it would seem desirable to take steps to have mother deed executed to meet the continuation 
of the present temporary modification until such time as Parliament has dealt with the matter, and a new 

permanent contract has been executed. 	 S.H.L., 13/11/77. 

Approi'ed.—J.D., 1.3/11/77. 

No.3. 	- 
The Secretary, General Post Office, to The Secretary, General PostOffice, Wellington, 

New Zealand, 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 18 November, 1877. 

I have the honor to inform you that Messrs. John Maekrcll & Co., of London, have forwarded 
to this department, through Meesra. Foster and Thomson, of New York, n deed or declaration which 
has been executed in duplicate by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and their sureties, for the 
purpose of legalizing the temporary modification of the San Francisco Mail Contract, as regards the route 
and the time to be taken for voyages during the current year, or for voyages commenced during the 

current ydar, and terminated in 1878. 
I have to add, that the document has been referred to the Crown Law Officers of this Colony for 

examination. 	 I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No.4. 
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No. 4. 

The Secretary, General Post Office, Weffington, New Zealand, to The Secretary, 
General Post Office; Sydney. 

Sir, 	 New Zealand, General Post Office, Wellington, 6 December, 1877. 
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your communication, noted in the margin, in 

which you state that Messrs. J. Mackrell and Co., of London, bad forwarded to you, through Messrs. 
Foster and Thomson, of New York, a deed or declaration, which had been executed in duplicate by the 
Pacific Mail Steamship Company and their sureties, for the purpose of legalising the temporary modifi 
cation of the San Francisco Mail Contract., as regards the route and time to be occupied for voyages 
during the current year, or voyages commenced during the current year and ternirnatmg in 1878. 

2. In reply, I have the honor to inform you that a similar document was also received at this 
office last month through the same channel. 	 I have, &c., 

W. GRAY, 
Secretary. 

No. 5. 
The Secretary, General Post Office to The Crown Solicitor. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 13 November, 1877. 
I am directed to forward herewith for your perusal a deed received 'from Messrs. .Tohn 

Mackrell & Co., of London, through Messrs. Foster & Thomson, of New York, which has been 
executed in duplicate by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and their sureties, for the purpose of 
legalizing the temporary modification of the San Francisco Mail Contract, as regards the route and the 
lIme to be taken during the current year, or during voyages commenced during 1877, and terminated in 
iSiS. 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON. 
[Deed—vidc Enclosure 2 to No. 1.] 

No.6. 
Minute of The Postmaster General, Sydney. 

Ix view of the delay, consequent on Ministerial changes, in obtaining Parliamentary sanction to the 
proposed inodificaticia of the Pacific Mail Company's contract, I am of opinion that no further time 
shon]d be lost in re-arranging the time-table so as to 

'sHy. Alternate better than the existing tiine.table does with the Suez.Erindisi mail. 
2nâly. Afford the Contractors a little more time to Sydney in consideration of the detour v14 

Anekland; and 
Ordly. Insure the mails reaching San Francisco in time to catch a fast Atlantic steamer at New 

York, concerning which Sir Daniel Cooper makes some suggestions in his letter to the 
Colonial Secretary, dated the 0th October, 1876. 

I shall be glad to have such a tinie.ta.ble sketched out and submittcd to mc as early as possible, 
when I propose to seek the concurrence of New Zealand in this action. 

22nd September, 1877. 	 JOHN DAVIES. 

Sketch timc.table herewith, which I think will be found satisfactory on all points so far as this 
Colony is concerned, and I do not think is one which the New Zealand Office or the Contractors could 
reasonably object to. With the table is a memorandum explanatory of its features—SilL., 26/9/77. 

Psorosnm, TIME-TARI,E. 

Leave Sydney.. 	iloute. 	LeavoAuck. 	
11i. 	London. 	Route. 	Arrh;k. Arrivesydney. 	ta 	a Sydney. 

1577. 
Thut, Dec. C 
Mon., Pee. 24 

1878. 
Thur., Jan. 1 
Mon.,Jan. 21 
Tl,ur. , Jan. II 

I 	1577. 	r 	1878. 
San Francisco Tue,., Dec. lii Mon., Jan. 

Mo,,., Feb. 
San Francisco 

Bri,,disi 	............ 
1578. 

Tues, Jan. S Mon. • Feb. 
Brindi,i 	.............. Mo,,., Mar. 
San Francisco Tucs., Feb. 5} Mon., Mar. 

I hur 1)ea Ii 'yin Franusco iS ml Jin 16! ito,, Jan 21 Thor Jan. tarn) Risco 
Fri , 	per. 21 	nri,,cn'i 	.. .......... 	.Fri., 	Feb. 	8 	Mon., Feb.18, rid itrindisi. 

ISIS. 
Thur., Jan. 	8 San Fra,,cisco, Wed., Fe),. 13 Mon., Feb. 18 Thur., Feb. 28, ml 'Fri,eo. 

Fri., 	Mar. 	5 Mon., Mar. 18,vhisri,,disi. Is Bri,,disi 	.............. 

Tl,ur,, Jan. 31 San Francisco . Wed., Mar. 13 Mom, Mar. 18 Th,,r., Mar. 28, 'Frisco. 
.... . 

10 
Fri., 	ApI. 	5 Sat., 	April 13, Brindisi. Fri., 	Feb. 15 Brindisi 	..... 

Thur., 	eb. 28 San Francisco. F wed., ApI Mon., ApI. 15 Thur., April 25, 'Frisco. 
Thi., 	M . Fri., 	May 	1 Sat., 	May11, nrindi,i. 
Thur., M  .e

.
, May .. 

 
Mon., May 13 Thur., May 21, 'Frisco. 

Mrno 
Time froum London to Sydney, 46 days. 	Time from London to San Francisco, IS days. 

Auckland to Sydney, 5 ,, 	,, 	San Francisco to Sydney, 28 
Interval for reply at London, from time of arrival of mail rid San Francisco to day of departure of mail vhl 'Fnsco, 10 days. 

Brindis, 	,, 	,, 	,, 	Brendlsi 4 
at London between day of arrival of Brindisi mail there and the day of arrival of San Francisco mail, 	7 

San Francisco mail 	,, 	,, 	Bnndisi 	,, 	21 
for reply at Sydney, from time of arrival of mail rid San Francisco to day of departure of mail rM 'Frisco, 10 

Briadisi 	,, 	,, 	,, 	Briudisi, 8 
at Sydney between day of arrival of Briudisi mail there and the day of arrival of San Francisco mail, 	10 

1 	 ,, 	San Francisco mail 	,, 	,, 	&mnehsi 	,, 	18 
By leaving Sydney on a Thursday the packet should reach San Francisco on a Thursday, so that mail can be sent on to 

arnve at New York in time to catch a fast Atlantic steamer. 
By leaving London on a Thursday, fast steamer is secured for Atlantic portion of the route. 

The 
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The table seems satisfactory. Forward for the concurrence of New Zealand by telegram.—
J.D., 27/0)77. 

No. 7. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Postmaster General, Wellington, New 

Zealand. 
27 September, 1877. 

IN new of delay consequent on Ministerial changes, in obtaining Parliamentary sanction to modification 
of Pacific contract, I am of opinion that no further time should be lost in re.ar;'auging the time-table so 
as to alternate better with Suez mail to give Contractors a little more time to Sydney in consideration of 
Auckland detour, and to insure mails reaching 'Frisco in time to catch a fast steamer at New York. We 
have sketched out a time-table providing for these requirements, a copy of which will go by the Mail on 
third October. The following is the principle of it. Leave Sydney say,  Thursday, December sixth, arrive 
London Monday, January twenty-first; leave London Thursday, January thirty-first, arrive Sydney Mon-
day, March eighteenth leave Sydney again Thursday, March twent-eiglith. These dates will enable )-on
to form an opinion on the suitability of the table for New Zealand, and I shall be glad to hear from you 
at your earliest convenience. If you approve, I propose at once submitting it to Contractor's agents 
here, and if all parties agree it might be brought into operation as soon as possible, say first January. 

No. 8- 

The Postmaster General, Sydney, to The Postmaster General, Wellington, New 
Zealand. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 27 September, 1877. 
Referring to my telegram to you of. the 27th instant (copy of which is appended hereto*),  1 have 

the honor to forward for your information six printed copies of the time-tablet for the regulation of the 
San Francisco service which appears to this Department best calculated to meet all the cireninstanees that 
require to be considered in framing a time-table for this service. 

On one of the pi'inted tables herewith have been inserted in ink the dates of arrival and departure 
of the mail vid Brindisi, with the view of showing the alternation of these dates (which have been calcu-
lated on the existing Peninsular and Oriental time-tables), with the proposed days of arrival and departure 
of the San Francisco mail. The table itself will best explain how far an alternation can be effected. I 
may, however, remark that as the mail via ]3rindisi, for some time past, has arrived at Melbourne comi-
smilerably before the specified time, it may fairly be expected that it will continue to do so, in which ease 
there will be a better alternation of days in this respect with the proposed San Francisco time-table. 

ir Daniel Cooper, in a letter dated 0 October, 1875, he addressed to the Colonial Secretary of this 
colony, remarks that the steamers should arrive at San Francisco, on a Thursday, so that the mails can 
leave by the only through train at 7 o'clock on Friday morning, and so reach New York on the following 
Friday morning at 7 o'clock. In case of the steamer arriving a day late, or a day being lost on the rail-
way, the Saturday (White Star) steamer would delay her departure below the bar of the river until the 
mail and passengers could be got on board" By fixing the day,  of departure from Sydney on Thursday; 
and allowing 28 days for the voyage to San Francisco, it is thought tEat this consideratIon will be met. 

I suppose we may now calculate upon there being no objection on the part of the. Imperial 
authorities to Thursday being fixed as the date of departure from London, and 1 think it is understood 
that that day is the one best suited to meet the interest of the colonies. The time between London and 
San Francisco has been calculated at is days and it is thought expedient to give the minimum time in the 
proposed table. In the ease of the mail from London, it is essential that no time should be lost at San 
Francisco on arrival there of the mail from London, and there is a danger if more time than 18 days is allowed 
and fixed by schedule of time, that in case of mails occupying only the 18 days from London to San Fran-
cisco the mail packet might not be in reifdiuess to proceed on with them mmiii time later time mentioned in the 
schedule, and a day might be lost in this manner. Indeed, -I am informed that this has occurred, at all 
events, on one occasion. 

I. do not think I need say more in explanation of the proposed time-table than to expm-ess a hope 
that you will give it your early atteimtion and comnmmucatc to me as soon as possible whether it meets 
your approval. 

It would, I think, be desirable to bring the new table into operation say in January next. 
1 have, &'c., 

JOHN DAVIES, 
Postmaster General. 

[Enelosures—vide No. 7; tie. Copy of proposed time-table, vide No. 0.] 

No. 9. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Postmaster General, Wellington, 

New Zealand. 
10 October, 1877: 

Youn kind attention is asked to my telegram and letter of twen-sevemmthi ultimno resyeeting modification 
of Pacific Mail Contract, and re-arrangement of time-table. Early reply will much oblige. 

No. 10. 
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No. 10. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to Postmaster 

General, Sydney. 
20 October, 1877. 

AMENDED tivie-table 'Frised Service—Pressure important business si nec coming into office has prevented 
my replying to your letter 27th ult. Will endeavour to give question attention early next week. 

No. 11. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to Postmaster General, 

Sydney. 
17 November, 1877. 

APPRovE of your proposed time-table, 'Frisco service; will you please arrange with contractors' agents to 
have it brought into force from 1st January next? Am sending copy to Agent General by outgoing mail. 

No. 12. 
Telegram from Secretary, General Post Office, Wellington, New Zealand, to Secretary, 

General Post Office, Sydney. 
21 November, 1877. 

WILL 'Frisco contractors adopt amended time-table from January next? Out of the question to dispatch 
next month's mail on date fixed by amended time-table. Suggest that altered dates be not adopted in 
London until January. 

No. 13. 
Telegram from Secretary, General Post Office, Sydney, to Secretary, General- Post 

Office, Wellington (N.Z.). 
- 	 1 	 22 November, 1877. 

AMENDED 'Frisco time-table agreed upon by Postmaster General, New South WalQs, and New Zealand, 
to come into operation January next, was forwarded to Contractor's agents here, who don't object to it. 
Agree with you it would be unadvisablo to despatch next month's mail according to new table. We pro-
pose to bring it into operation in January both as regards departures from Australia and England; that 
is, the mails to leave Sydney third January and London third January should be first to travel under new 
table. If you concur in this please reply,  and we will finally notify  Contractor's agents here and advise 
Agent General in London by telegram. Presume you will do the same. 

No. 14. 
Telegram from Secretary, General Post Office, Wellington, New Zealand, to 

Secretary, General Post Office, Sydney. 
23 November, 1877. 

Please direct Contractors accordingly. 

No. 15. 
The Secretary, General Post Office, to The Ptincipal Under Secretary. 

[Very urgent.] 
Sir, 	 Sydney, 24 November, 1877. 

I am directed to forward herewith a copy of a letter, dated the 27th September last, which 
Mr. Davies addressed to the Postmaster General of New Zealand, submitting an amended time-table for 
the regulation of the mail service between the Colonies and the United Kingdom by way of San Francisco, 
and I am to state that the amended table in question has now been approved of by the Postmasters 
General of this Colony and of New Zealand, and also concurred in by the Contractors' agents, Messrs. 
Gilchrist, Watt, & Co., to come into operation in January next. 

It will not be necessary in this communication to point out the advantages of the new time. 
table, as these are fully detailed in the copy enclosed of the letter to the Postmaster General of 
New Zealand. 

In order that sufficient time may be given in London to carry out the new time-table, I am to 
request that you will be good enough to move the Colonial Secretary to canse a telegram to be addressed 
to the Agent General in London, in terms of the enclosed draft; and it would be well, by the next 
outgoing mail, to send 0 supply of copies of the printed table, and a copy of the letter which was 
sent to New Zealand in regard to it, to the Agent General, so that he may be fully acquainted with 
the reasons that have led to the framing of this time-table. 

I am, &e., 
S. H. LAMBTON. 

[Enclosure No. 1 same as No. 8.—Enclosure No. 2 same as Eaclosure 6 in No. 16.] 

AMENDED 'Frisco time-table to have effect from the third January. 
Postmaster General will advise our Agent General. 

No. 16. 
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No. 16. 
The Secretary, General Post Office, to The Crown Solicitor. 

[Urgent.] 	 Sydney, 28 November, 1817. 
Sir, 

I am directed to inform you that the Postmasters General of this Colony and New Zealand 
have approved of it new time-table (copy enclosed), to come into operation on the 3rd January next, for 
the regulation of the Mail Service between Sydney and San Francisco by way of Auckland. 

I am to refer you to my letter, dated the 13th instant, forwarding for your perusal a deed received 
from Messrs. John Mackrell & Co., of London, through Messrs. Foster & Thomson, of New York, 
which has been executed in duplicate by the Pacific Mail Company and their sureties, for the purpose of 
legalizing the temporary modification of the San Francisco Mail Contract, as regards the route and the 
time to be taken during the current year, or during voyages commenced during 1877, and terminated in 
1818; and I am to point out that the new time-table in question is so framed as to continue on thedevia-
tion from the route, and the extra number of hoursneeessariiy occupied in the performance of thevoyages 
by way of Auckland. 

I am also to enclose copies of correspondence that has taken place between Messrs. Gllchrist, Watt, 
& Company, and this department, as well as a copy of a telegram to the Agent General, London, in 
reference to this new time-table, and to request that you will be so good as to advise whether any other 
legal steps are necessary to be taken by this department in connection with this matter to notify the 
change to contractors, or to secure the liability of sureties. 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON. 

[Enclosure 1 in Wa. 10.] 
TIME-TABLE for the Mail Service between Great Britain, New Zealand, and New South Wales, by way 

of San Francisco. Approved by the Postmasters General of New South Wales and New Zealand, 
on 19th November, 1877. 

HoMEwARD ROUTE. OUTWARD ROUTE. 

Leave Arrive at lave Arrive at 

Sydney. Auckland. 	j San Francisco. London. London. 5an Francisco. Auckland. Sydney. 

Thursday. Tuesday. Thursday.  Monday, Thursday. Monday. wedneaday, Monday. 

1878 1878 1878 1878, 
3 Jan. 	...... 21 Jan..... 18 Feb. 

11 18 Feb, 18 Mar. 
1878. 1878. 1878. 1878. 

3 Jan. 	..... .. 8 Jan. 	...... .31 Jan. 	...... .18 Feb . 	...... .. 28 Feb . 	...... .18 Mar.....

. 13 Feb. 	..... 

10 April 15 April. 

31 	........ .5 Feb . 	...... 28 Feb . 	...... .18 Mar . 	...... .. 

31 	......... 

28 Mar . 	...... .15 April 

13 Mar. 	.... 

8 May 13 May, 

28 Feb . 	...... .5 Mar 28 Mar. 	...... 

. 

25 April 13 May 5 Junc 10 June. 

28 Mar . 	...... 2 April 25 April 

15 April 	....... 

..13 May 23 May 10 June 8 July 8 July. 

25 April 23 May 10 June 20 June 8July 	., 5 Aug. 

23 May 28 May 20 June 8 July 18 July 

31....... 

Sept.. 

20 June 25 June 18 July 5 Aug . 	...... 25 Sept..... 30 

18 July 23 July 15 Aug . 	...... .2 Sept . 	...... 12 Sept . 	...... 

28 Aug. 	....2 

28 Oct. 

15 Aug . 	...... .20 Aug....... 12 Sept. 	..... 

	

..15 Aug . 	...... 

	

10 Oct . 	...... 

	

5 Aug. 	.... 

	

Sept. 	.... .2 

25 Nov. 

12 Sept . 	...... 

30 	......... 

17 Sept . 	...... 10 Oct . 	...... 

.......... 

28 Oct . 	...... 7 No........ 

. 30 Sept. 	.... 

28 Oct. 	.... 

. 23 Oct. 	.... 

20 Nov. 	.... 

23 Dcc. . . . 

. 

18 Dec. 	.... 

1879 1870. 
10 Oct . 	...... 15 Oct . 	...... 7 Nov . 	...... 25 Nov......... . 5 Dec, 	...... 15 Jan..... 20 Jan. . 

. 

is"', 

879 
F 

.1879. 
Feb. 7 Nov . 	...... 12 Nov . 	...... 5 Dec . 	...... 

. 

23 Dee. 	..... . 

25 Nov. 	.... 

1879 

. 

1879. 

23 Dec, 	.... 

12 Feb.....17 

5 Dec . 	...... .10 Dec . 	...... 

. 

.2 Jan. 	...... 

. 

.20 Jan. 	...... 

. 2 Jan.. 

 ..... 

..30 Jan. 	...... 

.20 Jan..... 

.17 Feb, 	.... 12 Mar..... 17 Mar. 

* Or immediately on arrival of London mail at San Francisco. 

[.&closure 2 in No. 16.] 
The Secretary, General Post Office, to Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co. 

Gentlemen, 	 General Post 0(11cc, Sydney, 19 November, 1877. 
I am directed to forward for your infomsation a copy of a time-table for the regulation of the Saa Francisco Mail 

Service, prepared by this deportncnt and alJprovpcl of by the Postsnast.er General of New Zealand, which has been framed to 
secure a satisfactory alternation with the Melbourne Suez Service, and especially to obviate the arrival at Sydney of the 
San Francisco mail oi, the same day or within a day or two of the arrival of the Suez mail, winch has been fomnid to. be the 
case undrr the existing time-table. 

I cia to state i lint the l'ostmaster General would be glad to have an early expression of your views in regard to this 
t.in,e.table Were it is finally isurd, as the Post,masl Cr General of New Zt aland is desirous of adopting it from January next, 
and Mr. Davies would also like to secure its ,icloption from that date. 	 I have, &o., 

S. 11. LMIBTON, 
Secretary. 

[Jra closure 
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[Enclosure 3 in Ho 16.] 

Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 21 November, 1877. 
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 19th instant, enclosing copy of proposed time-

table for Mail Service rid San Francisco. 
We shall be happy to carry out any time-table the Postmasters General see fit to a"ree upon. 
In fixing clay,  of departure from England, we hope it may be borne in ,rnncl to s?it it to the sailing clay of the lust 

Atlantic steamers. 
We beg that early intimation may be given us of the adoption, as telegrams will have to be sent to San Francisco, 

New York, and London. 	 We have, &c., 
GILCITRIST, WATT, & Co., 

General Agents for the Contractors, San Francisco Mail Service. 

[Enclosure 4 in No. 16.] 

The Secretary, General Post Office, to Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co. 
Gentlemen 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 24 November, 1877. 

Referring to your letter dated the 21st instant, in reply to mine of the 19th idem, I am directed to state that the 
enclosed time schedule has now been approved by the Postmasters General of this Colony and New Zealand, and to 
request that you will be good enough to take what action may be ncedful to give effect thereto in January next, it, to 
commence with the departure of the pocket from Sydney on the SM January, 1878, and from San Francisco about the 21st 
January, bringing on the mail of the 3rd January from London. 

I shall be obliged by an acknowledgment hereof. 	 I have, &c., 
S. Jr. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

[Enclosure 3 in No. 16.] 

Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co., to The Postmaster General, Sydney. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 27 November, 1877. 
We hare the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 24th instant, intimating that the l'ost,uastcrs 

General had approved of the new time schedule for the San Francisco Mail Service, and in reply to state that we will use our 
best efforts towards carrying the same into affect at the time appointed. 	 - 

We have, &e., 
GILCItRIST, WATT, & CO., 

General Agents for the Contractors, San Francisco Mail Service. 
P.S.—We will write to San Francisco and New York by next outgoing mail, and telegraph when eomnmrn,ieatio,, is 

restored. We presume that all the necessary directions regarding dispatch from London of the mails have been nlrcady sent 
forwnrd.—G., W., & Co. 

[Enclosure 6 in Nb. 16.] 

Telegram from Colonial Secretary to Agent General, London, dated 26th November, 1577. 

Posnusirns General New Zealand and New South Wales concur in new monthly time schedule, 'Frisco service, following 
basis :—Outword leave London, Thursday, January third; leave 'Frisco about twenty.flrst January; arnve Auckland l'ebruary 
thirteenth ; arrive Sydney eighteenth February. Leave Sydney third January ; AueJcland eighth January; arnvo 1 rmseu 
thirty.first January; London eighteenth February. limnediately give Contractors and Post Offices, London, Vs aslungton, 
'Friseo, formal notice of this change. Reply. 

No. 17: 

The Secretary, General Post Office, Sydney, to The Secretary, General Post Office, 
Zealand. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 30 November, 1877. 
I have the honor to enclose herewith, for the information of the Postmaster General of New 

Zealand, copies of correspoudresce which has passed between thin department and Messrs. Gilchrist, 
Watt, & Co., agents for the Contractors for the Pacific Mail Service, in reference to the new time 
schedule, as also a copy of a cpmmnunication addressed to the Crown Solicitor on the same subject. 

I have, &e., 
S. H. LAMETON, 

Secretary. 
[Enclosures—vide No. 16 and its enclosures] 

No. 18, 

The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary, General Post Office. 
Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 4 December, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknowledge time receipt of your letter of date 28th November, with a 
copy of the time-table for the San Francisco Mail route for the year 1878, which on 19th November was 
forwarded to Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co., as the agents for the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, with 
copies of the correspondence between Messrs. Gilchrist, Watt, & Co. and your department, as well as a 
copy of a telegram to the Agent General, London, in reference to the new time-table, and requesting mae 
to advise whether any other legal steps are necessary to be taken by your department in connection with 
the matter to notify the change to contractors, or to secure the liability of sureties. 

In 
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In your ]etter you state that the new time-table for leTs is so framed as to continue on the devia-
tion from the route and the extra number of hours necessarily occupied in the perfhrmance of the voyage 
by way of Auckland that is, I presume, the same deviation from the route in the original agreement 
which is mentioned in the declaration under seal by the Company and the sureties for the due perfbrmanee 
of the contract, bearing date 25th May, 1877. 

That declaration refers solely to the alteration with respect to the route, and as to time and the 
rates of payment for the voyages made during, or eoinineiiced to be made during, the year 1877, and does AU 

returnM not extend to voyages commenced in 1873. The words of the declaration are, as regards the year one heroiUL 
thousand eight hundred and seventy-ciqht in so far only as such mails shall be conveyed during the coin- 
pletion of any voyage or voyages commenced in the present year"; and by it the Company and the sureties 
declare that the alteration made in the service for the year 1877 shall not ía any way discharge them from 
their liability under the agreement and bond respectively, but it in no way authorizes the deviation from 
the terms of the articles of agreement for the year 1878, which you state TOLL have made by the time.table for 1878. 

The only steps I can suggest that can be now taken is at once to telegiph to the Agent General, 
and request him to obtain from the Company and the sureties a declaration as to the deviation from the 
contract for the year 1878, similar to that given for the present year. 

I know of no steps your department can take here to render the change from agreement binding 
upon the Company and their sureties, and I suppose the contract ca]mot be carried out for 1878 by the 
voyage being performed in exaet accordance with the terms of the agreement, which it would appear from 
the wording of the declaration before referred to was the intention of the Company and the sureties. 

I assume that Messrs. Watt & Company are merely the agents of the Company to carry out the 
agreement entered into, and that they are not authorized to consent to any alteration ill  the terms of the 
agreement; and that there is no one in this Colony authorized to act on behalf of the snreties in consenting 
to their liability being continued, although the agreement in respect of which they became sureties has been departed from. 	 I have, &e., 

JOHN WILLIAMS, 
Crown Solicitor, 

No. 19. 
SURMInED. Draft telegram herewith, which the Colonial Secretary might be asked to transmit to the 
Agent General, London—SILL., 5/12/77. 

Dn1u'r Telegram to The Agent General, London. 

Onpiw from Pacific Mail Company and sureties declaration as to deviation from Contract for next year 
similar to that for present year. 	 - 

Approved—The Declaration and Time-table may be laid before Parliament.—I.D., 5/12/77. 

No. 20. 
The Secretary, General Post Office, to The Principal Under Secretary. 

Sir, 	
Sydney. 6 December, 1877. 

I am directed to enclose a draft of telegram which, on the advice of the Crown Solicitor, it is 
deemed necessary to send to the Agent General in London in reference to obtaining a further declaration 
from the contractors and sureties in tIme Pacific Mail Service covering deviations from the contract for 
the year 1878, and to request that you will be good enough to move the Colonial Secretary to cause the 
same to be sent to Mr. Forster in due course. 	 I have, &e., 

[Enclosure, Draft Telegram, ride No. 10.] 	
S. H. LAMBTON. 

Prepare telegram, 6/12/77. Telegram, 6/12/77. The Secretary to Post Office—B.C., 6/12/77, H.H. 
Read.—S.H.L., 10/12/77. 

No. 21. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to Colonial Secretary, New Zealand. 

7 December, 1877. 
I mrA.vr received the following telegram from Foster and Vogel, dated 19th ultiino —"Remember Mail 
Company's sureties only bound for altered service during this year. Inform New Zealand." 

No. 22. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, New Zealand, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 

20 December, 1877. Be your telegram of 8th [qy. 7th]. On 20th ultinio following sent Agent General by telegram—" 'Frisco 
service contractors and sureties should renew bond expiring December:' If you consider joint action 
desirabJe, please telegraph Agents General on behalf of both Governments, 

The Postmaster General—Mr., B.C., 21/1.2. 	The Secretary to the Post Ofilce, B.C.- 11.11., 21/12/'77 
&thrnitted.—The Agent General N.ftW. was requested, oil the 6111 nitimo, to "obtain from the 

Pacific Mail Company and sureties declaration as to deviation from contract for next year, similar to that 
for present year."—JAs. B., for Secretary, 31/12/77. 

25—B 	
. 23. 
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No. 23. 
Telegram from Agents General, New South Wales and New Zealand, London, to 

Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 
17 December, 1877. 

MAcKmLL instructed obtain consent contractors and sureties to deviation from contract, without which 
he advises cannot give notice of new time-table. We strongly advise announce Tuesday date arrival 
London—very rarely mails delivered Monday. Constant failure would discredit service. Inform New 
Zealand. Reply promptly. 

Telegram sent to Colonial Secretary, Wellington, 20 Dec., 1877, 
The Postmaster General, 20/12.—M.F. 
The Secretary, B.C., 20/12/77.—H.H. 

No. 24. 
Minute of The Postmaster General. 

IT does not occur to me that any advantage is gained by making Tuesday instead of Monday the day of 
arrival of the San Francisco mail at London. On the contrary, I am of opinion that if Monday were 
recognised as the day of arrival, the contractors and others would have greater inducement to make good 
time; and in order that the San Francisco Mail Service may be as valuable to the Colony as possible, 
every exertion should be made to secure the conveyance of the mails as quickly as possible. 

However, if there be any such local reason for announcing Tuesday instead of Monday as that 
indicated by the Agents General, I do not think any serious harm can follow the adoption of their 
suggestion. 

The Colonial Secretary may be requested to send a telegram to the following effect:—" To the 
Agent General, London—You may fix either Monday or Tuesday as day arrival London. First mail 
leaves Sydney 3rd January next." 

Before moving the Colonial Secretary, we had better telegraph to New Zealand for its concurrence 
in what we are doing. 	 J.F.B., 21/12/77. 

Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, 
21st December, 1877. 

REFnENcE to telegram Agents General 17th instant, I propose sending following reply—" You may fix 
either Jfonday or Tuesday as day arrival London. Pint mail leaves Sydney third January." Do you 
concur? Reply immediately. 

No. 25. 
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Wellington, New Zealand, to Colonial Secretary, 

Sydney. 
21 December, 1877. 

Acrirs GEXEItAL telegram received, tiine.table prepared by your Post 0111cc. That Oce no doubt 
satisfied mails could be delivered London, Tuesday, with regularity. Do you advise Tuesday be adhered 
to P I consider time allowed reasonable; but at same time recognise there is considerable force in 
Agents General objection. Time-table now public, and if alteration must be made, should be made at 
once. 

Postmaster General, 22/12.—MI'. 	The Secretary, Post Oce, B.C., 22/12/77.—HR. 
Urgent.  

No. 26. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Wellington, New Zealand, to Postmaster General, 

Sydney. 
22 December, 1877. 

PLEASE see telegram sent Colonial Secretary yesterday. Instead of your proposed reply, would suggest 
that Agents General be authorized to fix Tuesday as day of arrival, London. This would obviate 
uncertainty and delay. If you agree, please instruct Agents General. Kindly reply to-day. 

Minute of Postmaster General an above. 
Under the circumstances the telegram may be modified to "Fix Tuesday as day of arrival, London. 

First mail leaves Sydney 3rd January next."—J,F.B., 22/12/77. 

No-? 27. 

The Secretary, General Post Office, to The Principal Under Secretary. 
Sir, 	 General Post 01ce, Sydney, 22 December, 1877. 

I &in directed to inform ydu that, after eonsu]tation with the Postmaster General, Wellington, 
it has been decided to agree to a modification—suggested by the respective Agents General of New South 
Wales and New Zealand—of the proposed San Francisco Time Schedule, as regards the day of arrival of 
the mail at London. 

I am therefore to request, with the concurrence of the Postmaster General of Wellington, that 
you will be so good as to cause the Agents General to be informed of this decision, and enclose a draft 
telegram which would serve this purpose. 

I have, &1c., 

JAS. DALGARNO, 
For Secretary. 

[Enclosure.] 
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{Encloeure.J 

Telegram for transmission to Agents General, London. 
"Fix Tuesday as day of arrival London. First mail leaves Sydney third January next." 

No. 28. 
Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Postmaster General, Wellington, 

New Zealand. 
22 December, 1877. 

AGENTS GENERAL have to-day been authorized to fix Tuesday as day of arrival London. 

No. 29. 
Telegram from Agents General, New South Wales and New Zealand. 

London, 10 January, 1878. 
SUBETIFE signed documents renewing Deed 1877 for 1878. We hai1d it Company for signature, with 
notice of time table. We understand you do not wish US more any [qy.,  do any InUre] agreement with 
Company. Inform New Zealand. 

Telegram sent to New Zealand, 14th January, 1878. 
The Postmaster General.—M.F., 14/1/78. 
The Secretary, Post Office—Eli,, B.C., 14/1/78. 
Read.—J.]?.B., 15/1/78. 

9d 	
Sydney: Thomas itiehardo, Government Printer.-181S. 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MAIL ROUTE BETWEEN WEST MAITLAND, PATERSON, 
AND DUNGOG. 

(PAPEES RESPEtJTIIcG) 

Ordered by the Legiala five Asee'nb?y to be printed, 13 .3farclt, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 30th January, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,- 

Copies of all Letters, Petitions, Reports, and Minutes having reference 
to the proposed change of Mail Route between West Maitland, Paterson, 

	

and Dungog, vid Belmore Bridge." 	 - 

(lb. H. H. Brown.) 

,O. 	 SCHEDULE. 
1. Letter from II. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 	26July, 1877 

P4GB 
 
 

................... .................. ...... .......... .....  .... .... 	
.... 
 ........ Secretary to Post Office to H. H. Brow,, Esq., Mr. 	30 July, 1877 	............. .................................... ... ........ References to Postmasters at East 	West 

2 
2 and 	Maitland, Largs, Paterson, and Woodville, dated 30 July, 1877, andtheir replies 	.......................................................................................................... 

 
 
Secretary to Post Office to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 	5 	September, 1877 ...................................................... Letter from Mr. James Mackay. 

3  
3  

6. 
3 	August, 	1877 	............ .......................... .............................................. 

Petition from residents at Largs. 	22 August, 1877 	 ... 4  

S
7. ....... ...................................  ....... ........................... ..... 

Secretary to the Post Office to residents at Largs. 	7 September, 1877 	............. .......... . ...... .............. ............. Letter from Mr. James Mackay. 	24 August, 
4, 
7 

Q
. 
. 1877.................................................................................... 

Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Mackay. 	7 September, 1877 7  
10. 
11.' 

......................................................... Letter from Council Clerk, East Maitlaud. 	24 August, 1877 	..................................................................... 
Secretary to the Post Office to Mayor of East Maitland. 

7  
7  

12. 8 	September, 	1877 	................................................ Letter from William Johnston, Esq., M.P. 	20 August, 1577 8  
13, ............. ........................................................ Extracts 	from 	the Maitiaaej Marcia-11 	................................................................................................... S  

 
 

Secretary to the l'ost, Office to William Johnston, Esq., M.P. 	4 September, 1877 	.......................................... Secretary to the Post Office to the Mayor of East Maitland, 
8  

11  
16. 4 September, 1877............................................ 

Letter from H. 11. Broil n, Esq., Mr., dated 17 September, 1877, forwarding a Petition from residents of Paterson 
andUpper Paterson 

11  

18
17. 

. 

...................................................................................................... 
Secretary to the Post OU'iee to II. ft. Brown, Esq., M.P. 	22 September, 1877 ........ ........................................ Letter from Mr. James Mackay. 	17 October, 1877 

12  
13  

19. 
20. 

................................................................................. 
Letter from II. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 	13 November, 1877..........  

.......................... . .... . .............................. Secretary to the Post Office to H. IT, Brown, Esq., M.P. 	20 November, 1877 
13  
14 

21. ....... ............ . .......... ..... ............. Report of Postal Inspector, dated 29 November, 1877 14 
 
 

............................................................................. If.  Letter from 	. If. Brown, Esq., Mi'. 	21 November, 1877 ............ .............. ............................................ Secretary to the Post Office to 11. H. Brown, Esq., Ml'. 	8 December, 
14 
15  

24, 1877 	.............. . ........................... ...... Secretary to the Post Office to Mail Contractor Fry. 	8 December, 1877 15  
 
 

...... ... ...... . ................ . ......... .... .... .... Secretary to the Post Office to Council Clerk, East Maitland. 	11 December, 1877 .... . ......... . ............. .............. Secretary to the Post Office to residents 	Largs. 
15  
15  

2
27. at 	11 	December, 	1877 .................... ............... ...................... Letter from Mr. James Mackay. 	17 November, 1877 15  
8. 

29. 
.............................................................................. 

Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Mackay. 	11 December, 1877 	... ................................................... Letter from Mail Contractor Pry, 	10 December, 
15  
143  

3
30. 1877 	........................................................................... 

Secretary to the Post Office to Mail Contractor Fry. 	18 December, 1877 ................. . 	................ .................... 16  

3
1. 
2, 

Letter from S. Schohey, Esq., M.P. 	20 December, 1877 	.......... .......................... . ...................................... . Letter from Council Clerk, East Maitland, 
16  
15 

33. 
3L 

20 December, 	1877 ...... ....... .... ........ ...... ..... ...... ..... ..... .... .......... Secretary to the Post Office to Council Clerk, East Maitland. 	28 December, 1877 ....... .. ..... . .... .... .............. ..... Secretary to the Post Office to 11. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 	28 December, 
16 
17 

 
 

1877 	................................................ Secretary to the Post Office to S. Seholey, Esq., M.P. 	28 December, 1877 	................................................... Secretary to the Post 
17  
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MAlL ROUTE BETWEE? WEST MAITLAND, pATERsOc, AcP DUcCOG. 

No:1. 

H. H. Brown, Esq., MY., to The Postmaster General. 
21, Exchange, Sydney, 

Sir, 	 26 July, 1877. 
I beg to make the following suggestion for your favourable consideration, viz. 	That the 

mail coach conveying the mails to Paterson from Maitland should, on and after the 1st January, 1878, 
run direct from West .ñfaitiand over Belmore Bridge, instead of going vi4 East Maitland and Largs, and 

thence on to Paterson. This is by far the nearest and most direct route, and would be a great convenience 
to the travelling public, and save much delay. The mail would then arrive at Paterson much earlier, and 

a mail on horseback would suffice to convey the mail bags to Largs and Woodvifle; the latter place, as at 
present, has a horse mail from Largs. The course suggested would be a step in the right direction for 
direct communication between Maitland Paterson, and .Dumqoq, when the bridge over the Paterson 
River is completed, and thus avoid the Dungog mail going the long round via Clarence Town and thence 
to Dungog. This latter proposal I shall bring more fully nuder your notice on some future occasion. 

The present alteration would not incur much additional. expense, and I hope my request will be 

	

carefully considered and complied with. 	 I have, &c., 
H. H. BROWN. 

I do not think it is advisable to make the alteration applied for in the run of the mail to the 
Paterson. If this alteration were made it would be still necessary to start from East Maitland the distance 
by the Belmore Bridge to Paterson is very little shorter than by the present line, and the number of 
people left without postal communication would be great.—G-.De.M., 23/8/77. 

Prepare returns of the postal business and the revenue at Largs and Paterson respectively.—S.FLL. 
aOfSf 77. 

Lap. 

No. of letters posted weekly 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 133 
No, of mails received and despatched weekly ... 	... 	... 	42 
Night attendances... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	Nil. 
Revenue 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	.., 	... 	... 	£20 t2s. 

.Paterson 

No. of letters posted weekly 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 186 
No. of mails received and despatched weekly ... 	... 	... 	54 
Night attendances,.. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	Nil. 
Revenue 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... £103 lie. 

A.J.A., 30/8/77. 

Submitted. I scarcely think that a. case is made out for changing existing arrangements. If the 
Paterson mails were to go from West Maitland via Belmore Bridge, Large wonid have to be supplied by a 
separate line, which would entail extra cost. 

It may perhaps be said that the Paterson people are entitled to a voice in the matter of which 
route they are to get their mails by, and if any good reason were shown in favour of the alteration asked 
for I think it should be granted. 

But the only postal reason urged is that they (the Paterson residents) will receive their mails much 
earlier if sent from West Maitland vid Belmore Bridge. This however is a mistake, as the official reports 
show that the mails would not reach Paterson fifteen minutes earlier than they do at present, whilst one 
inconvenience resulting from proposed alteration would be that correspondence passing between Largs, 
Woodviile, &e., and the Paterson district, would be delayed for one day.—S.H.L., 30/8/77. 

Approved. H. H. Brown, M.P., to be infonned.—J.D,, 31/8/77. 
In order to enable this matter to be further considered, if necessary or desirable, it will be as well 

to take the next year's contract subject to three months' notice of termination. Mr. H. H. Brown to be 
informed accordingly.—J.D., 4/9/77 

No.2. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, IEsq., M.P. 

General Post Office, Sydney, 
Sir, 	 30 July, 1877. 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter. dated the 26th instant, suggesting that 
the mails be conveyed to Paterson, after the 1st January next, via Belmore Bridge, instead of as at present 

tad East Maitland and Largs and that Largs and Woodville be supplied with a horseback mail from East 
Maitland. 

In reply thereto, I am to inform you that the usual inquiries are being made in the matter, the 
result of which will be duly communicated to you. 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON, 
Secretary. 

No.3. 
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No. 3. 

ihiferences to Postmasters at Fast and West Maitland, Largs, Paterson, and 
Woodville, and their replies. 

Sydney, 30 July, 1877. 

A.rrLIcAnox has been made for the mails to be conveyed to Paterson, after the 1st January next, rid 
Belmore Bridge, instead of, as at present, rid East Maitland and Largs, and to suppiy Largs and Wood-
ville with a horseback mail from the East Maitland office. 

Be good enough to report your opinion in the matter, 
S. H. LAMI3TON, 

Secretary. 
I QUITE agree with the application in reference to route of mails being from '\Vest: instead of East Mait-
land, as being shorter, more direct, and can be done in less time. I think also a horse mail would 
answer all purposes for Largs and Woodville. 

B. B OUST, 
3/1/77, 	 PM., Paterson. 

Sir, 	 West Maitland, 2 August, 1877. 
I bog to state, the mails conveyed to Paterson ma Behnore Bridge will arrive hardly 15 (fifteen) 

minutes earlier than by present route. I do not think the change necessary. 
ELIZA B. DALY, 

Postmistress. 
Sir, 	 Post Office, Largs, 4 August, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknovledge the receipt of your communication of July 30th, No. 77/6021, 
having reference to the mail coach running rid Behnore Bridge instead of the present route. 

I am of an opinion that: should the mail coach be placed on that line of road it would be a great 
Toss to this thickly populated district, and if placed on the West Maitland road, will serve but few persons 
in companson with the present line, as there is no township through which it would pass; also, the 
communication between Paterson, Largs, and Woodville, would be materially interrupted, viz—A letter 
posted at this office for the Paterson at 9.30. am., could be replied to and the answer received by 230 p.m. 
the same day. Should the alteration be made, it would take three days to accomplish the same. 

I would suggest that the mail coach should be kept on the present line of road, as it would serve 
the inhabitants of Boiwarra., Largs, Woodville, Tona, and Dunmore, and would put the public to a great 
inconvenience if taken off this line of route. 

I have, &c., 
H. G. ROBERTS, 

Postmaster. 
Sir, 	 East Maitland, 11 August. 

I cannot see that any benefit would result from the alteration mentioned in communication 
B. 77/6021. The Paterson mail could not be despatched from West Maitland till a later hour than at 
present, and there would be no gain effected in distance. Under the existing arrangement Paterson 
letters are iuvarmably in time for the evening delivery in West and East Maitland, Morpeth, Woodville, 
and Largs, but in the event of such a change being made, they could not be delivered in East Maitland, 
Morpcth, Woodville, and Largs, till the day after despatch, and correspoudence from the last two places 
to Paterson would require to be posted it day earlier than at present. 

I am, &e., 
B. P. BBOWN'E, 

Postmaster. - 
Sir, 	 . 	 Woodville, 20 August, 1877. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of July 30th, No. 77-6021, 
having reference to the mail running rid :lielmot'e Bridge instead of the present route. I am of opinion 
that the present 'route is the best, .s far as benefit to the general public is concerned, as it is a great 
convenience to a great number of the inhabitants of the surrounding district. Should the line be changed, 
it would be a great loss to this thickly populated district. 

1 am, &c., 
J. WYNN, 

Postmaster. 

N,  o. 4. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 . 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 5 September, 1877. 
Adverting to my letter of the Both July last, I am directed to inform you that the proposal 

contained in your communication of the 26th idem having received careful consideration, it is not thought 
necessary to make any alteration in the mail arrangements between Maitland and Paterson, as if the 
Paterson mails were to be transmitted from West Maitland,'vid Belnmore Bridge, Largs would have to be 
served by a separate line, which would entail extra cost. 

It would appear that the statement to the effect that the residents of Paterson would get their 
mails, if the proposed change was effected, much earlier, is not borne out by the official, reports, as the 
correspondence would not reach Paterson fifteen minutes earlier than it does at present, whilst an incon-
venience would be created by tliemnails passing between Largs, Woodville, &c., and the Paterson District 
being delayed for a day; I am however to add that in order to euable this matter to be further considered, 
should such a course be necessary or desirable, it has been decided to take the contract for next year 
subject to three months' notice of termination. 	 I have, &c, 

S. H. LAM13TON, 
- 	' 	 Secretary. 

No.5. 
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No.. 5. 
Mi.'. James Mackey to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Largs, Dunmore, vid East Maitland, 3 August, 1877. 
I beg to inform you that it is the intention of the inhabitants of this town and neihbourhood 

to call a public meeting respecting the intended removal of the mail coach off the line of road from East 
Maitland to Paterson. 	 I am, &c., 

JAMES MACKEY, 
Large, Dunmore. 

Mr. James Mackey to The Postmaster General. 
Sir, 	 Largs, Dunmore, vid East Maitland, 3 August, 1877. 

I am informed that an application has been made to the Postmaster General for to remove 
the mail coach from the line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson, and to place this mail coach on 
the line of road from West Maitland, vid Belmore Bridge, to the Paterson, on the 1st January 1878. If 
such will take place, it will be a great inconvenience and injustice to the people of East Maitland, Largs, 
Dunmore, Woodville, lona, Cooley Camp, and the surrounding neighbourhood, which I will clearly show 
you. 

It is over eighteen years since a mail coach commenced running from East Maitland to the Pater-
son, vid Largs. The different pursuits in this neighbourhood during the above-mentioned period has 
steadily increased to a considerable extent. 

The town of Largs is a private town, the same as West Maitland, and was surveyed and Bold about 
twenty-eight years ago by the late Andrew Lang. There is four churches in Largs, and service is held 
every Sunday in each of them—one Church of England, built of stone; one Presbyterian Church, built of 
brick; one Wesleyan Church, built of timber ;  one Christian Israelist Church, built of timber. 

There is a large Public School, built of brick, and three teachers in attendance, with an average 
number of scholars 100. 

There is a Roman Catholic School, and one teacher in attendance, with an average number of 
scholars 50. 

There is a School of Arts built of timber, and there is tenders to be called for immediately for to 
build a large brick building for a School of Arts at Largs. 

There is four stores, and two large brick-built public-houses, which has been opened and licensed 
for the last twenty years, and several other trades and callings. 

The population of the town of Largs is about 300, and within two miles of this town the population 
is over 450. 

There is a first-class constable stationed at Largs, and a member of the police force has been 
stationed in the town of Largs for the last twenty years ; and there is only two constables stationed at 
the Paterson town, and tIn-ce constables at East Maitland. 

There is it post offlee at Large, and has been for the last nineteen years at least. 
The direct and shortest route from the Paterson to East Maitland, Newcastle, and Sydney, is 

through the town of Largs, Dunmore. 
Now, I do think that I have shown sufficient reasons for not removing the mail coach off the line 

of road from East Maitland to the Paterson, vid Largs, Dunmore. 
I may also point out to you that there is only ten houses on the line of road from Belmore Bridge 

to the Paterson town; the rest is a bush. 
I may also state that I came to Large on the 16th January, 1864, and I know fully ever since the 

requirements of this place, and what I now state in this letter is correct and cannot be contradicted in 
any way. 

Trusting that the Postmaster General will not remove the mail coach off the line of road from East 
Maitland to Paterson, vid Largs.— 	 I am, Sic. 

JAMES MACKEY, 
Largs, Dunmore. 

No. 6. 
Petition from Tuhabitants of Largs to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Largs, 22 August, 1877. 
This humble petition of the inhabitants of Largs, Dunmore, Phnix Park, Bolwarra, and the 

distnetgenerally, most respectfully showeth— 
That your petitioners having learned that an application has been made to the Honorable Post-

master General to have the mail coach removed from its present course, viz. Vid Largs to Paterson and 
proceed vid Belmore Bridge, do humbly request that it be still continued 011 the present line. 

That your petitioners are convinced that any alteration in the present route would materially affect 
the interests of the district, besides incurring an additional expense. 

We herewith forward lists signed by four hundred and ninety-six (496) inhabitants of the aforesaid 
places. 

Signed on behalf of the petitioners,— 
ROBT. GRAHAM. 
JAMES MACKEY. 
HENRY JENKINS. 
JOHN HODGES. 

James Mackey, Largs Eichd. Eves, East Maitland William Golby, do. 
Henry Jenkins, do. John Hoban, Dunmore John Baldocic, do. 
John Alex. M'Phee, do. Timothy Ryan, do. John Baldoek, junr., do. 
W. A. ljnicomb, Gonlburn John White, do. John Vitler, junr., Large 

Grove Robert Bolt, do. George WaIler, do. 
Robt. Graham, Dunmore Robt. Bolt, junr., do. Abraham A. Unicomb, Dun- 
\\Tilljam  Allan, Dunmore George Blieford, do. more 
George Roberts, Largs Abraham Golby, senr., do. Frederick Unicomb, do. 

James 



James Ryan, junr., Dunmore 
James Ryan. sear., do. 
Patrick N. Briarty 
David Jarvis, Phmnix Park 
John Campbell, d0. 
Patrick Campbell. do. 
J osep. Campbell, do. 
James Campbell, do. 
Patrick Took., do. 
Patrick Grace, do. 
Daniel Maher, do. 
Patrick Tobin. do. 
John Campbell, junr., Poainix 

Park 
Thomas Gunning, do. 
:Denis M'Phillamy, do. 
Thomas Woods, do. 
William Harris, do. 
Jo]111 Aitcliison, do. 
.Tamcs Harris, do. 
Thomas Green, Largs 
John Virler, do. 
Alfred Bokers, Phnix Park 
John Hamilton, do. 
Thomas Boyd, (10. 
William Beattie, do. 
J. C. Beattie, do. 
Thomas Meagbcr, do. 
Dennis Hickey, do. 
Michael Hiekey, do. 
0. B. Middleton, J.P., do. 
Andrew Dickson, do. 
Jeremiah Ryan, do. 
John Johnston, do. 
George Stephens, do. 
T. O'Donnell, do. 
T. O'Donnell, junr., do. 
Emanuel Jas. Makin, do. 
James G]eeson, do. 
\\Tihiain  Geseo, do. 
Dennis Maher, do. 
James Jarvis, do. 
James Tole, do. 
William Taylor, do. 
John Guilfoyle, do. 
Daniel luilfoyek, do. 
John Fowler, do. 
George Hodges, do. 
Joseph Wirchin, Dunmore 
Charles White, do. 
Malcolm M'Rae, do. 
Daniel Grant, do. 
Thomas M'Cormaek, do. 
Thomas Grant, do. 
Thomas Nowlan, do. 
John Maher, junr., do. 
James Prince, do. 
Thomas Prince, do. 
Alex. M'Rac, do. 
Alex. M.'Rae, do. 
D. H. Hume, do. 
Henry Stace, do. 
John Blutnay, Largs 
.Tames Leake, do. 
Charles Gillespie, do. 
R. White, do. 
John White, do. 
W. Weingardner, Dunmore 
John Brady, do. 
HenryBrady, do. 
James Coyne, W. Maitland 
John Spooner, Dunmore 
John Mitchell, J.P., do. 
J. M'Kenzie, do. 
John Davis, do. 
B. Barnes, do. 
James Couchman, do. 
John Tegget, do. 
James Tegget, do. 
Andrew Tegget, do. 

Patrick Nolan, Belmore 
Joseph Prince, do. 
George Prince, do. 
David Prince, (10. 
Charles Tucker, do. 
Richard i\VLean, do. 
Cashier Myers, do. 
Jacob Waits, do. 
.Tohn Watis, do. 
John Swan, Lemon Grove 
James Whybin, (10. 
John Whybin, do. 

Swan, do. 
James Callaghan, Stoney Ck. 
John JTeuinii ogs, do. 
John Mcginnis, Dunmore 
Duncan Mcginnis, do. 
John Megitmis, unr., do. 
.Tas.eginnis, do. 
Lyall Graham, do. 
Th'edk. Stuart, Woodville 
J. K. M'lCenzie, Dunmore 
James Larkins, Largs 
Patrich Donohue, do. 
Michael Dwyer, do. 
P. Malthain, do. 
John Wallers, do. 
Ennaek \Vallers, do. 
George Wallers, do. 
William Gulliver, do. 
Charles Cummins, do. 
J. C. James, West Maitland 
Henry Cooper, WilliamsBiver 
Luke Cooper, do. 
George Bridger, do. 
John O'Gorman, Largs 
Peter ]arkins, do. 
Edward Size, Dunmore 
Andrew Dnfl do. 
George Bosley, Largs 
James Easter, do. 
Laurence E.ines, do. 
John Hymas, do. 
John Dullerty, do. 
Robt. Aitkin, do. 
Hugh Campbell, do. 
John Hodges, do. 
Mark Hodges, do. 
Thomas Watson, do. 
Wm. J. Liddell, do. 
Joseph O'Meagher, Belmore 
Thomas Waby, Largs 
Jeremiah O'Meagher, Bel- 

more 
Martin Hays, Dunmore 

Maher, Largs 
Eli Train Morpetli 
Patrick Mylan, Largs 
Michael Maher, Bolwarra 
Dines Maher, do. 
John Meade, do. 
Michael Ryan, do. 
William Ford, do. 
Charles Davis, do. 
F. Strong, do. 
J. Worboys, do. 
G. Worboys, do. 
George Badeock, do. 
William G. Badcock, do. 
James Baldwin, do. 
John MFadyen, do. 
Patrick Keating, do. 
David Atkinson, do. 
Edward Knott, do. 
Henry Vickery, do. 
Fred. Bracktop, do. 
J. Ferris, Belmore Road 
William Vickery, 	do. 
William Bolt, do. 
Alex. W. M'Dougall, J.P., do. 

John OLeary, Belmore Road 
William O'Connor, do. 
William Nell igon, Belmore 

Bridge 
James N elligan, do. 
James MEl roy, do. 
Thomas MElroy, do. 
James MElroy, do. 
Robert M'Elroy, do. 
John MEl roy, Belmore Road 
Samuel M'Elroy, do. 
William Bolt, do. 
3. B. flichards, (10. 
F. B. Richards, do. 
D. G. Nicho]s, do. 
Thos. Duekham, Belmore 
George Mcade, do. 
Samuel Pankhurst, do. 
Martin Maher, do. 
James Moylan, do. 
William M'Guigan, do. 
T. Fountains, do. 
B. Vickery, do. 
Joseph Blacktop, do. 
James Crouch, do. 
Job Vickey, do. 
W. B. Bailey, do. 
John Vinde, do. 
W. Bishop, do. 
Geo. Thos. Chambers, Mayor, 

East Maitl and 
Saul W. Dawson, Alderman, 

do. 
Patrick Bourk, do. do. 
William Cams, do. do. 
J. Cunningham, do. do. 
Henry Bailey, do. do. 
Stephen Seholey, J.P. 
W Richardson 
Dr. J. Stride 
W. M'Gregor 
Patrick M'Gearry 
Geo. Lise 
Henry O'Meagher 
F. Edwards 

H. Bennett 
C. B. Mackenzie 
George Palmer 
John Godfrey 
G. T. Palmer 
Thos. Dalton 
Chas. Grim 
James Kinnane 
H. Stevens 
James Bowthorne 
William Quick 
Michael Power 
Richard Pillicks 
James Blaekwell 
Rebecca Quirk 
Fredk. Ewd. Brunker 

J. Cobcroft 
W. Bradbury 
J. Witten 

Nipper 
F. Bucke 
H. S. Ribbands 
T. S. Petherbridge 
J. A. Wallace 

B. Pidding 
Charles Bradfbrd 
Jas. P. Edwards 
Daniel Lyons 
William Geary 
Charles Pidding 
Frank Pobah 
F. B. Pethcrbridge 
John F. Hogan 
Joseph Chambers 
James Keenan 
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F. Grancy 
Peter Eckford 
Thomas B]issett 
JOT") Graney, junr. 
A. W. M'Cullum & Co. 
F. W. Dixon 
Thos. Banfleld 
James Wyllie 
John G. flair 
Benjamin Mitchell 
Samuel Burgess 
Thomas Britt 
Andrew Burgess 
William Cullen 
Henry Smith 
John Colquhoun 
John O'Donald 
Reuben Bray 
Edmund Auckett 
Thos. Moon 
Francis Haviland 
Michael Fitzpatrick 
James R.odford 
Henry Hector 
M. Murphy 
A. F. Richardson 
Sylvester Byrne 
William Paterson 
Patrick Nylon 
John M'Cue 
J. Pearce, J.P., Dunmore 

House 
George Tudor, Belmore 
W. J. \\Taller, Woodville 
William Comings, do. 
J. F. Munday, do. 
J. H. Dunn, do. 
P. Pumpford, do. 
P. White, Dumnore 
J. Foster, do. 
Jas. Leak, Allyn lifter 
G. Leak. do. 
J. Leak, senr., do. 
Wm. Appleyard, Woodville 
B. Appleyard, do. 
John Burgess, do. 
G. Baker, do. 
R. Woodman, do. 
T. Arnold, do. 
S. Skinner, junr., do. 
S. Skinner, senr., do. 
G. Saxton. do. 
F. Norris, do. 
J. Woodman, do. 
C. Begs, do. 
J. Begs, do. 
H. Mills, do. 
George Middleton, seur., do. 
C. G. Middleton, do. 
J. Kewon. Stradbroke 
S. Freestoixe, do. 
P. Hainley, do. 
P.Maloney, do. 

M' A. 	Alpiii, do. 
I. Genning, Woodville 
B. Newton, do. 
Patrick M'Namara, Strad-

broke 
John Powell, Paterson River 
D. Nicholson, Stradbroke 
A. Walace, do. 
II. Smith, do. 
James M'Donnell, lona 
Patrick M'Donnell, do. 
John MPhie, senr. 
A. MPhie 
John MPhie, junr. 
Angus MPhie 
Daniel Burkitsmire, lona 
John Sharky, do. 

John Begs, lona 
John MDonald, do. 
B. MDonald, do. 
J. Carter, do. 
P. Sharkie, do. 
George Read, do. 
William Read, do. 
H. Appicyard, Woodville 
Juo. Pearse, J.P., Balclutha 
Thos. Pearse, do. 
Reuben Tranter, Albion Farm 

W. Tranter, do. 
A. B. Tranter, do. 

Middleton, Albion 
J. SToliner, Woodville 
John Pearse, junr., Baiclutha 
J. A. Hams, Morpeth 
Eli P. Hand, Narowgut 

O,Neil, Woodvile 
H. Brady, do. 
John Wynn, do. 
William M. B. Myers, do. 
John Myers, do. 
James Myers, Wallalong 
John Lightfoot, Bolwarra 
Richard Lightfoot, do. 
Albert Sidney Lightfoot, do. 
Robert MKinia-, do. 
John Read, do. 
David Read, do. 
Daniel Ferry, do. 
Frederick Win Crouch, do. 
John H. Crouch, do. 
Samuel Strong, do. 
Charles Hand, do. 
Walter Cooper, do. 
William Crouch, do. 
Win. Crouch, Bolwarra, lona 
William Collard, do. 
Mr. Collard, Bolwarra 
William MArthur, do. 
Patrick Hickey, do. 
Michael Hickey, do. 
Denis Hickey, do. 
Patrick Hickey, junr., do. 
Matthew Hickey, do. 
George Standen, do. 
Patrick Brady, do. 
Charles \Tade,  Largs 
J. Elliot, Woodville 
Carl Yollmer, do. 
H. Volliner, do. 
William Barton, do. 
J. Barton, do. 
S. Barton, do. 
William M. Logan 
Robert Coleman, Bulwarra 
William Coleman, do. 
W. Mills, Woodville 
J Cooper, do. 
C. Volmer, junr., do. 
T. Carter, senr., do. 
P. Carter, junr., do. 
J. Ide, do. 
W. Chippfield, do. 
William \Toflmer,  Albion 
E. Silver, 
A. Titman, senr., Woodville 
A. Titman, junr., do. 
J. Titman, do. 
Hugh Campbell, Eskdale 
Walter Scott, \\Tallalong  
Robert Hamilton, do. 
James Todd, do. 
Joseph Todd. do. 
John King, do. 
Edward King, jun., do. 
Edward King, sell., do. 
William King, do. 
Albert King, do. 

James l-tickev;scn., Wallalon 
M. Hickey, do. 
J. llickey, do. 
J. M'Murray, do. 
Robert Cameron, do. 
A. M'Murray, do. 
J. MMurray, jun.,do. 
M. G-uilfoyle, do. 
Joseph M'Donald, do. 
Donald Minnes. do. 
James M'Donnell, do. 
Thomas Kelly, do. 
Patrick Kelly, do. 
Richard Carter, Woodville 
John Butler, do. 
Thomas Butler, do. 
Andrew Bishop, do. 
George Bishop, do. 
Thomas Bishop, do. 
William Bishop, do. 
Henry Beale, do. 
W. Foster, do. 
S. Foster, do. 
W. Tandy, Bolwarra 
Jacob Crouch, do. 
William Watson, do. 
Nathan Crouch, do. 
W. H. Watson, jun., do. 
William Hayes, do. 
James Hayes, do. 
William Hayes, jun., do. 
William Shelton, do. 
Angus M'B.ac, do. 
H. Strong, do. 
J.Strong, do. 
A. H. Lindeman, Paterson 
W. Paddy, do. 
Benjn. 1ewbury, surgeon, do. 
James B. Ferils, do. 
JOIU1 Beatty, do. 
George Osniond, do. 
Samuel Patfield, do. 
George Brooker, junr., do. 
George Brooker, senr., do. 
John Brooker, do. 
Joshua Brooker, do. 
William Parkinson 
John Cann, do. 
James Wells, do. 
Robert Hartip, do. 
Frederick Wilson, do. 
John W]'yle, do. 
Gostwyek Massy, do. 
John Magennies, do. 
P. W. Ebbeeke, do. 
Henry Ebbecke, do. 
William Larraghey, do. 
Hairy 1-lunbie, do. 
John Loper, do. 
Edward Chetan, do. 
James Bird, do. 
John Stolsieback, do. 
Joseph Hoofman, do. 
Albert Robinson, do. 
G. Rodvell, do. 
William Bird, do. 
Thos. Rodwell, do. 
Predk. Beedner, do. 
Richard Murdrey. do. 
Josiah Moreden, do. 
Thos. Hume, do. 
Joseph Magennis, do. 
John Hogan, do. 
Thomas Kerwin, do. 
Puxty, do. 
John C-. iCneidler, do. 
John G. Kudes, do. 
Andrew Ochs, do. 
Jessey Burley, do. 
Mark Burly, do. 
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No. 7. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Residents of Largs. 

Gentlemen, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 7 September, 1S77. 
I am directed to acknowledge the rcceipt of your petition against the proposed alteration UI 

the route of the mail via East Maitland and Largs to Paterson, and to intbrrn you in reply that, in order 
to enable the matter to be further considered, if necessary or desirable, it has been decided to take the 
next year's contract for the service subject to three months' notice of termination. 

Your pelitionwill receive consideration before any change is introduced. 	I have, &e., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 8. 
Mr. James Mackey to The PQSt*laster General. 

Sir, 	 Largs, Dunmore, rid East Maitland, 24 August, 1877. 
I beg to inform you that I have written to you on the 3rd August, 1877, respecting the 

intended removal of the mail coach from the line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson, vid Largs; 
and 1 pointed out to you the importance of Largs and the surrou]lding neighbourhood, and the serious 
loss and inconvenience it would be to psengcr, and the carriage of parcels, luggage, &c. 

I may also state to you that I got over 200 signatures to a petition, residents of this neighbour. 
hood, and every one residing on both sides of West Maitland Road, from Bclmorc Bridge to the Paterson, 
signed this Petition, three Magistrates including who reside in the neighbourhood, some of them old 
residents of thirty-five years. 

Trusting that the Postmaster General will not remove the mail coach from the present line of road 
from East Maitland to the Paterson, rid Largs, after it having been running on this line for eighteen 
years or more, and a great convenience to the whole of the inhabitants of this place. 

The total number of signatures to all the pelitions forwarded to the Postmaster General on this 
important matter is 496. 

I beg to state that all the people residing on both sides of West Maitland Road, from Belmore 
Bridge to the Paterson, signed this petition; and also forty-seven residents of the Paterson signed this 

E tthon to have the mail coach on the present line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson, via 
arge, and no alteration. 	 I am, &e., 

JAMES MACKEY, 
Largs, Dunmore, 1716 East Maitland. 

No.9. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Mackey. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 7 September, 1877. 
With reference to your letter of the 24th ultimo, protesting against the proposed alteration 

in the route of the mail rid Largs and East Maitland to Paterson, I am directed to inform you that the 
matter will receive due consideration before any change is introduced. 

It has been decided to take the next year's contract for the service subject to three months' 
notice of.terminat-ion, 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON, 
Secretary. 

No. 10. 
The Council Clerk, East Maitland, to the Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Borough Council Chambers, East Maitland, 24 August, 1877. 
By direction of the Council of the Borough, as representatives of the ratepayers, I do myself 

the honor to bring under your notice the following circumstances, which to my Council appear to make 
the rumonred change of route in the mail line to the Paterson and Dungog likely to prove a less con-
venient line to the public at large than the lines in present use. And first, with reference to the route to 
Paterson. The present line in leaving this town leaves the most central of the three towns of West Mait-
land, East Maitland, and Morpoth, and is therefore relatively more convenient to the inhabitants of those 
three towns than if it left either from Morpeth or West Maitland. It must at present pass the Railway 
Station, and is therefore more convenient to travellers by railway, especially those who may have luggage, 
than it otherwise can possibly be. And the time at which it starts from hero allows, under the present 
system of postal communication, letters to be written at a. later hour than will be the case if it should 
start from West Maitland at the same hour. After leaving East Maitlaud it passes through the most 
central and populous portions of Bolwarra, and thence through the township of Largs, which is the centre 
of a comparatively pop ulous portion of the district. Both the Largs and the portion of Bolwarra above 
referred to will be avoided if the change which seems to have been contemplated should be made. 

With reference to the Duugog route, the line at present in use traverses East Maitland, Morpeth 
Hmtou. Seaham, and Clarence Town, and is beyond all comparison more convenient to travellers, and to the 
community in general, than it should go rid The Paterson and Wallarobba. There arc already mail lines 
up the Paterson Valley which afford communication for the residents of that district, and the carrying of 
the Dungog mails by that route wouldadd but little to a convenience alreadysufflcicntly available. Imay 
mention that an attempt to diverge the Dungog mail from East Maitland, Morpeth, and Uinton was once 
before made, but on the reconsideration of the subject was abandoned. I am to add that my Council hope 
you will make all inquiry into the facts here set out; for the more you become aware of the advaulagcs of 
the present and the disadvantages of the proposed route for The Paterson and Dungog mails, the more 
you will see the reasonableness of my Council's protestations against the contemplated alterations being 
carried out. 	 I have, &c., 

P. BOWES, 
Council Clerk. 

No. 11. 
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No. 11. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Mayor of East Maitland. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, S September, 1877. 
With reference to that portion of the Council Clerk's letter, dated the 24th ultimo, protesting 

against the proposed alteration in the route of the mail via Largs and East Maitland to Paterson, I am 
directed to inform you that., in order to enable the matter to be further cousidcred if necessary or 
desirable, it has been decided to take the next year's contract for this service subject to three months' 
notice of termination. 

The letter under reply will receive consideration beibre any change is introduced. 
I have, Le., 

S. II. LAM]3TON, 
Secretary. 

No. 12. 
William Johnston, Esq., M.P., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Clarence Town, 29 August, 1877. 
I notice there is a movement on foot, caused no doubt by my friend the Member for a 

neighbouring Electorate, to have the mail route altered to Dungog by way of Paterson township, instead 
of as now, by Morpeth, ilinton, Seaiiain, Clarence Town, and Brookfield. Before sanctioning any such 
alteration, I trust you will consider the matter well in all its bearings ; I am certain if such proposal is 
carried out it will give great dissatisfaction to a large majority of the people. I may state, the residents 
of Dungog in my Electorate have not asked for it. 

My advice is to let well alone ;  alterations no doubt will be required, bitt not in the way ndicated 
by the Paterson route. 	 i have, Le., 

VIM. JOHNSTON. 

Submitted. There has been no direct application yet made for the alteration mentioned by Mr. 
Johnston, M.P., although a lengthy correspondence for and against it has taken place in the columns of 
the Maitland Mercury. Extracts herewith. Mr. Johnston and the Municipal Council of East Maitland 
might be informed that no application has yet been made to the Postmaster General to change the route 
of the Dungog mail.—S.11,L., 31/8/77. 	Approved.—J.D., 31/8/77. 

- No. 13. 	 - 
Extracts from the Maitland Mercury. 

TuE PATERSON MAIL ROUTE. 
To the Editor of the MaiilandMercuiy. 

Sir, 
Observing the report of a meeting, held at Largs on the 11th instant, for the purpose of 

ojecting to the rumoured alteration of the Paterson mail route, I, as a resident of the district primarily 
interested, will, with your permission, endeavour to explain why such a change is, in our opinion, 
necessary. I will first notice the erroneous statement by one of the speakers (with apparently rather it 
vague idea of aught beyond his own village), as to the superiority of Largs over the Paterson, in point of 

n population and importace. So far as population goes, the Paterson has about 2,500 to 3,000 souls, against 
300 or 400 at Largs and these village politicians mildly request that the mail traffic of these 2,500 
people to their principal market and place of business, viz., West Maitland, shall travel some two or three 
miles additional, in order to pass through Largs, solely for the benefit of that petty village. Coming 
southw-ards from Paterson, the routes for some seven miles are the same, and from this point they branch 
off—one proceeding through Largs to East Maitland, the other proceeding direct to West Maitland, rid the 
Belmore bridge. The latter road has, from the junction to West Maitland, hardly a rise or bill worthy of 
note; is, except during extraordinary heavy floods, qoite free from flood interruptions and is, I believe, 
one of the best country roads in the Colony. The former road has, between the junction and Largs the 
two very long and steep hills at the slaughter-house, and traffic is interrupted by a rise of twelve feet 
only in the l{unter, between Largs and Pitnacree ;  here the river has made a breach through the road, 
and where, after some fbw more heavy floods, another bridge or punt in this place will be necessary to 
maintain this road. ..t this place during the flood weather of 1872 traffic was impossible, from this 
cause, for nine consecutive days, the mail having then to travel over the Belmore Bridge the 
road over which was, for the whole of this period, quite free from flood interruptions, except for one day. 
So far has this defect in the present contract attracted the attention of the postal authorities, that a 
stipulation is inserted in this contract that the Belinore Bridge route shall be used during the flood 
interruptions upon the present line. It is apparent that East Maitland cannot, under any circumstances, 
be the practical terminus of the Paterson mail contract ;  which, for the last fourteen years, has (though 
compelled to travel through Largs and East Matland) had its terminus at West Maitland. Even the 
Largs people themselves do not, as a rule, proceed either to East Maitland, or viii East Maitlaiid to West 
Maitland, to transact their business. The general route for nine-tenths of the Largs people, is to West
Maitland ni the Belmore bridge ; and they would now endeavour to prevent the Paterson people from 
obtaining this shorter and better route, apparently upon the grounds that the present contractor, being a 
resident of Largs, such a change might, to some degree, inconvenience him. 

I would regret very much should aught occur to deprive Largs of the advantages it at present 
enjoys, from the passing of the Paterson mail through this place, without substitnt:ing an am.rangentent 
eqnally or more beneficial. And as an arrangement which would infinitely more accommodate the 
residents of lona, Woodville, and Largs, I would suggest that a wheeled mail contract, from Woodville 
vid Largs, to East or West Maitland, be npplied for. Such a proposal would give to the Woodville 
people the advantages of daily wheeled mail communication to Maitland, which they do not at present 
enjoy; and they will, I should imagine, prefer this to havim]g a horse mail only. Some four or five years 
ago, I had an opportunity of ascertaining from official sources the amount of correspondence between 

Larga 
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Large and Paterson, and it did not then average one letter daily; nor do I imagine that it can have 
recently increased to any extent. With Woodville, on the other hand, the interests of Larga are much 
more identical, and communication between Woodville and Maitland is a much more urgent necessity than 
between Largs and Paterson. 

The collective cost of these two contracts, would exceed but very little, if any, the cost of the 
present one., as by the contract being taken from West Maitland to Paterson direct, the distance 
necessary to be travelled daily would be some four or six miles less than at present, and would ensure the 
earlier delivery of the mails at Paterson by at least three-quarters of an hour. The present starting-
point being from East Maitland, necessititles the detention ,long after the arrival of the Sydney mails) of 
the coach, for the mails from up-country; which mails arrive at East Maitland some 30 or 40 minutes 
later than at West Maitland, where they sri-k-c at 810 n.m. and could, by leaving West Maitland at 
830 am., arrive at Paterson by 1015, instead of at 11 as at present. Similarly, on the return trip from 
Paterson to West Maitland, the present time of arrival at East Maitland is 3-15 p.m., and at West 
Maitland at about 8-30 pin., too late for the transaction-of banking business,—a matter of considerable 
importance to the Paterson residents, there not being a Bank in the whole Electorate. And as the mail 
leaves before banking hours in the morning, a day must, on this account, be wasted by those passengers 
having such business. By the Belmore Bridge the mail would (leaving at the present time, 115 p.m.) 
arrive at West Maitland by 3 p.m., just in time for this purpose; or, were the time of departure altered 
to 1 p.m., would leave ample time for the transaction of such business. In addition to the earlier 
departure, vi4 the Belmore Bridge, of this 30 or 40 minutes, there is upon the present line usually a delay 
of 15 or 20 minutes at Largs, at the post office, and for the purpose of changing horses. it is extraordinary 
that within a distance of only 12 miles from East Maitland to Paterson a relay of horses should be 
deemed necessary, and this can only be explained by the fhct that the presentcontraetor, residing at Largs, 
lie has to proceed from Largs to West Maitland (some six miles) in the morning, then to return to East 
Maitland to obtain mails; and also in the evening, after delivering mails at East Maitland, to proceed on 
to 'West Maitland, and then to return to Large. At present this coach, owing to these arrangements, 
travels fully forty (40) miles per day. By having the route direct from West 'Maitland to Paterson 
(should the successful contractor reside in either of these places) it would be necessary to travel only the 
12 miles from West Maitland to Paterson, and return the same way, being thus only 24 miles daily as 
against 40 by the present arrangement ;  and it is but natural to suppose that the distance being little 
more than half of the present, would be performed for but little more than half the present cost. 

Were the route adopted, and a daily wheeled mail also established between Woodville and East or 
West Maitland, rid Larga (six or eight miles), the total daily distance travelled under these contracts 
would be 36 or 40 miles—equal to or less than the distance at present travelled daily by the present coach, 
which is of no use whatever to the Woodville people. 

To the residents of Gresford, Eceleston, Lostock, and the Upper Paterson generally, the question 
of the arrival of the mail an hour earlier is a matter of considerable importance, the present arrival at 
these places being, in several instances, after nightfall ; and more especially as there is now a probability 
of the main mail line to the Manning and Upper Williams passing through Paterson. It is absurd to 
expect a main line of communication to deviate from its course an incur a delay of' nearly ,in hour for 
the sole benefit of the small village of Largs, of which the only visible evidence of the much talked of 
improvements and prosperity is the erection of two or three small ivooden buildings during the last fourteen 
years, and the completion, after some nine years' delay, of the Episcopalian Church there. The most 
oft.quoted argument used at the meeting was that the present arrangement has been in force for some 
twenty years. It is well, however, to note the circumstances which have since then occurred, to render 
the continuation of this arrangement inadvisable. They are: first—the fact that West Maitland has 
undoubtedly assumed the position of the commercial centre of the district, which position East Maitland 
then occupied to a much greater extent than now; secondly—the destruction by floods, of the road 
between Largs and East Maitland; thirdly—the erection of the Belmore Bridge, and the bringing of 
that road to its present admirable condition, 

Any proposal, however beneficial to the community at large, will generally be demurred to by some 
of the interested localities; and though it will doubtless be unnecessary for the Paterson people to develop 
the public meeting and petition mania to the extent exhibited by Large, there can be no doubt but that 
were such action considered necessary, the whole of the Paterson Electorate would resent this interference 
with their interests. All, however, that I believe to be necessary is to expose the erroneous statements 
promulgated at this immense assemblage of forty incipient legislators. 

I would more especially call the attention of the Woodville people to their requirements for some 
improved means of communication, and trust that they will not allow themselves to be made merely the 
instruments for serving the sellish ends of the residents of Largs, but rather demand their own just qnota 
of the public expenditure. 

As a concluding argument in favour of the direct route to West Maitland, I may state that, owing to 
the inconveniences of the detour and delay of the present contract, there are and have been for years 
two private conveyances running almost daily rid Belmore Bridge, clearly evidencing both the proper 
and natural route, and also the amount of passenger traffic which would be secured by this route. 

lam, Le., 
Paterson, August 15, 1877. 	 PATERSON. 

[We regret that our correspondent has thought it expedient to make any offensive remarks. So 
far as we know the feeling of the people of West Maitland, they have not the slighest desire to injure 
or insult East Maitland on this or any other 	estion; nor do we think that the Paterson people 
generally can have any desire to insult Largs. It is altogether unnecessary to make insulting comparisons 
in order to discuss a postal route question; and it is very unwise besides, since it must arouse so strong an 
opposition that the Government will decline to act.—Eu. M. At] 

THE PArsissoN AND MAJTLA.ND MAIL ROUTE 
To the Editor of the Maitland Mercuy. 

Sir, 
In your issue of Tuesday last appeared a rather lengthened report of a public meeting held at 

the "Butcher's Arms Inn," Largs, for the purpose, as it was alleged, to protest against the proposed 
107—B 	 alteration 
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alteration of our mail route from East Maitland to West Maitland, as the starting point, and going by 
way of I3ehnore Bridge instead of. cia Largs, as at present,—in which the various speakers commented in 
rather strong terms against the public of Paterson, in moving for an alteration of the mail route. But it 
is evident from the report of the speeches delivered, that each and all of the speakers were in a delusive 
fog (quoting a recent figurative municipal remark), because, in the first place, the Paterson public have 
taken no active measures whatever to endeavour to get the mail route altered, so far as I can ascertain, 
and I feel assured the few interested parties who have been charged-as the instigators of the movement, 
is a myth, which has established itself upon l:he imaginative brain of those parties who so frequently used 
the remark at the meeting, and who condescended to unpute the various improper motives mentioned, as 
the object for which they desired the snail line to be altered. These improper motives were unworthy of 
consideration, when so important a matter was being discussed. It was singular that the Chairman, inhis 
opening remarks, should have stated that lie was amused in reading the notice of the Paterson correspondent, 
to the effect that he had learned upon good authority that it was intended by t he Postal Department to 
call for tenders for the mail to come from West Maitland by the Belmore Bridge, instead of round by 
Largs. We certainly can see little that could amuse the respected Chairman in these brief remarks, which, 
from the active measures taken by the good people of Largs to protest against the object, must have been 
of great importance to them. But it is still more sing ular that the Chairman did not follow the reading 
of the remainder of the remarks, as 10 the real cause for which the Postal Department had decided to 
alter the mail route, vi?,. —In the first place, to more speedily deliver the mail at Paterson, so that the 
contemplated daily mail to Dungog from thence might reach its destination at as early an hour in the day 
as possible whilst on the other hand it is most evident that our business connections with West Maitland, 
and the connection with the daily mail to Dongog by Paterson, would necessarily enlarge it, should be as 
prompt and speedy as possibly cau be. And no one can deny that a direct- line to West Maitland, the 
ceithe of business for the Northern Districts would be reached considerably sooner by way of Belmore 
Bridge than if the mail was taken by way of Largs, East Maitland, and on to West Maitland. But the 
Chairman of the meeting would have his hearers to understand that Sydney was the only emporium of all 
trade, and consequently a detonr by Largs to East Maitland would not materially lengthen the road to the 
metropolis. But allow inc to assure the respected Chairman of the meeting that, so far as the trade and 
business of this district is concerned, 'West Maitland is our emporium and with the additional 
lengthening of our mail route as contemplated, this business connection will be largely i]lcreased ; there-
fore it is greatly to our advantage, not merely to the town of Paterson itself, but to the whole Paterson 
district, and a portion of Williams River district, that our mail should go direct to West Maitland. But 
it is singular that the people of the thriving and prosperous town of Largs and its vicinity should so 
anxiously desire the contemptible connection of the mail trade of the insignificant few of Paterson, as 
represented at the meeting. The residents of Largs have nothing to fear in regard to their own postal 
arrangements, the Government are sure to provide them with the same postal facilities as they now enjoy 
and the prosperous condition, and the advancing spirit of enterprise, and the spirit of improvement, so 
frequently quoted by the different speakers at the meeting, which characterise the residents of Largs—
with its immense traffic from the outlying districts of Dungog, Clarence Town, and Seaham, would most 
assuredly lie in a- position to support a daily coach to East Maitland. And the only disadvantage apparent 
is that the postal connection between Largs and Paterson will not be of such a frequent nature as it is 
flow but the small amount of correspondence which lakes place between Largs and the insignificant 
Paterson will not be materially Ihit. No doubt the good people of Largs are justified in resenting, and if 
possible preventing, the alteration of the present mail route but we see little grounds upon which they 
can justity themselves in terming us traitors to our country, evenif we had initiated the movement in regard 
to the alteration of the mail route, seeing the advantages which must evidently how from the extension of 
the mail route to Dungog, and crc long probably on to the Manning River. Surely we have the same 
inalienable right to contend for any improvement or advantage, which must result to us from circumstances, 
such as are broughi: upon us in the proposal which has brought down upon us the wisdom, the power, and 
might of the town of Largs more especially when (as I have shown), no material injury will result to 
that place by the contemplated alteration, We can accept with it passing smile the contempt, or I think 
the words used by one of the speakers of the meeting, the disgust, he felt that there were people in the 
country who could act as we are said to have done in this mail alteration. It appeared from the general 
tone of. the remarks made at the meeting, that notwithstanding any benefit that may flow from an 
extension of business transactions or trade,.—but in regard to which, to make such advantages more 
beneficial, it is necessary to make an alteration in the route or way in which such business has been 
carried out for eighteen years—that such an alteration must not be effected. The length of time which 
it has been carried on in the old groove must ensure to it an everlasting monopoly against any improve-
ment. Strangeideas these but yet, strange as it appears, it is evident that it is the idea of the good 
people of Largs. The opposition offered to the alteration of our mail route by the residents of Largs, 
although, as I said before, the people o±'Paterson have as yet taken no active measures to bring about 
the alteration, yet the opposition offered will bring more prouminenthy forward the advantages which the 
proposed alteration will effect in the mail route and I am sure that the few people about the Paterson 
will not be behind-hand in urging on their claims for consideration at the proper quarter, even if it were 
only to raise themselves from the insignificant position in which the public of Largs represent them to be. 
And I am certain the claims of the Patersnn for an alteration in the mail route will be such, under all 
considerations, as will justify the powers that be in conceding to us the change contemplated. 

Whilst advocating the change of our mail route, I feel it my dnty to re.echo the sentiments of the 
'people of Largs, in conceding to the present mail contractor a dime sense of acknowledgments for the 
excellent manner in which be has carried out his con ant; and for the many kindnesses and obliging 
disposition which lie has always shown in carrying out his contract. 

I remarn, yours, &c., 

Paterson, Aug 17. 	 THE PATERSON CORRESPONDENT. 

To the Editor of the Maithind Mercury. 
Sir, 

Will you allow me to make a few remarks from it (J-resford point of view upon two letters 
signed 'The Paterson Correspondent," and "Paterson," in your issue of the 18th instant, with reference 

to 
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to the contemplated change in the mail route from Maitland to Paterson. The former says, "lit is greatly 
to our advantage—not merely to the town of Paterson, but to the whole Paterson District, &e. &c." and 
the latter says, ''To the residents of C resford, Eccleston, and Lostock, and the Upper Paterson, the 
arrival of the mail an hour earlier is a matter of considerable importance, &c, &c." Now, I ventui'o to 
may, that Nvith our present postal accommodation, it is of no importance whatever to 'is whether it arrives 
an hour earlier or later; because, even if it were not delivered here till the day after its dispatch from 
Maitland, there would be ample time to reply to letters by return of post—there being but three mails 
weekly between Paterson and Gresford. Thai; this is kuown to the people of L'nrgs is pretty evident, from 
the circulal;ion in this neighbourhood at the preseul; moment of a petition in firvouc of the present mail 
route, with a view to obtain signatures ; and as the mail contractor between Maitland and Paterson is well 
liked here, it is not improbable that it may obtain a considerable number. " Paterson" also says, '' So far 
as population goes, the Paterson has about 2,500 to 3,000 souls, as against 800 to 400 at Large." 	ow, 
this is evidently misleading, as regards postal accommodation. How many of the inhabitants of this 
district make use of the Paterson post. office? Not a. fourth, or at most a third port of them. The 
remaining three-fourths or two-thirds are served by five post offices higher up the valley, viz., 'S acy, 
Gresford, Lostoek, Lewinsbrook, and Eeclesten ; so that the numbers availing themselves of the Paterson 
and Largs post ofliecs respectively must be pretty nearly equal. 

You have no regular correspondent li-em Gresford or the Upper Paterson, consequently its current 
history, news, requirements, &c., &e., are as a sealed book to the public. Gresford, however, is georaphi-
eally nearly the centre of the producing district of the Paterson (the township of that name being situated 
at the extreme end of it) ; and its trade in wine, tobacco, fruit, and agricultural products of all kinds, as 
well as live stock, is now so considerable that its commercial requirements, in the shape of a daily ma!l and 
the telegraph, cannot much longer be ignored. That is what we want,—aimd might already have obtained 
with a little more public spirit and energy. We look, therefore, with comparative contempt on such a paltry 
concession a.s the acceleration of our mails by an hour or less on each mail day. If it is considered 
necessary to have a daily mail and the telegraph to Paterson, to accommodate some 500 or 600 people, it 
is surely more necessary now that the same boon should be conceded to Gresford, to aecommodate three 
times that number. 

With regard to the telegraph to Paterson had that line been carried from Maitland (East or West 
s a matter of small importance) through Largs and Woodville, to Paterson, thence vi Vacy to (3rcsford, i  

and thence in a straight line to Duugog, it would have entailed the erection of but a few miles additional 
wire have passed through ncighbotirhoocls much more densely inhabited than where it goes now and 
have saved the future expense of brauch lines, which sooner or later muust be erected to the townships 
named. Such matters as these are too often decided upon without any consultation with or reference to 
the principal business men of a district;, who generally have large amounts of capital invested in the pro-
secution of various indnstries. But I submit that they are the fittest judges of requirements constantly 
becoming indispensable in the natural progress of time Colony. 

1 am, Sir, yours, &c., 
Gresford, 20 August, 1877. 

	

	 G1tESFORD. 
Tiri PATERSoN M UT 

To the Editor of the Maitland Mercunj. 
Sir, 

lteferring.to  your stricture upon my letter of the 18th instant, I would beg to submit that the 
only portions of that letter which, could, if untrue, be considered in ally manner insulting to East Mait-
land, are the statements of the simple facts that the present contract has, though nominally terminating 
at East Maitland, for fourteen years had its practical terminus at West Maitland and that West Mait-
land is considerably the more commercial town, and consequently better fitted for the terminus than East 
Maitland. These facts are patent, and what insult to any person or place can there be in these state-
ments? Or in stating that the business of the Paterson people is principally with West Maitland P And 
the expression of the general desire here for more speedy and shorter communication with our principal 
emporium of business. Are we, for fear of insulting East Maitland, to continue for ever to travel by a 
circuitous and unreliable road to the town where the major portion of our business is transacted? 

So far as the comparisons with Largs are concerned, they were first instituted by the speakers at 
the meeting held there; and I should have been dealing unfairly with my subject had I not endeavoured to 
rebut such statements as that the interest;s of the Paterson were decm'easing in an inverse ratio to those of 
Largs, thus comparing the township of Jargs with the whole Electorate of 'lie Paterson ; surely an unfair 
comparison. 	 I am, &c., 

Paterson, Aug. 20th, 1877. 	 PATERSON. 

No. ].4. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Wm. Johnston, Esq., 1W-P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 4 September, 1877, 
With reference to your letter of the 29th ultimno, stating that there is a proposal to have the 

route of the Dungog mail altered, and protesting against the alteration, I am directed to inform you that 
no applieMionlmae yet been made to the Postmaster Gcnet.al to alter the route of the mail line in question. 

I have, &e., 
S. ii. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 15. 
The Secretary to the Post office to The Mayor of East Maitland. 

Sir, 	 General. Post Office, Sydney, 4 September, 1877. 
Withreference to that portion of the Council Clerk's letter, dated the 24th nlfimno, respecting 

it proposal to alter the route of the Dungog mail, I am directed to inform you that no application baa yet 
been muade to the Postmaster General to alter the route of the mail line in question. 

I have;  &c., 
5, H. LAMBTON, 

- 	 Secretary. 
No. 10. 
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No. 16. 
H. H. Brown, Esq., MY., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 21 ENehange Buildings, Pitt-street, Sydney, 17 September, 1877, 
I have the honor to lay beforeyou apetitron signed by 200 residents in my Electorate, praying that 

a mail coach may be despatched from West Maitland, vid Belmore Bridge, daily, between Paterson and 
West Maitland. This petition is in support of my former letter on the subject, which request was refused 
by the Department on unreasonable grounds, besides a great injustice to my constituents. 

The proposed change would only entail the small additional cost of conveying a separate mail to 
Large from Maitland. At present there is it branch mail from Large to Woodville. During only, I may 
say, a very small flood in the Hunter, vid West Maitland and Belmore Bridge is the only route by 
which the Paterson district can get their mails. 

The distance is much shorter from West Maitland, and the whole of the business transactions is 
conducted in West Maitland. My district derives no benefit from railways, but contributes a good share 
towards the general revenue of the Colony; and I must submit to you that the petitioners are entitled to 
the proposed change, totally independent of reports from persons who know nothing about the matter. 

I am, &c., 
H. H. BROWN. 

Submitted. There is of course every desire to please the residents of Paterson, and with that object 
in view it has already been decided to accept the new contract, subject to three months' notice of termina. 
tion, and to send all Inspector as soon as possible to report upou the matter. Should it be found desirable 
to make the important change asked for, immediate notice would be given to the contractor, in which case 
it would be quite practicable to adopt the new route from the lst April next, thus only delaying the 
matter three montjis.—S,B,L,, 20/9/77, Approved.—J. D., 20/9/77. 

[Enclosure to No. 16.] 
Petition from Residents of Paterson to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Paterson, 4 September, 1877. 
We, the residents of Paterson and Upper Paterson, respeetfullr beg that you will be pleased 

to sanction an alteration of our present mail route, to start from 'West Maitland, vid the Belmore Bridge, 
to Paterson, instead of, as at present, starting from East Maitland. vid Large. The business connections of 
the Paterson district are almost solely with West Maitand, which town could be reached considerably 
earlier via the Belmore Bridge, upon which route flood interruptions very rarely occur. The present 
route, beside3 being some two or three miles longer to West Maitland, is more Inily, and subject to inter-
ruRtlons for several days during flood weather, at which times mails are compelled to be carried via the 
Belmore Bridge. And your petitioners, as in duty bouud, will ever pray 

William B. Boydell, J.P. 
P. W. Addams, Incumbent 

St. Paul's Cli., Paterson 
Benj. Newbury, Government 

Medical Officer 
Patk. Reynolds 
John Kidd 
James Henry 
John Kidd 
William JUdd 
John Moloney 
Edward Jones 
J. G. Smith, Dist, Councillor 
Thomas Rodwell 
John Hopsou 
John Mcehau 
H. Harden 
Thomas Cooke 
H. J. Sivycr 
William Arnold 
Edward Shield 
William Keppie,D. Councillor 
John Keppie 
Andrew iCeppie 
Henry Fty 
George Mitchell, Paterson 
John King, do, 
J. P. Clemeuts, do. 

Doust, do. 
Jar. Ward, do. 

Handford; do. 
F. W. Cann, do. 
Green Smith, do. 
J.P. Luke, .1. P., Gostwvck, do. 
Gea. J. Frankland,J.P., Mow- 

bray,do, 
Thomas Thorpe, do. 
William Nickerson, do. 
Henry Hartap, do. 
A. Prestorn, Vacy, do. 
Johaner Bieliler, do, do. 

Thomas Lewis, Vacy, Paterson 
John Brunner, do. do. 
Fredk. Lomas, do. do. 
John ICeougli, do. do. 
IEdwd. F. Keough, do. do. 
W. D. ICeough, do. do. 
Robert Logan, Upper Pater- 

son, Toryburn, do. 
William Parkinson, "lacy, 

Paterson 
James l uxty, do. do. 
Fr. Beuschel, do. do. 
Emil Beuschel, Campsie, do do 

Bird, do. do. 
John Wade, do do. 
Frederick Eidler, do. do. 

ilolden, J.P., Gresford. 
P. Bogan, do. 
John Bogan, do. 
Denis Bogan, do. 
C. Walker, do. 
J. Walker, do. 
W. Cusick, do. 
G. Harris, do. 

Skiggs, do. 
John P, Bull, do. 
Alexr. Norrie, do. 
A. J. Norrie, do. 
J. Norrie, do. 
Edward Wm. Doyle, J.P., do. 
George Sales, do. 
Edward sharp, J.P., do. 
Henry Crew, do. 
Isaac Gosling, do. 
John Crotty, Vacy 
David A. Ritchie, Paterson 
John L. Burnham, do. 
Stephen Dumbrell. do. 
Henry Wilson, do. 
James Connors, do. 
Boyle White, do. 

Michael McKeown, Vacy 
James MeKeown, do. 
B. Maher, do. 
B. McKeun, Vacy 
John MeKeown, do. 
Gottleib Eidler, do. 
David Eidler, do. 
Edmond McCann, Lewins. 

brook 
B. S. Jones, Gresford 
James Towns, jun., do. 
James Towus, sen., do. 
Samuel Hipwell, do. 
GeorgeLill,jun., Lewinsbrook 
William Lill, do. 
Samuel Lill, do. 
George Lill, sen., do. 
Richard B. Boydell, do. 
John Muddle, do. 
Charles Lee, do. 
George Jarrett, Eceleston 
Henry Jarrett sen., do. 
David Lovett, do. 
John Ernst, do. 
George Ernst, do. 
J. T. Hipwelt, do. 
Jacob Ernst, do. 
Fraldeea Ernst, do. 
Anton Ernst, do. 
William 'White, D.C., Lewins. 

brook. 
Nicholas Maher, Eceleston 
Henry Trout, do. 
James Lawrie, jun., do. 
Daniel Sales, do. 
James Muddle, do. 
James Laurie, sen., do. 
Alexander G. Laurie, do. 
George Grey, Gresford 
George Rose, do. 
David Gillies, do. 

Thomas 
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Thomas Shines, do. do. 
Thomas Cowek, do. do. 
i-bury Skaines, do. do. 
Gilbert Gory, J.P., do. do. 
Frank \\Tazon,  do. do. 
John 0-lynn, Lewinsbrook 
Owen Houlihan, Eceleston 
Owen Prawley, do. 
George Popworth, do. 
Dougald 0-flEes, do. 
Reuben Sivyer, do. 
Reuben Sivyer, jun., do. 
Patrick Mann, Lostock 
Luke Sullivan, do. 
John Miller, do. 
Robert iipwell, do. 
P. Wilson, do. 
Thomas Turner, do. 
B. W. Hipwell, do. 
George A. Hipwell, do. 
Asher Kimber, do. 
A. P. Wilson, do. 
Henry Creighton, do. 
W. Dugan, do. 
J. Harris, do. 
James Nowling, do. 
Nic. Davina, do. 
Edwin Eveleigh, do. 
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J. Woodhouse, Vacy 
Martin Gippel, do. 
John Gijpel, do. 
Martin &ippel, jun., do. 
P. MeKeown, do. 
Frank Macnamara, Lostock 
MI. MeNamara, do. 
W. O'Neill, do. 
Win. Walker, do. 

Walker, Lostock 
G. Walker, do. 
Edward Boynton, Vary 
Theophilus Ley, do. 
Benjamin MeEwen, do. 
Mathew Mate, do. 
E. Mate, do. 
T Mate, do. 
Hugh Byrnes, do. 
Hugh Byrnes do. 
Patrick Byrnes, do. 
Edward Byrnes, do. 
Chas. V.roodbouse, do. 
John G. lCnôdler, do. 
John Fredr. Knôdler, do. 
John J. Bogan, Paterson 
Thomas White, do. 
Stephen Stanbridge, do. 

Hartup, do.  

Thomas Nolan, do. 
Michael 0-lynn, do. 
Denis McCann, Lewinsbrook 
Charles ilaneock, do. 
George Towns, do. 
William r.Ltnekcr,  Paterson 
Moses Smith, do. 
William Robinson, do. 
John Smith. do, 
John Tucker, do. 
William MeEwen, do. 
John Peters, do. 
John Croos, do. 

Magilvery, do. 
Ormond, do. 	- 

Henry Harris, do. 
John Donnelly, do. 
Anthony 1-Iolstein, do. 
Thomas Smith, do. 

Studdert, J.P. and C.P.S. 
F. Studdert 

B. Tucker 
Ti. Morris 
J. Magolie 
John Bridgefoot 
S. Reynolds 
George Clarke 
James Mecceirey. 

List of Magistrates and District Councillors whose signatures are included in the above petition. 

W. B. Boydell, J.P., Gresford J. P. Luke, J.P., Vacy 	J. G. Smith, Dist. Coun., Paterson 
Holden, J.P., do. 	G. J. Prankland, J.P., do. 	VT. Keppie, Dist. Coun., do. 
W. Doyle, J.P., do. 	G. Gory, J.P.. do. 	 W. White, Dist. Coin., do, 

B. Sharp, J.P., do. 	 B. Studdert, J.P., Paterson 

No. 17. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

General Post Office, Sydney, 
Sir, 

	

	 22 September, 1877. 
With reference to your letter dated the 17th instant, forwarding a petition from Messrs. J. G. 

Smith, Thomas Rodwell, William B. Boydell, J.P., and other residents of Paterson and Upper Paterson, 
applying for the mails to start from West Maitland and travel vid Belmore Bridge to Paterson, instead of 
starting from East Maitland and travelling vid Largs, as at present, I am directed to inform you that there 
is, of eourse, every desire to please the residents of Paterson, and with that object in view it has been 
already decided to accept the new contract for the conveyance of mails between the places named, subject to 
termination at three months' notice, and to send an Inspector as soon as possible to report upon the matter. 
I am to state that, should it be found desirable to make the important change asked for by the petitioners, 
immediate notice would be given to the contractor, in which case it would be quite practicable to adopt the 
new route from the 1st April next, if necessary, thus only delaying the matter for three months. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 18. 
Mr. James Mackey to The Postmaster General. 

Largs, Dunmore, vid East Maitland, 
Sir, 	 - 	 17 October, 1877. 

I beg to inform you that, on or about the 3rd August, 1877, I very explicitly pointed out to you 
the importance of Largs and the surrounding neighbourhood, and the number of years the mail coach has 
been running between East Maitland and the Paterson vid Largs and, on or about the 28th August, 1877, 
a petition signed by 49t inhabitants of Largs and the surrounding neighbourhood was forwarded to the 
Postmaster General, pointing out the injustice and inconvenience it would be to the inhabmtants if the mail 
coach was removed from the line of road from East Maitland to Paterson vid Largs, and placed on the 
line of road from West Maitland to the Paterson v-id Belmore Bridge. 

The number of houses on the line of road from Belmore Bridge to the Paterson ,s eight houses, 
and every one of the inhabitants on both sides of the road from Belinore Bridge to the Paterson signed 
the petition for to keep the mail coach on the line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson vid Largs. 

I may also point out to you that, should a mail coach be started between Dungog to the Paterson, 
the proper and direct route from the Paterson to East Maitland is via Largs and as East Maitland is a 
Government town, and West Maitland is not, I may also point out to you that a number of people has 
business to Morpeth who comes on the mail from the Paterson, and if the mail runs to West Maitland 
these people would have to pass from West Maitland through East Maitland to Morpeth to do business. 
The fairest way is to have the mail to run from the Paterson to East Maitland vid Largs, then people 
could go to West Maitland or Morpeth and then there would be no favour in the matter, and undoubtedly 
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if the mail coach is taken from the line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson via Largs, it will be 
ihvouring West Maitland, and -,in injury to Largs, East Maitland, and Morpeth. 

.1. came first to Largs on the 16th January, 1264, and I know the requirements of this place ever 
since. 

I see a letter pubEshcd in the Maitland fifercurjj, the 16 October. 1877, which was forwarded from 
the Postmaster General to Ii. H. Brown, M.P., for the Paterson, and dated 22 September, 1877, giving it 
very good promise to I-I. Brown and the people of the Paterson that the mail coach would be changed off 
the line of road from East Maitland to the Paterson via Largs, and placed on the road from West Mait-
land to the Paterson where there is only a few inhabitants. 

There is in Inspector to be sent to see both routes and to report on the same, and it will take him 
some time to see the requirements of this place and the surrounding neighbourhood, and if lie calls on inc 
I will show him the importance of this place, and we only want justice. 

I had been in Government Service in London eight years, and 1. have been in the Government 
Service of this Colony twenty-two years, and I have it good idea how business is carried on, 

Trusting that the mail coach will not be removed from the line of road from East Maitland to the 
Paterson vid Largs,— 	 I am, &e., 

JAMES MACKEY, 
Largs, Dunmore, via East Maitland. 

P.5.—When the Inspector comes to see the routes, he will see the Largs; route well populated and 
Belmore Bridge Road to Paterson not so—that is the thing to be taken into consideration.—.T.M. 

No. 19. 

H. H. Brown, Esq., NI.P., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 21, Exchange, Sydney, 13 November, 1877. 
\\Tith  it view that my constituents may receive some consideration in response to the largely 

signed petitions for change of the mail route between Maitland and Paterson, I beg to inform you that the 
contractor for running the mail next year would have no objection to run direct from West Maitland to 
Paterson. 

The inhabitants of Largs could be satisfied by giving them a separate mail from East Maitland 
and through to Wooclville. The contract for next year being something like £14 less than present 
contract, will encourage you to undertake the small additional expenditure of my proposal. I hope soon 
to hear that my views are entertained, independent of any Inspector's report, who may be totally ignorant - 
of the requirements and just rights of my constituents. 	 I have. &c., 

H. H. BROWN. 

Submitted,—but to comply with this request of 
question which has been so long in dispute, and which it 
the Inspector's report be received. 

Mr. Inspector Moyso will proceed to the district 
15/11/77. 

Approved, J.D., 16/11/77.  

Mr. Ti. H. Brown would be to decide the very 
has already been determined not to decide until 

on Monday or Tuesday next at latcst.—S.H.L., 

No. 20. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 20 November, 1877. 
With reference to your letter, dated the lath instant, respecting the proposed change of the 

mail route between Maitland and Paterson, I am directed to state that it Postal Inspector will proceed to 
the district to-morrow night; and when his report has been received the matter will be duly considered, 
and the Postmaster General's decision communicated to you. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 21. 
Postal Inspector's Report. 

From information gained when at East and West Maitland, Dungog, and Paterson, on the 22nd, 
23rd, 24th, 25th, and 26th instant, I am of opinion that the Paterson mail should go from West Maitland 
via the Belinore Bridge- The distance is 12 miles, over a first class road, free from floods. The line at 
present followed, by that mail is from East Maitland vi2 the Pitnacree Bridge, and Largs to Paterson, dis 
tance 12 miles, also a very good road, but several portions of it between East Maitland and Largs are 
impassable in flood time, when the Paterson mail has to be sent from West Maitland vid the Belmore 
Bridge. If the Paterson mail route is changed as suggested, Largs and Woodville should be served by a 
mail from East Maitland, but that mail must travel via West Maitland and the Belmore Bridge in flood 
time. Mr. Mackey. who writes in favour of the Paterson mail being sent as at present via Largs, is an inn-
keeper there. therefore has in interest in the passengers who travel in the mail, also the fact of a mail 
passing through a town is considered by the residents to añd to the business of the town—jr. MorsE, P.1., 
29/1.1/77. 

Large is 3 miles from East Maitland; therefore,should the surested change of route be approved, 
the cost of the mail between East Maitland and Largs would be an aditional expcnse.—V.M., 29/11/77. 

Submitted.—S.H,L., 30/11/77. 	Approved. Mr. H. Brown, Ml?., might be informed.—J.D., 

1/12/77.  
No. 22. 
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No. 22. 
H. H. Brown, IEsq,., M.P., to The Postmaster General. 

My dear Davies, 	 21, Exchange Buildings, Pitt-street, Sydney, 21 November, 1877. 
1 am expecting to hear that arrangements have been made to run the Paterson mail direct from 

West Maitland; all I want is fair play, and shall fight hard for it. 
I don't see that tenders are called according to promise, to test the cost of the extra mail between 

Paterson and Gresford—separate tenders on liorsèbaek and coach. We are entitled to the extra 
accommodation, and when I see other districts favoured, such as the 0-wydir, &c. ; whereas my constituents 
are ten times more entitled to consideration—we have no costly railways. 

Yours very truly, 
H. H. BROWN. 

No. 23. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, Fsq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 8 December, 1877. 
Referring to previous correspondence on the subject. I am directed to inform you that it has 

been decided, upon the report of the Postal Inspector, to adopt the proposed alteration in the route of the 
Paterson mails, viz. to start from West Maitland and travel via the Beiniore Bridge ; but I am further 
to state that, although it is represented that the contractor for the East Maitland, Largs, and Paterson 
mail service for next year is willing to travel by the new route, it is eonsidcred desirable to have his 
written consent, which has accordingly been asked for. 

Tenders will however immediately be invited for the line from East Maitland to Largs and Wood-
ville, so that there will be no unnecessary delay in making the desired change. 

I have, &e., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 24. 
The Secretary to th.e Post Office to Mail Contractor Fry. 

General Post Office, Sydney, 8 December, 1877. 
I have to request that you will be good enough to state whether you are willing to travel from 

West Maitland to Paterson, vid the Belmore Bridge, instead of from East Maitland vid Largs, and 
whether you are agreeable to adopt the change as soon after the 1st January next as the Postinüter 
General may decide to make the alteration. 

S. H. LAMBTON. 
Secretary. 

No. 25. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to the Council Clerk, East Maitland. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 11 December, 1877, 
Referring to my letter of the 18th September last, acknowledging yors of the 24th August, 

against the proposed alteration in the route of the Paterson snails, 1 am directed tuo of you that before 
arriving at a decisiou in this matter a Postal Inspector was despatched to the district with instructions to 
make full inquiry into the case. His report has now been received, and the Postmaster General, having 
given the fullest consideration to the matter, is of opinion that the public interest generaUy will be best 
served by despatching the Paterson mails from West 'Maitland via the Belsnorc Bridge, and has directed 
the necessary steps to be taken accordingly. 	 I have, &e., 

S. H. LAMBTON, 
Secretary. 

No. 26. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Residents of Largs. 

Gentlemen, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 11 December, 1877. 
Referring to my letter of the 8th September last, acknowledging receipt of your petition 

against the proposed alteration in the route of the Paterson mails, I am directed to inform you that, before 
arriving at a decision in the matter, a Postal Inspector was despatehed to the district, with instructions to 
make full inquiry into the case. His report has now been received, and the Postmaster General having given 
the fullest consideration to the matter, is of opinion that the public interest generally will be best served by 
despatching the Paterson mails from West Maitland vi% the Belmore Bridge, and has directed the 
necessary steps to be taken accordingly. 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON, 
Secretary. 

No. 27. 
Mr. James Mackey to, The Postmaster General. 

Largs, Dunmore, vi4 East Maitland, 11 November, 1877. 
I beg to inform you that I have forgotten one thing, and that is, that the line of road from 

East Maitland through Largs, WToodville,  Stradbrook (M. Arnold's estate), cross the punt at the Paterson 
is the shortest of the three routes, and mu great number of people are residing on both sides of the road 
and by the mail coach going this way it would save the sending of the mail on horsebaek, as at present 
from the Post Office, Large, to the Post Office, Woodvillc, and wonld be a great convenience to 
passengers and agreat saving to the Government of a good deal of public money yearly; and if the mail 
coach is changed from the preseut route and placed on Belmore Road it will cause an additional expense, 

the 
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the mail being carried 011 horsebaekfrorn East Maitlahd to Largs and Woodville; and the Government should 
consider useless expenditure of public money, and the public not deriving any benefit whatever from it. 
Also, there is a great number of passengers from time to time going to and from Largs to the Paterson, 
and the Government should consider the privilege the people had for the last eighteen years, and if any 
change takes place, passengers will have to travel on foot from Largs to the Paterson and from the Paterson 
to Largs. 

I would recommend that the Inspector would travel and examine the three routes mentioned, and 
inspect them very carefully, and ). am willing to show him the locality and the residents in it, and then 
when lie sees everything he requires, then lie can judge for himself, and report according to the best of his 
judgment. 

The Postmaster General will be good enough to keep all letters and correspondence on this subject 
written by me, as they may be required hereafter.—J.M. 	I am, &c., 

JAMES MACKEY, 
Largs, Dunmorc, via East Maitland. 

No. 28. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Mackey. 

Sir, 	 . 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 11 December, 1877. 
Referring to your letter of the 17th ultimo and previous correspondence, I have the honor to 

inform you that before arriving at a decision in the matter a Postal Inspector was despatehed to the 
district with instructions to make full inpnry into the case. His report has now been received, and the 
Postmaster General having given the fullest consideration to the matter is of opinion that the public 
interest generally will be best served by despatehing the Paterson mails from West Maitland via the 
Belmore Bridge, and has directed the necessary steps to be taken accordingly. 

1 have, &e., 
S. H. LLMBTO 

- 	- 	 . 	 Secretary. 

No. 29. 
Mail Contractor Fry to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 . 	 Paterson, 10 Dec., 1877. 
In reply to your communication of the 8th instant in reference to the running mail via Belmore 

Bridge instead of Largs, I beg to say I am quite willing to do so at any time the Postmaster General may 
think proper. 	 I am, &c., 

HENRY FRY. 
Tenders have been invited for the East Maitland, Largs, and Woodvillo line—such tenders to open on 

the 9th proximo, and the service to commence on the 1st February. Contractor Fry should therefore be 
instructed to commence running from West Maitland on the latter date.—A.J.G., 12/12/77. 

Inform accordingly—SilL., 13/12/77. 

No. 30. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Mail Contractor Fry. 

General Post Office, Sydney, 18 December, 1877. 
Referring to your letter of the 10th instant, I have to inform you that your offer to convey 

the Paterson mails from West Maitland vid the Belmore Bridge, instead of from East Maitland, has been 
accepted from the 1st February next. 

A new bond will be prepared and forwarded for execution by yourself and sureties at an early date. 

MS. DALGARNO, 
For Secretary. 

No. 31. 
S. Scholey, Esq., M.P., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 East Maitland, 20 December, 1877. 
I have received a letter from the Municipal Council of East Maitland, complaining of the 

Postmaster General's conduct in deciding to carry the Paterson mails by Belmore Bridge, after the 
matter being decided by former Minister that the route should not be changed from West, East Maitland, 
and Largs, leaving the two latter towns in the cold. Why this should be done i: cannot imagine, and hope 
you will put a stop to the pleasing of any one Member of Parliament to the gross injury of a whole district. 

Yours, &c., 
STEPHEN SCHOLEY. 

No. 32. 
The Council Clerk, East Maitland, to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Borough Council Chambers, East Maitland, 20 December, 1877. 
I am directed by my Council to bring under your notice the fact that the Council has received 

it letter from the Postmaster General, dated the 11th instant, notifying that it was intended to change the 
mail route hence to Paterson and to take it round through West Maitland and thence -via Belmore 
Bridge. This is manifestly unjust to those most intimately connected with the route, and is so opposed 
to the wishes of the residents along the line that it is to be hoped a reconsideration of the matter may be 
obtained, especially under the circumstance of a change in the Ministry having taken place; and with this 

view 
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view, I am directed by my Council to bring the matter under your notice, as being the representative of 
one of the Electorates most prejudiced by,  the proposed alteration, and to ask your co-operation in the 
endeavour to procure the maintenance of the present line. 

I have, &e., 
P. BOWES, 

Council Clerk. 

Let the instructions to the present contractor, and also the advertisements inviting tenders for a 
service between East Maitlaid. Largs, and Woodville, be wiLlidrawn, and the service vid East Maitland be 
continued. inform Municipal Council, East Maitland, Mr. H. H. Brown, Mi., Mr. Scholey, MY., and 
Mr. Wisdom, M.P.—J.F.B., 27 Dec., 1877. 

No. 33. 

The Secretary to the Post Office to The Council Clerk, East Maitland. 
Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 

Referring to your letter of the 20th instant, I am directed to inform you that the matter of 
the change of route for the Paterson mails having been re-considered, it has been decided to continue the 
present arrangement by which these mails are conveyed from East Maitland via Largs. 

1 have, &e., 
JAS. DALGARNO, 

For Secretary. 

No. 34 

The Secretary to the Post Office to H. H. Brown, Esq., M.P. 
Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 

Adverting to my letter of the 8th instant,informing you of the decision that had been arrived 
at in regard to the application for the Paterson mails to start from West Maitland and travel tie Belmore 
Bridge, I am now directed to inform you that the matter having been re-considered, it has been decided 
to continue the present arrangement, by which these mails are conveyed from East Maitland via Largs. 

I have, &e., 
JAS. DALGARNO, 

For Secretary. 

No. 35. 

The Secretary to the Post Office to S. Scholey, Esq., M.P. 
Sit., 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 

Referring to your letter of the 20th instant, I am directed to inform you that the matter of the 
change or route for the Paterson mails having been re-considered it has been decided to continue the present 
arrangement by which these mails are conveyed from East Maitland via Largs. 

I have, &e., 
JAS. DALGARNO, 

For Secretary. 

No. 36. 

The Secretary to the Post Office to 11. Wisdom, Esq., M.P. 
Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 

I am directed to inform you that the matter of the change of route for the Paterson mails 
having been re-considered, it has been decided to continue the present arrangement by which these mails 
are conveyed via Largs from East Maitland. 

I have, &e., 
JAS. DALGARNO, 

For Secretary. 

No. 37. 

The Secretary to the Post Office to Mail Contractor Fry. 
General Post Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1877. 

Referring to my letter of the 18th instant, I have to inform you that it having been decided 
upon further consideration to continue the present arrangement by which the Paterson mails are conveyed 
from East Maitland via Largs, you will not be required to make the change.directed in my letter above 
referred to from 1st February next, but you will continue to carry out the service as at present.  

I have, Ic., 
JAS. DALGARNO, 

For Secretary. 

107—C 	 No. 38 
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No. 38. 

Minute of the Postmaster General. 
BEFORE these papers, are laid on the Table of the Assembly, Mr. Johnston, M.P., can, in reply to his 
personal Inquiry, be informed that I have declined, to authorize the carrying out of the proposed changes, 
because I think the Government should not pay £50 to £60 per annum additional for the mail service 
between the Maitlands and Paterson, for the trifling advantage of the mail arriving a quarter of an hour 
earlier at the latter place. I observe from the correspondence, that the petitioners for the service via 
Belmore Bridge attach a great deal of importance to the circumstance of a Postal Inspector having 
reported in favour of the change of route; but they do not appear to be aware that the Inspector in 
question based his opinion upon what must be regarded as an exaggerated estimate of the inconvenience 
which may be apprehended from the condition of the road between East Maitland and Paterson when 
floods occur; and that another Inspector, who was better acquainted with the district, had reported that 
"lie did not think it advisable to make the alteration, and that the distance by Behuore Bridge to 
Paterson is very little shorter than by the present line, and the number of people left without postal 
communication would be great." Apart from the official reports, I am personally aware that there are no 
towns or villages between West Maitland and Paterson, whereas there are two vifiages between East 
Maitland andMerson to be supplied with postal communication, and I am decidedly of opinion that 
there is nothing to warrant the demand which has been made for the maintenance of parallel lines at the 
public expense.—J.P.B., 0/3/78. 

Mr. Johnston, M.P., informed accordingly, 12/8/78. 

Sydney Thomas JUehardo, Government Printer—zeta 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MAIL ROUTE BETWEEN WEST MAITLA1ND, PATERSON, 
AND DTJNGOG. 

(FURTHER PAPERS RESPEOTJNG.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 March, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 20th March, 1878, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— 

"Copies of all further Petitions, Minutes, and Correspondence having 

"reference to the proposed Mail Route between Paterson and Dungog, 

"from West Maitland." 

(Mr. H. H. Brown.) 

282—A 



MAIL ROUTE BETWEEN WEST MAITLAND, PATERSON, AND DUNGOG. 

Minute of The Secretary, General Post Office. 

The only further papers bearing on this matter are those submitted herewith, which were con. 
siderecta.nd dealt with as an application for a new line, thrice a week, between Paterson and Dungog via 
Wallarobba, to alternate with the present service rid Clarence Town. If these are the papers required, 
there is of course no objection to their publication.—S.H.L., 20/3/78. 

MINUTE of the Postmaster General. 

Let the papers be copied as early as practicable.—.T.F.B., 20/3/78. 

Petition from the Residents of Dmigog to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Dungog, 1 September, 1877. 
We, the nudersigned rcsidcnte of the Upper Williams, Monkerai, Paterson, and West 

Maitland, most respectfully request that in view of the proposed establishment of a post office at 
Wallarobba, the erection of the Gostwyek Bridge, and work at the Wallarobba Hill, you will be 
pleased to grant by the 1st day of Janua', 1878, a tn-weekly mail coach service from West Maitland, rid 
Belmore Bridge, Paterson, and Wallarobba to Dungog, to alternate with the present tn-weekly service 
rid Clarence Town to Dunog. 

We would beg to point out the advantages possessed by this route from Dungog, via Paterson to 
West Maitland, it being 8 or 9 miles the shorter road, being also more level than the present route, 
secure from flood interruption, and that a daily mail service is already established between Maitland 
and the Paterson. 

We would also state, that in this district a very much greater business is transacted with West 
Maitland than with East Maitland or Morpeth, and beg to express our wish for speedier and more direct 
communication with the first-mentioned -town, as by,  the present. arrangement_letters sent to that town, 
though but 30 miles distant, cannot be replied to under four days. 

We would also beg to request that should our petition be granted you would be pleased to fix the 
arrival of mails by the Wallarobba route at or before 2 o'clock pin., for the greater convenience of the 
residents of Beudolba, Bandon Grove, and Underbank, at which post office the mails now arrive after 
nightfaU. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

James Wolstenholme, Mayor of West Maitland, for and on behalf of the Borough Council of 
West Maitland. 

Thos. Trwin, J.P., Teligra 
Ohas. Graham Smith, P.M. 
Ewd.MKinlay,G.M.O., Dungog 
Joteph P. Collier, do. 
John Walker, do. 
Edwin Tyler 
Robert L. Alison, J.P. 
John Gibson, Pres. Miinster, 

Dungog 
James Cox, Main CTeck 
J. Cox, junr., do. 	VA 
John Thorndike, innk eper, 

Dnngog 
B. H. Sherwood, builder, do. 
Dan Carlton, cattle owner, Black 

Camp 
John Titcume, Dowling.st., Dun. 

gog 
John S. Russell, Abelard st., do, 
Edward Eason, junr., farmer, 

Wired Gully 
Thomas Casey, Dungog 
Joseph Watson, do. 
John Newell, do. 
George Mackay, J.P., Melba 
John K. Mackay, Can on 
Daniel Coy, Wire Gul'y 
William Crowfoot, do. 
James Crowfoot, do. 
David Crowfoot, do. 
Edward Eason, Sen.:  do: 
George Eason, do.  

William Cluly, Cangon 
Robert Pritchell, do. 
Benjamin Hooke, Wire Gully 
James Fisher, Wallarobba 
James Hooke, Crook's Park 
Robert Scott, do. 
Pierce Sanders, junr. do. 
Thomas Leonard, New Park 
William Monk 
Joseph Broyn 
PInup Smith, do. 
John Newell, Thalaba 
Thomas Bosworth, do 
Alfred Griffin, do. 
James .lCerney, do. 
Henry Hooke, Dungog 
Joseph Collier, do. 
Willie A. Smith, do. 
S. Collier, do. 
John Hooke, Dingadee 
F. A. Hooke,Dingadee 
Arthur Hooke, Duugog 
Henry Hooke, do. 
Thomas i\ioy)an, do. 
John Moylan, do. 
James Yeates, do. 
Charles Conara, Dungog 
J. J. Farrell, Croom Park 
Benjamin Bosworth, Bendolba 
James Bosworth, do. 
Lewis Nelson Phillips, Fig Tree 
Thomas Lean, do. 

Frederick Lean, Hatfield Park 
Bobt. Lean, do. 
John Montgomery, do. 
H. Wice, Dungog 
F. W. Wilce, do. 
Jonathan Wilce, do. 
B. Moylan, do. 
Sam Kearney, Mt. McKinlay 
P. J. Fitzgerald, Sunville 
James Fitzgerald, do. 
William Germon, Thalaba 
William Landers, Tobet Creek 
John Ludweil, Cooreü 
Chas. Middlebrook, Audley's 

Creek 
Stephen Taylor 
Gibbon Taylor 
David Lowrey 
John Hoare, Daley's Flat 
Cornelins Ryan, senr., do. 
Cornelius Ryan, juur., do. 
William Taylor, do. 
M. MeNamara, do. 
John Oronin, Dungog 
Thos. W. Parker, senr., do. 
James Hicks, do. 
Peter Egan, do. 
Thos. W.. Parker, junr., do. 
John Robson, jun., Dungog 
John Robson, sen., do. 
Joseph Robson, junr., do. 
Joseph Wade, junr., do. 
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John Walker, Main Creek 
Robt. Walker, do. 
John R.apson, Underbank 
John Byron, Bendolba 
Joseph Robson, Dungog 
John Hancock, do. 
Henry Osmond, Underbank 
George Neil, Bendolba 
George Cross, Dungog 
Patrick Lysaught, do. 
Thomas Casey, Thalaba 
Peirce Landers, sen., Lyndhurst 

Vale 
Denis Mahar, do. 
George Cox, 'Wire Gully 
William Wilks, Thalaba 
William Potter, do. 
William Eason, do. 
Thos. Dorse, do. 
John Cox, do. 
Isaac Brewer, do. 
Henry Germon, do. 
Henry Brewer, do. 
William Brewer, do. 
George Anderson, do. 
James Smith, do. 
A. C. Griffin, do. 
George Yates, do. 
James Berrey, do. 
RobE Berrey, do. 
Henry Reeves, jun., do. 
John Flarrety, do. 
John Brewer, do. 
Samuel Lowrey, do. 
William Lowrey, do. 
Albert Yates, do. 
John Germon, do. 
George Cluly, do. 
George Robson 
Thos. Fletcher, Thalaba 
Thos. Scott, do. 
Thomas Lowrey, sen. 
Thomas Lowrey, jun. 
John Lowrey 
E. McDonald, Bandon Grove 
J. Yardy, Mulconda 
A. Bignell, Bandon Grove 
W. McLeod, Canningalla 
James Mitehel, Bandon Grove 
S. Forster, Mulconda 
George Conolly, Bandon Grove 
Richard Payne, junr., Mulconda 
Arthur Tighe, Bandon Grove 
John Molony, New Park 
John Hutchinson, 3unr.,do. 
Oliver C. Edwards, Chichester 

River 
James Banister, Munni 
II. Edwards, Bandon Grove 
John Sugan, Canningalla 
WillianiNeilson, Bandon Grove 
Alfred Tighe, do. 
James Smith, Mulconda 
S. V. Smith, Bandon Grove 
Humphrey Foyer, do. 
S. S. Kingston, Yarrow 
Horatio Haggarty, Bandon 

Grove 
Malcolm McDonald, Underbauk 
James Stanton, Canningalla, 
George Mitchel, Bandon Grove 
William Boorer, Pleasant Valley 
Thomas Wilka, Canningalla 
Thos. Boorer, Pleasant Valley 
George Irwin, Teigra 
Richd. Irwin, do. 
Rota. Irwin. do. 
William Irwin, do. 
John Irwin, do. 

K] 

Grey McLeod, Bandon Grove 
William M'Leod, do. 
Jas. MeLeod, Tiligra 
John Webber, do. 
William Wade, junr., Bendolba 
Henry C. Dark, Dungog 
Fred. C. Thomas, Dungog 
Rev. John Nash, Oh. England, 

Dungog 
Thomas Holmes, Bendoiba 
Edwin Smith, Bandon Grove 
G. A. Mackay, Dungog 
Thomas McWihiam, do. 
Thomas Collins, do, 
Alex. McLaren, do. 
Andrew Newell, do. 
John Gorton, Stroud 
William Wade, Dungog 
James Newell, junr., Bendolba 
Wm. A. Smith, Dungog 
J. C. Simmonds, Underbank 
William Boorer, do. 
Thomas Nash, Williams River 
T. Harris, Chichester River 
John Lees, Underbank 
Stephen Duggan, do. 
Charles Simmonds, do. 
B. J. Lees, do. 
Thomas Towers, Teligra 
John Irwin, junr., do. 
John Parker, do. 
Joseph Atkins, senr., Canningalla 
John Atkins, Bendolba 
William Atkins, Canningalla 
James Levev, do. 
William Curran, Rockileld 
James Haggarty, Canningalla 
Thomas Haggarty, do. 
Henry Haggarty, do. 
Horatio Haggarty, do. 
Joseph Atkins, do. 
James Thompson, do. 
Henry Thompson, do. 
William Bartlett, Underbank 
Henry Towers, do. 
James Hutchinson, do. 
James Middlebrook, Beudolba 
George Portues, do. 
John Robinson, do. 
George Irwin, Teligra 
Henry Thompson, Canningalla 
Jeremiah Byron, Bendolba 
A. A. Simmons, do. 
Thomas Byron, do. 
George Nash, do. 
Robert Kelly, junr., do. 
John Byron, do. 
William Simmons, do. 
Henry 1-lolmes, do. 
Thomas Newell, do. 
John Kelly, junr., do. 
James Simmons, Miumni 
Robert Kelly, senr., Bendolba 
Francis Reeves, Munni 
G. McCloud, Bendolba 
Martin Stanton, Underbank 
William Turner, do. 
John Harris, Bandon Grove 
Charles Henwood, Munni 
Joseph Wade, Bendolba 
Thomas Robinson, do. 
William Mitchell, Underbank 
George Studdert Wailer, The 

Grange 
Donald Fraser, Sandy Creek 
Ann Fraser, do. 
Phillip Maurer, do. 
Charles Schumacher, do. 
James Banister, Lagoon Brush 

John Cavanagh, Lagoon Brush 
Charles Cavanagh, do, 
Jacob Smith, 'Woodbury 
John Gibbel, Sunny Hill 
Andrew Kellener, Welshman's 

Creek 
John Gehrig, do. 
Antony Miller, do. 
Caspar Earn, do. 
John Korn, do. 
Jacob Shafer, do. 
George Maurer, Sandy Creek 
George Korn,Welshman's Creek 
Mts. Rohrinann, Wallarobba, 

Creek 
Phillip Marqnit, Sandy Creek 
N. Maurer, do. 
P. Kinska ZOUner, do. 
George Marquit, do. 
Frank Mate, Wallarobba 
Arthur Bucknell, Near Vacy 
Charles Carmichael, Big Creek 
J. F. Eyb, do. 
F. Eyb, do. 
John Boyce, do. 
Henry Boyee, do. 
George Monk, do. 
James Merchant, do. 
John Melmouth, nader Idris 
Thompson S. Borham, Mount 

Ararat, near Wallarobba 
Peter .Kellner, Mount Ararat 
Michael Scobie, Toryburn 
Alexander Norric, Clevedon 
James Norrie, do. 
Thomas Forrest, Gresfard 
Isaac Gosling, Trevaiiyn 
James Puxty, Catnpsie 
Jacob Shellney, Paterson 
Emil Benschel, Campsie 
A. J. Mehnouth, Cader Idris 
W. Melinouth, do. 
James Parish, Big Creek, near 

Mount A,rarat 
Martin Mate, Wallarobba 
John Osmond 
Charles Osmoud 
William Osmond 
John Holstein, Cox's Creek 
Timothy Taylor, Mountain Vale, 

Cox's Creek 
Jno. Wade, Dungog 
James Garrett, Bandon Grove 
John Leake, Dungog 
Samuel :Rapson, Munni 
James Page, Sugar-loaf Creek 
Henry Reeves, Thalaba 
Robert K. Fletcher, do. 
George Cox. do. 
James Newell, Croom Park 
George Nash, Sugar-loaf Creek 
John Llyd, Dungog 
John John son, Lyndhurst Vale 
Andrew 'Wilson, Dungog 
Richard Tickle, Sugar-loaf Creek 
Henry Muddle, Dungog 
Thomas ilanna, do. 
Thomas Gurr, do, 
Christopher Lean, junr., ilatfield 

Park 
Jeremnia.h Byron, Bendolba 
Geo. Nash 
Thomas Dorse, Thalaba 
James Wilkinson, Monkerai 
Hugh Frazier, Cox's Creek 
A. Henny, Myall Creek 
William Martin, Moukerai 
Richard Smith, Bandon Grove 
H. ltraanstuyvir, Underbank 
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Thomas S. Alexander, Dungog 
Denis Tierney, do. 
Arthur Wilson, do. 
W. H. Abbott, do. 
J. Abbott, do. 
John Luney, do. 
James Relton, Monkerai 
George Muddle, Dungog 
Daniel Bruyn, do. 
Justin Bruyn, do. 
Thomas Walker 
Benjamin Hodgson 
John Hyland, Duugog 
George Westley, do. 
James Webber 
Edward Marsh, Dungog 
Charles Stencrwald, do. 
William Robinson, Bendolba 
James Oldileld, Paterson 
Benjamin Cook, Dungog 
William Baker, do. 
John Warren, do. 
Charles Peters, do. 
Nicolaus Lührs, do. 
Kenneth McDonald, do. 
Joseph Gregson, do. 
George Shelton, do. 
James Newell, Bendolba 
Edward Piper, storekeeper, Dun. 

gog 
James Shelton, Dungog 
A. Redman, do. 
George Ccx, Wire Gully 
James Fitzsimmons, Dungog 
James Banister, do. 
Samuel Kearney, do. 
Michael Ryan, do. 
Donald Titcume, Monkerai 
Albert Taylor, Cox's Creek 
Pierce Hoar; Dungog - 
J. Gardner, Sugar-loaf Creek 
Rev. C. Terrey, Dungog 
W. Collier, do. 
R. Campbell, West Maitland 
A. Vindin, do. 
John Kerr, do. 
W. G. Clack, do. 
H. Clark, do. 
W. Taylor, do. 
H. Kerr, do. 
Edwin Bragg, do. 
Richard Maher, do. 
Henry Humby, do. 
M. Cronin, do. 
C. T. Phillips. do. 
M. Scbtt, do. 
Solomon Harris, do. 
W. and P. Mills, do. 
A. Sparke, do. 
W. Cummins, do. 
A. Harris, do. 
W. Rieby, do. 
E. Head, do. 
J. .Asquith, do. 
F. Lambert, do. 
Win. Stanton, do. 
C. Thomas King, sen., do. 
Charms King, jun., do. 
J. Wedgebury, do. 
T. Pryke, do. 
James Sellers, do. 
Henry A. Young, do. 
Thomas Cronin, do. 
Hugh J. Monaghan, High.st., do. 
Salmar Kcnncally, B-street, do. 
Joseph Graham, Oakhampton 
Harry McLeay, High.st., West 

Maitland 
A. D. McDonald, West Maitland 

9 

T. Troy, West Maitland 
R. Blair, do. 
M. Fletcher, do. 
Henry Blair, do. 
Samuel White, do. 
J. P. Gail, do. 
Arthur Humby, do. 
Walter Chamberlain, do. 
William Bussell, do. 
Robt. Ross, do. 
Fredk. P. Beckett, do. 
Samuel Owen, do. 
Alex. Marshall, do. 
F. T. Hcnery, do. 
Isaac Beckett, do. 
James Sewell, do. 
Alexr. Swanson, do. 
Samuel Colman, do. 
G. H. Johnston, do. 
George Miller, do. 
Chas. B. Mainstone, do. 
Jacob Small, do. 
T. P. Hammond, do. 
Jno. A. Moore, do. 
Purvis Marshall, do. 
George Brosni, do. 
Wm. Thuraley, do. 
A. Broderick, do. 
Michl. Skinner, do. 
Aiexr. Wilkinson, do. 
H. Randolph A.rndell, do. 
James P. Prentice, do. 
Edwd. Chippindall, do. 
Wm. Birkenhead, do. 
W. Richmond Sullivan, Bulwer. 

street, do. 
H. Rics, do. 
G. Webber, do. 
J. Tobin, do. 

Antcliff, sen., do. 
Anteliff, jun., do. 

J. Strong, do. 
Kline, West Maitland 

A. S. Gordon, do. 
Alfred S. Macrow, do. 
A. Smith, do. 
Samuel Israel, do. 

H. Barden, do. 
Henry Rourke, do. 
John Ronrke, do. 
Samuel Solomon, do. 
F. Champion, do. 
John Swanson, do. 
Charles H. McGovern, do. 
James Price, do. 
Win. P. Moore, do. 
Frederick Marsh, do. 
Richard Moore, do. 
Charles W. Clark, do. 
Robert Monro, do. 
John Sullivan, do. 
William Massie, do. 
James Monro, do. 
Riley Brothers, do. 
A. J. Riley, do. 
F. J. Filmer, do. 
P. Pumfrett, do. 
Geo. A. Bond, do. 
A. J. Griffiths, Alderman, do. 
W. Busscll, Alderman, do. 
Rrchd. Cracknell, Commissioner, 

District Council, do. 
Thomas Edmunds, do. 
John McGovern, do. 
A. J. Harris, do. 
J. Win.- Delany, East Maitland 
A. Ward, West Maitland 
Will. Quinn, do. 
C. J. Mackenzie, East Maitland 

William Miller, W. Maitland 
John Marsh, do. 
Henry James, do. 
B. ilynes, do. 
Thos. Bramble, do, 
John Tuck, do. 
H. G. Tuck, do: 
F. Barret, do. 
R. Fenwick, do. 
F. Lockwood, do. 
I. W. Arnold, do. 
F. McCabe, do. 
J. J. Curley, do. 
P. Haunigan, do. 
M. Ryan, do. 
T. Egan, do. 
J. P. Jenner, do. 
Francis Campbell, do. 
John Taylor, do. 
John Wie'oe, do. 
G. F. Baker, do. 
G. W. Drew, do. 
W. H. Fogarty, do. 
Chas. Parkes, do. 
Thos. howard, do. 
James Marshall, do. 
James Cox, do. 
John Fraser, do. 
James Carr, do. 
Joseph Robertson, do. 
Thomas Williamson, do. 
William Jennings, do. 
George Young, do. 
J. Carr, do. 
W. H. Sanderson, do. 
Charles Mitchell, do. 
Samuel Beattie, do. 
Barden and Riber, do. 
Stephen Barden, do. 
George Pollen, do. 
R. F. Watson, do. 
John M'Govern, do. 
W. A. Carpenter, do. 
C. Bailey, do. 
W. M'Leod, do. 
R. M'Donald, do. 
B. Ward, do. 
W. Haunan, do. 
Patrick M'Dean, do. 
J. Murphy, do. 
R. Morley, do. 
H. Kline, do. 
John Hart, do. 
C. Hart, do. 
F. Tipper, do. 
F. M. hloman, do. 
N. Rose, do. 
P. Callaghan, do. 
C. Ranplin, do. 
J. Church, do. 
John Tierney, do. 
Win. Tierney, do. 

Walsh, do. 
Dillon, do. 

Jno. F. Barry, do. 
B. Proctor, do. 
D. Taylor, do. 
Francis Herrmann, do. 
Frcdk. Edwards, jun., do. 
Thos. Harris, do. 
Robert Sully, (10. 
Samuel Poulden, do. 
W. R. Norman, do. 
Thomas B:endeon, do. 
Spencer King, do. 
Thomas Church, do. 
A. J. M'Leod, do. 
Thos. Stevens, East Maitland 
Thos. Ogle, West Maitland 
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Henry Why, West Maitland 
John Lee & Co., do. 
G. W. Penner, do. 
P. W. Bird, do. 
A. Compton, do. 
0-co. Lee, do. 
John Billington, do. 
A. Royall, do. 
H. B. Coulter, do. 
J. K. Alleso, do. 
John Compton, do. 
J. W. Adams, do. 
Maurice O'Keeffe, do. 
Alderman I. G. Chapman, do. 
H. C. Pritchard, do. 
James Curran, do. 
J. W. Curran, do. 
Henry Curran, do. 
Robert ilyndes, do. 
P. J. Mahoney, do. 
G. R. Morton, do. 
Samuel Farrell, do. 
Joseph Marks, do. 
W. Godfrey, do. 
John Roomoifle, do. 
Percy J. Marks, do. 
Edward P. Capper, do. 
Harry W. Capper, do. 
G. S. Brackenreg, do. 
Saini. Hills, do. 
C. C. Sefton, Maitland 
W. Watson, West Maitland 
John Clark, do. 
Isaac Moon, do. 
James M'Laiichlin, do. 
A. H. Eckford, do. 
John Brading, do. 
M. Barry, do. 
Richard Fry, do. 
RicEd. Healy, do. 
John J. MGliun, do. 
John Walsh, do. 
John Howe, do. 
David Cohen & Co., do. 
I. Goodman, do. 
J. I. Barry, do. 
B. Warren, do. 
H. Beckctt, do. 
T. Mater, do. 
Morris Cohen, do. 
P. J. Byrne, do. 
J. Kerr, East Maitland 
J. B. Holloway, West Maitland 
H. Smith, do. 
Edwd. F. Butler, East Maitland 
P. J. Kerin, West Maitland 
G. W. Below, do. 
P. O'Halloran, do. 
C. B. Griffiths, do. 
M. Normoyle,do. 
W. M. Clark, do. 
H. Slater, do. 
0-co. Brown, do. 
F. G. Garron, do. 
Michael Ryan, do. 
Simon Earner, do. 
George H. Richards, do. 
John M'Culloch, do. 
John Richards, do. 
Mark Winter, do. 
W. Scroggins, do. 
J. Southeombo, do. 
B. Bibb, do. 

In 

P. Kerr, West Maitland 
Coliwan, do. 

George J. Cohen, J.P., West 
Maitland 

John Stride, do. 
John E. Carter, do. 

lVinter, do. 
S. Maher, do. 
J. Reilly, do. 
John Milne, do. 
J. A. Reid, do. 
Michael Hogan, do. 
Frederick Brackley, do. 
M. Farrago, do. 
W. Graham, do. 
Francis Pevoilgen, do. 
Thos. Robinson, do. 
Charles Peddle, do. 
Charles Rouhan, do. 
Robert Robinson, do. 
Alfred Horder, do.-
James Wolstenholme, do. 
W. Smith, do. 
James unman, do. 
lames Wolatenbolme, do. 
Daniel English, do. 

Hyndes, do. 
Henry Levien, do. 
W. Close, Maitland 
Wm. W. Arndell, W. Maitland 
M. M. Maitland, do. 
James N. Brunker, do. 

W. Icentus, do. 
Jas. Henry Brundker, do. 
Wm. Briggs 
Ernest T. Cooper, W. Maitland 
E. H. Hughes, do. 
B. F. J. Seddon, do. 
H. Vindin, do. 
John Kennedy, do. 
Edward Freeman, do. 
W. B-elton, do. 
Wm. Diminoek, do. 
W. looper, do. 
F. Burley, do. 
W. L. Cooper, do. 
W. H. Oxley, do. 
George Balson, do. 
James Pritchard, do. 
Andrew Bussell, do. 
George Fry, do. 
William Pickering, do. 
M. Moore, do. 
Tucker, 0-illies & Thompson, do. 
Richard Bailey, do. 
C. Eipper, do. 
W. .1. M'Govern, do. 
G. Bromhead, do. 
John Rutherford, do. 
Neil Gillies, do. 
M. Larkin, do. 
W. Thompson, do. 
B. M'Neall, do. 
G. B. Hall, do. 
W. Gail, do. 
Thos. West, do. 
H. }Iall, do. 
G. P. Rixon, do. 
W. Bateman, do. 
John M'Gann, do. 
John Doosey, do. 
A. Hobnn, do. 

Thomas Lawler, W. Maitland 
James Moore, do. 
P. A. Vernon, do. 
P. O'Brien, do. 
M. O'Brien, do. 
J. Thompson, do. 

Canham, do. 
Ryan, do. 

B. Roberts, do, 
\T, James Thomas, do. 
B. Stapleton, do. 
J. A. Gray, do. 
T. W. Tucker, do. 
John Gillies, junr., do. 
W. K. Smith, do. 
T. M. Newton, do. 
T. Cush, do. 
B. W. Thompson, solr., do. 
Mont. Parnefl, junr., do. 
Charles E. Norrie, do. 
Henry J. West, do. 
J. Windeyer, do. 
F. S. Fuilford 
Thomas Hughes, do. 
Thomas Doharty, do. 
John Mangan, do. 
Andrew Carroll, do. 
Lawrence Muggavern, do. 
John Horgan, solr., do. 
Gee. Stratford, do. 
Joseph W. Kingsmill, do. 
W. H. Mullen, do. 
James Woodforth, do. 
Francis W. Wade, do. 
Richard llannond, do. 
W. S. Perry, do. 
W. Wallace, do. 
W. Sullivan, do. 
Thos. Best, do. 
J. Hancock, junr. 
Thomas Madigan,St. Andrew.st., 

West Maitland 
Michael Murphy, do. 
James Beatty, do. 
Joshua Matheus, do. 
James rjlapp, do. 
Wm. Sutton, do. 
Joseph Bowers, do. 
William Moore, do. 
James William Harradine, do. 
J. M. Justin, do. 
A. B Wiebe, do. 
Thomas Ware, do. 
James Cooper, do. 
Thos. Miers, do. 

Prin, do. 
Thomas Shilling, do. 
Geo. Moore, do. 

W. Eckford, do. 
B. B. Crackncll, do. 
John Bussell, do. 
John Norman, do. 
George Swincy, do. 
P. L. Cooper, do. 
Jno. B. Thrensu, do. 
Charles Critland, do. 
Morris Benjamin, do. 
Beg. Filmer, do. 
Robert Carruthers, do. 
Chas. Baker, do. 
William Norman, do. 
John Patterson, do. 

Acknowledge receipt—These papers with 7,433 should be referred to Mr. Postal.Inspector Moyse. 
Tenders might in the meantime be invited for, a tri.weekly service between Paterson and Bungog from 
1st January, the acceptance of a Tender to depend upon the cost, as Dungog is scarcely yet entitled to a 
daily mail—SilL., 25/9/77. 	Approved—But Tenders should be accepted subject to Mr. Moyse's 
report.—J.D., 26/9/77. 

282—B 	 Gentlemen, 
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Gentlemen, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 28 September, 1877. 
I am directed by the Postmaster General to acquaint you that your Petition, dated 1st instant, 

upon the subject mentioned below, is under consideration, and that a further communication respecting 
it ivifl be addressed to you as soon as a decision has been arrived at in the matter. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 
Subject : —Tn-weekly mail service between West Maitland and Dungog, via Belmore Bridge, Paterson, 

and Wallarobba. 

Gentlemen, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, lB November, 1877. 
Referring to my letter of the 28th September last, acknowledging receipt of your Petition 

for a tn-weekly mail service by coach between West Maitland and Dungog, vid Belmore Bridge, Paterson, 
and Wallarobba, I have the honor to inform you that it is deemed expedient before coming to a decision 
in the matter, to obtain the report of the Postal Inspector, who is under orders to proceed to the district 
at once, but in the meantime to meet the possibility of its being found desirable to adopt the Belmore 
Bridge route, the contract for next year for the East Maitland, Largs, and Paterson mail service has been 
taken, subject to three months notice of termination. 

With regard to the proposal to alter the route of the Dungog mails, I have to state that any change 
in this respect must be contingent on the Paterson mails being conveyed by the Belmore Bridge route, a 
matter as explained above, which has not yet been determined. 

I have, however, to add that with a view to connect Dungog with the Paterson district, atri.weehly 
horseback mail will be established on the 1st January next, between Paterson and Dungog via Wallarobba. 

I have, &e., 
S. H. LAKBTON, 

Secretary. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Oovcrnment 1',inter.-1578. 
[Cd.] 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POST AND TELEGRAPII OFFICE, SINGLETON 
(CORRESPONDENCE, MINUTES, &c.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 12 April, 1878. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated the 20th March, 1878, That there be laid on the 'I'able of 
this House,- 

"Copies of all Correspondence, Minutes, and other Documents, in reference 
"to the purchase of the Site for the new Post and Telegraph Office in 
"Singleton." 

(21fr. Bowrncm) 

SCHEDULE. 
NO flat 
1. Letter from Mr.T. H. Moore. 	28 February, 1873 ............... ....... .............................................................. 2 
2. Secretary to the Post Office to Under Secretary for Lands. 	27 March, 1873 	....... ......................................... 2 
3. Letter from Under Secretary for Lands. 	31 May, 1873 	... ... ......... ..... ............ ........................ ...................2 
4. Letter from W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 	12 June, 1874 .............. . .... ................................................. .... ...... 	2 
5. Secretary to the Post Office to W. 0. Browne, Esq., M.P. 	18 June, 1874 ........... ........................ ...................3 
6. Secretary to the Post Office to the Postmaster, Singleton. 	18 June, 1874 ..... ............ ................ ..................... 3 
7. Letter and Plan from Postmaster, Singleton. 	25 June, 1874 	................ .............................. .....  ........ ... ....... 	3 
8. Letter from W. 	C. 	Browne, Esq., 	M.P. 	29 June, 1874 ............... 	........................... ............... .................... 3 
0. Secretary to the Post Office to W. 0. Browne, Esq., 	M.P. 	4,Tuly, 1874 	...................................................... 3 

10. Letter from Mr. P. 	H. Moore. 	80 June, 1874. 	(With plan.) 	.................................................................. 3 
11. Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. P. H. Moore. 	4 July, 1876 	................................ ......... ............. ............ 	4 
12. Report of 	Mr. Postal Jnspector Do Milhan. 	24 August, 1874..................................................................... 4 
13. Secretary to the Post Office to W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 	15 September, 1874 	............................................. 4 
14. Minute of 	Postmaster General. 	(3 	October, 	1874 	.. .......... 	..... 	............................................................ .....4 
15. Secretary to the Post Office to Under Secretary Public Works. 	8 October, 1874 ............................................. 4 
16. Under Secretary Public Works to John Browne, Esq., Singleton. 	3 November, 1874.. ..................................... 5 
17. Letter from W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 	4 December, 1874..... ........ .... ........................ ........................ .......6 
18. Secretary to the Post Office to W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 	I .I)ocomber, 1874 ................................................ 6 
19. Minute of Under Secretary for Public Works. 	24 November, 1875 ............ ... ...... .................................. ..... 	6 
20. Minute of 	Postmaster General. 	10 February, 	1876 	................. ............. 	.... .............................................. 6 
21. Letter from Mr. James Moore, with sketch. 	13 March, 1.876 ......... .................. ......................... ................. 	6 
22. Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Moore. 	22 March 1876 ............................................................ .. 	7 
23. Letter from John Browne, Esq., per W. C. Browne, Esq., Ml'. 	30 August, 1876 ................................ .......... 	7 
24. Minuto of 	Secretary to the Post Office. 	3 November, 1876... ......... 	........................................................ ...7 
25. Secretary to the Post Office to Crown Solicitor. 	3 November, 1876 	........................ ............ ......... .............. 	7 
26. Letter from Crown Solicitor. 	15 December, 	1876 .... ............. .......................... .......................................... 7 
27. Secretary to the Post Office to the Crown Solicitor, 	8 January, 1877 	............. . ......... . ... ..............  ................ 	8 
28. Letter from Crown Solicitor. 	13 January, 	1877 	.............. .. ...................................................................... 8 
29. Secretary to the Post Office to the Crown Solicitor. 	23 January, 1877 .. ............ ..................................... ...... 	8 
30. Secretary to the Post Office to Under Secretary for Public Works, 	23 January, 1877..... ... .............................. 8 

362- 
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POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, SINGLETON. 

No.L 
Mr. T. H. Moore to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 28 February, 1878, 
Referring to my letter dated 8th November, 1872, and your reply thereto, dated 18th November, 

18721  I have now the honor to inform you that, aft-er the expiry of six months from date hereof, I purpose 
raising the rent of the Post and Telegraph Offices in this town from sixty (60) to eighty (8O) per 
annum. I take this step for reasons expressed in my former letter. 

I have, &c., 
THOS. H. MOORE. 

Submitted.—S.H.L., 28/2/78. 	Superintendent of Telegraphs to report as to the necessary steps 
to be taken to secure suitable offices.—S.S., 3/3/73. 	B.C., 3,'3173.—S.H.L. 

Memo. to Superintendent, Sydney. 
Sir, 	 Telegraph Office, Singleton, 12/3/78. 

At present there is not to be had premises suitable for a Post and Telegraph Office. In fact, 
with the exception of a few cottages, too small and subject to floods, and distanced from a central 
position, there are none to let. 	 Your obedient Servant, 

J. NF.SBTTt. 
I have made every inquiry, and find that more suitable premises are not to be procured. I 

therefore recommend that the increased rental be granted if the landlord will not take less.—E.C.C., 
20/3/73. 	The Secretary, ,General Post Office—B.C. 	Submitted. There would seem to be no 
alternative but to give the additional rent demanded.—S.H.L., 26/3/73. 	Approvcd.—S.S., 27/3/73. 
Inquire if the Government possess any land upon which Telegraph and Post Offices can be erected. 
Perhaps there may be a site near the Court House.—S.S., 27/3/73. 

- 	No.2. 
The S3cretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 27 March, 1873. 
I am directed to request that you will be so good as to state, for the information of the 

Postmaster General, whether there is any Government land in Singleton, near the Court House or 
elsewhere, which would be eligible for the erection of Post and Telegraph Offices at that town. 

I have, &c., 
S. II. LAMBTON. 

No.3. 
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Department of Lands, Sydney, 31 May, 1873. 
In reply to your letter of the 27th March last, inquiring whether there is any Crown Land at 

a Singleton eligible for Post and Telegraph Office, I am directed to inform you, that Singleton being a 
private township does not appear to contain any Crown Land available for the purpose required. 

I have, &c., 
W. W. STEPHEN. 

5/6/7 3. Submitted.—S.H.L., 3/6/73. 	Pay increased rent as recommended by Superintendent—H.P., 

No.4: 
W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 12 June, 1874. 
I have the honor to request that you will cause a sufficient sum to be placed upon the next 

Estimates for time erection of a Post- and Telegraph Office at Singleton. The present building is leased 
by the Government, ata rental of £80 per annum, and is totally unsuited for the purpose. Every room on 
the ground-floor is used for conducting the business of Post Office, Telegraph Office, and Savings' Bank, 
and this leaves but the rooms of the upper story for the accommodation of the Postmaster and his family, 
which are quite inadequate for the purpose. The increasing population and importance of the town and 
district demand that more suitable premises should be erected. Trusting that this application may 
receive your favourable consideration. 	 I have, &c., 

W. C. BROWNE. 
Subniitted, It appears, from a previous correspondence on this snbjeet, that there is no Govern-

ment Land at Singleton available for the purpose of erecting a Post and Telegraph Office. Perhaps Mr. 
Brawne can state whether any can be procured in it central situation, and at what price. The P.M. might 
also be asked to make inquiries.—S.H.L., 16/6/74. 

Approved.—S.S., 16/6/74. 

No. 5. 
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No. 5. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, LB June, 1874. 
Tarn directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 12th instant, requesting 

that it sum of money may be placed on the next Estimates for the erection of a Post and Telegraph Office 
at Singleton. 

In reply, I am to inform you, that from previous correspondence on the subject, it would appear 
that there is no Government laud at Singleton available for the purpose in question ; and the Postmaster 
General would be glad, therefore, if you wilL be good enough to state whether a site can be procured in 
a central position, and at what price. 	 I have, &e. 

S. H. LAMBTON, 
Secretary. 

No. 6. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Postmaster, Singleton. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 18 June, 1874. 
I have to request that you will be good enough to inquire whether a site in a central position 

can be procured in Singleton for the erection of a Post and Telegraph Office at that place, and if so, at 
what price. 	 I have, Le., 

S. If. LAMBTON, 
Secretary 

No. 7. 
The Postmaster, Singleton, to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Post Office, Singleton, 25th June, 1874. 
In reply to your letter (No. B. 74-2,845) of the 18th instant, inquiring whether a site in a 

central position for the erection of a Post and Telegraph Office could be procured in this town, I beg to 
submit a rough sketch of the most central positions. 	 Ape,.dix A 

Those marked in red ink are the ones procurable. 
1st. The premises occupied by me at present, having a frontage to Oampbell-street of 215 feet and 

40 to George, as per Sketch B, is offered by Mr. Moore for £1,000. It is above Hood-level, and one of Apj,cndir Ii 
the most central positions in the town ; the premises are suitable, but require repairs. 

2nd. Mr, John Brown's block (marked No. 2) is without buildings, is next most central, and hay. 
in,  a frontage to George-street of 116 feet, and extending into Campbell-street, where it is 40 feet 
frontage; price about £320. 

3rd. Mr. Ash's block (marked 3) is without buildings, not so central, 60 feet to George-street with 
a 150 back; price £330. 	 I have, &c., 

J. NESBITT. 

No. 8. 
W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 29 June, 1874. 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th instant, desiring me 

to state whether a site can be procured in a central position and at what price, for the erection of a Post 
and Telegraph Office at Singleton. In reply I beg to state, that several suitable positions could be obtained 
reasonably, amongst which I might name an allotment the property of Mr. Ash, situated in George.street, 
66 feet frontage by 150 feet, price £5 per foot; Mr. Moore's premises (the present Post Office), £1,000; 
and an allotment facing the present office, 116 frontage by 100 feet deep, the property of Mr. J. Brown, 
price £320. I would rather some one connected with the Department should select the site to be 
adopted, as I might be considered interested if I recommended any particular one. 

I have, &e., 
W. C. BROWNE. 

Submitted—SilL., 1/7/74. 	This matter must stand over till Postal Inspector can visit the 
district,—S.8., 2/7/74. 

No.9. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to W. C. Browne, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 4 July, 1874. 
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 29th ultimo, pointing out 

several sites at Singleton as suitable for the proposed new Post and Telegraph Office at that place, and 
suggesting that the selection of a site for the building be made by an officer of the department. 

In reply I am to inform you, that the Postmaster General has decided to let the matter stand over 
until a Postal Inspector can visit the district to report upon the several sites offered. 

I have, &e., 
- 	 S. H. LAMBTON. 

No. 10. 
Mr. T. H. Moore, to The Postmaster General. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 30 June, 1874. 
Understanding that a movement is being made for the pnithtase of a suitable site whereon to 

erect a Post and Telegraph Office in this town, I have the honor to offer you for the sum of one thousand 
pounds (21,000) the present Post and Telegraph .Office premises, leased by you at a rental of eighty 

pounds 
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pounds per annum, together with the adjoining allotment having a frontage of forty feet to the principal 
street in Singleton. 1 beg to enclose herein a sketch of the said property, showing the situations of the 
buildings, and the dimensions of the whole block. 

I would beg to point out to you the advantages for the purpose mentioned this property offers. 
It is without exception the most central site in town, being close to all the banks, and other principal 
business houses. Having a frontage to two streets (one being the main street), and being out of the reach 
of floods, it is considered by the public generally to be the most valuable piece of ground of its size in 
the town. 

I might also state, the adjoining allotment above referred to was valued by the last municipal 
valuators at.three hundred pounds. 	 I have, &c., 

THOS. H. MOORE. 
[Sketch referred to similar to Sketch B, vide No. 7.] 

No. 11. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. T. H. Moore. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 4 July, 1874. 
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 30th ultimo, offering to sell 

to this Department for the sum of £1,000 the premises at present used as a Post and Telegraph Office at 
Singleton, and to inform you that the Postmaster General has decided to let the matter stand over until 
a Postal Inspector can visit the place in question. 

I am, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 12. 
Report of The Postal Inspector. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 24/8/74. 
I have the honor to inform you, for the consideration of the Honorable the Postmaster 

General, that I visited at Singleton the three allotments offered as a sites for Post and Telegraph Offices. 
The allotment of land the property of Mr. Ash, owner of the "Royal Hotel," is contiguous to the 

hotel, and is too far from the centre of the population; for that reason it would not suit. 
Mr. Moore's block, which contains (as per plan) the building where the Postal, and Telegraph 

business is now trausacted, is central, but the house is not suited. In my opinion the sum asked for this 
property would be sufficient, or nearly so, to buy a piece of land and erect a building more adapted for the 
purpose. 

Mr. John Browne's allotment is, I think, the best of the three offered, it being only a short distance 
from Mr. Moore's block, as central, and having a large frontage to the principal street (George-street). 

I have, &e., 
G. DE MILHAU. 

Submitted.—SJT.L., 10/9/74. 	Write to Mr. W. C. Browne, and say that I shall be glad to see 
him with reference to this matter when next be visits Sydney.—SS., 14/9/74. 

No. 13. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to W. C. Browne, IEsq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 15 September, 1874. 
Adverting to my letter, dated the 4th July last, with reference to a site for the erection of the 

proposed new Post and Telegraph Office at Singleton, I am directed to inform you that the Postmaster 
General will be glad to sec you in the matter when you can make it convenient to call here. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 14. 
Minute of The Postmaster General. 

PRovisioN might be made on the next Esthnates (say £1,500) for the purchase of land and the erection 
of new Post and Telegraph Offices at Singleton. If the amount is voted, I advise that the land recom-
mended by the Postal Inspector be purchased; but before any purchase is concluded, it should be valued 
by some competent and trnstworthy person, to ascertain whether the sum asked is a thir price. 

S.S., 6/10/74. 

No. 15. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 8 October, 1874. 
I am directed to request that you will be so good as to move the Secretary for Public Works 

to cause a sum of money (say £1,500) to be placed on the next Estimates, for the purchase of land at 
Singleton, and the erection thereon of new Post and Telegraph OlEces. 

I am to state that the site which has been recommended to this Department as most suitable for 
the proposed new offices, is an allotment 116 ft. x 100 ft., situated in George.street, Singleton, being the 
property of Mr. John Browne, who asks £320 for the same. 

Should 
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Should Parliament make the necessary provision in the matter, the Postmaster General would 
recommend that the site above mentiored be secured; but that before any purchase is concluded, the 
land in question be valued by some competent and trustworthy person to ascertain whether the sum asked 
is a fair price. 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON. 

Approved, and request Mr. Cowlishaw to value land.—J.S., 9/10/74. 	Railways, 10/10/74.— 
B.C., G.H. for U.S. 	Mr. Cowlishaw, B.C. 

I have, in company with Mr. Browne, the proprietor, inspected the land referred to in this letter, 
and submit sketch herewith. The measurements described are as nearly correct as I could get at, but 
not strictly so. From inquiries which I made as to the price of land in this neighbourhood, I am of 
opinion the amount asked, viz., £320, is a fair sum for it—P.O., 28/10/74. 

Public Works—B.C., 28/10/74. 	The amount may now, I presume, be placed on Estimates, and 
Mr. Browne informed that the amount asked for site would be paid when voted by Parliament..—G,il., 
30/10/74. 	Approved.—J.S., 31/10/74. 	Postmaster General.—J. SUTIIEBLAND, 1/2/75. 	Secretary 
to the Post Office.—B.C, 2/2/75, J.R. 	Submitted.—S.H.L, 4/2/75. 	Seen.—S.S., 4/2/75. 

No. 16. 

The Under Secretary for Works to John Browne, IEsq., Singleton. 
Sir, 	 Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 November, 1874. 

I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works has been pleased to 
authorize that the sum of £320 be placed on the Estimates for 1875 for the purchase of land, your 
property at Singleton, as a site for proposed new Post and Telegraph Station. 

1 am to add that the amount stated will be paid to you as soon as it shall have been voted by 
Parliament. 	 I have, &c., 

GERALD HALLIGAN, 
For the U.S. 

No. 17. 
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No. 17. 
W. 0. Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 4 December, 1874. 
It has been asserted in Singleton by my opponents that. I was instrumental in disposing of the 

site offered by my father, and accepted by the Government for a Post and. Telegraph Office here. Would 
you please inform me if such is the case; and, if not, upon whose recommendation was the site accepted. 

- 	 Yours obediently, 
W. C. BROWNE. 

No. 18. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to W. 0. Browne, Esq., M.P. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 7 December, 1874. 
In reply to your letter, dated the 4th instant, I have the honor to inform you that 1 am not 

aware that any land has yet been purchased for Postal and Telegraph purposes at Singleton. 
The Postal Inspector was sent in August last to report as to a suitable site, and be having 

recommended that offered by Mr. John Browne, the Postmaster General advised the Works Department 
to purchase that land, subject to valuation by a competent person. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 19. 
Minute of The Under Secretary for Public Works. 

Post and Telegraph Station, Singleton—fl,500 on Estimates, 1875. 
Papers, B.C., Colonial Architect, 6/5/75. 

Tur sum of £1,500 having been voted for Post and Telegraph Station, Singleton, including purchase of 
land, on Estimates for present year, Mr. J. Browne, of Singleton, was informed from this Office (see 
copy of letter herewith) that his offer to sell the land required for, £320, was accepted. The Colonial 
Architect is requested to say what steps he has taken to complete the purchase—B.C., 24/11/78, J.R. 

I have taken no steps about the purchase, the arrangements not having been made through my 
department, and not having received any instructions in that matter. Plans for the building are in 
preparation.-26 Nov., 1875, J.B. 

Amount must be re-voted, I presume.-14/12/75, J.R. 	Colonial Architect to complete pur. 
chasc.—B.C., 15/12/75, J.R. 

I would suggest that the Crown Solicitor would be the proper officer to complete this purchase, 
and see that the necessary conveyance is executed.—J.B., 7 Feb., 1876. 

No. 20. 
Memorandum of Secretary, Post Office, and Minute of Postmaster General. 

Post and Telegraph Office, Singleton—further sum (fl,000) placed on Estimates for 1876, by direction 
of the Postmaster General, on 24th November, 1875, 	Approved.—J.F.B., 10/2/76, 

Forwarded to the Under Secretary for Public Works, for reference when the Estimates are under 
consideration.—B.O., 10/2/76, S.H.L. 

£1,000 voted on Estimates, 1876. The Colonial Architect is now requested to have purchase of 
land completed, and to carry out work—B.C., 22/5/76, J.R. 

No. 21. 
Mr. James Moore to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Singleton, 13 March, 1876. 
Having reference to the business upon which I had the honor of a personal interview with you 

on Friday last—my property in this town part of which is held by the Government as a Post and Telegraph 
officc,—I beg herewith to enclose rough sketch plan of same for your guidance, and to state that I am 
prepared to sell to the Government the whole block of this laud with buildings thereon for the sum of 
£1,250 (twelve hundred and fifty pounds). 

In submitting this offer I may explain for your information, that though the property in question 
was offered formerly to the Government for £1,000, the higher sum now asked does not approach the 
average increase in the value of all descriptions of properties in Singleton during the past twelve or 
eighteen months ; that within the last few days unimproved land in a second rate street realized at public 
auction £5 per foot frontage and that the block now offered to the Government is one of the only four 
in the business part of town not reached by the highest flood yet known. 

As I am desirous of realizing at as early a date as possible, I shall be glad if this offer can be dealt 
with on or before the 31st instant. 	 I have, &c., 

JAMES MOORE. 
[Sketch referred to similar to sketch marked B, vide No. 7.1 

Inform Mr. Moore, that it appears from the records that the previous Government agreed to pur-
chase land from Mr. Browne for the Post and Telegraph Office at Singleton, subject to Parliament 
making the necessary provision, and that consequently his offer of land and premises for the same 
purpose cannot be entertained.—J.YB., 21/3/76. 

No. 22 
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No. 22. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to Mr. James Moore. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 22 March, 1876. 
In acknowledging the receipt oF your letter dated the 13th instant, 1 am directed by the Post-

master General to inform you, that it appears from the records of this Department that the late Govern-
inent agreed'to purchase land from Mr. Browne of Singleton, as it site for the proposed new Post and 
Telegraph Office at that place, subject to Parliament making the necessaryprovision, and that consequently 
your offer of land and premises for the same purpose cannot be entertained. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON, 

Secretary. 

No. 23. 
J. Browne, Esq., to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 80 August, 1876. 
Mr. John Browne, of Singleton, requests me to inform you that the G-ove:rnment nearly two 

years ago agreed to purchase from him a portion of land in Singleton as a site for the Post and Telegraph 
Office proposed to be erected shortly, and that lie is prepared as soon as it is convenient to you to hand 
over the title deeds on payment of the sum agreed upon. As great delay has already occurred, I trust 
this matter will be completed at once. 	 I have, &c., 

W. C. BROWNE, 
For JonN BR0WNE. 

Refer to the Works Department.—J.EB.,. 11/9/76. 	The Under Secretary for Works.— 
B.C., 11/9/76, S.R.L. 	Colonial Architect for report, and with reference to previous papers. Urgent.— 
B.C., 13/9/76, J.R. 

No. 24. 
Minute of The Secretary to the Post Office. 

SEND accompanying deeds to the Crown Solicitor by Postmaster General's direction, stating that they 
have reference to land purchased by the Governtneitt at Singleton from Mr. John Browne for Post and 
Telegraph Offices. 

Request acknowledgment. 	 S. H. L., 
8/11/76. 

No. 25. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Crown Solicitor. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 8 November, 1876. 
I am directed to forward herewith the deeds hereunder described, having reference to land 

purchased by the Government at Singleton from Mr. John Browne, as a site for the erection of Post and 
Telegraph Offices at that place, viz. 

Release from Benjamin Singleton and wife to William Nowland, dated 1.6th July, 1889. 
Lease for a year from Benjamin Singleton to John Browne, dated 9th December, 1840. 

8. Release from Benjamin Singleton and wife to John Browne, dated 10th December, 1840. 
4. Conveyance from William Nowland, and wife, and another, to John Browne, dated 17th 

February, 1851. 
I am to request that you will be so good as to acknowledge the receipt of this letter. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON. 

No. 26. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 15 December, 1,876. 
Referring to your letter of date 3rd December, forwarding deeds of land agreed to be pur-

chased from Mr. John Browne of Singleton, I beg to remind you that you have not informed me as to 
the amount of the purchase money to be paid to Mr. Browne. 

I presume the whole of the two parcels of land described in the conveyances, Singleton to Browne, 
and Nowland to Browne, are the lands to be conveyed. 	 I have, &c., 

JOIIN WILLIAMS, 
- 	 Crown Solicitor. 

I am unable to furnish the information asked for by the Crown Solicitor, Perhaps Mr. Rae can 
do so—B.C., 20/12/76, S.H.L. 	Colonial Architect to suppy the necessary information to the Crown 
Solicitor direct.—B.C., 22/12/70, J.R. 	In regard to purchase of site for Post and Telegraph Office, 
Singleton, the matter has been finally arranged, and I now submit a plan of a building considered suitable 
for the requirements of the district, the cost of which is estimated at £3,000; the amount voted for the 
work, including purchase of site, is £2,500, the sum of £320 has been paid for the latter, leaving a balance 
available only of £2,180. If the plan is approved a further sum of £820 will reqnire to be provided on 
Estimates.Previous papers herewith.—J.B., 17/1177. 	Postmaster General, with plan.—B.C., 
18/1/77, JR. 

No. 27. 
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No. 27. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Crown Solicitor. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 8 January, 1877. 
With reference to the land to be conveyed to the Government by Mr. John Browne, of 

Singleton (for the erection of a Post and Telegraph Office at that place), I am directed to inform you 
that the amount of the purchase money agreed to be paid for the same is three hundred and twenty 
pounds (320). 	 I have, &c., 

S. H. LAMBTON. 
It has been agreed by the Cabinet that tenders be at once invited.—J.F.B., 12/2/77. 

No. 28. 
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary to the Post Office. 

Sir, 	 Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 13 January, 1877. 
I have the honor to inform you that the deed of conveyance to Her Majesty of the two 

allotments of land at Singleton purchased by the Government as a site for the erection of Post and 
Telegraph Offices, is now in my hands, duly executed by the vendor, Mr. John Browne, and that the 
purchase money therefor, £320, may now be paid to him. 

I forward voucher for this amount, which has been signed by Mr. Browne, with an authority at 
foot for payment of the money to the Joint Stock Bank, Sydney. 

You will please advise me as to payment, &c. 	 I have, &c., 
JOHN WILLIAMS, 

- 	 Crown Solicitor. 

No. 29. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Crown Solicitor. 

Sir, 	 Sydney, 23 January, 1877. 
With reference to your letter dated the 13th instant, intimating that the vendor (Mr. Jno. 

Browne) has executed the conveyance of the land purchased for the erection of Post and Telegraph 
Offices at Singleton, and enclosing voucher for the amount of the purchase money, I am directed to rnform 
you that no provision having been made thcrefor on the Estimates of this Department, the voucher in 
suestion, accompanied by a copy of your communication, has been forwarded to the Department of Public 
Works, with a request for the taking of the necessary steps in adj ustment of the alaim. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON. 

No. 30. 
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works. 

Sir, 	 General Post Office, Sydney, 23 January, 1877. 
I am directed to forward herewith copy of a letter received from the Crown Solicitor, dated 

the 13th instant, with reference to the payment of the purchase money for the site of the new Post and 
Telegraph Office at Singleton, and to slate that no provision has been made in the matter on the 
Estimates of this Department I am, therefore, to roquest that you will be good enough to move the 
Secretary for Public Works to cause the necessary steps to be taken for the adjustment of the vendor's 
claim, £320, as per accompanying voucher. 

I have, &c., 
S. H. LAMBTON. 

[Two plans.] 

[1&] 	
Sydney: Thois RiChath, Government P,inter.-1878. 
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1877.8. 

- 	 LEGIsLATIvE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PARRAMATTA POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE. 
(PARTICULARS OF WORK PERFORMED, AND SALARIES PAID TO PERSONS EMPLOYED L.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 12 March, 1878. 

[Laid upon Table in accordance with promise made in answer to Question 7, Votes No. 39,12 March, 1878.] 

No. 1.—ThE average number of mails received, sorted, and forwarded at the Parramatta Post Office daily, 
from the 1st of July, 1877, to the 31st of January, 1878, was as follows 

Received 	... 	... 	.. 	... 	... 	27 
Sorted 	... 	... 	.. 	,.. 	... 	64 
Forwarded ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	37 

No. 2—TEE number of letters received and forwarded during the same period was as follows 

Received 	... 	..• 	... 	... 	172,746 
Forwarded 	... 	... 	... 	.. 	212,219 

No. 3.—ThE number of telegrams received and forwarded during the same period was as follows:— 
Received ... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	3,285 
Forwarded 	... 	... 	... 	... 	3,290 

No. 4.—THE number of persons engaged in the Post and Telegraph Office at Parramatta is 9. 

No. 5.—LIE tames and amount of salaries paid to each person annually are as follows 

Postmaster 	... 	... ... 	T. W. H. Dee 	.., ... 	£160 0 	0 
First Assistant ... 	... ... 	Isirs. Dee... 	... ... 	50 0 	0 
Second 	do. 	... 	... ... 	John Ashley 	... ... 	104 0 	0 
TelegraphOperator 	... ... 	W. G. Drew 	... ... 	120 0 0 

Do. 	Messenger 	... ... 	T. Sheehy 	... ... 	52 0 	0 
Letter Carrier 	... 	... ... 	S. F. Sandon 	... ... 	182 0 	0 

Do. 	... 	... ... 	W.Hayes 	... ... 	108 0 	0 
Do. 	... 	... ... 	ltE.Lacy 	... ... 	108 0 0 
Do, 	... 	... ... 	J. Heffeman 	... ... 	108 0 0 

Fl 

General Post Office, Sydney, 12th March, 1878. 
S. H. LAMETON, 

Secretary. 

(3d.) 	 229— 
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1877-8. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION OF INVENTIOJNS 

16 VICTORIA, No. 24; 

poll 

1875. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

27 March, 1878. 

L.ia.. 

SYDflY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

1878. 
[5:.) 	317-a 	[660] 
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1877—S. 

LEGISlATIVE Assnny. 	 - 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS. 
(DESCRIPTIONS, SPECIFICATIONS, .&c., ACCOMPANYING APPLICATIONS FOR.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 .Afareh, 1878. 

RETURN (in part) to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 

New South Wales, dated 10 May, 1861, A.M., praying that his Excellency the 

Administrator of the Government would be pleased to cause to be laid upon the 

Table of this House (in adthtion to the Return already upon the Table),— 

A copy of the Descriptions and Specifications accompanyiiag any 

"applications for Letters of Registration of Inventions under the Act of 

"Council 16 Victoria, No. 24, together with the date of application for such 

"Letters of Registration, and when granted; also, copies of the Plans or 

"Sections annexed, and of the Report, in each case. 

That His Excellency will cause similar Returns to be laid before 

"Parliament annually." 

(Mr. Hart.) 
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Page 79, line 11. For "Shyther" read "Stryker." 
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A.D. 1876, 14th January. No. 451A. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN TUE MANUFACTURE OF LOOSE GRANULAR INTO 
SOLID SUGAR. 

LEflEItS OF REGISTRATION to August Friedrich Wilhelm Partz, for 
Improvements in the manufacture of loose granular into solid Sugar. 

[Registered oii the 15th day of Januaiy, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY HIM EXCELLENCY Sin HERCULES GEoRGE ROBERT ROBINSON, Knight Oommander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WhOM TRESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
W1IEREA$ AUGUST FRIEDItICH WILHELM PARTS, of the city of Auckland, county of Alameda 

and State of California, United States of America, bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that be 
is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufuetures, that is to say, of all 

invention for Improvements in the manufacture of loose granular into solid Sugar," which is more par-
ticularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings, marked B and C respec-
tively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hatli deposited with the Honorable 
the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty,Pounds sterling, for defraying 
the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth 
Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of 
Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might 
be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all 
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having 
received it report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me 
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the 
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said August 
Friedrich Wilhelm Partz, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advan-
tage of the said invention or improvement for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; 
to have, hold, and exercise unto the said August Friedrich Wilhelm Partz, his executors, administrators, 
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and 
term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be 
complete and ended Provided always, that if the said August Friedrich Wilhelm Partz shall not, within 
three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office 
in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Regis-
tration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fourteenth day of January, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 
We eertify the above to be a true copy of the original Letters of Registration granted to August 

Friedrich Wilhelm Partz, on the fourteenth day of January, 1875.- 
HENRY CHATTO, 
A. GOLDSMiTH, 

15th January, 1875. 	 Clerks to LEvy & Dr LISSA, 
Solicitors, 173, Pitt-street. 

560—A [FThns 3—] 
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2 	 A.D. 1875. No. 451A. 
Improvements in the manufacture of loose granular into solid Sugar. 

A. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, Atausr FflEDnIcH WILHELM PAn'rz, 
of Oakland, in the State of California., United Stntes of America, send greeting: 

WHEREAS I am in possession of an invention relative to "Improvements in the manufacture of loose 
granular into solid Sugar," and have made solemn declaration that I verily believe myself to be the first 
and true inventor thereof: 

Now know ye, that I, the said August Priedrich Wilhelm Partz, do hereby declare that the fol-
lowing complete specification, under my hand and seal, fully describes and atcertains the nature of my 
said invention and the manner in which the same is to be applied. 

This invention embraces several mechanic devices and modes of operation, which are designed 
principally for effecting the transformation of loose granular sugar into small solid cubes or fiat square 
blocks; but part of which may also be used for converting granular sugar into cakes, slabs, or bars. 

The first part of the invention relates to a compound mould, by means of which granular sugar, as 
it comes from a centrifugal machine, may be directly formed into rectangular blocks. In the following 
description of this mould reference is 'had to figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 on sheet I of the accompanymng 
drawings, figure 1 representing an isometrical view of the mould, as put together for use, and figures 2, 
3, and 4 separate like views of its component parts, showing more clearly their construction and mode of 
adjustment. 

CC are rods of brass, two ends of which are riveted to a stout strip of the same metal, C', wlule 
the other two ends are secured by clamps to a wooden slab, C", so that the whole forms a frame to which 
the slab C" is to serve as a handle. Before attaching the latter, a. series of tlun strips of brass, bent in 
rectangular zig-zags, SS, and lastly a straight and thicker strip, 5', all provided with holes near their ends, 
are strung upon the rods C in such a manner that when any successive two of the zig-zag bent strips are 
held together, they form a row of squares. The parts CC, C', C", 55, and 5', thus combined, as shown in 
figure 2, 1 will, for the sake of brevity, call a form. The strips and rods, instead of being made of brass 
may be made of some other metal or alloy, or of any other suitable material. 

N is a tray consisting of a board of hardwood, at one end of which, on its upper side, shown in 
figure 3, is it bar, n, also of wood. At the opposite end of it, and at one of its sides, are metallic rims, 
N' and N", projecting about half the width of the strips S above the face of the board. The bottom of 
the tray, as partially shown in figure 4, is provided with two racks, rr, the purpose of which will 
appear hereafter, and one of which forms one piece with the rim cv'. c' r' are metallic plates fixed to 
the bottom. 

To put the mould together, the form shown in figure 2 is taken hold of by the handle C" and, being 
lowered at the opposite end so as to cause the strips S to slide together against the strip C', it is placed 
upon the tray, figure 3, by pnshing the strip C' against the rim ci', and letting the handle C" down, so that 
the bar ci slips in between it and the strip 5'. The mould thus put together, as shown in figure 1, repre-
sents a series of square compartments, the zig-zag strips S being held in position between the bar cv and 
the rim ci!. 

To produce by means of such a mould, according to the width of the strips S and the size of their 
zig-zags, either cubes or similar blocks of sugar, loose moist granular sugar is deposited upon the mould, 
so that it fills the square compartments, and, after being levelled, extends above them in a layer equal in 
thickness to about one-third of their depth. The layer of sugar must be even if the final product shall 
be of uniform hardness. The mould, after being charged, is therefore passed under it horizontal scraper 
fixed at the proper height. Or the object is attained more efficiently by the application of a contrivance 
hereinafter described. The mould is then brought under a press, or it is pressed between rollers, and by 
either of these means the sugar is compacted so as to be even with the edges of the strips 5, and thus to 
be reduced to about three-fourths of its former bulk. After this the mould is placed in a nearly vertical 
position, the handle C" being upward, when the form with the sugar is taken off the tray and suspended 
by its handle on a drying rack. Another form of the same construction as the one described is now 
placed upon the tray and the operation proceeds as before. When the sugar has become dry and hard, 
the forms are laid upon suitable frames, and by shifting the strips S asunder, the blocks of sugar are 
made to drop out from between them. 

The tray, figure 3, may be made entirely of metal, and it is ob'ious that its construction, and also 
that of the form, figure 2, may in various ways be altered to suit some particular purpose. The essential. 
feature of this part of my invention consists in forming sugar-moulds containing a series of square com-
partments by means of zig-zag shaped movable partitions strung upon a frame, or otherwise arrangcd 
together, and provided with a suitably contrived support. 

The second part of my invention relates to a machine designed for expeditiously depositing and 
compressing loose granular sugar in such moulds as are herein above described, and in other moulds of 
suitable size and construction. In the following description of this machine ref erence is had to figures 5, 
6, and 7, on sheet I, and figures 8 and 9 on sheet H of the accompanying drawings, figures 5 and 6 repre-
seüting end elevations and partial sections; figure 7 a vertical cross-section, figure S a side-elevation, and 
figure 0 a plan of the machine. 

F is an iron frame, from each end of which extends a pair of brackets, BB, and these, together with 
two cross-ties, qq,  support a pair of slotted flange-rails, CC. B and it are iron rollers, made like pulleys 
and set upon shafts that lie in fixed bearings, and have spur-wheels, Q and Q, attached to them. These 
wheels are geared to a smaller spur-wheel, a, which is upon the same shaft, A', with it transmission pulley, 
a', and the driving pulley, A. 'The rollers R and It are placed so as to project about one-sixteenth of an 
inch above the rails C. P and P' are rollers made of wood, secured by iron Thoges. P has at its circuin-
ference a layer of well-joined staves of hardwood, while F' is covered with a layer of vulcanized india-
rubber. The shafts of these rollers lie in adjustable sliding boxes, tt, pressed down by rubber springs, zz. 
The space between the lower and upper rollers, after the boxes t have been properly set by bolts under-
neath them, is not quite equal to the height of the mould (figure 1.) Tis a wooden trunk, open at both 
ends, and fastened by stays, e, and braces, e', to the frame F, so as to stand just far enough above the rails, 

C, 
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C, that, when the mould (figure 1) is placed upon the latter, it can be passed under the trunk without 
touching it. That side of the trunk which is towards the roller P is several inches shorter than the other 
sides. B isa shaft upon which are keyed two pinions, xx, a pulley, x', and a spur wheel 9, which latter 
is geared to the spur-wheel Q by means of an intermediate wheel, Q". The pinions x are made to corre-
spond to the racks r at the bottom of the tray N, and they are so inserted in the rails C, above which they 
project the height of their teeth, that when a mould like figure 1 is slid upon the rails against them, it is 
caught and pushed under the trunk T. V is a roller lying, in open bearings, a little less than the height of 
the mould, figure 1, above the rails, and having the purpose of counteracting the slight lifting tendency of 
the pinions x. vu are plates of brass stiffened by ribs and attached to levers, 5', which reach through slots 
in the sides of the trunk, and have their fulcrums at v"  The upper edges of the plates v are overlapped 
by shoots of brass fastened to the sides of the trunk and leaving sufficient apace above the plates to admit 
of their being moved up and down about half an inch. K is a shaft that holds two cam-eccentrics, k1t, it 
bevelled friction wheel, d, and a pulley a", which is geared by a cross belt to the pulley a'. The cam-
eccentrics le are close below the free arms of the levers ii, and to insure a sudden dropping down of the 
latter after being raised by the cams, two springs, k'k, fastened to the trunk T, are made to bear upon 
them. 

Mated to the bevelled friction-wheel d is a like but smaller wheel, d', keyed upon one end of a 
shaft, which lies in boxes upon one side of the frame F, and to the other end of w'hieh is attached a short 
crank, 0. a is a blade of rolled brass, furnished with teeth like a saw and suspended by steel strips, 
sew', from a pair of arms, ?u", bolted to the trunk T. The steel strips are united by another blade, 0", 
and to the latter is joined a connecting rod, 0', attached to the crank 0. The saw-blade st, the teeth of 
which are about one quarter inch in length, is so adjusted that when the mould, figure 1, is placed upon 
the rails beneath it, the teeth are about three-sixtcenths of an inch from the strips S. The blade is 
movable in guides fixed to a cross-bar, 1.. The side of the blade towards the trunk is nearly covered by a 
board, 1', joined to the sides of the trunk and having its lower edge faced with a strip of brass. Between 
the board 1' and the trunk is a shaft which is made of or covered with brass, and from which, project four 
rows of pins of the same metal. The shaft lies in bearings attached to the sides of the trunk T, and is 
turned by a pulley, b, which is geared by a cord to the pulley S. It is a board, the lower edge of which 
is bevelled and faced with brass; it is hinged to it pair of bolts secured to the frame F, to which are also 
secured two plates, m sn, of angular shape. In each of these plates is fastened it bolt which passes 
through a rubber spring, i, held by a nut, and also through the board /t. The latter, which represents it 
scraper, is so placed, partly by adjusting the springs i, that its brass-faced edge is a little less than the 
height of the mould, figure 1, above the rails C. pp are boards supported by blocksp'p', and bolted to 
the frame F. The boards are lengthwise sawed into, and strips of sheet india-rubber are stuck into the 
slots, so that they stick out about a fourth of an inch, their edges being in contact with the rollers P and F'. 

In order to be able to carry on a continuous operation, it is necessary to provide about twenty 
trays like figure 3, and about 2,500 forms like figure 2, to be used in connection with the above described 
machine. 

The work begins with transmitting power to the pulley A, so that it revolves about forty times per 
minute, and sliding a couple of moulds like figure 1. upon the rails C. under the trunk T, which is thereby 
supplied with a temporary bottom. Moist granular sugar, fresh from a centrifugal machine, is then 
dropped from an upper floor through a tube into the trunk until it is nearly full, and this supply is regu-
larly continued, and the trunk kept nearly full of sugar while the operation goes on. Mould.s are now 
placed in quick succession upon the rails in front of the trunk, and shoved one close after another against 
the pinions x, by which they are moved under the trunk, pushing those befbre them onward. The moulds 
are put upon the rails in such a way that the handles of the forms are towards the workmen, who are 
stationed on that side of the machine which is free of gear-wheels; and to facilitate the manipulation the 
rails are extended about six feet upon it wooden frame joined to the brackets B. In passing beneath the 
trunk the moulds arc charged with granular sugar under the pressure of its superincumbent mass, the 
ready descent of the sugar to the moulds being more fully insured by the short and quick up and down 
motions of the plates v, caused by the cam-eccentrics Ic, lifting the levers v', and the springs Ic' throwing 
them back again. The rows of pins upon the shaft turned by the pulley It serve the purpose of breaking 
any lumps that may happen to be mixed with the granular sugar. On emerging from beneath the trunk 
the moulds pass under the saw u, which has a rapid reciprocating motion, as will be seen from the gearing, 
and by which the sugar upon the moulds is gauged and distributed, so as to form an even layer of about 
one quarter inch above the partitions S. Pushed on to the rollers It P.., the moulds are caught and made 
to pass between them by the motion of the lower roller, the upper one turning by friction and while 
they are forced through the sugar they contain is compacted with a pressure equal to that which the 
springs z have been set to resist. The moulds then slide along under the scraper ii, by which an),  sugar 
that may yet remain above their partitions is removed, whereupon they are caught by the rollers 
and in passing between them a smooth surface is imparted to the sugar. It will be noticed that the spur-
wheel Q' is smaller than Q, so that the roller B' turns faster than R. The object of this is, that each 
mould, on being caught between the rollers B' P be quickly moved along, and thus a space be gained 
between it and the following mould for the sugar taken off by the scraper to fall through. The rubber 
strips held by the boards p are intended for the purpose of keeping the rollers P and F' clear of adhering 
sugar. After the moulds have left the rollers R'P', they are removed from the rails, and the forms are 
taken off the trays in the manner herein above stated. The trays are at once transferred to the other 
end of the machine to be re-employed, and the sugar contained in the forms is now ready for drying, 
which operation is the subject of another part of my invention. 

As the principal improvements embodied in the above described machine, I claim— 
First.—The employment of rollers, instead of a platen-press, for compacting granular sugar, which 

has the ndvautage of admitting a lugher rate of speed and requiring it far less exertion of power, inasmuch 
as the full available pressure is temporarily confined to a small area, and the air contained in the sugar is 
in great measure allowed to escape; whereas in using a platen-press the air, being much more confined, 
has mostly to be compressed in proportion as the bulk ot the sugar is reduced. 

Second. 
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Second—The depositing of granular sugar upon moulds by passing them under an open upright 
trunk, which is filled and kept supplied with sugar from above; and in combination therewith the gauging 
and even distributing of the sugar upon the moulds by a toothed blade of metal or any equivalent thereof, 
which is kept in a rapid horizontal motion, and the consequent friction of which wiW the sugar prevents 
the latter from adhering to it and forming a crust. 

The tiurd part of my invention relates to a process for expeditiously drying the sugar compacted 
in cubes or similar blocks as herein above set forth. The process consists.in gradually passing the forms 
containing the sugar through a chamber, through which, at the same time, a current of heated air is coil-
ducted in the opposite direction, fresh supplies of moist sugar being introduced and the dried sugarremoved 
without the workmen having to enter the chamber, in which the temperature may therefore be as high as 
the sugar will Lear without injury. 

The chamber should be long and narrow, but may either be extended horizontally upon a floor or 
built upright like a stack. Where there are no local obstacles, it horizontal chamber is preferable. In 
connection with such a chamber racks are employed, which are mounted on small wheels, and have a 
number of arms, on which the forms holding the sugar are snspended by their handles. The racks are 
placed and moved upon tracks, which extend through and beyond the chamber. After the introduetiomi of 
each rack with moist sugar the chamber is closed at both ends by sliding doors, and a current of hot air 
coming through a pipe from ,in air-heating apparatus, through which the air is forced by it fan-blower or 
other means, is let into the chamber by opening it damper at one end of it, the air, charged with moisture 
taken up from the sugar escaping through a stack at the other end, at which the racks are entered. Be 
it assumed that the operation has been going on for some time, that the chamber is filled with racks 
loaded with sugar, and that arack has been freshly supplied with moist sugar outside. On finding the 
sugar upon the rack at the exit end of the chamber to have become dry, the air damper is closed, both 
sliding doors are opened, and the rack with moist sugar is run in, while the one with dry sugar is run out, 
whereupon the doors are closed again and the damper is reopened. The forms with dry sugar are now 
taken off, and the empty rack is, by the use of turntables or other means, run off on a cross-track, then 
along a track parallel with the one inside of the chamber, and by another cross.track back to the place of 
entrance, where it is again supplied with moist sugar and subsequently passed into the chamber,—and 
thus the operation continues, instead of a single chamber, there may be two or more adjoining chambers 
used at the same time, and attended to alternately. 

In employing an upright chamber, two endless parallel chains, about five feet apart and connected 
at short intervals by horizontal rods, are hung over wheels upon a shalt at the upper end of the chamber, 
which is divided by a vertical partition. The shaft is slowly revolved, and a current of heated air is made 
to pass up one of the compartments of the chamber and partly down the other. The forms containing 
the sugar are provided with hooks, by which they are suspended on the rods, being introduced through in 
opening in the side of the chamber, near its bottom. While the forms ascend on one side and descend en 
the other, contrary to the current of air, the sugar is dried, and is thereiLpon removed through the same 
opening through which the moist sugar is introduced. 

Under this head I claitn the mode of drying sugar in forms or moulds, by gradually passing them 
through a chamber, through which, at the same time a current; of heated air is passed in the opposite 
direction. the sugar being supplied and removed from the outsido, so that a higher temperature can be 
applied than is admissible where workmen have to enter the drying-room. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hmid and seal, this thirty-first day of August;, 
eighteen hundred and seventy-four. 

Witnesses— 	 . 	 AUGUST P. W. PARTZ. 
W. Eri'suiwmrim. 
F. C. WEGENER. 

We certify the above and text preceding seventeen pages to be a true copy of the original specifi- 
cation rcfei'red to in the Letters of Registration. 

HENRY CHATTO, 
A. GOLDSMITH, 

Clerks to LEVY & Dr LISSA. 
15th January, 1875. 	 Solicitors, 173, Pitt-street, Sydney. 

This is the specification, marked A., referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
August Friedrich Wilhelm Partz, this fourteenth day of January, 1575. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, 23 December, 1874. 
We do ourselves the honor to report that, on examination of Angnst Friedrich Wilhelm 

Parts's petition, specification, drawings, and claim for "l.muprovenients in the mnanutheture of loose granular 
into solid Sugar," transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of the 12th instant, No. 74-7,075, 
we seo no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as asked for, 	 - 

We have, &c., 
GOTHEIL K. MANN. 

Tar. PRINCIPAL Uxuxa SEcRErAnY. 	 CHAS. WATT. 

[Drawings—two slmecte.] 
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A.D. 1875, 12th January. No. 452. 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Joseph Grafton Ross, for an Tnvention or 
Improvement in the manufacture of Sugar, by means of the direct action of 
sulphur fumes upon the juice of Sugar-cane. 

[Registered on the 15th day of January, iSIS, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His ExcntxNcr Snz HERCULEs GEoRGE Ronnvr ROBINSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS S:H:ALL COME, greeting: 

WI-JER.EAS JOSEPH Gmtyroy Ross, of the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, 
Manager of the Colonial Sugar-refining Company of Sydney aforesaid, hath by his Petition humbly 
represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or unprovement ii) manufactures, 
that is to say, of an invention or improvement in the manufacture of Sugar, by means of the direct action 
of sulphur fumes upon the juice of the Sugar-cane, which is more particularly described in the specification 
and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New,  South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds 
sterhng, for defraying the expense of grauting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of 
Council sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and Eath humbly prayed that I would he pleased to 
grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I. being willing to give 
encouragement to all inveitions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for 
my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said Joseph Grafton Ross, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and dnring the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Joseph Grafton Ross, his executors, administrators, 
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and 
tern of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to 
be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Joseph Grafton Ross shall not, within three 
days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the 
Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at 0-overn-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twelfth day of January, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-13 	 spEcrprcA.mnox, 
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SPECIFICATION. 

TUE object of my invention is cheaply and efFectively to bring the fumes from burning sulphur into 
intimate contact with the newly expressed juice of the sugar-cane, for the pnr;ose of improving the colour 
of the sugar, checking fermentation, and rendering the process of manufacture more easy. 

Near the mill I erect a• small stove, A, in which, over a gas jet, B, or other means of combustion, 
I burn sulphur in powder, or roll, or lump. The fumes or vapour pass tlii'ough a bent pipe, C, proceeding 
from the top of the said stove to a funnel, D, through which the juice front thc mill falls into the pump-
well, F. The juice running rapidly through the funnel, 1), causes a current, wiucli draws away the fumes 
or vapours from the stove as fast. as produced, and causes also the juice to be thoroughly charged with 
said fumes or vapoura. 	- 

1 claim as my invention the application of sulphur fumes for purifying sugar-cane juice in the 
particular method above described, not; .onfining myself to the precise details and Inoportions  indicated, 
but embracing all cognate means of ehaigi n g juice train si igar-can C, iii OlasseF, sugar in ml ittion, or syrup, 
with the ti tines or vapou vs produced by the combush on of sulphur. whel:lier such fumes or vapo ui's ha ye 
been purified or not by passing t:hrough water or other substance and especially the plait of bringing sueli 
fumes or vapours into intimate contact with the said juice or solutio]ls by the current caused by running 
the said liquids past the mouth of the pipe from the stove. 

This is tim specification referred to in my Petition of 21 November, 1876. 
J. GIRAFTON ROSS. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Joseph 
Grafton Ross, this twelfth (lay of .lanuai-y-. 1.875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 11 December, 1874. 

We do ourselves the honor to i'ecoinineud the issue of Letters of Registration securing to Mr. 
J. Orafton Ross the exclusive enjoyment of his "invention or improvement in the manufacture of Sugar, 
by means of the direct action of sulphur fumes," in accordance with his Petition, specification, drawing, 
and claim, transmitted for our report, under your B.C. communication of the 24th ultimo, No. 74/6,758, 
herewith returned. 

We have, &e., 
GOTHER K. MANN. 
CHAS. WATT 

TilE PRrNcn'AL Unnut SicnsTAny. 

0ira1cin95—oie ,heet 
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A.D. 1875, 14th .January. No. 453. 

CONDENSATION OF MILK. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Roger Seccombe, for an Invention for the 
Condensation of Milk, by the combination of dried atmospheric air compressed 
and steam. 

[Registered on the 15th day of January, 1575, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24j 

BY HIS Excxunixcr Sin lIEadurEs GEORGE Roninrr RolliNsoN, Knight Commander of the Most 
Disbnguislied Order of Saint Michael and Saint. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
WJ-IEREAS Rooint SECCOMBE, of Milton, Ufladnila, in the Colony of New South Wales, bath by 

his Petition humbly represented to inc that be is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve-
ment in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for the "Condensation of Milk by the combination 
of dried atmospheric air compressed and steam," which is more particular]y  described in the specification 
and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed and that be, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasnror of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that ]. would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years And I, being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or inanufaetnres which may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for 
my imifonnation, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to inc by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said Roger Seccomnbe, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date 
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Roger Seeeombe, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of 
fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete 
and ended Provided always, that if the said Roger Scecomnbe shall not, within three days after the 
granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at 
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages 
wimalsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In iv thess whereof, I. have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters 
of Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at 
Govermnuent House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fourteenth day of January, in the 
year of our Lord one tmousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

.5(30—C 	 TO 
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Condensation of Milk. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, ROGER SICCOMBE, of Milton, Ulladulla., 
in the Colony of New South Wales, send greeting: 

WHEREAS I am desirous of obtaining Letters Patent for securing unto me Her Majesty's 
special license, that I, my executors, administrators, or assigns, or such others as I or they should or may 
at any time agree with, and no others, should., and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all tines 
during the term of fourteen years, to be reckoned from the day on which this instrument is left at the 
Oce of the Colonial Secretary, at Sydney, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of Now 
South MTales, " an invention for the Condensation of Milk." by the combination of dried atmospheric air 
compressed and steam—these 'combined powers being used for evaporating purposes; and in order to 
obtain the said Letters Patent, I must, by an instrument in writing under my hand and seal, particularly 
describe the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed : This may be 
ascertained by the annexed description, reference being had to the drawing, and to the tters and figures 
marked thereon, indicating the parts referred to. 

R. s:EOCOMBE. 

SPEFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS. 

Fig. 1 represents an elevation of the plant as now worked. 

Fig. 2, sectional portion of above plan. 

Fig. 3 is a transverse sketch of the milk-pans and steam baths, showing the .arrangements for 
applying the steam and hot air. 

A on fig. 1 represents the motive power for driving the air.puinp I, which forces the air into the 
receiver C, from thence it is forced through the pipe D, which pipe passes through the fires of two 
furnaces, marked Band F respectively. By referring to the transverse sketch marked "fig. 3" the heated 
air then enters the telescope pipes marked a' a", from thence passes into a series of perforate4 pipes, as 
shown in the plan fig. 2, and marked U b", which pipes are immersed in the milk through which the air 
passes and carries off the vapour. C' C" on fig.  3 represents stop.cocks for regulating the inlet of air to 
the milk-pans. I on fig. 2 shows a safety-valve designed to carry off the compressed air when it attains 
a certain pressure. 

.1 on fig. 1, a boiler for generating steam to supply the motive power. 

K is a boiler for generating steam to supply the steam baths H, whereby the milk contained in the 
pan & is heated. 4' 4" on fig. 3 represents stop-cocks for regulating the inlet of steam to the steam 
bath H. 

R. SECCOMBE. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Roger 
Seccoinbe, this fourteenth day of January, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 23 December, 1874. 

We do ourselves the honor to report that, on examination of the specification and drawing 
accompanying Mr. Roger Seccombe's application for Letters of Registration for "an invention for the 
Condensation of Milk," we are of opinion that there are no objections to the issue of the Registration 
asked for. 

The documents transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of the 12th instant, No. 74,7013, 
are herewith returned. 

We have, &c., 
GOPHER K. MANN. 

111 
 11F Pnnccri'AT, UNDER SECRETARY, 	 OJIAS. WATT. 

No. 454. 

[Assignment of No. 242A. See page 73 of Reftrn of 21 June, i 572.] 

[])ra'wngs—one sIieet. 
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A.D. 1875, 3rd February. No. 455. 

AN IMPROVED SHEEP AND CATTLE LABEL, AND A NEW MACHINE FOR 
MAKING THEM. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to John Johnston Smart; for an improved Sheep 
and Cattle Label, and a new Machine for making them. 

[Registered on the 4th day of February. 1875. in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY HIS Exer.tr.nNer Sin ilmterLus Guonos ItonEar ROBINSON, Kviglit Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of. New South \Vales and its 1')epcndeiieie, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WT1OM TT-IESE PRESENTS ShALL COME, greeting: 
ls%rfl].1tEAS .Ionx JOHNSTON Siwvr, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, gentleman, bath 

by his Petition humbly represented to me that lie is Ike assignee of Charles 11. Dana, who is the author 
or designer of a certaiu invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of all invention 
for "An improved Sheep and Cattle Label, and a new Maclone for making them," which is more parheu-
Ian1 described in the specification, marked A, and the three sheel:s of drawings, mparked B, C, and I), 
respectively, which are hereunto annexed and that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the 
1{onorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as,  required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that]. wouldhe pleased to grant Letters 
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement 
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And 1, being willing to give encouragement to 
all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and 
having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed 
by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for may intormation, am 
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me 
by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said John 
Johnston Smart, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the 
said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, 
hold, and exercise unto the said John Johnston Smart, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen 
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: 
Provided always, that if the said John Johnston Smart shall not, within three days after the granting of 
these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in 
the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever 
hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment house, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of February, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(x..s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560—fl 	 A. 
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An improved Sheep and Cattle Label, and a new Machine for making them. 

A. 
SPECIPTOATION of J0EN JOHNSTON SMART, of Melbourne, in the Coiony of Victoria, gentleman, for 

an invention intituled "An improved Sheep and Cattle Label, and a new Machine for making them." 

REFEBRINC to the accompanying drawings which form part of this specification, figure 1 represents a 
view of a sheep's ear detached, showing the various positions in which the labels may be placed thereon; 
figure 2 a side elevation of a label ready to be inserted through the ear, where it is to be closed down 
upon it; whilst figures 3 and 4 are views of the label after it is closed down. 

Various methods of marking cattle and sheep have been adopted by their owners to enable them to 
identify their respective flocks. It has been the practice of many to paint or mark the sheep with tar; 
but the mark so made was not permanent, and the tar on the wool has materially increased the labour 
of assorting it. These objections have been partially removed by the use of a metallic ring, with a metal 
ta.g bearing a name or number attached thereto, the ring being passed through a hole or slit in the 
sheep's ear. 

This ring is liable to be caught in the bushes; and the jingling of the tag annoys the sheep, so 
that in trying to rid it:seif of the noise, or when scratching its head, the feet are fre9uently caught by the 
ring or tag, which is then torn out of the ear. This part of my invention has for its object to overcome 
the difficulties above enumerated, and consists in marking sheep and cattle by means of a metal strip 
bearing a name and number attached, by passing both of its ends through holes or slits in the ear, or by 
passing one end through a slit and the other end around the edge of the ear, and closing them down 
thereon, so as to leave no open space between the strip and the ear into which the brush can enter, thus 
preventing the possibility of the sheep being entangled, and making a distinct and permanent mark forlife. 

To enable others skilled in the art to understand and see this part of my invention, I will proceed 
to describe the manner in which I have carried it out. 

In the said drawings, A represents a sheep's ear, which is punched or slit near the head about an 
inch from the edge of the ear, and a fiat metal label, a, either plated with tin, or galvanized, to pre-
vent corrosion, is attached thereto in the following manner —The metal label is made in the machine 
hereinafter described, and is of the form represented in figure 2 it has stamped upon it the name, 
number, or other device required. One of the ends 1' or c (figure 2) is inserted within the hole or slit 
immediately on being cut, or after the ear has had time to heal, and the other end is passed around this 
edge of the ear, and the label being arranged in the desired position, it is closed down upon the ear in any 
desired direction, or by making two holes for each label, through which the ends of it are passed and 
closed down as before described. 

By placing the metal label in different directions upon the ear, ashepherd may at once, and at a 
distance, recognize his sheep and cattle from those of his neighbour, or he may readily ascertain the 
various grades of sheep in the same flock. 

The numbers on the labels may be recorded in a register, in order that the owner of the cattle or 
Sheep may keep an exacthistory of the age and pedigree of each animal, and in the case of sheep, the 
weight and quality of the wool which it bears. The label herein described may be furnished at a small 
cost, and being made anti-corrosive can be used wmthout injury to the sheep's ear, and when once in place 
serves as a permanent mark for life. 

Referring now to my machine for making the labels hercinbefore described, figure 5 consists of a 
front elevation of my machine, figure 6 a vertical sectioll through the same on the line tx of figure 5; 
whilst figures 7, 8, 9, 10, are details hereinafter referred to. 

This part of my invention consists in a new and useful machine for making metal labels or rings 
for the purpose of marking or identifying cattle and sheep as hereiisbefore described, in which the strip of 
metal is numbered and lettered, and the blank cut off and bent into the required shape to form the label, 
as will be more fully set forth and described. 

To enable others skilled in the art to understand and use my machine, I. will proceed to describe 
the manner in which I. have carried it out. 

In the said drawings (figure 1) A is a table upon which the machine stands, from which rise two 
heavy standards, B, B', in suitable bearings, in which runs the driving-shaft C, which carries at one end the 
fly-wheel D. E is a sliding-carriage which is moved up and down in suitable ways in the standards 
B, B', by means of a crank on the driving-shaft which is attached to the carriage by the connecting-rod a. 
F is a bed or anvil upon which is fed the strip of metal 17, from which the labels are to be formed, the 
strip being guided and held from moving laterally by passing through slots in projections b, c, rising from 
the bed F, and being fed forward until its end strikes against the gauge 8, as seen in figure 1. 

The manner in which the strip 17 is numbered and marked with the name of the owner will now 
be described :—d, d', d", are wheels which revolve on a short shaft having its bearings in the lower end of 
the carriage E. On their peripheries, which are of hardened steel, are raised the numbers 0 to 9 inclusive, 
and the wheels d d are each provided with a notch, that in the wheel d being of the greatest depth. 
These wheels are revolved by means of a pawl;  e (figure 2), which is pivoted in a box,f, which is itself 
pivoted to the shaft on which the numbering wheels revolve, and to this boxfis attached one end of a rod, g 
(figure 1), the opposite end of which is permanently attached to the standard B, and thus as the carriage 
Eis moved up and down, the boxf is rocked, which causes the portion 12 (figure 3) of the pawl a to strike 
successively against the shoulders formed by the numbers on the wheel d, and revolve it as required. 

As soon as the wheel d has been turned an entire revolution, the portion 12 of the pawl a fails into 
the notch 13 in the wheel d, which allows the portion 14 of the pawl o to strike against one of the 
shoulders formed by the numbers on the wheel d, and on the next movement of the pawl both wheels are 
moved together, so as to bring the next number on the wheel into line as the pawl is carried back it is 
raised out of the notch 13 in the wheel d, which causes the portion 14 to clear the wheel d', which is only 
moved at each complete revolution of the wheel d to bring its numbers successively into place. in a 
similar manner, as soon as the wheel d' has been turned an entire revolution the portion 14 of the pawl a 
falls into the notch 15 in said wheel, which allows the portion 16 of the pawl a to strike against one of 
the shoulders formed by the numbers on the wheel d", and on the next movement of the pawl all three of 
the wheels d, d, and d" are moved together. 

As 
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As the pawl is carried back it is raised out of the notches 13 and 15 in the wheels d and d, so as 
to cause the portion 14 and 16 to clear the wheels d' and C ; and the operation continues as before, the 
wheel d' being moved to bring its successive numbers into line after each complete revolution of the wheel 
aT, and the wheel aT" being moved in a similar manner after each complete revolution of the wheel aT'. 
These wheels are held from being revolved by their friction against each other, by means of springs, 9 
(figure 2), which drop into the spaces between the numbers, and hold them until revolved by the pawl c, 
as required. The numbers 1 to 999 can thus be stamped on the labels by means of these wheels, as they 
are brought down by the descent of the carriage 13 upon the metal strip 17 on the bed F. The required 
name is stamped on the strip by means of the movable die it (figure 4), into which fit type a (figure 4), 
which is secured to the carriage E. 0- is a former, also attached to the carriage B, the lower ledge, 1, 
of which, in connection with the upper edge of the projection c of the bed F, forms a cutter, for the 
purpose of detaching the blank from the strip 17 and the former 0-, as.  it descends, forces down the blank 
so cut off, and bends it over a stationary former 1{ which projects the framework, and is curved or bent 
down. The ends of the blank are then caught.and bent under the former H by the jaws or levers, j, it, 
which are pivoted, at 7, to the framework, thus forming it into a finished label (figure 5), 

The lower ends of the levers are provided with notches, J, J (figure 1), into which fit levers which 
are connected with the long lever 0, ending with a branch, L,which is met by the prong 0' upon the 
wheel. As the wheel revolves, the prong 0' moves the branch L, which forces down the levers at J, J, 
thus bending the label under the former 1-f. 

The finished label is thrown off the former H. by means of a slide, N, which is actuated by a lever, 
K (figure 1), which is pivoted to the standards B, 13'. and vibrated at the required intervals by means of 
a pin on the driving-shaft, the slide pushing the label forward until it slides, by its own gravity, down the 
inclined portion of the former 11, passing on the stick 5, placed at its end, as seen in figure 2. The stick 
may be of any required length in order to hold any number of labels, and when lull may be replaced by 
another. 

OPEnATI0N. 
The parts being in the position represented in figure 5, a fiat strip of metal, 17 (either plated with 

tin, or galvanized, to prevent corrosion), is fed in by the hand or otherwise over the bed F until it strikes 
the gauge 8; the carriage E now descends, causing the numbering-wheels and die Ii to be brought down 
simultaneously on to the strip 17, to stamp the number and name required ; atthe same time the cutters i, c, 
sever a portion of the strip of sufficient length to form a label, which is then forced down and bent over 
the stationary former H by the former G. When the ends are caught by the jaws of the levers, j k are 
so arranged that the end 10 of the label will not be bent up as much as the end 11, which allows the label 
to be inserted in a hole in the cattle's or sheep's ear, and afterwards closed up by a pair of pincers or 
otherwise. The rod H, furnished with a slide, which rests upon the former II, is now moved forward by 
means of the lever K, as explained, which pushes the finished label upon the curved portion of the former 
TI, when it slides down on to the stick 8, placed at the extremity of the former, to receive it, as before 
explained. A person ordering a number of these labels may thus have them stamped with his name, and 
numbered from 1 upwards, and thus, when placed in the cattle's or sheep's ear, have an efficient means of 
identification; the numbers may be recorded, and the owner may thus keep an exact history of the age 
and pedigree of each animal, and, in the ease of sheep, with the weight and quality of the wool which it 
bears. 

I claim,- 
1st. The above described link-shaped label for marking cattle and sheep, both ends being fastened 

closely to the ear, in the manner substantially set forth. 
2nd. A. machine for making labels for cattle and sheep, in which the several operations of 

numbering, lettering, cutting off, and binding the metal strip are performed by means of 
dies, cutters, fbrmers, and jaws, constructed and operated substantially as described. 

3rd. 1 also claim the wheels aT, aT', aT", in connection with the pawl e, for numbering the metal strip, 
constructed and operated substantially as described. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to John Johnston 
Smart, this third day of February, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
Sn, 	 Sydney, 21 December, 1874. 

We do ourselves the honor to report that on examination of Mr. John Johnston Smart's 
Petition, specification, and drawing for Letters of Registration for "An improved Sheep and Cattle Label, 
and a new Machine for making them," we find no reason why the Letters of Registration asked for should 
not be granted. 	 We have, &e., 

0-OTHER K. MANN. 
THE PituleirAt Uxnn Srdn}:TARY. 	 ALEX. I3RUCE. 

[Drawings—three sheets.] 
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A.D. 1876, 3rd February. No. 456. 

ROBERTS'S PATENT SELF-ACTING, VENTILATING WINDOW. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION for an improved description of Window-frame. 

[Registered on the 5th day of February, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY IIs EX-CELTJmccY Sin TIEIiCULES GEOIiGTi RoBElti ROBINsoN, Knight Commander of the Most 
]Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the Lme. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

1VHEREA.S Hrxnr Hunsox, RoBERT HUDSON, and 1\TXLInM HuDsoN, of Sydney, in the Colony 
of New South Wales, have by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are the assignees of 
Alfred Roberts, of Sydney, aforesaid, who is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement 
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of an improved description of window-franie for at ailtimes 
securing perfect ventilation to buildings, to be styled ' Roberts's patent self-acting, ventilating Window," 
which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed 
and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of 
New South Wales the sum of Twentr Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters 
of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; and have 
humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to them for a period of fourteen 
years And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or 
manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of 
the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated 
therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
and in exercise of the power and authority given to inc by the said Act of Council, to grant and do by 
these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Henry Hudson, Robert Hudson, and William Hudson, 
their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof to have, hold, and exercise 
unto the said Henry Hudson, Robert Hudson, and William Hudson, their executors, administrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of 
fourteenjears from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and 
ended : Provided always, that if the said Henry Hudson, Robert Hudson, and William Hudson shall not, 
within three (lays after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office 
in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney. in New South Wales, this third day of February, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(cs.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560—E 	 SPECIFICATION 
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Roberts's patent selfLa cling, ventilating Window. 

SPECIFICATION of an improved Window-frame and sashes to secure perfect ventilation to all rooms 
and buildings in which they are fixed. 

THIS invention consists of a frame made of 1-in, cedar or pine, with the usual hardwood sill. The head 
of the frame is bevelled or splayed upwards, so as to make the current of air strike towards the ceiling 
of the room, thereby preventing a draught annoying the occupants of the apartment in which they are 
flied. The sashes are connected together by a small iron rod, and are centered or pivot-hung one on the 
outside and the other on the inside of the frame, to allow of them being opened if required, and are each 
made somewhat shorter than the full length of the frame, thereby allowing it passage for air when the 
windows are closed. 

The improvement claimed for this invention is, perfect ventilation secured when the windows 
are closed, making it peculiarly suitable for hospitals, theatres, gaols, &c, it might also be used with 
advantage in public or private vehicles. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Henry 
Hudson, Robert Hudson, and William Hudson, this third day of February, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Srx, 
	 Sydney, 4 January, 1875. 

In returning to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of 
the 18th December, No. 74-7398, and which have reference to Messrs. Henry Hudson, Robert Hudson, 
and William Hudson's Petition for Letters of Registration, as assignees of A. Roberts Esq's. "invention 
of an improved description of Window-frame," we do ourselves the honor to report that we see no 
objection to the issue of Letters of Registration asked for, in terms of the Messrs. Hudson's specification, 
drawing, and claim. 

We have, &c., 

GOTHER K. MANN. 
TILE Pniycipjt UNDER SEcuEnny. 	 JAMES BARNET. 

[])nwings—one Alice!.] 

No. 457. 
[Assignment of No. 433. See page 85 of Return of 28 My, 1877.] 

No. 458. 
[Assignment of No. 153. See page 73 of Return of 8 December, 1870.] 

No, 459. 
[Assignment of No. 446. Sec page 117 of Return of 28 May, 1877.1 

No. 460. 
[Assignment of No. 459.] 
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A.D. 18759  8th March. No. 461. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR BRUSHING BOOTS AND SHOES, AND 
FOR POLISHING, GRINDING, AND SHARPENING CUTLERY. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Andrew Bogle, for Improvements in Machinery 
for brushing Booth and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery. 

[Registered on the 9th March, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His EXCELLENCY Sn IIERCDLES G-E0RGE RoBERT Ronrxsox, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS ANDREw B0GLE, of the city of. Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant, bath 
by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or 
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "Improvements in Machinery for brushing 
Boots and Shoes, and forpolishiug, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery," which is more particularly described 
in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed ;  and that he, the said Petitioner, 
hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of 
Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required 
by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria., number twenty-four ;  and hath humbly prayed that I would be 
pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said inven-
tion or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And 1., being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in tim arts or manufactures which may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for 
my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said Andrew Bogle, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enoymcnt and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Andrew liogie, his executors, admmistrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enloyment  and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of 
fourteen years from the <late of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete 
and ended: Provided always, that if the said Andrew Bogle shall not, within three days after the granting 
of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in 
the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever 
hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighth day of March, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

SPECIFICATION 
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improvements in Machinery for brushing Boots and Shoes, - 

SPECIFICATION of ANDnrw Boott, of No. 5, Flinders-lane West, in the city of Melbourne and 
Colony of Victoria, merchant, for an invention intituled "An improved Machine for brushing Boots 
and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery." 

I FIRST provide an oblong framing, wider at the bottom than the top; this framing supports two hori-
zontal shafts one above the other, the lower one having a grindstone fitted on it, and the upper one 
carrying brushes for cleaning boots and shoes, and pads for cleaning knives. 

The lower shaft has a crank and treadle at one end for working it, and a y-wlieel at the other. 
The upper one has a small pulley directly over the fly-wheel, a belt from which drives it. At the 

opposite end to the pulley are two circular brushes with an interval between them; one is the cleaning 
brush, and the other the polishing brush. The boot or shoe is filled with an elastic last to keep it to the 
brush. 

The end brush on the upper shaft is removable, so as to admit of a sharpening wheel being substi-
tuted for it for sharpening cutlery. 

Alongside the upper shaft is another one on the same level, and parallel to it; it is considerably 
shorter, and has three compressible collars on it, one near each end and one near the centre. The two 
end ones are opposite to two similar collars on the brush shaft. Those at one end are closed in by means 
of a box divided into three parallel compartments running lengthwise of the machine, the centre one 
(through which the knives pass for cleaning) having no bottom, and the two side ones having a perforated 
bottom. Those at the other end only serve as friction rollers, whilst the centre one is for cleaning forks 
and the hilt of the blades of knives. This shaft can be thrown in or out of gear by pressing it against or 
withdrawing it from the brush shaft before referred to. 

In order, however, that my invention may be distinctly understood, I will proceed to refer to the 
drawings hereto attached, whore figure 1 shows perspective of one of my machines complete; figure 2, a 
plan of the top; and figure 3, a similar view, ,cfth- the lid open, which covers the upper parallel shafts. 
Figure 4 is a cross section on a larger scale, r(f the upper portion of the machine on the line A.A in figure 2 
figureS represents the elastic last, and figurj U shows an alternative method (to that shown in figures ito 4) 
of throwing shaft J in or out of gear witkslaaft G. 13B is the framing; C, the treadle which works the 
lower shaft, carrying the gri]ldstone 1), at the other end of which is fly-wheel F, a belt from which passes 
around pulley 1' (see figures 2 and :3), and so drives the upper shaft (I-, which carries the dirt brush H 
and polishing brush I. Parallel to this shaft is another one, marked 3, having three soft pads or collars 
on it, marked respectively 1, 2, and 3. Those pads or collars are simply pieces of wash-leather wound 
tightly around the shaft. Nos. 1 and 3 have similar pads opposite to them on shaft U No. 1 and the 
pad opposite to it are simply friction rollers; No. 3 and the one opposite to it are the pads between which 
the knife is cleaned; No. 2 is on a thinner part of the shaft .1, and is for cleaning the hilt of knives and 
forks. The shaft J is operated by the friction of the pads upon each other, and in order to keep them 
close together weights .1' and ,J2  are suspended from shaft 3, at an angle as shown. When required, this 
shaft can be thrown out of gear by pulling the lever .P, which is connected to it by means of a strap, I', 
which pulls it away from shaft U. K, figure 4, is a box having central and side compartments, the side 
ones containing the knife-polishing material. Ii is a save-all underneath, with a removable bottom, La,  so 
that the knife-polishing material can be used over and over again. The direction in which the shafts U 
and J rotate is indicated by the arrows, see figure 4. 

An alternative method of throwing the knife-cleaning shaft in or out of gear is shown in figure 8, 
where 3' is a handle, to which is attached friction roller J5  By pressing the handle the friction roller 
presses the knife-cleaning shaft J into gear with shaft 0-, and by withdrawing the handle it is thrown out 
of gear again. 

The mode of operation is as follows —If the machine is to be used for grinding, I disconnect the 
other parts of the machine from the driving shaft C by releasing the belt from the fly-wheel. 

If for brushing boots and shoes, I replace the belt as shown on figure 1, and withdraw the shaft 3 
from U by means of lever J', the boot being filled with an elastic last and hcld against the respective 
brushes by the hand. 

If for sharpening cutlery, I replace polishing-brush I by a sharpening-stone. 

If for cleaning knives and forks, I release the lever JS;  the shafts U and I then both revolve, and 
the knife is run up and down between the pad No. 3 and its opposite neighbour, the vibration of the 
machine causing a sufficient quantity of the polishing material to run through the perforations in the 
bottom of the side compartments of box K. After using the machine for this purpose, it is advisable to 
remove the bottom L' of the save-all L and provide a receptacle for the used polish, which can then be 
replaced in box K. The hilts of both knives and forks are cleaned by holding them against pad No. 2. 

I do not claim the use of revolving brushes for cleaning boots and shoes, neither do I claim the use 
of an),  part of my machine separate and apart from its connection with the whole, but I claim the combi-
nation of parts forming my new and household "Help," substantially as herein described and explained. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Andrew 
Bogle, this eighth day of March, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

H E?OW1'S. 
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and for poli.shing, grinding, and diarpening Cutlery. 

REPORTS. 

Sydney, 21 Jiecember, 1874. 
Sin, 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report under 
your B.C. communication of the 11th instant, No. 74, 7,087, and which have reference to the Petthou of 
Andrew Bogle, praying for Letters of Registration for his invention for "Improvements in Machinery for 
brushing Boots and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery." 

On examination of the specification we see no reason why the Letters of Registration should not 
be granted as asked for. 

We have, &c., 
GOTHER K. MANN. 

ThE PRINCU'AI, UNDER SECRETSEY. 	 EDMUND FOSBERY. 

On examination of the accompanying specification and drawing, we see no reason to object to their 
substitntion for the original specification. 

0-OTHER K. MANN. 
21 January, 1875. 	 EDMUND FOSBERY. 

[Dmwing—one !heet.) 
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A.D. 1875, 11th March. No. 482. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN GAS MOTOR ENGINES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Gottijeb Wilhelm Daimler, for Improvements 
in Gas Motor Engines. 

[Registered on the 12th day of March, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His EXcELLENcY Sin Htncnss Gxoot RoBERT ROBINSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of Now South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

- 	WHEREAS GOTTLIEn WILIIELM DAmsm, of Muelbeim on the Rhine, in the German Empire, civil 
engineer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of "Improvements in Gas 
Motor Engines," which is more particularly described in tIm specification and sheet of drawings which 
are hereunto annexed; and that be, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer 
of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense 
of granting those Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number 
twenty-four; and hatli humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for 
a period of fourteen years: And, I. being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improve-
ments in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favour-
able to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider 
the matters stated therein and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and doby these Letters of Registration grant unto the said G-ott.lieb Wilhelm Daimler, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise 
unto the said Gotthieb Wilhelm Daimler, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoy-
ment and advantage thereof, for and durthg and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the 
date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided 
always, that it the said Gotthieb Wilhelm Daiinler shall not, within three days after the granting of these 
Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said 
Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby 
granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eleventh day.  of March, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

SPECIPICATION 
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SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: BE it knoss-n that I, GOTTLIEJI Wn,nzLM Dsnan, of, 
Mueiheim, on the Rhine, in the German Empire, civil engineer, do hereby declare the nature of said 
invention for "Improvements in Gas Motor Engines,?  and in what manner the same is to be per-
formed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement thereof, 
reference being had to the accompanying sheet of drawings, and to the figures and letters marked 
thereon, that is to say :— 	 - 

Tins invention relates to improvements in gas motor engines of the kind described in the Specifications 
of Letters Patent for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, granted to Charles Denton 
Abel, on the 12th February, 1566, No. 434, and on the 3rd August, 1867, No. 2,245 (being communications 
to him from B. Langen and N. A. Otto). 

The engine described in the said specifications operated in the following manner —A piston was 
raised in a cylinder a little distance, drawing in through the parts of a slide a charge of combustible gas 
and air at atmospheric pressure in suitable mixture for ignition; a flame' being then drawn in ignited the 
gaseous mixture, which by its expansion propelled the piston along the cylinder the cylinder being kept 
cool by a water jacket, the pressure of the products of combustion within the cylinder was rapidly reduced, 
and the cylinder being open at top the piston was propelled backwards by the superior pressure of the 
external atmosphere ;  the products of combustion being finally expelled by the piston as it approached 
the extreme of its in-stroke. This piston-rod was toothed as a rack and geared with a wheel mounted on 
the engine shaft, which was provided with a heavy fly-wheel. The wheel geared to the piston-rod was 
mounted on the engine-shaft with a clutch in such manner that it could tura freely on the shaft in the 
one direction when the piston was making its out-stroke, but that when the piston was makingits in-stroke 
the wheel caused the shaft to revolve with it. 

In the said engine as heretofore constructed the working of the slide for admitting the gas and air 
into the cylinder, and the raising of the piston for drawing in the explosive mixture, was effected by means 
of two large eccentrics upon a countershaft driven from the engine-shaft by,  toothed gearing. As the 
motions of these eccentrics required to be stopped at every stroke of the engine, this could not well be 
driven at a higher speed than about 35 strokes per minnte, as otherwise the stopping of the heavy 
eccentrics and gearing occasioned very objectionable noise and wear and tear of the moving parts, in 
addition to which the friction of the large eccentric straps caused a considerable loss of power. 

Furthermore, the regulation of the speed of the engine according to the power required was 
effected by controlling the escape of the products of combustion towards the end of the down-stroke of 
the piston, so as to retard more or icss the completion of such down-stroke, and thus to bring the 
eccentrics sooner or later into action again for effectillg the next up-stroke of the piston. 

By thus throttling the escape of the products of combustion, the piston when it has descended so 
far that the pre!sures above and below it are in equilibrio oscillates or dances up and down upon the 
cushioned gases beneath it, and thus leads to wear in that part of the cylinder where it is most important 
that it should be light, and also if the piston be out of order or leaky, the products of combustion will 
leak past it into the upper part of the cylinder, thus rendering the method of regulation by throttling the 
exhaust ineffective and allowing the engine to run away, in addition to which the foul gases in leaking from 
the cylinder into the engine-room cause annoyance. 

My present improvements have principally for their object to remedy the above-mentioned dis-
advantages. For this purpose, according to one of my improvements, I substitute for the countershaft and 
eccentrics of the present construction of such engines a more simple mechanism, whereby the working of 
the slide and the raising of the piston preparatory to performing its up-stroke is effected by one and the 
same crank upon the engine shaft controlled by a ratchet wheel and pawl in the manner hereinafter more 
particularly described. Secondly, instea& of regulating the speed of the engine by throttling the exit of the 
products of combustion, I allow these to be expelled freely and completely by the piston in descending to the 
bottom of its stroke, and I regulate the duration of the interval between the completion of the down-stroke
of the piston and the commencement of the next up-stroke by means of a governor made to act directly 
upon the mechanism that works the slide and raises the piston, in such manner that such mechanism is kept 
out of action, so long as the speed of the engine-shaft is above that required for the work to be performed. 

My improvements relate thirdly to the slide, which is arranged to operate upon a single passage for 
inlet to and outlet from the cylinder ;  fourthly, to the toothed ring and friction clutch apparatus, whereby 
only the downward motion of the piston is communicated to the engine-shaft; and flfthly, to the means for 
guiding for the piston-rod. 

The nature of my several improvements will be readily understood on reference to the accompanying 
sheet of drawings and to the figures and letters marked thereon. 

Figure 1 represents a front view partly in section of the improved engine; figure 2 is a plan partly 
in section; figure 3 is a vcrtical section on line A, B, C, D, of figure 1; figure 4 is a front view of the 
slide; and figure 5 is a front view of the face on which the slide works. 

a is the engine-shaft mounted in bearings on brackets E projecting from a ring, B', which is bolted 
on the cylinder top, the opening in the ring W being sufficiently large to admit of the pistonf being taken 
out of the cylinder without dismounting the shaft a or its bearngs. On the shaft a is mounted the 
toothed ring a' with its clutch it, similar in action to that described in the specifications above referred 
to; the toothed ring a' being always in gear with the rackf, which constitutes the piston rod, but being 
so clutched to the shaft a that it turns freely and independently of the shaft in the one direction when the 
piston ascends, but that in the other direction when the piston is descending it is engaged with the shaft. 
This, as explained in the former specifications referred to, is effected by mounting the nave a' to which the 
toothed ring a' is attached loose upon the shaft, and arranging within the toothed ring a' and between it and 
the nave it'  which is fixed on the shaft curved wedges pieces and rollers, v, which give a bite by friction when 
the toothed ring turns in We one direction, but rclieve themselves when it turns in the other direction. 

Although this kind of clutch is substantially the same in principle and action as that formerly 
described, the present invention embodies certain modifications in the construction of the parts, which will 
now be described. The toothed ring aL  is preferably made of wrought iron, but the hollows between its 
teeth are not cut out to the outer edges, a portion of the metal being left at the end of each hollow as 

shown, 
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shown, to act as a shroud for the teeth, giving them greater strength. The nave a' of cast iron is made 
with a lip to overlap a grummet on the other face of the toothed ring, and is shrunk on so as to strengthen 
it against the burstmg strain of the wedge clutch within it, A. ring plate, it', is screwed on the outer face 
o: the toothed ring, to keep the wedge, clutches, and rollers from shifting endways, and to enable these to 
be readily taken out for inspection or repair. The ioose nave a'  is made with a boss, a', projecting into a 
recess within the fixed nave a', which is made with a bulge u!, so that the oil employed to lubricate the 
loose nave and escaping into the cavity within the fixed nave is kept by the bulge a' from flowing outwards 
into the clutch, and is allowed to issue by a small pipe, it The rack)" is grooved at the back and works 
on a dovetail guide formed on the bracket v, which is secured on the top of the cylinder, and tints the rack 
is prevented from getting too deeply or too little in gear with the wheel a', and is always truly guided in 
a dtreebon parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Under the bracket q,  is fixed an annular Suffer, F, of 
caoutchouc, against which, the piston can strike in case of its too violent propulsion upwards. 

The lower part of the cylinderj' is spread out to form a stand, f', for the engine, and on this 
extended part is bolted the water jacket to, which is carried up the whole height of the cylinder instead of 
extending only partially "p  the cylinder as described in the former specifications referred to; by this 
means a volume of water is kept in contact with the cylinder for cooling the same, sufficient to render a 
continuous circulation of water unnecessary. The jacket extends under the cylinder, and below it is a 
space to which free access is given for circulation of air. The cylinder bottom f 4  rests on a shoulder in 
the cylinder, and below the cylinder is a cover,f', which forms the bottom of the water Casing; both the 
coversj" aiidf' are secured in their places by one central bolt,f 6. From the bottom of the cylinder a 
passage, x, extends to the slide facing, which is placed somewhat obliquely, as shown in figure 1, so as to 
bring the axis of the slide in line with that of the shaft a from which it is worked. The slide cover It is 
held in place by a strong spring, g,  provided with a set screw, It', which bears against the cover with a pressure 
that can be adjusted by screwing it more or less forward. The slide face y has through it a passage, ? for 
admission of air, and has in it a hole, y',  to which is connected the pipe y2  for thesupply of combustible gas. 
The slide dhas in its upper part two recesses, d' d', of which the one d' faces the opening y4, and the other 
d' faces the hole y'  from the gas supply y', and in certain positions of the slide puts this hole in cominu-
nication wit], another hole?  in the facing, from which hole there is a passage having a number of small 
apertures, ? opening towards the recess d' of the slide. When the slide is moved down so as to bring 
this recess to face the passage x, and the piston is caused to rise somewhat for drawing in the charge of 
gas and air preparatory to performing its stroke, air enters by the passage y4  and recess d', and gas enters 
by y',  d' and ? and the small holes? also to the recess d', and the air and gas mingling enter the cylinder 
by the passage x. Besides the gas supply pipe there are two other gas pipes, ? and It', the one commnu-
nicating with a hole y6  in the slide facing, and the other with a jet It', which is kept burning immediately 
outside a hole in the slide cover h. 

in the slide d there is a hole d' and recesses communicating with it, which when the slide is about 
the middle of its stroke, as shown in figure 3, become charged with gas from p6  and air entering at the 
lower end of d'. This mixture is ignited by the flame h', and as the slide ascends cutting off the supply of 
gas and air to the cylinder, the inflamed gas in d 3  is brought into communication with the gaseous mixture 
in the passage x and the contents of the cylinder are thereby ignited, their expansion propelling the piston 
upwards. A recessed hole d in the slide is made wide enough to extend over the passage z and also over 
a passage at the side thereof in the slide facing; this latter passage communicates with an eduction pipe 
as shown in figure 5, which may be provided with a screw valve for moderating the issue of the products of 
combustion. When the slide descends again to or near its middle position as shown in figure 3. the products of 
combustion issue from the cylinder by the passage z, the holes d4  and p' and the eduction pipe and valve. 

A recess I?:' in the slide cover allows it portion of the gas and air to pass from the recess d' through 
the passage il into the cylinder when the slide is in such a position that both d' and d' are over the recess 
It4, whereby an increased area of passage for the gas and air into the cylinder is afforded, and the passage 
d 4  is cleared of the products of combustion from the previous explosion. 

Figure 6 shows the slide in position for the supply of the gaseous mixture to the cylinder, and 
figure 7 shows it in position for the ignition of the charge in the cylinder. 

The working of the slide d so as to operate in the manner described in due accord with the move-
inent of the piston is effected by mechanism which will now be described, which mechanism also imparts 
to the piston that portion of its upward movement which is necessary for drawing the gaseous charge into 
the cylinder, and is so arranged as to be under the control of a governor. 

The end of the rotating shaft a is bored up and a spindle b is fitted therein, so that it may revolve 
freely. On the end of the spindle b is a crank 1", the pin c of which is connected by a rod e to the slide d. 
The crank Ihl  also carries a spring pawlp, engaging with the teeth of a ratchet wheel a fixed on the shafta. 
When the pawl is engaged with any of the ratchet teeth the shaft revolving in the direction of the arrow 
(figure 1) drives the crank b', but when the pawl is disengaged as shown in figure 1, the crank ii' remains 
at rest. The head of the rod c is made with a. 100!) C'  presenting a slotted hole, into which enters a pin on 
a rod i jointed to a lever 1;; this lever is fixed to a rocking shaft, 1, from which project two arms, stand q 
the one arm in has jointed to its end an upright rod, n, which at its top presents a fork that receives a pin, f, projecting from the side of the rack piston rodj'; the other arm, q, is pressed upwards by a spring, q'. 
While the piston is at the lower extreme of its stroke, the pinf7  on its rod resting on the fork of it, the 
arms in and q  are kept down in opposition to the spring q',  and the pawlp being engaged with the ratchet 
wheel a, the crank 6 is caused to revolve with the shaft a. In its revolution the crank 6' works the slide 
ci by means of the rod o, and it also works the lever k and rocking shaft 1 during part of its motion, raising 
the arm in and fork of a, and thereby raising the piston so as to draw the gaseous charge into the cylinder. 
Daring another part of the motion of the crank 6' the arms in and q  are depressed, but not to the full 
extert, the slot in which the pin of the rod I works permitting the spring q'  to keep up the arm 2  in such 
a position that as the pawip is brought round by the rotation of the crank, a tail p'  projecting  from the 
pawl is caught by the end of the arm q,  and the pawl is thus disengaged from the ratchet wheel o, which 
goes on revolving while the crank remains at rest but on the piston fully descending, the pin f 011 its 
rod entering the fork of a pushes down the arm in, and thereby causes the arm q  to be withdrawn from 
the tailp' of the pawl, whereupon the pawl p is caused by its spring to engage with the ratchet wheel o 
and the crank 6' is again caused to revolve. 

The 
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The mechanism so far described has therefore the effect of giving to the piston and slide their 
proper movements when the cylinder is cleared of products of combustion by the full descent of the 
piston, but of arresting these movements when the cylinder is not completely cleared. 

The means for regulating the speed of the engine according to the power required are as follows:— 
A governor t'is worked by bevel gearing /' from the revolving shaft a. When the balls of the governor 
are expanded owing to the rapid revolution of the shaft, a sleeve on the governor spindle is raised, and the 
end t' of a lever is raised, its opposite end s being depressed; on the tail of the pawl p  is it projection, p, 
so placed that when the end g of the governor lever is down, this projection is brought by the revolution 
of the crank and pawl to catch on .; the pawl is thereby disengaged from the wheel o, and the crank 6' 
remains at rest, so that the piston is not raised to charge the cylinder, nor is the slide moved. lVhen, 
however, owing to suspension of the moving force thus effected, the speed of the shaft a becomes abated, 
the governor balls collapse; the sleeve descends with the end I of the governor ]ever, the opposite end e 
rises cleaiyof the projection p'. the pawl p is permitted again to engage with the ratchet wheel o; the 
crank 6' is again caused to revolve, and the working of the engine proceeds. By this arrangement of 
mechanism the governor is made to act not by throttling the discharge from the cylinder as described in 
the specifications referred to, but by arresting the supply of gaseous fuel until the velocity of the shaft 
has become so far lessened that a fresh accession of the working force is required. It will be readily 
understood that in the above described arrangement for operating the slide and piston the locking of the 
crank 6' with the engine shaft a may be effected by means of any suitable known device operating by 
frictional contact instead of by a ratchet wheel and pawl as described, also that an eccentric may be used 
as an equivalent for the crank 6' and crank pine for imparting the motion to the slide and lever t. 

Having thus described the nature of the said invention and the manner in which the same is to be 
performed, I hereby declare that no claim is made gcnerally to a gas motor engine in which the combus-
tion of a gaseous mixture propels a piston without doing work, and the superior pressure of the atmosphere 
causes the piston to make its return stroke doing work, nor do I claim generally for such engines a slide 
whereby the gaseous mixture is admitted to the cylinder and ignited by bringing it into communication 
with an external Ilatne, but I claim for a gas motor engine of the kind above referred to— 

First—Effecting the motion of the slide and the raising of the piston by means of one and the 
same crank or its equivalent, substantially as herein described. 

Second—The crank 6' with its spring pawl p  in combination with the ratchet wheel o and with 
the lever k, the rocking shaft /, and its arms in and q, and rod,r, with fork arranged and opera-
ting substantially in the manner and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth. 

Tliird.—&gulating the speed of the engine by means of a governor made to act directly 
upon the mechanism that works the slide and raises the piston n such manner that such 
mechanism is kept out of action so long as the speed of the engine-shaft is above that 
required for the work to be performed, substantially as herein described. 

Fourth—The governor levers s, I, operated by the governor in combination with the projection 
p' on the pas"l p,  for regulating the expenditure of gas according to the vclocmty of the 
engine-shaft, substantially as herein described. 

Fifth,The slide d with potts and passages d', 4', 4', 44,  operating in combination with the slide 
facing p  with ports and passagds r, y', 7/2, y', y/ , g', q',  y',  /, and with gas jet it', for the 
admission of gas and air to the cylinder for igniting the explosive mixture therein, and for 
discharging the products of combustion therefrom through one and the same passage ; 
substautmally as herein described. 

Sixth—The dovetailed guide v for the piston rod. 
Seventh.—The toothed ring a' combined with the nave a' shrunk thereon, and with the ring 

plate u', substantially as and for the purposes herein described. 
Eighth—The recessed nave & of the clutch s, having a ledge u' and pipe & operating in eombi-

bination with the boss a' of the nave a' entering the said recess for preventing the oil from 
passing into the clutch, substantially as herein described. 

In witness whereof, I, the said Gottlieb Wilhelm Daimler, have hereunto set my hand 
and seal, this fifth day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventv.fonr. 

Witness.—G-usTAv KLMxrUNG. 	 (J-OflLIEB WILHELM DAIMLE11. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Gottlieb 
Wilhelm Daimler, this eleventh day of March, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sri, 	 Sydney, 10 February, 1875. 
In the matter of the application of Mv. Gottlieb Wilhelm Daimler for Letters of Registra-

tion for "Improvements in Gas Motor Engines" which has been referred to us, we have examined the 
specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no 
objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for. 

We have, &c.. 
J. SMITH. 

TUE PEmtrrAL Unn SEcRETA.nr. 	 JOHN WHITTON. 

[Draivings—one sheet.] 
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WOODEN BEDSTEAD POSTS FOR 11W LIZ BEDSTEADS. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Mr. James Boor., for an Invention. of Wooden 
Bedstead Posts to Iron Bedstaads. 

[Registered on the 25th March, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY his EXCELLENCY Sin Hncunxs GEORGE RoBERT R0BINHCX, :Iciii&it Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Govurnor and Commander-in-Chief of. the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-A Imira] of the same. 

TO AL!1 TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SPIALL COME, gieeting: 

WIIEREAS .TsMES BoON, of five hundred and seventy-one iCent-strect, in the city of Sydney. in 
the Colony of New South Wales, bedding manufacturer, hath by I is Petition humbly represented to me 
that be is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvem mt in manufactures, that is to say, of an 
invention of" Wooden Bedstead Posts for iron Bedsteads," whic'i is more particularly described in the 
specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, liath 
deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of Yew South Wales the sum of Twenty 
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Lettei s of Registration, as required by the 
Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, nnmber twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased 
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the delusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years :And I, being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts o' manufactures winch may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said .I?etition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stat d therein, and to report thereon for 
my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Cot neil, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said James Boon, his executors, administrators, and tssigns, the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during ti e term of fourteen years from the date 
hereof ; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said James Boon, his executors, administrators, and assigns, 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during am unto the full end and term of fourteen 
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: 
Provided always, that if the said James Boon shall, not, within i bree days after the granting of these 
Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in tie Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said 
Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby 
granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colory of New South 'Wales, at Government 
House, Sydiiey, in New South 'Wales, this twenty-fourth day of March, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560—H 	 . 	 SPECIFICATION. 
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Wooden Bedstead Posts for Iron Bedsteads. 

SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, JAMES Boox, of number five hundred 
and seventy-one, Kent-street, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, bedding 
manufacturer, send greeting: 

WHEREAS I am desirous of obtaining Letters Patent for securing unto me Her Majesty's special 
license that I, my executors, administrators, and assigns, or such others as I or they shall or may at any 
time agree with, and no other, should or lawfully might from time to time, and at all times during the term 
of fourteen years, to be computed from the day on which this instrument is left at the Office of the 
Honorable the Colonial Secretary at Sydney, tnake, use, exeieise, and vend within the Colony of New 
South Wales an invention of Wood Bedstead Posts for Iron Bedsteads; and in order to obtain the said 
Letters Patent I must, by an instrument in writing under my hand and seal, particularly describe and 
ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what maimer the same is to be performed: Now know 
ye, that I, the said James Boon, do hereby declare the nature of the said invention, and the manner 
performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement and descriptions, 
reference being had to the drawings hereunto annexed, and to the letters and figures marked thereon, 
which indicate the parts therein referred to, and here particularly explained, that is to say 

Posts marked with the letter A on the drawing hereto annexed to be made of wood turned on the 
lathe, and tapered iron studs at top marked with the letter B on the said drawing for vases to screw on. 
The knee marked with the letter C on the said drawing, to be made of iron or brass (for dovetail); casters 
of iron or brass to be socketed or screwed on the bottom of the posts. The posts painted and ornamented 
with flowers and gold, or in such other manner to suit the taste. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, the thirteenth day of February, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

.TAMES BOON. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said James Boon, in the preseuce of,—EDw. C. IIAfl0N, Sydney. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to James Boon, 
this tsvcnty.fourth day of March, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, 2 March, 1875. 
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. 

communication of the 22nd ultimo, No. 75J1,052, and which have reference to Mr. James ,Boons 
application for Letters of Registration for his design for" Wood Bedstead Posts for Iron Bedsteads," 
and to report that we see no objection to the issue of the Letters of Registration applied for in terms of 
his Petition, specification, and drawing. 	 We have, &c., 

GOTHER K. MANN. 
TUE PUINOIFAn UNDER SEcatnEr. 	 F. 0. MORIARTY. 

[Drawings—ozie sheetj 
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A.D. 1875, 30th March. No. 464. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN WIRE FENCING, 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to William Rigg, for Improvements in Wire 
Fencthg. 

[Registered on the 31st day of March, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. Na. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLENCY Sin HERCULES GEORGE ROBERT ROBINSON, Xnig]it Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of, Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admira.l of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALt COME, greeting: 
WHEREAS WaLInt R:r:oo, of the firm of McLean Brothers and Rigg, carrying on business as 

wholesale and retail ironmongers, at sixty-nine. Elizabeth-street, Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, 
bath by his Petition humbly represented to me  that lie is the author or designer of a certain invention or 
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "improvements in Wire Fencing,"  which 
is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and 
that he, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the 1-Jonorable the Treasni-er of the said Colony of New 
South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of 
Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly 
prayed that i: would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: 
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or 
manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of 
the said Petition, from competent persons appoi]Ited by me to examine and consider the matters stated 
therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do 
by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Wiiliam Thgg, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the 
term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said William Rigg, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended Provided always, that if the said William lLigg shall not, 
within three (lays after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper oee 
in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of 
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this thirtieth day of March, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sevent)r-five. 

(n.e.) 
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]inprovemcnt8 in Wire Fencing. 

SPECifICATION of WILLIAM Rrna, of the firm of McLean Brothers and Rigg, carrying on business as 
wholesale and retail ironinongers, at No. GO, Elizabeth-street, Mclhourne, in the Colony of Victoria, 
for an invention intituled ":nprovements in Wire Fencing." 	 - 

Tnjs invention of improvements in wire fencing has been designed for the purpose of reducing the cost of 
such work, without in any degree lessening its strength or injuriously affecting its appearance. 

One groat item in the cost of wire fencing is that of carrying the material to the spot where it is to 
be used. Now, I propose to reduce this very considerably, by making the wire of a smaller gauge and 
superior quality, so as to be equal in strength to the ordinary wire of (say) two gauges larger. In addition 
to this, my wire is of an oval shape and strained through the posts with the narrower end upwards, so that 
looked at sideways it has all the appearance of ordinary wire, and at the same time presents a much 
smaller surface for the rain to rest on. What does rest there has less power to injure by realon of the 
closeness of the grain of the metal of which the wire is composed. 

I prefer to use iron standards instead of wood, and to have oval holes made in them to receive the 
wire, so that these holes may act as guides and assist in keeping the wire in the position already stated. 

In the event however of wooden posts being used, I provide guide plates having oval holes in the 
centre, which can be affixed to one or both sides of an occasional post through which the wires pass, so as 
to assist in keeping the wires in the position already stated. 

In places where timber is scarce, as well as where iron standards are used, I provide stretchers or 
guides for keeping the wires a proper distance apart. These stretchers consist of slips of corrugated or 
fluted iron, made just as long as the fence is Mgh, and with a series of oval holes in each for the wires to 
pass through. They can be slipped on the wires and run along to any required position, the bottom of 
each resting on the ground, thus acting to a very great extent as substitutes for the iron or wooden 
standards. As will be readily understood, they are light, not inelegant, and comparatively inexpensive. 

In order, however, that my invention may be clearly understood, I will proceed to describe the 
drawings hereto attached, where figure 1 shows sample of my fencing erected, whilst figure 2 shows one of 
my iron standards, figure 3 one of my wooden standards, and figure 4 01)0 of my stretchers, all on a much 
larger scale. Figure 5 is a representation on a larger scale still of one of my guide plates for wooden 
standards, whilst figure G is a cross section—exaggerated size—of my oval wire. in figure 1, LA are the 
oval wires, 1313 the iron standards, and CC the stretchers. DD in figure 3 shows position of the guide 
plates on a wooden standard. 

By this method of constructing wire fencing, I estimate that a saving of from thirty to fifty per 
cent. of the cost of the wire can be effected. 

I claim— 
First—The use of oval wire for fencing purposes. 
Second—Tile use of iron standards witL ovaL holes for the passage of the wire as described. 
Third—The guide plates, Di), on wooden standards having oval holes in them as described. 
Fourth—The use of corrugated iron stretchers for either round or oval wire fencing. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to William 
Rigg, this thirtieth day of March, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 22 March, 1875. 
Sin, 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. 
communication of the 22nd ultimo, No. 75-045, and which have reference to Mr. William Rigg's invention 
for "Improvements in Wire Fencing," and to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of 
Registration in terms of Mr. Rigg's Petition, specification, drawings, and claim. 

We have, &•c., 
GOPHER K. MANN. 

TuE Pnnccxrst UNDER SEcRETARL 	 JAMES BATtNEl'. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 30th March. No. 465. 

A GENERATOR FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF AERATED WATERS. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Wffliain James Grant, for a Generator for 
the manufacture of Aerated Waters. 

[Registord on the Slat day of March, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No, 24.] 

flY His IhCELtENCY Sn HEUCULES Gxonot RODEnT RonINsoN, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM TSE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS WILLTAM JAMES G-iwcp, of Glen limes, in the Colony of New South Wales, Lath by 
his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve-
ment in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of a Generator for the manufacture of aerated waters, 
which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings, marked 
B and C respectively, wInch are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ;  and hathhumbly prayedthatl wouldbeplcased to grant Letters 
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement 
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And i, being willing to give encouragement to all 
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having 
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me 
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the 
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said William James 
Granthis executors, administrators,and assigns, the exchtsive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention 
or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and 
exercise unto the saidivilliam James Grant, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoy-
ment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the fill end and term of fourteen years from the 
date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, andfully to be complete and ended: Provided always, 
that if the said William James Grant shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of 
Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Conrt, at Sydney, in the said Colony 
of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, 
shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Government 
House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this thirtieth day of March, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(r..s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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A Generator/or the rnanijhoture of Aerated Waters. 

A. 

SPECIFICATION of a Machine shown in the aeeoinpanyiiig drawings, to be called the CC  Generator," and 
intended for the more ready manufacture of aerated waters, claimed to be the invention of Mr. 
WILLwE J. 0-BAn, of Glen Innes, in the New England district of New South Wales 

Inn " Generator" consists of a cylinder attached to a stand adapted to be fixed to,  an open or enclosed 
table, or a counter top, by means of screws, screw bolts and nuts, or otherwise, inside the Generator 
are revolving fans attached to a bar placed longitudinally in the centre of the machine, and made to 
revolve through air-tight fixings placed in the ends of the cylinder, the bar at one end being continued to a 
wheel crank having a handle attached, by which it can be made suitable for hand use when required; the 
wheel crank is also grooved round its outer circumference, so that it can be made to revolve by means of 
an endless cord or baud, connecting it with a similar but larger wheel worked by crank or cranks, rods 
and treadle or treadles, for feet use. when required these fans are called the "Agitator" which term 
explains their use. In the inside and at the bottom of the cylinder is an enclosed box or compartment, to 
the bottom of which the "draw off" pipe is attached. in one of the sides or ends of this box or compart-
ment are perforated holes to which pipes as, inlets for the liquor to the box; two of these pipes rim 
horizontally right and left along the bottom of the cylinder in the interior; the third, being bent m the 
form of a circle, runs round the interior ease lining of the cylinder. These pipes are not attached to any-
thing at their ends opposite to those which enter the boi.from which they are projected as far as possible, 
so as to leave their opposite ends open or any shorter distance as may in practice be found convenient. 
Inside this box and communicating with the outside of the cylinder through its bottom, by means of a screw 
and rod in air-tight fixings, is a slide valve by which the orifices inside the box of the three before men-
tioned pipes can be closed or opened at will. Fixed in the bottom of the cylinder is a screw cap or valve, 
to drain the same when necessary. The draw oft pipe is attached to the bottom of the cylinder, inside the 
box, and may be made of any length, resting on supporting bars as shown in figs. 1 and 3, or otherwise as 
convenience or situation may dictate, and terminates iu a tap. In the upper part of the cylinder is a screw-
cap and inlet as a feeder to the same, and also a small tap as air-vent and in addition to these an acid 
bottle communicating with the interior of the cylinder by a pipe, which bottle and pipd is at 

	

to and 
supported by air-tight fixings and mouiitings, the acid bottle having a screw-cap. 

The ]tegistrator elams the right of making the "Generator" or in of its parts in any known 
material, whether of wood, metal, glass, or other composition, 

and 
 to form 

the same 

without limit as to 
size, fonn, pattern, &e., or as to the arrangement of the several parts, to' their several purposes, and that 
the term "Generator" shall be held to include all possible forms and processes that he may 

may'
to make 

available for the manufacture of aerated waters, by means of such a machine as that described and shown 
in the drawings, and for the peculiar purposes for which it is adt4ted, and the conveinenee of use it is 
intended to supply, and in its readiness and economy, and applicability to the manufacture for retail sale 
and supply of such aerated waters, to the exclusion of any other and every variety of the same whatever, 
adapted to the same purpose and constructed on the same or similar principles. 

The following is the description of the working of the machine 

First close the orifices in the box p,by means of the slide-valve q,  then remove the screw inlet 
cap e, and nearly fill the cylinder with a prepared solution, close the cap, and open the 
air-vent c/. Remove the screw-cap of the acid bottle f and fill the same with a second 
prepared solution, and refix cap. This done, invert the acid bottle, allowing the two 
solutions to mix in the cylinder, and by the treadle or the hand crank wheel cause the 
fans or agitator to revolve quickly while the admixture is taking place, during or ofter 
which open by removing the slide-valve q,  and ill), the box regulator-, and by the tap g  draw 
off as required. It is desirable to close the orifices in the box as may be necessary, by 
which means the aerated liquid can be kept and supplied of equal qualify uniformly from 
first to last. When exhausted, cleau out and drain, if necessary, refill and repeat the 
process. 

The Registrator claims originality in the peculiar arrangement of the parts as a novel and simple 
adaptation, to be used for the production of aerated waters, in a complete form for draught purposes, 
avoiding the more costly machinery, and as enabling every man to become his own lemonade and soda water 
maker, particularly valuable to persons residing in isolated places, whether private individuals or pubhcans, 
mnstitutioiis, &c., &e. ; particularly he claims the box regulator as his own invention, as also the supply pipes 
thereto within the cylinder, the "mixer," or agitating fans, as worked by treadles, and by hand, and 
generally the whole of the parts of the machine, as quite original, when taken in connection with the 
solutions which be uses to the object sought to be attained; and he believes that no machines of the kind 
or for the purpose sought to be accomplished have ever yet been produced either here or elsewhere. 

Dated at Glen Inncs, the first day of Februa.r); 1875, 	
WM. J. 0-RANT, 

Inventor, 

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
Wifflam James Grant, this thirtieth day of March, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORTS. 
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A Generator/or the manufacture of Aerated Waters. 

REPORTS. 

Sydney, 18 January, 1875. 
SIB, 

We have read the specification and examined the sketch of a machine for which Mr. Wm. 
J. Grant has applied for Letters of Registration, and which he proposes to call "The Generator." 

We now do ourselves the honor of reporting that Nye are of opinion that the applicant should be 
called upon to furnish a more detailed specification stating how the machine is to be worked, and a claim 
or claims for such part or parts of the machine of which he considers himself the inventor. The drawing 
should also have letters of reference, to indicate the purposes of the various parts. 

We have, &e., 
CHAS. WATT. 

TILE PRINCIPAL Th13Ea SEcmninIty. 	 E. C. CRA.CKNELL. 

- 	 Sx, 	 Sydney, 26 February, 1875. 
We hereby certify that we have examined the papers and drawings in connection with Mr. 

William Grant's application for Letters of Registration for a machine to be called the "Generator," 
and intended for the more ready manufacture of aerated waters, and recommend that Letters of Regis-
tration be granted to Mr. Grant for the same. 

We have, &c., 
CIIAS. WATT. 

THE PRINCIPAL UIWEIt SECRErAILY. 	 K C. ORACKNELL. 

[Drawings—two iliects.] 
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A.D. 1875, 191/I April. No. 466. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE METHOD OF AND MEANS OF EXTRACTING 
OLEAGINOUS, FATTY, AND RESINOUS MATTER FROM TEXTILE 
MATERIALS, &c. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Reginald Scaife, for Improvements in the 
method of and means of extracting oleaginous, fatty, and resinous matter 
from textile materials, whether animal or vegetable, and from other substances. 

Registered on the 20th day of April, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY his EXCELLENcY Sla HERCULES GEORGE RoBERT RoBINsoN, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WIIOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
WHEREAS REGINALD SCATFE, of Moorgate-street, in the city of London, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain, gentleman, bath by his Petition humbly represented to inc that he is the author or designer 
of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of in invention for "Improvements in 
the method of and means of extracting oleaginons, fatty, and resinous matter from textile materials, whether 
animal or vegetable, and from other substances," which is more particularly described in the specification 
and drawing which are herennto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the 
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for 
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of, Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that 1. would be pleased to grant Letters 
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement 
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all 
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having 
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by inc 
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the 
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of. Registration grant unto the said Reginald Scaife, 
his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise 
unto the said Reginald Scaife, his executors, administrators, and assigns, tho exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage tliereol for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these 
presents next and immediately eusning, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the 
said Reginald Scaife shall not., within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, 
register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 
Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and 
become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
nient ll:ouse, Sydney, in New South Wales, this nineteenth day of April, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.$) 	- 	 1-IERCULES ROBINSON. 

500—L 	 SPECIFICATION 
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Imjrovemen.ts in the method of and means of extracting 

SPECIFICATION for a Patent to be obtained in the Colony of New South Wales; for REaINALD Scans, 
of 11, Moorgate-street, city of London, United Kingdom of Great Britain, gentleman. 

Improvements in the method of and means for extracting oleaginous, fatty, and resinous matter from 
textile materials, whether animal or vegetable, and from other substances. 

THESE improvements relate to a method and means for extracting oleaginous, fatty, and resinous 
substances from animal and vegetable substances, textile materials, raw and manufactured seeds, or their 
envelopes or cases, by the use of alcohol, wood spirit, or naphtl'a, bisuiphide of carbon, various others, and 
]ight hydrocarbons employed in the state of vapour and ,it and above the temperature of their respective 
boiling points. The invention consists in the application of spirit vapours or the substances named, in 
closed vessels communicating with other vessels in the which the spirit vapours are condensed, the circu-
lation being assisted in some cases with a force-pump. 

The material from which the oleaginous, fatty, or resinous substances are to be extracted is 
enclosed in a suitable closed vessel, and the material to be vaporized is also enclosed in a suitable vessel, 
heated preferably by means of steam to the desired temperature ; the vapour of the spirit is led by pipes 
to the npper part of the closed vessel holding the material to be operated upon, from whence forcing 
itself by its pressure it passes down through the material, carrying with it the substances to be extracted. 

When the operation has been continued long enough to purify the material, which depends upon the 
kind of material and its degree of impurity, the operation is stopped. Then to remove the last traces of 
the vapour I pass steam, warm air, or warm gases, which is an important feature of my invention; lastly, 
the material is drawn out of the closed vessel and another charge placed therein. 

The vapours, which condense partially in their passage through the material are received, together 
with the accompanying matters to be extracted, into a condensing vessel, where the spirit is either drawn 
off or the materials conveyed to a still and separated, or the materials may be conveyed to the first evapo-
rating vessel named for the further production of the spirit vapour. 

It is obvious that the method here indicated may be carried out in a variety of ways, but Iwill 
describe the form of apparatus I prefer to employ, and which I specially claim as entirely new and original, 
and I will describe it with the accompanying drawing in an elevation of the apparatus developed without 
reference to convenience of arrangement, which nearly always depends upon local convenience. 

a is a vessel in iron or other suitable material with a movable cover retained in place by screws or 
other fastenings, for holding the material to be operated upon, provided with a perforated false bottom 
covered with wire gauze or other suitable material. For the convenience of fiuiug and emptying I put 
the material in a kind of cage by which the whole charge can be placed in and withdrawn from the vessel 
by means of a crane or other lifting power, the cover is then full diameter of vessel. 

bY are the closed vessels for the spirit to be vaporized in or to be condensed in; each of these 
vessels is provided with a steam-jacket, cc', through the enclosed space between which and the vessel bb 
steam is passed to vaporize the spirit or cold water if either of the vessels is to be used as a condenser; 
to each of these vessels is also fitted for use in certain cases an external coil of pipe, dd', to act by its 
snrfaee condensation as a condenser or safety tube, and if necessary this may be surrounded by a vessel 
filled with cold water; e is a steam-boiler by which the apparatus is heated; and f is a cistern of cold 
water to supply the condensers; sets of steam-pipes are also in connection with the upper part of the 
vessel a for the purpose of passing steam through the material to be cleansed, a matter of great importance 
in some cases, as for instance in cotton waste; the cocks shown in the drawing on the courses of the 
pipes will perfectly explain the means whereby the several communications described are to be effected. 

The operation of the apparatus is thus, and presuming that soiled and greasy cotton waste from 
the factories is to be the material to be operated on, the vessel a is filled with the charge (about 1 ton) and 
the cover screwed down, the charge of spirit is let into the vessel b by the funnel su, then the steam from 
the boiler is let into the jacket of b, the vapour then rises by the pipe q to the top of the vessel a, and 
passing down the material carries the oil with it by the pipe Ii' into the vessel Li' kept cool by the flow of 
water fremf by the pipe i to the jacket of Y. When the operation is finished, usually in about six hours, 
the communication from the vaporizer is closed and steam is admitted to a by the pipej for a short time, 
then the inlet of steam is stopped, the cover of a removed, and the clean cotton waste extracted, and a 
new charge placed therein; the process is now reversed as to Li and Li', steam being admitted to the jacket 
of Li' and cold water to the jacket of Li which becomes the condenser and Li' the vaporizer, conveying its 
spirit vapour to a by the pipe vi, and so the operation continues. The operation of drawing off the oily 
matters is effected by the taps 1 and 1' to be purified in the ordinary methods; o and p  are the taps for the 
escape of condensed steam, and q  is the trial tap to show when the operation is finished. 

In certain cases there is an advantage in employing the force or lift pump shown at k to draw the 
liquid or vapour from v to 6', or vice versa, and the pump can be driven by hand or power as most con-
venient. 

I claim the use of vapour of the substances named in closed vessels communicating with other 
vessels in the which the spirit vapours are condensed for the purposes set forth substantially as described. 

I claim the use of vapours of the substances named in closed vessels communicating with other 
vessels, in the which the spirit vapours are condensed for the purposes set forth in combination with a 
pump for increasing the circulation substantially as described. 

I claim the use of the vessel with the perforated bottom for the purposes set forth substantially as 
described. 

I claim the use of the wire cage to held the material to be placed in the vessel a for the purposes 
named substantially as described. 
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- 	oleagMous, fatty, and resinous matter from textile materials, c. 

I claim the specific arrangement of apparatus set forth in this specification and drawings for the 
purposes named substantially as described. 

I claim the method of passing steam, warm air, or warm gases through the materials for depriving 
them of the last traces of the vapour in the process set forth substantially as described. 

In withcss whereof, I the said Reginald Scaifo have hereunto set my hand, this sixteenth day 
of October, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four. 

REGINALD SCAIFE. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Reginald 
Scaife, this nineteenth day of April, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 8 March, 1875. 
Sin, 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. 
communication of 22nd ultimo, No. 75-1,125, and which have reference to Mr. Reginald Scaife's Petition 
for Letters of Registration for his invention for Improvements in the method of and means for extract-
ing olcaginous, fatty, and resinous matter from textile materials, whether animal or vegetable, and from 
other substances"; and we have to state that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration 
asked for, in terms of Mr. Scaife's Petition, specification, claim, and drawing. 

We have, &c., 
GOPHER K. MANN. 

THE PauNcn'ATJ UNDEE SECEETABY. 	 UllÄS, WATT. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A.P. 1875, 3rd May. No. 467. 

SMOKE-CONSUMING AND HEAT-CONCENTRATING FURNACE. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Andrew Sutherland Low, for a Smoke- 
consuming and Heat-concentrating Furnace. 

Registered on the 4th day of May, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No, 24.] 

BY His Excnnuccr Sn HERCuLES GEORGE ROBERT ROBE(SOlc, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Viec-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO. WHOM THESE PRESENTS SItALL COfl greeting: 

WHEREA.S ANIHLEW SUTIIERL&ND Low, of the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, 
bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or 
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for a "Smoke-consuming and ileat-
concentrating Puirnace," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings, 
marked respectively A and B, which are hereunto annexed, and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited 
with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds 
sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of 
Council, sixteenth 'ethria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that 1 would 

by 
pleased to 

grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my 
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said Andrew Sutherland Low, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Andrew Sutherland Low, his executor; adminis-
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end 
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presonte tixL and imthediately ensuing, and fully to be 
complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Andrew Sutherland Low shall not, within three 
days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the 
Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have cansed the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of May, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

SGc-M 	 SPECIFICATION 
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Smoke-convwrning and Heat-concentrating Furnace. 

SPECIFICATION. 
Mr invention consists of an improved method for consuming smoke in a furnace, so constructed that the 
flames from two or more fires are forced into contact by a blast, whereby, from the peculiar action and 
combination of the flames, their smoke and gases are consumed, and the heat is utilised without any los; 
there being no chimney or stack connected with the furnace. 

Its advantages over other methods are:- 

1st. A complete consumption of smoke and gases. 
2nd. The utilisation of the heat without any loss of same. 
3rd. The immense saving consequently in fuel and labour. 

4th. Its adaptability to any purpose in connection with smelting furnaces or machinery the 
motive power of which is based upon heat. 

Fig. 1 is a ground plan of furnace. 
AA are the grates and fire-places. 
BR, the receptacles for fuel. 
CCC, pipes from the blast. 
DD, the ash-pits. 
BE, the dampers. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of same at 01-I on plan. 

The fuel is admitted from rcceptacles BR to the grates AA; the flames from the fires AA are 
forced together by a blast through the pipes CCC, and the smoke and gases from such fires 
are thereby consumed. 

I claim as my invention the application of the flames from two or more fires forced into contact by 
means of a blast consuming their smoke and gases at such point of contact. I do not confine myself to 
any number of fires or grates, or any arrangements of fines or pipes, or any manner of supplying fuel, or 
to air or to parts where supplied, or to any shape, size, or pattern of furnace, or any parts of said furnace, 
or to any manner or way of utilising said furnace. 

ANDREW S. LOW. 

This is the specification, marked A,referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
Andrew Sutherland Low. Dated the third day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 9 April, 1875. 

In returning to you the documents transmitted to ns under your B.C. communication of the 
16th ultimo, No. 751,799, and which have reference to the Petition of Andrew Sntherland Low, praying 
that Letters of Registration for ,in invention for a "Smoke.consnining and Heat.concentrating Furnace" 
may be granted to him, we do ourselves the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of the 
Letters of Registration asked for, in terms of Mr. Low's Petition, specification, drawings, and claim. 

TUE PRINCIPAL UNDER SECEETABY. 

We have, &c., 
GOPHER X. MANN. 
CHAS. WAIT. 

[Drrnvings—ono sheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 5th May. No. 468. 

CLEMENTS' PATENT COMBINED WOOL AND HAY PRESS. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to ilanbury Clements, for a Combined Wool and 
Hay Press. 

[Registered on the 0th day of May, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLENCY SIR liEndur.Es GEoRGE ROBERT RonNso, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO W11OM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS HAFJITSRY CLEMENTS, of Engonra, in the Colony of New South Wales, grazier, hath 
by his Petition humbly represented to me that be is the author or designer of a certain invention or 
improvement in mallufactures, that is to say, of an invention of a "Combined Wool and Hay Press," 
which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings, marked 
B and C respectively, which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteeuth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath, humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters 
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement 
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all 
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having 
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me 
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the 
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Hanbury 
Clements, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said 
invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, 
and exercise unto the said ilanbury Clements, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from 
the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided 
always that if the said Hanbury Clements shall not within three days after the granting of these Letters 
of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony 
of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, 
shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters 
of Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment 1-louse, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fifth day of May, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

G6O—N 	 A. 
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Clement.? Patent Combined Wool and Hay Press. 

A. 
SPECIFICATION of Olemciits' Patent Combined Wool and Hay Press. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COI, I, HAictURY CLUIENTS, of Eugowra, in 
the Colony of New South Wales, grazier, send greeting 

WIIxREAS I am desirous of securing by Royal Letters Patent Her Majesty's special license that I, my 
administrators, executors, and assigns, or such others as I or they should at any time agree with, and no 
others, should and lawfully might from time to time, and at all  times dnring the term of fourteen years 
(to be computed on the day of which this instrument shall be left at the Office of the Chief Secretary), 
make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales and its dependencies, an invention 
for pressing wool and hay, having an easy and cheap application of power, as more particularly described 
in specification: 

Here follow particulars 
The sill-picce A is mort.ised for receiving the tenon of the column I, and the guide-pieces J are 

bolted to the east-iron bracket, which is also bolted to column I; this prevents the column shifting or 
getting out of the perpendicular when the strain comes on. The wool is put in the box B, the door of 
which, C, is lifted up and latched when the box is full; then one man at each lever H, having a wood 
lever inserted, being S feet long from the column, bogins the pressing process by lifting the lever up and 
down, after the manner of a pump-handle. At each lift of the lever the lower cam U, having a square 
hole in, drops down a certain distance corresponding to the elevation of the lever above the horizontal 
line. The cam being pressed below the horizontal line has the effect of jamming itself on the square bar 
F, and on the downward stroke of the lever lifts the square bar F up a distance corresponding to. the 
length of lever and fulcrum. The upper cam & then comes into operation, and has the effect of holding 
the square bar F at the place lifted by the lower cam, until the lower cam drops again for 6 fresh hold. 
This operation is continued until the whole of the square bar F passes up through the cams—this having 
the effect of bringing the cross-head K down, by means of the chain which is connected with K and F. 
When the lid D has pressed the wool down to the lower box B, the top box C is lifted up until it touches 
the guide-bar 3', thus giving the means of sewing the part of the bale which is carried down on the lid D to 
the other part which is in the bottom box. When the bale is sewn and ready to go out, the latches of 
the bottom box are struck U]) and the bale rolled out; but before this takes place, and in order to release 
the bale from the pressure of the lid B, the cams U are set in the horizontal line by means of a small bar, 
when the lid D flies back to the position shown inplan, by means of the great pressure which remains on 
it during the sewing. In consequence of this rapid return, a great saving of time is effected, and herein 
lies one of the advantages of this invention. The screw-press is now in general use, but from its taking 
the same time to return as it does to press,a great loss of time is inevitable, hence the necessity 
for a machine such as herein described, having all the advantages of the screw- as regards power, 'and 
having the additional advautace, by reason of its quick motion, of being competent to turn out twice the 
number of bales per day, and ?urther by its simplicity, and consequently cheapness, of being within the 
reach of all small farmers. 

I also claim the combination of wool and haypress by this invention. In order to convert the 
wool-press as shown on plan into a hay-press, it is only necessary to remove the boxes B and C. which 
from the design may be done in ten minutes. The hay then is placed on the bottom boards, and the lid 
B, working with its guide bars through the guide J, acts equally as well as when working in the box. 

I do not bind myself to the precise details herein stated, as it is evident they may be altered or 
varied without departing from the nature of my invention; but I claim as my invention, the combination 
of wool and hay press, and peculiar application of power as shown on plan and described in specification, 

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
Hanbury Clemcnts, this fifth day of May, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sir, 	 S'dney, 10 March, 187. 
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transrnited to us under your B.C. 

communication of 27th ultimo, No. 75/1345, which have reference to the Petition of Hanbury Clements, 
Esq., for Letters of Registration for his invention of a "Combined Wool and Hay Press"; and we have to 
state that we are of opinion that the Letters of Registration may be granted to Mr. Clement; in terms of 
his Petition, specification, drawing, and claim. 	 We have, &e., 

GOPHER K. MANN. TEE Pniycn'ar. UtEu SECRETARY. 	 B. 0. MORIARTY. 

(Drawitgs—two sheets,] 
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A.D. 1875, 10th May. No. 469. 

INPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR PULVERIZING AND AMALGAMATING. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Edward Youngman Harrison, for Improve- 
ments in Machinery for Pulverizing and Amalgamating. 

[Registered on the 11th day of May, 1575, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His ExCELLENCy Sin HERCULES Gronoii ROnEET RoBnsoN, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WhEREAS EnwAnu YouNonN HARRISON, of High-street, Avoca, in the Colony of Victoria, 
bngineer, hails by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a ceriin 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of all invention for Improvement in Machinery 
for Pulverizing and Amalgamating," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of 
drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable 
the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying 
the expense of griuii:ing these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth 
Victoria, ?ntmbcr  twenty.four ; and bath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of 
Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might 
be secured to him fQr a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all 
niventious and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having 
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me 
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to mc by the said 
Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of. Registration grant unto the said Edward Youngman 
Harrisou, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said 
invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, 
and exercise unto the said Edward Youngman Harrison, his executors, athninistrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen 
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: 
Provided always, that if the said Edward Youngman Harrison shall not, within three days after the 
granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Snpreine Court at 
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages 
whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South  Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this tenth day of May, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight huudred and severity-fivc. 

(L.s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

360-0 	 SPECIFICATION 

4.. 
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Improvements in Machinery/or Pulverizing and Amalgamating. 

SPECIFICATION of EDWARD Yomca3aN HARRISON, of High-street, Avoca, in the Colony of Victoria, 
engineer, for an invention of "Improvements in Machinery for Pulverizing and Amalgamating." 

TJTESE improvements have reference to that class of pulverizing and amalgamating machines in which a 
mechanical pulverizer rolls around the inside of a rotat:]ig basin set at an angle, like what is commonly 
known as the "Berdan basin." The side and bottom of the 'Berdan" form one continuous curve, so as 
to accommodate themselves to a ball or spherical pulverizer, but I make my basins with a flat bottom, and 
sides placed at such an angle to each other as to accommodate themselves to a conical pulverizer resting 
and revolving on the side or wall. Second: I introduce a ledge, projecting inwards from the upper part 
of the side or wall, in which said ledge are openings covered with gratings for the passage of the material 
treated. Third: I cover the face of the ripple or well, between the ledge and the top part of the wall of 
the basin, with copper plates. Fourth: As an alternative to the introduction of the ledge, 1 make the 
upper part of the wall of the basin at an angle midway between that of the ledge and the upper part of 
the wall, and provide grating openings therein, as in the ledge. Fifth: As an alternative to the conical 
pulverizer I use an are-shaped drag, thicker on its outer edge than its inner, and with passages through it 
from top to bottom. All these improvements (with the exception of the first) may be applied and adapted 
to an ordinary Berdan basin, if that shape of bottom be preferred. 

Referring now to the drawings hereto attached, figure 1 shows cross-sectional elevation of basin, 
with my first, second, and third improvements; figure 2 shows cross-sectional of basin, with my fourth 
improvement; figure 3 is plan of ledge in figure 1, and plan of upper part of wall in figure 2, both 
being alike ; figure 4 is a representation of my drag; figures 5 and 6 are cross-sections on a larger 
scale of that portion of the basins shown in figures 1 and 2 which contain my second, third, and fourth 
improvements. 

In figure 1 the framing, which may be of either wood or iron, is marked 1. 2 is the shaft 
supporting the basin; 3, inner periphery of the basin; SA, support or connection of the basin to the 
shaft; 41  the ledge; 5, outer projection, forming a ripple or catch; 6, grating on the ledge throngh which 
the pulverized material is discharged ; 7, conical roller ; 8, copper plate; 9, conical end of shaft 2, fixing 
into footstep ; 10, footstep ; 11, cover of footstep fixed on shaft; 12, plummer block, supporting shaft 2 
13, driving and pinion wheels; 14, plugs or taps for cleaning out basin ; 15 is a dotted line showing how 
the basin may be modified so that a bail may be used instead of the conical roiler, in which case the ledge 4 
and outer projection 5 would become improvements on the ordinary Berdan basin. 

In figure 2, 1 is the grating; 2, the wrought-iron band, holding down grating by glands bolted to 
projection; 3, the glands holding down band ; 4, the lip, east all round the outer periphery: 5, copper 
plate; 43 is a dotted line, showing how the basin may be modified so as to make my upper wall and grating 
improvements on a Berdan basin. 

In figure 3 the grating is marked 1, the glands 2, the wrought-iron band holding down grating 4, 
and the ledge or upper wall 5. 

In figure 4 the upper surface is covered with copper plates, 2. This drag is more especially 
suitable for grinding burnt pyrites, and is made to fit the inner periphery of the basin. The shape of the 
drag may be modified so as to fit a. Berdan basin. 

In figures .5 and 6, 1 is the grating, 2 wrought-iron band, 3 glands, 4 outer projection or wall, 
5 copper plate, 6 lip. The arrows show the discharge. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention, and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to precise details, so long as. the nature of my said 
invention be retained; but I claim the five improvements in machinery for pulverizing and amalgamating 
hereinbefore set forth and described. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Edward 
Youngman Harrison, this tenth dity of May, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Siiz, 	 Sydney, 7 April, 1875. 
In returning to you the documents transmitted for our report, under your B.C. communica-

tion of the 22nd ultimo, No. 75-1,929, and which have reference to the Petition of Edward Youngman 
Harrison praying for a grant of Letters of Registration for his invention for" Improvements in Machinery 
for Pulverizing and Amalgamating," we do ourselves the honor to state that we see no objection to the 
issue of the Letters of Registration asked for, securing to Mr. Harrison his invention in terms of his 
Petition, specification, drawings, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
0-OThER K. MANN. 

THE Pncima Unn SECRETARY, 	 CHAS. WATT. 

[Drawings—one shect.] 
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A.D. 1875, 10th May. No. 470. 

A NEW APPARATUS FOR TYING KNOTS. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Joshua Alexander Kay, for a new Apparatus 
for tying Knots. 

[Registered on the 11th day of May, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His ExCELLENCY But HERCULES GEORGE ROBERT ROBIIcSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander.in-Cluet of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice.Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM TIIESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS .TosuuA AT4EX.cmzR Kax, of Lonsdale-street East, Melbourne, in the Colony of 
Victoria, machinist, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of 
a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "A new Apparatus 
for tying Kiiots," which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the four sheets 
of drawings, marked respectively B, C, B, and F, all of which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said 
Petitioner, hath deposited with the lioiiorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the 
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as 
required by the Actof. Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I 
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the 
said invention or improvement might be Aecured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being 
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may 
be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from 
compotent persons appointedby me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon 
for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
nuto the said Joshua Alexander Kay, his executors, administrators, andassigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Joshua Alexander Kay, his executors, adminis-
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end 
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be 
complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Joshua Alexander Kay shall not, within three days 
after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme 
Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all 
advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
incnt House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this tenth day of May, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.s.) 	 - 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

500—P 	 A. 
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A. 
SPECIFICATION of JOSHUA AlEnrnrjt KAY, of 91, Lonsdale-street Fast, Melbourne, in the Colony of 

Victoria, machinist, for an invention intitnied "A new Apparatus for tying Knots." 
Trns invention consists first and chiefly of certain tools, implements, or devices for tying knots; and 
secondly, of certain contrivances for imparting the necessary motion to such tools. 

My tools, implements, or devices for tying knots consist primarily of a looper—a horizontally sliding 
hook, it rotating hook, and a hooked finger and thumb. Secondarily they consist of a needle, a knot 
slipper, a fixed hook, a top, bottom, and middle cord catcher or holder, and a knife. The knot is tied 
inside an oblong casing which I call the knotting box. 

My looper consists of an oblong slab having three prongs at one end and some rack teeth on its 
face. The upper prong is grooved lengthwise on its upper side, and the middle one on its lower side. A. 
slot is made in the back to receive a pin or stud for working the horizontally sliding hook. 

The horizontally sliding hook is the hooked end of a metal rod which is connected to a lever working 
vertically on a central stud or pivot in the knotting box. At the lower end of this lever is the pin or stud 
which works in the slot at the back of the looper. 

The rotating hook is a piece of cranked or bentsteel, one end of which fits into a socket in the end 
of a horizontal shaft running through the centre of one end of the knotting box and the other end of 
which is hooked. 

The hooked finger and thumb consist of two metal rods connected together so that they will move 
simultaneously until they reach a given point, when the hooked finger will proceed alone and the thumb 
wait until it returns. The thumb will then resume its position and motion as before. 

My needle consists of a curved arm bent into very nearly the shape of a semi-circle, with holes at 
intervals to permit the string or cord to pass through from back to front and from front to back again, and 
with an eye near the extremity as is usually the case with needles. 

My knot-slipper consists of a piece of narrow flat metal, forked at its working end. 
My fixed hook projects horizontally from the interior of the casing in which the knot is tied, not 

across it but lengthwise with it, reaching to the centre and on such a level as to be just below the middle 
prong of the looper. 

My cord catchers or holders consist of moving contrivances for holding the cord or string more or 
less tightly against certain fixed parts of the framing. 

My knife is simply a piece of sharpened steel, its use being to cut the cord or string at the precise 
time required. 

The motions of my primary tools are as follows —Supposing the knot required is to be made with 
double string, as in knotting the two ends of a band together (this being as II believe the principal use of 
my invention), then the two strings must be held by some suitnble tension and pass over the end of the 
prongs or fingers on the looper. The forward motion of this looper strains-the string and pulls it a little 
from the tension, whilst at the same time the horizontally sliding hook at the back of it draws back the 
upper end of the double cord or string and strains it over the top of the looper, whilst the fixed, hook 
prevents the double string or cord from moving below the horizontally sliding hook, thus removing the 
ends of the string from the course to be subsequently travelled by the rotating hook. 

The string around the looper then forms three sides of an oblong. The rotating hook now comes 
into play, catching the double string or cord just below the fixed hook and winding it around the front, 
over the top, and very nearly half-wa.y down the back of the looper, when the hooked finger passing 
obliquely between the prongs of the looper reaches the back of the casing, when the rotating hook con-
tinuing its rotation (which never ceased) carries the double string inside the hook of the finger just 
referred to, which immediately retires, carrying the double string or cord through the circle formed by the 
rotating hook, and being held firmly by the thumb as it returns to its position deliberately tightens the 
knot, the knot slipper meantime rising up underneath and compelling the knot to slip in the required 
direction whilst it is being tightened. 

The needle is needful to carry down the string or cord from time to time to the bottom holder or 
gripper which takes it from the eye of the needle whilst the knife cuts it off; the lower holder or gripper 
then releases it and the middle one takes it, acting as a tension during most of its time, whilst the top 
gripper or catch is placed close to the position where the knot is required to be tightened and holds the 
string until the process is completed. The loop of cord or string having its ends tied into a knot, and 
containing anything or nothing, then falls from the apparatus. 

In other however that my invention may be distinctly understood, I will now proceed to describe 
the drawings hereto annexed, which clearly illustrate the several parts of my apparatus and the mode of 
working them. 

Figure 1 is a front view; figure 1', a back view; figure P, front end view; and figure 1', top view 
of my looper A. 

Figure 2 is a front view and figure 2' is top view of my oblong casing with the top plate and looper 
removed so as to exhibit the horizontally sliding hook B, rotating hook 0, and the fixed hook D, the latter 
figure showing the finger and thumb, F and F', as they appear when at the extremity of their stroke. 

Figure 3 is front view ;  figure 3', top view; and figure 3b  is cross section on line as in figure 3 of 
my oblong casing complete. 

Figure 4 is top view, and figure 4' is side view of my hooked finger P and thumb F; whilst figures 
4b  and 4' are views of the under and front sides respectively of the case in which they work; and figure 
4dis  front end view thereof. 

Figures 5, 54, and 5h show respectively back, side, and top view of my needle G. 
Figures 6 and 6' show respectively front and side view of my knot slipper I-I in position. 
Figures 7 and 7' show repectively top and side views of my top cord catcher or holder, I. 
Figures S and 8' show respectively top and end view of my bottom cord catcher, J. 
Figures 9, 9, and 91  show respectively top, end, and side view of my middle cord catcher, K. 
Figures 10 and 10' show respectively top and end view of the knife, L. 

In 
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In working my apparatus I first thread the needle with the string or cord to be used and pull 
it through the eye suThciently far to admit of its being passed down in front of the knotting box and turned 
round the lower holder J as shown in figure 11. The material around which the string is to pass is then 
placed in the position shown in figure 11', and the needle commences its motion; descending in front of 
the knotting box it passes between two guides just above the middle holder, which then presses forward 
and keeps kin position but does not hold it. Still descending it reaches the lower holder .1, which releases 
its grip of the first cord at the same time that the middle bolder presses fully forward and grips both it 
and the cord last supplied (see figure lIP), whilst immediately afterwards the knife L cuts the string just 
above the lower holder in front of the needle. The motion of the knife follows that of the lower holder 
so quickly as to be almost simultaneous. The top holder 1 also presses itself dead up at the same time as 
the lower one. The needle then commences to retrace its motion, simultaneously with which the looper 
commences to move forward in the knotting box, and the hook B (which passes immediately over the top 
of the upper prong) to move backward, the two hooks B and B preserving the top and bottom portion of 
the loop in the required positions. When the looper has reached the extremity of its stroke (see figure 3), the 
rotating hook C catches the lower end of the loop and winds it around the two upper prongs of the looper 
until it has made very nearly three-fourths of a rotation, when the hooked finger F and thumb F pass 
between the prongs of the looper, the thumb waiting just inside whilst the hooked finger presses onward 
to the back of the casing, When the rotating hook C continuing its rotation carries the string in front of 
the hooked finger F, which immediately retires with it to the thumb. This then closes upon it and holds 
it fast, both together retiring backwards into their case F', simultaneously with the backward movement 
of the looper A and the forward movement of the sliding hook B. Prior to these backward movements 
being completed, and immediately after the finger and thumb are outside the easing E, the knot slipper H 
rises and catches the string between its forks just in front of the knot, then as the thumb and finger retire 
the slipper slips along the string the knot which has been previously formed quite close to the top catch 1, 
which then releases its hold and the weight of the material contained in the band draws the string from 
the finger and thumb so as to allow it to fall clear of the machine. 

It will be noticed that each time the needle descends it carries two lengths of cord or string with it, 
one on each side of its eye and eachhaving a slight tension on it. In the one case this tension is produced 
by the weight of the material being bound, and in the other by the resistance of the reel on which the cord is 
wound, it will also be noticed that in starting the machine the cord or string is first passed down to and 
held by the lower holder, then passes around the bundle to be tied, and then through the eye of the needle, 
so that when it descends it takes two lengths of cord or string, making altogether three lengths in the 
machine at one time. Two of these are released as each knot is tied, leaving a third one with which to 
commence forming the next band. This third string is by the upward motion of the needle kept quite 
clear of the other two until they have been knotted and released from the machine. 

The second part of my invention consists of certain contrivances for imparting the necessary motion 
to the tools, implements, or devices just described. These contrivances need but little further description 
beyond what is given by the drawings of them, to which I am now about to refer, except to state that 
they are all to be driven from one main shaft, which in every case has a dotted line drawn across its centre. 

Figure 13 then is the contrivance for imparting motion to the segmental rack A', which works the 
looper. This segmental rack is made elbow-shaped (see figure 22). The motion is imparted by the 
eccentricity of the groove A' on disc A' in which the stud or roller A' travels, thus operating lever A?, at 
the end of which is vertical stud A°, to which the segmental rack is attached. 

Figure 14 is the contrivance for rotating hook C. Here again the motion is imparted by the 
eccentricity of a groove, C', on disc (35  in which it. stud or roller C' travels, thereby revolving circular 
ratchet C' and spur wheel (35  through the intervention of jointed crank lever (36;  C' being a spring 
pawl; C° and C' being small toothed wheäls, the latter being on the end of horizontal spiiidle in the 
opposite end of which the rotating hook C is received and fastened. 

Figures 14' and 14b  are respectively front and side sectional views of that part of the machine which 
is under the knotting box and shown at the end of figure 14. 

Figure 15 is the contrivance for operating the hooked finger and thumb Ii' and F', through the 
intervention of segmental rack F, pinion F', and spur wheel F, gearing into the rack F' on the tool 
itself. In this case also the motion is imparted to the elbow-shaped segmental rack by the eccentricity of a 
groove F on disc F°, in which a stud or roller, F, travels, thus operating lever F°, at the end of which is 
vertical stud, F'°, to which the segmental rack F is attached. 

Figure 16 is the contrivance for operating the needle. At the end of the driving shaft is a disc, 0', 
having an eccentric pin, G', projecting from its face, which is connected by rod 0' to the crank 0-' at the 
end of shaft 06  which carries the needle. 

Figure 17 is the contrivance for working the knot slipper, the motion being imparted by means of 
the lug or projection H' on disc H', pushing lever IF, and so operating the tool through the medium of the 
Forked lever Al. 11° being a spring to keep the lever H' in position between the motions of the tool. 

Figure IS is the contrivance for working the top catch, which is bent downwards at its extremity. 
This bent part I' is clasped by fork I', at the end of. lever I', which is operated by stud or roller P 
travelling over the projections 15  on disc 16. 

Figure 19 is the contrivance for working the bottom catch, which is worked by a triangular stud or 
pin, .1', travelling over projection J' on disc 33, thus operating lever 3', at the end of which is the catch; 35 
(see figure 23) is flat metal spring for keeping this catch in its nominal position. 

Figure 20 is the contrivance for working the middle catch or holder, which is worked by stud or 
roller K', travelling over projection K' on other side of disc 31, thus operating lever K' at the end of which 
is the catch—K.' being a spiral spring for withdrawing the catch from the string immediately the stud or 
roller K' falls off the projection K.'. 

Figure 21 is the contrivance for operating the knife, which is kept in its nominal position by flat 
spring L' (see figure 23). Motion is imparted to it by the travel of stud or roller L' over the projection 
L' on the opposite side of disc 16,  thereby moving lever L4  at the end of which is the knife. 

M is the driving shaft, upon which all the discs are fastened, and from which the whole machine is 
operated. 	 Referring 
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Referring now to the machine as a whole : figure 22 is a top view; fgure 23, a top view with the 
top plate removed ; figure 24, a front end elevation; and figure 25, it plan of the machine when turned 
upside-down. 

The order in which the several motions take place is as follows :—The needle first descends, and 
when its point is level with the knife, the roller K' of the middle bolder comes in contact with the 
eccentric cam or projection on the disc V. The bottom catch J commences to move just as the point of 
the needle is on a level with the bottom of it. The knife L, moving almost simultaneously, then enters 
between the cord and the needle. Just before the completion of the downward stroke of the needle the 
top catch I commences to press in, and is dead up immediately before the knife cuts. The bottom catch .1 
presses up at the same time as the top one, and passes between the cord and the needle just above the 
needle's eye. The segmental rack A' commences to move almost immediately after the top catch is dead up. 
At half stroke of this rack, and when the point of the needle has risen about three-eighths of an inch above 
the knife, the other segmental rack F' commences to move, and the finger is just at the mouth of its own 
case when the lewcr catch and knife act. The rotating hook then commences to rise and rotate. The 
roller Kt  now falls off the projection K' acting as a tension during the latter part of its stroke. linmedi-
ately the rotating hook has risen sufliciently high, the finger and thumb F and P pass underneath and 
enter the front of the knotting box, the speed of the finger increasing as it enters; the thumb stops just 
inside and the finger proceeds onward to the back of the box, waiting until the rotating hook passes inside 
it, when it immediately withdraws to and joins the thumb, which together retire outside the front of the 
box. The knot slipper 11 now rises, catching the string in its fork just between the knot and the finger 
and thumb. The looper now retires and the finger and thumb recede into their case, thus tightening the 
knot whilst the slipper slips it along close to the material being bound ; the top catch 1. then withdraws, 
and the operation is completed. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that 1 attach far greater importance to the tools, implements, or devices and the motions 
imparted to them, which constitute the first part of my invention, than to the contrivances for imparting 
such motions, ivasmuch as the latter may be altered or varied without departing from the nature or 
essence of my invention. 

1. would also have it understood that I believe the principal use of my invention will be in tying 
knots in string around sheaves of grain; but inasmuch as my apparatus will tie knots in single or double 
string, and for any purpose whatever, I do not confine myself to any particular purpose to which my 
apparatus may be applied, but I claim,— 

First—The peculiar construction of each of my tools, implements, or devices for tying knots, 
marked respectively A, B, C, D, F, F, F', 0-, II, I, K, and Ti. 

Second._ r.uhe  peculiar motions imparted to each of these tools, implements, or devices herein 
described. 

Third—The several contiivances herein described for imparting the required motion to each such 
tool, implement, or device. 

Fonrth,—The combination of parts forming my complete apparatus for tying knots, substantially 
as herein described and explained. 

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration graited 
to Joshua Alexander Kay, this tenth day of May, 1875. 

}IERULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 15 April, 1875. 
Sin, 

In returning to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of the 
24th ultimo, No. 75/1,931, and which have reference to Joshua Alexander Kay's Petition for Letters of 
Registration for "A new Apparatus for tying Knots," we do ourselves the honor to state that we see no 
objection to the issue of the Letters of Registration asked for, in terms of Mr. Kay's Petition, specification, 
drawings, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
0-OTHER K. MANN, 

Tnt Pncrpn Ui'nn SEctErABY. 	 FRANCIS HIXSON. 

[ flrawings—four sheets.] 
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A.D. 1875., 10th May. No. 471. 

IMPROVED MODE OP AND APPARATUS POR RAILWAY SIGNALLING. 

LETTERS OF IIJEGTSTRATION to Austin Chambers, for an Improved Mode of 
and Apparatus for Railway SignaJlirig. 

Registered on the 11th day of May, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24] 

BY HTS ExcEtr4ncr Sin IThncutns Gxouan Ronxnt RoBINSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in.Chief of the 
Colony of Now South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice.Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

ST1REAS Aus'rrn Cirnrnns, of Marylebone Road, in the County of Middlesex, England, rigimi 
engineer, bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "Improved Mode of and 
Apparatus for Railway Signalling," which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, 
and the four sheets of drawings, marked B, C, D, and E, respectively, all of which are hereunto annexed 
and that he, the said Petitioner, hath depositqd with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of 
New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these 
Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty.four; and 
bath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of, Registration, whereby the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of 
fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all illventions and improvements in the 
arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the 
prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters 
stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, and in exercise of the power and authority  given to mc by the said Act of Council, to grant, and 
do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Austin Chambers, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the 
term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Austin Chambers, 
his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during 
and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Austin Chambers shall 
not, witlim three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper 
office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of 
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and liavo caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be scalod with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, this tenth 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and scventy.five. 

IIERCtJ,ES ROBINSON. 

500—Q 	 A. 
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A. 
SPECIFICATION of A.USTII-  CRAMBERS, of Marylebone Road, in the County of Middlesex, England, 

signal engineer, for an invention intituled "Improved Mode of and Apparatus for Railway 
Signalling." 

Tuis invention is designed to supply a simple efficient, reliable, and economical system of railway sig-
nalling, and to enable railways to be worked in foggy or misty weather with greater safety than 
heretofore, and without the augmentation of staff necessitated when signalling in foggy weather by the 
method at present commonly practised. To this end I suppress or dispense with the wires or metal rod 
connections usually employed as media of communication between the signalling boxes, stations, or places, 
and the semaphores, or arms and lamps; and in lieu of atuating or changing the positions of such 
signalling bodies or objects by the direct application thereto of mechanical means, I actuate them 
pneumatically, that is to say, i establish communication between the said signalling bodies or objects, and 
the boxes, stations, or places whence the same are to be operated, by suitable pipes, tubes, passages, or 
vessels; and I effect the necessary movements or changes of position of the said signalling bogies or 
objects by changing the density or pressure of a volume (or volumes) of air or other elastic fluid contained 
in such pipes, tubes, passages, or vessels. 

In apparatus according to my invention, the ordinary, or what I will call the normal pressure in 
the pipes, tubes, passages, or vessels, is that of the external atmosphere for the time being or thereabout, 
and when this pressure prevails in the said pipes, tubes, or passages and vessels, the signalling bodies or 
objects are invariably in the positions indicating danger, their movement into or towards the positions 
indicating safety being effected by augmenting or diminishing the pressure of the elastic fluid in the 
pipes, tubes, or passages and vessels. These augmentations or dimiuutions of pressure are effected as 
required, by pumps, collapsible vessels, compressors, or exhausters, or rarefiers, or apparatus resembling 
bellows, or gas-holders, or governors connected with the signalling levers or apparatus, so as to be 
actuated for compressing or rarefying the air when such levers are moved, or in some cases accumulators 
or reservoirs of compressed air or gas, or exhausters or vessels in which a partial vacuum has been 
established and is msintained, may be used in conjunction with the pipes, tubes, or passages communi-
cating withthe signalling bodies or objects as aforesaid; and the temporary augmentations or diininutions 
of pressure in the said pipes, tubes, or passages may be effected by the opening of suitable cocks or ways 
establishing communication with such accumulators or reservoirs of compressed air or gas, or with the 
exhausters or rareGers as the case may be, so as to admit compressed air or gas into the pipes, tubes, or 
passages, or to partially exhaust therefrom the air or gas they contain. By arranging the apparatus 
so that at the normal pressure all the signalling bodies or objects shall be in the position indicating 
danger, as above described, I effectually guard against accident arising from any leakage or other defect 
in the apparatus, inasmuch as any undue diminution or increase of pressure will tend to move the 
signalling bodies or objects into, or will have the effect of allowing them to resume the position indicating 
danger, thus preventing the passage of trains until the defect has been made good. 

My invention is applicable for signalling in various situations, and may be used with great 
advantage for working distance signals and junction signals. 

My invention will enable distance signals to be worked with facility at much greater distances 
than by the ordinary method of actuating the semaphores or signals by wires or metal rod connections, 
thus obviating the employment in foggy or misty weather of chains of men for communicating signals 
along the line beyond the distance signals, as now commonly requisite. 

In the pipes, tubes, or passages communicating with distance signals, I in some cases provide 
valves or other means, at intervals, whereby the guard of a train or other official may, when necessary 
(as for example when a train has passed within a distance signal, and another train is heard in front, but 
is not visible), reduce or increase the pressure in the pipe, tube, or passage leading to the distance and 
home signals, and, thereby canse the same to assume the positions indicative of danger. 

I provide similar arrangements, in conjunction with indicators actuated by the change of pressure 
in the pipes, tubes, or passages at railway stations, for the use of station masters, platform foremen, and 
other officials. In this way my invention will afford a simple and efficient check upon the signalmen in 
the boxes away from the stations, at the same time giving the officials at either of these places pOwer to 
alter the pressure in the pipes, tubes, or passages in such manner as to allow the signals to resume the 
danger position. The indicators employed may be ordinary syphon water gauges. 

My invention may be advantageously applied at junctions or in other situations where it is 
requisite that two or more signalmen acting independently should move their respective levers before the 
semaphore, or signalling body, or object, can be caused to assume the position indicating safety. 

My invention will be found of great practical value also, as applied to signalling on railways where 
the traffic is conducted on the principle knovn in England as the "block" system. By "block" system 
is meant that no two trains shall be allowed to be at any one time between any two signalling stations. 
For example, let A, B, and C (fig. 12 of the drawings), be three distinct and separate signalling stations, 
and suppose that a train (which for distinction I will call train No. 1) had just passed station A. 
According to the "block" system, no other train would be allowed to pass station A until train No. 1 
had passed station B, nor would any second train be allow'ed to pass station 13 until train No. 1 had gone 
beyond station C. Now with signalling apparatus actuated by the means heretofore generally adopted, 
the movements of the signals at each station are effected entirely by the officials at such stations, who 
are guided in their operations by telegraphic communications only: thus, for instance, to continue the 
supposed case—train No. 1 having passed station A, the attendant there would move the signal into the 
position indicating danger, and would leave it in that position until he received a telegraphic indica-
tion from station B to the effect that train No. 1 had passed that station; but if, from misunderstanding 
any message, or from any other cause, the attendant at station A. should move his lever over before train 
No. 1 had passed station B, then, in signalling apparatus of the ordinary kind, the semaphore arm of 
station A would assume the position indicative of safety, there being no positive connection between the 
actuating apparatus of the two stations (A and B) to absolutely prevent an incorrect signal being 
inadvertently given. Now, by my invention, I make it impossible for the semaphore arm or signalling 

object 
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object at any one station (A for example) to be moved into the position indicating that the line is clear, 
without the positive concurrence from the station (B) which any train proceeding in its proper direction 
along the line will next have to pass. In other words, the proper levers at both stations (A and B) must 
be moved into the "safety" position before the semaphore arm at the first station (A) of the two, can be 
caused to assume the position indicating that a train may proceed. 

And in order that my improved method of signalling may be well understood, I proceed to more 
particularly describe the manner of carrying it into practical effect, for which purpose I append drawings 
showing several constructions of apparatus designed by me to meet the requirements of various 
applications. 

Fig. 1 of the drawings is an elevation of an ordinary signal post, provided with a semaphore arm and 
coloured lenses, combined with apparatus for actuating the same pneumatically, according to my invention. 

a is the signal post, 6 the semaphore arm, to which is rigidly attached the frame b' carrying the 
coloured glasses, the glass 62  being of the proper colour to represent that the line is clear., and the glass 6' 
of the color signifying "danger." The arm 6 and frame 6' form together a lever of the first order, having 
its fulcrum at V. The frame 6' with its lenses, which together constitute the shorter arm of the lever, 
are made to slight1y preponderate over the longer arm &. c is the lamp. The frame 1) is connected by a 
rod, 4, to the upper end of a collapsible vessel, e, from the fixed lower end of which a pipe, I' com-
municates with the interior of a collapsible vessel, q,  whose lower end is connected by a rod, Ii, to 
the shorter arm, i', of a bell crank lever, i, having its fulcrum at 	This rod should be provided with 
a catch rod (not shown in the drawing) arranged to operate in conjunction with notches in the curved 
bar i', in the ordinary manner. According to the most approved method of signalling of the present day, 
in England, all signals must be positive signals, that is to say, the signalling object must indicate positively 
either that the line is clear or that the line is blocked. Formerly, in order to indicate that a train might 
safely proceed, the semaphore arm was made to assume the vertical position, and in fact to enter the 
recess made for it in the post a, so that no part of the arm remained visible. This plaa may be adopted 
in carrying out my invention, but it is objectionable, because the entire absence of the semaphore arm, 
whether owing to breakage or removal, would present the same outward appearance as, and in fact be 
tantamount to, a "pass cii" signal. In the drawings my invention is shown as applied to produce the 
most approved indications by which rpil.way signals are now efl'ected, that is to say, that in order to 
indicate that the line is clear, and that a train may proceed, the semaphore arm is made to assume a position 
inclined to the horizon, and in order to indicate that the line is blocked, the said arm is made to assume a 
horizontal position, whilst if from any cause the arm be found in a vertical position, or approximately so, 
or if it be invisible, these indications are to be taken as showing that the signalling apparatus is not in 
proper working order, and that consequently no train must proceed. 

In figure 1 the longer arm of the lever i is shown as having been drawn over, so that it has 
collapsed the vessel g,  thereby compressing the air or elastic fluid in the 1npc f which has expanded or 
opened out the vessel c, raised the rod d and frame 6', and lowered the semaphore arm 6. When the 
pressure it, the pipe j'  does not exceed the pressure of the external atmosphere, the frame 6 with its 
attachments prepouderates over the semaphore arm 6, thereby retaining the latter in the horizontal position 
(indicating danger) at all times until the pressure in the pipef is increased so as to move the parts into 
the positions shown in the drawing. The vessels e and g  may be made of india-rubber, with wood or 
metal ends, but I do not confine myself to these mnal:erials. 

Figure 2 shows a modification of the air-compressing apparatus, in which the lower end of the 
collapsible vessel q  has attached to it a frame, g',  weighted at g',  the upper side of the frame being 
connected by a cord or chain, j, to the lever i. 

Figure 3 is a side elevation, partly in section figure 4 is an elevation at right angles to figure 3; 
and figure 5 is a plan of an arrangement of compressing apparatus designed especially to reduce to a 
ininimnm the amount of time occupied by the operator in moving over the lever i. in this arrangement 
the lower end of the collapsible vessel g  is a fixture,its upper end carries a guide rod, ? (working in 
guides g4),  as also a tube, g,  for guiding the rod or stem 1' of a weight i', connected by a chain i° (or 
equivalent means) to the shorter arm i' of the lever i. 

The upper end of the collapsible vesselg also has connected to it a couple of chains, j, passing over 
pullcys,j', carried by the fixed frame g',  the chains being provided with wcighls,f. 

In figure 3 the lever and the parts shown in section in the right hand portion of the figore 
represent the positions of the parts when the air or elastic fluid in the pipef has been compressed. 

On now drawing the lever i over in the direction of the arrow, into the position indicated by the 
dotted line, the weight i' will be instantaneously raised, thus releasing the upper end of the collapsible 
vesselg, which will be gradually drawn up by the weights ' and chainsj, without its being necessary for 
the operator to keep hold of the lever i, as this lever will be retained in the position to which it has been 
moved by a spring catch, like that shoni in figure 2. To again compress the vessel g,  it is simply 
necessary for the operator to move the lever i back into the position shown in figure 3, and to leave it 
locked the weight i' will gradually close the vessel g. 

Figure 6 shows an arrangement in which a fixed inverted cylinder, k, open at its lower end to the 
atmosphere, and provided with a piston, k', is substituted for the collapsible vessel g. A frame, gl,  is 
connected to the piston rod Au', and has a guide rod, g',  the upper end of which may be connected by a 
chain or equivalent means to the actuating lever, like the frame ql  shown in figure 2; k is a guide for 
the piston rod. 

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show a modified construction of collapsible vessel to be used in lieu of the 
vessel e shown in figure 1. The part & is made of india-rubber or flexible material, and the other parts 
may be made of metal, so that when the air in the pipef is compressed, the vessel will assume the form 
shown in figure 7, thereby raising the rod 4 and lowering the signal arm 6. When the pressure in the 
pipef does not exceed the normal pressure of the external atmosphere the vessel will be collapsed, as 
shown in figure 8. 

Figure 10 shows another arrangement of collapsible vessel, for the same purpose. It resembles an 
ordinary gas holder, the periphery of the cover e'  being immersed in mercury or other sealing liquid in 

the 
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the annular space e  as shown. The operation of this arrangement will be readily understood without 
further description. 

Figure 11 shows an arrangement in which a cylinder e and piston e are substituted for the 
collapsible vessels just described. 

Figures 12, 13, and 14 show my invention as applied for operating sIgnals at a junction and on a 
line of railway intended to be worked according to what is known as the "block" system. 

For clearness the signal posts with the parts they carry are (in figure 12) shown twisted round at 
right angles to their actual position, which is correctly shown in figure 13. 

In this case there are supposed to be three distinct stations, A, B, and C, and at the station C a 
branch line (provided with a signal box at D) joins the main line. The collapsible vessel e of station A 
communicates, by its pipef, with the cylinder Ic of station A, and with the cylinder N. of station R. The 
collapsible vessel e of station B communicates by its pipe .f with the cylinder k of station B, and with 
the cylinder Ic/c of station C. The collapsible vessel c of station C in like manner communicates with the 
cylinder Ic of station C, and with another cylinder situated at the next station on the line. The 
collapsible vessel a of the branch signal D*  communicates by itspipe f with the cylinder ic of the signal 
box B, and with the cylinder /c*  of station C. Each cylinder is formed with apertures, 1, communicating 
with the external atmosphere, and is accurately fitted with a piston, Ic', to which is connected a frame, Ic', 
the lower end Ic' of which works in a suitable guide (see figures 14). To this frame /c2  is jointed a ]ink, 
Ic', jointed to the arm i' of a bell-crank lever, which is to be provided with a catch rod, operating in 
conjunction with a notched curved bar. The apparatus is arranged as already explained, so that when 
the normal or atmospheric pressure prevails in any one of the pipes f the weight of the corresponding 
arm b' with its attachments prepouderates over the semaphoro arm 6, which is thereby kept in the 
horizontal or "danger" position, the collapsible vessel a being collapsed, as shown, at stations A and B. 

In figures 12 and 13 the signal arms and their operating apparatus are shown in the positions 
they would respectively occupy, assuming that one train (No. 1) were about to start from the branch 
line on to the main line at station C, in the direction of the arrow, a second train (No. 2) being detained 
at station B until the arm i of the compressor k/c at station C has been drawn over, and a third train 
(No. 3) being detained at station A until the lever i of the compressor k/c at station B has been drawn 
over. 

The signal D*,  however, will not be in a position for train No. 1 to start until the lever of the 
compressor Ic in the signal box B is pnlled over. It is to be understood that at station C the lever i of 
the compressor /c*  and the lever i of the compressor k/c are provided with interlocking apparatus of any 
of the well-known constructions at present in use, so that the lever of the compressor ic/c cannot be moved 
into the "safety" position until the lever /c*  has been returned to the "danger" position. 

Figure 15 is a sectional view,  of an arrangement applicable to a collapsible compressor, and intended 
to serve the same purpose as the piston Ic' operating in conjunction with the apertures /, described with 
reference to figure 12. 

In the present case, when the compressor is expanded, the end 1' of the lever comes in contact 
with the stop or frame P, thereby raising the valve P, and establishing the atmospheric pressure within 
the compressor until the latter is again compressed. 

Figure 16 is an elevation (with the signal posts turned) and figure 17 is a plan, showing another 
arrangement of apparatus designed to meet the requirements of eases in which the concurrence of two 
signalmen stationed at different places is needed to move the signalling object into the position indicating 
that a train may pass. 

In this arrangement, the rod d of each semaphore arm works at its lower end in a guide, J*,  and is 
formed with a slot, through which is passed a lever or scale-beam, in, having its fulcrum at m'; to each end 
of the lever in is jointed a rod, di  cP, the rod d' being attached to the weighted upper end of a collapsible 
vessel e, and the rod d' to the weighted upper end of it second collapsible vessel, &. The collapsible 
vessel e of station A communicates by its pipe f with the compressor Ic of the same station, and the 
collapsible vessel a of station A communicates by its pipe .1 with the compressor k/c of station 13. In 
like manner, the collapsible vessel c*  of station B communicates with the compressor Ic of that station, 
and its collapsible vessel a with a compressor at the next station in the direction of the arrow. By this 
arrangement, supposing the lever i at one station to be moved into the position for compressing the air in 
its 

pipe
f,  it will cause the expansion of the collapsible vessel with which such pipe communicates, and 

through the scale-beam in., will cause a corresponding additional depression of the other collapsible vessel, 
as shown at e  and a (station A), without, however, moving the semaphore arm 6 until the lever i of the 
compressor Ic/c connected with the second collapsible vessel e has been moved over so as to compress the 
air and expand the collapsible vessel a, as shown at station B. 

Figures 18 and 19 show another mode of combining two collapsible vessels for operating a 
semaphore arm (with or without lenses), where the concurrence of two persons stationed at different 
places is an essential preliminary to the movement of the semaphore arm into the position indicative of 
"safety." The pipef from the compressor of one place or station communicates with the interior of the 
lower collapsible vessel a, and the flexible piper establishes communication between the compressor of 
the other station or place and the interior of the upper collapsible vessel a.  a' is a division which 
constitutes the top of the lower vessel a and the bottom of the upper vessel e.  The bottom of the 
vessel a is supported by a bracket, attached to the signal post a, as shown, leaving the other portions of 
the vessels a, the division a', and the vessel c free vertically, in which direction they are guided by the 
rod d passing through the guide di.  The necessary movements are communicated to the semaphore arm 
through the rod d. 

Figure 19 shows both the collapsible vessels a c  expanded, so that the rod d is raised, and the 
signal arm (not shown) is lowered into the "safety " position. It will be evident that if either of the 
vessels a a  be collapsed, the rod d will be lowered, and will so cause the semaphore arm to assume the 
horizontal or " danger" position. 

Figures 20 and 21 show an arrangement of apparatus designed to meet the requirements of cases 
in which three distinct and separate levers have to be moved over, in order to move the semaphore arm 
or signalling body into the '  safety " or " pass on " position. 

This 
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This apparatus consists of a combination of three collapsible vessels, e, e, e°,—that is to say, one 
collapsible vessel for each of the stations or places, f being the pipe establishing communication between 
one of the stations and the vessel e, f the pipe establishing communication between another of the 
stations or places and the collapsible vessel e,  and f the pipe from the third station or place to the 
collapsible vessel S. The large collapsible vessel a is attached to the rod d, and, by its movements, 
operates the semaphore arm and lenses. The vessel a is provided with two orifices or pipes, 8, e, the 
lower rims of which form seats for two india-rubber or other elastic valves, a", a", carried by the upper 
ends of the collapsible vessels, *, &. The drawing shows the positions of the parts as they appear when 
all three of the collapsible vessels are inflated, or, in other words, when the air or elastic fluid has been 
compressed in each of the three pipes,f,f*, J', by corresponding movements of their respective com- 
pressor levers. 

But if any one of the three compressor levers be moved back into the "danger" position so as to 
reduce the pressure in the corresponding pipe, the vessel a will be caused to collapse. For example, if 
the lever of the pipe f* be moved over, the vessel e  by collapsing, as shown in dotted lines, will draw 
down the valve a 1,  so that the air contained in the vessel a will be forced out through the orifice a', 
because the top of the vessel a will be moved down by the pressure of the rod d. A similar effect will be 
produced by the movement of the compressor lever of the pipef, or if the compressor lever of the pipe 

f be moved over, the vessel a will be collapsed, owing to the reduction of pressure in it. 
Figures 22 and 23 show an arrangement of apparatus which may be substituted for all but one of 

the compressors, in eases where the concurrence of two or more operators, stationed at different places, is 
an essential preliminary to the moving of a semaphore arm or signalling body into the "safety" or 
"pass on" position. The arm i' of the lever i carries a heavy valve, n, arranged to close against an elastic 
seat,f", in a nozzle,f", carried by the pipef, which communicates with the station at which the com-
pressor is situated, as well as with any other station or stations whose officials may be required to concur 
in the movement of the signalling arm. In the drawing, the lever I is shown in the "safety" or "pass 
on" position, the nozzle f" being closed by the valve it. Assuming the levers i at each of the other 
stations in communication with the pipef to be in the same position, the semaphore arm will be in the 
position indicating "safety," the air or elastic fluid in the pipe f being compressed by the compressor, 
which is situated at one of those stations; but if the lever i at any one station be moved over in the 
direction shown by the arrow (figure 22), so as to raise the valve it from its seatf'4, the pressure in the 
pipe will be forthwith reduced to that of the external atmosphere, thus moving the semaphore arm into 
the horizontal or "danger " position. 

Figures 24 and 25 show an application of my invention to the points or switches at a railway 
junction. f is the pipe from the compressor, or from a reservoir of compressed air. Thispipe terminates 
in a valve box,f', in which works a slide valve,f', connected by a stud,f', guided rod, f, and link,J', to the 
point lever,f', which lever is connected by the rodf to the points or switches,f°,f'°. From the face of 
the valve boxf there are three ports; one of these ports communicates with a pipe,f", for actuating the 
semaphore arm or signal of the line A; another communicates with a pipe,f", for actuating the semaphore 
arm or signal of the line B, whilst a third,f", communicates with the external atmosphere. The drawing 
shows the parts in position for a train to pass along the line A. The pipef is in communication, by the 
port and pipe f, with the signalling arm of line A, which is conse3uently lowered to the position 
indicating that a train may proceed, whilst the pipe J" is in communication, through the valve f' and 
portf'1, with the external atmosphere, so that as the normal or atmospheric pressure prevails in the pipe 

f i2 the signal arm of the line B is in the horizontal or "danger" position. It will be evident that, on 
moving the leverf over in the direction of the arrow, so as to place the points in position for a train to 
proceed from the line A. on to the line B, the valve f will be moved over so that the signals will be 
reversed accordingly. The arrangements shown are obviously capable of modification, without departing 
from my invention. 

Figures 26, 27, 29, and 29, show arrangements for carrying out my invention, by the employment 
of accumulators or reservoirs of compressed air or elastic fluid. In figures 20 and 27 two lbrms of 
accumulator are shown, the one, Ta, being made of metal, like an ordinary gas.holder, sealed with water, 
and the other, lc*,  being a flexible collapsible vessel, resembling those previously described, but of much 
larger dimensions ; but I do not confine myself to either of these forms, as it will be evident that other 
kinds of accumulators may be used in carrying out this part of my invention. 

a is an ordinary air-pump worked by the lever o' for supplying air to the accumulators by the pipes 

f 
IS; f 17  is an ordinary three.way cock, so arranged that when communication is established between the 

pump o and the accumulator Ta, communication between the pmnp and the other accumulator k* is closed, 

and vice versA. f "  are pipes leading to the several signals. At each of the several sialling stations 
with which these pipes respectively communicate they are provided with a branch pipe,f, terminating in 
a port, fn (figures 28 and 29), provided with a valve, ii, connected by a rod, iv', to the operating lever i. 
The valve it also governs the portft' eom]nunicating with the pipef, which leads to the actuating apparatus 
of the semaphore arm or signalling object. The valve it is made sufficiently heavy to resist the pressure 
of air or elastic fluid in the pipef'. 

Figure 28 shows the port ful  uncovered, so that, as the pressure of the external atmosphere 
prevails in the pipef, the semaphore arm or signalling object is in the "danger" position. By moving 
over the lever i in the direction indicated by the arrow, the valve iv will establish communication between 

the port!2° and the port f", thus admitting air or elastic fluid, under pressure, into the pipe f, and 
moving the semaphore arm or signalling object into the position indicating that a train may proceed. 

Instead of employing accumulators or reservoirs of compressed air or elastic fluid as above 
described, I, in some cases, use in conjunction with my apparatus for governing the movements of 
semaphore arms or signalling bodies, exhausters or vessels in which a partial vacuum or reduced pressure 
has been established and is maintained. In carrying out this plan, I arrange the pipesf" (figure 28) in 
communication with an air-tight tank or vessel, provided with a pnmp or apparatus arranged to withdraw 
air from the tank or vessel so as to maintain therein the required partial vacuum or reduced pressure. 
I apply the rods dat the opposite side ofthefulcra b' to that shown in figure 1, and arrange the apparatus 
so that when the semaphore arm b is in the "stop" or " danger" position, the collapsible vessel a, or its 

equivalent, 
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equivalent, shall be expanded or opened out, thus the semaphores will be moved down, and the lenses up, 
so as to show the "safety" or "pass on" signal, by moving over the lever i (figure 28), so as, by 
establishing communication between the pipef" and the pipef to rarefy or reduce the pressure of the 
air or elastic fluid in the pipef. It will be evident that;, by a similar modification of the arrangement of 
the rod in connection with the semaphore arm, compressors like that shown at g  (figure 1) and others 
hereinbefore described. may be arranged to move down the semaphores and move up the lenses, so as to 
indicate "safety," by rarefying or reducing the pressure in the pipes f on moving over the actuating 
levers. 

In some cases, in lieu of using movable lenses, I adapt my invention to effect the necessary signals 
by changing the position of a gas or other flame, arranged to operate in conjunction with stationary 
glasses or lenses. 

Figures 30 and. 31 show an arrangement in which the rod d, actuated by a collapsible vessel c, as 
liereinbefore described, carries a burner. &, supplied with gas by a flexible tube, e'. The lantern is divided 
into two chambers, c' c, by an internal division, c', which is formed with a hole through which the burner 
c' passes, guided by the frame 0. c' is the lens for indicating " satbty " or "pass on," and o is the 
"danger" lens, in figure 30 the collapsible vessel is supposed to have been expanded, the burner & 
being in the upper compartment c' of the lamp, so that the light is visible only through the "safety" lens 

and not through the " danger" lens 0. 
On moving over the operating lever so as to collapse the vessel e, the burner Cl will be lowered 

into the lower compartment c, whereupon the light will be seen only through the "danger" lens c', and 
not through the " safety" lens e'. 

Figure 32 shows a modification designed for use where the signalling is to be effected entirely by 
means of a light. In this case the lamp is divided into three compartments, c', c, c', by two internal 
divisions, c', c". The collapsible vessel e is arranged within the lower compartment c', and carries the 
burner c', which is fed by a flexible tube 02;  o7  is the " safeiy" lens, and c' is the "danger" lens. The 
operation of this arrangement will be evident. 

Figures 33, 34, and 35 show another arrangement, in which the light is carried by a swinging arm 
or bracketp. The lamp is divided into two compartments, c31  o,  in the present case, by a vertica.l division 
c, slotted at &', and the burner carries two small plates or shutters, C'i,  013, for closing ,the slot c", to 
prevent light passing from one compartment of the lamp to the other. The collapsible vessel e has 
connected to it one end of a cord or ehain,p', which passes over a couple of pulleys, p, p, and at its 
other end carries a weight, p4. This cord or chain is attached to the swinging bracket, so that when the 
collapsible vessel c is expanded, as shown, the weight p  moves the bracket into position. for showing the 
light through the "safety" lens c7, and when the collapsible vessel e is collapsed, its end of the cord or 
champ' is drawn down, thus moving the bracket and burner into position for showing the light through 
the "danger" lens c5. The drawing shows a burner designed to carry a candle, but it will be evident 
that brackets carrying oil or other burners may be substituted for the candle arrangement shown, or the 
bracket may carry a gas burner fed by a flexible tube. 

Or, in lieu of the bracket shown, an ordinary swinging gas bracket may be substituted tlierefor, 
so as to be operated in the manner shown in and described with reference to figures 33, 34, and 35. 
it will be evident that in lieu of the collapsible vessel c shown in these figures, other forms of collapsible 
vessels hereinbefore described may be used in conjunction with the swinging bracket and divided lamp, so 
as to be operated by changing the pressure of elastic fluid, as and for the purpose specified. 

Having described the nature of my said invention, and having explained the manner of carrying 
the same into practical effect, I hereby declare that 1. do not claim pneumatic signalling generally, apart 
from the objects and purposes of my invention, as I am aware that other kinds of signals have been 
proposed to be actuated by changing the pressure of elastic fluids in pipes, but what I consider to be 
novel and original, and therefore claim as of my invention, is as follows 

So combining a semaphore arm or lever (with or without lenses and a lamp) for signalling on 
railways, with a pipe, tube, or passage, and a collapsible (or expanding and contracting) vessel 
or chamber, charged with air or elastic fluid, and apparatus for changing the pressure of such 
air or elastic fluid, that whenever and so long as the pressure of such air or elastic fluid is the 
same (or approximately so) as that of the external atmosphere, the semaphore arm or lever 
shall be retained in the horizontal position, indicative of " danger" ; the movement ,  of the 
semaphore arm or lever into the inclined or vertical position, for indicating that it tram may 
proceed, being effected by increasing or diminishing the pressure or density of the air or 
elastic fluid in the pipe, tube, or passage, and collapsible (or expanding and contracting) vessel 
or chamber, as heretofore described and illustrated in the drawings. 

The combination of parts fonniug the improved pneumatic signalling apparatus for railways, 
constructed and operating substantially as shown in and described with reference to fignre 1 
of the drawings. 

The apparatus shown in figure 2, when applied in conjunction with a pipe, tube, or passage, and 
a collapsible vessel or chamber, to operate a semaphore arm or lever for signalling on railways, 
as hereinbefore described, 

The combination of parts constituting the improved apparatus shown in and described with 
reference to figures 3, 4, and .5, of the drawings for the purposes specified. 

The apparatus shown in figure 6, when applied in conjunction with a pipe, tube, or passage, and 
a collapsible vessel or chamber, to operate a semaphore arm or lever for signalling on rail-
ways, as liercinbefore described. 

The combination of parts shown in figure 11, when used in conjunction with a pipe, tube, or 
- passage charged with air or other elastic fluid and apparatus for changing the pressure thereof, 

in the manner and for the purpose specified. 
Se combining two or more distinct pumps or compressors and suitable actuating levers or 

handles, with a single semaphore arm, or with a single set of bodies (such, for example, as a 
semaphore lever and its lenses) for signalling on railways, and a pipe, tube, or passage charged 

with 
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with air or elastic fluid, as to maintain communication between the interior of the said pipe, 
tube, or passage, and the external atmosphere, and so to prevent the giving of a "safety" or 
"pass on" signal, until both or all of the aforesaid actuating levers or handles have been 
moved into the proper positions for indicating that a train may proceed. 

The arrangement of apparatus substantially as shown in and described with reference to figures 
12, 13, and 14, for signalling on the "block" system, and at junctions. 

The apparatus shown in figure 15, when applied in conjunction with a collapsible compressor, 
and a pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or other elastic fluid, for effecting the necessary 
movements of a semaphore arm, or equivalent apparatus for signalling on railways. 
The arrangement of apparatus for signalling on railways, substantially as shown in and 
described with reference to figures 10 and 17 of the drawings, for the purposes specified. 
The apparatus shown in and described with reference to figures 18 and 10 of the drawings, 
when applied in conjunction with a pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or elastic fluid, 
and apparatus for changing the pressure of such air or elastic fluid, for operating a semaphore 
arm (with or without lenses and a lamp) where the concurrence of two persons, stationed at 
different places, is an essential preliminary to the movement of the semaphore arm into the 
position indicative of " safety." 

The construction and application of apparatus, substantially as shown in and described with 
reference to figures 20 and 21 of the drawings, for the purposes specified. 

The apparatus shown in and described with reference to figures 22 and 23 of the drawings, 
when applied in conjunction with a pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or elastic fluid, and 
apparatus for changing the pressure of such air or elastic fluid, for operating a semaphore 
arm or its equivalent (with or without lenses) where the concurrence of two or more persons 
stationed at different places is an essential preliminary to the movement of the semaphore arm 
into the position indicative of "safety." 

1.. The combination with a lever, or its equivalent, for moving railway points or switches, of a 
pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or other elastic fluid, and means for increasing or 
diminishing the pressure thereof above or below the external atmosphericpressure, such pipe, 
tube, or passage having branches or connections to the respective semaphore arms or other 
signalling objects or bodies, and being provided with apparatus, operated by the movements 
of the said lever or its equivalent, for opening and closing communication between the main 
pipe, tube, or passage, and its respective branches, as well as between the latter and the external 
atmosphere, in such maimer as to ensure correct signalling, according to the position, for the 
time being, of the points or switches. 

15. The combination of parts shown in and described with reference to figures 24 and 25, for the 
purposes specified. 

10. The combination with a semaphore arm or equivalent object or body (with or without lenses 
and a lamp) for signalling on railways, of a pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or elastic 
fluid, a collapsible vessel or chamber, a reservoir of compressed air or elastic fluid, and a valve, 
n, operated by a lever, as shown in and described with reference to figures 28, 27, 28, and 29, 
for the purposes specified. 

17. The combination with a semaphore arm or equivalent object or body (with or without lenses 
and a lamp) for signalling on railways, of a pipe, tube, or passage charged with air or elastic 
fluid, a collapsible vessel or chamber, and an exhauster or vessel in which a partial vacuum or 
reduced pressure is maintained, such pipe, tube, or passage being furnished with a suitable 
cock or device for opehing and closing communication between it and the exhauster or vessel 
in which the partial vacuum or reduced pressure is maintained, substantially as and for the 
purposes specified. IS. 
The application and use, in railway signalling apparatus, of a pipe, tube, or passage charged 
with air or other elastic fluid, means or apparatus for changing the pressure thereof, and a 
collapsible vessel or chamber, for effecting the necessary movements or changes of position of 
a light or flame relatively to fixed glasses or lenses. 

The combination of parts constituting the improved railway signalling apparatus shown in 
and described with reference to figures 30 and 31 of the drawings. 
The apparatus shown in and described with reference to figure 32 of the drawings. 
The combination with a lantern, a slotted division, fixed lenses, a pipe, tube, or passage charged 
with air or elastic fluid, and apparatus for changing its pressure, of a collapsible vessel suitably 
connected to a swinging bracket carrying a light or flame, in such manner as, by changing the 
pressure of the air or elastic fluid in the pipe, tube, or passage to expand or contract the 
collapsible vessel, and thereby to effect the necessary movements of the swinging bracket, for 
making the required signals, as hereinbefore described. 
The combination of parts constituting an apparatus for railway signalling, constructed and 
operating as shown in and described with reference to figures 33, 34., and 35 of the drawings. 

In witness whereof, I, the said Austin Chambers, have hereunto set my hand, this thirtieth day of 
November, A.D. 1874. 

AUSTIN CHAMBERS. 

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
Austin Chambers, this tenth day of May, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REP OBP. 
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REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 7 April, 1875. 

In returning to you the documents transmitted for our report under your B.C. communica-
tion of the 22nd ultimo, No. 75/1932, and which have reference to the petition of Austin Chambers, 
praying for a grant of Letters of Registration for his invention of an "Improved Mode of and. Apparatus 
for Railway Signalling," we do ourselves the honor to state that we see no objection to the issue of Letters 
of Registration in favour of Mr. Chambers, in terms of Petition, specification, drawings, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
U OTHER K. MANN. 

TEE PRINCIPAL UIcDEE SECEETARY. 	 E. C. CRA.OKNJJL. 

(Drawings—four sheets.] 

No. 472. 
[Assignment of No. 463. See page 23 of this Return.] 
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A.D. 1875, 7th June. No. 473. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROCESS OF MAKING ARTIFICIAL ICE, AND IN 
APPARATUS THEREFOR. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to John M'Gouch Beath, for Improvements in 
the process of making Artificial Ice, and in Apparatus therefor. 

[Registered on the 7th day of Juno, 1875, in pursualice of the Act 16 Vie, No. 21c1 

BY HIS EXCELLENCY Sin HERCULES GEORGE ROBERT ROBINSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and \TiceAdmjraj  of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Ionic M'Goucn BEATII, of San Francisco, California, United States of America, 
engineer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a 
certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for improve-
inents in the process of making Artificial Ice, and in apparatus tlierefor," which is more particularly 
described in the specification, marked A, and the three sheets of drawings, marked respectively B, C, 
and B, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Potitioner, bath deposited with the Honor-
able the Treasnrer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for 
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years; And I, being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the 
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated t]ierein, and to report thereon for my 
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the ]lower and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said John M'Goneh Beath, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise nnto the said John M'Gouch Beath, his executors, administrators, 
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end 
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to 
be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said John M'G-ouch Beath shall not, within three 
days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper oce in the 
Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560—R 	 A. 
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A. 

SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME: I, Jo]IN M'Gorci-t BEAn!, engineer, 
of San Francisco, California, Unit-eel States of America, said, greeting 

WhEREAS I am desirous of obtaining Letters of Registration for securing unto me Her Majesty's special 
license that I, my executors, administrators, and assigns, and such others as I or they should at any time 
agreo with and 110 others, should and lawfully mi ht from tiin' to time and at all times during the 
term of fourteen years, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South IVales and its 
dependencies, an invention for "Improvements iii the process of making Artificial Ice, and in Apparatus 
therefor" ; and in order to obtain the said Letters of. Registration, I must by an instrument in writing 
particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to be 
performed: 

Now KNOW YE, that the nature of the said invention, and the manner in which the same is to 
be performed, is particularly described and ascertained in and by. the following statement (that is to 
say)— 

The following specification, with drawings forming a part of the same, folly describes and ascertains 
the nature of my said invention, and in what manner the same is to be put into practical operation 

My improvements relate to a novel process of forming the ice, and a novel congealing apparatus, 
also to the condensation of ammonia, to the absorption of ammonia gas in aqueous or other solutions, 
and to the treatment of ammonia solutions in the retorts or distilling boilers. 

That portion of my invention to which I will first ref-er relates to improvements in the process of 
forming the ice, and to that portion of the ice-ma-king apparatus properly termed the " congealer." 

One object of my invention is to produce solid ice in great- bulk, practically free from air and 
impurities. 

Another object is to simplify the congealing apparatus that it may be extensively constructed with 
comparatively little expense, and, by filling large rooms or storehouses therewith, practically admit of the 
ice remaining upon the congealers as in a magazine, until demand exists therefor. 

This branch of my invention may properly be divided into six divisions. Tl1e first relates to a novel 
process which consists mainly in forming the ice on freezing surfaces in the rear of which the refrigerating 
agent is applied, and through which it operates by the congelation of water which is applied to and over 
said surfaces in flowing streams or currents, whereby ice of any desired thickness may be formed, and the 
surface of the ice as it is formed is constantly washed and kept free from air.bnbbles and such other 
objectionable matter as is naturally rejected and thrown to the surface of the ice in the process of congela-
tion, and which would, if not thus removed, render the ice impure and less solid. 

The second division consists in a novel process of manufacturing ice, by forming it around or upon 
hollow cores containing the refrigerant, by showering the water upon them. 

The third division thereof consists in arranging the congealing pipes in a vertical position, 
whereby they and the ice formed thereon are rendered self.snstaining. 

The fourth division consists in combining with said vertical eongealers a water-delivering apparatus, 
whereby the water may be discharged upon said eongealers at proper points and in proper quantities for 
the production of ice, and at the same time in sufficient excess to wash the face of the ice and remove all 
objectionable matter therefrom. 

The fifth division consists in the combination with each vertical congealer of a trap for containing 
a portion of the liquedized refrigerant through which the gases will pass in their course from one eon. 
gealer to another. 

The sixth division consists in a mode of connecting and arranging the vertical eongealers with a 
refrigerant supply pipe common to them all, so that the refrigerating agent can be diverted successively 
into and through each congealer back to the supply pipe. 

I will next briefly refer to the improvement in condensers wherein the gaseous ammonia is liquefied. 
Said improvement consists in so arranging the water supply which is directed upon the pipes containing the 
gas that said pipes may be intermittently charged with water, and freed therefrom, instead of being con-
stantly wet as heretofore, whereby the full and valuable effect of surface evaporation is attained. 

The next portion of my invention consists in an improvement in the method of absorbing ammonia 
in aqueous or -other solutions, and it consists in merging the gas and water in due proportions by mingling 
them while in transit, and then passing the mixture in streams through conduits which a-re exposed 
externally to cooling action. 

The last portion of my invention relates to a method of treating ammonia solutions in retorts or 
boilers and apparatus t-herefor, whereby the gas is continuously assorted into two classes, pu-re and impure, 
and which allows the pure gas to be passed direct to the condensers, and the impure gas (by a separate 
and distinct route), through a dryer, and thence to the condenser. 	 - 

CONGEALING APPARATUS. 

The congealing apparatus should be situated in a room having a water.tight floor and wails adapted 
to exclude heat as far as practicable. I show several forms of congealing apparatus: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a congealing apparatus; figure 2, a transverse section of one 
form of vapour conductor or congealing pipe; figure 3, in detail, a vertical central section of a water-
feeder—also shown in fig. 1; figure 4, a like view of an elbow or trap; figure 5, a plan of the congealing 
apparatus shown in figure 1 ; figure 6, an elevation of round congealing pipes in a different arrangement. 

In these figures, A denotes the congealing pipes; they may be round or flattened; preferably they 
are.composed of iron, but may be lined with any other metal which is a good conductor of heat, and they 
can be varied in dimensions from 1 inch in diameter to several inches, and from 5 to 20 feet and upwards 
in length. Ihave performed excellent service with ordinary unlined irOn gas pipes 1 and L.inch in diameter 

and, 
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and 18 feet in height. The connections at top may be made of bends in the pipes, and at the bottom by 
elbows and straight pipe. When elbows are employed they have it pedal flange as shown, resting non 
the foundation timbers or masonry. WIthin the elbows beneath the vertical bore is a trap as at a. The 
vertical pipes are arranged in rows along the timbers, and in this instance also diagonally, that is, each 
pipe (except the exterior ones) is surrounded by six others, equi-distant from it and each other. 

The vaporizing liquid ammonia, for instance, is introduced from the liquefying apparatus, and its 
quantity regulated by the cock ii in the coil c, whence it is dirided by the two-way cock d, through the 
system in either direction, and discharged from either of the outlets, c orj 

Just above the system of congealing pipes is one form of sprinkler or water distributor. A system 
of water-pipes q with a nozzle it over each vertical pipe, and extra ones for each outside pipe. Each 
nozzle has lateral perforations so arranged as to direct the water in line streams or spray upon the upright 
pipes. Each nozzle throws water upon the congealing pipe next beyond it. For example, the nozzle It, 

o. 1, may be arranged to throw water on congealing pipes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This results practically 
in a more general distribution of the water than would be the case if it were discharged directly UOB the 
nearest pipes. 	- 

The water is intermittently supplied by the automatic feeder shown in fig. 3 and at B, fig. 1. The 
feeder consists of a cylinder, i, which communicates with the sprinkler pipes g by the valve le, which is 
operated as follows 

Within the cylinder is the float 7 sliding vertically on the valve rod in. Outside the cylinder is the 
counterbalance it, suspended by two cords passing over pulleys and attached to the float. The float 
weighs a little more than the counterbalance. Above the float on the valve rod is it collar, q,  adjusted by a 
thumb-screw. Through the valve rod near its top passes a pin, 0. This pin rests on the ends of bent 
forked leverp, pivoted near the valve rod, and having the horizontal end the heaviest, so that its forked 
end shall always press against the pin. As the water is pumped from the floor below into the cylinder it 
raises the float 7 until it strikes the collar q,  and carries the rod and valve upward until the pin o rises 
above the fork, permitting the latter to drop under the pin, and suspends the rod and valve, until the 
discharge of water below the float, the latter sinks, and the counterbalance rises sufficiently to raise the 
horizontal end of the ]over p, which moves the fork from under the pin, and allow's the valve to fall and 
close, when the water commences to rise as before. The feeder should be protected from external heat. 

The operation of this form of eongealer is as follows 
The stop cock b being opencd the refrigerating agent, preferably ammonia, passes into the coil c, 

thence into the system of upright pipes, A, and is conducted and distTibuted therein. In the traps A the 
gas condensed accumulates and the gas in passing through said condensed portions carries snore or less of 
them with it. After passing through the congealers the gas is conducted to the condensers, as will be 
hereafter more fully described. 

The water for congelation is first passed over the coil c, and is thereby cooled to an appreciable and 
valuable degree, and at the same time the gas formed in the coil, in the performance of that service, aids 
in drivin forward the liquid ammonia. 

Figure 7 represents, in perspective, a stack of four vertical congealing pipes and a water supplying 
apparatus. 

Figure 8 represents, in vertical central section, one of the congealers. 
Figure 9 represents, on an enlarged scale, it diametrical section of the refrigerant supply pipe at 

its juncifoir with one of the vertical congealers. 
Figures 10 and 11 and figure 12 represent, in vertical section, modifications of vertical congealers 

and their combination with the supply pipe, both with and without diaphragms and ports. 
Figure 13 represents a plan view of one form of distributer for suppl.yiag water to the congealers. 
As before described, the congealers however constructed should occupy chambers properly guarded 

against the entrance of heat from the external atmosphere. 
In each instance C denotes one form of congealer. It may be composed of a plain iron pipe, and is 

closed at its upper end, and communicates at its lower end with the refrigerant supply pipe B. Within 
the congealer is the pipe F, fig. 8, of smaller diameter, which extends to it point adjacent to the upper 
closed end of the eongealer. Witlan the supply pipe B, coincident with the central vertical line of the 
inner pipe is a vertical diaphragm or partition r. The arrows on pipe 1) indicate the direction taken by 
the refrigerant therein as it supplies the. congealers. For convenience in description the side of the 
diaphragm toward the heel of the arrow will be termed the front side and the opposite the rear side. 

The refrierant supply pipe in front of each partition r communicates with the interior 
pipe E, and on te rear side thereof it communicates with the annular space between the inner pipes 
and the interior of the congealer, so that when these two passages are open it circulation is effected along 
the supply pipe to a partition, thence upward through the inner pipe, thence downward in the eon-
gealer into and onward through the supply pipe. In order to place each congealer under control, j: 
guard both passages by means of a valve or cock, a desirable form of which is shown at P. This cock may 
be manipulated by means of a lever, as at t, or by other equivalent device. This cock also will wholly cut 
off the supply of refrigerant to the eougealer. To secure desirable results it is obvious that the refrigerant 
must be partially vaporized when it enters the supply pipe, and as it is introduced to the congealing 
apparatus, in fluid form, it is of value that the refrigerating effect resulting from said partial gasification 
be I ally utilized. This may  be accomplished by introducing the liquid refrigerant into the supply pipe 
direct from the condenser through one or more of the congealers, in order that in becoming partinlly 
gasified it shall perform refrigerating service. The branch pipe at it, provided with cock, represents a connec-
tion with the fluid-containing portion of the condenser. In the drawings, fig. 7, a stack of four congealers 
only are shown. in practice a greater number will be employed and arranged preferably in rows so as to 
occupy properly the space of the chamber. In practice I have located the pipes with a space of about 
3 feet between them. This may be varied, however, to any desired extent. 

In operating upon it row of congealer pipes, it is desirable that only a proper proportion of the 
refrigerant moving in the supply pipe should be diverted through each of the eongealers. I have discovered 
in connection with ammonia (which is believed by me to be the best refrigerant known in the art), that 
when the area of the opening through which the liquid and its vapour is made to flow is such as to admit 

of 
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of considerable velocity of the vapour that it carries the liquid with it, causing both to become intimately 
mixed, and I have observed that they will remain so for a considerable length of time, provided said mixture 
be kept in motion in vertical lines, and meantime the velocity of the mass attained in practice be sufficient 
to overcome the gravitation of the liquefied particles. 

In fig. 10 the vertical congealer is shown with an interior diaphragm, which extends from the supply 
pipe B upward to a point near the top of the interior of the congealer. Near the base of the diaphragm 
is the port ii. As the refrigerant flows toward the left hand, the reduced area of the opening of the 
port causes a portion thereof to be directed upward over the top of the diaphragm, thence downward into 
the supply pipe, where it joins that portion which passed directly through the port, and thence onward to 
the next congealer. 

In fig. 11 the congealers are arranged in pairs united at the top, and each are connected at the 
base with the supply pipe Y. A diaphragm, as at r', provided with it port as before described, is between 
the two congealers in the supply pipe. As the refrigerant flows toward the left hand it is partially 
obstructed by the diaphragm, and while a portion thereof flows through the port as before described, it 
sufficient quantity will be directed upward into the right hand congealer, thence upward through the con-
necting pipe, then downward through the left hand con'eaIer into the supply pipe, as already described in 
connection with the other two forms of congealer. Alt%ough the continuous length of pipe with the to 
connection, as shown in fig. 11, is well adapted to small apparatus, and will produce desirable results with  
the diaphragm as shown, I prefer for large apparatus either that form which has a free interior passage or 
the double interior passage, as previously shown. 

In an absolutely perfect apparatus (however the vertical congealers may be constructed) it is 
desirable to have their openings into the supply pipe controllable by suitable cocks, and also for convem-
ence in adjusting the area of the openings at the ports, in accordance with their location, as before referred 
to, said port should in like manner be so controlled. In order to divert and control in a measure the 
main body of the refrigerant, I provide in each diaphragm or partition two ports as at w and x; the former 
is placed above and the latter below the horizontal diametrical line of the supply pipe. Attached to the 
rod of cock s is a sluice valve, which is in sufficiently close contact with the coincident surface of the 
partition or diaphragm to close or partially close the port it, when the congealer passages are closed by 
raising the cock, leaving the lower port x wholly unobstructed. Should the passages into the congealer 
be only partially closed, both the upper and the lower ports will be sufficiently open to admit passage of 
the refrigerant. In order that the ammonia may not be objectionably retarded in its progress through the 
several ports, said ports will have an increased area of opening at every partition, including the last, in 
the direction opposite to that from whence the supply flows. In order that the area of each port or pair 
of ports may be accurately adjusted in accordance with requirements dictated by experience, I suggest 
that the sluice valves be made vertically adjustable on the valve rods, so that although the area of oenmg 
of the ports in all the partitions may be the same, they may, by the relative position of the sluice valve, be 
varied in capacity to meet requirements in each instance. As the movement of the ammonia is not 
materially affected by the laws of gravitation, it will be obvious that the congealers may be reversed in 
position, and the refrigerant supply pipe placed above instead of below, and yet produce desirable 
results, so far as congealing is concerned, although .1. prefer the general arrangement shown, with the 
supply pipe located below. The passage of the volatile refrigerant through the ports serves in each 
instance, at each passage thereof, to effect to it valuable degree the re-admixture of liquid and gas by 
bringing them into close relation substantially as described in connection with traps shown in connection 
with the congealers first described. 

Fig. 12 represents congealers similar to those shown in figure 11, which are connected in like manner 
with the supply pipe. Instead, however, of having a uniform diameter as is possible when the partitions 
and openings are employed, the supply pipe is made in sections which are of gradnally increased diameter 
as shown. The refrigerant (ammonia, for instance) entering the supply pipe at its smallest end (by the way 
of one or more of the congealers as shown) under proper pressure, and being not materially affected by gravi-
tation, it readily rises in the first succeeding vertical congealer, and passes over to the next, thence down-
ward. At the point where the supply pipe is enlarged the pressure of the refrigerant is decreased in conse-
quence of said enlargement, and in proportionthereto, which admits the refrigerant in the congealer, in which 
the current is downward, to enter the supply pipe, and unite with that portionwhich continued in its direct 
course, and so on, through the series. In practice I seek to make the sectional area of the supply pipe 
between the inlet and outlet of each pair of congealing pipes such that a small excess of the fluid will be 
caused to pass through the congealing pipes, over and above what is requisite to perform the freezing 
work therein. The volume and density of the fluid may be determined at any given point in its course, 
from its inlet in the form of liquid into the main supply pipe to its outlet therefrom in the form of as 
by calculating the amount of heat it has absorbed in doing its freezing and cooling work before reaching 
that point, and from this calculation I determine the area or capacity of the pipe required to cause the 
requisite portions of its volume to traverse the upright pipes at that given point. It will be seen that the 
modifications of congealers shown in connection with a supply pipe involve in their practical operation in 
connection with the manufacture of ice a novel method of distributing ammonia and its vapours, or other 
volatile liquids and their vapours in a mixed condition through a series of vertical congealing pipes, 
whereby they may be made of uniform size, and possess uniform frigorific power, and although connected 
with a supply pipe common to then all, each congealing pipe may be disconnected therefrom without 
affecting the operation of others. It is obvious that by connecting the vertical congealing pipes with the 
common supply pipe a more direct route is opened for the main portion of the refrigerant and renders it 
practicable to maintain such relations between the frigorific power of the fluids and the pressure under 
which they are worked as to promote, as far as possible, uniform congelation throughout the series of 
congealing pipes. The terms "diaphragm" and "partition" are employed by me herein in their broadest 
sense, as indicating such it variation in the interior dimensions of the supply pipe as will admit of the 
presence of a port or opening having less area than the lateral sectional area of the supply pipe, for I am 
well aware that the supply pipe itself, at points where certain obstruction to the direct flow is required, 
may be so reduced in diameter as to present an opening of reduced area, thereby producing the same 
results. 

Having 
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Having shown but one method of water distribution, it is proper for me to show others having a 
practical value, which have been employed by me. The figures 20, 21, 22, and 23 showing the complete 
apparatus exhibit rotary pans at the tops of the congealing pipes, which are provided with delivery nozzles. 
The rotation of the pans is effected continuously by means of belt chain or cord, and driving pulleys, as 
indicated. 

To obtain an intermittent rotary motion of the pans requires merely the application of ordi-
nary mechanical skill. Such an apparatus is shown at fig. 13. The several pans are fed from a water 
supply pipe. All the pans are rotatively,  connected by a belt or cord. One of the pans is provided with 
a ratchet wheel, with which a spring pawl on a sliding-bar engages. The sliding-bar derives motion from 
the pump shaft, as clearly indicated in the preceding figure 7. The intermittent rotation of this one pan 
communicates like movement to all the rest. 

Having thus described the several forms of congealers which are known to possess practical value, and 
several forms of water distributors, it will be seen that these congealers, however specifically constructed, 
present exterior freezing surfaces to the rear of which the refrigerating agent is applied and through 
which it operates. Also, that as the ice  accumulates on said surfaces, the surface of said ice constitutes 
the freezing surface on which other ice is formed in a homogeneous mass. In distributing the water, it is 
to be understood that it should be discharged upon the congealers in such quantities as to evenly distribute 
it over the surface of the pipes, or the ice formed thereon, and while a portion of the water is congealed 
the remainder will flow over the surface of the ice, and thereby wash away effectually air-bubbles and all 
impurities liable to exist in the water employed. This excess of water flowing to the bottom of the room 
descends to a well, and may be again pumped up, so utilizing the low temperature it has necessarily 
attained. 

The importance of the flowing streams will be obvious when it is remembered that water in the 
act of congelation tends to rejectthe air normally contained in the water, and also all impurities therein, 
and that the air-bubbles and all impurities are effectually removed by the flowing streams. This effect 
will be fully appreciated when I state, as a matter of fact, that I have produced by my apparatus, masses 
of solid translucent merchantable ice direct from surface water collected after a rain-storm in a clay pit. 
Said water was so charged with earthy matter as to render it quite opaque in a glass. 

Valuable results accruing from the novel feature of applying the water in flowing streams may be 
attained by employing tanks of a peculiar construction. In figure 22 1 show in plan view a tank provided 
with hollow vertical plates, within which the refrigerant is applied. These plates alternately project from 
opposites sides of the tank to a point nearlyadjaeent to the coincident side as shown. The two ends of the 
tank arc connected by a channel of equal depth with the tank. A. rotary wheel of proper construction such 
as has been heretofore employed for moving water is placed in this chanuel, the function of which is to 
cause the water in the tank to be con stautly flowing from one end to the other, as indicated by the several 
arrows. It will be seen that the freezing surfaces will be constantly washed as the congelation progresses. 
The old methods of freezing water in tanks, freezing vessels, or moulds, cannot produce these results. 

While I do not relinquish that portion of my improvements in the process of making ice which is 
applicable to tank processes, it is to be understood that one valuable result of my invention is that the 
expensive and cumbersome tanks can be wholly dispensed with. In tank or mould processes the ice as fast 
as formed must be removed in order to admit of further manufacture, while by employing my vertical con-
gealers, large ice-houses can be filled with the pipes, and a stock of ice formed thereon which may be 
allowed to stand as in a magazine until demand occurs. It is obvious that with operations on a large 
scale the manufacture of ice can be conducted most economically at the coolest part of the year, and if 
an iee.house as described be once filled, that the congealers, as fast as they are stripped for supplying the 
market, may be put into reproducing operation uudor circumstances nearly as favourable as when the ice-
house was filled, because the ice still remaining in the house forms a" stock" on hand, not only to nieet 
the deivands of trade but also to maintain a low temperature in which, to successfully continue further 
manufacture. 

In mounting the congealers, care will be taken to afford a foundation for the column of ice to rest 
upon. The flange at the base of the congealers affords such a base, while in the complete apparatus shown 
the floor is so arranged as to serve as a direct foundation. 

In detaching the ice from the congealers no difficulty is experienced. The ice, although homo-
geneous, has a perfect radical cleavage, and a slight saw-cut at one side, and the use of wooden or metal 
wedges affords a means of ready detaclunent. For the purpose of previously detachiug the column from 
the congealers, several methods are illustrated in the drawings. At fig. 7 one of the congealers is shown 
to have a pipe entering at its top, and branched in opposite directions. Each branch has a suitable 
cock. One branch connects with the pipes containing the liquid ammonia, from which a supply may be 
taken when required, as before described. The other branch connects with the upper part of the con-
denser,rhereby more or less heated gas may be admitted, which promptly loosens the ice from the con-
gealers. In the complete' apparatus as shown, the congealers are cut off from communication with the 
supply pipe. The warmth of the room below in which the lower connections are exoscd is soon com-
municated to the interior of the congealers, and the ice is detached as rapidly as is reqmsite in practice. 

It will be seen that as the ice is formed on the hollow cores the freezing surface is gradually 
increased in area, and although the freezing operation may at times proceed proporbouably slower as the 
thickness of ice, increases, the increase of freezing area will practically compensate therefor, admitting of 
the formation of cylinders of ice of any required size. It is therefore of great importance that the heavy 
column of ice have a self-sustaining capacity at its base, as heretofore described, to avoid possibility of 
racking and straining the pipes. 

I find in practice that the freezing operation progresses more rapidly at the central portion of a 
series of congealing pipes than it does either at those cougealers near the point at which the liquid 
ammonia enters, or the gas leaves the system. Therefore it is desirable that each of the several sections 
be operated alternately as an initial section, and so produce uniform ice on all. 

The circles shown at fig. 21 in dotted lines around the congealing pipes indicate the peripheries of 
columns of ice formed thereon. 

CONDENSEI1. 
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CONDENSER. 
I will next refer to that portion of to invention which relates to my improvements in condensers 

for the treatment of ammonia., that being the refrigerating agent which is employed by me in the manu-
facture of artificial ice, preferably to any other known refrigerating agent. 

The condensation of gases and vapours prior to my invention has been effected by passing them 
through lengths, coils, or stacks of pipes, the exterior surfaces of which were subjected to the continuous 
application of water. In all cases known to me prior to my invention the water has either been eon-
tinuouslyapplied thereto by shewering or spraying, or the pipes have been submerged therein. In both 
cases water has been employed not only at its natural temperature but also at it lower temperature. When 
water is applied by constantly showering or spraying the well-known important refrigerating effect of 
evaporation is available to a limited degree only, and when the said pipes are submerged in water none of 
its advantages accrue. in both of these methods of applying water either a wasteful use of water occurs, 
or on the other hand a waste of the refrigerating agent employed for artificially reducing the temperature 
of the water from time to time. 

My invention in condensers consists in the combination with coils or pipes for containing and con-
ducting the matter to be condensed, of an automatically operated water-delivering apparatus, which inter-
mittently discharges the water on said coils or pipes or portions thereof, at such intervals as will admit of 
the surfaces of said pipes being intermittently charged with water and freed therefrom, and permit a 
complete evaporation of the water on the exterior surihees of said pipes between each automatic discharge 
of the water thereon, whereby rapid condensation is effected, an excessive use of water avoided, and the 
necessity for using artificial agents for cooling the water used practically obviated. 

Fig. 14 represents one of my condensers. It consists of the coil of pipe shown at F, supported by 
suitable standards, and mounted on a watertight floor, with raised sides as shown. For the purpose of 
securing large evaporative surface, and for maintaining the vapours and gases and the fluid to be charged 
therewith in small volume, I prefer that two sets of pipes be used, as shown aty and z. Both sets of 
pipes connect with the main induction at the branch pipe at G-, so that the vapours and fluid flow therefrom 
in opposite directions through the pipes to the base of the coil into the receiver H, from which the cen-
densed fluid may be drawn for the coimgealers. The pipes may be variously arranged, but I prefer the coil 
arrangement as shown. I denotes a pipe shaft centrally located within the coil, and communicating at its 
base with the water supply pipe shown. The pipe shaft at its base isprovided with a step and packnig box, 
whereby it may be slowly revolved by means of a rag-wheel or pulley chain, and driving wheel net shown. 
The pipe shaft is surmounted by and carries a horizontal pipe, the interior of which communicates with the 
pipe shaft. Near the outer ends of the horizontal, pipe are perforations, as shown, through which water 
is discharged upon the coil as the pipe shaft revelves. A cock in the water pipe gauges the supply of 
water. 

It will be seen that although the water will be continuously flowing from the ends of the horizontal 
pipe that it will be intermittently applied to pertions of the pipes, and that the movement of the pipe 
shaft, and the quantity of water delivered, may be so graduated as to allow each portion, after having been 
wet, to become even wholly dried by the absorption of the moisture by the air belbrc in its revolution the 
ead of the delivery pipe again reaches that portion and asahi wets it. 

In fig. 15 1. show another form of water-delivering apparatus, by which closely approximating 
results may be attained. It consists of an annular pipe perforated at its lower side. This pipe is 
located above the coil, and the circle is of the same diameter. Water is supplied to the annular pipe by 
a conductor shown, and in this conductor is a rotating plug cock operated continuously by the gearing 
shown. Every revolution of the largest gear opens and closes the cock twice, thus effecting intermittent 
discharges of water upon the coil. The intervals of discharge maybe regulated by speed of the gearing. 

It is to be understood that no novelty exists broadly in the combination of a condensing coil and a 
water-delivering apparatus. The novelty of this part of my invention consists solely in that improvement 
in such condensers which admits of the ijtermittent discharge of the water, whereby the full cooling effect 
of surface evaporation is attained. As heretofore constructed, the supply of water has been continuous, the 
water continually Hewing over the pipes, and therefbre the evaporative effect was only produced upon the 
water instead of upon the pipes themselves, and this difference, slight as it may appear, has proved in 
practice to be of great economic value. 

AnsoBent. 
I will next describe that portion of my invention which relates to my improvements in the process 

of absorbing ammonia gas in water and other solutions which I find to be of great practical value in the 
manufacture of ice, invelving the use of ammonia when the same is employed in aqueous or other solutions. 
My said improvements are also applicable to refrigerating apparatus not specially adapted to ice-making, 
and my chief purpose is to render the operation of absorbing ammonia gas practicable on it large scale, and 
by a process more simple and economical than any heretofore practised within my knowledge. 

My invention in the process of absorbing ammonia gas in water or other suitable liquid consists in 
mingling the gas and water in due proportions while in transit, and then passing the mixture through con-
duits exposed to it cooling agent. By this method I accomplish the absorption under the most favourable 
conditions, maintaining as 1 do a practically uniform temperature and pressure throughout the operation. 
In conducting cooling and freezing operations the intensity of the heat required for expelling the gas from 
its aqueous solution is proportionate to the quantity of water the solution contains. Also, the whole mass of 
water used has to be heated and cooled through a range of temperature of about 200 degrees Fahrenheit 
each time it is charged. Therefore economy in fuel and cost of apparatus demands that the quantity of 
water used to absorb a. given quantity of gas be reduced to a minimum. The capacity of water for 
absorbing ammonia gas depends entirely upon the temperature and pressure under which the operation is 
conducted, that is to say, the lower the temperature and the higher the pressure, the greater will be the 
quantity of gas absorbed in a given quantity of water. When the absorption takes place at about the 
ordinary temperature of air and water, and at about the pressure at which the gas usually comes from an 
ordinary cooling and freezing apparatus, the quantity of absorbed gas is more sensibly affected by any 

change 
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change of temperature or pressure than when the absorption takes place at higher degrees of temperature 
and pressure than those stated. Therefore in practice the most favourable conditions under which absorp-
tion can take place is when gas and water are nniformly mixed together, the initial pressure maintained 
throughout the apparatus, and the cooling agent brought into the clo.iest possible proximity to all parth 
of the absorbing mixture. illy absorber designed and constructed in accordance with these principles is 
illustrated on figure 16 showing a complete apparatus, and figure 17 a portion in section of one of the parts 
of the apparatus in a modified form. 

The gas to be absorbed as it comes from the congealers or refrigerating apparatus is admitted 
through the vertical neck of the pipe K, and the water or impoverished solutions from the retorts enter 
by the horizontal "eric of said pipe. Both the gas and the fluid which is to nbsorb it enter with sufficient 
velocity to break the fluid into spray, and so effect an intimate mixture at the outset. The lateral branches 
of pipe K divide the entering complex stream of liquid and gas into two streams, and each of these are 
again subdivided into two other streams as shown. The four streams traverse the pipes containing 
them which are coiled in opposite directions as shown until they reach the receiver L, which they enter 
from opposite directions. The four streams merge into one in passing through the receiver, and thereby 
the gas unabsorbed is remixed with the liquid, which then leaves the receiver in two streams flowing in 
opposite directions in pipes coiled as before until they reach another receiver, M, where both streams unite 
as before and depart in one stream through a pipe also coiled, and from thence the fluid completely 
charged with gas is conducted to the boilers or distilling retorts for farther use. As the mixture of gas 
and the water or other absorbent advances through the pipes of the absorber its volume is constantly 
decreasing by the absorption ;  therefore the number of the pipes is successively reduced in each succeeding 
section, until but a single pipe is employed, which will ordinarily be sucient. 

The two receivers serve to correct any irregularity of absorption occurring previous to the entrance 
of the streams therein. The heat evolved by the absorption may be withdrawn from the pipes by any of 
the well known means for condensing or cooling fluids in pipes, but Iprefer a water-distributing apparatus 
substantially like that shown in figure 15, which illustrates my condenser: Such an annular perforated 
pipe as there exhibited is shown above the absorber in fig. 16. 

The extent of surface required to be exposed to the cooling agent may be calculated by the usual 
methods, and the pipes may be arranged in any convenient manner. The size and number of the pipes or 
their sectional area should be calculated so as to enable the gas to move with sufikient velocity to partially 
carry the water with it, but not so great as to result in any considerable diminution of pressure in the 
lower sections of the absorber. As my object is to expose a large surface to the cooling agent, I prefer 
rather to increase the number of pipes than their conducting capacity. When the number of pipes is as 
showrn, branching into two, four, eight, sixteen, &c., I use the arrangement shown at the induction to the 
absorber ; 

 but when any larger number is employed, as for instance, three, six, twelve, twenty-four, &c., 
I prefer to employ'the distributing arrangement illustrated in section in fig. 17. The gas being admitted 
through the vertical exterior pipe by way of the elbow, and the water through the central interior vertical 
pipe shown, the two streams are well mixed by both striking in mass the interior surface of the 
dome of the distributor, which is provided with arched radial webs dividing the interior upper por- 
tion into several compartments equal in number to the several conducting pipes which branch therefrom 
substautially as previously shown. 

ThEKThLENT or Anroriis. 
I will next describe that portion of my invention which relates to improvements in the method of 

treating ammonia in solution, and apparatus therefor, whereby the gases driven from the retorts or dis-
tilling boilers are assorted into two classes. First, the pure gas which is conducted directly to the con- 
denser ;  and second, the impure gas which is more or less charged with watery vapour. This latter gas 
having been purge] of its watery vapour is then conducted to the condenser. 

My improvements nuder this head also embrace means for controlling the passage of impoverished 
solution from the retorts or boilers to the point where it merges with the gas, which having performed 
refrigerating service is returned from the congealers through the absorber to the retorts. 

My improved process iuvolves the employment of novel apparatus which consists in boilers or 
retorts, preferably horizontal inposition, arranged in pairs coupled at one end, and placed side by side, or 
one above the other. One boiler of each pair is subjected to a greater degree of heat than the other. The 
origina.l solutions and the returning solutions are entered into the coolest end of the coolest boiler. From 
this boiler or retort conducting pipes connect direct with the condenser, and therefore the purest gases 
being eliminated readily at it comparatively low temperature are promptly discharged from the retort. 
The remaining solution, thus more or less deprived of its strength, passes through the coupling pipes at 
the opposite end into the end of the adjacent retort. This latter, as before stated, is subjected to a higher 
degree of heat, and in this retort the gas is therefore evolved in combination with more or less imtery 
vapour incident to the degree of heat necessarily employed, and this impure gas is separately conveyed to 
the dryer, wherein the ammonia gas is separated from tIme watery vapour, and from which dryer it proceeds 
with the originally pure gas to the condenser. 

As the impoverished solution in this latter retort must be recharged, it is drawn therefrom for a 
remingling with the returning gas from the congealer, and the novel means which I have invented for 
properly controlling the passage of solution without allowing an undue passage of gas or vapour, consists 
in combining with the discharge pipe a balanced indicating cylinder, which, when filled with liquid, is 
depressed, but which when filled with gas is elevated by a counterbalance, and so indicates that further 
flow should be cut off, or it may be arranged to automatically cut off said flow as I herein illustrate. It 
is to be understood that various forms of distilling retorts have been heretofore used in this connection, 
but I know of none which could assort the gases into classes, admit of the continuous discharge of the 
pure gas direct to the condenser and the impure gas to pass also to the condenser, but by a distinct 
route, by the way of a dryer, and without affecting either of these discharges also admit of the withdrawal 
from time to time of the impoverished solution from the retorts. 

Figures IS and 19 respectively show my improved distilling apparatus in elevation and plan, 

In 
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In each figure the distilling boilers or retorts are shown at N', N' N3, and N'. They should be of 

good strength, and of such size as will meet the requirements of the i
,
ntended service. The complete 

apparatus shown at figs. 20, 21, 22, and 23, illustrates one of my proposed ice factories. The boilers are 
mounted in masonry, with it furnace at the front end of the boilers N' and N'. A. flue from the furnace 
extends beneath these boilers to their opposite end, then turns to the left and returns beneath the 
boilers N' and N' to their front, and at that point enter the chimney, not shown. The boilers N' and I' 
are separately coupled by pipes at their rear end with boilers N4  and N' respectively as shown. The fire 
being at the front of the right hand pair and traversing the length of both pairs, obviously results ina 
gradinted temperature, the front end of the pair of boilers N' and N' being much cooler than the front 
end of boilers N' and N. 

The boilers N' and N' at their front ends are by means of the branch pipe shown at 0 connected 
direct with the condensing coil previously described. Both of the boilers are also coupled by the branch 
pipe 0', hrough which the ammonia solutions in full, strength are admitted to the boiler after having 
made the

t 
 circuit through the apparatus. 

The boilers N' and N4  are also coupled by the branch pipe P, which by means of a smaU pipe, 
communicates with the interior of the dryer Y. The pipe P extends .  upwards into the dryer. The 

dryer consists of a vertical hollow cylinder which is provided with interior flanges and plates, which in 
section form cones or parts of cones, as indicated in the drawing, a. portion of the cylinder being broken 
away to show them and the upper end of pipe P. The th'yer at its upper end by pipe F communicates 
with the pipe 0, which has been before described as connecting boilers N' and N' direct with the con-
denser. The dryer is connected at its top with the bottoin of the temperature exchanger Q by means of 

the pipe F. The temperature exchanger consists of a vertical hollow cylinder, a portion of which is 
broken away to show its interior. The upper end of the exchanger Q is connected by way of pipe P' with 
the smgle.actmng pump at It, which in turn is connected, as shown at figure 20, by the enlarged pipe It' 
(which also serves as a reservoir) with the exit or delivery end of the absorber. The pipes 1" and P' are 
connected by the coil within the exchanger, and are in fact one pipe leading from the pump to the dryer. 
The two boilers N' and N4  are also coupled at their front ends by the pipe 5, which crosses their heads 
laterally, and then extends toward the rear of the boiler at right angles, and enters the top of the cylin-
drical indicating chamber 8'; from the bottom of chamber 8' a pipe 5' extends parallel with pipe S toward 
the front end of the boilers and enters by a lateral bend the temperature exchanger Q. at its bottom. The 
exchanger being filled with this solution it is discharged therefrom at the top by pipe S' thence to the 
absorber previously described. It is desirable that cocks should be placed at numerous points in the 
apparatus, as indicated in the drawings, and some of the most important ones will be hereafter referred 
to by simple figures in the explanation of operation. 

The apparatus is first properly charged with ammonia solution. I prefer an aqueous solution, con-
taining about 30 per cent. of ammonia, and with this 1 fill all the pipes connecting the boilers with the 
absorber, and also charge the boilers to about two-thirds of their capaci'. The charging may be effected 
partially at the retorts by means of a pipe and funnel, shown on pipe Of  and partially at the top of large 
pipe P. (figure 20), the pump being worked meantime. Pressure gauges are provided for each of the 
boilers or retorts. The boilers arc then heated sufficiently to drive the gas therefrom with the pressure 
required to condense it in the condenser. The gas evolved from both pairs of retorts will be for a short 
time at the outset of the purest character, and will pass directly to the condenser by pipe 0. From the 
condenser the condensed gas in liquid form will be conducted to the congealers, thence in the form of gas 
to the absorber, thence to the pump It, which forces it into the exchanger Q, in the form of solution of 
original strength, thence into the dryer F, thence by pipe 0' back to the retorts N' and N'. The boilers N' 
and N1  are heated by reason of their relation to the furnace to a higher degree than the other two retorts 
the gases evolved therefrom are therefore more or less charged with watery vapour, while the gas evolved 
at a comparatively low temperature from retorts N' and N' is practically free from said vapour, it is there-
ibro necessary to purify the gas from N' and N' before allowing it to merge with the pure gas on its way to 
the condenser. This purification is accomplished in the dryer 1". The watery vapour entering from below 
passes upward through the descending volume of restored solution, which has before been described as 

Q.  coming from the exchanger 	and the pump It, and the gas by contact with this solution leaves with it 
the watery vapours, and proceeds comparatively pure from the top of the dryer to the condenser by pipe 0. 

It will be obvious that the solution remaining in the boilers N' and N' will become impoverished 
after a while as the tendency is for the ammonia gas to be more or less freely evolved, and therefore I pro-
vide a means for withdrawing said solution from time to time, and enriching it by recharging it with the 
ammonia it originally contained. The pipe S before described as coupling the two boilers N' and N4, and 

co,nnmnn eating with the indicating chamber 51, pipe 52, exchanger Q, and pipe 5', admits of the passage of 
the impoverished solution to the absorber, where it is again mingled with the gas which proceeds from the 
congealers, and returns through the pump to the retorts. 

As the withdrawal of the impoverished solution is only requisite at intervals, I have devised a means 
for determining when sufficient has been drawn off, and in connection therewith means for automatically 
shutting off the discharge. It will be seen that the pipes draw off froin the heads of retorts N' and N' at 
about their centres, and that therefore no llowwill occur therefrom, except when filled above that point. The 
indicating chamber 5' it will be observed is connected with tight joints to the upper pipe S and lower 
pipe 5', and. that said pipes have considerable length and are horizontal as shown at figure 19. Their 
length and horizontal position admit of considerable vertical movement of the cylinder S. resulting from 
the elastic bending capacity of the pipes. It will be seen therefore that when solution is flowing through 
pipe Sand 5', that the cylinder 8' will be full of solution, and that its weight will cause it to be depressed 
to the extent admitted by the flexibility of the pipes, and it will be as readily seen that when the solution 
has been so far discharged from the retorts N' and N' as to allow gas or vapour to enter the pipe S that the 
solution will be driven from the cylinder 5' and pipe 	and by their loss of solid contents they will be 
free to rise, and by that movement indicate that the cocks at the retorts should be closed. To assist in 
the return upward movement of the cylinder 5' I apply a lever and weight thereto as a counter balance, 
which will readily be comprehended from the drawings. At fig. 23 I show a device whereby the cock will 

be 
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be automatically closed when the cylinder S' rises. 'The cock in pipe S is provided with a long arm and a 
weight. Between the arm and the weight is a holding block in wedge form. This wedge block, by means 
of it square-faced abutment on one side and an inclined faced sliding bar on the opposite side, holds the 
weight when the cock is open. The opposite end of the sliding bar is in contact with a square-faced 
pivoted bar. When the cylinder 8' rises, it HIts the pivoted bar from contact with the sliding bar, leaving 
it free to slide away from the incline face of the wedge block, whereby the weight is free to fall, and by 
its fall to close the cock. When proper to resume the drawing off of the solution, the cock will be set 
as before, and by,  its automatic action again secure the proper closure as described. 

Of course the impoverished solution leaves the retorts at a high temperature, but in its passage 
upward through the exchanger its heat is extracted by the cold restored solution which envelopes the coil in 
the exchanger, and by this exchange of tomperoturethe enriched solution is all the better fitted to enter the 
retorts, and the impoverished solution also better fitted to proceed to the absorber. It will be seen that by 
this arrangement an economic expenditure of heat is effected, inasmuch as the outgoing solution exchanges 
temperatures with the solution on its way to the retorts N', Y. 

It will be seen that a single retort of it length equal to that of N1  and N', for instance, would 
operate much like the two if the fire was at one end and the heat conducted throughout its length. There 
would be approximately variable degrees of temperature between the front and rear ends, and at the ]after 
end the rich solution would be entered and the pure gas discharged, while at the front ends, as herein 
shown with N' and N', the impure gas and exhausted solution would be drttwn. in such a retort how-
ever it would be well to have a partition midway between its two ends, so perforated as to serve as a con-
nection between the two, after the manner of the coupling pipes in rear of retorts shown. 

Although I have shown the retorts in connection with a furnace, it will be obvious that steam may 
as well be employed as a heating medium. In heating by steam, various methods may be adopted, which 
will readily suggest themselves. As an instance, the retorts could be encircled with a series of steam 
jackets or steam spaces located at different points on the retorts, and graduated in heating capacity so as 
to make one end of the retort its hottest portion, and to vary the degrees of temperature between that 
portion and the portion which is to be but slightly heated. 

Oo?.n?LErE Api'xit&xus. 
Having thus described in detail the several features of my invention, it only remains necessary to 

describe a complete apparatus embodying the same. 
For this purpose I have shown in elevation and plan an apparatus for manufactnrmg pure solid ICe 

in columns; and while said apparatus does not embody every detail in construction which 1. have herein 
delineated and described, it is an embodiment of the essential principles with which ice can be practically 
produced at a cost at least as low as it has ever been heretofore produced, and in a form and with it quality 
never before attained as I believe. 

Each division of the apparatus is designated by the name employed in the detailed description, and 
as far as practicable the same letters are employed in desiguation of specific parts. 

Figure 20 is a view partially in elevation and partially in vertical section. 
Figure 21 represents a plan view with the roof of the congealer removed. 
The congealer is located in a structure having complex walls of brick and open places filled with 

any good non-conductor of heat. The interior walls are covered with hydraulic cement. The supporting 
floor is located some distance above the floor of it chamber below. This lower chamber may be utilized 
as a store room for perishable articles, as its temperature is such as to render it of great value. The 
vertical congealing pipes are of common iron gas pipes. Their general arrangement resembles that shown 
in figures 1 and 5, although differing in special arrangement. It will, be seen that six sections are shown, 
with six pipes in each section, and all are so connected as to afford continuous communication throughout 
the series alternately connected at top and bottom. The water delivery apparatus resembles that shown 
in figures 7 and 13, but differs from that in the mode of revolving the pans. Instead of the intermittent 
revolution, they revolve slowly but continuously by means of a belt, chain, or cord, and a driver, as shown 
in figure 21. On the roof of the congealing chamber, exposed to the open air, is the condenser and 
absorber, substantially as previously described indetail, the condenser being placed above the absorber, and 
both being exposed to the action of water delivered from the rotating horizontal pipe surmounting the 
coils. Although diThcult to separate them in the drawings by the eye, they are distinct and separate, and 
in detail substantially as previously described. The retorts are precisely as previously shown. The 
only device which appears for the first time as a subject for description on these figures is the indicator T, 
which is in fact, in construction, a duplicate of the indicating cylinder 51,  previously described. it will 
be seen that some means should be available whereby it may be determined whether or not the congealers 
are being properly supplied with liquid ammonia. The indicator T is an intermediate connecting link 
between the condenser and the eongealers, and through it all the liquid ammonia passes. Being susceptible 
of vertical movement, precisely like the indicator 5', and being like that provided with a counterpoise 
weight and lever, as shown, it is depressed when full of liquid, and elevated when einpi,and therefore so 
long as it is depressed it shows that the congealers are being properly supplied, while by its elevation it 
indicates that connection should be at least partiaily cut oft with the congealer until a supply of liquid 
has accumulated. In the centre of the eongeaier floor is a well into which the excess of water flows after 
passing down over the congealers, and from this it is pumped to the system of upper pipes from which the 
revolving pans are supplied. As fast as congelation is effected new supplies of water may be furnished to 
the well by pipes from a watennain, or by pumping from an original source. 

It will be seen at figure 21 that each set of congealers is connected at the top of one of them with 
the ammonia supply pipe T', which connects with the condenser by the way of indicator T. The cocks 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, control the supply to each set. The large central pipe U communicates with each series at 
the top of the chamber, and it is into this pipe that all the gas is discharged from the congealers after 
having performed its freezing work. At every point of connection of this pipe or its branches with the 
congealers are means for closing the connection. Three way cocks are preferable, and these are shown 
at 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.1.3, and 14. The pipe U conducts the gas upward to the absorber. For the purpose 
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of description in operation I will designate the several sets of congealers as v', y-', y3  yt V5,  y6  It will be 
seen that by the arrangement of the supply pipes, discharge pipes, and cocks, that ammonia may only be 
supplied into set V', and made to traverse the entire system, and discharge the gas from the set Y, if such 
an operation were requisite; or it may be entered directly into each set, and gas may be directly discharged 
therefrom, giving the widest possible range of operation, and permit the active employment of any five of 
the sets while any one of them is detached for the removal of ice from the pipes. For instance, to cut off 
the set V', the supply cock at 1 is closed and that at 2 is left open, the cock at S is so set that the gas in 
the section can freely escape into pipe U, and by its conncction therewith the temperature of the con-
gealing pipes rapidly rises. Below the floor the horizontal connections being in a warmer locality, assist 
in the gasification of the liquid which may remain in the pipes, and soon the ice will be sufficiently detached 
therefrom to admit of ready removal by sawing and splitting, which is readily effected by reason of the 
free radial cleavage of the ice. The set V' then becomes the first in the series, the ammoiiiabeiimg supplied 
by cock 2, and so on, The same operation may be repeated with each set of the system. Any single set, or 
number of sets, may also be operated while the rest remain idle, as for instanec, set V4  will be supplied 
with ammonia by way of cock 4, all the other supply cocks being closed; cock 12 is then opened for 
communication with pipe U, and cock 11 closed. 

The longitudinal and lateral pipes in sets V' and V' indicate the water supply pipes not shown in 
the other sets. 

Now, for explaining the operation in general terms, it will be understood that the apparatus is 
properly charged with ammonia solution, and that the retorts coiistitnte the initial point. The pure 
gas goes direct to the condenser, and the impure gas, after passing through the dryer, also proceeds 
thereto. In the condenser the gas is liquefied, and from thence proceeds to the congealer, where, in 
performing its freezing work, it is gasified, and from thence proceeds to the absorber, wherein it is again 
mingled with the impoverished solutions from the retorts. From the absorber it proceeds by way of the 
pump to the retorts, continuously proceeding, as before, so long as the pump is worked. It is to be 
understood that a steam-engine, or other suitable motor, may be employed for working the pumps and 
operating the water.distributing pans. 

While having confined myself to a description of apparatus intended for operation with ammonia 
in solution, I desire it to be distinctly understood that I do not limit myself exclusively to the employ. 
ment of that refrigerant. It will be obvious that many of the prime results of my congealing apparatus 
will be attainable with many of the well-known refrigerating agents. So also will it be obvious that 
instead of ammonia as a sole agent for refrigerating, an incongealable liquid may be employed as a 
secondary agent to circulate within the congealers, after having been subjected to frigorific action of 
ammonia as a prime freezing agent, or to any other well-known refrigerant. From long experience, 
varied with practical and experimental research and application, .1 believe that satisfactory results may 
be and have been more economically attained by me and others before me by the use of ammonia in solution 
than by any other method of using it, and that ammonia is generally conceded to be the best refrigerant 
now known. 

I am aware that moulds, tanks, and freezing vessels of various forms and character have been 
employed for congealing water contained therein ; that water has been applied at once to the f till capacity 
of said monlds, &e., and has also been gradually supplied as the freezing operation progressed ; that water 
has been supplied thereto in broken sheets or drops graduated to the freezing operation; that revolving 
drums partially immersed in water have been arranged to form ice on their peripherieal surfaces; that 
said drums have been enclosed in refrigerating chambers whereby the ice was formed that ice has also 
been formed on such drums by employing a refrigerant within the drum; but by none of these systems 
has the water to be frozen been made to flow in streams traversing freezing surfaces to the rear of which 
the refrigerant was applied, and through which it operated. 

The only apparatus intended for the manufacture of ice known to me in which flowing streams 
have been employed, consisted of a refrigerating chamber, within which were suspended vertically boards, 
thin metal plates or cloth, on the surfaces of which ice was formed by flowing films of water down said 
surfaces. Such an apparatus difl'ers from those which embody the essential principles of my invention in 
this,—the refrigerating agent is tmot applied to the rear of the freezing surfaces, and does not operate 
through said surfaces, while inmy process this location of the refrigerant at the rear of said surfaces 
so that it will act through them, constitutes one of the vital elements of my invention. 

With freezing surfaces which operate by reason of the application of the refrigerating agent to 
their front, as has heretofore been done, that ice which is first formed thereon is, by the increase of its 
thickness, in point of fact placed farther and farther from the refrigerating agent, and hence during the 
formation of successive layers it cammnot be hardened beyond the degree of hardness or density first 
obtained. By my process, with the refrigerant applied to the rear of said surface, the ice first formed is 
continuously hardened, and maintains always the same location with relation to the refrigerant. 
Moreover, the refrigerant when applied to the front of the freezing surface, occupies a position between 
which and the freezing surface on which the ice is formed the film of water flows ; therefore, it will be 
seen that the refrigerant directly acts upon the outer portion of the film, and must necessarily expend a 
large portion of its frigorific power upon the water which passes awayfrorn the bottom of the freezing 
surface. In my process, with the refrigerant applied at the rear of the freezing surfaces, that portion of 
the film which is next to said surface has expended directly upon it through the ice already formed, the 
frigorific power of the freezing agent. 1 therefore make no claim to flowing streams in themselves con-
sidered, but to the process herein described, which involves the application of flowing streams to freezing 
surfaces, to the rear of which the refrigerant is applied, and through which it operates. 

Having thus described my invention, I claim as new and of my own invention 
1st. The improvement in the manufacture of artificial ice, which consists in forming the ice on 

freezing surfaces in the rear of which the refrigerating agent is applied, and through which 
it separates by congealing portions of water applied to and traversing the freezing surfaces in 
flowing streams substantially as described, whereby the surface of the ice is freed from 
objectionable matter, as specified. 

2nd. 
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211d. The herein described process of manufacturing ice around cores through which the freezing 
agent flows, by showering or throwing the water upon them, so that constant currents of 
water shall flow over the surface of the ice during its formation, substantially as specified. 

3rd. In an ice-making apparatus whereby ice is formed by the congelation on vertical freezing 
surfaces of water which traverses the same in flowing streams, an isolated vertical congealer, 
mounted on a base, which not only supports the congealer but also affords a direct support 
for the ice formed thereon, substantially as described, whereby the employment of a freezing 
tank is obviated, and the ice, in any desired bulk or quantity, may be formed upon the 
congealer, without liability of racking or straining the same, as set forth. 

4th. The combination with a congealer composed of pipes containing the refrigerant, of a water-
feeding apparatus adapted to deliver the water to be frozen on all sides of the congealer, 
substantially as described. 

5th. The combination with a base pipe and vertical congealers adapted to be operated by a 
volatile refrigerating agent; of a trap at the base thereof for containing condensed or 
liquefied portions of the refrigerant, substantially as described, whereby gaseous portions of 
the refrigerant will be passed through said liquid in its passage from one congealer to another, 
as specified. 

6th. In a congealing apparatus a series of isolated vertical congealing pipes, in combination 
with and connected to a supply pipe common to each, and provided with a continuous 
passage throughout its length, substantially as described, whereby said supply pipe may 
deliver the refrigerant to said congealing pipes, and receive it therefrom for the purposes 
specified. 

7th. The combination with a refrigerant supply pipe, having diaphragms and ports of vertical 
congealers, having a double connection with the supply pipe, and ,arranged with relation to 
the diaphragms substantially as described, whereby the refrigerant will be partially diverted 
from its direct course through the congealers, and ieturn to the supply pipe. 

8th. In a volatile refrigerant supply pipe, one or more diaphragms or partitions provided with 
ports or openings of less area than the sectional area of said pipe, substantially as described, 
whereby the gaseous and fluid portions of the refrigerant may be brought into close relations 
with each other by their passage through each opening as specified. 

9th. The vertical congealers having independent interior passages for conducting the refrigerant, 
the supply pipe and the diaphragms or partitions with ports combined and arranged to 
operate substantially as described. 

10th. A vertical congealer for artificial ice, manufacture, composed of an exterior casing, having 
it closed end, an interior conductor with an open end located adjacent to the close end of the 
casing, and a refrigerant supply pipe connected with said pipe and easing, substantially as 
described, whereby the refrigerant will be conducted into the congealer by way of the interior 
pipe, and from the congealer to the supply pipe, for the purposes specified. 

11th. In a congealing apparatus, having vertical congealers inunediately supplied from a pipe 
common to them all, the combination with the congealers and supply pipe of a cock or 
cocks for controlling the passage of ammonia or other refrigerant to each congealer, and a 
diaphragm in the supply pipe opposite each congealer, provided with a port or ports, which 
are also guarded by valves or cocks, substantially as described: 

12th. The combination with a vertical congealer for containing a refrigerant of a water distributer 
located above the congealer, and arranged to revolve while discharging water upon the 
congealer, substantially as described. 

13th. A condcnser, composed of a stack or coil of pipe, arranged for conducting gases, vapours, 
fluids, &c., in combination with an automatic intermittently operating water-delivering 
apparatus, substantially as described, whereby the exterior surface of said pipes may be 
alternately charged with water and freed therefrom for the purposes specified. 

14th. The process of absorbing ammonia gas in water by mingling them in due proportions while 
in transit, and then passing the mixture in streams through conduits exposed to a cooling 
agent: substantially as described. 

15th. The improvement in the process of treating ammonia solutions employed in icc-making 
apparatus, which consists in evolving ammonia gas from said solution by treating the solution 
in a retort, which is exposed to varied degrees of heat, and asserting the gas evolved at low 
temperatures from that gas evolved, with watery vapour at a high temperature, substantially 
as described. 

16th. An apparatus for distilling ammonia from solutions, consisting of it retort composed of 
communicating compartments, separate gas-conducting pipes, and a heating apparatus, 
arranged to heat one compartment more than the other, substantially as described. 

In witness whereof, I, the said John M'G'ouch Beath, have hereunto set my  hand and seal, this 
twenty-fourth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, 

JOHN M'GOUCH BEATI-I. 
Witnesses—A.e.noN RoMuli. 

EDWD. Giu.rrn'n BIVEwEB. 

This is the specification, marked A, refprred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted 
to John M'Gouch Beath, this seventh day of June, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
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REPORT. 

Sm, 
	 Sydney, S May, 1875. 

The application of Mr. John M'Gouch Beath for Letters of Registration, for "Improvements 
in the process of making Artificial Ice, and in Apparatus therefor," having been referred to us, we have 
examined the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that 
we see no objeehon to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for. 

We have, &c., 
J. SMITH. 

TEE PRINCIPAL UNDER SECRETARY. 
	 UllÄs. WATT. 

[Drawings— three shcet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 7th June. No. 474. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR BRUSHING BOOTS AND SHOES, &c. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Andrew Bogle for Improvements in Machinery 
for brushing Boots and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening 
Cutlery. 

[Registered on the 7th day of June, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY I-he EXCELIJxNCY Sm HntduLxs GEoRGE ROBERT Ro]cr.soN, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Axmtxw BOGLE, of No. 21, Plinders.street East, in the city of Melbourne and 
Colony of Victoria, merchant, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or 
designer of a certain invention or improvement in jnanufacthres, that is to say, of an invention for 

Improvements in Machinery for brushing Boots and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening 
Cutlery," which is more pariAcularly described in the specification, marked A, and the sheet of drawings, 
marke& B, which are hereunto annexed; and that be, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the 
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum ofTwenty Pounds sterling, for 
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council 
iixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that], would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improve-
ment might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encourage-
ment to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, 
and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons, 
appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my 
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
into the said Andrew Bogle, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date 
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Andrew Bogle, his executors, administrators, and assigns, 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the lull end and term of fourteen 
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: 
Provided aiways, that if the said Andrew Bogle shall not, within three days after the granting of these 
Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said 
Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby 
granted, èha)l cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(LB.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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A. 

SPECIFICATION of AynuEw B0OLE. of No. 21, Flinders-street East, in the city of Melbourne and 
Colony of Victoria., merchant, for an invention intituled "Improvements in Machinery for brushing 
Boots and Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery." 

\VIiEItxAs I am the inventor of "An improved Machine fbr brushing Boots and Shoes, and for polishing, 
grinding, and sharpening Cutlery." for which I have obtained Letters of Registration under the hand of 
the Governor and Seal. of the Colony of New South Wales, dated the eighth day of March, one thousand 
eight hundred and seventy-five and whereas the framing of the said machine and the contrivances for 
polishing knives which formed part of the said machine were open to objection on several grounds, 
now my present improvements have been designed to obviate such objections. The knife-polishing 
contrivances may be used separate and apart from the other parts of my originally patented invention, or 
may,  be incorporated with and form part of it or any other similar machine. 

By my present arrangement the framing is made of east iron, and my knife-polishing contrivances 
necessitate the use of only one shaft instead of two, while the knife is held underneath a novel description 
of polisher instead of between two Vads on parallel shafts as formerly. This polisher is of very peculiar 
construction, and does not consist of soft pads made from "pieces of wash-leather wound tightly around 
the shaft,' but of pieces of dry clean sole leather about two and a half inches long and three-quarters of 
an inch wide, affixed lengthwise end on to the shaft, from which each piece projects radially. This polisher 
is enclosed in a casing supplied with sufficient polishing powder to enable the ends of each piece of leather 
to dip into it at every revolution before passing over the knife. The lower lip of the mouth of this casing 
consists of the edge of a piece of india-rubber or a soft brush which cleanses the knife from all dust as it 
is drawn out therefrom. 

The bottom of this casing is continued for a convenient distance, and is supplied with at certain 
amount of polishing powder. At the end of it is a pivoted door so as to keep in the powder until there 
is a danger of its being choked, when it can be opened and cleaned out. 

The pieces of sole leather which form my polisher may be fastened to the shaft in any,  practicable 
way, but I prefer to make a couple of slits in each piece, reaching to within (say) one quarter of aninchof 
the shaft, to receive a strong copper wire with which to bind it firmly thereto. 

In order, however, that my invention may be clearly understood, I will now proceed to refer to the 
drawings hereto annexed, where figure 1 shows perspective of my household "Help" constructed 
according to my present invention; figure 2, perspective of my new knife-polishing contrivance; and 
figure 8, longitudinal vertical section thereof. BB is the framing of the machine C, the treadle ; D, the 
grindstone; B, the fly-wheel (a belt from which drives upper shaft G through pulley F) ; II, the dirt 
brush I, the boot-polishing brush ; J, my new knife-polisher; K, its casing; L, india-rubber lip thereto 
M, its pivoted door; N, copper wire. 

I claim— 
First—The peculiar construction of knife-polisher .1, with its casing K, and the india-rubber 

lip L. 
Second.—The combination of all the operative parts with the cast iron framing B, forming my 

improved household Help, substantially as herein described and shown. 

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
Andrew Bogle, this seventh day of June, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, C May, 1.875. 
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. 

eonnunnication of 30th ultimo, No. 75/2,803, and which have reference to Mr. Andrew Bogle's Petition 
praying for a grant of Letters of Registration for "Improvements in Maclunery for brushing Boots and 
Shoes, and for polishing, grinding, and sharpening Cutlery," and we have to report that we see no objection 
to the issue of the Letters asked for in terms of Mr. Bogle's specification, Petition, drawings, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
GOTHER K. MANN. 

TUE PnixcuyAL UNDER SECISETSILY. 	 EDMUND FOSJ3ERY. 

[ Di-awings—ose sliech.] 
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A.D. 1875, 7th June. No. 475. 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE MMIUFACTURE OF ALCOHOL. 

LEftERS OF REGISTRATION to Joseph Grafton Ross and William Adam Dixon, 
for an Improvement in the manufacture of Alcohol. 

[Registered on the 7th day of June, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLENCY Siit HntcctEs GEOEUE RoBElzr ROBINSON, Knight Commander of the Most 
Distinguished Order, of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WhOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS .TosEvjIGnAnoNJkss, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,Qeneral Manager 
oftbe Colonial Sugar-refining Company, and IN ILL[flr An,r Dixox, of Sydnev,aforesaid, analytical chemist, 
have by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "Improvement in the 
manufacture of Alcohol," which is more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto 
annexed and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said 
Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting 
these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; 
and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage of, the said invention or improvement might be secured to them for a period of 
fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the 
arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the 
prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters 
stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by i:he said Act of Council, to grant, 
and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Joseph Grafton Ross and William Adam 
Dixon, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said 
invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, 
and exercise unto the said Joseph Grafton Ross and William Adam Dixon, their executors, administrators, 
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and 
term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be 
complete and ended: Provided alwas, that if the said Joseph Grafton Ross and William Adam Dixon 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hu]idred and seventy-five. 

hERCULES ROBINSON. 

SPECIFICATION 
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SPECIFICATION. 

THE object of our invention is the improvemeiit in the manufacture of Alcohol from molasses and other 
fermentable substances, by adding to the wash or to the molasses intended for fermentation tannic acid, 
alum, acetate of alumina, sulphate of alumina, chloride of colcium, acetate of lead, or other soluble load 
salt, sulphate or any soluble salt of iron, sulphate or any soluble salt of_zinc, sulphate or any soluble 
salt of copper, soluble salts of mercury, phosphoric acid or superphosphate of lime, either together or 
separately, so as to increase the yield of spirit by regulating the fermentation, and cause the yield of spirit 
to agree with the attenuation of the wort. 

In carrying out our invention we proceed as follows, that is to say, we take such a proportion of 
valonia, divi-divi, sumach, nutgalis, oak-bark, mimosa-bark, myrobalans, gambier, cutch, catechu, kino, or 
other substance containing tannic acid as will contain tannic acid equal to one per cent. of the weight of 
molasses used in setting up a fermenting back, or that contains twcnty-five (2.5) pounds of tannic acid for 
each ton of molasses. The exact quantity we discover from analysis of the substance used. We place 
the quantity required in a cask or other convenient vessel preferably having a perforated false bottom, 
which is then filled with hot or cold water; we allow the whole to soak for ten or twelve hours; we then 
withdraw the liquor into any convenient vessel, and from the residue wash out the whole or greater part 
of the soluble matter by repeated affusions of hot or cold water. The whole liquor being mixed with 
that first withdrawn forms liquor No. 1. In another vessel we dissolve in a sfficient quantity of hot or 
cold water two per cent. of the weight of molasses used of alum, that is fifty (50) pounds of alum to each 
ton of molasses; this we call liquor No. 2. We mix liquor No. 1 thoroughly with the molasses and then 
add liquor No. 2, mix thoroughly and dilute with sufficient water to reduce the mixture to a specific 
gravity of 1070 or thereabouts. This mixed wash we then run into the fermenting back, where it is 
allowed to ferment with or without the addition of yeast. In usiug the other substances above mentioned 
we proceed in a similar manner, using by prefèrencc about two (2) per cent of the weight of the molasses, 
that is to say about fifty (50) pounds weight to each ton of molasses; or otherwise we mix with the 
molasses immediately on its draining from the sugar a concentrated solution of tannie acid, which we 
obtain by evaporating liquor No. 1 in any convenient vessel so that twenty-five (25) pounds of tannic acid 
is contained in each five (5) gallons of extract. This we use in the same proportion, that is to say twenty. 
flyc (25) pounds tannic acid to each ton of molasses, also a concentrated solution of alum, fifty (50) pounds 
of alum being dissolved in five (5) gallons of boiling water to each ton of molasses, adding first the solution 
of tanuic acid and after thorough mixing the alum solution. Solutions of the other substances may be 
used in a similar mentioned manner. 

Raving thus declared the nature of our invention and the mode of its application, we wish it to be 
distinctly understood that we do not confine our claim to the above proportions or any other proportion, 
or any particular specific gravity or temperature, these being only those which we refer. Our claim is for 
the addition of tamiic acid, alum, and the other substances mentioned aforesaid, either together or 
separately, or any substance containing one or other of these, to the mixture of molasses or treacle or 
sugar and water known as wash in•  the manufacture of alcohol, or in any period of manufacture, to the 
molasses to be used, so as to increase the yield of spirit and cause the same to agroe with the attenuation 
of the wash. 

This is the specification referred to in our Petition of the 30th April, 1875. 

J. GRAFTON ROSS. 
WILL. A. DIXON. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Joscph 
0-raf ton Ross and William Adam Dixon, this seventh day of June, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 12 May, 1875. 

In the matter of the application of Messrs. J. U. Ross and W. A. Dixon for Letters of 
Registration for an "Improvement in the manufacture of Alcohol," we have the honor to report that we 
have examined the specification accompanying the same, and see no objection to the issue of Letters of 
Registration as prayed for. 

We have, &c., 
S. SMITH. 

THE PRUiCIEAL llicon SEcREnRY. 	 CRAS. WATT. 
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A.D. 18751  9th June. No. 476. 

A NEW DEVICE TO BE USED FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Robert Dixon Bannister and Samuel Milligan, 
for a new device to be used for Advertising purposes. 

[Registered on the 10th day of .Tune, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His EXCELLENCY Sin Hncu.rvs G-zoitox Ronnur Ronccsox, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint lVlichael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of. New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice.Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting; 

Wl:[EREAS Ronniir Dixow Bs.xwrsrrn, of Essex Lodge, Bcllarine.street, Geelong, in the Colony 
of Victoria, gentleman, and Samuel Milligan, of Vilamanta.street, Geelong, aforesaid, engineer, have by 
their Petition hnmbly represented to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain invention or 
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for" A new device to be used for Advertising 
purposes,' which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are 
herennto annexed ;  and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer 
of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of 
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number 
twent'.four and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to them 
for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing togive encoinagement to all inventions and 
improvements in the arts or manufactures which maybe for the public good, and having received a report 
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and 
consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and anthority given to me by the said Act of 
Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Robert Dixon Bannister 
and Samuel Milligasi, their, executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage 
of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; 
to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Robert Dixon Bannister and Samuel Milligan, their executors, 
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof; for and during and nnto the 
full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and 
fully to be complete and ended Provided always, that if the said Robert Dixon Bannister and Samuel 
Milligan shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the 
same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then 
these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

in witness whereof; I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be scaled with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern. 
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of June, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy.five. 

(xa.) HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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A new device to be used for Advertisiitg purposes. 

SPECIFiCATION of ROBEIVP Dr.xoN BNNI5TER, of Essex Lodge, Bellarine-street Geclong, iii tho 
Colony of Victoria, gentlernau, and Scu:n MILLICAY, of VilIa.manta-street, G-eeloiig, aforesaid, 
engineer, for :in invention intituled "a new device to be used for Advertising purposes." 

Tars invention consists of a new device to be used for the purpose of affording fhcilities for the clistri-
button of advertising cards to those persons who may desire them, and is suitable for railway carriages, 
cabins of vessels, omnibuses, rooms, and other chambers or apartments. 

For the purposes of this invention we provide a series of compartments of sufficient area for the 
reception of any sized esrds that may be required, and of sufficient thickness or depth to receive a number 
of such cards one behind the other. About the middle of the inside of the back of each of these com-
partments we provide a fiat metal spring, fastened in the centre, and with the ends bent forward, so that 
the whole spring forms a segment of a circle. This spring is for the purpose of pressing the cards forward 
to the front of the compartment, so that as one after another is taken away by those persons who may so 
desire, the remainder are still pressed forward, so that to the last card the advertisement bears the same 
outward appearance as at the first, and the uniformity of the whole series is thus preserved. 

These compartments may be arranged singly or in any required number, in one or more rows, and of 
any approved material or design; and although we have described a flat metal spring as the means whereby 
the cards are to be pressed forward, we do noteonfine ourselves to that kind of pressure, as india-rubber or 
other springs might be used for the purpose if so desired. We prefer however to use the flat metal 
springs as described, but in every case the springs must be just strong enough to press the cards forward 
and to prevent their shaking about without holding-them too tightly for the purposes described. 

In the drawings hereto attached, figure 1 shows front elevation of a. series of advertising compart-
ments with our springs attached; figure 2, plan and figure 3, perspedtive thereof. The compartments 
are marked A, and the springs B. 

By the use of this contrivance the necessity for copying out the address of any place or person 
desired to be remembered is obviated, as a card can be taken out of the compartment instead. 

We do not claim to be the inventors of compartments to contain advertisements, but we do claim 
making advertising compartments so as to receive a number of cards and with a spring to press them for-
ward, substantially as herein described and explained. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Robert 
Dixon Bannister and Samuel Milligan, this ninth day of June, 1875. 

- 	 hERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 17 May, 1875. 

Having, in compliance with the directions contained in the blank cover endorsed on the enclosed 
papers, and dated the 5th instant, investigated and considered the invention and device for which a patent is 
applied for by Messrs. B. 1)....nnister & S. Milligan, in their Agent's letter, received on the 20th April 
last, we have the honor to report that we consider the device to possess sufficient novelty to warrant 
Letters of Registration, to the issue of which we do not find that thero is any objection, and recommend 
accordingly. 

We have, &e., 
HENRY HALLORAN. 

TEE PRINcIrAL UNDER SECEETAnY. 	 THOS. RICHARDS. 

[Drawings—one iheot.] 

No. 477. 
[Assignment of No. 242A. See page 73 of Return of 21 June, 1872.] 
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A.D. 1875, 8th July. No. 478. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR CLEANSING WOOL. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Robert Hall, for Improvements in Machinery 
for cleansing  Wool. 

[Registered on the 9th day of July, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No 2-1. 

BY Iris Excntr.Ncy Sin HERCUtES GEonoE RoBERt ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, andYice-Admiral of the some. 

TO ALL TO WHOM T?SE PRESENTS SHALL COT1, greeting: 

WHEREAS Jtoniinr hAiL, of Hoddle-street, East Collingwood, in the Coiony. of Victoria, wool-
washer, bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or iinproven1eiit in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for" Improvements in 3!laehiuery 
for cleansing Wool," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which 
are hereunto annexed and that lie, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer 
of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defrayine the expense of 
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number 
twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him 
for a period of fourteen years And 1, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improve-
ments in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favour-
able to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider 
the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to inc by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Robert Hall, his executors, adminis-
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and 
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise, unto the said Robert 
Hall, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereoç for and 
during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presenl:s next and 
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Robert Hall 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper ofliee in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof; I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
inent House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(ne.) 	 lfEltCT'TES R013INS01N. 
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Improvements in Machinery for cleansing Wool. 

SPECIFICALUION of Ronxmv Hnt, of ioddle-street, Fast Collingwood, in the Colony of Victoria, wool-
washer, for an invention intituled "improvements in Machinery for cleansing Wool." 

Puts invention consists of certain improvements in machinery for cleansing wool, which may be divided 
into two parts, the first having reference to the machinery for washing, and the second to that for drying 
the wool. 

The machinery for washing consists of two tanks, each having a perforated false bottom, and placed 
end on to each other, the first being filled with hot soap-suds, and the second with cold water. Into the 
first of these the wool is ted by any convenient method, and is immediately submerged by the revolution 
of a roller (which in cross section is star-shaped) reaching quite across the tank. This gives the wool an 
impetus forward, when it is taken hold of and dragged further forward by an agitating fork. Here it 
comes within the range of a lifting fork, which raises it out of the water and deposits it on an endless 
inclined table or creeper, where it is sukjected  to the action of a series of hot water jets, and then drains 
itself to a considerable extent, and is carried forward and discharged into the next (cold water) tank, 
where another roller submerges it and gives it an impetus forward. After this it is beaten under again by 
two series of revolving feather washers or beaters, which treat it in succession. Then it comes within 
range of another lifting fork, which raises it out of the water and deposits it on the lower end of 
another endless inclined table or creeper, where it is subjected to the action of a series of cold water jets 
and is then carried between two rollers, where a considerable portion of the water is pressed out. From 
hence the wool is delivered on to another endless inclined table or creeper, by which it is carried into a 
drying chamber, the apparatus in which constitutes the second part of my invention. Here it is delivered 
on to the uppermost of it series of endless inclined travelling tables, placed one above the other, and 
travelling in alternately opposite directions, so as to compel the wool to travel over every one of them, 
across and across the chamber, before being finally deposited into a basket or other suitable receiver. 

The endless inclined creepers consist of a series of parallel tubes, which are held in position by 
means of the shanks which proceed from each link of the chain which drives it. 'Jhis chain winds around 
suitably shaped pulleys at each extremity of the creeper. 

In order, however, that my invention may be distinctly understood, I will now refer to the drawings 
hereto annexed, which, clearly illustrate the first portion of it. Figure 1 shows side elevation, figure 2, 
plan, and figure 3, end elevation of my washing machinery. Figures 4 and 5 are side and front elevation 
respectively of my lifting fork and its operating machinery. Figure 6 is top view of one of the chain 
pulleys for the creepers, with the chain shown in dotted lines. Figure 7 is top view of the chain with the 
tubular creeper shown in dotted lines, and figure & is top view of a part of the tubular creeper, with the 
chain shown in dotted lines. Figure 9 is side elevation of the inner side of one of the chain pulleys, and 
figure 10 represents its opposite side. 

A is the first tank, and B the second. 0 is the feeding board. P the star-shaped roller, having 
a circular disc, D', at each end, to prevent the wool from falling over. This roller is covered with copper 
or brass, or other metal sheeting. E is an agitating fork, supported on the crank of shaftE'. The spindle 
of this fork passes through a guide or perforation in rocking shaft B', which can be moved up or down by 
adjusting its bearings. F is a lifting fork supported on the crank of shaft P, which rests in bearings P 
on cast iron bearer F'. The spindle of this fork passes through a swinging or rocking guide or perfora-
tion in shaft P. 0- is an endless inclined table or creeper, to which motion is imparted by means of 
chains 0-1, through chain pulley 0-', supported in bearings 0-'. 

B is the second—or cold water—tank. I, bearings for spindle I', surrounded by cylindrical casing 
to which the feather-beaters or washers F are attached. J is another set of beaters, similarly worked and 
constructed. K is another lifting fork, supported on the crank of shaft K', which rests in bearings IC2. 
The spindle of this fork passes through a similar guide to that of lifting fork F. L is another endless 
inclined table or creeper made exactly similar, to the previous one, marked G. MM are iron rollers, the 
upper one being pressed down by weight M' on lever M', connected to lever 315  by screw link M'. A 
fluted roller revolves in an opposite direction to the upper or weighted roller, and is provided for the pur-
pose of stripping the wool which adheres to the upper roller, M. P is another endless inclined table or 
creeper like that marked G. 

On each of the shafts which work the lifting and agitating forks I use a pulley weighted on one 
side, and set it opposite the crank, so as that the weighted side will be descending when the fork is lifting 
the wool. 

The uppermost of the squeezing rollers is coated with some fibrous material, such as flax or hemp, 
to prevent the metal of one roller working against that of the other, or a coating of india-rubber may be 
placed underneath the fibrous material when so desired. The diameter of the upper roller when it has its 
coating on is the same as that of the lower one, and is recessed (with the exception of a small width at 
each end) to receive such coating. 

The perforations in the false bottom in the first tank are for the purpose of allowing the dirt to 
fall through them and so keep away from the wool; but in some eases it may be necesskry to give an 
occasional motion to these false bottoms to prevent their getting clogged by the deposit of unusually dirty 
pieces of wool. A trap-deer is provided in the end or side of each tank below the false bottom, for 
cleaning out the dirt which gathers there. 

The number of the tanks may of course be increased and hot water be used instead of cold, if so 
preferred; but I have stated the number of tanks and the condition of the water I prefer to use. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that, without confining myself to the precise details herein set forth and described, I 
claim,— 	 - 

lst.—Tl,e peculiar motion of the lifting forks P and K for lifting wool out of water whilst in 
the process of washing, substantially as described. 

2nd.—The peculiar mechanical arrangement for giving this motion, herein described and explained, 
consisting of the fork spindles, rocking guides, and crank shafts. 

8rL—The use of a balance or weighted pulley on each of such crank shafts, set as herein described. 
4th. 
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Improvements in Machinery for cleatasing Wool. 

4th.—The peculiar construction and arrangement of the endless inclined creepers G-, L, and I', 
with their chains and, chain pulleys, and the peculiar construction and arrangement of the 
waahers I and I. 

5th—The peculiar construction and arrangement of the travelling drying tables. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Robert Hall, 
dated the eighth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

UERCULS ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
Sydney, 17 June, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report under 
your B.C. communication of the 10th instant, No. 75)3,932, which have reference to the Petition of Robert 
Hall, praying for a grant of Letters of Registration for his invention of "Improvements in Machinery for 
cleansing Wool," and we have to state that we see no objection to the issue of the said Letters of Regis-
tration, in terms of Mr. Hall's Petition, drawings, specification, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
CHAS. WATT. 

TuE PBnrciPAl4 UNrnit S1cRnABy. 	 GOPHER K. MANN. 
4 

[Prswinga—one .lieet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 13th July. No. 479. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN PRESSES FOB PRESSING WOOL, HAY, AND SUCH 
LIKE MATERIAL. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Wffliam Speedy, for Improvements in Presses 
for pressing Wool, Hay, and such like material. 

[Registered on the ith day of July, 1575, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His EXCELLENCY Snt lixuculEs G.sonar Ronxwr llo:nnsox, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Wutrnr Srnri)Y, of Wainui, in the province of Hawke's Bay, in New Zealand, 
sheep farmer, bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he isthe  author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in thanufactures, that is to say, of an invention for "Improvements in Presses 
for pressing Wool, hay, and such like material," which is more particularly described iii the specification 
and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony f New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria,- number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I. would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention, or improve-
ment might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And. I, being willing to give encouragement 
to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the pnblic good, and 
having rQceived a report favourable to the prayer of the said petition, from competent persons appointed 
by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am 
pleasedi  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me 
by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by the se Letters of Registration grant unto the said William 
Speedy, his executors, adrnniistntors, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said 
invention or ithproveinent, for and during the tern of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, 
and exercise unto the said William Speedy, his executers, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and tenn of fourteen years from 
the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided 
always, that if the said William Speedy shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of 
Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of 
New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whalsoever hereby granted, 
shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this thirteenth day of July, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(u.S.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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Improvements in Presses for pressing ivooi, Hay, and such like material. 

SPECIFIOALI?ION of WrLLTnt SrEnr, of Wainui, in the province of Iiawke's Bay, in New Zealand, 
sheep farmer, for an invention intituled "Improvements in Presses for pressing Wool, Hay, and such 
like material." 

Tins invention consists of certain improvements in presses for pressing wool, hay, and such like material, 
so as to enable them to effect their object in an ecient, expeditious

'
and economical manner. Its 

essential novelty lies in the method of applying the power. Hitherto, screws and racks have been most 
generally adopted for the purpose, and the pressure has been directed away from the source of power. 
Now, in my case neither racks nor screws are used, neither is the pressure directed away from, but 
directly towards the source of power. For the racks and screws I substitute the windlass barrel, and 
place it at or near to the bottom of the press. To this, one or more ropes are attached and passed over or 
connected to the monkey or presser plate, or its attachments, so that by revoh'ing the barrel the ropes 
will be wound around it, and the monkey or presser plate pulled down, thus pressing the wool into the 
lower box as is well understood. 

In order to retain the pressure and prevent the backward revolution of the barrel, a pawl is 
provided to gear into a ratchet, which is made on or attached to such barrel. 

In order to provide for the increased power required to pull down the presser plate as it con-
tinues its descent, I make the windlass barrels tapering in form so that the downward movement of the 
presser plate lessens with each revolution of the barrel, the ropes being fastened to and commencing to 
wind over the largest part of theiu. 

The power may be applied to the barrels in any way the users may choose; but I prefer to use 
shifting levers, fitting into sockets like hand.spikes in the capstan of a ship. 

Chains, bands, or any other material that is strong and pliable enough, may be used instead of the 
ropes, and may either be hooked on to the presser plate or its attachments, or may pass over it and be 
brought down again to the barrel from which it started, or to some other. 

The barrels may be made tapering from one end to the other, or from the centre towards each end, 
or from both ends toward the centre. There may be one or two, and they may be placed underneath or 
by the side of the bottom boxes as may be preferred. They may also be rigidly attached to the press or 
the foundations theroof, or may be separately supported on a movable under.earriage. 

In the event of the ropes, chains, et cetera, passing directly over the presser plate, I make slits in 
the two sides of the upper box to allow of the passage of the rope as the presser plate descends. Making 
these slits is the only novelty I have introduced into the manufacture of the boxes. 

In order however that my,  improvements may be distinctly understood, I will proceed to refer to 
the drawings hereto attached, which illustrate several modifications of my invention; that shown in 
figure 1 being the one which I prefer, although in pressing some materials—hay for instance—it might 
be necessary to have larger boxes than are here shown. Figure 2 is plan of the movable under-carriage 
of the press shown in figure 1. 

In this case there are two barrels, A, supported in bearings in the movable under.carnage B. 
From each barrel there proceeds two ropes, C, which pass through the slits D in the sides of the upper 
box E over the presser plate F (in grooves F provided for the purpose), and down again through the slits 
on the other side of the box to the other barrel. PMvls G affixed to the iinder.carriage gear into ratchets 
H on the centre of the barrels. In each barrel there are sockets made to receive the end of handspikes 
Atm  with which to turn it round and thereby compress the wool. 

Around the outside of the mouth of the lower box are several projecting ioops, 3, which are 
intended to pass through slits in the wool bale whilst it is being filled. When this is accomplished the 
upper box is removed and the bale sewn up, the presser plate being hollowed out at F in order to give 
free play to the needle. When necessary all the sides of the lower box can be opened out and the bale 
removed. There is however nothing new about the method of filling or constructing the lower boxes and 
sewing up the bales as just described. 

Whilst the wool, etcetera, is being supplied to the boxes, the ropes are drawn over the sides of the 
press and allowed to remain there until it is timE, when the presser plate is placed in position, the ropes 
placed in the grooves on the top, and the barrels revolved. 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show respectively section, elevation, and plan of foundation of another muodifi. 
cation of my press, in which the presser plate F is connected by a stem, F', to two horizontal beams, F', 
working up and down the framing K, and to which the ropes 0 are hooked. The barrels too, marked A, 
are differently placed to those in figure 1. LL are ropes for lifting the presser plate and its attachments 
when reuired. 

Figures 6 and 7 show respectively section arid elevation of the lower portion of a third modifi. 
cation of my press, in which the whole arrangements are the same as in figure 1, with the exception that 
the press itself is supported by a strong framing and the under-carriage is dispensed with, thus necessi-
tating the alteration of the position of the barrels, which are here placed just about on a level with, 
instead of underneath, the bottom of the lower box of the press. In this modification it would be necessary 
to fasten the press to the foundations by links M as shown, or by any other approved method. 

Figures 8 and 9 show respectively side elevation and section of a fourth modifIcation of my press, 
in which a barrel on either side is used, and the ropes 0 proceeding therefrom are forked by means of 

C', so as to allow of two ropes passing through the slits in the upper box and so over the presser 
plate. N is a friction roller. In this case a lever pawl, P, is substituted for the hand-spike in figure 1. 

Figure 10 shows side elevation of this lever pawl, and figure 11 shows how it might be worked 
horizontally if so preferred. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to precise details, so long as the nature of my invention be 
retained, but 

I claim— 
Fir.t.—The use of windlass barrels for the purpose of applying power to presses for pressing wool, 

hay, and such like material, substantiall' as herein described and explained. 
Second, —The. several modifications of my press as herein described and illustrated, 

Third. 
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improvements in Presses for pressing Wool, Hag, and such like material. 

Third—The introduction of slits D in the Rides of the upper boxes of my press as herein described 
and explained. 

Fourth—The peculiar construction of presser plate as herein described and illustrated. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to William 
Speedy, the thirteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

SIR, 
	 Sydney, 22 June, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report under 
your B.C. communication of. the 16th instant, No. 75-4,142, which have reference to Mr. William Speedy's 
Petition for Letters of Registration for his invention for "Improvements in Presses for pressing \Vool, 
Hay, and such like material," and we have to state that we see no objection to the issue of the said Letters 
of Registration, in terms of Mr. Speedy's Petition, drawings, specification, and claim. 

We hhve, &c., 
GOTHER K. MANN. 

TnE PRTNCIPATJ UNDER SECBETASY. 	 E. 0. MORIAMY. 

[Drawings—one shset.] 

No. 480. 
Assignment of No. 156. See page 83 of Return of 8 December, 1870. 
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A.D. 1875, 7th August. No. 481. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN EXCAVATING MACHINES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Samuel McCaugliey, for Improvements in 
Excavating Machines. 

[Registered on the 7th day of August, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY his EXCELLENCY Sin lirinduLi;s GEoRw RonEuT RomxsoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS SAMUEL MCCAIJUITEY, of Coonong, Urana, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath 
by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is agent of Peter J. Shyther, who is the assignee of 
Benjamin Slusser, the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is 
to say, of an invention for "Improvements in Excavating Machines," which is more particularly described 
in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that be, the said Petitioner, 
hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of 
Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expeuse of granting these Letters of Registration, as required 
by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be 
pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said 
invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing 
to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for 
the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent 
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my 
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said Samuel MeCaughey, as such agent aforesaid, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the.said invention or improvement, for and during the term of 
fourteen years from the date hereof ;  to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Samuel M'Caughey as such 
agent as aforesaid, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage 
thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents 
next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said 
Samuel McCaughey shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Reyistration, 
register the same in the proper ofilee in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 
Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and 
become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
nient I-louse, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of August, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hnndred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

660-2 A 	 SPECIFICATION 
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SPECIFICATION of SAMUEL MeCAuGun, of Coonong, Urana, in the Colony of New South Wales, 
for an invention hitituled Improvements in Excavating Machines." 

Turs invention consists of certain improvements in machines for excavating earth, such as in the making of 
dams, &c., &c. The machine itself consists of a scoop-shaped excavating tool, supported on the front 
carriage; a receptable for the excavated earth supported on the back carriage ; and an elevator between 
the two for carrying the earth from the excavating tool to the receptacle. 

The excavating scoop is set at it certain pitch, and is attached to the lower extremity of a framing, 
made in the shape of a hollow square, on the front of each of the two sides of which is a rack. It is also 
attached to an iron bar bent round it, and having its two ends attached to the framing for receiving the 
pole, and it is also held backwards by a hook at the convergence of two bars proceeding from the back 
carriage, which hook passes through an eye underneath the scoop. Each rack is operated by a pinion 
fixed on the axle of the front carriage. This axle is madu to revolve at will by means of a clutch con-
necting it with one of the wheels so as to compel, it to revolve therewith, and so to raise the scoop. This 
clutch is so constructed as to disconnect itself when the scoop is lifted sufficiently far from the round. 
By means of an expanding gauge the scoop is prevented from descending lower than a certain point. A 
spring pawl gears into one of the pinions, and prevents the rack from moving either way until it is thrown 
out of gear. This is done by means of it treadle on the end of a lever attached to such pawl. 

The elevator consists of an endless travelling table, such as is commonly used for many analogous 
purposes, and its lower end is close to the top of the scoop. Motion is imparted to it by means of two 
pinions on the respective ends of a horizontal shaft reaching across the hinder carriage and gearing into 
two toothed wheels attached to (but of less diameter than) the wheels of the back carriage. This axle 
rests in suitable bearings on the top of each side of the back carriage when in gear, but is thrown out of 
gear by the same motion which raises the scoop. This is accomplished by means of an iron bar bent into 
the shape of a square, and supported in bearings on the hinder end of a casting, which encloses the rack 
through which the axle of the front carriage passes. On to the upper side of this there catches a hook 
at the convergence of two levers connected to the horizontal shaft near the respectivepinions on the two 
ends thereof, and having a fulcrum provided for each in the shape of a an stdard attached to and projecting 
above the side of the receptacle, so that when the rack is raised the square bent bar is depressed, pulling 
with it the two levers, and so lifting  the horizontal axle sufficiently far to disengage the pinions from the 
toothed wheels operating them. 

The receptacle consists of a conveniently shaped vehicle, having its bottom divided into three parts 
or flaps, each one suspended from its own gudgeons, and when closed resting each upon the edge of its 
neighbour, with the exception of the hindmost one, which rests on two catches in the tail-board. An arm 
is attached to the gudgeon on one side of each flap, and, to each arm a rod is attached, which reaches to 
and passes through a pororation in a bracket projecting from the side of the receptacle, and on this end 
of each such rod is a screwed collar. These perforations are one under the other, A lever is hinged to 
the bottom of the framing of the receptacle in such a way as that it will catch against these screwed 
collars in succession, and so lift them one after the other. An elbow joint keeps the back or tail board in 
position, and a cranked lever, reaching to near the driver's seat, enables it to be opened at pleasure. This 
tail-board is suspended by gudgeons from the top. 

Referring to the drawings hereto attached, where the same letters indicate similar parts wherever 
they occur. Figure 1 shows of side elevation of my machine, with the front wheel removed, for con-
venience in showing the parts; figure 2, plan; and figure 3, front elevation thereof. The remaining figures 
are details on a larger scale, the lettering on which indicates what they represent. 

A is the excavating scoop, bolted at a to lower end of the framing, on which are racks, B; C, bent iron 
bar supporting scoop ; C', eye underneath scoop; C', hook therein ; C', bars from side of back carriage for 
connecting it to front carriage; D, pinions; E and F form the sleeve and clutch, and F lever attached 
thereto ; U-, expanding gauge; II, spring pawl on end of lever H', operated by treadle W. 

I is the endless travelling table; I', screw and nuts for stretching same , -J, pinions; K, horizontal 
shaft; L, toothed wheels; M, bearings for shaft K; N, bent iron bar attached to casting 0 ; P, hook at 
convergence of levers P and F; Q, connection between each of these levers and shaft K; B, fulcrum of 
each such lever; 5, wheels for preventing the table from sagging. 

i 	
T, the receptacle, having its bottom in three parts or flaps, marked U, V, W, with a tail-board, X; 

U' s adjustable side-catch for keeping tail-board pushed out; U' is arm attached to gudgeon on one side; 
U3, rod attached thereto, on which is screwed collar V. V', V', and V with W', IV', W', are the arms, 
rods, and screwed collars attached to the gudgeons of flaps V and W respectively; 1 is a perforated 
bracket, through which rods u, V, and IV pass; Z is lever operating all these rods and flaps; I' is an 
elbow-joint, operated by bent arm X' and lever I', and continually pressed against tail-board by helical 
spring I'; T' are iron bars on each flap, those on flap W overlapping those on flap V, and those on flap V 
overlapping those on flap U. 	

i 'When the machine is simply travelling to its destination the scoop is lifted even higher than s 
shown in the drawings; the elevator is necessarily out of gear, and the flaps of the receptacle are closed. 
When required to commence operations, the gauge U- is adjusted so as to allow the scoop to descend to the 
maximum extent desired, the driver then presses on the treadle H', which releases the pawl H from the 
pinion into which it gears. The racks with the scoop attached now descend to the required depth, and by 
so doing allow the pinions J to fall into gear with toothed wheels L, thereby setting the elevator in motion. 
The machine now proceeds until the receptacle is full, when the driver throws the clutch, into gear by 
means of lever P. This connects the axle with the wheel and compels it to rotate with it. As the axle 
rotates, the pinions 1) operate the racks, and so lift the scoop. When it is lifted sufficiently high, the 
pinions D disengage themselves from the rack by reason of the worm on the clutch F in connection with 
the sleeve E. To discharge the load it is necessary first of all to pull the lever X' forward; this bends 
the elbow-joint X' and allows the contents of the vehicle to press the tail-board outward. The three flaps 
will then fsll in succession, discharging the contents of the receptacle at any place required. The lever Z 
must then be pulled forward, when the three flaps will rise in succession a little above the horizontal 

inside 
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inside the vehicle, the hindmost one lifting catch U' and allowing the tail-board to close and the e1bos-
joint to resume its position again. This it does by the pressure of the spring K4. The lever Z is then 
allowed to go backward, and the three flaps fall into their original position ready for loading. The 
treadle F must now be pressed so as to release the pawl H from the pinion D and aflow the scoop to 
descend into its excavating position. This motion of the rack causes the shaft K to descend into its 
bearings, and the pinions J consequently to gear into toothed wheels L. The onward motion of the 
machine now causes the scoop to excavate and the elevator to elevate, so as to fill the receptacle again as 
before. 

Having thus described the nature of this invention, and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to the precise details herein described and explained, no 
long as the nature thereof be retained, but I claim,— 

First—The peculiar method of supporting and operating the scoop A, as herein described and 
explained. 

Second—The peculiar method of spporting and working the elevator I, with its peculiar method 
of connecting and disconnecting itself from its operating wheels L, dependent upon and 
simultaneous with the lowering and raising of the scoop A, as herein described and explained. 

Third—The peculiar method of operating the flaps and tail-board of the receptacle T, as herein 
described and explained. 

Fourth—The peculiar construction of the sleeve and clutch F F, the spring pawl H, and 
connection Q, as herein described and explained. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Samuel 
Mcoaughey, this seventh day of August, 1875. 

HERCuLES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 29 July, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report, under 
your B.C. communication of the 15th July, No. 75/4,995, which have reference to Samuel McOaughey's 
application for Letters of Registration for his invention of "Improvements in Excavating Machines"; 
and we have to state that we see no objection to the issue of the Letters of Registration asked for in terms 
of Mr. McCaughey's specification, drawing, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
GOTHER K. MAIN. 

Thn PRiNCIPAL UNDER SECRETARY. 	 JOHN WIUTTON. 

[Dmwings—one sheet.] 
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A STEAM SUPER-HEATER. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to George Clinch, for an Invention for the 
Super-heating of Steam, and converting it into Hydrogen Gas for steam purposes. 

[Registered on the 7th day of August, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24,] 

BY u:xs ExeuttENcy Six limicutus GEolton ROBERT ROBINSoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the caine. 

TO ALL TO WIIOM ThESE PRESENTS SIIALL COi\IE, greeting: 

E

WHEREAS Groitcw Cuxcit, of. Fitzroy-street, St. Leonards East, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, has by his Petition humbly represented to me that 1ie is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention "for the super-heating of 
steam, and converting it into hydrogen gas for steam purposes," which is more particularly described in 
the specification and two sheets of drawings, marked A and B respectively, which are hereunto annexed 
and that he, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of 
New South Wales the sum of Lventy Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of gramitmg these 
Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; 
and bath humblyprayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of 
fourteen years: And 1, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the 
ai'ts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the 
prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the 
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant uiiV the said George Clinch, his executors, 
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, 
for and during the term of fourteen years froth the date hereof; to have, bold, and exercise unto the said 
George Clinch, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, 
for and during and unto the fuU end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and 
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said George Clinch 
shall, not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these 
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.' 

In wtneAs whereof, I have hereunto set in' y sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales. this seventh day of August, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(ta.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2 B 	 SPECIPIATION 
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SPECIFICATION for a Steam Super-heater, invented by Guonon CLINCH, of Fitzroy-street, East 
St. Leonards. 

TILTS is an invention for converting, by a novel and peculiar method, wet steam into super-heated steam, 
or hydrogea gas, and using it for engineering purposes, by conveying the steam from the steam-chest 
through a sinail iron pipe outside the boiler to the front of the furnace ; the pipe is then turned in beneath 
the furnace bars, and by way of the ash-pit is carried towards the back of the furnace the pipe is there 
attached to one of two nozzles which project downwards between the furnace bars, and are a part of the 
super-heating apparatus presently to be described, which apparatus is placed within and at the back of 
the furnace. 

The super-heater consists of a series of pipes singularly arranged, being placed one within another, 
that is to say, a quarter-inch pipe is placed within a pipe of one inch in diameter, and so formed by elbows 
(U T's  (T and joints or unions counectiog the pipes as to give the greatest length of piping in the 
smallest possible space, and cause the steam in its passage through the super-heater to be violentlyagitated 
by its continually striking the piping at right angles, and thus securing it becoming thoroughly dry heated 
steam or hydrogen gas. This piping after being fitted and prepared for the ingress of the wet steam 
through a pipe at one end of the under part of the super-heater and its egress; after passing through 
the several pipes of the apparatus, and being thereby (as before stated) converted into red-hot steam or 
hydrogen gas ; at the other end is then placed in a mould, say 21 in. x 10 in. x 3 in., and enclosed within 
a casing of cast-iron of one inch in thickness in some parts, and in other parts two inches in thickness the 
casing thus formed leaves the two pipes, the one for the ingress of the wet steam, the other for its egress 
in its heated state, enàlosed within the nozzles mentioned in the first paragraph, with the exception of a 
short length, say one inch, for connection, so that nothing appears or is to be seen outside the casting 
itself but the pipes for ingress and egress.  

The wet steam from the steam-chest having been conveyed to the slLper-heatcr and forced through 
the various turnings of the red-hot pipes becomes red-hot steam or hydrogen gas, and is in that state 
ejected from the super-heater through a pipe connected to the pipe at the second nozzle, and is by this 
pipe conveyed beneath the fire-bam by the way of the ash-pit back again to the front of the furnace at a 
slight distance above the burning fuel for about a foot in length; the pipe is there terminated by a fan-tail 
jet, from which the ret-hot steam or hydrogen gas is discharged with great; force, and mingling with the 
carbon or smoke causes it to ignite, thus destroying it by combustion. 

The force or volume of the dry steam or gas qjected is regulated by a stop-valve placed on the pipe 
leading from the steam-chest in a position where it can be readily reached ; a second stop-valve is placed 
on the same pipe close to its connection with the steam-chest, to be used in case of necessity. 

The dimensions of the super-heater must be regulated according  to the dimensions of the furnace 
in which it is to be placed ; the casing is rounded at each end and on the top, to prevent the flame of the 
furnace, by thus taking off its angles, as much as possible destroying it by combustion. 

A casing for the pipes of good fire-clay, or other suitable material, may be used in the place of iron 
in some furnaces. 

I claim to have produced by this invention a method of greatly intensifying the heat in furnaces by 
increasing the draught and consuming the smoke; also a great saving in the consumption of fuel, the 
prevention of an accumulation of soot, and the keeping of the flues and tubes clean, 

GEORGE CLINCH. 
July lGth, 1875 

The apparatus is now successfully at work at the ' Kent" and 	astIemaine" Breweries.— 
Gronen CLucell. 

This is the specification referred to in the aunexed Letters of Registration granted to George 
Clinch, this seventh day of August, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORTS. 

Sydney, 1 July, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report, under 
urflC. communication of the 24th nitimo, No. 75/4,358, which have reference to the application of Mr. 

(ieorge Clinch for an "invention for super-heating of steam, converting it into hydrogen gas, and applying 
it 'to Iic purpose of creating a more efficient draft in the furnace also consuming the smoke and keeping 
theues and tubes clean"; and we have to state that we are of opinion tl,at the specification accompanying 
Mr. Clinch's Petition is far too indefinite, and that the claim as set forth in his Petition could not be 
entertained. We, therefore, do not recommend the issue of Letters of Registration asked for. 

We have, &c., 
GOTHEIt K. MANN. 
alAS. WATT. 

THE PRINCXPAL UNDER SEcBItflRT. 

Sin, 
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Sm, 	 Sydney, 22 July, 1875. 
In returning to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of the 

10th instant, No. 75/5,087, we do ourselves the honor to report that we now see no objection to issue of 
Letters of Registration, securing to Mr. George Clinch his invention "for the super-heating of steam 
and converting it into hydrogen gas for steam purposes," provided that the registration is made in 
accordance with Mr. Clinch's revised specification, drawing, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
GOTILER K. MANN. 
CHAS. WATT. 

TUE PRiNCIPAL UNDER SECRETARY. 

[Drawingi—two sheetu.] 
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A.D. 18759  9th August. No. 483. 

HARRISON'S REDUCTION FURNACE. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to William Henry Harrison, for an. Invention 
termed "Ha.i'rison's Reduction Furnace." 

[Registered on the 11th day of August, 1875, in pursuance of the Act. 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY his ExctLrrNcr Sin HT&CULES GE0BOE ROnERT ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Govcrnor and Comrnauder.in.Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COfl greeting: 

WHEREAS WILLIAx hllitny HARRISON, of 152, Alberto-terrace, Da.rlinghurst Road, in the city 
of Sythiey, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath by his Petition humbly represented to mc that lie 
is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an 
invention termed "1-Jarrison's Reduction Furnace," which is more particularly described in the specification 
and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed ;  and that he, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with 
the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of griumting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twcuty4bur ;aud bath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improve. 
ments in the arts or manufactures might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years And I, being 
willing to give encouragement to all inveutions and improvem

ra
ents in the arts or manufactures which may 

be for the public good, and having received a report favouble to the prayer of the said Petition, from 
competent persons appointed byrne to examine and consider the matters stated therein,and to report thereon 
for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant 
unto the said William Henry Harrison, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said William Henry Harrison, his executors, adminis. 
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end 
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to 
be complete and ended Provided always, that if the said William Henry 11arrisen shall not, within 
three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the 
Snpreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
inent House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of August, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.a.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

SPECIFICATION. 
560-2 C 
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SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON, of 
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, send greeting: 

WHEREAs I am desirous of obtaining Royal Letters Patent or Letters of Registration for securing unto 
me Her Majesty's special Jicense that I. my executors, administrators, and assigns, and such others as I or 
they should at any time agree with, and no other, should and lawfully night from time to time, and at all 
times during a term of fourteen years to be computed from the day on which this instrument shall be left 
at the office of the Colonial Secretary, make, use, exercise, and vend, within the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies, an invention for the reduction of ores of iron to a metallic state, known 
as malleable iron and steel, by a chemical and mechanical contrivance which I designate" Harrison's 
Reduction Process"; and in order to obtain the said Letters Patent, I must, by an instrument in writing 
under my hand and seal, particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what 
manner the same is to be performed: Now know ye, that this specification is substantially the same for 
which Royal Letters Patent were granted to inc for the Colony of Victoria., bearing date the 10th day of 
April, one thousand eight hundred •and seventy-three, and also Letters Patent were granted me for 
the same in the Colony of Tasmania, and are as follow, thereby particularly describing and ascertaining 
the nature of the said invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, that is to say, I 
designate this process and contrivance Harrison's Reduction Process," and is the application of certain 
chemical and mechanical arrangements by which ores of iron are to be reduced to a metallic state as iron 
and steel. The details of such arrangements are as follow —I erect two kinds of furnaces for the 
purposes of this invention; the first is as follows, which I designate the "furnace process," in 
contradistinction to the second kind of furnace, which latter I designate the "retort process." In the 
first-named process I erect a furnace of fire-brick, which consists firstly of it fire-place as in an ordinary 
heating furnace, with this difference, viz., that .[ build across it an iron or clay retort or chamber, its 
shape being immaterial, I prefer it to be D-shaped or round, similar to a gas retort in shape. The said 
retort is provided at either end with a steam valve such as used as escape valves to ordinary steam boilers; 
it is placed at the highest part of the retort ;  the retort is also provided at its lowest part with a small 
steam pipe about one-fourth of an inch (more or less) in diameter, passing from a steam generator or boiler 
through either end of the retort and continued along the bottom of the retort; the said steam pipe is 
perforated with minute holes along its whole course within the retort at intervals of about six inches ; its 
use is hereinafter described. The retort is also provided with a mouthpiece and ascension pipe as in a gas-
making retort. The dimensions of the said fire-place are not absolutely defined, but I prefer for a furnace 
being on the hearth about 12 feet long by 5 feet wide that on the fire-bars the dimensions shall be about 
6 feet by 4. For a larger furnace than named it may be needful to have more than one such retort. I 
may also place the retort or retorts not only in the fire-place as described, but I may fix it or them in any 
part of the flues hereinafter set forth. I prefer it as described, as being the most efficient place for 
utilising the same fire which is used for heating the ores of iron undergoing treatment. The fire from the 
foregoing described fire-place is conducted along a series of flues which are about 12 inches wide by the 
same in depth communicating from the further end from the fire-place in one take-up flue to an ordinary 
stack as used in puddling furnaces. The flues are divided by fire-brick walls built in parallel rows from 
the fire-place to the take-up flue, upon which are built fire lumps or bricks about 3 inches thick. These 
latter form the hearth of the furnace, which I. prefer to incline slightly from the fire-place to the take-up 
flue. Upon the sides and ends of the hearth (which hearth I prefer to be about 12 feet long by 5 feet 
wide, more or less) I build a wall about 9 inches thick by the same in height. From the top of these 
side-walls I spring an arch, being about 18 inches high in the centre of the arch from the hearth. In the 
sides of the furnace walls last-named], provide an ordinary working door and rabble holes about 2 feet 
apart. The end walls are continued up to the arch, thus forming a closed chamber; at the lower end of 
such closed chamber I provide a slag channel which is situated at either side of the furnace. I term the 
chamber described the "body of the furnace." Through the arch, at any part of it, I fix a pipe about 
14 inch in diameter, provided at the top with an escape valve. From the ascension pipe of the 
retort or retorts above mentioned I continue it pipe which is inserted through one of the walls or through 
the arch of the body, or it may have branches inserted in more than one part of the walls, such pipe being 
about 14 inch bore. For a furnace the size mentioned one such pipe is sufficient; this pipe I designate 
the "induction pipe" ; either wall or any part of such walls may be pierced to receive such pipe or its 
branches, the nses of which are hereinafter described. In the retort process above mentioned I erect it 
series of retorts or brick chambers, but, by preference, retorts being in two rows, one row over the other; 
they are built as in a benchof retorts such as used for the manufacture of illuminating gas; the lower 
series of retorts are provided each retort with a steam pipe as formerly described herein; an ascension 
pipe from its mouthpiece conducted thence to the lower part of the mouthpiece of the retort above it; 
each upper retort at its end opposite the mouthpiece is provided at the highest part with an escape valve 
as in a steam boiler. The manner of the action of the said two kinds of furnaces are simila.r so far as the 
reduction of the ores of iron are concerned, and is as follows —The ore to be reduced is best broken into 
small pieces not larger than road-metal, and charged into the body of the furnace (in the furnace process) 
and into the upper series of retorts (in the retort process) ; the fires are urged until the ores are of a 
bright red heat throughout, when hydrogen gas or carburetted hydrogen gas which is generated in the 
retort or retorts (in the furnace process), and the lower series of retorts (in the retort process), is 
conveyed amongst the ore, where the oxygen of the ores of iron combines with the said hydrogen to form 
steam, which is ejected by the escape valves. When the reduction is effected a residuum remains in the 
body and upper series of retorts consisting of malleable iron, which I seek to convert into steel by the said 
iron absorbing the carbon set free from the carburetted hydrogen. The generation of the carburettcd 
hydrogen is effected by the destructive distillation of coal or hydro-carbons, and except for the immediate 
application to this invention forms no part of this my claim. Upon the distillation of the coal or hydro-
carbons being completed, coke or charcoal remains; and with a view to making a further suppiy of 
hydrogen gas, 1 transmit by the steam pipe above mentioned a fine stream of steam (more effectual if 

sup erhe ated) 
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superheatS) through the said coke or charcoal whilst incandescent; the steam is thereby decomposed, 
the hydrogen passes over to and is inducted as above described to the ore, where the hydrogen again 
combines with the oxygen of the ore, forming steam, leaving malleable iron. I do not confine myself to 
the said gas being taken directly from the gas retorts to the furnace ; but it may be stored in a gas-
bolder previous to its being utilized as already described, for convenience and to have more complete 
control over the process; I also use the furnace described as a gas generator, providing in such case with 
an ascension pipe in any part of the crown or arch. The application of a retort or retorts I also apply to 
an ordinary heating furnace first got up to a white heat, closing all the apertures to the hearth and 
inducting the gas as described; the said heating furnace of itself forming no part of this Patent or Letters 
of Registration. The principle upon which this application for Letters Patent or Letters of Registratiou 
claimed byrne chiefly consists in the direct application of hydrogen and carbnretted hydrogen gas to ores 
of iron brought to a red heat; the said ores of iron being confined in the chamber of a suitable furnace, 
and sealed from the air during the reduction, such gas being especially manufactured for the reduction 
to a metallic state of ores of iron. I therefore claim the application of hydrogen and carburetted 
hydrogen gas, as an improved and new invention for the manufacture of iron and steel from ores of iron, 
by its direct application as described. It is well known that in smelting ores of iron in the blast furnace, 
that hydrogen gas is generated from the coal used as fuel in that method, and may in a very slight degree 
act as a reducing agent. I wish it clearly ascertained that in such blast furnaces I 4o not claim the use 
of such gas as last described. The reduction of such ores of iron in such blast furnaces into cast or 
crystallinc iron is chiefly effected by carbonic oxide. The hydrogen from the coal in blast furnaces is 
almost entirely taken up by the oxygen of the air blown into the furnace to provide the necessary heat; 
consequently very little if any hydrogen acts as a primary reducing agent in the ordinary methods of 
smelting ores of iron. I claim to show by the latter statement that the absolute and sole use of hydrogen 
and carburetted hydrogen gas as the reducing agent of the ores of to into malleable iron and steel is a 
new and improved method for the reduction of such ores aforesaid; I do not confine myself to the precise 
number, size, or shape of the within described reduction process, but .1 claim them as set forth, and as 
being the most efficient and simple contrivances by which the reduction of ores by this process is to be 
effected. I claim the furnace first described in so far that I provide a fire-place provided with a gas 
retort or,  retorts and their application for the purposes of this invention to any other kind of furnace, 
which latter may form in itself no part of this patent. I claim the construction and use of the "furnace 
process" in so far that the fire passes under the hearth by the flues as described. I claim the construction 
and use of the last-named furnace as an invention for the manufacture of gas. I claim the process of 
generating hydrogen gas by means of passing steam over incandescent carbon for the purpose of applying 
the same to manufacture by this process. I claim the use of the "retort process" as described, only so 
far as the reduction of ores is concerned. I claim the application and use of the steam pipe as described 
within a retort for the decomposition of steam. I claim the application and use of an escape or safety 
valve in any part of the arch of such furnace, for the purpose of allowing the steam (formed by the union 
of the hydrogen injected and the oxygen of the ore) to escape. I claim the application and use of the 
injection pipe through the walls of the furnace, for the purpose of convoying hydrogen or carburetted 
hydrogen to the body of the furnace. I claim in the "retort process" before-mentioned the nnion of the 
upper and lower retorts by the ascension pipes, for the conveyance of gas from the latter to the ore 
contained in the upper retorts, as described. I claim the manufacture of steel by directing the carbon 
from the carbu.retted hydrogen gas directly among the metallic irou on its immediate reduction; as I lay the 
greatestimortance on the fact that, in the condition described, the iron is in the most favourable state 
possible for

p 
 its absorption of the carbon as stated, and further, in no other process of making steel from 

iron does this state obtain, viz., its absolute purity and its finely divided state. I therefore distinctly and 
emphatically lay claim to the treatment of ores of iron, as stated by means hereinbefore contained, for the 
manufacture of steel direct from the ores of iron, being a perfectly new invention for the manufacture of 
such iron and steel as to the public use and benefit thereof. I claim the right to make gas for the 
purposes of this invention by the means before-mentioned. And I do hereby, for myself',my heirs, 
administrator, executors, and assigns, covenant with Her Mwjesty, Her Heirs and Successors, that I believe 
the said invention to be a, new invention • as to the public use and exercise thereof; and that I do not 
believe that any other person than myself is the first and true inventor of the said invention, and that I 
will not leave these presents, at the office of the Colonial Secretary with any such belief as last aforesaid. 

In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand and seal, this twenty-first day of July, one 
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

WILLL&IVI HENRY HARRISON, 

Thtscxmnivr sheet of drawings accompanying the amended specification designated "Harrison's Reduction 
Process," with references thereto, as fellow 

Figure 1, sectional elevation —A, body of fmrnace; B, hearth; C, flue (take-up) ; D, fire-place; 
B, retort; F, ascension and induction pipe; G-, working door; I, steam pipe; W, bridge; 
flues; 8, end walls ; VU, escape valve and pipe; J; dead plate; '7, tapping hole. 

Figure 2, plan of flues, hearth, and retort ;—J, dead plates; B, fire-bars ; B, retort; I, steam pipe; 
W, bridge; B, flues—dotted lines across showing hearth of fire lumps; X, flue walls; 8, end 
walls; C, take-up flue; G, working door; '7, tapping hole. 

Figure 3, plan of arch :—J, dead plates; F, induction pipes and branches through arch; U, escape 
valve. 

Figure +, cross section showing retort, M; steam pipe, I; the body, A; induction pipe, F; N, a 
regulating stop-cock; B, ash-pit. 

Figure 5, cross section showing body, A; hearth, B; flue walls, X; flues, 0; ash-pit, B; rabble 
holes, R. 

Figure 6 shows a cross section of take-up flues, marked C. 
Figure 7 
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Figure 7 shows arrangements of retort process; G shows the lower series of retorts in which the 
ga8 is generated; the upper series marked I show the ascension pipes, marked F; escape 
valves, E. This diagram is one-half less scale than the preceding diagram. 

Figure 8 shows longitudinal section showing top and bottom retorts, marked I and G; ascension 
pipe, marked F; steam pipe, marked S; and the escape valve, E. Same scale as last. 

W. H. HARRISON. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to William 
Henry Harrison, this ninth day of August, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORTS. 

SIR, 	 Sydney, 15July, 1875. 
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report under 

your B.C. communication of the 29th ultimo, No. 75/4,524, and we beg to state that we consider it 
necessary to hear Mr. William Henry Harrison's explanation of his drawing, specification, and claims; 
and that we consider them too wide and indefinite to justify us recommending their registration in their 
present form. 	 We have, &c., 

GOPHER K. MANN. 
TuE PEnCIPAL UNDER SECEEDARY. 	 CHAS. WATT. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, 26 July, 1875. 
- 	In returning to you the documents transmitted for our report, underyourB.C. communication 

of the 22nd instant, No. 75/5,161, and wInch have reference to William Henry Harrison's revised 
specification and claim for his invention termed "Harrison's Reduction Furnace,' we do ourselves the 
honor to report that, although some of Mr. Harrison's claims as set forth in his revised specification 
appear to us still questionable, we are of opinion that, taking them as a whole, in connection with his 
plans, Letters of Registration may be granted to him. 	 We have, &e., 

GOPHER K. MANN. 
THE Pncira UNDER SECRETARY. 	 CHAS. WATT. 

[Daiwings—one steeL] 

No. 484. 
[Assignment of No. 46. See page 35 of this Return.] 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN WOOD PAVEMENTS, &c. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Samuel Norris, for Improvements in Wood 
Pavements for streets and other ways and for similar purposes, and in Apparatus 
to be used in laying the same, 

[Registered on the 27th day August, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 21.] 

BY His EXCELtENCY Sin HERCULES GE0RSE Rcnxnu itoBINsoic, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Adinh-al of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WIIEILExS Snm:x Noitnrs, of London, England, gentleman, bath by his Petition Inimbly 
represented to me that he is the author or designer of it certain invention or improvement in manufac-
tures, that is to say, of an invention for "Improvements in Wood Pavements for streets and other ways 
and for similar purposes, and in Apparatus to be used in laying the same," which is more particularly 
described in the specification and two sheets of drawings, marked A and B respectively, which are here-
unto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the 
said Colony of New South Wales the SUm of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of 
granting these Letters of Registration, as required, by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number 
twent -four ; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby 
the exclusive enjoyment and advautage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for 
a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements 
in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to 
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the 
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Samuel Norris, his executors, adminis-
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and 
dining the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Samuel 
Norris, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof; for and 
during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and imme-
diately qisuing,aml fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Samuel Norris shall 
not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper 
office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of 
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In withess whereof, I have hereunto set my sigu manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-sixth day of August, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight huiidred and seventy-five. 

(t.s.) 	 IROULES ROBINSON. 

500-2 B 	 SPECIFICATION 
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SPECIFICATION of S2M.tEL Nornus, of London, England, gentleman, for an invention entitled 
"Improvements in Wood Pavements for streets and other ways and for similar purposes, and in 
Apparatus to be used in laying the same." 	 - 

Mr said invention relates first to it wood pavement, which has a plank or board foundation whereon 
the wood blocks are placed, with spaces or intervals between them. At the bottom of these spaces wood 
strips are placed, and the space above the said strips is filled with gravel or other material rammed or 
packed tight with asphalt, tar, or other similar substance. 

The said invention also relates to a modification in the construction of this pavement as hereinafter 
described; also to a machine for tightly driving and packing cement, gravel, stones and other substances 

of between the blocks of a pavement, or foundations for buildings and other similar constructions. 
DESCEIPIrON Or THE DEAwnm. 

Figure 1 is a transverse section of a portion of my improved pavement, showing the aforesaid 
machine as employed in packing the same. 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section of a portion of the said pavement. 
Figures is and 2a illustrate a modification of this part of my invention. 
Figure 3 is a plan or to[) view of the said machine. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a modification of the said machine. 
According to the first part of my invention, after first properly levelling and preparing the ground, 

I lay thereon a plank or board foundation consisting of two layers (a, /) of planks or boards so placed one 
upon the other that those of one layer break joint with those of the other layer. rhihel),  upon this flooring, 
a, i, I place the wood blocks c in rows or lines, with the required spaces or intervals between the rows. 
In each of these spaces I lay a rod or strip, d, of wood, square or nearly so in transverse section, which 
when placed at the bottom of the space between the blocks a will readily take without any resistance the 
configuration of the road, whether the same is flat or curved, and will therefore lie upon the flooring with-
out any tendency to rise out of it s place at either end. I can therefore use a strip or rod extending 
entirely across the road or the rows of blocks, and so effect a saving of time and also obtain a better result. 
I may use one, two, or more of these flexible wood strips or rods d, one above the other in each space, 
and they may be of any required thickness. Above these strips d the spaces are filled with gravel, small 
stones, or other like substances, as shown at e, which are rammed orpacked tightly by means of the 
machine hereinafter described, or by any other implement whereby sufficient force may be exerted to 
wedge the stones or other substances into the wood blocks. By this tight packing I bind the entire pave-
ment in one solid mass, and it will therefore be practically impossible for any of the blocks to work loose 
or be displaced, as is frequently the case with wood pavement where the spaces between the blocks are 
simply filled with cement or other like substance poured in or packed loosely in such a manner that the 
stones or other substances are not fixed or wedged into the sides of the blocks. 

The entire pavement is covered with asphalt, tar, or other similar substance, or with any suitable 
preserving cement, a portion of which may be mixed with the stone or other packing before the same is 
rammed or driven down into the spaces. 1 sometimes secure the aforesaid flexible rods or strips by 
means of shouldered bloeks,f, placed at intervals between the other blocks, a, the said shouldered blocks 
being so formed that when they are placed upon the flooring the shoulder f is just high enough to prqject 
over and hold the flexible strip or rod d. The upper part of these shouldered blocks is made of such a 
depth that the whole block when put in place corresponds in depth with the other blocks, and therefore 
these shouldered blocks do not impair the uniformity of the paved surface. 

I modify this invention, as shown in figures is, 2a, by using blocks cut to one uniform length, but 
otherwise left in their natural condition ; that is to say I take the trunks and branches of trees and saw 
them into blocks or pieces of the required length, but do not cut the blocks or trim the sides of the said 
blocks to reduce them to a uniform size or shape, or prepare them in any other manner for use. It will 
be obvious that this pavement differs essentially from other wood pavements heretofore constructed, in 
which it is an important feature that all the wood blocks should be worked on all their sides or faces and 
cut to uniform dimensions. And by, my invention I greatly diminish the cost of wood pavements, as I 
economize both in material and in labour. I may use trunks or branches of trees of any diameter, but I 
prefer that they should not exceed 12 inches, the same being simply cross-cut and then immediately 
shipped to the place where they are to be used. 

In laying down my improved pavement I first level and compress the soil to form a suitable bed, 
then I place upon this bed a single or double layer of planks or boards. If the latter, I place the first 
layer of boards, a, transversely, and the second or upper layer, 1', longitudinally to the road. Or instead 
ot having a foundation of planks or boards I may use concrete, b*.  Over this foundation of wood or 
concrete I spread a layer of bitumen, asphalt, prepared tar, cement, or other similar binding material, 
having mixed with it fine gravel or broken stone. Upon this bituminous or other binding substance I 
place the aforesaid wood blocks c perpendicularly, and in close proximity to each other; and I fill the 
spaces between the said blocks with the same binding substance to the level of the road; then over the 
whole I spread a layer of the same substance. Or, I first place the said blocks in the proper position upon 
the wood or concrete foundation; and then by pouring or otherwise I fill the spaces between them  with 
the binding substance consisting of the bitumen or other like material mixed with gravel or stone, as 
above described; the;) 1 cover the whole with saud. 

The aforesaid blocks c, being cut to one uniform length, and being placed upon an even and 
durable foundation, it is obvious that the upper surface of the road thus formed will be uniform or even, 
and as the blocks cannot be displaced either by forcing them down into the foundation, or by twisting or 
pushing them to one side of the road, will be very durable and will wear evenly in all parts. 

The chief object of the second part of my invention is the more secure fixing and binding to other 
of the blocks of the said pavement upon their foundation, so that they shall form one solid and omo-
geneous mass. Hitherto in the construction of wood pavements, where a packing of cement or the like has 
been used bnl:weeu the blocks, it has been customary to simply fill in the spaces with the said cement or 
other substance; consequently the blocks are liable to become loose and be displaced, and the solidity and 

uniformity 
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uniformity of the pavement is thereby quickly destroyed. When stone, gravel, or other like substances 
are used as packing, it is difficult to pack or drive the same by the means ordinarily used with the required 
tightness and uniformity to produce the permanent binding of the blocks together throughout the surface 
of the pavement; I have therefore devised for this and similar purposes a machine eonstructcd as 
follows --A frame, g,  of metal or other suitable material, is mounted on wheels, It, of convenient size to 
move easily upon the surface of the pavement. The frame carries a hammer or weight, 1; in combination 
with the said hammer or weight I arrange aleverj, for raising the same. This lever has a cam, j', which 
is arranged to take under the catch Ic on the f 	e.ramBy depressing this lever the hammer will be raised 
to the position shown in dotted lines, figure 1, when the Cain ' is drawn from under the catch Ic, and the 
hammer drops. The curved bar Ic' of the catch may be pivoted in different positions in the frame, to 
vary the stroke of the hammer; i' is an additional weight, by using or removing which the effect of the 
hammer is increased or diminished. I prefer that the hammer or weight I should be placed between the 
wheels I,, and should project beyond them at the front of the machine, while the handle or lever whereby 
the machine is moved and the hammer controlled is at the rear. The wheels Ii must be broad enough to 
run upon the surface of the pavement without being caught in the spaces between the blocks c. A bar 
or plate, 1, either connected to the frame g  or detached therefrom, and of the proper thickness to enter 
and fit the spaces to be packed, is placed under the hammer i, in such a position that the said hammer 
when dropped or tripped will strike the upper edge of the said plato. 

In using my improved machine, the space between the blocks I is filled or partially filled with the 
stone, gravel, or other packing, then the aforesaid bar or plate 1 is placed upon the packing, and the 
hammer i is put in operation. As the packing is driven down in the said space the machine is moved 
forward over it, the hammer i striking the plate 1, which is moved along in the space till the stone, gravel, 
or other substance is evenly packed or driven down from end to end of the said space; then the plate or 
bar 1 is raised and inserted in a fresh space, or used upon a further quantity of the packing in the same 
space, and so on till the packing of the entirepavement is accomplished. In figures 4 and 5 the machine 
is shown without the curved bar and catch, and 	m the hammer is made fast to the lever. 

By this menus it will be obvious that the stone, gravel, or other substance can be driven andwedged 
between and into the wood blocks I with such regularity that the structure of the pavement will be 
uniformly solid throughont its entire area; and moreover, the operation of packing will be much more 
expeditiously and economically performed than has heretofore been practicable. This machine will net be 
required iii laying the pavement shown in figures la and 2a.. 

Having thus fully described my said invention and the manner of performing the same, I wish it 
understood that I claim,— 

First—A pavement constructed with a plank or board foundation whereon are placed wooden 
blocks in rows separated by flexible or other wooden strips, which are packed with cement, 
gravel, stones, or other suitable material, as herein set forth, and as illustrated in figures 
1 and 2 of the drawings. 

Second—The combination with the other parts of the said pavement of the shouldered blocks 
in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 

Third—The modification of my improved pavement as herein described, and as illustrated in 
figures la 2tz of the drawing. 

Fourth—A hammer or weight mounted on wheels arranged and operating in combination with 
a )ever, and a bar or plate placed below the said hammer, as herein set forth, for the purpose 
specified. 

Fifth—The combination with the said hammer and lever of the contrivances whereby the said 
hammer when raised to the proper height will be automatically released and dropped, as 
herein set forth for the purpose specified. 

In witness whereof, I, the said Samuel Norris, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this thirteenth 
day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four. 

SAMUEL NORRIS. 
Witness—GEORGE H&sELTncE. 

This is the specification referred to in thJ annexed Letters of Registration granted to Samuel 
Norris, this twenty-sixth day of Angust, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Colonial Architect's Office, 

SIB, 
	 Sydney, 30 July, 1876. 

In attention to your B.C. communication of the 19th instant, enclosing a Petition from 
Mr. Samuel Norris, praying for Letters of Registration for Ins Invention for "Improvements in Wood 
Pavements for streets and other ways and for similar purposes, and in Apparatus to be used in laying the 
same," having examined the specification and plans, we do ourselves the honor to report that we see no 
objection to Letters of Registration being granted as desired. 

We have, &c., 
JAMES BARNET. 

TUE PamcIPAL Uzmn SEcutnEr. 	 FRANCIS BELL, C.E. 

[Dnwiogs—two sheets.] 
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A.D. 1875, 3rd September. No. 486. 

A WATER-TANK EXCAVATOR. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to William Lockhart Morton, for a Water-tank 
Excavator. 

[Registered on the 3rd day of September, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCflLExCT Sin Hxncuxxs G-onox R.onxnr E0BIYS0N, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS WILLTAM Locx]FAU'r Money, of the city of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria' 
getitleman, bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for a "Water-tank Excavator," 
which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; 
and that be, the said Petitioner, liath deposited with the Honorable theTreasurer of the said Colony of New 
South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of 
Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly 
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: 
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufac-
hires which may be for the public good, and having received a report fitvourable to the prayer of the said 
Petition, from competcnt persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, 
and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in 
exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these 
Letters of Registration grant unto the said William Lockhart Morton, his executors, administrators, and 
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the 
term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said 'William Lockhart 
Morton, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for 
and dnring and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and 
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that it the said William 
Lockhart Morton shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register 
the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 'Wales, 
then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and 
become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign niallual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third (lay of September, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundrcd and seventy-five. 

(LB.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2 E 	 SPECIFWATION 
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SPECIFICATION of WJLIu31 LOCKUAET MORTON, of South Yarra, Melbourne, in the Colony of 
Victoria, gentleman, for an invention for a 'Water-tank Excavator. 

THIS 'Water-tank Excavator consists of three parts, namely—a central excavator. A, with a scoop, B and. B, 
at a greater or less clislance from each end of the excavator,—the distance to be regulated according to 
the intended size of the water-tank to be excavated. The excavator consists of a frame of wood or 
iron, a a a, with two wheels, 1' ii, on an axle at each end, mortised into the frame or otherwise securely 
fastened; perpendicular to it, on the under side, are two strong iron bars, e a, one on each side; at the 
lower end of each of these bars a hole is drilled of sufficient size to allow an axle-arm to pass freely 
through it; between these two bars is an axle with a downward crank at each end, the arms of the axle 
passing through the perpendicular bars, and then each through its respectivc low wheel d, one on each 
side of the excavator. The axle from crank to crank is flattened, and.by  means of the cranks is brought 
close to the surface of the ground. On the flat axle concave or flat sharp-pointed strong steel plates, ccc a, 
are bolted; but when the ground is unusually hard, instead of the steel plates, diamond-pointed steel 
chisels, placed further apart on the axle, are used. From the lower angle of the crank, at each end of the 
axle, and on both sides of it, a chain, f//f extends to the corresponding angle of the frame; each of these 
chains is provided with a connecting bolt. gggg,  having a right and left hand screw, or a single screw at 
the angle of the frame, so that each chain can be lengthened or shortened at pleasure; in order to allow 
the points of the steel plates or chisels to penetrate the surface of the ground to a greater or less depth. 
At each end of the frame are two strong iron hooks, It I Ir h, or iron standards, rising above the frame, to 
each of which a chain or rope is attached, but at the distance of a few feet from the excavator at both 
ends these chains converge, and are attached to a main chain. The excavator is double-acting, and 
capable of being drawn in either direction with equal effect. When moving in either direction the whole 
weight of the excavator is borne by the two front wheels and the wheels on the crank axle, whilst the 
rear end of the frame is tilted up from the surface of the ground; when the ground however is hard, the 
central wheels are taken off, and then the whole weight of the excavator rests upon the two front wheels 
and the paints of the steel plates or chisels on the crank axle; an additional weight may also be applied, 
when necessary, by loading the frame. The scoops are alike. In the accompanying drawing both scoops 
are represented as in the position of travelling backwards, empty. Each scoop consists of a body or 
box, a ac, made of boiler-plate. The front edges of the sides slope backwards, and are perforated with 
holes, h 1', in order that the line of draught may be shifted as may be necessary, or as the depth of the 
excavation increases. At the upper edge of the side of the scoop there is an axle or gudgeon, a, fixed to 
the scoop, and from the arm of this axle or gudgcon, on each side, an iron bar, d, descends to another 
axle, c, on which is a wlieel,/ supporting the back part of the scoop. On each side of the scoop a flat iron 
bar, g, extends from the supporting iron bar, d, to the front edge of the side of the scoop. The front end 
of this flat iron bar is perforated with holes, It h, corresponding in size with the holes in the front edge of 
scoop. The iron bar d, the flat bar g,  their connecting bolt i, and both axles, c and e, possess a free 
motion, and thus the supporting wheels can be thrust further back from the scoop, or brought nearer to 
it, and thus by raising or lowering the draught chainj, with its bolt ic passing through the flat iron barg 
and the front edge of the side of the scoop, the front horizontal cutting edge of the scoop can be made to 
press against the surface of the ground with more or less force. Two chains attached to the front of 
each scoop, and two attached to the bottom of each, converge respectively, and are attached before and 
behind to the main working chain, which extends and is suspended over the excavator and scoops. Whilst 
the excavator and scoops thus move together, each is independent in its action below the line of draught. 
By fixing the two supporting wheels to the rear of each scoop, the adjusting arrangement above referred 
to is dispensed with. The axle or gndgcon c acts also as the axle of a tilting frame, 77, which is provided 
with two double claws, in in. These claws, whenever the motion of the scoop is reversed, catch against 
the surface of the ground, and thus, by the tilting frame passing under the scoop, it is raised above the 
surface in a horizontal position when tilted forward to be filled, but in a vertical position when tilted 
backwards to be emptied. A.n iron rod, n, connects the two lower extremities of the tilting frame. The 
mode of working this machine by steam power is as follows :—On each of the two sides of the excavation 
to which the excavated material is to be drawn there is a steam-engine, with a winding drum. Each 
engine is supported by four wheels, and travels forwards and backwards during the process of excavation. 
Attached to the engine carriage is a vertical posts  of any cotivenicnt height, with a pulley at its upper 
end. The rope or chain from the winding-drum of each engine passes over the pulley on each of the 
two posts, and is suspended over the excavator and scoops, which are attached to it in the manner 
already described. The engines act alternately. Whilst one engine is acting, the drum of the other is 
running loose, regulated by a break. If an embankment is required on all the four sides of the tank, 
the engines are shifted from the first two sides to the other two, when the tank is half finished. The 
material may be all removed to one side to form an embankment by placing the remote scoop with its 
front towards the excavator, and near to it. 

I specially claim as new the flat double-crank axle, with its concave or flat sharp double-pointed steel 
plates or other cutting tools attached to it, the whole being at an angle so nearly coincident with the plane 
of the surface of the ground that the soil pared off the surface will pass over the steel plates and drop 
behind, whilst the angle of the plates can be so adjusted as to pare off only so much soil as the scoops 
can carry away. I claim also as new the mode of tilting the scoops, by means of tilting frames provided 
with double claws or without them. I claim the arrangement of the parts for supporting the rear of the 
scoops, either on wheels which are capable of being brought so far forward under the scoops as to support 
nearly the whole weight of the scoops and their contents, and thus prevent loss of power by friction, or 
on wheels fixed to the rear of the scoops, to support the front of each scoop, and prevent the friction 
of the tilting claws against the ground in travelling backwards, I claim a right to apply a wheel to the 
under side of each claw, each wheel so arranged to movo along a slot, or otherwise, that it shall act when 
the scoop is travelling backwards only, and cease to act when the motion is reversed- I claim also the 
combination of a cutting or excavating machine, which is double-acting, and which moves backwards and 
fons-ards alternately, and within the area of the excavation only, with two scoops moving only from near 

the 
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the centre of the excavation to where the material is to be deposited,—the one scoop ruining back empty 
whilst the other is filling. The whole forms one double-acting machine, to be worked by steam power. 
1 claim, also, the right  to apply the cutting steel plates or chisels to the front edge of each scoop, and to 
dispense with the eenbal excavator. I claim also the right to combine the principles of the excavator 
and scoops in one machine, which shall both excavate and act as a scoop, to be worked by horses or 
bullocks but in that case, icatcad of the scoop tilting with a backward motion, as the two scoops do when 
driven by steam power, it shall tilt forwards, and revolve a gudgeon on each side gliding up a vertical 
slot on each side, the whole being entirely iupported by a frame resting on three or more wheels, whilst 
the hold of the steel cutters or chisels upon the ground is regulated and adjusted by raising or lowermg 
the front wheel or wheels, or by screws, under the supports of the front of the scoop. The front of the 
scoop, with its cutting plates or chisels, is lowered by means of a lever or levers, or by a windlass, till 
they take a sufficient hold of the ground. When the scoop is f all the front is raised out of the ground, 
and to empty it the front is raised higher till it escapes past its supports, when the steel points catch the 
ground, causing the scoop to revolve, and empty its contents, and then return to its former position. 

W. LOCKHART MORTON. 
Witness—C1rAs. CurcnxsrEm BENcmarr, 

Solicitor, &c., Melbourne. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to William 
Lockhart Morton, this third day of September, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 7 August, 1875. 
Silt, 

The application of Mr. William Lockhart Morton for Letters of Registration for a "Water-
tank Excavator," having been referred to us, we have examined the drawing and specification accom-
panying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of 
Registration as prayed for. 

We have, &c., 
JOHN WHITTON. 

Tin PrnYcIPAL UNDEIL SEcnEnn. 	 JAMES BARNET. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A REVOLVING DOUBLE—ACTION FREEZING MACHINE. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Charles Arthur Goby and Leon Jaubert, for 
a Revolving double-action Freezing Machine. 

[Registered on the 4th day of September, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLENCY SIR HERCULES GEOIWE Ro3nT Ro:nnrsoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order, of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of. New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM ThESE PRESENTS SHALL CO, greeting: 

WHEEEA.S CnnLEs Aurnun Gony, of Lonsdale-street, Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, 
and LEON hvnxnr, of Melbourne aforesaid, have by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are 
the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement in manutactures, that is to say, of an 
invention of a "Revolving Double-action Freezing Machine," which is more particularly described in the 
specification which is hereunto annexed ; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the 
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pouuds sterling, 
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and have humbly prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improve-
ment might be secured to them for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement 
to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and 
having received a report fiwonrable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed 
by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am 
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the pover and authority given to me 
by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Charles 
Arthur Goby and Leon Jaubert, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the 
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Charles Arthur Goby and Leon Jaubert, their 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next andimmediately ensuing, 
and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Charles Arthur Goby and Leon 
Jaubert shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the 
same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then 
these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of September, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

500-2 p 	 SPECIFICATION. 
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SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, we, CHARLEs Axrnun Gony, of the 
city of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, coppersmith, and LEoN hnxlLr, die-sinker, of the 
city of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, send greeting: 

WIr.EREAS we are desirous of obtaining jovaI Letters Patent for securing unto us Her Majesty's special 
license that we, our executors, administrators, and assigns, and such others as we or they should at any time 
agree with, and no others, should and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all times during the term 
of fourteen years to be computed from the day on which this instrument shall be left at the 011ice of the 
Chief Secretary, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales and its dependencies 
an invention to be known as the "Revolving Double-Action Freezing Machine" ; and in order to obtain the 
said Letters Patent we must by an instrument in writing under our hands and seals particularly describe 
and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, and must 
also enter into the covenaut hereinafter eoutaaned: Now know ye, that the nature of the said invention, 
and the manner in which the same is to be performed, is particularly described and ascertained in and by 
the following statement (that is to say) ,—the novelty of this machine consists of a cylinder, round, oval, or 
square, is movable on both sides and is revolving on pivots; on one of them is adjusted a crank or cog 
wheels or belt for revolving the cylinder; two pieces of the interior are composed of many tubes of various 
sizes for containing the water for freezing. The nitrate of ammonia is mixed with water and put in the 
cylinder, the sides are securely closed by the two tubes pieces. Alter revolving the machine for few 
minutes the ice is formed. This patent is taken specially for the system of revolving on pivots, and for 
the double-action as which is explained in the diagram attached.and single-action also. 

And we do hereby, for ourselves, our heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with Her 
Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, that we believe the said invention to be a new invention as to the 
public use and exercise thereof, and that we do not know or believe that any other persons than ourselves 
are the true and first inventors of the said invention, and that we will not deposit these presents at the 
Office of the Chief Secretary with any such knowledge or belief as last aforesaid. 

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals, the tenth day of August, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

CHARLES ARTHUR GORY. 
LEON JAUBERT. 

Signed and sealed by Charles Arthur  G-oby and 
Leon Jaubert, in the presence of,— 

ALFRED Fonn, Notary Public, Melbourne. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Charles Arthur 
Goby and Leon Janbert, this third day of September, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 17 August, 1875. 
SIR, 

The application of Messrs. C. A. Goby and L. Jaubert for,  Letters of Registration for their 
invention of a "Revolving double-action Freezing Machine" having been referred to us, we have examined 
the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no 
objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for. 

We have, &e., 
I. SMITH. 

Tnx PnrNcxnr4 UNDER SEcRETARY. 	 CHAS. WATT. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 11th September. No. 488. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN APPARATUS FOR COOLING AND FREEZING WATER, &c. 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Jehosaphat Davy Postle, for Improvements in 
Apparatus for cooling and freezing Water and other bothes. 

[Registered on the 11th day of September, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLENCY SIR HERCULES GEORGE ROBERT ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
WREAS JERosipirn D*vy Posrx.r, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, bath 

by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or 
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of all invention for "Improvements in Apparatus for cooling 
and freezing IVater and other bodies," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet 
of drawings which are hereunto annexed and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the 
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, 
for defraymg the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, 
sixteenth Victoria., number twenty-four; and. hath humbly,  prayed that I would be pleased to grant 
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or im-
provement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encourage-
ment to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manuf-aetures which may-be for the public 
good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons 

pyomte by inc to examine and consider the matters stated thcrcin, and to report thereon for my 
intormaton, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and 
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration 
grant unto the said Jehosaphat Davy Postle, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive 
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen 

fr years from the dat:e hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said .Tehosaphat Davy Postle, his execu-
tors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said .lehosaphat Davy Postle 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the s:•me in the 
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these 
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void- 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment 1-louse, Sydney, in New South Wales this eleventh day of September, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.s.) 	 . 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2 & 	 SPECIFICATION. 
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SPECIFICATION. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, Jruosaiiir D*vr POSrLE, of 
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, send greeting 

WHEREAs I am desirous of obtaining Letters of Registration for securing unto inc Her Majesty's special 
license that I, my executors, administrators, and assigns, or such others as I or they should or may at 
any time agree with, and no others, should and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all times, during 
the term of fourteen years to be computed from the day on which this instrument is left at the Office of 
the Colonial Secretary at Sydney, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales 
an invention for "Improvements in Apparatus for cooling and freezing Water and other bodies": And in 
order to obtain the said Letters of Registration, I must, by an instrument in writing under my hand. and 
seal, particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is 
to be performed Now haow ye that I, Jehosaphat Davy Postle, do hereby declaro the nature of the said 
invention and the manner performed to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following 
statement and description, reference being had to the drawings hereunto annexed, and to the letters and 
figures marked thereon, which indicate the parts there referred to, and herein particularly explained (that 
is to ay),the invention consists of a imple contrivance for cooling and freezing water and other substances. 
The cold is produced by the liquefaction of certain salts and compounds, such as nitrate of ammonia, &c., 
&o. The invention will be best understood from the following description 

Figures 1 and 2 show the sections, and fig. 3 the top view of the apparatus. Fig. 4 is a 
modified form of the same apparatus. 

Figure lq  is a pipe connecting the top of the apparatus with the compartment .9 at the bottom; 
r shows a portion of the moulds; s is a compartment at the bottom of the apparatus, directly 
below the dissolving chamber, in which are placed the moulds, rrrr; to is the opening 
through which the salt is put into the apparatus ; v is the cover for keeping the moulds mr 
in position; to is the cover of the opening it; xis a plug for closing the opening through 
which the solution is drawn off. The apparatus is mounted on rockers, so that ffn oscillating 
motion can be given to it. 

Figure 2 is a section taken at right angles to the former section; it shows the four moulds and 
the rectangular opening in the top of the apparatus through which they are placed in the 
dissolving chamber. 

Figure 3 shows the covers v and to. Fig. 4 will be explained presently. The apparatus as shown 
in figs. 1 and 2 and 3 is formed of two concentric cylinders, the annular space between 
them being filled with wood or some other non-conductor. The compartment a is formed 
by constructing the dissolving chamber (that is the chamber in which the moulds are placed) 
with a false bottom of thin metal, so that rapid conduction of heat can take place from one 
side to the other. The moulds are attached to a rectangular plate of metal larger than the 
rectangular opening cut in the top of the apparatus; the moulds can consequently hang in 
the dissolving chamber whilst the flange rests on the top of the apparatus. The joint is 
made tight by placing a strip of indiarabber beneath the flange. When the cover is screwed 
down no leakage occurs. The opening u is for the admission of the salts or compounds 
used; it is closed by the cover to. The apparatus is designed with the view of either 
cooling water for drinking purposes &c., or for making ice. When it is simply desired to 
cool water, the space a is filled by pouring the water down the pipe q;  the salt or compound 
used is then put into the dissolving chamber, and a quantity of water sufficient to effect the 
dissolution of the salt is poured in amongst it. The covers are screwed down and the 
machine is rocked for a few minutes, when water in a will be found considerably reduced 
in temperature and may be drawn off. For freezing water the moulds rrrr are filled to 
within (say) an inch of the top; the salt or compound used is put into the dissolving chamber 
with the cooled water, and the apparatus is rocked for (say) twenty minutes, when ice will be 
found in the moulds. Fig. 4 differs slightly from the apparatus described. In place of the 
space , a metallic vessel, 1, is attached to the cover to; this vessel can be of any,  form. When 
it is merely required to cool water, the vessel t is filled through the opening in the cover 
provided with a plug shown in the drawing. The form of apparatus 1 prefer and which]. 
especially claim is that partly shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3, and which may  be thus described:— 
The annular space between the sides and bottoms of the inner and outer cylinders I prefer 
to use for holding the water to be cooled. The outside cylinder is eased with wood or other 
non-conducting material. This form of construction has the advantage of affording the 
greatest protection from the ingress of heat when the greatest cold is required. Thus, when 
the apparatus is required for freezing purposes, the annular space will be filled with an-, 
formmg an additional non-conductor in the walls of the apparatus. 

1 claim,— 
First.—.The form and combination of the moulds for containing the water to be frozen. 
Second—The method of constructing the apparatus by forming it with an annular space for the 

reception of the water to be cooled, such annular space at the same time affording, when 
empty, an additional barrier to the ingress of heat when the greatest cold is required in the 
apparatus. 

Third—The general form and arrangement of the apparatus. 
In sntness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this eighteenth day of August, in the 

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 
JEHOSAPHAT DAVY POSTLE. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Jehosaphat 
Davy Postle, this eleventh day of September, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
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REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 24 August, 1875. 

The application of Mr. J. B. Postle for Letters of Registration for "Improvements in 
Apparatus for cooling and freezing Water and other bodies" having been referred to us, we have examined 
the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no 
objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for. - 

We have, &c., 
I S3HTH. 

THE Pnxcint UNDER S2cunAjty. 	 CHAS, WATT. 

[Drawings—one iheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 20th September. No. 489. 

A NEW METHOD OF CURING THE FLUKE IN SHEEP. 

LETTifitS OF REGISTRATION to John Henry Caton and William Henry Allen, 
for a new method of curing the Fluke in Sheep. 

[Registered on the 20th day of September, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His ExcEr4LENey SITh TIEflCULEs G-ZORGE ltOBEltt RoniNsow, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
WHEREA.S Jonw llnRy CAPON, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, stock-dealer, and \VTLLTAM HENRY ALT,EN, of Melbourne aforesaid, manuiheturing chemist, have by their Petition humbly 

represented to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement in mann-
fatures, that is to say, of an invention for "a new method of curing the Flu]ce in Sheep," which is more 
partidularlydescribed in thespecifleation which is hereunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners, have 
deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the Ruin of Twenty 
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registrtion, as required by the 
Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased 
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement might be secured to them for a period of fourteen years 	And I, being willing to give 
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public 
good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons 
ajipointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein and to report thereon for my informa-
tion, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given 
to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said 'John 
Henry Caton and William Henry Allen, their executors, administratoin, and assigns, the exclusive enjoy-
ment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from 
the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Joham Henry Caton  and William Henry Allen, 
their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during 
and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said John Henry Caton and 
William Henry Allen shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, 
register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 
Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and 
become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New. South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twentieth day of September, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-live. 

(L.s,) 	
HERCULES ROBINSON. 

ti60-2 j.J SPEDIFICATION 
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SPECIFICATION of JoHN HENRY CAT0F, stoc]-de*r, and WTLLTAiI HENny ALLnc, manufacturing 
chenust, both of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an invention intitulcd a new method of 
curing the Fluke in Sheep." 

Tins invention consists in the injection of a solution capable of killing the fluke directly into the region 
of the liver of the diseased animal. The solution which we prefer to use consists of two ounces of 

cyanide of potassium, it quarter of an ounce of carbonate of iron, half an ounce of bi-carbonate of soda, a 
quarter of an ounce of iodine, and thirty-two ounces of water. We first dissolve the cyanide ofpotassium 
in the water; we then mix the carbonate of iron and the bi-carbonate of soda together and add one 
ounce of the cyanide of potassium solution, after which we pour in the iodine, and shake it about to as to 
amalgamate the whole of the ingredients; finally we mix this with the remainder of the cyanide of potassium 
solution, and it is then fit for use, five to fifteen drops being a dose, according to the strength and conthtion 
of the animal to be treated. This dose we inject in the region of the liver (say between the sixth and seventh 
ribs), by means of a syring& having a long and sharply pointed nose, protruding (say) an inch and a quarter 
beyond the barrel, which nose is pushed through the flesh so as to reach or nearly reach the aissed 
organ. As a matter of convenience we propose to have a gauge marked along the barrel, so that the 
operator may know precisely when he has injected the desired amount, so that by once filling the syringe 
it may be used for several sheep in succession without being re-supplied. 

The cyanide of potassium we use as the agent for killing the fluke, the carbonate of iron for acting 
directly on the liver and giving tone to the constitution to assist it to bear the treatment, the iodine for 
keeping the solution in the liver and preventing its being absorbed by the other organs, and the bi-earbonate 
of soda to assist in the amalgamation of the iodine and the iron. 

Other chemiqal solutions capable of killing the fluke may be substituted for that which we have 
described, but we believe that the one we have described is the best. 

Having thus described the nature of our invention and the manner of performing same, we would 
have it understood that we do not confine ourselves to the specific solution herein described, but we 
claim,— 

First—Our new method of curing fluke in sheep by injecting a solution fatal to fluke directly 
into the region of the liver of the diseased animal. 

Second.—The chemical solution herein described for the purpose of being so inject-ed- 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to John 
Henry Caton and William Henry Allen, this twentieth day of September, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
Sydney, 23 July, 1875. 

SIB, 
The Petition of John Henry Caton and William Henry Allen, applying for Letters of Regis- 

tration for a new method of curing the Fluke in Sheep, having, with their specification, been submitted to 
us for cousiderañon and report, uoder blank cover of 19th instant (No. 75-4932), we have the honor to 
return these documents, and to recommend that their application be granted, so far as it relates to the 
first and second items in their claim But the instrument referred to in the third item seems not to 
be an invention or improvement, such a syringe as the specification describes being in common use for 
sub-cutaneous injection. We have, &e., 

ALEX. BRUCE. 

THE PBrRCITAL UnER SEaR-EThEL 	
JOHN STEWART, 

Vety. Surgeon. 
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A.D. 1875, 12th October. No. 490. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN SMELTING FURNACES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Henri Herrenschmidt, for Improvements in 
Smelting Furnaces. 

[Registered on the 12th day of October, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCnLLENCY Sn Hmicums 0-iconot ROBERT Rwincsoic, Knight 0-rand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHE1t]iAS HENItI. TIERRENSCII3EIDr, of Costorfield, in the Colony of Victoria, civil engineer, bath by 
his Petition humbly represented to Inc that lie is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve. 
ment in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for " Lnprovemneuts in Smelting Furnaces," which 
15 more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and 
that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the i.ionorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New 
South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of 
Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixtednth Victoria, munbcr twenty-four; and hath humbly 
prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to hint for a period of fourteenyears: 
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures 
which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said 
Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and 
to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise 
of the power and anthority- given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of 
Registration grant unto the said Henri Herrensehmidt, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of 
fourteen years from the date hereof ; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Henri Herrensehmidt, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Henri Herrensehmidt shall 
not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper 
office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of 
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall ceaae and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registrat-ion to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New,  South Wales, this twelfth day of October, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sevent1 -five. 

(L.s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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ios 	 A.D. 1875. No. 490. 
- 	 Lnprovememts in Smelting Furnaces. 

SPECIFICATION of Hxnr l-IERRENScR3UDD, of Costerfield, in the Colony of Victoria, civil engineer, 
for an invention intituled 'Improvements in Smelting Furnaces." 

Turn invention consists of certain improvements in furnaces for smelting antimony, lead, tin, copper, 
cobalt, silver, iron, and nickel ores. Furnaces for this purpose, as at present constructed, have only one 
fire-place, the heat from which passes over the oro to be snielted and thence to the flue leading to the 
chimney. By this means there is a great tendency to carry over the volatile particles of the metal being 
smclted, whilst a considerable portion of the heat generated by the fuel is not utilized but is wasted up 
the chimney. To remedy these defects, and at the same time obtain a greater heat than is otherwise 
practicable in reverberatory furnaces, I have devised the improvements which constitute this invention. 
Instead of only one fire-place I use two, one at each end of the furnace ; and instead of allowing the 
heat therefrom to travel over the ore-bed and then in an uninterrupted course pass on to the flue leading 
to the chimney, I so construct the roof of the furnace as to cause the heated air and gases to revolve 
over and over in the space between the ore-bed and the roof, so as to allow of its acting for a longer time 
upoat the material under treatineilt than by the old method, and at the same time, by introducing the 
heated air and gases from both fires to each other in the furnace the heat becomes much more intense 
and consequently a great saving of fuel effected. 

This method of construction will be clearly understood on reference to the accompanying drawings, 
which represent a furnace in size and shape suitable for smelting antimony. And I may here explain 
that the size and shape in which smelting furnaces are built depends a great deal upon the skill of the 
operator, whilst the size must also vary with the nature of the ores to be treated and the extent of the 
operations to be carried on. As a rule, poor ores and those which smelt at a comparatively low heat should 
have large beds, whilst the rich ores and those which require a high heat to smelt them should have a 
proportionately smaller bed. 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the furnace; figure 2, end elevation; figure 3, vertical section 
on line a 1' in figure 4; figure 41  horizontal section thereof on the line c d in figure 6 ; figure 5, vertical 

section on line of in figure 4; figure 6, longitudinal vertical section on line g is in figure 4. A A are 
the fire-places, A' A' the doors thereof, A' A' the ash-pits, and A' flue for escape of smoke from ash-pit, 
B the ore-bed, B' the door for feeding it, F 13' the holes for working up the ore, and 13' the tap-hole, 
C the roof; Di) the fines which form a junction at any,  given point and lead to the chimney (and the 
number of which may be multiplied without departing from my invention), E E are air flues for cooling 
the bed of the furnace, and F P are air passages for cooling the fire-bridges- The furnace is braced by 
il-on ties as shown in figures 1 and 2, and the ish-pit doors are on opposite sides of the furnace to the 
fire-place doors, the space between which and the ground is bricked up. The ore-bed I make of fireel.ay 
lumps or firestone resting on a bed of sand- The roof I make of fire-brick, with the exception of the 
lowest part of it around the entrance to the flues 1) D, where the intense heat necessitates the use of 
fireday lmnps, but of course any material capable of bearing the heat may be used, and I merely give 
this information respecting the materials I use because I have found them serviceable. 

Having thus described the nature of any invention and the manner of pci-forming same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to the precise form of furnace shown in my drawings 
nor to the materials of which my furnaces in any ease may be built, but I claim— 

Firsh—The use of two fires, one at either end or side of smelting furnaces, the heat from which 
passes into and, meets in a smelting chamber having the roof so constructed as to prevent its 
passing directly over the ore-bed into the flue  and compelling it to mingle together and 
revolve over and over the ore-bed, substantially as herein described and explained. 

Second—The special form of such furnace shown in my drawings. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration, granted to Henri 
Herrcnschmidt, this twelfth day of October, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
Sydney, 13 September, 1875. 

Sin, 
In reporting relative to the Petition of Henri Herrenschmidt for a grant of Letters of 

Registration for "l:mprovements in Smelting Furnaces," we do ourselves the honor to state that, from an 
apparent similarity in some particulars of his claim with that of Andrew Low's "Smoke-consuming and 
Heat.eoncentrating Furnace," we had some doubts as to the originality of Mr. Herrenschmidt's invention; 
we, however, on further eonsideration, are of opinion that there is snilicient novelty to warrant a grant of. 
Letters of Registration, confining Mr. Herrensehmidt to the precise conditions as set forth in his Petition, 
specification, drawings, and claim. 

We have, &c., 
GOflER K. MANN. 

TuE Pnm-crnL Usnn SEeztnar. 	 Ohs. WATT. - 

[Drawings—one sheetj 
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A.D. 18753  12th October. No. 491. 

AN EASY METHOD OP ATTACHING AND DETACHING SHAFTS OR POLES 
TO AND FROM CARRIAGES, &c. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Abiel Gifford Rowland, for an easy method 
of attaching and detaching shafts or poles to and from carriages and vehicles 
having four wheels, and to and from vehicles having four wheels known as 
buggies and American waggons. 

[Registered on the 12th day of October, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXcELLENCY Sin Huncntxs GEORGE ROBERT Roniiisoic, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in.Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO NROM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 
WHEREAS AnIEL Gn'ronn HowLnm, of Christchurcb, in the Province of Canterbury, in the 

Colony of New Zealand, coachbuilder, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that be is the 
author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention 
for "An easy method of attaching and detaching shafts or poles to and from carriages and vehicles having 
four wheels, and to and from vehicles having four wheels known as bnggies and American waggons," which 
is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and 
that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New 
South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of 
Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly 
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And 
I., bcing willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufaetures which 
may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, 
from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein and to 
report thefeon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise 
of the power and authoritygiven to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of 
Registration grant unto the said Abiel Gifford Rowland, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of 
fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Abiel Gifford Rowland, 
his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during 
and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Abiel Gifford Rowland 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper afflee in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern. 
ment louse, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 	- 

(r.,s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2 K 
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110 	 A.D. 1875. No. 491. 
An easy method of attaching and detaching shafts or poles to and from carriages, hc. 

SPECIFICATION. 

THE nature of said invention and the manner in which the same is to be performed is as follows 
By placing on any buggy, waggon, or carriage, in lieu of the ordinary shaft clip, a clip and coupling 

to receive a revolving journal which allows the polo or shaft to outer while in an upright posihon, and by 
revolving in position for draught it covers the top slaught and makes it secure to perform the work of 
draught without bolt or screw, and by this coupling enable the said pole or shaft to be instantly attached 
or detached, thus saving the time now occupied in screwing in bolts to the thrcad of the clip and Iliateniag 
nut on same, and offering a greater safety from accidents caused by broken bolts, loose threads and nuts, 
and saving by such coupling a great amount of the usual wear and tear. 

I claim for an especial novelty a combination of the old shaft clip with my shaft clip marked B" 
shown in the drawing annexed, and the journal revolving in same, marked C 1, 0 2, C 3, and also the shaft 
end marked A 1, but I do not claim for the axle.bed marked "B" or the axle marked "E" in the said 
drawing. 

I claim for new parts of the said invention the shaft end Al, the point of clip marked "B," and 
the revolving journal marked C 1, C 2, C 3. 

M'CARTHY & ROBERTSON, 
Agents for Abiel Gifford Rowland. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Abiel Gifford 
Rowland, this twelfth day of October, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sm, 
	 Sydney, 14 September, 1875. 

- 	In the matter of the application of Mr. Abiel Gifford Rowland for Letters of Registration 
for "An easy method of attaching and detaching shafts or poles to and from carriages and vehicles having 
four wheels, and to and from vehicles having four wheels known as buggies and American waggons," 
which has been referred to us, we have examined the specification and drawings accompanying the same, 
and have now the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as 
prayed for. 

We have, &c., 
JORN WHITTON. 

Ths Pwcrrn ThcDfl SEennar. 	 B. 0. MORIAItTY. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 

No. 492. 
[Assignment of No. 483. See page 87 of this Return.] 





A.D. 1875, 3rd November. No. 493. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR REMOVING BURRS, &c. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Edward William Pitts, for Improvements in 
Maclunery for removing Burrs and other impurities from the fleeces and skins 
of Sheep. 

[Registered on the 4th day of November, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLxNCI Sin hERCULES G-E0it&E ROBERT ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WhOM ThESE PRESENTS SIIALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS EDwARD WILLIAE PJTTS, of The Levels, Dry Creek, in the Province of South Australia, 
sheep farmer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of all invention for "Improvements in Machinery 
for removing Burrs and other impurities from the fleeces and shins of Sheep," which is more partieulary 
described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that be, the said 
Petitioner, bath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the 
sum of Twenty Pounds sterluig, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as 
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I 
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the' exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the 
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years And I, being will-
ing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be 
for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from com-
petent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein and to report thereon 
tor my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power 
and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant,, and do by these Letters of Registration 
grant unto the said Edward William Pitts, his executors, adniinistrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoy-
ment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from 
the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Edward William Pitts, his executors, adminis-
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full-end 
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing and fully to be 
complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Edward William Pitts shall not, within three days 
after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper oce in the Supreme 
Court at Sydnr, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all ad-
vantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Government 

- 	House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of November, in the year of our Lord, 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

hERCULES ROBINSON. 
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112 	 A.D. 1875. No. 493. 
Improvements in Machinery for removing Burrs, 4e. 

SPECIFIOATION of EDWARD WILLIAM Pins, of The Levels, Bry Creek, in the Province of South 
Australia, Station Manager, for an invention intituled, "Improvements in Machinery for removing 
Burrs and other impurities from the fleeces and skins of Sheep" 

THIS invention of improvements in machinery for removing burrs and other impurities, such as grass seeds, 
dust, dirt, &e., from the fleeces and skins of sheep, consists substantially in the use and application of a 
pegged drum or cylinder of wood or metal or partly of both, studded with wood or metal spikes or claws, 
made to revolve rapidly by any suitable motor. The sheep or skin is held in juxta-position to or against 
this revolving drum or cylinder, and every part of the fleece submitted to its action, until freed wholly or 
to a very large extent from the burrs or other impurities above mentioned. The foregoing general 
description will be more clearly understood on reference to the accompanying plans, marked respectively 
figure 1 and figure 2, representing two different modes of applying the invention. 

Figure 1 represents the invention as it may be applied to the fleece while on the sheep and operated 
by any m?tive power. A is the drum or cylinder, studded with wooden or metal spikes or claws. The 
cylinder is fixed on the spindle B, which revolves in the bushes C and B; the former (movable) is affixed 
to a horizontal beam or rafter B, and the latter is fixed to the underside of the table F, on which the sheep 
is placed and held against or in juxta-position to the drum or cylinder, to the action of which every part 
of the fleece is subjected until the burrs, grass seeds, and other impurities are wholly or in great part 
removed. The table is ledged and battened to facilitate handling 66 sheep. The nprights GG are to 
steady the sheep during the operation. 

For searching out such parts of the fleece as it may be difficult to reach with the larger machme, 
as illustrated by figure 1, a small hand-machine can be used. 

Figure 2 represents the invention as it may be applied to sheepskins, and operated by any motive 
power. A is the drum or cylinder, which is fixed on a horizontal spindle instead ot a vertical one, as in 
figure 1. The spindle B revolves in the bearings C and B; on the uprights EE F is a horizontal spring-
bar kept free of the cylinder by two helical springs, UG, and supported on the fixed bar H. This spring-
bar serves to adjust the skin to the cylinder at the will of the operator by the pressure of his thighs. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, 1 would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to the size or materials of which my invention may be 
made ; but I claim the use and application of a revolving drum or cylinder, fitted with projecting spikes or 
claws, in the manner and for the purposes herein described and explained and illustrated by my drawings. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Edward 
William Pitts, this third day of November, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, 4 October, 1875. 
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documenta transmitted for our report under 

your B.C. communication of the 16th September, No. 75-6,492, which have reference to Mr. Edward 
VTilliam Pitts's application for Letters of Registration for "Improvements in Machinery for removing 
Burrs and other impurities from the fleeces and skins of Sheen;" and we have to state that, on examination 
of Mr. Pitt's specilkation and claim, we see no objection to the issue of the Letters of Registration asked 
for in the terms of his Petition, drawings, specification, and claim. 

Ave have, &c., 
GOPHER K. MANN. 

TUE Pnnccxi Uxuiiit SEcnEnnr. 	 CIIA S. WATT. 

[Drawiugs—one sheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 3rd November. No. 494. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN BOWLOCKS FOR BOATS. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Thomas Thomson, for Improvements in 
Rowloeks for Boats. 

[Registered on the 4th day November, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELLnCY SIB HEROnJES Gxoiwi Bonn' RoniNsoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COKE, greeting; 

WHEREAS TIIOMA.s THoMsoN, of Bluff Harbour, Otago, in the Colony of New Zealand, harbour. 
master, hath by his Petition humbly represented to no that he is the author or designer of a certain 
invention or improvement in manufheture, that is to say, of ,in invention for" Improvements in Bowloeks 
for Boats," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings, which are 
hereunto annexed and that he, the said Petitioner. hath deposited with the honorable the treasurer of 
the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of 
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteen Victoria number twenty-
fbur; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might he secured to him for a 
period of iburteen years And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and nnprovements 
in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having receed a report I avourabl.e to 
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by 	

w 
 me to examine and consider the 

matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to inc by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said 'I'lioinas Thomson, his executors, 
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, 
for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof to have, hold, and exercise unto the said 
Thomas Thomson, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, 
for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and 
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended; Provided always, that if the said Thomas 
Thomson shall net, within three days after the granting of those Letters of Registration, register the same 
in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these 
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

in witness whereof, I have hereunto set in y sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
inent House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of November, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 
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114 	 A.D. 1875. No. 494. 
Inzprovenaents i'm Rowlocics for Boats. 

SPECIFICATION of THo?&ks Tiroxsox, of Bluff Harbour, Otago, in the Colony of New Zealand, 
harbour-master, for an invention intituleci "Improvements in Rowloeks for Boats." 	$ 

Tnis invention of Improvements in Rowlocks for Boats has been designed for the purpose of ensuring the 
presence of these essentials on all occasions, and at the same time prevent those injuries which boats 
frequently receive from the rowlocks coming in contact with the ship's side. 

To accomplish this I attach my rowlocks to a hinge, so as to turn inboard and tinder the gunwale 
when not required to be used ; by this means they are always at hand when wanted, and out of the way 
when not required for present use. 

According to my invention one plate of a hinge is screwed or otherwise aáfixed to the gunwale of 
the boat, or to the rowlock-plate, whilst the other and upper one is free, and receives the stein or shank of 
the rowlock through a hole in its centre. The hinge should be on that edge of the lower plate which 
points inside the boat, so that the upper one with the rowlock attached may be turned inboard and under-
neath the gunwale. For the sake of gaining strength, I have ridges on each end of the lower plate 
between which the upper plate closely fits. To enable the upper plate to sit down closely upon the lower 
one, an oblong hole is made in the centre of the latter to permit of the passage of the lower end of the 
stem or shank of the rowlock. This stem may be rigidly affixed to the upper plate, or may be connected 
thereto by a clinch and washer, so a to enable it to revolve freely on its bearings (which is the method 
prefer), or it may fit into a socket in the upper plate instead of in the hole first described. Furthermore, 
there may be a hole made in the gunwale, or in the rowlock-plate, to receive the lower end of the stem or 
shank of the rowlock, if it should be long enough to require it; and again, this hole may be made quite 
through the gunwale, so as to allow of the use of it, common rowlock or thole-pin, if so desired. 

Referring now to the drawings hereto attached, figure 1 represents side elevation of a rowlock, 
constructed, supported, and arranged according to my invention; figure 2 represents plan of top plate; 
figure 3, plan of bottom plate; figure 4, end elevation when rowlock in position for rowing; figure 51  caine 
vicw when rowlock turned inboard out of the way; figure 8, longitudinal section on line a b: figure 2 and 
figure 7, perspective of the whole when in the act of turning on its hinge; A is the rowlock, A) its stem or 
shank, and A3  the washer thereon; B is the lower plate of the hinge, and C the upper; B'B' are the 
ridges at each end of the lower plate B ; D is the gunwale of the boat. 

Having thus described the nature of my,  invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to precise details, so long as the nature of my said inven-
tion be retained; but 

I claim— 
The use of a hinge in combination with a rowlock for boats for the purpose of insuring the 

presence of rowlocks on all occasions, and at the same time enabling them to be turned 
inboard and out of the way, when not required for present use, substantially as herein 
described and explained, and illustrated by my drawings. 

in witness whereof, I, the said Thomas Thomson, have hereto set my hand and seal, this 
day of 	, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Thomas 
Thomson, this third day of November, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sn, 	 Sydney, 12 October, 1875. 
improvement in 	 in attention to your B.C. minute of the 5th instant, we have examined the plan and specifica. 
itowlooks for tiou of Mr. Thomas Thomson, accompanying his application for Letters of Registration in reference to 
Boats. 	

the same, and we have now the honor to state that we see no objection to the issue of the Letters of 
Registration applied for. 	 We have, &e., 

B. 0. MORIARTY. 
TUE PEnicInL tTND}Z Siczzpny. 	 FRANCIS HIXSON. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A.D. 1875, 3rd November. No. 495. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN HOBBLE BUCKLES. 

LETTERS OF REG]STRATION to Robert Charles Thomson, for Improvements 
in Hobble ]3uekles. 

[Registered on the 4th day of November, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie, No. 24.] 

BY His ExcELLENCY SIR Hncvtrs GEoRGE ROBERT Ronr.xsox, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and. Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Roinnr ChARLEs Tnor.sox, of Townsend-street, .Aiburt in the Colony of New 
South Wales, saddler, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that be is the author or designer of 
a certain invention or iniprovement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for ''Improvements in 
1-lobble Buckles," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which 
are hereunto annexed; and that ho, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer 
of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of 
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number 
twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that I. would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby 
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for 
a period of fourteen years: And I, be willing to give encouragement to itli inventions and 1nprove-
ments in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report 
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and 
consider the matters stat:ed therein and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to inc by the said Act of 
Council, to grant, and do by these ]:1ctters of Registration grant unto the said Robert Charles Thomson, 
his executors, athninistrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the datc hereof: to have, hold, and exercise 
unto the said Robert Charles Thomson. his executors, odnilnistrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment 
and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of 
these presents next and immediately ensning, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that 
if the said Robert Charles Thomson shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of 
Registration, register the some in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of 
New South Wales. then these Letters of Registration. and Al advantages whatsoever hereby granted, 
shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign maimal, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of November, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight; hundred and seventy-five. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

60-2 N 	 SPECIFICATION 
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Irnprovernemts in Hobble Buckles. 

SPECIFICATION of ROBERT CHARLES T)roMSoN, of Townsend-street, Albury, in the Coiony of New 
South Wales, saddler, for an invention intitnied "Improvements in Hobble Buckles." 

HOBBLES are now usually connected together by means of a chain, the rings at the end of which pass over 
the straps of the respective hobbles. When any strain is put upon them they turn round the leg, the 
friction from both buckle and ring thereby hurting the aviinal more or less. in addition to this, the strap 
frequently gets twisted, cracked, and stretched by the strain put upon it, and so lasts but a comparatively 
short time. Now, my hobble buckles have been devised for the purpose of doing away with these 
objectionable features in hobbles and producing one which will not turn round the leg, and in which the 
chain is connected to the buckle instead of to the strap. Figure 1 shows end view ; figure 2, top view; 
figure 3, perspective; and figure 4, side view of one of my buckles, full size. A is the strap; B the tongue 
of the buckle; C is a metal loop fitting loosely in an eye at the end of the bent connection B, which 
connects it to the other portion of the buckle. In figure 4, E is the ring at the end of the chain by which 
the hobbles are connected in pairs. This ring is slipped over the loop C. By this method of construction 
it will be seen that there can be no turning or twisting of the strap, and consequently no pain to the 
animal wearing my hobbles, whilst they will last more than twice as long as those in ordinary use. The 
length of the chain can be altered at pleasure. 

1 do not confine myself to any particular size, shape, or materials in the construction of my 
invention, so long as the nature thereof be retained ; but 1. claim the improvements in hobble buckles 
substantially as herein described and explained and illustrated by my drawings. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Robert 
Charles Thomson, this third day of November, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

SIB, 
	 Sydney, 9 October, 1875. 

Having examined the specification and drawing enclosed in the petition of Robert Charles 
Thomson for Letters Patent for his invention of "Improvements in Hobble Buckles" (herein returned), 
we have the honor to report that we consider the improvements to contain sufficient of novelty of 
invention to warrant our recommending the issue of the Letters desired, and that we recommend accord-
ingly the issue of the Letters sought to be obtained. 

We have, &c., 
HENRY HALIJORAN. 

TILE PRINCIPAL UNDER SEcRETARY. 	 EDMUND FOSBERY. 

[Drawings—one AMC, 





A.D. 1875, 3rd November. No. 496. 

IMPROVED ROTARY ENGINE, 

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Robert Vaile, for improve4 Rotary Engine 
for applying the motive power of steam, water, atmospheric air, and similarly 
acting motive powers. 

[Registered on the 4th day of November, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His Excinnrxcr Sit HEEcnEs GEoiw Roiitxr Ronrxsorc, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commancler.ni.Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting; 
WEEREAS R0UEIIP VAaE, of Auckland, in the Colony of New Zealand, bath by his Petitionhumbly 

represented to me lust he is the author or designer of a certain invention orimproveinentinmanufactures, 
that is to say, of an invention of an liuproved Rotary Engine for applying the motive power of steam, 
water, atmesphcric air, and similarly acting motive powers," which is more particnlarly described in the 
spcethcation, marked A, and the three sheets of drawings, marked B, C, and B, respeclively hereunto 
annexed and that lie, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the honorable the Treasurer of the said 
Colony of New South Wales the sUfli of Twenty Pounds sterling

'
for defraying the expense of grantng 

these Letters of Registration. as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-
fottr and 11:001 humbly prayed that I would be 'Ieasci[ to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be seenred to luni i or a 
period of fourteen years And  I, being willing to give cncourageinemit to all .rnientioims and nprovemnents 
in tim arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having rcceivcd a report favourable to 
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons apjiointcd by me to examine and consider the 
mitatters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, ani pletsed, with the advice of the 
i.xeeutive Couiieil, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to 
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Robert Vaile, his executors, adiniins-
ti.ators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and 
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Robert 
l,Taije his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and 
during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these. presents next and 
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended; Provided always, that if the said Robert Vaile 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper oFfice in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advanl:ages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have eaused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern. 
iiieat House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this third day of November, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seveni3r.flve. 

(ia) 
	

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-20 	 A. 
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Improved Rotary Engine. 

A. 
SPECIFICATION of ROBERT VAILE, of Auckland, in the Colony of New Zealand, of "an improved 

Rotary Engine for applying the motive power of steam, water, atmospheric air and similarly acting 
motive powers 1 ' 

NOW KNOW YE, that I, the said ROBERT YnLE, do hereby declare the nature of the said invention, 
and in what manlier the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by 
the following statement or specification and drawings thereof (that is to say) 

Specification of improved Rotary Engine invented by Robert Vaile, of Auckland, New Zealand. 

Title :—An improved Rotary Engine for applying the motive power of steam, water, atmospheric air, and 
similarly acting motive powers. 

Mr invention relates to rotary engines for applying motive power, and consists of an arrangement 
of mechanism for applying the motive power of steam, water, atmospheric air, and similarly acting motive 
powers, so as to obtain a rotary motion direct from the power without the use of the crank and its 
necessary parts, which are now used to produce a rotary motion from the reciprocating engines at present 
in general use. I obtain this result by causing it drum or cylinder attached to a shaft to revolve within 
an external cylinder; the steam or other motive power being confined between these two cylinders and 
acting on slides or pistons caused to alternately project and recede from the surface of the internal 
cylinder compels the internal cylinder and its shaft to revolve, thus giving the rotary motion desired. This 
invention will be more clearly understood by reference to following description and accompanying 
drawings-- 

Figure 2 is a section through AB, fig. 1 aaaa is the external cylinder, blIbb the internal cylinder, 
GGGG- jacket covering external cylinder, cccccc the steam or other motive power, space between these two 
cylinders, .1 shaft of internal cylinder, eec slides or pistons on which the motive power is acting, fff similar 
slides or pistons passing abatinents in external cylinder, gqg  metal tongues keeping joint between abut-
ments in external cylinder and surface of internal cylinder steam-tight kept down by springs from above 
as shown in detail drawing fig. 6, hit/i gun-metal inlet valves revolving in sockets in, which sockets are 
cast in one piece with the external cylinder, jjJIJJ inlet and outlet ports to engine. When the valves Jib/i are 
in the direction of the black dotted lines drawn through their centres the engine is working forward; when 
in direction of the red dotted lines, the motive power is shut off and all the ports jUjjj are open to the 
exhaust; when in direction of the blue dotted lines, the engine is reversed and is working backwards. It 
will be observed by following the indications of these dotted lines that the port which is the inlet when 
working forward becomes the exhaust when working backwards, and that port which is the inlet when 
working backwards becomes the exhaust when working forward; when in the direction of the red dotted 
line the valve rests on its seat and the motive power is shut off, leaving all ports open into the exhaust 
icicle exhaust chambers over valve, lilt exhaust passages connecting exhaust chambers over valves with 
main exhaust pipe m QQ plates closing opening by the removal of which the joint qq  in external cylinder 
can be examined and proved steam-tight, if  joint in external cylinder, kept together by bolts and nuts 
rrrr, sees cast-iron bed to engine. 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the engine, dd shaft of internal cylinder, kikle exhaust chambers 
over valves Mi,, fig. 2!  OGGO- jacket covering external cylinder and forming exhaust passages connecting 
exhaust chambers ik/ik with main exhaust pipe sara, tilt inlet pipe,,  conveying steam or other motive 
power to valves h/tb/i, fig. 2, sin levers turning valves li/ti,, fig. 2, o rod connecting these levers, p  handle 
operating levers, vu wheels keyed on to shaft of internal cylinder and revolving with it, govern the 
movements of the slides or pistons ceeft fig. 2, by compelling the studs vvvvvvvv to follow the eccentricities 
of the guides sow, which movement is more distinctly shown in the end elevation fig. 2 and the section fig. 4, 
Q plate covering joint q, fig. 2, through centre of external cylinder kept together by bolts and nuts rrrrrrnrr; 
by means of this joint the upper half of the external cylinder can be removed and the interior of the 
engine examined, and should it be desired to further examine, the whole of the internal, cylinder and its 
shaft can be lifted out by releasing the brasses xxx-v, in which the shaft dd revolves ; yy screw bolts keeping 
brasses xxxx in place, zzzz vulcanized india-rubber cushions, adjustable by screw nuts, keeping the slides 
or pistons on which the motive power acts in proper contact with the internal face of external cylinder; 
8888 cast-iron bed of engine, EE hand-screws keeping valves hh, fig. 2, up to face of seat and sockets, PP 
covers to apertures for insertion of valves hi,, fig. 2, through which the hand.screws EE work; these covers 
are bolted to the face of engine with screw-nuts and bolts in the same manner as a cylinder covcr is 
bolted on in a reciprocating engine. 

Figure 3 is an end elevation of the engine Icicle exhaust chambers, BEE hand-screws keeping valves 
là/ut, fig. 2, up to seat and sockets, ill exhaust passages, connecting exhaust chambers over valves with main 
exhaust pipe in, simm levers operating valves huh, fig. 2, on rods connecting levers ann so that the handle 
p operates the whole, wwww continuous eccentric guide in which the studs vvvvvvvv, fig. 1, are imprisoned 
and compelled to follow its eccentricities by the revolution of the governing wheels vu, fig. 1, and umneuuuu, 
fig. 3, combined with the sliding of these same studs in slots made in the radii of these wheels for that 
purpose, these wheels being firmly keyed to the shaft of the internal cylinder and revolving with it, 
while the eccentric guide wwww is firmly bolted to the immovable external cylinder. Thus it will be 
seen that the studs vvvvvvvv must follow all the eccentricities of, the guide wwwu' whether the engine 
works backwards or forwards, and these studs being connected by rods and crossheads with the slides or 
pistons on which the motive power acts in the interior of the engine, compels these slides or pistons to 
assume a corresponding position to the studs, thus causing these slides or pistons to alternately project 
and recede from the face of the internal cylinder, and so pass the abutments of the engine at the proper 
moment, which movement is more distinctly shown in fig. 4, PPP covers to apertures for inserting valves h/u/u, 
fig. 2, d shaft of internal cylinder, qq joint opening engine, n-n- screw bolts connecting joint qq,  xx brasses 
in which shaft d revolves, yg  screw bolts securing brasses xx, zz vulcanized india-rubber cushions with 
adjustable screw, keeping these slides or pistons on which the motive power acts close to internal face of 
external cylinder, more clearly shown in fig. 4, see cast-iron bed of engine. 

Figure 
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Improved Rotary Engine. 

Figure 4 is it section through CD, fig. 3 and fig. 2, with the radii of the governing wheel sturatuitu, 
fig. 3, turned so as to coincide with the sectional line GD, aaaaaaaa external cylinder, bblibbb&b internal 
cylinder, GU- jack-ct covering external cylinder, cc steam or other motive power space, it'd shaft of internal 
cylinder, cc slide or piston on uhich motive power is acting, ff slide or piston just past abutment and 
coming into position of active slide or piston, lilt gun-metal inlet valve, showing through section of exhaust 
chamber, iii sockets east solid with external cylinder, in which valves hit revolve, b-k exhaust chamber over 
valve, ii exhaust passages connecting exhaust chambers over valves with main exhaust pipe mm, n lever for 
turning valves, p  handle for turning valves, nrc cast-iron bed to engine, itt inlet pipes to valves, stuuj 
governing wheels, showing slotinradii of same in which blocks of studs vuveand crosshoadsHHilih{HHH 
slide, wwzcw eccentric guide bolted to external cylinder in which studs vasti move, xxxx brasses in which 
shaft dd revolve, gy  screw bolts keeping brasses xxzx in place, zzzz vulcanized india-rubber cushions with 
adjustable screws keeping slides or pistons fj'. and cc in proper contact with internal face of external 
cylinder, KKICK rods connecting blocks of studs vast with crossheads llll:I-THHHHH, LLLLLLLL rods 
connecting crossheads HHHHIIHHII with slides or pistons if, and cc working through glands MMMM. 
It will thus be seen that the slides or pistons ff and cc in the interior of the engine are compelled to 
assume the position desired by means of the studs v. the erosshcads H, and the connecting rods K and 
L; NN set screws keeping governing wheels sziau in place. 'When it is desired to disconnect the engine 
for examination, the set screws NN are taken out and the governing wheels rows are drawn along the 
shaft it'd in a line with their keys PP, close to the brasses zn'x, titus completely disconnecting the studs v 
from the eccentric guide wwww and the crossheads H from the connecting vods L, TTTT metallic spring 
packing closing on internal cylinder and pressing against back of eccentric guide, thus keeping joint 
between internal and external cylinder tight and compensating for wear; this packing is more distinctly 
shown in fig. 5. 

Figure 5, detail of end of engine, swuuul4uuww portion of governing wheel, showing V-shaped slots 
in which studs v and crossheads H travel, the back plates which retain them in these slots being removed 
for this purpose, GG-G jacket forming exhaust passages, ca external cylinder, bbMbb internal cylinder, 
d shaft of internal cylinder, wzctcwic eccentric guide bolted to external cylinder, TTT spring packing 
closing on internal cylinder, broken through at W to show joint between internal and external cylinders, 
VV screws to prevent spring packing revolving with internal cylinder, MiThThiMM glands through 
which rods LLLLLL work, connecting slides or pistons c and / in the interior of the engine with cross-
heads H on the exterior ; Fl?]? apertures for the insertion of valves, ss cast-iron bed to engine. 

Figure 0, section through inlet pipe valve, tongue keeping joint between internal cylinder and 
abutment tight, and through slide or piston passing abutment hit, gun-metal valve lilt/i, fig. 21  iii sockets 
in which valves revolve, XX seat of valve, ri lever turning valve. E hand-screw keeping valve h/i up to 
sockets iii and seat XX, I? cover to aperture for the insertion of valve in which hand-screw E works, 
qg metal-tongue keeping joint between face of internal cylinder and abutments in external cylinder tight 
and compensating for wear, kept down by springs from the top as shown in drawing, JJJ' slide or piston 
passing abutments, YY slots through slide or piston so as to allow free circulation of steam round it 
while in the act of projecting from and receding into the internal cylinder, LL rods connecting slides or 
pistons with crossheads 11, BR metal tongues, snaking ends of slides or pistons steam tight and colapen-
sating for wear, kept to its work by springs at back in the same manner as tongue qq, ace external 
cylinder, b&b internal cylinder, PT spring packing, a inlet pipe, b-k exhaust chamber over valve. 

Figure 7, valve hit, fig. 0, withdrawn from sockets. 
Figure 8, valve it, on its seat, showing motive power shut off, When in the direction of the black 

dotted line the engine will be working forward, and when in direction of the blue it will be working 
backward, q metal tongue kept to its work by pressure of steam passing through slots 2 2 instead of 
springs. 

Figure 9, section through erosshead ii, rod K, stud v and its block, and india-rubber cushion 
H is the crosshead, K rod screw'ed into same, 2 screw-nut holding up stud v and its block, z vulcanized 
india-rubber cushion, 3 screw-nut compressing india-rubber cushion. It will be observed that as the stud 
v and the india-rubber cushion z slide freely on the rod K'that by adjusting the screw nuts 2 and 3 any 
desired pressure can be brought to bear on the face of the slides or pistons c and / when in contact with 
the external cylinder, as the india-rubber cushion z will yield a little while the stud v is passing over the 
highest pointe of the eccentric guide, and tints lock the slide or piston steam-tight with just sufficient 
pressure against the inside of the external cylinder. 

Figure 10, under view of crosshead II. 
Figures 11 and 12, sections through end of slide or piston showing triangular-shaped metal packing 

kept to its work by the pressure of steam instead of using springs. If desired, instead of using the 
grooved eccentric guide as shown in drawings, a single rib of metal bent to the same eccentricity as this 
guide and lying between double studs set in double blocks could be used. When working engines of 
large diameter the governing wheels can be dispensed with, by tiu'owing down a slotted guide from the 
Hides of the glands M and fixing the studs v with thei.r blocks and india-rubber cushions right on to the 
ends of the piston-rods L. The eccentric guide can then be contracted in diameter so as to take the 
studs, and can be secured to the bed or other ii nmovable pan; of the engine. 

Dated at Sydney, the first day of September, AD. 1875. 
ROBERT VAILE. 

Auckland, New Zealand, September 1, 1875. 
Wawr & JOHNSON, 

Agents for Robert Vaile, A nekland, New Zealand. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration, and marked Agrauted 
to Robert Vaile, this third day of November, 1875, 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 
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improved Rotary Thk9iflC. 

REPORT. 

Sydney, 14 October, 1875. 

:En returning to you Mr. Robert \Tailc's Petition, specification, and drawings of his "improved 
Rotary Engine for applying the motive power of steam, water, atmospheric air, and shni)arly acting motive 
powers," transmitted for our report under your B.C. communication of the 5th instant (No. 75-6,683), we 
do ourselves the honor to state that Mr. Vailo does not affix any specif a claim to his specification; but 
assuming that the drawing in connection with his specification precisely fixes all the particulars of his 
improvements, we are of opinion that Letters of Registration may be grauted in accordance therewith. 

We have, &c., 
GOTRER K. MANN. 

TilE PEUcCTPAL Urnnn Sxeinran. 	 CUAS. WATT. 

[Drawings—three sheets.] 
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A.D. 1875, 30th November. 'No. 497. 

THE LAUNDRESS'S FRIEND. 

LETTERS of REGISTRATION to Joseph Gerrish Barron, for an Invention 
termed the Laundress's Friend. 

[Registered on the 1st day of December, 1575, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His Excnnvcv Sin HncuLEs G-zowr Ronnu ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Jostru Gninsir BARRON bath by his Petition humbly represented to me that be is 
the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an 
invention termed the "Laundress's Friend," which is more particn]arly described in the specification, 
marked A, and the two photographs, marked respectively B and C, which are hereunto annexed; and that 
be, the said Petitioner, bath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South 
Wales the sum of Twenty pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Regis-
tration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly 
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive e;joyment and 
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to Mm for a period of fourteen years 
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures 
which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said 
Petition, from coi npetent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and 
to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise 
of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of 
Registration grant unto the said Joseph Gerrish Barron, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of 
fourteen years from the date hereof to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Joseph Gerrish Barron, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately 
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Joseph Gerrish Barron 
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of ,  New South Wales, at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this thirtieth day of November, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(L.s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2P 
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The Lazuz d ess's Friend. 

A. 

SPECIFICATION of the Invention of Josrpir Gc.itnsu BsnnoN, termed the "Laundress's Friend.' 
Mr invention consists of it machine which is made of tin, with a wooden handle, and is intended to be used 
in washing mien, cotton, or woollen goods of whatever hind or nature. 

My machine is constructed in a cylindrical shape, nine inches in diameter, with top closed, and 
divided into compartments or sections, with a conical top to carry a wooden handle for using the machine. 

Figure 1, in the photographs accompanying this specification, represents the machine as above 
described. 

Figure 2 shows the lower section of the cylinder with the said compartments, each open at the 
bottom, and air-tight in the top. 

To use this machine, press it down by the handle upon the goods to he washed, which have previously 
been inserted in an ordinary washing-tub or other suitable receptacle, with water and soap in it just as if 
it was intended to have washed such goods by hand in the ordinary manner. The effect of the pressure is 
to force the air, confined in the compartments in the cylinder, through the water, and causing it circulation 
of such air through the goods, which, upon lifting the machine from the goods, simply reverses the action 
by suction, drawing the water through the linen by a vacuum being created in such cylinder. 

The pressing and lifting of the machine is repeated until the goods are washed, the action of the 
person using the 1nachme being very similar to that of a person using an ordinary churn. 

H.avirg thns described the nature of my said invention, and the mode of using the same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to any shape or size for my machine but what I claim 
is, the making and using of my said machine in the manner as hereinbcfore substantially described. 

J. G. BARRON. 

This is the specification, niarlced A, referred, to in the annexed Letters of :Rcgistnition granted to 
Joseph Gerrish Barron, this thirtieth clay of November, 1875. 

IIERCTJLES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Srit, 
	 Sydney, 19 October, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to its, nnderyonrE.C. 
comiunnication of the 18th instant, No. 75-7296, which have reference to Mr. J. G. Barron's invention 
termed "The Laundress's Friend,' and we have to report that we see no objection to the issue of the 
Letters of Registration asked for in tcrms of Mr. Barron's Petition, specification, and claim. 

We have, &e.. 
(JOTHER K. MANN, 

TUE Piuscjrn Uxaxit SECItETARY. 	 B. 0. MOItIAETY. 

[Drawings—two slicrts.1 
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A.D. 18769  9th December, No. 498. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN EXCAVATING MACHINES. 

LETTE11 S OF REGISTRATION to David Wright Brayshay, for Improvements in 
the constraction and anangement of Excavating Machines, 

[Registered on the 11th day of December, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 21.] 

BY HIS EXCELLENCy Sat lixucutas Gioiton ROBERT Ronnso, Knight U-rand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WTIIERFiAS D&.vm WRIGHT Bnsrsuit, of. Hamilton, in the Colony of Victoria, sheep-farmer, bath 
by his Petition humbly represented to inc tha-the is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve-
ment in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for CC  Luprovements in the construction and arrange-
inent of Excavating Machines," which is more particularly described in the spec-ication, marked A, and 
the two sheets of drawings, marked B and C respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the 
said Petitioner, liatli deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales 
the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraing the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, 
.is required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that 
.[ would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoymeat and advantage of 
the said invention or improvenicut might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years And I, being 
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may  
be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from 
competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matter stated therein, and to report 
thereon for my informatioD, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the 
power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Regis-
tration grant unto the said David Wright Brayshay, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the 
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of four-
teen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said David 'Wright Brayshay, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and 
unto the full end and terra of fourteen years from the date of these preseitts next a 	i nd mmediately 
ensuing, and fully to be c-oinplcte and ended: Provided always, that if the said David Wright Brayshay 
shal.l not, witluu three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the 
proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters 
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South 'Wales, at Govern-
inent House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of December, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight linndred and seventy-five. 

(J].s.) 	 HERCULES ROBINSON. 

1W0-2 Q 	 A. 
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Improvements in Bxcavczti'ng Machines. 

A. 
SPECIFICATION of DAVID WRIGHT Bn&ysusy, of Hamilton, in the Colony of Victoria, sheep-farmer, 

for an invention intituled "Improvements in the construction and arrangement of Excavating 
Machines." 

EXCAVATnW Machines, as at present constructed, have a digging or excavating implement in front of an 
elevator, running lengthwise with the travel of the implement and discharging into a dirt receptacle behind. 
When at work this dirt receptacle gets filled in it very short space of time—frequently in half a 
minute, The excavating implement then has to be lifted out of the ground, and the whole machine driven 
away to some convenient place for depositing the earth contained in the receptacle. Alter this the machine 
has to be driven back again to its work. The whole of this operation takes in average eases about three 
minutes, Be that the time lost by the machine in getting rid of the dirtt it has excavated is about six times 
as long as the machine takes in raising it or, in other words, the machine is engaged in its proper work 
of excavating for only one-seventh of its time. This is the great evil which 1 have remedied; and in 
this remedy lies the principal, although not the only feature of my invention. In most cases where these 
machines will be used, the excavated earth is simply required to be deposited in ridges alongside the exca-
vation, as, for instance, in making ditches, railway cuttings, etcetera, Now, for this purpose I dispense 
altogether with the dirt receptacle, and I alter the positiou of the elevator, so that it is not in a line with, 
but at more or less of an angle from the travel of the excavator, the result of which is that the excavated 
earth rises up the bottom of the digging implement, as in ordinary eases, but is delivered on to the lower 
end of the elevator or endless travelling-table, and by it is carried away and delivered alongside the 
excavation then being made. Should the distance from the line of excavation to the line of deposit be 
greater than one elevator could conveniently be made to carry, two or even more tables might be placed 
in a line, the one carrying it to the other, until the prescribed distance had been reached. This, however, I 
look npon as a remote contingency, only one table being in my opinion necessary for all ordinary purposes. 

Other lbatures of my invention consist in a novel mechanical arrangement for raising and lowering 
a peculiarly constructed excavating tool; in the use of an adjustable forward regulating or guide-wheel; 
in the use of an india-rubber coating for the end rollers over which the elevator is stretched ; in the 
peculiar method of constructing and imparting motion to this elevator; and in the several contrivances 
for supporting and strengthening the various parts of my machine, as hereinafter more fully described. 

The bottom and sides of the excavating tool are made at right angles to each other, the line of its 
nose being oblique, to enable it to cut into the earth gradually and not all at once. The Ibremost ends 
of the sides of this tool recede from the nose obliquely and have a sharp edge on them. 

The novel meclia.nieal arrangement for raising and lowering this tool consists in the use of four 
vertical rods—two on each side—which descend through slots in an ujper framing, and are fastened to 
the sides of and support the said tool. These four rods are connected together at the top by an iron plate, 
in the centre of which is a circular collar, through which descends the spindle of a screw. This screw 
works in a fixed female screw, supported by the framing, by revolving in which the whole of these arrange-
ments rise and fall together. A hand-wheel at the top of the screw-spindle is provided for the purpose 
of operating it. 

The adjustable forward regulating guide-wheel is for the purpose of regulating the depth of the cut 
of the excavating implement. It is placed a little ahead, but not in front of this implement, and runs on 
a short axle, supported in the two sides of a fork, the stem of which rises upward and passes through an 
iron lined hole near the end of the pole. This stem is kept in position by means of a wedge or pin, by 
temporarily removing which the stein and wheel can be raised or lowered. 

An india-rubber coating, say a quarter of an inch thick, is given to the end rollers, over which the 
elevator travels, so as to improve the hold of the canvas and tend to the prevention of its slipping. 

The elevator is made of two thicknesses of canvas sewn together, and traversed at intervals of (say) 
a foot with iron bands or laths, which are attached at either end to a flat chain, both chains and laths being 
sewn to the canvas. Each of these chains gears over projecting teeth or spikes on the ends of the end 
rollers over which the elevator is stretched. The chains and laths are used for strengthening, and the 
former assists the canvas in bearing the strain conseqnent upon its motion. The laths are placed on the 
face of the elevator instead of underneath, to prevent their catching against the rollers. This elevator is 
worked from its lower roller, on one end of which is circular toothed gearing, connected by other toothed 
gearing (as shown in the drawings, and hereinafter referred to) with a large toothed circle attached to 
the driving wheel. At the head of the elevator I place a piece of bent metal, to prevent the earth dis- 
charging itself there. 	 - 

Referring to the drawings hereto annexed: Figure 1 shows side elevation; figure 2, plau; figure 3, 
front elevation; and figure 4, back elevation of a machine constructed according to my invention, with 
the elevator placed at right angles to the travel of the machine, this being in my opinion the angle at 
which they will be commonly set Figure 5 is plan of another modification of my invention, showing the 
endless table or elevator set at the minimum possible angle to obtain a side delivery of the material 
excavated. Figure 6 illustrates the gearing to drive the elevator when set at this angle. Figures 7 and S 
show respectively front and end elevation of elevator and end roller, which are alike in both mnodifica-
lions represented in my drawings. A is the excavating tool, A' the line of its nose, A' its sharp sides. 
BE are the four rods supporting the tool A., B' the iron plate at the top by which they are connected, B' 
the collar therein, B' the screw, B' the fixed female screw through which, it works, B' the hand-wheel at 
the top of screw B'. C is the regulating guide wheel, CL  the stem of the fork C' (see figure 3) which 
supports its axle, C' the wedge or pin for regulating it. B is the elevator or endless travelling table, B' 
the iron bands thereon, B' the iron chains, B' the iron spikes over which they gear (see figure 8), B' the 
end rollers, I)' the india-rubber coating thereon, B', B7, and B' the toothed gearing for driving the elevator 
from toothed circle B' (see figure 1) on the driving wheel B. B" are simply screws for tightening or 
loosening the elevator. F is the framing of the elevator, supported by the two wheels P. This framing  
is connected to the front part of the machine by bolts and nuts, so as to be easily separable from it shoW 
occasion arise. S is the pole. G is an iron strengthening plate; G-' is part of the framing in which are 
the guides for the rods B. H is an angle-iron strengthening bar. I is the draw-bar, and I' connecting 
rods for equalizing the draught. 	 When 
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Improvements in Excavating Machines. — 	- 

When the machine is about to commence a new excavation, the hand-wheel B5  is operated until 
the nose of the excavating tool A is below the level of the wheel C to the precise extent that the furrow 
is required to be cut. This will raise wheel C above the ground until the excavator A has entered the 
earth to the required depth (say for a few secoud?or so), when said wheel C will rest on and run along 
the surface of the ground, preventing the excavator from cutting either more or less than the depth 
preiously determined. The earth excavated runs up the bottom of the excavator, deposits itself on the 
lower end of the table or elevator, and is by it carried and deposited in a ridge or line parallel to the exca-
vation. Supposing the excavation is required to be wider than the machine can make in one cut, the 
regulating wheel C is lowered to the level of the excavator and runs in the first cut whilst the second is 
being made (as shown in the drM jugs), thus again compelling the excavator to cut neither more nor less than 
the prescribed depth. If a wide cutting, say for railway purposes, is required, ]. set my machine to take 
out a furrow on the outer edge of the intended cutting, 'up one side and down the other, and so on until 
the furrows meet in the centre after the whole of that level has been taken off, thus discharging one half 
of the excavated material on each side of the line. If an embankment be required to be made for a 
railway or road, I proceed in precisely the opposite way to that just described, excavating the earth 
nearest to the line of road first and discharging it in the centre, travelling up one side and down the other 
as before, until the embankment is complete& If, as in the case of a dam, nearly all the earth requires 
to be taken in one direction, and to a greater distance from the cut than the table will carry, I provide an 
additional table, or more if required, to attach to the first, so that the first may discharge into the second, 
and so on until the requisite point is reached. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myself to precise details, so long as the nature of my invention 
be retained; but I claim— 

First and chiefly—The construction of excavating machines without earth receptacles, but with 
elevators or tables, so constructed as to give a side delivery to the excavated earth, substan-
tially as herein described and explained. 

Second—The peculiar construction of the excavating tool, substantially as herein described and 
explained. 

Third—The contrivances herein described for raising and lowering the excavating tool. 
Fourth—The use of the adjustable regulating or guide-wheel C. 
Fifth—The india-rubber coating for the rollers V. 

This is the specification, marked .&, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to 
David Wright Brayshay, this ninth day of December, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORTS. 

Sin, 	 Sydney, 13 September, 1875. 
In returning to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C. communication of the 

25th ultiino. No. 75/5963, and which have reference to David Wright Brayshay's application for Letters 
of Registration for Improvements in the construction and arrangement of Excavating Machines," we do 
ourselves the honor to report that we are of opinion that a grant of Letters of Registration may be issued 
securing to Mr. Brayshay so much of his invention as is comprised in his first, second, third, fourth, and 
part of the sixth claim, and excepting the fifth claim and so much of the sixth as relates to the spikes, 
D5, thereon for the chains B'," these being common appliances in machinery. 

We have, &c., 
GOTHER K. MANN. 
JAMES BARNET. 

We see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration in accordance with the revised specifi-
cation and claim. 

GOTHEIL K. MANN. 
TuE PJtmNcIra UNDER SECIiETar, 

	 JAMES BARNET. 

[Drawings—two sheets.] 
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A.D. 1875, 9th December. No. 499. 

A NEW OR IMPROVED MODE OF AND APPARATUS OR BALANCE FOR 
ASCERTAINING THE LOSS OF WOOL IN WEIGHT BY THE PROCESS OF 
WASHING. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Friedrich Bockliacker, for a new or iinprovcà 
mode of and Apparatus or Balance for asccrtaithng the loss of wool in weight 
by the process of washing, 

[Registered on the 11th day of December, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vie. No. 24.1 

BY His EXCELLENCY SIR HtROULES 0-zonea Ronsic ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting: 

WHEREAS Pic.EmnciI BocKKAcK:n, of Hiickeswagen, in Rhenish Prussia., hath by his Petition 
humbly represented to inc that lie is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in 
manufactures, that is to say, o1 an invention of" a new or improved mode of and Apparatus or Balance 
for ascertaining the loss of wool in weight by the process of washing," which is more particularly 
described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said 
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New Nouth Wales the 
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as 
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four and hath humbly prayed that J. 
would be p]eased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years'. And 1, being 
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or inamifhctures which may 
be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from 
competent pei'soiis appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report 
thicreon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of tho 
power and authority given to inc by the said Act of Council, to gi-ait, and do by these Letters of Regis-
tration grant unto the said Friedrich Bockhaeker, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive 
ei.i1oyment and a4vantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years 
iron the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Friedrich Bockhae]cer, his executors, 
adimnistrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the 
full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and 
fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said. Friedrich Bockhacker shall not, within 
three days after the granting of these Letters of. Registration, register the same in the proper office in the 
Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South \Vales, then these Letters of :Registratioi', 
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South 'Wales. at Govern-
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of December, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

(t.s.) 	 IIERCULES ROBINSON. 

560-2 it 	 SPEUFICATION 
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A new or improved Apparcttue or Balance, &e. 	- 

SPEcifICATION of invention of PItT.EDRICII BocxaAcnn, of Huckeswagen, in Rhenish Prussia, for 
" 	u a new or nproved mode of and apparatus or balance for ascertaining the loss of wool in weight by 
the process of washing' hereunder detailed. 

I, Fiunncu BOCIcEACICEI1, of Huckeswagen, in Rhenish Prussia, do hereby declare the nature of the 
said invention to be for "a new or improved mode of and apparatus or balance for ascertaining the loss 
of wool in weight by the process of washing.' 

The &Iachculars  are as follows 
This invention will be best understood by reference to the annexed drawing which is a vertical 

section through my said apparatus. It consists mainly in it deep vessel A, by preference cylindrical, which 
is filled with water up to the line E,F G is a float which at the top is formed with or carries a basin or 
saucer for receiving the wool to be judged as to its growth and quality. These things being ascertained, 
the wool is pressed down into the float 0 to the very bottom IL with equal density, and so as to fill the 
float up to the brim. The filling must be done by only adding small quantities of wool at a time and not 
leaving empty spaces between. 

The float being filled, a weight N is placed upon the wool and the latter pressed down till the weight 
will go no further down. The pressing hand being then withdrawn, the weight springs up as far as the 
natural elasticitr of the wool impels it. The point to which the weight is thus lifted by the wool indicates 
the exact cubic contents of wool on the scale S within the float, and the indication is reflected on to the 
glass top of the weight N. The weight is now taken away, and it is to be ascertained how far the float 0' 
has sunk into the water-vessel A. This is to be seen by mean s of brass column scales CC outside the 
vessel A these scales are divided into degrees marking half in ounce of weight each. If the float has 
sunk 100 degrees the weight of the wool within is 100 half-ounces. 

In order to ascertain how many per cent. the wool loses by washing, a quantity of wool properly 
washed and cleaned is next placed into the float in the manner described above, and the sinking of the 
float is ascertained. The difference in the depth to which the float sinks with the unclean and with the 
clean wool denotes the loss of weight arising from the removal of grease, sand, earth, burs, gras; or other 
foreign matter. 

The quantities of wool to be compared must of course be of equal cubic contents. 
In order to ascertain the different degrees of fineness, wool of every sort is pressed into the float 

and weighed. Equal cubic contents of unequal fineness will give the degree of the latter by the per-
centage of weights. 

By means of this apparatus, or apparatus operating substantially in the same manner, the operator 
is enabled within a few minutes and with perfbct exactness to ascertain the loss of wool by washing, which 
hitherto, chemical washing being in practice, required at least six hours, not to speak of the thue being 
taken up by the removal of burs, grass, and other foreign matter. 

This apparatus assists the wool merchant or manufacturer in a manner never know'n before, He 
is enabled to buy wool exactly according to its degree of fineness and profitableness. hitherto only the 
eye and touch were the helpma.tes of the buyer, but this apparatus will, as a third agent, be of essential 
service. 

I claim as my invention 

First—The herein-described mode of weighing wool substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
Second—The apparatus for weighing wool substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

In witness whereof, I, the said Friedrich Bockhacker, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this 
twenty-sixth day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, 

Witnesses,— 
Moans Poir.sz. 
SIEG'MUNn MEYER. 

]fRJEDRICIT $0 CEHACKER, 
Zcuge fur die richtige Unterschrift IIoritz Poies. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Friedrich 
Bockhacker, this ninth day of December, 1875, 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

REPORT. 

Sin, 
	 Sydney, 17 November, 1875. 

We do ourselves the honor to retu,.'n to you the documents transmitted to us order your 13. C. 
communication of the 11th instant (No. 75.7,811), which have reference to Mr. Friedrich Eockhackor's 
application for Letters of Registration for "a new or improved mode of and Apparatus or Balance for 
ascertaining the loss in weight by the process of washing";  and we have to report that we see no objection 
to the issue of the Letters of Registration asked for in terms of Mr. Bockhacker's Petition, drawing, 
specification, and claim. 

We have, Le., 
GOPHER K. MANN, 

TEE PRINeIYAL .UNDEI1 SECI1ETAI1Y. 	 A. 0. MORIARTY. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 
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A.D. 18751  9th December. No. 500. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN COLONIAL OVENS. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Michael Raleigh, for Improvements in 
Colonial Ovens. 

[Registered on the 11th day of December, 1875, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie. No. 24.] 

BY His EXCELT;ENCY SIB HERCULES GEoltur RoBERT RosxxsoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in.Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

TO ALL TO W1{OM 'l.'IESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting 

'\\TJTEJtEAS  MICIuEL RALErOII, of Sydney Terrace, Canning-street, near Melbourne, in the 
Colony of Victoria, bricklayer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that be is the author or 
designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to may, of an invention for 
"Improvements hi Colonial Ovens," which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of 
drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the 1.fonorable 
the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of. Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying 
the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, 
number twenty.four ; and hath humbly prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, 
whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured 
to him for it period of fourteen years And 1, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and 
improvements in the ads or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report 
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examme and 
consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act 
of Conneil, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Michael Raleigh, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or 
improvement, for and during the terip of fourteen years irom the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise 
unto the said Michael Raleigh, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive emlloyuldnt  and 
advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and 1;erui of fourteen years from the kate of theme 
presents next and immediately ensning, and fully to be complete and ended Provided always, that if the 
said Michael Raleigh shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, 
re gister the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 
7Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall eea€e and 
become void. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual. and have caused the present Letters of 
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern. 
mneiit House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of Deceitiber, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five. 

I lE]IC F LES ItO I3T.NSON, 
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Improvements in Colonial Ovens. 

SPECIFICATION of MICHAEL Raixicu, of No. 6, Sydney Terrace, Canning-street, Canton, near Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria, bricklayer, for an invention intituled "Improvements in Colonial 
Ovens.' 

Tins invention consists of certain improvements in Colonial Ovens, which have been devised for the 
purpose of assisting to equalise the heat therein. The essential feature of my invention lies in the intro-
duction of a- double flue nndcrneath one of the shelves, running longitudinally from end to end of the 
oven and parallel to each other, or, in other words, it might be described as one large fiat flue divided in 
the centre by a vertical partition so that one half is behind the other. The draught in these flues I make to 
travel in opposite directions by leadingthe heat from one side—say the left-hand side—of the fire underneath 
the oven up to the front flue, and so through it to the right hand side, and from thence to the corner flue 
whilst the heat from the right-hand side of the fire I conduct to the back flue, through which it travels 
until it reaches the other end, where it is discharged into a passage leading to the corner flue. 

By means of these cross draughts running through flues which traverse the baking space in the 
oven the heat is more cqualised than by the present method, so that the cooking will proceed from both 
top and bottom of the joint or pastry to an approximately equal extent, in addition to which the Vertical 
partition between the two new flues is a great strengthener to the shell under which it is fixed. 

In the drawings figure 1 is a front perspective and figure 2 end elevation of one of my ovens; 
A is the front flue. 13 the back flue, and C the vertical partition. The course of the dmught is indicated 
by arrows ; P is the handle of a flue door, D' fitting uuderneatb both flues so as to admit of their being 
cleaned out by the usual brushes. 

Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would 
have it understood that I do not confine myseTf to the size of the flues or ovens, or to the material of 
which they may he made or manufactured, nor to the precise position of my new flues, so long as they run 
through the baking space, but I claim— 

The introduction of flues A and B into Colonial Ovens, substantially as herein described and 
explained. 

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Michael 
Raleigh, this ninth day of December, 1875. 

HERCULES ROBINSON. 

Sydney, 16 November, 1875. 
SIR, 

In the matter of the application of Mr. IT. Raleigh for Letters of Registration for "Improve-
ments in Colonial Ovens," which has been referred to us, we have examined the specification and drawing 
accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of 
Letters of Registration as prayed for. 

We have, Sic., 
J. SMITH. 
JAMES BARNET, 

THE Pnmcirsn UNDER SECRETARY. 	 Colonial Architect. 

[Drawings—one sheet.] 

Sydney Tbornss Richards, Govermne,,t Printer. —1878. 






